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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

T h e  English translation of the Hudüd al-älam and its stupendous 

commentary undoubtedly form the magnum opus of the late 

Professor V. F. Minorsky* s scholarly career. As he himself explains 

in his Introductory Note to the second series of Addenda, he spent 

some six or seven years of his life on it. The preparation of the 

final manuscript for publication involved both the author himself 

and his devoted wife and amanuensis, Mrs. Tatiana Minorsky, in a 

vast amount of work, often repetitious, but at all times demanding a 

high standard of accuracy.
Over the ensuing years,. Minorsky was for long periods busy with 

other questions of the historical geography of the Orient, above all, 

with the historical geography of the Iranian world and the Turkish 

lands of Central Asia. Accordingly, from his pen there came such 

works as his studies on the sections of Sharaf az-Zamân Tahir 

Marvazi’s TabSx al-hayawän relating to China, India and the 

Turks (London 1942); on Abu Dulaf Mis'ar b. Muhalhil’s Second 
Risàia (Cairo 1955); and on the parts of the lost Tayrïkh al-Bäb 

preserved in Münejjim Bashï’s Jämt ad-duwal (London 1953, 

Cambridge 1958). In all of these works, his procedure was the 

same: a carefully-edited text, an English translation, and then an 

extensive historical and topographical commentary.

His interest in the Hudüd al-älam did not, meanwhile, abate at 

all. His other studies frequently illuminated some of the many 

problems which had had to be left unresolved— usually from sheer 

lack of historical sources or from inadequate modern exploration 

of the terrain involved— in the commentary completed in 1937. 

By 1955 a substantial number of additions and corrections to the 

commentary could be gathered together and were published, in 

company with some valuable observations on the linguistic style 

and vocabulary of the original Persian text, in the article “Addenda 

to the Hudüd al- Alani', Bulletin of the School of Oriental and 

African Studies, xvii/2 (1955), pp. 250-70. Over the next decade or 
so, Minorsky accumulated further corrections. In particular, the 

travels through central Afghanistan of the French scholar, the late 

André Maricq, increased our topographical knowledge of the very 

obscure and isolated mediaeval region of Ghür. As is well known, 

Maricq’s crowning discovery was that in 1957 of the minaret of 

Jam, which may possibly mark the site of Fïrüzkuh, the capital 

during the later 12th and early 13 th centuries of the powerful
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Ghurid Sultans.1 Anything which contributes to our knowledge of 
the region of mountain massifs and valleys in central and northern 

Afghanistan has a particular value in that it throws light, on the 

homeland of the Hudüd al-älam's author, who came from Güzgän, 

the principality lying immediately to the north of Ghur and the 

Herï-Rüd valley. The description of Güzgän and its dependencies 

is, indeed, the one section of the book which must depend on 

personal observation and experience, for apart from this, the author 

was essentially an armchair geographer, and not a traveller who 

personally visited the lands which he described. Maricq’s experi

ences now led Minorsky to modify certain of his earlier comments 

on the topography of central Afghanistan. Hence the new series of 

addenda presented here in this second edition of the Hudüd al-älam 

offer a substantially improved version of the section on Güzgän.

Unfortunately, Professor Minorsky died, almost a nonagenarian, 

"on 25th March 1966, before'he could put the new series of addenda 
in order for publication. It had already been decided, however, that 

a new edition of the Hudüd al-älam itself should be envisaged, for 

the original printing was almost exhausted. The Trustees of the 
"E. J. W. Gibb Memorial” Series now invited me to take up the work. 

The actual material conveyed to me from Professor Minorsky* s 

Nachlass was in a somewhat confused state. It comprised typewritten 

sheets, some in English and some in Russian, together with many 

manuscript additions, again written in both English and Russian. 
It would have been almost impossible for me to arrange these 

coherently if it had not been for Mrs. Minorsky, who of course 

knew, as no-one else could know, her husband’s handwriting and 

ways of working. She was able to reduce all the papers to an 

ordered, typewritten form. pven with this invaluable help, 

difficulties remained. The notes obviously contained much over

lapping and repetitious matter. Often there were two somewhat 

differing versions of the same correction. I have had accordingly 

judiciously to edit these notes, combining them ^here necessary 

and pruning superfluous matter. As well as these addenda and 

corrigenda, the core of which are the improved translation of the 
section on Güzgän (§ 23, 46-66) and the dependent commentary, 

Professor Minorsky left a series of comments on the textual 

improvements made by Dr. Manüchihr Sotüdeh in his edition of

1 For a critical re-assessment of the Leshnik, “ Ghor, Firuzkoh and the
evidence adduced by Maricq in favour Minar-i-Jam” , Central Asiatic Journal,
of the identification of Jam with the site xii/1 (1968), pp. 36-49. 
of Fîrüzkûh, see now Lorenz S.
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the Persian text of the Hudüd al-älam published at Tehran in 

1340/1962 (Tehran University Publications No. 727); these also 
have been included in the present edition. Professor J. A. Boyle 
communicated to me four corrections of his own, and these have 
been marked by his initials. Finally, I have myself drawn a new 
sketch-map of Güzgän and Ghür, to replace the Map viii of the 
original edition (p. 329); a certain amount of the information given 
in the original map has now been corrected, and other information 
added.

In may be of interest for English readers to learn that a Russian 
translation of the Hudüd al-älam commentary has been prepared by 
Mrs. Minorsky, and this will be utilized in a new Russian version of 
the whole work, to be edited by the Soviet scholar Dr. Y. E. 
Borshchevsky. This will not only include the 1955 addenda and the 
present ones, but will also contain a Russian translation of the 
article which Minorsky contributed to the Festschrift for his friend 
S. H. Taqizadeh, A locust's leg (London 1962), pp. 189-96, sc. the 
article "Ibn Farîghün and the Iludüd al-'Älam” , in which he 
suggested that the author of the still-unpublished encyclopaedia of 
the sciences, the Jawämt al-ulüm, might well be a scion of the 
Farîghünids of Güzgän, patrons of the author of the Hudüd 
al-älam.

The re-issue after the author’s death of this edition of the 
Hudüd al-älam will be eloquent witness to the enduring value of 
much of Professor Minorsky’s work; there only now remains for 
me to thank firstly the Gibb Memorial Trust for ensuring that the 
book will remain available for future scholars and secondly the 
School of Oriental and African Studies for agreeing to the reprinting 
of the 1955 Addenda.

C. E. BOSW ORTH
University of Manchester





INTRODUCTORY NOTE TO THE SECOND 
SERIES OF ADDENDA

T h e  romantic story of the unique manuscript of the Hudüd al-älam 

was told by me in the Preface to the English translation of it, below, 

pp. xii-liv. For several months in 1922 this manuscript was on my 

desk in Paris, but was repatriated to Leningrad in time for Professor 

V. V. Barthold to write the important Introduction to the facsimile 

of the text published by the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. 

This edition appeared in Leningrad in 1930 just after Barthold’s 

death (18th August 1930). I began to work on the translation of the 

Hudüd in 1931 and seven years later the book was published in the 

Gibb Memorial Series (London 1937). It was impossible to expect 
that my interpretation of the 61 chapters, divided in my translation 

and commentary into 1,007 paragraphs (some of them containing 

several items), should have been the last word. New studies and 

newly-accessible texts were bound to suggest a number of improve

ments in my work. Even the publication of the text by Sayyid 

Jalâl ad-Dîn Tehrânï as an appendix to his Calendar for 1334/1935 
reached me too late, and the recent edition of the text by 

Dr. Manüchihr Sotüdeh (Tehran 1340/1962) has shown how many 

readings of his predecessor were approximate. Thus in the period 

I93I“ 7 I was reduced to my own decipherment of the text compiled 
in 372/982 and transcribed almost three centuries later in 656/1258, 

when the Mongols were overrunning Iran and besieging Baghdad. 

The text was written by an able scribe whose hand, however, 

possessed individual peculiarities of seven centuries ago, to say 

nothing of the complications he met with in reproducing the 

toponomy, often grown obsolete by the 13th century, of remote 

regions.
As time went on, I collected a number of improvements, which 

were published in “Addenda to the Hudüd al- Α ΐαηΐ\ B S O A S y 

xvii/2 (1955), pp. 250-70. [These are reproduced in the present 
edition, below, pp. lv-lxxxii].

In his new edition of the Persian text, Dr. Sotudeh took full 

advantage of my commentaries and explanations of 1937, and his 

eagle eye permitted him to discern 38 better readings, of which he 

published a preliminary list in Farhang-i Irân-zamïny vii/1-3  

(1338/1959), pp. 334-46. I accept most of them and wish to add 

them to the results of my own post-1955 research. There is, 

unfortunately, no hope of publishing a new edition of my English



translation which would incorporate all the improvements in the 

body of the text. Readers will still have to use the 1937 edition as a 

basis, but I now wish to add to my first set of Addenda the present 

similar list combining textual improvements with my observations 

and research carried out since 1955.

xîi Introductory Note to the Second Addenda



COMMENTS ON THE TEXTUAL IMPROVE
MENTS SUGGESTED BY DR. MANUCHIHR 

SOTUDEH IN HIS EDITION OF THE PERSIAN 
TEXT (TEHRAN 1340/1962)

§ I. Preface. Instead of khwïsh-numâ, read: khzüïsh-râ, i.e. not 

“ manifesting himself through different sciences” but “guiding his 

slaves to different sciences” (M.S. admits the difficulty of the 

reading).

§ 2. Discourse on the lie (nihädh) of the earth . . .  P. 50, last 

lines, read: “ and all the places . . .  in which there are (some) 
aquatic animals ( jänavar andar ü mävi bäshad) are within this ninth 

part of the earth” . There is no doubt about the reading mävi in the 

text, and the same correction had been suggested to me by my 

late friend Prof. A. Eghbal in 1938. However, I still suspect a 

mistake of the scribe, and clinging to my original interpretation, I 
would restore the text as follows: va jänavar andar ü [va\ *mähi 

därad.
§ 2, last paragraph (p. 51): instead of mardi, read: piar dumi “the 

people of those regions are more remote from human nature” .

§ 3, 3 (p. 52). M.S. rightly remarks that in the Hudüd the word 
digar marks the beginning of a paragraph, and digar daryä-yi 
buzurg ast ki should not be translated as “another great sea is the 

sea . . etc., but perhaps as “moreover, a great sea which . . etc. 

The suggestion is rather pedantic, and a multitude of “moreovers” 

would be too obtrusive in an English translation (in French one 

could more easily say “ et encore, une mer qui . . .” etc.).

In the same paragraph, instead of “ Saymara [sic]” read “ Basra” . 

For the correct reading, see p. 179. In the text, the name is very 

indistinct, and the reading “ Basra” was already restored in my 1955 

Addenda.

§ 3, end of 4 (p. 53). Read: “ and from the one shore the other is 

not visible” , which seems to be a misunderstanding, see Mas'üdï, 
Taribïh.

§ 3, 24 (p. 55). “At times the waters of Lake Zarah grow so much 

that its rivers overflow into (bigudharadh bi) the province of 

Kirmän and form a huge lake” . M.S. rightly remarks that va 

bi-daryä-yi a zam shavad should be interpreted as “ and flow into 
the Greatest Sea” , i.e. into the Ocean already mentioned under 

§ 3, 4. Practically, this is of course impossible; it reminds one of the 

story concerning the river of Isfahan which is lost in the swamp of



Gäv-khäna but reappears in Kirmän and flows out into the Eastern 
(sc. Indian) Ocean, see Ibn Khurdädhbih, p. 176. Cf. the criticism 

on this point by Mustaufï, Nuzhat al-qulüb, ed. Le Strange, p. 216.
§ 4, 3. Translated “ Chinese merchants go there in great num

bers” . M.S. judiciously improves: “ Chinese merchants frequent 

(1bisyär rav and) it” .
§ 5, 9 Ba (p. 63). M.S. suggests that instead of än-gah “then” the 

text should be read as än-ki “and the one (i.e. branch) which turns 
north-westwards penetrates into Ghür” . This is quite possible, and 

this branch (which on p. 199 I identify with the Kôh-i Babà) would 

be opposed to the northern ramifications described under § 5, 9 Aa. 
Thus the correction is acceptable, though M.S. in his own edition 

of the text reverts to my reading va än-gah.

§ 5, 9 Bb (p. 64). In the enumeration of the branches of the range 
scattered in the present-day Afghanistan, after “ Bämiyän” insert 

“and in some of the marches of Güzgänän, and in Bust, Rukhadh, 
Zamîndâvar and Ghaznïn . . . ”

§ 6, 23 (p. 73)· M.S. takes exception to my translation of the 
Arabic term batiha as corresponding to the local term daryäzha. In 
Persian he interprets “swamp” as bätläq (originally from the 
Turkish ‘i‘bog, quagmire”). In fact, “ swamp” is the usual transla
tion of the Mesopotamian batiha, see Le Strange, The lands of the 
eastern Caliphate, pp. 26, 42, and means “ a tract of wet, spongy 

land” , suggesting fertility. Of course, the indiscriminate use by our 
author of both terms may be wrong. Daryäzha is described both in 

the chapter on lakes (§ 3, 25) and in that on rivers (§ 6, 23), and in 
the first case, it certainly looks like the reservoir of the four sources 
of the Zarafshän river from which the latter flowed out as a single 

stream irrigating the regions of Samarqand and Bukhara. It is 

difficult to say now whether it was a real lake or a richly-watered 

tract in which the waters of the Zarafshän were initially collected. 
The conditions of irrigation may have considerably changed the 
aspect of the ground occupied by Daryäzha. Whatever the physical 

characteristics of the latter may have been, it should not be identi
fied with either of the present-day lakes Iskandar-kul or Qara-kul, 

as I mistakenly did so in my Commentary, p. 211. [See further the 

long Addendum on Daryäzha, below pp. xix-xx— C.E.B.]

§ 10, I (p. 86). After “ a kingdom . . .  of Hindustan” , insert: “ Its 

king (pädshäy) is called Qamarun” . See the Commentary.

§ I0> 37 (p* 9°)· The “ copper idol” . In fact, it would be better to 
translate rüyïn as “ brazen” .

§ i l ,  I (p. 92). The nuggets of gold found in Räng-rong are said

xiv Comments by Dr. Manuchihr Sotudeh



to be “ in the form of several sheep’s heads joined together” (chand 
sar-i gusfand ba-yak-para), but in this case, chand should be trans

lated not as “ several” but as “ as big [as a sheep’s head]” .

§ 12, end of introduction (p. 94). Instead of the sentence “ The  

wealthiest (of the Toghuzghuz?) are the Turks” read “And they (i.e. 
the Toghuzghuz) are the wealthiest of the Turks” .

§ 23, i l  (p. 103). For the mineral products of Tüs I read “ „ . . 

antimony and the like” (shibh). Read now “ . . . antimony and 

shabaK\. In Arabic this mineral is called sabaj, see Bïrünï, al- 

Jawähir, ed. F. Krenkow (Hyderabad 1355/1936), p. 199, Russian 

tr. by Belenitsky (Moscow 1963), pp. 186, 197, and means “jet, 
gagate, black amber” .

§ 23, 13 (p. 103). Between the boroughs Banäbid and Kur! insert 

Tun, and delete the footnote that the name of Nïshâpür is added 

above the line.

§ 23, 51 (p. 106). M.S. suggests that Mänshän is a district 

adjacent to “the gate of Andara” (i.e. lying close to it), but in § 23, 53 

“ Dar-i Andara” is given as the name of the military camp lying 1 \  

farsakhs from Jahüdän. Delete the mention of Tamrän which by 
accident got into my translation, and see now the new commentary 

of § 23, 49 et seqq., below pp. xxx ff.

§ 23> 75 (P· I09)· In connection with this paragraph, M.S. 
examines the systematic use in our text of the expression küh-hä 

va shikastagï-hâ (cf. § 20, 9; § 24, ι ; § 25, 42; § 25, 46; § 32, 24; etc.). 
I should have used a single term to render the expression, whereas I 

translated it now as “ mountains and hills” , now as “ mountains and 

broken country” . In M .S.’s opinion, the meaning is “ mountains 

and valleys (<dar a)” . I am nevertheless unconvinced by this 

interpretation. Admittedly, a valley is a “ break” in the mountains, 

but shikastagi would be unusual for “ dales” . In § 26, 10 I notice the 

opposition between mountains and dales expressed by küh and 
dasht.

§ 24, 5 (p. no). It would be better to translate “ There are no 

mosquitoes (pasha) in it (sc. in Nih)” rather than “flies” . See also 

below, under § 32, 7.

§ 25> 1 (P· II2)· M.S. suggests that instead of the general 
expression “ woollen carpets” , I should have distinguished between 

bisät, farsh and musallä-yi namäz mentioned in the text (perhaps 

“woollen carpets, rugs and prayer carpets”).

§ 26, h  (p. 120). Instead of the queried reading gar dòn, read 

gird-i an. The translation may stand.

§ 26, 14 (p. 121). As the text stands, rüy-i namad-i ztn (or
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rüy-namad-i ziri) seems to refer to some felt cover for a saddle. 

M.S. suggests rüy “ brass” and namad-i ztn “ saddle-cloths” , in 
which case one would expect an additional wäw after rüy.

§ 26, 22 (p. 121). Amongst the products of Khwärzam is *tarf 

(which may have embarassed the copyist, who left the first letter 
without dots). In my original translation, I read it as barf “ snow” . 

The Burhän-i qäti , ed. M. Mo'in, i, p. 486, tarf is explained as 

kashk-i siyäy (in Turkish, qara qurut), i.e. clotted ewe’s milk. M.S. 
quotes numerous Persian dialects in which the term still survives. 

The restoration Harf is the more probable as it is followed by 

rukhbïn, another solid milk preparation (.Burhän, ii, p. 931). In a 

verse by Süzanï quoted by Mo'in, loc. cit., the two terms are 
combined.

§ 27> 7 (P· I23Ì· M.S. thinks that pänidh should be “white sugar” 
instead of “ sugar candy” , which is now called nabät. See also § 28, 
introduction.

§ 27, 14 (p. 123). Read Qandâbïl, not Qandabîl.

§ 28, 23 (p. 125). Read Bardasïr, as in § 28, 21.
§ 29, 2 (p. 126). Read in the singular, “ an iron mine” and “a 

silver mine” . Cf. Istakhrî, quoted in my Commentary.

§ 29,12 (p. 127). Käzrün: Yäqüt gives this as Käzarün, at present 
Käzerün.

§ 29, 32 (p. 128). Read Mädharän, but see Commentary, p. 380.

§ 29, 42 (p. 129). Under Sardan, the term rüdh (rüy) would be 
better translated as “brass” rather than as “ copper” , as in Commen
tary, p. 380. [? “ Brass” , an alloy of copper and zinc or tin, hardly 
fits the present context of a mine— C.E.B.]

§ 30, 20 (p. 131). The name of the famous textile of Qurqub is 
spelt in our text süzan-kard (in two words), as if to stress its 
etymological meaning of “ needle-work” . In fact, it was a combined 

product of weaving and embroidery, in German Nadelmalerei, 
Webstickerei; cf. Schwarz, Iran, ii, p. 97, and R. B. Serjeant, 

“ Materials for the history of Islamic textiles” , Ars Islamica, x 

(1943), 46. The Persian translation of Istakhrî (MS. of the 14th 
century), ed. I. Afshär, p. 134, also gives süzan-kard. On the other 
hand, the Arabic original of Istakhrî, BG A, p. 153, calls the same 

product (made in Fasä on a woollen base and in Qurqüb on a less 

suitable silken base) süsanjird. This shows that in common parlance 

the original süzan “ a needle” was replaced by süsan “a lily” and the 

final -kard had become -*gird (in Arabic transcription -jird), 

following the phonetic change attested in place names, cf. Däräb- 
kart “ made (built) by Däräb” >  Däräb-gird (in Arabic transcrip
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tion *Däräb-jird (with j  for g). See Marquart, A  catalogue of 

the provincial capitals of Eränshahr (Rome 1931), No. 42 and p. 93. 

Cf. Istakhrî, B G A y p. 123: “ Dârâbajird (sic), a foundation of 

DSräb, therefore it was called Dârâbajird, to be explained as the 

work of Darà Çamal Därä)” .

§ 31, I (p. 131). Under the products of Isfahan, I translate hulla 

as “ cloaks” , and under § 31, 21 I give the same translation for burdy 
but as I add the transcription of the Arabic terms, I do not see any 

inconvenience in my procedure. On the other hand, I admit that 

“ shawl” would be a better translation for the taylasän worn by the 

doctors of Islam.

§ 32, 7 (p. 134). Here I have translated pasha as “mosquitoes” , 

not as “ flies” .

§ 32> *3 (p· I34)· Amongst the wooden products of Ämol, two are 
not sufficiently clear. I have read shäna-yi niyäm, with idäfaty and 
tentatively interpret it as “handles of a plough” . In fact, amongst 

the various meanings of shäna there is “ a shoulder, etc.” , and 

niyäm may mean “the wooden frame (chub) of the plough on which 

the ploughman presses to make the ploughshare enter more deeply 
into the soil” , see Burhän-i qäti\ ed. Mo'in, iv, p. 2223. If niyäm 

refers to the whole wooden frame behind the plough, shäna might 

be its handle or top bar. As a matter of fact, there is no idäfat 

marked in the text, and as shäna-niyäm follows on shäna (“ combs” 

in my translation), it would be simpler to explain the composite 

term as “ cases for combs” , according to M .S.’s suggestion. As 

regards taräzü-khäna, M.S. more precisely defines it as “ cases for 

different weights used on the pans (kapa) of scales” .

§ 36> 36 (p. 144). The dimensions of the fortress of Kurdivän. 
Read: “ its higH summit is broad, smooth and quadrangular 

(chahär-sü); it is four farsakhs by four farsakhs” , cf. M .S.’s édition 

of the text, p. 193. The suggestion does not in practice differ from 

my “the area of the summit is four farsangs by four farsangs” .

§ 42, after 14 (pp. 156-7). In the text, Hä has no dots, and I 
wrongly read az . . . *tä “from 3,000 up to 6,000 horse” , whilst 

expressing my doubts by the word [sic]. The reading *bä for tä is 

suggested by M.S. and is the preferable one.. The translation 

should accordingly run: “ In each of these provinces (themes) there 

was (büd) a commander-in-chief (sipahsälär) on behalf of the king 

of Rüm (az än-i malik ar-Rüm) with numerous troops consisting 

of (az) 3,000 foot together with (ba) 6,000 horse for the purpose of 

guarding the province” . In my Commentary, p. 421, I noted that 

the number of troops in each province is out of order.
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THE SECOND SERIES OF ADDENDA

§ 3, 25 (p. 55). Here Daryäzha figures among the lakes, while 

under § 6, 23, it is called a batiha “ swamp” . I now doubt my 

identification of it (§ 6, 23 and Commentary, p. 211) with the 

Iskandar-kul.1 The latter is a real lake and its surface is nowadays 

some 3 · 5 sq. km. instead of the 4 X 4  farsakhs (28 X 28 km.) 

assigned to Daryäzha in the Hudüd. Its outlet feeds the important 

Fan-daryä (draining Yaghnob), which in its turn joins the more 

northerly river of Matcha accepted as the basic source of the river 

of Soghd (now the Zarafshän). Only after the confluence of these 

two rivers near the village Varziminär (now Zahmatäbäd) can one 

speak of a single, united course of the river of Soghd.

I submitted my doubts to A. L. Khromov (Dushamba), who has 

a great experience of local toponomy and tracks. In his reply 

(3 December 1964) he admits the ambiguity of the situation. For 

the four rivers forming the river of Soghd, he first of all suggests

(a) the above-mentioned river of Matcha, flowing east to west, and

(b) the river Fan-daryä, joining (a) from the south and formed by 

two rivers, one of which drains Yaghnob and the other collects the 

waters of the lake Iskandar-kul. The Fan-daryä joins the main 

river opposite the village of Varziminär (in Soghdian, ßrzah, see 

Ο. I. Smirnova, Trudi X X V  Kongressa, ii, p. 335). For the other 

two rivers, Khromov suggests (c) the river of Varziminär itself, 

joining the main river from the right or northern side, and (d) the 

river of Khushikat, joining it a short distance downstream from 

Varziminär.

The courses of the two important rivers (a) and (b) are con

siderably longer than the six farsakhs (42 km.) suggested by the 

Hudüd, whereas the streams (c) and (<i ) would be shorter than that 

norm. Thus some uncertainty remains about the indications of 

the Hudüd, whose source could not ignore the rivers (a) and (b), 

but for (c) and (d) might have in view the upper reaches or sources 

of the Fan-daryä. The system of the Zarafshän has been closely

1 Prof. I. I. Umnyakov (Samarqand) also takes Daryäzha for the Iskandar-
has very kindly sent me an excerpt from kul. An important report on the
an early article by Ο. I. Smirnova on the toponymy of the rivers of Soghd was
historical toponymy of the upper presented by Ο. I. Smirnova to the
Zarafshän in the rare publication Trudi 25th International Congress of Orienta-
sogdiysko-tajikskoy arkheologicheskoy ex- lists, see Trudï X X V  Kongressa
peditsii 1946-7, y, p. 57. The author (Moscow 1963), ii, pp. 329-36 (with a
analyses the data of the Islamic geo- map), 
graphers, including the Hudüd, and
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investigated only in the last hundred years, and c. a .d .  982 one could 

not expect a detailed knowledge of the gorges of the Bûttamân 
mountains.

Very curious is the other suggestion made by A. L. Khromov. He 
refers to the great landslide of April 1964 near Varziminär. It 

dammed up the course of the Zarafshän, and the waters rose so high 

that Samarqand and its neighbourhood were in danger of being 
flooded (see The Times, 27 April 1964). The water returned to its 

normal level only after the obstruction had been blown up. Traces 

of salt deposits were left on the rocks of Varziminär. Some similar 
phenomenon in the 10th century a .d . may have accounted for the 

description of Daryäzha in the Hudüd. A  landslide on a somewhat 

smaller scale may have occurred, and the reservoir of Daryäzha1 
may have remained as a regulator of the waters of the Zarafshän 

until the natural dam had been washed away by the pressure and its 

traces disappeared as a result of further floods and changes in the 
irrigation system. The tast of finding the traces of Daryäzha can be 

expected only from geological research on the spot.

§ 12, 2 (p. 94). Hamilton identifies k ü z ä r .k , which he 
accordingly emends to * k ü l ü k  (perhaps rather k ü l l ü k ), with the 

K'ulluk mentioned in the itinerary of King Het'um and the 
Chü-lin of the Tang shu, lying 80 li west of Yeh-lê and corre
sponding more or less to the modern Fou-k'ang. He reads the name 

as *Köllüg, a derivative of kol “ lake” , i.e. “ place where there is a 

lake” . See J. A. Boyle, “ The journey of King Hetcum I, King of 
Little Armenia, to the court of the Great Khan Möngke” , Central 
Asiatic Journal, ix (1964), pp. 175-89, at p. 182 and n. 47; and 
J. R. Hamilton, “Autour du manuscrit Staël-Holstein” , ToungPao, 

xlvi (1958), pp. 115-53, at Ρ· Η 5· [J-A.B.]
§ 12, 2 (p. 273> η· !)· F °r Bärlugh read *Yärlugh. This is the 

Yarlïgh of Juvaynf, the Arlekh in the itinerary of King Het'um, 

identified by Hamilton with the Yeh-lê of the T'ang shu, 180 li east 
of the present-day relay station Po-yang. He plausibly suggests that 
the name means “ place where there is a cliff (yar)” . See Boyle, 

op. cit., p. 182 and n. 46, and Hamilton, op. cit., pp. 144-5. 

[J.A.B.]
§ 12, 16 (pp. 95 and 276). ïr g ü z g u k a t h  (?) is identified by 

Hamilton with the Erkop'oruk mentioned in the itinerary of King 

' Het'um; he places it in the neighbourhood of the present-day Ulan

\
1 In 1911 a landslide in the Pamir formed the present-day reservoir o f  

region dammed the valley of a river and Sarez.
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Ussu. See Boyle, op. cit., p. 183 and n. 53, and Hamilton, op. cit., 

p. 148. [J.A.B.].

§ 23, 46-66 (pp. 105-8) Güzgänän: Improved translation

46. g u z g ä n ä n , a very prosperous and pleasant province. Justice, 

equity and security reign there. In the east, this province marches 

with the limits of Balkh and Tukhäristän down to the limits of 

Bämiyän; in the south, with the [extreme] limits of Ghur and the 
boundary (hadd) of Bust; in the west, with the limits of Gharchistän 

with [its] main city Bushtin, down to the limits of Marv; in the 

north, with the limits of the [river] Jayhün. Sovereignty in this 

province belongs to one of the margraves (mulük-i atràf), whom in 

Khoräsän they call “ malik of Güzgänän” . He is a descendant of 

Afrïdhün. And all the chiefs (mihtar) within the limits of Ghar

chistän and Ghür are under his orders (andar f armàri), and of all the 

margraves he is the greatest in kingliness, grandeur Çtzz), rank, 

policy, liberality and love (dûstdàrï) of sciences. This country 

produces many things: felts, saddle-bags, saddle-girths, woven rugs 

and druggets (zïlü va palas). In it is found the tree called khunj 
(“ white” ); its branches never dry and remain supple so that they 

can be tied into knots. In this dominion there are many districts.

47. r .b ü sh ä r ä n  (*Revshärän), a large and very pleasant district; 

its inhabitants are warlike. The district belongs to Gharchistän of 

Güzgänän. Some of the waters of Marv rise from here. There are 

gold mines in it. The chiefs (mihtarän) of this district are among the 

chiefs of the Marches of Güzgänän (az mihtarän-i aträf-i G )  (sic), 

and they pay an agreed tribute to the malik of Güzgänän.

48. d a r m a s h ä n  (Dar-i Mashän?) consists of two districts: one is 

joined (payvasta) to Bust, and the other, adjacent to Rabüshärän, is 
joined to Güzgänän. In this district rise waters which join those of 

Rabüshärän, and the river of Marv is formed by these waters. The 

chiefs of this district are called Darmashï-shâhs.

49. t im r ä n , t a m ä z ä n , two districts close to the boundary of 

Ribät-i Karvän, both lie in the mountains. Their chiefs are called 

[respectively] Timrän-waranda and Tamäzän-waranda.

50. s ä r v ä n , a mountain district. Its inhabitants look arrogant and 

warlike. They are professional thieves, violent, unreliable, blood

thirsty; and there are constant conflicts Çasabiyyat) among them.

51. m ä n s h ä n , a mountain district, joined (payvasta) to Dar-i 
Andara (see 53). In the old days, its chiefs were called B.räz-banda, 

but now a governor (kàrdàr) goes there from the capital (hadrat) of 

the malik of Güzgänän.
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All these districts are very agricultural and abound in amenities. 
And the chiefs of these districts [come] under the rule of the malik 
of Güzgänän and pay him agreed tributes (muqätaa). The 
inhabitants are mostly simple-hearted; they have great numbers 
of cattle (char-pa), [namely] cows and sheep.

In this kingdom (pädhshäht) (i.e. Güzgänän) small districts are 
numerous. In it there grew a tree from which whips are made. In 
its mountains there are mines of gold, silver, iron, lead (surb), 
copper, antimony-stone (sang-i surma) and different kinds of oxides 
(zäg-hä-yi günägün).

52. t ä l a q ä n  lies on the frontier of Güzgänän and belongs to its 
king (pädhshäh). This town | is very pleasant. It produces much 
wine and also felts.

53. ja h ü d h ä n , a prosperous and pleasant town at the foot of the 
mountains. It is the residence (maqarr) of the malik of Güzgänän, 
who lives at one-and-a-half farsakhs from the town in a military 
camp (lashkargah) called dar- i a n d a r a . This last is a strong place at 
the foot of the mountains; [there] the air is more pleasant and 
healthier (durust) than in Jahüdhän and Päryäb.

54. b ä r y ä b  (Päryäb), a very pleasant town on the caravan high 
road.

55. n a r y ä n , a borough between Jahüdhän and Paryäb; its 
boundary is at two farsakhs [from Jahüdhän].1

56. g u r z iv ä n , a town on a hill, very pleasant and with an agree
able climate. In olden times, the residence of the maliks of 
Güzgänän was there.

57. k u n d a rm  (?), a pleasant b orou gh  w here m uch good w ine 

(nabidh) is prod u ced .

58. a n b Er (#Anbär), capital (qasaba) of Güzgänän; it is a good 
and prosperous town, the residence of merchants and the emporium 
of Balkh, very rich. It lies at the foot of the mountains. In it is 
produced the Güzgän leather (püst-i güzgànî) exported to all places.

59. K.LÄR, a pleasant and flourishing (khurram va äbädän) 
borough, with many trees and running waters. It abounds in 
amenities.

60. USHBÜRQÄN, on the high road, a very prosperous town. It lies 
in the steppe (sahra) and has running waters.

61. ANTKHUDH,2 a borough in the desert (biyäbän), a place with 
much cultivation [but] not very attractive (kam nimat).

62. SÄN, a tow n  w ith  a prosperous district p ro d u cin g  m any sheep.

1 Istakhrî: “ Its territory is of two 2 On the margin is a note with the 
farsakhs” . unexpected vocalization Indkhü (?).
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63. R iB Ä T -i KIRVÄN, a borough on the frontier (sar-hadd) of 
Güzgänän; in its mountains there is gold.

64. s a n g b u n  is a part of Rabüshärän (see above, 47); the pulpit 

(minbar) [of its mosque] has been founded anew.
65. a z ï v  (read Gizïv), a town at the end of the province Çamal) of 

Güzgänän.

And all these places which we have mentioned belong to the 

kingdom (pädhshähi) of the malik of Güzgänän. In the deserts 

(biyäbän) of this dominion (shahr) there are some 20,000 Arabs. 

These people possess many sheep and camels. Their amir is 
appointed from the capital of the malik of Güzgänän, and they pay 

two1 tributes (sadaqät). And all these Arabs are richer (tuvangar- 

tar) than all the [other] Arabs who are scattered throughout 

Khoräsän.

66. h a u s h , a large, flourishing village situated in the desert. It 

belongs to this sovereign (in pädkshäh, Le. of Güzgänän), and 
the majority of the aforementioned Arabs stay here in the 

summer.
This province (nähiyat) has many other large subdivisions 

(rustä-ha) and districts (nähiyat-hä), but the towns with pulpits 

(minbar) are those which we have mentioned.

§ 23, 46-66. Ilia  (pp. 328-37) Güzgänän : Revised commentary

The western ramifications of the Hindükush are formed by two 

main ranges: the northern one, bearing in ancient times the name of 
Paropamisus, and the southern one, now called Bäbä-küh. Between 

them is situated the long basin of the Herat river, the Harï-rüd. 

The Paropamisus in its turn splits into two ranges, the main 
southern one (now the Siyäh-küh) and a shorter northern one (the 

Band-i Turkistäii).

Güzgän proper (Arabic Jüzjän) forms a kind of bridge between 
the two north-eastern “ quarters” of Khoräsän, Marv and Balkh;.the 

geographers usually reckoned it to Balkh. It is situated between the 

northern slopes of the Band-i Turkistän and the western banks of 

the Oxus, and is watered by two streams coming from the valleys 

and gorges of that mountain range, and eastern one (now the 

Äb-i Safld) and a western one (now the Äb-i Qaysär). These two 
rivers flow independently north-eastwards in the direction of the 

Oxus, but are lost in the sands before reaching it. To the south of 

the Band-i Turkistän lies the source of the river of Marv, the

1 Pay twice?
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Murghäb, rising far in the east. Its valley half-encircles from the 

south Güzgän proper, and the sources of the river come close to 

those of the Harï-rüd and the river of Balkh, which flows to the 

north. It was in this direction that the first stage of the political 

expansion of Güzgän lay. But the power of the maliks of Gäzgän 

extended also over the main Paropamisus range into the upper 

Harî-rüd, which formed the northern part of the possessions of 

various chieftains of Ghür. Moreover, the rulers of Güzgän during 

the brief period of their florescence, as described in our source, 

reached beyond the second wall of mountains (the Bäbä-küh) into 

the upper basin of the Hilmand river, which flows down eventually 

to Sistän. Here lay the domains of several petty chieftains of Ghür, 

and there began a dangerous zone of rivalry with the early rulers of 

Ghazm; it was to be Sebüktigin’s son Mahmüd who eventually 

annexed Güzgän.

Our author’s description of Güzgän, which is included in the 

general survey of Khoräsäii, is of special interest in view of his 

direct connection with Güzgän (see above, Preface to the Second 

Edition, p. viii, and below, Translator's Preface, § i), and in view of 
the fact that he lived in the time when the dominion was in an ex

panding phase and therefore included a number of neighbouring 

districts and feudal dependencies in his survey. However, it is only 

with a consideration of the geographical perspective outlined above 

that one can begin to understand the complex material of § 23, Ilia, 
which contains a number of little-known names.

As to the capital and centre of Güzgän in the 10th century, the 
geographers are somewhat vague. From Ya'qübî’s somewhat 

disconnected text (B G A , vii, p. 287, tr. Wiet, Les Pays [Paris 1937], 

p. 100), one can infer that in his time the capital (madina) of Güzgän 

was Anbär/Anbër, where lived the “governors” (wulät). Formerly, 

the malik lived in [the towns of] Kundarma and Karzmäna 

(Varzmän ?). Finally, “in former days” there was a [particular ?] 

principality (mamlaka) in Shabürkän. Istakhrî, B G A , i, p. 270, 

says that the principal town (madina) of Güzgän was Jahüdiyya 

(Yahüdiyya), but on the other hand indicates that the seat of 

government (maqäm as-sultän) was the largest of the local towns, 

Anbär. Ibn Hauqal, ed. Kramers, p. 443, who did not revise 

Istakhri’s data very coherently, writes that Anbär is the largest town 

of Güzgän, which is “the seat of the Afrïghün family” and the 

centre of their government (sultan) in winter, whilst in summer 

their residence is in Jüzvän, a town “ between two mountains” 

(reminding one of the situation of Mecca). About the town of
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Yahüdiyya, it is said that it is larger than the town of San. Maqdisî, 

B G A , iii, p. 398, says that in his time (al-yaum) the power of 
Jüzjän was rising to first importance (sultänuhu muqaddam), that its 
inhabitants were generous, pious and learned, and that the local 
capital (qasaba) was al-Yahüdiyya.

To all appearances, the name Güzgän is not of ethnic origin, but 

simply means “walnuts, walnut trees” (güz-akän), whilst in the 
form Güzgänän, frequent in the Hudüd, we have the superaddition 

of a second plural suffix. It seems that the author wished to stress 

the fact that he was dealing with the lands of Güzgänän, i.e. every 
territory depending on Güzgän.

What is curious is the relation of this name to the geographical 
term Gozbon (*Gôz-bun) found in the Armenian Geography 

ascribed to Ananias of Shirak (8th century) and also to the ancient 
legend about the “Aryan” archer Erexsa (modern Persian Ärish), 
who on the suggestion of king Manüchihr shot an arrow in order 

to mark the frontier between the possessions of Iran and those of 

the king· of Türän Isfandiyär (Aspädiyat). It is astonishing that 
Firdausi did not make use of this story in his Shäh-näma at its 
proper place (sc. in the reign of Manüchihr), and only in the much 

later chapters mentions Ärish, who “shot arrows to the distance of a 
farsakh” . The reason for Firdausi’s reticence may have been that at 

the time of the declining power of the Sämänids, he wished to avoid 
mentioning thé limited distance of Ärish’s shot, which might have 
been an encouragement to the Qarakhanids in occupying the 

Transoxanian dominions of the Sämänids. In fact, the ancient 

legend easily took on a political meaning, and the fluctuations of the 
frontiers were reflected in the interpretations of Iranian authors.

My teacher at the Lazarevsky Institute, R. R. von Stackelberg, 

consecrated a very detailed article to the question of Erexsa, “ Die 
iranische Schützensage” , Z D M G , lviii (1904), 853-63. In the 
Avesta, Yast 8, 6, the distance of Erexsa’s arrow is indicated by 
uncertain names: from the mountain Aryö-Xsu0a to the mountain 
Xvanvant, the position of which is not clear. It may have been near 
Sarakhs, as indicated in the Mujmalat-tawärikh (written 520/1Ì26), 

ed. Bahär (Tehran 1318/1938), pp. 43, 90, which says that the 
arrow flew from Ämol (?) in Mazandarän to the pass of the 
Mezduran mountains near Sarakhs. Herzfeld, Mitteilungen aus 

Iran, ii/2 (1930), pp. 83-4, transfers the exploit of Erexsa to 
western Persia (Pä-täq— Alvand, between Hamadän and Kirmän- 

shäh) which is, however, in contradiction with later interpretations. 
In Islamic times it was considered that Ärish had stood somewhere
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in Mazandarän (see §§ 32, 9, Sârï, and 15, Rüdhän), but opinions 
differed as to where the arrow landed in the east.

Tabari, i, pp. 435-6, reproduces very exactly the Iranian title of 
the “swift-arrowed” Ärish, and says that the arrow reached the 

river of Balkh. It is possible that by the latter he means not the left 

affluent of the Oxus, which waters the neighbourhood of Balkh (to 

the east of the rivers of Güzgän), but the Oxus itself, see Ibn 

Faqih.

According to Tha'âlïbi, TcCrikh ghurar as-siyar, ed. and tr. 

Zotenberg (Paris 1900), p. 133, Ärish’s exploit took place during the 

brief reign of the king Zaw. The arrow should have fallen in 

Bâdghîs (see § 23, 24), but an angel carried it to a place near Khulm 

(see § 23, 68) called Güzïn, which Stackelberg restored as Güzbun 

“ roots, trunk of a walnut tree” .

In Bïrünî’s al-Athär al-bäqiya, tr. 220, it is said that Ärish’s 

body broke up after his mighty shot, and that the wind carried his 

arrow to the extreme limits of Khoräsän, between the places 

F.r.ghäna (?) and Tabaristän (?), where it stuck into the trunk (asl) 
of a huge walnut tree. The identity of Bïrünï’s resting-place for 
the arrow with Tha'âlibî’s Güzbun is indisputable, but the names 

of the places between which the tree stood are definitely distorted. 

Stackelberg restored the first name as *Tukhäristän, but I think 

that if one were to connect the walnut tree Güzbun with Güzgän, 

one would expect to find parallels to the names distorted in Bïrünï 

in the vicinity of Güzgän. Thus T.b.r.stän can be taken for Tälaqän 

(§ 23, 52, mentioned just before the capital town of Jahüdhän, 53), 

if the läm of the latter were taken as a sin without “ teeth” . The 

reading Farghäna is obviously unsuitable, but there are toponyms 

in the region which yield plausible versions. Thus Farkhär lies 

a little upstream from Tälaqän. Between the two places, the river 

receives a tributary from the east, along whose banks lies the small 

district of Gulfagän, separated from the Kishm river basin of 

Badakhshän by a low pass. This is actually the extreme limit of 

Tukhäristän, because Badakhshän was regarded as a separate 

region, see below, § 24, 24. It is also possible that the two different 

Tälaqans, that of Tukhäristän (§ 23, 76) and the other situated in 

the western approaches to Güzgän (§ 23., 52), were confused.

Finally, in Gurgânï’s poem Vis u Rämin (middle of the n th  cen

tury), ed. Minovi (Tehran 1935), p. 366, the arrow flies the distance 

from Säri to Marv, see my “ Vis u Rämxn, a Parthian romance” , in 

Iranica, twenty articles (Tehran 1964), p. 172. We find this same 

indication in Ibn Isfandiyär’s Tarikh-i Tabaristän (completed in
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606/1209), ed. A. Eghbal (Tehran 1320/1941), p. 61, and in the 

further history of Tabaristän of Zahïr ad-Dïn Mar'ashï, ed. 
Dorn, p. 18.

After these Islamic sources, we shall look at two indications in the 
Armenian Geography. In the first of these, Gozbon is given at the 

very end of the list of the districts of Khoräsän, which seems to 

coincide with the general tendency of the story about Ärish. In his 

composite chapter, which follows Ptolemy on the province of 

Areia, the Armenian author says in conclusion that the Persians 

call this region Khoräsän and include in it the districts of Koms 

(Kömish), Vrkan (Gurgän), Aprsahr (Nishäpür), Mrv (Marv), 

Mrot (Marv ar-Rudh), Hrev (Herat), Kadsan (present-day Kädis 

in Bädghis), and then “ Gozkan, from where the kingly horses come 

from,1 * Gozbon down to the river called Arang2 of which it is said 

that it carries sulphur and that it is uncrossable in view of a treaty. 

This is apparently the Phison, which the Persians call Wehrot. It is 

uncrossable in the sense that it was made so for Persians and 

Indians by means of a treaty.3 Further come Hrev with Vadgês 
(Bädghis) and Tukharstan. Apparently in this country Kozakan 

were settled the captive Jews who, according to the scriptures, 
settled on the Gozan river” . It is noticeable that in this list, based 

on Persian sources, the enumeration follows a straight line from 
west to east (from Kömish to the Oxus), whilst the last names 

(Herat, Bädghis and Tukhäristän) form an additional south
eastern zone. Consequently, there is some probability that Gozbon4 

was situated between Güzgän and the Oxus. As a parallel to the 
name, one can quote Sang-bun (§ 23, 64) and Tunakabun, which 

Rabino, Mazandaran, p. 153, explains as “under or below Tunakä” .

In any case, it would be natural to connect the frontier of Iran 

with the province of Güzgän, since Marquart, Ërànsahr, pp. 64, 70, 

has shown that the eastern frontier of the Säsänid empire “with few 

fluctuations” lay almost always near Tälaqän (“fast immer bei 

Tälakän” ), see our § 23, 52, and in Ibn Khurdädhbih, p. 36, even

1 Cf. the story in the Qäbüs-näma 4 Forms found in the Armenian 
quoted above in § 1, p. 176. authors: Gozbon, Kazbion. Gasbun. The

2 This point is confused, see form Gozbon, which seems to corre- 
Marquart, Wehrot und Arang, p. 153, spond to the Persian Gozbön (with long 
but the order of enumeration is quite vowel) may have arisen under the 
clear. influence of the neighbouring Babn,

3 Apparently referring to the agree- Baun >  Bön, the chief place of Ganj 
ment between Manüchihr and Afrä- Rustäq (§ 23, 31), and later of the
siyäb, who made the decision depend on whole (?) of Bàdghîs, see Yäqüt, i, 
Ärish’s shot. p̂  461.
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Guzgän itself is" reckoned to Tukhäristän. O f course, the “fourth 

quarter” of Khoräsän was Balkh on the right bank of the Oxus, but 

the actual frontier of Iran and Türän was the Oxus itself, difficult to 

cross, and it would be understandable to direct Ärish’s arrow in the 

direction from which usually came the incursions from Central 

Asia into Iran, Le. at the bend which the river makes when it turns 

northwards. Here, the threatened point was Marv, and it was 

natural to adapt the legend to the points lying directly to the east 

of Marv; and such an advanced point here could be situated within 

the confines of Güzgän. Gozbun, “the root of the walnut tree” , was 

connected with the walnut groves of the district, which itself 

bore the name of “walnut grove” i*Güz[a\ gän).

It is true that Gozbon (var. Gozbun) comes in the Armenian 

geography at the very end of the list of the districts of Khoräsän, but 

the order of the list, although revised by Marquart in an article in 

the Jubilee issue of the Mekhitarist journal Huschardzan (Vienna 

1911), with Stackelberg’s remarks taken into account, still admits 

improvement. The province (kust) of Khoräsän consisted of 26 

districts, but 27 names are mentioned in it. In order to equalise the 
count, Marquart excluded Mänsän or Mänshän, but now it should 

be restored in view of our § 23, 51. In his corrections of 1911, 
Marquart retained Mänsän, but sacrificed Katashän (or Kadman), 

which he merged with Herat (Hrev). The ancient’name Katashän 

is evidently of ethnic origin. Already in Sasanian times, and possibly 
earlier, the warlike tribe of the Qadis or Kadish was settled in 

Mesopotamia to defend the western frontiers of Iran, where they 

gave their name, for instance, to Qädisiyya, where the Arabs 

defeated the Persians in 14/635. Much information on this people 

was collected by Nöldeke in his article in ZDMG> xx (1879), 

pp. 157-63 (on the Kadischäer). But a witness to the original 

habitat of the Kadisians is their “visiting card” left in northern 

Afghanistan in Gharchistän. These Kadisians doubtless formed an 

element of the Hephthalite confederation, and under Nïzak offered 

a stubborn resistance to the Arabs in 90-1 /708-9. Today, the name 

Kadish survives as a place in the north of the Herat vilayet, to the 

east of the road to Maymana (see the administrative map of 

Afghanistan, 1340/1961). In all events, Kadish is both an historical 

and a geographical reality which it is difficult not to také into 

account. It even formed a Christian bishopric in Sasanian times, 
distinct from that of Herat. [On the Nestorian see of Qädistän, 

"and on Christian missionary activity amongst the local Hephthalites, 

see Bosworth, Szstän under the Arabs, from the Islamic conquest to
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the rise of the Saffärids (30-250/651-864), Istituto Italiano per il 

Medio ed Estremo Oriente (Rome 1968), p. 9— C.E.B.]
If anything can be sacrificed in the list of districts of Khoräsän, 

it is Gozbun, added at the very end of the list. In the recorded 

toponomy there are no indications of it, and it is, indeed, a purely 

legendary term which was attached first to one place, then to 
another. It is possible that in the later Sasanian period, the legend 

of the arrow of Ärish was confused with the story of the spear which 

Spandiat, of the Vishtäsp family, drove into the ground as a 

challenge to the Turkish khans and Chionite chiefs, see the story on 
the founding of Balkh in the Pahlavi text of the history of Iranian 

cities.1 The place where the arrow of the “Aryan archer” fell is thus 

quite illusory. At different epochs it was displaced from one spot to 

another, probably along the rivers serving as the main frontiers 

between the sedentary population and the nomads: along the lower 

course of the Herï-rüd (Tejen), along the Murghäb, and finally 

along the main water obstacle, the Oxus. Hence the varying indica
tions on the proximity of Gozbun to these regions.

On p. 330 of the original edition of the Hudüd, a new combination 
of the paragraphs relating to Güzgän should be substituted. It is 

now clear to me that, probably with some intention to stress the 

expansion of the dominions of his dedicatee, the author placed 

immediately after a general description of Güzgän (situated pri
marily between the northern slopes of the Band-i Turkistän and the 

Oxus in the north-east, and thus forming a wedge between Marv 

and Balkh) the lands to the south over which the ruler of Güzgän 

had spread his power, sc. those in the valley of the easternmost 

source of the Murghäb, in the valley of the Herï-rüd and even 

beyond the Küh-i Bäbä in the valleys of the upper course of the 

Hilmand. It is in these territories of Ghür that the lands of the 
Güzgän maliks bordered directly on the dominions of the first 

Ghaznavids. As a result, the districts dependent on the Güzgän 
malik were inserted before the description of Güzgän proper. 

Hence we have the following arrangement of paragraphs: (a) 

Güzgän proper, § 23, 53-62, 66 (Haush); (b) expansion of Güzgän 

into the basin of the river of Marv, § 23, 47, 64 and (c) further 
expansion βομΐΙτκΉ^, § 23, 48-9 (Darmashän, Tamrän), 50 

(Särvän), 51 (Mänshän), 63 (Ribät-i Karvän), 65 (Αζϊν).
The location of certain districts, especially of Tamran and

1 See Stackelberg, Z D M G , lviii Eränshahr (Rome 1931), § 9 and corn
a i  904), p. 855, and Markwart-Messina, mentary, pp. 45-53,
A  catalogue of the provincial capitals of
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Tamazän, must also be now altered in the light of the late André 

Maricq’s travels in central Afghanistan in 1957, when he dis

covered the minaret of Jam, that remarkable monument of the 

later Ghürid Sultan Ghiyäth ad-Diii Muhammad b. Säm 

(558-99/1153-1203). Maricq travelled from Kabul across the 

sources of the Hilmand and the pass of Kirmän (our § 23, 63, 

Ribät-i Karvän). He had at his disposal a British map (the J inch, 

fol. i-iii) and an American map (USAF World Aeronautics Chart, 

fol. 430, ed. 1956), which were unavailable to me in 1937. On them, 

he found that the districts Timrân (sic) and Tamazän were shown 

in Ghür in the Hilmand basin, approximately at the latitude of 

Kabul-GhaznL In his excellent report on the journey, he devoted 

an Appendix to the cartography of the region in question,1 and on 

his Map I indicated the positions of Timrän and Tamazän. To the 

south-east of them he marked Gizäo on another source of the 

Hilmand. This last is undoubtedly identical with Gazïv (*Gizëv) 

which thè Tabaqät-i Nâsirîy tr. Raverty, p. 344, couples with 

Tamrän. In our text, § 23, 65, Azïv “situated at the end of the 

province of Guzgänän” must be restored as *Giziv, and is identical 
with *Gizev, modern Gizäo; on Maricq’s map this lies approxi

mately on the latitude of Ghazni. (See further on Tamrän and 

Tamazän, below.)

47. R.büshärän is an evident clerical error for Rlvshärän 

(*Revshärän). Place-names with the element m ; are numerous in 

eastern Iran; cf. Riv, a ward of Samarqand; Rivdäd, a village to the 

south of that city (Barthold, Turkestan, English edition, pp. 88, 

93, 102, h i) .  See also Marquart, Eränsahr, p. 27, where a personal 

name is restored as Rëv-Ardashër.2

The position of the district is clear in our source. It must have 

lain on the south-eastern source of the Murghäb, the headwaters of 

which come close to the river of Bämiyän (see Maricq’s Map 1: 

the source of the Murghäb penetrates deeply to the east, with the 

main, southern wall separating Rivshärän from the basin of the 

Herî-rüd). This eastwards extension explains why Rivshärän is 

sometimes mentioned in the sources together with Bämiyän; see the 

list of taxes collected by 'Abdalläh b. Tähir in 211/826, in Ibn 

Khurdädhbih, p. 37, and cf. the list of titles on p. 40. The place

1 A. Maricq and G. Wiet, Le minaret a derivation not from the word 
de Djam, la découverte de la capitale des rïv/rëv (?), explained in Persian diction- 
Sultans Ghorides (X IIe-X I I I e siècles) aries as “slyness” , but from the 
(Paris 1959), pp. 79-82. Avestan raévâ >  rëv “ radiant, splendid”

2 These facts show that *rêv is here (I. Gershevitch).
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Sang-bun, inconsistently mentioned under § 23, 64, also belonged 
to Rivshärän.

At the end of the 10th century, Rivshärän was subject to Güzgän 

and paid tribute, although apparently its ruler retained his tradi
tional title, given by Ibn Khurdädhbih, of Rivshär, malik ar- 

Rivshärän. Here, the element shär is the same as that found in the 

titles of the rulers of Bämiyän, Gharchistän and Khuttal, titles 

which Marquart, op. cit., p. 92, explained as a simplified form of 

Old Persian xsädriya. Vacillations in the Arabic spellings between 
shir and shär show that the title was actually pronounced shir and 

equated with the meaning “lion” (translated into Arabic as asad). 

In the account in Tabari, iii, p. 1875, of the seizure in 259/873 of 

the town of Ahwäz by the rebel Zanj, it is said that until then the 
town had been governed by a certain Asghajün (var. Asfajür), 

whilst the chiefs of its garrison were apparently Khoräsänians: 

Nizak; Harthama, known as Shär; and Hasan b. Ja'far, known as 
Rävshär (*Rêvshâr). In the 12th century, one Jaläl ad-Din 

Rivshäri was Vizier to the Ghürid sultan, see Tabaqät-i Näsiri, 
tr. p. 396.

A  certain confusion in the identification of Rivshärän might come 

from a quotation from Ibn Faqih, absent in the B G A  text, but given 
by Yäqüt, ii, p. 171, v, p. 146, from his own more complete copy. 

In this it is said that the Oxus (nahr Balkh) rises at a place called 
*Rivsharän: “ it is a mountain bordering on Sind, Hind (the 

Panjab) and Kabul, and from there issues a source which begins at a 

place *Andamin” . Marquart, op. cit., pp. 219, 228, showed that in 

regard to “the river of Balkh” of Ibn Faqih, as quoted by Yäqüt, 

there was a possible confusion of the information o ik  the sources of 
the main river Jayhün (the Oxus, from which to Balkh, according to 

Ibn Faqih, B G A , v, p. 324, there was a distance of twelve farsakhs) 

and on the source of the proper river of Balkh (the Dahäs), and 
restored the name of the place from which the latter issues as 

*Ghundumin. It is, however, more probable that Ibn Faqih 

himself intended to describe the sources of the main river Jayhün, 

lying much further to the east in the Lesser Pamir. In the more 

complete Mashhad MS. of Ibn Faqih, f. 163a, it is indeed said that 

the Jayhün (awkwardly called by him “the river of Balkh”) “ comes 
from the direction of the east (min nähiyat al-mashriq), from a place 

called Divshärän” . This could literally mean “the falls of the divs 

or devils” . O f course, it is easy to restore div as *riv, and in this 

Cfise, one would have to take it merely for a place synonymous with 

our § 23, 47, lying on the sources of the Murghäb. One can add,
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curiously enough, that a place Andaman (now written without 'ayn) 

really does exist in the Lesser Pamir and includes the lake Chiläb 

(Turkish Chaqmaqting). The Afghan author Küshkaki, Russian tr. 

p. 163, mentions especially that the stream of Andamin is the source 

of the mighty Oxus.

Another complication about Rivshärän is that Bïrünï, al-Qänün 

al-Mas'üdïy mentions this name much further to the south in the 

thrid climate. The MS. Brit. Müs. Or. 1997, f. 99b, gives the 
following co-ordinates:

255 Panjwäy long. 93Ύ  lat. 32°5o'

256 Rivshärän long. 93°3o' lat. 33°2o'

257 Ghaznln long. 94°2o' lat. 33°3S' 

Meanwhile, places neighbouring on our Rivshärän are given in the 

fourth climate:

460 Herat long. 88°4o' lat. 34°3o'

467 Anbïr long. 90015' lat. 36°35'

471 Balkh long. 9 i°i5 ' lat. 36?41'
In A. Z. V. Togan’s edition (Delhi, c. 1938-9), the name of the 

southern Rivshärän is restored from other MSS. as *Irsärän (?), 
and it is said that it lies in Zäbulistän (in the Brit. Mus. MS., in 

Rävstln?).

48. D.mr.shän (perhaps V.rm.shäni) seems to be not so much a 

geographical as a political unit, for on the one hand part of its 

waters belonged to the Murghäb basin, while on the other it 
bordered in the south on Zamln-dävar (§ 24, 12-15). This province 

had its own chief (mihtar), although it was divided into two zones, 

one dependent on Güzgän and the other on Bust (§ 24, 9), i.e. 
coming within the Ghaznavids* sphere of influence. The part 

situated within the basin of the Murghäb probably formed an 
enclave between Rivshärän and Gharchistän, or else it could have 

lain on one of the southern affluents of the upper Murghäb, e.g. 

on the river Shorak, from where the road to Ähangarän led south
wards over the mountains (see commentary on § 24, 1)..

Geographically, Darmashän must mainly have formed part of 

O h^r» but as the ruler of the latter (who had become weakened in 
the rath century) bore the title of Ghür-Shäh, one assumes that the 
DarmasÎir^Shâh ruled over some autonomous province. The history 

of Ghür is aï'this time very obscure. Judging from our main 

source, the Tabaqät^i -Nâsirï, tr. pp. 312-16, there were two rival 

families in Ghür. One ofthese^claimed descent from Shanasp or 

Gushnasp, and had since Harün ai^Ràshïd’s time enjoyed princely 

status (imärat), whilst the other family, descended from Shlth (cf.
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the biblical name Seth), held the military command (pahlaväni). 
The later powerful dynasty of Ghurid Sultans were from the first 

family, and the historian Jûzjânî had been brought up in the house 

of one of their princesses; this circumstance may have led the 

historian to play down the role of the descendants of Shith in later 

times. [See further on these questions the article of Bosworth, “ The 

early Islamic history of Ghür” , Central Asiatic Journal, vi (1961), 
pp. 116-33— C.E.B.]

As for the name of Darmashän, it could, like a number of other 

names beginning with dar-, be read as Dar-i Mashän “ door, gate, 

gorge of Mashän” . Though this interpretation would be somewhat 

restricting for a province stretching southwards over a number of 

passes. On the other hand, according to Jûzjânî, the Amir B.njï, of 

the principal dynasty in Ghür (in Härün ar-Rashid's time), was the 

son of Naharän, son of Varm.sh, son of Varm.shän, and it is 

possible that it is these last names that are reflected in the name of 

Darmashän, which should be restored as *Varmashän.

The ruler of this province in question is also mentioned under the 

title of Darm.sh-bat in the description of the campaign of the 

youthful Mas'üd Ghaznavi against Ghür in 411 /  i 021, see Bayhaqi, 

Ta'rïkh-i Mas'üdï, ed. Ghani and Fayyäd, pp. 116-19. Mas'üd, 

who was at that time governor of Herat, was moving upstream along 

the right bank of the Herï-rüd, and at some point, situated to the 

east of Shirvän (§ 23, 5q) and to the west of “the old capital of 
Ghür” (Ähangarän?) had to by-pass Jurwas where Darmash-bat 

was residing. The latter wanted to take up, as it were, a neutral 

position, but after Mas'üd’s successes sent gifts to him and evacu

ated all the places which he had seized within the limits of 

Gharchistän (see § 23, 36). This last detail seems to corroborate the 

above-mentioned indications of our author.
49. Tamrän and Tamäzän. In 1937, not having the most recent 

maps at my disposal, I sought to bring these districts too close to the 

original Güzgän. A. Maricq, using the British map 1:253,440, 
found on it Timrän, Tamazän and Gizäo (our § 23, 65), situated 

fan-wise from north to south on the three sources of the Hilmand, 

Le. considerably further south of the Herï-rüd basin and the Küh-i 

Bäbä range. These districts lie in the heart of Ghür, on a longitude 

to the east of its present-day centre Taywära, and on a latitude 

between those of Kabul and Ghazni. From the unsystematic text 

of the Hudüd it was impossible to assume that the Farïghünids could 

claim the allegiance of their petty vassals so far to the south. 

Evidently, in view of the weakening of the rulers of Ghür, the
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chiefs who bore the ancient titles of Tamrän-varanda and Tamäzän- 

varanda1 sought the patronage of the strongest actual power.

Jûzjânî in 618/1221 personally visited Tamrän and Gizîv as a 
guest of the Sultan of Ghür, when the Shanaspids had already 

assumed power in the whole of this region (tr. p. 344). We can 
rely on this author when he says that Tamrän lay “within the spurs 

and neighbourhood of the highest peak of Ghûr, bearing the name 

of Ashk” (ibid., p. 319).2 On the British map of 1955 (1:1,000,000, 

sheet 430), based on the American aerial survey, there appears to 
the north of Gizäo, on one of the sources of the Hilmand, a height 

of 13,458 feet, which even though it is not the “ highest” peak of 

Ghür, may still fit the situation of Tamrän.

The family of the princes of Tamäzän no longer played an 
independent role in local history, but at least four maliks of Tamrän 

are mentioned amongst the suite of the 17th Sultan of Ghür, 

Muhammad b. Säm, who died in 599/1203. His son Mahmüd 

(602-9/1205-12) was married to the daughter of the malik of 

Tamrän Täj ad-Dïn and her son Säm became the 20th Sultan of 

Ghür, cf. the Tabaqät-i Näsirt, tr. pp. 390, 408.
The latest editor of the history, the Qandahäri ‘Abd al-IJayy 

IJabîbî, says in his extensive geographical commentary (Vol. ii 

[Lahore 1954], p. 806) that in 1326/1947 he had visited “ Gizîv, 
Tamrän, Tamäzän and Kajürän” , but that the names of Tamrän 

and Tamäzän seem to have become forgotten locally. Habïbi thinks 

that under pressure from other tribes, the Tàmrânîs moved to the 

west, where they now form the Taymuris, located to the south-east 
of Herat. [In the second edition of Habîbï’s text, Kabul 1341-3/ 

1962-5, the note on Gizîv and Tamrän is on pp. 341-2 of Vol. ii—  
C.E.B.]

In 1962 I received from Kabul the map of the administrative 
divisions of Afghanistan (published already in 1337/1958). On 
it Gizao is marked within the district of Uruzgän, depending on 

Qandahär, and Tamazän is given within the district of Däyakän, 

immediately to the north. Tamrän does not appear on the map, but 
it is possible that it, too, should be sought to the north of Däyakän 

(see the map in H. F. Schurmann, The Mongols of Afghanistan [The 

Hague 1962]). On a similar map, dated 1340/1961, only Gizao is

1 O f particular interest is the spelling la prose persane (Paris 1963), pp. 137-8. 
of these names with the Arabic letter 2 Var. D.r.shk (*Dar-i Ashk?). It is
o  =  jS, an interlabial v, which is found possible that the name Ashk reflects
in Khwârazmian texts and early Khorä- the Persian word for “ fang” , yashk;
sänian manuscripts, see G. Lazard, see the Burhän-i qäti\ ed. Mo*in, iv,
ha langue des plus anciens monuments de p. 2435.
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mentioned, lying on the longest of the sources of the Hilmand 
which rises to the south of the Ghörband, not far to the west of the 

Pagmash mountains near Kabul. According to Schurmann, the 

Taymuris are now Tajik speakers.

50. Särvän. This should in all probability be restored as 
*Shärvän, or better Shërvân, as the vacillating transcription 

between alif and ya! points to the Persian ë vowel. This district 

must correspond to the Shîrvân (*Shervän) mentioned in Bayhaqï, 

ed. Morley, p. 128, ed. Ghani and Fayyäd, p. 115. The name 

probably meant “the place of [the prince of] Shër” , but in his 

report on Mas'üd’s Ghür expedition of 411/1021, Bayhaqï uses it as 

a personal name. In five marches from Herat along the northern 

bank of the Herï-rüd, Mas'üd arrived at Chisht and then at Ribät-i 
Vazïr, the first fortified place against Ghür, cf. Istakhrî, B G A, i, 

p. 363. Here Bü’l-Hasan of Ghür and the apparently more powerful 

Shîrvân, whose province bordered on Güzgän, joined him with 

their detachments. Together they besieged Jurwas, where resided 

Darmash-bat (see above, under § 23, 48), who had remained 

neutral. Mas'üd successfully attacked the castle (Vay ?) which had 
formerly been the ruler of Ghür’s capital, and took it by storm. The 
expedition then returned from there, and the frightened Darmash- 

bat gave back to Mas'üd the castles of Gharchistän which he had 

earlier seized.
One can conclude from this account, which still needs checking 

on the spot, that both the unnamed province of Bü’l-Hasan and that 

of Shîrvân lay to the west (north-west?) of Chisht, and that the 

possessions of Darmash-bat lay further to the east and bordered on 

Gharchistän.
All these details show the fragmentary character of the districts 

making up Ghür, the fluctuations of frontiers and the patchiness of 

the separate principalities.
51. Mänshän. This is not mentioned in other Muslim sources, 

but it is possible that it corresponds to the district of Mansan 

mentioned by the Armenian Geography amongst the 26 provinces 

of Khoräsän (see Marquart, Èrânsahr, p. 85, with corrections in 

Huschardzan [Vienna 1911], p. 301). Man-shan appears in the list 

of administrative subdivisions which the Chinese established on the 

eastern fringes of Khoräsän c. a .d . 660, see Chavannes, Documents 

sur les Tou-Kiue (St. Petersburg 1903), pp. 71, 268; here it forms a 

district of the kingdom of Hou-che-kien, a name which Chavannes 

èxplains as Khujikän =  Jüzjän (better Güzgän, V. M.). For the 

geographical orientation of Mänshän, the following indications
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can serve: (i) it came up close to Dar-i Andar, where stood the 

camp of the ruler of Güzgän, one farsakh from his capital Jahüdhän 
(§23, 53), and (2) within the Kmits of Mänshän there was a moun

tain lake (§ 3, 26) near Bastaräb. It can be assumed that this last 
name is reflected in the name of the western source of the river on 

which lies Sar-i Pul (the Safïd-rüd). On the British map of 1914 

(1:1,000,000) this source is called Astar-äb (on the 1955 edition, this 

name is omitted). Mr. Mir Husayn Shäh of the University of Kabul 

(letter of 20th February 1963) kindly tells me that the lake is no 

more known on the aerial survey of the Ministry of Mines, but 

experts in geology (zamïn-shinâsï) have confirmed the existence on 

this spot of a swamp, now dried up. M y correspondent uses for this 

swamp or lake the term of Indian origin jhtly and in the Russian- 
Afghan dictionary jihil is given as the equivalent for “ lake” . The 

disappearance of a mountain lake may be a useful parallel to our 

commentary on Daryäzha (§ 3, 25 and § 6, 23).

It seems that c. a .d . 982 Mänshän was of no great size, but on the 

road up the Herïirüd the Arabic geographers (Istakhrî, p. 363, Ibn 

IJauqal, ed. Kramers, p. 457, Maqdisï, p. 349) mention at four 
stages from Herat the not quite clearly vocalized Astaräbiyän, 

which could perhaps be a trace of the former spread of the Mänshän 
possessions to the south (or simply a settlement from Astar-äb?). 

The administration of Mänshän was taken over by Güzgän, but 

our author also mentions the title of the local princeling.

56. Gurzivän. The name is known to this day on the maps: 

Dar zäh va Gurzivän. In this district rises the river which is now 

called Shïrîn-tagâb, on which, further downstream, lie Färyäb and 

Andkhoy. Within Gurzivän, on the eastern bank of the river, is 

marked the place Shahr-i virän “ the ruined çity” , although 

Dr. A. D. H. Bivar informs me that this region lacks water in 
summer. To the south is situated the central part of the Mäk valley 

and Mänshän, see below, p. 334, commentary on § 23, 51.
In Arabic sources, the name is given as Jurzvän or Kurzvän (both 

variants given by Yäqüt, apparently from different sources).1 The 

form Gurz-vän is evidently of ethnic origin and means “ dwelling 

of Gurz” . The term Gurz/Gurj (where -*/-/ is a suffix of origin) is

1 Still puzzling is the transcription of sânian source that had initial vJ, cf.
Ya'qübï, BG A, vii, p. 287: § 23, 49, yielding V.rz.mdn. T o the
which de Goeje restored as Qurzuman, element -man there corresponds in
which is doubtful. It is even possible other sources the synonymous -van
that the first letter, written without “house, dwelling” , 
dots, was taken from an old Khora-
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known as designating the Georgians,1 but it is somewhat difficult 
to imagine a colony of Tr anscaueasians, about which nothing is 

known, settled in Afghanistan already in the ioth century. Another 

suggestion is, however, pôssiblë; During their penetration of 
India, the Arabs used the têfôi Jifrz as early as the 7th century to 

designate the Gurjara dynasty which ruled in Qannauj. The 

origins of this dynasty are obscure, but V. Smith thought that the 

Gurjara (the present-day Gurjarajah) were a “ Central Asian tribe” 

who appeared in India about the time of the Hephthalite invasions 

(sc. in the 4th or 5th centuries a.d.).2 All the northern slopes of the 

Pàropàtnisus were, according to the terminology of such an eminent 

Arabic geographer as Maqdisi, called Haital (better *Habtal), the 

“ lâiid of the Hephthalites” , a name which has probably been 

preserved in that of the district of Yaftal to the north of Fayzäbäd. 

Whatever may be the explanation of the Indian form Gurjara, the 

Musliïn form Jurz/Gurz (see above, § 10, 46; Balâdhurï, ed. de 

Göeje, p. 442; etc.) could on equal grounds have been used to the 

north of the Hindu Kush and the Paropamisus.
Gurzivän, the earlier capital of Güzgän, lay to the east of 

Badghls, the last principality of the Hepthalites, whose chief Nizak 

was in 91/709 captured by Qutäiba (see above, commentary on 

§ 23 y 71). The place where Nizak at läst surrendered was called 
akKjrj, which gives a form close to that of Gurz. It should be 

sought near the Salang pass, where Sòvièt engineers have built a 

tunnel through the Hiftdli Kush. As the crow flies, Gurzivän 
lies less than 200 km. fròfiri Kadis, the centre of the Hephthalite 

principality.
It is not out of place here to mention that in the description of 

the Paropamisus, § 5, 9 bc, our author strangely says that the range 
runs “between Kündarm and Anbir, between trurzivän àfìd 

jähüdhän” , etc. The only possible explanation is that the author dfcfcs 

ftöt speak of the watershed between the pairs of names quoted, but of 

the foot of the mountain separating the plains from the hilly country.

63. Ribät-i Karvan.3 In my original commentary, the mistake in 

the location of Tamrän and Tamäzän (§ 23, 49) affects also the 
position of this place, which I had sought near the watershed of the

1 Cf. the villages Gurjî-vân and Kurdi- 1935), p. 115; B. N. Puri, The history of
van iil the basin of the river Ak-su in the Gurjara-Pratiharas (Bombay 1953),
Shirvän (now the Azerbaijan S.S.R.). pp. 2-14.

a V. Smith, Early history of India 3 ? Kirvän. Kirv means a “hollow,
%(Oxford 1924), p. 304; La Vallée decayed tooth” ; possibly this conceals
Poussin, Dynasties et histoire de Viride some hint at the character of the local
jusqu'aux invasions musulmanes (Paris mountain landscape.
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Herï-rüd and the river of Balkh. This is only partly correct, as 

Ribät-i Karvän lies at the pass between the Herï-rüd and the Hil

mand, somewhat to the south of the watershed with the river of 
Balkh, so that the latter river skirts the northern limits of Ribät-i 

Karvän. Tamrän and Tamäzän, on the other hand, lie within the 
upper Hilmand basin and skirt the southern limits of Ribät-i 

Karvän. It is accordingly clear that the district lay on the direct 

route Herat-Kabul which goes up to the Herï-rüd, across the 
Bäbä Küh, enters the region of the Hilmand headwaters and then 

the Kabul river basin. Ribät-i Karvän is the last point of the 
Herï-rüd basin from where a pass leads to the Hilmand. A  descrip

tion of this road is given in the book of Vavilov and Bukinin, 

Agricultural Afghanistan (1929), p. 506; cf. also the anonymous 
German itinerary, quoted by Marquart, Wehrot und Arang, p. 168. 

This place is now called, with a slight phonetic alteration Rabät- 

Kirmän. Ribät-i Karvän is mentioned by the geographers 

(Istakhrî, pp. 265, 272; Ibn Hauqal, ed. Kramers, p. 444) as “the 

extreme eastern limit of Ghür” belonging to Güzgän. The pathetic 
letter of the Ghaznavid Sultan Mas'üd, in which he informed" 
Arslan Khan of his defeat at the hands of the Seljuqs, was written 
from Ribät-i Karvän. The Sultan was retreating through Ghür to 

the capital Ghazna, to reach which seven more stages were re

quired, see Bayhaqï, ed. Ghanï and Fayyäd, p. 630. Forty years agô< 
crowded gatherings of Afghan tribesmen still took place at Rabät- 

Kirmän, see JnaL of the Royal Central Asian Society (1954), 

No. I ,  p. 50.

§ 25, 91 (p. 119). DHARNUKH (?) is apparently to be identified 

with Het'um’s Zurnukh, the Zarnuq or Zurnuq of Juvaynï and £he 
Zafar-näma, the last stage before the bank of the Syr Darya in 

Tïmür’s march from Samarqand to Uträr. See Boyle in Central 
Asiatic Journal, ix (1964), p. 184 and n. 75.

§ 42, I (p. 156). Amongst the Byzantine “themes” , the least 
readily identifiable name is that of the one including the capital 

Constantinople, sc. Täblän and its numerous variants (see above, 

p. 421). In his note “Le thème byzantin de Taflä-tavlän” , La 

Nouvelle Clior iv (1952), pp. 388-91, H. Grégoire suggested a new 

etymology, Le. “stables” , referring to “ la grande banlieue de 

Constantinople” . -Its initial s- may have been taken by such Arabs 

as Muslim b. Abï Muslim al-Jarmï for the preposition eis “into” 

which has been preserved in names like Istanbul, Izmir, etc., but 

contrariwise, the basic s- may have been mistaken for the said 

particle and omitted as superfluous.





THE TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE

I .  DESCRIPTION OF THE MS.

T he anonymous1 geographical work called Hudüd al- \Alani, i.e. “The 
Regions of the World”,2 was compiled in 372/982-3 and dedicated to 
the Amir Abul-Härith Muhammad b. Ahmad, of the local Fari- 
ghünid dynasty which ruled in Güzgänän in what is now northern 
Afghänistän (see notes to § 1 and § 23, 46.). The unique manuscript 
was copied in 656/1258 by Abul-Mu’ayyad fAbd al-Qayyüm ibn 
al-Husayn ibn 'Ali al-Fârisï (v.i., p. 166). The same half-erased 
name appears on the title-page : sähibuhu3 kätibuhu al- ' abd al-mudhnïb 
al-muhtäj Ha rahmatillähi ta'älä Abul-Mu . . . * Abd al- . . . ùm ibn 
. . .  yn ibn ' Alì al-Färisi. . . .

The MS. consists of 39 folios measuring 28x18 cm., while the 
size of the written text (within ruled frame) is 20 X13 cm. Each page 
has 23 extremely regular lines written in gopd and personal naskh- 
thulth script. The paper is of khänbäliq description.

On the whole the text is very well preserved. Ff. 28 and 29 are 
slightly damaged. The lower part of f. 39 (viz., half of the lines 
i7~23) has been tom, so that not only the text relating to the African 
countries but the colophon, too, has greatly suffered. The text begins 
on f. ib. The title-page (f. ia) is occupied by the title of the book, 
by some mediocre verses in the same hand, but having no relation 
to the text, and by some later entries of no interest. Marginal notes 
which are found on ff. 19b, 20a, 22b and 30a, have no great impor
tance [cf. Appendix A].

The Hudüd al-Alam forms only one part of a bound volume of 
which all the folios are of the same size (28 X18 cm.). It contains :

a. The geographical treatise Jihän-näma (ff. ib-27a) by Muham
mad ibn Najib Bakrän4, copied by 'Ibäd-alläh Mas'üd ibn Muham
mad ibn-Mas'üd al-Kirmäni on 28 Ramadän 663 (14 July 1267).

1 On the author cf. p. xii ; he was a ndkiyat it would have been better, per- 
sunnl, cf. pp. 375, 392. haps, to translate Hudüd al- Älam as

2 v.i., p. 30. The word hudüd (pro- “The limited areas of the World”.] 
perly ‘boundaries’) in our case evidently 3 Certainly in the sense of ‘possessor* 
refers to the 'regions within definite and not in that of "author’, as confirmed 
boundaries* into which the world is by the colophon of the Järm al-ulüm, 
divided in the H.- Ä., the author in- v.i.. p. viii.
dicating with special care the frontiers 4 Cf. Rieu, Catalogue Per5. Mss. Brit.
of each one of these areas, v.i., p. 30. Mus. i, 423 ; Bibl. Nationale, anc. fonds
[As I use the word “ region” mostly for persan, 324.



b. A  short treatise on Music (ff. 27b-28b) by Ustädh *Ajab al- 

Zamân bul-Ustädh-Khoräsän Muhammad ibn Mahmud ibn Muham
mad Nîshâpürî.

c. Hudüd al-Älam (see above).

d. The well known encyclopedia Jämi al-Ulüm (ff. 1-50)1 by 

Fakhr al-dïn al-Razï (d. 606/1209) with the colophon: waqa'a al- 
firägh min tahrìrihi yaum al-junCa lil-sädis wal-ishrïn min jumädä 

al-ülä sana thamänl wa khamsin wa sitta-mi'a 'ala y adì. Ad'afu 'tbäd 
allah wa ahqaruhum Abul-Mu’ayyad \Abd al-Qayyüm b. al- Husayn( ?) 

è. Ali. Consequently this work, too, was copied by the scribe of the 
Hudüd al-Älam on Friday, 26 Jumädä al-ülä 658 (Thursday2 

10 June 1259). He must have been an eager student to transcribe in 

his careful regular hand a series of important works for his personal 

library at the momentous époch when the Mongol invaders were 

’exterminating the Assassins, destroying the Baghdad Caliphate and 

remodelling the administration of Persia!3

2 . DISCOVERY AND PUBLICATION OF THE H.-Â.

The discovery and publication of the Hudüd al-Älam have a long 

history not devoid of romance.
The Russian orientalist, Captain (later Major-General) A. G. 

Toumansky, was a great friend of the Bahä’is whom he first met in 

Askhabad in 1890. He eagerly studied their religious literature4 and 
rendered some signal services to the thriving Baha’i colony established 

in the Russian Transcaspian province, for example at the time when 
the first temple of the new religion (mashriq al-adhkär) was being 

built in Askhabad.
Probably through Baron V. Rosen, who was his teacher, or through 

Barthold, who then was at the beginning of his scientific career, 

Toumansky heard of the interest of Ulugh-beg’s lost work Ulüs-i 
orba*a and made a search for it through his Persian friends. The 
importance of Bukhärä as a market for rare manuscripts was fully 

realized only after 1900 when special expeditions were sent there 
by the Russian Academy, yet even before that time it was natural 

to turn one’s attention towards that Muslim centre. Toumansky

1 Probably composed in 574/1178, cf. 3 The data on the manuscript are
Rieu, Supplément, p.102 (On 2972 con- partly borrowed from Toumansky’s
tains 188 folios each side being of 17 article (v.i., p. ix, n. 2) and partly based
lines). on the notes personally taken in Paris in
. 2 Thursday evening is called in Persia 1921.
shab-i jum'a and considered as the 4 See his edition of the Kitäb-i aqdas,
beginning of Friday. SPb. 1899 (Mémoires de VAcadémie des
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availed himself of the occasional visits to Bukhara of the learned 
Baha’i of Samarqand Mirza Abul-Fadl Gulpäyagänl who soon after, 

in a letter in Persian dated 2 Rabf II, 1310 =  25 October 1892, 

reported as follows: “During my stay in Bukhara all my efforts to 

find the Ulùs-i orba*a proved unsuccessful but I have found an 

ancient bound book which is very good and contains four treatises-of 

which the first has geographical contents and formed a Preface to a 

Map (imuqaddama-yi naqsha büda) ; the second, composed 943 years 

ago and copied 808 years ago, is also geographical and mentions the 

names of towns which now are absolutely unknown ; the third treats 

of Music, and is short; the fourth is the Jâmï al-ulütn of Imam 

Fakhr-i Râzï.” When, in 1893, Toumansky joined Mïrza Abul-Fadl 

in Bukhara, his Persian friend made him a present of his find “on 

condition that it should be edited and not be lost for science” .

A  journey to Persia and the vicissitudes of a military career 

made it impossible for Toumansky to publish the manuscript im

mediately but in an article which appeared in 18962 he explained the 

circumstances which led to the discovery of the H .-Ä ., gave its de
scription (date, colophon, dedication to the Farîghünid ruler Abul- 
Härith, complete table of contents &c.), and, as a sample of the text, 

published the Persian original and a Russian translation of the chap

ters on the “ Christianized Slavs” , the Slavs, and the Rus (if. 37a~38a); 

with a short commentary.

Toumansky reserved the right of final publication of the MS., 

or more precisely, of the Hudüd al-Alam, but in spite of some 

preparatory work done by him,3 was unfortunately unable to carry 

out his intention during his lifetime.

Sciences, t. viii, No. 6) and his articles SPb. 1896; a translation of Abul- 
in the Zap. Vost. Otd.i The two latest Ghäzi’s Pedigree of the Turkomans, 
“lauh” of the Bâbïs, vol. vi, 1896, pp. Askhabad 1897; A  survey of the viläyats 
314—21, Bahä'ulläKs last words, vol. vii, of Erzerum and Bitlis, Tiflis 1909; The 
1892, pp. 193—203; The author of the Arabic language and Caucasian studies, 
history known under the name of “ Td- Tiflis 1911.
rïkh-i Manukchï” or “ Tdrïkh-i Jadïd”, 1 On Mïrzâ Abul Fadl see E. G. 
vol. viii, 1893, pp. 33-45. Toumansky Browne’s Tdrïkh-i jadïd, Index, 
maintained a correspondence on the 2 Zapiski Vost. Otd., x, 1896 (printed 
subject of their mutual interest with in 1897), pp. 121-37: The newly dis- 
E. G. Browne, see the latter’s Tdrïkh-i covered Persian geographer of the 10th 
jadïd, pp. xxxiii, lii and passim, and the century and his reports on the Slavs and 
review of the Kitab-i aqdas in JR A S, the Rus. In the same number of the 
1900, pp. 354-7. Among Toumansky’s Zapiski appeared the text of Barthold’s 
other works may be quoted : Note on the opening lecture at the St. Petersburg 
Kitab-i Qorqud, in Zap. Vost. Otd., vol. University, held on 8 April 1896. 
ix, 1895, pp. 268-72; the interesting re- 3 So I was informed by Mme. Tou- 
port on his journey in Persia From the mansky. In fact he published only the 
Caspian sea to the Hormuz strait in 1894, fragments on Samarqand (in the Russian
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With the owner’s permission a photograph of the manuscript was 

taken in St. Petersburg in 1894, and Baron V, R. Rosen copied 
the whole of the text with his own hand. Both the photograph and 

the copy were left in the possession of the Musée Asiatique of the 

Russian Academy and Toumansky very liberally allowed other Rus

sian scholars to make use of single passages having special interest to 
them. V. A. Zhukovsky was thus able to utilize.the passage relative 

to Marv in his standard description of that province (see note to § 23, 
37.). V. V. Barthold quoted extensively from the H .-Ä  in his 

early Report on a Scientific Misnon to Central Asia (1897), then in his 

famous Turkestan (1900), in his History of Irrigation in Turkestan 

(19x4), and occasionally in many other of his books and articles.1 

After Toumansky’s death he published the fragment on Tibet (see 
notes to § 11) and summarized the contents of the chapter on Gïlân 

(see notes to § 32, 35.).

Nevertheless, in Western Europe very little was known about the

H .-Ä , and J. Marquart who had access only to the quotations 

found in Toumansky’s article (ZVO, 1896), in Barthold’s Report, and 

in Westberg’s Beiträge (v.i. p. 427), several times expressed his regret 
that the MS. still remained unpublished.2

On 13 December 1921 in a Russian paper edited in Paris I published 

an obituary notice of the head of the Baha’i community fAbbâs 

Efendi (d. in Haifa, 28 November 1921). In it I mentioned both 
E. G. Browne’s and A. G. Toumansky’s close connexion with the 

representatives of the faith preached by the Bäb and the Bahä’- 
alläh. M y article happened to be read in Constantinople by Madame 

Toumansky who hastened to communicate to me the sad news of 

her husband’s death (in Constantinople, 1 December 1920) asking 

me in the meantime for advice as to his MSS. which remained in 

her possession and with which, in view of the circumstances, she was 

obliged to part. The H .-A. was among them, and soon after the 

precious M S. was on my desk in Paris. Madame Toumansky fully 

realized the intense interest taken in Russia in the H .-A  and the 

amount of work already done on it. I offered to communicate with 

the Leningrad Academy, and when a favourable answer came, 

through the late S. F. Oldenburg (d. 28. ii. 1934), she most generously 

agreed to repatriate the MS. to Russia, though more advantageous 

conditions could have been obtained elsewhere.

paper Okraina, 2 May 1893) and on the 1 Cf. p. 169.
Burtäs-JBarädhäs (as a supplement to 2 See for instance Streifzüge, 1903,
A. V. Markov, Russo-Mordvan relations, pp. xxx-xxxi, 172, note 4; Komanen,
Tiflis 1914, v i., p. 462). 1914, Ρ· 37-
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Some time later we had the satisfaction of hearing that the publica

tion of the H .-Ä . was being undertaken by V. V. Barthold. By 

March 1930 the plates reproducing the 78 pages of the original, as 

well as 32 pages of Preface and 11 pages of Index, were printed, but 

for some technical reasons the publication of the book met- with 

delay. On 18 August 1931 Barthold wrote to me that the difficulties 

were being overcome, but this letter reached me in London an hour 

after I had read in The Times the two lines which came like a blow, 

announcing the death of the great historian on August 19.

Barthold had not the satisfaction of seeing in final form the work 

which had been a companion of all his scientific life. The now 

posthumous book appeared in the editions of the Academy of 

Sciences of the U.S.S.R. under the title : Xynÿn an-'âneM. PyKoriHCb 

TyMaHCKaro. C ΒΒβπβΗΗβΜ h  yna3aTeJieM B. EapTOJibaa. JleHHHrpaa

1930·  ,

3. THE TRANSLATOR’ S TASK

In the concluding words of his Preface (v.i. p. 32) Barthold says 

that his chief reason for abandoning the idea of giving a complete 
translation of the manuscript was the “great number of geographical 

names, of which the reading remains unknown*'. Probably for the 

same reason the text was not printed but photographically repro

duced. As regards the Persian original, such a procedure can only 

meet with our full approval, for the risks of publishing such a compli

cated text from a single manuscript would be too great, and a printed 

text would never replace the paleographically very important original 

in doubtful places.1 As already mentioned the MS. is written in a 

script clear enough and yet in some places presenting considerable 

difficulties. Barthold (letter of 5. iii. 1930) was ready to admit with 

regard to thê  photographic reproduction of the MSI that “it would 

not be an edition in the proper sense, and orientalists who had no 

great experience in the reading of Muslim MSS. would feel dis

appointed”. In such circumstances, many people interested princi
pally in the geographical contents of the book were likely to be 

hampered by the character of the script, while Barthold’s Preface, 

though extremely valuable, is far from exhausting the problems 
raised by the text.

I have decided therefore to take a resolute step in rendering this

1 Lately Sayyid Jalâl al-dîn Tehran! (gäh-näma) for the Persian year 1314
has, more or less successfully, printed ( =  a .h . 1353-4 =  a .d . 1935), Tehran
the text of the H .- A .y together with 1352. The H .- Ä .  occupies pages 1 -1 14
that of Part III of the Tänkh-t Jihän- and on pp. 115-49 Barthold’s Index is
gushäy as an 'annex (!) to his Calendary reproduced.
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important tenth-century text more accessible to the public, by trans

lating the whole of the Persian original and by supplementing it with 

a translation of Barthold’s Russian Preface and with my own detailed 

commentary.1 Lacunae and uncertainties are inevitable in such an 

enterprise, but only the sieve of translation is capable of separating 

what is clear from what remains doubtful. I only hope that my work 

will stimulate a further examination of the respective chapters by 

Turcoiogists, Indianists, Byzantologists, and other specialists.

The present book comprises the following parts:

1. A  translation of V. V. Barthold’s Russian Preface.

2. A  complete translation of the Persian text of the Hudüd al-Älam.
3. M y commentary on the text, disposed in the order of the 

chapters.
4. Appendices containing remarks on the marginal notes, the 

language of the H .-'Ä ., &c., as well as a Glossary of the rare and less 

usual words and expressions.2
5. A  Romanized Index based on my translation and consequently 

differing in a number of transcriptions from Barthold’s Index (in 

Arabic characters). It also serves my Commentary.
M y translation of the H .-Ä .  (Part II) follows the Persian text 

strictly and literally. I do not even say “wood” when the original 

speaks of “trees” . In a unique manuscript of one of the earliest prose 

works of Persian literature,3 older than the Shäh-näma, every word and 

turn of phrase is interesting and I have made a very liberal use of 

Romanized quotations with the double object of elucidating the 

difficult and doubtful readings and of affording a means of control.

1 P. Pelliot in his note on Barthold’s under Mançür b. Nüh who reigned 
edition of the H .- Ä .  in T'oung-Pao, 35°~^S/96i - 75> mentioned in Muham- 
1931, No. I, p. 133, writes: “ Puisque mad Qazvïnï’s Preface to Marzubän- 
Γouvrage est enfin accessible il faut nâma, p. ^  [cf. also E. G. Browne’s 
espérer qu’un iraniste donnera en description of another very archaic 
caractères typographiques une édition Commentary in the Cambridge Univer- 
critique des sections concernant l’Asie sity Library, JR A S, 1894, pp. 4 17-  
Centrale et Orientale, et lui adjoindra 524]; Abü Nasr Hasan b. ‘Ali Qumï, 
une traduction annotée.” Kitâb-i mudhkil dar Hlm-i nujüm, 365/

2 [For some imperious material 975, see W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis d. 
reasons only the Appendix on the mar- or ab. Hands ehr. y Berlin, 1893, v, 149, 
ginal notes could be incorporated in the No. 5663 [I owe the reference to my 
present volume. The rest will be pub- friend S. H. Taqi-zadeh] ; the first edition 
lished as an article in the Bull, of the of the Shäh-näma, 384/994. As Shaykh 
School of Oriental Studies. Cf. however, Muhammad Qazvïnî tells me (30.VI. 
even now Index E.] 1936), Abü Mançür Muvaffaq al-din

3 The ancient Preface to the Book of 'Ali Haravi’s Kitdb al-adwiya can hardly 
Kings, 346/957 ; Bai'ami’s translation of pretend to the same antiquity, for the 
Tabari’s History, 352/963; translation scribe’s entry on the back of the book 
of Tabari’s Commentary on the Qor’an suggests that the author was still alive 
by a group of Transoxanian scholars, in 447/1055.
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Practically all the rarer words and expressions figure in my transla

tion.
I have numbered all the chapters of the H .-Ä .  (§§ 1-61), and, 

within every single chapter, all the separate items which in the original 

appear in red ink (these latter numbers being followed by a dot : 1. 2. 

3., &c.). This system of chapter and verse has proved of great con

venience for quotations and cross-references.

4. t h e  c o m m e n t a r y : e x p l a n a t io n  o f  t h e  te x t

The object of my Commentary (Part III) is twofold : (a) to explain 

the text by identifying the places and names mentioned in it, and (b) 

to ascertain the sources of the book.
M y explanation of the less interesting chapters, such as the middle 

zone of Islam (§§ 27-31 and 33-4, cf. p. 223) is very brief and only 
checks the names, locates the places, and gives the immediate parallels. 
On the contrary, whenever the text contains traces of some new infor

mation I have done my utmost to elucidate the question in the light 

of all accessible data, using by preference the sources contemporary 

with, and older than the H .-Ä .  Of the slightly younger works I con
stantly quote Bïrünï (inclusive of his Canon, Br. Mus. Or. 1997), 

Gardïzï (containing a number of invaluable parallels to the H .-Ä .)  
and Mahmud al-Käshghari. Having myself experienced great diffi

culties in finding the explanations of the names and facts relating to 

territories as different as China and Spain, India and the Volga 

Bulghârs, I could not help bearing in mind the interests of the readers 

who cannot be satisfied with mere references to doubtful passages in 

the sources and to little accessible works. Therefore at the beginning 

of the chapters (especially those on India, China, Tibet, the Turks, 

the Caucasus, and Eastern Europe) I have not only prefixed brief 

indications of authorities and literature, but summed up the present- 

day situation of the question, comprising tentative hypotheses and 

doubtful points, and have made my personal suggestions supple

menting or modifying my predecessors’ views. Though my definite 
object has been to comment on the particular geographical work 

written in a .d . 982 and conspicuous for its well-balanced brevity, my 

commentary may eventually prove of more general utility as covering 

the whole field of the Orbis Terr arum Musulmanis notus1 and making

1 Le Strange’s excellent book The only Persia. See my reviews of these
Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 1905, books resp. in BSO S, vi/3, 1931> PP*
describes only the countries between 802-3, and Journ. As,, July 1932, pp.
Asia Minor and Transoxiana; P. 175-9. For the rest of the lands the
Schwarz’s amazingly full Iran im Mittel- information is very scattered. It is to
alter (in progress since 1896), covers be hoped that a translation of the B G A
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a point of referring to the special sources and to recent investigations.1 
I have used notes and references very liberally in order to show respect 

for my predecessors’ opinions and to lay stress on the great fellowship 

of the living and dead by whose efforts the fabric of our knowledge 
has been reared.

In studying the H .-Ä . and in preparing the Commentary it has been 

my particular endeavour not to lose sight of geographic realities. 

I hope that my sketch maps illustrating the less known regions will 
be found useful by all those who like myself haid. to toil through 

the wonderful works of Barthold2 and Marquart,3 unaccompanied by 

such graphic aids. I take this occasion to say in pious gratitude what 
I owe to these two great scholars who by their contributions (so 

different in method, yet equally admirable as results) have shed light 
on numberless points of Muslim historical geography.

5. THE COMMENTARY: THE SOURCES OF THE

The second object of the commentary has been to ascertain the 
sources of the H .-Ä , Our geographer was evidently but a “ cabinet 
scholar” and not a traveller. Only in the description of Güzgänän 
(§ 23,47.), and maybe of Gïlân (§ 32,24.-5.), does the text reflect some 
personal experience. For the rest, the information evidently depends 
on other people’s materials, which seem to have been of two classes, 

©is.· books,4 and any other information coming under the rubrics of 
yädhkird-i hakimän “ memories of the sages” (f. 2a2),5 akhbär“ informa

tion [heard]” (cf. f. I3b3: ba-akhbär-hä ba-shanïdtm), or simply dhikr 
“mention” (f. i2a2). There is no indication in the text as to which 
particular details were derived from non-literary sources, unless we

carried out, on the initiative of G. Fer- 236-42, xxii 2 (1934), pp. 144-61.
rand, by a group of French Arabists, 3 See V. Minorsky, Essai de biblio-
will see the light before long. graphie de J. Markzoart [.Marquart]

1 Comprising works in Russian, very (9.V1Ì.1864-4.11.1930), in Journal Asia- 
insufficiently known in Western Europe. tique, October 1930, t. ccxvii, pp. 
[On the as yet unedited sources cf. 313-24 [where the obituary and biblio- 
p. 480.] graphic notices by G. Messina, H. H.

2 Barthold’s (15jci.1869-19.viii.1930) Schaeder, &c. are quoted], 
bibliography comprises over 300 titles 4 Kitdb-hd-yipishinagdn ‘ * books of the 
of books and articles. See Umniakov, predecessors”, folios 2a! and i3b8; or 
V, V . Barthold, on the occasion of simply “ books”, folios 4aie, 9a» (con- 
the 30th year of his professorship (in ceming the Kuchâ river). Under n b 18 
Russian) in Bulletin de Γ Université de kitäb-hä va akhbdr-hä are clearly dis- 
VAsie Centrale, 1926, No. 14, pp. 175- tinguished.
202 ; Milius Dostoyevsky, W. Barthold 5 I see that the reading yàdhkird has
zum Gedächtnis, in Die Welt des Islam, been accepted also in the text of the
xii, Heft 3, 1931, pp. 89-135; Th. H .-Â .  printed in Tehran, p. 4 (contrary
Mienzel, Versuch einer Barthold-Biblio- to Barthold, v.i., p. 31, note 1). 
graphie, in Der Islam, xxi (1933), pp.
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include in this category the above-mentioned details regarding 

Güzgänän and Gîlân.
Abul-Fadl Gulpâyagânî (vs., p. ix) made an interesting suggestion 

in taking the H.-'A. for “a Preface to a Map”. In several passages, 
in fact (folios 5bu , 8b10, 25^3, 33b16, 37a15), our author mentions 
a Map prepared by himself, which was certainly more than a simple 
illustration of the text. We know, for example, that on it were shown 
the stages between Rukhud and Multan (zu., p. 121) of which there is 
no mention in the text. A  close scrutiny of the text has convinced me 
that in numerous places the peculiar order of enumeration is a result 
of “ reading off the Map”,1 often without any regard for the natural 
divisions of territories, ranges of mountains, watersheds and roads.2 
This discovery has facilitated the explanation of numerous passages 
in the text. It appears then that the Map was compiled before the 
text,, and if so, we cannot help inferring that the author worked on 
the basis of some previous MAP which we must consider as one of 
the important sources for his compilation. In his Preface (v.i.9 p. 18, 
note 5) Barthold suggests that Balkhï’s book may have been only an ex
planation of Abu Ja'far al-Khazin’s maps. The latter (in a more or less 
modified3 form) may have been worked upon by öur author as well.

The improvement due to him personally seems to be in the first 
place a clearer division of the chart into “limited areas” with rigorously 

indicated frontiers, as recapitulated in the description of each single 
country. Even the title of the Hudüd al-Älam indicates the impor
tance which, our author attached to this task. In the better known 
countries the problem presented no difficulty, though in the eastern 
region beginning with Khoräsän the bearings4 usually show some 
error, mostly as if the author took the north-east or east for the north 
(cf. notes to §§ 7, 4., 12 [p. 270], 17, 23, 24, 25, 48, &c.). This is a 
common mistake with Muslim geographers, cf. 1st., 253, quoted on 
p. 351, and may be partly due to the difference between the places 
where the sun rises and goes down in summer and in winter.5

1 A  striking example is offered by the 4 Cf. Index E : bearings.
themes of the Byzantine empire, v.i., 5 Reinaud, Géographie d'Abulféâa, i,
p. 420, line 32. (Introduction générale), pp. cxcii-iii :

2 V.i,, pp. 239, 338, 376, 392 (§ 33, “ Les Arabes, pour désigner le sud-est, 
il.), 394, 414 (especially § 38, 15.). On disent quelquefois Vorient d'hiver, et 
the contrary in some places the enu- pour indiquer le nord-est, Γorient d’été; 
meration follows the roads, as quite de même, pour marquer le nord-ouest, ils 
clearly appears from a comparison with se servent des mots, occident d'été, et pour 
Gardîzî’s parallels, v.i. p. 229, 260; cf. dire le sud-ouest d'occident d'hiver” Cf. 
also pp. 251, 289, 293, 363, 380, 382, the Qor'än, lv, 16, where the “ two 
391. [Cf. Index E: Map.] Orients” and “ two Occidents” are men-

3 By Içtakhrï, at least in such regions tioned. [V.i. p. 285, 1. 4: mashriq-i ■ 
as Fârs ? Cf. I.IJ., 236 [V.i. p. 381,1.16 J sayfi.]
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Perhaps also the confusion of the qibla with the south, natural in the 

Middle East but very misleading farther east, accounts for the irregu

larities in our text.1 In the less-known territories, the author would 

have been wiser not to have tried to be too precise and to have left 

due latitude to the imagination. He, however, wanted to force his 
data into map form and this is the reason of such blunders as his 
location of the V.n.nd.r and Mirvät explained in the notes to §§ 46 

and S 3 , as well as of his vagaries about the Pechenegs and Qipchaqs 

(§§ 20-1). He has fallen a victim to the desire for cartographic accuracy. 

Moreover, with the sole exception of the Pechenegs,2 he did not dis

tinguish between the historical moves of the tribes and the different 

forms of their names. This is particularly felt in the north-western 

corner of the Black Sea (see notes to § 22, § 42, 16. and 18. and §§ 45,

46,53)·
Whatever the influence of the Map on the Text, the latter, as it 

stands, certainly forms a complete description of the world known to 

the Muslims in the 10th century a .d . In spite of the vague references 
to the “books”, akhbär, &c., the number of the original sources at the 

disposal of our author cannot have been considerable. We must 
certainly make due allowance for the fact that earlier data were trans
cribed by later authors, and not necessarily imagine, for example, 

that our author had a direct knowledge of Aristotle and Ptolemy 
(in Khuwârizmï’s rifacimento ?), who are the only authorities quoted 

by name (resp. fol. 2a ult.y 4a20, and 5a9).3 With this reservation, we 
may enumerate our author's more obvious authorities as follows :

(a) ib n  k h u r d ä d h b ih , as appears from the paragraphs on China 

(§ 4, 9.), on Khüzistän (§ 30, 7. and 8.), on the Byzantine Empire 

(§ 42, as well as the points in §§ 3, 5, 6 mentioned on p. 419), on 
Nubia (§ 59), and the Südän (§ 60). Possibly the text of I.Kh. which 

was at our author’s disposal was more complete than that reproduced 
in B G A , vi. As the names of the kings of Nubia and the Südän are 
quoted after I.Kh., one may surmise that other curious details on 

Africa (cf. §§ 59, 60) also belong to the same author (v.i.y p. 476, 
line 33). However, according to Maq., 41, I.Kh.’s work was some

times confused with that of Jayhânï, and as the reason of this 
confusion was that Jayhânï * incorporated I.Kh.’s data,4 it is quite 
possible that echoes from I.Kh. penetrated into the Η .-Ά. indirectly 

through Jayhânï.

1 In § 4, 33. Sardinia is located to the 3 Cf. also § 8, 5. “ the Greeks” , 
south of Rumiya. Has Sardinia been 4 Maq., 271 : idhâ nazartafï kitâbi-l- 
cònfused with Sicily ? Jayhäniyyi wajadtahu qad ihtawä %alä

2 Cf. also § 13, I., § 15, 12.-13. jamï'i a$li Ibn Khurdädhbih.
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(b) Some unknown work which was also utilized by I. Rusta, Bakri, 
Gardïzï, 'Aufï, &c.,x and which is usually identified with Abu 'Abdil- 

lâh Muhammad b. Ahmad ja y h â n ï ’s lost Kitäb al-mamälik wal- 

masälik.2 The risk of exaggerating the importance of an unknown 

source is, of course, obvious and Barthold’s cautious remarks, v.i.y 
p. 25, must be kept in mind. However, according to the additional 

passage in the Constantinople MS. of Maq., B G A , iii, 4, Jayhänfs 

work was in seven volumes and this great bulk made it possible for 

later authors to select from the book different details.3 This may be 
the explanation of the fact that the peoples V.n.nd.r and Mirvät 

figure only in the Η .-Ά. and Gardïzï. The rare reports quoted by 

name in I. Rusta (e.g. Abu 'Abdilläh b. Ishäq on India, v.i.y pp. 235 

and 241,4 and Härön b. Yahyâ on the Byzantine Empire and the 
Balkans, v.i.y pp. 320, 419, 468) may have been originally collected 

by Jayhânï. Through him may have been transmitted even the echoes 

of Khuwârizmï5 and Sulaymân-the-Merchant,6 found sporadically in 

our text. Some of Jayhânï’s written sources (Tamïm b. Bahr’s com

plete report ?) may be responsible for the details about China which 

point to a time before the middle of the 9th century a.d. (v.i.y 
pp. 26 and 227).

Jayhänfs personal position gave him excellent opportunities for 

collecting independent intelligence. When during the minority of 

Nasr b. Ahmad he became vazïr (in 301/913-14) “he wrote letters to 

all the countries of the world and he requested that the customs of 
every court and dlvän should be written down and brought to him, 

such (as existed in) the Byzantine empire, Turkistän, Hindüstän, 

China, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, Zanj, Zâbul, Kabul, Sind, and Arabia” . 
After having examined the reports he retained for observance in 

Bukhârâ whatever he found suitable, see Gardïzï-M. Näzim, pp. 28-9.

1 Particularly with regard to Eastern explanation of the H .-Ä .  Cf. infra, 
Europe. p. 182, on K.rkh (*Karck ?), and p. 480.

2 On Jayhânï see Marquart, Streif - 4 Though some of his details seem to 
ziige, xxxi-xxxii and passim, Barthold, have been known to I.Kh., v.i., p. 27, 
Turkestan, pp. 11-12, and Preface, v.i., note 2.
p. 23, cf. also S. Janicsek, Al-Djaihäni s 5 Cf. note to § 6, 16. as well as the
lost * Kitäb al-Masälik val-mamâlik\ Is Ptolemaic data in § 3, 6. and 8., § 4,1 .-4.,
it to bef oundat Maskhadì in BSOS, v/i, 18., 20.-3., 26., § 9, 12., several of
1926, pp. 14-25. [We now know that which are also found in I. Rusta who
the rumour about the discovery of Jay- was perhaps the earliest among those
hänl’s work in Mashhad was premature.] who made use of Jayhânî’s book.

3 According to the Fihnst, p. 154, 6 The relation of Sulaymän to I.Kh. 
Ibn al-Faqih “ borrowed (data) from is still obscure (v.i., p. 236 ult.). In 
the books of various authors and plun- T'oung-Pao, 1922, pp. 399-413, Pelliot 
dered (salakha) Jayhânî’s book.” How- cast doubt on the authenticity of Sulay- 
ever I.F.’s text as published in BGA, v, man’s travels·
has been of almost no use for the
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Maq., pp. 3-4, says that Jayhânï “ assembled foreigners, ques

tioned them on the kingdoms, their revenues, the kind of roads 

leading to them, also on the height of the stars and the length of the 

shadows in their land, in order in this wise to facilitate the conquest 

of provinces, to know their revenues, &c. . . . He divided the world 

into seven climes1 and assigned a star to each. Now he speaks of stars 
and geometry, anon of matters which are of no use to the mass of 

people, now he describes Indian idols, now he relates the wonders of 

Sind, now he enumerates taxes and revenues. I myself have seen 

that he mentions also little-known stations and far-distant halting- 

places. He does not enumerate provinces, nor forces, he does not

describe towns___On the other hand, he speaks of the roads to east,

west, north, and south, together with a description of the plains, 

mountains, valleys, hillocks, forests, and rivers found thereon. Conse

quently the book is long, yet he neglected most of the military roads, 

as well as the description of the chief towns.”2 We may then attribute 

personally to Jayhânï many interesting items in our book on the 

Farther East3 and the Turkish tribes. The data on the Turks living 

round the Issik-kul (§ 12) reflect the complete disintegration of the 
former dominions of the Türgish, and even the latter’s successors 

the Khallukh seem to be under pressure from the south by the Yaghmä 

(future Qarâ-khânids). In some details we may even recognize traces 

of Jayhânï’s interested curiosity to which Maq. alludes (èf. infra, 

p. 270). Some Arabic forms of names (§ 10, 45. and 46., § 15, 9., 
§ 17, I., § 42, 17.) may also be due to Jayhânfs original text.

(c) ist a k h r î  (<Balkhï) is without doubt the source most 

systematically utilized in the H .-Ä. The chapters on the countries 
between the Indus and the Mediterranean are practically a mere 

abridgement of 1st., sometimes with a verbatim translation of 

details, v.i., p. 21. For my commentary I first of all compared the 

text with BGA, i, and in cases of coincidence made no further refer

ences to parallel texts. As the names of places in Iranian and Cauca

sian regions have a distinctly iranicized form4 one would infer that 

1st. was used in a Persian translation. Several points in Central Asia 

have parallels only in Ibn Kauqal (BGA, ii) and Maqdisï (BGA, iii). 

However, our author could not have utilized I.H., as otherwise we 

should find in theH.-'A. traces of I.H.’s original chapters, such as those 

on Africa and Spain (cf. §§ 40 and 41). Probably, therefore, the addi

1 On this point our author totally dis- 2 Cf Barthold, Turkestan, p. 12.
regards Jayhânï, for the only passing 3 Cf. the reference to the “ books”
reference to a “ clime” is found in our with regard to the Kuchchä river, § 6,4.
text in § 5, 2· 4 Cf. Index E.
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tional items on Transoxiana, &c. existed in the original 1st. and were 

preserved both by I.H and the H .-Ä. As regards Maq. even the 

earliest date in his book precludes the possibility of its use by our 

author.1 Consequently in cases of coincidence we have to suppose 

that Maq., too, B G A , 5a (Const. MS.), utilized some additional pas
sages in Balkhi>Ist.j which were also available in our author’s copy.

(d) More than problematic is the influence of m a s 'ü d ï  on our 

author. Apart from the dubious case of the two “Artush” rivers 

(§ 6, 41. and 42.), a conspicuous parallelism is found in the chapters 

on Shirvän (mountain Niyàlï), Daghestan, and the northern Caucasus 

(§§ 35-6, 48-9), but our author adds several details not found else

where and we should rather assume that he utilizes a source of which 

Masfüdï possessed only an abstract. Possibly the same source is 

responsible for the interesting details on Gïlân.

(e) Very curious are a few original points on Arabia. One might 

suppose (v.i., p. 411) that some of them are due to an early knowledge 

of h a m d â n ï ’s Jazlrat al-arab but even Hamdânî does not seem 

to account for all of them. Do they, like some details on the African 

lands, belong to the more complete I.Kh., or to some unknown Book 
of Marvels ?

6. LOYALTIES

My thanks go first to the Trustees of the Gibb Memorial who in 

1931 accepted my work for inclusion in their series, Sir E. D. Ross, 

with his usual kindness, acting as my sponsor. To the latter, as well 

as to my friends Prof. R. A. Nicholson, Prof. II. A. R. Gibb, Dr. A. S. 

Tritton, and Dr. (now Prof.) H. W. Bailey 1 am deeply obliged for 

their great help in checking my copy. Dr. W. Simon has kindly tried 

to unify my transcription of Chinese names though he certainly is not 

responsible for any eventual mistakes in cases where the Chinese 

original was not available. I hope my memory has not played me false 

in thanking in the text the numerous scholars of many lands who 

readily answered my queries on matters within their competence.

M y dedication confirms the debt of gratitude which I have 
contracted towards the great Persian scholar who during the fifteen 

years of our friendship has been làvish in his aid to me in hundreds 

of my perplexities. M y long, frequent and always instructive con
versations with him constitute one of the very pleasant recollections 
of my life.

1 See de Goeje in B G A , iv, p. vi: to the years 377 and even 387/997 
Maq. himself, p. 8, dates his preface (p. 288r).
A.H. 375/985 but certain passages point
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My commentary would never have been written without the ex
tensive use of the treasures of the British Museum, the Bibliothèque 
Nationale, the School of Oriental Studies, and the École des Langues 
Orientales. The latter’s librarian Mlle Renié (now Mme Meuvré) 
very kindly allowed me to keep for long periods great numbers of 
books not found elsewhere.

I must thank Dr. John Johnson, Printer to the University of 
Oxford, and his staff and collaborators who have so successfully 
overcome the difficulties of a text bristling with difficult names, 
references and quotations.

My wife helped me with the translation of Barthold’s Preface, 
prepared about 4,500 cards of the Index and several times typed out 
the revised text of my manuscript (some of the chapters four and 
five times!).
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The printing of my book has extended over a period óf three years, 
during which time many more sources have been consulted by me, 
and many more materials collected. Even Barthold’s Vorlesungen, 
in Prof. Menzel’s excellent edition, became available only when the 
whole text had been set up. Wherever possible I have introduced the 
requisite additions, but it must be borne in mind that the date of 
my Preface is not that of my text. By the end of June 1936 my 
commentary was in page proofs and no further important alterations 
were possible. Some additional notes will be found in Appendix B.

V. M INORSKY

10 December 1936.



A D D E N D A  T O  T H E  H U D Ü D  A L - ‘Ä L A M  

By Y . M in o r sk y

W hen  my translation of the Hudüd al-Älam  was published in 1937, 
it was found impossible to swell the book1 by further remarks on 
the language of the Persian original, and I promised (p. xlvi) to deal 
with this problem at a later date.

On the other hand, the quarter of a century which has elapsed 
since I began my work on the Hudüd has brought a considerable 
number of new facts bearing on the interpretation of the data which 
I was trying to explain. In various ways my work has been con
tinued, both in the articles which can be considered as a by-product 
of the Hudüd,2 and in contributions on fresh but cognate texts.3 
The object of my present article is to bring the book up to date by 
integrating my own research and by completing it with references to 
the^studies of other scholars.

Part I

In my translation of the Hudüd, the actual Persian expressions 
(either in transcription, or in the original) have been profusely 
quoted throughout the text. This enables me in the following to 
refer only to the more typical cases. I wish to mention here the 
valuable work on the evolution of Persian style by the late poet- 
laureate Bahâr (Sabk-shinâsïy 3 vols, undated, frorii 1331/1942 ön); 
as a specimen of the Hudüd al-Älam  he quotes only its Introduction 
(ii, 17-18), but in his careful analysis of the peculiarities of older 
Persian (i, 300-436) he often gives examples from our text (i, 367, 
368,376,378,384,387,403,425).

1 Hudüd al-Älam, a Persian geo
graphy of 372/982, translated and 
explained by V. Minorsky, Gibb 
Memorial Series, N.S., xi, 1937, 
20 +  554  PP.

2 Such as “ Une nouvelle. source 
persane sur les Hongrois au X e siècle” , 
in Nouvelle Revue de Hongrie, April, 
I937» PP· 3° 5~3 i 2 ; “ A  Persian Geo
grapher o f A.D. 982 on the Orography 
of Central Asia’*, in GJ> September, 
1937» PP· 259-264.

3 Such as “ Marvazi on China, the 
Turks, and India” , Arabic text (circa 
a .d . 1 120) with an English translation

and commentary. J. G. Forlong Fund, 
xxii, T he Royal Asiatic Society, i942> 
17° +  53 pp.; “ Tamïm ibn Bahr’s 
journey to the Uyghurs” , BSOAS, 
1948, xii/2, pp. 275-305; “ Gardïzï on 
India” , BSOAS, 1948, xii/3» PP· 
625-640; my series of “ Caucasica” 
(i-iv) in BSOAS, supplemented by 
Studies in Caucasian History (i), 1953» 
and finally my recent research on Abü 
D ulaf Mis'ar ibn Muhalhil’s travels in 
Iran (to appear in Cairo in 1955, * li <jl

41)-



Ivi Addenda to the Hudüd al-Älam

i. S p e l l i n g s

A  desire to distinguish between the macrüf (f, u) and majhül (ë, ö) 

sounds can be traced in the MS. Kuhsaym seems to indicate -sêm 

(instead of the usual sim), 24 a. Some local ë fa  are indicated by the 
forms Anbir (*Anber), 21a, as against 1st., 270, Anbär, and shahr-salir 

(!*salër for salàri). Itnadh (for Amid), 10b, is a strange combination 

of the Arabic imala with the Persian dh aftera vowel. The vocaliza

tion Raudhän corresponds to *Rödhän and Kaumis to * Komis, 7a 

and 17a. One cannot attach importance to Sauk-jü for Sük-chou> 

14a, etc.
Khuwar, 19b, suggests that w after kh was still pronounced before 

a short vowel. [The names of the two neighbouring boroughs: 

Khwar and Khusp (whatever their origin) suggest a pun: “ eat and 

sleep” .]

The idäfat after à and ü is usually expressed by a hamza j\

7a, i S £  *3j *  13b, or even omitted UjSOb 32b. * Of the

word tarsà the plural is spelt OILy ,  32a (a spelling which has 

survived only in some place-names like in Isfahan).

K i “ which” standing alone is regularly spelt otherwise it is 

usually joined with the words that follow: IjflS" 2a; JbL fjiy

“ at the time wanted by them” .

Dh, intervocalic and final (after vowels), is regularly marked but 

the initial S in dhadhagan, 17a, Dhakhkhas, 24a, and Dharnükh looks

strange. By the side of zimistän, 19a, we have 18a clearly dimistän 

and 16b dhimistän (?). (On the form dimistän see H. W. Bailey, 

J R A S y 1930, 138--40 (on the Kumzari dialect, Oman).)

The letter (with three dots)— typical for Eastern Iranian usage

(for w/ß)— occurs in 10b, 27b; Ub for Jaffa,

(?) 9a, oJjy jly : 20b, and apparently in j 10b, 38a, but

it is difficult to decide what reasons underlie this erratic practice. 

In 1258, when our text was copied, it may have been but a survival 

of a sign no more understood.

Sad “ one hundred” is spelt with ^  but shast “ sixty” with a sin.

Geographical names are given in a Persian garb: Büshang (for 

Àxabicized Büshanj); Khüna and Kara (for Khünaj and Kara]), 

Ädharbädhagän, *Harë (Herat), etc.
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2. G r a m m a r  /

The style of the Hudüd is matter-of-fact. The sentences are short 

and purely descriptive, which naturally reduces the field of observa

tions on grammar and syntax.

(a) Nouns

Quite often nouns without any addition stand for locatives: 

Bukhärä nishtnadh 19a; in nähiyat kharän-i nïk uftadh “ good asses 

are found in the region” , 34b.

Diminutives are very common: shahrak\ shäkhak “ a small 

branch” , 7a; biyäbänak, 12, daryäyak “ a lake” , 37a; nähiyatak, 38b.

The plural ending -änf-agän is still general for animate beings: 

jänävaräny 2a; *dadhagän, 17a; gabragän (a plural of gabra and not 

of a diminutive gabrak, cf. Färs-näma, Nicholson’s Introduction, 

xxix); and even hamdünagän, 34a.

The suffix -ina is used for groups and kinds of beings and things: 

gilïmïna “various kinds of gilims” , 22b; rüdhïna perhaps “ madder” 

(?), 32b (though, f. 33a: rünäs).
The suffix -nä appears in diräznä “ length” , 2a (but 7a: diräzä); 

cf. tangnä “ narrowness” , Ahsan al-tawärikh, 431.

Compounds of every kind are very frequent: badh-dil, badh-rag 
(see vocabulary), giyä-khwär, tang-alaf “wanting in grass” ’ 

javânmard-pïsha “ professional stalwart” , 25b; yak-izär bäshand 

“ they are people wearing only the izär” , 15a; tan-durust “ healthy” , 
referring both to men and to the climate, 27a. Bisyär is often used 

with nouns as an adjective expressing abundance: shahrist bisyar

mar dum “ a populous town” , 18a; bisyär-pädhshäy “ with many 

kings (or pädhshä’i kingdoms?)” , 14a; mardumäm bisyär-zar 

“ wealthy (moneyed) men” , 39b. Such compound adjectives are 
then used as comparatives: bisyär-khwästa-tar, 19a, or superlatives: 
bisyär-nïmat-tarïn, ^ b .

The pronouns û vay, and än indiscriminately refer to single or 

several objects, bota animate and inanimate: si andar vay “ three out 
of (seven)” , 4a; shishjazira az vay . . . än-ra khäliya kftzvänand, 5a; 

dujazïra . . . ü-ra s.qyträ khwänand, 4b; daryäyak-hä yàkï az ü, 4a. 

This curious usage seems to be connected with the use of singular 

and plural in the verb, see below under (d) 2.

The use of än-i (with an idafat)y both as “ (someonè’s) own” and 

as a substitute' for the noun already mentioned (“ and that of”) is 

frequent, see correction ad p. 87. In § 23, 6, in seems to stand in the 

latter function ^
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“ J. is the store-place of G. and that of K. and N .” , in which case 
the reading in-i Kümis should be presumed.

(b) Verbs

The present particle ml/hami occurs rarely, e.g. in kühl az gird-i 

in jazlra bar-äyadh one would expect mi-; when used, it usually 
stresses the meaning as “ continually, ever” : va hami-ravadh tä 

hama(-i) nahiyat-i Nuba bi-burradhy u b .

Particle bi-, as attested by the spelling 5b, seems to have 
sounded ba-.

W hen added to the past it seems to give it the sense of what in 
Slavonic languages is called “ perfective aspect” : va bishtar-i äb-i 
in shahr-hä az chashma-hä-st ki andar zamin biyävarda-and “ have 
brought underground”  (in Russian: npoBejm), 19a; rüdh-kadha- 
hä-yi ü bi-kanda-and.

A  considerable number of verbs, now chiefly transitive, are used 

intransitively: bar-däradhy bar-glradh “begins, starts” , 2b; bäz- 
däradh “ adjoins” , etc., see Vocabulary; oikashadh “stretches” , 

2b; bi-kushäyadh “ branches off” , 3b; andar ü namak bandadh “ salt 
is formed’; tä änjä ki bi-burradh “ down to where it ends” , 5b.

*Gudhärdan is used as a causative of gudhashtan: kühlst. . . bärhä 

ki bar pusht basta bäshand bad-än küh *bighudhärand “ they carry 

over” , 15b.
The verb däshtan serves almost as an auxiliary in such expres

sions as: bar sar bar-nihädha därand “ wear on their heads” , 37b; 

(shalvär) bar sar-i zänü gird-karda därand, 37b. '  cf. Gardïzï 
(Barthold), 92: va chiz-i ki ishän-rä ba-kär äyad än ävikhta därand.

After tavän and bäyad usually the full form of the infinitive is 
found: va än . . . na-tavän kushädan, 7a; du-täh tavän kardany 38a; 

bi-bäyadh buridhany 34a. But: ba hama jihän na-tavän dänist “ it 

is impossible to know it even for a whole world” , or perhaps 
“unknown throughout the whole world” , 27b.

The composite future is very rare: bidänist ki tüfän hami khwähad 

büd “ he knew that the flood would happen” . Hämi khwähad seems 

to indicate the stage at which khwähad had not yet become a mere 

auxiliary.

The past participle used with -ast has a passive meaning by itself, 

whereas at present one would expect the auxiliary verbs (shudany 
gardidan): bar än küh . . . sürat-i har maliki nigäshta-ast va sar- 

gudhasht-hä-yi ishän bar änjay nibishta-ast “ are represented . . .  are
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written** (27b); andar miyän-ί küh-u daryä nihädha-ast “ is situated” , 
29b [cf. Juvaynï, iii, 235: güri nihada-ast].

This helps us to explain the difficult passage: mar ü-rä andar 
kitäb-hä(-i) akhbär yädh karda-ast (see below, p. lxvi), where 
karda-ast corresponds to the present-day karda skuda-ast.

(c) Prepositions and Particles

A z  stresses the use of än-i (see above) : pädhaÜ az än-i Balharäy- 

ast “ kingship belongs to B .” , 14b, 15a. .
Bä/bäz indicates direction: bäz nashriq rasad, 2a; bä daryä-yi 

Khwärazm uftadh “ (the Jaxartes) flows to (into) the Aral sea” .
B i with shudhan: bi darya-yi a'zam shavadh “ turns into a great 

sea”  (in Russian ctsuhobhtch MopeM).
T h e use of prepositions combined with postposition (as frequent 

in the Shah-nama) is not attested in the Hudüd: in the sentence bar 

sar bar-nihädha därand, 37b, the second bar is only a pre-verb 
belonging to nihädhan.

Chand with the following yä-yi vahdat stands for “ the size o f . . . ”  : 
chandgüsfandî, 35b; har yaki chand kabki “ as big as a quail” , 38a. 
cf. Tärikh-i Sistän, 261: chand mada-pïlï.

Particle -rä is sometimes attached to the subject: dihqän-t in 

nahiyat-rä az mulük-i aträf budandi, 24a; in du küh-rä dar kutub 

hä-i Batlamiyüs madhkür-ast, 4a.1 cf. Zhukovsky, Kashf al-mahjüb, 

Introduction, Nicholson, Tadhkirat al-auliyä, ii, Introduction. 9. 
Sometimes, as a postposition, -rä completes a preposition: az 

bakr-i tavälud-rä, 5 a /  Sometimes it is omitted: mardänishän (ra ?) 
hich kär nist, 30b. Mar as announcing -rä is rare: marnigäh däshtan-t 

nähiyat-rä “ for keeping the province (safe)” . 37a.

(d) Syntax

I. Phrases

T h e order of words in a phrase is free and expressive: vapaydhä 

kardim hama-i jazirahä-ϊ ki-buzurg-ast, az äbädhän-i vay va virän 

(2a); va ammä rüdh-i tabVi än-ast ki äbha!i buvadh buzurg ki az 

gudhäz-i barf. .. bikushäyadh (8b). Adjectives often stand separated 
from the nouns to which they refer, at the end of the sentence: 
shäkh-i az süy-i maghrib bäz kashadh khurd (8a); rüdhhä ki andar 

jihän-ast buzurg (2a).

1 The meaning seems to be: “and as regards the two mountains they arc 
mentioned” .
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The asyndeton construction and anacolutha are very frequent: 
nuhum jazira'ist . . . Hiranj khwänand “ [which] they call H.” , 4b; 

yaki az än küh-i Küfij khwänand andar miyän-i biyäbän-ast “ [which] 

lies in a desert” , 7a; nähiyat-hä-i junüb mardumänish siyäh-and, 39a; 

nähiyat-ist ma$kriq-i vay rüdh-i Atil . . .  va mardumäni-and kish-i 
Ghüziyän därand “to the east of [which] is the Ä til. . . and they are 

people (who) have the religion of the Ghùz” ; har yaki az-in küh 
ü-rä näm-hä-i bisyär-ast, 6a; näm-i qaumï-st bar küh-i Bulgharï 

nishinady 37a. In some of such cases the yä-yi ishärat seems to be 

the link with what follows.1

2. Singular and Plural

The complicated problem of the use of plural and singular in 

Persian verbs was treated by M. Minovi in J R A S y 1942/i, 41-7. 
He admits that “more often than not” , he had to depend on his ears 

and that the rules cannot be formulated in a way “that those to 

whom Persian is not natal could exercise their own judgment” . 

On the whole, he thinks that after inanimate and abstract nouns 

verbs.should not be used in the plural. To this rule he adds a rider 
that this use seems to be subject to the “ spirit of the verb” . If the 
action it expresses is “ the peculiarity of human beings” plural 
might be used.

In grammar the only safe method is induction, and the “rules” of 

the grammarians can be taken only as generalizations from the facts 
observed. Outsiders cannot tamper with the facts provided by the 

speakers, but in the formulation of the conclusions foreigners have 

often rendered help to the building up of national grammars. 
Two points are certain:

(1) The subject must be treated historically2: what is accepted at 

one period may be rejected as “incorrect” at a later date.

(2) Poetical quotations are less reliable than prose in view of the 

temptations to which poets are exposed.

On the whole, one might suggest as a “working hypothesis” the 

view that the choice of singular or plural in Persian is often dictated 

by the character of the subject in the sentence. Should the plural 

elements composing the subject represent a kind of collective total, 

the verb is used in the singular; should they, on the contrary, have 

individual characteristics, or be meant to be personified, the plural 
is admissible. Therefore, using Minovi’s examples: birinj-hä rikht

1 A  similar construction is known in 
Kurdish.

2 On the lines of M, _T\ Bahâr’s 
Sabk-shinâsï.



requires the singular becausè not the individual grains but their 
collective mass is in view; panj sarbâz rastd also singular, because 

the five soldiers are treated as a group; but in dar an vaqt panj 

shäHr-e buzurg bûdand “ at that time there were five great poets” , I 

should venture a plural because the poets cannot be de-personalized 
as grains, or even as soldiers; sang-hä az ham mï tarakidand “the 

stones (began) to burst” , requires a plural not because their action 

is a “ peculiarity of human beings” , but because they went off one 

after the other, and not like in the case when “five ton of stories” 

was exploded.
Here are some illustrations from the Hudüd: daryäyak-hä-i khurd 

hisyär-ast chün daryäyak-hä-i kt yaki az-ü (sic) andar küh-hä-i 

Güzgänän-ast . . . va chinank(i) andar küh-hä-i Tüs-ast va küh-hä-i 
Tabaristän-ast va l(ä)kin na-ma'rüf-and (sic) va yä vaqt buvadh ki 

khushk shavadh (sic), 4b. In this passage the lakes are treated first 

indefinitely in singular; then plural is introduced, as it seems with 

reference to the lakes enumerated by name; then a singular is used 
to show that some particular group dries up at times. Har qaumt 
k-andar nähiyat-hä(-i) mukhtalif-and, ib. Here the plural is used 
ad sensum, whether with regard to the collective qaum “ people” , 

or to the numerous cases. Other exaftnples: hama-biyäbän-hä ki 

ma'rüf-ast, meaning the totality, 2a. i j j  jl· £  . . . ajL j*

jl  S  4<fr°m the four rivers which (jointly) come

out of Buttamän” , 4a.

A  special use of plural is for recurring seasons: ba-vaqt-i bahärän 

“in the spring” , 9a (in Russian BëCHaMn). For bahär-äny see other 

similar words referring to festivals and periods of time: bämdäd-än, 

khatna-sür-än and even khäch-shür-än (for the Armenian Twelfth- 

tide).
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3. V o c a b u l a r y

The following selection concentrates on the uses of words and 

shades of meaning more than on technical terms, the equivalents of 

which are given in the text and in the Indexes: D. on the products 

and E. of special terms, Hudüdy pp. 520-4.

äbädhän “prosperous, inhabited”, 
3a, 3b, 17b, 18a; äbädhäni“culti
vated lands, a settlement”, 4a. 

abänk (abänak ?)-z surkh, meaning 
unknown (a textile ?), 26a.

äbkäma “a sauce or condiment of 
milk, buttermilk, seeds of wild 
rue, yeast, and vinegar”, Zhu
kovsky, Razvalini Merva, 1894, 
p. 22 (quoting the Hudüd).
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äb-khiz “floods” , 20a. 
afväh “aromas”, 5b.
‘akka “magpie”, 9a. 
älät “objects”, 17a; “accessories, 

utensils”, 21b. 
amila “embilica officinalis”, 15b 

(Läufer, 581). 
ämizanda “sociable, good mixer”, 

17b.
‘amüd-i rüdh “the main stream of 

the river”, 8b. 
andaki “a small quantity”, 5b; 

rüdh-i Nil andaki buvadh 
“dwindles”, 3b. 

andar parägandan “to scatter”, 6a. 
anguzad “asafoetida”. 
arzan “millet”, 37b (cf. jävars). 
arzïz “lead”, 23a (see surb); “tin”, 

4b.
turkän-i äshti “trucial Turks”, 24b. 
bädhinzan “a fan”, 23a. 
badh-dil “cowards” (Vullers, i, 201: 

timidus), 38b, but badh-rag “ma
licious” (see Vullers, i, 203: 
malae stir pis i malae naturae, ma- 
lignus), 18b. 

az bahr-i än “therefore”, 4a; nuh 
bahr and nuh-yak “one-ninth”, 
2a.

bär “plenty” (bär-and “are nu
merous”), 17a. 

bar-däradh “begins”, 2b; “sepa
rates”, 6b; bar-girädh “begins”, 
2b, 5b; “shoots off”, 6a; (raftan) 
bar “to skirt”, 11b; bar hudüd.. . 
bigudharadh “marches with”, 
12b; ba bar-i Ghüz “towards the 
Ghuz, to the Ghuz side” , 18b. 

baräküh “the slope of a mountain, 
uplands”, 17b, cf. baräküh va bar 
sar-i än-küh “on the slope and on 
the top”, 28b. cf. Baräküh, a 
mountain in Osh, see Barthold, 
Turkestan, p. 156; and the nisba 
Baräkühi in Tärikh-i Bayhaq,,

*53·

boston: ghalaba bastan “to van
quish”, 38a. 

bäz “toll”, 25b, but bäzkgäh “toll
house”, 33 a. 

bäzargäni (bäzurgäni ?) “current 
money” , 34a; “profit, transac
tion”, 36a. 

bäz däradh bi . . . “adjoins”, 3b; 
bäz gardadh “turns off, sepa
rates”, 6a; bäz kashadh “sepa
rates, shoots off”, 8a. 

bäz-khwändan . . . ba“ to call some
thing after something” , 29b. 

bijashk (*pijashk) “a doctor” , 29a. 
bïrün az “apart from, except”, 4a. 
buridhan “to end, to cease”, 5b. 
chädar (now chadur) “a kind of light 

shawl”, 34a. 
dängü-hä(-i) khurdanï “edible cere

als”, 32b. 
däradh “there is” , har kühi-rä 

mihtarï däradh, ηζ\ däradh az . . . 
ba . “stretches from . . .  to”, 9a; 
däradh... ba “is contiguous”, 19a. 

daräzä “length”, 7a; daräznä, 2a. 
dida-bän, 24a, corresponds to 1st. 

333: al-jabal allädhi ‘alayhi mar- 
qab al-ahräs ‘alä al-Turk “the 
mountain on which is the obser
vation post of the guards (watch
ing) the Turks”. Consequently 
dida-bän, in the idea of the 
author, is connected with the 
verb didan, In the same sense the 
word is used in Arabic (plur. 
diyädiba “watchers”, see Tabari,
iii, 1229). 

digar “for the rest, moreover”, 38a. 
faläta “sweet dish made of ewe’s 

milk”, V. A. Zhukovsky, Razva- 
Uni Merva, 1894, p. 21 (quoting 
the Hudüd), 20a. 

fanak “weasel” (?), 17a. [French 
dictionaries give fennec, petit 
renard des régions sahariennes”. 
Is this the original meaning?]
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furüdh äyadh ba . . . “follows, takes 
(a direction)”, 6a, 7a. 

fuzüdhan “to grow, to increase”, 3a. 
ganda “bad-smelling”, 10b. 
gardanda bar havä “(nomads) wan

dering in accordance with the 
seasons”, 22b. 

gävars “millet, vetch”, 26b. In the 
corresponding passages of Ista- 
khri, 166-7: dhurra “sorghum”, 
but Ya‘qübï, BGA, vii, 295: wa 
lay sa bi-Turk-astän zar( illä al- 
dukhn, wa huwa al-jäwars (i.e. 
gävars). cf. also I. Fadlän, 
Mashhad MS., 203b. 

gazit: sar-gazit “poll-tax”, 16b 
(Arabic jizya), for the form, cf. 
mazgit.

ghizhgäv “yak, bos grunniens”, 17a. 
gird andar äyadh “forms a circle”, 

6b; az gird-i Kavar andar äyadh 
\ or gardadh “makes a sweep 

round”, 10a. 
giyä-khwär “a prairie”, 8b. 
gü “a sphere, a globe”, 2a. 
bi-gudärand (*bi-gudhärand) “they 

carry over”, 15a; gudhashtan (?) 
“to cross (a river)” , 16a 

gudhäzanda “fusible”, 22b. 
hadd “extent, length” (as opposed 

to karäna :‘limit”), 2b; hudüd (1) 
“confines (i.e. the area within 
certain limits)”, 6a, 10a (cf. 
Preface, pp. i and xv); (2) 
“marches, outlying territories”, 
§§ 24, 26. 

hamdüna “a baboon”, 34a. 
haväsil “a pelican”, 5b. 
illä-ki (after negation) “but”, 7b. 
jauz [göz]-i buvä “a nutmeg”, 5b. 
jävars, see gävars. 
jihäz “merchandise, commodities”, 

15a, 16b, 34a. 
jür.b “bags (stockings ?)”, 37a (the 

form possibly reflects the Arabic 
original).

ba-zar kanda “inlaid with gold” , 
15b.

kapï “monkey”, 34a. 
karäna “confines, limits”, 2b. 
kärdär “deputy governor”, 13b, 

2öb; kärkard “works”, 21a; bi-kär 
därand “they use”, 12b, 30a; bi 
kär shavadh “is used, used 
up (?)”, 10b, 11b, 29b. 

mkarg (jk.rk) “rhinoceros”, 14. 
k.rk.ri “some Indian bird”, 14a.

H. W. Bailey compares this name 
with Skt. kukkuti “domestic 
fowl”, which survives in many 
Indian dialects. [In IF, I313: 
juwänk.rk “a fantastic bird (?)”.] 

kashävarz [sic] kunand “they tillY 
17b.

käz “a hut”, 37b. 
kazdum (for kazhdum) “a scorpion”, 

32a.
khar-i wahshi “wild ass” (Persice:

gör), 8b.
khargäh “felt hut”, 6b. 
khâukhïr-i chïnï“some kind of (silk) 

textile”, 13b, 30a (see below, 
note ad p. 84). 

khayzurän “bamboo”, 5b. 
khing-but “the White Idol”, 21b. 
khunb (now khum) “earthen vessel”,

37b.
khutü “rhinoceros horn” ?, 13b; 

but see surü. cf. Manïnî-‘Utbï, ii, 
31, and Minorsky, Marvazi, 
p. 82.

-khwär, e.g. giyä-kkwär, 17b, “graz- 
ing-ground” ; mardum-khwdra 
“man-eater”, 4b. 

khwästa “wealth, belongings”, 2a. 
kimukhta “shagreen”, 30a. 
khushk “dry land, mainland”, 5a; 

Jäba-yi khushk, 6bj “Jäba of the 
mainland” ; khushk-rüdh “dry 
bed”, 22b. 

jäma-yi k.nïs, some kind of textile, 
30a.
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kushüdhan “to conquer”, 7a; az 
gudhäz-i barf bi-kushäyadh “is 
formed from the thawing of 
snow”, 8b. 

mardum “a man”, 6a; mardumän 
“men”, 6a; mardumäni-and ba- 
mardum nazdik “they are men 
near to humanity”, 17b; dürtar az 
tabc-i mardi “more remote from 
humanity”, 36b. 

tnahfüri “stamped velvet”, 33b; cf. 
Rähat al-sudür, ζΐ2; Mujmal 
al-tavärikh, ιοί; Dozy, Supp, i,

303·
Mänavi “Manichæan”, 23a. 
jäy-i manzil “port of call”, 4b. 
mär-i shikanj “deadly snake”, 28b. 
mafrüfgar “a pious man, a con

formist”, 31a. 
mazgit-i ädhina “a Friday mosque”, 

14b, 27a. 
mihmän-där “hospitable”, 29b. 
ba-miyäna “in the centre”, 4b; 

bar-miyäna “on the middle 
(course ?)”, perhaps “a middling 
(town)”, 16a. 

murtafV “excellent” , 4b. 
musalmäni “Islamic world” , 17b;

“Islamic behaviour”, 16a. 
müy “furs”, 17b, cf. Gardïzï, 100. 
nähiyat “direction”, 6a; hama- 

nahiyat “every direction” ; also “a 
region”. 

nakhehir-zan “a hunter”, 17a. 
na-ma'rüf “unknown”, 4a; në-badh 

“not bad, so-so”, 20a; na-mahdüd 
“indefinite, unlimited”, 8a. 

namäz-burdan “to venerate”, !8b. 
namüdhan : musalmäni namäyadh 

“he makes, show of Islam”, 
16a.

nighüshäk “Manichæan auditor es”, 
23a.

nikadh “the lie (of a country)”, 
2 a.

nik-akhtari “auspiciousness”, ib.

nVmaty for the meaning see Trans
lation, pp. 126, 162; kam-nïmat 
va bisyärmardum, 4b; bisyär nt*- 
mat va kam-khwästa, 37a* This 
special use differs from Gulistän, 
ch. ii, story 18, where nïmat 
stands for “goods, wares”. 

nishast “residence”, 17b, 28b; andar 
nishastan “to embark”, 13b; bar 
nishastan “to mount, to take the 
field” (on an expedition), 15b, 
19a.

padhidh kardan “to elicit”, 13b (see 
paydhä).

pädshä “king”, 14, 16a; pädshäh, 
16a; padshcCi (often spelt pad- 
shäy) “kingdom”, 14b. 

pänidh “sugar, candy”, 21a. 
paydhä kardan “bring to light, 

elucidate”, ib, 2a. 
päy küftan “to dance”, 30b. 
päy-zahr “an antidote”, 23b. 
gkäzi-pisha “a professional ghazi” . 
ptshinagän “the earlier generations”, 

2a.
pull for pul “a bridge”, 31a. 
räy “an Indian raja”, 6a. 
rüdh “copper (red), brass”, 24b. 
rüdh-kadha “river-bed, river”, 5b,. 

8b.
rüdh zadan “to play on a stringed 

instrument”, 30b. 
rüspi-khäna “a brothel”, 15a. 
rünäs “madder” (in Barda*), 33a; 

rüdhina in Müqän, 32b, sup
ported by I.H., 249, who refers to 
madder (fuzvwa) in Varthän on 
the Araxes; rüyan [sic] on an 
island of the Caspian, 5b, cf. 
I.H., ibid. 

rüyin “made of brass”, 15a. 
säbiyän, as applied “to (Turkish) 

heathens”, 17a. 
sMja, some animal (?), 17a. 
sakht “hardy”, 17a; sakht *azim 

“very great”, 8a.
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tayfûrï “a deep plate”, 30a; cf.samür “sable-marten”, 6a. * 
sanjab “grey squirrel, petit gris”, 6a. 
sang-ifasän “whetstone”, 19b. 
sära “Indian turban”, 15a. 
sifat kardan “to describe”, 7a. 
skikanj: mär-i skikanj “a deadly 

snake, viper”, 28b. 
sitabr “thick”, 5b. 
sar-gazit, see gazït. 
shahr-ijibäl “the J. province”, 10a; 

cf. az in shahr 70,000 jangi bïrün 
äyadh, 16b. 

shamani “Buddhist” (?), 13b. 
shikastagi “hills, broken country”, 

21b.
shir-khisht (in Herat) “manna”, 20b 

(cf. tarangabin). 
südh-u ziyän “profit-cum-loss, i.e.

trade”, 28b. 
sunbädha “emery”, 5b. 
sunbul “spikenard”, 5b. 
sundus “a silk stuff?”, 37a. 
surb “lead”, 6a.
surü “horn” ; surü-yi karg “rhino

ceros horn”, 13b (mentioned 
separately from khutu). 

takhtan baranda “a raider”, 17b. 
tanfisa “carpets?” (from Rüm), 37a. 
tarangabin (in Kish) “manna”, 32a 

(cf. shir-khisht).

Dozy, JA, 1848, xi, 101 : tay für 
“plat creux et profond”. Muqad- 
dasi, 23, calls the river of Gurgän 
“Tayfüri”. 

täzi “Arabic” , 7a. 
tütak “parrot”, 14a. 
tüdh-i sabil “mulberries offered for 

God’s sake”, 33a. 
tuvangar (tüngar ?), thus spelt 

throughout, “mighty, rich”, as 
opposed to darvish “poor”, 
16b.

uftadh ba- “gets into, is brought to”, 
i$a;uftadh az- “comes from”. 

yädhkard (yädhgard ?) “memory, 
memorandum, notice”, 2a, 33b. 

hayvän-ι zabäd “civet cat”, 5b. 
zabarjad “chrysolite”. 
zafän däshtan “to know a 

language”. 
ziräk “because”.
zira “cumin”, 26b, mis-spelt zirira, 

26b. Zarira would be “sweet 
flag”, cf. Läufer, Sino-Iranica, 
583, but Kerman is famous for 
cumin, cf. 1st., 167, and Juvaynl,
i, 16; kasi-ki badhin maudV 
qumäsht ävarad zira-st ki ba- 
Kirmän tuhfa mi-ävarad.

Part II

A  list of the reviews of my translation of the Hudüd, known to me, 
will be found in my bibliography, BSOAS> 1952, xiv/3, p. 676. 
I am obliged to Prof. I. I. Umnyakov (Samarqand), who drew my 
attention to a line which is missing from my translation, whereby 
the orientation of § 16 (Chigil) is disfigured, and to Prof. A. Eghbal 
(Tehran) who in a conversation (Paris, 2nd October, 1937) corrected 
some of my readings of the difficult script of the original. I am 
sorry that the text of the Hudüd, printed in Tehran by Sayyid 
Jalal al-dïn Tehrani, in.appendix to his calendar (gäh-näma) for the
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year 1314/1935, reached me too latë to make use of some of his 
readings.1

Here are my additional and fresh remarks on the text.

P. vii. More exactly the H .-A. was begun (not completed) in 

372/982- 3.
P. viii. Instead of Ustädh ‘Ajab al-zamän bul-Ustädh-Khoräsän, 

read: ‘Ajab al-zamän, bal (“ nay even”) Ustädh-i Khoräsän. (A.E.).

P. xiv. Ba akhbär-hä shanïdïm may refer to such special collec

tions of stories as Akhbär al-Sin, etc., see Marvazî, Index, and 

below under p. 172. The meaning of 4a: ib jL >-1 jJJi I; J 1

C —l bijï is probably “ concerning them mention is made in the

books of akhbär” .

P. 15. On Ahmad b. al-Tayyib al-Sarakhsï see now F. Rosenthal, 

“Ahmad b. al-Tayyib as-Sarahsî” , in American Oriental series, vol. 

16, 1943 (on geography pp. 58-81), with additions (from Ibn 
al-‘Adïm) in JA O S , April, 1951, pp. 135-142. Sarakhs! lived 

apparently between 218/833 and 286/899.
P. 16. Yäqüt, Irshäd al-arïb, i, 142: wa käna . . . lil-Jayhäni. . . 

jawärin yudirruhä calayya. Barthold’s interpretation of jawäri as 

“ female slaves” is wrong. See A. Muller in Fihrist, ii, 56, who 

explains jawäri as a plural of i  jU - “grants, pensions” .

P. 17. Balkhi’s monthly salary was 500 (later 1,000) dirhams, not 

dinars. The mistake is not Barthold’s but the translator’s.
P. 24. Instead of Tawädu* al-dunyä A,E. suggests *nawàhi. 

Perhaps *mawàdï ?

P. 37. Bâ-nïmat can be paralleled with the Greek €νδαίμων, 
see Strabo, xi, 14, 4, “ prosperous, opulent” . In Russian 

“ ÖJiaroflaTHbifi” . But see Sa‘di, Gulisiän, ii, No. 18: kärväni-rä 
bizadand va ni‘mat-i bi-qiyäs burdand, which suggests “ goods” .

P. 49. Read yädhkard (A.E.) as in § 23, 67, kärkard.
P. 50. Nihädh “the lie of the Earth” . Penultimate: “ animals and 

fishes” , read: “which is the habitat (mcCwa) of the animals” (S.J.).

P. 51. “ Khüzistän and Saymara” , read: “ Khüzistän and *Basra” 

(A.E. and S.J.).
Pp. 61 and 194. The mysterious name of the range Mänisä 

(LJU) may be connected with the Min-shan mountain on the

1 The corrections derived from these Chazarenreiches in neunten Jahrhun-
sources are acknowledged with the dert” , published during the war in
initials I.U., A.E., and J.T. The Körösi Csoma Archivum, 1940, iii/i,
criticisms formulated in A. Z. V. pp. 40-75, seem to be based irostly on 
Togan’s article “ Die Völkerschaften des misunderstandings.
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frontier of Szechuan with Eastern Tibet, see Nevsky, “ On the 

name of the Tangut state” , Zapiski Inst. Vost., ii/3, 1933, p. 145. 
But more appropriately Mänisä might stand for Nan-shan ?

(*üUJlî).

P. 71 read: Khûkand-ghün 9a {k being clear).

P. 83-86. On China see now my commentary in “ Marvazi” and 
my article Tamim ihn Bahr, see above p. lv. The word khävkir 
occurs in the text twice. Under China (13b), khâvkhïr-i * chini 
(hardly khavjir as in S.J.) comes after harir vaparand) and seems to 
refer to some special variety of this textile; under Sari (30a) it 
stands without any qualification. One might recall here that in 
Persian khäv means “pile (of a textile)” . Under China, some 
confusion is not excluded with kimkhäu (or kinkhä ?) which 
I. Khurdädhbih, 70, mentions under China, after al-harir wal- 
fir and ! Kimkhä (perhaps kinkha) is “silk worked with gold and silver 
flowers, brocaded silk” , in English kincob, from Chinese kin-hua, 
see Quatremère, Notices et extraits, xiv/ι, 214, 304, and Blochet, 
Introduction, 245.

Pp. 86-92. On India see now “ Marvazi” and my article 
“ Gardïzï on India” , see above, p. 250. See below ad p. 235. 
P. 87 (§ 10, 12). Better: pädshaH (pädshähi ?) az än-i zani buvadh 
Räniya khwänand “and the kingship belongs to a woman (whom 
they call )Rânï” .

Pp. 92-4. On Tibet see below, under p. 254.
Pp. 94-5 and 97-8. On Toghuzghuz and Khallukh, see “Tamïm 

ibn Bahr” .
P. 98. Several words are missing from the translation, which is 

misleading (I.U.). Read: “ East and South of the Chigil country are 
the limits of the Khallukh; west of it are the limits of the Tukhs” . 
The commentary p. 227 should also be altered accordingly.

P. 100 (§ 18, 2): instead of Q.rq.rkhän A. Z. Validi Togan, Ibn 
Fadlän, p. 328, suggests *Qirqiz-khan, which would suit the indica
tion that the customs which the inhabitants follow are those of the 
Khirkhïz.

P. 102. § 23, 2: “ *Sabzavär, a small borough on the road to 
Rayy and the chief place of the district Byh” (S.J. and A.E.). 

The author definitely wishes to say that Sabzavär is the centre of 
the district which in the Arabicized form is called Bayhaq. The 
older Persian form must have been *jBêhak, later *Bëha. In fact, 
this latter form is attested in the “History of Bayhaq” (563/1164), 

Tehran 1317/1938, p. 33, where various etymologies are suggested.
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See also Häfiz-i Abrü, Geography, Brit. M us., Or. 1577, fol. 185b, 
which explains that Bëha means bihtar “ better” . It is possible that 

in our text o  is a mis-spelling for attested in the other sources

and supported by the "Arabic J^j.

P. 112. § 25, I. For the title of the Samanids, Malik-i Mashriq, 
cf. Rüdakï in Tàrikh-i 'Sïsîân, 323: Amïr-i Mashriq.

P. 113. § 25, 14. Now *Panjrkand, where recently remarkable 

discoveries have been made of ancient (Soghdian ?) frescoes, see 
A. Yakubovsky, “ The paintings of the ancient Panjikant” , Izv. 

Akad. Nauk S S S R  (historical series), 1950, vii, No. 5, pp. 472-491, 
and A. Yakubovsky in Po sledam drevnikh kultur, 1951, 211-270. 

More recently “ Zhivopis drevnego Pyanjikenta” , Moscow. 1954, 

200 pp., 41 plates. In fact varagh means “ a weir” .

P. 119. § 25, 93. A  Turkish document gives the reading 

*Y.känknt (Henning), but in Muqaddasi, 48, *Takabkath and 

*Yakänkath figure side by side, under Isbïjâb. cf. B S O A S , 

ix/3» 552·

P. 122. § 26, 25: the division of Gurgänj into two parts, inner and 
outer (1bïrünï), is interesting as accounting, for the nisba of Abü- 

Rayhän Bïrünï.

P. 133. § 32, 2 (and p. 385): read *Alï ibn al-Layth al-Saffârï, as 

in 1st., 246 (the source of this report).

P. 144. On Sunbatmän see Minorsky, “ Caucasica,, IV ” , in 

B S O A S , 1953, xv/3, p. 506: the fief of Sahl b. Sunbât, west of 

Shakkï.

P. 152. On the talisman against the crocodiles in Egypt (Fustät) 
see Bïrünï, al-Äthär, p. 259, who does not quote his source but in 
parallel passages refers to al-Qibt (“ Egyptians” ?).

P. 159, 1. 15 (on the Rüs) instead of dSjjj read: i S j j  “ of large 

frames” , cf. I. Rusta, 149: wa lahumjuthath.

P. 161, § 49, 2. See below ad p. 447.

P. 162, § 50.: the Khazar king “ is one of the descendants of 

Ansä” . A. Z. V. Tpgan, Ibn-Fadlän, 1939, p. 270, has restored the 

name as “ sicher Asena, das heisst a-se-na oder a-ce-nd!\ a well- 
known name of an ancient Turkman clan or family. I strongly 

doubt this hypothesis. I treat the sources comparatively. In this 

\part the Hudüd runs entirely parallel to I. Rusta and Gardïzï and 

there is no doubt possible that all the three are based on the same
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report.1 The most important fact about the Khazars is that they 

had two rulers, the one personifying the idea of “ kingship” and the 
other acting as the real ruler.2 This striking arrangement Was 

known already to Sir J. G. Frazer, see his article. “ The killing of 

the Khazar king” , Folk-lore, xxvii, 1917, pp. 382-407, and The 
Golden Bough, iv, 120.

Ibn Rusta, 139-140, at the given place says3: “They have a king 

who is called îshâ (Ayshâ). The supreme king is Khazar Khäqän. 

He does not enjoy the obedience of the Khazars but has the name 

only. The power to command belongs to the ïshâ, since in regard 
to control and the armies he is so placed that he does not have to 

care for anyone above him. Their supreme ruler is a Jew, and 

likewise the ïshâ and those of the generals and the chief men who 

follow his way of thinking. The rest of them have a religion like 

the religion of the Turks” .
The corresponding passage in Gardïzï, ed. Barthold, p. 95 

(and checked by me on the Cambridge MS., f. 190a) is as follows: 
“And they have a king whose name is Abshad-malik the great (?) 

and they call the great king Khazar-Khäqän and the Khazar- 
Khäqän is only a bearer of the name, whereas the direction (madqr) 
of every office (skughl) in the country and at the court (hasham) is 

incumbent on Abshâd and no one is greater than Abshâd. The 

greater chief and Abshâd are Jews (by religion), as well as those 
who are inclined thereto (or friendly to him ? to them ?) as well as 

(some) commanders and noblemen (buzurgän). The others are 

holding a religion which resembles that of the Ghuz Turks . . .” .

The passage in the Hudüd (f. 38b) is as follows: 

j  V— j  kS3  J

<u-J. C-wjI LJI j\j \)jfó C — I dliob

 ̂ 1 4— { J * j * *

^  j»>b I *11 -1 - - · i d̂L*»oL) o ^ j
liab j\ Oj*r jr. j o  C ûa jl ^

ϋ Τ ^  <6Ί Ij Χ , α Ι *

1 Marvazi, p. 33, also uses the same 2 cf. p. 333 on the division of power 
report but at his time the Khazars* in Ghür (§23, 48). 
power had been destroyed and he omits 3 I quote D. M . Dunlop’s transla
the part concerning the kings. tion, “The History of the Jewish

Khazars” , 1954, 104.
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We cannot, evidently, restore A-se-na in I. Rusta and Gardïzï, 

and thus the name in the Hudüd (based on the same source) would 

be an exception. It is clear that the epitomizer has drastically 

compressed the original, and should we read A-se-na (which no 
other source knows) the last trace of dyarchy would disappear 

from the text. Misunderstandings in Persian sources while 

translating from the Arabic1 are not uncommon and I have a 

strong suspicion that the author of the Hudüd in the passage 

(see I. Rusta) has somehow misread an

indistinctly written ^ as jJj and translated it accordingly az

farzandän. In conjunction with the two other parallel sources this 

is likely, but if we treat each source separately, we run the risk of 

reading into it what we wish.

According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, ch. 42, the first king 

was called ο χακάνος and the second only ο ττ€χ (bek). Therefore in 

Muslim sources one can suspect some minor title, like shad. 

Could we then restore the whole title tentatively Ay-shad “ the 

Moon-shad” ? See the names of Oghuz-khan’s sons Gün-khan, 
Ay-khan, etc.

P. 168. Several oversights in the dates. Ya‘qübï’s history ends in 
278/892. Qudama wrote after 316/928 and died in 337/948. 
Bïrünï’s “ India” circa 421/1030, but according to A. Z. V. Togan 

circa 1025. Tafhtm 420/1029 (also p. 170).
P. 172. Sulaymän, Silsilat al-tawärikh, see now an excellent new 

edition of this text by the late J. Sauvaget, under the more appropri
ate title: Akhbär al-Stn wal-Hind, 1948. Sulaymän-the-Merchant 

is now considered only as one of the sources of the book. cf. my 

“ Marvazï” , 143.
P. 177. Another scion of the Güzgänän house may have been the 

author of the JawämV al-ulüm, “ibn Farïghün” , see F. Rosenthal, 

A  History of Muslim Historiography, 1952, p. 32. As he is said to 

have been a pupil of Âbü Zayd Balkhi (d. 322/934) he must have 

lived in the earlier pârt of the 10th century.

P. 183. § 3, 12. occurs in Sarakhsi, see abovë* under p. 15.

P. 187. § 4, 9: delete Kra after Kedàì
P. 193. Read: kasaka hya kapautaka (Hi W. Bailey).

P* I95· § 5> 6. Côuld not Turfan itself refer to the T'u-fan 
“ Tibetans” who occupied the region of “ the four garrisons”

1 I presume that the original source was Jayhânï and that the latter’s work was 

in Arabic.
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(Kashghar, Khotan, Kucha, and Qarashahr) between 790 and 860, 

see H. Hoffmann, “ Tibets Eintritt in die Universalgeschichte” , in 
Saeculum, ii, München, 1950, p. 270. A parasitic r appears in 

Kucha-r and some other names of this region (see in Marco Polo 
forms like Succuir for *Suk-chou).

Pp. 196-200.. The fact that the “ Belt of the Earth” was called 

Mintaqat al-Ard points to an Arabic source. Apart from I. Hauqal, 
10 9 -in  (ed.^Kramers, p. 249): jabal ‘ala zahr al-ard, see Biruni, 

India, 96 (tr.ii, 197), on “the range of towering mountains like the 

vertebrae of a pine stretching through the middle latitude of the 
earth from China to Galicia (Jaläliqa) in Spain” . A  similar idea was 
known even in antiquity. The late E. Honigmann drew my 

attention (8th January, 1952) to Orosius, adv. paganos, 1/2, 17-18, 
and H. Berger in Wissen. Erdkunde, 2nd ed., p. 418.1 A  different 

idea is found in the Bundahishn, ch. viii and xii (“the other moun

tains have grown out of Alburz, in number 2244 mountains”). 
I. Faqih, 295, transfers the centre to jabal al-Qafq (the Caucasus), 

which he traces down to Mecca, cf. also jihän-näma (circa a .d . 

1200), quoted in Barthold’s Turkestan, i, 81, on the orography of 
Central Asia and al-Omari in Blachère, Extraits des principaux 

géographes, 1932, pp. 302-8, who speaks of Jabal-Qäf as Umm 
al-jibäl but purely theoretically and following Ptolemy. In any 
case, the passage of the Hudüd remains the most remarkable and 
realistic synthesis of little-known facts— nine centuries in advance 

of modern exploration! See my articles: “ A Persian Geographer of 

a .d . 982 on ,the Orography of Central Asia” , in Geogr. Jour., 

September, 1937, pp. 259-264, and “ Géographes et voyageurs 
musulmans” , in Bull. de la Soc. R. de Géographie d'Egypte, Cairo, 

November, 1951, pp. 19-46.
P. 199. In the Tärikh-i Bayhaq, Tehran, p. 19, the following 

countries are enumerated: 45. Tukhäristän, 46. Bilür, 47. Qashmîr, 

48. Biläd al-thalj (“country of the snow”) and 49. Soghd.

P. 211. As Juvayni, i, 47, spells the original name must

have been Panäkat.

P. 212. The river Khwäbdän is mentioned betweeiT Shiraz and 

Naubandagän, see Miskawaih, The Eclipse, ed. Margoliouth, iii, 183.

1 The exact reference is to H. Berger, Minor throughout Asia. See Eratos-
Geschichte der wissenschaftlichen Erd- thenes in Arrian’s Anabasis, v, 3, 1, and
künde der Griechen, Leipzig, 1903, Strabo, xv, C689. The range formed
p. 418. The Macedonian writers gave the wall (Βιαφράγμα) between the
the name of Caucasus to the (theoretical) northern and the southern zones of the
range continuing the Taurus of Asia Earth.
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P. 214. Dahana-yi shir must correspond to the whirlpool which 

Abü-Dulaf strangely calls ^l^JI pi, see my (< Abü-Dulaf Mis'ar ibn

MuhahiÎs travels in Iran” . Cairo, 1955, p. 60. cf. also the name of a 

whirlpool in the Caspian in I. Faqih, 290: maudï yuqälu lahu 
dahàn-shïr wa fiki durdür.

P. 218. § 6, 49. Add: Le Strange, “Al-Abrik, the capital of the 

Paulicians” , J R A S , 1896, p. 74.

P. 223. On China see in more detail my “ Marvazï” and the 

analysis of Abü-Dulafs travels in the work quoted above ad p. 214.

Pp. 227 and 256. The most original part of the Hudüd is that 

concerning Central Asia and the eastern Turkish tribes. The 

source which our anonymous author used is probably Jayhânï’s lost 

work, but even Jayhânï could have combined various reports (see 

my “ Marvazï” , p. 7). Prima facie, the basic itineraries utilized for 
the northern and southern parts of the present-day territories of 

Sin-kiang (Chinese Turkestan) may seem to form one block, but it is 

quite possible that the original inquiries were carried out by 

different persons and at different times. The shifting scenes of 
the 9th century, when the Tibetan-Chinese struggles were still 

going on and the Uyghur and other Turkish tribes were advancing 

westwards, greatly complicated the unification of the heterogeneous 

reports.
In my commentary I assumed that the date of the occupation of 

Kan-chou by the Uyghurs was a .d . 843-4, and that— as only 

Tibetans and Chinese are mentioned in our paragraph on Kan- 

chou (§ 9, 7)— the description of the latter must be previous to that 
date. In my “ Tamïm” , p. 278, following the advice of the late 

Prof. G. Haloun, I amended the dates of the Uyghur occupation— of 

Kan-su as “after 847” , and of the region of Turfan as “ after 866” —  

adding that both the principalities “ came into their full rights only 

at the beginning of the tenth century” . As according to the Hudüd 
Kuchä (§ 9, 10) was exposed to the attacks of the Toghuzghuz, I 

had admitted the possibility of the Toghuzghuz being, in this case, 

some remnants of the pre-Uyghur “Western T'u-chüeh” . This 

hypothesis has been doubted by J. R. Hamilton in his carefully 

written book Les Ouighours à Vépoque des cinq dynasties„[907-960], 

Paris, 1955, p. 13, in which he says: “ on doit dater cette mention de

H .- Ä . (§ 9, 7: Kan-chou) des années après 848, et on remarque 

alors que les renseignements de la géographie persane sur Kan- 

Hcheou et sur Koutcha sont pratiquement contemporains” .

If, however, we consider the chapter on the Toghuzghuz (§ 12),
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we see that the author represents the region of the Eastern T ‘ien- 
shan as solidly occupied by the Toghuzghuz, and in this case the 
term refers apparently to the Uyghurs. Gardïzï, whose sources are 

close to those of the Hudüd, adds that the religion of the 
Toghuzghuz settled' in Panjïkant (i.e. Bish-balïq) is Manichæan 

(Lïnâvarï), and this was a typical feature of the Uyghurs.
Consequently, in consideration of § 12, we might assign to the 

report on Kuchä even a considerably later date than 847 (or even 
866)— for example “circa 900”— which would bring it nearer to the 
time of Jayhânï. Should the report on Eastern T*ien-shan (§ 12) be 

connected with that on Kuchâ (§ 9, 7), it would be tempting to 

assume that the report on Kan-chou (§ 9, 7) also belongs to the same 
original source. However, in view of the possible multiplicity of 

reports such a conclusion is not indispensable: our § 9, 7, may still 
have in view the ̂ situation circa or before 847 (848?).

I am afraid that for the time being we cannot fix any closer the 
exact period to which the Hudüd refers. All we can say is that the 

reports on the distribution of the Turkish tribes are so remarkably 
circumstantial that they must be based on very careful intelligence. 
More precision may yet come from Saka, Soghdian, Tibetan, or 

Chinese documents.
P. 229. The late G. Haloun derived the name of Khumdän from 

Chinese, B S O A S , 1948, xii/3, p. 408.
P. 235. On India see now my “ Marvazï” and “ Gardïzï on 

India” , B S O A S , 1948, xii/3, PP* 625-640. The king Dakum has 
been identified; as Dharma-pâla of Bengal.

P. 251. K.rmän in I. Athïr, xi, 108, is not Farmul but Kurram, 
as in Juvaynï, ii, 139.

P. 254. On Tibet see my “ Marvazï” , pp. 89-91, and L. Petech’s 

remarks in Oriente Moderno, October, 1947, pp. 245-7. Also Petech, 
“ II Tibet nella geografia Musulmana” , in Acc. dei Lincei, Rendi
conti, scienze morali, 1947, viii/2. More likely Tüsmat is to be 
looked for in the eastern part of Tibet.

P. 268. M y analysis of the data of Tamïm is accompanied by an 
additional note, p. 431, which was further developed in my article 

“ Tamïm ibn Bahr” , B S O A S , 1948, xii/2, pp. 275-305, in which
I arrived at the conclusion that this traveller visited the Old Uyghur 

capital on the Orkhon. The reference to Qudäma should be 262,1. 5.
P. 271. Misti kamtha refers not to Panjïkant (Bish-balïq) but to 

the preceding Sëcu (H. W. B.).
P. 272. Bärlugh mentioned between Panjïkat (Bish-balïgh) and 

Jâmghar is possibly identical with (read * *J/) which Juvaynï,
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ii, 225, mentions as thé birthplace of Kurküz, at a distance of 
4 farsakhs from Bish-balïgh.

P. 273. Instead of our S.tkath (§ 12, 4) read *Sikath, i.e. Yar- 
khoto, see Chavannes, Documents, p. 7.

P. 274. Instead of Baluchi gwäd read: gwät (H. W. B.).

P. 277. The ruins of Qayalïq lie on the right bank of the Ili near 

Chingildi (Dungene), in the district of Qara-tal, see Kratkive 

soobshch. inst. mater. kulturï, 1940, iv, pp. 43-5.

P. 280. In support of the Yaghma origin of the Qara-khanids see 

also Mujmal al-tawärikhy Barthold, Turkestan, i, 20: padshäh-i 
yaghmä rä Bughrä-khän khwänand.

P. 287. Instead of H.skï Marvazi gives aJISwu which A. Z. V.

Togan reads Haytiliya (?) and O. Pritsak (1951): Baga-cigil.1
P. 288. Instead of Chünpän O. Pritsak suggests *Jabbüy-khän.

P. 295. In Bïrünï, Canon, No. 597 (A. Z. V. Togan, “ Biruni’s 

Picture of the World” , p. 52) read: Ajmä qasabat al-Khotan. Now 

Achma, where some Saka MSS. were found. See Sir A. Stein, 

Ancient Khotany i, 468, and ii, Map: east of the Qara-tash-Chira 
river. Üch and Bärmän (spelt Färmän) are mentioned in Zafar- 

näma, i, 485, in the course of Omar-shaykh’s campaign.

P. 297. § 16. See correction ad p. 98.

P. 298. In Mir Haydar Tilpe’s Makhzan al-asrär, Iskandar 

pädshäh is called the ruler of the Barlas, Qiyat, and M.qlïq (?).

P. 303. A. N. Bernstam locates Sü-yäb differently on the Great 

Kemin, above its junction with the Chu, see Trudi Semirech. 
expeditsii (the Chu valley), 1950, map i.

P. 305,1. I . Ajläd stands probably for Ighräq (<i^')> cf.

p. 275, and Juvaynï, ii, 138-9.

P. 309. Instead of Juvaynï, i, 101, read: ii, 102.

P. 316. According to Nasawï, Sir at Jaläl al-diny 25 (trans. 44), 

Tärkänkhatun, mother of Jaläl al-din, was of the tribe Bayäwut, 

one of the subdivisions of Yimak. On the other hand, Juvaynï, ii, 
198, says that she was a Qanqlï. In the Russian Lavrentievsky 

chronicle (year 1184) the term iiojiobijh Εμηκοβθ reflects the name 
Yimäk.

P. 319. On the Dominican Julian, see now D. Sinor, B S O A S ,

1953, xiv/3, p. 598.

1 “Von den Karluk zu den Karacha- Hudüd,, Gardïzï, Marvazï, etc. See
niden” , Z D M G , Band 101, 1951, 271. also his other article, “Die Karachani-
In this article Ο. I. Pritsak has discussed den” , in Der Islam, Band 31/1, 1953,
several of the names appearing in the 18-68.
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P. 326. § 23, 13. On Tabas-i Gïlafeï see A. Eghbal “Amir Dad 
Habashi and Amïr Ismail Gïlaki” , in Yädegär, iii, No. 9, 49-63.

P. 327. § 23, 31. Ganj-rustäq was the fief of the well-known 
Räfi* b. Harthama (rather: Räfi‘ b. Naumard, Harthama being the 
name of his step-father), see I. Khallikän, iv, 326.

P. 328. § 23, 40. S.ng should read *Shing, see Akhbär al-daulat 
al-Saljüqiya (M. Iqbäl), p. 10. Dandänaqän has been identified 
with Tash-rabat and described by B. Zakhoder in Istor. zhurnal, 
1943, No. 3, pp. 74-7, and S. A. Yejrshov, in Krat. soobshch. inst. 
mater. kult., 1947, xv, 126-136.

P. 330. The Shäh-näma (Tehran), v, 1199, insists on the 
appurtenance of Güzgän to Iran: “and also Gözgänän, the ‘blessed 
place’, as it has been called by the ruler of the world (Manüchihr or 

Kay-Khusrau ?)” .

P. 331. In Tabaqät-i Näsiri, 360 (Raverty’s transi. 1054),

is mentioned at 10 fars. from Kälbün (?). cf. Tabari, ii, 79, 

Balädhuri, 4-9, on the appointment (in 41/661) of Näfi* b. Khälid 

as governor of ò\)\y\ j -  *Evär-än possibly corresponds to

Fëvâr (should the latter be read with a <3 βένατί). cf. Marquart, 

Wehröt, 42.

P. 334. § 23, 49. On an expedition against ü j ( ü j ?), the

king of Gharchistän, in 107/725, see Balädhuri, 428, Tabari, ii, 
1488,1. Athïr, v, 102. The name of the peak *Ishk means “a tusk” , 
see Minorsky, “ Gardïzï on India” , B SO A S, 1948, xii/3, ^35 
(cf. yishk in Vïs-u-Râmîn).

P* 335· For the titles composed with -banda, cf. Tabari, iii,
815-16: Oträr-banda.

It is tempting to identify Gurzivän (Qurzumän) with the kingdom 
of the petty king Warucän-säh, mentioned in a Manichæan frag
ment. W. B. Henning, in Jour, of the Greater India Soc., xi, No. ,2, 
p. 88, came very near to this identification: “it would thus appéar 
probable that the country Waruc lay in or close to, Gözgänän and 
Gharcistän, or at any rate to the S.W. of Balkh” . Our Gurzuvän 
satisfies this condition, and seems to represent a regular phonetic 
development V.rc >  Gurz.1 The position of Jurzuvan “between,

1 It remains to be seen whether this R. Ghirshman, Les Chiomtes-Hephtha-
name appearing in the neighbourhood Utes, 1948, p. 98) has any further links
of the Hephthalite nest in Khorasan with the Hephthalite Gurjara in India. 
(Marquart, Wehröt, 40-5, and recently
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two mountains” reminded I. Hauqal, 66, of the situation of Auda- 

ghusht in Morocco, cf. also Henning, B S O A S , 1947, xii/i, 49.

P· 336. § 23, 62. In 120/738 a famous battle was fought at San 
between Asad and the khaqan. It was called waq'a Sän or waq'a 

Kh.rystän (?), Tabari, ii, 1608-1613. cf. Juvaynï, ii, 219ij.ristän (?).

Ρ· 338. § 23, 70. On the antiquities on the Khulm river see also 
Dr. Vyacheslov, in the collectanea Afghanistan, Moscow, 1924, 

pp. 147-155: takht-i Rustam, cf. Zafar-näma, ii, 15.

P. 347. On the Khalaj see my “ The Language of the Khalaj” , 

in B S O A S , 1940, x/2, pp. 417-437.
P. 349. It would be worth while to trace the origin of the name 

of the Afghan (not of the Afghan nation) to some Far Eastern tribe 

which at some time may have given its rulers to the Pathans. There 

is a Mongol tribe called Aokhan in Manchuria. O. Lattimore, 

The Mongols of Manchuria, 1935, pp. 264-5, tries to connect the 
name either with aoga “ strength, might” , or with aogan “ elder, 

senior” . It is curious that the epics of Keser-khan are known in the 

Burushaski language, which might indicate an early passage of 

some Mongol tribe through Pamir, or Western Sin-kiang to India. 
However, D. L. R. Lorimer, “An Oral Version of the Kesar 

saga from Hunza” , Folk-lore, xvii, No. 2, June, 1931, pp. 105-140, 
points out that the local version is derived from the Tibetan version 

of Ladakh. G. N. Roerich, “ The epic of King Kesar of Ling” , in 
J R A S . Bengal, 1942, viii/2, p. 311, is also definite about the birth 

of the epic in north-eastern Tibet. My second reference to Mongols 

should be omitted.
P. 353. The historical sources on the present-day Tajikistan have 

been analysed by A. M.. Belenitsky (on Khuttal) and N. Negmatov 
(Usrüshana) in Tajikskaya arkheol. expeditsiya, i (1950), pp. 109- 

127, and ii (1953), pp. 231-252.
Under §§ 25, 26, read: Rëg-ar, lang-ar, band-ary though 

W. Henning (letter 3rd Nov., 1953) thinks that they may be of 
different formation. On Chaghäniyän see the ode of FarrukhI, 

Diväny 332, in which hints are made at the local mines of gold and 

silver.
P. 355, § 25, 60. Päp, now Minchak-tepe, on the right bank of the 

Sir-darya, see Masson, in Krat. soobshch. tnst. mater.'kulturï, 1940,

iv, 53*
P. 357, § 25, 78. I. Hauqal, 510, lists mints in Bukhara, Samar

qand, and Ilâq.

' P. 360. The famous “ Treasure of Oxus” , now in the British 

Museum, is said to have been found near Faydäbäd.
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P. 367. On the hot spring on the Lutkuh river see Morgenstierne, 

“ Iranian Pamir languages” , p. 485: the hot geyser in the Garm- 
Chashma valley in Shughnan is called shund “hot” .

P. 370. On Khwärazm see Sachau, “ Zur Geschichte und 
Chronologie von Khwärazm” , in SBW AW , Phil.Hist.Kl., 1873, 

lxxiii, 471-506, and lxxiv, 285-330. Very important is the passage 

in Muqaddasi, 260, in which “ al-Ma’mün” (apparently the ruler 
of Khwärazm) is said to have captured Ätil (the former Khazar 

capital on the Volga). The numerous expeditions to Khwärazm 

headed by S. P. Tolstov have totally changed the archaeological 
picture of the oasis. See S. P. Tolstov’s Ancient Khorezm (in 

Russian), 1948, and the numerous later publications. On the 
Khwärazmian language, see the publications of W. Henning and
A. A. Freiman (Khorezmsky yaziik, i, 1951).

P. 378, § 29, 16. Correct: according to Yäqüt, i, 193: Arrajän 

(which al-Mutanabbi calls Arjân) “ is called Arghän by the Persians” 
(thence probably the vulgar form Arghün in the Zafar-näma, i, 600.

P. 384, § 31, 21. The author of the TcCrxkh Mayyäfäriqtn, B.M. 

Or. 5803, fol. 180a. who travelled to the court of the “ king of 
Jibäl” (Fakhr al-daula), also mentions the tombs of Kisä’i, of 

Muhammad b. Hasan sâhïb of Abü Hanîfa, etc. In fact I. Faqih, 

253, refers to the atbäq al-mudahhana “glazed dishes” of Rayy.
P. 391. On the region between Gilän and Müqän see Minorsky, 

“A  Mongol Decree” , in B S O A S y 1954, xv/3, 515-527.
P. 392. The proverb: lay sa ward' ‘Abbadän qaryatun is quoted in 

Juvaynï, iii, 20, and in Nizämfs Haft Paykär, ed. Rypka, 146.

P. 395. On I. HauqaPs passage, p. 254, concerning the local 
rulers of Ädharbäyjän, see now Minorsky, “ The Caucasian Vassals 

of Marzubän” , in B S O A S , 1953, xv/3, 514-529.
P. 397. Sangän/ Sanjän is possibly the original home of the 

Rawwädids. See Minorsky, “A  Mongol Decree” , B S O A S , 1954, 

xvi/13, P· 5 l8·
P. 398. On Arrän, see new geographical data in Minorsky, 

Studies in Caucasian History, 1953, aiid “ The Caucasian Vassals” , 

B SO A S, xvi/3.

P. 341. In addition to the important list of Caucasian highlanders 
in the Armenian Geography, see also the list in the Armenian 

historian Ëlishe (Russ, transi., p. 157) and the report of the journey 

of the bishop Israel in Moses Kalankatvats‘i, ii, ch. 39. See also 
the analysis of data on Daghestan in Minorsky, Studies in Caucasian 

History (II)— ready for publication.

Pp. 405-41 r. The form attested in the sources before the
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16th century is ùljjS> *Sharvan, but already in the Hudüd the

form Shîrvân makes its appearance on f. 33b. The term “ Mazya- 

dids” is misleading for it coincides with the designation of an 

entirely different Mesopotamian dynasty. The dynasty of Sharvän, 

as attested in Khäqäni’s Divän, 50, 474, 686, called themselves 

Yazïdiyàn, “ Yazidids” . The later “ Kisrânids” also considered 

themselves as Yazidids. The tree on p. 405 has been revised in my 

Studies (II). [On the original form of the name see the quotations 

collected by S. Nafisi in his article Sharvän-va-Shirväny in 

Armaghän, 1327/1948, No. 1 (Farvardin), pp. 23-32.] (

P. 411, § 37. Ibn al-Mujawir’s work is called Ta’rtkh al- 

Mustabsir, see now “ Descriptio Arabiae Meridionalis” , 1—ii, edidit

O. Löfgren, Leiden, 1951-4.

P. 418, § 42. Arabic descriptions of the Byzantine Empire are 

exhaustively quoted in A. A. Vasiliev, Byzance et les Arabes, 

Bruxelles, i (1935), ii (1950)— now entirely revised by M. Canard, 
cf. Minorsky, “ Marvazi on the Byzantines” , in Mélanges H. 

Grégoire, ii, 455-469. See also a short list of Byzantine titles in 
Mujmal al-tawàrïkh, Tehran, 1318/1939, pp. 424-5.

P. 419. Read: “the neighbouring kingdoms of the Burjän, Abar, 
Burghar, Saqäliba, Khazar, and others (wa ghayri-him)” . (Here 

Abar may refer to the Avars of Daghestan).
P. 420, 1. 2: the use of the term “the Khazar sea” for the Black 

Sea is attested even in the history of the Seljuqs of Rum by Ibn 
Bibi, ed. Houtsma, iv, 129: dhikr-i guzashtan-i lashkar-i sultan 

az daryä-yi Khazar. The most probable explanation is that the 

author of the Hudüd misread j  into j  j ?  Jurz, which he then

reproduced in the Persian form j  j*  Gurz. P. 422. The “ islands” of

the Black Sea refer to the Taman peninsula, which, in point of fact, 

consisted of islands divided by branches of the Kuban, see V. I. 
Moshinskaya in Vestn. drev. istorii, vol. 3 (17), 1946, pp. 203-8. 

P. 425. An example of the strange deformations of the Northern 

Spanish names is found in the Äkäm al-marjän, ed. A. Codazzi,

p. 412: J j*$\

(for people of Jacâ (?), Huesca, Aragon).

P. 427, § 43. In his Ibn Fadlän, A. Z. V. Togan has obscured the 

situation by playing down the rôle of the Slavs, while trying to give 

a\new explanation of the term Saqâliba, p. 305: “Anfangs, als man 

die Bulgaren, Burtasen und andere Völker der mittleren Wolga



noch Saqäliba nannte, hat man das ganze System der Wolga als 
“ Nahr al-Saqäliba” bezeichnet, später aber, als das Wort 

‘Saqäliba’ in Bezug auf Ost- und Nordeuropa mehr für die germani

schen und finnischen Volker, und speziell (sic— V.M.) für die 

Germanen und baltischen Völker verwendet wurde, bedeutete 

‘Nahr al-Saqäliba’ offenbar nur die Obere Wolga” . For the situa
tion in 10th-century Europe— which had changed since the times 

of Ptolemy and Tacitus— see the independent contemporary reports 

on the Saqäliba by Mas‘üdi (a .d . 943) in Marquart, Streifzüge, 

95-160; and by Ibrâhïm jbn Ya‘qüb (a .d , 355^65) in Th. Kowalski, 

Relatio Ibrahim b. Ja'küb de itinere slavico, Kraków, 1946, and 

A. Z. V. Togan’s own quotation of Khuwârizmï, No. 1593 

(indicating the changes which had taken place in the area of 
Ptolemy’s Germania).

B. N. Zakhoder, in his review of my “ Marvazï” , Izv . geogr. 

obshch.y 1943, 75/6, pp. 25-43, ^as objected to my identification of 

the Saqäliba kings with the Moravian princes. The fact is that the 

Arabs often fused their information on various kinds of Saqäliba 

in the same rubric. Thus Moravia could be placed under the same 

roof as the town (This latter (Hudüd, 431, note 4), has still

considerable chances to reflect the name of the Vietic, Vyatichi, as, 

first suggested by Westberg, “ Beiträge” , 1899, Ρ· 2I3> despite 

Marquart, Streifzüge, 200).

P. 432, § 44. In Soviet literature the origin of the Rüs (or rather 

of their name) is still debated with great animation— although 

the events of the 9th-ioth centuries have no more bearing on the 

situation obtaining in the 20th century than the origin of the names 

France or Prussia on contemporary politics. Some arguments 
seem to miss the point and tone down such facts as the terminology 

used by Const. Porphyrogenitus and the Initial Russian Chronicle, 

new edition, 1950, i, 24. To the literature quoted at the beginning of 

§ 44 (p. 432) should be added V. Barthold’s “Arabskiye izvestiya 0 
russkikh” , written in 1918 but published posthumously in 1940, in 

Soviet. Vostokovedeniye, i, 15-50. See also the unexpected new 

facts on the expeditions of the Rüs on the Caspian, in Minorsky, 

“ Rus' v Zakavkazye” , in Izv. na instituta na bülgar. istoriya, Sofia, 

1954, v, 377-380. Pp. 432-3: the term Warank first emerging in 

Bïrünï was probably heard by the latter from the Bulghar ambas

sador to Sultan Mahmüd, see Minorsky, “ On some of Biruni’s 

informants” , in Al-Bïrünï Commemoration Volume, Calcutta, 1951, 

pp. 233-6. P. 436, note 2: the identity of Arthä with the Finnish
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Erzya is far from conclusive. By no means would the Arabs have 

confused the appearance of a Finnish people with the Rus of 

Küyäba (Kiev) and Novgorod. The character φ  in Ατθά is highly

problematic and, having regard to the variant and to the fact

that among the goods coming from Arthâ (Istakhrî, 226) was visas 

“ lead or tin” , one should not discard Chwolson’s tentative identifi

cation of this territory with Biarmia, though not with Perm but 

with the old region of the Sagas near the White Sea and Lake 

Ladoga, visited by Norsemen from Norway, cf. M. A. Tallgren, 

“ Biarmia” , in Eurasia septentrionalis, 1931, vi, 100-120.

P. 438, § 45. A. Z. V. Togan, Ibn Fadlan, 317, writes of the 

Inner Bulghar: “ hier die Donau Bulgaren, sonst die Kaukasischen 

Bulgar-Balqaren” . Some confusion in the use of this, rare term is 

not excluded, but D. M. Dunlop, The history of the Jewish Khazars,

1954, 218, retains the interpretation of I. Hauqal’s reference 

(p. 279, second edition, 291) to Inner Bulgaria as having in view the 

Danube Bulgaria.

P. 442. On the Arab occupation of Apulia and Bari and their 
expeditions against Ragusa, see Babinger, Raguse in E l .

P. 444, § 48. On the Alans a mass of information has been 

systematized in V. I. Abayev’s articles collected in Osetinsky yazik, 
i, 1949. See also Minorsky, “ The Alan capital Magas” , in B S O A S , 

1952, xiv/2, 221-238: Mas'üdi’s Maghasy interpreted in the 

manuscripts as &lo, should be restored as i l o  “ a fly” ! P. 446: 

Marquart’s interpretation of Cherkes as Chär-Kas “the four Kas” 

finds support in the name of one of Saladin’s generals:

Abul-Fidâ, iv, 245.
P. 447. On the Sarir, see Nizami’s poem Iskandar-näma (Sharaf- 

näma)y ch. xl, ed. Ali-zade and Bertels, Baku, 1947, p. 300. P. 448: 

must certainly be restored as * in Khaqani, Divan,

p. 240, (JI-Lp. Barshaliya (Barashliya ?) most probably corresponds 

to Varacc-an (in Armenian) and thé present-day Bashlï (*Barash-lï) 

“ borough” . As a parallel to our (or rather one can

quote in the History of Bäb al-abwäb. The place probably

corresponds to the present-day Dilgasha.
P. 450, § 50. See now D. M. Dunlop, The History of the Jewish 

Khazars, Princeton, 1954. cf. also S. T . Eremian, “ Moses of 

Kalankatuk* on the embassy ctf the Albanian prince Varax-Trdat
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to the Khazar khakan Alp-Ilitver” , in Zap. Instit. Vostokoved., 

1939, vii, 129-155. A. Z. V. Togan’s article “Die Völkerschaften 

des Chazarenreiches” , spe above, p. Ixvi, is vitiated by his polemical 

tone and contradictions. On the one hand he admits the compila- 

tory character of the Islamic sources (p. 40) and their tendency to 

fuse heterogeneous materials (pp. 45, 49: “zusammengeworfen” ; 

p. 61: “verworren”). On the other hand, he accepts the data of the 

Hudüd on Eastern Europe literally and reconstructs them into a 

rather fantastic scheme (pp. 43-4) which he then tries to identify 

with the area over which ran the writ of the Khazar khaqans (p. 45). 

M y own contention was to analyse the composition of § 50, which 

is almost definitely an amalgam of the sources partly known to us 

(I. Khurdädhbih, Istakhri) and partly capable of being recon

structed from the combination of such parallel sources of L Rusta, 

the Hudüd, and Gardïzï.
P. 453. The later Saqsin/Sakhsin is definitely a haplology of

I. Khurdädhbih’s Särigh-shin (or better *-sïn “tomb, monument” , 

as the form Saqsin seems to suggest): This assumption of mine has 

an importance for the mutual fixation of the position of either of 
them. *Khamlikh cannot be Khan-baiïkh, as already stated by 

Marquart. The position of Sarkel/Sharkel/Bela-veza has been 

fixed near Trekh-Ostrovnaya, above the place where the Sakarka 
(whose name seems to reflect Sarkel) joins the Don (on the left 

bank), see Κ. V. Kudryashov in Izv . A k . Nauk. (historical section), 

1947, iv/6, pp. 536-568. P. 459, para (7), the quotation from the 

Zafar-nama should be omitted, because shoud be restored as

*  Tanus, as the plateau above Khunzakh (Avaria) is called.

P. 460. The mistake in the title of § 51, which in^our MS. is 

Burtäs, was already noticed by Barthold in an additional note 
(Russian text, p. 32, note 3): “(Our source) erroneously refers the 

report on the Bulghars (BGA, vii, 141) to the Burtäs, see the title 
of the king (Almi), the Islamic religion and the three tribes 

(asnäf). The confusion of the Bulghar with the Burtäs is also found 

in Yäqüt, i, .567” . In full agreement with these remarks, and in 

conformity with I. Rusta, 141, I have restored the title of § 51 as: 

“ [Bulkär]” . A. Z. V. Togan, who disapproves of this indispensable 

improvement (“Völkerschaften” , p. 44) must have neglected to 

read either Barthold’s or my own explanations In addition to 

the excellent old book by Shpilevsky, Ancient towns and other 

Bulghar-Tatar remains in the government of Kazan (in Russian), 

Kazan, 1875, see now B. D. Grekov, “ The Volga Bulghars in the



çth^ioth cent.” , in Istor. Zapiski, 1945, vol. 14, pp. 3-37; and A. P. 
Smirnov, The Volga Bulghars (in Russian), Moscow, 1951, 275 pp.

P. 462, § 52. See now Rïkov, Sketches of the history of Mordva 
according to archeol. data, Moscow, 1933, 122 pp., and E. I. 
Goryunova, “ Selische Polyanki” , in Krat. soobshch. inst. mater. 
kulturi, XV, 1947, 106-110 (the author knows the Hudüd and identi
fies the Burtäs with the Moksha Mordvans). I must again, stress 
the fact that the Hudüd locates the Burädhäs (Burtäs) to the west 
of the Volga. To the older Iranian elements in the Volga languages I 

wish to add the name of the “old man of the woods (.neiimö)” in 
Chuvash: arzurri (BSOAS, xii/i, p. 81) which maybe arzur-äri. 
The second element is Turkish, är “a man” , but the first strikingly 
resembles the Avestan and Pahlavl arzür “wood” , which (according 
to Marquart) underlies also the name of Shahrazür (in Iraq).

P. 465, § 53. See H. Grégoire, “L ’habitat primitif des Magyars et 
les Σαβάρτοι ασφαλο” , Byzantion, 1938, xiii, 19-30, where he 
wishes to identify the V.n.nd.r. with the settlers from Adrianople 
established on the Danube between 813 and 836. The fact is that 
the V.n.nd.r seem to be connected with the Eastern Bulgarian tribes 
(see pp. 466-7).

P. 468. I wrote: “The qualification of the V.n.nd.r in our sources 
as cowards (badh-dil)1 may be due to a wrong interpretation of the 
word tarsä (which means both ‘Christian’ and ‘coward’). In 
Gardïzï the N.nd.r are definitely called Christians (tarsä) and Rumi, 
i.e. ‘Byzantines’, very possibly with reference to their religion” . 
This is slightly different from how A. Z. V. Togan puts it (ibid., 41): 
“(Minorsky) bezichtigt den Verfasser [scil. of the Hudüd] erneut der 
willkürlich [?V.M.] veränderten Wiedergabe des Wortlautes seiner 
Quelle, so habe er das richtige Wort tarsä ‘Christ\bei Gardïzï 
einfach in bad-dil ‘Poltron’ abgeändert” . My entirely objective 
purpose was to account for the discrepancy of the two parallel 
sources. I have yet to hear of a different explanation.

P. 473, § 56, 2. Kaläh-bar is not Kra but Kedah, which lies 
south-east of the northern corner of the Kra peninsula in Malaya.

L o n d o n - C a m b r id g e, i 937-1955.
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1 Different from badh-rag, see Vocabulary.
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V. V. BARTHOLD’S PREFACE

T HE present edition is intended to discharge an obligation under P 3 
which Russian science has long lain ; namely, that of rendering 
available to the specialists the important work dealing with Muslim 

geography which was discovered in 1882 in Bukhara1 through the 
initiative of the Russian orientalist, A. G. Toumansky (d. 1920).

The activity of the early Islamic scholars, who wrote almost 
exclusively in Arabic, is known to us not only by their original works 
that have reached us, by references to the books that have disappeared, 
and by quotations from them, but also through bibliographical sur
veys, of which the necessity was felt even then. Only five years2 
after the date of the treatise preserved in the Toumansky MS., 
al-Nadim composed his Fihrist; from this work and from later 
bibliographical compilations3 European scholars have culled most 
of their information as to what works, known to be important and 
not yet to be found in European libraries, must still be sought for. 
Such quests, even if successful in bringing to light desired volumes, 
have sometimes brought disillusion as well, even in the cases when 
the book was linked with a great name.

The Persian Abul-Fadl Gulpäyagäm, who had the luck to dis
cover the present precious MS., was searching in Bukhara, on 
behalf of Toumansky, for the historical treatise of Ulugh-bek. 
Judging by what is already known of the latter work, its discovery

1 On the discovery of the Touman- Marzbânï, bom in Jumädä II, 297 (II- 
sky MS. and its contents see Zapiski III. 910): “And he is alive in these our 
Vostochnago Otdeleniya (ZVO)y x, 121- times, in 377 ; and we beg of God for 
37. him health and continuation of life,

2 Now we know that the year 377 h . from God’s clemency and bounty; and 
is given not only in the Leiden MS., as he died in 378, may God have mercy 
stated in Brockelmann, GALy i, 147, on him/’ The last words belong, evi- 
but, for instance, in Yäqüt’s Irshäd (vi, dently, not to the author (otherwise he 
408). It is known that the. same date is would have deleted the previous words) 
several times given in the treatise itself but to another person. [? V.M.]
(cf. ZVOy iv, 402); for the completion 3 The work of the wazïr Maghribï
of parts i and ii even the day is given who continued al-Nadim, see Irshâd,
(Saturday, ist of Sha'bän =  26.xi.987), vi, 467, has not reached us. On the
though in isolated passages, apparently wazïr Maghribï see Brockelmann, i, 353 ;
written by another person, later dates Ë. Zambaur, Manuel de généalogie et de
are given. Particularly characteristic are chronologie pour Γhistoire de VIslamy
the words (p. 132) about the scholar Hanovre 1927, p. 15.



would have brought but little benefit to science.1 But while engaged 
in his search, Gulpäyagäm found a document quite unknown until 
then and mentioned in none of the bibliographical surveys, which 
has proved to be of the greatest scientific importance.

The MS. does not contain the author’s name, but the date of its 
composition is indicated: the author began his work in 372H. 
(between 26.vi.982 and 14.vi.983) for Abul-Härith Muhammad ibn 
Ahmad, prince of the province of Güzgän or Güzgänän (in Arabic 
garb Jüzjän, or Jüzjänän), which lies in the north-western part 
of the present-day Afghänistän. It is quite natural that the author 
allows more space (if. 2ob-2ia) to this province than would have been 
expected from its comparative unimportance, even though at that 
time Güzgän was experiencing, under the Farïghünid dynasty, a 
period of political and cultural prosperity.

On Güzgän and the Farighünids Toumansky’s article2 gives only 
» a fragment from Rashïd al-dîn’s Jämt al-tawarlkh> almost literally 

copied, as is the whole of the corresponding part of this work, from 
4  'Utbï’s history in its Persian | translation by Abul-Sharaf JarbädhagänL3 

In a note added to Toumansky’s article I have mentioned a fact 
recorded by an author of the eleventh century— Gardïzï— that the 
amir of Samarqand, Nüh ibn-Mansür (a .d . 976-97), had accepted ties 
of relationship with the head of the Farïghünids. This fact belongs 
to the beginning of the reign of Nüh (who ascended the throne at the 
age of thirteen). The prince of Güzgän in the Gardïzï text, as in 
that of our author, bears the name of Äbul-Härith Muhammad ibn- 
Ahmad (in fUtbï : Ahmad ibn-Muhammad).4

Both our author and other geographers of the tenth century 
describe the Güzgän of the Farïghünids as much more extensive 
than it had hitherto been. Both at the time of the Muslim conquest5" 
and later, according to the geographers of the ninth century A.D., 

Färyäb (on the site of the town of Daulatäbäd, or thât of the village of 
Khayräbäd)6 was not reckoned as in Güzgän, the western frontier of 
the latter, as attested by Ibn Khurdädhbih’s itinerary,7 passing between

1 V. Barthold, Ulugh-bek, Petrograd, Arabic original 'Utbï-Manïnï, ii, 101. 
1918, p. 113 andsq. (in Russian). 4 Text of Gardïzï, according to the

2 ZVOy x, 128 and sq. Cambridge MS., King's College, 213,
3 On the original and translation see f. 104b: va bä amir Abul-Hasan ibn 

my Turkestan, ii, 20 and sq.; Engl, ed., Farïghün khwishï kard tä bad-ishän
GMS, p. 19 and sq. The text of the pusht-i ü qatuï gasht.

\  chapter on the Farïghünids borrowed s e.g Balädhuri, p. 406 below, 
from the Persian translation of *Utbi, 6 V. Barthold, Historico-geographical
Tehran, 1272, p. 305 and sq., is given Survey of Iran (in Russian), St. Peters-
byNRashïd al-dïn with some unessential burg, 1903, p. 23. [See Map viii.] 
alterations and abbreviations. The 7 BGA, vi, 32n .
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Färyäb and Shabürqän1 (or Shubürqän;2 in our author: Ushbürqän 

or Ashbürqän,3 now Shibarghän), at an equal distance (9 farsakhs) 

from both. According to Ya'qübï, Faryäb was “the old town” ; the 
second most important town at that time, and the residence of the 

Arab governor Çâmil) of Faryäb, was the town of Yahüdän (in 

Istakhrî and others: Yahüdiya; in our author: Jahüdhän, on the 
site of Maymana). But, on the other hand, the mountainous province 

Gurzivän, on the upper course of the river Äb-i Maymana, was 

considered a part of Güzgän; there lived the local ruler (malik) of 

Güzgän, whereas the Arab governors of Güzgän resided in Anbär 

(according to our author: Anbïr), on the site of the present town 
Sar-i-Pul. In lstakhri’s time (or that of his source, Balkhx) the situa

tion had changed. It is not mentioned whether at that time Färyäb 

was part of Güzgän, but Yahüdiya was reckoned as belonging to it 

and as being even its principal town, while Anbär was the seat of 
the government (sultan) ; evidently at that time a distinction no longer 

existed between the Arab governor and the local ruler. As to our 

author, he names Jahüdhän as the residence of the “king of Güzgän”, 

and Anbär as the capital of the province (<qasaba, the same term is 
used by Bïrünï,4 in whose work we also find the form Anbïr).

Our author assigns to the rulers of Güzgän the first place among the 
vassal princes (mulük-i aträf) of the Sämänid kingdom, not only for 

their political importance, but also for their “love of science”. At 

that time the sway of the prince of Güzgän reached to the north as far 
as the Amü-daryä and to the south was recognized by all the chiefs 
(mihtar) of the mountain provinces of Gharchistän and Ghür. A  

part of Gharchistän was called “ Gharchistän of Güzgän” and was 

administered directly by the prince of Güzgän, whose frontier towns 
were those of Tälaqän, on the site of Qal a-Walï,5 and Rabät-i Karvän 

on the upper Harïrüd.6 On the upper Murghäb Güzgän had a com

mon frontier with that of the prince of Bust (on the Hilmand). It 

may be concluded therefrom that nearly the whole of the province 
of Ghür owed allegiance to the prince of Bust. But in his description 

of Ghür (f. 21b) the author calls the ruler | of this province, the 

Ghürshäh, vassal of the amïr of Güzgän. To the latter tribute was
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1 Such vocalization in Istakhrî, 
BGAy 1, 270 ; in Marco Polo, Sapurgan, 
with several variants.

2 Vocalization, BGA, vi, 32u ; vii, 
28710; distorted vocalization in Yäqüt, 
iii, 25410 and 3054, though Yäqüt had 
visited the place.

3 BGAt ii, 32117 and 322? : Ashbürqän.

4 Thus in the work of A.-Z. Validov 
[Validi], Al-Bïrünî äthäriy now in the 
press, p. 18; in thè Berlin M S. (on it 
see Ahlwardt, No. 5667), f. 123a, in
stead of qasaba stands qasr.

s On its situation see ZVO , xiv, 03*1. 
6 Similarly in Içtakhri, B G A , i, 272 ; 

cf. ibid, 265 below. [V.i., p. 336.]



likewise paid by the nomad Arabs of the neighbouring steppes, who 
numbered 20,000, possessed herds of sheep and camels and were 

considered to be the richest of all the Arabs of Khoräsän.

The Farïghünids called themselves descendants of the mythical 

Farîdün,1 but apparently there exists no information as to whence 
this dynasty sprang, when and how it gained its power, and whether 

or not it was related to the pre-Islamic rulers of Güzgän, the 

Güzgän-khudäts.2 The name of the dynasty had some relation to 

a locality in the extreme north of the province; Maqdisï3 mentions 
a Rabat Afrïghün, one day’s march from Andkhoy and two from 

Karkï. According to Narshakhï,4 Ahmad ibn-Farïghün was already 

amir of Güzgän in the last years of the ninth century, at the time when 
the relations between the Saffärid 'Amr ibn-Laith and the Sämänid 

Ismâ'ïl ibn-Ahmad were broken off. Since Istakhrî5 mentions an 

Abul Härith ibn-Farïghün, apparently the same Abul Härith 

Muhammad ibn-Ahmad who was a contemporary of our author, this 

ruler must have lived unusually long.6 It is probable that the name 

of this prince was not yet recorded in Balkhï’s original work, as it is 

mentioned not in the chapter on Khoräsän, but in that on Färs, a 
chapter which, according to de Goeje,7 belongs without doubt to 
Istakhrî and not to Balkhï, though Istakhrî wrote it a long time before 

his work was brought out, not later than in 933, i.e. half a century 

before the appearance of the Hudüd al-alam. Istakhrî mentions also 

a secretary or minister (kätib) of the amir of Güzgän, Ja'far ibn-Sahl 
ibn-Marzubän, of the family of Marzubän ibn-Zädiya, who was a 

native of Shïrâz. This Jaffar was still alive at the time when Ibn Hauqal 

composed his chapter on Khoräsän, i.e. at the end of the nine hundred 

and sixties;8 Ibn Hauqal9 was acquainted with him and speaks of

,1 There is no foundation for reading of the Hermitage (in Russian), SPb.
Afrïghün instead of Afrïdhün, as 1896, p. 178 and sq., and Zambaur,
Toumansky proposes, ZVO , x, 130. Manuel, p. 205, the Farïghünids never

2 J. Marquart (Markwart), Ërànsahr, possessed Balkh and did not strike
p. 80. 3 B G A , iii, 347β· coins. The names and dates given by

4 Ed. Schefer, p. 85. Zambaur do not in the least correspond
5 BG A, i, 1482. to reality and represent a step backwards
6 The year of his death apparently is in comparison with Sachau’s article to 

not mentioned anywhere. He was still which Zambaur refers.
alive in 999 at the time of the conquest 7 ZDM G, xxv, 50.
of Khoräsän by Mahmüd ('Utbî- 8 As the Sämänid amir contemporary
Manïni, i, 316); the account of the with himself Ibn Hauqal names Mançür
battle of Charkhiyän (4 January 1008; ibn-Nüh (961-76), BGA, ii, 34I14. In
cf. my Turkestan, ii, 287) names, as the 358 (968-9) this author was on the Gur-
ruler of Güzgän, his son and successor gän{ibid., p. 28210), in the same year “for

, Abü-Nasr ('Utbï-Manînï, ii, 84), who the last time” in Mosul, ibid., p. 1463,
clied in 401 (1010-11). Contrary to and apparently returned no more to
Markov, Inveiti. Catal. of Muslim Coins the east. 9 Ibid., p. 208.
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the rare unanimity with which the qualities of the Güzgän minister 
were extolled by his contemporaries. About all other statesmen, 
alongside with favourable reports, unfavourable ones might be heard 
or read; but Ibn-Hauqal never encountered any one who had an 
unfavourable opinion of Jaffar ibn-Sahl. Every one who visited 
Khoräsän during the previous fifty years was indebted to him for 
some kindness ; those who could not visit him personally were not 
excepted, as they received letters and presents from him. On his 
lands he built rabäts and assigned revenues of his estates for their 
maintenance ; in every rabat and village he kept cows, to the number 
of one hundred or more, in order to provide milk for the refreshment 
of passing travellers. In no respect had he his equal in Khoräsän.
It is very probable that Ja'far ibn-Sahl patronized Ibn-IJauqal’s work.

Whether the author of the Hudüd al- 'älam made any travels him
self does not appear from his work. He speaks only of borrowing 
information from books, though he names | none of his Muslim sources. P  6 
As Toumansky1 remarks, “nowhere does he name his sources, except 
for Ptolemy, and even him, probably, only as a rhetorical figure”. 
This remark does not entirely correspond to the facts, for besides 
Ptolemy, Aristotle is named (f. 2a), and his “Meteorologica” (al- 
Äthär al-fulwiya) cited. The same passage (about the ocean encircling 
the earth) is quoted by al-Kharaqi, an author of the beginning of the 
twelfth century.2 Ptolemy, as a matter of fact, is cited twice (4a and 
5a), not in the chapters consecrated to separate provinces, but in 
the'general part, viz. in the chapter on islands. There'are mentioned 
thirteen islands and two mountains projecting into the Indian 
Ocean, and it is added that these two mountains are found in 
Ptolemy’s books ; but in Ptolemy’s Geographica there is nothing on 
which this information could be founded. According to our author 
Ptolemy enumerated twenty-five islands in “the Western Ocean” 
(Ptolemy’s δυτικός ’Ωκεανός). These names are given and the 
majority are really borrowed from Ptolemy, beginning with the six 
“islands of the Blest” (at των Μακάρων νήσοι, Ptolemy, iv, 6, 34, 
in Arabic authors generally al-Khälidät, in our author al-Khäliya, and 
in Battäni al-Khäliyät).3 From Ptolemy was derived the information

1 ZVO y x, 132. India and Ceylon there were fifty-nine
2 Text in Nallino, Al-Battânï sive islands ; according to Ibn-Rusta, BGA , 

Albatenii' opus astronomicum, pars i, vii, 8415, and Kharaqi, in agreement 
Mediolani, 1903, p. 175. with the text of Ptolemy (vii, 4, 11-13),

3 Battânî-Nallino, i, 17, note 2. This the islands were nineteen. In Nallino’s 
is not the only case of coincidence of opinion Battäni read U;, instead of ^  
Battäm’s text with that of our author, which stood in his list; this mistake 
According to Battäni, ibid., p. 18, was evidently made by the source com- 
note 5, and our author (f. 4b), near mon to Battäni and our author.
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about the “isles of Britannia”, of which, according to our author 
and to Arab geographers,1 there were twelve (this number is not in 
Ptolemy). Concerning Britannia, as well as the “ Isles of the Blest” 
(Canary Islands), our author gives information which, apparently, 
does not exist in other sources : he says that in the “Isles of the Blest” 
there are “gold mines ; once a year people from the Südän and from 
towns of Süs al-'Aqsä make their way there and bring away gold from 
those mines ; no one can live there on account of the intense heat”. 
Britannia is called (f. 37b) “the storehouse of goods from Byzantium 
(Rüm) and Spain (Andalus)”. Yet among the names of the twenty- 
five islands there are some that do not occur in Ptolçmy : by mistake 
the author places Rhodes and Arwäd in the Western Ocean; as to 
the legendary “ Isle of Men” and “Isle of Women”, their mention 
at this place is, no doubt, due to the fact that the legend of the 
Amazons was in Islamic times localized in the Baltic sea,2 perhaps 
owing to a linguistic misunderstanding. The references of the author, 
like those of many other Muslim geographers,3 are, evidently, not to 
the original text of Ptolemy, but to the réadaptation of his work by 
the Arabs ; but there is nothing “rhetorical” about these references.

II

The history of Arabian geographical science has been very in
sufficiently investigated.4 In the Encyclopaedia of Islam, which is 

P 7 not quite consistent | in the choice of the catch-words (cf. Adab, 
al-Djabr, on the one hand, and on the other Astrologyy Astronomy), 
where we might have expected to find an article on this subject, 
nothing is to be found either under Djaghräfiyä, or Geography. In 
Brockelmann’s Geschichte der Arabischen Literatur there are sections 
consecrated to geographical literature but, as has already been pointed 
out by its reviewer,5 the insufficiency of Brockelmann’s book6 is 
apparent, particularly as regards this topic. The learned critic,

1 BGA, vii, 8513, Ibn Rusta; Battäni- knowledge was transmitted by the 
Nallino, i, 18. Christian school to other Oriental

2 Kunik-Rosen, Izvestiya al-Bekri, Christians— Syrians and Arabs— and 
&c., i, 80; Peschel-Ruge, Geschichte der finally to the Muslims; that from the 
Erdkunde j p. 90; Nallino, Al-Huwäriz- second half of the seventh century to 
mi, p. 50. 3 Nallino, I.e., p. 52. the end of the eleventh century Arabic

4 In the broadly planned Introduc- was the principal language of science
tion to the History of Sciences {G. Sarton, and progress, and that in the twelfth
Carnegie Institution of Washington, century “the intellectual supremacy of
Publication No. 376, 1927; cf. a review the Muslims had already come to an
by E. J. Holmyard in JRAS, 1929, 209 end” (p. 18), which is hardly true,

^and sq.) much space is allotted to geo- 5 [Seybold, Edrisiana, /.], ZDM Gt
graphical science “from Hecataeus to lxiii, 596.
Bïrünï” . It is stateci there that Greek 6 [See now its Supplement. V.M.]
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writing in 1908, was of opinion that the best survey of Arabian 

geographical literature was that of Reinaud, published in 1848.1 The 
work of Abü-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Müsâ al-Khuwarizmï, which in 

the first half of the ninth century laid the first foundations of Arabian 
geographical science, became accessible in a printed edition only 

in 1926.2 But as early as 1895 this work had been the subject 

of a classical study by C. A. Nallino,3 who later took up again 
numerous questions concerning Khuwârizmï and Arabian geo
graphical science in general, in his extensive Latin work on the 

astronomer Battânï (d. in a.d . 929)/

It is a well-established fact that Arabian geography, like Arabian 
astronomy, was founded on Ptolemy. In the Middle Ages Ptolemy 

was studied only in the East, at first in the Christian East, later in the 

Muslim East, whereas in Western Europe until the fifteenth century 

he remained quite forgotten.5 From Ptolemy’s astronomical work 
was also borrowed the historical canon, that is, the chronology of 
reigns from the eighth century B.C. to the second century A.D., which 

was adopted by the Christian world jointly with the chronology of 
Eusebius (fourth century A.D.), in which history begins with Abraham 
and the kings6 contemporary with him and with his descendants. 

Some efforts, not always successful, were made in Muslim literature 
to localize ancient geographical traditions ; thus Bïrünï in his Canon 
(eleventh century) tried to identify the classical Ilion with the Syrian 

Tripoli.7 There is no literal rendering of Ptolemy’s text in Arabic; 
from the outset Muslim scholars treated this text much more inde

pendently than at a later date did the West-European scholars.

1 Géographie d’Aboulféda, t. i, Intro- of the Time of the Crusades, New York,
duction générale à la géographie des 1925, Amer. Geogr. Soc., Research
orientaux. Series, No. 15, pp. 10, 19.
J 1 Das Kitäb Sürat al-ard des Abû 6 See the text of Ptolemy’s Canon,

Gafar Muhammad ibn Müsä al- e.g. C. Wachsmuth, Einleitung in das
Huwârizmïy herausg. von Hans v. Studium der alten Geschichte9 Leipzig,
Mzik, Bibliothek arabischer Historiker 1S95, p. 305 sq. On Eusebius, ibid.,
und Geographen, III. Band. p. 163 sq. According both to Eusebius

3 C. A. Nallino, Al-Huzvârizmï e il and Bïrünï, Chronologie, ed. Sachau, 
suo rifacimento della geografia di Tolo- p. 85, the list of kings begins with Bel, 
meOy Reale Acad. d. Lincei, Serie V, father of Ninus.
Memorie della classe di scienze morali, 7 Berlin MS. Ahlw. 5667, f. 34a: 
&c., vol. ii, parte ia.

4 C. A. Nallino, Al-Battânï sive (sic !) y>j 
Albatenii opus astronomicum, Public, del
Reale Osservatorio di Brera in Milano, Or**' j f *  fVi
No. xl, parte i—iii. The third part . A . ·' C" l ni \
(Arabie text) appeared in 1899, the first ^  u&J?
in 1903, the second in 1907. cf. Chronologie, p. 86.
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Already in Muhammad Khuwârizmï’s Sürat al-ard we find a new 

version of Ptolemy, partly corrected and completed, partly distorted. 

According to Nallino1 Khuwarizmï’s rifacimento is a work the like of 
which no European nation could have produced at the dawn of its 

scientific activity. Yet this early independence of Muslim scholars 

had its negative side as well. There was no firm and definite starting- 

point for scientific thought and no possibility of discriminating 

between facts borrowed from different sources; even in the tenth 
century, geographers did not know what was authentic in Ptolemy 

and what had been added by Muslim authors. |

The exact date of M . k h u w â r i z m ï ’s work is unknown. The scanty 

biographical information about him has lately been summarized by 

E. Wiedemann.2 The appellation al-Qutrubbull indicates that he 

was associated not only with Khoräsän, but also with the locality on 

the Tigris whither, perhaps, already his ancestors had migrated; 

the appellation al-Majüsï shows that his ancestors were not Christians 
but Zoroastrians ; this may partly account for the fact that he was 
more influenced by Indian and Persian traditions than by Greek 

ones. Besides astronomical and mathematical treatises (it is well 
known that “ algorithm” is a distorted form of al-Khuwârizmî’s name), 

he compiled an historical work, references to which are found in so 
early an historian as Ahmad ibn-Abï-Tâhir Tayfür;3 in Tabari the 

earliest reference to Khuwarizml’s work deals with the death of the 
caliph Mahdï (a.d. 785),4 while the last reference is made under 210 
(a.d. 825-6).5 Khuwârizmï took part in the scientific activity which 

flourished in the reign of the caliph Ma’mun (a.d. 813-33); his 
geographical work is surely connected with the map drawn up for 

Ma’mun, which was regarded as a joint production ;6 later, under the 
influence of the legend of the Septuaginta, &c., it was said that 

seventy scholars took part in this work.7 Consequently in Nallino’s8 
opinion Khuwârizmï5s work undoubtedly was composed under 

Ma’mun (a.d. 813-33). Meanwhile, Nallino determines tentatively 
the terminus post quem and the terminus ante quem. Among the towns 

of the third climate the insignificant village of Qiman9 in Upper 
Egypt is named, which could have become known in consequence 

of a victory of the Government troops over the rebels in 201 (a.d.
816-17) ;10 if so, Khuwârizmï wrote not earlier than 201H. As the latest

1 Al-Huwärizmiy p. 53. Nallino, Al-Huwärizmi, p. 13.
2 Enc. of Islam. 8 Nallino, ibid., p. 22.
3 Kitäb Baghdäd, ed. Keller, p. 349. 9 In Mzik’s edition, No. 153.
4 Tabari, iii, 55112. 10 A  more exact date in Kindl (GMS,
5 Ibid., p. io8513. 6 BGA, viii, 3314. xix, i 6 6 8) :  Jumädä I, 201 (25 N o v -.
7 Reinaud, Introd., p. xiv, note 2. 24 Dec. 816).
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date, 210 (a.d. 826-7) is proposed, but no explicit reason for its 
adoption is advanced. In reality the work of Khuwârizmï in its present 
form cannot be placed in the reign of Ma’mün, as it mentions the 
new capital Surra-man-ra’ä (Sämarrä),1 the construction of which 
began in 211 (a.d. 836)2 under the caliph Mu'tasim (a.d. 833-42).
The terminus post quem must therefore be advanced by twenty years ; 
as terminus ante quem could be taken the date of Khuwârizmï’s death, 
if that date were known to us ; the last time Khuwârizmï’s name 
seems to be mentioned is on the occasion of the caliph Wäthiq’s 
death in a.d . 847.2

In Khuwârizmï’s treatise we meet along with geographical names 
of the Muslim period a great number of ancient names ; later these 
names rapidly begin to disappear; Yäqüt in his dictionary says, with 
reference tQ geographical names occurring in pre-Muslim authors, 
that “owing to the length of time”4 they have mostly become unin
telligible. It is interesting to note the efforts of Khuwârizmï to connect 
the ancient names with those of his time. Germany is called land 
of the Slavs ; the two Sarmatias are respectively identified with the 
land of the Danube Bulgars and that of the Aläns; both Scythias, 
respectively, with the land, of the Turks in general and that of the 
Turks of the extreme east, the Toghuzghuz; Serika, with Sïnistân,
i.e. China.5 The last example shows that for comparison with Greek 
terms Persian geographical names were utilized as well.| For the P 9 
exact title of Ptolemy’s book Ζωγραφική Ύφήγησις, “ Geography”
or iii the Arabic version Jaghräfiyä was substituted ; this word was 
generally translated as “image of the earth” (sürat al-ard),6 and here 
probably lies the explanation of the title of Khuwärizmfs book. The 
author of the Fihrist7 knew that Ptolemy’s work consisted of eight 
books or sections (in Greek βφλίον, in Arabic maqala). The first 
translation, an unsatisfactory one, was made for a younger contem
porary of Khuwârizmï, Abü-Yüsuf Ya'qüb al-KiNDï, tutor and 
familiar of Ahmad, son of the caliph Mu'tasim. The death of Kindi 
is given as 260 (a.d. 873-4).® ^  ls very probable9 that Kindi utilized 
this translation for his own geographical work, “Description of the 
inhabited part of the earth” (Rasm al-mamür min al-ard), mentioned

1 In Mzik’s edition, No. 301. translation is qaf al-ard (the crossing of
2 Tabari, iii, 1180; BGA, viii, 3573. the earth).
3 Tabari, iii, 13641e. 7 Fihrist, p. 268; ZDMG, 1, 213.
4 Li-tatäzmdi-l-zamän, Yäqüt, i, 78. 8 Thus according to Nallino’s Arabic
5 Mzik’s edition, p. 105 (Nos. 1593, work, 'Ilm al-falak, p. 115 ; Tj.de Boer, 

1596, 1600, 1601, 1602). Enc. of Islam, ii, p. 1095, says only that
6 e.g. Yäqüt, i, 7e, also H. Khalifa, he was still alive in 256 (a .d . 870).

ii, 601. In Mas'üdï, BGA, viii, 33«, the 9 Thus Brockelmann, i, 225.
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by Mas'üdï.1 A  pupil of Kindi, Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-al- 

Tayyib sa ra k h s ï (d. in a .d . 899),* was also author of a geographical 

work; the title “ Book óf Routes and Kingdoms” (Kitäb al-masdlik 

wal-mamälik),3 frequently occurring in Arabic geographical literature, 

is also often applied to this work. At the same time an improved 

translation of Ptolemy was made by Abul-Hasan t h ä b i t  ib n  q u r r a  
(a .d . 836-901), a native of pagan Harrän and a great admirer of his 

native pagan culture. By a similar disposition Nallino4 explains.the 

tendency of b a t t ä n i ,  who also belonged to the pagan (Çâbian) milieu 

of Harrän, to revert in some cases from Khuwârizmï to Ptolemy, 

though it constituted a step backwards (un vero regresso).

From the geographical works of such mathematicians and as

tronomers as Khuwârizmï, Kindï, Thäbit ibn-Qurra, and Battânï the 

“ Books of Routes and Kingdoms” greatly differed in that much 

more space was allotted in them to political and economical than to 

mathematical and physical geography. These works contained not 

only a list of provinces into which the world, and principally the 

Muslim world, as known to Arabic science, was divided, but also 

information on towns, commercial routes, articles of export from 
particular provinces and towns, &c. According to the Fihrist5 the 

author of the first work on “ Routes and Kingdoms” was Abul- 

'Abbäs Ja'far ibn-Ahmad a l -m a r w a z i  ; his work remained unfinished ; 

after his death in Ahwäz his books were taken to Baghdäd and there 

sold in 274 (a .d . 887-8). These data might lead to the belief that the 

composition of Marwazfs work belongs approximately to the same 

time, and this renders doubtful Marwazfs priority. Another work 

of the same title was also written by a ninth-century geographer, 

Atrul-Qäsim 'Ubaydulläh ibn- 'Abdilläh ib n -k h u r d ä d h b ih . This work 

is likewise mentioned in the Fihrist, with no historical details except 

that the author was a familiar of the caliph Mu'tamid (a .d . 870-92).6 

Ibn Khurdädhbih dedicated his work to some number of the 

'Abbäsid dynasty, whom he addressed in the second person without 

giving his name. The question of the dates of Ibn Khurdädhbih’s 

life and work is treated in detail in de Goeje’s Preface to the edition 

of the text. According to de Goeje7 Ibn Khurdädhbih originally 

wrote his work in 232 (a .d . 846-7), i.e. in the reign of the caliph 

Wäthiq (a .d . 842-7), and rewrote it in 272 (a .d . 885-6), under the 

caliph Mu'tamid. If the first date is exact, the “ Book of Routes and

1 B G A , viii, 2519. 4 Al-Huzüänzmi, p. 24.
2 On the author Brockelmann, i, 210; 5 Fihrist, 150; GM S, vi, 2, p. 400.

Fihrist y p. 261. 6 Fihrist, 149.
* H . Khalifa, i, 509 (No. 11870). 7 B G A , vi, p. xx.
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Kingdoms” by Ibn Khurdädhbih appeared in its first version long 
before the work of Marwazï, and the mistake of al-Nadim | must be P 10 
explained by the fact that only the second version was known to him, 
as is shown by his words relating to the. caliph Mu'tamid. De Goeje’s 
opinion was opposed by Marquart, who1 sought to prove that there 
was only one edition of Ibn Khurdädhbih’s work, terminated not 
earlier than 272. Marquart attributes a decisive importance to the 
fact that already in that version of Ibn Khurdädhbih’s work which de 
Goeje considers as the earlier one are mentioned the Toghuzghuz, as 
the Arabs usually called the Uyghurs, this information having been 
borrowed by Ibn Khurdadhbih from the traveller Tamïm ibn Bahr 
al-Muttawwi'ï, who visited the Toghuzghuz in a region which the 
Uyghurs, according to Chinese sources, conquered only in a.d. 866.
Yet in another passage2 Marquart himself quotes (though with a 
wrong interpretation) the text of Jähiz, who died in 255 (a.d. 868-9), 
in which the Toghuzghuz are mentioned not as new-comers, but 
as old inhabitants of the same locality, in the neighbourhood of the 
country of the Kharlukhs (Qarluq). Evidently the word Toghuzghuz, 
as is only to be expected from its etymological origin (toquz-oghuz 
“nine Oghuz”), did not always designate the Uyghurs ; the Arabs 
apparently transferred to the Uyghurs the name of the previous 
inhabitants of the locality conquered by them.3 Therefore, in order 
to refute de Goeje’s opinion on the two versions, other proofs ought 
to be adduced. It is doubtful, for instance, whether Ibn Khurdädhbih 
could speak about the caliph Wäthiq in his lifetime without using the 
traditional formulae accepted in such cases ; but this argument would 
have significance only in case the full and not the abbreviated version 
of Ibn Khurdädhbih had reached us.

Unlike the work of Marwazï, forgotten at an early date, that of Ibn 
Khurdädhbih obtained a wide circulation and was utilized by many 
scholars, among whom was undoubtedly» though perhaps not at first 
hand, our author. The problem of what exactly was borrowed by 
later authors and from which of Ibn Khurdädhbih’s works it was 
borrowed, is somewhat obscured by the fact that the “Book of Routes 
and Kingdoms” has reached us, as de Goeje has proved,4 only in 
an abridged form. In quotations from Ibn Khurdädhbih by other 
authors a more complete text is sometimes found than in the two

1 J. Marquart, Osteuropäische und 3 Cf. for instance, my Report on a
ostasiatische Streifzüge, Leipzig, 1903, Scientific Mission to Central Asia,
p. 390. Cf. Westberg in Journ. Ministry 1893-1894, SPb. 1897 (in Russian),
of Public Instruction (JMNP), New p. 33 and sq.
Series, xiii, 1908, p. 374 (in Russian). 4 BGA, vi, p. xv and sq.

z Streif Züge, p. 91.
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known MSS. of Ibn Khurdädhbih’s work; many statements of such 
authors as Ibn al-Faqïh,1 Ya'qübî, Ibn Rusta,2 and others are founded 
on Ibn Khurdädhbih. Besides the “Book of Routes and Kingdoms” 
Ibn Khurdädhbih wrote several other treatises, of which the nearest 
to the “Book of Routes and Kingdoms” as regards subject-matter was, 
judging by the title, the “Book of the Genealogies of the Persians 
and of their Colonies”, and it is possible that some of the references 
to Ibn Khurdädhbih belong to this latter work. Another question 
to be elucidated is whether some of the authors could have utilized 
directly the same sources as those from which Ibn Khurdädhbih’s 
data were derived.

Ibn Khurdädhbih says in his Preface that he translated Ptolemy’s 
Geography3 from a foreign language (it is not said whether from 
Greek or Syriac) ; this translation is not mentioned in Arabic litera
ture. According to Nallino,4 the translation of Ptolemy’s Geography 
was made by Ibn Khurdädhbih for his own use and was not put into 
circulation. It is remarkable that even this author, who calls himself 
a translator of Ptolemy, attributes to Ptolemy the statement, which 
does not occur in the Greek original, namely, that in his times there 
were 4,200 towns altogether.5 In Ptolemy there is no such estimate 
of towns.I

11 In spite of his study of Ptolemy, Ibn Khurdädhbih wrote his book 
on a totally different plan. The astronomical divisions are entirely 
put aside; the principal part is devoted to “itineraries”, i.e. the 
description of routes connecting provinces and towns, with an exact 
indication of distances. Mas udì,6 with some contempt, calls geo
graphy, as understood by Ibn Khurdädhbih, a science for couriers 
and letter-carriers (to a Russian these words may recall the well-known 
words of Mme Prostakov in Fonvizin’s comedy Nedorosl). Actually, 
hardly any one will deny that the “Books of Routes and Kingdoms” 
form precisely the most precious part of Arabic geographical litera
ture. Thanks to them we know the topography of the Muslim Near 
East of the ninth to tenth centuries much better than that of the 
ancient world. It is a matter of regret that among documents of 
ancient literature such compositions as Isidore of Charax’ Σταθμοί 
Παρθικοί, and to a certain extent the “peripli” of the Black Sea 
and the Indian Ocean, occupy such an isolated place, though Ptolemy 
would have probably classed them with “chorography”, which he 
opposes to scientific geography.

14 V. V. Barthold’s Preface

\  1 BGA, V. 2 BGA, vii. 5 BGA, vi, 5*.
3 BGA, vi, 39. 6 Prairies d'or> ii, 70 and sq.; BGA,
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We have seen that a translation of Ptolemy had also been in the 
hands of a contemporary of Ibn Khurdadhbih, Kind!, who wrote 
a geographical treatise under a different title, indicating a closer 
relation to mathematical geography; but a pupil of Kind!, Ahmad 
Sarakhs!, wrote, like Ibn Khurdadhbih, a book of routes and king
doms. Sarakhs!, as his appellation denotes, was a native of Khoräsän, 
but his life and work, as far as it is known, were connected only with 
Baghdäd, where he perished in 899, seemingly a victim to court 
intrigue.1 Another disciple of Kind!, who came to !räq from the 
eastern provinces, Abu Zayd Ahmad ibn Sahl al-Balkhi, returned to 
his birthplace, where he lived for many years (he died in 934) and 
where he wrote his geographical work, which had a great influence 
on later geographers, among whom was our author.

Ill

De Goeje devoted a detailed article2 to the question of the geo
graphical work of abü za yd  b a lk h I and of its relation to those works 
of Istakhrî and Ibn-Hauqal which have reached us. In it he quotes 
biographical data on Balkh! found in the biographical dictionary of 
Safadï, Al-Wàfî bil-wafäyät.3 It is clear now that Safad! borrowed 
this information from Yäqüt,4 who, in his turn, found it in the book 
on Abü Zayd, which was composed by Abü Sahl Ahmad ibn- 
'Ubaydilläh ibn-Ahmad, “client of the Commander of the Faithful”.
As to Abü Sahl, he utilized an earlier biography of Balkh!, the author 
of which was Abü Muhammad Hasan ibn-Muhammad al-Wazïr! 
who personally knew Abü Zayd Balkh! and had studied under him.5

The most important addition to de Goeje’s data is Yâqüt’s testi
mony according to which Balkh! died (in Dhul-qa'da 322/October 
934) at the age of 87 or 88 ; he was therefore born about 235 (a.d . 
849-50).6 His geographical work, composed, as may be gathered 
from de Goeje,7 in 308 or 309 (a.d. 920 or a little later), was therefore 
written by him | in his late old age. His journey to !räq, mentioned p  12 
by de Goeje (Yäqüt8 says that he went there on foot with a caravan 
of pilgrims), belongs to his early youth, as is confirmed by the fact

1 T h e version o f the Fihrist, p. 261, heretic who had tried to lead astray-
according to which the wazïr Qäsim the caliph himself,
fraudulently added the name of Sarakhsï 2 ZD MG, xxv, 42-58.
to the list, confirmed by the caliph, o f 3 Brockelmann, ii, 32.
persons condemned to death, is in con- 4 G M S , vi, 1, pp. 141-52.
tradiction with that o f a.familiar of the s Ibid., pp. 143, 144, and 147
caliph M u'tadid, Ibn Hamdün, re- 6 Ibid., p. 141.
corded by Yäqüt, G M S , vi, 1, p. 159, 7 ZDMG, xxv, 49.
according to which the caliph deliber- 8 G M S , vi, 1, p. 145. 
ately sent Sarakhs! to his death as an
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that he studied under Kindi, who died soon after 870 (see above). 

Bfrlkhï spent eight years in 'Iraq and while there visited the neighbour

ing countries. He acquired broad and many-sided knowledge and 

when, by way of Herat, he returned to his native Balkh, his learning 

won him great fame,1 The eight years spent in 'Iraq do not cover, in 

all probability, the whole of the time of his travels ; seeing that nothing 

is said about his life in Balkh before the accession to the throne of 
the Sämänid Nasr II (a.d . 914-43), one may conclude that he only 

returned to his birthplace in his old age. To the first years of the 

reign of Nasr II belong, in all probability, Balkhfs comments, quoted 

in the Fihrist, 2 about his relations with the general Husayn ibn-'All 
al-Marwazi (or Marwarrüdhï) and also with the wazïr Abü-'Abdilläh 

Muhammad ibn-Ahmad Jayhânï. Balkhï received from Husayn and 

his brother Muhammad Su'lük3 regular material assistance, but for

feited this subsidy in consequence of having composed a religious 
treatise, which later was highly appreciated in orthodox circles. Yäqüt4 

quotes an opinion according to which Balkhfs work was ranked with 

the most useful, from the Muslim point of view, that had ever been 

written. (Husayn was an Ismâilï heretic; Balkhï, too; in his youth 
held Shï'ite views, which he later abandoned.) The wazïr Jayhânï 
used to send to Balkhï presents of female slaves, but later deprived 

him of this attention because of Balkhfs treatise on sacrifices (al- 

Qarabîn wal-Dhabä’ih), which he disliked. The wazïr Jayhânï was 

suspected of dualism, and some peculiarities of his personal life were 
connected, in the .minds of the people, with his religious opinions: 

he would not touch a man otherwise than through cloth or paper, 

and could not suffer the presence of cats.5
So far as is known, Balkhï was employed in the service of the 

State only during the short administration in Khoräsän of the 

eminent dihqän of Marv, Ahmad ibn-Sahl (a .d . 918-19), who was 

held to be a descendant of the Persian kings.6 Ahmad was at the head 

of the Sämänid troops who quelled the revolt of Husayn Marwarrüdhï, 

and took the latter prisoner. Subsequently, while in Nïshâpür, 
Ahmad abandoned the cause of the Sämänids and was obliged to 

retreat to Marv where he was defeated and taken prisoner, and later 

died in the prison of Bukhärä. Ahmad ibii-Sahl came from a family

1 G M S , vi, I, p . 147. 4 G M S , vi, 1, p. 149 below.
2 Fihrist, 138, quoted in  Y äqü t, I.e., 5 O n this G M S , vi, 6, p. 293, accord- 

141 and sq. In  th e Fihrist Abü-'Ali ing to ’ Salläm i’s History of the Rulers 
stands, b y  m istake, instead o f  Abü- of Khoräsän, now  lost. O n  this c f. m y 
*Äbdilläh. Turkestan, ii (Engl, ed., p . 10).

3 O n  him  de G oeje, ZDMG, xxv , 54, 6 O n him  m y Turkestan (Russian ed.),
note I . i, 6 and sq., ii, 251 and sq . (Engl. ed. p. 240).
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of zealous Iranian patriots; his brothers fell victims to the national 
fanaticism (taassub) of the Arabs; there lived with Ahmad in Marv 
a certain Sarv, to whom Firdausi refers when recounting the lays of 
Rustam.1 At that time Abu Zayd tried to keep outside of the national 
disputes about the relative superiority of Arabs and Persians, as 
well as outside of the religious discussion of the relative merits of 
'All and the other companions of the Prophet.? Whatever his own 
national origin, and whatever his native language, he, as a scholar, 
spoke the literary Arabic, and in the same language, though with no 
great success, did the amir Ahmad ibn-Sahl3 try to communicate 
with him when he arrived in Balkh (there is no other information on 
Ahmad ibn-Sahrs stay in Balkh). When Balkhï declined the office 
of wazïr offered him by Ahmad ibn-Sahl, there was appointed to 
this position a friend and countryman of his, Abul-Qäsim 'Abdulläh 
ibn-Ahmad ibn-Mahmüd Ka'bï, who also wrote treatises of a religious 
nature, though even farther removed from orthodoxy. In Sam'ânï 
he J is called head of the Mu'tazilites.4 Balkhï took a post as secretary P  13 
under Ka'bï with an allowance of 500 dinars a month. Abul-Qäsim 
was entitled to a sum of 1,000 dinars, but he himself gave orders to the 
cashier to pay him 900, and to increase Balkhï’s salary to 600, on the 
express understanding that Balkhï should receive his salary in good 
coin, while all questionable coins were to be put down to his own 
account.5 At that happy time Balkhï, thanks to the generosity both 
of the amir and the wazïr, acquired some property in his native village 
of Shämistiyän, on the Gharbangï canal (one of the twelve canals 
irrigating the environs of Balkh), and this property was inherited 
by his descendants.

After the fall of Ahmad ibn-Sahl, Balkhï, apparently, lived as a 
private person on his own lands. Without indication of date6 it is 
reported that a Sämänid amir (probably Nasr) invited him to come 
to Bukhärä, and that Balkhï declined the invitation, giving as his 
reason that he was frightened by the violence of the cùrrent and the 
width of the Amü-daryä. Other persons of high rank, with whom 
Balkhï kept up a correspondence, were the amïrs of Chaghäniyän 
(later viceroys of Khoräsän), Abü-Bakr Muhammad and his son 
Abü-'Alï Ahmad,7 but he seems not to have met them in person.

1 ZVO, xxii, 280. Goeje, ZDMG, xxv, 55, refers to
2 G M S , vi, I ,  p. 148. 3 Ibid., p. 150. Maqdisi and Safadi, but the reference
4 G M S, XX, p. 485. Ka'bï, who died of Yäqüt, G M S , vi, 1, p. 152, to Maq- 

in 319 (a.d. 931) also wrote historical disi shows that Safadi borrowed this
works; cf. Turkestan, p. 11. information through Yäqüt from the

5 G M S, vi, I ,  p. 147. same Maqdisi.
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The number of Balkhï’s compositions, according to his grandson,1 

was sixty. The geographical treatise of Balkhï, which in all probability 

(reports are somewhat contradictory)2 bore the title Suwar-al- 
aqalïm (“ Images of Climes”), is not expressly mentioned among 

therii. The contents of Istakhrfs work, founded, as is known, on 
that df Balkhï, make one suppose that the title referred not to the 

divisiöö of the habitable world into seven climes from south to 
north, but to climes as geographical divisions, representing inde- 

peiiderit entities. O f such climes Istakhrî enumerates twenty, and 

the same number appeared in Balkhï.3 As a matter of fact in the list4 

of Balkhï’s works there are mentioned some titles referring to 

geographical contents. Such are, for instance, the “ Book of the 
Heavens and the Universe” and a “ Commentary on Images” (tafsvr 

al-suwar). It is possible that by the latter title is meant the geo

graphical work of Bâlkhï which, according to Maqdisi, was only a 

very short commentary on Balkhfs maps.5

Already in those tiines the question of the authorship of the work, 
which now forms thè first volume of the Bihliotheca Geographorum 

Arabicorum, was not quite clear. Maqdisi6 saw only three copies of 
this work, one— in R-äyy,7 another— in Nïshâpür, and the third— in 

Bukhara. In the first èàse, the authorship [of the maps ? yunsab ilä 
Ain Zayd Ul-ashkäL V.M.] was attributed to Balkhï; in the second 

(in the MS. itself there was no author’s name), to Abu Bakr Muham

mad ibri-al-Marzubän al-Muhawwalï al-Karkhi, who died in 309 

(a .d . 921-2) ; in the third, to Abü-Ishaq Ibrahim ibn-Muhammad al- 
Ïarisï a l - ï s t a k h r ï ,  who was named in the MS. itself. Maqdisi con

siders the last to be the most probable, as he had seen several persons 

who had known Istâkhrï and witnessed the composition of his work ; 

one of these witnè&àes was Abu-Nasr al-Harbï, muhtasib of the town 

of Bukhara.8 Thé putative authorship of Karkhï is mentioned

1 Ibid., p. 150. o f the Heavens and the U niverse” . H e
2 ZD M G , xxv, 57. then proceeds: I f  this title refers to the
3 A ccording to M aqdisi, BGA, iii ,4 10. geographical work o f Balkhï, this could
4 G iven  b y  Y ä q ü t (G M S , vi, 1, lead to the conclusion that to Balkhï 

p. 142 and sq.) m ore fu lly  than in the belonged only the explanation o f  the 
printed edition o f  the Fihrist, p. 138. maps, bu t not the maps them selves.

5 [In  an additional note Professor T h e  astronom er A bü-Ja'far a l-K h äzin  
Barthold gives expression tò the view  is often mentioned in A rabic literature, 
that, in  the printed éditions, Fihrist, e.g. in Bïrünï, see Sachau’s Index to 
13824, Y äqü t, G M S , vi, l> P· 14217, a his edition o f  the Chronology.]
full stop m ay have w rongly cut into two 6 BG A, iii, 5a.
the unique title Kitäb taf Sir sutüar kitäb 7 O n the library o f the minister
ed-samä* zoal-älam U Abi Ja'far al- Ism â'ïl ibn -'A bbäd in  that town see
Khäzin “ Book o f  Interpretation o f  the ibid., p. 391,
M aps o f A b u  Ja'far a l-K häzin ’s Book 8 Ibid., p. i 3 0 12.
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again1 in the chapter on Sind; but in the references and quotations 
Maqdisi names only Balkhï and Istakhrî. According|todeGoeje2allthe P 14 
quotations in which Balkhi is named correspond entirely to Istakhri’s 
text. Nevertheless de Goeje thinks it possible that Maqdisi might 
have had in his hands, besides the text of Istakhrî, that of Balkhi,3 
but that Yäqüt, on the other hand, was in possession of a single book, 
and that quoting from this he referred principally to Istakhrî, but 
sometimes to Balkhi as well, “as though following a definite system”.4 
This last guess is hardly supported by the facts: Yäqüt refers to 
Balkhi without mentioning Istakhrî only once, with regard to the 
distance between Jedda and fAden;5 the corresponding words are 
of course to be found also in Istakhrî.6 In all the other cases Istakhrî 
alone is quoted, e.g. with regard to the distance between Hadramut 
and 'Aden.7 Consistency, which de Goeje vainly seeks in Yäqüt, 
can be discovered only in Maqdisi: with regard to three out of the 
twenty climes mentioned, viz. the last three : Khoräsän, Sistän, and 
Mä-warä’ al-nahr, Balkhi is preferentially quoted; while in three 
others, Färs, Kirmän, and Sind, preference is given to Istakhrî.

In de Goeje’s 8 opinion the work of Istakhrî represents a second 
and greatly enlarged edition of Balkhi’s work, compiled between 
and 321 (a .d . 930-3), i.e. in Balkhi’s lifetime. In Russian works0 
the date 340 (a .d . 951) is often attributed to Istakhri’s work, Kit 
according to de Goeje10 this was the date of the MS. which was the 
basis of most of the copies circulating in the East; at that date the 
work, composed twenty years earlier, was published. De Goeje 
places Istakhri’s meeting with Ibn Hauqal at the same date.11 The 
meeting is confirmed by i b n  h a u q a l  himself, who, with ÎstsÊhrï’s 
consent, undertook the revision of his work.12 Unfortunately, Ibn 
Hauqal does not say a word as to when and where this meeting took 
place, and only mentions13 that by that time he had already cömpäed 
a map of Ädharbayjän14 and Mesopotamia.

Ibn Hauqal intended to give at the end of his work a full synopsis

1 Ibid., p. 475i0; cf. the interpreta- 11 Ibid., p. 48 and 51 (below): in the 
tion o f the text, ibid., p. 5a, in fine, as one place’: “ vermutlich nicht später 
againstZDMG,x x v ,48. Grammatically, als 340” ; in the other: “ schwerlich 
however, the previous interpretation früher” , though the same date is meant, 
seems more natural. 12 Whether Istakhrî in his time had

2 ZDMG, xxv, 47i 3 Ibid  ̂p. 52. received a similar consent from Balkh!,
4 Ibid., p. 46. 5 Yäqüt, ii, 4 i17. and whether he had met him at all, is
6 BGA, i, 27 above. not known.
7 Yäqüt, ii, 28519: içtâkhrï, 273. 13 BGA, ii, 236e.
8 ZDMG, xxv, so* ï4 In the final edition of Ibn Hauqal’s
9 C f. e.g. Toumänsky’s article, ZVO, work, Ädharbayjän, as in Istakhrî, is 

X, 127. represented on the same map as Ar-
10 ZDMG, xxv, 51 and sq. menia and Arrân. [Cf. our § 35.]
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of his travels,1 but never carried out his intention; the only definite 
date given is that of his departure as a young man from Baghdad 
(Thursday, Ramadan 7, 331, i.e. in May, a.d. 943) ;2 otherwise it is 
merely said that he visited certain towns in certain years. The year 
of the termination of his work is held to be 367 (a.d. 977-8).3 During 

P  15 such a lapse of time Ibn Hauqal could evidently visit | the same towns 
several times; thus in 358 (À.D. 968-9) he was in Mosul for the last 
time.4 He wrote his work as a subject of the Fätimid caliph, and 
apparently spent in the West the years preceding the completion of 
his book, since in 361 (a.d. 971-2) he was in Sicily.5 This may 
account for the fact that his work did not acquire, in the Eastern 
parts of the Muslim world, the same fame as that of his predecessor., 
Only the work of Istakhrî was translated into Persian; the manur 
script which Sir W. Ouseley took for a copy of the translation of 
Ibn Hauqal and edited as such was found to be an abridged version 
of Istakhri’s book.6 The acquisition by the library of Shährukh in 
the fifteenth century of a copy of the Arabic original of Istakhrî 
gave an impulse to the composition in Persian of the geographical 
work of Häfiz-i Abrü.7 '

1 BGAf ii, 2365.9.
2 Ibid.y 5ΐ8· It is apparently not 

quite exact, as the day of the week does 
not correspond to the date. I f  instead 
o f  kkalauna one reads baqtna, the date 
would be 1 June, 943, but such a supposi
tion would be untenable. Ibn Hauqal 
adds that on the same day the Ham- 
dänid Näsir al-daula left Baghdad, 
fleeing from the Turks. Näsir al-daula 
became chief amir of Baghdad {amir 
cd-umara) on Sha'bän i,  330 (a .d . 21. iv. 
942) ; the same date in I bn-Miskawaih, 
Eclipse of the Abbasid Caliphate, ii, 28, 
and in Ibn al-Athïr, viii, 286. His rule 
came to an end as a result of the battle 
mentioned by Ibn Hauqal ; it had 
lasted, according to Ibn-Miskawaih 
!(.Eclipse, ii, 41), 13 months and 3 days; 
according to Ibn al-Athïr, 13 months 
:and 5 days, which brings üs in any case' 
to  the first days of Ramadan 331 ; it is 
possible that Thursday, Ramadan 3, is 
meant (a .d . n.v.943). In Zambaur 
(Manuel, p. 9) the day of Ramadan 7, 
331, is given as the date of the passing 
o f  the power from Näsir al-Daula to 
the T urk T uzün; but, according to Ibn 
al-Athir (viii, 298), Tuzün received 
from the caliph the title of amir al-

umarä only on Ramadan 25.
3 In de Goeje’s opinion, BGA , iv, 

p. v, this date results from the mention, 
BGA, ii, 2015, of the khutba, read “ last 
year” , by the Ziyädid ruler of Yemen, 
(Lane-Poole, The Muhammadan Dynas
ties, Russian transi., p. 72; Zambaur, 
p. 115), in the name of the Fätimid 
caliph. But de Goeje fails to say at 
this place (and apparently at any other) 
in what source he found the change of 
the khutba in Yemen in 366. In Ibn 
al-Athïr there is no information on the 
subject. Sir J. W . Redhouse in his Intro
duction to Khazrajr’s History of Yemen 
(G M S, iii, I ,  p. 11) says that when in 
377 (a .d . 987) “ the Hiwäliyy ruler of 
San'ä”  took Zabid, he suppressed the 
khutba in the name of the Fätimids. 
Reinaud (Géographie d'Aboulféda, In- 
trod., p. lxxxiii), without proofs, 
places the termination o f Ibn Hauqal’s 
work in 366 (a .d . 976) [evidently after 
Uylenbroek, Specimen, p. 15?].

4 BGAy ii, 1463 ; see above.
5 Ibid.y 22x4-16.
6 Rieu, Pers. MSS.y p. 416.
7 Al-Muzaffariya (a volume dedi

cated to Baron Victor Rosen by his 
pupils), pp. 3, 13, and 18



It is beyond doubt that our author had before him a copy of the 
work of Balkhï or of Istakhn. This is particularly evident in the 
chapters devoted to the western provinces ; for instance, the words 
of our author (f. 34b) on Malatya correspond perfectly with Istakhrf s 
text, p. 62 :

JjsJl JL jt Ifj flClU  ̂ O* \ j? f  4-laLy

diJU V CU j\j$\ JL.J

The text of Istakhn is sometimes not very exactly rendered; our 
author calls Märida “the greatest town of Andalus” (36b), while 
Istakhrl, p. 43, speaks of it as “(one) of the greatest towns of Andalus”.
A quotation from Istakhn, p. 68 and sq., not exactly understood, 
accounts for what our author says of Athens. South and west of 
Constantinople Istakhn distinguishes the Athenian and the Roman 
shores, but the words “Athens” (Atkinas) and “Rome” (Rumiya) 
remain to him names of towns; of Athens, as a town, it is said 
that there was “the residence of the wisdom of the Greeks” (yünäni- 
yün). According to our author (f. 37b), “the Athenian coast” included 
the entire sea-coast from , the strait of Constantinople (Bosphorus) 
to Andalus (Spain); he knows “Athïnâs” only asx the name of à 
locality where in ancient times there stood a town Yünäniyän, and, 
as he says, “all the wise men and philosophers rose from this region 
(nähiyat) of Athïnâs”.

Historical facts are likewise now and then borrowed from Istakhn 
(or Balkhï). In the chapter on mountains (f. 7b), as in Istakhrï’s account 
of the Arabian peninsula, a mountain is mentioned, the summit of 
which occupied an area of 20 farsakhs in circumference, where there 
existed cultivated fields and running water, and, also as in Istakhn, 
it is said that the locality was conquered by the Qarmatian Muham
mad ibn-al-Fadl. According to our author this event took place “in 
ancient times”, which is not very accurate, in that it refers to an 
event of circa 300 H.;1 but perhaps the words andar qadïm, used 
also two lines above with regard to the ancient capital of the Yemen 
kings, were repeated by a clerical error. Some passages in our author 
more nearly resemble Ibn Hauqal than Istakhn. In the chapter on 
'Iraq (f. 31b) Qasr ibn-Hubayra is called the largest town between 
Baghdad and Küfa; these words | do not figure in BGA, i, 85, but P 16 
they exist in BGA, ii, 166. Of course one cannot conclude from this

1 The Qarmatian Muharpmad ibn- Muhammadan Dynasties, 1894, p. 90,
al-Fadl, apparently, the brother of the shortly after 292/904, and according to
Qarmatian 'Adi ibn-al-Fadl, who sacked Zamhaur, Manuelt p. τ ι 5, in 303 H.
Zabid according to Lane-Poole, The
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that our author utilized Ibn Hauqal’s original; in this case, as in 

many others, Nöldeke1 is right in saying that Ibn HauqaPs relation 

to Istakhn cannot be determined by a simple comparison of the two 

texts of BGAy i and BGA, ii. The missing words of Istakhri’s text, 

as published by de Goeje, are to be found in the abridged version 

(Gotha MS.) and in the Persian translation edited by Ouseley; 

consequently they were undoubtedly in Istakhri.

The terms of our author’s description (26a) of three Muslim 

colonies on the lower reaches of the Sîr-daryâ2 corresponds almost 

literally to Ibn IJauqal’s text, p. 393. In B G A t i, these colonies are 

not mentioned ; but it is sufficient to compare istakhri’s text in de 

Goeje’s edition, p. 333, with Yäqüt’s3 quotation from Istakhrl, to be 

convinced that the course of the Sîr-daryâ was described in Istakhri 

with much more detail than in the de Goeje edition.4

Did our author have before him Balkhï’s work in its primitive 

form, or in Istakhri’s version ? Some passages apparently show the 

influence of those chapters of B G A , i, which are principally attributed 

to Istakhri, e.g. the chapters on Sind and especially the description 

of Mansüra (f. 26a), cf. Istakhri’s text, p. 173. But this passage 
may also have stood in Balkhï. The dependence on Balkhï-Istakhrî 

is still more noticeable in the chapters of the Hudüd al-alam dealing 

with Khorâsân and Transoxiana which, in the original, belong un

doubtedly to Balkhï : vide the passages on the Herat mosque and the 

number of people who spend their time there (f. 19b, cf. Istakhri, 

p. 265); the description of Büshang (ibid., cf. Istakhri, p. 270); the 

account of the river Murghäb, which crosses the village Diza (f. 20a, 

cf. Istakhri, p. 270); the account of the three Buttam (or Butman) 

mountain chains (f. 23b, cf. Istakhri, p. 333); the account of the 

outposts at Osh (f. 24a, cf. Istakhri, p. 333); and the account of 

Khatlâm or Khaylâm as being the birthplace of the amir Nasr 

(ibid,, cf. Istakhri, p. 334). In two instances, namely in the accounts 

of the market in Marsmanda (f. 23b, cf. Ibn Hauqal, p. 3845) and of 

sixty villages near Sokh (f. 24a, Ibn Hauqal, p. 396^, our author’s 

words can be compared only with the text of B G A y ii, because in 

BGAy i, the corresponding passages of the Balkhï-Istakhrî text have

1 ZD  M G, Ivi, 433. yamtaddu *alä al-aträk al-Ghuzziya
2 Barthold, Turkestan, ii, 179, Engl. one m ust read fa  yamtaddu ild al- 

transi., p. 178; Barthold, History of qaryat al-haditha.
Irrigation in Turkestan, SPb. 1914 (in 4 D e  G oeje  him self says that in B G A,
Russian), p . 149. i, he gives only the abridged text o f

3 Y äqü t, ii, 404 and sq. T h e  text in the description o f Transoxiana “wäh- 
"Yäqüt, as de G oeje  points out in  a foot- rend der eigentliche T e x t des Istakhri 
note, BGAy ii, 393c, is clearly corrupt, bei Ibn H auqal und in  den Anm er- 
especially 4055 where instead o f  fa  kungen dazu zu finden ist” .
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not come down to us. Apparently, among the passages of the Balkhï- 
Istakhri text, that have distinctly influenced our author, there is none 
that from a chronological point of view could belong to Istakhrî 
alone. Hallâj, who was executed in 309 (a.d. 922), is mentioned by 
both our author (f. 28a) and Istakhrî (p. 148 and sq.), but he would 
hardly have been named by Balkhï. Yet it is possible that our author 
had another source in this case, as Halläj is mentioned by Istakhrî 
elsewhere than in the description of Halläj’s native town al-Baydä.

Moreover, the question whether or not Balkhi’s version has been 
preserved in Arabic MSS. along with that of Istakhrî would now 
require a fresh consideration. De Goeje has proved very convincingly1 
that the MSS. that were at his disposal, inclusive of the Berlin MS. 
(which Brockelmann2 in spite of de Goeje still ascribes to Balkhï),) P 17 
all contained Istakhri’s version. But since then certain new MSS. 
attributed to Balkhi have been discovered; viz. the MS. acquired in 
Egypt by Ahmad Zaki bey3 and the <£Balhikodex mit schönen 
Karten”, acquired in Baghdad for the Hamburg library:4 the neces
sary evidence as to the extent to which their texts differ from that of 
BG A5 is still to be given.

IV

A geographical work, under the same current title of “Book of 
Routes and Kingdoms”, was written by the Sämänid wazïr Abü 
'Abdilläh Muhammad ibn-Ahmad ja y h â n ï, who is mentioned in 
Balkhï’s biography. References to this work are often met with, but 
the work itself seems to have completely disappeared. Among the 
geographers of the tenth century who utilized it are Ibn Hauqal6 and 
Maqdisi. It can be seen from the latter’s7 comments that Ibn 
Khurdädhbih’s work formed the basis of that of Jayhânï. Occasion
ally the same MS., if it did not contain an indication of the author’s 
name, was attributed by some to Ibn Khurdädhbih, and by others 
to Jayhânï. But it can be gathered from Maqdisi that Jayhânï,

1 ZDMG y xxv, 42-58. T he final present work had already gone to press 
conclusion, p. 57, is that both M SS., I had the opportunity of examining the 
taken as the basis of the edition, viz. the Hamburg M S. Like the Berlin M S., 
Bologna one (on which see V . Rosen, it proved to be the work o f Içtakhrï, 
Remarques, &c., Rome, 1885, p. 94) and not of Balkhi. It also contains the 
the Berlin one (in printed editions famous story of the author’s stay in 
respectively A  and B), transmit if not Samarqand (BGA, i, 318), which could 
entirely, at least in its greater part, the not belong to Balkhi, who, according to 
work of Istakhrî. the direct evidence of Maqdisi (BGA,

2 GAL , i, 229. iii, 414), never crossed the Oxus.
3 Ign. Kratchkovsky, Abü Hanïfa ad- 6 BGA, ii, 2362, with an unfavourable 

Dïnawarï, Leiden, 1912, p. 24. mention both of Jayhânï’s work and of
4 C. Seybold in ZDMG , Ixvii, 541. that of Ibn Khurdädhbih.
5 In the summer of 1929 when the 7 C f. my Turkestan. p. 12 and sq.
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besides written sources, utilized oral information; he assembled 
foreigners and bade them speak of their native lands and of the roads 
leading thereto. Thus, according to Maqdisi,1 it was a 140 days’ 
journey from Tünkat2 to the principal town of China, “as Jayhânï 

was told by the ambassadors, and he mentioned this in his book and 
clearly expressed it in his statement” .

Unfortunately this itinerary has not come down to us either 
through Maqdisï or any other author; I have not met with quotations 
from it. But one might suppose a priori that the great number of 
geographical names belonging to Central Asia and found in our 
author shows the latter’s dependence on the itinerary given, by 
Jayhânï. It is somewhat difficult to determine the extent of such 
a dependence, seeing that our author does not give any itineraries ; 
but many of the geographical names of the Hudüd al-alam are also 
quoted by an author of the eleventh century, g a r d ïz ï,3 who gives 
the distances between the towns and the itineraries, i.e. precisely 
the information missing in the Hudüd cd-älam. Gardïzï states that 
he borrowed these data from Ibn Khurdadhbih, Jayhânï, and a third 
ianonymous work under the title Tawädu al-dunyä.4 At one place5 
Gardïzï’s expressions literally coincide with the quotation from 
Jayhânï found in Bïrünï,6 though referring not to the route to China, 
but to that from Khotan to Tibet. According to Bïrünï, Jayhânï 
said that “the Chinese in ancient times built a bridge from the summit 
of one mountain to the summit of another, on the way from Khotan 
into the province of the Tibetan7 Khäqän ; whoever crosses this 
bridge enters the locality where the air impedes respiration and

18 renders the tongue heavy ; many of | those who pass there die from this, 
but many recover as well. The Tibetans call it Mountain of Hell.” 
The same passage (of course in Persian translation) is found almost 
verbatim in Gardïzï, where the building of the bridge is attributed 
to the people of Khotan, which perhaps can be explained by a mistake 
of the copyist ( ^  instead of j^). Evidently mountain sickness is

24 V . V. Barthold's Preface

1 BGA, iii, 346 (345b).
2 South o f Tashkent, on the river 

Ähangarän (in Russian: Angren). But 
it is possible that instead o f Tünkat 
one should read Navïkat, the town of 
Naväkat or Navîkat being the starting-

v point o f several routes to China, V . 
Barthold, Report, p. 114, note 1.

\  3 V . Barthold, Report, &c., pp. 78- 
126.

4 Ibid., p. 103 (text) and p. 126
(transi.). [Barthold translates Tawädu

by “ Insignificance” , “ Frailty” , which 
is rather a strange name for a geo
graphical treatise. It is more probable 
that the book bore the najne *RaV al- 
dunyä, “ Habitable part o f the W orld” , 
as indicated b y  a variant, see M . 
Nazim ’s ed. o f Zayn al-akhbär, Berlin, 
1928, p. 4. V .M .]

5 Ibid., p. 88 (text) and p . 112 
(transi.).

6 Chronologie, ed. Sachau, 271.
7 Instead o f  byt, read Tbbt.



meant here, which even now hampers traffic along the high passes 

leading from Eastern Turkestan into India.1

It is hard to say how far such a specific dependence of Gardïzï on 
Jayhânï confirms a similar dependence of the Hudüd al-'älam on 

Jayhânï, for in the passage on Tibet2 there is less resemblance 
between the text of the Toumansky MS. and Gardïzï than in such 

other passages as those on the Toghuzghuz and China. Gardïzï 

mentions none of the Tibetan towns, while the Hudüd al-alam  

names a whole series of them and even attributes to Tibet several 

towns placed by Gardïzï on the way from Käshghar to Khotan,3 

though the town of Khotan itself (as in Gardïzï) is described in the 

chapter on China (f. 14a) ; moreover, Khotan is placed on the frontier 

between China and Tibet, and the title “ Chief of Turks and Tibetans”4 

is attributed to the Khotan ruler.

A  passage at the beginning of the chapter on Tibet in the Touman
sky MS. (on the involuntary gaiety felt by every one entering Tibet) 

is clearly, borrowed from Ibn Khurdädhbih.5 The data on the 

Tibetan towns are apparently derived from various sources; two 

names, Lhasa and Krsäng,6 designating, it seems, the same town, 
are given as names of two different towns. As in all compilations, 

such examples are fairly frequent in the Hudüd al-alam, which not 

only refers to the Burtäs and the Barädhäs as two distinct nations,7 

but also, in the chapter on Khüzistän (f. 28b), separately mentions 
Rämhur ( ?), i.e. Rämhurmuz (as in Balkhï-Istakhrî,8 place of the 

assassination of Mânï), and Räm-Urmuzd, a large and rich commercial 

town on the frontier between Färs and Khüzistän, though it is evident 

that the latter is only a more correct and fuller Persian form of the 

first name. In the chapter on Khüzistän the name of another large 

town is given in the Persian pronunciation, Vandüshävur, instead of 

in the Arabic, Junday-Säbür; the spelling of the Toumansky MS. 
approximates very closely to the pronunciation Vandew-Shäpür 

proposed by Nöldeke.9 In the data borrowed from Balkhï-Istakhrî 

the author sometimes substitutes a local Persian form for the literary

1 Kornilov, Kashgariya (in Russian), twelfth-century author, Turkestan, i,202. 
Tashkent, 1903, p. 349. 5 BG A, vi, 1709.

2 C f. Doklady Akademii Nauk, 6 M uham m ad H aydar (sixteenth cen- 
Series B , 1924, p . 73 and sq. tury) gives Arsäng, cf. Tayrïkh-i Rashtdï,

3 V. Barthold, Report, p . 94 (text) transi, b y  E. D enison Ross, London, 
and p . 119  (transi.); T a d rü f and Ras- 1895, pp. 136 and 4 11 .
tüya, mentioned there, figure in the 7 [But see p. 44, note.]
Toum ansky M S . among the towns 8 BG A, i, 93. [See m y notes. V .M .]
which form erly belonged to China, and 9 N öldeke, Geschichte der Perser und
“ now ”  belong to T ib e t. Araber, p. 42.

4 C f. the title 'A zïm  al-K hotan in a
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Arabic one ; thus in the passage on Herat (f. 19b), evidently borrowed 
from Balkhï-Istakhrï (p. 265), he writes Harl instead of Harat

The similarities of the Hudüd al-alam and Gardïzï, and the depen
dence of both on a common source, are perhaps most obvious in 
the chapters on China and the Toghuzghuz. Many names of towns, 
and among them the Persian names Baghshur and Sangalâkh,1 occur 
in both authors as names of localities between Turfan and Khami 
and between Sha-chou and Su-chou. Gardïzï gives itineraries which 
are not to be found in the Hudüd al-älam, but the sequence of 
names in both clearly shows that the itineraries were also known to 
the latter, who in accordance with the general plan of his composition

19 enumerates the towns | from east to west, while Gardïzï does it in 
reversed order.2 There is no complete correspondence between the 
text of the anonym and that of Gardïzï; the former (f. 14a) mentions 
a “stone tower” (burj-i sangin), which seems to be the only trace of 
influence of Ptolemy’s geography in this locality (i, 12, 9, λίθινος 
πύργος, cf. Qudäma,3 burj al-hijära); in Gardïzï no such name 
occurs. On the other hand, the Hudüd al-älam contains no mention 
of Qamul or Khami, which is found in Gardïzï.4 From this we may 
conclude that at this place Gardïzï reflects a later stage of geographical 
knowledge ; and it is possible that here our author depends on Ibn 
Khurdädhbih, and Gardïzï on Jayhânï. In any case our anonym’s 
information cannot be up to his own epoch, or even to that of Jayhânï. 
Particularly characteristic is the description of the town of Kan-chou 
(Khämchüy f. 13b and sq.; same in Gardïzï): “ Half of it is owned 
by the Chinese, half by the Tibetans ; a perpetual war goes on between 
them; they are idol-worshippers; their government5 is on behalf of 
the Tibetan khäqän.” Such could have been the situation in the times 
of Ibn Khurdädhbih, or in those of him whose work was his source, 
the traveller Tamïm ibn-Bahr al-Muttawwi'ï;6 but during the whole 
of the tenth century Kan-chou was an Uyghur principality.7

In no greater degree does our anonym reflect the situation in India 
in the tenth century. The original source of Ibn Khurdädhbih and

1 Hudüd al-alam  ̂ f. 13b and f. 14a; (ed. Mzik, No. 865): burjhijära.
Gardïzï in Barthold, Report, p. 92 4 Report, p. 92 (text) and p. 117
(text) and p. 117 (transi.). (transi.). [But see note to § 12, 9.]

2 Cf. e.g. the itinerary in Gardïzï, 5 [Barthold translates: sultan, but in 
text p. 91, transi, p. 116, and the order the tenth century this word meant more 
in which the towns are enumerated in probably “government” . V.M.]
the Hudüd al-älam, f. 17a. 6 Yâqüt, i, 840, above; Barthold,
_ 3 BGA, vi, 26415, cf. J. Marquart, Report, p. 34.

Êrânsahr, p. 316. Text in Bïrünï, 7 Cf. Bretschneider, Medieval Re-
India, ed. Sachau, p. 149x3; cf. Èrân- searches, i, 241 and sq.
fahr, p. 155. In Muhammad IJuwârizmï
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other early Arabian geographers was in this case provided by the 
work of the traveller Abu 'Abdilläh Muhammad ibn-Ishaq, who lived 
two years in Khmer (Qimär), i.e. Cambodia;1 he it was who originated 
the passage (f. 14b) on the strict forbiddance of adultery in that 
country,2 as well as the story of the woman who ruled Orissa. The 
name Orissa occurs in two forms: Ürsfîn3 and Ürshfïn (in the story 
of the queen).4 The work of Balkhï-Istakhrî was utilized for instance 
in the passage dealing with the Arab rulers of Multän and with the 
town Bâbï (in Istakhri, Bäniya). According to Istakhri5 the khutba 
in Multän was read in the name of the caliph; according to Ibn 
Hauqal6 in the name of the 'Abbäsids whom Ibn Hauqal, writing in 
the kingdom of the Fätimids, did not recognize as caliphs ; according 
to Maqdisï, in the name of a Fätimid.7 Our anonym (f. 15a) says that 
the khutba was read in the name of Mu'izzï (bar Muizzl); but it is 
not clear whether we have to do here with a clerical error, the possi
bilities being Mucizz (the Fätimid caliph who ruled from 953 till 
975), and “Mu'izzï” which might designate the son and successor 
of Mu'izz, the caliph 'Aziz. The acceptance of either of these hypo
theses [but see my translation and note, V.M.] would bring us to the 
conclusion that the anonym, perhaps from oral sources, knew of the 
Shï'ite coup d'état in Multän which evidently took place after Ibn 
Hauqal and before Maqdisï. It is known that Multan remained in 
the hands of the heretics till its conquest by Mahmüd the Ghaznavid 
in 1006;8 the epitomizer of Ibn Hauqal, who wrote in the twelfth 
century, gratuitously supposed, in order to explain Mahmüd’s 
expedition, that Multän, after Ibn Hauqal, had again passed for a 
certain time into the hands of the Hindus.

In the chapters on Central Asia and China there are no indications 
of events that could have taken place a short time before the work 
was composed. It is possible that here, too, as in many, other in
stances, the use of different sources made the author mention the 
same localities under different names. The town Panchul (Bnjül), 
Wen-su of the Chinese sources, was situated probably on the site of the 
present-day | Uch-Turfan,9 as confirmed by the Chinese source in P 20 
which it was stated that this town bore the name of Yü-chou. Gardïzï

1 BGA, vii, 132. 8 On this 'Utbï-Manïnï, ii, 72;
2 Ibid.y and vi, 66 and sq. Elliot, History of India, ii, 441.
3 Together with Smndr, as in Ibn 9 E. Chavannes, Documents sur les 

Khurdädhbih, p. 642, who gives Üm- T ’ou-Kiue (Turcs) occidentaux, SPb. 
shin. [But see my note, p. 243. V.M.] 1903, p. 9, placed Wen-su on the site

4 As in Ibn Rusta, p. 134^. of Aqsu, but later (in M. A. Stein’s
5 BGA, i, 175. Ancient Khotan, p. 544) adopted the
6 Ibid. ii, 2304. opinion that Wen-su was Uch-Turfan.
7 Ibid. iii, 4 8 5 3 . [See my notes, pp. 294-7, V.M.]
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uses the name Bnchül, 1  but not Üj; Mahmüd Kâshgharï (eleventh 

century)2 gives Üj but not Bnchül, whereas our author (18a) names 
Bnchül and tJj separately, with the additional remark, absent in 

other sources, that Bnchül “now” belongs to the Khirkhiz. This 

detail can hardly pertain to the times of the author, since it can only 
reflect the situation at the time of the Qirghiz empire, at the end of 

the ninth and the beginning of the tenth centuries,3 but could have been 

incorporated in the works both of Ibn Khurdädhbih and Jayhânï.
In the chapter on lakes are mentioned side by side (f. 3b) the lake 

of Tuz-kul, from which seven tribes of the Qarluq procured salt, 

10 farsakhs long and 8 farsakhs wide, in the country of the Khallukh 

(Qarluq), and the lake of Issik-kul, lying between the possessions 
of the Chigil and the Toghuzghuz, which was 30 farsakhs long and

20 farsakhs wide, and on the shore of which was situated the town of 
Barskhän. In spite of the different estimate of the size of the lakes,4 

it is very probable that the first name Tuz-kul also designates Issik- 

kul.5 Nallino,6 on the strength of a quotation in Kharaqï, an author 

of the twelfth century, has shown that Issik-kul waé mentioned by 
Jayhânï; the same quotation from Jayhânï, unnoticed by Nallino, 
exists in Yäqüt, II, 224, where some copyist substituted for the 
name of Issik-kul that of the port Abaskün on the Caspian.

In the few cases where the author mentions events of his own times 
these events pertain to the history of the Muslim world. In the year 

372, in which the author completed his work, there died the Büyid 
shähänshäh Fanäkhusrau (in our author Panäkhusrau) who bore the 

title fAdud al-daula (d. 8 Shawwäl 372 =  26 March 983) ;7 his 

massacre of the Balüches, an event mentioned by our author (f. 26b) 
and by Maqdisi after him,8 probably belongs to the end of his reign.9

1 V. Barthold, Report, p. 91 (text) 6 Battânî,i, 172 and 175. [But Battäni, 
and p. 116 (transi.). p. 169, quotes al-Jayhânï, wa ghayra-hu

2 Mahmüd al-Käshghari, Constanti- min al- uiamä. V.M.]
nople ed., i, 38; he several times (i, 335, 7 Ibn al-Athïr, ix, 13; Zambaur,
381 ; ii, 121) cites words from the dialect Manuel, 202.
of its inhabitants. 8 B G A , iii, 4895.

3 V. Barthold, A  Sketch of the History 9 Ibn Hauqal ÇBGA> ii, 22i12) speaks 
of the Semirechye, p. 19; Barthold, The only of the victory which 'Adud al- 
Kirgkiz, Frunze [=Pishpek], 1927, p. 19. daula, with the help of the Balüches,

4 Gardïzï attributes to Issik-kul a won over thê Küfich; one must suppose 
still greater size, viz. of 7 days’ journey, that the rupture with the Balüches 
see Barthold, Report, p. 89 (text), p. 114 occurred later. [It is doubtful that 
(transi.). N. 'Adud al-daula assumed the title of

5 Cf. Reportern Capt. Iv. Unkovskyys shähänshäh. As to the crushing defeat 
Embassy (17 2 2 -^ -- ed. Veselovsky, of .the Balüches by 'Adud al-daula, it 
pp. 187 and 193, and the map appended took place in 361/January 972, see Ibn 
to it on which Issik-kul is called Tuskel Misakawaih, The Eclipse, ii, 299-301. 
«.Tuz-koL) [But see mÿ note. V.M.] V.M.]
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In the description of the town of Qum (f. 29a) it is said that the secre
tary (dabir) Bul-Fadl, the son of 'Amid, was a native of that place.
The person here meant is the famous Buyid minister Abul-Fadl ibn 
al-'Amid,1 who died in Hamadän on the night of Thursday,2 6 Safar 
360 (8 December 970). Quite singular is the mention by our author 
(33a), in the chapter on Ädharbayjän, Armenia, and Arrän, of the 
large village of Mubarak! which was situated at the gates of Barda'a 
where “the camp of the Russians (Rüs) stood, at the time when they 
seized Barda'a”, and where they were afterwards besieged, an event 
which, as is known, happened in 332 (a.d. 943-4),3 forty years 
before the composition of the Hudüd al-alam .

The mention of the Russian raid is perhaps corroborative of a fact 
which I have pointed out elsewhere,4 viz. that the Caspian provinces 
are described by our anonym with particular detail. Here he gives 
us a whole series of details | which one would vainly look for elsewhere. P 21 
The same remark applies in part to his description of the south
eastern shore of the Caspian; especially worthy of attention is the 
fact, apparently not mentioned in other sources, that two languages 
were spoken in Astarâbâd (f. 29b). However, it is evident that our 
author knows the eastern Caspian shore less than the western one, 
for in the description of the former several notable inaccuracies occur.
In two places (f. 11a and f. 29b) the river Hirand is mentioned as 
rising in the mountains of Tüs, traversing the confines of Ustuvä 
ând Jarmukän,5 flowing between the two parts of the town of Gurgân,6 
then directing itself towards the town of Abaskün, and finally 
emptying itself into the Khazar (Caspian) Sea. One sees that the 
upper course of the Atrak has been confounded with the lower course 
of the Gurgân, to form one river. (It is remarkable that the river 
Atrak, in spite of the fact that its waters irrigated the town of Dihistän 
and its environs,7 is not mentioned by the tenth-century geographers.)
If, therefore, the anonym’s data upon the Caspian provinces were 
borrowed from one source, it is probable that this source was com
posed not in the eastern, but in the western part of the Caspian region.

With less geographical detail are described the provinces of modern

1 Cf. his biography by Amedroz Kälam quoted, ibid., p. 91.
(from Ibn-Miskawaih) in Der Islam, 4 Izv. Kavkaz. Instituiez, vi, 63
iii, 323 and sq. and sq.

2 Ibid., p. 346; in the translation, 5 J.rm.kân, f. n a  and f. 19b, BGA,
P· 339» by mistake Wednesday. The iii, 300 below and 320 J.rmükän; on its
correct translation (night of Thursday) site, ibid., p. 352, where J.rm.qän is
in The Eclipse of the 'Abbasid Khali- placed at three stages from Nasa:
phate, V , 293. 6 Cf. BGA, ii, 273 ; iii, 358 and sq.

3 Cf. Yakubovsky in Vizantiiskiy 7 V. Barthold, The History of Irriga- 
Vremennik, xxiv, 63-92; the Hudüd al- tion in Turkestan, p. 32.
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Afghanistan, more closely related to the author, but the fact is inter
esting that the Afghans (Afghänän, f. 16a) are mentioned as a people ; 
until now 'Utbï1 was considered the oldest author mentioning this 
ethnographical term (al-Afghäniya). Particularly little information is 
given on that part of Afghanistan where, at that time (since a .d . 977) 
ruled Sabuktagin, founder of the Ghaznavid dynasty, later so power
ful.2 Apparently, the text here has been somewhat corrupted by the 
copyists. The name of the town of Ghazna. occurs several times in 
its usual form “ Ghaznin”, but it is not impossible that to this same 
town may pertain the words about the rich commercial town Ghazaq, 
which at first belonged to India but later passed under the sway of 
Islam and formed the frontier between the possessions of the Muslims 
and those of the Infidels (f. 22a).

V

From the Preface translated by Toumansky3 Russian readers 
could form an idea of the author’s conception of his task. Not quite 
clear is the title chosen, Kitäb hudüd al-'älam min al-mashriq Uà 
al-magkrib, which in Toumansky’s translation is rendered “The 
Book of the Frontiers (or Limits) of the World from East to West”.4 
The second variant of the translation (“the limits,,) is apparently 
the more correct, though in Toumansky’s mind it was perhaps con
nected with the* peculiarity of the work in which “for each province 
the frontiers are given first of all”. The word hudüd in Arabic 
geographical literature means not so much “frontiers”, in the sense 
of frontier-line, as “limits”, in the sense of the total extent of a 
territory. In Ibn Khurdadhbih’s words,5 Ptolemy abäna al-hudüd, 
which de Goeje translates “a donné une bonne description”.6 How
ever, in the description of two provinces Khoräsän and Transoxiana, 
our author uses the word hudüd in some special and not very clear 
sense. Separately from the description of the provinces themselves are 
described their hudüd, and of the Sämänids, the rulers of the whole 
country, it is said (f. 19a): “In the whole of Khoräsän are their 
lieutenants, while on the frontiers (andar hadd-ha) of Khoräsän there 

22 are kings, who are called margraves (muliik-i aträf ).” 7 If the author | 
meant by this that in the chapter on Khoräsän would be described 
the provinces under the immediate rule of the Sämänids, and that

1 Enc. of Islam, under Afghanistan 4 Ibid., p. 125, “frontiers” ; p. 128,
(M. L. Dames). Cf. also in 'Utbï the “limits” . [I translate *‘regions” . V.M.]
chapter on the Afghans, 'Utbï-Manïnï, s BG A , vi, 39. 6 Ibid., p. 1.
ii, 300. [But cf. p. 349, n. 2.] 7 [Barthold translates andar hadd-hä

<: 2 Barthold, Turkestan, ii, 274, Engl. “within the limits” , but this expression
ed., p. 261. 3 ZVO, X, 127. means: “on the frontiers’*; on the other
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in that on the “limits [read : ‘marches’, V.M.] of Khoräsän” would be 

described the vassal principalities, then he did not adhere consistently 

to this distinction. Enough to say that the possessions of the amir of 

Güzgän, the most important of the vassal rulers, are included in 
Khoräsän proper (f. 20b), and not in “the limits [read: “marches', 

V.M.] of Khoräsän”.
In spite of the relatively insignificant size of the Hudüd al-*älamy

as compared with the works of the Arabic geographers of the tenth
century, it was meant to contain all data “that became known until

then” on the countries and kingdoms of the world, i.e. all that could

be learnt from books or from the words of learned men.1 Such a
claim, expressed in the Preface, is repeated in the text in the passage

where the author passes from the physico-geographical description

of the inhabited world to that of separate kingdoms and towns, with

the reservation that “all the particulars of the world may be known
to none, save God” (f. 13b). In various other passages the same
assurance is expressed as to the fullness of the information given.

At the end of the chapter on freshwater lakes (f. 4a) it is said : “These

are the lakes that are known and on which books give information ;
besides these, there are numerous small lakes, of which one is in
the mountains of Güzgän in Mänishän, near Bistaräb ;2 its length is
one farsakh, its width half a farsakh. There are similar lakes in the
mountains of Tus and in the mountains of Tabaristän; but these
lakes are not known and are not ancient; or it happens [read: va yä
vaqt buvadh, V.M.] that they dry up so that there remains no water in

them ; therefore we have not mentioned them.” The same reservation
is further made where swamps (batiha-ha) are described. The chapter
on islands ends with the words (f. 5b): “ There is no other reputed
and inhabited island in the whole world, besides those that we have

mentioned; we have represented (on the Map)3 all these seas, gulfs,
and islands, as they are and at their respective places.” At the end

of the chapter on deserts and sands (f. 13a) it is said: “ In the limits
of the Muslim world the large and known deserts and sands are
those which we have mentioned ; in the lands of the Infidels, except

(those) of the Turks, they are also such as we have mentioned, and

hand he renders mulük-i aträf by udel- sages” , V.M.] correspond on f. 13b the
niye proviteli (“vassal rulers”) whereas words : ba-akhbär-hä shanidan„
I prefer the term margraves as better 2 On the district Mänishän see also
expressing the conception of “princes of the description of Güzgän, f. 20b,
the periphery (atrâf)” of the original. the town B.st.räb is not mentioned
V.M.] there.

1 To the not very clear words of the 3 Toumansky, Z V O , x, 128, had
Preface: andar gird-i hakimän [I read: already noticed that the text mentions
yädkird-i hakimän, “memories of the the Map which is absent in our copy.
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God knows best of all and from Him is assistance.” In other words, 
the author admits the possibility of not having enumerated all the 
deserts and sands of the country of the Turks (where they are most 
numerous) ; but for the rest his list seems to him absolutely complete.

With the tendency towards completeness is connected a tendency 
towards numerical exactitude; the author tries to give the precise 
number of seas, salt and freshwater lakes, islands, countries into 
which the inhabited part of the world is divided, &c. As far as it is 
possible to judge by the Arabic geographical works that have come 
down to us, the author is largely independent in his geographical 
generalizations and terminology. The conception of the seven seas, 
as developed by our author (Eastern Ocean, Western Ocean, Indian 
Ocean, Mediterranean, Caspian, Black Sea, Aral Sea, f. 2b and sq.)

- does not apparently exist anywhere else. The author applies the 
term Green Sea (daryä-yi akhdar or daryä-yi sabz, in Arabic al-bahr 
al-akhdar) to the Eastern Ocean, and the term Great Sea (al-bahr 
al-azani) to the Indian Ocean, while in Muhammad ibn-Musä 
al-Khuwarizmï1 both terms are applied to the Indian Ocean (the 
Great Sea— al-bahr al-kabir), and the Caspian Sea2 is called 

*23 Khuwärizmian.3 j The Black Sea is called “ Sea of the Georgians” 
(daryä-yi Gurziyän), a term which does not seem to occur any
where else. But even in our MS. the Georgians are not4 men
tioned among the people living around the Black Sea; in another 
passage, that dealing with the description of Byzantium, the Black 
Sea bears the name of daryä-yi Gurz (f. 37b) and the same form 
Gurz is given in certain Muslim sources as the name of the town of 
Kerch in Crimea; this has induced Westberg5 to suppose that our 
author gives the name “ Sea of Kerch” to the Azov Sea ; but in reality 
the Black Sea is meant here as it is mentioned in the neighbourhood 
of Thrace. Nor does the variant daryä-yi Gurziyän support this 
supposition, though Westberg at another place endeavours to 
explain the name of Kerch by that of a people called Garsh6

1 Ed. Mzik, p. 74. 2 Ibid., p. 80. in general failed to find such a passage
3 Cf. Enc. of Islam, i, under Bahr in the [so-called] Geography of Moses 

al-Khazar. As stated there, this early of Khoren. [As a matter of fact Pat-
terminology of the Arab geographers kanov translated first the abridged 
may account for the Russian designa- version of the Armenian geography, 
tion of the Caspian: Khvalinskoye, or ascribed by him to Anania Shirakats'i. 
Khvalimskoye more. The complete text, edited by A. Soukry,

4 [But. see § 42, 15. V.M.] Venice, 1881, p. 25, transi, p. 35, men-
5 Izvestiya Akad. Nauk, 1899, p. 214. tions the Garsh, whom Marquart, 

y 6 “Die Garschen” , ibid., p. 309, but Streifzüge, p. 171, identifies with the 
the reference to the Russian translation Kashak, or Circassians. Moreover, see
by Patkanov, p. 29, is wrong, and I have p. 401, note 1, and p.446, note 2. V.M.]
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who lived, according to the [so-called, V.M.] “ Geography of 

Moses of Khoren” , between the country of the Bulgars and the 

Black Sea.
Quite as original seems to be the author’s conception of the division 

of the inhabited world into “parts of the world” and separate 

“ countries” . Like all Arab geographers, he accepts the division of 

the world into three parts, Asia, Europe, and Libya. Of course, the 

first place by extent belonged to Asia, and the term Äsiyat al-kubrä 

(f. 13a) entirely corresponds to Ptolemy’s expression ή μεγάλη 

5Ασία (beginning of books v and vii, also viii, 3). In the author’s 

opinion Asia occupies two-thirds of the inhabited world, Europe 

one-quarter, and Libya one-twelfth. The belief that the area of 

Asia is twice as great as that of the other parts of the world put 

together occurs in other Arabic authors, notably in Bïrünï,1 but 

in any other author we should vainly look for the opinion that 

Europe is three times as large as Africa. To the division of the world 

into parts, borrowed from the Greeks, the author lends as little 

importance as do the other Muslim geographers, and in the survey 

of separate provinces he does not approach the question whether 
they are situated in Asia or in another part of the world. Our author 

counts fifty-one countries (nahiyat) in all, of which five are situated 

south of the Equator, one (the Südän) is astride it and forty-five lie 

north of it. The number of the provinces is very near to that given 

by Khuwârizmî, viz. fifty-six, but the names of the provinces in 

Khuwârizmî2 are entirely different, and many of them are borrowed 

from Ptolemy, which is not the case with our author. The provinces 

situated to the south of the Equator are enumerated in the usual 

order from east to west ; the first to be named is Zäba (but f. 2b and 

f. 39a, as well as in Arab geographers, Zäbaj) ; further on come 

Zangistän (country of the Zanj or Negroes, actual Zanzibar), Habasha 

(Abyssinia), the country of Buja (or Baja, a people of Hamitic descent, 

still existing, and divided into several branches),3 and Nubia. In the 
description of countries situated to the south of the Equator (f. 39a) 

the order is somewhat different: Zangistän, Zäbaj, Habasha, Buja, 

and Nubia. The author places the country of Zäbaj, as he does also 

in the case of Zangistän, to the south of the Equator (f. 39a). The 

geographical term “ Zäbaj” is not very distinctly used by Arab 

geographers, who sometimes confuse the names Jäba (Java) and

1 Cf. quotation in Yâqüt, i, 63. It is Scythia,
remarkable that on the other hand Ibn z Ed. Mzik, pp. 101-5, Nos. 1548-
Khurdädhbih, p. 155, entirely ignores 1603.
Asia and divides the world into four 3 Cf. articles “ 'Abäbde” , “ Bedja” ,
parts : Europe, Libya, Ethiopia, and and “ Bishärm” in Enc. of Islam.
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Zäbaj;1 but in any case the term Zäbaj always refers to the Malay 

coast or archipelago.2 The data of the Hudüd al-alam on the islands 

of the Indian Ocean are borrowed from Ibn Khurdädhbih. Besides 
the island of Jäba there is also mentioned “the continental Jäba”

• (Jäba-yi khushky f. 6b), corresponding probably to “the kingdom of | 

Jäba the Indian” of Ibn Khurdädhbih.3 A  certain influence of Balkhï 

is also felt in that our author, similarly to Istakhrl, p. n ,  places the 

country of the Zanj opposite Färs and Kirmän, evidently on the 

assumption that the African coast extended much farther to the east 

than it does in reality.4 But in this part of his work the author seems 

to have utilized sources unknown to us. Thus in Abyssinia are 

mentioned the following towns: Räsun, on the seashore, residence 

of the king ; Savär, where the army is stationed ; and Rïn, the residence 

of the commander-in-chief. In other works we find entirely different 
names.5 The folio containing the description of the countries of 
Buja and Nubia has been considerably damaged.

The order of enumeration of the forty-five lands situated to the 
north of the Equator is somewhat different in the general enumera

tion (f. 13a) to the order followed in the description itself (see the 
table of contents, f. 1b).6 In the disposition of the chapters in the 

text the principle of movement from east to west is observed more 
scrupulously than in the general introduction (f. 13a), but without 

complete consistency. Thus India is described before Tibet, though 

in the text it is said that to the east of India are situated China and 

Tibet, and to the east of Tibet only China. After Tibet are described 
the countries of the Turkish peoples; after the Toghuzghuz (the 

western neighbours of the Tibetans) follow their western neighbours, 

the people Yaghmä;7 after them the author passes to the north and 

speaks of the Khirkhïz, who, in his opinion, lived in the east towards 

China and the Eastern Ocean;8 then again he passes to the south

1 BG A, vi, 46, note 2; also Enc. of s [See my note, p. 474. V.M.]
Islam, ii, under “Java” . [See my note, 6 [I omit here the enumeration,
p. 473. V.M.] which will be found at its place in my

2 According to Birùnï, India, ed. translation. V.M.]
Sachau, p. 103 above, the islands Zäbaj 7 F. 17a, Yghmiyä, but 13a, 17b, and
are nearer to China than to India. 18a correctly Yghmä. The chapter on

3 BGAyifie^mamlakatJabatal-Hindi this people mentions Käshghar, though 
[referring to the maritime Jäba. V.M.] at the same time it is said that the

4 Our author places Zanj as well town is situated on the frontier be- 
opposite Sind, and so does Istakhri; at tween the possessions of the Yaghmà, 
another place Istakhri, p. 36, places the Tibetans, the Khirkhïz, and the
Zanj opposite some parts of Hind. Chinese.
[This seems to be a misunderstanding, 8 Içtakhrî, p. 9 below, also speaks of
as Istakhri, p. 36, refers to the Indian the Ocean (al-bahr al-muhït) as. the
Ocean and not to the ard al-Zanj. V.M.] frontier of the Khirkhïz.
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and describes the Khallukh (Qarluq) whose province on the east 
adjoined Tibet1 and the limits of the Yaghmä and the Toghuzghuz; 
then the Chigil, who had separated themselves [iv.i. § 16] from the 
Khallukh, whose country on the east [?] and south adjoined the limits 
of the Khallukh and whose western neighbours were the Tukhsï.2 
Again passing to the north the author speaks of the Kïmâk, living to 
the west of the Khirkhïz and to the north of the Irtish, and of the 
Ghüz. In the chapter on the Ghüz it is said that to the east and south 
of their province is situated the Ghuz desert3 and the towns of 
Transoxiaiia; the Kïmâk are not mentioned in this connexion, but in 
their special chapter their peaceful relations as well as their wars | with P 25 
the Ghüz are mentioned.4 After this come the Turkish Pecheneg, 
living to the west of the Ghuz, and the Khifjäkh (Qipchaq), of whom 
it is said that they adjoin the Pecheneg on the south, and the northern 
desert on all the other sides. Elsewhere it is said that the Khifjäkh 
separated from the Kïmâk, from which one might deduce that these 
latter had once been the eastern neighbours of the Khifjäkh. After 
the Khifjäkh is mentioned only one “Turkish” (according to the 
ideas of the Arab geographers!) people, the Magyars (Majghari). 
Nothing is said of the frontier between them and the Khifjäkh, 
although it is mentioned that to their east were mountains, to their 
south lived a Christian people called Vanandar, and to their west and 
north lay the country of the Rûs. The text presents some resemblances 
to that of Ibn Rusta,5 and likewise to that of Gardïzï6 (e.g.y the number 
of horsemen and the mention of the great extent of the Magyar 
country; Gardïzï estimates both its length and width as 100 farsakhs, 
while according to the Hudüd al-alam it was 150 farsakhs in length 
and 100 in bréadthj. All three texts are probably derived from the 
same source (perhaps the work of Ibn Khurdädhbih) which has been 
most fully utilized by Gardïzï.

After having spoken of the Magyars and their struggle with their 
neighbours, the author feels confident that he has finished with all

1 [See p. 256, note 2. V.M.] al-Gkuzziya, in Balkhï-Içtakhrï (BGA,
2 In the translation of the text of i, 217 and sq.).

Gardizi (.Report, p. 125) and in the 4 According to Içtakhrî, p. 222, the
Sketch of the History of the Semirechye, frontier between the countries of the
p. 15, 1 wrote “ Takhsi” ; but in the MS. Kïmâk and the Ghuzz was formed by
of Mahmüd of;Käshghar, judging by the river Itil {Ithü), by which is probably
the printed edition (i, 28, 85, 342; ii, meant the lower course of the Kama
243), everywhere stands TukhsL [In (cf. my article “ Ghuz” in the Enc. of
the Hudüd al-älam : Tukhs, probably Islam).
formed from Tukhsiyän, on a false 5 e.g. the mention of 20,000 Magyar
analogy with Ghüziyän <  Ghüz. V.M.] horsemen, BGA, vii, 142.

3 The expression biyâbân-i Ghuz 6 Barthold, Report, text, p. 98, transi, 
corresponds to the expression mafdzat p. 121 and sq.
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the Turks: “now I shall enumerate all the lands of Islam, and 
then the rest of the lands of the Infidels which are situated in thé 
west.” However, we shall see that in spite of this intention, the 
author, after the description of the Muslim provinces, comes back 
to such peoples as lived even farther to the east than the Magyars.

VI

The description of the Muslim world forms, naturally, the greater 
part of the description of countries (17J out of 26 folios), yet even 
this proportion shows that the Hudüd al-älam allots to the non- 
Muslim world a greater space than do the Arab geographers. In 
the description of the Muslim countries the general order, from east 
to west, is again often disturbed by transitions from south to north. 
From Khoräsän and its frontier provinces [“marches”, V.M.], among 
which figure Sïstân and the provinces along the Hilmand,. the author 
passes to the north, to Transoxiana and its frontier provinces. No 
special chapter is devoted to the desert Karasküh [read: Kargas-küh, 
V.M.], Le. the “ Khorasan desert” of Balkhï-Istakhrî.1 Then follows 
the description of the southern provinces: Sind, Kirmän, Färs, 
Khüzistän. From Khüzistän again a transition is made to the north, 
to the Jibäl and Daylamän (plural of Daylam). The latter comprises 
all the provinces along the southern and south-eastern shore of the 
Caspian, including the province Kümish (Qümis of the Arab geo
graphers), with Bistäm, Damghän, and Simnän. Rayy, with Khwär 
and Qazvm, is included in the Jibäl, and not, as in Balkhï-Istakhrî,2 
in Daylam. Rayy is called “the residence of the king of the Jibäl” 
(f. 29a). Not until after this digression does a description of 'Iraq, 
lying to the west of Khüzistän, follow ; then again comes the descrip
tion of northern provinces : Jazïra, Ädharbayjän, Armenia, and Arrän. 
As in Balkhï-Istakhrî, the description of the last three provinces is 
united in a single chapter, in the following order: Armenia, Arrän, 
Ädharbayjän,3 though one would have expected to see Arrän before 
Armenia. The other provinces of the Muslim world are : Arabia, 
Syria, Egypt, Maghrib, and Spain (Andalus).

Khoräsän, Transoxiana, and their frontier provinces are described 
with more detail than the other parts of the Muslim world, because 

26  the author’s materials on | them were the most detailed. But he shows 
no such partiality to the eastern provinces as would be detrimental 
to the western oiles, and there are no eastern provinces or towns 
among those to which, in some respects, an exceptional place is 
Ascribed in the whole of the Muslim world. Khoräsän is placed near

1 BG A , i, 227. 2 Ibid., p. 207. 3 Ibid., p. 180 [But p. 142].
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the centre of the inhabited world (f. 19a) but 'Iraq near the centre 

of the world in general. 'Iraq was the most prosperous1 province of 

the Muslim world, Baghdad the most prosperous town, and Wäsit 
the most pleasant town in cIraq (f. 31a). The most pleasant countries 

in Islam were Ädharbayjän, Armenia, and Arrän (f. 32b), a statement 
which was probably borrowed from the same source as that from 

which the data on the Caspian provinces in general were derived. 

The noblest town of the world is Mekka, the birth-place of the 
Prophet and the House of God. Mekka was built by Adam ; its con

struction was completed by Abraham; from Adam’s time God has 

loved this house (the Ka'ba, f. 33b). The first town built after the 

Flood was San'ä in Yemen (f. 34a). The chief town of the province 

of Oman,2 Sohär (the name of this town has been for some reason 

replaced by the name of the province), is the storehouse for goods 
from all over the world ; there is no other town where merchants 

are richer ; all the merchandise from east, west, south, and north is 

brought to this town and from here re-exported. In Khüzistän 
prosperity3 is greater than in any of the neighbouring provinces 

(f. 28b). Egypt is the richest country of the Muslim world; Fustat 
(Cairo) the richest town of the world (f. 35a-b). The Egyptian 

pyramids were built by Hermes even before the Flood. The léïigth, 
width, and height of each of the two large pyramids equalled 400 
arash (a comparison of this passage with the text of Ibn Khurdädhbih4 

shows that the Persian arash corresponds to the Arabic dkira ). 
Sometimes the author mentions an edifice as having an exceptional 
significance for the whole world, whereas in his source (Balkhï- 

Istakhrî) this remark is made only with regard to the Muslim world. 
In the passages on the Christian church in Edessa (Ruhä, f. 32a), 

and on the large bridge over the Euphrates (f. 34b), the words

1 The Persian term äbädhän does not not as synonyms. That tu'mat and 
easily lend itself to translation ; it points khwästa are not one and the same thing, 
to a state of inhabitedness and pros- may be seen from the fact that in a 
perity, as contrasting with the state of country there may be little m'mat and 
desolation, though without reference to much khwästa (f. 16b) and contrariwise 
a large number of inhabitants; cf. (f. 37a). Apparently the word τη"mat 
f. 34b, on two towns of the Mesopo- refers to the general level of pros- 
tamian frontier zone: äbädhän va kam- perity and wealth, and khwästa, to the 
mardum. [I translate äbädhän by the separate sources of prosperity or income, 
neutral term “prosperous” . See on all as for instance cattle: cf. f. 16b above, 
these terms Index E. V.M.] on the inhabitants of a Tibetan pro-

2 In the M S. everywhere wrongly vince: “ their khwästa are sheep.” [See 
‘Ommän instead of Oman. Index E. V.M.]

3 In the text bisyär-m'mat-tar. In 4 BGA, vi, 1593. Therefrom, too, are 
the Hudüd al-älam the terms riimat borrowed the words about the inscrip-
and khwästa are often juxtaposed but tion [but not the wording of it. V.M J.
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andar hatna jihän correspond to Istakhri’s1 fil-Isläm or f i  biläd 
al-Isläm.

Everywhere careful attention is paid to what goods are exported 
from a given place and what localities have a particular importance 
in trade. Such details will undoubtedly complete in many respects 
what we already know from Arabic geographical literature on the 
various branches of industry in the Muslim world. These data 
might form the subject of a special treatise but unfortunately the 
interesting terms will not always be found in dictionaries.2

Often occurs the expression “place of merchants” (jäy-i bazar- 
gänän [present-day pronunciation bäzurgän, V.M.] orjäyagäh-i bäzar- 
ganän);3 thus are called whole provinces, e.g. Transoxiana (f. 22b), 
and separate towns; only in the chapters on Mesopotamia, Syria, 
Egypt, and Spain merchants are not mentioned, though with regard 
to Syria it is said that to it are brought all the goods imported from 
Maghrib, Egypt, Byzantium, and Spain (f. 34b). Single localities 

57 and towns are mentioned as | gates (dar) into, or as store-places 
(bärgäh and bärkadha) of, some particular country. The situation 
of a town or of a locality on a given route is also mentioned, but only 
in the chapters on the eastern provinces; of the pilgrim routes to 
Mekka, the only one that merits the author’s attention is that of the 
Khoräsän pilgrims (f. 29a).4

Samarqand was a resort of merchants from all over the world 
(f. 23a), as were also Isfîjâb (f. 24b where for the word jäy is substituted 
the word ma dari)y and the port of Abaskun (f. 29b) on the Caspian 
Sea at the mouth of the Gurgân. The name of “ Gates of Turkistän” 
is given to the whole of Transoxiana (f. 22b), to Khoräsän (f. 19a), 
and separately to Farghäna (f. 23b) and to the town of Gurgänj 
(f. 25b) in Khuwärizm. The capital of Khuwärizm, Käth (spelt: 
Käzh) was “the gate to the Ghüz Turks (read: Turkän instead of 
Turkistän) and the store-place of the Turks, Turkistän, Transoxania, 
and the Khazars”. About the province of Isfîjâb it is said that 
“whatever is produced in any place of Tùrkistân is brought here” 
(f. 24b) ; the town of Sabrän, or Saurän, was “the place of the Ghüz 
merchants” (ibid.). The situation of Karmina, Dabüsiya, and Rabinjan 
on the way (from Bukhara) to Samarqand is specially mentioned 
(if. 22b-23a). The small town Bäsand5 in Chaghäniyän was “the

1 p. 62 (the bridge) and p. 76 (the 4 The Khoräsän pilgrims went via 
church). Baghdad; this may account for the

2 [See Index D J mention of Qädisiya “on the way of the 
 ̂ Or sometimes bäzargänän bisydr, pilgrims” (f. 31b).

meaning that at a given place there are 5 On it see my Turkestan, p. 76; 
numerous merchants. English ed.. p. 74.
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place of paupers, though with abundant riches” ; paupers were also 
the inhabitants of the town of Chaghäniyän (ibid.). Other “places 
of paupers” were the small town of Sakalkand or, Iskalkand1 in 
the mountains of Hindüküsh (f. 21b) and, as now, the Zarafshän 
mountains (f. 23b). The expressions “highway” (shähräh) and 
“highway of caravans” are used only with reference to the road 
from Marwarrud to Balkh, through Faryäb and Shapürqän (or 
Ushpürqän, f. 21a).2 The store-house of Balkh was, however, the 
principal town of Güzgän, Anbïr (or Anbär, ibid.), situated away 
from the above-mentioned road. The store-houses of India were 
Balkh (ibid.) and Lamghän, i.e. Laghmän (f. 16a) ; the gates to India 
were Bust on the Hilmand (f. 22a) and Parvän near the Hindüküsh 
(f. 22b). To Andaräb near the Hindüküsh was brought the silver 
from the mines of Panjhïr and Järiyäba and here dirhams were coined 
from it (f. 21b). On the frontier of Vakhän there was a village that 
was called “the gate of Tibet” where was a Muslim customs and 
guard-post (f. 25b). Several towns of Vakhän are enumerated, and 
as the last place in the limits of Transoxiana is named the largé village 
Samarqandäq (“Little Samarqand”), where live Hindus, Tibetans, 
Vakhanians (Vakhi), and Muslims (ibid.); here, too, is described 
Bolor (Käfiristän), a locality not mentioned by the Arab geographers.

Sind was not a rich province, but there were many merchants in 
it and several of its towns carried on sea-trade (f. 26a).

From Khoräsän is mentioned the road to Rayy through Bahman- 
äbäd and Mazïnân and the road to Gurgän through Jäjarm; Jäjarm 
was the store-house of Gurgän (f. 19b). Several industrial and com
mercial towns are mentioned in the Caspian provinces ; an interesting 
description is given of Pirim (or Firîm), principal town of the moun
tain province Qärin.3 In the detailed and precise description of the 
Caspian provinces is to be found a striking absurdity : the words of 
the Qor’än (xviii, 78), concerning the ruler who seized every ship by 
force, are applied to the continental town of Ahar in Ädharbaijän 
ff. 32b~33a). The legend, as in Istakhrî,4 refers to the dynasty of 
the Julandids, but Istakhrî has in mind not the principal branch of 
the dynasty, which ruled in Omän,5 | but the “family of fUmära”, P 28

1 The pronunciation in Yäqüt, i, 254, 4 BGA , i, 140.
and iii, 108; cf. BGA , i, 275d. 5 See Salii ibn Razik, History of tht

2 Narshakhî, ed. Schefer, p. n 15, Imams and Seyyids of Oman, transi, by 
uses the expression shahrah with regard G. P. Badger, 1. 1871, quoted by Bar- 
to the Bukhärä-Samarqand road. thold in the Russian translation of Lane-

3 Cf. my Historico-geographical sketch Poole’s Muhammadan Dynasties, p. 284;
of Iran, SPb. 1901, p. 155. [See the E. de Zambaur, Manuel, p. 125. [See
translation of f. 3oa-b. V.M.] my explanation in the Notes. V.M.]
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which possessed the district on the coast of Färs, on the Kirmän 

frontier. This district is also mentioned by our author (f. 27b) who 

calls it “a place of fishermen and a haunt of merchants” . It is in

comprehensible why the words on the Julandids and the Qor’änic 
legend should have been transferred from one place to the other, 

to which they evidently can have no reference. Another evident 

and incomprehensible mistake occurs at the end of the chapter on 

cIraq (f. 13b), where it is said that the construction of the small 

towns of Karkh and Dür (in the text by mistake Dwn)> near Sämarrä 

was begun by Mu'tasim (833-42), and completed by Ma’mùn 

(A.D . 813-33).

Store-places were: in Kirmän, Hurmuz (f. 26b); in Färs, Sîrâf, 

and Mähirübän (or Mährübän, f. 27b);1 in Khüzistän, Süs (f. 28b, 

here and in other passages— Shüsh). Consequently in Kirmän and 
Färs such significance was attributed to sea-side towns, and in Khüzi

stän to a continental one. Yemen (f. 24a) is described in much 

greater detail than by Istakhri: enough to say that the town of 

Zabïd, which according to our author occupied the second place 
after San'ä* is not mentioned at all2 in Istakhri.

The westernmost town [“land”, V.M.] of the inhabited world 
was “ Süs-the-Distant” (Süs al-aqsä, f. 36b). Innumerable quantities 

of gold were found there; the people by their customs hardly 

resembled men; foreigners seldom penetrated there. The chief 

object of export from the Berber country were panthers (or leopards, 

palang) ; the Berbers hunted them and brought their pelts for sale 

into Muslim towns.

VII

From Spain the author again passes to the non-Muslim provinces, 
first of all to Byzantium, information on which is mostly borrowed 

from Ibn Khurdädhbih. The following remark is curious (f. 37a): 

“ In Rüm (Byzantium) there are ancient towns ; formerly there were 

many towns, now there are few.” A  series of misunderstandings is 
explained partly by the careless rendering of the Arabic text, and 

partly by the fact that the author, as usual, did not discriminate 
between information borrowed from various sources. Ibn-Khur- 

dädhbih3 says that Thrace (Träqiya) is situated “beyond Constanti

nople, on the side of the country of the Burjäns” (Danube Bulgars); 

in our author the name B.rqiya, i.e. Träqiya, is given to the town4 of

1 On this town see BG A, i, 29c; its size was inferior to San'ä, which was 
Yäqüt, iv, 699. in a state of decadence, BG A, iii, 84

2 According to Maqdisï, Zabïd was and 86. *3 BG A, vi, 109, above, 
“ the Baghdad of Yemen” and only by 4 [‘‘Land” ? V.M.].
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the Burjâns. To the north-west of Rüm the author places the Bulgars 
(Bulghan), not noticing that they are identical with the Burjâns 
whom he has just named. As distinct from the Bulgars are named, 
but not described, “the Slavs who have accepted Christianity”, 
who paid tribute to the emperor of Byzantium.1 The country of 
Rum extended to the Western Ocean, where on the south it bordered 
upon Spain. The Franks and the peoples living between the Franks 
and Spain, are described with less detail than by Istakhri.2 Rome is 
included in the Frank country. As already explained, the informa
tion on Britain as a store-house of Rüm and Spain stands isolated.
The deformation of Balkhï-Istakhrï’s report3 on the Greeks and 
Athens has been noted above, p. 21.

The subsequent chapters, those concerning the Slavs and the Rüs 
(ff. 37b~38b), the text of which has been edited by Toumansky, 
give little that is new.41 The chapter on the Rüs forms a characteristic P 29 
example of the indiscriminate amalgamation of data pertaining to 
different periods; one finds the report probably derived from Ibn 
Khurdädhbih about a single Russian khäqän, side by side with that 
about three independent Russian towns, taken probably from Ibn 
Fadlän. The fact that our author places the said three towns on 
the same river Rüs seems to result from an arbitrary combination 
by him of his sources. By the river Rüs in the present case is probably 
meant not the Volga in its upper course, above its junction with the 
Kama, as supposed by Toumansky,5 but the Don.6 The next people 
after the Rüs are “the Inner Bulgars”, in whom Marquait7 sees the 
Danube Bulgars, and Westberg8 the Black Bulgars who, according to 
the Russian Chronicle and to Constantine Porphyrogennetos, occupied 
the Don and the Azov Sea. It would be hardly expedient to attempt 
to analyse these hypotheses, founded as they are on the evidently 
insufficient and fragmentary information which has come down to 
us, especially in view of the fact that the author has blended together 
data belonging to different periods and in spite of the scarcity of his

1 This passage has been edited by their (Rüs) tribes there are Mirvats”, 
Toumansky, ZVO, x, 132; translation ZVO, x, 136, note 3. The word mrvvt 
and notes, 134. Under the influence of of the text (va andar gurûhï az ïskân 
the record on an aqueduct coming, muruvvat-ast) is probably the transla- 
BGA, vii, 12618, “from the town called tion of the Arabic rujla (BGA, vii, 14614). 
Bolghar” (the aqueduct near the 5 ZVO , x, 137, note.
village Belgrad) the Arabs imagined 6 BGA , ii, 27b.
a river flowing from Bulgaria through 7 J. Marquait, Osteuropäische und
Thrace and falling into the Bosphorus. Ostasiatiscke Streifzüge, Leipzig, 1903,

2 BGA, i, 43. 3 Ibid., p. 70. p. 517.
4 Solely to an unhappy conjecture of 8 Journal of the Ministry of Public

Toumansky is due a detail, not to be Instruction (JMNP), N.S., xiii, p. 387
found in the text, viz. <(that in one of and sq. (in Russian).
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information, has tried, with illusory exactitude, to fix the geographical 

situation of the countries and towns which he enumerates. There 

are seemingly no contradictions in his system, but this system can 

hardly have ever corresponded to the actual facts.

The country of the Sarîr (i.e. that of the Avars), which on the west 

was bounded by Byzantium, was in the south conterminous with the 
Muslim possessions in the Caucasus, i.e. with Darband and southern 

Daghestan,1 and not with Armenia, as our author takes it. To the 

north and west of the Sarîr lived the Alans whose land adjoined 

Byzantium and not the Muslim possessions ; to the north the Alan 

land extended to the Black (or Azov) Sea and to the possessions of 

the Khazarian Pechenegs. The latter, who were the northern neigh

bours of the Alans, are the first people mentioned to the east, and 

not to the south, of the Black Sea; their eastern frontier was the 
‘‘Khazar mountains”, i.e. the mountains which, in the author's 

opinion, constituted the western frontier of the Khazar country; in 
his conception (f. 8a) the mountains stretched west of the Caspian 

Sea, between the possessions of the Sarîr and the Khazars, as far as 

the beginning of Alän territory, whence they followed a northern 
direction to the end of the Khazar country, then passed between the 
lands of the Khazarian Pechenegs, those of the Inner Bulgars and 

those of the Rüs (the text here is not quite correct), to the limits of 

the Slavs, then followed a northern direction passing through the 

middle of the Slav possessions and skirting the Slav town of Khur- 
däb2 until they reached the end of the Slav country. To the west of 

the (probably the same) mountains, to the north of the Black Sea 
and to the north-west of the Khazarian Pechenegs lived the Mirvät 

(the Khazarian Pechenegs were for them partly eastern, partly 
southern neighbours) ; on the west, too, the Mirvät adjoined the Black 

Sea. To the north-west of the Mirvät and also to the north of the 

Black Sea, lived the Inner Bulgars whose land on the north reached 

the “ Russian mountains”. The westernmost country on the northern 

shore of the Black Sea was that of the Slavs, conterminous to the south 

with Byzantium. The eastern neighbours of the Slavs, besides the 

Inner Bulgars, were the Rüs ; on the north and west, the Slav country 

marched with the ‘Uninhabited Deserts of the north’. With the same 
deserts was conterminous on the north the Rüs country, which to the 

south extended down to the Danube, on which stood the capital of 
the Slavs, Khurdäb.3

42 V. V . Barthold’s Preface
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ghßstän. züge, p. 47 and Westberg, JM N P , I.e.,

2 On this town, cf. the equally un- p. 12. 3 [Cf. § 6, 45. V.M.]



On the other hand, on its north-east1 the country of the Sarîr 
marched with that of the Khazars ; the latter on their east had “a wall 
between the mountains and the sea, the sea and a part of the river Itil”
(f. 38b). Among the Khazar lands are counted Tüläs and Lüghar, 
but their | situation is not indicated ; according to Ibn Rusta2 thus were P  30 
called the peoples living on one of the outskirts of the Khazar country, 
near the high mountains which stretch to Tiflis. Marquait3 en
deavours to prove that Ibn Rusta’s Tüläs correspond to the Nandars 
(or Vanandars) of both the Toumansky MS. and Gardïzï, and like
wise that the Lüghar correspond to the Mirvät, the name Lüghar 
itself being a distortion of Aughaz, or (with the article) al-Aughäz, 
by which are meant the Abkhäz.4 Meanwhile he (Marquart) thinks 
that in the source common to tht Hudüd al-älam and Gardïzï 
the information about these pepples had been confused, and that 
the Nandar, who according to their description correspond to the 
Alans, received the name of Abkhaz, jx; is formed from

(through an intermediate form j5Û) and from AH

this is, of course, more than questionable, and since the Tüläs and 
Lüghar are mentioned in the Toumansky MS. separately from the 
Mirvät and the Nandar, these theories become still less likely.

North of the Khazars, and west of the Volga, lived the Barädhäs, 
and west of the latter the Vanandar. East of the Volga lived the 
Burtäs,6 and north of the Burtäs and the Barädhäs lived the Turkish 
Pechenegs, while north of the Vanandar were the Magyars. Gardïzï 
adds5 that the Nandar (Vanandar) were separated from the Magyars 
by the Danube and that from their (northern ?) bank the Magyars 
could see the Nandar. On the bank of the river stood a mountain 
and from its slope a water descended; beyond the mountain lived 
the Mirdät (Mirvät) ; between their province and that of the Nandar 
there was a distance of ten days’ journey. The neighbours of the 
Burtäs6 on the south-east were the Central-Asian[?] Ghüz. Of the 
Bulgars it is only said that they lived on the Itil, with no explanation 
about their neighbours.

1 The author speaks only of the (.Düna) apparently refer the words of 
north; to the west of the Khazar our author about the river, the name 
country were “mountains” . of which in our MS. can be read Rütâ

2 BGA , vii, 1399. or Rütkä, ZVO , x, 135, note 11. On
3 Streifziige, pp. 31, 176, and 496. the different names of the Danube in
4 Westberg, Le., p. 388, was also Arabic literature, cf. BGA, viii, 67, 

inclined to consider the Mirvât as note o.
Abkhaz. 6 [Instead of Burtäs (§51) read:

5 V. Barthold, Report, p. 98 (text) Bulghdr, as suggested by Barthold in
and p. 122 (transi.). To the Danube an additional note. V.Ì., p. 450.]
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Of the Pechenegs and other peoples considered as Turks, 
inclusive of the Magyars, information is given elsewhere, as we have 
seen. The northern outskirts of the Inhabited World begin in the 
east with the land of the Qirghiz (Khirkhïz), whose neighbours on 
the west were the Kïmâk, who in their turn had as neighbours the 
Qipchaq (Khifjäkh, f. 18b). But meanwhile it is mentioned (f. 19a) 
that the Qipchaq country on all sides, with the exception of the 
south, where it adjoined the Pechenegs country, marched with the 
northern desert. Of the Pechenegs it is said that their neighbours 
to the east were the Ghüz ; to the south, the Burtäs1 and the Barädhäs ; 
to the west, the Magyars and the Rüs; to the north the Danube 
formed their frontier, provided that this river is identical with the 
river Rütä, or Rüthä (f. 19a).2 From this summary it may be seen 
that, in addition to the erroneous location of the Pechenegs too far 
to the north (on the middle course of the Volga where they have 
never been), all the information on their old and new territories is 
jumbled together, notwithstanding the fact that their migration is 
mentioned in the text (f. 38a, chapter 47). The southern neighbours 
of the Magyars were the Vanandar, their western and northern 
neighbours, the Rüs ; of the eastern side it is only said that a mountain 
was found there.3

In spite of the uncertainty of these data, it does not seem super
fluous, in view of the attention which this part of the Toumansky MS. 
has already attracted, to give a full translation of the corresponding 
chapters, from the place where Toumansky stopped (f. 38a), to the 
end of the section on the northern part of the inhabited world 
(f. 38b below), save for the information of the frontiers that has been 
separately treated above.

[We omit the translation of ff. 383-38b which will be found at 
the proper place in the text. V. V. Barthold concludes his Preface 
as follows:]

P 32 The translation of this short fragment shows that the pronunciation 
of several names could not be established. A great number of geo
graphical names of which the reading remains unknown is the princi
pal reason that has made me renounce the attempt to give a full 
translation of the MS., and limit myself to the present Preface in 
which I do not touch upon the outward aspect of the MS., as these 
details have already been given by Toumansky [see my Preface, V.M.].

1 [Read: Bulghär. V.M.] 2 [Very doubtful. V.M.]
3 For a detailed survey and explanation of the data quoted by Barthold on 

\  PP· 42-4, see my notes to §§ 46, 53, &c. V.M.]
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P A R T  T W O  

HUDÜD al-'ÄLAM 

“THE REGIONS OF THE WORLD”

TRANSLATED FROM THE PERSIAN





IN TH E NAME OF GOD, TH E M ERCIFUL AND lb  

BOUNTIFUL

L ist of the chapters of the book

§ I. Preface (guskäyish-ikitäb) F. ib1 
§ 2. The disposition (nihädh) of the Earth; the amount of (its) 

cultivation and lack of cultivation (miqdär-i äbädhänt va 
virant) and its countries (nähiyat-hä)

§3. The Seas F. 2a
§ 4. The Islands F. 2b
§ 5. The Mountains F. 4a
§ 6. The Rivers F. 5b
§ 7. The Deserts F. 12a
§ 8. The countries (nähiyat-hä) of the World F. 13a
§ 9. The country (nähiyat) of Chïnistân F. 13b

§ 10. The country of Hindüstän F. 14a
§ i i . The country of Tibet F. 16a
§ 12. The country of the Toghuzghuz and Tatar F. 16b
§ 13. The country of the Yaghmä F. 17a
§ 14. The country of the Khirkhïz F. 17b
§ 15. The country of the Khallukh F. 17b
§ 16. The country of the Chigil F. 18a
§ 17. The country of the Tukhs F. 18a
§ 18. The country of the Kîmâk F. 18b
§ 19. The country of the Ghüz F. 18b
*§ 20. The country of the Pechenegs F. 18b
§ 21. The country of the Khifjakh F. 19a
§ 22. The country of the Majgharî F. 19a
§ 23. The country of Khurâsân F. 19a
§ 24. The country of the Marches (hudüd) of Khurâsân F. 21b
§ 25. The country of Transoxiana F. 22b
§ 26. The country of the Marches of Transoxiana F. 25a
§ 27. The country of Sind F. 26a
§ 28. The country of Kirmän F. 26a
§ 29. The country of Färs F. 27a
§ 30. The country of Khüzistän F. 28a
§ 31. The country of Jibäl F. 28b
§ 32. The country of Daylamän F. 29b
§ 33. The country of Träq F. 31a
§ 34. The country of Jazxra F. 31b
§35. The country of Ädharbädhagän F. 32a

1 On the contents of f. ia see Appendix A.



48 Hudüd al-Älam
§ 36. The country of Armïniya and Arran F. 33a
§ 37. The country of the Arabs F. 33b
§ 38. The country of Syria (Shäm) F. 34b
§ 39. The country of Egypt F. 35»
§ 40. The country of Maghrib F. 3Sb
§ 41. The country of Spain (AndaJus) F. 36b
§ 42. The country of Byzantium (Rüm) F. 36b
§ 43. The country of the Slavs (Saqlab) F· 37*
§ 44. The country of the Rüs F. 37b
§ 45. The country of the Inner Bulghär F. 38a
§ 46. The country of the Mirvät F. 38a
§ 47. The country of the Khazarian Pechenegs F. 38a
§ 48. The country of the Alän F. 38a
§ 49. The country of the Sarîr F. 38a
§ 50. The country of the Khazar F. 38b
§ 51. The country of the Burtäs [read: Bulghär] F. 38b
§ 5z. The country of the Barädhäs F. 38b
§ 53. The country of the Vji.nd.r F. 38b
§ 54. Southern Inhabited Lands F. 39a
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WITH bliss and happiness (bil-yumn waUsaädd) ! Thanks (sipas) 
be to God, the Almighty (tuvänä), Eternal (jävidh), Creator of the 
World, Opener of difficulties (gushäyanda-yi kär-hä), guiding his slaves 

and manifesting himself (khvnsh-numa) through different sciences; 
and ample praises («durüdh) upon Muhammad and prophets all !

Owing to the glory, victory, and auspiciousness (nïk-akhtarï) of the 
Prince Lord Malik the Just Abul-Härith Muhammad ibn Ahmad, 
client of the Commander of the Faithful, may God prolong his exist
ence, and owing to the felicity of his days, we have begun this book 
about the properties of the Earth (andar sifat-i zamtn) in the year 372 
from the Prophet's emigration, on him be God’s blessings. In it we 
have brought to light (paydhä kardlm) the properties of the Earth and 
its disposition (nihädh), and the amount of its cultivation and its lack 
of cultivation. We have also brought to light all the countries and king
doms (spelt: pädshäy-hä) of the Earth, so far (änch) as they have 
become known until now, and the state of each different people found 
in those lands, and the customs of their kings, as they exist in our 
times, I and everything that comes forth from those lands. 2a

We have brought to light every land (shahr) of the world of 
which we have found information in the books 6f (our) predecessors 
(pishïnagàn) and in the memories (*yädhkirdi)1 of the sages, with 
particulars of that land as regards its greatness or smallness, its 
deficiency or abundance of amenities (nimat), wealth (khwästa), and 
populations, and its cultivation or lack of the same; also, the disposi
tion (nihädh) of every land with regard to mountains, rivers, seas, 
and deserts, and all the products coming forth from it.

We have brought to light the disposition (nihädh) of the seas all 
through the world, their broad and narrow (khurd va buzurg) places 
and the lagoons (murdäb), which are called gulfs (khalij), with each 
thing coming forth from that sea.

We have brought to light all the great islands with their cultivated 
and desolate places (äbädkän va vträn-t vay) and the state of their 
people and all their products.

We have also brought to light all the principal (aslï) mountains of 
the world and their manifold mines-and the animals existing there.

We have also brought to light all the great rivers of the world,2 
from where they rise till where they fall into the sea or are used for 

1 V.i.y p. 145,1.29. * Construction : all the rivers that are great in the world.
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agriculture (kisht[-u-]barz), more especially those rivers which ships 

can navigate (gudhashtan) ; (and we have mentioned only the great 
rivers) because (az än-k) of the small rivers the number is not known 
(padhidh).

We have also brought to light all the deserts and sands which are 

notorious in the world, with their extension and breadth.

§ 2. D iscourse on the disposition (nihädh) of the E a rth  w ith 
reg ard  (az) to its  cu ltivation or lack  of cultivation

1. The Earth is round (gird) as a sphere (gü'i) and the firmament 
enfolds it turning on two poles (falak muhlUast bar vay gardän bar du 

qutb), of which the one is the North Pole and the other the South Pole.

2. If on any sphere (hargü'ï ki bäshadh) you trace two large circles 
(däyira) intersecting one another at right angles (zäwiya-yi qä'ima), 
those two circles will cut that sphere into four parts. The Earth is 

likewise divided into four parts by two circles, of which the one is 
called Horizon (dä'irat al-äfäq) and the other Equator (khatt al- 
istiwä). As regards the Horizon, it starts from the eastern parts 
(nähiyat), passes by the limit of the inhabited lands (äbädhänt) of 
the Earth, which (is) at the South Pole; then it passes by the western 
parts until it reaches again the East (bäz mashriq rasadh). And this 
circle is the one which separates this visible (zähir) inhabited 
(äbädhän) half of the Earth from the other hidden (püshïdha) half 
which is beneath us. The Equator is a circle which starts from the 
eastern limit (hadd) and follows the middle of the Earth by the line 
farthest distant [equidistant] from both poles until it reaches the 
West, and it goes on in the same way until it comes back to the East.

3. Within the northern quarter, the inhabited lands (äbädhäni) lie 

in that half (of it) which adjoins the Equator. And there are also some 
inhabited lands in the southern quarter, in the half (of it) adjoining 
the Equator. The amount of the inhabited lands of the North is: 
63 degrees of breadth by 180 degrees of length (<daräznä), because (az 

än-k) the largest (mihtarm) circle traceable round the Earth (gird-i 
zamln bar gardadh) is of 360 degrees. The measure of the inhabited 

lands lying in the southern parts (nähiyat) is somewhat over J7 degrees 
by 180 degrees. The measure of the area (masäha) of these two 
(har du) forms one-ninth of the whole of the Earth (nuh bakr-i hama-yi 
zamin). All the cities of the world, the different kingdoms (spelt: 

pädshäy-hä), the seas, the mountains, and the rivers and (in general) 
\all the places possessing animals (jänavar) and fishes are within this

ninth part (nuh yak) of the Earth which we have mentioned.
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4. In the eastern region (nähiyat) the farthest lying city is the 
capital (qasaba) of China (Chinistän) called Khumdän on the shore 
of the Green Sea (daryä-yi sabz). The Greeks (Rümiyän) call this 
sea the Eastern Ocean (uqiyänüs-i mashriqi) and the Arabs (täziyän) 
the Green Sea (bahr al-akhdar). And so Aristotle says in the book 
Äthär-i 'Ulwi (“Meteorologica”) that this sea surrounds the Earth like 
the Horizon and ships cannot work in this sea | and nobody has 2 b 
crossed it (burldha) and it is unknown where it ends. And on the whole 
stretch of the inhabited zone (har chand kt äbädhäm-st)the people 
see that sea but cannot cross it in a ship, except for a very short 
distance from the inhabited places.

On the other hand, the farthest of the lands (shahr-ha) of the 
western parts (nähiyat) is called Sus-the-Distant (and is situated) on 
the shore of a sea called the Western Ocean. The latter’s water 
resembles that of the Eastern Ocean as regards the colour, taste, and 
smell. Likewise on the whole stretch of the inhabited zone in the 
West, both in the northern and southern direction (nähiyat), the said 
sea adjoins them, and the inhabitants can cross in ships only the 
part of it lying close to the inhabited lands.

Consequently the people judging by analogy (qiyäs) said that the 
two seas were one (ocean) which surrounds the Earth on the East and 
West and passes by the two poles. And on account of this ocean 
(darya) no one knows anything about what there is in that other  ̂
(invisible) half (nima).

5. As regards the Equator, it passes through the said half (in its) 
largest extension (P)1 (in nima-yi btshtarin) across the Great Sea. 
North of the Equator the inhabited lands stretch for 63 degrees; 
farther on the animals cannot live in view of the intensity of the 
cold that prevails there up to the North Pole.

As regards the region lying south of the Equator some parts of it 
are (occupied by) the sea, and, moreover, great heat prevails there 
(va digar sakht garmä-st) and the people of those regions are more 
removed from the character of humanity (tab'-i mardi). They are 
Zangïs, Abyssinians, and the like. And farther on, down to the 
South Pole, no one can live on account of the excess of heat. Assis
tance (taufiq) is from God!

§ 3. Discourse on the disposition of the Seas and Gulfs2

I .  The first, is the g r e e n  s e a , which we have named the e a s t e r n  

o c e a n . Its extension (hadd)f so far as it is known, is from the extreme

1 V.s., p. 50.11. 28-9 ? 2 Khalij means both ‘‘gulf” and “strait” .
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limit (<äkhir) of cultivation Çtfnârat) in the south down to the Equator, 
the island Wäqwäq, the lands of Wäqwäq, the country (nähiyat) of 
Chïnistân, and the confines of the lands (karäna-yi shahr-hä) of the 
Toghuzghuz and Khirkhïz. This sea has no known gulfs (straits ?).

2. The other sea is the w e s t e r n  o c e a n . Its extension, so far 
(än-k) as it is known, is from the extreme limit of the countries of 
the Südän, the Maghrib, and Süs-the-Distant, up to the Rümï Strait 
(khalij), up to the extreme limit of the countries of Rüm and 
Saqläb and up to the Tüll (i.e. Thule) Island. This sea has a strait 
through which it joins the Rüm! Sea.

3. Another large sea is the one called the g r e a t  s e a  (Bahr al-· 
A'zam). Its eastern limit adjoins the sea (called) the Eastern Ocean, 
and about one-third (miqdär-i si-yaki) of the Equator stretches across 
this sea. Its northern limit starts from China (Chin), skirts the 
countries of Hindüstän and Sind, and the boundaries (hudüd) of Kir- 
män, Färs, Khüzistän and Saymara [sic]. The southern limit of this 
sea begins at the Jabal al-Tä'in, skirts the country (nähiyat) òf 
Zäbaj and reaches that of Zangistän and Abyssinia. The western 
limit of this sea is a gulf which surrounds all the Arab country 
(gird-i hama-yi nahiyat-i 1Arab andar gardadh).

This sea has five gulfs : (a) One of them begins (bar däradh) from 
the limits of Abyssinia and stretches westward; öff (bafäbar) the 
Südän it is called the b a r b a r i  g u l f ,  (b) Another gulf (which) adjoins 
it, takes a northern direction ([ba] nähiyat-i shatnäl furüdh äyadh) up 
to the confines (hudüd) of Egypt, growing narrow till (tä änjä-ki) its 
breadth becomes one mile (mil) ; it is called the a r a b i a n  g u l f  (khalij-i 
\Arabi), or the g u l f  o f  a y l a  (spelt: Ila),* or q u l z u m .  (c)  The third 
gulf starts (bar giradh) from the frontiers of Färs and stretches in a 
north-western direction until the distance between it and the Gulf 
of Ayla amounts to 16 stages (manzil) on swift camels (bar jammäza) ; 
it is called the g u l f  o f  ' i r ä q .  All the Arab lands lie between these two 
gulfs, Le. the Gulf of Ayla and that of "Iräq. (d) The fourth gulf is that 
of p a r s  which starts from the limit (hadd) of Pars, where it has a 
small breadth, and extends to the frontiers of Sind, (e) The fifth | 

3 a gulf starts from the country of Hindüstän and becomes a gulf while 
taking a northern direction ; it is called I n d i a n  g u l f  (khalij-i hindü'i).

Each portion of the Great Sea is called after the towns and countries 
(nähiyat) which adjoin it, e.g. (chünän-k) the sea of Pars, the sea of Basra, 
theseaof Omän(spelt : Ommän), the sea of Zangistän, the Indian Sea, 
and the like. And this seâ is the mine of all precious things (gauhar)2 
coming forth from the sea. Its length is 8,000 miles, and its breadth 

1 Cf. § 7, 10. 2 Cf. p. 86,1. z5.
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varies in each place. In this sea, from the limit of Qulzum down to 

the limit of Chïnistân, ebb and flow take place twice during the period 
of day and night. The flow (madd) is (when) the water swells and 

rises higher (bartar), and the ebb (jazr) is (when) the water decreases 

(bikahadh) and falls lower. In no other sea do the ebb and flow exist, 
except by the increase and decrease of water in the rivers.

4. Another (sea) is the r ü m  s e a  (daryä-yi Rümiyän) in the western 
parts. The form of that sea is conical (sinaubar). Its western limit 

adjoins the Western Ocean; on its northern coast lie the countries of 

Spain (Andalus), the Franks (Ifranja), and the Byzantines (Rümiyän) ; 
on its eastern coast lie the towns of Armenia and some parts of Rum; 

on its southern limit are the towns of Syria, Egypt, Africa, and 

Tangier. This sea has two straits, of which the one serves to connect 
it with the Ocean, and the other, similar to a river, traverses the 

middle of Rüm, skirts (kanära) Constantinople and reaches the sea 
of the Georgians (Gurziyan). And there is no sea round which 

lie lands more prosperous (äbädhäntar). The length of this sea is

4,000 miles and its breadth is various. The greatest breadth of the 
strait (khaltj) of Constantinople is 4 miles, and the narrowest (bärfk- 
tarln) part of the western strait (khaltj) is 10 farsakhs and from the 

one shore the other is visible.

5. Another sea is the s e a  o f  t h e  k h a z a r s . Its eastern1 side 
(nähiyat) is a desert adjoining the Ghüz and Khwärazm. Its northern 

side (adjoins) the Ghüz and some of the Khazars. Its western side 
adjoins the towns of the Khazars and of Ädharbädhagän. Its southern 
side adjoins the towns of Gilän, Daylamän, Tabaristän, and Gurgân. 

This sea has no straits (khaltj). Its length is 400 farsangs with a 

breadth of 400 farsangs. It produces nothing but fish.
6. Another sea is that of the Georgians (Gurziyän) and it is called 

b o n t o s  (Black Sea). Its eastern limit is formed by the confines of 
the Aläns (al-Län); its northern limit is formed by the places 
(occupied by) the Pechenegs (.Bajanak), the Khazars,1 the Mirväts, 

the Inner Bulghärs, and the Saqläbs; its western limit is the country 
(nähiyat) of the Buijäns; on its southern limit lies the country of 

Rüm. Its length is 1,300 miles with a breadth of 350 miles.

7. Another sea is that of k h w ä r a z m  which is situated at a distance 
of 40 farsangs in the north-western direction from (the town of) 

Khwärazm. All round it are the places of the Ghüz. The circuit 
(gird-bar-gird) of the sea is 300 farsangs.

These are the seven seas. And outside (birün az) these there are 

numerous lakes (daryäyak), sweet (fresh) and bitter (salt ?).

1 The word written twice.
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The lakes which are salt (shür) are eleven: the first is 8. m a e o t is  

(MawtSy "the Azov1 sea”) at the extreme limit of the Saqlâbs towards 
the North. Its length is 100 farsangs with a breadth of 30 farsangs. 
From the Sea of the Georgians a strait (khalij) joins it. And from this 
same sea a strait joins the Western Ocean.2 Round it (i.e., Maeotis) 
lie desolate places (virant). 9. The second is the lake k a b ü d h ä n  in

3 b Armenia. Its length | is 50 farsangs with a breadth of 30 farsangs. 
In the middle of this lake is the village Kabüdhän and this lake is 
called after it. The lands round it are inhabited. In the lake on account 
of the saltness (shüri) of its water there are no animals except worms. 
10. The third is the d e a d  s e a  (daryä-yi murdd) in Syria in which there 
is absolutely (<dibatta) no animal (life), on account of the bitterness 
of its water. Its length is three days’ journey and its breadth two 
days* journey. 11. The fourth is the lake n a w y j a  (*Färita ?) in Rüm. 
Its length is three days’ journey and its breadth two days’ journey. 
Round it lie inhabited lands (äbädhäni) and it has plenty of fish. 12. 
The fifth is the lake m y m ä t y  (Smäty ?), also in Rüm. Its length is 
three days’ journey and its breadth one day’s journey. Round it 
are inhabited lands. It has plenty of fish and it is said that it has also 
water-horses. 13. The sixth is the lake y u n  in Pars near Käzrün,
10 farsangs long and 8 farsangs broad. Round it lie inhabited lands 
and it has many useful products (manäfi'). 14. The seventh is the 
lake BÄSFAHRl (*Bäsafüya) in Pars near Shiraz, 8 farsangs long and 
7 farsangs broad. Round it lie inhabited lands (but) it has little 
utility (kam-manfa'at). 15. The eighth is the lake J.NKÄN in Pars, 
12 farsangs long and 10 farsangs broad. It has some useful products 
and round it are inhabited lands. 16. The ninth is the lake * b i j a g ä n  

[now: Bakhtagän] in Pars, 20 farsangs long, 15 farsangs broäd. In 
it salt is formed (namak bandadh) and round it are the places inhabited 
by wild beasts; from it rises (bigushäyadh) a spring towards the limits 
(hudüd) of Därägird and it continues (hami-ravadh) until it reaches 
the sea. 17. The tenth is *t u z - k ü l  (spelt : Tauz-kük) in (the land) of 
the Khallukh. It is 10 farsangs long and 8 farsangs broad. In it salt 
is formed (and) from it comes salt for seven Khallukhian tribes 
(qabtlat). 18. The eleventh is * i s s i -k ü l  (spelt : Ayskük) between the 
Chigil and the Toghuzghuz. It is 30 farsangs long and 20 farsangs 
broad. The town Barskhân is on its shore.

The number of the lakes with fresh water is not known. Some 
\  (bahri) are called lakes (darya) and some swamps (batiha). Among 

those called lakes seven are well-known. 19. The lake in Egypt called 
BUHAYRA TiNNîs is joined to the sea of Rüm .and the river Nile flows 

1 Confused with the Baltic? V.i., p. 181. 2 Cf. §4, 25.
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into it. This lake in summer is fresh, but in winter when (the water) 
of the Nile is low (rüdh-i Nil andaki buvadh) it grows salt. In the 
middle of this lake are two towns, the one Tinnîs (spelt: Tinais) and 
the other Dimyät. All the costly textiles (jama) exported from Egypt 
come from these two towns. This lake is 15 farsangs long and 11 
farsangs broad. 20. The lake of t i b e r i a s  (Tabariya) is in Syria. It is 
12 farsangs long and 7 farsangs broad. 21. The lake of *n i c a e a  (spelt : 
T.ntiya, < *̂Nlqiya) in Rüm. Round it are inhabited lands. It is 8 far
sangs long and 5 farsangs broad. 22. The lake r i y a s  [sic] in Rüm. 
Round it are inhabited lands. It is 5 farsangs long and 5 farsangs 
broad. 23. The lake a r z a n  (*Arzhan) in Pars, near Shiraz. The fish 
of Shiraz are from this lake. It is 10 farsangs long and 8 farsangs 
broad. 24. The lake z a r a h  in Slstan. Round it are inhabited lands 
and villages, except on the side which adjoins the desert (ba biyäbän 
bäz däradh). It is 30 farsangs long and 7 farsangs broad. It happens 
sometimes (gah buvadh) that the water of this lake Zarah (grows) so 
much (chandän) that the rivers rising from it overflow irito the pro
vince of Kirmän (ba Kirmän bigudharadh) and form an enormous lake. |
25. The d a r y ä z h a  lying within the limits (andar fuidd) of Surüshana 4  a 
(spelt: Subrûshna) is formed by four rivers rising from Buttamän 
(ki az Buttamängushäyadh). It is situated amidst mountains. From it 
comes (bigushäyadh) the river watering Samarqand, Bukhara, and 
Sughd. The lake is 4 farsangs by 4 farsangs.

So much (in) about those lakes (daryäyak-hä) which are known and 
which are mentioned in the information (akhbär) contained in the 
books [or: in the akhbär and books?].1

And outside these (birun az in), small lakes are numerous, such as 
the lakes,2 26. one of which lies in the mountains of Güzgän in Män- 
shän close to Bastaräb and is 1 farsang long and half a farsang broad, 
and 27. such as there are in the mountains of Tüs and Tabaristän. 
But they are neither (well)-known nor ancient, and sometimes they 
dry up so that no water remains in them. Therefore (az bakr-i än) 
we have not mentioned them.

As regards the waters called swamps they are numerous but the 
well-known ones (änch ma'rüf ast) are nine : 28-30. three among them 
(lie in) the desolate lands of the south (si andar vay viränl-yi junüb- 
ast) beyond Nubia (Nüba) close to Jabal al-Qamar, from which2 rise 
ten rivers. From each five of them one marsh is formed (batiha 
bandadh) ; then (ängah) from each of the (two) marshes rise three 
rivers, which (all) join in one place (ba yak jä gird äyadh) and from 
all the six of them one swamp (yakt batiha) is formed. Then from

1 mar ü-rä andar kitäb-hä akhbär yâdh karda-ast? 2 Cf. § 6, 62·
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this swamp rises the river Nile which passes between Nubia and the 
lands of Egypt until it empties itself (uftadh) into the lake Tinnïs.
31.-32. The two other swamps are those of Basra, round which there 
are many inhabited lands, villages, and boroughs. 33. The (sixth) 
one is the marsh of k ü f a  round which there are many inhabited 
lands, with many amenities (bä nVmat-i bisyär). 34. The seventh is 
the swamp of Bukhara which is called ä v ä z a - y i  p a y k a n d  and is 
situated in the desert. 35. The eighth is at the upper end (a'alì) of 
Chinistan, in the region (hudüd) of the town Khumdân. 36. The 
ninth is in the North of Chinistan.

All of these lakes and swamps have fresh water with much fish 
in it. Fishermen are active on them, whereas it (often) happens 
that the swamps other than these (juz in) dry up ; therefore we have 
not mentioned them.

§ 4. D iscourse on the Islands

Any land situated in the midst of a sea above the surface of the water, 
or any mountain standing in the midst of a sea,1 is called island.

A. In the Eastern Ocean there is a (well)-known island called
i .  SILVER-ISLAND (jazirat al-fidda) on which there are many teak- 
trees (säj) and ebony-trees (äbanüs), as well as silver minés. It 
possesses seven big rivers which come out of seven different places 
in the same island (ham azinjazira) and empty themselves into that 
sea. On the island there is a great and well-known city, which is 
considered as belonging to Chïnistln (az shumär-i Chïnistân) and 
called the City of the Silver-island. It is prosperous (äbädhän) and 
has a numerous population (bisyär-mardum).

B. In the Great Sea there are thirteen known islands and 2. two 
inhabited mountains, of which the one stretches in a southern direc
tion (az nähiyat-ijunübi äyadh) and protrudes into this sea; the other 
stretches (biravadh) in a northern direction and enters into this sea 
opposite the first one (baräbar-i vay). These two mountains are 
mentioned in Ptolemy’s books (in du küh rä . . . madhkür-ast [sic]). 
A part of each of these (two)' mountains is on the land, and a part in 
the sea. 3. The first of the islands of this Great Sea is called g o l d -  

i s l a n d  (dhahabtya) ; its periphery is of 300 farsangs and it possesses 
gold-mines and many cultivated lands (äbädhäni), and its inhabitants 
are called Wâqwâqian Zangï (Zangiyän-ί Wäqzoäqt). All are naked 
and (all are) man-eaters (mardum-khwär). Chinese merchants go 
there in great numbers, carrying iron and food, (which) they sell

1 Peninsulas are also considered islands, v.i. 8 2.
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to the inhabitants for gold, using signs and without saying a word 
to each other. | 4. Another island in this sea is called T A B A R N Ä 4 b  

(*Taprobanê). Its periphery is 1,000 farsangs. Round it are fifty- 
nine large islands both cultivated and desolate. On it are found 
numerous towns and villages as well as many rivers and mountains.
It possesses mines of corundum (yäqüt) of all colours. This island 
lies off the frontier (sarhadd) separating Chïnistân from Hindüstän, 
and in it there is a large city called m u v a s ; it is situated on the 
extremity (karän) which lies towards Hindustan (ba Hindüstän bäz 
däradh). Whatever this island produces is carried to that city and 
therefrom to the cities of the world. 5. The third island r a m i  (al- 
Rämi) lies in the region (hudüd) of Sarandib, southward of it. There 
live black people, wild and naked. They are divers and this is the 
place of pearls (murvärtd). The island produces ambergris Çambar), 
Brazil wood (där-i parniyän), and the animal (called) rhinoceros 
(karg-i jänavar).1 They sell amber for (barabar) iron. The root of 
the trees of Brazil wood (bïkh-i där-i pamiyän) which comes from 
this island is an antidote to all poisons (tiryäk-ast az hama zahr-hä).
6. The fourth island is s .r ïh  (*Zäbaj}), west[?] of Sarandib. In it 
grow camphor trees, the people there are wild and snakes numerous.
7. The fifth is called j ä b a  and s a l ä h i t  (Sumatra). From it comes 
much ambergris, cubeb (kabäba), sandal-wood, spikenard (sunbul), 
and cloves (qaranful). 8. The sixth lies west of the said Jaba and 
is called b ä l ü s ; between them there is a distance of 2 farsangs. 
The people there are black and man-eaters. From it come 
good camphor, coco-nuts (jauz-i hindl)y bananas (mauz), and 
sugar-cane (nay-shakar). 9. The seventh, south of Bälüs, is called 
k a l a , and it is the kingdom of the Indian Jâba.2 Between Bälüs 
and Kala the distance is a two days’ journey. In it (Kala) grow 
numerous bamboos (khayzurän), and it possesses tin (arztz) mines.
10. The eighth island, called bankälüs (*Lankabälüs), is situated west 
of Kala. Between them there is a distance of six days. Its people are 
naked; they mingle (andar ämtzand) with the merchants. Their 
commodity is iron. Their food is bananas, fish, and coco-nuts. This 
island is at a distance of 20 days from the town of *Malay. 11. The 
ninth island, situated near Sindän, is called haranj and produces 
much camphor. 12. The tenth island is läft  which possesses a 
flourishing (khurram) town, (also) called Läft. On it there are fields

x To distinguish it from the bird an Indian” but our text is an exact ren-

. I. I ,J u 1 dering of I. Kh., 66: j  j
2 could be alter-

natively translated: “Theking of Jäba is
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(kisht-u-barz) and many amenities (;nïmat), and pleasant waters, 
and from all the world (people) go there for trade. This island is 
situated off Pars. 13. The eleventh is n ä r a , lying on the Equator 
line, in the middle (bar miyäna) of the inhabited world. Its longitude 
(tût) from East to West is 90 degrees. The astronomical tables and 
observations (zïj va rasad), as well as the positions of planets 
(kawükib-i sayyärd) and fixed stars (thäbität), were calculated in the 
ancient tables (zïj) with regard to this island (badhtn jazira räst 
kardand). This island is called “equinoctial” (istiwä al-layl wa 
Ί-nahär). 14. The twelfth island, called w Â L  (*Uzüû/),lies off Pars and 
possesses many pleasant villages. It is a port of call (jäy-t manzil) 
for ships. 15. The thirteenth, called k h ä r a k , lies south of Basra at 
a distance of 50 farsangs. It possesses a large and prosperous town 
called Khärak. Near it excellent (murtafi ') and costly pearls (tnurvärld) 
are found. 16. The other two islands are small and lie close to each 
other. They are called s o c o t r a  (ü rä Saqvträ [sic] khwänand) and are 
situated near the country Omän. It is a place of little amenity (kam 
nimat) but has many inhabitants.

In that sea there are (other) numerous islands but they are desolate, 
unknown, and small. Therefore we have not mentioned them.

17. And in that sea1 off the Syrian desert (bädiya) lie the rocks 
5 a (küh) called f ä r ä n  and j u b a y l ä t . The sea | there is always billowy 

and agitated (bä mauj va äshufta).
C. In the Western Ocean there are twenty-five known islands of 

which the names are found in Ptolemy’s book. Of them (az vay) six 
lying off the Land of the Südän are called 18. a l -j a z ä ’ i r  a l - k h ä l i y a  

and possess gold-mines. Once a year people from the region (nähiyat) 
of the Südän and the towns of Süs-the-Distant go to fetch gold from 
the mines but nobody can settle down there (kas rnuqim natavänad 
shudan) on account of the intensity of heat. 19. The seventh island 
is GHADÏRA (spelt: 'Adira) which lies at the point where the sea of 
Rüm joins this Ocean; from it rises (bigushäyadh) a large spring of 
water. The mouth of the strait opens into the Rüm Sea (dahna-yi 
khalij daryä-yi Rüm gardadh). The eighth and the ninth are two 
islands situated close to one another: the one is called 20. Rh o d e s  

(spelt : Rüdhas) and the other 21. a r w ä d h  ; they lie off the lands of Rüm. 
(The position of) the stars was observed by the Greeks (rasad-hä-yi 
Yünäniyän) from (andar) these two islands. The tenth and the 
eleventh are two islands situated half a farsang from one another, off 
the last limits (äkhir-i hadd) of Rüm in the northern direction. They 

x are called 22. i s l a n d  o f  m e n  and 23. i s l a n d  o f  w o m e n . On the

z i.e. in one of the gulfs belonging to it, v j . § 3, 3 (b)·
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former the inhabitants are all men, and on the latter women. Each 
year for four nights they come together for the purpose of procreation 
(az bakr-itavälud rä), and when the boys reach the age of three years 
they send them to the Island of Men. On the Island of Men there 
are thirty-six big rivers which rise there and fall into the sea, while 
on the Island of Women there are three such rivers. Beyond these 
islands in the northern direction of the same sea (nähiyat-i shamäl-i 
in darya) there are twelve islands called 24. b r i t ä n i y a , of which some 
are cultivated and some desolate. On them are found numerous 
mountains, rivers, villages, and different mines. The twenty-fourth 
is the island called 25. t u w a s  (or Tüs) and situated north of the 
islands of Britäniya. It is 100 farsangs long and from it comes a 
large water (ab-i buzurg) which overflows the dry land (bar khushk 
rizadh) and flows straight to the sea of Maeotis (spelt: Marts) 
situated north of the Saqläb, as we have mentioned.1 The twenty- 
fifth is the island 26. t h ü l ï  (Thule). For some of the northern cities 
the longitude was fixed (girifta-and) from those islands [sic]. This is 
the island where the circle parallel (muwäzi spelt: mawäzi) to the 
Equator and passing through this island touches (gudharadh) the 
(extreme) limit of the inhabited lands (äbädhänt) of the world, in 
the northern direction.

The known islands of the Western Ocean are those which we have 
enumerated.

D. In the sea of Rüm there are six inhabited islands and two 
mountains. Of the latter the one is called 27. j a b a l -t ä r i q  (Gibraltar).
One of its extremities (sar) is in the land of Spain (Andalus) and the 
other, in the strait joining the sea of Rüm to the Ocean. In it there is a 
silver mine, and from it come the drugs (därü) usual in that land, 
e.g.y gentian (jintiyänä) and the like. The other mountain is 28. 
JABAL a l - q i l ä l  near the Roman land (shahr-i Rümiya ?) ;2 west of it 
(andar maghrib az vay) there is a mountain3 of which it is said that 
no one has been able to climb on to its summit on account of its 
height, and from it come game, timber, and fuel.

As regards the six islands, the one is called 29. Cyprus (spelt: 
Qubras), of which the periphery is 350 miles (mil). It has mines of 
silver, copper, and plasma (dahanj). It lies off Qaysäriya, fAkka and 
Tyre (Sür). The second island, lying north of Cyprus, is 30. qurnus 
(spelt: (Qrys), of which the periphery is 350 miles. The third is 
called 31. yäbis (spelt: Balus) ; its periphery is 300 miles. The fourth 
is 32. sicily (spelt: Saqliya), near the Roman country (Rümiya); a 
high mountain encircles it. | In the days of old, Roman treasure used 5  b

1 Cf. § 3, 8. * Less probable: “ town of Rome”, v.i. 32. 5 The Alps?
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to be (kept) in that island on account of its strength (1ustuväri). Its 

length is 7 post stages (manzil) and its breadth 5 stages. The fifth 

island is called 33. Sa r d i n i a  (spelt: Surdäniya). It lies south of the 

Roman country (Rümiya); its periphery is 300 miles. The sixth is

34. c r e t e  (spelt: Iqritas), situated off Atrâbulus, (and) north of it. 
Its periphery is 300 miles.

These six islands are cultivated (äbädhän) and have many amenities 

(nimat). They have many towns and districts (rusta), a numerous 

population, many merchants, troops, and much wealth (khwästa). 
These islands of the Rum Sea are more cultivated than any islands 
of the world.

E. In the Armenian Sea lies one island with a village called 35. 

KABÜDHÄN. It is a rich locality (jäy) with many inhabitants.

F. In the Caspian Sea (daryä-yi Khazarän) there are two islands. 

The one lies off the Khazarian Darband and is called 36. j a z i r a t  

a l - b ä b . It produces rüyan (madder, rünäs) exported to all the world 

and used by the dyers. The other island is 37. s i y â h - k û h  ; a horde 

(gurüh) of Ghüz Turks who have settled there loot (duzdi) on land 

and sea. There is another island on the sea, but one of its comers is 
joined to the land off Dihistän; it is called 38. d i h i s t ä n ä n - s u r , and 

on it are found a few people (andakl mardum) : hunters of falcons and 
pelicans (sayyädän-i bäz va hawäsil), and fishermen.

In the whole world there is no other extensive, reputed, and 

inhabited island, except those which we have mentioned here. We 

have represented on the Map (sürat kardtm) the seas, the gulfs, and 

the islands as they are, and at their proper places. The might is in 
God!

§ 5. D iscourse on the M ountains and M ines w hich 
ex is t in  th em

The nature (nihädh) of the mountains is twofold. Some are real 

(ash) mountains, stretching from one region (nähiyat) into another, 

growing now thin and now thick (sitabr)y going, now straight and 

now curved, till the place where they finish (bi-buradh) ; these are 
called ridges of mountains Çamüd-i küh). The other (kind) are the 

ramifications (shäkh) of the mountains which branch off (bar giradh) 

from the ridge of the mountain and also go on till the place whgre 

they end ; they are called branches (shäkh), just as a tree has numerous 

branches. And it may happen that those branches also have branches. 

Such is the likeness (mtthäl) of the mountains. The mountains of 

which the ridge passes through (andar miyän) countries and districts
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(rusta) have (usually) many branchés, while those that stretch in the 
deserts and along the border of a sea, or of a river, have few branches. 
The ridges of the mountains are mostly joined to one another.

1. The first mountain in the eastern direction is the one which 
we have called a l - t ä ' i n  f i l - b a h r  ("Thrusting into the sea”). Half of 
it is on land and the other half in the sea.

2. The other mountain is s a r a n d ï b , of which the length is 100 
farsangs and it is so high that in some places no one can climb (up it). 
From (the top of the) Sarandib to (its) foot (daman) is a distance of 
two days. The mountain possesses mines of corundum (yäqüt) of 
different colours. And in its river-beds (rüdh-kadha) diamonds are 
found. In the whole world there is no other place of diamonds. Its 
soil is of emery (sunbädha). In (Sarandib) there are costly pearls 
(which are extracted from) the sea that is nearer to it. It produces 
plenty of spikenard (sunbul), cloves, cardamum (qäqula), nutmeg 
(jauz-i bava) and all kinds of spices (afvah). It has numerous coco-nut 
trees, Brazil wood (där-i pamiyän), and bamboos. There are found
in it musk-deer, civet-cats (hayvän-i zabäd) | and rhinoceroses 6 a 
(karg). On it the trace of a human foot is found impressed upon a 
stone (nishän-i päy-i mar dum ba-sangfurü skuda). It is said to be the 
trace of Adam’s foot, on him be peace! The people (mardumäh) of 
Sarandib are naked. This mountain lies in the first clime.

3. From the comer (güsha) of this mountain starts (bar däradh) 
(another) mountain adjoining it (which passes) between {miyän) the 
end (äkhir) of Hindüstän and the beginning of Chïnistân. It is called 
m ä n i s ä . It follows (furüdhäyad) a northern direction until it reaches 
the place where Hindüstän ends and Tibet begins. It follows again a 
northern direction between Tibet and China (Chin) up to the farthest 
limit of Râng-rong ( ?) belonging to Tibet. Then (än-gah) it turns 
Çatf) westwards and goes between China and the country (nähiyat) 
Nazvän belonging to Tibet in a north-western direction up to the 
farthest limit of Tibet; then between (miyän) Tüs.mt and the 
confines (va miyän-i hudüd) of China1 to the farthest limit (äkhir) 
of the desert situated at the extreme end (äkhir) of Chïnistân ; (then 
stretches) between (miyän) the towns of Transoxiana and the towns 
of Turkistän up to the confines (hudüd) of Taräz and Shiljl, and 
there the ridge of the mountain disappears (änjä ïn 'amüd biburradh).

4. And at the end of Hindüstän and the beginning of Tibet a 
branch (of the Mänisä range) shoots off (bar giradh) eastwards into 
Chïnistân (ba Chïnistân andar) for a distance of 50 farsangs. And 
likewise from2 the place which is the end of Tibet numerous branches

x Perhaps Khotani See Notes. 2 Small erasure, but the text is complete.
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shoot off east and westwards and spread out (va andar parâganadh). 

And at the confines of Transoxiana numerous branches shoot off, 

and from each of them too numerous branches spread out in every 

direction (hama nähiyat) of Transoxiana. And in those branches 

mines of silver and gold are found, as well as much lead (surb) and 
iron and many drugs (därü).

5. In the provinces (nawahi) of Chïnistân there are eighteen 

mountains, small and big, separate (bufidha) from each other. And in 

each locality there are some mountains scattered (paräganda) in every 

direction. In fourteen of these mountains gold-mines are found.
6. Then another mountain is at the farthest limit of the Toghuz- 

ghuz Turks where they adjoffi China (Chin). Its length is 4 farsangs 
and it is called t a f q ä n .

7. And also in the neighbourhood of Tafqän, in the Toghuzghuz 

country (nähiyat), a mountain shoots off (bar glradh) in a western 
direction between (andar miyän) the Toghuzghuz, the Yaghmä, 

and various encampments (khargäh: “felt-huts”) until it joins the 

mountain Mänisä. In the neighbourhood of the river Khuland- 

ghün this mountain is called ig h r ä j-a r t , and each part of this 
mountain (har yakl az ln küh) has many names, because (zirak) 
every part of these mountains is called by the name of the region 

(nähiyat), or by that of the town (ya än-i än shahr) which is nearest to it.
8. Another mountain shoots off (bar glradh) from the beginning 

of the Toghuzghuz frontier (hadd) in the neighbourhood of the lake 

Issi-kül (spelt: Iskük). It continues till the end of the Tukhs (Tukh- 
siyän) and the beginning of the Khallukh frontier, then it bends 

('atf)y and a branch separates1 from it (bäz gardadh) into the land 
(nähiyat) of a Khirkhïz tribe. This mountain is called t ü l a s  and in 
it are found many sable-martens (samür), grey squirrels (sanjäb), and 

musk-deer (ähü-yi mushk), while in that branch Çatf) which stretches 
off (bäz kashadh ?) towards the Khirkhïz country musk-deer (hayvan-i 
mushk) y khutü- [horns], grey squirrels, and sable-martens are found.

9. Another mountain stretches from the district of Külï in Kan- 

bäya (spelt: Kanbäta) belonging to Hindüstän. It follows an eastern 
direction till Samür2, then takes (furüdh äyadh) a northern direction, 
passing between Dahum’s country (mamlakat-i D.h.m) and that of 

the raja of the Hindus (räy az Hinduvän) up to the limits (hudüd) of 

Hïtâl (sic). Then this mountain splits into two branches (ba du 

shäkh gardadh).

\  1 Turns back? Cf. under 17. [See p. 286, n. 1].

2 Indistinctly written : > j j *-*?
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9 a. One branch going northwards enters (furüdh äyadh) the 
confines {hudüd) of Tïthâl ( ?) and Nîtâl (*Nêpâl?), and passes 
between (miyäna) the farthest limit of India and Tibet, going north 
of the confines (hudüd) of Bolôr, Samarqandâq, Shaknân [sic], and 
Vakhän (spelt: Khan), and south of the desert; then, on the confines 
(hudüd) of Zhâsht (*Räsht?), it takes (furüdh äyadh) a north-western 
direction and passes | through the confines of Buttamän belonging 6 b 
to Transoxiana, until it reaches (bar äyadh) the confines of Surüshna 
(spelt: Sarüshana). This mountain has numberless (bisyär va bl- 
*adad) ramifications in the districts (az hudüd) Shaknân, Vakhän, and 
Zhâsht.

9 a  a. From the interior (miyän) of Vakhän and Zhâsht start 
many mountains (which) spreaH out (paräganadh) inside the limits 
(andar hudüd) of Khuttalän, and mines of gold and silver are found 
there. Of the branches of Khuttalän, one branch separates (bar 
däradh) and becomes one with another (coming) from the district 
(hudüd) of Buttamän. From them separate numerous branches 
directing themselves (uftadh) into the district of Chaghäniyän, where 
they scatter. And where the said original ridge of the mountain 
Çamüd-i asli) comes near Buttamän, (the chain) splits into two, but 
when (these two branches) come to the confines (hudüd) of Surushana 
(spelt: Shurüshna) they unite again. From the confines (hudüd) of 
Buttamän a branch shoots off (bar giradh) which passes between the 
Buttamän-of-Daryäzha and Chaghäniyän (andar miyän-i Buttamän-i 
Daryäzha va miyän-i Ch) and skirts the confines (bar hudüd) of 
Samarqand and Sughd down to the confines of Bükhärä. And like
wise, each of these branches has a few or many offshoots.

9 B. As regards the other branch, from the frontier (hadd) of 
Hibtäl [sic] it traverses (az miyän) Hindustän, follows the confines 
hudüd) of Qinnauj (Kanauj) and passes between the country of the 
continental ( ?) Jäba (mamlakat-i Jäba-yi khushk)1 and the kingdom 
of Lhrz2 where it is called the mountain of Q.S.K ( ?), and so it runs 
north (andar shamäl) of the confines of Qashmîr, Vayhind (spelt: 
Vbhnd), Dunpür, and Lamghän, and south of Bolôr, Shaknân, Vakhän, 
and Badhakhshän, passing south (barjunüb) of the districts (rustä-hä) 
of Khuttalän. Then it enters (uftadh) the limits (hudüd) of Tukhäristän, 
stretches between (miyän) Täraqän, Sakalkand, KJiulm (and) Simin- 
gan, and south of Balkh, and enters the confines of Sän and Chäryak 
belonging to Güzgän.

9 Ba. Then it turns westwards (and) in a north-western direction 
penetrates into the country of Ghür (passing) south of Aspuzär (Isfizär),

1 Khushk, “ dry land”, cf. § 4, 25. 2 Small erasure, but the text is complete.
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Herat (Hare), Büshang, and Nishâpür. Then between Nishâpûr and 
Sabzavär (spelt: Sqrvär< *Safzavär), it takes the direction of the 
road (following the latter) on its northern side (ba rah furüdh äyadh 
az süy-i shamäl) and again turning westwards passes north of Simnän 
and Rayy and enters (uftadh) the region (nâkiyat) of Daylamän, 
(stretching on) up to the end of the limits (hudüd) of Gilän.

9 Bb. And when this mountain after having turned aside from the 
province of Balkh (az hudüd-i Balkh 'atf kunad) (reaches) the frontier 
(andar hadd) of Madr belonging to T ukhäristän, so many small and large 
branches spread out of it (bar däradh) in those districts (navähi) that 
only God knows their number. And from each of its branches many 
(other) spurs shoot off which spread (paräganadh) in the region 
(andar hudüd) of Tukhäristän, Andaräb, Panjhïr, Järiyäna (spelt: 
Khäriyäna),x Bämiyän, Bust, Rukhadh, Zamïndâvar, and Ghaznïn, 
and (further) stretch (bikashadh) down to the limits (hudüd) of Sind. 
In those branches mines of gold and silver (are found). And when 
the (principal) ridge of this mountain reaches the districts of Ghür, 
a branch shoots off from it and forms a circle (gird andar äyadh) like 
a finger-ring; then the branches unite (again) into one chain, and 
inside the ring a tribe . . . [2-3 words missing]. And from this ring 
of mountains a large branch shoots off, which together with those 
other branches takes an eastern [?] direction and spreads out in the 
limits (hudüd) of Bust and Ghaznïn. Likewise in the locality of 
Aspuzär this mountain possesses small offshoots which spread out 
(andar paräganadh) in the districts (rustä) of Aspuzär (Isbzär).

(Likewise in the region (nähiyat) of Kühistän and Kumish, and the 
limits (hudüd) of Daylamän this mountain has many ramifications.}2

9 Bc. On reaching the locality of Sän and Chahäryak belonging
7 a to Gözgän, this ridge of mountains splits into two : | the one branch 

is that which we have described (padhidh) ;3 the other one goes north 
of it taking a western direction between Kundarm and Anbïr; It 
passes between Gurzivän and Jahüdhän, between Bashïn and Diza, 
between *Marrüdh and Baghshür and south of Sarakhs. Then 
it takes a northern direction and goes to the limits (hudüd) of Tüs, 
Bävard, and Nasä until it reaches the limits (hudüd) of Gurgän. 
Then comes a valley, three days long but narrow, which is called 
dinar-ZÂRÏ. And the mountain, which (stretches ?) on the other 
side of the valley, takes a direction through the limits of Sibaräyin 
(*Siparäyin >  Isfaräyin) until it reaches the limits of Gurgän 
(az hudüd-i S. furüdh äyadh tä ba hudüd-i G. rasadh). Then it turns 

x south-westwards going on (hamï ravadh) south of Ämol and the towns 

x Järbäya ? 2 This sentence ought to come under 9 Ba. 3 See above, 9 ba.
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of Tabaristän down to the limits (hudüd) of the town Rayy. Then it 
joins the other chain Çamüd) which we have described (sifat). The two 
chains united go up to the end of the province of Gïlân, as we 
have explained. From the limits of Hindüstän where this mountain 
begins till the limits of Gîlân where it ends this mountain is called 
“Belt of the Earth” (kamar-i zamtn), or in Arabic “Mintaqat al-Ard” .

10. Other mountains are in the province of Kirmän. They are 
separate (buridha) from each other, (but jointly) are called the 
mountains of Kirmän. One of them called the küfij m o u n t a in  is 
in the midst of the desert. It stretches from the sea to the limits 
(hudüd) of Jlruft and consists of seven mountains joined to one 
another. Each of them has a chief (har kühl rä . . . militari däradh) 
and the representatives of the government Çâmil-i sultan) do not go 
(nashavadh) to those mountains, and those chiefs (an mihtarän) 
every year collect and send in the amount of tribute-money (muqäta'a 
gird kunand). These seven mountains do not obey each other, and 
the people of these mountains are called Küfijiyän. They have a 
special language. It is a place of great amenity (nimat) and great 
strength (ustuvär) and cannot be conquered by armies and war. 
Between Jiruft and this mountain there are hills (shäkhak-hä-yi küh) 
and the locality is called bü  g h ä n im ’s k ü h is t ä n . Another mountain 
is b ä r ijä n . It runs along (daraza) from the frontier of Jiruft to the 
frontier of Bam, possesses mines of lead (surb), copper, and lodestone 
(sang-i maghnätts), and has two villages: Kaftar and Dihak. Another 
mountain of Jiruft has a length of two days’ journey and possesses 
numerous mines. Another mountain called kû h - i  sïm  (“ Silver 
Mountain”) consists of two small mountains joined together. It lies 
between Khatr (#Khabr ?) and Jiruft and possesses silver-mines.

11. Another mountain in the province Pärs begins (bar giradh) 
between Pasä and Därägird and stretches eastwards till the frontier 
(sarhadd) of Kirmän. Then it takes a northern direction till (it 
reaches) the frontier of Täs (Unäsi) and Raudhän (*Rödhän). Then 
it turns westwards and runs on to the frontier between Pars and 
Khüzistän. Then it takes a northern direction, passes (furüdh äyadh) 
between Bü-Dulaf’s Kara (i.e., Karaj) and Sipähän, and enters the 
lands of the Jibäl (ba shahr-hä-yi J. furüdh äyadh) until it reaches 
the confines (hudüd) of Hamadän. Then it passes south of Hamadän, 
following a north-western direction until it reaches the confines of 
Marägha, belonging to Ädharbädhagän, and then stops (biburradh). 
This mountain in the districts (kuwar) of the Jibäl | sends out so 7 b 
many offshoots that there remains no town but possesses near it
a spur of this mountain.
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Likewise in the province of Pars this mountain has many rami
fications and (other) mountains lie there, both joined (to one another) 
and separate (bundha), so that in the neighbourhood of each city 
of Pars there is a mountain. This mountain has also ramifications 
near Sipähän, which spread out (paräganadh) in Khüzistän. Near 
Sipähän this mountain is called kü h -j ïl ü .

12. Another mountain lies in the northern parts (nähiyat), between 
the frontier of the Kïmâk and the beginning of the Khirkhïz. It 
starts from the frontier of Kïmâk and stretches eastwards to the 
frontier of the Khirkhïz. Then it follows a northern direction till 
where the inhabited part (äbädhäm) of the world finishes in the 
north. In the northern region this mountain is called by the Kïmâk, 
k .n d ä v .R-b ä g h ! (*Kundävar, Kandä'ur-taghi).

13. Another small [?] mountain situated in the province (nähiyat) 
of Ädharbädhagän near Ardabil, is called sa ba l än  (spelt: Sabiläni).

14. Another mountain lies in the districts of Armenia. It starts 
from Takrit in 'Iräq, where it is called k ü h - ï *b â r im m â , and so it 
goes between the frontiers (bar miyän-i hadd) of Armenia and Ädhar
bädhagän until it reaches the limits of Barda'.

15. In the same region (nähiyat) are two other mountains separate 
from each other. The higher one is called h är ith  (Ararat). It is 
impossible to climb up to its top on account of the difficulty of the 
road; it is constantly covered with snow, and cold (reigns) there. 
Numerous towns of Armenia (procure for themselves) game and 
fuel from that mountain. The other mountain, called h u w a y r it h , 

is similar to Härith but smaller than it.
16. In the province of Jazïra there are two separate mountains. 

The one, called JÜDÏ, is the mountain on which Noah’s ark (kashti) 
came aground (biistädh). The other, called the m o u n t a in  of  m â r d în , 

is situated near Nisïbïn (spelt: Nasìbìrì).
17. In the Arab country there are many small mountains ; thirteen 

of them are called t ih ä m a . One mountain is near Mekka and is 
called g h a z w ä n . Another called sh ibäm  (spelt: Shiyäm) is near 
San'ä; on it sown and cultivated lands are found. This place is 
strong, and in the days of old the residence of the king (added : of the 
kings) of Yemen was on this mountain. Another mountain (there), 
having a periphery (chahär sü andar gird) of 20 farsangs, lies at the 
end of the mountains of Tihäma. Its summit is flat (hämün) and has 
villages (äbädhäni), agriculture (kisht), and running waters. Tn the 
days of old, Muhammad ibn Fadl al-Qarmatï conquered it. Another 
hill (kühak) called r a d w a  stands near Madina; the Mekkan whet
stones (sang-i fasän) come from there. The other two hills (kühak)
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are near Fayd on the right hand of the road at a distance of two days ; 
they are called the tw o  m o u n tain s  of t a y y  (Jabalay Tayy).

18. In the province of Syria a mountain starts from the Syro- 
Egyptian frontier from the place which is called the tih  of the  sons 

of Israel. Near, and joined to it, stands a high mountain called 
TÜR sIn ä . And so this mountain runs on straight through {andar) 
Syria in a north-eastern direction to the limits {hudüd) of Zughar 
(spelt: Zar), and farther {hamchinin) to the limits of Damascus, 
Ba'albakk, Hims, passing north of these towns and north of Baghräs 
and crossing the river Jayhün between Armenia and Rüm. Then it 
takes a straight northern direction (and continues) between Armenia 
and Rüm to the beginning of the frontier of the Sarir belonging to 
{az) Rüm. Then it turns eastwards passing between the Sarir (spelt: 
Surir) I and Armenia and (between) Arran and Qabq till (it reaches) 8 a 
the neighbourhood of the Khazar sea. Then it changes its direction 
and turns back {bargardadh) westwards, passing between the Sarir and 
the Khazars and reaches the beginning of *he frontier of the Alans 
{al-Làrì). Then it goes straight northwards as far as the end of the 
Khazars. Then it traverses the country of the Khazarian Pechenegs 
{miyän-i nähiyat-i Bachanäk-i Khazari biburradh) and separates the 
Inner Bulghars from the Rüs {miyän-i Bulghär-i däkhil \*va~\ Urüs 
[sic] inburradh) as far as the limits of the Saqläb. Then it takes a 
northern direction, traverses {andar miyän) the Saqläb (country) and 
skirts that town of the Saqläb which is called Khurdäb, after which 
it reaches the end of the Saqläb and there stops {biburradh).

From the Tür Sïnâ to Zughar (spelt : Za'ur) they call this mountain 
m o u n ta in  of th e  khärijites {shuräty spelt: sh.räh) and on it are 
many villages {äbädhänt) and near it all the people are Khärijites 
{khärijiyän). From *Zughar to the limits of Damascus they call it 
BALQÄ. From Damascus to Hims, l u b n ä n ; from Hims to the limits 
of Baghräs, [the Mountain of the] bahrä  (spelt: Dahrä) and t a n ü k h ; 

from the limits {hudüd) of Baghräs to the beginning of the Sarir 
frontier, l u k k ä m ; from there, until having curved in the above- 
mentioned way {tä an 'atf-hä bikunadh) it reaches the beginning of 
the Aläns, it is called q a b q ; after this, until finally {tä äkhir ki) it 
disappears {mungati), each place is called̂  after the town and the 
district which adjoins it, as is the case with the other mountains.

18 a . When it reaches the end of Syria and the beginning of Armenia 
a large branch separates from it and enters the region {nähiyat) of 
Rüm. It (also) has ramifications, and numerous gold-mines exist in it.

18 B. And from the beginning of the frontier of the Sarir a branch 
starts which finally joins the Sea of the Georgians {Gurziyän).
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18 c. And when it reaches the middle of the Sarir a huge Çaztni) 
branch shoots off from it and thus it runs on eastwards (az süy-i mashriq) 
between those two mountains until it reaches a fortress. The latter 
is a town on the summit of this mountain, of which the wall (bära) 
is every day guarded in turn (ba-naubat) by (a detachment of) 1,000 
men.1 Mines of gold and lead are found there.

18 D. And when this mountain reaches the limits of the Alans 
a very great (sakht *azvrn) branch separates (from it) which goes in 
a western direction as far as the Alan Gate and there, on the summit 
of this mountain, stands a town, which is the most flourishing of the 
Alän towns. There this branch ends.

19. Another small mountain stretches between the end of the 
Rüs frontier (hadd) and the beginning of the Kïmâk frontier; it runs 
on for a distance of five days.

20. In the country (andar Iwdd) of Rüm there is a mountain in 
the province called Rustä-yi Awäs (Ephesus ?) and therein is a large 
and frightful cavern (shikaft . . . bä haul) which is said to have 
been the place of the “ Companions of the Cavern” (i.e., the Seven 
Sleepers).

21. Another mountain in Rüm, situated near the town (or land ?) of 
Afrakhün, stretches in length for a distance of six days.

22. Another mountain stands near the Georgian mountain 
(Küh-i Gurz) and in it are mines of silver and copper.

23. In the province of Egypt there are two mountains: the one is 
situated on the eastern side of the river Nile (bar süy-i mashriq az 
rüdh-i Nil). From the frontier of Uswän and the beginning of the 
frontier of Nubia (Nüba) it runs straight north and enters Upper 
Egypt (Sa'id al-a'lä). It skirts the limits (hudüd) of Büsïr (spelt: 
Tazvsir) and Fustât, which is the capital (qasaba) of Egypt, until it 
reaches Hauf [al-Sharqï ; “ eastern bank”] (spelt : Khauf) and the place 
where the Jifâr (spelt : Jifära) sands are situated, and there it ends. 
In that mountain mines of silver and gold are found and it is (called) 
MUQATTAM (spelt: Muazzam).

24. The other mountain is on the western side of the river Nile. 
It also starts (bar giradh) just (räst) from the beginning of the Nubian 
frontier and takes a northern direction until in the region (hudüd) of 
Fayyüm it reaches Ibriq (*Abwait ?).2 Then a small branch shoots off

8 b (bäz kashadh) westwards and disappears. | In this mountain there are 
\ mines of garnets (bijädha), emeralds (zumurrud), and chrysolites 

(zabarjad). And on this mountain wild asses (khar-i wakhi) lire 
found striped (mulamma) with black and yellow, but if you take 

1 This detail ought to come under 18 d., cf. § 48, 3. 2 See note, p. 204-5.
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them out of this climate (hawä) they die.1 This mountain is called 

m o u n t a in  o f  th e  oases (küh-i aUwähät).

25. And in Rum there is a small mountain beyond the gulf 

near Seleucia.

26. Another mountain is within the limits (andar hudüd) of Spain ; 

it starts from (az hadd) Malaga (spelt: Mäliqa) and in an eastern 

direction runs down to (tä bi Juzdd) Shantariya ; then it turns north

wards and enters (furüdh äyadh) the province of Lerida (Lärida); 

then it bends westwards to the province of Toledo (Tulaytila), and 

(the city of) Toledo is situated at the foot of this mountain ; and there 

it ends.
27. Another mountain stands in the country of Spain on the 

frontier of Coria (bi hadd-i Qüriya) and Truxillo (Tirjäla). And 

from it come many drugs (därü).
28. Another mountain stands in (andar hudüd) Western Rüm and 

is called b u l g h a r î. It is an inhabited mountain with many amenities 

(ni'mat).
All these mountains which we have enumerated are those situated 

in the northern quarter of the inhabited lands of the world. As regards 
Southern Inhabited Lands— so far as people can penetrate— they 

possess nine mountains.
29. The one, called ja b a l  a l -q a m a r , possesses mines of silver 

and gold, and the river Nile comes out of it. Its length is 500 far

sangs.

30. The other eight mountains vary in longitude, latitude, and 

extension (tül va rard va masäfat) ; their places and dimensions are 

such as we have shown (paydhä) on the Map (sürat). And assistance 

is from God!

§ 6. D iscourse on th e R iv ers

Rivers are of two classes (darb). The first are natural and the others 

artificial (sinä't). The latter are those of which the beds (rüdhkadha) 

have been dug out and the water brought (therein) for the benefit 

(äbädhänt) of a town or for the agriculture (kiskt-u-barz) of a district. 

Most of the artificial canals are small and ships cannot navigate 

them. There are towns with ten canals, or more or less, the water of 

which is used for drinking, for the fields (kisht-u-barz), and for the 

meadows (giyä-khwär); the number of these canals cannot be fixed 

(na-mahdüd) because at every moment it is subject to an increase 
or decrease.
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The natural rivers are those great waters which (are formed) by 
the melting of snow, or by the springs coming from the mountains 
or from the surface of the earth; (and) they make their way, while 
their beds become now broad (farakh) and now nairow, and continually 
flow (homi ravadh) until they reach a sea, or a marsh. Some of these 
natural rivers are not very large and are used (ba kär shavadh) for 
the benefit (äbädhäni) of a town, or a district, such as the rivers of 
Balkh and of Marv, and it may happen that from a natural river 
numerous canals are derived (bar däradh) and utilized while the 
original stream (än 'amüd-i rüdh) goes down to a sea, or marsh, as is 
the case of the Euphrates.

1 . The first river in the eastern parts is the kh u m d än  river  coming 
from the Sarandib mountain. After having flowed for a distance of 
twelve days it forms a swamp (ängäh batiha bandadh),1 of which the 
length and width alike are 5 farsangs. Then from that marsh too 
comes out such a large (chandän) river as to flow for a distance of 
seven days down to Khumdän. Some of it is used for cultivation, 
and the rest flows out into the Eastern Ocean.

2. Another river called k ïsau  [sic] rises from the east of the 
mountain Märiisä and reaches the place situated in the centre of

9 a Tibet (badh-änjäy ki ba-miyäna-yi hudüd-i Tubat) \ And it flows on, 
following that mountain (badh-în küh), among mountains and 
cultivated lands, until it comes opposite the Tibeto-Indian frontier 
(tä baräbar-i hadd-i miyän-i Tubbat va Hindüstän rasadh). Then it 
cuts through many mountains and traverses them down to the limits 
of Kujän and Bughshur [sic] ; then it passes between the Chinese 
provinces (nähiyat) of Ir.sh and Khur.sh and flows out into the 
Eastern Ocean. This river, after it has entered the limits of Bughshur 
(B.ghsüz?), is called #g h iy ä n  (spelt: 'Inori).

3. Another river, called * w ajâkh  (ζ-Uî *ßajäkh ?), rises on the 
eastern side of the said mountain Mänisä at the extreme limit 
(akhir-i hadd) of the desert. It skirts (karän) the towns (districts ?) 
of Thajäkh [sic], Bariha, and Küskän, flows on through the province 
of Khotan, and while passing through the region of *Sha-chou (chwn 
az nähiyat-i Säjü andar gudharadh) forms a swamp. Thence it flows 
down to the limits of Kuchä, then passes through (andar miyän) the 
province (nähiyat) of Kür.sh(?) and the province of F.râj.klî and 
empties itself into the Eastern Ocean. On the western bank of this 
river are the houses (nests?) of the birds 'akka (magpies?), and in 
springtime (ba vaqt-i bahärän) all the banks of the river are (strewn)
with the little ones of these 'akka. The breadth of this river is\

1 “A swamp is formed” (r).
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half a farsang and this breadth can never be crossed1 (va hargiz 
pahnä-yi in ab naburrandï). When the river reaches the limits of 

Kuchchâ [sic] it is called the r ive r  o f  k u c h c h ä  and as such is known 

in the books. And from the same neighbourhood (ham az an nazdiki), 
(but) nearer to Transoxiana, come out three rivers, of which the 
one is called s .m ä y .n d -g h ü n , the second k h .r ä y .n d  (Khwäy.nd ?)- 
g h ü n , and the third k h ü l .n d  (Khük.nd ?)-g h ü n . Between Gh.zä 

and K.lbänk all the three rivers flow into the river of Thajâkh [sic],
4. From the Kïsau river a big river separates which comes near 

this [?] fortress of Tubbat-khäqän and to *Üsäng (ba nazdik-i in 
qaVa-yi Tubbat-khäqän va ba-Karsäng [sic] äyadh) and there it is 
used for the fields and meadows (kisht-u-giyä-khwär).

5. Another river is called ilä. It comes from the mountain 
Irghäj-ärt [sic], takes a northern direction, and falls into the lake 

Issi-kül (spelt: Absikük) [?].
6. Another river is j a y h ü n  which rises from the region of Vakhän 

and follows the frontier (bar hadd) between the limits of Bolör and 
those of Shaknän, (which is) of Vakhän,2 down to the limits of 
Khuttalän, Tukhäristän, Bàlkh, Chaghäniyän, Khoräsän, and 
Transoxiana, (then) down to the limits of Khwärazm, (finally) to 
fall into the sea of Khwärazm.

7. Another river is called k h a r n ä b ; it rises to the west of the 
mountain Qasak and flows into the Jayhün between Badhakhshän and 

Pärghar. This Kharnäb is larger (mihtar) than the Jayhün, but 
everybody gives the name of Jayhün (to the latter) because (this) 
Jayhün follows a longer course (az rahï dürtar ravadh).

8. Another river flows behind (az än süy) Buttamän for a distance 
of 60 farsangs; it flows from the mountains which stretch from 

north to south (aznähiyat-i shamäl ba junüb däradh), till it reaches 

Munk and Hulbuk; and having reached Pärghar it flows into the 
Jayhün.

9. Another river called v a k h sh ä b  rises from the Vakhsh moun
tains and near Vakhsh flows into the Jayhün.

10. Another river rises from the limits of the k u m ïjïs  (.Kumijiyän), 
flows through their mountains, passes through (bar miyän) Nü-diz, 
and flows into the Jayhün near Qavädiyän.

1 1 . Another river is c h a g h ä n - r ü d h , which rises from Chaghäniyän 
and falls into the Jayhün near Tarmid [sic].

These four rivers (8.-11.) flow from north to south.

12. Two other rivers, of which the larger is called r ü d h - i d a r g h à m
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(spelt: D.z'äm), come from the limits of Tukhäristän, unite into one
9 b river, and having passed between Valvälij and Khulm, I fall into the 

Jayhün.
13. Another river rises from the mountains on the confines of 

Lamghän and Danpür [sic] and passes south [north ?] of #Nïnhâr (bar 
hadd-ij^j bigudharadaz süy-ijunüb). It is called the river of la m g h ä n . 

It flows past the region (bar hudüd) of Mültän (spelt: Müliyän) and 
the towns #Rür (spelt Divin), Sadüsän, Bulrï, Mansüra, and Manjabrï, 
and near Külî empties itself into the Great Sea.

14. Another river called sind-rüdh  rises on the west of the moun
tain Qasak, which is also called the Mountain of Ice (Küh-i yakh). 
The river flows southwards (az süy-i junüb), enters the confines 
(hudüd) of Multän, and joins the river of Lamqän [sic] from the 
eastern side.

15. Another river (called) h i va n , comes from the mountain 
Hïvân, passes between Jalawat, Balawat, and Bïrüza (spelt •jjj*)» 
enters the province of Multän, and falls into the river of Lamghän 
from the western [read: eastern] side.

After the junction of these three rivers the river is called m ih r ä n .

It is said that from the summit of the Mountain of Ice, which is 
Qasak, a water springs up like a fountain (bar damadh chün fawwära) 
and also [that it?] separates into two in such wise (hatnchinän) that One 
half flows northwards, and it is the river Kharnäb, and the other 
flows southwards, and it is the river Sind-rüdh, which afterwards 
becomes the Mihrän.

16. Another river is the lesser m ih r än  which rises in the Indian 
mountain (Küh-i Hinduvän) and, separating the frontiers (miyän-i 
hadd) of (the dominions of) Dahum and (those of) the Räy, passes 
between (miyän) Hamänän and B.lhârî and between (miyän) Nu’nün 
and Nu’nïn ; it skirts (bar hudüd) Qandahär, reaches the limits of 
Külî, and flows into the Great Sea.

17. Another river is üzgand  which rises from behind the mountain 
of the Khallukh and skirts Üzgand, the town of Bâb, Akhsïkat, 
Khüjand, and Banäkat, down to the limits of Chäch (spelt: Chäj). 
Then it skirts S.tkand, Päräb, and numerous boroughs down to the 
limit (tä bi-iuidd) of Jand and Javära (Khavära?), and flows into 
(bä sic) the sea of Khwärazm.

18. Another river is khursäb  (spelt: Kkirsäb) which rises from the 
extreme limit (äkhir-i hadd) of Buttamän on the northern side of the 
mountain, and near the town of Khursäb joins the river Üzgand.

\  19. Another river is Osh , which rises in the same mountain, passes 
between (bar miyän ) Osh and Ürasht (Ürast) and joins the Üzgand.
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20. Another river is qubä which rises in the same mountain and 
joins the Üzgand near Qubä.

21. Another river is kh a tlAm  [sic] which rises in the mountain 
Mänisä and at the point which is the frontier between the Khallukh 
and the Yaghmä skirts {bar) the town of Khatläm. Then it flows to 
the neighbourhood of Bäb and joins the Üzgand river.

22. Another river is parak  which rises from behind the Khallukh 
mountain and takes a southern direction, flowing through the limits 
of Chäch. Between Banäkat and the wall of Qaläs it joins the 
Ozkand.

When all these rivers have united, their joint course is called the 
chäch  river  and the Arabs (Täziyän) call it Sayhün.

23. Another river is that of Bukhara . Four rivers rise in the moun
tain of Middle Buttamän. They flow for a distance of 6 farsangs; 
then all four form a swamp (batiha) called Daryäzha ; out of the latter 
flows a river which skirts the confines (bar hudüd) of Surüshana, 
Samarqand, and Sughd, and cuts through (andar miyän) Bukhärä; 
some of it is utilized for cultivation (kisht-u-barz) in Bukhärä, while 
sòme falls into the Aväza of Paykand. |

24. Another river is that of balkh  which rises in the region (hudüd) 10 a  

of Bämiyän, skirts (bar hudüd . . . bigudharadh) the confines of 
Madr and Ribät-i Kirvân [sic], and reaches Balkh. All of its waters
are used up for cultivation in Balkh.

25. Another river is h idhm and  which rises at the frontier (hadd) 
of Güzgänän. In the neighbourhood of Ghür it flows past (bar) 
Durghush [sic], Til, and Bust and makes a sweep round the region of 
Sistän (az gird-i Sistän andar äyadh). Some of it is utilized for agri
culture, and some flows into the lake Zarah.

26. Another river is that of m arv  which rises at the limit of Ghar- 
chistän, on the frontier separating Güzgänän from Ghür (az hadd-i 
miyän-t Güzgänän va Ghür). It flows past (bar) Bashïn, cuts through 
the middle of the valley (miyän-i dora biburradh), and flowing past 
Marüdh, Diz-i Hinaf [sic], Lögar, B.r.kd.r (*Barakdiz ?) and Gïrang, 
reaches Marv where it is used up in the fields.

27. Another river is that of herat (HarKHare) which rises at 
the limits (hudüd) of Ghür and is used in the fields of Herat. 
Herat possesses also other considerable (buzurg) rivers formed by 
torrents (sayl), but at times there remains no water in them. There
fore we have not mentioned them.

28. In the province (nähiyat) of k ir m ä n  there are no considerable 
rivers and no lakes, except the Great Sea and a small river capable of 
turning ten mills, coming from the limits of Jiruft and flowing fast ;
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most of it is used in the hot lands of Kirmän ; the rest (of the rivers) 
flow into the Great Sea near Hormuz.

29. Another river is sakän  in Pars which rises in the mountains 
and the district (rustä) of Rüyagän; changing its direction it flows 
round the town Kavar (az girdi Kavar andar gardadh) and between 
Najïram and Sïrâf joins the Great Sea.

30. Another river is k h üyadh än  rising from the district (näkiyat) 
of Khüyadhän in Pars. It passes east of Tavaj and joins the Great 
Sea between Ganäfa and Najïram.

31. Another river is shädhagän which rises in the region (nähiyat) 
of Bäzranj in Pärs and flowing past the western comer of Tavaj 
joins the Great Sea.

32. Another river is sïrïn  (Shïrïn?) which comes from the 
mountain Dhanbädh (Dinär?) in the district of Bäzranj. It passes 
between Väyagän and Lärandän; on the confines (bar hudüd) of 
Arragän it passes through the town [ba-shahr read: *ba Rishahr 
“ through Rïshahr”] and joins the Great Sea between Sïnïz and Ganäfa.

These four rivers flow in a north to south direction.
33. Another river is kürr which rises from the limits of Azd 

(*Urdi) in the district (rustä) of Karvän belonging to (az) Pärs. It 
flows in an easterly direction until it has passed south of Istakhr 
(hand tä ba-Istakkr bigudharadK) and joined the lake *Bijagän [now : 
Bakhtagän].

34. Another river is farväb which flows from the district Farväb, 
also in Pars, in an easterly direction; having reached Istakhr, it 
changes its direction and east of Istakhr flows into the river Kurr, 
which is the healthiest (durusttarin) and best water in Pärs.

35. Another river is ta b , which rises in the Küh-Jilü, situated on 
the confines (ba hudüd) of Sipähän, follows the frontier between 
Khüzistän and Färs (ba hadd-i miyan-i Khüzistän va Pärs) and falls 
into the Great Sea. The town Mâhïrübân stands in the sea between 
(two branches of) this river (andar miyän-i in äbast bayn-i darya)}

36. The river sardan rises also in the Küh-Jilü and falls into the 
river Täb (ba rüdh-i Tab andar uftadh). The town Sardan (speit: 
Surdan) is between these two rivers.

37. Another river is that of shüshtar in the province of Khüzistän. 
Its beginning is from the confines of the province of Jibäl (shahr-i

10 b Jibäl). It flows2 | through Shüshtar, Süq al-Arbafä, Ahwäz, Jubbay, 
and Bäsiyän until it reaches Dahana-yi Shïr (“The Lion’s Mouth”) 
and Hisn Mahdï. Then it falls into the Great Sea.

1 On the position of this town, cf. 2 On the margin: al-juz* al-tkani, 
§ 29, 15. “second section” ( ?)<
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38. Another river in Khüzistän is m a sr u q ä n . It separates (bar 

däradh) from the Shüshtar river and flows down to Ahwäz watering 

all the fields; the rest falls again into the river of Shüshtar (bäz 

rûdh-i Sh. uftadh) near Ahwäz. The town ‘Askar-i Mukram (speit : 

'Askar va Makrum) is situated between these two rivers.
39. Another river also separates from the river of Shüshtar off 

(az hadd) Bäsiyän and irrigates the fields1 of Bäsiyän, Khän Mur

düna [sic], and Dauraq up to the limits of Räm Ürmizd.
40. Another river is that of sh ü sh  which rises in the neighbour

hood of Karkha (az hadd-i Karkha bar-däradh) from one of the spurs 

of the Jibäl mountains and it flows to irrigate the countryside 

(sawäd) of Shüshtar [?] and Shüsh. It passes between Shüsh and

B.dhüshävur [?], but before reaching the limit of Basunnayall of 

it is used up in the fields (tä . . . rasadh hama andar kisht-hä ba-kär 

sliudha bäshadh).

41. Another river is the ras  ( ?), flowing up in the North (andar 

hadd-i shamäl), in the country of the Ghüz. It is a large river of 

which (the waters) are black and bad-smelling (siyäh va gandà) ; it 
rises from the mountain which is on the frontier between the Kïmâk 

and the Khirkhïz, traverses (andar miyän) the Ghüz country and 
falls into the Khazar sea.

42. Another river is the ar tu sh  (Irtish ?) which rises in the same 

mountain. It is a large water, black yet drinkable and fresh (shïrïn). 

It flows between the Ghüz and the Kïmâk until it reaches the village 

Jübïn (*Chübïn) in the Kïmâk country; then it empties itself into 
the river Ätil.

43. Another river is the ä t i l  [sic] which rises in the same mountain 

north of the Artush ; it is a mighty and wide river flowing through the 

Kïmâk country (andar miyäna-yi Kimäkiyän) down to the village Jübïn 

(*Chübïn) ; then it flows westwards along the frontier between the 
Ghüz and the Kïmâk until it has passed Bulghär (tä bar Bulghär 

bigudharadh) ; then it turns southwards, flowing between the Turkish 
Pechenegs and the Burtäs,2 traverses the town of Ätil belonging to 

the Khazar (az hadd-i Khazar an), and flows into the Khazar sea.

44. Another river is that of the Rüs which rises from the interior 

of the Saqläb country and flows on in an eastern direction until it 
arrives at the Rüs limits. Then it skirts the confines (bar hudüd) of 

Urtäb, S.läb, and Küyäfa, which are the towns of the Rüs, and the 

confines of Khifjäkh. Then it changes its direction and flows south

wards to the limits of the Pechenegs (ba hudüd Bachanäk) and empties 
itself into the river Ätil.

1 Read: kisht, instead of kashtihä. 2 V.i., p. 463.
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45. Another river is the r ü t ä (?) which rises from a mountain 
situated on the frontier (sarhadd) between the Pechenegs, the Majgharï, 
and the Rüs. Then it enters the Rüs limits (andar miyäna-yi hadd-i 
Rüs) and flows to the Saqläb. Then it reaches the town Khurdäb 
belonging to the Saqläb and is used in their fields and meadows.

46. Another river is the Tigris which rises in the mountains of 
Diyärbakr (Amid; spelt: Imidh), flows past (bar) Balad, Mausil, 
Takrit,and Sämarra, cuts into two both Baghdad and Wâsit (miyäna-yi 
B . biburradh)y and finally reaches Madhär, Buia (*Ubulla), and the 
limits of Basra; then it empties itself into the Great Sea. Near 
Fath a river separates from the Tigris, which is called canal of Ma'qil 
and flows to Basra. Another river too separates from the Tigris off 
Buia (ba bar-i Buia) and is called Bula-canal (nahr Buia). It flows 
straight westwards until in the limits (hudüd) of Basra it joins the 
Ma'qil canal. Then it passes through (az) Basra, where it is called 
Dubays-canal. Finally it once more (bäz) joins the Tigris near 
‘Abbädän. Between Wäsit and Madhär a canal separates from the

1 1 a Tigris, and forms two swamps | called Basra Swamps.
47. In the Armenian mountains rise two rivers called the tw o  

zäbs (ZäbayUy spelt: Zäbtr)y the Lesser and Greater Zäb. Both flow 
in a,south-western direction and empty themselves into the Tigris 
between the towns Haditha and Sinn.

48. Of the other two rivers, the one called säs (Säbus ?) rises in the 
Armenian mountains and is utilized in the fields ; when it reaches the 
town ‘Ukbara (spelt: 'Akbura) nothing remains of it. The other 
river, rising in the same mountain and called nah r aw än , i» utilized 
in the fields, and when it reaches Nahrawän none of it remains.

49. Another river is the Euphrates, which rises in the mountain 
cUlayq (fAlïq ?) and flows through the Rüm country, cutting the 
mountain Lukkäm (az miyän . . . biburradh). It arrives at the limits 
(hudüd) of *Malatya (spelt: Malatiyà) and thus (hamchimn)y turning 
southwards, skirts Shumayshät, Sanja, and Bälas (*Bälus ?). Then it 
takes a north-easterly [read: south-westerly !] direction until it has 
skirted Raqqa, Qarqisiya, Rahba, fÄna, Hit, and Anbär. Then again 
it changes its direction and flows towards the south-[east] (miyän-i 
junüb [*va mashriq]), till it. reaches the Küfa swamp. After Anbär 
a canal called Nahr-'Isä separates from it, goes down to Baghdad 
(tä B.), and empties itself into the Tigris, and the people navigate 
(ba-kashtï ravandh) this canal from the Euphrates to the Tigris  ̂
Lower down (az zir-i Nahr-Isa) y another canal larger than the

x Nahr-'ïsâ separates from the Euphrates (ham az in rüdh) ; it is called 
Nahr-Sarsar and is utilized in the fields of the town Sarsar. Still
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lower down, a canal larger than the Nahr-Sarsar, which is called 
Nahr al-Malik, separates (from it), and is utilized in the fields of 
the town of the Nahr al-Malik. Still lower down a canal starts in 
the. region (hudüd) of Karbala. It is called Nahr-Sürä and flows 
until it too \i,e.y like the Euphrates] empties itself into the Wasit 
swamp. The town Jämi'ayn is between these two rivers, i.e., the chief 
stream Çamüd) of the Euphrates and the Sürl canal.

50. Another river in the province (hudüd) of Khoräsän is called 
HIRAND. It rises from the mountain of Tus and skirts the region of 
Ustuvä (spelt : Âsatavü) and Jarmagän. It cuts into two (the town of) 
Gurgän (miyäna-yi G. biburradh), flows to the town of Abaskun, 
and empties itself into the Khazar sea.

51. Another river in the province Tabaristän is called τ ϊζ η ιν -  
rüdh . It rises in the Qärin mountain in the neighbourhood of Pimm, 
skirts Sârî, and (empties itself into the Khazar) sea.

52. Another river, called bä vu l , rises in the Qärin mountain, 
skirts Mämatir, and empties itself into the Khazar sea.

53. Another river, called harhaz, rises in the mountains of Rayy 
and Lärijän on the frontier (az hadd) of Tabaristän and flows down 
to the neighbourhood of Amol, (where) most of its water is utilized 
in the fields while the rest empties itself into the Khazar sea.

54. Another river, called sapïd-rüdh , rises in the mountain 
Huwayrith in Armenia, flows westwards [read: eastwards], traverses 
(miyän) Gllän, and empties itself into the Khazar sea.

55. Another river, called aras (spelt: Artis), rises on the eastern 
side of the Armenian mountains, from a place adjoining the Rüm. 
Taking an eastern direction it flows on until, having skirted Vartän 
and followed the frontier between Ädharbädhagän, Armenia, and 
Arrän, it joins the Khazar sea.

56. Another river called kurr rises in the province Arran in the 
mountain lying between Arrän and the Sarîr. Taking an easterly1 
direction it flows down to the limits of Shaki and Qabala (spelt: 
Qibla) and skirts Bardîj (*Bardej). | Then it unites with the river l i b  
Aras (spelt: Arts) and their waters flow between Müqän and Bäkü
to join the Khazar sea.

57. Another river in the ‘Arab country2 is b a yh ä n  (spelt: Mijän)
It rises from the farthest end (äkhir-i hudüd) of the Tihäma 
mountains, Le., from the easternmost part of it (änk ba mashriq 
nazdiktar-ast), skirts the town of the Wädi Bayhän (spelt : Mïjân), 
Shabwa (spelt: Say wa), and the towns of Hadramüt, (then) 
traverses the Ahqäf sands, and flows into the Great Sea.

1 So instead of : westerly. z So instead of : Arrän.
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7» Hudüd al-Alani §6

In the Syrian lands (biläd-i Sham) there are no large rivers,

58. Another rive*, called Nahr al-Karüm (*Kurüm ?), rises in 

the province (‘amai) of Buqallär (Buccellariote theme) in Central 
Rüm (az miyäna-yi Rüm)> and flows into the Sea of the Georgians.

59. Another river rises in the theme of Paphlagonia (Ifiäkhüniya) 
in Rüm, skirts the town of Tanäbr! (*Kängrii)y and falls into the 
Sea of the Georgians.

60. Another river rises from the Opsikian theme (Ubstq) of 

Rüm, skirts the town of B.ndäq.lus (?) and Dïdün (B.d.ndün, 
Ndydün?), to flow into the *Nïqiya (spelt: Tanqiya) lake in Rüm.

61. Another river also rises here (ïdhar) and follows the frontier 

(bar miyän-i hadd) between the theme of Anatolicon (*Natliq spelt: 
Batliq) and the Buccelariote theme (Buqallär). Then it turns south
wards, flowing between Khäk (ilU.) and *Nïqiya, and empties itself 
into the *Nïqiya lake.

62. Another river is the n il e  in Egypt. South [read: north?] of 
the Jabal al-Qamar rise ten great rivers.1 From each five (of them) 
a swamp is formed (batiha bandadh) ; then from each of the swamps 
come out three rivers. From all these six rivers a swamp is formed 
(yaki batiha bandadh) outside the limits of Nubia towards the south 

(birün as hudüd-i Nüba andar junüb). Then the river Nile comes out 
of these marshes and enters Nubia (ba miyän-i N .), flowing northwards 
until it has traversed (biburradh) all of the province of Nubia. Then 
it turns westwards down to the town of Sukar (spelt: Sabra), then it 
turns back (bäz gardadh) eastwards until it has skirted (bar taraf) 
the Mountain of the Oases (Küh-i al-Wähät) and flowed past (bar) 

Uswän (Assuan). Then it flows straight northwards and crosses all 
the province of Egypt. It skirts Akhmïm, Fayyüm, and Fustät, and 
empties itself into the lake Tinnls.

63. And from the sands which lie between the districts (näwäht) 

of Egypt and the Qulzum Sea rises a great river whichflows westwards 
and crosses Nubia in its breadth (miyän-i Nüba biburradh bapahnä). 
At the place where the town of Kâbïl is situated, which belongs to 
the Nubians and is their capital, it falls into the Nile. This river is 
called the r ive r  o f  th e  r a m l  a l -m a 'd a n .2

64. From the Nile a large canal separates near Fustät and is con

stantly utilized (ba kär hami shavadh) in the fields until it reaches 
Alexandria; the remainder of the water flows again (bäz)3 into the 

lake Tinnîs.
65. In the lands (andar shahrhä) of Ifrïqiya, in Tanja, and down

\
1 Cf. §3,38.
3 Perhaps: ba .

2 Cf. § 59, 63.
. . bäz “ towards” , cf. p. 50, 1. zo.



to the region (nähiyat) of Süs-the-Distant there are no great and 
important (hull) rivers, except such as (magar chunänk) serve for 
drinking (khurd) and (the irrigation of) the fields.

Likewise we have not found any information in the books and 
reports (andar kitäb-hä va akhbär-hä) about any rivers in Südän.

66. Another river rises in the west of the country Rüm, from the 
mountain Bulghari, and follows (harm ravadh) an easterly direction 
until it reaches the place (jäy) of the Saqläbians living in the Rüm 
country. After having traversed the country of the Burchân (ba 
nähiyat-i Burchân [sic] bigudharadh) it skirts the theme (bar 'amai) 
of Thrace (spelt: Buräqiya), and in this (reach?) traverses the town 
Qustantîniya (andar ln [miyän ?] miyän-i Q. bigudharadh), while the 
remainder (of the water) flows out into the strait. This river is 
called Bulghari.

67. The river TAGUS (^lr *Täju) rising in the mountains of Spain 
near Toledo, flows round the town of Toledo (azgird-ishakr-i Tulaytula 
andar äyadh), following a westerly direction, then turns eastwards, 
(then) again westwards. And it flows on till the limits of *Merida 
(spelt: Härda) and Santarem (Shantarïn). At the latter place it 
empties itself into the Western Ocean.)

And in all this world there are no rivers on which ships can go 12 a 
except those which we have mentioned. As regards the southern 
parts (nähiyat) we have found absolutely (al-batta) no mention of 
any big river there, except of the 68. buja [sic] river of which it is said 
that it rises in a mountain situated in the south, traverses (miyän) the 
Buja, and falls into the sea near Abyssinia (Habasha). God is om
niscient and there is no might but in God !

§ 7. Discourse on the Deserts and Sands

Every land (zamln) where there are sands (rig), or salt marshes 
(shüra), but no mountains, no running water, and no fields is called 
desert. Deserts are of various description : some extensive, and some 
small. And so are the numerous sands in those deserts: some exten
sive and some small. In the present chapter we shall mention, if 
God will it, each extensive desert, or sand, in the inhabited part 
(äbädhänt) of the world.

I . In the southern part of the country Chïnistân, between the 
mountain Ta'in fil-bahr and Khumdän there is a desert,1 of which 
a part protrudes into the sea like an island. East of this desert1 is the 
*Eastern2 Ocean, and south of it* the Great Sea; west of it, the
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mountain al-Täfin fil-bahr ; and north of it, the Khumdän river. In 
the soil of this desert there is much gold.

2. Another desert is situated north of China (*Ckm ^ ? ). East 
of it lies the Eastern Ocean; south of it, the provinces (nawähi) of 
China (j^) ; west of it, the river of Kuchchä; and north of it, the 
Toghuzghuz and Khirkhïz.

3. In the country of Chïnistân there are sands, three days’journey 
(manzil) wide, situated between two Chinese j\) towns Khathum 
and Vasâmïk. They stretch in length from the limit of the swamp 
of the Kuchä [sic] river up to the limit of that (in) desert which 
we have mentioned in the north of #China (^ P ).1

4. Another desert is (that) east of which lie the limits of Tibet ; 
south of it, the country of Hind (biläd-t Hind);2 west of it, the limits 
of Transoxiana; and north of it, the Khallukh country. It is a hard 
(sa'b) desert, without water and grass.

5. Another desert [plain ?] is in the country of Hind, on the shore 
of the Great Sea, stretching in length from the limit {Judd) of Sarandib 
up to the beginning of Dahum’s kingdom (mamlakat); yet this 
desert is intersected (buridha) and disposed in patches (pära pära).

In the provinces of Sind and Hind small deserts are numerous.
6. Another small and limited desert is the one east of which are 

situated the towns of Sind; south of it, the Great Sea; west of it, 
the Kufij mountains ; and north of it, some parts of Sind and Kirmän.

7. Another desert (is the one) east of which lie the northern parts 
of the province of Sind down to the region (hudüd, basin ?) of the 
river Mihrän, and of which the southern (part) skirts (bar hudüd . . . 
biravadh) Sind, Kirmän, and Pärs; west of it are the limits of Rayy, 
Qum, and Qäshän, and its north skirts (bar . . . bigudharadh) 
Khoräsän with its Marches (hudüd) and Sistän. It is called the desert 
of kargas-k ü h , because west of it stands a small mountain called 
Kargas-kuh, after which the desert is called. In this desert hills are 
scattered everywhere. (The parts) of this desert are called after the 
provinces which happen to lie near them. In this desert lie the sands

12 b which surround Sistän (az gird bar äyadh) | and are called the Sistän 
sands.

8. Another desert is the one of which the east skirts the confines 
of Marv (bar hudüd Marv bigudharadh) down to the Jayhün. Its 
south marches with the regions of Bävard, Nasa, Farâv, Dihistän, 
and with the Khazar sea up to the region of Ätil. West of it is the 
river Ätil; north of it, the river Jayhün, the Sea of Khwärazm^and

 ̂ 1 On the doubtful readings in 2. and 3. see notes to § 3, 5d.
2 Here in the sense of the upper part of the Indus basin.
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the Ghuz country, up to the Bulghar frontier. It is called the desert  

of k h w ä r a zm  a n d  th e  g h ü z . In this desert there are sands which 

begin from the limits of Balkh, and stretch south of the Jayhün and 

down to the sea of Khwärazm. Their breadth varies from i to 7 
stages (manzils).

9. Another sand lies between the Kïmâk and the limits of Jand 

and Javära. Its length is immense and its breadth is exiguous.
10. Another desert is the steppe (bädiya) of which the eastern side 

stretches from the limits of Hajar to those of Bahrayn and Basra; 

(then) it marches with the region of Qädisiya and Küfa (spelt: 

Küh) y up to the limits of the river Euphrates ; south of it lies the whole 
of the Arab sea (daryä-yi 'Arab hama)y the limits of the Ayla [read: 

♦Barbari] Gulf, the Great Sea, the districts (nawähi) of Hadramüt 

and Yemen ; its west marches with the regions of Jidda, Jar, Madyan, 
and * Ayla ; its north, with the regions of Mu'än (spelt: Maghän), 

Salamiya, Tadmur and Khunäsira down to the river Euphrates. It 

is called the be d o u in  ste ppe  (bädiya). Whatever part of this desert 

is adjacent to a town, or to an Arab tribe (hayy), it is called after 
those places. In this desert there are sands beginning from the sea
shore in the region of Bahrayn and varying in breadth from 2 to 4 
stages (manzü)y while its length is 20 stages. It is called the h a b ïr  

sa n d , and its sand is red and used by the goldsmiths. All the pilgrims 
travelling by the 'Iraq route must cross this sand-plain {rig).

11. Other sands lie on the sea-shore south of this [i.e. 10.] desert 
and surround (az gird bar äyadh) the towns of Hadramüt. They are 

called the a h q ä f -s a n d s .

12. Other sands are those east of which are the Gulfs of Barbar 
and * Ayla ; south of them, the desert of Buja; west of them, the 

countries of Nubia and Egypt; north of them, the Qulzum Gulf. 
These sands are called sands  o f  t h e  m in e s  (ma'dan) because in them , 

there is much gold, and much gold is (actually) found there.
13. Another desert is that east of which lies the country of Abys

sinia (Habasha); south of it, the country of Buja; west of it, Nubia; 

north of it, the sands just described.
14. Other sands lie in the country of Egypt. Their eastern side 

stretches from 'Asqalän to the Dead Sea (Buhayrat al-mayita) ; both 

south and west of them (junüb va magkrib-i vay har du) lies the 

province of Fustät; their northern side stretches from the Tinnîs 
lake to 'Asqalän. They are called the san d s  o f  j if ä r .

i  5. In the country of Maghrib (nähiyat-iM.), from Egypt, the Moun

tain of al-Wähät, Barqa and Taräbulüs down to the province of Süs- 
the-Distant, (the land) is mostly desert (bishtar-i hama biyäbän-ast).
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16. In the country of Maghrib there are extensive sands iii the pro
vince Sijilmäsa, called ram l  a l-m a 'd a n . Much gold is fouiid there.

17. The region lying south of the Equator is mostly desert 
(bishtar-i harna biyäbän-ast). Their inhabited places (<abädhäm) are 
situated amidst (andar) the deserts, except à few which are up in 
the mountains.

18. Likewise there are mostly deserts in the northern region of 
those inhabited lands of the world which belong to the northern 
quarter and stretch from the frontier of China down to the country |

13 a of the Khazars. The dwellings (jäy) of the Turks are mostly situated 
in (andar) deserts, except a few which lie among the mountains, 
running waters, trees, and fields.

The extensive and known deserts and sands existing in the Islamic 
lands are tKose Which we have enumerated, and in the lands of 
Unbelief (nahiyat-i käfirt), except those of the Turks (juz az Turk), 
they are âîso as mentioned by us. God is omniscient and assistance 
is from God!

§ 8* Disêoürse on the Countries (of the World)
I. One country (näfyiyat) differs (judha) from another in four respects 
(rüy). First, by the difference of water, air, soil, and temperature 
(garmä-va ŝarmä). Secondly, by the difference of religion, law 
(shariat), and beliefs (kish). Thirdly, by the difference of words 
(lughät) and languages. Fourthly, by the difference of kingdoms 
(padhshä’i-hä). The frontiers of ä country are separated from those 
of another country by three things : first, by mountains,1 great or 
small, stretching between them; secondly, by rivers, great or small, 
flowing between them; thirdly, by deserts, great or small, stretching 
between them (:miyan-i du nähiyat andar).

2. The Greeks (Rümiya) have said that all the cultivated lands 
(äbädhäni) of the world form three parts. The one is that which, 
on the east, has the Eastern Ocean and the (farthest) limits of 
the Toghuzghuz and Khirkhïz ; on the south, the Great Sea up to the 
Qulzum; on the west, the countries of Syria and Rüm, up to the 
Straits of Constantinople; "[and on the north], the Saqläb country 
and the farthest limits (äkhir-i hudüd) of the cultivated lands of the 
world. This part (of the world) is called great asia  (Äsiyä al-kubrä). 
This part (of the world) constitutes two-thirds (du si-yak) of the 
cultivated lands (lying) in the northern parts.

3* The second part has on its east the beginning of the country 
x of Egypt, from the Equator to the sea of Rüm ; on its south, a desert

1 Singular in the text.
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lying between the lands (biläd) of Maghrib and those of the Sudan ; 
on its west, the Western Ocean ; on its north, the Rüm Sea. This part 
of the world is called L i b y a  (Lübiya), and constitutes one-twelfth 
of all the cultivated lands of the world lying in the north.

4. The third part has on its east the Straits of Constantinople; 
on its south, the sea of Rüm; on its west, the Western Ocean; and 
on its north, the limit of the cultivated lands of the north. This 
part is called EUROPE (Urüfï, spelt: Azwfi), and forms one-quarter 
of all the cultivated lands of the world.

5. As regards the cultivated lands lying to the south, the Greeks 
(Rüm) call them the “Inhabited Lands of the South” .1

6. The Inhabited Lands of the world (“oecumene”) consist of 
fifty-one countries, of which five lie south of the Equator, viz., Zäba 
[sic], Zangistän, Habasha, Buja, and Nüba. One western country, 
the Südän, partly belongs to tfte north and partly to the south, as the 
Equator traverses it. Forty-five countries lie in the northern side 
(süy) of the Inhabited Quarter (chahär yak-i äbädhän), viz., China, 
Tibet, Hindüstän, Sind, Khoräsän with its Marches (hudüd), Trans- 
oxiana with its Marches, Kirmän, Pars, the desert of Kargas-küh 
(spelt : Karas-kük), Daylamän, Khüzistän, the province of Jibäl, 'Iräq, 
the lands of the Arabs (diyär-i 'Arab), Jazïra, Ädharbädhagän, Syria, 
Egypt, Maghrib, Spain, Rüm, the Sarîr, the Alän, the Khazar; the 
Saqläb, the Khazarian Pechenegs, the M.rvät, the Inner Bulghär j 
thé Rüs, the Majgharï, the N.nd.r (*V.n.nd.r), the Turkish Pechënegs; 
the B.rädas [sic], the Burtäs, the Khifjäq, the Ghüz, the Kïmâk, the 
Chigil, the Tukhs, the Khallukh, the Yaghmä, the Toghuzghtiz; 
and the Khirkhïz. Each of these countries | is divided into provinces 13 b 
(amäl), and in each of the latter there are numerous towns. In 
another section (fasi) we shall explain (padhidh kunlm) the size 
(miqdär) of each country and town, its nature and climate, the wonders 
and marvels coming from each town ; all the kingdoms (pädhshähi-hä) 
and towns of each country; their customs and manners and the 
religion of their inhabitants, so far as (badhän miqdär ki) we could 
find (these details) iii the books of (our) predecessors (pishïnagàn) or 
hear reports about them (ba-akhbär-hä shanïdïm), for (zlräk-kt) 
nobody can know all the particulars (ahwäl) about the world, except 
God, the Exalted. There is no power but in God !

§ 9. Discourse on the properties of the country of Chïnistân
East of the country of Chïnistân is the Eastern Ocean; south of it, 
the confines of Wäq-Wäq, the Sarandib mountain, and the Great Sea;

1 Persian äbädhäm corresponds here to Greek οικουμένη and Arabic al-ma'müra.
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west of it, Hindüstän and Tibet; north of it, Tibet and the countries 
of the Toghuzghuz and Khirkhïz. This is a country with many 

amenities (nimat) and running waters. In it are found numerous 

gold-mines, mountains, deserts, lakes, and sands. Its king is called 

Faghfür-i Chm and is said to be a descendant of Farïdhün. It is 

reported that the king (malik) of China has 360 districts (nähiyat) 

and each day of the year the taxes of a district are brought to the 

Treasury. The inhabitants of this country (nähiyat) are good crafts

men and make wonderful things. Embarking (andar nishasta) on 

the river *Ghiyan (spelt: Ίηαη) they visit Tibet for trade. Most of 

them are Manichaeans (dtn-i Mânï), but their king is a Buddhist1 

(shamanii). From this country comes much gold, silk (harir va 
parand)y Chinese khävkhir ( ?), brocades (dtbä), chinä (ghadära), 

cinnamon (<dâr-sïnï), khutü-horns from which knife-handles (dasta- 
hä-yi kär [read: kärd] kunand) are fabricated, and all sorts of wonder

ful objects (kär-hä-yi badi). There are elephants and rhinoceroses 
(karg) in China.

1. w ä q -w ä q , a province of China. In its soil gold-mines are 

found. (Even) their dogs have gold collars. Their chiefs wear 
extremely precious necklaces of rhinoceros horn (surü-i karg). The 

people are black and naked. (Wäq-Wäq) belongs to the hot zone and 

has no amenity (nimat). Its capital is M.qys, which is a small town 

(where) merchants of various classes (günägün) stay.

2. Besides Wäq-Wäq, China has nine large provinces (nähiyat) 

on the coast of the Eastern Ocean : (a) ï r .sh  ; (b) k h ü r .sh  ; (c) f .r â j .k l ï  ; 

(d) t h ä y  ; (e) k h .s â n ï ; (/) t .n k ü y ; (g) b ü n ü g h n ï; (h) q ü r ï ; (i) a n f .s .

All nine have various subdivisions (nähiyat) which all differ 

(mukhälif) in religion (spelt: badhtn!)y appearance, and habits, and in 
them (vay) there are numerous towns, but the government (sultän) 

of all these provinces is on behalf (az dost “from the hand”) of the 

Faghfur-i Chin.

3. k h u m d ä n  (Ch’ang-an-fu) is the capital of Chïnistân. It is a 

great town and serves as residence to Faghfür. It possesses numerous 

trees, habitations (äbädhäm), and amenities (ni'mat), and is situated 

on the sea-coast.2 Khumdän produces pearls. The inhabitants are 

round-faced and broad-nosed. They dress in brocade (dtbä) and silk 

and make their sleeves wide and skirts long.

4. bu g h sh ü r  [sic], a large town belonging to China. In it reside 

numerous merchants from different cities and it is a very pleasant

place (vajWt bisyär-nimat-ast).
\

1 “ Shamanist” would be impossible here.
2 Cf. § 2, 4. but a swamp is mentioned near Khumdän under § 3, 34.
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5. KUCHÄN, a small town in which reside Tibetan and Chinese 
merchants.

6. KHÄLB.K, a large town, prosperous (äbädhän) with numerous 
amenities (bä nimat-i bisyär) and governed from China.

7. kh äm ch ü  (Kan-chou), half of which (nima-yi u) is owned by the 
Chinese and the other half (nimäi az u) by the Tibetans. A perpetual 
war goes on between them. They are idolaters (Buddhists ? but- 
parasi), and their government is on behalf | of the Khäqän of Tibet. 14 a

8. SAUKJÜ (Su-chou) is the frontier of Tibet. Its government is 
from China. In its mountains musk-deer and yaks (ghizhghäv) are 
found.

9. sakhchü  is like Saukjü,1 but larger (mih). Its government’s 
seat is Saukjü.

10. kuch ä  [sic] is situated on the frontier and belongs to China, 
but constantly (har vaqti) the Toghuzghuz raid (täzand) the inhabi
tants and loot them. The town possesses many amenities.

11. KÜGHM.R possesses many idol-temples. It is a pleasant place 
situated close to the mountains. In it there is a certain dead body 
(yaki murda) venerated by the inhabitants.

12. BURj-i sangIn  (“St one-tower”), a large village in China, pros
perous and very pleasant.

13. khäjü  (Kua-chou), a large town and a residence of merchants 
Its government is from China. The inhabitants profess the faith 
of Mânî.

14. ·■' sangläkh  (“Stony place”), a large village in the district 
Çamal) of Säjü. The inhabitants are idolaters (Buddhists ?).

15. sä jü  (Sha-chou) belongs to China and is situated (half-way) 
between the mountains and the desert. It is a prosperous place 
(äbädhäni-st) and possesses many amenities and running waters.
(The inhabitants) are harmless and profess the faith of Mani.

16. K.SÄN, a town far from the road. It has few amenities (kam- 
ni mat) and its governor (kärdär) comes from Tibet.

17. kädhäkh  lies in China, but the governor (kärdär) is on behalf 
of Tibet.

18. k h o tan  is situated between two rivers. In its limits (hudüd) 
live wild people who are man-eaters (mardumän-and vahshi mardum- 
khwära). The commodities (khwästa) of the inhabitants are mostly 
raw silk (qaz). The king of Khotan lives in great state (hay’at) and 
calls himself4‘Lord of the Turks and Tibetans” Çazim al-Turk wal- 
Tubbat). He lives on the boundary of China and Tibet. This king 
of Khotan has eunuchs (khisiyän) in charge of all his districts. This

1 So vocalized.
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land (skahr) turns out 70,000 warriors. The jade stone (sang- 
i yashm) comes from the rivers of Khotan.

19. KH.ZA, village of Khotan, round which there are some sands.
20. HUTM (Khutm, Jutm?) is desolate; only a flourishing idol- 

temple is found there (andar vay yak but-khäna äbädhän bas).
21. sävnIk , a village, round (az gird) w hich there are sands.

22. bü rk h ïm ü  and n a v ïjk a t h (P), two towns of China on the sea- 
coast (bar karän-i daryä),1 prosperous, large, very pleasant, and 
having a warlike population (jang kunanda).

23. saran dib  lies in the south of China, on the boundary between 
Hindüstän and Chïnistân, on the sea-coast (bar karän-i daryä). It 
possesses numerous districts and running waters. In its rivers 
diamonds (almäs) are found. From Sarandib come different kinds 
of corundum (yäqüt). Its king is independent (ba sar-i khwish).

24. 'azr  (Gh.zr?), a small town near Sarandib which serves as 
residence to the king of Sarandib.

§ 10. Discourse on the country of Hindistân [sic] and 

its Towns

East of it are the countries of China and Tibet ; south of it, the Great 
Sea; west of it, the river Mihrän ; north of it, the country of Shaknän 
belonging to Vakhän2 and some parts of Tibet. This country 
possesses many amenities, a numerous population, and many kings 
(pädshäy). Numerous towns lie in it. It has mountains, deserts, seas, 
and sands. Many perfumes (tib-hä) come from it, musk, aloes-wood 
Çüd), ambergris, camphor, various precious things (gauhar), pearls 
(murvärid), corundum (yäqüt), diamonds, corals, and pearls (durr) 
as well as multifarious drugs (därü)> and wonderful textiles (jäma) 
of different kinds. In its plains and deserts various animals are 
found, such as elephants, rhinoceroses (karg), peacocks, k.rk.ri- 
[birds ?], parrots (tütak)} Indian cuckoos (shärak), and the like. This

4 b is the largest country | in the northern oecumene. All through 
Hindüstän wine (nabtdh) is held to be unlawful and adultery (zina) 
to be licit. All the inhabitants are idolaters.

1. q äm arön  (Kämarüpa, Assam), a kingdom in the eastern part 
of Hindüstän. Rhinoceroses and gold-mines are numerous there. 
From it come emery (sunbädha) and good fresh aloes Çüd-i tar).

2. SANF (Champa?), large land (shahr) of the Qämarün kingdom. 
The Sanfï-aloes come from there.
\

1 Perhaps daryä means here only “the river” .
2 Probably “ *Sh. and V.” . See note to § 2.
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3. MANDAL, small land (shahr) of the Qämarün kingdom. From 
it come the Mandalï-aloes.

Both these lands (shahr) are on the coast.

4. f a n s ü r , a large town and a merchants’ resort. From it comes 

much camphor. It is a maritime emporium (bärgah-i darya). The 

king of Fansur is called S.tühä. He has a separate kingdom 
(mamlakatl judha). In the kingdom of Fansur there are ten kings, 
all on behalf of (az dast) S.tühä.

5. H.DD.NJÏRA ( ?), a town with a market 1 farsang long. Its king 

is Satühä.1 It is a flourishing and pleasant town.

6. q im ä r  (Khmer), a large country (shahr) and its kings are the 
most just among the kings of Hindüstän. And in all Hindüstän 

adultery is licit, except in Qimär, where it is forbidden. The presents 

(silat) given by the kings of Qimär consist of elephant-tusks (dandän-i 
pii) and the Qimäri-aloes*

7. n .m y ä s , HARKAND, ü r sh ïn , S.M.ND.R, an d r äs— these five large 

towns (lands?) are situated on the sea-coast, and the royal power 

(pädshähi) in them belongs to Dahum. Dahum does not consider 
any one (hich-kas) superior to himself and is said to have an army of
300,000 men. In no place of Hindüstän are fresh aloes Çüd-i tar) 

found but in the (possessions) of the king of Qämarün and of Dahum 
(magar pädhshäyi [sic] Q. va D.).2 These countries produce in large 

quantities göod cotton which (grows) on trees yielding their produce 
(bar dihadh) during many years. The product (mal) of this country 
is the white conch (sapid muhra) which is blown like a trumpet (büq) 
and is called * shank (spelt: sanbak). In this country there are 

numerous elephants (pll).
8. TUSÜL, a large country adjacent to China, from which it is 

separated by a mountain. The inhabitants are dark (asmar). Their 
garments are of cotton.

9. m ü sa , a country adjacent to China and Tüsül. The people have 
strong fortresses and constructions. Much musk comes from there.

10. MÄNAK, a country adjacent to China and Müsa.

These three (last-named) countries are at war with the Chinese 

(Chiniyän) but the latter come out stronger (bihtar äyand).
11. n ü b ïn  (?) forms the frontier of Dahum’s country (mamlakaf). 

The provisions and corn (ghalla) of Sarandib come from this town.
12. ÜR.SHFÏN, a town with a district (nähiyat) protruding into the 

sea like an island. Its air is bad. That sea is called there the Sea of 
Gulfs (bahr al-aghbäb). The royal power belongs to a woman who 
is called “räyina” 3 (pädshähi az än-i zanl buvadh räyina khwänand).

1 So vocalized. . 2 Evidently *pädshä>i-yi Q. va D, 3 *räniya ?
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Extremely large Çazîm buzurg) elephants are found there, such as in 
no other place of India. From it come large quantities of pepper 
(bilbil <  *pïlpiÎ) and rotang (nayza).

.13 . M a l a y ,  four towns (lands?) along the coast, all of which are 
called Malay. It is the kingdom (pädshäht) of Ballah-räy. From it 
comes much rotang (där-i nayza) and pepper.

14. s a m ü r  (jJ S )1, s i n d ä n , s ü b ä r a  (spelt: Süyära), k a n b ä y a , 

four towns on the coast, in which live Muslims and Hindus 
(Hinduvän). In that locality (andar-ü ?) is a Friday-mosque (<mazgit- 
/ ädhlna) and an idol-temple. The people of these towns have 
long hair (müy-i furü-hishtà) and at all seasons wear only an izär

5 a (yak-izär bäshand ba har vaqtï). | The climate (of these parts) is 
hot. The government (pädshähi) there belongs to Ballah-räy. Near 
these (towns) there is a. mountain on which grows much bamboo 
(khaizurän)9 rotang (inayza, spelt: nlra)y pepper, and coco-nut. In 
Kanbäya shoes (ίna lain : “sandals” ?) are produced which are exported 
to all the countries of the world.

15. QÄMH.L (*Qamuhul)y a pleasant town which is a part of Ballah- 
räy’s kingdom.

16. BÂBÏ, a pleasant town of which the king is a Muslim. Omar 
ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz, who mutinied (khurûj) and seized Mansüra, was 
from this town.

17. QANDAHÄR, a large town in which there are numerous idols of 
gold and silver. It is a place of hermits and Brahmans (zähidän va 
brahmanän). It is a pleasant town to which appertains a special 
province (nähiyat-i khässa).

18. h . s ï n â k r a  ('J.sinägrai), a pleasant locality with numerous 
districts.

19. B.JÜNA, a populous village on the edge o f the desert.

20. KÜNS.R, a sm all tow n w ith  idol tem ples.

2 1. n ü n ü n , a tow n w hich is said to possess m ore than 300,000 

idols, and there are num erous brothels (rüHpi-khäna) in it.

22. B.KSÄN, a populous village of which the inhabitants shave 
(bisuturand) their hair and beards. In it there are numerous idols of 
gold and copper (myIn).

23. H.MÄNÄN, a place of Indian hermits. (The inhabitants) are 
Brahmans who say that they are of the prophet Abraham’s tribe, 
God’s blessings be on him.

24. B.LHÂRÏ (Battahän ?), a large and populous town and a residence 
of merchants from India, Khoräsän, and cIräq. It produces much 
"musk.

1 Cf. § s, 9.
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25. R.BÏND (?), a populous town where stuff for Indian turbans 

(jäma-yi shära) is produced.

And in all these (places) the king is Ballah-räy. Behind this king’s 

(country) lies (that of) the king of Qinnauj.

26. F .m a  (N.mai), a small town where great quantities of precious 

things (gauhar) are brought (uftadh).
ζη. k h a l h ïn  (*Jälhin ?), a small but populous town producing 

great quantities of velvets and stuff for turbans (jäma-yi makhmal va 

shär a) y as well as of drugs.

28. B.RHÄRA, a large and  pleasant to w n .
29. q in n a u j1, a large town and the seat of the raja (my) of Qinnauj 

who is a great king; most of the Indian kings obey him and this raja 

does not consider any one his superior. He is said to have 150,000 

horse and 800 elephants (destined) to take the field on the day of 

battle (ki ba-mz-i harb bar-nishinand).2
30. b u l r ï , q a l r ï, n a r i  ( P), RÜR (spelt: Zür), four towns belonging 

to Sind but lying on this (eastern!) side of the Mihrän river. This is 

a very pleasant locality. There stands a preacher’s pulpit (minbar) 
and the Hindustan merchandise (jihäz) is brought (uftadh) to these 

little towns. Rür possesses two strong walls (bar-ü du bära muhkam). 
This place is full of dampness and humidity (tar-u-namnäk).

31. B.SM.D ( ?), a small but very pleasant town in Hind (Panjäb ?).

32. m u l t ä n , large town in Hind. In it there is a very large idol, 

and from all Hindüstän people come on pilgrimage (ba-hajj) to visit 

this idol whose name is Mültân [sic]. It is a strong place with a 

citadel (qundiz). Its governor (sultâri) is a Quraishite from the 

descendants of Säm. He lives at a camp (lashkargäh) half a farsang 

(from Multän) and reads the khutba in the name of the “Western 
Ohe” (bar maghribï)?

33. ja n d r ü z  (*Chandror), a small town near Mültân [sic].

34. JÂB.RS.RÏ ( ?), a populous and very pleasant village. In it great 

quantities of tamarind (khurmä-yi hindi) and cassia fistularis (khiyär-i 
shanbar) are found.

35. b a h r ä y ij  w as a large tow n  bu t at presen t is desolate, and little 
(andakjai) o f  it is le ft.

36. La h o r , a town with numerous districts. Its government 

(sultän) is on behalf of the chief (mir) of Multän. In it there are 

markets and idol-temples. In it great numbers of jalghüza-trees,4

1 Such is the Arabic vocalization, 3 The Fätimid caliph is meant here 
once clearly indicated in our text too. 4 According to Raverty: Pinus Ger

2 After this paragraph ought to at diana.
come 38.
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almond-trees, and coco-nuts are found. All the inhabitants are 
b  idolaters [ and there are no Muslims there.

37. r ä m i y ä n  (Rämayän ?), a town on a huge mound (tall). In it 
there are some Muslims called Sälhäri. The rest are all idolaters. 
Many Hindu slaves (barda) and numerous Indian commodities 
(jihäz-i Hindüstän) are brought there (uftadh). The local government 
is on behalf of the amir of Multan. At the town gate stands an idol- 
temple with a copper idol inlaid with gold (ba-zar kanda). They 
hold it in great reverence, and daily thirty women go round about 
this idol (si zan-and ki gird-i but äyand) with drums, tambourines 
(daf)y and dances (päy küftan).

38. j ä l h a n d a r ,1 a town situated on the summit of a mountain in 
the cold zone (sardsir) and producing great quantities of velvets and 
stuffs (jäma)y plain and figured (sädha va munaqqash). Between 
Rämiyän and Jälhandar there is a distance of five days, and all this 
road is planted with trees (producing) myrobalan (halila), terminalia 
belerica (balila)y embilica officinalis (ämula)y and (other) drugs (därü), 
exported to all the world. This town belongs to the dominions 
(hudüd) of the raja (räy) of Qinnauj.

39. s .l ä b ü r  (S.läpür ?), a large town with markets, merchants, and 
commodities (khwästa). The government (pädshähi) belongs to the 
raja of Qinnauj. The coins with which their trade is carried on are of 
various kinds, e.g., bäräday näkhwär, shabäniy kabuhra, kimaväny and 
küray each of them having a different weight. S.läbür has numerous 
idol-temples. Their sages (dänishmand) are Brahmans. Sugar, 
candy-sugar (panidh), honey, coco-nuts, cows, sheep, and camels 
abound there.

40. b r ïh ü n  ( ?), a town like a fortified camp (ribät). Four days in 
the year a lively (tiz) market is held there. The place lies near 
Qinnauj, within the dominions of the latterà raja (va hudüd-i räy-ast). 
It possesses 300 idol-temples and a water, of which it is said that 
whoever washes himself in it is free from any ill-luck (äfat). And 
whenever one of their chiefs (mihtar) dies, all the inferiors (kihtar) 
living under his shadow kill themselves. Thè king of their town sits 
on a throne and wherever he travels (har jä kl ravadh) many men 
(bast mard) carry the throne on their shoulders to where (the king) 
wants. From this town to Tibet is a five days’ journey over difficult 
passes.

41. h a y t ä l , a country near Qinnauj, from which it is shut off by 
a huge mountain. The country is small but the people are warlike 

Nand good fighters (mubäriz). The government at Haytäl (pädshähi)

1 This paragraph ought to follow on 29.
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belongs to (one of the) margraves (mulük-i aträf) who is on hostile 
terms with the raja of Qinnauj.

42. TYTHÄL (?), a country adjacent to Haytäl. Between them 
stands a mountain of difficult access (sab) over which the inhabitants 
transport (bigudärand< *bigudharänand) loads tied to their backs 
It is a place with few amenities (kam-η ΐ mat).

43. BAYTÄL (Nepal?), a country adjacent to Taythäl. It is a place 
(visited by) the merchants from all over the world and much musk 
comes from there.

44. TÂFÏ (*Täqi), a country with populous towns and ample 
amenities (nïmat-ifarâkh). Its people are dark and white.

45. *s a l ü q i y ï n  (spelt: SMfiytn), a large country with many 
commodities. The people call their king najäya. They ( ?) take wives 
from the tribe of Ballah-rä (ishän zan az qabila-yi B. kunand). 
Much red sandal-wood comes from this country.

46. AL-JURZ (spelt: Lhrz),1 a country called after the name of its 
king. And this country is a place with justice and equity. It is 
reported that 100,000 men take the field (bar-nishïnad) together 
with (the king). And of all the three kings (mentioned)2 this one is
the most valiant. From this | country come much aloes and sandal- 16 a 
wood.

47. GARDiz, a frontier town between Ghaznin and Hindüstän, 
situated on the summit of a mound (tall) and possessing a strong 
fortress (hisär) with three walls. The inhabitants are Khärijites.

48. s a u l , a pleasant village on a mountain. In it live Afghäns.
And as you go thence to Husaynän the road passes between two 
mountains, and on the road one must cross seventy-two torrents 
(äb). The road is full of dangers and terrors.

49. h u s a y n ä n , a town in the hot zone lying by a steppe (bar sahrä).
50. * n î n h â r ,3 à place of which the king makes show of Islam 

(musalmânï numäyadh), and has many wives, (namely) over thirty 
Muslim, Afghän, and Hindü (wives). The rest (va digar mardmn) of 
the people are idolaters. In (Ninhär) there are three large idols.

51. H ïvÂN , a town on a mountain. From this town flows downhill 
a water which is used in the fields.

52. j a l ü t  and b a l ü t ,4 two towns (respectively) situated to the 
right and left of the róad, on the tops of two mountains separated 
by a stream. -In them (vay) there are idol-temples and they produce 
sugâr-cane, cows, and sheep.

53. b ï r ü z a  is a town within the limits (andar hudüd) of Mültän
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in Hindüstän. All the merchandise of Hindüstän (hama jihäz-hä-i 
H )  comes (uftadh) there and in it are idol-temples.

54. la m g h ä n , a town situated on the middle course [ ? cf. p. 58,1.4] 
of the river, on (its) bank (bar miyäna bar karan-i rüdh). It is the 
emporium (bärgäh) of Hindüstän and a residence of merchants and 
it possesses idol-temples.

55. d y n w r  (supra: Dunpür), a town situated opposite (barabar)
, Lamghän on the bank of a river. It is the residence of merchants

from all Khoräsän. It has idol-temples. In both these towns reside 
Muslim merchants, and both are prosperous and pleasant.

56. v a y h in d , a large town. Its king Jaypäl is under the orders 
(of the raja) of Qinnauj. In it live a few Muslims, and the Hindüstän 
merchandise, such as musk, precious things (gauhar), and precious 
stuffs, mostly come to this country (jthäz-hä-yi H. bishtar badhin 
nähiyat uftadh az mushk va gauhar vajäma-hä-yi bä-qimat).

57. qashm ïr, a large and pleasant land (shahr) with numerous 
merchants. Its king depends on the raja of Qinnauj (pädhshäh-i vay 
räy-i Qimauj-rä-st). It possesses many idol-temples to which the 
Hindus come on pilgrimage.

§ i i . Discourse on the Country of T ibet and its Towns.
East of it are some parts of Chïnistân; south of it, Hindüstän; west 
of it, some of the Marches (hudüd) of Transoxiana and some of the 
Khallukh country (hudüd) ; north of it, some parts of the Khallukh 
and Toghuzghuz. This country is cultivated and populous, but has 
few commodities (äbädhän va bisyär-mardum va kam-khwästa). All 
the people are idolaters. Some of the country belongs to the hot zone 
and some to the cold one (sardastr). Everything Indian is imported 
(uftadh) into Tibet and from Tibet re-exported to Muslim countries. 
There are gold-mines in Tibet, and from it come much musk, black 
foxes, grey squirrels (sanjäb), sable-martens (samür\ ermine (qäqum), 
and khutü- [horns]. It is a place of few amenities {kam-ni mat). Its king 
is called Tubbat-khäqän and he has great numbers of troops and arms. 
One of the marvels of Tibet is that whoever visits it, without any 
reason, becomes (of) smiling (countenance) and merry heart until he 
leaves that country.

i. r ä n g -r o n g , a province (nähiyat) of Tibet adjacent to Hindüstän 
16b and Chïnistân. In Tibet | there is no province poorer (darvishtar) than 

this. The people live in tents and their wealth (khwästa) is sheep. 
The Tubbat-khäqän levies from them poll-taxes (sar-gazït) instead of 

\land-taxes (kharäj). This country is a month’s journey long and as 
much across. It is reported that on (bar) its mountains there are gold-
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mines, and in them (andar vay) nuggets (pardi) of gold are found in 

the form (mänand) of several sheep’s heads joined together (ba yak 

para). Whoever, having collected this gold, brings it home, death 

strikes that house until the gold is replaced in its (former) place.

2. t h e  BOLORIAN (B.lürï) t ib e t , a province of Tibet adjoining the 

confines (hudüd) of Bolor.1 The people are chiefly merchants and 

live in tents (khayma) and felt-huts (khargäh). The country is 15 days’ 

journey long and 15 days’ journey wide.

3. N.ZVÄN (?), a wealthy (tuvangar) country of Tibet with many 

commodities. In this country (shah?) there is a tribe (qablla) called 

Mayûl [sic] from which the kings of Tibet come. In (this province) 

two small villages are found of which the one is called Ν,ζνδη and the 

other Muyül [sic]. It is a place of few amenities (kam-nz mat) but has 

numerous commodities (khwästa), such as gold, furs (müy\ sheep, and 

(many other) commodities and implements (khwästa va älät).

4. b .r k h m ä n , a  tow n  w ith  num erous m erchants.

5. l h ä s ä , a small town (shahrak) with numerous idol temples 

(Buddhist temples ?) and one Muslim mosque (mazgit). In it live a 

few Muslims.
6. z a v a , a small village within the limits (hudüd) o f  Twsmt.2

7. #a j ä y u l  (? JiUl), a place with pastures, meadows (marghazär), 

and felt-huts of some Tibetans. When the Tubbat-khäqän dies and 

from the said tribe (i.e., the M.yül tribe?) no one remains, the people 

elect a chief (mihtar) from among these *Ajäyul.

.8. g r eat  a n d  l it t l e  J.RM.N.GÄN (Charmangän ?), two towns on 

the edge of the desert. It is a place of few amenities and few 

commodities (andak khwästa). The people (marduni) are hunters3 

(sayyädl kunand).

9. t w s m t  (Tüsmat?), a land (shahr) formerly held by the 

Chinese and now by the Tibetans. In it there are troops (lashkar) 

belonging to the Tubbat-khäqän (az än-i T.-kh.).

10. BALS, I I .  K.RYÄN ( ?), 12 . V.J.KHYÄN ( ?), I3 . B.RÏKHA, I4 . J.N.KH- 

KATH, 15. KÜNKRÄ, 16. RÄYKÜTIYA, 17. B.RNIYA, l8. N.DRÜF,

19. d .s t ü y a , 20. M.TH, small towns (lands?) which formerly 

belonged to China, but now are held by the Tibetans. In them the 

Toghuzghuz (mardumän-i Toghuzghuzl) are numerous. They are 

glaces possessing commodities (khwästa), amenities (nimat), and 

cultivation (äbädhänl). Between 15. Künkrä and 16. Räykütiya 

huge fortress is situated to the right (of the road) on a high moun

tain, and the treasure (khazma-ha) of the Tubbat-khäqän is placed 
there.

1 Cf. § 26, 19. z V . infra 9. 3 Or: fishermen, cf. § 28, 9.
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21. g h .z ä , the very beginning (nukhustïn hadd) of Tibet from the 
Toghuzghuz side, near the river Kuchä.

22. b in a  and * k .l .b ä n k  ( ?), two small towns belonging to Tibet 

with numerous troops, warriors, and arms (ba lashkar va mardu- 
manl [sic] jangï va bä siläh).

23. K.RSÄNG (*Üsäng) belongs to Tibet. In it large idol-temples 
are found. The (locality?) is called Great Farkhär.

§12.  D iscourse on the Toghuzghuz C ountry and its  Tow ns
East of it is the country of China; south of it, some parts of Tibet 

and the Khallukh ; west of it, some parts of the Khirkhïz ; north of it, 

also the Khirkhïz (who?) extend along all the Toghuzghuz country 

(andar hama hudüd-i ü biravadh). This country is the largest of the 

Turkish countries and originally (dar asl) the Toghuzghuz were the 

most numerous tribe (qaum). The kings of the whole of Turkistän 

in the days of old were from the Toghuzghuz. They are warlike 

people (mardumänl jangï) possessing great numbers of arms. In 

summer and winter (dimistän !) they wander from place to place 
along the grazing grounds (giyä-khwar) in the climates which (happen 

to be) the best (khushtar buvadh). From their country | comes much 

musk, as well as black, red, and striped foxes, furs (mu) of the grey 

squirrel, sable-marten, ermine (qäqum), weasel (fanaki), sabija ( ?), 

khutiZ-horns, and yaks (ghizhghäv). The country has few amenities, 

and their commodities are the things (älät) which we have enumer

ated, as well as sheep, cows, and horses. The country possesses 

innumerable streams. The wealthiest (of the Toghuzghuz ?) are the 

Turks (Turkän). The Tätär too are a race (jinsi) of the Toghuzghuz.

1. JÏNÂNJKATH (*Chinänjkath, “ Chinese town”), capital (qasaba) 

of the Toghuzghuz. It is a middle-sized (miyäna) town. It is the 

seat of the government and adjoins the limits (hudüd) of China. In 

summer great heat reigns in it but the winter there is very pleasant.

2. Near it is the mountain T.fqän, behind (az pas) which are five 

villages : k ü z â r .k , j .m .l k a t h , *p a n j ïk a t h , b ä r l u g h , jä m g h a r . The 

king of the Toghuzghuz in summer lives in this village of Panjïkath. 

North of the Toghuzghuz is a steppe (sahra) stretching between 

them and the Khirkhïz up to (tä) the country of the Kïmâk.

3. K.MSÏGHIYÂ, a  v illage b etw een  tw o  m oun tain s.

4. s.TKATH, a sm all d istrict w ith  th ree v illages.

5. a r k  ( ?), a small town near the river Khüland (Khükand ?)- 

ghün, possessing plenty of fruit, except grapes. To it belong seven 

villages, and Ark and its districts are said to turn out 20,000 men.
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6. K.RÄRKHÜN (K.värkhün ?), a villa ge  am id  sands, possessin g fe w  

am enities (andak nimat) b u t m an y p eop le .

7 . The villages of b e k -t e g in  consist of five villages belonging 

to the Soghdians. In them live Christians (;tarsäyän), Zoroastrians 

(gabrakän), and heathens (? säbiyän).1 The locality is in the cold zone 

and is surrounded by mountains.
8. k ü m .s (Kümis ?)-a r t , a village on a mountain (bar sar-i kühi). 

Its people are hunters.
9. KH.MÜD (Khumöl, Qumül ?), a locality with meadows (margha- 

zär) and grazing grounds (giyä-khwär), with tents and felt-huts of 

the Toghuzghuz. The people own sheep (khudävandän-i güspand).

10. j .m l ïk a t h , a large village of which the chief is called Yabghü 

(spelt: Baighu). They [now ?] settle (nishänand) there the subjects of 
Yabghü (Baighu ïyan), (as) the Kïmâk (Ktmäkiyän), Khallukh, and 

Yaghmâ used constantly to plunder (ghärat kardandi) this village.
1 1 . t .n z ä g h -a r t , an earthen mountain (kühl-st az khäk)2 and 

a stage (manzil) for the merchants.

12. MÄB.Nj j .räbäs  (?), a stage at which a big river (ab) and plenty 

of grass (giya) are found.
13. B.LKH.MKÄN ( ?), a stage where formerly lived the Toghuzghuz 

and which is now desolate.
14. S.D.NK ( ?), a stage at which it snows and rains constantly.

15 . dLw — a r t , a stage.

16. ÏRGÜZGÜKATH ( ?), a stage with pasture lands (charä-gäh) and 

springs.
17 . *ig h r ä j-a r t , a stage which is never free from snow. Wild 

beasts (dhadhagän) and harts (gavaznän) are found there in profusion 

(bär-and), and from this mountain harts’ antlers (surü'i gavazn) are 

brought in great numbers.

§13. D iscourse on the Country of the *Y a g h m a 3 and its

Tow ns

East of it is the Toghuzghuz country (nähiyat); south[?] of it, the 

river Khüland-ghün which flows into the Kuchä river; west of it 

are the Khallukh borders (hudüd). In this country there is but little 

(nìst magar andak) agriculture, (yet) it produces many furs and in it 

much game is found.

Their wealth is in horses and sheep. The people are hardy (sakht), 

strong, and warlike (jang-kun), and have plenty of arms. Their king

1 Here Säbiyän are probably the 2 *Topragh-art which in Turkish 
Buddhists, differently from § 34, 17. exactly means “ earthen pass” .

3 Spelt: Yaghmiyä.
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is from the family of the Toghuzghuz kings. These Yaghmä(Yagh- 
tnä'iyän) have numerous tribes; some say that among them 1,700 
known tribes are counted. Both the low and the nobles among 
them venerate (namäz barand) their kings. The b .l ä q  (B.läqiyän) are 
also a clan (qaum) of the Yaghmä mixed with the Toghuzghuz, and 
in their region1 there are a few villages (<dih-hä-st andaki).

7 b I . käshghar | belongs to Chïnistân but is situated on the frontier 
between the Yaghmä, Tibet, the Khirkhïz, and China. The chiefs 
of Käshghar in the days of old were from the Khallukh, or from 
the Yaghmä.

The mountain Ighräj-art traverses (andar miyän) the Yaghmä 
country (nähiyat-i Yaghmiyä [sic]).

2. *artüj (spelt : B.rtüj) was a populous village of the Yaghmä, but 
snakes grew (so) numerous (ghalaba girift) (that) the people abandoned 
the village.

3. KHÏRM.KÏ (Khirakll ?), a large village. (The people) are *Artü- 
jians (spelt: Bartüfi). In the village are three kinds of Turks: 
Yaghmä, Khallukh, and Toghuzghuz.

§ 14. Discourse on the Khirkhïz Country
East of it is the country of China and the Eastern Ocean ; south of 
it, the Toghuzghuz borders and some parts of the Khallukh; west of 
it, (parts) of the Kîmâk country; [north of it, parts] of the Unin
habited Lands of the North (vträm-yi shamäl). In the [outlying] part 
of their country (andar nähiyat az vay) there is no population (hich 
äbädhäm nist), and that (region) is the Uninhabited Lands of the 
North where people cannot live on account of the intensity of cold. 
From this country are brought in great quantities musk, furs, 
khadang-wood, khalanj-wood, and knife-handles made of khutü 
(dastayi-kär-i khutü, read: kärd-i khutü). Their king is called 
Khirkhiz-khäqän. These people have the nature of wild beasts (tab'-i 
dadhakän) and have rough faces (durusht-sürat) and scanty hair. 
They are lawless (btdädhkär) and merciless, (but) good fighters 
(mubäriz) and warlike. They are at war and on hostile terms with 
all the people living round them. Their wealth (khwästa) consists of 
Khirkhïz merchandise (jihäz-hä-yiKhirkhïz), sheep, cows, and horses. 
They wander (mï-gardand) along rivers, grass, (good) climates, and 
meadows (marghazär). They venerate (buzurg dor and) the Fire and 
burn the dead. They are owners (khudävandän) of tents and felt- 
huts, and are hunters and game-killers (nahhchir-zan).
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1. f ü r ï  (Qûrl ?), name of a tribe which also belongs to the Khirkhïz 
but lives east of them and does not mix with the other groups of the 
Khirkhïz. They are man-eaters (mardum-khwär) and merciless. The 
other Khirkhïz do not know their language (zafän-ί ishän digar KL· 
nadänand) and they are like savages (va chün wahshïyand).

2. This side of the Fürï (az zir-i vay) there is a town k.m  j k a t h  

where the Khirkhïz-khâqân lives.
3. k .sa ym , name of a clan (qaum) of the Khirkhïz who with 

their felt-huts have established themselves on the slopes of the 
mountains (babaräküh). They hunt for furs (mu), musk, khutu- 
[horns], and the like. They are a different tribe from the Khirkhïz. 
Their language (sukhan) is nearer to that of the Khallukh and they 
dress like the Kïmâk.

Except at the residence (nishast) of the khäqän, no class of the 
Khirkhïz has any villages or towns at all (al-batta).

§ 15. Discourse on the Khallukh Country and its Towns
East of it are some parts of Tibet and the borders of the Yaghmä 
and the Toghuzghuz; south of it, some parts of the Yaghmä and the 
country (nähiyat) of Transoxiana; west of it, the borders of the Ghüz; 
north of it, the borders of the Tukhs, Chigil, and Toghuzghuz. This 
is a prosperous (äbädhän) country, the most pleasant of the Turkish 
lands. It possesses running waters and a moderate climate. From it 
come different furs (müy-hä). The Khallukh are near to (civilized) 
people (mardumani-and ba-mardum nazdik), pleasant tempered 
(khush-khü) and sociable (amizanda). In the days of old, the kings 
of the Khallukh were called Jabghüy, and also Yabghü. The country 
possesses towns and villages. Some of the Khallukh are hunters, 
some agriculturists (kishävarz [sic] >kunand), and some herdsmen. 
Their wealth is in sheep, horses, and various furs. They are a warlike 
people, prone to forays (täkhtan barando).

i .  k ü lä n ,  a small district adjacent to the Muslim world (ba 
musalmäni payvasta). In it agriculture (kisht-u-barz) is practised.

. 2. MIRKÏ, a village inhabited by the Khallukh and also visited by 
merchants. Between these two villages [seil., Külän and Mirkï] there 
are three Khallukh tribes | called: Bïstân, Khaym, and B.rish. 1 8 a

3. n ü n - k a t  (*Navi-kat ?) was a town near the mountain Ürün-'Ärj 
(Ghärch ?), but now it is desolate and is a thieves’ haunt. It is a stage 
(on the road) and a few felt-huts of the Khallukh are found there.

4. GH.NKSÏR, a large village with numerous Khallukh tribes. It 
is a prosperous place.
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5. t ü z ü n - b u l a g h , a village with fields (kisht-u-barz), running 

waters, and amenities. It lies on the frontier between the Khallukh 
and the Yaghmä.

6. By Tüzün-'Är.j (Ghärch ?) is the lake t u z - k ü l  (spelt : Tûzkük), 
wherefrom seven tribes of the Khallukh procure for themselves salt.

7. k ü k y ä l  (*Kok-yal?), a t l ä l ig h  (Otläligh?), l ü l .g h  (OLghì) 

are three prosperous and pleasant villages, situated on the slope of 

a mountain (babaräküh); their princes (dihqän) were Yabghü’s 
brothers.

8. ÜZKATH and m .l jk a t h  ( ? ^ L ) y two villages situated on the 

slope of a mountain Çbaräküh:), prosperous and pleasant, which, 
belong to Jabghü’s kingdom (vapädshäy \*pädshä'i-yi\ Jabghüy).

9. k ir m în k a t h , in which live a few Khallukh, called L.BÄN. It is 

a large village where merchants from everywhere reside.

10. TÜN.L (*Tong ?) and TÄLKH.ZA, two villages amidst the moun

tains, on the frontier between the Chigil and Khallukh, near the lake 

Issi-kül (spelt: Iskül). The inhabitants are warlike, courageous, and 

valiant.
11. b a r s k h ä n , a town on the bank of the lake (daryä),1 prosperous 

and pleasant. Its prince (dihqän) is a Khallukh, but the (inhabitants) 

are devoted to the Toghuzghuz (havä-yi T. khwähand).

12. j ä m g h .r , a small borough in the Khallukh country, on the 
edge of the desert. In the days of old it belonged to the Khallukh, 

but now its government (pädshäht) is on behalf of the king of the 
Toghuzghuz. In it live some 200 tribes of men (divisi qabila mardum)y 

and to it belongs a separate district.
13. * b .n j ü l  (Jp*j *Banjüki) lies in the country of the Khallukh, 

but formerly its king was (ruler) on behalf of the Toghuzghuz, and 

now it is occupied by the Khirkhïz.

14. AQ.RÄQ.R ( ?), a town (with) a numerous population, situated 
between a mountain and a river.

15. ÜJ lies on a mountain (bar sar-i küh). There are some 

200 men (mard) in it.

These two (last-named places) are held by the Khallukh.

§ 16. D iscourse on the C higil Country

It is a country which [?] originally belongs to the Khallukh, but it2 

is [still ?] a country (with) a numerous population (nähiyati-st bisyär-

marduni). East and south of it are the limits of the Tukhs; north of
\

1 Evidently referring to the Issi-kül just mentioned under 10.
• 2 Nähiyat-ast va asl-i ü [?] az Khallukh-ast va lâkin &c. [See Annex B.]
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it, the Khirkhïz country. And whatever comes (uftad) from the 
Khallukh and Khirkhïz countries is also produced (khizad) in (that 
of the) Chigil. The latter possess great riches. They own tents 
and felt-huts (but) possess few (andak) pleasant towns and villages. 
Their wealth is in cows, sheep, and horses. Some of them worship 
the Sun and the stars. They are good-natured people, sociable and 
kind, and their king is one of themselves.

i .  s ïk ü l , a large town on the frontier between the Khallukh and 
the Chigil, close to the Muslim world (nazdik ba musalmäni). It is 
a prosperous and pleasant place where merchants reside.

§ 17. Discourse on the Tukhs Country and its Towns
East of it are the Chigil limits ; south of it, the Khallukh and their 
mountainous haunts (kühistän-hä); west of it, a group of Khirkhïz; 
north of it, the Chigil. This country is much more pleasant (nâhiÿatï-st 
bisyär-ni mattar) than (that of the) Chigil. From it come musk and 
various furs (müy). Their wealth is in horses, sheep, furs, tents, and 
felt-huts. In winter (dimistânï) and summer they wander along 
pasture-lands, grazing-grounds, and meadows (charägäh-va-giyä- 
khwär-va-mar-ghazär).

1. LÄziNA ( ?) and f .r â k h iyà  (?), two clans (qaüm) of Tukhs, each
of which j possesses a small country, and there are two villages 18 b 
called after these two tribes.

2. sü y â b , a large village from which 20,000 men come forth.
3. BÏGLÏLIGH (“höme of the Beg’s men”), a large village, called 

in Soghdian S.m.kna. Its prince (dihkän [sic]) is called Y.nâlb.rr.kïn 
(*Yinâl-beg-tëgin). 3,000 men take the field with him (bä ü . . . bar 
nishînand).

4: urMth, situated between two villages of the Tukhs. Few 
people live in it but (the place) is pleasant and the inhabitants rich 
(tuvangâr).

§ 18. Discourse on the Kïmâk Country and its Towns
East of this country lives a race (jinsi) of Khirkhïz; south of it are 
the rivers Artush [sic] and Ätil ; west of it, some of the Khifchäkh and 
some of the Northern Uninhabited Lands (viräni-yi shamäl) ; its north 
lies in those northern parts where men cannot live. In this country 
there is only one town but many tribes (qabila). Its people live in 
felt-huts and both in summer and winter wander along the grazing- 
grounds (giyä-khwär), waters, and meadows (marghazär). Their 
commodities are sable-martens (samür) and sheep. Their food in
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summer is milk, and in winter preserved meat (gü$ht-i qadîd). When
ever there is peace between them and the Ghüz, they go in winter 

towards (ba-bar) the Ghüz. The king of the Kîmâk is called khäqän. 

He has eleven lieutenants Çâmil) within the Kîmâk country, and the 

fiefs (amai) are given by heritage to the children of the lieutenants·
1. ANDAR a z  KHIFCHÄQ (“ Cis-Khifchäqia” P),1 a country (nähiyat) 

of the Kîmâk of which the inhabitants resemble the Ghüz in some 

(of their) customs.
2. Q.RQ.RKHÄN, another district of the Kîmâk, of which the in

habitants have the customs of the Khirkhïz.
3. y .g h sü n  y ä s ü , another district of the Kîmâk, between the rivers 

Ätil and Irtish [sic], which has more pleasant people and more 
settled conditions (mardumäm blshtar bä-nimat va kört säkhtatar 

däradh).
4. NAMAKIYA, a town in Kîmâk which is the Khâqân’s residence 

during summer. Between this town and Taräz (spelt: T.rär) there 

is a distance of eighty days for a horseman travelling at speed (ba- 

skitäb).
5. d ih - i  c h ü b , a village on the bank of ariver. In summer numerous 

people (gather) in it.

§ 19. D iscourse on the GhSz Country

East of this country is the Ghüz desert and the towns of Trans

oxiana; south of it, some parts of the same desert as well as the 

Khazar sea; west and north of it, the river Ätil. The Ghüz have 
arrogant faces (shükh-rüy) and are quarrelsome (sitïza-kâr), malicious 

(badh-rag), and malevolent (hasüd). Both in summer and winter they 

wander along the pasture-lands and grazing-grounds (charägäh-va- 
giyä-khwär). Their wealth is in horses, cows, sheep, arms, and game 

in small quantities. Among them merchants are very numerous. 

And whatever the Ghüz, or the merchants, possess of good or 

wonderful is the object of veneration by the Ghüz (va ham az Ghüz 
va ham az ishän har chizl-rä ki nîkü buvad va 'ajab buvad namäz 

baranti). (The Ghüz) greatly esteem the physicians (tabiban) and, 
whenever they see them, venerate them (namäz barand), and these 

doctors (pijishkän) have command over their lives (khün) and pro

perty (khwästa). The Ghüz have no towns, but the people owning 

felt-huts are very numerous. They possess arms and implements (silah 
va älät) and are courageous and daring (shükh) in war. They con

tinually make inroads (ghazzo) into the lands of Islam (nawähi-yi

1 In Arabic the equivalent would be mä dün Kk. [Perhaps “ Inner Khifchâkh” ?].
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Islam), whatever place be on the way (ba harjä'i uftadh), and (then) 
strike (bar-küband), plunder, and retreat as quickly as possible. Each 
of their tribes has a (separate) chief on account of their discords (nä- 
säzandagt) with each other.

§ 20. Discourse on the Turkish Pechenegs1

East of this country are the limits (hudüd) of the Ghüz ; [ south of it, 19 a 
those of the Burtäs and Barädhäs; west of it, those of the Majghari 
and the Rüs; north of it, (the river) Rüthä. This country in all 
respects resembles (that of) the Kïmâk and is at war with all its 
neighbours. The (Pechenegs) have no towns; their chief (mihtar) is 
one of themselves.

§ 2i. Discourse on the Khifchäkh Country

The southern frontier of the Khifchäkh marches with the Pechenegs 
(Khifjäkh rä hadd-i junübash ba-Bajanäk däradh), and all the rest 
marches with the Northern Uninhabited Lands where there is no 
living being. The Khifchäkh are a clan (qaum) which, having separated 
from the Kïmâk, has settled down in these parts, but the Khifchäkh 
are more wicked (badh-khütar) than the Kïmâk. Their king (malik) is 
(appointed) on behalf of the Kïmâk.

§ 22. Discourse on the Majghar! Country

East of it is a mountain ; south of it,2 a tribe of Christians (tarsäyän) 
called V.n.nd.r; west and north of (the Majghari)' are the districts 
(nazväht) of the Rüs. This country has some 20,000 men who take 
the field with their king (bä malikashän bar-nishînand). The king 
of this country is called *Jula ( ^  read: aU). This country is 
150 farsangs in length by 100 farsangs in breadth. In winter they 
stay on the bank of a river which separates them from the Rüs. 
Their food is fish and they live on it (badhän zindagänl gudharänadh).
They are very rich people but base3 (mardumänl bisyär-khwästa- 
and va-suflai). This country possesses many trees and running 
waters. The (people) are good-looking and awe-inspiring (bä- 
haybat). The Majghari are at war with all the infidels living around 
them and are (usually) victorious (biktar äyand).

And all these whom we have mentioned are the different categories 
of Turks (existing in the) world. Now we shall mention all the lands 
of Islam, and then the rest of the lands of the infidels (Käfirän), 
lying in the western parts.

1 Bajandk. 2 i.e., south of their country. 3 sufla is rather unexpected.
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§ 23. Discourse on the Country of Khoräsän and its Towns
It is a country east of which is Hindistân [sic] ; south of it, some of 
its (own) Marches (hudüd) and some parts of the desert of Kargas- 
kuh ; west of it, the districts of Gurgân and the limits of the Ghüz ; 
north of it, the river Jayhün. This is a vast country with much wealth 
and abundant amenities (bä . . . nimatl faräkh). It is situated near 
the centre of the Inhabited Lands of the world. In it gold-mines and 
silver-mines are found as well as precious things (gauhar) such as 
are (extracted) from mountains. This country produces horses and 
its people are warlike. It is the gate of Turkistän. It produces 
numerous textiles (jama), gold, silver, turquoises, and drugs (därü). 
It is a country with a salubrious (durust) climate and with men 
strongly built and healthy. The king1 of Khoräsän (padshäy-i Kh.) 
in the days of old was distinct from the king of Transoxiana but now 
they are one. The mir of Khoräsän resides at Bukhärä (B. nishlnadh) ; 
he is from the Sämän family (äl-ί Sämän) and from Bahräm Chübïn’s 
descendants. These (princes) are called Maliks of the East and have 
lieutenants (ummäl) in all Khoräsän, while on the frontiers (hadd-ha) 
of Khoräsän there are kings (pädhshähän) called “margraves” 
(mulük-i aträf).

1. n ish äpü r  is the largest and richest town in Khoräsän (buzurg- 
tarin shahri-st . . .  va bisyär-khwästatar). It occupies an area of 1 

farsang across and has many inhabitants. It is a resort of merchants 
and the seat of the army commanders (sipäh-sälärän). It has a citadel 
(quhandiz), a suburb (rabad)f and a city (shahristän). Most of its 
water is from the springs and has been conducted (bi-ävarda-and) 
under the earth. It produces various textiles (jama), silk, and cotton.

9 b To it belongs a special province with thirteen | districts (rustä) and 
four territories (khan: “house”).

2. sabzavär, a small borough (shahrakl-st khurd) on the road to 
Rayy and the chief place of a district (qasaba-yi rustä1 iya !).

3. KHUSRAU-GIRD, small borough near Sabzavär.
4. BAHMAN-äbädh  and MAZÏNÂN, two small boroughs on the road 

to Rayy with numerous fields.
5. äzädh vär , a pleasant borough in the desert on the road to 

Gurgân.
6. jäjarm , a frontier borough on the road to Gurgân. It is the 

emporium of Gurgân, as well as that of Kümis and Nishäpür (bär- 
kadha-y Gurgän-ast va ln-i [sic] K. va Ν .).
\ η. siparäyin  (speit: Sabaräyin), a prosperous and pleasant town.

1 Or: “kingdom”, *pädhshä*i.



8. JARMAGÂN, SIBÏNAKÂN, KHÜJÄN, RÂVÎNÏ, p rosperou s borou gh s 
w ith  m any  fields, situated am idst hills and plains.

All these are within the limits of Nishäpur.

9. n a s ä , a very pleasant town situated at the foot of the mountains, 

between the mountain and the desert. Its climate is bad (but) it has 
running waters.

10. bävard  is situated (midway) between the mountains and the 

desert. It is a place with much cultivation and has a salubrious climate 

and a warlike population.
11. Tüs, a district in which are situated the boroughs, such as 

TAVARÄN, NAUQÄN, BUZDIGHÜR (spelt: Brüghüti), RÄYAGÄN, B.NVÄDHA, 
(which lie) amidst hills. In its mountains mines are found of turquoise, 
copper, lead, antimony (surma), and the like. (The district) pro

duces stone kettles (dïk-i sangln), whet-stones (sang-i fas an), trouser- 

cords (shalvär-band), and stockings. In Nauqän is found the 
blessed tomb (marqad) of 'Ali-ibn-Müsä al-Ridä and people go there 

on pilgrimage. There too is found the grave (gür) of Hârùn al- 

Rashïd. (Nauqän) produces stone kettles.
12. MAYHANA, a borough in the district (hudüd) of Bavard, situated 

in the desert.
13. t u r s h ïz , KUNDUR, B.NÄBID, KURï, boroughs belonging (az 

hudüd) to Kühistän and Nishäpür,1 with numerous fields.

14. q ä ’i n , chief town (qasaba) of Kühistän, is surrounded by a 
moat (khandaq) and possesses a citadel (quhandiz) and a cathedral 

mosque (mazgit-i jämi). The government palace (saräy-i sultan) is 

in the citadel. This place belongs to the cold zone.

15. t a b a s a y n , a town lying in the hot zone, and in it palm-trees 
grow. The water is from underground canals (käriz). The town lies 

on the desert.
16. KURÏ lies on the desert and produces cotton stuffs (karbäs).
17. ta ba s - i m a sïn â n  lies between the mountains and the desert 

and is a pleasant place.

18. k h ü r  (spelt: Khuvar, *Khur?) and kh u sb ,2 two towns on 
the edge of the desert. Their water is from underground canals. 

The wealth of the inhabitants is chiefly in cattle (char-pay).
19. BÜZHAGÄN, KHÄYMAND, SANGÄN, SALÜMIDH, ZÜZAN, are boroughs 

on the confines of Nishäpür (az hudüd-i N .). These places have much 
cultivated land and produce cotton stuffs (karbäs).

20. HERAT (Harï< *üfarë),alarge town with a very strong shahristän, 
a citadel, and a suburb. It has running waters. Its cathedral mosque

1 Nishäpür added above the line.
2 Perhaps with a popular etymology: khur “ eat” and khusp “ sleep” .
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is the most frequented in all Khoräsän (<abädhäntar-i mazgit-hä-st 
ba-mardum az hama-yi Kh.). The town lies at the foot of a mountain 
and is a very pleasant place. Many Arabs (Taziyan) live there· It 
has a large river which comes from the frontier region between Ghür 
and Güzgänän and is utilized in the districts of Herat. It produces 
cotton stuffs, manna (shirkkisht), and grape-syrup (dushäb).1

21· büsh ang  is about half (the size of) Herat (chand nima’i az
H.) and is surrounded by a moat and has a strong fortress (hisär). In 
it WW-trees (juniperus polycarpus ?) are found and a plant (giyahi)

20 a of which the juice (shir) | is an antidote (tiryak) against the venom 
of snakes and scorpions.

22. n ü zh ag än , a prosperous and very pleasant borough amidst the 

mountains.

23. FARGIRD, a small borough; the inhabitants own cattle (khudâ- 
vandän-i chahär-päy-and).

24. bâdh g h îs , a prosperous and very pleasant place with some 
300 villages.

25. KÄTÜN (*Kälvün), a borough of which the water is from wells 
and rain ; good horses come from there.

26. KHUJISTÄN, a mountainous district with many fields and 
warlike inhabitants.

27. k ü h -i SIM, a borough on the slope of a mountain (babaräkäh) 
with a silver-mine; the latter has been abandoned on account of the 
lack of fuel (bï-hizumï).

28. m ä lin  belongs to Herat; from it come good Tâ’ifï raisins 
(mavïz).

29. asbuzär  (*Aspuzär) has four towns: kaväzh än  (?), araskan , 

KÜZHD ( ?), jaräshän , all four within the distance of 6 farsangs; the 
locality is pleasant and the inhabitants are Khärijites, and warlike. 
In this district there are numerous and difficult mountains.

30. sarakhs, a town lying on the road amid a steppe (andar 
miyän-i biyäbän). A dry river-bed (khushkrüdh) passes through the 
market; the water flows in it only at the time of floods (äb-khiz). It 
is a place with much cultivation, and its people are strongly built 
(qazoi-tarkib) and warlike. Camels are their wealth.

31. BAUN (Bavan ?), a borough and the chief place of the rustä of 
gan j. It is a very pleasant place with running waters. It produces 
grape-syrup (dushäb).

32. KÏF, also a small borough like Baun.
33. baghshür lies on the steppe (biyäbän) and has water from 

Veils.

1 On the margin of 19 b-20 a a note is found on Marv. See Appendix A.
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34. KARUKH, a borough with a prosperous district situated in the 
mountains. It produces fine raisins (kishmish).

35. sh ü rm ïn , a borough of Herat.
36. gh arch istän , a district o f w hich the chief place is ba sh ïn .

The chief of this district is called shär. The place produces much 
grain, possesses numerous fields, and is prosperous. It is all moun
tains. The inhabitants are peaceful (salmi) and rather good (në badh 
“not bad”). They are herdsmen and agriculturists.

37. DiZA, a borough at the foot of a mountain. The Marv river 
passes through it. It is a pleasant place and abounds in fruit.

38. marüd (Marv-rüd), a pleasant and prosperous town situated 
at the foot of a mountain. It abounds in fruit, and the river of Marv 
skirts it (bar karän).

39. d iz-i  ah naf  (spelt: Dar-i Hinf), a borough in the desert with 
many fields and running waters.

40. P.R.KDAR (*Barakdiz) is situated on the bank of the Marv 
river and has a strong citadel. Zoroastrians (gabrakän) called [Bih]- 
Afrîdhï live there.

41. g ïr an g , a small town.
42. m arv , a large town. In the days of old the residence of the mir 

of Khoräsän was there but now he lives in Bukhärä. It is a pleasant 
and flourishing place with a citadel built by Tahmürath; in it there 
are numerous casdes (küshk). It was the abode of the (Sasanian) 
kings (khusravän). In all Khoräsän there is no town [better] situated.1 
Its market is good. Their land taxes are levied on the extent of 
irrigation (bar abast). Marv produces good cotton, root of asafoetida 
(uskturghäz),filäta-sweetsy vinegar, condiments (äbkäma)y textiles of 
raw silk (qazzin) and of mulham silk.

43. sh ing- i 'abbâd ï, a town w ith  numerous districts, prosperous 
and pleasant.

44. dandänaqän  |, a borough within a wall (hisär) which is some 20 b  

500 paces long. It lies on the steppe. Outside it is a caravan station 
(manztl gah).

45. kushm ïh an  (*Kushmëhan), m usfarï, m äsh än , süsanaqän , 

shâbirinjï ( ?), ZARQ— these boroughs, small and big, belong to the 
province (amai) of Marv, and the agriculture of all these districts 
depends on irrigation from the Marv river.

46. g ü zgän än , a. very prosperous and pleasant province. Justice, 
equity, and security reign there. On the east, this province marches 
with the limits of Balkh and Tukhäristän down to the limits of 
Bämiyän ; on the south, with the end of the confines of Ghür and the

1 Something fallen out: az nihddh [-i vay bih].
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boundary (hadd) of Bust ; on the west, with the limits of Garchistän 

and (its) chief place Bashïn, down to the limits of Marv; on the 
north, with the limits of the river Jayhün. The sovereign (pädhshäy) 
of this province is one of the margraves (mulük-i aträf). In Khoräsän 
he is called “ malik of Güzgänän” . He is a descendant of Afrîdhün. 

All the chiefs within the limits of Gharchistän and Ghür are under 
his orders (andar far man). He is the greatest of all the margraves in 

authority, greatness ('izz), rank, policy (siyäsat), liberality and love 
(,düstdärl) of knowledge. This country produces numerous horses, 

felts, saddle-bags (haqiba),1 saddle-girths (tang-i asp), zïlü, and paläs. 
In it is found the khinj2 tree, the wood of which never becomes dry, 
and is so tender (norm) that one can make knots (girth afgandàn) in 

it. In this kingdom (andar in pädshäy [sic]) there are numerous 

districts.
47. R.BÜSHÄRÄN (Rivshärän ?),3 a large and very pleasant district. 

(The inhabitants) are warlike. The district belongs to the Ghar
chistän of Güzgänän. Some of the waters of Marv rise from this 
district. There are gold-mines in it. The chiefs (mihtarän) of this 
district are among the chiefs of the Marches of Güzgänän (az mih- 
tarän-i aträf-i G )  and they pay their annual tribute-money (muqätdä) 
to the malik of Güz^änän.

48. D.RM.SHÄN (Dar-i M.shän ?) consists of two regions; the one is 

of Bust, and the other of Güzgänän.4 The latter (in) is adjacent 

(payvasta) to R.büshärän. The waters rising in this district join 

those of R.büshärän (spelt: Büshärän), and the river of Marv is 
formed by these waters. The chief of this district is called Darmashi- 
shäh (Dar-i Mashi-shah ?).

49. t a m r ä n , t a m ä z ä n , two districts situated in the mountains 
near the limits of Ribät-i Karvän. Their chiefs are called (respec
tively) T amrän-*waranda (*sj *ßaranda) and Tamäzän-*waranda.

50. sä r v ä n , a mountainous district. The inhabitants look arrogant 
(shükh-rüy) and are warlike. They are professional thieves (duzd- 
pisha) and quarrelsome (sitiza-kär), faithless (bi-vafa), and blood

thirsty (khün-khzoära); and clan animosity Çasabiyat) constantly 

reigns among them.
51. m ä n s h ä n , a district adjacent to Dar-i Andara and lying in 

the mountains of Tamrän. Its chiefs were in olden times called 
B.räz-banda. Actually a deputy governor (kärdär) goes there from 

the capital (hadrat) of the malik of Güzgänän.

1 Persice: khürjïn ( ?). 2 “ white” . 4 -^ 1; ^

x 3 Spelt in the text ^  ^

oljUjy * ■>'
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All these districts are veiy agricultural and abound in amenities. 
Their chiefs are (appointed) on behalf of the malik of Güzgänän and 
pay him annual tribute-money (muqätaa). The inhabitants are mostly 
simple-hearted (sädha-dil) and own great numbers of cattle, (namely) 
of cows and sheep. In this kingdom (pädshähi) small districts are 
very numerous. In it (i.e., Güzgänän) grows a tree of which whips 
(täziyana) are made.1 In its mountains are found mines of gold, 
silver, iron, lead, copper, antimony-stone (sang-i surma), and different 
kinds of vitriol (zäg-ha-yi günägün).

52. tälaq än  lies on the frontier of Güzgänän and belongs tò its 
king. It is a very pleasant town | which produces much wine (nabidh) 2 1 a 
and felt.

53. jahüdhän , a prosperous and pleasant town at the foot of a 
mountain. It is the residence of the malik of Güzgänän who lives in 
the military camp (lashkargah) at a distance of one farsang and a half 
from the town. This military camp is called dar-i andara and is a 
strong place at the foot of a mountain, (having) a more pleasant and 
salubrious (durust) climate than Jahüdhän and Päryäb [sic].

54. päryäb  (spelt : Bäryäb), a very pleasant town on the caravan 
high road.

55. NARYÄN, a borough between Jahüdhän and Päryäb ; its territory 
stretches for 2 farsangs (hadd-i ü du farsang-ast ?).

56. GURZivÄN, a town situated on a mountain, very pleasant and 
with an agreeable climate. In the days of old the residence of the 
kings of Güzgänän was there.

57. K.ND.RM, a pleasant borough producing good wine (nabidh) in 
great quantity.

58. an bIr (*Anbër), capital (qasaba) of Güzgänän and a good and 
prosperous town, the residence of merchants and the emporium of 
Balkh. It is very pleasant and is situated at the foot of a mountain.
It produces the Güzgän leather (püst-i güzgäni) exported all over the 
world.

59. K.LÄR, a flourishing and prosperous borough with many trees 
and running waters. It abounds in amenities.

60. ushbürqän, a town situated on a steppe (sahra) on the high 
road. It abounds in amenities and has running waters.

61. ANTKHUDH,2 a borough in the steppe (biyäbän). It is a place 
with much cultivation, but possesses few amenities (kam nimat).

62. SÄN, a town w ith  a prosperous district producing m any sheep.
63. RiBÄT-i karvän , a town on the frontier of Güzgänän. In its 

mountains gold-mines are found.

1 V. supra under 46. 2 Note on the margin : Indkhü [sic].
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64. S.NG-B.N appertains to R.bushärän. Its minbar has been 
recently built (ba-nau mhädha-and).

65. ΑΖϊν, a town at the end of the province ('amai) of Güzgänän.
All the towns which we have enumerated belong to the kingdom of

the Güzgänän malik (az än-ί pädhshäy-i malik-i G.). In the steppes 
(biyäbän) of this land (shahr) there are some 20,000 Arabs. They 
possess numerous sheep and camels, and their amir is nominated from 
the capital (hadrat) of the malik of Güzgänän. and to the latter they 
pay their tribute (sadaqät). And these Arabs are richer (tuvangtar<. 
Huvangartar) than all the (other) Arabs who are scattered throughout 
Khoräsän.

66. HAUSH, a large village, flourishing and prosperous, situated in 
the desert. It belongs to this sovereign (inpädhshäh, i.e., of Güzgän) 
and the Arabs just mentioned mostly stay here in summer.

This province (nähiyat) has many districts and large sub-divisions 
(rustä-häva nähiyat-hä-yi buzurg), but the towns with pulpits (minbar) 
are those which we have enumerated.

67. b a l k h , a large and flourishing town which was formerly the 
residence of the Sasanian kings (spelt: Khisravän, [sic]). In it are 
found buildings of the Sasanian kings with paintings (naqsha) and 
wonderful works (kärkird), (which) have fallen into ruins. (That 
place) is called Nau-bihär. (Balkh) is a resort of merchants and is very 
pleasant and prosperous. It is the emporium (bär-kadha) of Hin
düstän. There is a large river in Balkh that comes from Bämiyän 
and in the neighbourhood of Balkh is divided into twelve branches ; 
it traverses the town and is altogether used for the agriculture of its 
districts. Balkh produces citrons and sour oranges (turunj-u-näranj), 
sugar-cane (nay-shakar), and water-lilies (nîlüfar “ lotus”). Balkh has 
a shahristän surrounded by a mighty wall. In its suburb there are 

numerous marshes.
68. KHULM lies between Balkh and Tukhäristän in a steppe 

(sahrä) at the foot of a mountain. There is a river there and the land- 
taxes (kharäj) are levied on the extent of irrigation (bar-âb). It is 
a place with much cultivation.

b 69. t u k h ä r i s t ä n , I a pleasant province consisting mostly of 
mountains. In its steppes (sahrä) live the Khallukh1 Turks. It pro
duces horses, sheep, much grain, and various fruits.

70. s i m i n g a n , a town lying in the mountains. There are in it 
mountains of white stone similar to marble (rukhäm) in which 
dwellings have been cut (kanda-ast), as well as halls (majlis), pavilions 

\

1 Khallukh (§ 15) must be right here (not Khalaj, cf. § 24, 22).
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(küshk),1 idol-temples, and horse-stables, with all the implements 

(älät) appertaining to pavilions· On it2 various figures are painted 

in the fashion of Indians (az kirdär-i H.).3 Simingän produces good 

wine (nabtdh) and a great quantity of fruit.

71. sa k a lk a n d , a borough with much cultivation, lying in the 

mountains. It is a place of poor people (darvtshan).

72. BAGHLÄN is like Sakalkand.

73. v a l v ä l ij , a flourishing town and the capital (qasaba) of Tukhäri

stän. It possesses numerous amenities and running waters. Its 

people are sociable (àmïzandd).
74. s ik ïm is h t , a district (nähiyat) with much cultivation and 

much grain.
75. Behind this Sikïmisht there is a small kingdom (pädhshähi), 

altogether hills (shikastagi-hä) and mountains, called y ü n . Its prince 

(dihqän), called Päkh, draws his strength from the amïr of Khuttalän. 

Yun produces salt.

76. t ä y a q ä n , a town on the frontier between Tukhäristän and 

Khuttalän. It is a place with much cultivation, lying at the foot of a 

mountain.
77. a n d a r â b , a borough amid mountains. It is a place with much 

cultivation, (producing) much grain. It possesses two rivers. Here 

dirhams are struck from the silver extracted from the mines of Panjhïr 
and Järiyäna. Its king is called Shahr-salïr (*salërl).

78! b ä m iy ä n , a land, on the frontier between Güzgänän and the 

Marches (hudüd) of Khoräsän. It has much cultivation. Its king is 

called Shïr (*shër ?). A  large river skirts it. In it there are two stone 

idols (but) of which the one is called Red Idol (purkh-but) and the 
other White Idol (khing-but).

79. p a n jh ïr  and jä r iy ä n a  (?), two towns where a silver mine is 

situated. A  river passing between these two towns (lower down) 
enters the limits of Hindüstän.

80. MADR, m ü y , two small towns within the limits of Andaräb 
(andar miyän az hudüd-i A ) .

§ 24. D iscourse on the R egion of K horäsänian  M arch es4
East of this region (nähiyat) lies Hindüstän; south of it, the deserts 

of Sind and Kirmän; west of it, the borders of Herat; north of it, the 
borders of Gharchistän, Güzgänän, and Tukhäristän. Some parts of 

this region belong to the hot zone and some to the cold. From its 

mountains the Ghür-slaves (barda-yi ghürï) are brought (1uftadh) to

1 Küshky usually “ castle” . 3 Or: “ bearing likeness to Indians” .
2 i.e., on the rock. 4 nähiyat-i imdûd-i Khuräsän.
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Khoräsän. It is a place with much cultivation. Indian articles (alai) 
are brought to this region.

1 . g h ü r  (Ghor), a province amid mountains and rugged country 

(shikastagi-hä). It has a king called Ghör-shäh. He draws his strength 

from the mir of Güzgänän. In the days of old this province of Ghür 

was pagan (käfir) ; actually most of the people are Muslims. To them 

belong numerous boroughs and villages. From this province come 

slaves, armour (zirtk), coats of mail (jaushan), and good arms. The 

people are bad-tempered, unruly (nä-säzanda), and ignorant. They 
are white and swarthy (asmar).

2. SÏSTÂN, a province of which the chief place is called z a r a n g . 

The town has a fortress (htsär)y with a moat round (pirämün) it, of 

which the water comes from (the fortress) itself (abash ham az vay 

bar-äyadh). There are (several) canals inside the town and in its 

houses there is running water. | The town has five gates, (while) the 
suburb is surrounded by a wall and has thirteen gates. The province 

belongs to the hot zone and it never snows there. (The inhabitants) 

possess wind-mills (äsiyä bar badh säkhta). The province produces 

stuffs used as carpets (jäma-hä-yi farski)1 similar to those of 
Tabaristän (tabarï), zilü-rugs similar to those of Jahrum (jahrumi), 

dried dates and asafoetida (anguzad).

3. täq, a borough with a strong fortress and a numerous population.
4. g ash  [sic], a town with a prosperous and pleasant district. It 

has running waters and an agreeable climate, and is situated on the 

bank of the Hxdhmand.
5. NIH, a prosperous borough with much cultivation. There are 

no flies (pasha) in it.
6. FARAH, a town in the hot zone ; in it dates and fruit are abundant.

7. QARNÏ, a small town. The sons of Layth2 who appropriated the 

royal power were from QarnL
8. KHUVÄSH (Khwäsh), a town with running waters and under

ground canals. It is a pleasant place.
9. b u s t , a large town with a solid wall, situated on the bank of the 

river Hldhmand and possessing many districts (bä nahiyatl btsyâr). 

It is the Gate of Hindüstän and a resort of merchants. Its inhabitants 

are warlike and courageous. It produces fruit, which is dried and 

exported to other places, cotton stuffs (1karbäs), and soap.

10. * c h ä l k ä n , a borough with running water; the majority of the 

inhabitants are weavers.
1 1 .  sa r v ä n , a borough with a small district called a l ïn (?). It belongs 

to the hot zone. In it grow dates. It is a strong place.

1 Or: “ covers for carpets” . 2 i.e., the Safïarids.
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12. ZAMÎN-DÂVAR, a prosperous district on the frontier between 
Ghür and Bust. To it belong two towns t il  and durghush  which 
both are frontier forts (thaghf) against (bar rüy) Ghür. In Durghush 
grows much saffron. It1 is adjacent to the district Darmashän 
(*Varmashän ?) of Bust.

13. b a g h n ï, a town near Ghür in which live Muslims.
14. BiSHLANG (Bashling ?) belongs to Ghür and has much cultiva

tion.
15. KHUVÂNÏN (Khwânïn) belongs to Ghür and has a population 

of some 3,000 people.
16. rukhudh  (Rukhkhudh), a very prosperous and pleasant dis

trict (nähiyat), to which belongs a special district (ü rä nähiyati-st 
judhä which forms a separate unit ?). The chief place of Rukhudh 
is panjvAy  (spelt: Fijuvänt).2

17. kuh ak  and rüdhän  are two pleasant boroughs with cultivation; 
salt (also) comes from them (vay).

18. b ä l is , a district in the desert. It is a place with much cultiva
tion but few amenities (kam-ni mat). In it towns are found, such as 
s .f .n jâ ’î , kü sh k , sïvï, of which Küshk is the residence of the amir.

19. * gh aznïn  (spelt: Ghazaq), a town situated on the slope of a 
mountain (babaräküh), extremely pleasant. It lies in Hindüstän and 
formerly belonged to it, but now is among the Muslim lands (andar 
Isläm-asi). It lies on the frontier between the Muslims and the infidels.
It is a resort of merchants, and possesses great wealth (khwästa).

20. Ka b u l , a borough possessing a solid fortress known for its 
strength. Its' inhabitants are Muslims and Indians, and there are 
idol-temples in it. The royal power (mulk) of the raja of Qinnauj [?] is 
not complete (tamäm nagardadh) until he has made a pilgrimage 
to those idol-temples, and here too his royal standard is fastened 
(livä-yi mulkash bandand).

21. ISTÄKH and * sukävand , two small boroughs at the foot* of the 
mountains. Sukävand possesses a strong fortress and much culti
vation.

22. In Ghaznïn and in the limits (hudüd) of the boroughs which we 
have enumerated, live the * khalaj3 Turks who | possess many sheep. 22  b 
They wander along climates (gardanda bar hava),4 grazing grounds 
and pasture-lands (marai). These *Khalaj Turks are also numerous in
the provinces (hudüd) of Balkh, Tukhäristän,5 Bust, and Güzgänän.6

1 It is more probable that Zamïn- 4 Along places with favourable cli- 
dävar and not Durghush is meant here, mate ?

2 Here belongs { } in § 26, 20. 5 Cf. § 23, 69: Khallukh.
3 Read: Khalaj instead of Khallukh, 6 On the margin a note by Abul- 

v .i.y  p. 347. Fadl Gulpâyagânî. See Appendix A.
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Ghaznïn and the districts adjacent to it are all called zä b u l is t ä n .
23. p a r v ä n  (spelt : Barvän), a pleasant town and a resort of 

merchants. It is the Gate of Hindüstän.

24. b a d h a k h sh ä n , a very pleasant country (shahr) and a resort of 

merchants. It has mines of silver, gold, garnets (bijädha), and lapis 

lazuli. Musk is imported there from Tibet.

25. d a r - ι  t ä z iy ä n  (“ The Gate of the Arabs”), a place lying in 

a defile (darband) between two mountains. There stands a gate 

through which the caravans go out. The caliph M a’mün made that 

barrier (band).

26. DiH-i s.NK.s (*Sangas})y a large and pleasant village in which 

live Muslims. Near it is a pass called ' a q a b a - y i  s .n k .s .
27. s.QLiYA (Ul* ?), a large village.

§ 25. D iscourse on the country T ra n so x ia n a  and its  Tow ns
East of this country are the borders of Tibet; south of it, 

Khoräsän and its Marches ; west of it, the Ghüz and the borders of the 

Khallukh ; north of it, also the borders of the Khallukh. This is a vast, 

prosperous, and very pleasant country. It is the Gate of Turkistän 
and a resort of merchants.

The inhabitants are warlike ; they are active fighters for the faith 

(ghäzl pishd), and (good) archers. Their creed is pure. This is the 

country where justice ahd equity reign. In its mountains there are 

very numerous mines of gold and silver, as well as all sorts of fusible 
substances (jauhar-hä-yi gudäzanda), such as are found in the moun

tains, and all sorts of drugs'(därü), such as are found in the mountains, 

e.g.y vitriol, arsenic, sulphur, and ammoniac (naushädhur).

1. b u k h ä r ä , a large town, the most prosperous of the towns in 

Transoxiana. Here is the residence of the King of the East (malik-i 

mashriq). The place is damp, produces plenty of fruit, and has 

running waters. Its people are archers and active fightçrs for the 

faith. It produces good woollen carpets as well as saltpetre (shüra), 
which are exported to (different) places. The territory (hudüd) of 

Bukhärä is 12 farsangs by 12 farsangs, and a wall has been built 

round the whole of it, without any interruption (divari . . . ba-yak 

par a), and all the ribäts and villages are within this wall (az andarün-i 
in dtvär).

2. m .g h k ä n , k h u jä d a k , ZANDANA (spelt: Dandüna), b ü m k a t h  ( ?), 

m a d y ä m ijk a t h , k h a r g h ä n k a t h  (spelt: J.zgh.nkath)y boroughs with 

pulpits (minbar) within the area of Bukhara; they are very prosperous 

places with much cultivation.
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3. FIRAB (Firabr), a borough on the bank of the Jayhün. The Lord 
of the River (mïr-i rüdh, “overseer of irrigation”) lives there. The 
place is situated in the desert.

4. PAYKAND, a borough with a thousand ribäts. Its soil is good 
(durust). In it stands the tumular dome1 (gunbadh-i gürkhäna-hä-st)
(over the dead ?) whom they carry there from Bukhara (ki az Bukhara 
änjä bar and).

5. SUGHD, a region. There is no place among the eastern regions 
more flourishing than this. It has running waters, many trees, 
and a good climate,. The people are hospitable and sociable. It 
abounds in amenities, is prosperous, and mild, pious people (narm-i 
dindär) are numerous there.

6. taväv is , a borough of Bokhara on the frontier of Sughd. In 
it annually for one day a market (bäzär) is held at which many people 
assemble.

7. Ka r m in a , DABüsI, | RABiNjAN, boroughs in Sughd. They are 23  a 
prosperous and pleasant, and have running waters and trees.

8. KUSHÂNÎ, the most prosperous town of Sughd.
9. ARMÄN (read: Zarmäni) belongs to Kushânî.
10. ish tïk h a n , a flourishing, prosperous, and very pleasant place.

11. K.NJKATH (Ganjkathi), f .r .n k a t h , two towns lying between 
the river and Ishtïkhan.

12. D.RÄN (read: Vadhär ?), a small, flourishing town belonging to 
Samarqand.

13. samarqand , a large, prosperous, and very pleasant town. It 
is the resort of merchants from all over the world. It has a city 
(shahristän), a citadel, and a suburb. On the roof of their market 
a stream of water flows in a leaden (conduit) (yaki jüy-i äb ravän ast 
az arziz). In Samarqand stands the monastery of the Manichaeans 
(khänagäh-i Mänaviyän) who are called mghüshäk (“auditores”). 
Samarqand produces paper which is exported all over the world, 
and hemp cords (rishta-yi qinnab). The Bukhara river flows near the 
gate of Samarqand.

14. varaghsar, B.NJÏKATH, two boroughs of Samarqand, lying on 
the Bukhara river. In this Varaghsar stands (the weir) distributing 
the waters (qismatgäh-i äb).

15. KISH, a borough belonging to the hot zone. Much rain falls 
in it. It possesses a city, a citadel, and a suburb. Two rivers flowing 
past (bar) the town gate are used in the fields. In its mountains 
mines of drugs are found. It produces good mules, manna (taran
gabin), and red salt, which are exported everywhere.

1 Or: domes ? [Impossible to refer to the later gür-khâns !]

I
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16. NAUQAT-i QURAYSH (Nüqad Quraysh), a v e iy  agricultural 
borough.

17. nakh sh ab , a very pleasant, prosperous town with cultivation. 
A river traverses the town.

18. sü b a k h , a town belonging to Nakhshab.
19. sakïfag h n , a town w ith  cultivation.

20. BAZDA, a borough sparsely populated Çkam-mardum), but with 
much cultivation. It has a dry river-bed in which during some parts 
of the year water runs, but most of their water is from wells and 
water-wheels (<düläb, “noria”).

21. KASBA, a place w ith  m uch cultivation.

22. TIRMIDH, a flourishing town situated on the bank of the 
Jayhün. Its citadel is on the bank of the river. This town is the 
emporium (bärgah) of Khuttalän and Chaghäniyän. It produces good 
soap (säbün), green mattings, and fans (bâdh-bïzàn).

23. h äsh um kirt  [sic], a borough w ith  num erous sheep and cattle 

((chahär-päy).
24. c h a r m a n g ä n , borough with cultivation and running waters.
25. c h a g h ä n iy ä n , a desolate region. It is a large tract with 

extensive cultivation (bisyär kisht-u-barz), but it has lazy peasants 
(barzigaräm kähil) and is a place of poor people (darvishan) ; (yet) it 
possesses many amenities. The people are warlike and courageous. 
The district has an agreeable climate, good (<durust) soil, and waters 
good for digestion (gaväranda). It produces a small number of horses, 
woollen cloths, paläs-rugs, and much saffron. The king of this 
district is one of the margraves (mulük-i aträf) and is called amir of 
Chaghäniyän.

26. d â r za n g ï (spelt: Därzanlt)y a borough surrounded by a moat 
and belonging to Chaghäniyän. It produces puttees (päy-täba)y dif
ferent sorts of tapestry-woven carpets (gilimina), and woollen carpets.

27. c h a g h ä n iy ä n , a large town situated on the slope of a mountain. 
It is the capital of this region and possesses running waters, an 
agreeable climate, and a poor population (mardumänl darvish).

28. b ä sa n d , a borough with numerous population, situated on the 
2 3 b road of Bukhärä and Samarqand. | It is a strong place; the inhabi

tants are warlike.
29. zïn var , a borough w ith  m uch cultivation, but sparsely populated.

30. n a u z h ä n  (Büräb ?), a borough with a very strong fortress.
31. ß *  (?), a borough near the river Nihäm,. possessing a nice 

climate and plenty of [amenities ?]·
32. h a m v ä r ä n , a borough near the river Kasavän, with sparse 

population.
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33. SHÜMÄN, a strong town,on the slope of a mountain; round 

it a wall is built, and its citadel is situated on the summit of a moun

tain, with a large spring inside. This place produces much saffron.

34. a f r ïd h à n , a tow n  w ith  sparse population, situated  am id 

m oun tain s.

35. VAYSHAGIRT Ç*Vëshagirt)y a strong town situated between 

the mountains and the steppe, on the frontier between Chaghäniyän 

and Khuttalän. Wind blows there constantly, and there lies the tomb 

(turbai) of Shaqïq Balkhï, God's mercy upon him. This place 

produces much saffron.

36. su r ü sh a n a , a .large prosperous region with a town and 

numerous districts (rustä). Much wine (nabidh) comes from it, and 

from its mountains comes iron.
37. ZÂMÎN, a town of Surüshana lying on the road of Khujand and 

Farghäna. It has a strong fortress and much cultivation.

38. CHARQÄN (Kharqäna ?), a prosperous borough also belonging 

to Surüshna.
39. DiZAK, a borough with a stream. Near it is the place m a r - 

sa m a n d a  where annually for one day a market is held, and it is said 

that at that market business (bäzurgänl) is transacted for upwards of 
100,000 dinars.

40. BÜNJIKATH (spelt: Navinjkath), is the chief place of Surüshna 

and the residence of its amïr. It has a numerous population and is 

very prosperous and pleasant. It has running waters.
41. FAGHKATH, GHAZAQ, sÄBÄT, KURKATH, boroughs of Surüshana, 

with much cultivation and very populous.

42. b u t t a m ä n , a region lying amidst mountains and broken 

country (küh-hä va shikastagi-ha), and belonging to Surüshna. It 

has three tracts (zones, hadd) : Inner, Middle, and Outer Buttamän. 

This is a region with much cultivation but with a poor population 

(darvishän). It has many villages and districts (rustä) and in its 

mountains numerous mines of ammoniac (naushädhur) are found.

43. BARGHAR,1 a district of Middle Buttamän. In it lies the 

Daryäzha (lake) which collects the waters of the Middle Buttamän, 

and whence rises the Bukhärä river.

44. Kh u ja n d , a town, and the chief place of that region. It possesses 

much cultivation, and chivalrous people (bä-muruvvat) live in it. It 

produces pomegranates.

45. f a r g h ä n a , a prosperous, large, and very pleasant region. It 

has many mountains, plains, running waters, and towns. It is the Gate 

of Turkistän. Great numbers of Turkish slaves are brought (uftadh)

1 On the margin: Frghl.
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here. In its mountains there are numerous mines of gold, silver, 
copper, lead (surb), ammoniac, quicksilver (simab), combustible schists 
(chirägh-sang ?), bezoar stone (sang-i päy-zahr), lodestone (sang-i 
maghnätis), and numerous drugs. It produces tabarkhün (red 
colour ?), and plants useful in the preparation of wonderful Çajab) 
medicines. The kings of Farghäna belonged formerly to (the class 
of) margraves and were called dihqän.

46. CHADHGHAL,1 a district of Farghäna lying amidst mountains 
and broken country and possessing many boroughs and villages. It

24 a produces horses | and a great number of sheep, and has mines as well.
47. akh sïkath , the capital of Farghäna and the residence of the 

amir and (his) lieutenants Çummâl). It is a large town situated on 
the bank of the river Khashart (Jaxartes), at the foot of a mountain. 
In its mountains there are numerous mines of gold and silver. Its 
inhabitants are wine-drinkers (nabidh-khwära).

48. väth kath  forms the frontier between Khujand and Farghäna 
and is a borough with much cultivation.

49. ζ-yt. (??), a borough producing quicksilver.
50. t a m ä k h u s , NÄMKÄKHUS [sic], two boroughs situated on the 

slope of a mountain.
51. sökh  lies in the mountains on the frontier between Buttamän 

and Farghäna and has sixty villages.
52. äväl  lies on the slope of a mountain (babaräkühist) and possesses 

villages.
53. bagh askän  (?) belongs to Äväl.
54. kh uväkan d , rish tän , Zandaräm ish, densely populated 

(<anbüh) boroughs with much cultivation.
55. q u b ä , a large town, the most flourishing in the district of 

Farghäna.
56. ösh , a prosperous and very pleasant place with a warlike 

population. It is situated on the slope of a mountain, on which 
watchers (päsbän) and scouts (didaban) are posted, to observe the 
infidel Turks (käfir-i Turk rä nigäh dar and).

57. ürasht, khursäb, two boroughs with running waters, 
spaciousness (gushädhagt), many amenities, and a good climate.

58. ÜZGAND, a town on the frontier between Farghäna and the 
Turks. Two rivers pass its outskirts (karäna)y of which the one 
called t .b ä g h .r  (* Yabäghü) comes from Tibet and the other, barskhän , 

comes from the Khallukh country.
59. KHATLÄM, a borough which is the birth-place (maulüd) of 

\Nasr ibn Ahmad, the [Sâmânid] amïr of Khoräsän.
1 Vide infra under 63. “Jadghal” , now Chatqal.
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60. KASHÜKATH, PÄB, tw o prosperous boroughs, w ith m uch culti

vation.
All these are the towns of Farghäna.
61. BUSHT, K.L.SKÄN, YÜKAND, KÜKATH, KHUSHKÄB ( ?), boroughs 

situated near to each other, with much cultivation but with poor people.
62. SH.LÄT, a frontier post (thaghr) situated towards the Turks.
63. ï l â q , a large province stretching between (andar miyän) the 

mountains and the steppe. It has a numerous population, and is 
cultivated and prosperous, (but) the people have little wealth (khwästa).
Its towns and districts (rustä) are numerous. The people profess 
mostly the creed of those “in white raiment” (sapid jämagän). The 
people are warlike and arrogant-looking (shükh-rü). In its moun
tains are mines of gold and silver. Its frontiers march with Farghäna, 
Jadghal [sic], Chäch, and the river Khashart. The chiefs of this 
province are called Dihqän-i Iläq. Formerly the dihqäns in this 
province were counted among the margraves (dihqän in nähiyat rä 
az mulük-i aträf büdandî).

64. NüKATH [sic], the chief place of Iläq, has a city, a citadel, and 
a suburb. Its river is called Iläq, and Nükath is situated on its bank.

65. kü h saym  (*Küh-i sim) is a borough on the slope of the mountain, 
in which there is a silver-mine.

66. DHAKHKATH, a borough which produces därü-yi müsh (“mouse- 
poison” = arsenic ?).

67. YAHÜDHLIQ, ABARLIQ ( ?), ITLUKH ( ?), ALKH.JÄS (Alkh.njäs ?), 
boroughs on the frontier of Farghäna and Iläq.

68. sâm ï s .br ak , a flourishing and populous borough.
69. (?), KHÄS,1 boroughs with much cultivation but

sparsely populated.
70. GH.ZJAND, a flourishing and prosperous borough.

71. TUKATH, a borough w ith great wealth.

72. K.L.SHJ.K, KH.MB.RK, ARDALÄNKATH, S.T.BGH.VÄ, | are 24  b 
boroughs situated near one another, populous, with much culti
vation and running waters. Ardalänkath is the chief place of these 
boroughs.

73. K.RÄL, GH.ZK, KHÎVÂL, VARDHÜL, K.BRIYA, B.GHÜRÂNK ( ?), 
small boroughs, very agricultural, producing horses, and lying close 
to one another.

74. j\9 BAGHÙYKATH, F.RNKATH, small boroughs, prosperous, 
pleasant, and lying close to one another.

75. JABGHÜKATH, a small borough which formerly was the military 
camp of Chäch.

1 Barthold’s Index: Khabs.
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76. SH.KÄKAB, tw o  flourishing and prosperous tow n s o f' 

Iläq.

77. TUNKAT-i B.KHÄKNÄN, a chief place with several districts 

situated between Iläq, Jadghal, and Chäch. It has running waters and 
is a resort of merchants.

78. yäläpän, a borough from which the bank of the river Parak is 1 
farsang distant. There stands a dirham-mint (saräy-i diram zadan).

79. ch äc h  (spelt: Chäj)y a large and prosperous district. The 
inhabitants are active fighters for the faith, warlike (jang-kun), and 

wealthy (tuvangar). (The locality) is very pleasant. It produces great 

quantities of khalanj-wood, and of bows and arrows made of khadang- 

wood. Its kings formerly belonged to the class of margraves (mulük-i 
vay . . .a z mulük-i aträf büdandî).

80. BiNKATH (spelt: Bïkath), capital of Chäch (spelt: Jäj). This 

large town, prosperous and flourishing, is the seat of the government.
81. n ü ja k a t h , a borough from which come the boatmen (kashti- 

bänän) working on the rivers Parak and Khashart.
82. K.RJÄKATH ( ?), TARKÜS,1 KHÄTÜNKATH, ^  j U :  two [sic] 

small but prosperous boroughs which are the store-places (bärgah) 
of Sughd and Samarqand, as well as of Farghäna and Ilâq (va än-i F . 
va I. ast).

83. BANÄKATH, a flourishing and prosperous borough on the bank 

of the river Khashart. s h .t ü r k a t h , s .b k a t h  (Bis- 
kath?), (?), K.K.RÄL, boroughs of Chäch producing the 

chächl-bovfs. The locality is flourishing, very pleasant, and prosperous.
84. ISBÎJÂB, a region on the frontier between the Muslims and 

the Infidels. It is an extensive and pleasant locality on the frontier 

of Turkistän, and whatever is produced in any place of Turkistän is ' 
brought here. It possesses many towns, provinces, and districts, 

and produces felt and sheep. The chief place is called Isbïjâb. It 

is a large and very pleasant town and is the seat of the government. It 
possesses great wealth and merchants from all over the world abound 
in it (madan-i bäzurgänän).

85. SÂNÏKATH, a flourishing, pleasant, and wealthy (tuvangar) town.

86. , a flourishing and very pleasant town.
87. SUTKAND, a pleasant locality on the bank of a river. The people 

are warlike. It is the abode of trucial Turks (jäy-ί Turkän-i äshti). 
From their tribes many have turned Muslims.

88. p ä r ä b , a pleasant district of which the chief place is called · 

Kadir. The people are warlike and courageous. It is a resort of 

merchants.

1 Barthold’s Index: Tarkush.
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89. Between Isbijab and the bank of the river is the grazing- 
ground (giyä-khwär) of all Isbijab and of some parts of Chäch, 
Päräb, and Kunjdih. On it a thousand felt-tents are seen of the 
trucial Turks who have turned Muslims.

90. SABRÄN (spelt: Sahrän), a very pleasant town and the resort 
of Ghuz merchants.

91. DHARNÜKH ( ?), a borough on the bank o f a river, prosperous 

but sparsely populated.

92. SÜNÄKH, a very pleasant borough | of Päräb (spelt: Bäräh), 25 a 
producing bows which are exported to different places.

93. SHiLjï, taräz (spelt: T.rär), (Takabkath?), farü n kath , 

m ir k ï, n a v ïk a t h , boroughs where both Muslims and Turks live. 
(This locality) is a residence of merchants, and the Gate of the 
Khallukh (dar-i Khallukh). In Afrünkat [sic], Mirkï, and Navïkath 
the Turks are numerous.

§ 26. Discourse on the Region of Transoxianan M arches 
and its  Tow ns1

The Marches (hudüd) of Transoxiana are scattered districts, some 
lying to the east of Transoxiana, and some to the west of it.

East of the Eastern Marches of Transoxiana are the borders of Tibet 
and Hindüstän; south of them, the (Marches) of Khoräsäii; west of 
them, the borders of Chaghäniyän ; and north of them, the borders 
of Surüshana which belong to Transoxiana.

1. k h u ttalän  (spelt: Khatulän), a region lying amidst high 
mountains, extensive, prosperous, cultivated, populous, and abound
ing in amenities. Its king is one of the margraves. The inhabitants 
are warlike. In its limits towards Tibet some wild people live in the 
deserts. Mines of silver and gold are found in its mountains. Great 
numbers óf good horses come from Khuttalän (az in).

2. h u lm u k  (Hulbuk) is the chief place of Khuttalän and the seat 
of the king. It is situated on the slope of the mountain and has many 
men and many districts (rusta).

3. nu ch ärä , a strong town situated between two rivers : Khamäb2 
and Jayhün. Its district extends to the confines of Badhakhshän and 
is called Rustä Bïk. (Nuchärä) is a town on one side of which is the 
Jayhün and on the other a mountain. It is a very pleasant locality, 
and the emporium of Khuttalän.

4. pärghar  (spelt: Bärghar)y a prosperous town, with much 
cultivation, and very populous.

1 nahiyat-i hudüd-i Mä warä* al-nahr. 2 *Vakh$Jiäb ? See Notes.
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5. bärsäragh , MUNK, t .m l iy ä t  (o\JL), small boroughs, very 
pleasant and prosperous, with a warlike population.

6. vAKHSH, a prosperous region lying on the bank (karäna) of 
Vakhshäb.

7.. h alävard , the chief place of Vakhsh. It is an agricultural town 
with many districts (rusta). The inhabitants are warlike archers.

8. LÏVKAND (*Lëvkand) belongs to Vakhsh, and from it come the 
vakhsht- sheep.

9. zhâsht (Räsht ?), a district lying amid mountains and broken 
country (andar küh-hâ va shikastagl-hä), between Buttamin and 
Khuttalän, with many divisions (rusta) and fields. The chiefs of 
this district are called Dihqân-i Zâsht [sic],

10. Within the limits of Khuttalän and Chaghäniyän there is a 
tribe (gurüh) called k u m ïjiyâ n . They are courageous and warlike 
and professional thieves. Their wealth is in sheep and slaves. They 
possess numerous villages and districts but have no towns. Those 
of them who are within the limits of Chaghäniyän are found in the 
district sayläkän  (*Seläkän) situated between Shümän and Bishgird 
(*Vëshgirdi). And those of them who live within the limits of 
Khuttalän are found between *Tamliyät (spelt : Namliyät) and Munk. 
They live among mountains and dales (dasht) which have running 
waters and are pleasant places. Each tribe lives under the orders of 
the amir of its district(andar firmän-i atntr-i nähiyat-i khzvïsh-and), and 
the amirs of Khuttalän and Chaghäniyän, when they have need, 
solicit their help (va amlrän-i Khuttalän va Chaghäniyän-rä chün 
bäyad az ishän yän khwähand).1

11. THE k .njïn a  Turks, a tribe of few men living in the mountains 
between Khuttalän and Chaghäniyän and established in a valley 
(darra). This place is very strong. The people are professional

2 5  b  thieves and looters of caravans (karvän-shikan) | and look arrogant 
(shükh-rüy). In their predatory expeditions they behave, gallantly 
(andar än duzdi javänmard-ptsha). They go for looting to a distance 
of 40 and 50 farsangs from the periphery (igardän) of their district. 
They show attachment (payvastagl numäyand) to the amir of Khut
talän and that of Chaghäniyän.

12. dar-i  TUBBAT, a village where a gate stands on a mountain. There 
live Muslims who levy the toll (bäz) and keep watch on the road. And 
when you come out of this gate (you) are in the limits of Vakhän.

13. R.KHT.J.B ( ?), a village of Vakhän where the vakhi infidels 
(gabrakän, Zoroastrians ?) live.

1 For the sense of yârï “friendly help, contribution” cf. Gardizi (ed. M. Näzim), 
p. 36. For chün bäyad v. i., p. 136, n. z .
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14. SIKÄSHIM (Ishkäshim), a town and the chief place of the 

region of Vakhän (qasaba-yi nähiyat-i ü( i )  Vakhän-ast). Its inhabit

ants are infidels (gabrakän, Zoroastrians ?) and Muslims, and the 

malik of Vakhän (spelt : Rakhän) lives there. From it come covers 

for saddle-cloths (rüy-i namad-zin), and the vakhi arrows.

15. KHAMDÀDH, a place wheré the idol-temples of the Vakhis are 

(andar [ü] but-khäna-hä-yi Vakhiyän-ast). A  few Tibetans are found 

in it. On its left side is a fortress occupied by the Tibetans.

16. S.NGLNJ (Sanglich ?), lies at the foot of a mountain. The mine 

of the Badhakhshi garnets (bijädha) and of rubies (lai) lies in that 

mountain. Near the mine is a hot spring in a pool (ab-i garm va 

istädha), such that on account of its heat it is impossible to put the 

hand into it. From that mine to Tibet there is a distance of one day 

and a half.

17. Beyond (S.nglnj) is a region called r ü st ä  * b .l j .m  (M.lj.m?) 

(va az änjä bigudhari nahiyati äyadh ü-rä rüstä [ ^  ?] khwänand).

18. SAMARQa n d ä q , a large village in which live Indians, Tibetans, 

and Vakhis, as well as Muslims. It is the frontier and the farthest 

point (akkir-i hudüd) of Transoxiana.
19. BOLOR (Bulür)1 is a vast country (nahiyati-st 'azlni) with a king 

who declares that he is the Son of the Sun (mä farzand-i äftäb-im). 

And he does not rise from his sleep until the Sun has risen, saying 

that a son must not rise before his father. He is called Bulürin-shäh. 

In this country there is no salt but that imported from Kashmir [sic].

20. ANDRÄS (? ), a town in which live Tibetans and Indians. From 

it to Kashmir is a journey of two days ( ? dwza räh <  *du rüza rah ?).

{The houses which are (seen) on the Map (sürat) between Rukhudh 

and Mültän are all villages and stations of caravans. (They lie) in 

the desert, and are places devoid of amenity and poor in grass (tang 

'alqf).}2

2 1 . k h w ä r a z m . West of Transoxiana are the limits of Khwärazm.

22. k â t h  (spelt: Käzh), the capital of Khwärazm and the Gate of 

the Ghöz Turkistän (T.-i Ghüz). It is the emporium of the Turks, 

Turkistän, Transoxiana, and the Khazar. It is a resort of merchants. 

Its king, who is one of the margraves (az mulük-i aträf), is called 

Khwärazmshäh. The people are active fighters for the faith and are 

warlike. The town abounds in wealth (khwästa). It produces covers 

for cushions (rüy-i mukhadda), quilted garments (qazhägand), cotton 
stuffs (karbäs), felt, snow (barf), and rukhbin?

23. k h u s h m ït h a n , a  b o ro u gh  w ith  m erch an ts and m u ch  w ealth .

1 Gf. § i i , 2. 2 The paragraph between { } evidently belongs to § 24,16.
3 Sort of cheese?
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24. n ü zh äbän , a town with a wall, iron gates (spelt: daryähä-yi 
ähanln ?), running waters, and many inhabitants.

25 : GURGÄNJ, a borough which formerly belonged to the Khwarazm- 
shah, but now its government (pädkshähiyash) is separate and its 
king (pädhshäy) is called mir of Gurgänj. The town abounds in 
wealth, and is the Gate of Turkistän and resort of merchants. The 
town consists of two towns : the inner one and the outer one. Its 
people are known for their fighting qualities and archery.

26. k .rdnäzkhäs (Kurdaränkhäs ?), b .d h m ïn iy a , d ih -i q a r a tig ïn , 

three boroughs sparsely populated (but) having cultivation.
26 a 27. KURDAR, a borough with cultivation, very populous. | Great 

numbers of lambskins (püst-i barra) come from there.
28. kh ïva  (spelt: Khiv), a small borough with a wall, belonging to 

Gurgänj.
29. JAND, KH.VÂRA, d ih -i NAU (“The New Settlement”), three 

towns lying on the bank of the Chäch (spelt : Jäj) river, at a distance 
of 10 post-stages (manzil) from Khwärazm, and of 20 post-stages from 
Päräb. The king of the Ghüz stays in winter in the said village 
of Dih-i Nau.

§ 27. Discourse on the Country of Sind and its Towns

East of this country is the river Mihrän; south of it, the Great Sea; 
west of it, the province of Kirmän ; north of it is a desert adjacent 
to the Marches (hudüd) of Khoräsän. This country belongs to the 
hot zone and has many deserts (biyäbän), and few mountains. The 
people are swarthy with slim bodies, (good) runners (davanda). 
They are all Muslims. The region has few amenities (kam-ni mat), 
but numerous merchants (are.found in it). The country produces 
skins (püst), leather (charm), red abänk (P),1 shoes (na lain), dates 
(khurmä), and sugar-candy (panidh).

1. MANSÜRA, a great Çazïm) town, situated like an island in the 
middle of the river Mihrän. It is very pleasant and prosperous and 
is a resort of merchants. The inhabitants are Muslims and their 
king is a Quraishite.

2. MANJÂBRÎ, sadüsän, two prosperous towns of the country of 
Sind, situated on the bank of the river Mihrän.

3. *bïrü n2 (spelt: jjjy), MASVÂHÏ, two towns in the limits of Sind. 
(The inhabitants) are the people carrying on the sea-trade (mardur 
mäni-and ki bäzurgäni-yi daryä kunand). These places have few 
âmenities.

1 the word dJbU unknowii. 2 Or: #Nîrün?
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4. d a y b ü l, a town o f Sind on the coast o f the G reat Sea. I t  is 

the abode ( jäygäh) o f the merchants. Products (älat-ha) o f H indüstän 

and the sea are brought there in large quantities.

5. F.NÏKÎ (*Q.nb.li?), * armäbIl , two towns o f  M ukran (az 
hudüd-i M.) which possess m any riches and are situated close to the 

sea on the edge o f the desert.
6. Tîz is the first town of Sind (az hudüd-i S.), situated on the 

coast o f the G reat Sea. It is not an interesting place (kam sayr P).1

7. KÏZ, KÜSHK-I QAND, BIH (*), BIND ( ju ), DIZAK (spelt: Drk), 

askf— all these towns belong to M ukrän. M ost o f the sugar-candy 

exported everywhere (andar jihän) comes from  these boroughs.

T h e  king o f M ukran lives in K ïj.

8. r ä s k , the chief place o f the district o f Jurüj. It is prosperous and 

very populous, and is a place possessing m any merchants.

9. m ush k! (spelt: Hushki), a borough in the steppe (biyäbän).
10. PANJBÜR (spelt: Banjpûr), the largest of the towns o f Sind 

on this side o f the river M ihrän.

11 . puh lpara  (spelt: Buhlbara), a town belonging to the district 

o f Jurüj. I t  has few  amenities (kam-ni mat).
12. M.HÂLÏ ( ?), QUSDÄR (spelt: Qusdhän), k ijk ä n ä n , shüra, towns 

o f the region o f tü r ä n . It is a pleasant locality with m uch cattle. In  

it live m any M uslim s and heathens (gabrakän, Zoroastrians ?). T h e  

seat o f the king of T ü rän  is in Kijkänän.

13. a b l(P ) , a town o f the bud-ha (4aj>) region, prosperous and 

extrem ely pleasant; its inhabitants are M uslim s.

14. q a n d a bïl , a large town, prosperous, pleasant, and situated 

on the plain. It produces great quantities o f dates.

§ 28. Discourse on the Province of Kirm än and its Towns

East o f the province o f K irm än are the limits o f Sind ; south o f it, the 

G reat Sea; w est o f it, the province o f Pars; north o f it, the desert o f 

Sistän. W hatever parts o f this province lie towards the sea,2 they 

are in the hot zone, their people are swarthy ; there reside merchants | 

and there are deserts ; the local products are cum in (zlra), dates, indigo, 26  b  

sugar-cane, and sugar-candy; the food of the inhabitants is m illet- 

bread. A n d  whatever places are remote from the sea (and) near to the 

desert o f Sistan, they belong to the cold zone, are prosperous and 

very  pleasant, and the bodies (of the inhabitants) are healthy (tan-hä

1 To the reading: one would prefer: “hot zone”.
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durust) ; here (too) lie numerous mountains with mines of gold, 
silver, copper, lead, and lodestone (maghnätis).

1. SÏRGÂN, the capital of Kirmän and the seat of the king (pädh- 
shah). It is a large town and a resort of merchants* Their water 
comes from underground canals, and in the small districts (rusta) the 
water is from wells. The trees are few and the constructions are 
vaulted (va binä-hä-shän izaja).

2. b ä f t  and k h ïr  ( ?), tw o prosperous and pleasant boroughs.

3. jïr u ft , a town occupying an area of half a farsang by half a 
farsang. It is a very prosperous and pleasant place. They have a 
rapid (tiz) river which flows with a roar (häng kunän) ; its water is so 
abundant that it turns sixty mills, and in its canals auriferous sand 
(khak-i zar) is found.

4. MlZHÄN, a borough situated on the slope of a mountain. The 
fruit, fuel, and snow of Jïruft come from this town.

5. MUGHÜN ( ?), VULÄSHGIRD, KÜMÏN, BAHRÜGÄN, MANÜGÄN, large 

and small boroughs. From them come indigo, cumin (zîrîra, read: 
zïra), and sugar-cane, and here sugar-candy is produced. The 
inhabitants’ food is sorghum (gävars9 v.i., p. 147) and they have plenty 
of dates. They have a custom that the owners never pick up the 
dates that have fallen from the tree, and those dates belong to the 
poor (darvishän).

6. b a l ü j , a people established in the steppe (sahra) between these 
towns and the Küfij mountains. They are professional way-layers, 
herdsmen, intrepid (nä-bäk) and bloodthirsty. They were [formerly] 
very numerous but [the Büyid] *Panä-Khusrau has destroyed them 
by various stratagems (hilat).

7. k ü f ij , mountaineers (kühiyän) living on the Küh-i Küfij. They 
are divided into seven tribes of which each has a chief. The Küfij 
too are professionàl looters, herdsmen and agriculturists. East of the 
Küh-i Küfij down to Mukrän is a desert. Between Jïruft and Manügän 

is a mountainous country, very prosperous and pleasant, called 
KüHiSTÄN-i abü  g h ä n im . West of this mountainous tract is a district 
(rusta) r ü d b â r , altogether woods, trees, and meadows (marghzär).

8. HURMüz, within half a farsang of the Great Sea. This very 
hot place is the emporium of Kirmän.

9. shahruvÄ, a borough on the sea-coast where fishermen (say- 
yädäri) live.

10. SÖRIQÄN, MAZRÜQÄN, KASBÄN, RAVÏN, KHABRÜQÄN are towns 

with many wells, the water of which is used for drinking and agri

culture. The towns abound in amenities and have a moderate 
climate.
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11 . k ä h ü n , KHUSHNÄBÄDH, two small towns on the road to Pars.
12. k aftar , DIHAK, two boroughs on the mountain Bärijän, and 

whatever comes (uftadh) from the mountain Bärijän is brought 
(uftadh) to these towns.

13. d ih -i GÖZ (spelt: Kûr), d âr ch ïn  (spelt: Bär fin)1 two 
boroughs between Bam and Jiruft, prosperous and very pleasant. 
From it (Dârchïn ?) comes cinnamon (därchini).

14. khw äsh  and rïq ân , two boroughs situated in the desert 
between Sind and Kirmän.

15. sh äm ät, I . . .  ghär (Bahäri), ù U  {Khannab ?), gh ubairä , 27  a 
k ü g h ü n , r ä yin  ( ?), sarvistän, d âr ch ïn ,1 towns between Sirgän and 
Bam. They belong to the cold zone, have a good climate, and are 
prosperous and very pleasant. They have running waters and a 
numerous population.

16. b a m , a town with a healthy climate (havä-yi tan-dumst). In 
its shahristän stands a strong fortress. It is larger than Jïruft and 
possesses three cathedral mosques (mazgit-i jämi) : one belongs to 
the Khärijites, another to the Muslims, and the third, is in the 
fortress. From it come cotton stuffs (karbäs), turbans Çamâma, 
spelt: 'äma)y Bam-turbans (or kerchiefs, dastär-i bami), and dates.

17. narm âsh îr , a flourishing town, prosperous and pleasant, 

where the merchants reside.

18. bahra  (*Pahra), situated at the end of the country (shahr) of 
Kirmän and on the edge of the desert. Through it (the travellers) go 
to Sis tan.

19. sib ih , a town in the desert, between Nahla (*Pahra) and Sistän.
It belongs to Kirmän (az 'amal-i Κ.).

20. f .rdïr  ( ?), m äh än , KHABïs, very pleasant towns with a 

salubrious (durust) climate. Some of them are situated in the moun
tains and some in the steppe (biyäbän).

21. bardasïr , janzarüdh ,2 two boroughs on the road to Herat and 
Kuhistän, very favoured by nature (bä nimat-i bisyär), but with a 
sparse population.

22. k ü tm ïd h an , k .rdagän , ANÄR are (<äyand, read: -and) very 
pleasant boroughs on the road from Pärs to Rüdhän.

23. Between Sïrgan and Bardâsïr lies a mountainous tract (kühl
st an), very prosperous and pleasant ; there lie 260 villages, prosperous, 
pleasant, and populous.

In the whole province of Kirmän no large river is found, such as 
could be navigable (chinänk kashti bitavänad raftan). In its moun
tains there are long-living (daräz-zindagäm) and healthy people.

1 At both places probably the same town. 2 Spelt: Chatrüdh.
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I2Ó Hudüd al-Alam §29

§ 29. Discourse on the Province of Pars and its Towns
East of this province is the province of Kirmän; south of it, the Great 
Sea; west of it, the river Tab which separates Pärs from Khüzistän, 
and some borders (hudüd) of Sipähän (Isfahän) ; north of it, the desert 
of Pärs, (which is a part) of (that of) Kargas-küh. (Pärs) possesses 
many cities and a numerous population. It is a prosperous and 
wealthy (tuvangar) province with manifold resources (mmat-ha-yi 
günägün). It is a resort of merchants and has mountains and rivers. 
It was the seat of the Sasanian kings (khusravän). The inhabitants 
are eloquent (sukhan-dän) and clever. In its mountains there are 
gold-mines. It produces manifold textiles (jama) of linen (katan), 
wool, and cotton, and also rose-water, violet-water, palm-blossom water 
(äb-i tal'), carpets, rugs (bisät vafarsh), zïlü-rugs, and gillm (tapestry 
woven carpets), of precious quality. Whatever parts of Pärs lie 
nearer to the sea they belong to the hot zone ; and whatever parts are 
nearer to the desert they belong to the cold zone. In Pärs there are 
mountains and gold-mines. In it the fire-temples of the *Zoroastrians 
(g.rän, read: *gabräni) are situated [and the latter] respect [the 
vestiges] of the people of yore1 and visit them on pilgrimage. Most 
of the towns of Pars have mountains in their neighbourhood.

1. Sh ir a z , the capital of Pärs, is a large and flourishing town with 
many riches and many inhabitants. It is the seat of the government 
(dar al-mulk). This town was built in the Islamic epoch (in shahr -rä 
ba rüzgär-i IsIàm karda-and). There stands in it an ancient and very 
strong citadel, called Shah-möbadh’s Fortress. In it (i.e., Shïrâz?) 
two venerated fire-temples are found. In it a kind of sweet basil 
(isbargham) is found called süsan (spelt : süs) -i nargis, of which the 
leaves (petals ?) are like those of a lily (süsan), and the middle (miyana) 
like the narcissus.

2. ist a k h r , a large and ancient town, which had been the seat 
27b of the Sasanian kings. | In it ancient buildings, images (naqsh),

and figures (sürat) are found. Istakhr has many districts (nawähi), 
and (some) wonderful buildings called Solomon’s Mosque (mazgit-i 
Sulaymän). In it grows an apple, of which one half is sour, and the 
other sweet. In its mountain iron mines are found, and in its region, 
silver mines.

3. D iz -i PiSAR-i 'u m ä r a , “ The castle of 'Umära’s son”, a borough 
with a fortress, situated on the coast of the Great Sea. It is a place 
of fishermen, and a travelling stage (manzil) of merchants.

1 Something fallen out: jïjb i] j y» [ĵ *\ j]  o — \ ,jj  jjiîl



4. s ïr â f , a large town in the hot zone. It has a salubrious (<durust) 
climate, and is the merchants’ haunt arid the emporium of Pärs.

5. jam , KURÄN, KHURMUK ( d ^  ?), boroughs within the limits 

(hudüd  ̂of Sïrâf, very prosperous and populous.

6. GÜR, a flourishing town which was built by Ardashïr Bäbakän 

and served him as a residence. Round it is a solid wall. From it 

comes the jürï rose-water exported everywhere. It produces palm- 
blossom water (ab-i taV) and santoline (qaisüm)-wztev which are 

exported everywhere and are not to be found anywhere else. Gür 

possesses a powerful (sakht) spring of water.

7. BAJÏRBAGÂN, *jïr a  ?), BÄNÜ, MIHRÄ, boroughs of Gür, very 

pleasant and prosperous, with running waters.

8. n a jïr a m , a tow n  on th e sea-shore w h ich  is a resort o f  m er

chan ts.

9. sa 'ä d a , b a h l a v ä n  ( ?), two flourishing boroughs, prosperous 

and situated close to the sea.

10. GANÄWA ( [sic]), a large and flourishing town which is a 

resort of merchants and possesses much wealth. From it come mani

fold textiles (jäma). In the sea of Ganäfa (òli" [sic]) there is a pearl 
bank (madan-i murväridh). Bü Sa'ïd Daqqäq, who carried on 

propaganda {da vat kard) and took Bahrayn, was from this place. 

Sulaymän ibn al-Hasan al-Qarmatï was the son of Ibn Bü Sa'ïd.

11. TAVAZ, a town situated between two rivers. Its inhabitants 

are numerous and rich (tuvangar). All the tavazl textiles come 

from it.

12. k ä z r ü n  lies near the lake Yün. It is a large and prosperous 

town with much wealth. In it there are two venerated fire-temples.

13. s ïn ïz , a town on the sea-shore, very pleasant and with a 

salubrious (durust) climate. All the «ra^z-textiles come from there.

14. * r ïs h a h r  (spelt: jr£>)y a flourishing borough between Sïnïz 
and Arragän.

15. m â h ï-r ü b â n , a town standing like an island amidst waters. 

It is a flourishing place and the emporium of the whole of Pärs.

16. a r a g h ä n  (Arragän, Arrajän), a large and flourishing town 

with much wealth, abounding in amenities and enjoying a good 

climate. In its district (rustä) there is a well of water of which no 

one in the world knows the depth (ki zarfi-yi an ba-hama jihän 

natavänand dänist) ; from it comes a water to turn one mill (miqdär-i 

yak äsiyäb) and spreads over the soil. This town produces good 
grape-syrup (dushäb).

17. b .z r .k , BÏSÜK, VÄYAGÄN, LÄRANDÄN, boroughs of Arragän, 

abounding in amenities and enjoying a pleasant climate.
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18. n au ban d ag än , a flourishing town, very pleasant and having 
much wealth (khwästa).

19. [bishävur] 1, a wealthy (tuvangar) town with a wall round 
it, built by Shäpür Khusrau. There are two fire-temples in it to 
which people go on pilgrimage. Near it stands a mountain on which 
the figures of every king, möbadh, and marzbän previous to Shäpür 
(pish az vay) are represented (nigäshta) and at the same place their 
adventures written down (nivishta-ast). In its neighbourhood (hudüd) 
there is a mountain from which smoke comes up continually and 
every bird that happens to fly over this smoke (bälä-yi än düdh 
biparadh) is burned and falls down.

20. v ä y a g ä n , KiMÄRij, two boroughs of Bishävur, flourishing and 
prosperous.

21. JÜYUM, a flourishing and pleasant borough of Shiraz. |
28  a 22. [g ü y u m ?], a borough where the weir distributing the water 

of Shiräz stands (bakhsh-gäh-i äb-i Shiräz az änjä-st).
23. barsarkän  ( ?), kuvaristän  (*Kauristän ?), two prosperous 

and pleasant boroughs of (az) Shiräz.
24. [bayd ä], a prosperous borough. Halläj who laid claim to 

divinity (davä-yi khudhä’i hard) was from here.
25. HAZÄR, ZARQÂN, KHÎR, boroughs . . . [flourishing],2 prosperous, 

and pleasant.
26. pasä , a large and flourishing town with a citadel and a suburb. 

It is a resort of merchants and has much wealth (khwästa).
27. TAMISTÄN, BUSTUGÄN, AZBARÄ, DÄRAKÄN, MAZÏRÂKÂN (Muray- 

zigän ?), san än , prosperous boroughs between Pasä and [Därä]gird.
28. därägird , a flourishing and prosperous town, with much 

wealth (khwästa) but with a bad climate. It produces mümiyä’i 
(bitumen) which is not found anywhere else in the world. In its 
region (nawähi) are mountains of salt of white, black, red, yellow, 
and every other colour, of which good tables (khwän-hä) are made 
[...  which are exported ?].

29. r a m , RÜSTÄ Rustam  ( ?), FURj (spelt: F.rkh), täru m , boroughs 
between Därägird and the limits of Kirmän. These are places with 
much cultivation, abounding in amenities.

30. kârzïn  belongs to Pasä and has a strong citadel.
31. k ä r iy ä n , a borough of Därägird within (. . . ndr ?)3 an inac

cessible (sab) and strong fortress (hisär). A venerated fire-temple 
is found in it.

32. sam ïrân , ïraj, rüfta , MÄDHAVÄN (spelt: Madhäran), güyum , 

boroughs of Därägird, prosperous and pleasant.

1 Supplied from 20. 2 Fol. 28 slightly damaged. 3 Cf. § 36, 15.
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33. JAHRUM, a flourishing town producing zilü-rugs and good 
prayer-carpets.

34. κϊΖΗ, a town with a strong fortress (hisär) in it.
35. KHÎR, k u r d iyä n , two prosperous boroughs having much 

cultivation and belonging to Pasä.
36. îj, istah bän ät , KHiYÄR, MÄSHKANÄT, boroughs situated on 

the slope of a mountain, sparsely populated, but having much cultiva
tion, and much favoured by nature.

37. ABÄDHA, BARDANGÄN, JÄHUK, boroughs between Istakhr and 
Kirmän. They are caravan-stages, much favoured by nature.

38. KAMÏN, SARVÂB, M.ZÏRAKÂN ( P),1 SHAHR-I BÀBAK (spelt! Fänok), 
KHURRA, Kïs, all these boroughs lie in the mountains of the cold 
zone. The locality has a salubrious climate and is very pleasant. In 
Khurra there is a fire-temple, held in great veneration and attracting 
pilgrims. It was founded by Darà.

39. BAjjA (spelt: <~), k ilïd h  (spelt: Killnd)y sh am agän , surm a , 

arjïn ân , boroughs lying amidst the mountains of the cold zone.
The locality is prosperous, cultivated, very pleasant, and populous.

40. barqüh  (Abarqüh), an extremely pleasant town; in its neigh
bourhood there are lajge mounds of ashes.

41. [n â y în ],2 a prosperous and pleasant town. In its mountains 
there are silver-mines.

42. sardan, a town situated between two rivers. It is a . . . 
prosperous and flourishing place, and in its mountains a mine of 
copper (mddan-i rüdh) is found.

43. ABRAJ, K.SBÄ, m ä y in , prosperous boroughs between Pars and 
Ispahan.

44. rüdh än , DARKÄN, two towns on the frontier between Pars 
and Kirmän. They are caravan-stages and belong to the cold zone.

45. ANÄR, BAHRA, KATHA, MAYBUDH, NÂYÏN, boroughs of the Cold 
zone, much favoured by nature and lying on the frontier between 
Pars and the desert.

§ 30. Discourse on the Province of Khüzistän and its Towns

East of this province lies Pars and the borders of Sipähän; south of 
it, the sea and some of the 'Iraq frontier (hadd) ; west of it, some of the 
borders (hudüd) of Träq, and of the countryside (sawäd) of Baghdad 
and Wäsit; north of it, | the lands (shakr-ha) of the province of 28 b 
Jibäl. This province is more prosperous than any province adjoining 
it. Great rivers and running waters are found in it. (Its) countryside

1 Cf. supra 27. 2 Cf. infra, 45.
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(sawäd-ha) is flourishing and (its) mountains full of utility. From it 

come: sugar, manifold textiles, curtains (parda-hä), süzangird- 

(textiles), trouser-cords (shalvärband), fragrant citrons (turanj-i 
shammäma), and dates. The people of this province are gain-loving1 

and avaricious.

1. D iz-i m a h d I (spe.lt: Dar-i M .), a flourishing and prosperous 

town situated on the river between 'Iraq and Khüzistän»

2. b ä s iy ä n  (spelt: Basabän ?), k h ä n  m a r d ü n a , d a u r a q , boroughs 

situated on the bank of the river, prosperous, flourishing, wealthy 
{tuvangar), and very pleasant.

3. DAYRÄ, a  b o ro u gh  n ear th e m oun tain s, v e ry  pleasant.

4. ASAK [sic], a large village situated on the slope of a mountain, 

on the summit of which a fire is constantly shining, day and night. 

In the days of yore the battle with the Azraqi [Kharijites] (spelt: 

Raqiyän) took place there.

5. JUBBAY ( ^  Jubbäy Jvbbëi), a borough on the bank of the 

Shüshtar river, flourishing and very pleasant. The well-known Abü 

'Alï Jubbä’i was from this town.

6. süq  a l - a r b a 'ä , a town situated on the bank of the river, very 
pleasant and prosperous.

7. AHWÄZ, an extremely flourishing town. There is no town in 

Khüzistän more flourishing than this. It abounds in amenities and 

has a good situation. The people are yellow-faced. It is said that 

whoever establishes himself in Ahwäz becomes wanting in brains, 

and every aroma that is carried there (hama tïbï [spelt: tbyy] ki änjä 

bari) loses its scent on account of the climate. In its mountains there 

are vipers (mär-i shikanj, spelt: shtknj).
8. u z a m  ( ?), a small borough, very pleasant.
9. r ä m h u r  ([sic], Rämhiz ?), a borough lying on the bank of a river. 

Man! was killed there (az änjä).
10. ' a sk a r- i  m u k r a m , a town with extensive countryside (sawäd), 

flourishing, prosperous, and very pleasant. All the red and white 

sugar (shakar) and refined sugar (qand) of the world comes from there.

11 . m a sr u q ä n , a flourishing and pleasant borough. In it extremely 

good fresh dates are found.
12. ram ÜRDMIZD, a large town, flourishing, prosperous, and very 

pleasant. It is a resort of merchants and is situated between Pars 

and Khüzistän.
13. bä z ä r - i s a m b ïl , a pleasant b oro u gh .

14. ÎDHA [read : Tustar], a town with a very flourishing countryside

1 The sense is clear but the word is incomplete . . .  j A f t e r  r two dots are 

seen under the line.
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(sawäd), prosperous, very pleasant, and possessing much wealth. It 
lies on the bank of a river. It produces great quantities of brocades 
(<diba). There also the brocade of the cover for the Mecca (sanctuary)
(parda-yi Makka) is made.

15. V.NDÜSHÄVUR, a prosperous and very pleasant town. The tomb 
of Yafqüb (ibn) Layth is situated there.

16. SHÜSH, a wealthy town, which is a resort of merchants and the 
emporium of Khüzistän. It produces textiles and turbans of precious 
silk stuff (jäma va 'amäma-yi khaz), and fragrant citrons (turunj-i 
dastanbüy). The coffin (täbüt) of the prophet Daniel was discovered 
here.

17. m anüb (Manüf, read: Mattüth), bird ü n , two agricultural 
boroughs . . ., prosperous and very pleasant.

18. basu n n ay  (Ba-Sunnä, Ba-Sunnê), a flourishing w ealthy town.

It produces good curtains (parda), exported everywhere.
19. TÏB, a flourishing and prosperous town producing very good 

trouser-cords, just like the Armenian.
20. SHAHR-i QURQÜB, a small and prosperous town. It produces 

süzangird textiles.

§ 31. Discourse on the Jibäl Province and its Towns

East of this province are some borders of Pärs, of the desert of 
Kargas-küh, and of Khoräsän; south of it, the borders of .Khüzistän; 
west of it, some parts of 'Iraq and of Ädharbädhagän ; north of it, the 
mountains of Daylamän. This | province has much cultivation and is 29 a 
prosperous. It is the place of clerks and litterati (dabirän va adlbän).
It is very pleasant and produces cotton stuffs (karbäs), textiles of 
(silk ?)..  .,1 and saffron.

1. sipäh än , a great town consisting of two parts : the one is called 
Jahüdhän and the other Shahristän. In both there are minbar s. 
Between them there is a distance of *half a farsang [read nim “ half” 
instead of nuh “ nine”]. It is a flourishing town, much favoured by 
nature. . . .  in Jibäl. It haè a river called Zarîn-rüdh which is 
utilized in its fields. It produces . . . silk textiles of different kinds, 
such as hulla (“cloaks” ?), “tabby” Çattàbl, coarse watered silk), and 
“siglaton” (siqlätün).

2. k h än  lan jän , a flourishing and very pleasant borough . . .
3. jü y g ä n , a flourishing but sparsely inhabited borough.

4. b a r v  (read: Burji), it was a flourishing borough with much 
cultivation, but now lies in ruins.

1 The end of the lines on f. 29 a and the beginning of the lines on f. 29 b 
are tom (1-2 words per line wanting).
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5. [k a r a j ?] is large but most of it lies in ruins. There stood the 
army camp of Abu Diilaf of Karaj (spelt: Karkhi).

6. BURÜGIRD, a flourishing and pleasant borough . . producing 

saffron and good fruit.
7. r ä m in , a sparsely populated  b orou gh  w ith  m u ch  cu ltivation , 

situated on th e slope o f  a m ountain.

8. [karaj- i r ü d h rävar  ?], a large town, prosperous, pleasant, and 

very populous. It is a resort of merchants. It produces much saffron 
and cheese (?) . . ., exported everywhere.

9 r ü d h r ä v a r , a b orough, th ick ly  populated  (anbtih), and ly in g  on 

the slope o f a m ountain .

10. NIHÄVAND, a town . . . with two cathedral mosques in it 

(andar vay). It is a very pleasant place. It produces saffron and fruit 
which owing to (their) excellency , . .

11 . l ïs h t a r , a borough with a good climate and many fields. From 

it hazel-nuts (bunduq) are exported.
12 . sh ä b u rk h äst  (sp elt: Särjlst), a p lace . . .

13. asäbäd  (Asadäbädh ?), k ir m ä n s h ä h ä n , m a r j, boroughs on the 

road of the pilgrims (hujjaj)y densely populated (<anbüh), prosperous, 
. . . and pleasant.

14. sa y m a r a , s ïr v â n , two prosperous and flourishing boroughs, 

producing dates.
15. DÎNÂVAR, sh ah ra- zh ü r , [suh rava]r d , densely populated 

towns, much favoured by nature, and having a sociable (änüzanda) 

population.
16. z a n g ä n , a town much favoured by nature. The people . . . .

17. a u h a r , a borough situated on the slope of a mountain (ba-bar-i 
kühy [sic]), and possessing numerous waters ( ?) and fields. The 

inhabitants are slow (ähasta).

18. q a z v ïn  . . ., round it there is a wall. It possesses a rill 

(jüy-i ab) which flows through the cathedral mosque and which is 
only sufficient for drinking purposes (chandän-ast ki bikhurand), and 

the people . . . Good fruit is found there.

19. t ä l a q ä n , a borough of Rayy, lying close to Daylam.

20. k h u v ä r  (Khwär), a borough of Rayy, prosperous__
21. r a y y , a great town, prosperous, having many riches, inhabi

tants, and merchants. It is the seat of the king of Jibäl (pädhshäk-ij.). 
. . . .  The water is from underground canals. It produces cotton 

stuffs (karbäs), cloaks (burd)7 cotton, china (ghadära), oil (raughan), 
and wine (nabidh). From its districts come good woollen taylasän 

x(scarfs worn on the head). Muhammad Zakariyyä the Doctor 

(bijishk) is (buried) there. The tombs (türbat) of Muhammad ibn
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al-Hasan the Lawyer (al-faqih), Kisä’i the Reader (<al-muqri), and 
Fazari the Astronomer are also there.

22. SÄVA, a v a , BÜSANANA (Büsana ?), RÜDHA, boroughs densely 
populated, prosperous, very pleasant, flourishing, and enjoying an 
equable climate. (They are) on the road of the pilgrims of Khoräsän.

23. QUM, a large town, (now) lying in ruins, with many fields. The 
inhabitants are Shï'ites, and Bul-Fadl | ibn 'Amid the Minister 2 9 b 
(dabir) was from there. From it comes saffron.

24. käsh än , a very pleasant town. [Among its inhabitants ?] are 
numerous Arabs. From it come many clerks and litterati. In it 
scorpions (kazdum) abound.

§ 32. Discourse on Daylamân and its Towns

This is an extensive region possessing many different dialects and 
types ( ?), which is called the Daylamite country (nähiyati bisyär-ast 
bä zabän-hä va sürat-hä-yi mukhtalif ki ba-nähiyat-i Dayälim bäz 
khwänand).

East of this province is Khoräsän ; south of it, the Jibal lands ; west 
of it, the limits of Ädharbädhagän ; north of it, the Khazar sea.

This province has running waters and numerous rivers, is pros
perous, [...  and is a resort] of merchants. The inhabitants are warlike 
and fight with shields and javelins (züpîn). They are pleasant 
. . . .  This province produces silk textiles (jäma-yi abrishum), of 
one colour or of (several) colours (yak-rang va bärang) e.g., mubram, 
harlr, and the like, as well as great quantities of linen cloths and of 
wooden [utensils].

1 . gurgän , a town with a large province and flourishing country
side (sawäd), very well cultivated and abounding in amenities. It 
forms the frontier between Daylamân and Khoräsän. The people have 
regular features (durust-sürat), are warlike, cleanly clad, chivalrous 
(bä muruvvat), and hospitable. The town consists of two halves: 
Shahristän and Bakräbäd. The river Hirand coming from Tüs passes 
between these two quarters. Gurgän is the seat of the king of Tabari
stän [read: King of GurgänJ.1 It produces black silk textiles, viqäya 
(long veils), brocade (dïbâ)y and raw silk textiles (qaztn).

2. d ih istä n , a district possessing a ribät with a minbar. It is 
very well cultivated place with extensive countryside (sawädl bisyär).
This is a frontier post (thagkr) against (bar rüy) the Ghüz. The 
tomb of rAlï b. Sukkari (Sagzï ?) lies there.

3. FARÄv, a ribät, situated on the frontier between Khoräsän and 
Dihistän, on the edge of the desert. It is a frontier post against the

1 Cf. under 13. Amol.
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Ghüz. Within the ribät there is a spring of water sufficient for 
drinking purposes (chandänk khurd rä ba-kär shavadh:). The in
habitants have no fields, and bring grain from Nasä and Dihist an.

4. astaräbädh , a town at the foot of a mountain, pleasant and 
flourishing. It has running waters, and an equable climate. The 
people speak two languages: the one is the Iwträ (?) of Astaräbädh, 
and the other is the Persian of Gurgân. From it come many silk 
textiles, such as mubram and zafürl of different kinds.

5. ÄBASKUN, a prosperous town on the sea-coast and a haunt of 
merchants from the whole world trading on the Khazar sea. From 
it come shagreen, woollen cloth (ktmukhta [va] pashmtn ?), and 
various fish.

6. tabaristän  is a large (division) of this country of Daylamän. 
Its frontier (hadd) is from Châlüs to* Tamis^a. It is a prosperous 
(district...), with great wealth and numerous merchants. Their food 
is mostly rice-bread and fish. The roofs of their houses are of red 
tiles (sufäl) on account of the frequency of rain both in summer and 
in winter.

7. tam ïsh a , a small borough round which thère is a wall. It is 
a very pleasant place, lying (nihäda-ast) between the mountains and 
the sea. It possesses a strong fortress. In (all parts of) the town 
mosquitoes are plentiful, except in the cathedral mosque where they 
do not enter.

8. LIMRÂSK, a flourishing borough at the foot o f the mountains.
30 a Within a distance of 1 farsang from it | there is a salt-mine (namaki-

stân) which supplies salt to Gurgân and Tabaristän.
9. sari, a prosperous and pleasant town with many inhabitants 

and merchants. It produces silk tissues (jama-yi harir va pamiyän), 
khävkktr ( ?), as well as saffron-water (mä [sic] zafarän), sandal-wood 
water (mä sandal), and perfumed water (mä khalüq)y which are ex
ported everywhere.

10. m â m a tîr , a borough with running waters. It produces thick 
mats (hastrî sitabr) of very good quality, which they use (ba-kär 
därand) in summer.

11. TURjï, a prosperous borough, the most ancient in Tabaristän.
12. m il a , a sm all borough producing m uch sugar-cane.

13. Äm o l , a great town and the capital of Tabaristän. The city 
(shahristän) has a moat but no walls. Round the citÿ lies thé suburb. 
(Ämol) is the seat of the kings of Tabaristän (midük-i T.), and a haunt 
of merchants. It possesses great wealth, and in it live numerous

\ scholars in every science. It has very numerous running waters. It 
produces linen-cloth, kerchiefs of linen-and-cotton (dastär·i khish),
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tabarï-mgs (farsh), tabari-mats, and box-wood (chüb-i shimshäd) 

which is found nowhere else. It also produces citrons (turunj) and 
sour oranges (näranj), white Kümish-^ifimi1 with gold thread (zar- 
baft), various kerchiefs shot with gold thread (dastärcha-yi zarbäft), 

shagreen (kimukhta), and wooden implements (älat-hä-yi chübi)y like 

ladles (kafcha), combs, handles for the plough (shäna-yi niyäm ?), 

scales (turäzü-khäna),. bowls, platters (.tabaq), deep plates {tayfürï), 

and the like.
14. ALHUM, a b oro u gh  on th e sea-coast w h ich  is a haunt o f  seam en 

and m erch an ts.

15. NÄTIL, c h ä l ü s  [sic], RÜDHÄN, k a l ä r , boroughs lying among 

mountains and broken country. (These towns form) a district of 

Tabaristän, but the kingdom is separate and the king is called Ustun- 

där. Its limits stretch from Rayy down to the sea. Kalär and Chälüs 

are on the frontier between Daylamân proper (khässa) and Tabari

stän. This Chälüs is on the sea-coast, while Kalär is in the mountains. 

From Rüdhän comes the red woollen cloth, from which rain-cloaks 

(bäräni) are made, which are exported everywhere, as well as blue gilims 

which they use in Tabaristän itself (kt ham der T. ba-kär därand).

16. KÜMISH, a province between Rayy and Khoräsän on the pil

grims ’ road. It lies amidst mountains and is a prosperous and pleasant 
province, with warlike people. It produces k.nis (P)-textiles, and fruit, 

of which there is no like in the world ; they are exported to Gurgän 

and Tabaristän.
17. d a m g h ä n , a town having little water, and situated at the foot 

of the mountain. Its inhabitants are warlike. It produces dessert 

napkins with fine borders (dastär-hä-yi sharäb bä 'alam-hä-yi nïku).

18. b is t ä m , a town at the foot of a mountain. It adjoins the limits 

of Gurgän and is a pleasant place.

19. SIMNÄN, a flourishing and prosperous borough producing 

better fruit than any other place.

20. vïM A, s h a l a n b a , two towns in the territory (hudüd) of the 

mountain Dunbävand (spelt: Dnyävand). Both in summer and 

winter it is very cold there. From this mountain iron is extracted 

(uftadh).
21. k ü h - i  QÄRIN, a district in which there are more than ten thou

sand villages. Its king is called Sipahbadh-i Shahriyär-küh. This 

district is prosperous and most of its people are Zoroastrians (gabra- 
kän). From the (beginning of) Muslim times (rüzgär) the kings of 

this district have been from the descendants (farzandän) of Bäv.

22. PIRRÏM is the chief place of this district, while the seat of the

1 Indistinct: güîm-i saftd-i Kürmsh, or giltm-i safîd-güsk ?
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sipahbadhs is at the military camp (lashkargäh) situated half a farsang 
from the town. In (Pirrim ?) live Muslims, mostly strangers, [namely], 
artisans (pishavar) and merchants, because (.zirak) the inhabitants of 

30 b this district are exclusively soldiers {lashkar) \ and husbandmen. 
Every fifteen days a market day is held there, and from all the region 
men, girls, and young men come there dressed up {orasta)1 frolic 
{mizäh kunand), organize games (bäzt kunand), play on string instru
ments {rüdh zanand)y and make friends (düstï gir and). The custom 
of this province is such that each man who loves {düst däradh) a girl, 
beguiles her {bifiribadh)> carries her away, and for three days does with 
her as he likes (bidäradh har chün ki khwähad). Then he sends some 
one to the father {ba bar-ipidhar) of the girl that he should give the 
girl in marriage. In the districts of Küh-i Qärin there are springs 
of water to which several times in the year most of the people of the 
district repair, dressed up,1 with wine (nabidh)f music, songs, and 
dances {päy küftan). There they pray God for their needs {häjat-hä 
khwähand), considering this as a sort of worship {tciabbud) ; they pray 
for rain when they need it2 and the rain comes (down).

23. sämär ( ? Shähmär), a small borough of the same province 
{nähiyat), producing much iron, antimony, and lead (surb).

24. d a y la m ä n , the district of the Daylam proper {Daylam-i 
khässa) who come from it. It is situated between Tabaristän, the 
Jibäl, Gïlân, and the Khazar sea. These people are of two classes 
{gurüh) : one class lives on the sea-coast and the other amidst moun
tains and broken country. A (third) class lives between these two. 
Those who live on the sea-coast occupy ten small districts: L.TRÄ, 
VÄRPUVÄ, LANGÄ, M.RD, CHÄLKRÜDH, GURGRÜDH ( ?), DÏNÂRRÜDH, 

jüdähanjän, j ü̂ L», HAUSAM. Behind the mountains three big 
districts correspond to these ten districts: vastän , shir , ρ ,ζη μ . 

Each of these districts has numerous sub-divisions and villages. All 
these lie within an area of 20 farsangs by 20 farsangs. This district 
of Daylam is prosperous and rich. Its people are all soldiers (lashkarï) 
or agriculturists. Their women, too, till the soil (barzigari kunand). 
They have no towns with minbars; their towns are Kalär and Chälüs.

25. g ïl â n , a separate district between Daylamän, the Jibäl, 
Ädharbädhagän, and the Khazar sea. This district lies in the open 
land {bar sahrä nihädha), between the sea and the mountains of the 
Jibäl. Gïlân has many running waters ; one of them is a great river

1 Read: instead of the in- found here on a source in Dämghän.

comprehensible o J  The ex- ^ee Appendix A.
v pression ärästa is indeed found a few 2 -VjLj ba vaqtï-ki-shân

lines higher up. A  marginal note is bibdyadh. Cf. p. 120, n. 1.
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called Sapîdh-rüdh, which crosses Gllän and flows out into the 
Khazar seia. There are two classes (gurüh) of these Gîl-s (Gilän) : one 
class lives between the sea and the river, and is called: “ those-of-this- 
side-of-the-river” (in-süy-i-rüdhï), and the other between the river 
and*the mountains, and is called: “those-of-that-side-of-the-river”.
The first occupies seven large districts: läfjän , m yä lfjän  ( ?), kush- 

kajän  ( ?), barfjän , DÄKHIL, TijiN, CH.MA. That of the other side 
of the river occupies eleven large districts: n a n a k , JU ìjW , k ü tu m ,

SARÄVÄN, PAYLAMÄN-SHAHR, RASHT, TÜLÏM, DÜLÄB, KUHAN-RÜDH,

astaräb, k h â n -b alï ( ?), and each of these has very numerous 
villages. This province of Gllan is prosperous, favoured by nature, 
and wealthy (tuvangar). All the agricultural work is done by the 
women. The men have no other business but warfare, and on all the 
frontier1 (hadd) of Gllan and Daylamân, once or twice a day in each 
village, there is a fight with another village, and there are days | 
when many people are killed through (that) clan animosity Çasabiyat). 31 à 
And the animosity and fighting persist until [the men] have left those 
places on military service (ba-lashkart kardan), or have died, or have 
grown old. And when they grow old they become censors of public 
manners (muhtasib) and are called law-abiding muhtasibs (muhtasib-i 
marüfgar), and if in any district (andar hama nähiyat) of Gîlân one 
man calls another names or drinks wine (nabtdh), or commits other 
offences, they give him forty or eighty strokes of the stick (chihil chüb 
bizanand). The (Gîl-s) possess boroughs with minbarsy such as 
g ïlâbâd h , SHÂL, DÜLÄB, PAYLAMÄN-SHAHR ( ?), which are small places 
with markets, but the merchants are strangers.. Take them all round 
the (inhabitants) are law-abiding people (va digar hama ma'rüfgar- 
and).2 The food in all this province is lit.r ( ?), rice, and fish. From 
Gïlân come brooms, mats, prayer-carpets, and mâha-ûsh (mâhï-yi 
mäha ?), which are exported everywhere.

§ 33. Discourse on the Country of Iraq and its Towns

East of this country lie some confines (hudüd) of Khüzistän and 
of the Jibâl; south of it, some parts of the 'Iraq Gulf (khalij-i 'Iraq) 
and of the steppe (bädiya) of Basra; west of it, the deserts of Basra 
and Küfa; iiorth of it, some parts of the Jazira and of Ädhärbä- 
dhagän. This country is situated near to the centre of the world, and 
is the most prosperous (äbädhäntartn) country in Islam. It has 
running waters and a flourishing countryside (sawäd). It is a haunt 
of merchants, and a place of great riches, many people, and numerous

1 Perhaps “ territory” ? colloquial sense: “ anyhow, at all
* Digar seems to stand here in the events” , &c.
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scholars. It is the seat of the great kings (pädhshäkän-t buzurg).1 
It belongs to the hot zone, and from it come dates which are exported 
everywhere (ki ba-hamajihän bi-bar and), as well as various textiles 
(jama), and most of the implements (bishtar-i älät) becoming kings 
(mulük rä shäyadh).

1. Baghdad , a great town, which is the capital (<qasaba) of 'Iraq 
and the seat of the caliphs.2 It is the most prosperous town in (andar 
miyän) the world, and a place of scholars and of great riches. Mansür 
built it (karda-ast) in the times of Islam. The river Tigris flows 
through it (andar miyän ba-vay ? biguzaradh) ; on it there is a bridge 
(pulli-st [sic]) made of boats. Baghdad produces cotton stuffs, silk 
textiles (jäma-yi pamba va abrishum), crystals turned on a lathe 
(äbgina-yi makhrüt), glaze-ware (älät-hä-yi mad-hün), as well as 
[various] oils (unguents?), potions( ?sharab),and electuaries (majwi), 
exported everywhere.

2. m ada ’in , a borough lying east of the Tigris. It was the seat of 
the Sasanian kings of yore (än khusravän). There stands an edifice 
called Ayvân-i Kisrâ, of which it is said that there is no higher 
portico (ayväri) in the world. It had been a large and very prosperous 
town, but its prosperity has been transferred to Baghdad.

3. n u 'm ä n iya  lies west of the Tigris, and dayr  'äqül east of it. 
These two towns are prosperous.

4. JABBUL (spelt : Hbl) is not a populous borough (kam-äbädhänt). 
Most of its inhabitants are Kurds.

5. JARJARÄYÄ (spelt: Jrjräy), east of the Tigris, fam  al-silh , east 
of the Tigris, säbus (spelt: Säbas), west of the Tigris— these are 
prosperous and pleasant boroughs.

6. w ä sit , a large town consisting of two parts. The Tigris flows 
through it (ba-miyän-i vay harm ravadh), and upon it there is a bridge. 
In each of the two parts (of the town) there is a minbar built by Hajjäj 
ibn Yüsuf. The town has an equable (durust) climate and is the most 
pleasant town in 'Iraq. From it come gilims, trouser-cords, and dyed 
wool (pa$hm-hä-yi rangln).

7. 'abdasï, n îm -rüdhï, two populous boroughs. In them (andar 
vay) dates are found in great quantities.

8. Maft ah , a populous borough east of the Tigris; the canal 
Ma'qil starts from there (az vay bar-giradh).

9. UBULLA, a strong town | surrounded by water, and lying west 
of the Tigris. From it come the built kerchiefs and turbans (dastàr va 
'amäma-yi bullt).

10. basra, a great town possessing tw elve wards; each one of

1 Evidently the Bûyids. * So much only about the caliphs 1
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these is of the size of a town (chand shahri) and they are separated 

(gusista) from each other. Basra is said to possess 124,000 canals. It 

was founded by Omar ibn al-Khattäb, God be pleased with him. 

Basra is the only country of tithes Çushrî) in 'Iraq. The 'Alawi 

Burqa'ï rose from there. There lie the tombs of Talha, Anas ibn 

Malik, Shaykh Hasan BasrI, and the Son of Sïrîn. It produces good 

shoes (nalayn) and aprons (füta), as well as linen-and-cotton stuffs 

of high quality ( jäma-hä-yi katän-va-khish-i murtafi').

11. b a y ä n , a borough to the east of the Tigris, prosperous and 

flourishing.

12. s a l m ä n ä n , a borough to the east of the Tigris, prosperous 

and flourishing.
13. 'a b b ä d ä n , a flourishing and prosperous borough on the sea- 

coast. All the “ 'Abbädän mats” and “ Sâmânï mats” come from 

there, and therefrom comes the salt for Basra and Wâsit.

14. MÄDARÄYÄ, a prosperous and flou rish in g tow n , w ith  m u ch  

cu ltivation .

15. u s k â f b a n ï  JUNAYD, a place on the fields of which the remainder 

of the Nahravan canal is used up.
16. » NAHRAWÄN, a town with some prosperity (bä äbädhänl andak). 

In it some palm-trees (khurmä andak) are found, as well as some 

places built by the Sasanian kings (khusravän).

17. ja l ü lÄ, k h â n iq Ïn , two flourishing boroughs. Through 

Khâniqïn flows a large river.

18. QASR-i s h ïr ïn , a large village with a stone wall. In it there is 
3 portico coated with marble stones (yaki ayvàn az sang-i marmar 

gustar da).1

19. iiu l w ä n , a very pleasant town, traversed by a river. It pro
duces figs which are dried and exported everywhere.

20. k ü t h a y -r a b b ä , a town in the neighbourhood of which there 

are mounds of ashes, and they are said to be (the remnants) of the 

fire which Nimrüd had kindled in order to bum the prophet Abraham, 
on him be God’s blessings and protection.

21. b ä b il , the most ancient borough in 'Iraq, which was the seat 

of the kings of the Canaanites (Kanäntyän [sic]).

22. sarsar , a prosperous and very pleasant borough through 
which flows the river Sarsar.

23. n a h r  a l -Ma l i k , a prosperous and pleasant borough.

24. q asr  ib n  HUBAYRA, the largest (mihtarin7 bihtarini) town 

between Baghdad and Küfa, prosperous, pleasant, and populous 
(bisyär-mardum).

1 Cf. § 38, 23.
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25. jâ m i'a yn , a borough situated between the principal course of 
the Euphrates Çamüd va Furät, reäd: *amùd-i F .) and the canal Sura. 
From all sides the access to it is only by water.

26. k ü fa , a borough on the bank of the Euphrates, founded by 
Sa'd ibn Abi Waqqâs, and there lies the sepulchre (rauda) of the 
Prince of the Faithful 'All ibn Abi Tälib, may God exalt his face.

27. HÏRA (spelt: Jira), a borough on the edge of the steppe, 
possessing a better climate than Kufa.

28. q ä d isiya , a borough on the pilgrims’ road, on the edge óf the 
steppe.

29. BARADÄN, 'üKBARÄ, two boroughs to the north of Baghdad and 
to the east of the Tigris. It is a prosperous locality.

30. samara  [sic], a town situated to the east of the Tigris, while its 
countryside and fields are to the west of the Tigris.

31. KARKH, DÜR (spelt: Dun), two boroughs founded by Mu'tasim 
and finished by Ma’mün [sic],1 prosperous and pleasant.

32. t a k r ït , a town lying on the frontier between the Jazira and 
'Iraq, prosperous, flourishing, and populous.

§ 34. Discourse on the Ja z ira  Province and its Towns
This province on its four sides is surrounded by the waters of two 
rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, and on this account it is called 

a the Jazira (“island”). This is j a province prosperous, pleasant, very 
populous, with an equable climate and running waters. It has moun
tains, numerous towns, flourishing countryside, gardens and orchards 
known for their flourishing state (khurrami). In it there are many 
people belonging to the Rabi'a tribe, and many Khärijites.

1. . MAUSIL, a large town, w ith an equable climate and w ith some 

am enity (nimat-i andak).
2. BALAD, a town on the bank of the Tigris, having some running 

waters besides (ba-juz az) the Tigris.
3. bar-qa ' ïd , adrama (read: Adhrama), two /flourishing and 

populous boroughs.
4. n is ïb ïn , the most flourishing town in Jazira. It is a prosperous 

and pleasant place. In it monasteries (dayr) are found belonging 
to the Christians (tarsa art [sic]). In it deadly scorpions (kazdum) are 
found. In it a strong fortress stands, inside which snakes are 
numerous. From it comes glass-stone (sang-i abgïna) of good quality.

5. därä, a borough at the foot of a mountain with numerous 
running waters.

1 Evident clerical error, p. 40. 218-27 a .h .  Cf. Istakhrî» p. 167: “ com- 
Ma’mün: 198-218 A.H ., Mu'taçim: pleted by Mutawakkil” (232-47 A.H .).
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6. KAFARTÜTHÄ, a flourish in g and prosperous tow n  w ith  ru n n in g 

w aters.

7. r a ’s a l - 'a y n , a flourishing town with many springs which form 

five rivers ; the latter unite (ba-yak jäy) and, under the name of 

Khäbür, flow into the Euphrates.
8. d iy â r -r a b î 'a  (spelt: Diyär Ra'nay), a very pleasant land 

(shahr).
9. RAQQA,1 r ä fiq a  (spelt: Raiqa), two large and flourishing towns 

joined with one another and situated on the bank of the Euphrates. 

The battle of Siffîn took place in their neighbourhood (andar 

hadd-i ü) on the other side of the river.

10. q a r q ïs iy â , a flourishing and pleasant borough; all its country

side is always green.
1 1 . RAHBA, a flourishing tow n  w ith  abundant w ater and trees.

i2i d ä l iy a  (spelt: Wäliya), a small town, densely populated

(anbüh) and pleasant.
13. 'äna, a flourishing borough situated amidst the waters of the 

Euphrates.

14. h i t , a prosperous and pleasant town within a solid wall. 'Abd
allah ibn al-Mubärak’s tomb (türbat) is there.

15. An b ä r , a flourishing, prosperous, pleasant town with a 

numerous population. The seat of the Prince of the Faithful 

Abul 'Abbas was there.

All these towns, from Raqqa to Anbär, are situated on the bank 

of the Euphrates.
16. b ä l is  (spelt: Talis), jisr -m a n b ij  (spelt: ^  ^ ) ,  su m a y sä t  

(spelt: Shumaishät), boroughs situated on the bank of the Euphrates 
and adjacent to Syria.2

17. η a r r ä n , a town with little water (äbashän andak). In it live 

numerous Säbians (Sabiyän).
18. sarüj, a prosperous borough.

19. RUHÄ (spelt: Rahä), a flourishing town. Most of its inhabitants 
are Christians. In it stands a church (kanisa) ; in the whole world 

there is none larger, better attended (äbädhäntar), and more wonder

ful. To it belongs a flourishing countryside, and in it live numerous 

monks, (ruhbänän).
20. ja zïr a  ib n  'o m a r , a flourishing borough, with trees and 

running waters, situated on the bank of the Tigris.

2 1 . HADÏTHA, a town with very good orchards.

22. s in n , a borough on the bank of the Tigris, very pleasant and 
lying close to the mountains.

1 Cf. under Syria, § 38, 27. 2 Cf. under Syria, § 38, 16. and 3.
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142 Hudüd al-Alcun §§ 35-6 
§ 35. D iscourse on the Provinces of Ädharbädhagän, 

A rm iniya, and A rran, and their Towns
These three provinces are adjacent to each other. Their country
sides enter into each other (ba yak-dìgar andar shudha). East of this 
region (nähiyat) are the borders of Gïlân; south of it, the borders of 
'Iraq and the Jazira ; west of it, the borders of Rum and the Sarîr [sic] ; 

b north of it,the bordersof theSanr| and the Khazars (spelt: Ghazarän). 
These places are the most pleasant (bisyär-nimattanti) among 
the Islamic lands. The region is very prosperous and pleasant, with 
running waters and good fruit. It is the abode (jäygäh) of merchants, 
fighters for the faith (ghäziyän)y and strangers coming from all parts. 
It produces crimson (qirmiz>“kermes”), trouser-cords (shalvär- 
[iawrf]),1 woollen stuffs, madder ( ? rüdina), cotton, fish, honey, and 
wax. There (too) Greek, Armenian, Pecheneg, Khazar, and Slav 
(saqläbl) slaves are brought.

1. ARDAVÏL, the capital (qasaba) of Ädharbädhagän, and a great 
town within a wall. It was a strong (sakht) and very pleasant town, but 
now is less so (aknün kamtar-ast): It is the seat of the kings of 
Ädharbädhagän. It produces striped stuffs ( i jäma-yi burd)y and 
stuffs of various colours (jäma-yi rangln).

2. asna  (-cJ *Ushnah >  Ushnü)y saräv, m iy ä n a , k h ü n a , 

jäbrüqän , small but pleasant, prosperous and populous boroughs.
3. Ta b r iz , a small borough, pleasant and prosperous, within a wall 

constructed by cAlä ibn Ahmad.
4. m arägh a , a large town, flourishing and pleasant, with running 

waters and flourishing gardens. It had a strong wall, but the son of 
Bü Säj destroyed it.

5. barzan d , a flourishing and prosperous town with running 
waters and many fields. It produces ^aß/a-textiles.2

6. m ü q ä n , a town with a district (nähiyat) lying on the sea-shore. 
In the district of Müqän there are two other boroughs also called 
Müqän. From (Müqän) come: madder (rüdhîna), grain for food 
(dängü-hä-yi khurdam), sacks (juväl), zndpaläs-rugs in great numbers.

7. va r tä n , a very prosperous town from which come zllü and 
prayer-carpets.

All these towns which we have enumerated belong to Ädhar

bädhagän.

[§ 36. Arm iniya and Arrän]
8. DUVIN (Dzvn), a great town and the capital of Armenia, en

circled by a wall. In it live numerous Christians. It is a very
1 Arab, tikak. 2 Stuffs with long pile; actually bath-towels are called qatifa.



pleasant town with great riches, men, and merchants. To it belongs 

a vast countryside (sawäd-i bisyär) stretching down to the limits of 

the Jazlra and even (kkud) adjoining Rüm. It produces worms from 

which the crimson-dye is made, and good trouser-cords.

9: d ä k h a r r a q ä n  (spelt: Däkhartab)y a flourishing borough, with 

running waters, near the lake Kabüdhän.

10. URMIYA (spelt: Armano), a large town, very prosperous and 

very pleasant.
11. sa l a m ä s  (now: Salmäs), a flourishing and populous borough 

producing good trouser-cords.
12. KHOY, BARGRÏ, ARJÏJ, AKHLÄT, NAKHCHUVÄN, BIDLÏS (spelt: 

Budlais)— these are all boroughs, small or large, flourishing, pleasant, 

populous, having riches and merchants. They produce large quanti

ties of sz/û-carpets ( ? zilü-hä-yi qält), trouser-cords, and wood( P).1

13. MALÄZGIRD, a frontier post (thagkr) against the people of Rüm 

(Rümiyän). The people are warlike and the place pleasant.

14. QÂLÎQALA (usually Qällqaläy Erzerum), a town inside which 

there is a strong fortress where there are always fighters for the faith, 

by turn from each place. Merchants too are numerous in it.
15. m a y y ä f ä r iq In  (spelt: Miyafäriqin), a town inside [sic] a 

fortress (hisär), on the frontier between Armenia, the Jazira, (and) 

Rüm.
16. MARAND, a small borough, prosperous, pleasant, and populous. 

It produces various woollen stuffs.

17. m ïm a d h , a well-known (shuhra) district, prosperous, very 

pleasant, and populous.

18. a h a r , the chief place of Mïmadh, belonging to the kingdom of 

the son of Rawwäd, who is | of the family of Julandä bui K.rk.r, the 
one who “ omnes naves vi capiebat” [jQur’äny xviiij 78].2

19. s.NGÄN (Sungän ?), a town with a large district, belonging to 
the kingdom of Sunbät.

All these boroughs which we have enumerated belong to Armenia.

20. q abÄn , a flou rish in g to w n , p ro d u cin g  m u ch  cotto ii o f  go od  

q u ality .

21. b a r d a ", a large town, very pleasant. I t  is the capitàl of Arrän 
and the seat of the king of that province. To it belongs a countryside, 

flourishing, with many fields and much fruit, densely populated In 

it grow numerous mulberry-trees of which the fruit belongs to 

everybody (tüdh-i sabtl). The town produces much silk, good mules, 
madder (rünäs), chestnuts (shäh-balüt)y and caraway (karaviya).

1 Perhaps: “good (hhûb) trouser- 2 CL  Içtakhrï, p. 140. [See my note, 
cords” , instead of chub “ wood” . V. M J
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22. b a y la q ä n , a v e ry  pleasant b oro u gh , p ro d u cin g  striped  textiles 

(burd-hä) in  great rîum bers, horse-rugs (/«/), ve ils (burqd), and  

natif-sw eets.

23· b ä z h g ä h  (“ Toll-house”), a borough on thé bank of the river 

Aras (Araxes), producing fish.

24. g a n ja , SHAMKÜR, two towns with extensive fields, prosperous, 
pleasant, and producing woollen stuffs of all kinds.

25. k h u n ä n , a district on the banks of the river Kur, forming 
the frontier between Armenia and Arrän.

26. v a r d ü q iy a  (Bardüj ?), a small and sparsely populated town in 

Khunän.
27. q a l 'a , a great fortress and a minbar on the frontier between 

Armenia and Arrän.
28. t if l ïs , a large town, flourishing, strong, prosperous, and very 

pleasant, within a double wall. It is a frontier post (thagkr) against 
the infidels (bar rüy-i käfirän). The river Kur passes through it 

(andar miyän-i vay). Tiflis possesses a spring of water, extremely 

hot; above it hot baths (garmäba) have been built which are always 
hot without any fire (to heat them).

29. SHAKKÏ, a district of Armenia, prosperous and pleasant. Its 
length is some 70 farsangs. The inhabitants are Muslims and 

infidels (käfirän).
30. MUBÂRAKî, a large village at the gate of Barda'. There the 

camp of the Russians (Rüsiyän) stood when they came and seized 

(bisitadand) Barda'. This Mubärakl is at the head of the frontier 
(awal-i hadd) of Shakkl.

31. süQ AL-JABAL, a town of Shakki, close to Barda".

32. s u n b ä t m ä n  ( ?), a town at the farther end of Shakkl (akhir-i 
hadd-i Sh.), with a strong fortress (hisär). These two (last-named) 

towns are prosperous.

33. sa n a r , a region 20 farsangs long and situated between Shakkl 
and Tiflïs. The inhabitants are all infidels.

34. Q ab  a l a , a town between Shakki, Barda', and Shirvän, pros

perous and pleasant. From it come many beaver-furs (qunduz).
35. BARDïj ( ?), a small town, prosperous and pleasant.

36. sh ir v ä n  (ü'j^), KHURSÄN, LÏZÂN (Layzän?), three provinces 

under one king.. He is called Shirvän-shäh,Khursän-shäh, and Lïzân- 
shäh. He lives at the army camp (ba lashkargäht, spelt : lashkarhäht) 
at a farsang’s distance from sh a m ä k h i. In the region (hudüd) of 
KURDIVÄN he possesses a mountain with a high summit, which is 

broad and smooth (pahn va hämün). Its area (chahär-sü) is 4 farsangs 
by 4 farsangs. It is accessible only from one side by a made road
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which is very difficult. Within that area there are four villages. All 
the treasures and wealth of that king are kept there and all his clients 
(jmauläyän), men and women, are there. They both sow and eat 
(their produce) there (änjä kärand va änjä khurand). This fortress 
is called n iy â l -q al ' a , and near it there is another very strong fortress 
at a distance of 1 farsang; (the king’s) prison is there.

37. *kh ursän , a district (lying between ?) Darband and Shirvän, 
adjacent to the mountain Qabk (Caucasus). | It produces woollen 33 b 
stuffs, and all the different kinds of mahfüri which are found in the 
world are from the said three districts.

38. KURDIVÄN, a prosperous and pleasant borough.
39. shävarän, the capital of Shïrvân [sic], is situated near the sea 

and is a very pleasant (spot). From it touch-stones (sang-i mihakk) 
are exported everywhere.

40. darband-ι KHAZARÄN, a town on the sea-coast. Between the 
town and the sea a huge chain has been stretched so that no ship 
can enter there without permission (dastürï). This chain is solidly 
attached to the walls made of stone and lead (arzlz). The town 
produces linen-cloths and saffron. Slaves (bandagän) are brought 
there of every kind of infidel living close to it.

41. b ä k ü , a borough lying on the sea-coast near the ^mountains.
All naphtha used in the Daylamän country comes from there.

§ 37. Discourse on the Arab Country and its Towns

East of this country is the Omän Sea, which is a part of the Great 
Sea; south of it, the Abyssinian Sea, also a part of the Great Sea; 
west of it, the Qulzum Sea, also a part of the Great Sea; north of it, 
the steppe (bädiya) of Küfa and Syria. This is a vast country 
belonging to the hot zone. In it there are mountains separated one 
from another, as we have explained (padldh) in our notice (yädkkird) 
on mountains. And in all this country there is (only) one river, which 
comes out of the mountains of Tihäma and skirts the region of 
Khaulän (spelt: Jaulän) and the province of Hadramüt, to empty 
itself into the Great Sea. Nor is this river large either. In this 
country there are numerous districts. Most of the country is a 
desert. Here is the original home (jäy-i aslï) of the Arabs, and all 
those who have gone to other places are originally from here. Most 
of them live in the desert, except those (magar änk) who live in the 
towns of this country. This country produces dates of different 
kinds, skins (adim)y Mekkan sand (rìg-i makki), whet-stones, pilgrim 
shoes (ndlain-i mash*or), and parti-coloured (mulamma) shoes. In 
it live various strange animals.
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The districts of this region are as follows : y e m e n , h ij ä z , t ih ä m a , 

y a m ä m a , N izw A iN  (*Bahrayn P)1— where the tents are found of the 

tribes, such as Tamïm (Tamlmiyän), Mudar (spelt: Misriyäri), Asad, 
Jassän ( ?), Kalb, Fazâra (Fazäriyän), and the like. We have marked 

(padldh) them all on the Map that they should be clearer (paydhätar).

1. μ έ κ κ α , a large town, prosperous (äbädhän), populous, and 

situated at the foot of the mountains. All round it (girdägird) are 

mountains. This is the mési honourable (shariftarin) town in the 
world because there was borrì oui* Prophet, on Him (added : and on 

His family) be God's blessings and protection, and because it is the 
House of God, may He be exalted. The length of the mosque of the 
House of God is 370 cubits (arash =  Arab. dhirâÎ) and its width 315 

cubits. The House of Mekka (i.e., the Kacba itself) is 24J by 23J 
cubits. The height (samk) of the Ka'ba is 27 cubits and the circuit 

around the stone2 (? va as gird-i sang tazoäf) is 50 cubits; while the 

length [of the tawäf, i.e., circumambulation?] is 150 cubits. Mekka 
was built (binä’) by Adam, on him be God’s peace, and finished by 
Abraham, on him be God’s peace. And since the times of Adam, 

God has made this house sacred Çazïz karda-ast).
2. m a û ï n a , an agreeable (kkush) town, with à numerous population. 

The sepulchre (rauda) of the Prophet, on Him and His family be God’s 

blessings, as well as of many of his companions are there. From the 
districts of Madina come whet-stones which are exported everywhere.

3. tä ’if, a small borough lying at the foot of the mountains. It 

produces skins (adim).
4. najkän is a I prosperous borough in which lives the tribe 

Hamdän. From it come brigands (duzd) who rifle the region of 
Yemen (ba-hudüd-i Yaman räh bur and).

5. JURASH, a flourishing and populous borough of Yemen.

6. s a 'd a , a prosperous and populous town. Merchants from 
Basra are found in it. In the days of old it was the seat of the kings 
of Yemen. It produces great quantities of skins (adim) and the 
yement-shoes for pilgrims (nalain-i yamani-yi mash'ar).

7. SAMDÄn  (Hamdän ?), a district in Yemen, between Sa'da and 

San'â. It possesses three boroughs in which live the sons of Himyar 
(farzatidän-i Himyar) who have fields, pasture grounds (maral), and 

vines (raz),
8. san'a , the capital of Yemen. It is a flourishing and prosperous 

town. Whatever (goods) come from the majority of the districts 

of Yemen are also produced in this town. It is the most pleasant 

place in all Yemen. In all the Arab country there is no larger and more

1 ,y j y  may be a misspelling for o.J™. 2 ·̂ * Read: *Hijr. See note.
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flourishing town than this. On account of the perfectly moderate 

climate of this land (shakr), wheat and other crops (kisht) yield 

harvests twice a year, and barley (even) three or four times. (The 

town) has a stone wall, and it is said that the first building which was 

built after the Flood was this.

9. d h im ä r  (spelt : Dimar), a populous town with markets belonging 

to the district ('amai) of San'a. It is a very pleasant place. Their 

current money (bäzurgani)1 is something (chizi) similar to the qanda- 

häri-coins ; eight of (their coins) weigh a dirham.

10. SHIBÄM (spelt: Sty am), a mountain above a fortress in which 

a market and a numerous population are found.

11. z a b ïd , a town of Yemen. With the exception of San'a there 

is no larger town in Yemen than Zabïd. At a distance of three days 

from there is the frontier of Abyssinia. Their current money is 

silver and gold, but their 12 dirhams weigh only 1 dirham’s weight 

(yak dirham-sang sanjadh).

12. MANKATH, a small borough with stone walls. Huge mountains 

surround it and its districts (rusta), and in whatever direction one 

travels in it, it is necessary to cross mountains (va az har süy ki dar 
vay ravi küh bibäyadh burïdan). The frontier of this, place marches 

with that of Hadramüt.

13. su h a yb  (spelt: Sahib), a flourishing and prosperous borough.

All these places are in Yemen. Among the latter’s mountains and

plains there is a place of monkeys (kapiyän). All the baboons (ham- 
dünagän) are from there. '

14. ca d e n , a borough on the sea-coast. Many pearls come from it. 

It is adjacent to the limits (httdüd) of Abyssinia.

15. h a d r a m ü t , a flourishing and prosperous province possessing 

(several) towns. They have a custom that to any stranger who enters 

their town and makes a public prayer (namâz) in their mosque, they 

bring food thrice a day and pay him great attention (navakht), unless 

he opposes them in religious matters (mukhalafati kunadh ba-madhhab 

bä ishän).

16. m ik h l ä f  'a k k  (spelt: ΆΙϊ), a large and pleasant village.

17. 'a t h t h a r , a p rosp erou s and  pleasant v illage.
18. MAHJARA (spelt: Mahjar), a large town within a wall and a 

moat. The (inhabitants’) clothes consist of izär and chädhur.
19. siRRAYN (spelt : Sarir), a flourishing and prosperous town. The 

inhabitants sow sorghum2 and barley. Their current money is silver 

washed over with quicksilver (muzabbaq). They all wear izär and 

ridà. (This place?) belongs to the province ('amai) of Yemen.

1 Cf. 153, note 2. z gävatSy v.s., p. 124.
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20. Jidda  (spelt: Judda), a town belonging to Mekka and situated 
on the sea-coast, prosperous and flourishing.

21. Saba5 (spelt: Saba), 'uqäb (?), £Li, w äd i *bayh än  (? spelt: 
jU* &\,), pleasant and populous boroughs.

22. SHIHR, a town on the sea-coast. It produces good camels, and 
from here frankincense (lubbän) is exported everywhere.

23. *om an  (spelt: 'Ömmän), a large town on the sea-coast. Mer
chants are numerous in it. It is the emporium (bärkadha) of the 
whole world. There is no town in the world where the merchants 
are wealthier (tuvangartar) than here, and all the commodities

3 4  b  (jihäz) of East, West, South, and North | are brought to this town 
and from there carried to different places.

24. SHARJA, two prosperous and flourishing boroughs.
25. HAJAR, a very populous town on the sea-coast.
26. BAHRAYN, a very populous region with towns, villages, and 

prosperous places.
27. F a  yd , a flourishing and prosperous borough.

28. JABALA, a fortress with a minbar in it.
29. fur ' (spelt: F.rgh), a small borough.
30. Τ Α Β ϋκ, w ad i AL-QURÄ, TAYMÄ’ (spelt : F  y ma), very prosperous 

boroughs situated in the desert.
31. jar , a borough on the sea-coast which is the emporium of 

Madina.
32. MADYAN (spelt: Midyan), a flourishing town on the sea-coast. 

There lies the well from which Moses, on him be peace, drew water 
for the sheep of Shu'ayb, on him be peace [Qor'än, xxviii, 24].

§ 38. Discourse on the Country of Syria and its Towns

East of this country is the Syrian steppe (bädiya) belonging to the 
Arab country, and the limits of Jazîra (hudüd-i Jazlra); south of it, 
the Sea of Qulzum; west of it, the limits of Egypt and some parts of 
the Rüm sea; north of it, the limits of Rüm. This country is flourish
ing, prosperous, with many people, great riches, and numerous towns. 
Whatever is produced in Maghrib, Egypt, Byzantium (Rüm), and 
Spain (Andalus) is brought there.

the  fortified  lin e  (thagkr-ha) of jazîra. These are the boroughs 
(forming) the military frontier (thaghr) against the Byzantines 
(Rümiyän), and belonging to Syria, though called after Jazîra:

I. SUMAISÄT, a flourishing borough lying on the bank of the river 
{Euphrates).1

1 Cf. under Jazîra, § 34, 16.
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2. SANJA, a flourishing borough near which there is a bridge ; in 
the whole world there is no better and more marvellous bridge.

3. MANBij, a strong borough in the desert.1

4. Mansur , QÜRUS, two prosperous but sparsely populated 
boroughs.

5. MALATYA (spelt: Malatiya), the largest frontier post (thagkr) on 
this side of the mountain Lukkäm. Its fruit is all given free (mubah) 
and has no owners.

6. m arrash , HADATH (spelt :Jadhab)y two flourishing and prosperous 
boroughs, small, but having many fields and running waters.

7. HÂRÜNÏ, a borough built by Härün al-Rashid and lying on 
a mountain.

8. bayäs  (Payas), a flourishing and very pleasant borough in which 
dates abound.

9. KANïs, a small borough at the foot o f the mountain.

10. KAFARBAYYÄ (spelt: Kamarinä), m asïsa , two flourishing and 
prosperous boroughs divided by the river Jayhün. If one mounts 
(chün . . . bar ravi) on the bridge spanning that river the sea is 
visible, though the distance between them is 4 farsangs (va 
miyänashän chahär farsang-ast). (Their) population is numerous.

11 . 'a y n -zarba , a town w ith fruit and w ell cultivated fields 

(kisht-hä-yi ärästa).
12. ADHANA, a town with a flourishing market, situated on the 

bank of the river Sayhün.
13. tarsüs, a large, prosperous, and pleasant town within a double 

stone wall. The inhabitants are warlike and courageous.
14. auläs (Eleusa), the last town of Islam on the coast of the Rüm 

Sea. In it are two places which the Byzantines (Rümiyän) venerate 
and to which they go on pilgrimage.

These are all the frontier posts called Thughür-al-Jazîra,
15. ISKANDARÜNA, SUHBA, LÄDHIQIYA, ANTARTÜS, ATRÄBULUS, BAY-

rü t, saydä  (Sidon), sûr (Tyre), 'a k k a , q a ysä r iya , yä fä  (speit: Ul),2 
'asq alän , towns of Syria on the coast of the Rüm Sea, inhabited by 
Muslims. They are very pleasant towns, with extensive fields and 
great riches.

16. b ä l is , a town of Syria situated on the bank of the Euphrates.
17 . kh u n äsira , TADMUR, SALAMIYA, m u 'än  (spelt: Maghän, n ow :

Ma'an), boroughs | on the edge of the Syrian steppe. The people of 35 a 
Salamiya are all Häshimites, and those of Mu'än, Omayyads.

18. a y l a  (spelt: Ila), a borough on the coast of the Qulzum Sea, 
on the frontier between the steppe of Egypt and Syria.

1 Cf. under Jazira, § 34,16. * Sic.
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19. Al e p p o , a large town, flourishing, prosperous, populous, and 

having great riches. It has a wall on which a horseman can make 
a tour round the town.

20. b a g h r ä s , a town amidst the mountains. In it stands a palace 
built by Zubayda, who gave it numerous endowments (wagf), in order 

that anybody reaching that town should be put up andsentertained 
(mihmäni) in the said building.

21. m a 'ar r a  m a s r ïn , a flourishing borough with rain-water.

22. QINNASRÏN, a flourishing and prosperous tow n .

23. h im s  (spelt: Himts), a large, flourishing, and populous town, 
with all the roads paved with stones (ba-sang gustar da). The inhabi
tants are cleanly clad, chivalrous (ba muruvvat), and handsome (ntkü- 
rüy). Snakes and scorpions abound in it.

24. k a f r -j ä b  (spelt: Bqr-Täb), s h a y z a r , h a m ä t , prosperous, 

pleasant, and very flourishing towns.

25. b a 'a l b a k k , a v e ry  pleasant tow n  ly in g  on the slope o f the 

m ountain  (bar bar-i küh).
26. Da m a sc u s , a prosperous and flourishing town, possessing 

many fields, a nice countryside (sawädi kkush)y and running waters. 
(It lies) close to the mountains. This is the most flourishing town in 
the Arab lands (dar 'Arab). It produces yellow citrons (turanj) [or 

yellow rice, birinj?\.
27. r a q q a , a flourish in g b oro u gh  w ith  fe w  inh ab itants.1

28., r u w ä t  (spelt : Ruzväb), a borough lying close to the mountains. 
It is the chief place of the Jibäl (Kühistän) district.

29. a d h r u h  (spelt: Adhrukh), a flourishing and pleasant borough, 
inhabited by the Khärijites.2

30. URDUNN, a v e ry  flourishing, prosperous, and pleasant region.

31. t a b a r iy a , the chief place of Urdunn. The town is flourishing, 
prosperous, and pleasant, and has running waters.

32. Pa l e s t in e  (Filas tin), a province with many fields and fruits, 

great riches, and many inhabitants.
33. r a m l a  (spelt: Zamla), the capital of Palestine. The locality is 

pleasant and the town large.

34. g h a z z a  (spelt: 'Arra), a borough on the frontier between 

Syria and Egypt.
35. Be t h l e h e m  (Bayt al-lahm), a borough where the Prophet 

Jesus, on Him be God’s blessings atid protection, was born (?naulüd).
36. MASJID ib r a h im , a borough on the frontier between Egypt 

and Syria. The sepulchre (randa) of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, 
on them be God’s blessings, is there.

1 Cf. in Jazîra, § 34, 9. 2 I$ç., 58: cd-shurät.
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37. NÄBULUS, rih a  (Jericho, spelt: Rikhä), two small boroughs, 
little favoured by nature (kam-mmat).

38. Jerusalem  (Bayt al-muqaddas), a town lying on the slope of the 
mountain. It has no running water. In it stands a mosque which is 
visited by Muslims coming from everywhere.

These are all the towns of Palestine.
39. the home of l o t ’s people (jäy-i qaum-i Luf), a desolate 

district, sparsely populated, and without amenity.
40. ZUGHAR (spelt: ZV), a town of the Home (diyär) of Lot’s 

people. A little prosperity is still left there.
41. Within the limits of this ( !) mountain of balqä  there are many 

villages and small districts (rusta), and it is inhabited by the Khäri- 
jites (va andar vay hama mardumän-i khawärij-and).

§ 39. Discourse on the Country of Egypt and its Towns

East of this country are some borders of Syria and some parts of the 
Egyptian desert; south of it, the borders of Nubia; west of it, some 
parts of Maghrib and of the desert called Wählt (oases) ; north of it, 
the Sea of Rüm. This is the wealthiest (tuvangartarln) country of 
Isläm and in it lie ημιηβπηιβ towns, all prosperous, flourishing, 
wealthy, and extremely favoured by nature in many respects (bä 
nimat-hä-yi bisyär-i günägün). It produces textiles (jäma), handker
chiefs (dastär), and robes (ridà) of various kinds, than which there 
are none more precious in the whole world— such as Egyptian woollen 
goods and textiles, and handkerchiefs made of dabïqï [and ?] khazz.1 
And in this country | good asses are found of great price (kharän-i 3 5  b  

nik uftadh bâ-qïmat).
1. fustät  (spelt: F  as tat), the capital of Egypt. It is the wealthiest 

city in the world, extremely prosperous and very pleasant. It lies 
to the east of the river Nile. The tomb of Shâfi'ï, God’s mercy on 
him, is there.

2. DHAMÏRA, DANQARÄ (DabqU ?), two towns to the east of the 
Nile, prosperous and pleasant, producing excellent (murtafi) and 
precious linen-cloths.

3. FARAMÄ, a town on the shore of the lake Tinnîs, amidst the sands 
of Jifär. The tomb of Galen (Jälvnüs) is there.

4. t in n îs , DIMYÄT, two towns situated on two islands in the lake 
of Tinnîs. The inhabitants have no fields. They produce woollen 
and linen stuffs of very high price.

5. isk an d ar iya  (Alexandria), a town, of the two sides of which 
the one is adjacent to the Sea of Rüm and the other to the lake of

y*· ϋ̂ ς·
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Tinnïs. In it stands a lighthouse (minora) which is said to be 200 

cubits (arash) high. It is situated in the midst of the water (andar 

miyün-i öi),upon a rock, and when the wind blows it moves (bijunbadh) 

so that one cannot see it. N

6. HARAMAYN (Pyramids), two structures on the summit of a moun

tain near Fustät; their mortar (milät) is of a substance (jauhar) on 

which nothing has effect. Each of them is 400 cubits long by 400 

cubits broad and 400 cubits high. Inside (them) rooms have been 

made (khäna-hä). (Each) has a narrow door. ' Hermes built these 

buildings before the Flood, as he knew that the Flood would take 

place (khwahad bûd), and he built them in order that the water might 

not do him harm (ziyan, spelt: zabän). He has written on them in 

Arabic: “We have built this by a (supernatural) power; if some one 

wants to know how we have built it, let him destroy it.” 1 And on 

these two pyramids much science has been engraved (kanda-ast) of 

medicine, astronomy, geometry, and philosophy.

7. f a y y ü m , a borough to the west of the Nile. It has other running 

waters, too, besides the Nile.

8. BüsïR (spelt: Tüsir), a town lying to the east of the Nile. The 
magicians (mushabidhän) who were with Pharaoh and who worked 

sorceries (jädhü’i), were from there. In the river Nile crocodiles 

abound everywhere ; they snatch men and quadrupeds from the banks 

of the river, but when they reach this town [the situation becomes 

different]. (Here) a talisman has been put up (karda-and) that they 

should be impotent and do no harm (ziyän natavänadh kardan), and 

it may happen that children catch a crocodile in the water and sit upon 
it and guide it (hami-gardänand) and it cannot do any harm. And 

wherever the crocodiles are upstream and downstream of this town 

they are harm-doers.

9. a s h m ü n a y n  (spelt: AsKünayn), a k h m i m , b u l a in ä , three towns 

on the bank of the Nile, to the west of it. They are prosperous, 

flourishing, and very pleasant. In (this locality) grow numerous 

ebony trees.

10. suwÄN (Assuan), the last town of Egypt and a frontier post 

(thaghr) against the Nubians.; It is situated west of the Nile and is 

a town with great riches (mäl). The people are warlike. In the 

mountains which are near Suwän and belong to al-Wähät (oases 

region), mines of emeralds and chrysolites (zumurrud va zabarjad) 

are found, and in all the world they are found nowhere else. In the 

mountains of al-Wahät there are wild sheep. Beyond Su wan, in 

the frontier region between Egypt and Nubia, there are great numbers

1 The text in Arabic and in Persian. In Persian: “say (to him): Destroy this.”
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of wild asses, striped (mulamma) (with) black and yellow, small, 
of the size of a sheep Çkhurd chand guspandi). If taken out of that 
country, they die.1

§ 40. Discourse on the Country of Maghrib and its Towns

East of this country | is the country of Egypt; south of it, a desert of 3 6 a 
which the farther end adjoins the country of the Südän (ba-nähiyat-i
S . bäz däradh) ; west of it, the Western Ocean ; north of it, the Sea 
of Rüm. In this country deserts are many and mountains very few.
The inhabitants are black and swarthy. The country has many 
regions, towns, and districts (rustâ). In their desert live number
less Berbers. This place (belongs to) the hot zone. Gold is found 
there in large quantities. In the sands of this region are gold-mines. 
Their transactions (bäzurgänt)2 are mostly in gold ( ba-zarr).3

1 . aträbulus, the first town of Ifriqiya. It is a large and prosperous 
town lying on the shore of the Rüm Sea. It is populous and is the 
resort of the Byzantine and Spanish merchants. Whatever the Rüm 
sea produces comes there.

2. MAHDiYA, a large town on the coast of the Rüm Sea and adjacent 
to the limits of Qayruwän. It is a pleasant place. Merchants from 
(different) lands (azjäyhä) are numerous in it. 1

3. BARQA, a large town to which belongs a province adjoining 
Egypt. It is a place with great wealth and with (many) merchants. In 
it numerous troops are always stationed.

4. q ayr u w än , a great town. In Maghrib there is no town larger, 
more prosperous, and richer than this. It is the capital of Maghrib.

5. za w ïla , a great town on the edge of the desert of Südän. In 
its neighbourhood and in its district live many Berbers. In the 
deserts (biyäbän-hä) of Maghrib these Berbers are what the Arabs 
are in (their) steppe (bädiya). They own cattle (kkudävandän-i 
chahär-päy) and much gold (zar), but the Arabs are wealthier 
(tuvangartar) in cattle, and the Berbers in gold.

6. TÜNIS (spelt : Tünas), a town of Maghrib on the sea-coast. This 
is the first town opposite Spain (Andalus).

■7. farsäna (Qalshäna?), a flourishing town, very pleasant. The 
people are sociable (ämizanda) and possess great wealth. The town 
lies near Qayruwän.

8. satïf (spelt: Sazif), a large town, w ith many inhabitants and 

m uch gold (zar), but little favoured b y  nature.

9. TABARQA, a town on the coast of the Rüm Sea. Near it, in the

1 Cf. § 5, 23. 3 Or: “their current money is gold”.
2 Present-day pronunciation.
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sèa, lie extremely numerous coral-banks; in the world there is no 
other place (like it). There are large and deadly scorpions (in 
Tabarqa).

10. ta n a s , a large tow n on the sea-coast, prosperous, pleasant:, 
and having m any inhabitants and great wealth.

11. jazira  b a n ! ZAGHANNÄ (spelt: Rana), a town surrounded on 
its three sides (si karän) by the sea. In its region (hawali) live many 
Berbers.

12. n ä k ü r , a town like Tanas.
13. TÄHART, a great town with a special district (nahiyati judhä) be

longing to the province (amai) of Ifriqiya. It possesses great wealth.
14. SIJILMÄSA (spelt: Slhmäsa), a town situated on the edge of the 

desert of Südän amid sands which are auriferous. This town is 
separated (gusista) from all the districts ; it is little favoured by nature 
(kam-nimat) but has much gold.

15. b u s a y r a (P), a town on the sea-coast opposite Gibraltar 
(Jabal Täriq). It is a very prosperous place.

16. AZAYLA (spelt: Uzlla), a large town within an extremely solid 
wall. It is the very last (bàzpas-tarïn) town (of Africa) from which 
(travellers) go to Spain.

17. FÄS, a great town which is the capital of Tangiers (Tanja), and 
the seat of the kings. It is a place of great wealth. |

36 b 18. süs AL-AQSÄ, a land (shahr) situated on the coast of the 
Western Ocean which is the last land of the oecumene (äbädhäni-yi 
'alani) towards the west. It is a great land and its people have 
extraordinary (bi-andäza) quantities of gold. The people are some
what far (dürtar) from the characteristics of humanity (tab'-i mardi). 
Strangers rarely happen to visit it (kamtar uftadh). (The articles) 
mostly coming from the country of the Berbers are panther-skins 
(palang). The Berbers hunt (panthers) and bring their skins (püst) 
to Muslim towns.

§41. Discourse on the Country of Spain (Andalus) and its

Towns

East of this country are the borders of Rüm ; south of it, the straits 
of the Rüm Sea; west of it, the Western Ocean; north of it, also the 
borders of Rüm. This country is prosperous and flourishing, and 
possesses many mountains, running waters, and great riches. In it 
mines of every kind (πια dan-i hama-yi jauhar-ha) are found: gold, 
copper, lead (arziz), and the like. Their houses are of stone. The 
people are white-skinned and blue-eyed.

I .  co rd o b a  (spelt: Qrtna), the capital of Spain, prosperous,
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populous, with great amenities and riches. By the nearest road there 

is a three days’ journey from it to the sea. Cordoba lies near a moun

tain and is the seat of the government. The kingdom belongs to the 

Omayyads (pädishäh-i [sic] vay Amaviyän-rä-st). The houses (of the 

town) are of stone.

2. T o le d o  (Tulaytula), a town on a mountain (bar küh), situated 

on the slope of the mountain and (the bank of a) river (bar bar-i küh 

va rüdh)yl and the river Tagus (Täjh, read : Täju) encircles it.

3. t u d e l a  (Tutayla, spelt : B.tila), a town situated near the moun

tains. In it an extraordinary (bi andäza) number of sable-martens 

(samür) is found; (their skins) are exported to different places 

(ba-jäy-hä).

4. le r id a  (Làrida), sarag o ssa  (Sarqus, usually: Saraqusta), 
s h a n t a r iy a , *  r eg io  (? Rayyu), écija  (Isinja, spelt: Istinja), 

JAEN (Jayyän, spelt: Khyän), m o r o n  (Maurür, spelt: Maurüd), 

Ca r m o n a  (Qarmüna), n ie b l a  (Labia), g h ä f iq , towns of Spain 

possessing great amenities, and (frequented by) merchants from 

Rum, Maghrib, and Egypt. These towns possess great wealth and 

have a moderate climate.
5. beja  (Bäja) is an old, wealthy town in Spain.

6. c o r ia  (Qüriya), a small town. In it people are few but there 

is much wealth.

7. Mer id a  (Màrida), the largest town in Spain. It has a fortress, 

a wall, and a moat, all strong.

8. t r u jil l o  (Turjàla), Gu a d ala ja r a  (Wàdï al-Hijàra), two towns 

belonging to the cold zone of Spain. This is the oldest place (jà) in 

this region (nähiyat).

9. t o r t o sa  (Turtüsha), a prosperous town on the coast of the 

Rüm Sea, adjacent to the limits of g h .l .j .s k .s (the people of Jaca?) 

and ifr a n ja  (Franks), which are two provinces of Rüm.

10. Va l e n c ia  (Balansiya), m u r c ia  (Mursty a), p e c h in a  (Bajjàna), 

pleasant towns in the maritime zone (bar karàna) of the straits 
(khalij) of the Rüm Sea.

11. m a l a g a  (Mälaqa), a town on the coast (karän) of the Rüm 

Sea. From it come very great numbers of lizard-skins (püst-i süsmär) 
used for the hilts of swords (qabda-yi shamshir).

12. a l g e c ir a s  (Jazîra), a borough on the coast of the straits. At 

the beginning of the Islamization (musalmäni) Spain was conquered 
from this town (az in shahr bigushàdhand).

13. m é d in a  s id o n ia  (Sadüna), Se v il l a  (Ishbiliya), o c so n a b a  

(Ukhskunaba)y boroughs in the maritime region (bar karän) of the

1 The phrase is awkward : *  va Llab-ï\ rüdh ?
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Western Ocean. They are places with few amenities and sparsely 
populated.

14. san tarem  (Stiantarmi), the farthest town of Spain in the 
maritime zone of the Ocean. From it comes extremely good ambergris 
('anbar-i ashhab) in great, quantities.

Within the limits of Maghrib [sic] there is no other place.

§42. Discourse on the Country of Rüm, its Provinces and

Towns

East of this country lie Armenia, the Sarîr, and the Alan (al-Län) ; 
south of it, some parts of Syria, of the Rüm Sea, and of Spain ; west 
of it, the Western Ocean; north of it, some Uninhabited Lands

37 a (vträni) of the North, some parts | of the countries of the Saqlâb 
and Burja(n) [badi hudüd-i Sàqlâb va badi nähiyat-i Barjä-st [sic]), 
and some parts of the Khazar Sea (daryä-yi Khazar än). This 
country is extremely vast ; it abounds in amenities beyond description 
(bi andäza), and is extremely prosperous. It has many towns, villages, 
and great provinces, all with extensive fields, running waters, wealth, 
and troops. In it small lakes (<daryäyak-hä), mountains, and very 
numerous fortresses (hisär) and castles (qaVa) are found. It produces 
in great quantities brocades (jäma-yi dibä), sundus-textiles (of silk), 
maysäni-(textiles ?), carpets (tanfasa), stockings, and valuable trouser- 
cords.

The provinces of Rüm are fourteen; three lie behind (az pas) the 
straits of Constantinople on their western side ; and eleven provinces 
lie east of the straits.

Those that lie westwards are as follows :
1. The first is tä b lä n  in which Constantinople is situated. The 

latter is the seat of the kings of Rüm and a place of great wealth.
2. The other is m acedonia (Maqadüniya). Alexander of Rüm 

was a native of it. It lies by the Rüm Sea.
3. The third is Thrace (Tkräqiya, spelt: Bräqiya) which lies by 

the Georgian Sea (daryä-yi Gurz).
As regards the other eleven provinces which lie eastwards of the 

straits of Constantinople, they bear the following names : 4. th r a c e -  

sion  (spelt: Brqsis); 5. op sikion  (spelt: Absyq); 6. o p tim ato n  

(spelt: Aftmät); 7. se le ü cia  (Salüqiya); 8. a n a to L ico n  (Nätliq);
9. BUCCELLARION (spelt: Bqlär); 10. p a p h la g o n ia  (Aflakhüniya);
i i .  cappadocia (Qabädhaq, spelt: Fyädq); 12. ch a rsia n o n  (Khar- 
shana ?); 13. arm en iacon  (Arminyäq); 14. c h a ld ia  (Khäldiya).

Each of these provinces (themes) is vast and has numerous towns,
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villages, castles, fortresses, mountains, running waters, and amenities. 
In each of these provinces lives a commander-in-chief ([sipähsallär) 
on behalf of the king of Rüm {az än-i malik al-Rüm), with numerous 

troops numbering from 3,000 men to 6,000 horse [sic] and (destined) 
to guard the province {mar nigäh däshtan-i nähiyat rä).

In the days of old cities were numerous in Rüm {andar Rum 

shahr-i qadim andar bisyär büdh, read : andar qadim ?), but now they 
have become few. Most of the districts {rustä-hä) are prosperous and 

pleasant, and have (each) an extremely strong fortress {bä hisäri sakht 
bisyär ustuvär), on account of the frequency of the raids {täkhtan) 

which the fighters for the faith {ghäziyän) direct upon them. To  

each village appertains a castle (qaVa) where in time of flight [they 
may take shelter].1

And these provinces, with large villages, and whatever there is 

(in them) of towns,2 are such as we have represented them and shown 
on the Map (sürat).

15. GURZ (Georgia ?) is also a province of Rüm ; most of its (popula

tion) live on small islands. By ( ?) the sea of Gurz they have a land 
(shahr) called Gurz which lies in Rüm on the coast of the said 
sea.3 All the customs (äkhläq) of these people resemble exactly and 

in every respect (räst ba-hama rüy) those of the people òf Rüm 
{Rümiyän).

16. b u r j ä n , a province with a district {shahr) called Thrace 

(spelt: B.rqiya); it is a flourishing place, much favoured by nature 

but having little wealth {khurram va bisyär-nimat va kam-khwästd). 
Taking it altogether it is steppe and cultivated lands {va digar hama 
sahrä-st va kisht-u-barz). It is a prosperous place and has running 
waters. It is a part of Rüm and (its people) pay land-taxes {kharäj) 

to the king of Rüm.
17. c h r i s t i a n i z e d  SLAVS {al-Saqäliba al-mutanassira), a province 

of Rüm, in which live the Slavs who have become Christians (Saqläbi- 
yi tar sä gashta). They pay land-taxes {kharäj) to the king of 
Rüm. They are wealthy {tuvangar) people and their country is 
pleasant and safe.

18. b u l g h a r i , is the näine of a people living on the mountain 
Bulghari {qauml-st bar küh-i Bulghari nishinand) to the north-west 

of Rüm. They are infidels {käfir). They too are Rümï, but are

1 Kt andar gurikhtan.. . . Something 3 Va bìsktar az vay andar jazira-hä-
omitted by the scribe: *ba-änjä pana- and khurd. Va andar [sic] daryä-yi
hand. *Gurz ishän-ra shahri-st kï *Gurz

. z The text is awkward : the words khwänand va andar Rüm-ast bar karän-i
“ villages” and “ towns’* ought to come in daryä. 
in inverted order.
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perpetually at war with the other Rümîs. These Bulghar! are moun
taineers, possessing fields and great numbers of cattle.

This country of Rum stretches westwards (ba maghrib bikashad) 
down to the Western Ocean, and its southern side (süy) marches 

b with Spain. Towards | the north it marches with the Uninhabited 
Lands of the North, and includes some (püra-ΐ) deserts. In all the 
other places of Rüm there are no deserts; on the contrary (ilia) 
cultivated lands (äbädhäm) are everywhere.

19. ifr a n ja , a province of Rüm adjoining the Rüm Sea.

20.RÜMiYA(Rome),atownonthecoastofthissea,belongingtoIfranja. 
In the days of old the seat of the kings of Rüm was in this Rümiya.

21. * b .s k ü n .s (Vasconès, Basques), * g h .l j .s k .s (the people of Jaca?), 
are two provinces between Ifranja and Spain. The (people) are 
Christians.

22. Br it a n n ia  (Baritiniya), the last land (shahr) of Rüm on the 
coast of the Ocean. It is an emporium (bärgäh) of Rüm and Spain.

From the limit of the straits (of Constantinople) down to Spain 
whatever is on the shore of the Sea of Rüm is called “the coast of 
Athens” (sahil-i At hinäs).

23. y ü n ä n  (Greece) was in the days of old a town of this Athens1 
and all the sages and philosophers arose (khästa) from this region of 
Athens (nähiyat-i A .).

§ 43. Discourse on the Slav Country (Saqläb).

East of this country are the Inner Bulghars (Bulghär-i andarmi) 
and some of the Rüs ; south of it, some parts of the Gurz sea and some 
parts of Rüm; west and north of it everywhere are the deserts 
of the Uninhabited Lands of the North. This is a vast country 
with extremely numerous trees growing close together (payvasta). 
The people live among the trees and sow (kisht) nothing except 
millet (arzari). They have no grapes but possess plenty of honey 
from which they prepare wine and the like. Their vessels (casks) 
for wine (khunb-i nabidh) are made of wood, and there are people 
(mard buvadh ki) who annually prepare a hundred of such vessels 
of wine. They possess herds of swine (ramma-hä-yi khüg) which 
are just like (ham chinänk) herds of sheep. They bum the dead. 
When a man dies, his wife, if she loves him, kills herself. They 
all wear shirts and shoes over the ankles (pirahan va müza 
tä ba ka'b). All of them are fire-worshippers. They possess 
sstring instruments (älät-hä-yi rüdh) unknown in the Islamic

1 Shahri bud az in Aihinäs. Perhaps: * Shahr bud “was the country (belonging) 
to this (town) of Athens.”
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countries {andar musalmänl), on which they. play. Their arms are 
shields, javelins {züpln), and lances. The Saqläb king is called
S.müt-swyt (or Bsmüt-swyt, ). The food of their kings
is milk. They spend the winter in huts and underground dwellings 
{käz-hä va zir-zamln-hä). They possess numerous castles and for
tresses. They dress mostly in linen stuffs. They think it their religious 
duty {väjib andar din) to serve the king. They possess two towns.

1 . VÂBNÏT is the first town on the east of the Saqläb and some (of 
its inhabitants) resemble the Rüs.

2. k h u r d äb , a large town and the seat of the king.

§ 44. Discourse on the Rüs Country and its Towns

East of,this country are the mountains of the Pechenegs; south of 
it, the river Rütä (Ijj ?); west of it, the Saqläbs; north of it, the 
Uninhabited Lands of the North. This is a vast country, and the 
inhabitants are evil-tempered {badh tab'), intractable {badh-rag va 
nä-säzanda), arrogant-looking (shükh-rüy), quarrelsome (sitiza-kär), 
and warlike {harb-kun). They war with all the infidels {käftr) who 
live round them, and come out victorious {bihtar äyand). The king 
is called Rüs-khäqän. It is a country extremely favoured by nature 
with regard to all the necessaries (of life). One group {gurüh) of 
them practise chivalry {muruvvat). They hoid the physicians in 
respect {tabibän rä buzurg darand). They annually pay the tithe on 
their booty and commercial profits {gkanimat va bäzurgänl) to the 
government {sultän). Among them lives a group of Slavs who serve 
them. Out of 100 cubits {gaz) of cotton fabric {karbäs), more or less, 
they sew trousers which they put on {andar püshand), tucking them 
up above the knee {bar sar-i zänü gird karda dar and). They wear 
woollen bonnets {ba sar bar nihädha dar and) with tails let down behind 
their necks {dum az pas-i qafäfurü kishta). They bury the dead with 
all their belongings {bä har chi bä khwîshtan däradh), | clothes, and 38 a 
ornaments {plräya). They (also) place in the grave, with the dead, 
food and drinks {ta äm va sharäb).

1. k ü yäba  (? Kübäba, &c.) is the town [land?] of the Rüs lying 
nearest to the Islamic lands. It is a pleasant place and is the seat of 
the king. It produces various furs {müy) and valuable swords.

2. s.LÄBA (? 4»^), a pleasant town from which, whenever peace 
reigns, they go for trade (? bä bäzurgänl äyand) to the districts of Bulghär.

3. u rtäb  ( ? vt>')> a town where strangers are killed whenever 
they visit it. It produces very valuable blades and swords which 
can be bent in two {ü rä du täh tavän har dan) y but as soon as the 
hand is removed they return to their former state.
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ι6ο Hudüd al-Älam §§45-8

East of it (live) the Mirvät [so spelt]; south of it, is the Gurz 
Sea; west of it, the Saqläbs; north of it, the Rüs mountain. It 

is a country without towns. The people are courageous, warlike, 
and terror-inspiring (bä haybat). Their nature resembles that of 
the Turks living near the Khazar country. The Inner Bulghärs 
are at war with all the Rüs, but carry on commerce (bäzvrgäni2 
kunand) with all those who live around them (az gird-i vay). They 

possess sheep, arms, and implements of war (älät-i harb).

§ 46. D iscourse on the Country of M irvät
East of it are some mountains, and some of the Khazarian Pechenegs 
(Bachanäk-i Khazar) ; south of it, some of the Khazarian Pechenegs 

and the Gurz Sea; west of it, some parts of the latter (badi daryä-yi 
Gurz), and the Inner Bulghars; north of it, some of the latter and 

the V.n.nd.r mountains. They are Christians and speak two lan
guages: Arabic (täziX) and Rümï (Byzantine Greek?). They dress 
like the Arabs. They are on friendly terms (yäri kunand) with the 
Turks and the Rüm. They own tents and felt-huts (khudävandän-i 
qubba va khargäh).

§ 47. D iscourse on the Country of the K hazarian Pechenegs
East of it is the mountain of the Khazars; south of it, are the 
Aläns ; west of it, is the Gurz Sea ; north of it, are the Mirvät. These 
people were formerly a group of the Pecheneg Turks (Turkän-i 
Rachanäkt) ; they came here, took the country by conquest (ba 
ghalaba in nähiyat bisitadand), and settled down in it. They own felt- 

huts and tents (khargäh va qubba), cattle, and sheep. They wander 
within the same territory on the grazing grounds situated in the 

Khazar mountains. The Khazar slaves brought (uftadh) to the 

Islamic lands (musalmäni) are mostly from here.
These three (last) named countries are little favoured by nature 

(kam-mmat).

§ 48. D iscourse on the Country of the A läns (al-Lân) 
and its  Tow ns

East and south of it is the Sarîr ; west of it, Rüm ; north of it, the Gurz 
Sea and the Khazarian Pechenegs. All this country is broken and 

mountainous (andar shikastagi-hä va küh-hä) and is favoured by

1 Bulghär-i andarüni. 2 Cf. p. 159, 1. 37.
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nature. Their king is a Christian. They possess 1,000 large villages. 
Among them there are both Christians and idol-worshippers (but- 
parast). Some of the people are mountaineers and some plain- 
dwellers.

1. k äsak , a land (shahr) of the Alan on the coast of the Gurz 
Sea. It is a pleasant place and there are merchants in it.

2. KHAYLÄN ( ?), the town where the king’s army is stationed.
3. dar-i a län  (“the Alan gate”), a town situated like a fort on the 

summit of a mountain. Every day 1,000 men by turn mount guard 
on its wall.1

§ 49. Discourse on the Sarîr Country and its Towns
East and south of it are the borders of Armenia; west of it, the Rüm 
limits; north of it, the Alän country. This is an extremely pleasant 
country consisting of mountains and plains. It is reported that in 
its mountains live flies, each as big as a partridge (chand kabkt). 
Every now and then (har chand gahi) this king sends to the place 
where the flies dwell large quantities of carrion of slaughtered or 
dead cattle and of game (shikäri-hä) to be thrown there for their 
nourishment, for if they grow hungry, they come and devour every 
man (mardurri) and animal | whom they may meet. , 38 b

1» the k in g ’s castle (QaVa-yi malik) is an extremely huge 
(sakhtfaztm) castle on the summit of a mountain. The seat (nishast) 
of the King is in that fort, and he is said to possess an extremely 
grand throne (takhti sakht 'aztm) of red gold.

2. khandän  (Khaydän?) is the town serving as a residence 
(nishast) for the generals (sipäh-sälärän) of that king.

3. R.BKH.S (R.nj.sì), M.SQ.T, two very prosperous towns.
From both these countries (nähiyat)7· numerous slaves are brought 

to the Islamic countries.

§ 50. Discourse on the Country of the Khazars3
East of it is a wall stretching between the mountains and the sea, 
and for the rest (digar) the sea and some parts of the river Ätil [sic] ; 
south of it, the Sarîr; west of it, mountains; north of it, the B.rädhas 
and N.nd.r (*V.n.nd.r). This is a very pleasant and prosperous 
country with great riches. From it come cows, sheep, and 
innumerable slaves.

i .  ä t il , a town divided by the river Ätil. It is the capital of the 
Khazars and the seat of the king, who is called Tarkhän Khäqän and
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is one of the descendants of Ansa ( ?). He lives with all his troops 

in the western half of the town which possesses a wall. In the other 

half live Muslims and idol-worshippers. This king has in this town 

seven governors (ihakim:) belonging to seven different creeds. At any 

hour (ba har saati) when a more important litigation arises (chün 

dävari buzurgtar uftadh), they ask the king for instructions (dastün), 

or inform him of the decision (taken) on that litigation.

2. sa m a n d a r , a town on the sea-coast. It is a pleasant place, 

with markets and merchants.

3. *KHAMLÎKH ( ^  ?), *BALANJAR (> ^ ), BAYDÄ, SÄVGHAR ( ?), 

KH.TL.GH, L.KN, SWR, MS..T (M.sq.tl)y towns of the Khazars, all 

with strong walls. The well-being (nimat) and wealth of the king 

(mlky *malik or *mulk ?) of the Khazars are mostly from the mari

time customs (bäz-i daryä).

4. t ü l ä s , l ü g h .r  ( ?), two regions of (az) the Khazar (country). 

The people are warlike and have great numbers of arms.

§ 51. D iscou rse on the Country of B u rtä s  [read: Bulghär/]

East and south of it are the Ghüz ; west of it, the river Ätil ; north 

of it, the Pecheneg country. The people are Muslims and have 

a particular (khässa) language. The king is called Mus ( ?). They 

own tents and felt-tents and are divided into three hordes (gurüh): 
* b a r c h ü l a  (spelt : B.hdzvla), is h k il  (Ashgil ? &c.), and b .l k ä r . They 

are all at war with each other but if an enemy appears they become 

reconciled (yär).1

§ 52. D iscourse on the C ountry of B .räd h äs
East of it is the river Ätil; south of it, the Khazars; west of it, the 

V.n.nd.r [sic]; north of it, the Turkish Pechenegs (Bachanak-i 

Turk). They are a people professing the creed of the Ghüz. They 

own felt-huts, and bum their dead. They obey the Khazars (andar 
tä'at-iKhazariyän). Their wealth is inweasel-furs^zltf-i dala). They 

have two kings who keep separate from each other (nayâmïzand).

§ 53. Discourse.on the Country of V.n.nd.r

East of it are the B.rädhäs; south of it, the Khazars; west of it, 

mountains; north of it, the Majgharï. They are cowards Çbadh-dil), 

weak, poor (<darvtsh), and possess few goods (khwästa).

. Χχι Immediately after this must follow wrongly placed between §§ 53 and 54. 
the paragraph on the Bulghär towns,
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All these [courìtHés] which we have enumerated are all countries, 
both of Islamic and Infidel dominions (Musalmani va Käfiri), situated 
in the northern part of the oecumene (nähiyat-i shimäl az äbädhäni-yi 
jihän).

{ ι . bu lgh är , a town to which belongs a small province (nähiyat) on 
the bank of the river Ätil. The inhabitants are all Muslims. From 
(Bulghär) some 20,000 horsemen (mard-i savor) come out who fight 
against any number (bä har chand kl buvad) of infidel troops and have 
the upper hand. The place is extremely (sakht va bisyär) pleasant.

2. SUVÂR, a town near Bulghär. In it live fighters for the faith 
similar to (the people of) Bulghär.}1

§ 54. Discourse on Southern Countries
I As regards southern countries, all their inhabitants are black 39 a 
(ammä nähiyat-hä-yi junüb-rä mardumän-ash siyäh-and) on account 
of the heat of their climate. Most of them (go) naked. In all their 
lands (zamln) and provinces (nawähi) gold is found. They are people 
distant from the standards of humanity (az itidal-i mardi dur).

§ 55. Discourse on the Country of Zangistän and its Towns
It is the largest (mihtarïn) country in the south. Some of its 
eastern regions adjoin Zäbaj; its north adjoins the Great Sea; some 
of its western parts adjoin Abyssinia; on its south are mountains. 
Their soil is (full of) gold-mines. The country is situated opposite 
Pärs, Kirmän, and Sind. The people are full-faced (tamäm-sürat), 
with large bones, and curly hair (ja'd-mu). Their nature is that of 
wild animals (dadhagän va bahä'im). They are extremely black. 
Enmity reigns between them and the Abyssiniahs and Zäbaj.

1. m .ljän  (M.ljmän?), a town of the Zang on the sea-coast (bar 
karäna-yi daryä). It is the haunt of the merchants visiting those 
parts.

2. sufäla , the seat of the Zang king.
3. HWFL (Jij )̂, the town which in this country is by far the 

richest in goods (bisyär-khwästatarin).

§ 56. Discourse on the Country of Zäbaj and its Towns
West and partly south of it is the country of Zangistän; north of 
it, the sea; for the rest2 (it is contiguous with) the Southern

1 The passage in { } belongs to § 51. a part) of the Southern Uninhabited
2 Or: "and altogether (this country is Lands”.
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Uninhabited Lands (va dïgar hama biyäbän-ijunüb-ast). This country 
and its inhabitants are all like the Zang, but they are somewhat 
(lakhti) nearer to humanity (mardumi). Their king is called M.nh.b ( ?). 
They constantly war with Zangistän. In the mountains of Zäbaj 

grow camphor-trees, and snakes are found which are said to swallow 
at a gulp (bayak bar) men, buffaloes, and elephants. A  few Muslims 
and (some) merchants are found in it.

1. M.NJ.RÏ, a tow n  on the sea-coast, possessing m uch gold.

2. M.LH.MÄN ( ?), the king’s residence. (But) these Zäbaj possess 
on the sea a great island and in summer their king resides there.

§ 57. D iscourse on the Country of A byssinia and its  Tow ns
East of it live some Zang; south and west of it is a desert; north 
of it lie the sea and some parts of the Barbari Gulf. (The inhabi
tants of) this (country) have faces of the average size (bä itidäl-i 
sürat).1 The people are black and lazy, but with high aspirations 
(bä himmat-i buzurg-and), and obedient (farmän bardar) to their king. 
The merchants of Omän, Hijäz, and Bahrayn come here.

1. räsun  (*Jarami), a town on the sea-coast and the king’s residence.
2. s .w ä r , the town where the army of the Abyssinian king is 

stationed.
3. RYN (·*Zayla'), the town where the commander-in-chief resides 

with (his) army. In this province gold is abundant.

§ 58. D iscourse on the Country of B u ja
East, south, and west of it is the desert . . . and north of it is that 
desert which lies between Abyssinia, Buja, Nubia, and the sea.2 . . . 
He does not mix with his people except by necessity. And in their 
soil . . . huge, and the residence of the king of Buja is there. . . .

[§ 59. D iscourse on the Country of Nubia]
. . .  is the south, and north of it is the country . . . sociable and 

b moderate . . . called Kâbïl3 and they . . . | a place of Rami al-Ma'dan 
is* 20 farsangs.

ta r ï (Tahi?), a small province lying in the desert between the 
limits of Nubia and the Südän4; in it lie two remote [?] monasteries 
belonging to the Christians (du saumaa-st Vd \*baid ?]s az än-i 
tarsäyän). It is reported that in them (andar vay) live 12,000 monks

1 Contrary to the Sudanese, cf. § 60. 3 Cf. § 6, 63.
2 The edge of the fol. 39 is torn and 4 Cf. Appendix B.

the remaining words of the lines 20-3 5 Neither bu'd nor ba'd nor bi-'add 
make no complete sense. make any good sense.
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(tnard-i räkib), and whenever one of them disappears (kam shavadh) 

from Nubia, one of the Christians of Upper Egypt (Sa'td) goes there.

§ 60. D iscourse on Sfidän and its  Tow ns
Its east and south are contiguous with the Southern Uninhabited 

Lands (ba biyäbän-ri junüb bäz däradh) ; west of it is the Western 

Ocean; north of it is the desert separating the Sudanese, (ishän) from 

Maghrib. This is an extremely vast country and (its area) is said to 

be 700 farsangs by 700 farsangs. It is the country from which 

eunuchs (khädimän) mostly come. Their soil is entirely auriferous 

(hama ma dan-i zar). Their king is the best man from among these 

negroes and they call the king Râ'ï b. Ra'ï ( P)1 and he pretends during 

each three days to drink only three cups of wine (va chinän numäyadh 

ki man ba-har si rüz si qadah nabidh khuram, va bas). From Sudan 

to Egypt is a camel ride of 80 days. On that road there is only one 

place with water and grass, that is all iva digar hich nist). The people 

are cowards (1badh-dil), and covetous in business. The upper part of 

their body is short, and the lower part long. They are slender (bärik- 
tan), thick-lipped (sitabr-lab), long-fingered, and large-faced (buzurg- 
sürat). Most of them gö about naked. Egyptian merchants carry 

there salt, glass (<abgina), and lead (arziz), and sell them for the same 

weight in gold (ba hamsang-i zar). A  group of them wanders ,in this 

region of theirs, camping at the places where they find more gold ore 

(rqg-i zar). In the southern parts there is no more populous (bisyär- 
mardumtar) country than this. The merchants steal their children 

and bring them (with them). Then they castrate (khisi) them, import 

them into Egypt, and sell them. Among themselves there are people 

who steal each other’s children and sell them to the merchants 

when the latter arrive.

1 . H.RÄN, a large town and the residence of the kings. In it men 

and women go dressed, but children remain naked until they have got 

beards (fish bar-ärand). They are the most sociable people in this 

country.
2. KH.FÄN, RYN, two boroughs near the frontier of Maghrib, and 

(their inhabitants) possess much gold (va ln mardumäni bisyär-zar- 

and).
3. m .q y s  (?), a large town and the residence of the commander- 

in-chief of that king.
4. l ä b a , a country (shahr) in the neighbourhood (nazdikiar) of 

the limits of Nubia. The people are thieves (duzd), poor (<darvish), 

naked, and the most despicable (madhmüm) of all this country.

1 j Sj  dll· *malik [rä] rä'i bin ( ?) r â 'f  ? khwänand ì
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§ 61. Epilogue1 of th e book
The inhabited (<abädhän) countries of the world are those [which 

we have enumerated] . . .  in the Islamic and Infidel countries . . .  in 

eastern, western, northern, and southern regions. After having 

looked up in all the books . . .  we have included (bäz ävardtm) in 

this book, but we have rejected its (their ?) superfluities (hashwiyat ?). 

As regards the inhabited part of the world . . . which (has been the

subject of) astronomical observations (rasad)__ and it was not very

much. Therefore each town [which Ptolemy??] . . . and other 

astronomers who were after him .. . .
[Colophon] . . . the poor 'Abd al-Qayyum ibn al-Husain ibn 'Ali 

al-Fârisî . . .  in the year 656, and praises be to God, Lord of the 

Worlds.

1 Andar khatmat (?).
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§ i. Prefatory

THE brevity and simplicity of the style of this Preface are very 
characteristic. In the whole of the book only one quotation from 

the Qor’än is to be found (§ 36,18.) and only one short phrase in Arabic 
(§ 39* 6.) ; apart from the author’s patron no other king’s name (the caliph’s 
not excepted) is accompanied by any of the usual bombastic epithets.

The Fartghmids

1. the auth or ’s patron . Our book is dedicated to Abul-Härith Muham
mad b. Ahmad, ruler of Güzgänän (cf. § 23,26.). The author goes no further 
in his patron’s genealogy and even omits to mention anywhere the name of 
Farîghün, usually considered as the eponym of the dynasty to which Abul- 
Härith belonged.

2. the  sources on  the  farIghünids. The dynasty is known only by 
occasional references, chiefly in 'Utbï, Arabic text edited by Manïnï, Cairo, 
1286/1869 [in square brackets Persian translation of 602/1205 by Jurbädha- 
qäni, ed. Tehran, 1272/1857]:,!, 166-7 [114], 184 [131], 209 [147], 275 
[189], 277 [191], 316 [213}, 343 [232], ii, 84 [298], 98 [304], 101-5 [305-6], 
236 [397], and also in Narshakhi, ed. Schefer, p. 85 ; Istakhrî, pp. 148,265 ; 
Ibd Hauqal, pp. 322-3 ; Muqaddasï, p. 295 ; Gardïzï, ed. M. Näzim, pp. 48, 
56,74; Bayhaqï, ed. Morley, p. 125 ; Qäbüs-näma, ch. xxv, ed. Sa'ïd Nafïsî 
Tehran 1312/1933, p. 90; 'Aufï, Lubäb al-albäb, ed. Muhammad khän 
Qazvïnï, pp. 25, 294; Ibn al-Athir, ix, p. 69 (383 H.), 103 (389 H.), 159 
(401 H .); Rashïd âl-dîn, JämV al-tawârïkh (the passage reproducing almost 
verbatim Jurbâdhaqânï’s Persian translation of 'Utbï is given in Touman
sky’s article, v.i., pp. 128-9); Münejjim-bashi, Sahä'if al-akhbäry ii, p. 210 
(translated in Sachau, v.i.). On the Farïghünids cf. Barthold, Turkestany 
index, and especially. Barthold, Preface, p. 6; Marquart, Êrânsahr, p. 80; 
Sachau, Ein Verzeichnis d. muhamm. Dynastien, 1923, p. 5 (after Münejjim- 
bashi); Zambaur, Manuel de généalogie, p. 205 (v.s., p. 6); M. Nâzim, 
Sultan Mahmüd, Cambridge, 1931, p. 177-8, and Sa'ïd Nafïsï in his 
edition of the Qäbüs-nämay pp. 255-9. [Târïkh-i Sîstâny Tehran, 1314.]

3. the nam e  fargïhü n . The eponym’s name is clearly associated with 
the lore of the Oxus basin. Näsir-i Khusrau in his Dïvân, Tehran, 1307, 
pp. 32918, 355xo, and 47421 thrice mentions a Fazhïghün y  
*Farïghün) referring to some tyrant who may be identical with the king 
of Khwârazm Afrïgh quoted in Bïrünï, Chronology, p. 35 (transi. 41). This 
ruler was supposed to have reigned nine generations before the Prophet 
Muhammad (cf. note to § 26, 21.) and “his name was considered a bad 
omen like that of Yazdagird the Wicked with the Persians”. This would 
suit perfectly the use of the name in N. Khusrau. The correct form of the 
name seems to be gj\  (Afrïgh, or Ifngh) which is only a parallel form of



Farïgh,1 while the final -ün is probably only a suffix, of which the sense 
will become clearer when we learn more about the former Iranian language 
of Khwärazm.2 In spite of Bïrünî and Nasir-i-Khusrau’s characterization 
of Farîgh/Farïghün, the name Afrîghün was popular in Transoxiana: a 
traditionalist who lived about 438/1046-7 bore the name of ju*» &
Juj\ [As another exarrfple of a name, repulsive in tradition but used
in Eastern Iran, may be mentioned Zahäk, or Zuhäk (Iran, azdahak), in 
Arabic garb : the kings of Ghür considered themselves descendants 
of the famous tyrant, see Tabaqät-i Näsiri, Raverty’s transi., p. 302, and 

was the name of the historian Gardïzï’s father, more probably called 

so in view of local associations than in imitation of the purely Arabic iîUû? 
Dahhäk, though the latter was known among the Khärijites, § 10, 47.]

4. th e  m a ’m ü n id s  w r o n g l y  called  FARÏGHÜNIDS. It is noteworthy that 
Ghaffârî, in his Jahän-ärä, written about 972/1564-5 (Br. Mus., Or. 141, 
f. 86a) under salätin-i äl-i Farïghün hi mulaqqab ba Khwärazmshah büdand 
speaks of the short-lived Khwärazmian dynasty founded by the amir Abul- 
' Abbâs Ma’mün b. Muhammad, who in A.D. 996 usurped the power of the 
ancient Khwärazmshähs (descendants of Afrïgh). Ghaffarx’s blunder 
passed into Browne’s Lit. Hist, of Persia, ii. 230, 237, but was denounced 
by Muhammad khan Qazvïni in his edition of the Chahär maqäla, p. 243. 
The relationship of the Ma’munids, enemies of the descendants of Afrïgh, 
and the Farïghünids of Güzgänän is not warranted by any facts, and only 
the striking likeness of the names Afrîgh and Farïghün (v.s.) must have 
partly accounted for Ghaffârï’s mistake.

5. AFRÎDHÜN, AS th e  an cesto r  of th e  f a r ïg h ü n id s . The only indication 
found in our source concerning the origins of the Farïghünids is that they 
were descended from Afrîdhün, § 23, 46. Toumansky has already made a 
suggestion for the emendation of into òŷ J\ Afrîghün, and in favour 
of this hypothesis one could perhaps cite § 9, where the name of the emperor 
of China’s ancestor is spelt Farîdhün, not Afrîdhün. However, the fact is 
that Afrîdhün is clearly written in our text, and as a matter of fact numerous 
Turanian kings— the emperor of China making no exception— could claim 
as their eponym Farïdhün’s son Tür (see I. Kh., 16, cf. Minorsky, Türän 
in El.), and Güzgän lay right on the frontier between Iran and Türän. A  
more specious consideration would be that if the Farïghünids (z>.$.) were 
to be connected with the Khwärazmian Afrïgh, they would probably have 
proclaimed as their ancestor the Kayänid Siyävush (cf. Bïrünï, I.e.) rather 
than the Pïshdâdian Farîdhün  ̂ However, in the popular opinion the

1 ^ j \  figures in Sachau’s Zur Gesch. xxviii, 448-52.
v.Khwärizm, 1873. Theform-, ii, with * See A *Zaki’ Q-r Satze m einem arabischen Werke ,
the initial long ä, admitted into Sachau’s in Islamica, iii, 1922, pp. 190-213.
edition of the Chronology, was most pro- 3 gee the History of Samarqandt Bib.
bably given preference in order to suit Nat., ms. arabe 6284, f. 18b [I owe the
the editor’s personal hypothesis on the reference to the kindness of Muhammad
etymology of the name [“Shedder of khan Qazvïni].
water” ?], cf. Sachau in ZDMG, 1874,
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Kayânids were certainly connected with the Pîshdâdians; cf. Christensen, 
Les Kayänidesy Copenhagen, 1932, p. 70.

6. t h e  o r ig in s  o f  th e  f a r ïg h ü n id s . As Barthold has noticed, v.s., p. 6, 
we know nothing on the connexion of our Farïghünids (4th/ioth cent.) 
with the earlier rulers of Güzgänän whom I. Kh., p. 40, calls Güzgän- 
khudäh and on whom Tabari, ii, 1206, 1569, 1609-11, 1694, gives some 
details under the years 90,119, and 120 a .h . Had such a connexion existed, 
the ioth-i ith-cent. writers would hardly have failed to notice it. But our 
chief source 'Utbï, very favourably disposed to the Farïghünids, writes 
only, ii, 101-2: “The province of Güzgän belonged to the Farîghün family 
in the days of the Sämänids (qad känat wiläyat al-Jüzjän li-äli Farîghün 
ayyätna Sämän) and they (i.e. the Farïghünids) inherited it from father to 
son (käbir 'an kabir) and bequeathed it from the first to the last (of them).” 
This text does not suggest the idea that our family had been known pre
viously to the rise of the Sämänids (3rd/9th cent.).

th e  c h a r t  of  th e  fa r ïg h ü n id s . The number of the ruling members of 
the family was certainly very limited. 'Utbi, ii, 101-5, mentions by name 
only two Farïghünids, Abul-Härith and Abü Nasr, whereas Gardïzï, p. 48, 
gives the genealogy of the former as Abul-Härith Muhammad b. Ahmad 
b. Farîghün.

The genealogical tree of the family may be reconstructed as follows:

a. Farîghün

b. Ahmad
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c. Abul-Härith Muhammad

e. Abü Naçr 
Ahmad, married 
to Sabuktagin’s 
daughter

I

â. Farîghün [?] daughter, 
wife of 
Nüh b. 
Mançür

I
daughter, 
wife of 
Sultan 
Mahmüd

/.  Hasan [?] daughter,
wife of Abu Ahmad 
Muhammad, son of 
Sultan Mahmüd

The name of a. f a rîg h ü n  is known to us only from the patronymic of 
his son (v.i.) whom Narshakhi and Gardïzï call Ahmad ibn Farîghün, and 
the Qäbüs-näma : Ahmad-i Farîghün. It is probable that in this case 
Farîghün was a definite person, though in later times, and with regard to 
other persons, the appellation “ibn Farîghün” could be used in the general 
sense of “Farïghünid” and did not necessarily mean “son of a definite 
Farîghün”. In view of 'Utbi, ii, 101, this Farîghün may have lived under 
the earlier Sämänids in the 3rd/9th cent, and the Rabat Afrïghün, v.s., 
p. 6, may have been associated with his activities.

b. The amir a h m a d  b . f a rîg h ü n  is mentioned for the first time towards



287/900 as a prince of some importance. During the struggle of the 
Sämänid Ismâ'îl with the Saffärid cAmr b. Layth, he wasunwilling to help 
Ismâ'îl, and was treated by 'Amr on terms of equality not only with the 
ruler of Balkh but even with Ismâ'îl, see Narshakhi, p. 85, cf. Barthold, 
Turkestan, p. 224 [differently in T.-Sïstân, p. 251]. In a story of the Qäbüs- 
näma, ch. xxv, p. 90, Ahmad-i Farîghün appears as the owner of a large 
herd of mares (who foaled to him 1,000 blue-eyed colts in one day).

c. ABUL-HÄRITH m u h a m m a d  B. AHMAD is the name transmitted to us in 
the Hudüd al-Älam and Gardïzï. However* 'Utbï, i, 166 (Persian transla
tion p. 114 incomplete) and ii, 101 (Persian translation pp. 305-6) speaks 
of Abul-Härith Ahmad [mc] b. Muhammad who was father of Abü-Nasr 
Ahmad b. Muhammad |Wj. And the latter form: Abü Nasr Ahmad b. 
Muhammad al-Farîghünï, also occurs he. ii, 84. There is therefore no 
doubt that Marquart and Barthold are right in accepting the name of Abul- 
Härith as Muhammad b. Ahmad and of his son as Abü Nasr Ahmad b. 
Muhammad, whereas Muhammad Näzim is wrong in interpolating an 
“Abul-Härith Ahmad” between our c. Abul-Härith Muhammad and d. Abü 
Nasr Ahmad, for such a person is non-existent. 'Utbi’s confusion may be 
accounted for by the fact that two names follow each other closely in his 
text i, 166-7: the above-mentioned “Abul-Härith Ahmad b. Muhammad 
al-Farïghüni” and Abul-Muzaffar Muhammad b. Ahmad. Their names 
were so similar that the Persian translator wrongly added to the latter the 
qualification “al-Farîghünï” which is an evident mistake (v.i). In any case 
the confusion must have existed in the early manuscripts of 'Utbï’s work, 
for the same quid pro quo is found in Ibn al-Athïr, ix, 69 and 159, who 
followed 'Utbï.

Abul-Härith Muhammad b. Ahmad’s reign marks the heyday of the 
Farïghünid power. The earliest mention of Abul-Härith “b. Farîghün” 
(z\i.) is found in 1st., 142, whose work, or its revision, dates probably from 
340/951 ; cf. Barthold, Preface, pp. 6 and 19. Some time after 365/976 Abul- 
Härith gave his daughter to the youthful Sämänid Nüh b. Mansür, Gardïzï,
48. In 372 j982-4 the Hudüd al- Älam was dedicated to him. After 380/990, 
'Utbï, i, 165-6, he was requested by Nüh b. Mansür to march against the 
rebellious amir Fä’iq, but was defeated by the latter ; cf. Ibn àl-Athìr under 
383 H. In 383/993 Nüh on his way to Khoräsän arrived at Güzgän and was 
joined by Abul-Härith al-Farîghünï, 'Utbï, i, 184; cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 
26ι. In 385/99S during the struggle of Sabuktagin with Fä’iq, the former 
sent for Abul-Härith al-Farîghünï, 'Utbï, i, 209, Gardïzï, 56; cf. Barthold, 
ibid. 262. Probably about that time of rapprochement with Sabuktagin 
Abul-Härith gave his daughter to Mahmüd b. Sabuktagin and took a 
daughter of Sabuktagin’s for his son Abü Nasr, 'Utbi, ii, ιοϊ. When 
Sabuktagin died (387/997) Abul-Härith first mediated between Mahmüd 
and his brother Ismâ'îl, 'Utbï, i, 275, and then communicated with 
Mahmüd when the latter marched on Ghazna, ibid. i, 277. Finally, about 
389/999, Mahmüd entrusted the captive Ismâ'îl to Abul-Härith’s care, ibid.
i, 316; cf. Barthold, ibid. 271. This is the last mention of Abul-Härith.
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d. In 394 or 395 (a .d . 1004-5) 'Utbl, i, 343, mentions some f a r ïg h ü n  
b . MUHAMMAD who with 40 generals (qä’id) was dispatched by Mahmüd 
from Balkh against the last Sâmânid Muntasir. The latter at that time was 
roaming in the region of Andkhüdh (va., § 23,61.) and Pul-i Zäghül (near 
Marwarrûdh), and it is likely, therefore, that this Farïghün belonged to the 
Farïghünid family and was sent as a person acquainted with the territory 
of Güzgänän. We can only suppose that he was a son of Abul-Härith 
Muhammad, but we have no means by which to ascertain whether his 
appearance towards 1004-5 indicates some sort of interregnum between 
Abul-Härith and Abü Nasr.

e. abü  n asr  AHMAD B. m u h a m m a d  is mentioned for the first time as “wäll 
of Güzgänän” in 398/January 1008 when in the battle near the bridge of 
Charkhiyän in which the Qara-Khänids were defeated, he, together with 
Mahmüd’s brother, was in command of the centre of Mahmüd’s army, 
'Utbi, ii, 84; cf. Gardïzï, 69 and Barthold, Turkestan, 273. In 399/1009 he 
accompanied Mahmüd when the latter entered the fortress of Bhïm Nagar 
in India, 'Utbi, ii, 95. He died in 401 /1010-1, ibid. ii, 102, and Ibn al-Ath!r 
sub 401 h .

/. Bayhaqï, p. 125, describing under 401 the times when the Ghaznavid 
princes Mas'üd and Muhammad, both 14 years old, were living in Zamïn- 
dävar while their father Mahmüd was warring in Ghür, mentions as their 
companion “ h a s a n , son of amïr Farïghün, amir of Güzgänän”. We know 
that exactly in 401 Α.Η. the last known Farïghünid ruler died, and we may 
imagine that Hasan was the youthful candidate to the throne of Güzgänän 
kept, during his minority, with his Ghaznavid cousins. Whose son was this 
Hasan? If we keep literally to Bayhaqï’s text: j*\ Cr*~
ûfcïj f  Hasan’s father may have been d. Farïghün b. Muhammad. But pro
bably “amïr Farïghün” stands here only for “Farïghünid ruler” , in which case 
Hasan may have been the son of the last Farïghünid amïr Abü Nasr Ahmad. 
On the other hand, we know that Sultän Mahmüd having married his son 
Abü Ahmad Muhammad to a daughter of the amïr Abü Nasr al-Farïghünï 
gave him Güzgän as a fief ('aqada lahufala a'mal al-Jüzjän) and appointed 
Abü Muhammad [b.] Hasan b. Mihrän to act as his adviser. The young 
prince inaugurated in Güzgän a new era (wa baraza ilayhä burûz al-sayf 
min yad al-säqil), and displayed much solicitude for the population’s wel
fare, fUtbi, ii, 230. Muhammad’s marriage with the Farïghünid princess 
is also confirmed in the Lubab al-albab, i, 25 and 294. According to Gardïzï, 
p. 74, the transformation of Güzgän into a Ghaznavid fief took place in 
408/1017-18 and Näsir-i Khusrau in his Divän, ed. Tehran, 1307, refers 
to the event in the following verse, p. 8ω:

C.. ,* J

“Where is he [i.e. Mahmüd] for fear of whom
the Farïghünids let slip Güzgän from their hands?”
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We have enumerated all the known members of the Farîghün family, 
and it remains to us only to mention the prince of Chaghäniyän (v.i., § 25,
27.) Abul-Muzaffar Muhammad b. Ahmad, who has been wrongly supposed 
to be a Farîghünid ; cf. Barthold, Turkestan, p. 254, and more decisively 
Sa'ïd Nafïsï, o.e., p. 258. The appellation “Farïghünï” has been only by 
mistake appended to the name of this Abul-Muzaffar in the Persian trans
lation of 'Utbi, p. 114, and is absent in the Arabic original, i, 167. This 
Abul-Muzaffar was dispossessed by his relative Tâhir b. Fadl, but evidently 
was reinstated after the latter’s death. cUtbi, i, 165, mentions these events 
some time after 380/990, but according to the Lubab al-albab, pp. 27-9, 
Tâhir died in 377/987 ; cf. Muhammad khan Qazvïnï’s notes in the Chahar- 
maqala, pp. 163-6.

On the possessions of the Farïghünids see § 23, 46.-66. and Barthold’s 
Preface, pp. 5-6.

w r ite r s  pa tr o n ize d  b y  th e  f a r ïg h ü n id s . Among the men of letters 
patronized by the Farïghünids 'Utbï, ii, 102-5, names Abul-Fadl Ahmad
b. Husain Badi' al-zamän Hamadhânï (the poem quoted will be found in 
the latter’s Dvwän, Cairo, 1321, p. 33) and the poet Abul-Fath Busti. 
Münejjim-bashi adds to their number Khuwârizmï, “author of the Mafätih 
al-ulüm”.1 Finally our Hudüd al-'Älam is a tangible proof of Abul Härith 
Muhammad’s literary and scientific tastes.2

§2. Cosmographie
1. Entirely as in I.R., 8,12, who quotes Ahmad b. -Muhammad b. Kathïr 

al-Farghânï, author of the Kitäb fiUharakät al-samawiya, who was still 
alive in a .d . 861 ; see Sarton, Introduction, i, 567.

2. According to I. Kh., 5, the invisible (L>«‘ “antipodal”) part of 
the world is devoid of inhabitants.

1 The connexion of the author of the 'Aufî, Daulatshäh, or the Majma' al- 
Mafätih with the Farïghünids is pro- fusahä. According to 'Aufi’s Lubàb al- 
bable, as he dedicated his book to the albab, ii, 13-14, Manjik was the panegyr- 
wazlr of the Sämänid Nüh b. Mançür ist of the amir of Chaghäniyän [v.i., 
[976-97] who was son-in-law of the § 25, 25.] Abul-Muzaffar Tâhir b. al- 
Farighünid Abul-Härith Muhammad. Fadl b. Muhammad b. al-Muzaffar, and 
However, the name of the author of the - Daqïqï, ibid., ii,.n, that of the amirs of 
Mafätih was Abü 'Abdilläh Muhammad Chaghäniyän [particularly of Abü Sa'ïd
b. Ahmad b. Yüsuf. Münejjim-bashi by Muhammad Muzaffar Muhtäj] and of 
an evident slip calls him Abü Bahr, the Sämänid Mançür (b. Nüh b.) Naçr 
which is the kunya of a different b. Ahmad. Farrukhi in his famous 
Khuwârizmï, namely of Muhammad b. qastda dedicated to Abul-Muzaffar 
"Abbas, author of the Dïzvân Rasä’il, who Chaghäni says: tâ taräzanday (sic) 
died in 383/993 in Nishäpür; cf. Ibn madïh-i tu Daqïqï dar gudhasht, z-âfarïn-i 
Khallikän, Paris, 1842, i, 736 [transi, tu diläganda chinän k-az däna nâr, see 
iii, 108]. Chahär maqäla, p. 165. The explanation

2 E. G. Browne, A  Lit. Hist, of Persia, of the error may be the fact that the said 
i, 4 5 3 , mentions among the Farîghünid amir Abul-Muzaffar Muhammad had 
clients the poets. Daqiqi and Manjik, been wrongly taken for a Farîghünid, 
though he does not quote his authority v.s., line 3.
[Ethé?]. No such statement is found in
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3. The inhabited part of the earth is supposed to occupy the whole 
width of the visible part of it, i.e. 1800, while in latitude it occupies 63° 
in the northern part of it and 170 in its southern part. 180 X (63+17) =  
14,400, while the whole area of the earth (both visible and invisible) =  
360 X 360 =  129,600. Of the latter number 1/9 is exactly 14,400. I. Kh., 4, 
says that the earth is inhabited as far as 240 beyond the Equator, i.e. 
southern lat. 240. Prof. C. A. Nallino kindly writes to me (Rome, 5. xi. 
1932): “Je pense que les chiffres 63° et 170 sont tout simplement 
l’application de l’idée que Vοικουμένη (jj+A\ £j) est la quatrième partie 

de la surface [scil. visible Y.M.] du globe terrestre; 63° étant la limite 
boréale des habitations humaines, et 900 la largeur de l’habitable (sur 1800 
de longueur), on a fait 90— 63 =  17.”

5. See § 4, 13. on the island Nära (*Bâra) lying on the Equator.

§ 3. The Seas and the Gulfs
The word khaltj stands in the text both for “gulf” and “strait” , and batiha 

bóth for the real “swamp” and for “lake”. Our author uses his own names 
for the Eastern Seas ; cf. Barthold’s Preface, p. 32.

1. The Eastern Ocean (cf. § 2,4.) corresponds more or less to Khuwâriz- 
m!’s, p. 32, “ Sea of Darkness” al-bakr al-muzlim, and to al-bahr al-akhdar 
of Ibn Rusta and Mas'üdï ; cf. M2ik, Parageographische Elemente, p. 188. 
The lands bordering upon the Eastern Ocean are enumerated from the 
extreme south (more to the east than the Zanj,®./., 3.)towards China and 
the Khirkhïz, who on the east of China are supposed to reach the maritime 
region (§ 14).

2. The Western Ocean is the Atlantic. On its islands see § 4,17 c.
3. The Great Sea, i.e. the Indian Ocean, with its dependencies and the 

waters adjoining eastern Africa and Arabia, corresponds to the seas which 
Khuwârizmî, p. 74, calls bahr al-Qulzum9 al-bakr al-akhdar, bahr al-Sind y 
bahr al-Hind, bahr al-Sin, and bahr al-Basra. On the African coast, which 
is supposed to stretch eastwards parallel to the Equator (see notes to § 55), 
the Great Sea reaches only up to Zanj.

Of the five gulfs of the Great Sea, (a) is the Gulf of 'Aden, on the 
southern coast of which Barbara is situated; cf. al-khalïj al-Barbarä in 
Mas'üdï, Murüj, 1,231-3, and Yäqüt,i, 100 and 966-7. In §7,10. the “ Gulf 
of Ayla” , mentioned to the south of Arabia, between the Arab [i.e. Red] 
Sea and the Great Sea, is an evident slip for the “ Barbari Gulf”. Under 
§ 57 some parts of the Barbar! Gulf are placed north of Abyssinia, and as 
in § 30 the name Barbari is given to the gulf off the Sudan one would 
imagine that our author, or his source, was somehow influenced by the 
existence on the Nile of the town of Barbar (“the key of the Südân”), 
which he took for the source of the term Barbari. Under § 7, 12 the con
fusion of Barbar and Barbara is still more clear, for the waters east of the 
Arabian desert (which latter lies between Egypt and the Red Sea) can 
perhaps be associated with Barbar, but not with Barbara ! (b) the Arab Gulf
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(under § 7,10. : the Arab Sea) represents the Red Sea jointly with the Gulfs 
of Suez and 'Aqaba (Ayla<Roman Aelana). Under § 7, 10., the latter 
is placed on the west [read: north-west] of Arabia, while the Arab Sea 
is mentioned south [read: south-west] of Arabia; (c) the Persian Gulf is 
strangely given the name of the Gulf of 'Iraq. The distance between 
Kuwait and 'Aqaba is circa 1,400 km. and could hardly be travelled over 
in 16 days even-on méharis ; (d) is the Gulf of Oman with the Arabian Sea, 
and (e) perhaps that of Bengal.1

4. It is unexpected to meet Armenia on the eastern coast of the Mediter
ranean in the tenth century, but here the term hadd may have the more 
vague sense of coastal region (cf. under Spain, § 41).

5. Here the author says that the Caspian has no gulfs (or straits ?)/ On 
the supposed communication between the Caspian and the Black Sea see 
note to § 6,44. On the term daryä-yi Khazar än as applied to the Black 
Sea see § 49, 17.

6. (§§ 42 and 45-7: j f  ^ere cte^y identified with 
the Pontos (^P )̂. This double designation of the Black Sea indicates the 
variety of sources used by our author. The Ptolemaic “Pontos” and 
“ Maeotis” do not appear in the description of separate countries (§ 8 and 
sqq.). On the strange and abusive use of the term Gurz see notes to § 3,8. 
and § 42, 15.

7. The Aral Sea, on which see Barthold. Nachrichten über den Aral- 
See, in Quellen und Forschungen zur Erd- und Kulturkunde, Leipzig, 1910 
(Russian original, Tashkent, 1902).

[A curious caption is found in Bïrünï’s Canon with regard to Balkhân 
(north of the present-day Krasnovodsk, on the eastern coast of the Caspian 
sea): [Ç al»] jJl»j / u  ^  ùW*
“ Balkhân is a deserted place (khirba), on account of the Jayhün having 
deflected from its course [and having flowed] towards the Arväniyän ( ?) 
sea and the town of Jurjän [read: *Jurjäniya =  Gurgänj, § 26, 25.].” 
Bïrünï’s style is uncouth but the meaning is more likely that given in our 
translation than that “the [former] course of the Jayhün was towards the 
* Arväniyän sea” . I do not see any explanation of this name as applied to 
the Caspian, but with regard to the Aral sea the term may be explained by 
the name of a certain division of the Kimäk or Qifchaq. In a letter dated 
578/1182 the Khwärazm-shäh records the submission of Alp-Qara o[>j\ 
(or òbj')> with all the Qifchaq tribe, adding that he sent to him his son 
Fîrân<Pïrâri (cf. infra p. 295, note 2) with a number of Yüghür-zädagän 
(vi. § 18, 3.). Bïrünï’s term Arväniyän, Üräniyän, Uzäniyän (?)
seems to be a derivation of the family name of these chiefs who apparently 
ruled in the north of the Aral sea, cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 340 and 343, and 
the accompanying texts, p. 79 (the quotation from Fakhr al-dïn Marvar- 
rüdï refers to p. 47 of Sir D. Ross’s edition).] [See Appendix B.]

8· ^ j \a stands undoubtedly for *Maeotis as the Greeks called the Azov
\

1 On the bahr al-aghbäb see under India, § 10, 12. 2 But see p. 391.
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Sea, but the position of our is fantastic. Though its junction with the 
Black Sea, and even the dimensions,1 are rightly indicated, it is placed north 
of the Saqläb and said to communicate with the Western Ocean. This 
latter detail is confirmed in § 4,25.-26., with a farther indication that some 
“water” (Baltic Sea?) coming from Tuwas (*Tüliya =  Thule) in the ex
treme north flows into the Maeotis.2 This idea of the Maeotis being a 
connecting link between the Baltic and the Black Sea may reflect the 
rumours of the usual road of the Normans who utilized Russian lakes and 
rivers and dragged their boats over the short stretches of dry land inter
vening between the different basins [Map xii]. Our Maeotis may stand for 
the northern Russian lakes (Ilmen, Ladoga) near which the Norman Rus 
(§ 44) had their settlements.3 A further confusion may have arisen out of 
the fact that several expanses of water were associated with the Normans 
and that the latter were designated by two different names, Rüs and Varang.

The sense of our passage (§ 4,25-26.) about some “water” connecting thê  
Western Ocean with the Maeotis becomes much clearer in the light of the 
description of the Baltic Sea in Bïrünï’s cosmographical work al- Tafhtm,4 
where it is said that al-Bahr al-Muhit (=  our Western Ocean), beyond 
Tangier and Andalus (Spain), “stretches northwards along the land of the 
Saqäliba, and from it a large gulf separates north of the Saqäliba which 
stretches up to the neighbourhood of the Muslim Bulghars* land. This 
(gulf) is known under the name of Bahr Warank (given it) after the name 
of the people living on its coast. Then it curves in beyond this people to
wards the east, and between its coast and the furthest limits of the Turkish 
lands lie lands and mountains, unknown, barren, and untrodden.” Cf. 
Wiedemann in Sitzungsber. d. physik.-mediz. Societät zu Erlangen, Band 44 
(1912), p. 4, and Abul-Fidä, text, p. 35, transi., p. 42, where it is stated 
that the said Bahr-Warank is found only in Bîrünï’s works and in Nasïr 
al-dïn (Tüsi)’s Tadhkira. The real Maeotis, i.e. the Azov Sea, was named 
by the Muslims equally after the Normans. Mas'üdï, Murüj, ii, 15, says 
that “in the upper reaches of the Khazar river [i.e. the Volga] there is an 
outflow (fi a*ali nahr al-khazar masabb) which joins5 a gulf of the Pontos, 
which is the Rüs Sea, for no one except them [i.e. the Rüs] navigates it, 
and they are established on some of its coasts”.6 Most probably the passage 
refers to the Azov Sea, and this is confirmed by the later Idrïsï, who makes 
the Nahr al-Rüsiya, as he calls the Tanais (Don), flow into the Bahr al-

1 Our dimensions correspond to those 3 And even for the Baltic sea itself ! 
given by I.R., 86 : ‘length from west to 4 Ed. R. Wright, p. 121 [the transla- 
east 300 miles, width 100 miles’ (1 tion made from the Persian is slightly 
farsakh =  3 mïl,zcf. Maq., 66). Cf. also different from ours].
Mas'üdï, i, 261 and Bakri, ed. Rosen, 5 Cf. I.H., 276, quoted in the note to
p. 25 (Bakri literally follows I.R.). § 6, 44.

2 On a similar idea of the Maeotis 6 Could the latter detail refer to the
stretching towards the North Pole cf. still mysterious Russian principality of
Mas-tfdï, Tanbïh, p. 66. I.R., p. 85, Tmutarakan (Const. Porphyr., ch. 42,
makes the Tanais [Don] come out of the Ταμάταρχα) on the Taman peninsula ?
Maeotis.
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Rüsiyà, i.e. the Azov Sea.1 Still more curious is the fact that on a Syriac 
map compiled towards a jd . 1150 and described by Dr. A. Mingana in the 
Manchester Guardian of 19 May 1933, the Azov Sea bears the name of the 
Warang Seal This is then a very probable way in which the connexion 
or identity of names could lead to the confusion of the facts referring 
respectively to the Baltic and the Azov Seas.

The real Ptolemaic Maeotis does not play any role in our text and even 
the Rüs river which might be taken for the Don (but see note to § 6,44.) is 
said to flow into the Volga. Consequently the real Azov Sea is merged 
into the Black Sea,2 and I am inclined to think that the alternative name 
of the Pontos: daryä-yi Gurziyän (or Gurz) was passed on to the latter 
precisely from the real Azov Sea which our author omitted to describe. 
As the Gurz, i.e. Georgians, see note to § 42, 14., cannot possibly have 
given their name to the Black Sea, I admit the possibility of the name j f  
standing in this case for the original Graphically such a substitution 
is quite imaginable, if for instance, the final «ilî was written somewhat above 
the line and the top bar of i) happened to be drawn near the initial j.

Consequently the imaginary Maeotis corresponds probably to some 
northern Russian lake while the name Gurz applied to the Black Sea is in 
reality that of the courageous navigators, the Warang =  Rüs, for whose 
special association with the Azov Sea we possess several indications in 
Muslim sources* This confusion was rendered possible by the fact that our 
compilator merged the Azov Sea into the Black Sea.

[Additional note. The alternative explanation of the strange term 

would be to connect it with as I.R., 143, calls the Byzantine 

port where the Magyars (living on the northern coast of the Black Sea) 
used to take their Slav prisoners for sale. ^ f  K.rkh can be easily restored 

as * ç f  K.rj of which j f  would be a tentative iranicization. Instead of j-f

I. Faqih, 281, mentions ^i\ read:* S.mk.rsh.3 The Khazar 

king’s letter (version B) ed. Kokovtsov, p. 31, mentions on the western 
frontier of the Khazar kingdom Sh.rktl Σαρκ€λ, S.mk.rts and

Γ»  K.rts, of which the two latter evidently retranscribe the names quoted 

by I.Faqlh and I.R. For our purpose it is enough to say that our author, 
who among his sources undoubtedly had the text utilized by I.R., may 
have derived his Iranian 3j f  from read as (cf. Hebrew K.rts <  

K.rj). As jK.rj is most probably Kerch [the alternance in Arabic of sh/j 
is in favour of the original c], this explanation, already suggested by West- 
berg, v.s.y p. 32, still merits our consideration. However the following 
explanation now appears to me as being the simplest. In I.Kh. (cf. § 42, 
17.), undoubtedly utilized by our author, the Black Sea (on the authority

x Cf. M ap ii. name as K.rj with the initial element
2 Accordingto Mas*üdï, Murûj, ii, 272, sam- (some adjective in a local language), 

Tanbth, 67, Pontos and Maeotis are one or the name of some neighbouring place 
sea, cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 161. only slightly differing from the original

3 S.mk.rsh may be either the same Krj.
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of Muslim al-Jarm!) is called jyd\ . The names Khazar and jj?  
Jurz are constantly confused in Arabic. As in § 3, 5., the Khazar sea is the 
Caspian sea, I.Kh.’s aberrant term could all the easier be read j a n d  
as our author everywhere substitutes Iranian Gurz for Arabic Jurz, the 
Black Sea could under this name (Gurz >  Gurziyän) become associated 
with the Georgians·]

9. The fact that the Lake of Urmiya is placed in Armenia explains some 
peculiarities of the order followed in § 36, see note to § 36, 9.

11. -d* j  must be a corruption of Perta, which I. Kh., 113,mentions 
on the road from Cilicia to Amorion. Perta lay immediately south of the 
great salt lake now called Tuz-chölü, lying north-east of Qoniya.

12. It is tempting to compare with which in I.Kh.’s itinerary, 

p. 113, immediately follows Färita (Perta). This place evidently lay by a 

lake, for I. Kh. speaks of ^ \ S  “bank of ?” . Both names are certainly 

corrupted, but it is not impossible that they stand for Savitra, of which it 
is only known that it lay in the waterless Lycaonian desert not far from 
Archelais. W. M. Ramsay, Asia Minor, p. 340 and Map, places Savitra 
south-west of Perta. The respective positions of Perta and Savitra are not 
very certain ; the latter lay perhaps farther north, and in that case could have 
given its name to the (salt ?) lake which lies immediately south-west of the 
Tuz-chölü and which is now called Muräd-gölü. The difficulty in the 
way of such an identification is that at present the dimensions of this lake 
are too small (2x2 km.), but it may have shrunk since. Cuinet, La Turquie 
d’Asie, has nothing on this lake.

13. This name (cf. also under § 29,13.) is very differently spelt. 1st., 
100, and I.H., 193, give Bwr, Lzvr, Bwn, Bwdh, Twz, Mwz, but actually 
the lake is called Famür, which confirms the reading Mûr in the older 
Färs-nämay ed. Le Strange, GMS, 154.

14. 1st., 122, Bäsfahüya, I.H., 123, Bäshafüya, &c., is the Lake of Tasht 
now forming the northern part of the Lake Bakhtagän (Bïchagân), see 
Schwarz, Iran, 11, Le Strange, The Lands, 276. 1st., 122, praises its utility.

15. 1st., 122, also gives Jankän (*Janagän),while the older jFärs-näma, 
153, has Mähalüya, nowadays turkicized into Mahärlu.

16. *Bijagan, cf. also § 6, 33., is now called Bakhtagän but Hasan Fasâ’ï 
on his detailed map of Pars (note to § 29) gives the alternative Bïchagân· 
The river of Därägird (Rüd-i Shür flowing into the Persian Gulf, north of 
the island Qishm) rises from a source situated some 35 Km. south-east of 
the lake. It was considered as a reappearance on the surface of the Kur; 
cf. 1st., 121 : “the Kurr is said to possess a spring (manba') in some of the 
districts of Dârâgird and to outflow into the sea”. Chardin, ed. Langlès, 
viii, 235,499, who crossed the Rüd-i Shür on his way from Lär to Bandar-i 
'Abbâsï, took it for a continuation of the Band-i-mir river (i.e. of the Kur)« 
Tomaschek, Nearch, p. 44, calls it Äb-i Kurr (without quoting his author
ity) and identifies it with the Coros mentioned by P. Mela and Κόριος found 
in Ptolemy, vi, cap. 8; cf. Schwarz, Iran, p. 8.
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17. 18. Barthold’s hypothesis of the identity of the Issik-kül and Tüz- 
kül, v.s., p. 28, does not seem very happy. The areas of the two lakes, as 
well as their location, are different. The Issik-kul stretched between the 
Chigil and Tughuzghuz and the Hi is wrongly supposed to flow into it. 
The Tuz-kul lay within the limits of the Khallukh. It is true that the latter 
occupied the southern (or south-western) bank of the Issik-kul, cf. § 15, 
10. and 11., but according to the order of enumeration Tuz-kul must have 
lain to the west of the Issik-kul near the homonymous places Tüzün-Bulaq 
and Tüzün-'Ärj, § 15, 5.-6., of which the former is mentioned on the 
frontier of the Yaghmä, i.e. on the south-western border of the Khallukh. 
Finally, though Gardïzï calls the Issik-kul shUr “salt”, it is only slightly 
brackish and an abundant supply of salt from it is highly improbable. 
A. Z. Validi kindly draws my attention to the Boro-dabasun lake situated 
to the east of the Issik-kul, between the headwaters of the Tekes and Kegen 
(the two southern tributaries of the Ili) ; Boro-dabasun lies at an altitude 
of 6,400 feet and is intensely salt; it produces yearly 40,000 poods of salt 
“used by the Qirghiz and the Russian settlements round theïssik-kul ; some 
of it is exported to China” , cf. Prince Masalsky, Turkestanskiy hr ay, SPb., 
1913, p. 48, and Molchanov, The Lakes of Central Asia (in Russian), 
Tashkent, 1929, p. 49. The suggestion is interesting, but a close considera
tion of our text makes it very difficult to include the region of Boro-dabasun 
within the limits of the Khallukh (already at Barskhän, § 15, 11., the 
Khallukh influence was weak). Therefore I am personally more inclined 
to identify the Tuz-kul with the Shür-kul “ Salt lake” situated at an altitude 
of 5,000 feet on the southern slope of the T ’ien-shan some 140 Km. to the 
north-east of Käshghar, and south of the Taushqan which was within the 
sphere of the Khallukh influence ; cf. § 15,13.-15. According to Huntington 
(in R. Pumpelly, Explorations in Turkestan, Washington, 1905, p. 208) the 
Shür-kul “is a sheet of salt rather than of water . . . The salt is collected 
by the people and is carried as far as Käshghar ; it is used just as it occurs, 
without cleansing.” Dr. Huntington’s exploration has shown that the level 
of the lake stood formerly 350 feet above the present level, which fact would 
account for the size of the Tuz-kul as indicated in the Hudüd al-Älam.

19. Only the eastern branch of the Nile flows out to the Tinnis lake.
21. On the rivers supposed to reach the Lake of Nicaea see § 6, 60. and

61. I. Kh., 106, gives a different measurement, viz., 12x7 farsakhs.

22. ^  j  Riyas is a great puzzle but the starting-point for its identification 

must be the recognition that our author’s source for Asia Minor is I.Kh. 
The latter, 101, on an alternative road from. Cilicia to Amorion, quotes 

ójJu-Ul if*  i.e. the locality “at the head of the lake of Basilion” . In

I. Kh.’s passage the word ^  could have been misspelt into in which 

case our author having interpreted it as “Riyas, lake of Bäsiliyün” may have 
retained the name and dropped the explanation. Le Strange, The Lands, 
p. 135, identifies the lake Bäsiliyün with that of the Forty Martyrs, i.e. the Ak- 
shehir-gölü, which (at present) measures some.5 x  1 km. As above under 11.
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these dimensions are much under our author’s estimate, but we must in 
general mistrust the seeming exactitude of his statistics the origin of which 
is obscure [cf. the lakes of Färs, the width of which is constantly indicated 
though it is not found in 1st.].

23. 1st., 122, buhayrat bi-Dasht-Arzan, situated west of Shiraz, on the 
road to Käzrün.

24. The usual pronunciation of Zarah is Zirih, but this name has, of 
course, nothing to do with the popular etymology “(glowing like a) cuirass” , 
&c. The name is explained by Old Persian drayah, Avestic zrayah, “sea, 
lake”. Probably of the same origin are the names of'a lake in Kurdistan 
Zaribär, and perhaps of some islands on the Caspian composed with -zïra 
(Qum-zira, Büyük-zïra, with a Turkish beginning, but Khara-zïra “Ass 
[Dorn: Pig?] Island” purely Iranian, cf. Dorn, Caspia, 82).

24. Daryäzha is evidently a local (Soghdian?) form for Persian daryächa.

Cf· § 5» 9 A. § 6> 23·
26. Bastarâb must be identical with Astaräb, the western headwater of 

the river of Sar-i pul and Shibarghan. The initial b of thename is not clear, 
but v.s. 23.

27. The Lake of Tus lies in the mountain separating Tüs from Nishäpür. 
Bïrünï, Chronology, p. 264, calls the lake Sabzarüd and gives various ex
planations of its situation.on a height. In the Nuzhat al-qulub, GMS, p. 
241, it is called Buhayra-yi chashma-yi sabz and identified with the legendary 
lake from which came out the horse that killed Yezdegird the Sinner. 
According to the Shäh-näma, ed. Mohl, v, 519-23, the event took place 
near the Lake Shahd and the source Sau ; cf. Minorsky, Tüs in E L1 Follow
ing Sir P. Sykes, A sixth journey, in GJ., Jan. 1911, p. 3, the Chashma 
Sabz lies under the Lük Shïrbâd peak (between Nishäpür and Tüs) and 
occupies an area of 400 X 100 yards, though formerly it had been much 
larger.

28. Cf. § 6, 62.
34. This “swamp” is the Qara-kul “Black Lake” in the neighbourhood 

of which the Samarqand river (Zarafshän) disappears. Its other names, 
following Narshakhi, were Sämjan \säm- according to Marquart, Wehrot,
29, means “black”] and Bärgin-ifaräkh ; see Barthold, Turkestan, 117, and 
Barthold, irrigation, 124. In our text the word y\j\ is evidently a common 
name “lake, swamp”. The same word still survives in Avoza-Karti- 
Damzin ( ?), a fishery in the Krasnovodsk district on the Caspian Sea, see 
Geyer, Turkestan, Tashkent, 1909, p. 165.2 The form äväza is metrically 
attested in the Shäh-näma, ed. Mohl, vi, 630, 651, 654. In Firdausi, 507, 
Äväza is the castle which Bahräm Chübïn takes after a siege during his 
campaign against the “Turkish” king Shäba and his son Parmüdha.

1 Marquart, Wehrot, p. 7, thinks that and Abîvard (§ 23, 9., 10. and 30.), see
in Firdausi is an error for *Sind> Yäqüt, iii, 167.

as the lower course of the Herat river 2 The maps show an Avaza on the
was probably called after a village which western side of the spit covering from
existed in the neighbourhood of Nasa the west the bay of Krasnovodsk.
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Instead of Avàza Tha'âlibï, p. 655, mentions the castle of Paykand (cf. 
§ 25, 4), but their identity is clear from the mention in both sources of 
Siyävush’s girdle deposited there by Arjäsp. On Paykand see Barthold, 
Turkestan, 118-19. In his Wehrot, pp. 138-65, Marquart has a long dis
sertation on Äväza and Paykand. Cf. also his Cataloguer 34-6, where the 
equation is established of Dizh-i Näväzak =  Dizh-i rôyïn =  Paykand, and 
Firdausi’s äväza is regarded as a corruption of näväzak “the boatman” , 
but the latter argument is not convincing.

35. Perhaps the Lob-nor considered as a connecting-link between the 
Tarim and the Huang-ho.

36. Too vague for identification (Baikal?).

§ 4. The Islands

In spite of the clear definition of what an island is, the author mentions in 
this chapter peninsulas as well, following the Arabic use of the word jazira.

A. THE EASTERN OCEAN
1. The Silver-island. Pomponius Mela, iii, 70, and Pliny, Natur. Hist., 

vi, 80, mention in the neighbourhood of India two islands 'Chrysë and 
Argyrë but describe them too vaguely for location, see Coedès, p. xiii. 
As the source of the early Muslim geographers is Ptolemy, it is much more 
probable that the Jazirat al-jidda (Khuwârizmï) represents Ptolemy's 
Ίαβαΰίου mYävadvipa (Sumatra, or Java) the capital of which was called 
9Αργυρή (Ptolemy, vii, 2,29). However, the situation is complicated by the 
fact that Ptolemy mentions in the Transgangetic India (vii, 2, 17) two 
countries bearing respectively the names of9Αργυρά and Χρυσή (cf. Coedès, 
Index). In Khuwârizmï’s arrangement of Ptolemy, Jazirat al-fidda came 
somehow to connote two different entities : (a) an island, and (3) a peninsula 
protruding into the sea from a larger peninsula which vaguely corresponds 
to Indo-China. Mzik, who in his article Parageographische Elemente, 
has traced a map after Khuwârizmï’s data, shows the island to the west of 
the large peninsula through which flows the river Suwäs (not in Ptolemy) ; 
to the east, beyond the river protrudes the small peninsula. Only the latter 
could be considered as belonging to the Eastern Ocean and our author’s 
“seven rivers” may somehow reflect Khuwârizmï’s record on the Suwäs 
with its three estuaries. On the other hand, the town of the Silver-island 
may refer to Ptolemy’s capital of the Yabadiu : 9Αργυρή.

B. THE INDIAN OCEAN AND NEIGHBOURING SEAS

2. The two peninsulas “mentioned in Ptolemy’s books” seem to be the 
Southern Cape (to  N otlov ακρον) and the Cape of Satyrs (το Σατυρών ακρον), 
between which, in the.country of the Sinai ( <  dynasty of Ch'in), stretches the 
gulf Θηριώδης, see Ptolemy, vii, 3, and Marcianus of Heraclea(5th cent.) 
§ 45, cf. Coedès, o.e., p. 121. In this case our author, in order to be con
sistent, ought to have mentioned the two peninsulas under the Eastern 
Ocean (a.i. a .).
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For the better understanding of 3. and 5.-8. it must be had in view that 
Muslim authors do not clearly discriminate between Sumatra and Java, 
and speak of Sumatra under several names relating to different parts of this 
great island.

3. This Gold-island (=  Sumatra) corresponds to biläd al-Wäqzoäq in 
I.Kh., 69, as confirmed by the appellation of its inhabitants “Wäqwäqian 
Zangïs”. For a second time the same place is mentioned in § 9,1., as a 
dependency of China under the name of Wäq-Wäq. Cf. also §§ 55, 3. 
and 56.

4. Tabarnäis Ταπροβάνη, cf. ï. Rusta, 94, j  I jjL· who evaluates its peri

phery at 3,000 miles and mentions 19 islands lying around it [Ptolemy, v,
4, 11] and the corundum found in it. Khuwârizmî, p. 4, places ^ jJk> 
“in the Sarandib island”. Our author distinguishes Tabamä from 
Sarandib; see § 9, 23., cf. Ferrand, Relations, p. 205,note 2. The name of

- 9
the town Muvas is a puzzle unless it stands for Ju. v.i. 10. and § 10,13. 
From Sarandib Malay lies certainly “towards Hindustan”. From the 
graphical point of view ̂ y  <  JL. has a parallel in (v.i. 25) <  Jij. Less 

probable would be the supposition that Muvas somehow represents the 
name of the Suwäs river, v.s., note 101. [On the position v.i., p. 235, n.i.]

5. Rami <  Rämni is Sumatra (v.i., 7), Ferrand, Relations, p. 25. This 
paragraph closely follows I.Kh., 64-5. On the products, cf. also Sulaymân, 

ρ· 9·
6. in spite of its location west of Sarandib stands evidently for 

g \j for the details (camphor-trees, snakes) correspond to those quoted 

under § 56.
7. Jäba and Shalähit are treated as a single island (Sumatra; cf. above, 

5). I.Kh., 66, uses the singular for ^yj JaOUj iW hyrl cf. [Ibrähimb. 

Wasif-shäh] U Abrégé des Merveilles, tr. by Carra de Vaux, 1898, p. 58 : “the 
island of Jaba contains the town of Shalähit”. I.Kh., 66, does not mention 
ambergris and cubeb among the products of Shalähit, but they are men
tioned in I. Rusta, 138.

8. Bälüs is the port lying on the south-western coast of Sumatra. 
Ferrand, Relations, p. 27, note 5, and Ferrand, Wak-Wak in EI. “The 
said Jäba” refers to the preceding 7. I.Kh., 66, places Kala at 2 days’ 
distance from Bälüs (this sentence in our text comes under 9.) and from the 
latter counts 2 farsakhs to Jäba, Shalähit, and Harlaj.

9. Our author exactly follows I.Kh., 66. Kala (I. Kh. gives Kilo) 
according to de Goeje is probably Keda (Kra) in the Malay peninsula. 
Instead of “south of Bälüs” Kala ought to be located north (north-east) of 
it. Sulaymân says that after *Lanjabälüs the ships call at Kalâh-bâr,1 which 
is (a part) of the Zäbaj. The name of tin in Arabic al-risas al-qaVi, or 
simply qaVi (<kali),; is a derivative from Kala. The “Indian (or Brah- 
manic ?) Jäba” (I. Kh., 66), in contradistinction from the other Jäba (I. Kh.,
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67), whom our author calls “ Continental Jaba” , see § 5,9. b  and § 10, 45. ; 
cf. Barthold’s Preface, p. 34, note 3.1

10. Bankälüs stands for I.Kh.’s, 66, Al.n.k.bälüs “the Nicobar islands”. 
Ferrand, Relations, p. 26, takes as the right form *Lankabälüs. Our author 
exactly translates I.Kh.’s: jWJl ilyJWj *v*)\ I.Kh. counts 10-15 

days from Al.n.k.bälüs to Sarandib, and, moreover, mentions the distances 
Malay-B.llin, 2 days, B.llïn-*Bâpattan, 2 days, and B.llîn-Sarandîb, 1 day. 
It is possible that our author, or his source, added all these distances 
together indiscriminately and obtained the result of 20 (= 15+ 2+ 2+ 1)  
days for the distance between Bankälüs and Malay.

11. One would perhaps expect, v.s., note to 7., that H.r.nj j>) following 

the group of islands situated east of India stands for H.rLj ^ j> (Idrïsï : £_/>) 

which I.Kh., 66, associates with Sumatra. I.R., 138, says that “Harlaj 
was only the name of the king’s military representative (qä'id)”, while the 
island itself (in which camphor was discovered, in 220/835) was called 
T.wärän. However, our author clearly places H.r.nj in proximity to Sindän 
(§ 10,14.) and lets 12. Läft (in the Persian Gulf) follow it in the enumeration. 
One must perhaps look for the explanation of our in Sulaymân’s (p. 5) 

name for the sea off the south-western coast of India : In, and round, 
this H.rk.nd Sea Sulayman mentions 1,900 islands (dibäjät <  ssk. dmpa 
“island”) corresponding to the Laccadives, &c.2 Our H.r.nj island may 
refer to the latter. The name in our author stands for something 
entirely different, namely for Harikel =  Bengal; see note to § 10, 7. Pro
visionally, we must have in view three different localities with names 
equally beginning with -j> : (1) the sea near the Laccadives, (2) Bengal, 
and (3) some part of Sumatra.

12. Läft, v.i. under 14.
13. The name *j\i, Bïrünï, India, 157: *j\r must be read meaning in 

Persian “moenia et munimentum castri vel urbis”, Vullers, i, 170. This 
legendary island marking the o° of longitude and latitude has given rise 
to much discussion and confusion.3 A mention of the Equinoctial, or 
Equatorial, Island is found in I.R., 83: Jazirat istizvä al-layl wal-nahär, 
who adds that the Indian Ocean, of which the area between Abyssinia and 
the furthest end of India is 8,000X 2,700 miles, extends beyond this island
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1 According to the Chinese annals of 
the Sung dynasty (960-1279) the kings 
of San-fo-ts’i, i.e. the Srivijaya kings of 
Palembang in Sumatra, had the title of 
chan-pei. The latter (still unexplained!) 
according to Ferrand’s hypothesis must 
be the equivalent (in Chinese pronun
ciation) of the Arabic Jab a. The annals 
of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) sug- 
gèst that the name of the kingdom of 
Jambi (north-west of Palembang) is de
rived from the same chan-pei. See

Ferrand, Çrïvidjaya, 16-17, 166.
2 It is possible that Sulayman’s 

H.rk.nd as the name for the sea near the 
Laccadives requires emendation.

3 One of the possible sources of con
fusion could also be the Indian view on 
the existence of an island called Malaya- 
dvïpa on which lies the town of Lanka 
inaccessible to men, while Laùkâ is also 
the name of Ceylon; cf. Kirfel, Die 
Kosmographie der Inder, Leipzig, 1920, 
p. i n .



for 1,900 miles. Bîrünî is the principal authority on Bara. In his al-Qänün 
al-Mas'üdï he says:1

long. lat.
“The island Lank known in the books as the ‘Cupola of the

Earth’ ............................................................................... ioo° 50' o° o'
“♦Bara [sine punctis] mentioned by Fazäri and Ya'qüb b.

, T ä r iq ............................................................................... 1900 50' o° o'
“ J amaküt situated at the extreme eastern limit ; Persians call

it Jamägird . . . . . . . .  1900 o' o° o'
“According to the Indians there is no habitation beyond

these two (sic).,,

Opposite Lank, Bära, and Jamaküt, there is a note stating that these 
localities are “as if unknown (k-al-majhülät)” . The text of Or. 1997 is 
faulty and an additional numeration suggests the following order in which 
the localities should follow: . . .  4. Lank; 5. Süra island; 6. Jamaküt;
7. Bära.

In the Tafltim, p. 140, § 239, Bîrünî says: “A central point of longitude 
between East and West of the habitable world is called the Cupola of 
the Earth. Sometimes it is described as lacking latitude because it is on the 
equator. We do not know whether this is an expression of opinion of the 
Persians, or others, at least the Greek books do not mention it. The Hindus 
however say that it is a high place named Lankä, the home of devils.”

Finally in his India, p. 157, transi, i, 303, Bîrünî more explicitly says: 
“Yamakoti is, according to Ya'qüb [b. Täriq] and al-Fazârî,2 the
country where is the city Tara [read: Bära!] within the sea. I have not 
found the slightest trace of this name in Indian literature. As koti means 
castle and *Yama (̂ j) is the Angel of Death, the word reminds me of 
Kangdiz, which, according to the Persians, had been built by Kaykä’üs, or 
Jam, in the most remote east, behind the sea. . . . Abü Ma'shar of Balkh 
has based his geographical canon on Kangdiz, as the o° of longitude, or 
first meridian.” Reinaud, o.e., ccxxii, ccxxxix, &c., who first commented 
on this passage, showed how this Yamakoti (=  Jamshïdgird)

(1) has got confused with the “ Cupola of the Earth” ii) which in 
India was identified with the site of the town of Ujjain, Οζψη, misread 
in European medieval sources as “medius locus terrae dictus Arin” ; cf. 
note to § 10, 18;

(2) brought into connexion with the Lank (Lankä Island, Ceylon) through 
which the first meridian was also supposed to pass; cf. Bîrünî, India> 
ch. xxx:.“ On Laùkâ, or Cupola of the Earth”.

However, the irregular character of the Indian first meridian was ap
parent; therefore “on abandonna l’ancienne base du méridien de Lanka

1 Prof. H. von Mzik very kindly .drew temporaries of the caliph Mançür [a.d. 
my attention to this passage which I now 754-75], see Suter, Die Mathem. und 
quote from the Br. Mus. M S. Or. 1997, Astron. d. Araber, 1900, p. 4, and Sarton, 
f. 97T. o.c., 1, 530.

2 Both these astronomers were con-
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et on reporta la Coupole d’Arin à l’ouest. Mais ici on se partagea encore : 
quelques personnes (al-Battânî, Mas'üdï) . . .  paraissaient avoir mis Arin au 
milieu de la mer, dans une île imaginaire, entre l’Afrique et la presqu’île 
de l’Inde; pour les personnes qui. . . prolongeaient le continent africain 
du côté de l’est la coupole d’Arin se trouva dans une petite île située sur la 
côte de l’Afrique, dans le Zanguebar” , Reinaud, o.e., p. ccxlv and the maps 
of al-Battânî and Mas'üdï, ibid., ad p. cclxxxii.

Our author places the island at long. 900 and mentions it after H.r.nj and 
along with the islands of the Persian Gulf, consequently somewhere west, 
or north-west of India. Some light on current views as to its situation is 
thrown by Idrïsï, transi. Jaubert, i, 171 : “Sübâra [cf. § 10, 14.] . . .  est 
voisine de l’île de Bâra, laquelle est petite et où croissent quelques cocotiers 
et le costus.”

12. 14. and 15. lie in the Persian Gulf. 12. Läft is mentioned in 1st., 107, 
where it is said that the island was also called Jazira bant Käwän (or 
Barkäwän). This last name is mentioned only in Sulaymän, p. 16, and in 
I. Kh., p. 62, according to whom it was inhabited by the Ibädite sectarians. 
It corresponds to the large island Qishm, on the northern promontory of 
which there is a village called Läft; see Tomaschek, Nearch, p. 48. Our 
author seems to be the first to speak of the commercial activity of Läft.
14. 15. Uwäl is one of the Bahrayn islands, Yäqüt, i, 395. The pearl- 
fisheries of 15. Khärak, are mentioned in 1st., 32.

16.1.R., 87, spells the name *Suqütara, Yäqüt, iii, 101, 543, Suquträ and 
Suqaträ\ cf. Tkatsch, Sokoträ,mEI. I.R., in his description of the Bahr 
al-Hind, mentions Socotra immediately after Bahrayn, eOmän,and Masqat.

17. 1st., 13, 30, 31, 33, places Tärän between the gulfs of Suez and 
'Aqaba (bayn al-Qulzum wa Ayla) and Jubaylät near Tärän. The locality 
is famous for its winds and a whirlpool, and is reputed to be the place of 
Pharaoh’s death [Exodus, 14, 29]. Maq., 11, spells obli. Yaqut, iii, 834, 
places the islands near Hijäz.

C. THE WESTERN OCEAN.1
18. I.R., 85, al-Khâlidat corresponds to Ptolemy’s “Isles of the Blest” . 

Neither I.Kh., nor 1st., nor I.H. mention them. V.s., pp. 7-8.
19. Ghadïra, i.e. Cadiz, see Qudäma, 231, and I.R. 85; Khuwârizmï, 15 

[=  Nallino, p. 48], has The Greek name is Γάδεφα, Ptolemy, i, 3, 
Punic Gaddir (“wall”). See Seybold, Cadiz, in El.

20. 2 1. should really appear under d .

20. Rhodes is mentioned in Khuwârizmï, p. 115, and I. Rusta, 98. In 
fact Ptolemy (Book I) attributes much importance to the parallel of Rhodes 
(lat. 36°), cf. below 26. In a .d . 130 Hipparchus observed in Rhodes the 
obliquity of ecliptics. Cf. also Ptolemy, v, 2.

21. Arwädh, small island off Tartüs in Syria, now Ruwäd. The name 
cannot be directly derived from Ptolemy’s, "ApaSos (Geog., v, 14). It is not 
found in any other ancient Muslim sources, except Tabari, ii, 163.

1 Cf. Barthold's Preface, p. 7.
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22. 23. Khuwârizmî, 89 [= Nallino, 50] mentions the islands (?) 
and of which the first is inhabited by the men and the second by the 
women. Nallino suggests the emendation of ̂ y \j»\ into * Amazons.
The myth of the Amazons found a favourable ground in the confusion of 
Kwen-en, a Finnish tribe north of the Bothnie Gulf, with kwen “woman” 
in Germanic languages. Cf. Idrîsï, ii, 433, Idrîsï-Tallgren, 34, 77, 140: 

Tallgren says that the island Nargen (off Reval =  Tallinn) is called 
in Finnish Naissare “The island of the Woman, or the Women”. A story 
of the Town of Women (madinat al-nisä), situated west of the Rüs, is 
reported in Ibrahim b. Ya*qüb [circa A.D. 965], quoted in al-Bakrï, p. 37, but 
here the details are entirely different: the women bear children from their 
slaves and kill the latter. An Island of Women situated west of Fu-lin 
(Roman Empire) is mentioned in Hsüan-Tsang, Si-yu-Ki (Julien), ii, 180 
(under Po-la-sse).

24. The form (as in Qudäma, 231), hails evidently from a source 
different from that of quoted in § 42, 21. (as in I. Rusta, 85).

25. easily <  *4JjW [v.s. 4. ŷ* for Ju] looks like a dittograph of 26. 
J j  on which Khuwärizm!, 87,151 [= Nallino, 50] mentions a river. I. Kh., 
93, spells iJy.

26. Ptolemy, Geography, Book I, attributes much importance to the 
parallel of Thule (according to him lat. 73°) ; cf. also 20. above. Our author 
draws the Northern Polar circle (“the limit of the inhabited lands”) through 
Thule. Kiepert, Lehrbuch d. Alten Geographie, 1878, p. 533, identifies 
Thule with the Shetland Islands. On Maeotis, cf. § 3, 7.

D. THE MEDITERRANEAN

This list of islands in the Mediterranean cjpes not exactly correspond to 
any of the lists known. To it must be added the islands 20. and 21.

28. The mountain Jabal al-qilal (a promontory?) is mentioned in 1st., 
71, and I.H., 136, as a very strong place seized by a party of Muslims and 
held by them against the Ifranja. According to 1st. the length of the 
mountain is 2 day-marches, but I.H. reduces it to only 2 miles. I.H. 
adds that, like Mallorca, Jabal al-qilal is a dependency of Spain [probably 
on account of the origin of the invaders, as Prof. C. A. Nallino (letter of
5. xi. 1932) kindly suggests to me]. Yäqüt, i, 392, speaking of the Alanka- 
burda (Lombards) says that their country is vast and is situated half-way 
(bayn) between Constantinople and Spain: “it begins from a side of the 
Mediterranean (bahr al-khalij, cf. Yäqüt, ii, 465) opposite the Jabal al-qilal 
and stretches opposite the Maghrib coast until it reaches the lands of 
Calabria (Qalawriya)”. These data seem to refer to the greatest extension 
of the Lombard kingdom and at all events to the times before the latter 
was crushed by Charlemagne in a .d . 776, but we do not know whether the 
J.al-qiläl was known under that name in the eighth century, or whether Yäqüt 
has combined two different sources. The mountain is taken clearly as the 
western (north-western) limit of the Lombard kingdom which grosso modo 
extended over the whole of Italy, with the exception of Venice, Ravenna,
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Rome, Pentapolis, Naples, and the southernmost parts of Calabria and 
Apulia. Juynboll, the editor of the Maräsid al-Ittila' [an abridgement of 
Yäqüt’s Mu'jam al-buldän], i, 185, thought first that the “island” was to be 
sought near the Gulf of Genoa “secundum mappam, aliquam insulam 
cogites, in sinu Genuensi propriorem”. But in the meantime he published, 
v, 25-8, a remarkable letter by Reinaud in which the French orientalist 
suggestedthe identification of Jabal al-qilal with Fraxinetum, which the Arabs 
occupied towards a .d . 889 and kept till about 972. This Fraxinetum was 
further identified by Reinaud with La garde Frainet in the Forêt des Maures, 
which is situated on the French Riviera, in the mountainous region south 
of Draguignan, between Fréjus and Toulon, and more exactly north of the 
St. Tropez Gulf. On the Arab invasion of Provence see Reinaud, Invasions 
desSarrasins en Fr ance,Paris, 1836,pp. 155-225, Amari, Bibi. Arabo-Sicula, 
1880, p. 2, Poupardin, Le Royaume de Provence sous les Carolingiens, Paris, 
1901, pp. 243-73. Reinaud’s identification is still the accepted one. The 
details of the H.-'Ä. regarding the silver mine and the high mountain to the 
west of the Jabal al-qilal are not found elsewhere. The high mountain could 
be identified with the Massif des Maures which stretches north and south
west of the Fraxinetum. The mention by our author of the “Roman land’9, 
or the “town of Rome” in the neighbourhood of the Jabal al-qilal may be 
related to the old text on the Lombards reproduced in Yäqüt.1

29. 1st and I.H. give no dimensions of Cyprus. In I. Rusta, 85, its 
periphery is evaluated at 300 miles, but Qudäma and al-Battäni (quoted by 
de Goeje, ibid., 85 i) reckon its circuit as being 350 miles, as in our author.

30. ^  J  stands certainly for Κνρνος, i.e. Corsica, Ptolemy, iii, 2. 
This usually mis-spelt name is found in I. Rusta, 85 (with a periphery of 
200 miles), as well as in Qudäma and al-Battäni (quoted ibid., 85d). The 
position of Corsica is confused by our author with that of Crète.

31. corresponds (var. ĵV) in Qudäma, 231, which is Yâbis 
"Εβυσσος, now Ibiza, one of the Balearic islands. [Not to be confused with 
iJU- (iUU- ,5DW) which I.H., 136, places between Sicily and Crete.]

32. 1st., 70, and I.H., 136, place Sicily very close to the Ifranja (Franks) 
and give similar dimensions of 7 marhalas in length (and 4 in width), while
I. Rusta, 85, following his system, gives its periphery as being of 500 miles.

33. Sardinia is mentioned in I. Kh., 109 (there lives the patrician 
governor of all the islands), in Qudäma, 231 (under a different form iJ\r̂ ) 
and in I. Rusta, 85, who also estimates the length of its periphery as 300 
miles. Our author evidently confuses Sardinia with Sicily for he places Sar
dinia south of Rümiya, whereas the Imperial treasure is mentioned in Sicily.

34. Crete (usually Iqrïtish, I. Kh., 112,1st., 70) has the same periphery 
in I. Rusta, 75 (where the name has the form Iqrtfiya). The position of 
this island is confused with that of Cyprus.

E. The name 35. Kabüdhän “the blue one” belongs certainly to the lake 
itself called in Strabo, xi, 13, 2, λίμνην την Σπαΰταν,.τζΆά: *Καπαΰταν, Old

χ 1 [The best identification for the high mountain would be the Alps. Then J.-Q. 
could be taken for the island of Elba, cf. JuynbolTs suggestion.]
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Persian kapauta, cf. Marquart, Erânsahr, 143. [The word is now attested 
in kâsaka hya kapauta “lapis lazuli” in Darius’s “charte de fondation” ed. 
by V. Scheil.] There are several islands in the north-eastern part of the 
sea but the existence of considerable villages on them is open to doubt, 
unless the peninsula Shähü, Tabari, iii, 1171, Shâhï, is understood here. 
See Minorsky, Marâgha. Morand, Tabriz, and Urmiya, in EL

F. The island Jazirat al-Bab according to the description is the “Madder 
island” Jaztra-yi Rüynâs which is mentioned in Khäqänfs well-known ode 
referring to a Russian raid in Shîrvân towards a.d. i 175. Cf. also Dimashqï, 
ed. Mehren, 147, and Nuzhat al-qulüb, GMS, 239: ajyr. There are 
no islands in the immediate neighbourhood of Darband. Khanikoff, in 
Mélanges Asiatiques, iii, 131, identifies the Madder Island with the Sara 
Island off Lankurân, while Westberg, Jour. Min. Narod. P ro sv 1908, xiv,
7, thinks that the peninsula of Apsheron (Äbshärän), on which Bäkü stands, 
is meant here.

37. Siyäh-küh, on the north-eastern coast of the Caspian, is now known 
under the Turkish name Manghishlaq, on which see Barthold in El. 
1st., 219, says that the Turks “recently” seized Siyäh-küh.

38. The MS. vocalizes Dihistänän-sur [in which -sur is hardly con
nected with the name of the local prince *Chür]. It is tempting to 
read the name as *D.-sar, in which case it would mean “the promontory 
of D.” , cf. Miyänasar, the headland protecting the Gulf of Astaräbäd. The 
promontory must correspond to that of the Bay of IJasan-quli by the 
estuary of the Atrak, near the district of Dihistän, “the country of the ancient 
people Jaat, Dahae” ; cf. Hoffmann, Auszüge aus syrischen Akten, Leipzig, 
1880, 277-81, and Minorsky, Meshhad-i Mestoriyän in EI. On the other 
hand, Dihistänäri-sur (or -sor) very probably is the place where Firdausi, ed. 
Vullers, i, 115, places the Dizh-i Alänän, cf. Marquart, Komanen, 109, 
Minorsky, Türän, in E l. On the falcons caught on the islands lying 
opposite the Jurjân coast, see Mas'üdï, Murüj, i, 423.

§ 5. The Mountains

This chapter is particularly important as reflecting the author’s concep
tion of the surface of the Earth, see Map i.

I. The Arabic name of al-Tä'infil-bahr most probably means only “pro
truding into the sea” ; cf. Bîrünî, Canon, 3rd climate : al-Mahdiya 'aid anfin 
tä'ininfil-bahr. If eventually tä'in be taken in the sense of “striking” it may 
refer to some legend of the Alexandrian (?) lore. So Dimashqï (a.d. 1325), 
Cosmographiey SPb., 1866, p. 170, speaking of the Sea of Darkness (bahr 
al-zulumät) at the extreme limit of the inhabited world says : “on the coast 
towards the north, there are three stone statues cut in the rock and looking 
formidable. With their hands stretched towards the sea they show by their 
threatening air that there is no passage beyond there” . Cf. Mzik, Para- 
geographische Elemente* who similarly explains Khuwärizml’s al-QaVat al- 
mudi*a by a story found in the Abrégé des Merveilles, tr. by Carra de Vaux, 
p. 46. As the easternmost mountain of the world Ibn Sa'ïd (13th cent.)
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names Jabal al-sahab “Mountain of the clouds” , see Ferrand, Relations, 
p. 334. The additional details found in § 7, i. though very vague, lend more 
reality to al-Tä'in fil-bakr and seem to refer to the locality between Shan
tung and Corea.

2. Sarandib =  Ceylon is regarded as belonging to China, § 9, 23. 
Khuwârizmï, 40, calls the mountain of Ceylon (Adam’s peak) Ruhün [Ssk. 
rohana “ascent” and, as a proper name, “Adam’s Peak”]. The mention of 
the first clime, while as a rule our text does not mention the climes, is 
curious and points perhaps to Jayhânï. On the products of Ceylon 
cf. also § 9, 23. and Qazwïnï’s list, 'Ajä’ib al-makhlüqät, ιΐ2.

3. It is difficult to see how the Mänisä1 range is connected with a “corner” 
of Ceylon but under § 6, 1. it is again called the Sarandib mountain. 
Possibly Ceylon is here confused with Sumatra. The sections of the 
range areas follows:

a. Between the imaginary “corner” of Ceylon and the boundary of 
Hindüstän with China. This first part of the Mänisä must represent the 
longitudinal chains of the Malay peninsula.

b. Eastern frontier of Tibet towards China (the ranges running west of 
Ssù-chuan?). Räng-Rong (?), on which see § 11,1., must accordingly be 
looked for in the south-east of Tibet.

c. The stretch of the Mänisä where from the south-to-north direction it 
bends to the north-west, shutting off China from the Tibetan N.zvân (cf. 
§11,3), seems to correspond to the Nan-shan mountains separating Kan-su 
from the Koko-nor and Tsaidam.

d. The part of the range dividing Tüsmat ( Tzvsmt) from China “up to 
the end of the desert (forming) the extremity of China” must be the 
Altin-tagh and K ’un-lun separating northern Tibet from the Taklamakan 
desert. Possibly instead of “between Tüsmat and China” (spelt we 
must read “between Tüsamt and Khotan” G> )̂·2 On a similar confusion 
in writing of js -  with ^  see Barthold’s Preface, p. 25. On Tüsmat see 
§ i i ,  9. On Khotan § 9,18.

e. Some connecting words must have fallen out in the description of the 
final portion of the Mänisä which is represented as stretching in the north 
into Turkestan towards Taräz and Shiljï (on the latter see § 25,93. and 1st., 
281). This stretch must correspond to the westernmost T ’ien-shan and, 
farther north, to the ranges forming the eastern barrier of the Jaxartes basin, 
for under § 6,21. the sources of the Khatläm river (i.e. the Narin) are placed 
on the Mänisä. The mention of Taräz and Shiljï seems to indicate for the 
last portion of the Mänisä the Alexandrovsky range forming the watershed 
between the Jaxartes and the rivers Chü, Taläs, &c., which finally disappear 
in the sands. On the other hand, the real continuation of the T ’ien-shan,

1 This is the vocalization indicated in region of two depressions*’, or “the
the text. The origin of the name remains range separating two depressions” .
obscure. In Tibetan Dr. Unkrig sug- 2 The name of China usually appears
gests pnad gm$ sa, pronounced mamsa in our text as Chïnistân. 
with the approximate meaning of “the
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resp. its central and eastern parts, is only mentioned as “joined”  to the 
Mânisâ (cf. infra, η. Ighräj-art and 6. Tafqän).

Consequently the Mänisä range is composed of the mountains skirting 
Tibet on the east, then looping round the southern and western part of 
Chinese Turkestan and finally forming, towards the north, the eastern 
barrier of the Jaxartes basin.

4. These are the ramifications of the Mänisä, such as the mountains 
separating the basins of the Yang-tze and Huang-ho in China, the moun
tains of the Central Plateau of Tibet and the off-shoots of the Alexan
drovsky range.

5. This statement'presupposes the existence in our author’s source of 
some detailed list of the mountains of China.

6. ùUulL· is perhaps a mis-spelling for jlij* Turfän. The mountains must 
be the eastern T ’ien-shan (Boghdo)— separating Turfän (in the south) from 
Dzungaria (in the north). The capital of the Toghuzghuz Chïnânj-kath 
(Khara-Khocho) stood near it, § 12 ,1. The length of 4 farsakhs may refer 
only to the central peak.

7. This range is certainly the central T ’ien-shan stretching north of 
Kuchä, Aq-su, &c. The reading of the name Ighräj-art, in Turkish “ the 
col of Ighräj” , is not certain but as under § 6,5. it is vocalized Irghäj (with 
metathesis) the form Ighräj has been adopted. The mountain (and the pass) 
of Ighräj-art, situated “ in the neighbourhood” of the river Khüland-ghün 
(§ 6, 3.) is either the Muz-art, or the lower1 and more western Bedel-pass. 
More likely the Ighräj-art is the Muz-art, if we judge by the description 
under § 12,17. (cf. note to § 6,3.) and by the fact that the Ili river is said to 
rise from it (§ 6,5). The stage of Ighräj-art (§ 12, 17.) lay on the Toghuz
ghuz territory, but the mountain of Ighräj-art traversed the Yaghmä 
territory (§ 13, 1.) as well. It is difficult to say whether (under § 6,
5. : is responsible for the second part of ô j j j  (§ 15, 6.) which 
probably lay south of the Western T ’ien-shan, see note to § 3,17. Cf. also

§15.3·
8. This range seems to run to the north-west of the Toghuzghuz terri

tory, north of the Issik-kul, and consequently corresponds to the Küngey- 
Ala-tau from the western extremity of which2 a branch shoots off north
wards, i.e. at a right angle. This branch separates the basins of the Ili and 
Chu, and on it are situated such passes as Kastek (7780 f.) &c.3 This “Ili-Chu 
range” seems to be the branch mentioned at the end of 8. as “ stretching off 
towards the Khirkhiz country” . Several other passages in our book (see 
notes to § 14) also point to the presence of the Khirkhïz in the region north 
of Kastek, but though the meaning of the text is clear, the accuracy of the 
author’s statement cannot yet be controlled by any other contemporary 
evidence. The name Tül.s (* Tüläs ?) given in the text to the range is known

1 Alt. 14,000 feet. 3 Farther north the height rapidly
* More exactly, of the ‘‘Trans-Ili decreases and here the range is crossed

Alatau” which is a parallel range running now by the “Turksib” railway. See
to the north of the Küngey Ala-tau. M aps v  and vi.
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to us only at an entirely different place. According to the Zafar-näma, i, 
495, in 79211390 Tîmür sent from Tashkent an expedition against the khän 
Qamar al-din. The troops marched north of the Issik-kul and crossed the 
rivers Ili and Qara-tal. On reaching the Irtish they learned that Qamar 
al-dîn had already crossed this latter river and taken the direction of Tülas 
“in the woods of which sablé-martens (samür) and ermine (qäqum) are 
found”. These details point certainly to the wooded Altai mountains and 
it is curious that the fauna mentioned by our author in his Tolas resembles 
that of its namesake of the Zafar-näma. If now we revert to Gardïzï, who cer
tainly utilized much the same sources as our author, we shall find a locality 
Mänb.klü, abounding in “sable-martens, grey squirrels and musk-deer” , 
on the road leading (in a northerly direction) from the Toghuzghuz terri
tory to that of the Khirkhïz. The distances in Gardïzï are vague (see note 
to § 14), but the Mânb.klü mountain seems to stand at four days’ distance 
south (or south-west) of the Kükmän (*Kökmän) mentioned also in the 
Orkhon inscriptions and identified with the mountains of the Upper 
Yenisei, cf. Barthold, Report, p. no. In this case Mânb.klü (with its 
peculiar fauna!) must also refer to the Altai region. As the expansion of 
the Khirkhïz (§ 14) took place westwards it would be natural to find a tribe 
of theirs in the Altai. [So too I understand qurba Khirkhïz in 1st. 28 i 8j  ,

To sum up : geographically our author’s description of the range running 
north of the Issik-kul and its northern offshoot is correct, but he may have 
transferred to it some characteristics borrowed from a different source and 
belonging to some range lying farther to the east (Tülas =  Altai?). For 
an explanation see p. 286, n. 1.

9. In this important paragraph on the “Belt of the Earth” an attempt is 
made to link up the Central Indian hills with the highest ranges forming the 
north-eastern border of India ; these again are linked up with the mountains 
north and south of the Oxus and finally with the Elburz. See the map 
“Orographical features” in Imp. Gazetteer of India, vol. xxvi, plate 4, and
S. G. Burrard and H. H. Hayden, A Sketch of the Geography and Geology 
of the Himalaya Mountains and Tibet, revised edition, Delhi, 1933.

The Central Indian range is represented as starting from the western 
coast of India, stretching eastwards and then splitting into two so that its 
outer ramification (9 a ) comprises the Himalaya, Karakorum, Pamir, and the 
ranges north of the Oxus, while its inner ramification (9 b ) comprises the 
part of the Himalaya immediately north of Kashmir which is then con
nected with the Hindukush, &e.

The paragraph on the Central Indian hills must be examined in the light 
of the description of the Lesser Mihrän (§ 6,16.) which in its lower course 
is said to flow through the limits of Kûlï. This Kùlï of Kanbäya must be 
clearly distinguished from the Külï estuary of the Indus (§ 6, 13.). It is 
difficult to decide whether the starting-point of the hills is taken south or 
north of the Narbada, but the presumption is for the south, as the hills 
descend here much nearer to the coast and possess a peak of 5,261 ft. (Saler, 
south of the Tapti) which is the prominent landmark of the whole of Central
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India. Samür, or Sawur (indistinctly written), can hardly have anything to 
do with the coastal Samür mentioned in § 10,14. Geographically it would be 
tempting to identify our Samür (s =  c ?) with Chandor (Chandor hills west 
of Ajänta),after which the line of the hills takes in fact a north-eastern direc
tion. Following our text, the range splits into two in, or beyond Hïtâl (?). 
The latter (§ 10, 41.) is certainly a Transgangetic and Sub-Himalayan 
locality but our author, totally silent on the existence of the Ganges, does 
not explain how the hills coming from the west cross this great river. In 
spite of his opinion, the hills split off west of the Ganges. When their line 
south of the Narbada and Tapti reaches the . sources of the Narbada, it 
bifurcates : the eastern branch follows the previous direction and forms the 
watershed between the Ganges and the rivers flowing more to the south 
towards the Bay of Bengal, while the other branch bends round the right 
bank of the Narbada, following first a western direction (Vindhya range) 
and then a northern one (Aravalli range). This is presumably the situation 
which our source originally had in view.

ça. The *‘northward” line (in reality stretching eastwards) was then 
supposed to join the Himalaya and skirt Tîthâl and Nïtâl, cf. § 10, 41.-3.1 
Here comes a curious detail : the range is continued not by the mountains 
lying immediately north (i.e. north of the Sutlej gorge) but by the ranges 
lying farther east and forming the real watershed between the Trans- 
Himalayan part of the Indus basin and the plateau of Tibet. The further 
continuation of the range is formed by the Pamir mountains (Alay ?) and the 
northern watershed of the Oxus (on Buttamän see Barthold, Turkestan, 82).

. 9 a  a are the ramifications of 9 a , filling the extremely mountainous tountry 
north of the Upper Oxus; Khuttalän is the region lying between the Panj 
and the Vaksh (§ 6,8.-9.) while Buttamän stretches between the Vakhsh and 
Samarqand (§ 6, 10-11). The two branches of Khuttalän seem to corre
spond to the Trans-Alay and Alay ranges stretching respectively south and 
north of the upper Vakhsh (cf. note to § 6, 18.)*. The range between the 
Daryäzha and Chaghäniyän is that of Hisär, which forms the southern 
watershed of the Zarafshän in the basin of which both Samarqand and Bu- 
khärä are situated.

9 B. corresponds to the Vindhya-Aravalli range forming the southern 
barrier of the Ganges basin (which was under the sway of the king of 
Qinnauj of the Gurjara dynasty, cf. § 10, 46.). On the impossibility of its 
branching off from Hibtäl (Hïtâl) v.s. 9 a . The continuation of the Aravalli 
range is the watershed of the Ganges and the Indus, and consequently the 
dominions of the “continental Jäba” (cf. § io,45·)2 mu$t be looked for in the 
basin of the Indus, and probably south of Kashmir. The further extension 
of 9B must comprise the'northern part'öf the Great Himalaya (i.e. the 
range west of the upper course of the Indus, towering over Kashmir), the

1 Our text, v.s.} line 5, presupposes 2 Bordering on the possessions of *al-
the splitting off òf the main range in Jurz (§ io, 46.), evidently identical with
Hïtâl and the litter is not mentioned the king of Qinnauj. 
again under 9 a .
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watershed between the sources of the Indus and the Oxus and the Hindü- 
kush.1 The latter is then linked up with the ranges of northern Persia, but 
the Elburz range is not continued beyond Gïlân. The Q.s.k (* Qasak?) 
mountain belonging to 9 b  is not mentioned in any other known source. No 
particular precision is expected from its location in, or near the kingdom of 
Lhrz (Jurz, § 10,46.), of which, according to § 10,57., Kashmir was a depen
dency. This mountain grosso modo stands for the watershed between the 
sources of the Indus and the Oxus (or more particularly the Khurnäb, see 
note to § 6,14.). The name *Qasak is curious. Ptolemy, vi, 15, mentions a 
locality called ή Κασίαχώρα  in the Scythia-outside-the-Imaos, ue. east of the 
range separating the Pamir plateau from Käshgharia. In § 6,14. the Qasak 
“is also called Küh-iyakh (i.e. Mountain of Ice)” , which looks like a Persian 
translation of the native term.2 The Turkish equivalent of this would be 
Muz-tagh, which is a common term in the region : Muz-tagh-ata, west of 
Yarkand, Muz-tagh, south of Khotan, to say nothing of the Muz-art, north
west of Kuchâ. The nearest identification would be with the Muz-tagh-ata 
but the latter lies too much to the north for our purpose (on 9 a , not on 9 b ) 

and the decisive indication as to the situation of Qasak is the story quoted 
under § 6, 14.

9 B a. Here we are in the region which our author knows very closely, 
though his description of it is involved. He rightly considers the locality 
of Sän-va-Chäryak (now Sangchärak), lying on the Abi-Safld upstream 
from Sar-i Pul, as the point near which the main chain splits off. He first 
describes the range of Siyäh-köh following the Herat-river on the south [but 
commits an error in saying that Aspuzâr (Isfizâr) lies north of it] ; he further 
connects it with the mountains of southern Khoräsän and follows them up 
to the region of Nishäpür and Sabzavär between which towns the line of the 
hills passes to the north of the great Khoräsän road. [More correctly, this 
passage takes place between Mashhad and Nishäpür.] See Map viii.

9 B b. Here our author describes the central part of the knot of the Hindü- 
küsh and Kôh-i Bäbä mountains with their southward ramifications towards 
the headwaters of the Käbul river and the Hilmand. The valley near Ghür 
resembling a finger-ring must be Dasht-i Nävur (some 50 km. west of 
Ghazni) which has no outlet. [Nävur (nor) in Mongolian means “lake”.]

9 b  c describes the northern branch of the mountains (Band-i Turkistän) 
starting from near Sân-va-Chàryak. On the localities mentioned see notes 
to § 23,53. &c.3 In the west the Band-i Turkistän is linked with the outer

1 In reality the Hindükush con- nive candidus”, cf. Marquart, Woher 
tinues the Kara-korum range, which stammt der Name Kaukasus ?, in Cauca-  
according to our author belongs to 9 a  sica, fase. 6, 1. Teil, 1930, p. 31. For 
and not 9 B. the second element of the name cf. also

2 The language to which the name [as the Greek forms Καύκασος, Καύκασις. 
well as -ghün, vs., 3] belongs remains 3 In this description miyän does not 
mysterious. One might recall at this seem to mean that the range separates
occasion the still puzzling Scythian the points mentioned but simply that 
name of the Caucasian mountains quoted it stretches along them. Cf. p. 63, line 37. 
by Pliny, Natur, hist., 6,50, “ c r o u c a s i s ,
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(northern) range of Khoräsän separating the latter from the Atak (“the skirt 
of the mountains” , Le, the Transcaspian province, now Turkmenistan), 
The author skips the valley of the upper Atrak [which he confuses with the 
Gurgän, § 6, 50.] and passes on to the range stretching south of the Atrak. 
On the south-western face of this latter range is situated the gorge from 
which rises the Gurgän river and which was known under the name of 
Dinär-zärL 1st., 217, gives the following itinerary from Jurjän to Khoräsän : 
from Jurjän to Dmär-zäri one marhala ; thence to Amlütlû ( >  Armüt-'Alï ?) 
ditto ; thence to Ajugh (?) ditto ; thence to Sibdäst ditto ; thence to Isfarä’in 
d i t t o In the Tàrïkh-i Bayhaqï(Morley), p. 255, Dmär-zäri is described as 
a gorge (sar-darra) on the way from Nishäpür to Gurgän; Zahir al-din, 
Tänkh-i Tabaristän (ed. Dorn), p. 19, describes Dinär-chäri as the eastern 
frontier of Tabaristän. Nowadays the gorge is called Dahana-yi Gurgän. 
The “mountain on the other side of the valley” is that stretching along the 
left bank of the Gurgän river and separating Gurgän (in the north) from 
Isfaräyin (in the south). Farther to the west it is continued by the Mäzan- 
darän mountains. The author still distinguishes the two ranges: his 9B is 
the range of Mäzandarän as seen from the south (from Simnän, Rayy, &c.) 
while his 9BC overlooking Amol is the northern face of the same orographic 
system. According to his notion the two branches meet in the region of Rayy. 
Between the two ranges must then lie the Mäzandarän highlands. Such a 
view can be explained by the intricate character of the Mäzandarän moun
tains sloping down towards the Caspian in several gradients. See A. F. 
Stahl’s map of the Caspian mountains (Petermann’s Mitteilungen, 1927, 
Heft 7-8), utilized also in the annex to Rabino’s Mäzandarän.

I have not found elsewhere the mention of the Arabic term Mintaqat 
al-Ard in the sense in which our author uses it.2 But a similar conception 
is found in I.H. who, pp. 109-11, gives an account of the mountain stretch
ing along “the spine of the earth” (jabal 'aid zahr al-ard) which “begins in 
the East in China, (where) it comes out from the Ocean, and (directs itself) 
to Vakhkhän. It traverses Tibet, in its western parts and not its centre, and 
the eastern parts of the Kharlukh land, until it penetrates into Farghäna 
which is within the Islamic limits. The ridge (sadr) of the mountain 
stretches over Farghäna towards the mountain of Buttam situated south of
Ushrüsana__ Then it directs itself towards Samarqand skirting it also on
the south, goes towards . . . Kishsh and Nasaf and the region of Zamm. 
Then it crosses the Jayhün and . . .  goes westwards to Jüzjän . . .  and over 
Tälaqän to Marw ar-rüdh and Tüs . . . leaving Nisäbür to the east [cf. 
supra 9 bû]. Then it stretches to Rayy . - . while the mountains of Jurjän, 
Täbaristän, Gilän and Daylam branch off from it. Then it joins the

1 Napier, The northern frontier* of West, Oxford, 1880, ch. xii, where the
Khordsdn, GJ.t 1876, shows on his map Alburz is represented as stretching
“ Dasht-i Armùt-Ali” between the nor- “around this earth and connected with
them source of the Gurgän and the pass the sky** whereas the other mountains,
of Simalghän« 2244 in number, “have grown out of
\ 2 The idea may be of Zoroastrian Albiirz” . 
origin. Cf. Bundahishn, tr. by E. W.
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mountains of Ädharbäyjän.” It stretches on the right of the road from Rayy 
to Hulwän, then turns north towards Takrït and Amid sending off its 
branches into Armenia and towards the Caucasus (al-Qabq). Then it con
tinues towards Mar'ash where it joins the range coming from Syria. 
Through the latter the principal range is united to the North African 
mountains which stretch on to the Atlantic.

If the general idea of I.H. and of our author is practically the same, they 
differ considerably in details. The H.'Ä. gives much more exact informa
tion on Tibet, India, the region of the Hindükush and the Caucasus. On 
the other hand, our author is silent on the supposed African extension of 
the Syrian mountains.

10, The Küfij mountains, according to our author, occupied an extensive 
area between Jiruft and the sea, cf. 1st., 164. They correspond grosso modo 
to the ranges which separate the closed basin of Jaz-Moriyän from the sea, 
such as Küh-i Bashäkirt (6,800 feet), Kuhrän (7,095 feet), &c. On the 
Küfij cf. § 28, 7. The Bärijän (Ist., 167, Bäriz) separates Jiruft from Bam. 
The highlands of Abü Ghänim, according to 1st., 164, lay north of the 
Küfij, and according to our § 28,7. they must be the mountains to the south 
of Khänü (Küh-i Dasht-gird ?). The silver mountain west of Jiruft towards 
Khabr is probably the Siyäh Küh. See 1:2,000,000 Map of Persia.

11. South-east of the Niriz lake in Färs there is a knot of mountains where 
several chains running north-west to south-east unite. Our author arbitra
rily makes the mountain shutting off Fasä from Däräb the starting-point 
of a range which, after a sweep to the east towards Kirmän, turns in the 
opposite direction of south-east to north-west. This range is then brought 
into connexion with that forming the western border of Isfahän, with that 
of Northern Luristän, with the Alvand and further with the ranges of 
Persian Kurdistän and Ädharbäyjän. The evidence for the locality of 
Rüdhän (on the road from Kirmän to Yazd) has been examined by Le 
Strange, o.e., 286, where, Rüdhän is placed near Gulnäbäd. Tâs (?) in 
our text corresponds to Unäs which is identified with Bahrämäbäd, but the 
reading of the names Unäs, Täs, &c., is not certain, cf. 1st., 102 d. 
Abü Dulaf’s Karaj lay on the road from Isfahän to Hamadän near the 
present-day Sultänäbäd, cf. § 31, 5. The Sahand mountain (between 
Marägha and Tabriz) is evidently considered as the northern end of the 
range.

The author’s idea was to describe the inner chain of the western moun
tains of Persia, as opposed to the outer range stretching between the Persian 
Gulf and the Ararat. The idea is not inaccurate, but some misunder
standings in details were natural. Even 1st., 97, had to give up the task of 
describing in detail the mountains of his native Färs “because there are 
few towns in Färs where there is not a mountain, or whence one cannot see 
some mountain”. Our author has translated the first part of this state
ment word for word. The Küh-Gîlü (*Gëiôya) mountains are usually 
reckoned to Färs. The present day Küh-Gilü is reduced to the territory 
between Bäsht and Behbehän, cf. Minorsky, Luristän, in EI.
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12. The mountain stretching between the Kimâk (cf. § i8) and Khirkhïz 
(cf. § 14) looks like the Altai near which the Irtish (§ 6,42.) rises. The Altai 
is further supposed to be linked up with the hills standing west of the 
Irtish, among which the K.ndâv.r mountain must be sought. Barthold 
reads this name Kandir ( ?) and Marquart Komanen, 92, 205 : Känd-ör ( ?) 
and Ktmddvar (with a reference to Persian kundävar “army-leader, hero”). 
I now feel inclined to identify K.ndäv.r with the mountain described by 
Bïrünï, Chronology, ed. Sachau, 264 (transi. 255) :“similar to this little lake 
(i.e. Sabzarüd, v.s. § 3, 27.) is a sweet-water well in the district of the 
Kïmâk in a mountain called jjc* as large as a great shield. The surface 
of its water is always on a level with its margin. Frequently a whole army 
drinks out of this well and still it does not decrease as much as the breadth 
of a finger. Close to this well there are the traces of the foot, two hands 
with the fingers, and two knees of a man who had been worshipping here; 
also the traces of the foot of a child and of the hooves of an ass." The 
Ghuzzï Turks worship those traces when they see them.”

Marquart’s restoration, Komanen, 101, of Mnkwr as *min kol “thousand 
lakes” is inadequate from the point of view of Bïrünï’s description. One 
can assume that in Gardïzï K.nd.äv.r the alif is only a tribute to the 
Persian popular etymology *kundävar [most suspect with regard to such a 
remote Turkish territory as ours]. Then jj\jcTimproved into would 
look very much like jjc* . But even supposing that the two names are 
identical it is not easy to decide which form must be given preference. 
For M.nkwr we have the parallel of a Qipchaq clan ypl jJL  quoted in 
al-Warrâq (d. a .d . 1318), Marquart ibid. 157, and the name of a Kurdish 
tribe Mangur which is very probably of Turkish or Mongol origin, see 
Minorsky Sa’udj-bulak in El. The form K.ndwr (*k.ndür) has in its favour 
the parallel of a Turkish title on which v.i., note to § 22, and also some 
resemblance to the present name Kängir mentioned in the note to § 18.

As regards the location of the mountain we must consider the possibility 
of the road to the Kimäk (§ 18) having in the course of time Changed its 
direction. If K.ndäv.r was found on the original route of which the 
starting point was near Taräz (Talas), Marquart’s identification of it with 
the Ulu-tau is still the best. This mountain has a peak of 631 metres == 
2,070 feet and forms thè watershed between the Sari-su and Tärs-aqan, 
the latter being one of the feeders of the Ishim. If, on the other hand, the 
route started from the lower course of the Jaxartes (Gardïzï, 83) it would 
be necessary to look for the K.ndäv.r between the sources of the more 
northern Turghai and the western loop of the Ishim, though the heights 
in this locality are insignificant. Finally if Gardïzï’s route was imagined 
to run northwards (towards some other, or some later, part of the Kimäk 
territory) the K.ndäv.r could be identified with the Mugojar mountains 
(see note to § 18). [On the name v.i., p. 308, note 1.]

13. The Savalän, which stands 16,800 feet, can be called small only in 
the sense that it does not belong to a long chain.

14. See Herzfeld, Bärimma, in El. The name Bärimma was agplied to
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the present-day Hainan where the Tigris cuts the latter south of the 
estuary of the Lesser Zâb and north of Takrit. The Hamrin is a long range 
of reddish hills following on the west the border range of the Persian plateau. 
1st., 75, vaguely says that “in the east” it stretches to the limits of Kirmän; 
and that “it is (also) the mountain of Mäsabadhän”. From this it is evident 
that the Bärimma was confused with the southern part of the western outer 
range of Persia (on the inner range see above 11.). Our author is entirely 
wrong when he takes the “Bärimmä” for the starting-point of the northern 
part of the same outer range of Persia (i.e. the present “frontier range” 
between Persia on the one hand and 'Iraq and Turkey on the other). In the 
north the connexion of the Ararat with the Qara-bägh (highlands west of 
Barda'a) is imaginary.

16. The Jüdï stands in Bohtän, north of the Tigris and north-east of 
Jazira-ibn-Omar. On its association with Noah’s άποβατήριον see Streck, 
Djüdi, in E l and Markwart, Südarmenien, pp. 349, 352. The town of 
Mârdïn is situated on a cliff at an altitude of 1,190 metres and its fortress 
lies 100 metres higher above it. The range of the Mârdïn mountains was 
called in antiquity Masius, or Ίζαλas. See Minorsky, Mârdïn, in El.

17. Tihäma is the low coastal region along the Red Sea overlooked by a 
long range of mountains. Ghazwän is the mountain on which Tä’if is 
situated, 1st., 19. The Shibäm mountain is situated at 2 days distance 
towards the south-west of San'ä, see Grohmann, Shibäm /, in El. The 
mountain “at the end of Tihäma” is Mudhaikhira, see 1st., 24, Nwhere both 
its length of 20 fars. and its conquest by Muhammad b. Fadl are mentioned ; 
cf. I. Kh., 106, v.s. 2i. The two mountains of the Tayy territory, in Central 
Arabia, have nothing to do with Tihäma. Their names are Aja’ and 
Salmä, see Yäqut, ii, 20 (Jabalàn), i, 122 and iii, 120.

18. This composite range of mountains consists of the Sinai and the 
Syrian mountains, of the Armenian Taurus, of the Lesser Caucasus 
(Alagez <  Armenian Aragats, &c.) and of the Eastern Caucasus. The term 
“Qabq” covers the principalities of Daghestan. From the Sinai to the 
Caspian our author’s range runs approximately south-west to north-east, 
but in the neighbourhood of the Caspian it changes its direction, sharply 
running now from SE. to NW., and follows the eastern (outer) line of the 
Daghestan mountains, grosso modo from Darband to the Darial pass. But 
then instead of continuing straight to the Black Sea, the range, in our 
author’s opinion, takes a northern direction across the eastern part of 
Russia (stretching, as it seems, west of the Volga). This imaginary longitu
dinal range explains some of the puzzling statements in our text, cf. §§ 47 
and 50, where a “ Khazar mountain” separates on the east the Khazarian 
Pechenegs from the Khazars ; § 46, where a mountain is mentioned to the 
east of the Mirvät; § 53, where a mountain is mentioned west of the
V.n.nd.r. It is possible that this mountain represents the watershed be
tween the Caspian and Black seas and that its extension to the north is 
due to the fact that our author wrongly moved to the east the peoples 
Mirvät and V.n.nd.r who were divided by the Carpathians. This latter
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range was then imagined to stand somewhere in Eastern Russia near the 
Volga!

On the Lukâm cf. 1st., 14 and 56, who also mentions the tribes Bahrä and 
TanOkh. [#ß/- Ukkäm<  Syr. ukkâmâ “black”, Marquart, Streifzüge, 347.]

18 a. The Taurus in Asia Minor.
18 B. The central and western part of the Great Caucasian range is 

represented as starting from Daghestan within the loop which the principal 
(outer) range is supposed to make here. The real Caucasus, treated here as 
a branch of that outer range, stretches west to the Georgian (Black) Sea. 
Lower down (22.) it is called “Georgian mountain”. See Map xi.

18 c. This offshoot of the great range (18.) starting from the middle Sarir 
in an easterly direction corresponds to the lofty chain (heights reaching 
13,656 feet) which separates the basin of the Qoy-su from that of the Terek.

18 D. The last branch following a westerly direction seems to be that of 
the Qazbek (16,546 feet) overlooking the Darial pass. Of the two casdes the 
first (18 c) is perhaps that mentioned under § 49,1., while the second (18 d ) 

corresponds to § 48, 3., but the details must have become confused. Like 
the rest of the data on the western shore of the Caspian, this paragraph 
contains some information which would be vainly sought elsewhere, even 
at a much later period.

19. This mountain very probably represents the Urals. Curiously 
enough neither under § 18, nor under § 44, are the territories of the Kimäk 
and Rüs represented as contiguous, and § 5, 19. may mean only that the 
mountain at one end reached the Rüs and at the other the Kimäk. The 
Kimäk territory is supposed to stretch down to the Volga in the west (§ 18) 
and the Urals to stand between the basins of the Irtish and Volga, cf. 
note to § 6, 42. and 43. Under § 44 the Rüs territory is bordered in the 
east by the p e c h e n e g  m o u n t a in s  which may refer exactly to the Urals (on 
the space separating the Rüs from the Kimäk).

20. Cf. Wensinck, Ashäb al-Kahf in E l. The Seven Sleepers’ cave, 
according to I. Kh., 106, lay in Kharama, a district situated between 
Amorion and Nicaea, at 4 days’ distance from the Cappadocian fortress 
Qurra. Another Muslim tradition places the cave in Afsüs. This latter 
name has been interpreted either as the Ephesus of the Christian tradition, 
or as Arabissos (Arab. Absus, Turk. Yarpuz) situated at the foot of the 
Kürd-daghî. Cf. Yâqüt, i, 91 : “Absus, ruined town near Ablastayn [now 
Albistän] ; from it were the Companions of the Cave” , Khuwârizmî, 128, 
calls Ephesus and Bîrünî in his Canon

21. If by the town (province ?) of Afrakhün(cf. § 74,10.) Paphlagonia is 
meant, the mountains in question are the Pontic Alps.

22. On the Georgian mountain see above 18 B , but the details on the 
mountain possessing mines are too vague.

24. j  j) looks like a mis-spelling of ± j\  on which see Buwait in EL 
I am obliged to Mr. R. Guest for this suggestion and for a quotation from 
Ibn Duqmaq, iii, p. 3, who remarks that Abwait is situated J**)! 
fjjll J\ i.e. “ on the top of the bank (of the NUe) whence
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the road goes up to Fayyüm” . [The difficulty is that in our author’s 
two principal sources (I.Kh. and 1st.) Abzoayt (or Buwayt) is not found. I 
now see that Prince Youssouf Kamal (vj., § 39), p. 665, restores as 
•oujît. The translation must accordingly run: “(this mountain) also starts 
straight from the Nubian frontier and follows a northerly direction1 down to 
the Fayyüm region, until it reaches the Rif” (i.e. the fertile region near the 
delta). This seems to be a satisfactory reading. On the name j » j \ see 
note to § 6, 49.]

25. If the author means here the Seleucia (now Selefke) situated north
west of the Gulf (ikhalij) of Iskenderun, this mountain corresponds to 
the Cilician Taurus.

26. Here the eastern watershed is meant, which separates the basins of 
the Guadalquivir, Guadiana, and Tagus from the rivers flowing eastwards 
towards the Mediterranean. Shantariya corresponds to Shantabriya 
whence, according to 1st., 42, the Tagus comes, cf. §41,4. Then the water
shed between the Tagus and the Guadiana is taken for the continuation of 
the range (in the opposite direction NE. to SW.). This watershed is 
naturally continued by the Sierra de Toledo.

27. It is quite natural that after thé range stretching south of the Tagus 
the one stretching north of it (Sierra de Gredos-Guadarrama) should be 
mentioned. Coria is more or less suitable for the βομϋκηι point of it, but 
Turjàla (Truxillo) situated south of the Tagus on the slope of the Sierra 
de Guadalupe (which continues towards the south the line of the mountains 
of Toledo), is entirely out of place. Moron (Maurün) would be a suitable 
point to mark the northern limit of the range starting from Coria.

28. The Balkans, cf. § 42,17. The name Balqan belonging originally to 
the mountain east of the Krasnovodsk bay, on the eastern shore of the 
Caspian, was probably transferred to the Balkans by the Turcomans who 
remembered the toponymy of their ancient country; see Barthold, Balkhân, 
in El. Cf. note to § 3, 5.
, 29. The reading of Jabal al-qamar “Moon Mountain” corre
sponds exactly to Ptolemy’s τό της Σςλήνης ορος άφy ον υποδέχονται raç χιόνας 
al τον NciXov λίμνάι. However the reading of j*2}\ in the later geographical 
literature of the Arabs has given rise to some controversy, see Ferrand, 
Relations y p. 330. Ibn Sa'ïd (circa a.d. 1208-86) warns explicitly against 
the pronunciation with a fatha (*qamar) to which he prefers a form with u 

(*Qumr> QumarY), but this evidently with the intention of justifying his 
very interesting theory about the inner Asiatic people jS  (Khmer?) who 
after having been ousted from Central Asia went to Indo-China, then 
colonized the island #Qumr (Madagascar) and finally passed over to the 
continent and occupied the slopes of the Jabal-al-Q.mr, Ferrand, 0./., p. 317.

§ 6. The Rivers
This chapter too (v.s. § 5) is very important as facilitating a more exact 

location of numerous places.

1 Or: “ runs straight in a northerly direction” .
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2o6 Commentary §6

1. The river of Khumdän (§ 9,1.) is evidently the H u a n g -h o  and not 
its tributary the Wei-ho on which Ch’ang-an-fu (Hsi-an-fu) really stands. 
The distances are of cburse too short. On the Sarandib mountain (Mänisä) 
cf. § 5, 3. The Huang-ho comes from the region of lakes on the north
eastern border of Tibet. The swamp on its middle course is imaginary, 
unless the author thinks that through the Lob-nor the Huang-ho is con
nected with the Tarim, vA. 3. In this case he describes the same river twice 
over using under 3. some unknown original source and reproducing under
I .  the information known already to Khuwârizmî. The latter, p. 125, 
mentions the river rising from the mountain of the river and 
then flowing through a swamp (batiha),1 after which the river crosses the 
City of China (madinat al-Sin) and disembogues into the sea.2 Our author 
substitutes for this vague “ City of China” ( =  Σήρα μψρόπολις, Ptolemy, vi, 
16,8) the name of Khumdän, and for the indication of longitude and latitude 
his simplified reckoning by day-marches.

2. The name Kisau (jîf) ,  if emended into * j S  K.nsw, might be con
fronted with Kin-sha-kiang, the principal source of the Y a n g t z e , rising in 
the north-eastern part of Tibet, south of the K ’un-lun range. The reading 
*Gkiyän (kiang “The River” , as the Yangtze is usually called) is confirmed 
by Gardïzï’s Qiyän. On the names of the provinces see notes to § 9.

3. This river is an imaginary combination of the Tarim and Huang-ho 
of which the latter is represented as a continuation of the former through 
the Lob-nor.

The description of the T a r im  proper contains several curious details. The 
sources of the river of Khotan are placed in the localities of *Wajäkh (cf. §11,
12.), Barîha (cf. §11,13.) and Küskän. Of these at least 4*. ̂  or ^  ̂  presents 
some resemblance to the col of Brinjak (ΐ ά ί^ ) in the mountains south oîf 
Khotan (evidently understood under the Mänisä, v.s. note to § 5, 3rf.).3

The names of the three tributaries of the Khotan (Wajäkh) river look 
Iranian with their terminations in -and; the element-^««stands apparently 
for “river” ,4 but in what language? The obvious course is to identify the 
three rivers with the principal streams joining the Khotan river, i.e. 
respectively with the rivers of Yärkand, Käshghar, and Aq-su. One cannot, 
however, ignore the difficulties raised by the eventual identification of 
Khüland-ghün (v.i. 5. and 7. and §§ 12, 5. and 13.) with Aq-su.5 The 
mountain of Ighräj-art (“the col of Ighräj”), located by our author “in the 
neighbourhood” of Khüland-ghün, as explained in the note to § 5, 7., 
looks more like the higher eastern Muz-art, than the lower western Bedel

1 Khuwârizmî adds that another river of Khotan]. 
rising also from the “mountain of the 4 The names of the rivers Gunt

3 A  remote parallel of the name

could be that of the Kashkül glacier
situated above the locality of Nisa [south

river u ^ . t* falls into the same swamp.

2 perhaps= Οίχάρ&ης, Ptolemy,

vi, 16.

[*Ghund]f in the Pamir, and Tazghun (?), 
south of Käshghar, may be recalled here 
as parallels. [Or ghün =  Pers. gun 
“ colour” ?]

5 On the earlier names of Aq-su see 
note to § 15, 15.



pass situated above the sources of the Aq-su, véi.9 p. 296. On the other 
hand, the town of Ark (i)j') belonging to the Toghuzghuz(§ 12,5.) is said 
to be situated near Khüland-ghün. In the itinerary quoted by Gardïzï, 91, 
J;\ (probably corresponding to our *iji) is placed to the east of Kuchä, see 
note to § 12,5. These considerations suggest for Khüland-ghün an easterly 
position in the neighbourhood of the Muz-art pass, though here again we are 
confronted by some difficulty for neither the Kuchä nor any other river in this 
region now reaches the Tarim, whatever may have been the case in the past.

If the Khüland-ghün is to be placed so far east it is possible that the other 
two rivers should also be moved to the western T ’ien-shan and this would 
entail further uncertainty about the localities of Gh.zä and K.lbänk between 
which the affluents join the *Wajäkh river. Under §11,21., Gh.zä is placed 
“at the very beginning of Tibet from the Toghuzghuz side, near the river 
of Kuchâ” , but we shall presently see that the use of this last term involves 
us in fresh complications.

The river Tarim is further represented as continued beyond the Lob-nor 
(v.i. I.) by the Huang-ho. The Chinese themselves were responsible for 
this belief: “This river [Sita =  Tarim] on the east enters the sea. Passing 
through the Salt Lake [Yen-tse =  Lob-nor] it flows underground and 
emerging at the Tsih-shi mountains [west of Lan-chou?] it is the origin of 
our [Yellow] river” , Hsüan-Tsang, Life (Beal), p. ,199, less clearly in Hsüan- 
Tsang, Life (Julien), p. 273, cf. Richthofen, China, i, 318 and Chavannes, in 
T’oung-Pao, 1907, p. 168, note 4. Consequently the sentence : ‘‘thence [from 
Lob-nor] it flows (down) to the limits of Kuchchâ, then passes through the 
province of Kür.sh and the province of F.râj.klï and empties itself into the 
Eastern Ocean” , ought to come under § 6,1. which, however, is based on a 
different source.

Following our text (§ 6,3.) the “limits of Kuchchâ (sic)” where the Tarim 
received the name of “ Kuchchâ river” lie downstream (i.e., E. or S.) of the 
swamp of #Sha-choux by which only the Lob-nor can be meant. In prin
ciple it would be embarrassing to surname any reach of the Tarim after the 
well-known town of Kuchä (§ 9,10.) which lies on a river of its own2 rising 
from the western T ’ien-shan and losing itself (at present!) short of the 

Tarim. Thus we are led to admit that by Kuchchâ WT our author may 
mean a different locality, namely Kuchän jU f (see note to § 9, *5·)3 which 
most likely is to be sought on the real course of the Huang-ho, near Lan- 
chou-fu. If so “the river of Kuchchâ” must refer not to the Tarim, but to 
the Huang-ho (cf. § 7, 2.),4 and Ghazä is then to be placed accordingly.

The curious passage on the 'akka-birds nesting on the banks of the Tarim 
can hardly be connected with what Idrïsï, i, 502, says about the lake

1 ~Liscertainly*Sha-chou[§9,i5.]· ,  '  1,1 this « s e t h e o v e r t h e  first 
Sanju, near Khotan, is out of the «nay be a simple mis-spellmg of 
question. “ ie “ na  ̂ύ of the second form.

2 It is true that the Huang-ho [v.s. i] * Under § 7, 3. the Lob-Nor is called 
is called "river of Khumdän” though this W ? 4̂  ja; but it remains a moot point 
is geographically inexact. whether the “swamp” is called after the
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of which he places somewhere in the Toghuzghuz country: “on voit 
voler au dessus de sa surface quantité d’oiseaux d’une espèce particulière 
qui pond et qui fait ses petits au dessus de l’eau. Cet oiseau ressemble à 
une huppe (hud-hud) et son plumage est de diverses couleurs.”

4. The reference to “this” fortress (not mentioned before!) indicates 
that this paragraph is copied from a description of Tibet. K.rsäng is 
another name of Lhasa (see notes to § 11). In this case the river in question 
must be the left affluent of the Brahmaputra on which Lhasa stands. This 
would agree with the statement that.the river comes from the Mänisä, i.e. 
evidently from its western face (cf. note to § 5, 3.). The detail about its 
being a branch of the Yangtze is an obvious misunderstanding.

5. The Il â  (i.e. I l i) river, emptying itself into the Balkhash (not the Issik- 
kul !), rises from the corner formed by the T ’ien-shan and the southern 
Dzungarian range. Kâshgharî, i, 85, writes Ila (Ilä) and calls the river 
“Jayhün of the Turkish country”. On the Ighräj-art (central T ’ien-shan) 
see § 5, 7. and § 6, 3.

6.-12. The system of the A m ü -dar yâ  (Oxus). See Barthold, Turkestan, 
ch. i; Le Strange, The Lands, ch. xxxi; Barthold, Irrigation, pp. 71-102; 
Barthold, Amü-daryä, in EI. ; Tajikistan (by several authors in Russian) 
Tashkent, 1925, map. On the source of the Oxus, v.i. 14. See Map ix.

6.-7. Our author distinguishes clearly between the Jayhün and Kharnäb 
/■) of which the former (flowing immediately north of Bolor) is certainly 

the Vakhän river (Panj), and the latter must be the Murghäb, which rises 
to the east.of the Vakhän and after a north-eastern sweep crosses the Pamir 
and joins the Panj near Bärtang. Our writer is right in attaching more 
importance to the Kharnäb-Murghäb, though for some time this river has 
been dammed up at Sarez (following the 1911 earthquake). 1st., 296, 
confuses the two headwaters: “the principal stream('amüd) of the Jayhün 
is called Jaryäb («_Λ jr) and rises in Vakhkhän”. See Map iv.

8. The Kuläb river (Kchï Surkhäb) is composed of two branches : 
Yakh-su ( < Iranian Akhshü, cf. Ist., 296, Akhshuvä) and Qîzll-su. The 
village Pärkhar still exists. Munk =  Baljuvän, on the Qîzîl-su, Hulbuk= 
Hulbag, south of Kuläb, on the Yakh-su, cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 68-9. 
Our author considers this river quite correctly as forming one drainage area, 
while 1st., 296, presents Färghar as a separate stream. On the contrary, our 
author forgets the following river Andijärägh, on which see § 26,3. I.R., 93, 
speaking of the course of the Vakhshäb and the Vakhkh-äb (=the Vakhän 
river, Oxus) mentions south of the latter a rustäq of the Upper Tukhäri
stän called . De Goeje restored this name as i.e. Pärghar and this 
form led astray Marquart, EränSahr, 234, and Barthold, see § 23, 69. Our 
text very rightly places Pärghar to the north óf the river, therefore the name 
found in I.R. must most probably be restored as cf. 1st., 275,339. Arhan

river forming it, or the river coming out which flows towards Kujä” . The dis-
of it. In a route to Tibet, of which the tinction between this stream and a river
starting-point is Käshghar, Gardïzï, 88te, ( ^ )  which is mentioned immediately

mentions “ the stream of Kujä (\*S* (Syr) after it isstrange. On therouter.t.,p.255·
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was the well-known place where the Oxus was crossed and lay undoubtedly 
on the left bank, upstream from and opposite the estuary of Vakhshäb, 1st., 
296. On Arhan see Barthold, Turkestan, 69, note 7 and cf. note to § 26, 1.

9. Vakhshäb, now Vakhsh (called in the upper course Surkhäb), a power
ful river coming from the Alai valley (Vakhsh mountains). In Greek 
*Ωξος <  Vakhsh has become the name for the whole of the Amü-daryä.

10. This river undoubtedly is the Käfir-Nihän which flows between the 
Vakhsh and Surkhän, Barthold, Turkestan, 72 ; Marquart, Wehrot, 89-90. 
The modern name of the river is dué to the village of Käfir-Nihän1 lying 
on its upper course. On the Kumïjïs see § 26, 10. Nüdiz (nau-diz “The 
New Fort”) lay probably on the lower course of the Käfir-Nihän, see note 
to § 26, 5.

11. On Chaghäniyän see § 25, 25. The river is now called Surkhän, 
Barthold, Turkestan, 72-5. Under § 25,31., (*Regar ?) is placed on the 
Nihäm river, which is also mentioned in I.R., 93 (but wrongly considered 
as a source of the Käfir-Nihän). The middle one of the Surkhän’s head
waters is still called Dara-yi Nihäm. On the easternmost of the Surkhän 
headwaters lay probably Hamvärän (§ 25, 32.) which Marquart, Wehrot, 62, 
identifies with Qara-tagh, whereas Kasavän (v.i. note to § 25, 32.) must have 
belonged to the Käfir-Nihän basin.

12. The form confirms that the Arabic spelling in I.Kh., 33, 

and I.R., 93, is based only on a popular etymology (“the Lion river”). 
Marquart, Eränsahr, 230, has shown its identity with Ptolemy’s ΑάργοιΒος. 
Valvälij (§ 23,73.) has been long identified with Qunduz, which lies between 
the rivers Döshi (Surkh-äb), coming from the south-west, and the Talaqän 
river, coming from the south-east. The latter, according to I.R., 93 and 
Maq., 303, was composed of two sources and The names (several 
variants) may mean “Lower river” (*jil-aby cf. Persian zir “below”) and 
“Upper river” (bar-äb), and the rivers correspond respectively to the Varsaj 
and the Ishkämish rivers. Of the two large rivers uniting below Qunduz, 
the Dösh! is by far the more important. It flows precisely between Qunduz 
and Khulm. Our text leaves no doubt that Le Strange’s identification of 
the ç&jU* with the Kokcha is wrong.

13 - i  6. : Rivers of India, among which the Ganges (Khuwârizmï, 133, and 
Mas'üdï, Murüj, i, 214.: Janjis) has been entirely overlooked, though I.R., 
89, who uses mostly the same sources as the H.-ÀL, mentions the Ó S  
*Gang. The Ganges is disregarded to such an extent that the Vindhya 
mountains are supposed to join the Himalaya (§ 5, 9.).

13.-15. : System of the Indus.
13. The Käbul river is considered as the principal course of the Indus. 

It is represented as being formed by the waters of Lamghän and 
Dunpür (§ io, 54.-55); on Nïhâr <  *Nagarahär =  Jaläläbäd see § 10, 50.

1 Nihän may be related to Nihäm, Surkhän form one single stretch of high-
though the latter is the name of one of lands, which fact may also explain I.R.*s
the Surkhän’s headwaters. However,the (p. 93) confusion of the two rivers,
upper courses of the Käfir-Nihän and Barthold, l.c.t and Marquart, I.e.
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Multän is out of place both here and under 14., as lying on the Chenäb 
(though our author speaks only of the “confines” of Multan). The locality 

near which the Indus disembogues into the sea is undoubtedly the Kori 
creek which is in fact the ancient estuary of the Indus, see map in H. 
Cousens, Antiquities of the Sind, quoted in § 27.

14. This is the principal course of the Indus, here considered as a left 
affluent of 13. On the Qasak mountain see §5,93. The story of thè foun
tain springing from its summit (told under 15.) is probably inspired by 
I.Kh., 173.1 Mas'üdï, Murüj, i, 212, denounces the error of those who 
make the Jayhün flow into the Mihrän, but himself seems to incorporate 
a headwater of the Indus (the river of Yasin-Gilgit) into the basin of the 
Oxus, see Marquart, Wehrot, ch. iii: “Oxus und Indus”, and especially 
its §§ 67, 70, 82.

15. No trace of the name Hïvàn could be discovered, but the mention of 
Bîrüza in its neighbourhood is in favour of the identity of this river with the 
Sutlej, see note to § 10,51. The Sutlej, as the longest of the affluents of the 
Indus, could hardly be overlooked. Consequently instead of “the western 
side” of the Lamghän river one must read “the eastern side”.

After the juhction of 13., 14., and 15. the Indus was called Mihrän. Khu- 
wârizmï, 131-3, gives an elaborate description of this river which unfortun
ately remains obscure until the editor’s commentary becomes available.

16. Khuwârizmî, i3i12, mentions a Mihrän al-thäni al-kabïr “The 
Second Great Mihrän” , to which our “Lesser Mihrän” may correspond. 
The position of the latter is a coiftplicated problem, but the joint evidence 
of the relevant passages is in favour of its identification with the Narbada. 
The town Qandahär, which this river skirts, is certainly that mentioned 
under § 10,17., i.e. Ghandhar in the Bay of Cambay. The name of Külï 
is very misleading for its form is identical with the just mentioned 
as the estuary of the Indus (13.). Under §5,9., our author distinctly refers to 
the district of Külï in Kanbäya, which is also mentioned by I.Kh., 62, as 
lying 18 farsakhs north of Sindän (§ 10,14.), evidently at the entrance to the 
Bay of Cambay. It may correspond to Külînar of the Mohit and Qulinar, 
Curinal shown on the Portuguese maps north-west of Diu, whence thé 
Arab sailors could make straight for Sindän, though the distance between 
the two points exceeds that indicated in I.Kh. The names of the places 
mentioned on the Lesser Mihrän are obscure; cf. notes to § 10,18. 24.

17-22. : the system of the S ir - D a r y ä  (Ja x a r t e s), on which see Barthold, 
Turkestan, 155-65 ; Le Strange, The Lands, ch. xxxiv; Barthold, Irrigation, 
129-54. The old name of the river is given in § 25,47 : Khashart. It is also 
to be found in I.Kh., 178, and Bïrünî’s Canon, under *Sutkand. Marquart 
in his Chronologie d. alttürk. Inschr., 1898, 5-6, first explained Ίαξάρτης as 
yaxsa-arta “wahre edle Perle” (cf. Barthold’s criticism in Irrigation, 130), 
then interpreted it as Soghdian Yaxsart <  Rxsa-arta ( ?), Skizzen z. hist.

'' 1 j ?j j*  jcJI jfij. More detail in the confused additional paragraph
ibid. t 178.
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Topographie vom Kaukasus, Vienna, 1928, p. 16, and finally, Catalogue, 35, 
considered as the old form of the name *'0 ρξάρτης, “i.e. Old Iranian *Rxa- 
rta, the true Araxes” ! The attested Iranian form remains KJhasharU

17. This is the main stream of the Sir-Daryä (Jaxartes) coming from the 
south. Üzgand is situated at the easternmost end of Farghäna. On its two 
rivers, T.bägh.r. and Barskhän, see § 25, 58. and § 15, 11. J .tr must be 
improved into , in view of Kâshgharï, iii, 27, who says that “ Yabäghü- 
suvî is the river flowing from the Käshghar mountains past Üzjand in 
Farghäna” . Yabäghü was a Turkish tribe which according to Kâshgharï, 
i, 29, lived much more to the east but yabäghü means also “felt” and may 
have been used here as a personal name of the local chief, see the story in 
Gardïzï, v.i., p. 288. See Map v. [Cf. p. 256, note 2.]

18. The town of Khursâb, cf. I.H., 392, lay east of Ösh, Barthold, Tur
kestan:, 159. By Buttamän the Alay range is meant here.

19. Now called Aq-Bura, Barthold, o.c.y 159. 20. Ibid., 159.
21. The north-eastern headwatër of Jaxartes now called Narin, rises 

north of the Western T ’ien-shan (=  Mänisä, v.s. note to § 5, 30), see 
Barthold, o.e., 157. On Khatläm (Khayläm?) see § 25, 59.

22. Parak, now Chirchik, Barthold, o.e., 169, flows into the Sir-Daryä, 
south of Tashkent. The Khallukh mountains mentioned here must be the 
hills separating the Narin from the basin of the Chirchik, i.e. Chatkal (Arab. 
Jidghil) mountains. Banäkat lay near the point where the more southern 
Ähangarän (Angren) joins the Sir-Daryä, ibid., 169. The wall of Qaläs on 
the northern side of the Chirchik was built for protection against the Turks, 
ibid., 172, and Barthold, Ibn Sa'id, 238.

23. The basin of the Su gh d  river  (now Zarafshän), Barthold, Turkestan,
82., Barthold, Irrigation, 103-25. The Middle Buttamän is the Zarafshän 
range stretching between, and parallel to those of Turkestän and Hisär. 
The lake Daryäzha is now called Iskandar-kul and the äväza of Paykand is 
the Qara-kul, cf. § 3, 34.

24. The river of Balkh was called Dah-äs (“Ten mills”), I.H., 326. The 
translation: “skirts the confines” is justified by the fact that Madr 
(§ 23,80.) does not belong to its system. Foucher, De Kaboul à Bactres, in 
La Géographie, July 1924,155, places Madar between Kâmard and Du-äb-i 
shäh, evidently still in the basin of the Surkh-äb (western headwater of the 
Qunduz river, v.s. 12.). On Ribät-i karvän see § 23, 63.

25. Several branches of the H ilm a n d  rise south of the Küh-i Bäbä in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the sources of the Harät river. As 1st., 265, 
places the latter “in the neighbourhood of Ribät-i Karvän” (§ 23,63.), there 
is no wonder that the sources of the Hilmand were also located in the 
region of the same ultima Thule of the Güzgän possessions. On Durghush, 
Til, and Bust see § 24, 12. *

26. On the upper course of the Marvarüd (Murghäb) see notes to § 23,
38., 46., &c.

27. See notes to § 23, 46. and § 24,1.
28.. Cf. § 28, 3. and 7. The name of the river is Dïvrüdh.
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29.-36.: R ivers o f  F ä r s . Even after the studies of Le Strange, The Lands, 
Schwarz, Iran, and Herzfeld, Pasargadae, Inaugural Dissertation, 1907, 
there remain numerous doubtful points regarding their identification.

29. See Minorsky, Mänd, in E l ; now called Qara-aghach. Rüyagän 
corresponds to 1st., 120, Ruwayjän (read: Rüyajän). Kavar, now Kavâr.

30. jU j*- corresponds to jU y - in 1st., 120; the river bearing this latter 
name watered the districts of Khübadhän and Anbürän of the Säbür pro
vince (1st., no) and then that of Jalâdajân of the Arrajän province (1st., 
113), consequently it flowed from east to west. The Färs-näma, 151, 
identifies ^  with the Naubanjän river, flowing into the Nahr-i 
Shïrîn (v.i. 32.). Our author having found Khübadän among the districts 
of “Bishävur” (§ 29,19.) must have taken its river for one of the head
waters of the Nahr-Säbür, probably for Ist.’s Ratin. The Nahr-Säbür, 
now called Rüd-i Hilla (left out in our text!), flowed past Tawaj. The 
error may have resulted from the fact that in 1st., 99 and 120, the rivers 
Khübadhän and Ratin follow one another in the enumeration.

31. According to 1st., 119, Shädhagän rose in Bäzranj (province of Arra
jän) and flowed to the sea through Tambük-i Müristän (province of Säbür) 
and Dasht-i Dastagän (the town of which was ojU*, § 29,9.). Shädhagän is 
not mentioned in the Färs-näma. As suggested by Le Strange, o.e., 274, 
the river meant here may be one of the streams emptying themselves into 
the sea south of Ganäwa. In point of fact recent English maps show a 
considerable river Rüd-i Shür of which the estuary is located 12 miles 
north of that of the Rüd-i Hilla (=  Shäpür), and south of Bandar-Rïg. The 
course of this little known river can be traced for some 60 miles northwards 
up to the parallel 30°. This must be the Shädhakän.

32. 35. 36. (and 30.). In the mountainous region connecting Färs with 
Khüzistän there are only two important basins, viz. the rivers of Hindiyän 
(in the south) and Arrajän (in the north). Both rivers flow parallel to one 
another, and grosso modo from east (Färs) to west (Khüzistän). Until very 
lately their lower course in the plain, on the way to the Persian Gulf, was 
very insufficiently known, and even now the region of their sources remains 
unsurveyed.

The confusion in pur sources with regard to these two rivers will be best 
presented in the following comparative tables.
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1st. Färs-näma H.-'Ä.

name Shïrîn Shïrîn Sïrrn
sources Mt. Dinar limits of Mt. Dhanbädh,

in Bäzranj Bäzrang in Bäzranj
affluents ? Khwäbdän river ?
course F.rz.k, Gunbadh, between Väyagän

Jalädagän Mallaghän and Lärandän,
Arrajän, #R!shahr

èstuary in towards between Sïnïz between Sïnïz
the sea Jannaba and Janäbä and Ganäfa
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i?t- Färs-näma

name
sources

affluents
course

estuary in 
the sea

Tab
Isfahan Mts., 

near Burj 
Màsin river 
Arrajàn,

Rlshahr 
near the frontier 

of T.st.r [?]

Tab
Sumayram

Masin river 
Arrajän, 
Rlshahr 
near Sïnïz

Täb
Küh-Jilü, on the 
confines of Isfahan 

Sardan river 
between Khüzistän 

and Färs 
near Mâhirûbân

The following questions arise with regard to this table:
a. The estuary of the “ Shinn” river lies now south of Hindiyän; the 

river crosses the peninsula protruding into the sea, first north to south and 
then, beyond Tuwaisha, east to west. Even if the river has changed its 
course, it could never have flowed near Sïnîz(§ 29,13.), and still less near 
Ganäva (§ 29,10.), which are shut off from it by mountains. Here all the 
three sources are in error.

b. The river of Arrajän (§ 29,16.), which is now called Mârân, flows first 
to the north until it joins the river of Räm-Hurmüz ; then their joint stream, 
called Jarrâhï, flows south-westwards to Fallähiya and, through the Dauraq 
canal, comes into connexion with the Khor-Müsä creek (which is the 
terminus of the new Trans-Persian railway). It is quite possible that, 
formerly, at least a branch of the Jarrâhï joined the Kärün,1 though the 
mention of *Rïshahr (§ 29, 14.) on the course of the river shows that it 
flowed in a south-westerly direction. In any case it is unimaginable to 
place the estuary of the Täb between Sïnïz and Ganäva, in which case it 
would have flowed across the basin of the Hindiyän river.2 In our text, 
Mâhïrûbân, lying west of Sïnïz, comes nearer to the point, though there are 
good reasons in favour of the location of Mâhïrûbân in the region of 
Hindiyän, i.e. on the Shïrïn river, cf. § 29, 15.

c. It is quite evident that our author has committed a grave mistake in 
joining together the upper course of the Shïrïn3 with the middle course of 
the Täb ; therefore his Sirtn rising near Mt. Dhanbädh4 flows past Arrajän 
and Rïshahr!5

1 And this might account for the 
mention of Tustar in Içt’s original text, 
for the Kârûn was rightly called “Tustar 
[=  Shüstar] river” , cf. § 6, 37. Then 
i$t.*s text should be read j*}\ j

j l S [ >  *] Jb- jcp “then [the river] 

falls into the sea at the frontier (*of the 
estuary) of (the) Tustar (river)” .

2 For our author the situation had no 
difficulty as, according to him, the Sïrîn 
flowed in a north to south direction.

3 Vâyagân and Lärandän named near
its course are mentioned under § 2 9 ,17.

together with B.rz.k, which undoubtedly 
is identical with Is^/s F.rz.k, see the 
table p. 212.

4 Içt. jL o  [var. ûLo]. The mountain 

meant is surely the lofty Küh-i Dina 
[17,000-18,000 ft.] though on the 
latter’s western side rise in fact only the 
headwaters of the Khirsàn, the south- 
easternmost affluent of the Kârûn, see
C. Haussknecht, Routen im Orient, iv 
[map edited by Kiepert] and the English 

•i : 2,000,000 map.

5 [Cf. infra, p. 378.]



34. Farväb, now Pulvär, cf. Le Strange, o.e., 276.
36. This Sardan river is called Masin in 1st., 119, and Färs-näma, 152. 

This headwater of the Tab rose, according to 1st., from the limits of Is
fahan and came out (yazhur) in Sardan. The Färs-näma more precisely 
locates its sources in the mountains of Sumayram and Sïmtakht (*Sisakht 
of English maps ?), which does not seem to contradict our author’s mention 
of the Küh-Jilü region. However, at least some parts of the Sardan district 
may have belonged to the Kärün basin, see note to § 29, 42.

37.-39. : System of the S h u s h t a r  r iv e r  (Arabic Dujayl, now Kärün). 
The changes in the lower course of the Kärün in historical times are still 
very little known; therefore the location of many places of this region is at 
present impossible. See a detailed study of the texts in Schwarz, Iran, 
294-312, and Streck, Kärün, in EL [Cf. A. Kasravï, Târïkh-i pänsad- 
räla-yi Khüzistän, Tehrän, ΐ 934> ΡΡ· 77“88 : on the old course of the Kärün.]

37. The enumeration of localities is probably borrowed from 1st., 89,94, 
and passim. The only curious and new detail is “the mouth of Shir” 
(dahana-yi Shïr) which may refer to the Bahamshtr canal running to the 
east of the 'Abbadän island, parallel to the Tigris. According to Maq., 419, 
a canal between the Kärün and Tigris was built only under the Büyid 'Adud 
al-daula (a .d . 949-83), cf. Barthold, Obzor, 127, and the canal, now called 
Bahamshïr (still navigable), was probably the natural outlet of the river 
into the Persian Gulf. Cf. The Persian Gulf Pilot, Admiralty, 1864, p. 225.

38. Masruqän =  Ab-i Gargar, i.e. the left (eastern) of the two branches 
into which the Kärün is divided by the famous weir at Shüstar.

39. Only the latest English maps present a clear picture of the hydro- 
graphic conditions south of the lower course of the Kärün. Thé oasis of 
Fallähiya (ancient Dauraq) is watered both by a canal coming from the 
Jarrähi and by streams evidently coming from the Kärün, but appearing on 
the surface only south of Ahwäz. The waters of these latter are used 
in the western part of the oasis, while the waters of the Jarrahi canal are 
taken down to the sea by the Dauraq canal. Our author evidently considers 
the whole of these streams as a branch of the Kärün, spreading its waters 
down to Räm-Hurmuz.. But in reality the chief source of irrigation of 
Fallähiya is the Jarrähi, of which one branch comes from Räm-Hurmuz 
and the other from Arrajän-Behbehän (note to 35.). Schwarz, Iran, 373, 
identifies Dauraq with Fallähiya. In a westerly direction 1st., 95, gives the 
distances: Dauraq-Khän-Mardawaih(var. mîjJC*, &c.)-i marhala; thence to 
Bäsiyän (where the river splits ; off into two)-i marhala; thence to Hisn- 
Mahdl-2 marhalas; thence to Bayän (on the Tigris)-i marhala. [Con
sequently Bäsiyän cannot be Buziya, situated 6-7 Km. east of Fallähiya.]

40. The river of Susa (Daniel, viii, 2: Ulai) is now called Shä’ür 
( <  Shävür). If we are to interpret B.dhüshävur as Gunde-Shäpur the 
situation is geographically inexact. Perhaps the text could be improved 
into: *miyän-i Shüsh va-Bidh va-Shävur (?). Ist., 89, mentions a place 
Bidhän belonging to Shüsh, and the existence of a Shävur could be 
postulated from the present name of the river.
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41.-4.: The rivers supposed to flow into the C a s p i a n . See Map vii.
41. The river ^  corresponds to the {Jtl\  which Gardïzï, 83, mentions on 

the road from the Jaxartes to the Kïmâks. Marquart, Komanen, 92, 206, 
noted the likeness of this name to that of the Ishim a left affluent of 
the Irtish; cf. note to § 5, 12. Though the mountain forming the frontier 
“between the Kïmâk and Khirkhïz” (cf. § 5,12.) might be taken for the 
Altai, &c., whence the real Irtish comes, the fact that, both according to 
our author and Gardïzï, the river flows westwards to the Caspian points 
clearly to some confusion. The Kimäk (note to § 18) lived probably east of 
the Irtish but extended also in a north-westerly direction towards the 
Urals. If our author thought that the road to the Kimäk ran from 
the lower course of the Sir-daryä northwards, we could possibly identify the 
Asus with the Iläk1, which is a southern tributary of the Yayiq but might 
have been taken for an independent river flowing to the Caspian.

42. The spelling Artush (or Ärtüsh) is corroborated by the popular 
etymology found in Gardïzï, 82, “jLJjl, i.e.y come down” , referring to the 
Turkish phrase är tüsh “man, come down (from the horse)!”, Barthold, 
Report, 106. The mountain from which the real Irtish rises is the region of 
the Altai evidently referred to in § 5, 12, where a mountain is described 
stretching between the Kimäk and Khirkhïz. In the present paragraph, 
however, the mountain where the sources of the three rivers (41 .-3.) lie is 
meant to be the Urals (most probably referred to in § 5, 19.). As the text 
stands, our author’s Artush represents the Yayiq (Const. Porph. Γεήχ, in 
Russian “Ural river”) which rises from the south of the Ural mountains, 
flows to the west (down to Uralsk) and then to the south (down to Guryev) 
and empties itself into the Caspian, east of the Volga estuary. Our author 
has wrongly taken it for a tributary of the Volga. Ibn Fadlän, who in 
309-10/922 travelled the whole distance between Khwärazm and Bul
ghär, ought to be our principal authority on the region to the south-west of 
the Urals. The complete version of his Risäla described by A. Z. Validi, 
(Meshedskaya rukopis Ibnul-Faqiha, in Bull. de V Acad, des Sciences de 
Russie, 1924, pp. 237-48) mentions a number of large rivers. Beyond 
[A.Z. Validi: Èmba, cf. p. 312, note 2], in the direction of the Pecheneg terri
tory, were found j* -W, jj-\ and Uj. Of these, has 
some (?) resemblance to Gardïzï’s and Jjj\ to our jlSj\ [though Validi 
takes for the Yayiq the river ^  mentioned beyond the Pecheneg territory]. 
Nearer to the tradition represented by our author and Gardïzï is what 
Mas'üdï, Murüj, i, 213, says, rather vaguely, about “the Black2 and the 
White Irtish (Artush? spelt on which lies the kingdom of the iiL f  
jjJui [restored by Marquart, Komanen, 100, as * Kimäk yabghüy] ,3 a branch of

1 The Iläk rises in the Mugojar hills the Sir-daryä northwards, see notes to
separating it from the sources of the § 5, 12. and 18.
Irghiz. It is difficult to take Asus/R.s for 2 Note that the waters of 41. and 42.
the Emba. The latter, though rising from are called “black” in our text,
the same mountain and flowing to the 3 [See however note to § 18, 3. where
Caspian is not on the eventual route from a tribe called *Yughur (still doubtful!)
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Turks beyond the Balkh river [i.e. Oxus]. On these two rivers live the 
Turkish Ghuzz.” Cf. also Mas'üdï, Tanbïh, 62, where the estuaries of the 
two rivers are said to lie at 10 days’ distance from one another. Marquart, 
ox., 102, has already detected the connexion of these rivers with Gardïzï’s 
(p. 83) and JlJj\ and thought that what Mas'üdï had in view were the 
rivers Yayiq and Emba (v.s. note to 41.). Our author clearly uses the same 
source as Gardïzï but tries to give to the data a more systematic and com
plete form.

43. The Ätil (Volga) rising from the same mountain as the Irtish, is an 
extraordinary slip, but 1st., 222, also says : the ïthil, “as I have heard, rises 
from the neighbourhood of the Khirkhïz and flows between the Kimäk and 
Ghuzz forming the boundary between them; then it takes a western 
direction behind Çalâ zakr) Bfclghär, then turns eastwards until it has 
passed the Rüs, then it flows past Bulghär, then past Burtäs until it falls 
into the sea” . In spite of the erroneous start it is clear that the name Ithil 
(*Ätil <  Etil) is given to the Kama rising from the Ural mountains (§ 5,
19.) and joining the Volga below Kazan. Cf. Map ii (after Idrïsï).

44. The Rüs river can be either the upper course of the Volga above its 
junction with the Kama (as suggested by Toumansky), or the Don. The 
terminology of I.Kh., 154, who speaks of the Russian merchants navigating 
“the (Tanais?), the river of the Saqäliba” does not completely tally 
with that of our author. On the other hand, the testimony of I.H., invoked 
by Barthold in favour of the identity of the Rüs river with the Don, is 
doubtful. According to IJEJ., 276, the Caspian does not communicate with 
any other sea “except for what enters it from the river Rüs, known (under 
the name of) Itil ; the latter is joined to a branch (shu'ba) which leads from 
it towards the outlet (khärij) (which leads) from Constantinople towards the 
Encircling Ocean”.1 Here the Don (or rather its lower course)2 is con
sidered as a branch of the Volga, but logically the name Rüs is applied to 
the Volga. In our text, the Rüs river, rising in the Slav territory, flows east
wards (sic) and even skirts the confines of the Khifjakh (who are supposed 
to be one of the northernmost peoples). Though our author knows the 
Maeotis (§ 3, 8.) and gives its dimensions in accordance with I.R., 85, he 
does not explicitly say that the Rüs river forms its outlet, whereas I.R. 
lets the Tänts come from the Mäwtish. Contrary to our author for whom 
the Rüs river is an affluent of the Volga, I.R. treats the Tänts as a separate 
river flowing to the Black sea (Bontos). Even the fact that the three Rüs 
“towns” (§ 44)3 were “skirted” by the Rüs river seems to suit the upper

is mentioned in the neighbourhood of right reading is επιστροφή (not εκβολή). 

the Aral sea. This brings us nearer to 2 The Don [above Kalach] is separated
the Caspian (.Khazar) sea into which the from the Volga [near. Tsaritsin, now
two rivers flow according to Mas'üdï, Stalingrad] by a narrow neck of land
Tanbihy 62.] across which smaller craft could be easily

1 Cf. also Mas'üdï quoted under § 3, 8. dragged from one river to the other. It .is
The idea of this junction is already the place through which the projected
found in Ptolemy, v, 5, though accord- Volga-Azov sea canal will be built, 
ing to Marquart Streifziige, 153, the 3 SAaÄr may mean “land”, v.i., p. 436.
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Volga better than the Don. Consequently, even admitting that I.Kh.’s 
“river of the Saqäliba” stands for the “river of the Rüs” (for I.Kh. does not 
discriminate between the Rüs and Slavs, cf. note to § 43) and knowing that 
Idrïsï (see Map ii) understands the Don under nahr al-Rüsiya, we are 
obliged to interpret our text in the light of its internal evidence and adhere 
to Toumansky’s conclusion.

45. With the Rütä we are right in the centre of the confusion. The name 
Ijj in Arabic script looks very much like Gardïzï’s lj:>, which most 
probably refers to the Danube (* \ĵ ), see notes to §§ 22 and 53. However, 
our description of its course is extremely puzzling. It apparently flows west
wards, from the Rüs to the Saqläb (the latter living to the west of the Rüs, 
§§ 43 and 44). Its sources are placed on a mysterious mountain standing 
between the [Turkish] Pechenegs, Majghari, and Rüs. The Rüs river, as 
we have just seen, is the upper Volga, and north of the Volga there are no 
rivers flowing westwards. We must then admit that the Rütä is one of the 
rivers to the south-west of the Volga’s great bend. The Turkish Pechenegs 
(§ 20) are said to live north of the *Bulghär (§ 51) and *Burtas (§ 52). The 
latter, both historically and according to our author, lived on the right 
(western) bank of the Volga; therefore the Turkish Pechenegs, in order 
to be found to the north of the *Burtäs, must have occupied a part 
of the Volga’s right rank. As the southern boundary of the Rüs (living 
along the upper course of the Volga) was the Rütä, and the northern 
boundary of the Turkish Pechenegs was the Rüthä (Ijj) it is clear that the 
river Rütä, or Rüthä, divided the Rüs from the Pechenegs. To the south
west of the Volga and north pf the Burtäs only the Oka could be taken 
into consideration in this connexion. From the point of view of the script 
Ijj or greatly resemble Üqä<Oka, and it is not excessive to 
imagine that the Oka was known to the informer originally responsible 
for the description of the Rüs territory [Ist.’s text suggesting that the 
observation point was the town of Bulghär on the Volga]. However, the 
Oka flows to the Volga in a north easterly direction and no other con
temporary source does mention the Oka! That there is a confusion 
is clear from the fact that our author after having placed the capital 
of the Slavs Khurdab (see notes to § 43, 1.) on the Rütä does not 
know what more to do with the Rütä. To sum up, the river in question 
is an imaginary stream due perhaps to a confusion of two different names 
looking similar in Arabic script and *%\) ; as a whole it cannot 
be located on the map but the elements of its description may refer to 
several rivers of the central part of Eastern Europe (cf. §§ 20, 22,
43, i.). [Cf. 'Aufî’s spelling tij, v.t., p. 324.]

Some light on our river is thrown by a passage in Idrïsï (ii, 43 5) according 
to which there exists in the Northern Qumänia a lake (Gh.nün) form
ing the outflow of eight rivers, of which the more important is 
(Shrzoï). The annexed sketch is based on Idrïsï’s map reproduced in 
K. Miller’s Mappae, Band 1/2, fol. v, but the names are spelt as in Idrïsï’s 
text. The lake forming a special basin is placed somewhere between the
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Volga and Nahr al-Rûsiya Î1 It is interesting that Idrïsï’s Sh.rzvi (according 
to K. Miller Shim) flows westwards similarly to our Rütä. I think that 
the confused idea about the existence of a river between the Volga and Don 
is common both to our author and Idrîsï, but that the name Rütä (\7jj) which 
our author gives to it is due to some confusion with , Le. the Danube.

46. In this passage the usual (western) course of the Lower T igris during 
the Middle Ages is described. Madhär is mentioned as lying on the river, 
though according to I.R., 96, this was only the case before Islam. Cf. Le 
Strange, The Lands, ch. ii, and Map II; R. Hartmann, Didßa, in El; 
Marquart, Südarmenien, 232-452: an extremely detailed analysis of the 
descriptions of the Tigris by Kisrawï, Maq., Mas'üdï, and Ibn Serapion.

48. 'Ukbara, which now lies west of the Tigris, stood first on its eastern 
bank, Le Strange, o.e., 51, and Map II (Sämarrä). The Nahr Säbus, 1st., 
87, I.H., 168 (where the variant Shäsh is also found), seems to correspond 
to the cAdaim, though the latter rises, not in Armenia but near Kirkük, in 
Southern Kurdistan. By the Nahravän river the Diyälä (Sîrvân) is meant, 
rising in Persian Kurdistän, cf. I.R., 90.

49. On the E uphrates see Le Strange, o.c.y 117, &c., R. Hartmann, 
Furäty in EL  Here the western headwater of the Euphrates seems to be 
regarded as the principal one. The name of the mountain jJc is evidently 
disfigured. I.R., 93, says that the Euphrates rises in the Rüm land from 
above the locality Abriq, Greek Tephrikê or Aphrikë, see Diwrigi, 
in E l, but Khuwârizmî, 139, calls the mountain whence the Euphrates 
comes Cf. Tabari, iii, 1434, where a Byzantine expedition is 
said to march ô-lî «>.

50. See Barthold’s Preface, p. 29, on the confusion of the upper course of 
the Atrak with that of the Gurgân (§32,1.). The H .rand river bore also the 
name of Andar-haz, Tabari, ii, 1332, cf. Marquart, Erânsahr, 73 (for the 
second element cf. Har-Aasr-pey, river of Ämul).

5 1.-3 .  The rivers of M äzandarän , now called Tïjïn, Bäbol, and 
Haräzpey (Har-haz-pey). See Minorsky, Mäzandarän, in EL

54. Grave misunderstanding : the Safïd-rüdh rises, not from the Lesser 
Ararat (Huwayrith) but from Persian Kurdistan. I.Kh., 175, and I.R., 89, 
rightly state that it comes min bäht Sisar, see Minorsky, Senna and Sïsar, 
in EL

56. The author seems to think that the K urr rises from the main 
Caucasus range, though he knows that it flows past Tiflis (§ 36, 28.). See 
a correct description of the upper Kurr iii Mas'üdï, Murüj, ii, 74. On 
Bardïj see § 36, 35.

57. On the H adram üt river see Schleifer, Hadramaut, and Grohmann, 
Shabwa, in El.

58.-61.: Rivers in Byzan tin e  possessions, cf. Ramsay, Asia Minor.

1 The latter is evidently the Don § 3, 8.). However, Idrisi’s views cannot
and its course is shown as separate from be taken as merely traditional and more
the imaginary “Volga branch” flowing likely he combines both the earlier sour-
to the Black sea (*;.$. 43 and note to ces and his own information, cf. p. 438.
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58. Nahr al-kurüm> “river of the vineyards”. I.Kh., 108, among the 
towns of Buqallär, names Anqara and Samäluh (?). This river [which has 
nothing to do with the place  ̂J3\ or çj j 3\, next station west of Budhandün 
=  Podandon =  Bozanti] is most probably the Halys (Qizil-Irmaq) flow
ing east of Anqara to the Black Sea. [Samäluh =  Σημαλονος κάστρον J1

59. All depends on the name It cannot be I.Kh.’s, ιοί, 
Saiitabaris, which Ramsay, ox., 445, places on a source of the Sangarios. 
If we restore it as Kangrï, now Kiangri or Changri (Greek Gangra), 
the river could be one of the left affluents of the Halys, e.g., the Devres- 
chay. [Our author several times gives for the estuary of an affluent that of 
the principal river, see the Kabul river, § 6,13.]

60. If 61. is the Sangarios, this river (60.) must be either the Tembris 
(now Porsuq-su), left affluent of the Sangarios, or some river west of it (cf. 
Rhyndakos, I.Kh., 103, Rundhäq, though this latter flows into the lake 
Artynias). The solution depends on the phrase j  . 
The first element of can be Greek βάνδα “banner, district” (in Arabic 
usually band, plur. bunüd, I.Kh., i0919, but the form baridä could survive in 
status constructus) and the sentence would mean “skirts the town of the 
district This last element [usual confusion of final ^  with could 
then stand for Àia» Kotyaeion (now Kütahye), a well-known fortress on the 
Tembris, I.Kh., 103. As regards ο,** it seems to have been copied from 
djJli» Budhandün2 which is out of place on the Tembris. The most cele
brated place on the latter was Dorylaion, in Arabic Darawliya, now 
Eski-Shehir, cf. the detailed account of it and its river in I.Kh.,109, and it 
is most likely that our text refers to Darawliya which in Arabic script has 
been confused with Badhandün, better known to the Muslims as the place 
of death of the caliph Ma’mün. In I.Kh., 109, in fine, the name of the 
Darawliya stands with the preposition bi- and so could be more easily 
confused in script with jjjîi».

61. This river is Sangarios which exactly flows north of Amorion 
(fAmüriya, placed by I.Kh., 107, in Nätulüs) and west of Anqara (placed by
I.Kh., 108, in Buqallär). LKh., 110, calls the river Säghari and makes it 
flow into the Black Sea (Bahr al-a'zami), while our author wrongly makes 
it empty itself into the lake of Nicaea. The mysterious iiU- is hhak “earth” ; 
it is a Persian translation of Arabic, for I.Kh., 102, precisely mentions 
an “Earthen Fort” and adds that it stands opposite Nicaea 
(* y  \ .Ijl ÂJJj). Cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 214.

62. The direct source of this description of the N ile  may be Jayhânï. 
Maq., 20, says : “The Nile comes out from the Nüba country. . . . Jayhânï 
says that the Nile rises from the Qamar mountain, flows to form two lakes 
beyond the Equator and turns towards the Nüba land ; he also says other 
things of which the origin is unknown, and no one knows on what authority 
he puts them forward.”3 Jayhânï himself could have borrowed his account

, 1 Vasiliev, Byz. et les Arabes, i, 234- Minor, p. 348-
2 Podandos, nowadays Bozanti, near 3 Maq. himself, 21, tells fantastic 

the Cilician Gate, see Ramsay, Asia stories about the sources of the Nile.
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from Khuwârizmî, 106 (see also plate IV), or from the complete version of 
I.Kh.’s work, now lost. In the abridged version, I.Kh., 176, says only that 
the Nile forms two lakes beyond the Equator. Idrïsï’s map, reproduced in 
Reinaud’s Introduction, strictly follows the same tradition (10 rivers, 2 lakes, 
then again 6 rivers).1 As regards Sukar I.H., 103, mentions Askar between 
Fayyüm and Fustät; Yäqüt, iii, 107, says: “ Sukar . . .  to the east of Upper 
Egypt (Sa'ïd); between it and Cairo (Misr) two days’ distance.”

63. The river is more likely the Blue Nile than the 'Atbara (Ptolemy, 
iv, 7, Άσταβόρας). Kâbïl is the title of the king of Nubia, see § 59. His 
capital lay most probably in the province of 'Aiwa, near Khartüm (ruins 
of Söba). The town of Berber situated at the junction of the Nile with 
the 'Atbara does not seem to have played a role in Nubian history.

64. The western branch of the Nile, called after the town Tarnüt.
66. The river must be the Maritsa erroneously combined with the aque

duct supplying water to the capital, as suggested by Barthold, v.s. p. 41, 
note i. I.R., 126, says: “ Constantinople possesses a water-conduit which 
enters it from the town of Bulghar. This water flows for a distance of 20 
days and on entering Constantinople is divided into 3 parts.” The town 
Bulghar stands here for the locality Belgrad situated only a few miles north 
of Constantinople. Cf. § 42, 16. and 18.

67. Här.da, as suggested by Barthold in his Index, is Märida (Merida) 
which lies on the Guadiana, but the name on the original map could easily 
occupy the space between the Guadiana and the Tagus and so give place to 
an error. On Shantarln (Santarem) cf. § 41, 14.

68. Perhaps the Barka flowing northwards in Eritrea, or the Okwa.

§ 7. The Deserts and Sands
The terms biyäbän and rig correspond respectively to Arabic sährä and 

rami. The first term does not naturally mean a waterless and uninhabited 
land.. As the text shows, biyäbän, as opposed to rig, must be often inter
preted as “plain, steppe, or depression” . V.i. 8. and 10. where the two terms 
are clearly distinguished.

1. This desert (plain ?), generally speaking, covers a terra incognita in the 
east, but its situation south of the Huang-Ho may point to the depression 
between the lower course of the Huang-Ho and the Yang-tze (the province 
Kiang-su). The author evidently opposes this southern “desert” to the 
northern one described under 2. According to the China Year Book some 
gold is produced in Shantung.

2. This is the Great Mongolian desert. The “Kuchchä river” must be 
the Huang-ho, cf. § 6, 3.

3. As the swamp formed by the “Kuchä river” (sic) is the Lob-nor, these 
sands must be those separating Turfan from Kan-su. The distance indi
cated is too short. Between Qumül and Sha-chou Gardïzï counts seven 
days. On the two towns see § 9, 20. and 21.
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4. The Tarim depression is meant here, but the bearings are evidently 

displaced, as if the author was facing E. or NE. instead of N.

5. Here, evidently, the lowlands of the Carnatic are mëant, which stretch 
along the east coast up to the Godaveri beyond which the Eastern Ghats 
approach the coast.

6. This desert is Makrän.
7. Kargas-küh “the Vulture mountain” is the name of a mountain near 

Käshän, Le Strange, o.Z., 208. It is unexpected to see the name applied to 
the whole of the Central Persian desert (Kavïr, Lût) but Maq., 487, 490, 
also describes the Kargas-küh as the highest point of the desert. On the 
bearings v.s. note to 4.

8. The Transcaspian desert. On the bearings of the Caspian Sea and 
Volga, v.s. 4.

9. Jand and J.vära (Khwära ?) are situated on the Jaxartes, § 26,27. The 
situation of the steppe depends on the identification of the river beyond 
which lived the Kîmâk (cf. §§6,42. and 18). [Qara-qum? Cf. p. 309.]

xo. The description of Arabia is sufficiently exact. On the southern [read : 
south-western] border, the Red Sea (daryä-yi *Arab) must be followed by 
the Barbari Gulf (§ 3, 30.) instead of which the Ayla has been named, 
whereas in the following sentence the latter is rightly mentioned west of 
Arabia (cf. § 3, 3b.). The sands within the bädiya are clearly distinguished 
from the latter. The pilgrims from 'Iraq had to cross these Habîr sands. 
The term Habîr is not found in 1st. or Maq., but I.H., 30 and 104, in his 
detailed account of the deserts mentions al-raml al-ma'rüf bil-Habïr. His 
text is not very clear but seems to indicate that on one side these sands 
stretch towards Egypt, and on the other extend “from the two Tayy moun
tains, to the Persian Gulf and are adjacent to the sands of Bahrayn, of Basra, 
and of Omän, down to Shihr and Mahra . . Originally al-Habir must 
designate the desert al-Dahnä “the red one” , uniting Great Nufüd with 
al-Rub' al-khali, see Hogarth, Penetration of Arabia, Map. I.H. mentions 
yellow, red, blue, black, and white sands but does not say anything of the 
use of the red sand for smithing purposes.

11. The term ahqäf in Southern Arabia is a synonym of the northern 
nufüd; cf. de Goeje, Arabia, in El.

12. The [Arabian] desert between the lower course of the Nile and the 
Red Sea, cf. §§ 53 and 59. The bearings are evidently displaced and the 
combination of the Gulfs of “Barbar” and Ayla is a result of some confusion

13. The Nubian desert following 12. immediately to the south. According

Our author Real bearings

Tibet
Indian lands 
Transoxiana 
Khallukh

E.
S.
w.
N.

S.
sw.
NW.
N.

(«ta. 10. and note to § 3, 3 a.).



to 12. its name appears to bé “the Buja Desert” , while the “country of 
Buja” lay south of it. Under Habasha seems to be understood the coastal 
line (Eritrea, &c.) considerably to the north of the present-day Abyssinia.

15. The Sahara. Sijilmâsa in Southern Marocco is usually mentioned as 
the limit of the cultivated zone, cf. 1st., 37.

§ 8. On the countries
For the commentary on the order of enumeration see Barthold’s Preface> 

p. 34. This second part of the book (§§ 8-60) can be divided into the 
following groups of chapters:

(a) §§ 9“ ii.  China, India, Tibet.
(i) §§ 12-17. South-eastern Turks.
(c) §§ 18-22. North-western Turks.
(d) §§ 23-26. Khoräsän and Transoxiana.
(e) §§ 27-36. Middle zone of Isläm (Sind-Persia-Jazira).
(/) §§ 37- 41· Southern zone of Isläm (Arabia-Spain),
(#) §§ 42-53. Byzantium, Northern Europe, Caucasus.
(A) §§ 54-60. Southern countries.

§ 9. Chïnistân
Reinaud, Relation des voyages ; Reinaud, Introduction, pp. ccclii-ccclxxvii; 

Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, 1866 (2nd edition by Cordier, Hakluyt 
Society, 4 vols., 1913-16)— a complete survey of the early travellers to 
China; V. Grigoriev, O puteshestvennike Abu-Dulefe, in Zhurnal 
Minist. Narod. Prosv., 1872, part 163, pp. ï-45; Sprenger, Postrouten, 
80-8; Marquart, Streifzüge, 74-95 (analysis of Abü Dulaf Mis'ar b. 
MuhalhiPs report, cf. Barthold, Sandäbil, in El); Chavannes, Documents 
sur les Tou-Kiue, SPb. 1903; Chavannes, Notes additionnelles sur les 
Tou-Kiue occidentaux, in T'oung-Pao, série II, v, 1904, pp. 1-110; 
Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches, L. 1910,2 vols. ; F. Hirth and W. W. 
Rockhill, Chau Ju-kua, his Work on the Chinese and Arab Trade in thè 
Xiith and XHIth Centuries, SPb., 1911 (cf. Barthold’s review Zap., 1913, 
xxi/4, pp. 0161-0169); Hartmann, China, and Barthold, Kan-su, both 
in El. Very complete materials on the historical cartography of Western 
China are found in A. Herrmann’s extensive contributions to S. Hedin’s 
Southern Tibet, Stockholm 1922, vol. viii, pp. 91-456.

[Ch. Schefer, Notice sur les relations des peuples musulmans avec les Chinois 
depuis V extendon de VIslamisme jusqu'à la fin du XVe siècle, in Centenaire de 
l'École des Langues Orientales Vivantes, IJ93-18Ç3, pp. 1-43 (quotes 'Aufï 
on a colony of Shï'ï Muslims who in Omayyad times settled near the capital 
of China) ; Hâdï Hasan, A History of Persian Navigation, London, 1928, pp. 
95 ff. (Islamic epoch). J. Kuwabara, On P'u Shou-kêng. . .  with a General 
Sketch of Trade of the Arabs in China during the Tang and Sung Era, in 
Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, Tokyo 1928, No. 2, 
pp. 1-70. On the twelve Chinese provinces under the Yüan dynasty see 
Rashïd al-dïn, ed. Blochet, pp. 484-97; cf. Bretschneider, o.e., passim. For
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Timurid times, see the well-known report of Ghiyâth al-dîn Naqqäsh, one 
of the inembers of Baysunqur’s embassy to China in a .d . 1421-2, edited̂  
by Quatremère, in Notices et Extraits, xiv, part 1, pp. 308-41 and 387-426, 
after the Matld al-Sa'dayn (a more complete text found in Häfiz-i Abrü’s 
Zubdat al-tawärikhy Oxford MS., fol. 38315-4123, ed. by Κ. M. Maitra, 
Lahore, 1934) ; in the annex of his edition Quatremère quotes (pp. 474-89) an 
interesting account of the Tarim basin translated from #Amm Ahmad [sic] 
RzzVs Haft Iqlim (towards the end of the sixth clime) ; Kahle, Eine islamische 
Quelle über China 1500, in Acta Orientalia, 1934, xii/2, pp. 91-no.]

As early as a .d . 300 the Arabs are supposed to have had a settlement in 
Canton. Islam is said to have been brought there even in Muhammad’s 
lifetime. In a .d . 738 the Muslims in Canton were numerous enough to 
plunder the town, cf. Hirth and Rockhill, Chau Ju-kua, pp. 4, 14-15.1

Here we are only concerned with the actual geographical description 
of China by the Muslims. As was natural, the exploration of the maritime 
zone was carried on quite independently from that of northern China, 
Sulaymân the Merchant (before a .d . 851) is the earliest Arab authority 
on the situation obtaining in Khan-fu <Kuang-(chou)-fu =  Canton.2 
Already I.Kh., whose work was finally completed towards a .d . 885, 
v.s. Barthold’s Preface, p. 12, gives a detailed description, pp. 62-72, of the 
sea-routes to the Far East. Several Muslims are even said to have reached 
from the southern Chinese ports the capital of the T ’ang dynasty (Ch’ang- 
an-fu, Hsi-an-fu, Khumdân). Mas'üdï, Murüj, i, 307-12, mentions a 
merchant from Samarqand who travelled from Sïrâf to Canton 0> ‘W-), and 
from there visited the capital called Anmwä ( ?) : dilli j> j  \jj\ (variants : 

jaï\).3 A rich Quraishite Ibn al-Wahhäb, a descendant of Habbär b. 
Aswad, went from Canton to see the king of China “who at that time 
(i.e. shortly after a .d . 870) resided at the city of Khumdän”, Murüj, i, 
312-21. Abü-Zàyd Muhammad Sïrâfï, the editor of Sulaymän’s report 
(p. 77), interrogated Ibn al-Wahhäb when the latter was an old man, and 
left a record of this conversation, cf. Reinaud, Introduction, p. lxxiii. Later 
Mas'üdï, who in 303/915 met Abü Zayd in Basra, wrote down the same 
record, Murüj, i, 321-4.

1 [Much more cautiously O. Franke 
writes in Zur Geschichte d. Exterri
torialität in China y in Sitz. Beri. Ak.y 
1935» P- 897: “Die genaue Zeit, wann 
die Araber zuerst in China gelandet 
sind, wann sie angefangen haben, ihre 
Niederlassungen zu gründen . . .  wissen 
wir nicht.’* An indirect indication can 
be inferred from the fact that “an in
spector of the oversea trade* * in Canton 
is mentioned already in a .d . 712. More
over, according to the T ’ang-shu, already 
in a .d . 651 an envoy of Han-rni mo-mo- 
ni (* amïr al~mu'miniti) visited the 
Chinese court, see O. Franke, Ge
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schichte des.Chinesischen Reichs y ii, 1936,

p- 369.]
2 Cf. Pelliot, quoted p. 172.
3 I now see that \y+j\ several times 

occurring in Mas'üdï’s text is but a mis
reading of Cf. the parallel pas
sages in the Murüj, i, 309, and Sulay
mân, 103; the latter has : Khumdän wa 
kuwa balad al-mulk al-kabïr. In Murüj\ 
ii, 131, Anmwä is identified with the 
legendary *Kang-diz which Kay-Khus- 
rau built in China. \j*î\ < # is en
tirely distinct from JL· (Murüjy i, 305)= 

jJUj (Sulaymân, 64), cf. note to § 11, 9.



The northern overland routes to China Used by the silk-traders were 
known from very early times (at least from 114 b .c .), see Herrmann, Die 
alten Seidenstrassen zwischen China und Syrien, 1910. The Soghdian 
settlements, all the way from Transoxania to China, undoubtedly possessed 
a detailed knowledge of the roads; and the probably Iranian (Soghdian?) 
appellations of Chinese towns (v.i. 1., 2., 22.) indicate the channels through 
which, later on, the Muslims received their information on China. From 
the first century of Islam the Muslims in Central Asia were in close touch with 
the Chinese in military engagements, as well as in more peaceful activities. 
Enough to say that between the years a .d . 716 and 759, nineteen Arab em
bassies are mentioned in Chinese sources, see Chavannes, Notes additionnelles, 
of which the relevant passages have been separately studied by H. A. R. Gibb, 
Chinese Records of the Arabs in Central Asia, in BSOS, vol. ii/4, 619-22.

This state of things is very insufficiently reflected in early Muslim 
geographers whose allusions to the north-western China and the roads 
leading thereto are extremely few and vague. I.Kh.’s routes, pp. 29-31, 
stQp at the capital of the Toghuzghuz. Qudäma, 264, in a legendary 
report on Alexander the Great’s campaign, only mentions Khumdän and 
Jji; the latter name has been restored as Sharag =  Käshghar, or 
better as 4 r* Sarag =  the eastern capital of the T ’ang dynasty Lo-yang 
which appears as Saragh in the old Soghdian letters of the second century 
and in the Nestorian inscription of a .d . 781. See Yule, o.e.; Marquart, 
Streifzüge, pp. 90, 502; Pelliot, Jour. As., July 1927, pp. 138-41, and 
Toung-Pao, xxv, 1928, pp. 91-2; Schaeder, Iranica, 1934, pp. 47-9. 
[It appears strange that an early Arab writer used il to render the sound 
g or gh\\ The interpreter Salläm’s account of his trip to the wall of Gog 
and Magog under the orders of the caliph Wäthiq (a .d . 842-7) is a wonder- 
tale interspersed with three or four geographical names, I.Kh., 162-70, 
cf. de Goeje, De muur van Gog en Magog, 1888.1 Abu Dulaf Mis'ar b. 
Muhalhil’s pretended journey to China in the company of a Chinese 
embassy returning from Bukhärä in 331/941 is a series of disconnected 
notices, of which some are genuine, and some imaginary, see Yäqüt, iii, 
445, cf. Grigoriev, o.e., and Marquart, Streifzüge, pp. 74, 95. [The com
plete text of Abü Dulaf’s Risàia is contained in the Mashhad MS. of Ibn 
al-Faqlh, first described by A. Z. Validi, vs., p. 215 and Appendix B.]

Mas'üdï, i, 347-9, says that he met at Balkh an old man who had several 
times travelled to China overland and that he knew some other persons in 
Khorasan who went to Tibet and China via Soghdiana and saw on the 
road the mountains producing ammoniac salt (jibäl al-nüshädir). Mas'üdï 
himself ( ?) saw these mountains from a distance of 100 farsakhs : fires were 
seen over them at night and smoke during the day-time. Reinaud, o.c., 
p. clxiii, thought that these details might apply to the ammoniac mines

1 Cf. C. E. Wilson, The Wall of voyage de Salläm, in K. CsomaArchivum,
Alexander, in Asia Major, introductory 1922,1/3,190-204, is certainly wrong in
(Hirth Anniversary) volume, London placing Sallâm’s supposed peregrina-
1923, pp. 575-612 ; Comte E. Zichy, Le tions between the Caucasus and the Ural.
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in the T ’ien-shan, north of Kuchä.1 However, Mas'üdï’s account of the 
road is fantastic and does not contain a single geographical name.

The earliest systematic description of the lands to the south of the 
T ’ien-shan was perhaps contained in Jayhânï’s lost work, but even I.R., 
who seems to have been the first to utilize that work, did not transcribe 
these data. The H.-Ä  and Gardïzï are the first to speak of China and 
Tibet. Their lists of places have striking resemblances but do not entirely 
coincide, and each author adds numerous details of his own. In Gardïzï 
the places are arranged into itineraries; our author simply enumerates 
them but the order of enumeration closely follows Gardïzï 5s system which 
certainly belongs to the original source (Jayhânï?).

The information contained in the present chapter and in those on the 
mountains (§5, 1.-6.), rivers (§6, 1 -4 .), and deserts (§7, 1.-3.) has 
certainly been borrowed from several sources (cf. 6. Khälb.k). Parts of it 
may even refer to the earlier part of the ninth century, v.s., p. 28, and v.i., 
p. 227, line 8. The capital of China is still placed at Khumdän (Ch’ang-an, 
Hsi-an-fu), though after the fall of the T ’ang dynasty in a .d .  907 it was 
transferred first to Lo-yang and then to K’ai-fêng (a .d .  936). Likewise 
there is no hint in our author at the formation in China of numerous local 
dynasties after the fall of the T ’ang, whereas Gardïzï, 92, speaks of “many 
kings in China, of whom the greatest is the Faghfür” , referring probably 
to the post-T’ang times. More than this, the statement concerning the 
majority of the people professing Manichaeism could hardly be true 
after a .d . 843 when, following the collapse of the Uyghur empire on the 
Orkhon, the Chinese government took energetic measures against the 
Manichaeans, cf. Chavannes and Pelliot, Un traité manichéen, in Jour. As., 
1913, i, 295-305. We might eventually admit that our author has in view 
the special conditions obtaining in the Kan-su province which he knows 
best. According to Marquart, Streifziige, 88, in a .d .  844 (one year after 
the events on the Orkhon) Long-tegin, the chief of the south-western branch 
of the Uyghurs which occupied the region between Sha-chou and Kan- 
chou,2 proclaimed himself khäqän. In a .d .  924 an Uyghur khäqän was

1 The Wei-shu, quoted by S. Lévi, constamment du feu”.
Jour. As., Sept. 1913, p. 346, mentions 2 See notes to § 12. Deguignes, Hi-
‘Tarsenic vert” among the products stoire des Huns, ii, 25-7, whom Marquart
of Kuchâ. A Chinese source, written quotes, spells the name of the chief
before a .d . 527, ibid., p. 347, says: “Au Long-te-le, whereas Bichurin (v.i., § 12)
nord de Koutcha, à 200 li, il y a une reads it (in Russian transcription) Pang-
montagne ; la nuit, elle a l’éclat du feu ; de-le (*P'ang-t9ê-lêi). The characters
le jour c’est tout fumée. Les gens recueil- p'ang and *lung differ only by one stroke,
lent le charbon de terre de cette mon- In principle no Turkish name would
tagne pour fondre les métaux ; le fer de begin with an l. As regards the second
cette montagne est le plus généralement. elements Chavannes, o.e., p. 225, note 3,
employé dans les trente-six royaumes.” and p. 367, confirms that “le titre turc
Cf. also the T ’ang-shu in Chavannes, de tegin est constamment écrit en chinois
Documents, p. 115, on the “montagne t’e-le”  [the characters le (*lê) and k*in
A-kie-t*ien [#Aq-tagh?] . . . appelée (*ch'in) being easily confused], 
aussi la montagne blanche; ii y a là
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still residing in Kan-chou. The king “of China”, called Qalin b. ShJchlr 
(*Ckakhiri)y to whose court the Sämänid embassy went in 381/941 must 
have been the ruler of the same branch of the Uyghurs. But as our source 
is silent on the presence of the Uyghurs in the province of Kan-su and 
only mentions the struggle going on in Kan-chou (7.) between the Chinese 
and the Tibetans, the impression is that it has in view the state of things 
before the arrival of the Uyghurs in that province in a.d. 843-4. Under
10. it is said that the Toghuzghuz are attacking Kuchä but it is possible 
that the question is not of the T ’ien-shan Uyghurs but still of the 
WesternTu-chciieh,tf.z.,p. 267, because Kuchä (üi. io.)andKhotan (v.i. 18.) 
[cf. also Käshghar, § 13, 1.] are still reckoned to China, though entirely 
encircled by Turkish and Tibetan dominions. The above-mentioned towns, 
with the addition of Sui-shih on the Chu river (or, from 719, of Qarashar), 
constituted precisely “the Four Garrisons” on which the Chinese power 
rested in the west. In a.d. 670 the Four Garrisons were taken by the 
Tibetans, but in 692 the Chinese reoccupied them. In 760 the Tibetans 
became masters of the whole country to the west of the Huang-ho, but 
the garrisons of Pei-t’ing ( =  Bish-baliq) and An-hsi (= Kuchä) still held 
out till ySjy see Chavannes, Documents, pp. 113-14. Our author’s 
statements must reflect China’s incessant struggle for political influence 
and the possession of the strategic positions in the present-day Hsxn- 
Chiang province. [With regard to Khotan, the author may have in view 
the re-establishment of connexions with China after a.d. 938 (vJ. 18.).]

The statement that the emperor of China was descended from Farïdhün 
is certainly explainable by the tradition according to which Farîdhün’s son 
Tür became the master of the Turk and Chin and was accordingly called 
Türän-shäh or Shäh-i Chin, see Shäh-näma, cf. Minorsky, TüräUy in EL  
More directly our author’s source may be I.Kh., p. 16, who says that 
*baghpiir is a descendant of Afarïdhün. The same geographer also, p. 70, 
gives a list of the products of China, though more complete and not 
entirely coinciding in details with that of our author.

In the H.-Â. China is called Chïnistân and Chin. The first form which 
appears in the Soghdian letters of the second century, ox., 15,1 and in Middle 
Persian and Armenian, is not usual in Modem Persian which prefers the 
form Chin.2

The description of China consists, of very distinct parts : 1., 23., 24. belong 
to the southern seas; 2. these provinces are said to lie on the south coast 
of China ;3 5.-6., 13., 15. lay on the road from Ch’ang-an-fu to Kan-su, 
while 4. is the oiily town mentioned on the Yangtze; 10. is situated north 
of the Tarim; 16., 17. are to be sought in the neighbourhood of Tibet, and

1 V.i., p. 300. Khânfù ( =  Canton, v j .) and Zaytün
2 Persian Chin is derived from the (Ts’üan-chou, near Amoy). About the 

name of the. dynasty Ch’in which ruled 9th cent, a portion of the sea trade was 
in China 221-206 B.c. diverted to the latter, Chauju-kua, p. 17.

3 It is curious not to find mentioned Abul-Fidâ, 363, calls it “Shirtju, known 
in the H .-Ä . the well-known ports of in our. time as Zaytün” .
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18-21., as well perhaps as 11. and 22. (?)— south of the Tarim; of 12. 
nothing can be said. This analysis shows that the source utilized by pur 
author was chiefly acquainted with the Tarim basin and Kan-su, inclusive 
of the road leading to the T ’ang capital Ch’ang-an-fu.

1. Muslim information on Wäqwäq is utterly confused. It has been 
exhaustively analysed by Ferrand in his articles Wak-Wak in E l  and 
especially Le Wäkwäk est-il le Japon}, in Jour. As., avril 1932, pp. 193-243. 
Ferrand comes to the conclusion that two Wäqwäqs must be distinguished, 
of which the one lying in Africa in the Zanj country corresponds to 
Madagascar, o.c., 211, 238, whereas the other, belonging to China, is 
identical with Sumatra, o.c., 237 (and not with Japan as de Goeje had 
supposed). The confusion is increased by the fact that several other names 
are applied to Sumatra and its localities (see Zäbaj, Fansür, Bälüs). In our 
text (§4, B3.) the Gold-island (=  Sumatra) is inhabited by the Wäq- 
wäqians, and the latter are confused with the homonymous Wäqwäq of 
the Zanj country. This entails a further complication: the Wäqwäq 
disappear from the immediate neighbourhood of Zangistän but the latter 
(§ 55) becomes a neighbour of Zäbäj (=  Sumatra =  Chinese Wäqwäq =  
Gold-island, §4, 3.). The detail about gold collars used in Wäqwäq is 
also found in I.Kh., 69. The town is unknown.

2. The names of the Nine Provinces are unknown and most of them 
have à non-Chinese appearance. None of them correspond to the names 
of provinces in Qubilay’s empire as quoted in Rashïd al-din, ed. Blochet, 
GMS, pp. 484-98. Ir.sh (j^') and Khür.sh are the provinces 
between which the Yangtze-kiang passes before disemboguing into the sea 
(§ 6, 2.). On the other hand, the localities similarly divided by the Huang- 
ho are Kür.sh ( j o f )  and F.r.jäkli (jTWji) (§ 6, 3.). The absence òf f  in 
the present enumeration could be best explained by the identity of Jo f  
and In this case, Kür.sh/Khürjh would be located between the 
Yangtze and Huang-ho, Ir.sh south-west of the Yangtze, and F.r.jâklï 
north of the Huang-ho, in Pei Chih-li. According to our text all the Nine 
Provinces lay on the shore of the Ocean and following the order of enumera
tion (from S. to N.?) the last six mentioned provinces should be situated 
in the extreme Far East. Consequently (d) Thay can hardly refer to the 
former T ’ai kingdom in Yün-nan (Nan-chao), destroyed by Qubilay khan 
in 1253.1 T °  take (J) for Tangut (Wassäf, ed. Hammer, p. 22: J i ;  
Rashid al-din, 492: ο^ΐίΐ;) would be an anachronism, (h) can hardly 
stand for Corea: in earlier "sources (I.Kh., 70, I.R., 82) this country is 
called Shilä or Shilä2 whereas Rashid al-din, p. 486, gives a different 
transcription: J /'. As on principle we must prefer the explanations con
sistent with the attested Muslim tradition it is more probable that ß

1 Nor does Ted in Shansi [Dr. P. rye) Jay in the north. In 904 Ko-ku-rye 
Fitzgerald] suit our case. rose in arms against the Sin-lo rulers

2 Shilä <  * Sin-lo, the native kingdom and in 935 Corea became united under 
comprising the central and eastern part the national Wang dynasty, R. Grousset, 
of Corea. The Corea proper (Ko-ku- Histoire de VExtrême Orient, 1929, p. 290.
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refers to the people mentioned under § 14, 1., for the Khirkhïz were 
supposed to extend to the coast; in this case ^  might also be considered as 
a mis-spelling for ̂ \i (usually coupled with òj, see note to § 14,1.). Khasäni, 
Bünüghnï and (perhaps <Jjl) are obscure.

3.-9., 13-15. are to be located along the following itinerary found in 
Gardïzï, 92: from Chïnânjkat in the Toghuzghuz territory (§ 12, 9.) via 
B.gh-shürä (where a river is crossed in a boat) to Qomül (§ 12, 9.)— 8 days; 
from Qomül, across a steppe with springs and grass, to the Chinese town 
Shä-chü— 7 days; thence to Sang-läkh— 3-days; thence to S.kh-chü—  
7 days; thence to Kham-chü— 3 days; thence to K.jä— 8'days; thence 
15 days to the river Qiyän (Yangtze-kiang) ; from B.gh-shürä to Khumdän, 
by a road of ribäts (fortified stations) and manztls (stations) 1 month. 
As the last-mentioned distance does not sum up the distances previously 
quoted, we must conclude that Gardïzï’s text is out of order. Indeed the 
first mention of B.gh-shürä (between Turfan and Qomül, where no such 
place is known and no such important river exists!) is only a misplaced 
part of the second passage where B.gh-shürä comes in the enumeration im
mediately after the Yangtze. This correction is fully confirmed by our 
author, who says (§ 6, 2.) that the river Kïsau, after it has entered the 
limits of Bughshür, is known under the name *Ghtyän (<kiang). Con
sequently it seems that Gardïzï’s itinerary first follows a southerly direction, 
from Turfan down to the Yangtze, and then from the important place 
where the river is usually crossed (Bughshür?) turns back northwards to 
Khumdän (Ch’ang-an-fu). See Map iii.

Another important point is that in Gardïzï, 91-2, the name spelt 
stands for two totally different places : (a) the well-known town Kuchä, 
north of the Tarim, and (b) a place lying between the Kan-su province and 
the Yangtze. Our text to some extent distinguishes between the two names 
(v.i. 10. and 5.).

Our author follows Gardïzï’s itinerary in the opposite direction.
3. Khumdän is Ch’ang-an-fu, later Hsi-an-fu. The name is already 

quoted [from some Nestorian source ?] in Theophylactus Simokatta [circa 
A.D. 582-602], vii, 9, Χουμαδάν (or Χουβδάν), see Coedès, o.e., 141. Mar
quart, Komanen, 60, considers the name as Iranian (Soghdian?) and 
explains it as “potter’s kiln*’.1 Our author is very vague on the situation 
of Khumdän. The town is said to lie on the Khumdän river apparently 
confused with the Huang-ho (?6, 1.). A lake is mentioned “in the 
region of Khumdän” (§ 3, 35.), and finally (§ 2, 4.) Khumdän is placed on 
the shore of the Green Sea!

1 See now some doubts on this inter- pretation receives an indirect confirma-
pretation in Schaeder, Ironica, 2. Fu-lin, tion from the fact that Fakhr al-dïn (see
Berlin 1934, p. 48, who suggests that the note to* § 12) calls a Buddhist stupa
name might belong to the Wei dynasty, tanüra “funnel” semantically very close
The latter is reckoned to the Sien-pi to Khumdän. Could not the capital of
race which, according to Pelliot, was China be called “stupa [town]” ? On
Turkish. In any case Marquart’s inter- another Khumdän see the Index.
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4. #Baghshür (spelt: Bughshur and B.ghsüz) is very probably an Iranian 
name. A  homonymous place (§ 23, 33.) lay between Herat and the Mur
ghäb, 1st., 269. The name is explained in the Burhdn-i QätV as “a pool 
of salt water” . Baghshür is said to be an important commercial town, and 
as such could be known to the Soghdian merchants who probably re
named it in their language. All the indications point to its being situated 
on, or near, the Yangtze. As it is impossible to imagine a road connecting 
Khumdän with the north through a place lying on that river, the distance 
between Baghshür and Khumdän must represent a special route, not 
directly belonging to the road Chmänjkat-Khumdän. According to the 
China Year Book the Yangtze receives the name of Kiang in the neigh
bourhood of Yang-chou, in the Hu-peh province; but one would rather 
look for Bughshür much higher upstream, in the region of Ch’ung-ch’ing 
where the highroad from the north approaches the river. [With regard to 
the meaning of “a pool of salt water” Dr. P. Fitzgerald kindly tells me 
that the celebrated salt wells in the Yangtze basin are situated at Tzü-liu- 
ch’ing.]1

5. Kuchän (<jUΓ) is said to be a small town where both Chinese and 
Tibetan merchants were found. The latter detail points to the western 
part of Kansu, or Ssü-ch’uan. The mention under § 6, 2. of the Yangtze 
as flowing towards “the limits of Kujän (sic) and Bughshür” is rather 
vague and means perhaps only that the river approaches the road leading 
from Kuchan to Bughshür. Gardïzï calls the place \*T Kuchâ and places it 
at 8 days south of Kan-chou, and at 15 days north of the Yangtze: Follow
ing these distances it is difficult to identify Kuchän with Kung-chang in 
southern Kan-su and one should rather place it in the region of Lan-chou. 
In the confused § 6, 3., the Tarim is represented as continued by the 
Huang-ho. Beyond the swamp the imaginary watercourse is said “to flow 
down to the limits of Kuchchâ” . This latter form very probably 
stands for Kuchan Were this hypothesis correct, we should have an 
additional argument for placing Kuchän in the region of Lan-chou 
through which the Huang-ho flows. On Käshghari’s Map, south of the 
Tarim, the following places stretch W. to E. in one line: Yarkand, 
Khotan, Jarjän (Cherchen), then behind a mountain (Shan-chou, 
probably *Sha-chou) and towards the south-east jit/* and (sic).2 
This Küshän may be another spelling for our Kuchan (or for 16. K.san).3

1 Cf. L . Richard, Comprehensive geo- Liang-chou, cf< Zhamtsarano in the Fest-
graphy of the Chinese Empire, Engl, schrift to S. Fi Oldenburg (in Russian),
transi., Shanghai 1908, p. 114: Ch’ung- Leningrad 1934, p. 194.
ch’ing— principal trading centre of Ssü- 3 In the old Soghdian letters ed. by
Ch’uan; Tzü-liu-ch'ing— a great indus- Reichelt, o.e., pp. 13, 15, &c., the name
trial centre with 1,000 salt-wells (it lies of a town Kc*n or K c”n (read: K . chan)
at circa 200 Km. to the west of Ch’ung- is found several times. Reichelt, ο-c., 5,
ch’ing in the basin of the Lu-ho tributary tentatively identifies it with Kao-ch’ang
of the Yangtze). (see note to § 12, 1.), and this looks

* if restored as may stand probable on account of the cold winds
for Er(i)-chou, a Mongol name for said to blow from its direction (*.*. from
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6. KhälbJt looks non-Chinese. In Arabic cursive dUU (see especially 
its three last letters) has some likeness to as Mis'ar b. Muhalhil 
(v j ., p. 225) calls the capital of the ‘‘king of China” . A curious point is 
that Khälb.k is mentioned precisely before Kan-chou with which Marquart, 
Streifzüge, 86-8, identifies Sandäbil, see also E l  under this name. As 
Khälb.k (said to be a large town) is not mentioned in Gardïzï it must have 
passed into the H.-Ä. from some additional source, perhaps Mis'ar b. 
Muhalhil.

7. Khämchü is Kan-chou, cf. Rashïd al-dïn, 497, “j* j ,  one of the 
towns of Tangqüt” .

8. j*S^, wrongly vocalized Sauhjü is Su-chou, old pronunciation Suk- 
chou. Turkish Yögurs of this region still pronounce Suk-chü, see Potanin, 
Tangut.-tibet. okraina, 1893, ii, 435. The Mongols say Tsugchi.

9. SJdichü ( ?), ditto in Gardïzï, at three days’ distance from 7. Khämchü. 
As Gardïzï does not mention and as, on the other hand, Su-chou 
could scarcely be omitted in the itinerary from Sha-chou to Kan-chou, 
one cannot dismiss the possibility of both 8. and 9. *Sukh-chou ( ?) 
equally referring to Su-chou. It is true that our author distinguishes 
Sük-chou from S.kh-chou but he connects them administratively. [In the 
Turkish document written in Orkhon script Suycu-baliq seems to refer to 
Su-chou, see Thomsen in JRASy 1912, p. 186.]

10.-12. seem to disturb the order of enumeration.
10. Kuchä (UO is the well-known town lying north of the Tarim (in 

Chinese Küei-tzü or Ch’ü-tzü, French trains. K ’ieou-tse or K'iue-tse). On 
the long history of this Aryan (later Turkicized) principality see S. Lévi, 
Le Hókharien B \ langue de Koutcha, .in Jour. As., Sept. 1913, pp* 323-80. 
The T ’ang annals stop in their description of the city at a .d . 730, and 
between a .d . 787 and 1001 Chinese sources are altogether silent on the 
great revolutions in the region brought about by the arrival of the Tibetans, 
the Uyghurs, and the K’i-tàn. Our source (v j ., p. 227) still reckons Kuchä 
to China, and leaves it out in the enumeration of the Toghuzghuz posses
sions (§ 12) though the Toghuzghuz are said to raid it constantly (v.s., 
p. 227). In Kâshgharî i, 332, Kusan ( j S )  is given as “the name of a town 
called Kujä (l̂ T) which is the frontier of the Uyghurs”. The form Küsän 
is also found in the “ Secret history of thè Mongols”, cf. Pelliot, Notes 
sur les noms anciens de Kucä &c.y in T ’oung-Pao, 1926, p. 126.

11. Küghm.r is a puzzle. It is true that on the right bank of the 
Qara-qash river, circa 16 miles south-west of Khotan, there is a sanctuary 
on the Kôhmârï hill which Sir A. Stein, Ancient Khotan, 1907, pp. 185-90, 
and Serindia, 1921, i, 93-5, identifies with Hsüan-tsang’s Mount Gosrriga 
“Cow’s horn” . However, the passage of j & f  into [so according 
to Sir A. Stein’s transcription!] is not at all obvious, to say nothing of the 
mention of Küghm.r in our text after Kuchä and before the “Stone-tower”.

the eastern T ’ien-shan?). [I now see identifies Küshän with Kuei-shun, 
that A. Herrmann in his commentary Ning-hsia. Phonetically this identifica- 
on Kâshgharï’s map (193 5) tentatively tion presents some difficulty.]
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12. It is difficult to say which of the “Stone Towers” this JBurj-i Sangin 
represents. Is it Tash-qurghan in Sarikol (east of the Pamir), or simply 
a reminiscence of Ptolemy’s λίθινος πύργος, as supposed by Barthold, 
Preface, v.s., p. 26. Bïrünï, by popular etymology, identified the “Stone 
To ver” with Tashkent, cf. §25, 80., but judging by the description of 
the silk-route in Ptolemy, i, 12, 7-9, the tower must be placed at Daraut- 
qurghan at the western end of the Alai plain, see Marquart, Wehrot, 63, 
and Sir Aurei Stein, Innermost Asia, ii, 849, and On Ancient Tracks past the 
Pamirs, in The Himalayan Journal, iv, 1932, p. 22. [Perhaps some tower of 
the Chinese Limes, near An-hsi, cf. Sir A. Stein, Serindiay Maps 78 and 81.]

13.-15. again in Kan-su. The mention of Manichaeans in 13. and 15. 
agrees with the reports on their safe existence in Kan-su, even during the 
persecution following the collapse of the Uyghur empire on the Orkhon, 
Marquart, Streifzüge, 88. Cf. also the general remarks on the time to which 
our source refers, v.s.y p. 227.

13. Khäjü =  Kua-chou, i.e. the present day An-hsi oasis on the Su-lo-ho 
river and on the road from Su-chou to Sha-chou,see Sttin, Serindiayp. 1040.

15. y r L ·  *Sha-chou, “Town of the sands” , mentioned in Gardïzï as the 
first Chinese town on the road from Qomül, is the name of the Tun- 
huang oasis near which the celebrated Ch’ien-fo-tung “Caves of the 
Thousand Buddhas” are situated. It would be tempting to identify with 
the latter place our 14. Sangläkh with its Buddhist (?) associations. It is 
true that .Gardïzï places Sangläkh at 3 days from Sha-chou and at 7 days 
from S.kh-chou whereas in fact the caves “are carved into the precipitous 
conglomerate cliffs overlooking from the west the mouth of a barren 
valley some 12 miles south-east of the oasis” , Sir A. Stein, On Ancient 
Central Asian Tracks, 1933, p. 193. Though the distance does not suit that 
given by Gardïzï, the place of Sangläkh (14.) before 15. Sha-chou would be 
easy to understand in our enumeration which goes from south to north (resp. 
NW.), and its Iranian name Sangläkh, “The Stony Place” , would accord 
with the natural characteristics of the Ch’ien-fo-tung. However, Sangläkh 
may be a mere popular etymology of some Chinese name compounded 
with sang-, cf. Playfair, The Cities and Towns of China, 1879, Nos. 6062-71. 
In the Tibetan documents edited by Prof. F. W. Thomas, JRAS, April 
I93°> P* 294> Sen-ge-lag, closely resembling our Sang(a)lakhy occurs as a 
personal name in the Khotan region.

16. All we can say of K.sän is that it lay in the direction of Tibet, 
probably west of the Nan-shan, or south of the K ’un-lun.1 See also note to 5.

17. Kädäkh ? The Tibetan documents from the Lob region (8th century) 
frequently mention the city named Ka-dag, which must be sought some
where near Charkhlik, cf. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Documents, iii: 
The Lob Region, JRASy July 1928, pp. 555 and 565. The Tärikh-i· 
Rashidt, p. 67, in connexion with the same region, says: “The khan used

1 A  town called Kushai or Gushai cf* Potanin, Tangut.-tibetskaya okraina, 
lies to the west of Lan-chou between i893, i, 196-8, 332. In Arabic charac- 
the Yellow river and the Hsi-ning-ho, ters the name would look * J UT.
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to go hunting wild camels in the country round Turfän, Tarim, Lob, and 
Katak”. Even now the memory of a Shar-i-Katak lives in the region, cf. 
Barthold, Tarim in E lr

18. Though surrounded by Tibetan possessions (see note to § 11, 10.) 
Khotan is not included in Tibet, and, on the contrary, reckoned to China. 
Its king, styled 'azïm (which is not a very high title), appears aß ari auto
nomous ruler over a population consisting of Turks and Tibetans.1 This 
situation is well in keeping with what is known of the history of Khotan, cf. 
Sir A. Stein, Ancient Khotan, London 1907, ch. vii, section iv, pp. 172-84: 
“the T ’ang period” . The Tibetan attacks on Khotan began in A.D. 714, 
and in 790 all connexion with China by the road south of the Tarim was 
suspended. However, “there is nothing to indicate that Khotan had lost its 
local dynasty during the period of Tibetan ascendency”, the latter being 
checked by liie Turkish tribes of the T ’ien-shan. Only in a j >. 938 the 
Khotanese succeeded in sending an embassy to China which was followed 
by those of 942, 947, 948, 961, 965, 966. It is probable that the *aztm 
mentioned in our text is the king Li Shêng-t’ien in whose long reign most 
of the above-mentioned embassies visited China. The embassy of 971 
brought the news of a war between Khotan and Käshghar, and, some thirty 
years after, Khotan succumbed in the struggle and was occupied by the 
Muslim Qara-khänid Turks of Kâshghar, cf. Barthold, Turkestan, p. 281,· 
and notes to § 13. Gardïzï, p. 94, gives a detailed description of Khotan. 
Our source accurately records the items on the two rivers, silk and jade.

19. As a name similar to Kh.za may be mentioned that of Khada-lik, 
lying east of Khotan, between the Chira and Keriya rivers. In the ruins 
of its sanctuary Sir A. Stein found coins of a .d . 780-8, Ruins of Desert 
Cathay, 1912, i, 245.

20. 21. Under § 7, 8. our Hutm and Sâvnïk are spelt Khuthum (sic) 
and Särnik (perhaps: Vasârnïk). These were two Chinese towns in the 
neighbourhood of the Lob-nor, between which a sand desert stretched for 
a distance of 3 days. Of the two towns the southern one must be sought in 
the region of the present-day Charkhlik and the northern one in that of 
the ancient Lou-lan (the city of Lob). *Vasärnik (of which the initial v 
could have been misconstrued into the conjunction “and”) has an outward 
likeness to Vash-shahri, the westernmost oasis of the Charkhlik district, 
where T ’ang and Sung coins have been found, Sir A. Stein, Ruins of 
Desert Cathay, i, 332-3. In this case HutmjKhuthum could lie in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the Lob-nor swamp. Vash-shahri is situated 
half-way between Charkhlik and Charchan of which the latter must have 
been reckoned to Tibet (cf. § 11, 8.). ]VÀ.y p. 485: B.rwän.]

22. The meaning of baf karän-i daryä is dubious. Perhaps the mention 
of Bürkhïmü and Navïjkath just before 23. Sarandib is accounted for by 
the interpretation of daryä as “the sea” . But Navïjkath looks distinctly 
Iranian (Soghdiaii): “the New Town” . Therefore the two localities seem

\ 1 The Mujmal al-tawärikh also calls this king 'azirn al-Khotan, Barthold, 
Turkestan, i, 20.
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to have lain still in the Tarim basin where the Chinese could most likely 
have Soghdian subjects. Since the second quarter of the 7th century there 
existed, in the Lou-lan region, a Soghdian settlement Tien-ho ch’êng. 
In 675 the whole region was included in the Sha-chou administration, see 
Pelliot, La Colonie sogdienne de la région du Lob-nor, in Jour. As., 1916/17, 
pp. 111--23 (after a document written in a .d . 885). Consequently one would 
have reasons to translate bar karän-i daryä as “on the bank of the river’’, 
or perhaps “in the riverine region”, i.e. of the Tarim. Less probably 
N.vijkath “the New Village” could be compared with Yangi-baliq (“the 
New Town”) which Kâshgharï, i, 103, mentions among the Uyghur 
settlements near the Eastern T ’ien-shan, see note to § 12, 2.

23. 24. have been added from some totally different source. Sarandib 
(Ceylon), left out under India, is treated as a mountain under § 5, where it 
is somehow brought into connexion with the continental system of moun
tains (cf. § 6, i. and § 9, introduction), and it is possible that it was some
times looked upon as a continuation of Indo-China.1 Under the name of 
Taprobana (Tabarnä), and perhaps (?) of Nära, it is described as an 
island (§ 4, 4. and 13.). 24. Gh.z.r (?) is unknown. Being a small town it 
cannot be identical with Muvas, mentioned under § 4, 4. No such name 
is found in Ptolemy, vii, ed. by Renou, in Khuwârizmï, 97-8, in the 
Mohit, and on the Portuguese maps, Mohit, Maps XVII and XVIII.

§ 10. India

Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither [1866], re-edited by Cordier, 1913-16 
(Hakluyt Society); Elliot-Dowson, The History of India; Yule and Burnell, 
Hobson-Jobson, 1886; [Turkish Admiral Sïdï'Alï Ra’ïs], Die topographischen 
Capitei des indischen Seespiegels Mohit2 übersetzt von Dr. M. Bittner, mit 
einer Einleitung sowie mit 30 Täfeln versehen von Dr. W. Tomaschek, 
Wien 1897 ; The Imperial Gazetteer of India, Oxford 1909 (Atlas in vol. xxvi) ; 
Ferrand, Relations ; V. Smith, The Early History of India, 4th ed., Oxford 
1924; Nundolal Dey, Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Mediaeval 
India (2nd ed.), as Annex to The Indian Antiquary, xlviii (1919)—liii (1924) 
(last name Srâvastï) ; H. Ch. Ray, The Dynastic History of Northern India, 
Early Mediaeval Period, i, Calcutta 1931. See also below under respective 
paragraphs;

Some important additional information on India will be found under 
§ 5, 2. 4.-8. (mountains), § 6, 13.-16. (rivers) and § 7, 5. (deserts).

In his Preface, p. 27, Prof. Barthold suggests that as regards India “the 
original source (pervoistochnik) of I.Kh. and other early Arab geographers 
was Abü 'Abdilläh Muhammad b. Ishäq” . However, even for I.R., 
p. 132, who alone names this authority, the latter does not exhaust the

1 Ceylon may have been confused se_e G. Ferrand’s detailed articles Shihab 
with Sumatra. On Kâshgharî’s map cd-dïn Ahmad b. Madjid (Vasco de 
Sarandib and the “ Sarandib mountain” Gama’s pilote) and Stdaimän al-Mahri 
are shown on the dry land! [Cf. $4,4.] in E l  and his edition of these two

2 On the Arabic sources of the Mohit pilots’ works, Paris, 1921-2 and 1921-3.
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sources on India, Abü 'Abdilläh, who [probably before the beginning of 
the 9th cent.] spent two years in Khmer (Qimär), could hardly know much 
about northern India. LR. himself, 135^, 13614, distinctly quotes some other 
sources of information on India. Finally, Sulaymân the Merchant’s report 
is still extant: it was completed in 237/851 and could have been known 
if not to I.Kh., at least to I.R., as it was known to Mas'üdî. [V.s.9 p. 172.]

For the maritime part of India our author pretty closely follows I.Kh. 
and I.R., but gives some entirely new information on Central India and 
the sub-Himalayan region for which after him we find fuller data only in 
Bîrünî. The present chapter contains numerous points not otherwise 
known, but their interpretation is rendered difficult by confusions in
herent to Arabic script, by the absence of indications regarding the epoch 
to which these data belong, and by a very inconvenient system of enumera
tion of the localities, partly based on some unknown itineraries (cf. 38., 48.) 
and partly on an arbitrary division of the map into a number of zones, 
running in various directions, without much consideration for political 
and geographical divisions (see Qinnauj and its dependencies treated 
under 29., 38., 39., 46., and 53.).

The Kings of India.

All Arab travellers pay much attention to the political organization of 
India and to the mutual relations of the Indian kings (cf. Yule-Cordier,
i, 241-4). The system described by them is recognizable also in our 
author.

In the ex trem e  east  three kings are mentioned : that of Assam (Qämarün), 
represented as master of Sanf and Mandai, that of Fansür (Sumatra) 
called S. tühä( ?), and that of Qimär (Khmer), see 1.-6. To the same 
group belong the three countries 8.-10. lying on the Chinese frontier, 
(evidently west of Yün-iian).

On the east coast of India proper is named the king d a h u m  (sic), lord 
of a mighty army of 300,000. Roughly speaking, his possessions comprised 
the country between Carnatic,in the south (cf. §7, 5.) and the Ganges 
basin in the north. Dahum’s kingdom marched in the north (north-west ?) 
with that of the “Indian räy” (the raja of Qinnauj?) along the Vindhya 
Range and the Lesser Mihrän (Narbadä), evidently in their more easterly 
parts.1 Dahum’s name has numerous variants in Muslim sources. Sulay
mân the Merchant, p. 29 (Ferrand’s tr., p. 50), has He places him 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the Ballah-rä (v.i.) and the kings of 
Gujra and Täqin (v.i.), adding that he is at war with both the Ballah-rä 
and the king of Gujra. Though not of noble extraction Ruhmî was a 
powerful monarch.2 I.Kh., 67 (whose relation to Sulaymân is not quite

1 For in the west was the kingdom of g°ld> silver, aloes, sm.r (chowries, yak-
the Ballah-rä. tails), cowrie-money, and spotted rhino-

a Hehad 50,000 elephants and 10,000- ceroses. [H. A. R. Gibb suggests that
15,000 fullers and washermen in the the sentence y i  ^ L a î
army, and in his country were found \*\\ ^  ^ IjJ» must mean:
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clear), says: “and after [the Ballah-rä] (comes) the king Jurz who has 
/öfri-dirhams; after him Ghäba; after him R.hmï ( ^ j  variant: ^5), 
between whose (possessions) and (those of) the other, (kings) is a distance of 
a year, and he is said to possess 50,000 elephants as well as cotton and velvet 
garments and Indian aloes. Then after him (comes) the king of Qämarün, 
whose kingdom adjoins China. . . .” Ya'qübï, Historiae, i, 106, mentions 

between Dänq (j;U, perhaps: * j^ ?) and the Ballah-rä and considers 

him the most important of the kings ruling over a most extensive country 
which lay by some sea and produced gold. Mas'üdî, Murüj, i, 384, says 
that R.hmay’s territory is conterminous with those of Jurz and the Ballah- 
ray ; he possesses 50,000 elephants and some people pretend with exaggera
tion that in his army there are 10-15 thousand fullers and washermen; 
R.hmay’s possessions comprise both land and sea.1 Beyond him lives the 
king of in whose possession there is no sea and whose people are
white and have pierced ears. The latter kingdom evidently corresponds 
to j -ΛΜ, which I.R., 133, mentions after Qimär (good-looking people, boys 
married at a tender age).2

Yule-Cordier, i, 243, suggested the identification of *Ruhmï> &c., with 
Pegu, called in Burma Rahmaniya [Ssk. Rämanya-desd], but with a note
worthy reservation: “I should be sorry’’, says he, “to define more parti
cularly the limits of the region intended by the Arab writer [i.e. Mas'üdî].” 
This cautious suggestion3 becomes still less alluring in view of our text 
which attributes to Dahum the whole of the east coast of India.

Our analysis of the Arab sources enables us to infer the identity of the 
forms pAj,4 but it is still to be seen whether our author has

not transferred to the original Ruhm/Dahum some traits of a king whose 
name was very celebrated in the second half of the 10th century, namely of 
Dhanga (a .d . 950-99) who was the best-known king of the Chandël family 
which ruled in the province of Jejäkabhukti, Le. the present-day Bundel- 
khand lying between the Jumna and Narbadä. The Chandêls, who first 
came into notice about A.D. 831, had gradually advanced from the south 
until the Jumna became their frontier with the rajas of Kanauj in whose 
affairs they intervened on several occasions. In 989-90 DhaÄga joined the 
league formed against Mahmüd of Ghazni by Jaypäl of Vayhind (explicitly 
mentioned by our author under 56.). See V. Smith, o.c.t 405-7. If,
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“ [others] say that the utmost limit of 
his regular army is from 10,000 to
15,000 [men].” However, Murüj, i, 
384, shows that already Mas'üdî had 
imagined that the passage referred to

1 The source of this and several other 
details in Mas'üdî is Sulaymän who is 
evidently to be understood by “the 
informer” {al-mukhbir), Lc., i, 393.

2 Perhaps the Burmese are meant by

*  cd-Arman. In a Mon inscription (a j ) .  
i i o i )  the Burmese are called Mtrmd; in 
later Burmese their nanie is Mranmä> 
see G . H. Luce, Note on the Peoples of 
Burma (quoted under 8.-10.).

3 For Tomaschek’s identifications, 
vL· under 8.-10.

4 Ibn Iyäs in Arnold’s Chrest. Arabica,, 
1853, pp. 66-73, invoking the authority 
of Mas'üdî says that (sic) is the name 

of the king of tfjL*(?).



however, d in Oakum and a common frontier1 between Dahum and Kanauj 
may refer to Dhaùga, the mention of the great part of the east coast of 
India as belonging to Dahum does not apply to this king. The basic 
characteristics of RuhmïjDahum point back to the times before a .d . 850 
and it must be left to the specialists in Indian history to decide to which 
dynasty of north-eastern or eastern India they may refer (Orissa, Eastern 
Chalukyas of Vengi who ruled A.D. 815-960, &c.). /

The so u th e r n m o st  part o f  India (Madura?) is described as the realm 
o f  a queen (räniya) [12. and perhaps 11.].

On the west coast the king Balharay, or better b a ll a h - r ä  [in our text 
several times *Ballahräy ; Persian räy =  raja], is represented as paramount. 
His name probably reproduces thè Indian title, Vallabha-räja, which 
several times occurs in the Rästraküta dynasty, cf. Ray, o.c.y 577, and 
Sir T. W. Arnold’s article Balharay in EL Even apart from the title 
of Ballah-rä, the kings so called who, according to the Arabs, were 
powerful opponents (from the south) of the rulers of Qinnauj, can only 
be the Rästrakütas of the Deccan (a .d . 743-974). Sulaymân, p. 28, says 
that the Ballah-rä’s kingdom starts2 from the coast called *al-Kumkamy
i.e. Konkan, the region stretching along the sea between Bombay and Goa.3 
Mas'üdî, i, 162, 177, and 1st., 173, definitely mention, as the Ballah-rä’s 
residence, Mânkïr, Le. Manyakheta, now Malkhed, south of Gulbarga 
(Haydaräbäd). The Muslims living in great numbers in the Ballah-rä’s 
possessions sided with him against the raja of Qinnauj, and consequently 
were likely to exaggerate his power. Sulaymân calls him “the king of the 
kings of Hind”, cf. I.Kh., 67. The same tendency accounts perhaps for 
the inclusion of Malabär by our author in the dominions of the Ballah-rä. 
In the north 15. Qämuhul (v.i)y situated at 4 days’ distance from Kanbäya, 
belonged to the Ballah-rä. Cf. also Idrïsî (Jaubert), pp. 176-7 : “la ville 
de Nahrvära [Bîrünî: Anhilvära<Arihalwätay now Pattan in the northern 
Baroda] est gouvernée par un grand prince qui prend le titre de Balhara.”

Another great king was the raja  o f  q in n a u j  (such is the Arabic spelling, 
in Indian Kanyäkubja> Kanauj) whose army is mentioned under 29. as 
consisting of 150,000 horse and 600 elephants, and under 38. as being
100,000 horse strong. His other title seems to be “Raja of the Indians”, 
(§§ 5, 9. and 6, 16.). Our author includes in his possessions 38. Jälhandar 
(though this latter had princes of its own, Ray, o.c.y 138) and even considers 
as his vassals the Shâhï kings of Gandhära (56. Vayhind) and those 
of 75. Qashmlr (but vL  57.).

Sulaymân does not mention Qinnauj but speaks, p. 28, trans. Ferrand, 
48, of àie ju r z  king who possessed the best cavalry in India, was at war 
both with Ballah-rä and die king of Ruhmi, hated Islam and the Arabs

1 § 5, 9.: “a mountain” , perhaps “a kam was the name of Ballah-rä’s country, 
watershed” ? 3 Bîrünî, India, 99: “ the province of

2 I.Kh., 67, I .R., 134, and Mas'üdî, Kunkan, and its capital Täna [Thäna, 
Murüj, i, 383, have somewhat misunder- near Bombay] on the sea-coast.”
stood Sulaymân in saying that Kum-
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and reigned over a “tongue” of territory (zva huzoa faid lisdnin min al-ard). 
Yet Sulaymän’s continuator Abü Zayd, p. 127 (Ferrand, 123), mentions 
Qinnauj as “a great city in the Jurz kingdom” . Mas'üdî, on the one hand, 
speaks of the king of Qinnauj called Ba ’Ür a  (v.i. under 53. Bïrüza) who 
possessed four armies, each seven to nine hundred thousand strong, of 
which the northern one was directed against the Muslims of Multän, the 
southern against the Ballah-ray, and the two others against any eventual 
enemy, see Murüjy i, 372-4, cf. Marquart, £rdnsahry 263-4. On the other 
hand, he, o.e., i, 383, separately speaks of the king Juzr (sic), whose kingdom 
lay “on a tongue of territory” and who “from one side” attacked the 
Ballah-ray’s possessions.

In fact the kings of Qinnauj belonged to the Gurjara-Pratîhâra dynasty 
(8th century— a .d . 1037) and the name *Jurz (<Gurz) stands correctly 
for Gurjara.1 Our author’s statements with regard to the extent of the 
Qinnauj dominions may appear somewhat exaggerated (cf. 38., 56., 57.) 
yet the latest authority (Ray, o.e., Introduction, p. xxxvii) confirms that 
“the Gurjara-Pratîhâra empire embraced the whole of Northern India 
(excepting Sind), western portions of the Panjäb, Kashmir, Nepal, Assam 
and portions of Bengal, Central Provinces and Orissa” .

In the SUB-HIMALAYAN region five principalities are mentioned, of which 
41. Hytal, 42. Tythäl, and 43. Bytäl (Nepal?) lay in the region of 
Nepal (v.i.)y whereas 44. Tâqî (Takka-desa?) and 45. Salüqï (Chambä?) 
must be looked for in the neighbourhood of Kashmir. The S.lüqï king 
was particularly famous for his nobility (v.i. 45.).

As regards MUSLIM possessions (see now Ray, o.e., p . 24) Mansüra 
belonged to the descendants of Omar b. 'Abdil-'Azïz, a native of Bäniya, 
descended from the Quraishite Habbär b. Aswad, 1st., 173, cf. §27, 1. 
and v.i. 16., whereas the ancestor of the amirs of Multän was the Quraishite 
Säma b. Lu’ayy. The dynasty of Mansüra recognized thè 'Abbäsid 
caliphs, whereas that of Multän, the Fätimid caliphs of Egypt, Maq., 485, 
(v.i. 32). The amirs of Multän were the immediate neighbours and 
enemies of the raja of Qinnauj and they are said to have had under their 
sway even the town of 53. Bïrüza (named after the title of the raja of 
Qinnauj) and Lahore, in which case the communications of Qinnauj with 
its northern feudatories were of a precarious nature.

Description of India.

We shall now proceed to the identification of single localities mentioned 
in the text.

The plan of the chapter is the following: 1.-6. localities to the east of 
India, stretching east of the Bay of Bengal from north to south; 7. localities 
of the east coast of India enumerated from south to north; 8.-10. localities

1 The mention of the “tongue of name to some other branch of the 
territory” most probably refers to the Gurjara tribe. On the Gujrät of the 
peninsula of Gujarat which owes its Panjâb, va. 46.
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on the Chinese frontier (west of Yün-nan); 11.-14. localities along the 
south ( ?) and west coasts of India (beginning to the south of 7.) ; 15 .-29. loca
lities of a semicircular zone beginning south of the Indus, then following 
upstream the course of the Narbada and ending at Qinnauj on the Ganges;
30.-40. localities on the left bank of the Indus (beginning in the north 
of Sind) and of the Panjâb; 41.-5. sub-Himalayan principalities; 
47.-57. northernmost zone going west to east from southern Afghanistan 
to Kashmir.

1.-4. and 6. are well-known names but their sequence in our text 
reflects some confusion in the author’s ideas. From Assam he passes to 
Sumatra (already treated in the chapter on the islands, §4, 5.-6.) and 
Indo-China (in the latter, Sanf and Qimär ought to be named side by side 
but by some mistake Sanf is placed under Assam!).

1. Qämarün (*Qämarüb), I.Kh., 13, is Kämarüpa, modem Assam. 
The dynastic history of Assam is little known. From circa a .d . 800-circa 
1000, the Prälambha dynasty ruled in Assam, Ray, o.e., 241, 268.

2. Sanf is the regular Arabic rendering of Indian Champa. The cele
brated country of aloes was Champa, southern Annam, on which see 
Georges Maspero, Le Royaume de Champa, Paris 1928 (reprinted from the 
T'oung-Pao, 1911). Cf. I.Kh., 68: Sanf at 3 days’ distance from Qimär 
(v.i. 6.). There seems to have existed a Muslim colony in Champa as 
shown by P. Ravaisse, Deux inscriptions coufiques du Campa, in Jour. As., 
Oct. 1922, pp. 247-89; one of the documents is a tumular inscription of 
some Ahmad b. Abi Ibrähim b. 'Arräda al-rahdär who died in 401/1039, 
and the other a sort of tariff for Muslim merchants [unfortunately the 
exact place of the finds is not known]. If our author’s report on Sanf being 
a part of Qämarün is not a mere mistake, the name in our case stands for 
some different place. The names of the type Chamba, Champa, &c., are 
frequent in India, see the state Charnbä, south-east of Kashmir, Champa 
east of Bilaspur, Central Provinces, and curiously enough a Champa is 
situated near the source of the river Manäs, which rises in Bhutan and 
falls into the Brahmaputra; this Manäs formed the western frontier of 
Kämarüpa.1

3. Mandai by its meaning (mandât “province”) is a vague term, Elliot, i, 
390. I.Kh., 51, mentions a Mandai in Sind. Ferrand, 315, tentatively 
locates the celebrated place producing aloes at Mandali (v.i. 12.), on the 
continent opposite Ceylon, which is doubtful. In our text Mandai belongs 
to Assam (!) and in this case ought to be sought in its neighbourhood (cf. 
VyäghratatiMandala in the Ganges Delta ?). [But Mandalay is a late name.]

4. 5. Fansür<Panchür, celebrated camphor port, lay on the western

1 In modem Persian champä, or name of the flower <  Sanskrit champaka,
champa, is applied to (1) a white flower is already attested in Pahlavi ckambak;
resembling a zambaq (and also called the name of the rice birtnj-i champä may
gtd-i champi) and (2) a kind of rice; reflect a geographical name, but which
according to the Burhän-i qäpV both exactly?
“ came to Iran from Hindüstän” . The
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coast of Sumatra immediately south of Baros (§ 4, b 8.), see I.R., 138, and 
Mohïty Maps XXV-XXVI. Cf. Ferrand, Çrïvidjaya, pp. 55,95, who, more
over, p. 72, admits the existence of a second *Panchur, an island off the 
eastern coast of Sumatra. The town H.dd.njtra ( ?) and the king S.tuhä are 
unknown unless Ujk~ stands either for Sailendra, “lord of the mountains”, 
title of the Srivijaya dynasty, or for the later (isth-i6th century) or

Sumatra, cf. Ferrand, ibid., pp. 80 and 86.1 The mention of a port 
of Sumatra is out of place in the present chapter and ought to come under 
§ 4> B (5.-8.)·

6. Qimär =  Khmer, i.e. Cambodia on the Me-kong. The Khmer 
empire formed in a .d . 802 lasted till the middle of the thirteenth century, 
Grousset, Histoire de VExtrême Orient, 1929, pp. 559, 568, 587..I.Kh., 68, 
counts from Qimär to Sanf 3 days following the coast. Prohibition of adultery 
is also mentioned in I.Kh., 47, and I.R., 132 (who names as the original 
author of this report Abü 'Abdillâh Muhammad b. Ishäq, ©.s., p. 27).2

7. I.Kh., 63-4, gives an itinerary along the eastern coast of India (going 
northwards): from the estuary of the Küdäfarid (Godavari) 2 days to 
Kaylkän (Portuguese: Calingam?), al-Lavä (?) and K.nja ( =  Ganjam); 
thence to Samundar < Samudra (north of Ganjam, south of the Rio de 
Paluro =  Baruva, Mohitx Map I), 10 farsakhs; thence to *Ürishïn (spelt:

=  Orissa) 12 farsâkhs; thence to L·*) 4 days. Our Ür.shïn and
S.m.nd.r are the firm points of comparison. According to the order of 
enumeration Andräs would lie south of Orissa, somewhere towards thé 
Godavari. The name Andräs (or perhaps Andrà'iya, Andräniya, 
Andräliya ?) recalls Andhra, as the region between the Godavari and Kistna 
is called. H.rk.nd and N.myäs must be sought north of Orissa. In the 
Preface to the second edition (1906) of Maq., de Goeje quotes Marquart’s 
emendation: Harkand<*Harikel(xS^ <  or Jiy>). Indeed, Harikela 
is the name of Eastern Bengal. An inscription of the end of the tenth century 
mentions the conquest by the king of Harikela of Chandradvipa (which 
is still the administrative name of the districts of Bakergunj, Khulna, and 
Faridpur, on the western bank of the Ganges near its estuary), see Ray,
o.c., i, 322. This Harikel excellently fits our case, but some difficulty per
sists with regard to the general use of the term χ ζ *  which seems to stand 
for several similar but different local names (v.s.9 note to § 4, 11.). In 
Sulaymân, pp. 5-9 (and Abü-Zayd, ibid., 123), the Harkand sea comprises 
the waters between the Laccadives and Malabär, as well as those round 
Ceylon, and stretches even as far as Ramm, i.e. Sumatra (§ 4, 5.)! Our 
N.myäs, according to its place in the enumeration, seems to lie still farther 
east. It must be identical with N.yars which Ibn Iyäs, Arnold’s Chresto- 
mathia Aràbica, p. 71, mentions in the neighbourhood of China (before 
[ =  east of?] Orissa). As regards the produce of the region, I.Kh., 64, 
mentions both the elephants and the aloes “carried in fresh water” to

1 The state of Skumutra (?) on the N E. 2 Chau Ju-kua (a .d . 1225), p. 61, says 
coast of the island is mentioned by Ibn that adultery was severely punished in 
Battuta; iv, 230. San-fo-ts'i (Palembang in Sumatra).
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Sjn.ncLr from places 15-20 days distant from there. I.Kh. evidently 
means that the aloes wood was floated on rivers, such as Godavari. Cf. 
Idrïsï, trans. Jaubert, p. 180: “On apporte [à Samundar] du bois d* aloès 
du pays de Kârmüt, distant de 15 jours, par un fleuve dont les eaux sont 
douces.” I.Kh. confirms the high rank of the king of this region (cf. our 
Dahum?). dJL·- (read: dLi *shank) is Ssk. sankha. The text suggèsts 
perhaps that the éankha is the peculiar trait of this country, but these conchs 
were usually employed as insignia of the kings, cf. Sulaymän, p. 7, Ray,
o.c., 1,456 and Yule, Hobson-Jobson (1903), p. 1843 : chank, chunk.

8.-10., located on the frontier of China, come as an intermezzo in the 
description of the Indian coast.
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H.-'Ä. iiîU

Ya'qübï j»L

Sulaymän jjU

Mas'üdî or £>] jjU

Ya'qübï, Historiae, i, 106, also places them near China with which they 
were at war. Sulaymän, p. 32 (Ferrand, 52), says that the Müja have a 
white complexion and dress like Chinamen; good musk is found in their 
country, through which stretch long ranges of white mountains; Mäb.d is 
a larger country, and the inhabitants, of whom many live in China, have 
still more resemblance to. Chinamen.

The three countries must be sought in the neighbourhood of Burma 
(west of Yüii-nan). Prof. G. H. Luce of the Rangoon University, to whom 
I submitted my passage, has most kindly communicated to me (21.v.i933) 
a series of very valuable materials1 and personal suggestions. As regards 
T.sül (Ya'qübï: T.rsül; absent elsewhere), Prof. Luce quotes as a parallel 
the name Tirchul found in the old Mon inscription (circa a .d . i i o i )  edited 
by Dr. C. O. Blagden. On the other hand, in the New T ’ang History 
(ch. 222) it is said that “the P’iao call themselves T ’u-lo-chu. The Javanese 
call them T ’u-li-ch’ü” . Consequeiitlythe Tirchul may be the people knownin 
Burman history as Pyü (P’iao) who together with the Mons were in occu
pation of the plains of Burma during the ninth century. Later on the Mons 
probably pushed back the Pyü into the central and upper Burma. By 
A.D. 1060 both had yielded to the domination of the Mranma (Burmans).2

The Man-shu composed by Fan-ch’o after a .d . 863, ir the enumeration 
of the barbarian kingdoms bordering on the T ’ai kingdom of Nan-chao 
(Yün-nan), mentions at the first place the Mi-no (*myie-nak) and Mi-ch’ên

1 Cf. Luce, Note on the peoples of says that Qïrjtj lies beyond the kingdom 
Burma in the I 2 t h - i 3 t h  century a .d . \$£j\ by the sea which deposits much 
m Census of India IÇ31 * vol. xi. Burma, amber; the country also produces much 
parti, Rangoon i 933> PP· 296-306.  ̂ ivory and a small quantity of pepper.

2 Sulaymän and Masüdî give here According to Mas'üdî, Murûj, i, 388, 
à name which looks entirely different F.r./y lay on a peninsula.
from our *TirsiU: Sulaymän, p. 32,



(*myie-£iën). The former apparently lived on the river Mi-no =  Chindwin 
(one of the head-waters of the Irawaddy) ; the latter, according to P. Pelliot, 
lived near the mouth of the Irawaddy. Prof. Luce compares the names of 
these peoples with those of the Mänak and Müja1 though he does not con
ceal some difficulties for such an identification: according to the Chinese 
sources the people of Mi-ch’ên had “black short faces” (not “a white com
plexion” !) ; likewise doubtful are the points on musk and4‘strong fortresses” . 
One may remark that the “white” mountains do not necessarily refer to 
snowy peaks; Dr. Blagden tells me that many of the mountains in Burma 
are of calcareous formation.2

11.-14. continue the description of the coast towards the south (in 
opposite direction to the enumeration under 7.).

11. corresponds to I.Kh., 63, “from which the inhabitants 
of Sarandib receive their provisions” . De Goeje, following Yule, reads 
Bäpattan (?). Whatever the proper reading of the first element of this 
name, the place certainly lay south of the Coromandel coast.

12. oftoj corresponds to which I.R., 134, places in the biläd al- 
aghhäb adding that its queen is called Räbiya and that the tallest elephants 
are found there. De Goeje took for qJ$j\ in I.Kh. (v.s. 7.), but this 
is surely a confusion. Our author clearly discriminates between the two 
localities respectively belonging to the queen Räniya (*räm) and Dahum. 
He describes as a sort of peninsula and mentions pepper among its 
products which points to a southern situation. He follows I.R. in saying 
that the sea near Ür.shfïn is bahr al-aghbab. This name, omitted in § 3, is 
usually applied to the sea near the southern extremity of India. Abü Zayd 
(in Sulaymân, p. 123) says: “opposite (Sarandib) vsst aghbäb are found. 
The meaning of ghubb is a huge river [or valley, wâdï] extremely long and 
wide which disembogues (masabb) into the sea” .3 On the strength of our 
passage S. Lévi (d. 6.X1.1935) suggested for Urshfm the Mandam penin
sula continued towards Ceylon by the Ramesväram island. Instead of our

w

I.Kh., 63, mentions where the maritime route for eastbound 
ships bifurcated: one branch followed the east coast of India while the 
other went to Ceylon and China.4 Mas'üdî, i, 394, has an interesting

1 The name resembles that of the Yémen, Edrisi, Climat I, sect. 6, Jaubert, 
Mo-so tribes in south-western China, i, 54 : jjsJ \ t-jJl

but its alternative suggests that 4 D r. Barnett suggests for B.llin
their common original contained a ch “ Baliapatam, more correctly Valapat-
sound: *Mucha, or * Mocha. |anam> a few miles NW . of Cannanore

2 On Tomaschek’s Map I, Mohit, the in Cirakkal Taluk, Malabar District, 
kingdom “Ruhm!” occupies the estuary which is Ptolemy’s Βαλαιττάτνα” [ed. 
of the Ganges; al-Müja occupies the Renou, 1925, vii, ch.i, §6: Βαληπάτνα]. 
.coastal region of Burma; al-Arman is This would indicate for BJlin a much 
located in Pegu (near Rangoon) and more westerly position than Ürsh.fîn. 
al-Mäyad (compared with Moi) is shown Howëver, it must be remembered that 
round the Bay of Tonkin. LKh. places B Jlin at 2 days’ distance to

3 Dozy, Supplément aux diet. arabes: the south (or SE.) of Malay (Malabar)

A golfé, appartient au dialecte de and at 1 day’s distance from Ceylon.
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passage in which immediately after the king of Sarandib is mentioned the 
king of £àjjXa (variants &jjXa and ^  “which is a country
opposite the Sarandib island, as well as opposite Qimäf . . . [text out of 
order] . . .  and every king1 ruling the country of M.ndürfïn is called 
al-Qayday” [the last element perhaps -ray instead of -day].2 Bïrünï, Canon, 
describes ^  ^Χ λ (*Mandurï-pattan) as “the harbour and embarcation 
point (ma bar “ferry”) for Sarandib, lying in theghubb” .3 Idrïsï (Jaubert), 
pp. 185-7, describes as a small town on the sea-coast near which lies 
a celebrated island of the same name where elephants* are caught. This 
island is also known for its rhubarb, iron-mines, and a tree called 
From t0 fa1 direction of China) the distance is of 3 days.4 
Abul-Fidä, p. 355, mentions a town Manïfattan on the Macbar coast, 
identified by Yule with Malipatan which the Jesuit traveller Bouchet 
places “on the shore of Palk’s bay, a little north of where our maps show 
Devipattan”, see Yule’s remarks in Elliot-Dowson, viii, Index, p. xl, 
[though probably Maiiïfattan is only a mis-spelling of *Mandurï-fattan> 
found by Abul-Fidä in some other source of his]. The Mohït, Map XVII, 
mentions in the same region a locality as the first place which the 
boats coming from Indo-China find on the east coast of India [on Portu
guese maps Beadala> Bedala ?].

If the first elements of these names are still doubtful, the second part' of 
the compounds can be safely restored as -battan [©.$. 11.], or -fattan, 
rendering Inàìzn pattan. The names all refer to the same important locality 
in the southernmost part of India from which the roads of the east-bound 
ships bifurcated, but it is possible that in the course of time several different 
harbours were used by the navigators, or even that the site of the principal 
port was moved.

13. Malay =  Malayabär, “Malabar coast” (Abul-Fidä, p. 353: jLA\) 
could hardly be under the direct rule of the Ballah-räy. In I.Kh., 64, whose 
enumeration runs from west to east, Malay comes immediately before 
BJlxn, vs. 12.

14. 1st. (whom our author follows in the opposite direction) gives the 
distances, pp. 172, 179: Kanbäya to Sübära 4 marhalas; thence to Sindän 
5 marhalas; thence to Saymür 5 marhalas; thence to Sarandib 15 marhalas. 
Mas'üdî, Murüjy i, 330, who visited the Ballah-räy’s possessions in 303/915, 
gives a somewhat „different enumeration: Saymür, Sübära, Täna, Sindän,

. 3 Abul-Fidä, p. 353, in his quotation 
from the Canon seems to have misread 

-pattan into ^  “between” .

4 Idrïsï is certainly wrong for I.Kh., 
69, counts 100 farsakhs from Sanf {vs. 
2. Annam) to Lüqki, “ the first of the 
ports of China” (awwalu marâqï al-Sin).
O. Franke, Zur Geschichte der Exterri
torialität in China, p. 894 (13) identifies 
Arabic Lukim (read: Luqtn) with Lung- 
pien in Tonking, south-east of Hanoi.
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Generally speaking a place on the west 
coast of India is hardly suitablè for 
bifurcation of roads leading farther east.

z King, not queen, as in I.R. and the 
H .-Ä .  In Sulaymän, p. 6, a queen is 
mentioned in the Dibäjät, i.e. the Lacca
dive, Scc.y islands.

2 Ferrand, Çrividjaya, p. 62, explains 
the name as “Mandùrapatan, la capitale 
de Madura” , but the city of Madura lies 
far inland.



and Kanbäya; like our author he, too, praises the sandals of Kanbäya. 
in our text1 is a mis-spelling for 1st., 170, Maq., 477: and Bîrünî, 
India, 102, j j+fTy both transcriptions standing for *Chaymür which was 
identified by Yule with Ptolemy’s, vii, i, 6, Σημνλα, modem Chaul in the 
Kolaba district of Bombay. Sindän, Sanjam of Portuguese maps and St. 
John of English ones, lay south of Daman in the Thana district of Bombay; 
Sübära =  Σονππάρα (cf. Mas'üdî, i, 253, Sufära) also in Thana; Kanbäya 
=  Cambay in Gujarat. On the Külï of Cambay v.s., § 6, 16.

15. 1st., 176, 179, places Qämuhul at 4 marhalas from Kanbäya at the 
beginning of the frontier of Hind (i.e. the frontier of the Ballah-ray’s 
possessions with Sind).

16. 1st., 175, spells Bdniya adding that the said Omar was the grand
father (jadd) of the conquerors of Mansüra.

17. This Qandähar (Indian Ghandhâr) is totally different from its 
Muslim namesakes in Afghänistän and the Panjab, v.i. 56. Some light on 
its position is thrown by § 6,16. Idrîsï counts from it to Naharvära (Anhil- 
vara) 5 days in a cart. It stood in the eastern comer of the gulf of Cambay, 
see Ibn Battüta, iv, 58, cf. Marquart, Erânsahr, pp. 266-8. Both the 
Mohïty Map XIII (Bandar-i Ghandäri),and Portuguese maps, ibid. (Bandel 
Guandari), show it between Cambay and Broach (evidently in the bay of 
Amod, SW. of Baroda).2

18.-24. were situated in the neighbourhood (more or less immediate) 
of the Narbadä, for in the description of that river (§ 6,16.) our 21., 23., 24. 
(with the addition of Nu’nîn) are mentioned in the opposite direction, i.e. 
following the course of the river, whereas the enumeration in § 10 starts 
with 17. Qandähar, situated near the estuary of the river, and then goes 
•eastwards up the Narbadä river. This must be the clue for the future 
identification of the localities, of which the names are disfigured. The 
additional jjp  must correspond to one of the towns 18., 19., 20., or 22., and 
more probably to which not only is mentioned immediately before 
Nünün (cf. the order in § 6,16.) but in Arabic cursive has some resemblance 
to ois- I* would be tempting further to consider both these forms as 
corruptions of ofrj\ i-e- Ujjain, a place of great fame, through which Indian 
geographers drew their o° of longitude, v.s.*n.ote to § 4,13.; Greek Όζήνη; 
I.R., 22: Bîrünî, Canon: olL>· j

Bîrünî, India, p. 159: ^ j \  or Ujjain does not 4ie on the Narbadä, 
but the terms of § 6, 16. cannot be interpreted too strictly. As regards the 
important Nünün (òjy) one would tentatively identify it with the capital 
of Mälwä: Mandü (*jx* or perhaps jjîU in Arabic script) situated to the 
north of the Narbadä on the top of an offshoot of the Vindhya range and 
possessing unique natural defences: it could hardly be overlooked in

1 Perhaps this form has been influ- här with Khandâr (60 miles inland of 
enced by the name mentioned under § 5, Kathiawar) and Kanthkot, or Kanthgar, 
9. which seems to stand for a different in Kachh (cf. Ibn al-Athir, ix, 243 : 
place. 4AJCÎ* ), see Burgess in Elliot-Dowson,

2 For earlier identifications of Qanda- 0.c.> viii, Geogr. Index, p. xl.
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enumeration. The Paramära dynasty ruled in Mandü in the 8th-i3th 
centuries, G. Yazdani, Mandü, The City of Joy, Oxford, 1929, p. 6.

24. It is not known whether B.lhäri has anything to do with the king 
Ballah-ray whose capital Mankïr =  Mänyakheta lay some 350 miles south 
of the Narbadâ. Bïrünï, India, 102, mentions a locality called Vallabha, 
but places it south of Jymwr (*Chaymur > Chaul, v.s. 14.), i.e. probably in 
Konkan, v j .9 p. 239, line 18.

25. and 26.-8. are obscure but in view of the closing sentence of 25. seem 
to lie in Central India in the direction of Qinnauj.

29. Qinnauj (so in Arabic, for Kanyäkubja>Kanauj) on the Ganges, 
seat of the powerful Gurjara-Pratihära kings (a .d . 836-1037), Ray, o.e., 
570-611, v.s., p. 239, and v.i. 38.-39., 46., and 53.

30.-44. Muslim possessions on the Indus forming a digression in the 
middle of the enumeration of the Qinnauj dependencies. Our author, 
who takes the Indus for the geographical frontier between Sind and 
Hind, describes here also some towns of the left bank of this river which 
1st., 171, does not separate from the rest of Sind (§ 27).

30. 1st., 171, 175, places Qallarî, Annarï, Bulrï, and Rür in Sind. The 
two first lay far to the east of the Indus on the road from Mansüra to 
Multän. The situation of Annarï is uncertain. Bulrï lay to the west of the 
Indus, where a branch (khalij) separated from the river beyond Mansüra. 
A Bulrï is shown on Cousens’s map [cf. § 27], 40 miles south of Haydaräbäd. 
Rür, encircled by a double wall, was not second in size to Multan, and 
formed the limit of [the possessions of] Mansüra. The ruins of al-Rür 
(Arür, Alor), the ancient capital of Sind, are situated near Rohri, see H. 
Cousens, ol., 76-9, and Minorsky, Les Tsiganes Lull, in Jour. As., April 
1931, p. 286.

31. 1st., 175, places Basmad at 1 farsakh to the east of the river, at 2 
marhalas from Multän, and at 3 marhalas from Rür.

32. I.R., 135-7,1st., 173-5. According to I.R., 135, the amïr of Multän 
did not obey the lord of Mansüra, but read the khutba in the name of the 
caliph (amir al-mrfminiti). By his term “Maghribï” our author means1 
that the khutba in Multän was read for the Fätimid caliph, and this fact is 
confirmed by Maq., 485: jldil U\j. The term maghribï is 
found in Maq., 195b (Cod. Constantinopolitanus), where it is said of Crete 
that ^  Uj*iiJj “the Western One (i.e. the Fätimid caliph) de
livered it from (the Byzantines)” .

33. According to 1st., 175, jj\jX9r *Chandror was the military camp of 
the amïr.

34. Jab.rs.rï unknown. 35. Bahräyij. The amïr of Multän could not 
possibly control the town and district of Bahraich, situated north of Gogra, 
some 125 miles to the north-east of Qinnauj; consequently some different 
place is meant here.

36. JJ(J must be Lahore on the Râvï (Ssk. Lavapura, modem Lahaur),
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though its name is spelt in Bîrünî, India, 102 : Löhävar, and in Idrïsï, 
transi, by Jaubert, 170: Lahävar. In Bîrünî, Indiay 102, 163, JJf) (or 1) 
stands for an entirely different place, the fortress Lohara on the western 
approaches of Kashmir. Cf. M. A. Stein, Memoir on Maps . . .  of Kashmir, 
inJASB, lxviii, part i, extra No. 2,1889, p. 20.

37. *Rämayän jU j  must correspond to jbUj which Maq., 478, men
tions among the dependencies of Multän. It lay at a distance of 5 days 
from 38. and evidently to the west of it, seeing that 38. belonged to Qinnauj 
and 37. to Multän.

38. 39. Qinnauj (Kanauj) itself was quoted under 29. as the last in that 
series of localities. With 38. and 39. we come back to the possessions of the 
raja of Qinnauj, this time approaching the basin of the Ganges from the 
Panjab (N. to SE.).

38. Jälhandar =  Jälandhara, now Jullundur in the Panjab, between the 
Bias and Sutlej. Cf. Hsüan-Tsang, Si-yu-ki (Beal), i, 175.

39. No parallel could be found for S.läbür, unless it is related to *Sim- 
hapura (Seng-ha-pu-lo) which Hsüan-Tsang, Life, St. Julien, p. 89, Beal, 
p. 67, and Si-yu-ki, St. Julien, i, 172, Beal, i, 143, mentions on die way 
from Takshasila to Kashmir (and further to Jälandhara, v.s. 38.). Seng- 
ha-pu-lo lay at 700 li =  circa 403 Km. to the south-east of Takshasila,1 
had no king, was a dependency of Kashmir and possessed a natural fortress. 
The location of Seng-ha-pu-lo cannot be regarded as finally settled. Cun
ningham, Ancient Geography of India, re-edited by S. M. Sastri, Calcutta 
1924, p. 145, identified Simhapura with Ketäs {Katäs, Katäksha), lying on 
the northern side of the Salt Range (which stretches along the right bank 
of the Jhelam), but Watters in his commentary on Hsüen-Tsang, i, 248,
ii, 263, thinks that the Chinese traveller, rightly or wrongly, thought of 
Simhapura as lying north (or north-east) of Takshasila, not south-east of it! 
In our text both S.läbür and Kashmir (v.i. 57.) are dependencies of 
Qinnauj. To judge by thé variety of currency2 in S.läbür it was a busy 
commercial town but it is noteworthy that salt is not mentioned among 
its products.

40. òjfij, (or jÛ ô i) must be identical with which Maq., 
478, mentions as a dependency of Qinnauj. The detail about the sacred 
water makes one think of Benares (Väränasi, Bîrünî, Canon : Bänärsi) which 
was a part of the dominions of the rajas of Qinnauj, Ray, o.e., 579, but 
“5 days to Tibet” is evidently too short a distance for Benares, even 
if by Tibet some of the principalities 41.-3. are meant. The name, 
apparently disfigured, has some outward resemblance to Budä’un (jy\j{) 
but it is still to be seen whether the latter fulfils the conditions of our text.

41.-3. undoubtedly situated in the sub-Himalayan region. 41. About 
Jtjfc (or JLa, § 5, 9 B.) we know that it was the nearest of the three to 
Qinnauj from which it was separated by a high mountain. Beyond Hitäl

1 This detail is repeated in the T ’ang- known to the specialists whom I have 
sku, Chavannes, Documents, 167. had the advantage of consulting.

2 The names of the coins were un-
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(H.btäl) the range of mountains crossing India from west to east split into 
two branches. Hïtâl possessed a ruler who was hostile to the raja of 
Qinnauj. 42. Tïthâl is the wild mountainous country separating Hïtâl from
43. Baytâl (Nïtâl) described as a commercial centre from which (Tibetan ?) 
musk was imported. Two of our names also occur in Bïrünï’s Canon at the 
end of the third climate (the text unfortunately without dots) :

the region JL, which is the observation point between (?) . . . (ju»JL\ 
>  ^): long. 1040 35', lat. 300 io'.

the region JL> which is the observation point between Hind and Inner 
Tibet:1 long. 1200 5', lat. 320 5'.

The second country lying to the north (?)-east of the first, according to 
the explanatory sentence, seems to be Nepal and to correspond tò our 43. 
which, by moving the dots, easily becomes *JLj Naypäl, i.e. Nepal. It is, 
however, much more difficult to identify the two other names. 41. follows 
on 40. which, with regard to Qinnauj, lay evidently in the direction of 
“Tibet” (Himalaya). If 40. is Budä’ün (?) the continuation of the line 
Qinnauj-Budä’ün may indicate the direction in which Hïtâl ought to 
be sought, but the identity of 40. is not certain. Hïtâl was evidently an 
important valley considered as “splitting” the Himalaya range: the valleys 
of Sarda, or Gogra in westernmost Nepal would serve that purpose. Ag 
a name resembling our Hïtâl Jtu (Bïrünï: JL>) one may quote Nainïtâl 
(*JLu) to the west of the Sarda river though as an administrative term it 
seems to be of a later origin, The Imperial Gazetteer, xviii, 322-32.2 As 
regards 42. Jli-U it must be sought in the neighbourhood of Dhaulagiri, to 
the west of thé central part of Nepal.

The route from Qinnauj to Nepal quoted in Bïrünï’s India,, 98 (transi., 
201) ran eastwards along the foot of the mountains and did not touch our
41. and 42. From Qinnauj to Bârî, 10 farsakhs; thence to Dügum, 45 fars.; 
thence to the Sh.lhat kingdom (ĉ JLi <CL*)>10 fers. ; thence to the town of 
Bh.t or B.h.t, 12 fars. “Farther on the country to the right is called T.lwt 
(ojir) and the inhabitants Tarü, people of very black colour and flat-nosed 
like the Turks. Thence you come to the mountains of Qâmrü, which 
stretch away as far as the sea. To the left [i.e. to the north of T.lwt] is the 
realm of Naypäl.” Some informer of Bïrünï’s travelled that way: “when 
in T.nwt (ojS), he left the easterly direction and turned to the left. He 
marched to Naypäl, a distance of 20 farsakhs, most of which was up-hill 
country.”3

1 Perhaps ‘Outer Tibet” is here al-Atwâl)t mentions among the towns 
meant for Bïrünï, ibid., places Inner (mudun “lands” ?) of Qinnauj Outer 
Tibet in the fourth climate at long, and Inner Tibet, of which the latter lay 
940 o' lat. 36° o' [perhaps 370 o'?]. For at η marhalas from Qinnauj. On the 
comparison’s sake one may quote the Outer Tibet cf. § 11, 9. 
position of 2 In the region of Nainïtâl there are

Yarkand long. 950 35' lat. 430 40' several names ending in tâl “lake” (<  
x Sikäshim long.. 96° 20' lat. 370 o' Ssk. talla).

Abul-Fidä, 361 (quoting Ibn Said and 3 The identification of the route must
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44 ~6.: These kings must undoubtedly be sought in the direction of 
Kashmir. Of them Sulaymän, pp. 28-9, mentions malik al-Jufz and malik 
*al-Täqin; I.Kh., p. 16 :Jaba9 malik al-Tdqin, malik al-Jurz, *Ghäba, and 
p. 67 : al-Täqin,Jäba, al-Jurz, *Ghäba; I.R., p. 135 : malik al-Täqin, N.jäba, 
al-Jurz. I.Kh/s Â.U * i\c, is perhaps a dittography for iW (GhäbajGäba); 
in any case it cannot be confronted with I.R.’s \ (Mas'üdî, i, 394 : li)l) 
which belongs to the southern group of rulers enumerated by I.R., p. 133 
(as it seems, on the authority of Abü 'Abdilläh Muhammad b. Ishäq).

44. On Tâqï (or Täqin) see Sulaymän, 27, I.Kh., 13,1.R., 130. It is the 
country Takka-desa, or Takka-visaya mentioned in the Räjataranginl, ed. 
by M. A. Stein, 1900,1,205 et passim. Hsüan-Tsang, Si-yu-ki (Beal), i, 165, 
calls it Tseh-kia and describes it as bordering in the east on the Vipäsa 
(Bias) and in the west on the Indus. Its capital lay circa 15 li ( =  8*6 kilo
metres) to the north-east of Shê-kie-lo (Sâkala, Sialkot). Cf. S. Lévi, 
Notes chinoises sur Vlnde, in BEFEO, v, 1905, p. 300, and Ray, o.e., 119, 
and Map 3, where Takka-desa is shown south of Kashmir and east of 
Sialkòt, between the upper courses of the Chenäb and Râvî. The Arab 
authors all speak of the beauty of the Täqin women. In the immediate 
vicinity of Kashmir Bïrünï, India, 102 and 206, mentions jointly j
j_j\aj), of which *Lohäwar is certainly Lohära, valley of the Upper Tohi on 
the western approaches of Kashmir (and not the town of Lahore!) while 
Tâkëshar ( Takka-desa) stands for Täqin of the earlier geographers.

45. This name undoubtedly applies to the ruling dynasty and not to the 
country itself. The form S.lüqiyïn (Arabic gen. plur.) shows that the name 
S.lüqï has been found in an Arabic source. I.R., 135, says: “and after [the 
king of Täqin], (comes) a king called N.jäba (*Jäba) who enjoys an honour
able position among (the kings), and the king Ballah-rä takes wives from 
among them, and they are S.lüqï, and on account of their pride (sharaf) 
take wives only from among themselves. The well-known SJüqï-hoxinds 
[wind-hounds, Saluki] are said to have been brought from their country. 
In their country and its forests (gkiyäd) red sandal wood is found.” Instead 
of N.jäba I.Kh., 16 and 67, has Jäba, and clearly distinguishes this i  W from 
his namesake Jäba (see § 4, 9.) whom he calls “Jäba the Indian” iU . 
Our author furnishes a further proof of the homonymous character of the 
two names, for at another place (§ 5, 9 B.) he calls the S.lüqï king iW 
“the Jäba of the dry land, continental Jäba”, as Barthold has suggested. 
In the same passage the inner range of the Himalaya (in the neighbourhood 
of Kashmir) separates Jäba’s country from that of Lta’z (v.i. 46.). It would

be left to the specialists. Bàri, later be the region between Nepal and Mithila
capital of the rajas of the Guijara- inhabited by the forest people Thdru
Pratîhâra dynasty, lay east of the Ganges; (our j J  Tarü). Going farther east to-
then the road would cross the distance wards the Jamuna the road would enter
between the Gogra and Great Gandak Assam (Kämarüpa, our T.lwt
rivers (ancient Northern Rosala) and on ^  T  nwt evidently repreSent the same
the left bank of the latter reach Battiah name corresponding to modem Tirhut
(our of-?). The country T.lwt would < Tira-bhukti).
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be tempting to identify Jaba’s kingdom with Chambä, on the head-waters 
of the Ravi, north-east of the Takka-desa, see J. Ph. Vogel, Antiquities of 
Chambä, in Archeological Survey of India, N.S., vol.xxxvi, Calcutta 1911. 
This small but ancient principality is well known in the history of Kashmir, 
whose kings, under the Lohara dynasty (a jd . 1003-1171) [and probably 
earlier?], intermarried with the rulers of Chambä [took wives from them?], 
cf. Ray, o.e., 107, &c. According to Prof. Vogel, o.e., 97, the founder of 
the Chambä dynasty towards a .d . 7001 was “a Rajput chief of the Solar 
race, Meru-varman by name, who not only assumed the proud title of 
‘King of Kings’ but actually must have been the liege-lord of feudatory 
chiefs” . Our S.lüqï may somehow reflect this Solar.2 Prof. Vogel himself 
(letter of 4.111.1935) would rather compare our Jäba with another hill state 
Jammü (<*Jambü) lying on the Chenäb and now united with Kashmir. 
However, the most ancient name by which this territory seems to have been 
known is Durgara (mentioned in two title-deeds of the eleventh century); 
the Räjatarangini does not know either Durgara οτ Jammü and only mentions 
the old capital Babbapura>Babor\ in the town of Jammü (which alone 
interests us from the point of view of the name) there are no ancient re
mains, or evidences of antiquity, see J. Hutchison and J. Ph. Vogel, o.c.,
ii, 515-16. Therefore Chambä still seems to me the most suitable corre
spondence for Jäba ( <*Chäba).3

46. In I.Kh., 16 and 67, and I.R., 135, follows immediately on Jäba 
and there is no doubt that our jj>3 (bearing the trace of an Arabic source!) 
stands for it. The item on the justice of this king corresponds to what I.R. 
says about him. The Jurz are the Gurjara (Gurjara-Pratîhâra) kiiigs of 
Qinnauj; their identity with the rajas of Qinnauj (29., 38.-40.) has been 
overlooked by our author, who this time comes back to Qinnauj from 
another direction. As Jälhandar is reckoned to Qinnauj, the inner range4 
of the Himalaya can really be said to divide al-Jurz ( =  Qinnauj) from

1 In the latest work by J. Hutchison Chaulukya must be distinguished and 
and J. Ph. Vogel, History of the Panjab that the Solanki-Chaulukya dynasty of 
Hill States, Lahore, 1933 (printed by the Räjpüt origin could not as yet be traced 
Superintendent, Government Printing, much farther north than 250.
Panjab), 1,268-339, Chambä is described 3 As in Sumatra Jäba has a Chinese
as “one of the oldest Native States parallel chan-pei (note to § 4, 9.), it
founded not later than a .d . 600 and appears that the original nasal element
perhaps as early as a .d . 550” . of the name was dropped in Arabic

2 From a purely phonetical point rendering. The same method may have 
of view S.lüqï corresponds best to been applied in arabicizing the name of 
Chaulukya. Moreover, according to V. the sub-Himalayan Jäba ( < Chambä?). 
Smith, o.c. 440, “there is some reason for The variations of length may be due. to 
believing that the Chalukyas or Solankls a different timbre of the long vowels, 
were connected with the Chäpas, and so 4 Our author (§ 5, 9 b.) may be wrong 
with the foreign Gurjara tribe of which in calling this range Q j.k  which name, 
the Chäpas were a branch” . This com- according to the story of § 6, 15., ought 
bination of Chaulukya with Chapa would to belong to the region of the passes 
be a curious parallel to our pair of Slüqi between the Indus basin and the Oxus, 
and Jäba ( <  *Chäpa) ! However, I hear say between Gilgit and Andamin, see 
from Dr. Barnett that Chalukya and M ap iv.
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Jäba’s possessions (Chambä?). I.R. distinctly says that al-Jurz was at war 
with the Ballah-rä, the king of Täqin, and N.jäba (*Jäba). [It must be 
remembered that a locality Gujrät (reflecting the name of Gurjara) exists 
in the Panjab, north of the Chenab and south of Naoshera, at the very 
threshold of Kashmir.] See Map iv.

47.-57. : Places of the northernmost zone of India (beyond the Indus), 
enumerated in the order from west to north-east.

47.-50. and 54.-5. lie near the southern frontier of Afghänistän. 47. 
Gardïz (Gardez), the birthplace of the well-known author of the Zayn 
al-akhbär, is situated 34 miles to the east of Ghazni (§ 24, 19.), in the plain 
of Zurmat. Maq., 349, gives an itinerary : Ghaznin to Gardïz, 1 marhala, 
thence to Ügh, ditto ; thence to L.jän (?), ditto ; thence to Vayhind— the 
whole stretch being of 17 stages (manzil). Apparently this road wàs a short 
cut from Ghazni, across the mountainous region óf the Pathan tribes, to 
the Indus, of which it then followed the right bank upstream to Gandhära 
(region of Peshäwar). Our author distinctly speaks of a road from 48. Saul 
(lying in a very mountainous and turbulent region) to 49. Husaynän (lying 
near the plain). Therefore our 48. and 49. following immediately on 47. 
Gardïz, may respectively correspond to Maqdisfs Ügh and L.jän. Bîrünî 
in his Canon, mentions on the road “from Ghazni to Multän” (immediately 
after Gardïz) J*/ i.e. *Farmul, or ParmuL This district, named after the 
[Tâjïk?] tribe inhabiting it, lies precisely on the road from Ghazni to 
Bannü, i.e. towards the Indus region.1 South-east of Ghazni the road 
crosses a pass 8,000 feet high to penetrate into the basin of the Tochi, the 
right affluent of the Kurram on which Bannü is situated. In the upper part of 
the Tochi valley the first stage on the road is Urgün, which is the centre 
of the Parmul district (23 kurohs to the south-east of Ghazni). According 
to the order of enumeration in our sources it is probable that and

refer to the same locality, i.e. Farmul. The direct road from Ghazni to 
Farmul seems to leave Gardïz to the north; but in the ioth-nth century 
travellers from Ghazni could have reasons for making a circuit in order to 
pass through Gardïz, situated at the junction of the roads from Ghazni, 
Käbul, and Bannü. Cf. Raverty’s description of the route in Notes of 
Afghanistan, 1888, p. 85. —

Geographically 54. and 55. ought to come between Käbul (mentioned 
unexpectedly under the Marches of Khoräsän, § 24, 20.) and 50. *Ninhär. 
The exact situation of the town of 54. Lamghän (Laghmän), Ptolemy, vii, 
i, 42, Λαμ,βάγαι (Ssk. Lampäka, Bîrünî, Canon, \Çj) is not indicated on 
the maps, but as regards the district of Lamghän (Lamghänät) the Emperor 
Bäbur says that originally it consisted of Alangär, ' Ali-shang, and Mandrävar, 
situatedontheleftsideaffluentof theKäbulriver, which flows fromKäfiristän 
(to the NW. of the Kimär basin). Alangär is the eastern valley and 'All- 
shang the western one; their waters join below Mandrävar and form the

1 The Bäbur-näma, GM S, fol. 128a, try. [LAthir, xi, 108, j U f  =  # J*£?j 
mentions south of Kabul: Farmul, 2 Indistinctly written in the MSS. 
Naghar, Bannü, and the Afghan coun- Could it echo the name of Urgün?
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Bärän river falling into the Käbul river, cf. The Bäbur-näma, trans, by 
A. S. Beveridge, 1922, i, 207-13. Bar miyäna has been translated “on the 
middle course” in view of § 6, 58.; an alternative would be “a middle sized” 
town, cf. § 12, I.

55* jy? (§ 6, 13· according to the description lay over against 
Lamghän, consequently on the right bank of the Kabul river.1 Bîrünî in 
his Canon gives the positions :

long. lat.

Lamghän 96° 10' 330 50'
Dynwr 96° 25' 33° 45' 

the latter being placed to the south-east (*south-west ?) of the former (cor
rected latitude in Bîrünî, India, 167). Anyway, Dynwr must correspond to 
j m e n t i o n e d  in the Bäbur-nämay ed. Ilminsky, p. 161, GMS., fol. 131Ô; 
Mrs. Beveridge’s translation, pp. 207-9: “in the east of the country of 
Kabul are the Lamghänät [of which 5 tumans and 2 buluks are enumerated].
. . . The largest of these is Nïngnahâr [in the wider sense of the term] . . . 
its darogha’s residence is in Adïnapür, some 13 yighaches \i.e* farsakhs] 
east of Kabul2 by a very bad road. . . . Surkh-rüd flows along south of 
Adïnapür. The fort stands on a height having a straight fall to the river 
of some 40-50 qârï [130 feet] and isolated from thfe mountain behind it on 
the north. . . . That mountain runs between Ningnahär and Lamghän.” ' 
Consequently Adïnapür, as also suggested by our text, was situated north 
of the Surkh-rüd, which is the right-side affluent of the Kabul river and 
falls into the latter downstream from the estuary of the Bärän, v.s. 54., and 
upstream from the present-day Jaläläbäd. The name * >jj£^ is said 
to reflect Ssk. Udyänapüra3 which would confirm the pronunciation of our 
name as being Dunpür.

The Afghans are mentioned under 48. (and 50.) i.e. only in the southern
most part of the present Afghänistän. As Barthold, Preface, p. 30, remarks, 
this seems to be the* earliest contemporary record of the name, although 
Ibn al-Athïr (13th cent.) mentions the Afghans under the year 366/976-7.

50. The name is spelt better under § 6, 13. (mNïnhâri)y where it is ex
plained that the place lies downstream from Lamghän, on the northern 
( ?) bank of the latter’s river. The name certainly refers to the Jaläläbäd 
district of which a detailed description is found in G. H. MacGregor’s 
article in JASB, 1844, xiii/2, pp. 867-80 : “the country which is subject to 
the control of the governor of Jullalabad is the valley of the Cabul river, 
but it is generally termed Ningrahar, or Nungnihar, the former being a 
corruption of the latter word, which signifies in the Afghan language nine

1 In the Shäh-rtäma the name has the 2 The distance is confirmed by Bîrü-
form j j i  ; see the passage describing the ni’s route, India, p. 101: Vayhind-
extent of the fief granted to Zal by Purshävur 14 farsakhs; thence to
Minüchichr, ed. Vullers, i, 144: “The Dunpür 15 f.; thence to Kabul 12 f.;
whole of K^bul and D.nb.r and May- thence to Ghazna 17 f.
Hind, from the China sea to that of Sind, 3 See Mrs. Beveridge’s notes in her
from Zäbulistän to the lake of Bust.” translation of the Bäbur-näma, Ap-
On Mäy-hind v.i. 56. pendix, p. xxi.
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rivers, or rivulets, and has reference to those by which the valley is inter
sected.” The Bäbur-näma (Ilminsky), p. 161, gives both (Ningnahär) 
and the more correct j\*ß (Nagarahär), cf. also A. S. Beveridge’s transla
tion, ii, Appendix, pp. xvii-xxviii. The mention in our text of the three 
idols of *Nînhâr is curious, as this locality (Hsüan-Tsang’s Na-ka-lo-ho, 
i.e. * Nagarahär a, cf. Watters, pp. 182-90) was a famous centre of Buddhist 
cult. However, the chief ruins of the stupas, indicating the situation of the 
ancient town, lie, contrary to our text, on the southern bank of the Käbul 
river, some 8 Km. south of the town of Jaläläbäd. See J. Barthoux, Les 
Fouilles de Hadda, i, 1933, pp. 1-12 (geographical account).

51.-3. according to § 6, 17., are situated on one of the Panjâb rivers, 
perhaps the Sutlej. Light on 53. Bîrüza is obtained from Mas'üdî, 
Murüj, i, 206-7, who says : “The king of Qinnauj, one of the kings of Sind, 
is (called) B.rüza (>jjj yj£, &c.). This is the title of the king of Qinnauj, 
and here (too) stands a town called B.rüza (named) after the title of the king. 
It is now the territory of IsIàm forming a district of Multän. From the 
town comes one of the rivers which form the Mihrän of Sind.” The spell
ing Bîrüza (perhaps influenced by a popular etymology) is very near yjj 
which Marquart, Ërâmahr, 264, has restored after the Leiden codex. 
[Less satisfactory seems to be a later surmise by Marquart, Komanen, 
100, according to which Mas'üdî erroneously made a title of the king of 
Qinnauj out of the name of his town ôjj» which should be interpreted as 
Mahodayai.] If we keep to our texts, Bîrüza lay in Panjäb, and Ray, o.e., 
p. 16 and Map I, places it, with some probability, in the neighbourhood of 
the Sutlej, for the Panjäb river flowing past Bîrüza is likely to be the one 
nearest to the system of the Ganges, where the kings of Qinnauj were at 
home. However, certainty will be acquired only when Hîvân, B.lwt (oJL) 
and J.lwt (ojLr) lying upstream from Bîrüza have been identified. The read
ing of the two last names is uncertain. Under § 6,15. they are spelt BJ.vv.t 
and J.l.w.t, but they may possibly be BMt;BJv.ty JMt, J.lv.t, &c. A fort 
of Bilwat is mentioned in Ni'matulläh’s Makhzan-i Afghani, Elliot-Dowson, 
ox,, v, 107, as the place against which Bäbur marched from Lahore. Elliot 
thinks that it is identical with Milwat found in the Tuzuk-i Baburi, ibid., 
v, 248: moving from Kalanür (situated half-way between the Ravi and 
Biyäh) Bäbur crossed the Biyäh (opposite Kamvahin). Thence three 
marches brought him to the valley in which lay the fort of Milwat. These 
indications suggest for Milwat (Bilwat?) a position between the Bias 
(Biyäh) and Sutlej, which is an argument in favour of our supposition. 
[On the other hand, the Bilwa-ferry mentioned in the Bäbur-näma, GMS, 
364 (Mrs. Beveridge’s translation, p. 688) situated on the Ganges, down
stream of Benares, has nothing to do with Bilwat/Milwat; equally T.lwt 
(ojlr) mentioned in Bïrünï, v.s. 43., is an entirely different place.]

54.-5. vj. after 47.-50.
56. Vayhind,1 Indian Udabhända>Okind, lay between the Indus and

1 Firdausi’s Xa Shäh-näma (Vullers), i, 144, and 154 seems to refer to Vayhind,
v.s., p. 252, note 1.
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the Kabul river, just above their confluence. Maq., 477, 479, mentions 
Vayhind as a provincial capital (qasaba) and enumerates its towns : V.dhhän, 
Bit.r, Nüj, L.vär, S .man, Qüj. Vayhind was the capital of the kingdoms 
of Gandhära (Bîrünî, India, 101 : Qandahâr, cf. Marquart, Ërânsâhr, 271), 
which was ruled by the Hindüshâhï dynasty. The latter was founded in the 
second half of the ninth century by the Brahman Lalliya, who had deposed 
his former master, the Turkish ruler of Kabul. According to Muhammad 
Nâzim, Sultan Mahmud, p . 194, the possessions of the masters of Vayhind 
stretched from Lamghän to the Chenäb, and from southern Kashmir to 
the frontier of the principality of Multän. The name of the town may 
belong to an earlier source, but the mention of the king Jaypäl (Jayapäla) 
must have been added by our author. Jaypäl, who reigned a .d . 965-1001, was 
the gallant, but unfortunate, opponent of Sultän Mahmüd, cf. Ray, ox., 78, 
103. Jay pal’s feudatory ties with the raja of Qinnauj are rather unexpected.

57. The fact that the name is spelt here Qashmïr, while under § 26,
19.-20. it appears as Kashmir, shows that our author depended on several 
sources. § 26 suggests the existence of a road linking Kashmir with Trans
oxiana and running through Bolor and Vakhän. More detail on Kashmir 
is found in Bîrünî, who personally visited the country, see his India, p. 101, 
and Canon, where he calls Srinagar Addishtän <  Ssk. Adhisthäna “the 
residence” .1 From 855 to 939 (and even down to a .d . 1003) the Utpala 
dynasty reigned in Kashmir, Ray, ox., 181. It is true that the tenth century 
was a time of considerable weakness of these kings, but nothing seems to 
confirm their vassal dependence on Qinnauj.2 Nor can Dimashqi’s late and 
indirect evidence be understood in the sense that Qinnauj and Kashmir 
had formed one territorial unit. This author (who died in a .d . 1327) 
speaks of the Inner and Outer Kashmir, the former with 70,000 villages and 
the latter with more than 100,000; the two provinces are divided by a high 
mountain in which lie the passes (abwab) leading to China. In the middle of 
this description of Kashmir a paragraph on Qinnauj is found saying that 
it was “the residence of the kings of Hind” and that, according to Mas'üdî, 
it possessed 108,000 villages. This looks like an interpolation in the text 
which is obviously out of order, and Mehren, in his French translation of 
Dimashqï, Copenhagen 1874, p. 246, was wrong in placing Qinnauj in the 
Inner Kashmir. On the other hand, the term “Inner” Kashmir can be 
traced up to the Bundakishn where Kashmir-e andaron is mentioned, see 
Christensen, Les Kayänides, 1932, p. 53. See Map iv.

§ i i . Tibet3

I am greatly obliged to Prof. F. W. Thomas, M. Bacot, and Dr. W. A. 
Unkrig for valuable suggestions on matters concerning this chapter.

1 A  complete survey of the early 3 The text of this chapter (without
exploration of Kashmir is given in Sir translation) was published by Barthold
A. Stein’s Memoir quoted under 36. in Comptes rendus [Dokladi] de VAcad.
\ 2 Only the western marches of Kash- des Sciences de Russie, 1924, pp. 72-4. 
mir could depend on Qinnauj,?;.*., p. 239.
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Mïrzâ Haydar’s Tärikh-i Rashîdï, trans, by E. D. Ross and commented 
by Ney Elias, 1895, contains a mass of important data on Tibet and the 
neighbouring countries, but more than five centuries separate it from the 
period interesting us, and our author has in view an entirely different 
situation near the K’un-lun. It is a pity that Minchul Khutukhtu’s Geo
graphy of Tibet, written circa a .d . 1830-9 and translated into Russian 
by the late Prof. V. Vasilyev, SPb., 1895, is not accompanied by a com
mentary and is therefore difficult to use for a layman. A new translation 
of it by Dr. Unkrig is in the press. [See Barthold, Tibet, in EL]

The present curious chapter on Tibet has no parallel in the known 
works of Arab geographers. On the other hand, its data are chiefly derived 
from a source (Jayhânï?) common with that used by Gardïzï, 88-9, 94. 
Gardïzï described three routes leading to Tibet:

(a) from Käshghar a road passes between two mountains and follows 
an easterly direction until it reaches the province of Ädh.r (j^)1 which is 
40 farsangs long and consists of mountains, plains (read: instead of 
ÄjbK̂ ), and barren hills (kauristän); the text, which is out of order, seems 
to indicate that Adh.r formerly belonged to the khäqän of Tibet, but at 
the time to which the source refers was under Käshghar. From the 
“province of Käshghar” the road goes to Sär.msäbkath and then to 
Alïshür (j>tJ') after which it follows the stream of K.jä (UT) on which, 
in the direction of the desert, lies the village of (or v U*p-) where 
Tibetans are found; then a river is crossed in a boat and the travellers 
reach the frontier of Tibet;2

(è) from Käshghar to Khotan by the places enumerated in the note to 
10. down to which is the first village of Khotan; “and at this stretch 
(andar in miyän) comes the river Y.ra (*4)” ; thence [frbm R.stüya or 
Y.ra ?] to the village of S.mywb.m, then to the “barren hills belonging to 
the Muslims” (jlîLL* f ) ?  then to a stream (^j?) coming from China 
(ύ̂ > or *Khotan jx- ?), then to the town of Khotan; at 15 days’ journey 
from Khotan lies the large town of Kay ( J", perhaps *\>T K.jä) which is 
within the limits of China but is occupied by the Toghuzghuz;4

(c) from Khotan on, the road (b) is continued to the south: it goes to 
OLtM ALshän, then to a bridge built by the Khotanese between two 
mountains and finally across the mountainous tract (Küh-i zahr “Poisonous
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1 In Turkestan (e.g. in the Samar
qand region) the word adir means “low 
foot-hills” , cf. Tajikistan (by several 
authors), Tashkent 1925, p. 47. Radloff, 
Wörterbuch, quotes adir (in Qirghiz 
and Qara-Qirghiz dialects) in the sense 
of “ broken, mountainous country” . 
Very probably the Persian correspon
dence of adir is kauristän standing in 
our text.

z This road seems to stretch north of 
the Tarim down to the region of Kuchä

and then turn southwards, across the 
lower Tarim, to some place near Cher- 
chen. [Alternatively it would run along 
the southern bank of the Tarim and then 
the river finally crossed would be the 
Cherchen ?]

3 Barthold read : güristän “ cemetery” .
4 The final portion of the itinerary 

seems to describe a short cut across the 
Tarim from Khotan to Kuchä, cf. § 9, 
10., where similar particulars on Kuchä 
are given.



mountain”) where the travellers suffer from mountain sickness, to the 
“ Gate (dar) of the khäqän of Tibet” .1

Our author says nothing on the first two roads but incorporates the names 
of the road (J) down to R.stüya (see notes to 10.-20.). The rest of the 
places of the present chapter is not in Gardïzï; of them 1., 3., 9., 21., 22. 
(K.lbânk) are also mentioned in the chapters on the mountains and rivers 
(§§ 5» 3· 6, 3.); one rare name (9.) is also found in Bîrünî; one name 
23.) has a parallel in the Tärikh-i Rashïdï; the names 5., 6., 7., 8., and 22. 
(Bïnâ) occur only once in our text.

The order of enumeration of the places is quite fanciful and reflects the 
compilative character of our author’s work: after 1. Räng-rong which 
seems to lie in the south-east of Tibet, comes 2. at the north-western 
extremity of the country, then 3. which is a north-eastern march, and, 
after a doubtful 4., follows unexpectedly Lhasa (5.), described for a second 
time under 23.

Both our author and Gardïzï refer to the times of Tibetan expansion 
in the heyday of which the Tibetan influence was felt even in the neigh
bourhood of the T ’ien-shan where the Tibetans came into contact with 
the Arabs.2 It is for the Tibetan scholars to see whether our chapter 
contains any details3 permitting a more exact definition of the epoch of 
the original source. Our author seems to have used several different 
sources: in the chapter on China (§ 9, 7. and 8.) no mention is found of 
the [Sari]-Uyghurs who occupied Kan-su (§9, 7. and 8.) towards the 
middle of the ninth century and whose advent meant a considerable check to 
Tibetan power. On the other hand, the whole region north of the Tarim 
is represented as free from Tibetans4 and the presumed connexion of 
Khotan with China (see § 9, 15.) may even indicate the situation towards 
aj>. 937. [Cf. also 20. as interpreted on p* 280,1. 14.] [P. 92,1.23, and 
p. 97,1. 17, may refer to p. 96, 1. 9.]

According to our text, the home of the kings of Tibet(Tubbat-hhäqäri) was
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1 This road, also mentioned in Bîrünî, 
ü.s., p. 24, evidently led across the K’un- 
lun range to the Tibet proper. From 
Khotan it must have followed one of the 
head-waters of the Khotan river. The 
Târïkh-i Rashïdï, 324, 327, mentions a 
bridge on the Aq-tash river in the 
Qaranghu-tagh valley. See now on this 
valley Sir A. Stein, Ruins of Desert 
Cathay, i, 193, 207 (with photographs 
of such dangerous bridges), and ibid., 58, 
on the “poisonous air” as supposed by 
the natives to cause mountain sickness.

2 The Arabs are twice mentioned in
Chinese annals as co-operating in the 
T’ien-shan region with the Tibetans 
against the Chinese, Chavannes, Docu
ments, p. 148, n. 3 (year aj>. 7.15), p. 289,

n. 2 (year 717). Later they were engaged 
in a long struggle, see a penetrating 
analysis of these data in H. A. R. Gibb’s 
articles, The Arab Invasion of Kashghar 
in 715, in Bull. S.OJS., ii/3, pp. 472-3, and 
Chinese Records of the Arabs in Central 
Asia, ibid., ii/4, pp. 616-18. The situa
tion in the 8th-9th cent, is reflected in 
such notices as Qudäma, 208: Atbâsh 
(in the Narin basin) “situated between 
Farghäna, Tibet, and Barskhän”, cf. also 
our § 25, 58·

3 On the frontier of China see § 9, 5., 
7.-8., 18. On the frontier between the 
Tibetans and their northern neighbours 
see§§ 12 and 15.

4 Cf. Gardïzï’s remark on Adh.r, vs., 
p. 255, line 18·



in the north-east of Tibet. Dr. W. Ä. Unkrig, whom I consulted on the 
matter, very ingeniously suggests to me (letter of 25.11.1935) that the name 
of the tribe to which the kings belonged, Ma-yul, meaning in Tibetan 
“mother country, or the mother’s country”, may reflect the matriarchal 
habits of the Tibetans, whereas among whom the chiefs (vice-roys) 
were recruited, may be explained as *Akhä-yul “the land of elder brothers” 
with a possible hint at the paternal connexions of the candidate.1

Our text does not indicate the seat of the king of Tibet (Tubbat-khäqän) 

whose troops occupied 9. Tüsmat (evidently lying in the neighbourhood 
of Khotan), and whose treasure was kept in a fortress, south of the road 
leading from Käshghar to Khotan. [It cannot be identical with the fortress 
mentioned in the confused § 6, 4. which lay to the south of the K’un-lun 
as it was situated on a river flowing down towards Lhasa.] Separately from 
the Tubbat-khäqän is mentioned the Lord of Khotan (§ 9, 18.) whose 
subjects were both Tibetans and Turks.

The record on the cheerfulness of the residents in Tibet is found in
I.Kh., 170, and I.R., 82. This feature is confirmed by modern travellers, 
cf. G. Roerich, Trails in Inmost Asia, 1931, p. 459: “The village street 
is blocked on either side by heaps of refuse forming veritable ram
parts in front of each house from‘behind which peep curious crowds, 
dirty beyond description but quite content [! V. M.] and eager to see 
foreigners.”

I. The second element of Sij dUj has been tentatively transcribed as 
rong, in Tibetan “defile, valley” . The first element too must be some 
Tibetan name like Rang, Zang ( Tsang), &c. The province, as adjacent to 
Hindüstän and Chïnistân; must be looked for in the south-east and east 
of Tibet, cf. the description of the Mänisä range (§5, 3.) which crosses 
Räng-rong from the neighbourhood of India to a northern point where 
Tibet borders only on China (perhaps in Ssü Ch’uan, see note to § 5, 3c.). 
Prof. F. W. Thomas suggests the possibility of Räng-rong standing for 
“ Sgan-Ron, i.e. the Sgan and the Ron, the two different kinds of territory 
which make up south-east Tibet towards China”, whereas Dr. W. A. 
Unkrig5s restoration would be *gTsang-rorig with the suitable meaning of 
“defile of the great river” [perhaps of the Brahmaputra]. Gold is found 
principally in western Tibet, but also in the Nan-Shan; cf. Sir A. Stein, 
On Ancient Central-Asian Tracks, 1933, p. 241, on the gold pits worked by 
the people “from the side of Hsi-ning in the north-eastern border of Tibet” .

1 Akha in Mongol “elder brother, the difference that in G. N. Potanin,
elderly, respectable person” +  yul in Tangutsko-tibetskaya okraina Kitaya,
Tibetan “country, land” . If the possi- SPb., 1893, ii, 435, it is attributed to the
bility of such compounds be admitted, cf. Turldsh-spealdng part of the federation,
dalai -f- lama, the first element <*W^ whereas in Mannerheim, Jour, de la Soc.
may eventually be interpreted as äckä Finno-Ougrienne, xxvii, 1911, p. 630, it
[with Arabic imala : a for ä>e] and ex- figures as acha in the speech of the group
plained as Mongol eche “father” . In the mentioned, and as aja in that of the
region now occupied by the Sari-Yögurs Mongol-speaking group. This acha may
a word aja is quoted for “father”, with be a local form of Mongol eche.
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2. The “Bolorian Tibet” corresponds to the Great Bolor (Pu-lu of the 
Chinese sources, Chavannes, Documents, 149), i.e· Baltistan, as opposed to 
the Lesser Bolor (digit, &c.) on which see § 26, 19. See Map iv.

3. N.zvän (T.rvän, T.zdäni) is placed by the Mänisä range at the point 
where the latter bends to the north-west (§ 5, 3.). Geographically it may 
be identified with the Koko-nor and Tsaidam, and the name may be 
Tibetan. On the interpretation of Mayül as “mother country” or “the 
mother’s country”, v.s., p. 257. It apparently has nothing to do with 
Mar-yul “the low country” which in the Târïkh-i Rashïdï, pp. 410, 456, 
is applied to Ladak.

4. may correspond to Gardïzï’s j \ w  which (vs., p. 255) seems to 
have been situated north of a river. This latter detail makes it difficult 
to identify the two names with Cherchen (Kâshgharï: oW/r) on which 
vL, 8.

5. It is extraordinary to find the name of Lhasa so perfectly transcribed 
in Arabic characters Ll*J. The report about a mosque in Lhasa is quite 
unexpected and M. Bacot doubts its truth. V.i. 23. K.rsäng.

The localities 6.-22. seem all to belong to the northern possessions of 
the Tibetans which at the epoch of the original report extended beyond 
the K’un-lun range into Chinese Turkestan.

6. On Zava see under 9.
7. JiWl admits of very different readings. M. Bacot suggests *Ajä-yul, 

“the Ajä Country”. The name transcribed in Tibetan characters Ha-za 
[French transcription Ά -za] belongs to the people whom the Chinese 
call T ’u-yü-hun and of which the original form is restored as *Tu'u-yun, 
or *Tuyuy-yun. This people, in the beginning of the fourth century A.D., 
founded a kingdom in the region of the Koko-nor among the Tibetan 
K’iang, with a capital lying 15 li =  8*6 Km. west of the Koko-nor. The 
kingdom was destroyed by the Tibetans in A.D. 663, but the name Ά -za still 
survived as shown by the Tun-huang documents. According to the 
Chinese sources (Sung-shu) “the T ’u-yü-hun or Barbarian A-ch’ai 
[Tibetan: Ha-za] were the Sien-pi of Liao-tung” ; as regards the name 
A-cKaii t was that given to the T ’u-yü-hun by the ‘ ‘mixed tribes of the North- 
West”, and was consequently a popular, local name. Various opinions have 
been èxpressed with regard to the nationality of the *Tuyuy-yun; some 
scholars took them for the Tunguz, others forthe Mongols. The last opinion 
has been lately supported in the light of fresh evidence by P. Pelliot, Note 
sur les T y ou-yu-houen et les Sou-pH, in T'oung-Pao, xx, 1920, pp. 323-31. 
Prof. F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Documents, v, in JRAS, Oct. 1931, p. 831, 
states that “the Tibetans (who speak of a Ha-za kingdom long after the 
overthrow of Tu-yü-hun) understood by the term Ha-za the people of the 
Shan-shan [i.e. Lob-nor] area and knew the Tu-yü-hun, who had long 
dominated the Shan-shan kingdom as Drug-cun” . Iii this case our 
*Ajä-yul has a chance of being located to the south of the Lob-nor. On 
the other hand, Dr. Unkrig’s suggestion of a curious popular etymology 
(v.s., p. 257), supported by his interpretation of the name Ma-yül, is very
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interesting. Muslim sources on far-away countries could readily draw 
on popular lore as explained to them by interpreters and intermediaries.

8. J.rm.ngan, quoted between J>y\ and Tüsmat, has a twofold outward 
likeness. On the .one hand, “to the south of the (Khotan) oasis and not far 
from the left bank of the Yurung-qash,, two ancient sites are found, now 
called Jamada and Chalmakazan. At the latter place, situated 13 miles 
south-south-east of the ancient Khotan, coins were found dating from c. 
A.D. 713-83 and c. 1102-6, cf. Sir A. Stein, Ancient Khotan, i, 233, and 
Map. On the other hand, 600 li — 346 Km. to the east of Niya, and
1,000 li =  576 Km. to the south-west of Lou-lan, Hsüan-Tsang, Si-yu-ki 
(St. Julien), ii, 247, and ditto (Beal), ii, 325, mentions a Chê-mo-t'o-na 
“which is the same as the country called Ni-mo” . Sir A. Stein, ox. i, 311, 
note 7, identifies it with Chalmadana mentioned in Kharosthi documents, 
and states that “it manifestly corresponds to the present Charchan” . 
The situation of our J.rm.ngän “on the edge of the desert” better fits the 
region of Cherchen, and in' this case the occupation of the inhabitants
— sayyädt—was perhaps “fishery” in the swamps of the lower course of the 
Tarim and Cherchen. Cf. Kozlov, Lob-Nor, in Izv. Russ. Geogr. Obsh., 
1898, xxxiv.

9. Twsmt, vocalized Tüsmat, according to § 5, 3., must have lain some
where to the south of Khotan. As a dependency of Tüsmat our author 
mentions 6. Zava. A place of this name is found immediately north of 
Khotan on the western bank of the Qara-qash (western river of Khotan) and 
eventually such an extension of Tüsmat would indicate that Khotan, too, 
was practically comprised in it. However, our author places Khotan 
under China (§ 9, 18.) and says that a range of mountains separates 
Tüsmat from China (Khotan ? § 5, 3.). It is curious that in the enumeration 
of the places lying between Käshghar and Khotan (v.i. 10,-20.) our author 
at the last place mentions some instead of Gardïzfs Khotan. This 
name looks like a trace of the indistinctly written in which case our 
author (who would contradict himself if he mentioned under Tibet a road 
leading up to Khotan which latter is described under China), wanted 
perhaps to connect the road with the neighbouring Tüsmat. This may be 
the reason, too, why he leaves out one or two localities mentioned by 
Gardïzï immediately before Khotan. Prof. F. W. Thomas draws my 
attention to the likeness of the name Tüsmat to Tibetan 'Mdo-smat 
“Lower Mdo”, south of the Koko-nor region.1 Has our author misunder
stood the situation of Tüsmat? In Bïrünï’s Canon (the fifth climate)
I now read (indistinctly written without dots); it is placed in “Outer

1 Abü Zayd (=  Sulaymân, 64) in the the parallel passage Mas'üdî, Murüj, i', 
story of the revolt of Huang-Ch’ao says 305 and 297, gives Ju. Already Reinaud, 

that the emperor fled to j l *  o j *  note 134 to Sulaymän’s text, compared 

i^LJ. Ibid.y p. 109, a locality of M.dhau with Mdo (Amdo). In any ̂ ase, 
M.dü (al-maudV al-ma'rüf bi-M.dü) is the tradition of Twsmt in the Η.-'Ä  and 
mentioned on the Tibetan frontier, and Bîrünî is different from Sulaymän- 
it is said that its inhabitants are con- Mas'üdï’s *Amdo. 
stantly at war with the Tibetans. In
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Tibet” and mentioned along with Chmänjkath (§ 12, 1.):
Tüsmat long. n o ° o' lat. 390 10'
Chinänjkath long. 1110 20' lat. 420 o'

This position of Tusmat is certainly very remote from Khotan of which 
the centre (qasaba) according to Bïrünï was

Aa*»\ (?) long. ioo° 40' lat. 430 30'

10.-20. As the author says, the places quoted here belonged formerly 
to China but “now” are held by the Tibetans. They exactly correspond to 
the places which Gardïzï, 94, enumerates along the road from Käshghar 
to Khotan. The mention of a fortress “to the right of Künkrä and Räy- 
kütiya” 1 seems to be a trace of the original arrangement of the places along 
an itinerary. Our author, with his usual care about elaborate geographical 
and political “areas”, mentions Käshghar under Yaghmä (§ 13, 1.) and 
Khotan under China (§ 9, 18.). Consequently in the present paragraph 
Gardïzï’s itinerary is quoted without its initial and terminal points. One 
would think that in the author’s opinion the Tibetan territory began 
immediately south of Käshghar, and Khotan was a sort of enclave in 
Tibetan dominions retaining some connexion with China (cf. §9, 18.). 
On the Toghuzghuz Turks said to live in large numbers at the intermediary 
stages between Käshghar and Khotan, see § 13. Here is Gardïzï’s itinerary 
with the corresponding names of the Hudüd al-Älam :
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Gardïzï H.-'Ä.
Käshghar see § 13, i.

cAV 10.

üU/ i i .

12·

* Pjb 21.]

*3-

14·

\ P f  *5-

■AS £\j 16.

[**] ^  *7·

J» 18.

19.

«iy» 2 0 .

a2**

X 1 The fortress would have a sense in lun. The road to the Qaraqoram pass 
protecting some road across the K’un- runs through Sanju, the latter lying to



Map iv



The comparison of the two columns is instructive as it indicates the extent 
of the alterations which foreign names underwent in Arabic script. Even 
this double set of names does not facilitate identification. The road from 
Käshghar to Khotan must have followed, as at present, the belt of cultivated 
lands on the border of the mountains. Our author excludes from Gardîzï’s 
series 21. Ghazä (v.i.), which he evidently places lower down on the 
Khotan river (§ 5, 3.). But is then Gardizfs enumeration in a straight line ? 
Our ii.  might be Kilian, though in this case it would be strange that, 
contrary to the actual distances, only one name would be found between it 
and Käshghar, whereas some eight names would separate it from Khotan 
lying nearer. 13. B.rikha looks like the name quoted at the upper course 
of the Khotan river (§ 6, 3.), in which case our identification of the 
latter with Brinjak becomes less probable. There is some graphical 
likeness between our 18. and the Tiznaf river but the latter flows too far 
west (immediately east of the Yärkand-daryä). Perhaps only 19. could 
stand a comparison with Zanguya (* *jZj) situated between the Sanju 
and Qara-qash rivers, nearer to the former. Its situation would suit 
Gardizfs remark that it was the first village on the road belonging to 
Khotan. In this case 15. might be Gundalik or Gundaluk (*^JxS*), now 
Gunduluk-Langar. In a Chinese itinerary quoted by I. Bichurin, Opisa- 
niye . . . Vost. Turkestana, SPb., 1829, i, 236, the distances are: Ilchi 
(=  Khotan) to Kialma (Pialma), n o li (circa 68 Km.); from Kialma to 
Gundalik, 90 li (circa 52 Km.). According to P'evtsov, Putesh. po Vost. 
Turkestanu, SPb., 1892, p. 107, Gunduluk lies among reeds at some
10 Km. to the north-west of Zangüya, and near it great masses of shards 
are found. On the fortress v.s.y p. 260, note 1.

21. 23. According to § 6, 3. the three tributaries of the Khotan river 
joined the latter between Ghazä and K.l.bänk. The first name recalls the 
names of GAßä-daryä and Ghaz-qum, which lie on the Khotan river just 
above its junction with the Aq-su after the latter has received the joined 
waters of the Yarkand and Käshghar rivers. However,* the particulars on 
Ghazä contained in the present paragraph do not facilitate this identification 
(cf. note to § 6, 3.). KJLbânk is obscure and Bina is not found elsewhere.

23. Barthold, v.s., p. 25, has recognized the identity of our diîL/* with 
dlïLj\, (*dAïL/ Üsäng ?), which name in Mîrzâ Hay dar’s Târïkh-i Rashïdî 
refers to Lhasa. Haydar, p. 130, calls TJrsäng “the Qibla of Khitay and 
Tibet”, and p. 48, gives an account of an unsuccessful expedition which in 
the summer of 939/1533 he led .with the object of destroying the idol- 
temples of Ursâng. Elias in his commentary on the Târikh-i Rashïdî, 
p. 136, explains that Ursäng is a probable corruption of the names of the 
two central provinces of Tibet, Wu and Tsang, which in speech are usually 
coupled together. Vasilyev, p. 32, transcribes the name of this “Middle 
Country” Vuy-Tsang (=dVus-gTsang). The name of the province (com
prising Lhasa and Shigatse) was consequently used by the Muslims for

the" south of the road from Käshghar to for the travellers going from Khotan to 
Khotan. Zangüya is the turning point Sanju.
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its capital. The form ifcLj' in our author may have arisen from the9
vowel sign (damma) dJkLjL1 The second name of the place, “Great 
Farkhâr”, i.e., in usual interpretation, “Great Vihära”, suits Lhasa quite 
well.2 A vague report on Farkhâr is found in the Nuzhat al-qulub, p. 260, 
where it is said that it is a country (mamlakat) of the 6th ( ?) climate with 
numerous provinces and possessing a population renowned for beauty.

§§ 12-17. The South-Eastern Turks

Additional authorities for §§ 12-17 : RadlofFs Introduction to DasKudatku 
Bilik, part i, SPb., 1891, pp. i-lxxxiii (contains a survey of the sources on 
the “Toghuzghur” and Uyghurs known at that time; the Introduction is 
now out of date, except for the Persian texts of the Mongol epoch quoted 
in the original) ; Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches, i, 236-63 ; Chavannes, 
Documents; the following are the editions and translations of the Orkhon 
inscriptions to which reference is made in the text: V. Thomsen, Inscrip
tions de VOrkhon, Helsingfors, 1896 (tumular inscriptions for Kül-tegin and 
Bilgä-qaghan) and his later translation (1922)3 into Danish (inclusive of 
Tonyuquq’s inscription) rendered into German by H. H. Schaeder,ZDMG,  
1924, pp. 121-75; Radloff (fourth version) in Die alttürkisch. Inschriften, 
Neue Folge (Kül-tegin, Bilgä), SPb., 1897 and ditto, Zweite Folge (Tonyu- 
quq), SPb., 1899; P. Melioransky, Pamiatnik v ehest' Kül-Tegina, in Zap., 
xii (1899), 1-144. See also Marquart, Historische Glossen zu d. alttürkischen 
Inschriften [quoted: Glossen], in WZKM, xii, 1898, pp. 157-200; Die 
Chronologie d. alttürkischen Inschriften, Leipzig, 1898; Streifzüge, see 
Index ; Komanen, see Index ; Barthold, Die historische Bedeutung d. alttürki
schen Inschriften, 1897; Die alttürkischen Inschriften und die arabischen 
Quellen, 1899; Erforschung d. Geschichte d. Türkischen Völker, in ZDMG,  
1929, p. 130; Gh uzT ar im , Toghuzghuz, Turfän, and Türk in EI; 
Vorlesungen, pp. 48-9. [O. Franke’s, Gesch. d. Chines. Reiches, ii, 1936, 
containes numerous data on the Turks, but it comes to late to be utilized 
in this commentary.]

§ 12. The Toghuzghuz

Even though the reading Toghuzghuz (and not Toghuzghur as formerly 
supposed) and its interpretation as Toquz-Ogkuz, i.e. “the Nine (tribes of 
the) Oghuz”, are now generally accepted there remains still some obscurity 
with regard to the origin and use of the term in Muslim literature.

1 As another possibility Dr. Unkrig (ßqryär) is not connected with Indian 
suggests in Tibetan mK*ar bZafi ( >  vihära, and is an Iranian word <  *parti- 
K ’arzang and even ICarsang) with a xuvä8ray “full of happiness” , cf. Benve- 
meaning of “ Fine Castle” (“schöner niste, Bull. Soc. Ling., 1928, xxi, 7-8. 
Herrensitz” , “prächtige Burg” ). Could 3 There seems to exist a still unpub- 
such a name apply to the Lhasan potala ? lished final translation by Thomsen.

2 Etymologically Soghdian farkhâr
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Before the sixth century ajx the peoples now called “Turkish” were 
known under various tribal and political names. In the first half of the 
sixth century a group of Turks living in the Altai began a movement to 
regroup the neighbouring peoples and in a short time succeeded in organiz
ing a great empire which from Mongolia spread its influénce down to 
the neighbourhood of the Black sea.1 The founders of this new empire for 
the first time assumed the name Turk (or Türük “strength”) which the 
Chinese rendered as T'u-chüeh, and in order to avoid confusion with other 
occasional uses of the term Türk we shall adopt this conventional Chinese 
term2 in speaking of the first Turkish empire. From the very beginning3 
the T ’u-chüeh dominions split into an Eastern and a Western part. The 
administrative centres of the former lay on the Orkhon in Mongolia, and 
those of the latter in the present-day Semirechye.4 Both kingdoms at 
different times had to recognize Chinese sovereignty. In a .d . 742 a coali
tion of the Uyghur, Qarluq (Khallukh), and Basmil destroyed the Eastern 
T ’u-chüeh kingdom and in 745 the Uyghurs, former associates of the T ’u- 
chüeh, took the leadership on the Orkhon. Cf. Bichurin, Sobr. svedi, 338.

The rule of the Western qaghans (khäqän). of the original T ’u-chüeh 
dynasty lasted till a .d . 657, when the Chinese subjugated them. From
a .d . 685 to 688 the territories of the Western T ’u-chüeh were constantly 
invaded by the tribes of the Eastern qaghans. The Indian summer of the 
Western T ’u-chüèh is connected with the rise of the Türgish clan (v.i., 
§ 17) whose leaders with some interruptions ruled from the end of the 
seventh century till a .d  . 73 9. At this latter date begins the decline : the Arabs 
press the Türgish from the west; the Chinese interfere with their affairs 
from the south; in A:D. 751 the Chinese are defeated by the Arabs near 
Talas; the “Black” and “Yellow” clans of the Türgish exhaust themselves 
in internal struggles until finally towards a .d . 776 the Qarluq (§ 15) as a 
tertius gaudens come to occupy the Chu and Talas valleys, Chavannes,
o.c.y 4, 43, 79, 85, and passim. Such was the end of the two original T ’u- 
chüeh kingdoms.

The Uyghurs remained on the Orkhon till a .d . 840, when in their turn 
they were defeated and decimated by the Qirghiz (§ 14). The remnants 
scattered in various directions; the chief group seems to have gone to Kan-su 
where the Uyghurs founded a new kingdom which survived till the times 
of the Tangut supremacy, i.e. circa A.D. 1020.5 Towards a ,d . 860 a second

1 Soon after A.D. 572 Turkish troop® but its Mongol plural Türkiit (Pelliot).
cooperated with the Utigurs during the" 3 Officially since a .d . 582, Chavannes,
siege of the Cimmerian Bosphorus o.e., 219.
( =  Kerch, at the entrance of the Azov 4 Hsüan-tsang in A.D. 630 found the
Sea). In Hsüan-tsang’s time the do- khan of the Western Turks at his en-
minions of the western qaghan reached campment on the Chu river,
the Indus, Chavannes, o.e., 241, 256. 5 V’.s., notes to § 9. According to the

* To the English transcription T ’u- T yang-skuy transi, by I. Bichurin, i, 419,
chüeh corresponds the French transcrip- after the catastrophe of 840 the minister
tion Tou-kiue. The Chinese presum- of the former Uygliur khan called Si-
ably had in view not the singular Tiirk ch’i P’ang-t’ê-lê led 15 aymaqs from
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kingdom was founded by the Uyghurs in the eastern T ’ien-shan1 which 
preserved its independence till Mongol times.

The above-mentioned term Toghuzghuz found in Muslim authors applies 
more usually to the later Uyghur kingdom situated in eastern T ’ien- 
shan, cf. Qudäma, 262, Mas'üdî, Murüj, i, 288, Ist., 10, Gardïzï, 90-2, as 
well as our author. Kâshgharï, who personally knew the region, quietly 
substitutes Uyghur for the antiquated Toghuzghuz and the latter term occurs 
no more in the literature of Mongol times. How, then, did it happen that 
the T ’ien-shan Uyghurs were surnamed Toquz-Oghuz (“Nine Oghuz”) ?

In the authentic Orkhon inscriptions of the Eastern T ’u-chüeh qaghans 
the term Toquz-Oghuz is well known and seems to be almost a synonym 
of Türk, with the difference that the latter refers more to the political and 
the former to the tribal side of the organization, cf. Barthold, Türk in El, 
for not always and not all the Oghuz recognized the qaghan’s authority.2

On the other hand, the Uyghurs are separately mentioned in the same 
inscriptions. The account of Bilga-qaghan’s campaign in the Selenga 
region (ii, E 37 in which a few words are unfortunately missing) is immedi
ately followed by the record of the flight of the Uyghur eltäbir with 100 
men, cf. Thomsen, ZDMG, 1924, p. 157. These two passages seem to 
suggest that the Uyghurs lived separately on the Selenga. For the time of 
Uyghur supremacy on the Orkhon we possess the inscription of Shine-usu 
commemorating the deeds, of the Uyghur qaghan Moyun [Pelliot : Bay an ?]- 
chur who reigned a .d . 756-9. On it the On-Uyghur (“Ten Uyghurs”) and

Mongolia to the Qarluq country, where- ii, 1925, pp. 240-7, and L. Ligeti, Les
as the rest of the Uyghurs retreated to Pérégrinations de Csoma de K&rös, in
Tibet and An-hsi. At a later date, ibid., Revue des études hongroises, July 1934»
424, P’ang-t’ê-lê is found in Kan-chou; pp. 233-53. [On the disruption of the
having proclaimed himself khan (qaghan ?) Uyghur empire see now O. Franke,
he was ruling over the towns “ situated Gesch. d. Chines. Reiches ii, 1936,
to the west of the Sand Desert” . The p.-491-4J
emperor Hsüan Tsung (847-59) con- 1 The T ’ang-shu, ibid., i, 424 sq., says
firmed P’ang-t’ê-lê’s title. (This passage that in the reign of I Tsung (860-73) the
is not included in Chavannes, Docu- chief of the Uyghurs called Pu-ku-ts’un
ments.) On these Uyghurs v.s. note to attacked the Tibetans from Pei-t’ing
§ 9. Their descendants are . the Sari- and took from them Si-chou (Yar-
Yoghur living in north-western Kan-su khoto) and Lun-t’ai =  Urumchi. He
(near Su-chou). This small colony is now also was confirmed by the emperor
supposed to have played a considerable (though the latter seems to have lost the
role in the cultural life of the Mongols. throne at that very moment). Marquart,
See Potanin, Tangut.-tibet. okraina K i- Streifzüge, 390, gives a .d . 866 as the date
taya, SPb., 1893, i, 440, ii, 410, 435, of the Uyghur occupation of Kao-ch’ang.
Mannerheim, A  visit to the Sard and 2 Cf. Thomsen, Inscriptions: i, N  4
Shera Yogurs in Jour. Soc. Finno-Ou- and ii, E 30, translation, pp. 112 and 124
grienne, xxvii, 1911, pp. 1-27 [reviewed ( =  ZDM G, 1924, p. 154), where Bilgä-
by S . E. Malov in Zhivaya Starina, 1912, qaghan says that the Toquz-Oghuz
pp. 214-20]; S. E. Malov, Ostatki people was his own people but became
shamanstva u zholtikh Uyghurov, 1912, his enemy. A  similar situation existed
pp. 61-74; W. Kotwicz, Quelques docu- between the Seljuks and the Ghuz tribes
ments sur les relations entre les Mongols et at the time of Sanjar. 
les Ouigours in Rocznik Orjentalistyczny,
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Toquz-Oghuz (“Nine Oghuz”) are separately quoted side by side, see 
G. Ramstedt, Zwei uigurische Runeninschriften, in Jour. Soc. Finn.-Ougr., 
xxx/3, p. 12. [Theophylactus Simokatta, book vii, 7-9, definitely speaks 
of the conquest of Όγώρ by the Turkish qaghan.]

As regards Chinese sources the earlier Chiu T’ang-shu says that at the 
time of the Later Wei (a .d . 386-circa 558) the Uyghurs (Huei-ho) were 
called T'ieh-le (usually restored as Tolas or Tölös, v. supra, p. 196.)1 The 
nine subdivisions of the Uyghurs are further enumerated and it is added 
that their number was increased [after 745 ?] by the Basmil and Qarluq, as 
respectively the tenth and eleventh divisions.

It must be admitted that the terminology of Chinese, Turkish, and 
Arabic sources presents still considerable difficulties. The former reading 
of the name as Toghuzghur was in favour of its further interpretation 
as Toquz-Oghur, but the solidly established reading Toghuzghuz (found in a 
Middle Persian text!) and the fact that the Uyghur khans called their 
federation “ On-Uyghur [and] Toquz-Oghuz'* makes it difficult to explain 
the Muslim use of the name Toghuzghuz by the supposition that that was 
the name rightly belonging to the Uyghurs.

The theory of the identity of the Oghuz with Uyghur was supported by 
Thomsen, o.e., 147, who, however, in his later work, ZDMG, 1924, p. 128, 
says much more cautiously : “Wahrscheinlich ist Uyyur eigentlich der Name 
für eine Dynastie, die sich nicht lange vor dieser Zeit zum Herrn über eine 
Anzahl von Stämmen gemacht hat, die ihre Sitze nördlich von den Türken 
haben, in der Gegend des Selengafiusses. Die meisten dieser Stämme 
scheinen zu dieser Zeit zu einer anderen grossen Konföderation von 
Stämmen, die in den Inschriften Oyuz heissen, in einem nahen Verhältnis 
gestanden oder ihr angehört zu haben.” The most'decided partisan of the 
identity of Toquz-Oghuz and Uyghur was Marquart, see Chronologie, 23, 
Streifzügey Index, and finally Komanen, 35-6 (and in a modified and very 
involved form ibid., 199-201).

Òn the other hand Barthold, who repeatedly insisted on the necessity of 
discriminating between the original Toghuz-Oghuz and the Uyghurs, 
thought that the term Toghuzghuz was transferred to the T ’ien-shan 
Uyghurs from the earlier occupants of this region, , namely the so-called 
Sha-t’o, i.e. “ Sand Desert people”, see Semirechyef 15, Toghuzghuz in E l, 
and Vorlesungen, 53-4. According to the T ’ang-shu (Chavannes, o.e., 96-9) 
this group, which had separated from Western T ’u-chüeh, lived in the 
seventh century near the Barkul lake (at the eastern extremity of Eastern 
T ’ien-shan) and after 712 near Pei-t’ing (Bish-baliq) from where it was

1 Chavannes, o.c.y 87-94. The later p. 37, says of the “Tölös im weiteren 
T'ang-shu enumerates the 15 tribes of Sinn (sic) . . . deren Stämme vom 
the Ch’ê-lê ( > T ’ieh-lê)> among whom Schwarzen Meere ostwärts . . .  bis zum 
the first place is occupied by the Yüan- Amurgebiet hie und da zerstreut lebten” ! 
ho (Uyghurs). To judge by Chavannes’s Cf. also Chavannes, o.e., 221, and Bar
analysis these tribes occupied by far a thold’s critical remarks in Zap., xv, 
more limited territory than what Hirth, 0172-3. [Is the reading Tieh-lê cor- 
Nachworte z. Inschrift des Tonjukukf rect?]
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dislodged by the Tibetans in 808.1 The principal argument in support of 
this theory is that Abü Zayd, the continuator of Sulaymän’s work, pp. 62-6, 
speaking of the revolt of Huang Ch’ao (^l>)2 and the expulsion of the 
emperor Hsi-Tsung (a .d . 881), says that the latter asked for the help of “the 
king of the Toghuzghuz who live in the land of the Turks. The Chinese 
and the Toghuzghuz are neighbours and their royal families are allied.” So 
the king of the Toghuzghuz sent his son with an army who restored the 
emperor to his throne. According to Chinese sources, see Wieger, Textes 
historiques, 1905, pp. 1759-61, the emperor was restored by Li K ’o-yung and 
his 10,000 men of Sha-t’o and Ta-tan.3 Although these parallel texts show 
that the term Toghuzghuz could refer to the Sha-t’o, the evidence in favour 
of the Sha-t’o having been alone responsible for the transmission and 
perpetuation of the name Toghuzghuz as applied to the inhabitants of 
Eastern T ’ien-shan does not seem very decisive. It is curious that Mas'üdî, 
Murüj, i, 305, speaking of the same events of a .d . 881 calls the emperor’s 
ally “king of the Turks as he also calls, i, 288, the king of Küshän
(vi. i.). In both cases the name is undoubtedly to be restored as 
Uyghur-khan, as both Bïrünï, Canony and Kâshgharï, i, 28, spell thç name 
Uyghur. This fact would suffice to show that there was no great con
sistency in Arab terminology regarding such remote regions. Other 
passages quoted by Barthold in his Vorlesungen, 53 (Tabari, iii, 1044; Ibn 
al-Athïr, xi, 117 ; Maqrizi, Khitaty i, 31335) seem to indicate that the name 
Toghuzghuz was often given to the Western Tu-chüeh and their successors 
in general. The case of the Sha-t’o would be only an instance of the 
application of this rule. More than this, the common origin of Western 
T ’u-chüeh and their Eastern cousins could not escape the Arabs, whereas 
the events of a .d . 745 were most probably regarded as mere internal 
changes within the same group of tribes, similar to the rise of the Türgish 
within the Western Turkish federation. If even, as time wore on, 
the Arabs learnt to discriminate between the single tribes nearer to 
Transoxiana, the new group arriving from the Orkhon after the events 
of A.D. 840 could rightly be regarded as a wave having risen from the 
original home of the Toquz-Oghuz.

It remains to explain the two curious passages from Jähiz (died circa 
A.D. 868) quoted by Marquart, Streifzüge, 91-3. Jähiz ascribes to the 
effeminating influence of Manichaeism the decline of “thè Turkish 
Toghuzghuz after they had been the champions of them [i.e. of the Turks] 
and were the leaders of the Khallukh although [the latter] were twice as

1 The town of Bish-baliq does not ment amuie dans les dialectes modernes 
seem to have belonged to the Sha-t’o, de la côte chinoise au sud du Fleuve
v i . under 2. Bleu” . However to render *Wang as

2 According to Pelliot, T ’oung-Pao Ban the Arabs must have heard it as 
xxi, 1922, p. 409, the Arabic form must *Vang for b in Arabic may stand for v 
be *Bânshzvâ (Banshoi) which gives an but not for w.
equivalence of the southern pronuncia- 3 L i K ’o-yung had previously sought
tion of Huang. Cao, “mot à ancienne refuge with the Ta-tan. 
gutturale initiale laquelle s’est complète-
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numerous as they”. Even if this passage hints at the catastrophe which 
befell the Manichaean Uyghurs in a .d . 840, the name Toghuzghuz as 
applied to them would only confirm our point of view on the indiscriminate 
use of the term by the Arabs who could not very accurately distinguish 
between the Orkhon tribes and who have not left any record of the role 
played by the Qirghiz in the events of 840. It is more likely, however, that 
Jähiz (with some confusion in the details, cf. p. 290, n. 2) had in mind the 
subjugation of the Turgish (Western T ’u-chüeh) by the Qarluq towards 766.

The earliest visit to the Toghuzghuz country recorded by the Muslims 
seems to have been the journey of Tamïm b. Bahr called al-Muttawwi'ï 
(i.e. belonging to the class of the volunteer fighters on the marches of the 
Islamic empire). An abstract of his report has survived in Yäqüt, i, 840, 
and iv, 823. The following analysis will show to what extent it was utilized 
by the early geographers. [D stands for ditto and A  for abest.]1
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Tamïm (Yäqüt)

6 months of great 
cold

journeying 20 days 
in the steppe and 
20 days in the in
habited country

the inhabitants 
fire-worshippers 
and Manichaeans

A

the town has 12 
iron gates

distance to China 
300 farsakhs

to the right, the 
country of the 
Turks

to the left, the 
Kimäk

straight on, China

before arriving in 
the town saw a 
golden tent and 
900 men on the top 
of the castle

the Turks possess 
a rain stone

I.Kh., 31.

A

from the Upper 
Barskhän 3 
months among 
large villages

D

A

D

D

A

D

D

D

tent containing 100 
men

A

Qudäma, 263.

A

from the Lower 
Barskhän 45 days: 
20 in the steppe 
and 25 among 
large villages

D

the town lies on a 
lake surrounded by 
mountains

D

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Abü Dulaf 

A

“we travelled 
among them 20 
days”

inhabitants have 
no places of wor
ship

A

A

A

A

A

A

D

A

A

\ 1 Barthold, Vorlesungen, 55, places Tamim’s journey in the period between 
A.D. 760 and 800. [See Appendix B.]



Marquart, Streifzüge, 81, was at first disposed to think that I.Kh.’s 
distance from the Upper Barskhän to the khäqän *s town, viz. 3 months* 
journey, might refer to the Orkhon capital, but as I.Kh. undoubtedly 
depends on Tamïm’s data the distance of “three months” has been pro
bably calculated from the latterà indication that he was riding day and 
night at the rate of 3 sikka per day. Consequently I.Kh. must have con
verted Tamïm’s 40 [Qudäma: 45]* days into more quiet stages.1 Yäqüt 
omits to mention the starting-point of Tamïm’s journey, but it could cer
tainly not be Barskhän al-a'lä,as I.Kh.’s text has it, but (as Qudäma, 262-3, 
clearly implies) the Lower Barskhän which lay in the neighbourhood 
of Taräz (see note to § 15, 11.). In this case 40-5 days to Bish-baliq 
would be no great exaggeration. That the terminal point of Tamïm’s 
journey was Bish-baliq is shown by his mention of the “golden tent” which 
very probably is the Buddhist stupa which had stood there since the times 
of the Western T ’u-chüeh (the Qaghan-stupa, in Chinese K yo-han-fo-tyu, 
Chavannes, o.e., 12 and 305). The Arabs call it khaima “tent” but Fakhr 
ad-dïn Mubärakshäh!, ed. Sir E. D. Ross, p. 39, uses for it the curious 
Persian term tanüra “funnel” [not =  the Arabic tannür.] [See Appendix B J

The traces of Tamïm’s tradition are also found in Idrîsï, i, 491, who says 
that the capital of the Toghuzghuz ^J,read ^  Bish-baligh(}), has twelve 
iron gates, the inhabitants are Zoroastrians and some are Magians and 
fire-worshippers. From a.different source Idrîsï, i, 502, has the name of the 
“principal city of the Toghuzghuz” separated from the khäqän’s
town [perhaps Yar-khoto ?] by a distance of one light day’s march. From 
it to \j& lying on the bank of the lake there is a distance of 4 days. 
The name of the first town corresponds most probably to (v.i. i.).2
The second name, mutilated as usual in Idrîsï, could be Panjtkath 
(v.i. 2.), i.e. the Iranian name of the same Bish-baliq. The detail about the 
lake would suit Bish-baliq,3 and the distance of 4 days between the “khä- 
qän’s town” and Panjikath would be approximately right in view of Idrïsï’s 
tendency to reckon in heavy stages. According to the Chinese itinerary, 
Chavannes, o.c., p. 11, there were 370 li (=  213 Km.) between Chiao-ho 
(Yar-khoto) and Pei-t’ing (Bish-baliq) which roughly corresponds to 
4 days’ journey.

There are no indications of a direct dependence of our § 12 on Tamïm’s 
report.4 More probably, in common with Gardïzï, the author derives his

1 It is true that 40X3 =  120, i.e. Wang Yen-tê, transi, by S. Julien, Jour.
4 months, but I.Kh. with his experience As., 1847, ix, 62.
as a postmaster probably made some 4 [Very puzzling, however, is Tamïm’s
allowance for Tamïm’s exaggeration of indication (Yäqüt, i, 840) concerning the
his powers of endurance. religion of the Toghuzghuz (“most of

2 Cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 81, 390. them are fire-worshippers of the Magian
3 Cf. Qudäma, 262 : “to the capital of religion, and among them are found 

the Toghuzghuz [namely: Bish-baliq?] zindiqs of Mäni’s creed”). What does 
belongs a lake round which, close to each Tamim take for the majority’s religion ? 
other, lie villages and cultivated lands.” Does he confuse Buddhists with Zoro-
Cf. the report of the Chinese envoy astrians and use the term *abadat al-
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principal information from Jayhânï, who certainly had numerous oppor
tunities for completing the data on the Turks from direct sources. The 
Sämänids at whose court he lived must have keenly watched the rivalry of 
the Uyghurs and the Khallukh in the hope that the former might check the 
rising power of the latter, who as direct neighbours of Transoxiana were 
more dangerous. Our text contains some traces of this particular interest 
(§ 12,10. and § 15, i i .).

The bearings of the Toghuzghuz frontier are displaced as usual: the 
bulk of the Khallukh lived north-west of the Toghuzghuz (and not south 
of them). In § 13 the Yaghmä are said to have the Toghuzghuz on the east, 
but, to say nothing of Kuchä reckoned to China, the Khallukh (§ 15) also 
intervened between the Yaghmä and the Toghuzghuz. On some Khirkhïz 
found to the west of the Toghuzghuz see notes to §§ 14 and 15,13. The 
Toghuzghuz (probably in a wider sense) are also said to have been numerous 
along the road from Käshghar to Khotan (§11, 10.). The real frontier of 
the Toghuzghuz towards the north-east seems to have lain near the 
Tarbaghatai (v.i. 8.), but under §3,1.  the Eastern ocean is said to adjoin 
the extreme eastern limits of the Toghuzghuz and Khirkhïz. This state
ment, due to some earlier source and not tallying with § 12, may contain 
a vague reference to the times of the Orkhon empires.1 Very curious is al
so the tradition according to which the Toghuzghuz were once2 the kings of 
the whole “Turkistän”, the latter term being of course used in the sense 
of “territories occupied by Turkish tribes” and not in the later acception 
of Transoxiana, or even Semirechye. The same ancient recollections may 
account for the item of the Toghuzghuz-Tätär (i.e. Mongol) affinities. 
In the table of contents (v.s., p. 47) the heading of our § 12 is even formu
lated as “The country of the Toghuzghuz and Tätär”.3 Finally the item 
on some prosperous “Turks” belonging to the Toghuzghuz may refer to the 
remnants of the Western T ’u-chüeh and their Türgish continuators (see 
notes to § 12,10.). Some remains of the Sha-t’o (v.s., p. 266) at the eastern 
extremity of the T ’ien-shan could also be called Turk.4

nïrân in the loose sense of “heathens” ? 1 Cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 81, on a
A  Manichaean minority could certainly similar statement in Idrïsï, i, 491.
exist in Bish-Baliq even in the times of 2 Even in Mongol times the Uyghurs
Western T ’u-chüeh. Had Tamïm known kept up their national traditions, Juvaynï,
the real Uyghurs (who according to i, 39-45-
Marquart occupied this region towards 3 Gardïzï mentions the Tatar (sic)
A.D. 866) his presentation of the religious only as one of the Kimäk tribes (§ 18).
situation would have been quite dif-. But the item referring to a definite clan
ferent. Should we then (contrary to has nothing to do with our author’s
Marquart, Streifzüge, 390) assign an statement about the relationship of the
earlier date to Tamïm’s journey, this Tatar and Toghuzghuz.
assumption would be in favour of a fur- 4 Tamïm, v j ., p. 268, mentions the
ther hypothesis that this traveller maybe Turks to the “ right” (i.e. to the south)
the source of information on the situa- of the Toghuzghuz. If the term Turks
tion in Kan-su as described in our § 9 does not stand here for the Tibetans
(v,s., p. 227). Cf. Barthold’s Preface, (considered as Turks) it may refer to
p. 26 and p: 268, note 1.] the Sha-t’o..
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Our author starts (1. and 2.) with the two residences: the winter one 
south of the T ’ien-shan, and the summer one north of the range with 
its dependencies (to which 9. may also belong?). 3.-5. (and perhaps 6.) 
lie along the road from Turfan to Kuchä. 7.-8. and 10.-17. are the northern 
possessions of the Toghuzghuz in the region stretching across the T ’ien- 
shan down into the Hi basin and perhaps farther east. See Maps iii 
and v.

1. Chïnânjkath, “the Chinese town”,1 is the well-known place lying 
circa 45 Km. east of Turfan and called in Chinese : Kao-ch'ang (later : Huo- 
chou) and in Turkish: Qocho. In fact Qocho was first a military colony 
of the Chinese (settled “at the wall of Kao-ch’ang”), cf. Pelliot, Kao- 
Tch'ang, &c.,inJour.As., May 1912, p. 590. Bïrünï, Canon, f. 103a, quotes 
“ Chïnânjkath which is Qocho, the residence of the Uyghur-khän”. 
Kâshgharï, iii, 165, calls the town Qocho (on his Küshän see note to 
§ 9, 5.; on his Kusan see note to § 9, 10.). Juvaynï, i, 32, spells (with a 
popular etymology) Qara-Khwäja and the Masalik al-absär, transi, by 
Quatremère, Notices et extraits, xiii, 224: Qarä-Khwäjä. The ruins of 
Qocho, now known as Idiqut-shahri,2 were first described by the Russian 
expedition of 1898, see D. Klemenz in Nachrichten über die von der KaiserL 
Akademie d. Wissens ch. im Jahre 1898 ausgerüstete Expedition nach Turfan9
i, SPb.,o 1899. 0 11 the remarkable discoveries of the German expeditions 
see especially A. von Lecocq, Chotscho, Berlin, 1913. The latest description 
is found in Sir A. Stein, Innermost Asia, Oxford, 1928, pp. 566-609.

2. The mountain Tafqän, separating Chïnânjkath from Panjïkath, cf. § 5, 
6., is certainly Eastern T ’ien-shan (Boghdo, highest peak 12,080 f.). The 
name, otherwise unknown,3 looks like a mis-spelling of Turfs n (the name 
.of the town Tturpamni-kamtha occurs in the Saka document, written probab
ly in the latter part of the eighth century).4 See Barthold, Turfän, in El.

The “Five Villages” lying behind the mountain did not form one close 
group. The village called Panjïkath was only one of them. The Turkish 
equivalent of this Iranian (Soghdian ?)s name is Bish-balïq, both meaning

1 The name Chïnânjkath “the Chinese 4 F. W. Thomas and Sten Konow, 
town” was also borne by a town of Two Medieval Documents from Tun- 
Shäsh, 1st*, 323. The name is distinctly huang, Oslo, 1929, pp. 130 and. 131, 
Soghdian, the element -dry being a line 23.
feminine suffix to suit the word -kath, * j  owe to H. W. Bailey the reference
cf. also Gurgänj in Khwärazm and per- that in Middle Persian the form pnzknSyy
haps Kabüdhanj-kath “the Blue (?) kwd’y, “the lord of Panjkänd” ,is  found
Village” in Soghd, 1st., 322. Cf. Ben- together with cyrincknhyy kzud’y, cf.
veniste, Essai de grammaire sogdienne, ii, F. W. K. Müller, Ein Doppelblatt aus
1929, pp. 87-8, and Jour. As., Oct. 1930, einem manichäischen Hymnenbuch, in
P· 292. Abh. PA W y 1913, pp. 45 and 55. In our

2 Idiqut was the official title of the case P.njyk.th (with y) is written clearly. 
Uyghur rulers probably inherited by In the Saka document quoted above, 
them from their Basmil predecessors. o.e., p. 131, lines 20— 1, stands misti

3 Gardîzfs is certainly an hamtha Pamji-kamtha ‘‘the great town
entirely different name, see note to of P.” . On another place called Panjl- 
§ 15,* 15. kath see note to § 15, 7.
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“Pentapolis”, probably in the sense of “administrative centre of the Five 
Towns”. The Chinese called it Pei-t’ing “Northern Court”. Bish-baliq 
is mentioned in the Orkhon inscriptions (ii, £ 28) in connexion with Kül- 
tegin’s expedition of a .d .  713, Thomsen; ZDMG, 1924, p. 153. The region 
first belonged to the tribe Basmil (Chinese Pa-si-mi) who helped the 
Uyghur to overthrow the Eastern T ’u-chüeh in 742. But immediately 
after, the Uyghurs and Khallukhs defeated the Basmil and since 744 the 
latter had been incorporated in the Uyghur federation, Chavannes, o.e., 94. 
So towards the middle of the eighth century the Uyghurs already had Bish- 
baliq under their sway. In 791 the Qarluq (§ 15) occupied “the valley of 
the stupa which belonged to the Uyghurs”, Chavannes, o.e., 305. The 
town is the one visited by Tamim b. Bahr (a.s.). In the year of the com
position of the H.-Ä.  the Uyghur prince Arslan was entertaining at Pei- 
t’ing the Chinese envoy Wang Yen-tê, see S. Julien in Jour, As., 1847, ίχ> 
pp. 50-66 ; Chavannes, Documents, p. 11 ; Barthold, Bishbalik in Ely Sir A. 
Stein, Innermost Asia, 1928, p. 582 sq. On the mention of Bish-baliq in 
Idrîsï, V.S., p. 269. The ruins of Bish-Baliq lie some 47 Km. west of Guchen 
near Jimisar. They were first visited in 1908 by B. Dolbezhev and described 
by him in Izvestiya Russ. Komiteta dl'a izucheniya Sredney i Vostochnoy Azii, 
No. 9, April 1909, and Zap., xxiii, 1915, pp. 77-121. An archaeological 
description of the ruins is found in Sir A. Stein, o x pp. 554-9.

The other names quoted behind the mountain do not correspond to 
those given in Kâshgharî’s list, i, 103, of the “five towns” composing the 
Uyghur possessions, namely, Sulmi (founded by Alexander the Great!),1 
Qocho (=  our 1. Chïnânjkath), Jambaliq, Bish-baliq ( = 2 .  Panjikath), 
Yangi-baliq. Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches, ii, 27-33, quoting the 
Yiian-shi mentions under Pei-t’ing the following five places: Qara-khocho 
(=  Chïnânjkath); *Taksin (T’a-ku-sin) shown on the old Chinese maps 
between Qumül and Bish-baliq;2 Jambaliq shown west of Bish-baliq and 
east of Manas; Khutukbai (Ku-fa-ba) west of Jambaliq; and Yängi-baliq 
(the Yängi-balghasun station between Khutukbai and Manas).3 If our 
author, as is his habit, enumerates the five places east to west, Kuzar.k and 
J.m.lkath must be placed east of Panjikath (Bish-baliq), and Bärlughand 
Jamgh.r west of it.4 This surmise is corroborated by the fact that the

1 Bîrünî, Canon, mentions S.lm.n tioned in the Saka document quoted 
situated long. ii3°o', lat. 4 3 V , i.e. above, ox., p. 130: apart from *Turfan 
north-east of Chïnânjkath lying long. and *Panjîkath, Yirrûmâmni kamtha is 
i i i c2o', lat. 42 V .  On some other men- probably Urumchi and Cammaidi Bâ
tions of this town (called Üc-Solmi in ^ iki nämma kamtha [read: *Jamil- 
an Uyghur colophon) see Pelliot in baliqi] may stand for our J.m.l-kath =  
T'oungPao, 1931, xxviii, 494. Jam-baliq, or (less probably) for our

2 This does not correspond to the IO· J-nüï-kath.
present Toksun lying at some 50 km. to 4 tyùj has some outward resemblance
the south-west of Turfan. Bîrünî, to the lake of c w h i c h  according to
Canon, places a Taksin far down in the Idrîsï lày probably near Bish-balîq (cf.
south-east at long. i2o°i5', lat. 32°s'. p. 269, note 3) though on Idrisf s map this

3 Many towns of this region are men- lake seems to correspond to the Lob-nor.
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same Jamgh.r is for a second time quoted in § 15, 12. at the eastern limit 
of the Khallukh territory as a place which “in the days of old” belonged to 
the Khallukh.1 The name is perhaps to be pronounced *Chämghar in view 
of the similar name belonging to a place on the road from Farghäna to 
Khujanda spelt in I.Kh., 30, and in Maq., 341, jJi*  (with Arabic 
s for c). On the name of J.m.lkat (cf. the present-day Jimisar ?), v.i., note 
to 10.

3.-5. belong to the itinerary given in Gardïzï, 91: Barskhän2-B.nchül 
(Pjh-Kujä-Jj\-Sïkat-M.k.shmïghnâthür-Chïnânjkat. Our author quotes 
them in inverted order (reckoning Kuchä to China, and B.nchül and 
Barskhän to Khallukh). The same itinerary is mentioned by Raverty in his 
translation of the Tabaqät-i Näsirt, p. 961 : Barskhän-
—  ci-C· (read: o&b*·?). Raverty, with his exasperating vaguenéss about 
references, pretends to quote from I.Kh., but all the details of the passage 
coincide with Gardïzï, of whose work Raverty must have had a defec
tive copy.

3. The strange corresponds to Gardïzï’s I a n d  Raverty’s
in which the element jJ is perhaps an additional name or term, for 

Gardïzï’s text runs: “from Sïkat to M.k.shmïghnâthür, and from Thür to 
Chïnânjkath” . Raverty (on what authority?) places the two (or four?) 
last-mentioned towns at 1 day’s distance from one another, in which case 
our place would have to be looked for near the present-day Turfan. The 
only parallel to our name is another very difficult name found in Rashïd 
al-dïn, ed. Berezin, Trudi V.O., vii, ioo-i, xiii, 237* with
numerous variants. This place lay near the region of jit/ ' (or óUT) “on 
the frontiers” of China (or Khotan?) and Käshghar. Whether *Küshän 
(K.sän) refers to Kao-ch’ang (v.s. 1.) or to Kuchä (§ 9, io.)3 the place 
described by Rashïd al-dïn geographically suits our K.msïghiyâ. Pelliot, 
in Jour. As., April 1920, p. 183, quotes a parallel Chinese name: k'iu-sien- 
kiu-tch'ö-eul-ko-sseu-man [in English transcription: Ch’ü-hsien-ch9ü-ch’ê- 
êrh-ko-ssü-man]. The first three syllables seem to run parallel to our 
Kamsïghiyâ and Rashïd-al-dïn’s Küsäqü (?).

4. Gardïzï’s Sïkand<Sï-kand or Shï-kand is a better name for a group 
of 3 villages (cf. Soghdian sy “three”). It must be also remembered that 
the Chinese called Si the district of Yar-khoto, situated at 12 km. to the 
west of Turfan.

5. âj\ lying near the Khüland-ghün river (§ 6, 3.) corresponds to Gar
dïzï’s Jj\4 and Raverty’s Jji. Barthold, Report, 116, suggests the reading 
*Aral (“island”) though he feels embarrassed by the position of a village

1 In this case Bärlugh (“wealthy”) north-west of Manas1 across the plain,
cannot be compared with Barkul ( <  Bars- 2 On the passes south of Barskhän
kul “ Tiger lake” ) at the north-eastern see note to § 15, 15.
extremity of . the T ’ien-shan. Hardly, 3 The latter is the opinion of Toma-
either, can our Bärlugh have anything to schek, SBW A, Bd. cxvi, p. 738, and
dowith the mountainof this name belong- Pelliot, Jour. As., April 1920, p. 180.
ing to the Dzungarian Ala-tau range, 4 P. 91: J jl ba-AzJ.
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of this name1 to the west of Kuchä, whereas Gardïz! places *Aral east òf 
the latter town, Le. in the direction of Qarashar and Qurla. The compara
tive importance of our place is confirmed by the story recorded in Gardïzï, 
9°i2: speaking of the strife between a former khäqän of the Toghuzghuz 
and his brother Kür [Kür]-tegin he says that the capital (hadrat) of the 
Khäqän “was” [at that time?] in Azal (*Aral?). The nearest place of 
importance to the east of Kuchä is Bügür (on the western bank of the 
Qizil river). Kâshgharî, i, 301, says : “Bügür is a fort (qaVa) between Kuchä 
and Uyghur lying on a height ('aid shdhiq) and it is a frontier-post (thaghr)”. 
From a palaeographic point of view a confusion of *jj« and Ûj\z is not im
possible (cf. note to § 15,15. on Azdr<*B.d.l).3 Some complication in the 
way of this identification lies, however, in the fact that it is difficult to take 
Qizil-su for the important Khüland-ghün (cf. §6,3; and § 13). [The latter 
probably corresponds to the Muzart river which flows west of the Kuchä- 
river and before reaching the Tarim turns off eastwards. Its course, 
parallel to Tarim, can be traced almost dôwii to the Lobnor region. See 
Map of Kuchä studied by A. Herrmaiin in S. Hedin, Southern Tibet, 
1922, viii, p.431.]

6. oy-Jfis obscure. In Idrîsï’s confused text, i, 495, a mention is found 
of a middle-sized town oyj* to the east of W» (var. \ït) and it is probable 
that the last-named place situated in “ Outer China” is * 1̂  Kucha.

7. These five villages belonging to a beg-tegin and inhabited by Soghdians 
must be distinguished from the village of someiwhät similar description 
mentioned under § 17, 3. Barthold in his article K  Üoprosu o yazikakh 
soghdiyskom i tokharskom, in Iran, i, 1906, pp. 29-41, while commenting 
on our § 12, 7. recalls the finds of exclusively Christian documents made 
in the villages of Bulaiq east of Turfan. However, Beg-tegin’s villages lay 
in the cold zone, which does not tally with the hot Lukchun depression.

8. Kümas (Kümis ?)-art has some likeness to K.mïz- [art ?]4 which Gardïzï, 
86, mentions on the road from Toghuzghuz to Khirkhïz (see note to § 14). 
The route is very vague and only tentatively would one place K.mïz-art 
(after which a mountainous tract succeeds to the plains) somewhere to the 
south of the Tarbaghatai, say near Chuguchak. On the other hand, Kâsh
gharî, i, 306, and iii, 177, speaks of a Kümi-Talas (or Talas-yüz)1 
forming the frontier (thaghr) of the Uyghur;.on his Map he shows it 
between the upper courses of the Hi and Irtish, south of a mountain 
(Tarbaghatai ?). At 1,500 li due north of Yar-khoto the Tang-shu mentions 
a “To-lo-se valley” which Chavannes, ox., 32, identifies with that of the 
Blaêk Irtish. This may be another hint for the location of Kümi-Talas, 
though the connexion of the latter with Kümas-art6 is still problematic.

1 Oft ΟίΊιπί= Grzhimailo’s map this s To be distinguished from the Ulugh- 
Aral lies circa 90 Km. west of Kuchä and Talas (v.i.9 § 25, 93.).
11 Km. east of Bai. 6 In script Kiim.s and Kmy can be ea-

2 See p. 273, n. 4. sily confused. Kâshgharî’s orthography 
V 3 [Ark may be the generic Persian is different, for he expressed the vowels 

word “ citadel** =  Kâshgharî’s qal'a.] by harakdt while the Persian authors
4 Cambridge MS., fol. 182a: K.mrdz. use in Turkish names matres lectiortis.
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Both the name of Küm.s-ûrZ and the detail about its inhabitants being 
hunters point to a mountainous locality. The alternative tentative explana
tion would be to connect the name *Kümäs with that of the river Kiinges 
(upper course of the Tekes which latter is a left affluent of the Ili) and to 
place it near some pass leading over the T ’ien-shan into its valley (Daghit, 
Narat, Adun-kur). The fluctuation of n/m is not unknown in Turkish 
(qonshu >qomshu).

9. The obvious restoration of would be *Kkumüdh for JjJ Qumul 
which Gardïzï, 92, places on the road from Chïnânjkath to Sha-chou (see 
note to § 9,3.). The fluctuation of δ/Ζ would not make difficulties in Eastern 
Iranian; in the Soghdian letters published by Reichelt Qumül is called 
K.myh. Our author having split the itinerary into political areas could, of 
course, insert Qumùl in his enumeration out of definite order. If, however, 
in his usual way he followed some system one ought to consider the fact 
that Kh.mûd is mentioned among the places lying in the north-western 
corner of the Toghuzghuz possessions, immediately before J.mlïkath, and 
its description would suit the upper valleys of the Qarashar drainage area 
(the two Yulduz valleys). [Eventually could be improved into 
Khaidu, but this latter name of the Qarashar river seems to be of later 
Mongol origin!]

10. According to the description e£Lr must be different from o£3u*- 
mentioned above under 2. but their names have a striking likeness and it 
is possible that both are composed of the same elements : Jml or Jmlyl-\-kat 
or kath. As a parallel one would quote the name of the tribe Jumul to 
which Kâshgharî, i, 28, assigns the following place in his north-to-south 
enumeration (al-qabcCil al-mutawassita bayn al-janüb wal-shimäl) : Chigil, 
Tukhsï, Yaghmä, Ighräq, *Charuq, Jumul (Brockelmann reads *Chomuli), 
Uyghur, Tangut, Khitay.2 If really the Jumul were the, Uyghurs’ neigh
bours in the direction of the Ili their name could very well account for
2. and 10. An important detail in our text is that the chief of J.mlykath bore 
the title of *yabghü. That he was distinct from the Khallukh yabghü (§ 15) 
results from the facts that he is mentioned under § 12, evidently as a vassal 
of the Toghuzghuz, and that his village was exposed to the Khallukh raids. 
Perhaps a passage of the T'ang-shu, Chavannes, o.e., 86, may give us a clue 
to the situation. Speaking of the disruption of the Western T ’u-chüeh (i.e. 
Türgish) federation towards a .d . 766 (see notes to §§ 15 and 17) it says: 
“when this people was destroyed there was a certain T ’ê-p’ang-lê who 
settled in the town of Yen-ch’i (— Qarashar) and took the title of shê-hu 
(=  yabghü)” .3 One could then take our yabghü for a descendant of T ’ê- 
p’ang-lê and his residence for Qarashar. It would be strange indeed if this

1 Cf. our Panjy-kath (§ 12, 2.) =  3 In the T ’ang times Qarashar was 
Panj-kath in Gardïzï, 90, note 8. usually under the Western T ’u-chüeh

2 On Kâshgharï’s Map the Jumul (or a until ajd. 719 it was included in the 
section of them?) appear much farther number of the “ Four Garrisons” , occu- 
to.the east on the Obi upstream from the pied by Ckmese troops* Chavannes,
Qây, v.i.t p. 285· o.c.t n o -14 .
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important locality had been left out in our author’s enumeration. Apart 
from its historical associations.it certainly occupied an important position; 
cf. Chavannes, o.e., 21 and 5 : “une.. .  route dont l’existence nous est révélée 
par les textes historiques est celle qui partait de Harachar [Qarashar], 
remontait le Khaidou-gol [z>.s. 9.], suivant la vallée de Youldouz,1 puis 
traversant la passe Narat pour arriver sur le Koungès et dans la vallée d’Ili. 
Mais le T'ang-chou ne nous en fournit pas la description.” Precisely the 
existence of this road connecting the territories lying south of the T ’ien- 
shan with the Ili valley could account for the variety of tribes which raided 
J.mllkath from the north. By his very origins this yabghü must have been 
opposed to the Khallukh encroachments, and this may explain the state 
of tension round the neighbouring Barskhän, at which our source hints 
under § 15,11. On the Yabghü-pass see note to § 15, 5.

11 .-17. called “stages” (manzil) must belong to the routes in the northern 
region of the Toghuzghuz possessions, partly in the T ’ien-shan and partly 
in the Ili basin. The order of enumeration is obscure. See Maps i and v.

11. probably topragh “earth” to suit the explanation that the

mountain was “earthen”. Situation uncertain except that the “stage” lay 
by a pass.

12. Our situated by a large river very likely corresponds to Käsh-

gharï’s (iii, 277) Yafinj, “a town situated near the Ili”. Juvaynï, GMS,

ii, 88, records the limits of the Qara-Khitay empire as stretching from 
Taräz to (or ^\>), which must represent the same name. On Käsh-

gharî’s Map the name Yafinj is inscribed south of the Ili. However, at 
another place (i, 58) he says that the town of Iki-Ögüz (v.i. 16.) is situated 
between the rivers Ili and Yafinj and the name of this Iki-Ögüz is inscribed 
north of the Ili. It is not clear whether Yafinj is an independent river or an 
affluent of the Hi but for the reasons quoted below one might take Yafinj 
for the Qara-tal flowing to the Balkhash lake north of the Ili. [On Idrïsï’s 
Map, Bib. Nat. Paris, MS. arabe 2221, f. 178©., a is shown on the right 

bank of the river (Sh.rmäkh ?) flowing to the lake B.rwän]

14. A name parallel to our dlîju is Jjf dl;Ju SiSink-kul, as according to 
Kâshgharï, iii, 99 and 273, a lake was called near Qochingar-bashi ( >Qoch- 
qar-bashi) but the latter place, see Barthold, Vorlesungen, 81, lay on the 
upper Chu and consequently could not belong to the Toghuzghuz territory 
as described in our source. [SiSink <  siS- “to urinate” may refer to the 
climate of our 14., v.s., p. 95:]

16. In view of 12. the name most probably represents (with
adjunction of -kat “town”) Kâshgharï’s frontier place (baldatun bil- 
thaghr) JI\ Iki-ögüz, i.e. “(situated between) the two rivers”, namely the 
Ili and Yafinj. Near Iki-ögüz lay the township of Qamlanchu, ibid., 184.

x 1 Kâshgharï, iii, 99, mentions a lake Uyghur. The name Kyk.t is suspect 
Yulduz-kiil, situated on the frontier and may be identical with Kingüt mën- 
(thaghr) between Kuchâ, Kyk.t, and tioned on the Uyghur frontier, iii, 268.
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As mentioned above, Iki-ögüz appears on the Map to the east (north) of 
the Ili, and to the west (south) of Kümi-Talas (v.s. 8.). Rubruquis (a.d. 
I2S3~S) quotes the name in the amusing Latin disguise of Equius (<iki 
[or ekt]-ögüz), see Recueil de voyages, iv, 1839, P· 281. After having crossed 
the Ili, probably near the present-day crossing at Iliysk, Rubruquis entered 
a valley where a ruined castle could be seen. “Et post hoc invenimus 
quandam bonam villam qui dicitur Equius, in qua erant Saraceni loquentes 
persicum. Longissime tamen erant a Perside. Sequenti (râ:) die, trans
gressas illis alpibus que (sic) dependebant a magnis montibus qui erant ad 
meridiem ingressi sumus pulcherrimam planitiem habentem montes altos 
a dextris, et quoddam mare a sinistris sive. quemdam lacum qui durât XXV  
dietas in circuitui (sic). Et illa planicies tota irrigatur ad libitum aquis 
descendentibus de montibus que (sic) omnes recipiuntur in illud mare. In 
estate redivimus ad latus aquilonare illius maris ubi similiter erant magni 
montes. . . . Invenimus ibi unam magnam villam nomine Cailac (Coilac) 
in qua erat forum et frequentabant earn multi mercatores.” F. M. Schmidt, 
Über Rubruks Reise in Zeitschr. d. Ges.f. Erdkunde, Berlin, 1885, xx, 203, 
places Cailac (*Qayaliq) between Kopal and the Balkhash lake, and Equius 
to the south-east of it near the mountains (Dzungarian Ala-tau). Barthold, 
Report, 70, locates Equius near Chingildi which is the first stage after the 
crossing of the Ili (at Iliysk). Perhaps it would be better to take Iki-Ögüz 
(Equius?) one stage farther east to Altun-Emel which is an important 
junction of the roads from the south-west (Almata =  Verniy), east (Jarkant), 
and north (Kopal). Altun-Emel lies at the southernmost source of the 
Qara-tal and (if this river is Yafinj!) can without much exaggèration be 
said to correspond to Kâshgharï’s description of Iki-Ögüz. Another possi
bility would be to derive the name of the town from the two sources of the 
Qara-tal between which it lay. This, however, would be contrary to 
Kâshgharï’s text.1 See Map v.

17. Ighräj-art occurs several times in our text as the name of the Central 
T ’ien-shan, see note to § 5, 7. At this place evidently only some important 
pass is meant. The detail about its “never being free from snow” may 
refer to the Muz-art (“Ice-pass”) skirting the Khan-Tengri peak. In 
Kâshgharï only the name Ighräq, v.s. 10., approaches our Ighräj. Cf. also 
the mysterious where according to Gardïzï, 849, the Kimäk used
to take their horses in winter. But then the #Ighräq (instead of 'Iräq) 
comprised some warm valleys!

§ 13. The Yaghmä

Gardïzï, 84, recording some older traditions2 says that a party of Toghuz
ghuz having separated from their tribe joined the Khallukh who by that 
time had succeeded in establishing friendly relations with the Haytäl of

1 I now see that the explanation of this passage, Komanen; 13-15, thinks 
Equius by Iki-ögüz is already found in that their source is Ibn al-Muqaffa* 
Barthold, Vorlesungen, 95. whom Gardïzï quotes among his authori-

2 Marquart who has commented on ties.
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Tukharistän.1 The Turk-khäqän [of the Türgish] felt some uneasiness at 
this combination and directed the above-mentioned Toghuzghuz to settle 
between the Khallukh and the Kimäk, where they were reinforced by some 
other people from among those who lived “to the left of China”.2 As the 
Khallukh and the shad-tutuq of the Kimäk oppressed the new federation 
the latter moved to the neighbourhood of the khäqän. The name 6f the 
chief of the Toghuzghuz in question was Yaghmä and now the khäqän 
called him tutuq in order to spite the Kimäk chief (who had a similar title).

In the H.-A.  we find the Yaghmä ( Yaghmiyä) living astride of the 
Ighraj-art (Central and Western T ’ien-shan) and occupying both the region 
south of the Khatläm river, i.e. Narin (§ 6, 21.) and the north-western 
comer of the present-day Chinese Turkestan.3 We do not know how the 
Yaghmä came to occupy this region.4 § 13, 1. suggests a previous struggle 
between the Chinese, the Khallukh, and the Yaghmä. From the fact that 
Kâshgharî, i, 85, mentions on the river Ila (Ili) the tribes of Yaghmä and 
Tukhsï and a clan of the Chigil, we may infer that the Yaghmä known to 
Gardïzï’s source had split into two. The presence of some Yaghmä near 
the Hi basin may be inferred from § 12,10., but the important group of the 
tribe must have centred round, and north of, Käshghar. The Mujmal al- 
tazvârïkh, Barthold, Turkestan, i, 20, definitely says that “the king of the 
Yaghmä is called Boghrä-khärC\ The title undoubtedly points to the first 
Turkish Muslim dynasty5 which in a .d . 999 put an end to the Samanid rule 
in Transoxiana and which has been differently designated under the names 
of Äl-i Afräsiyäby “khans of Turkestan”, Iläk-khans, Qara-khanids (see 
Barthold, Ilek-khans in El). Our source insists on the esteem enjoyed by
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1 Possibly referring to the infiltration 
of the Khallukh into Upper Tukharistän 
(see note to § 23, 69.). Under a .h . 119 
Tabarï, ii, 1412, line 9, mentions the 
jabgküya al-Tukkäri and ibid., line 16, 
calls him jabgküya al-Kharlukhi.

2 The region “between” the Khallukh 
and the Kimäk would lie somewhere 
near the Sari-su (cf. § 18). This would 
render possible a contact between the 
Toghuzghuz and the Altai tribes to 
which evidently the text refers, as may 
be inferred from the items on the situa
tion “to the left of China” and the 
“ Chinese sable-martens” coming from 
their country (s.mwjni restored by 
Marquart as $amür-i chini), cf. note to 
§ 5, 8. [Eventually the legend may refer 
to the earlier seats of the Khallukh near 
the Tarbaghatai, v.i., p. 286.]

3 Very puzzling is the mention of the
Khüland-ghün (§6, 3. and § 12, 5.) as 
thè southern frontier of the Yaghmä.
Does Khüland-ghün stand here for the

Aq-su and its western tributaries 
(Taushqan)? The name *Taghushkhän 
or *Tawushkhan is found in Gardïzï (see 
p. 296) but is omitted in our § 6, 3. Our 
author may have substituted for it the 
name belonging to the more easterly 
Muzart. In this case, the Yaghmä 
occupied in the westernmost T ’ien-shan 
(see p. 96, line 11) the comer between 
the Narin and Taushqan, whereas the 
valley of the Taushqan and the salt lake 
south of it (§§ 3, 17. and 15, 6.) were 
held by the Khallukh (§ 15).

4 Did the khäqän establish them there 
simultaneously with giving their ancestor 
the title of tutuq ?

5 Cf. the name of the founder of the 
dynastyj Satuq Boghra-khan. Mar
quart, Guwaims Bericht über die Bekeh
rung der Uiguren, in Sitz. Beri. Akad., 
1912, xxvii, 491, has shown that Abü 
Dulaf Mis'ar b. Muhalhil (cf. note to § 9) 

while speaking of the shl'a tribe Ju re

fers to the dynasty of Boghrä-khän, v.i. i.
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the Yaghmä kings among their subjects. The composition of the Qara- 
khanid army may be still a moot question, cf. Barthold, Turkestany 254,1 
but there is hardly any doubt that the ruling dynasty arose from the Yaghmä 
group (a branch of the Toghuzghuz).2 In our source we find the Yaghmä 
at their beginnings before they spread north into the Chu and Jaxartes 
basins. According to Nizäm al-mulk, Siyäsat nama, ed. Schefer, p. 189, 
some “ infidel Turks” conquered Baläsäghön (in the Chu valley) a short 
time before aj>. 943. If Barthold’s surmise is right, Semirechye, 20, that 
this people “in all probability was identical with the one from which the 
Qara-khanid dynasty arose”, the date would form the terminus ante quem 
of our author’s original source. It is also noteworthy that Üzgand which 
was destined to become aaimportant centre of the Qara-khanids is still 
reckoned (§ 25, 58.) to Transoxiana. In the south the Qara-khanids waged 
war on the kings of Khotan (§ 9,18.) and the mention of the Toghuzghuz 
(=  Yaghmä?) on the road from Käshghar to Khotan (§11, 20.) may be 
a portent of the final absorption of the latter place toward a .d . 1000.

I . On Käshghar (in Chinese Shu-lê, Sha-lêy Ch'ia-shay in Tibetan 
Shulig) see Chavannes, Documents, 121, Sir A. Stein, Ancient Khotany 
47-72, H. A. R. Gibb, The Arab invasion of Käshghar in a.d. 7x5, in 
BulLSOSy ii, part iii, 467-74 [the author doubts the fact of the invasion], 
Barthold, Ilek-khan and Käshghar in EL At the time of the earlier Chinese 
dominion Käshghar was one of the “Four Garrisons” (cf. § 9) though it 
possessed a dynasty of its own.3 Towards a .d . 676-8 it was subjugated by 
the Tibetans. In 728 China again entered into relations with the “king” 
of Käshghar. After a new struggle in which the Chinese, the Tibetans, the 
Turks, and the Arabs took part, Käshghar, to judge by our source, was 
annexed by the Khallukh but became a bone of contention between the 
latter and the Yaghmä. Marquart, Öuwainis Bericht, &c., p. 492, has shown 
that Mis'ar b. Muhalhil mentions the Yaghmä kingdom twice over: once 
under the name Bughräj,'and a second time under that of Khargahy “the 
tent” ( ?), .corresponding to the Turkish Ordu~kandy “the Army canton
ments”. Bïrünï in his Canon (6th climate) clearly says that “Ordu-kand is 
Käshghar”. Khargäh as the name of a country lying somewhere near India
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1 Cf. the mention of a multitude of 
clans composing the Yaghmä federation. 
As regards the BJäq (Y.läq?), Käsh- 
gharî, i, 317, mentions a tribe Alkâ (sic) 

Bulâq ( j ÿ , I Ü 1) but the fact that it was 
subjugated by the Qifchaq points tö its 
much more northern situation. [Sepa
rately, ibid., i, 57, is mentioned an 
Oghuz clan called dJÜL» Uü\ *Alqabölük.'\ 

As a mere guess, could one take the
B.läq “mixed with the Toghuzghuz” 
for the group of the Yaghmä living on 
the Ili where they could be in touch with 
the Toghuzghuz ?

2 So Barthold, Sentirechye, 21, but 
later, Vorlesungen, 77, he expressed him
self in favour of the Kharlukh origin of 
the dynasty.

3 Kâshgharï, i, 9 and 31, says that in 
the districts of Käshghar a non-Turkish 
language was spoken, called känjäki. In 
the town itself the khäqäni Turkish was 
used. [In later times a place called 
K.nj.k is often mentioned in the neigh
bourhood of Talas, cf. Waçsâf, Târïkh, 
ed. Hammer, i, 22. It may have been a 
colony of the same tribe.]



is mentioned in the Shäh-näma, ed. Vullers, p. 782, note 7, and p. 787, 
note 7.. Rustam speaks to Kay-Khusrau of a land belonging to Zäbulistan 
which Manüchihr had freed from the Türänians but which was again 
seized by the latter under Kay-Ka’üs:

Mar. an marz Khargah khwänad ba-näm 
Jahân-dïda dïhqân-i gustarda-näm.
Za-yak nïma bar Sind därad guzar 
Ba Qinnauj-u Kashmtr-u än büm bar;
Digar nïma rähash su-yi marz-i Chm 
Bi-payvast bä marz-i Türän-zamin.

Kay-Khusrau sends Rustam for the deliverance of 

Zamïnï-ki payvasta-yi marz-i tu-st:
Za Khargah tä büm-i Hindüsitän 
Za Kashmir tä marz-i Jädüsitän.

2. Instead of Bartûj one must read * Artüj. Kâshgharî, i, 87, men
tions two villages of the name Artüj in the Käshghar region.1 Both (now 
called Artish) are still extant beyond the hills north of Käshghar. The 
Upper Artish lies some 35 Km. to the north-west of Käshghar and the Lower 
Artish some 45 Km. to the north-east of it. Near the two villages exist 
interesting Buddhist remains, cf. Petrovsky (former Russian Consul General 
in Käshghar) in Zap., vii, 295 and ix, 147. The founder of the Qara-khanid 
dynasty Satuq Boghra-khan lies buried in Artish, see Jamâl Qarashï, 
Mulhaqät al-Sur äh in Barthold, Turkestan, i (texts), 132: mòta Satuq 
Bughrä khän al-ghäztft sanat 344 wa mashhaduhu bi-Artüj min qurä Käsh
ghar, wa [huwa] al-yaum mdmür wa mazür, cf. Grenard, Jour. As., January 
1900, p. 6. The legendary details on the decay of Artüj are likely to refer 
to the time before Satuq Boghra-khan’s burial in 344/955 (?) because 
Islamic tradition would hardly have allowed the resting-place of a famous 
champion of Islam to become a ruin.

3. The easiest solution is perhaps to identify Khïrmfû inhabited by 
* Artüj ians with the second of the two villages mentioned. On the other 
hand, Idrîsï, tr. by Jaubert, i, 492, mentions a town and a fort of jyr  
situated at four days from Bäkhwän (see note to § 15,14.), at 10 days from 
Barskhän and at 14 days from the “town of Tibet” (=  Khotan?). As the 
duty of the governor of this place was to repel the attacks of the “ Tibetan 
princes” one would think that J.rm.q lay to the south or to the west of 
Aq-su. As a mere guess one could identify the town with the important 
Maral-bashi (according to Kuropatkin, circa 232 Km. west of Aq-su) which 
in former days was called Baràhuq (Kâshgharî, i, 318: jr^). In a similar 
way our could be another mutilation of the same name [?]. The fact 
that the village was inhabited by Artüjians (evidently considered as a special 
tribe) may be connected with what Kâshgharî, i, 9 and 31, says about the 
känjaki (v.s., p. 280, note 3).

1 He says that artüj means “juniper- called in Turkestan archa “Juniperus 
tree” far'or), i.e. probably the tree polycarpus” . ,
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§ 14. The Khirkhïz

Marquart, Komanen, 65-8; Barthold, Kirghiz in EIy and Kirgizi, istori- 
cheskiy ocherk, Frunze =  Pishpek, 1927 (an important historical essay 
written by Barthold at the request of the Qirghiz Soviet Republic in which 
the data of the H . - Ä .  have also been utilized).

This very ancient people, first mentioned by the Chinese in 201 B.c.,1 
lived north of the Sayan mountains on the Upper Yenisei. To judge by 
the appearance of the Qirghiz (Qiryiz), as described by the Chinese and 
Muslim sources (blue eyes, red hair, white skin)2 they did not originally 
belong to the Turkish race and were probably Turkicized “Yenisei Ostiaks”. 
Towards a .d . 710 the Turkish (T’u-chüeh) rulers of Mongolia undertook 
a victorious campaign in the Qirghiz country, but the real conquest took 
place only in 758 after the power in Mongolia passed to the Uyghur Turks. 
In 840 the Qirghiz rose against their masters, expelled the Uyghurs from 
Mongolia and founded a new nomad empire which lasted till about 917, 
when the K ’itan (Qitay) united under their aegis Northern China and 
Mongolia. The qaghan (khäqän) of the Qirghiz returned to the old resi
dence on the Yenisei, and Muslim reports on the Qirghiz must have in 
view this stage of the Qirghiz history. [But see § 3, 1. and p. 94,1. 11.]

Gardïzï, 86, describes a road from the Toghuzghuz to the Khirkhïz which 
may be divided into four sections : (a) From Chïnânjkath to Kh.s.n, thence 
to Nükhb.k, and thence to K.mlz-[art] ; the journey lasts 1--2 months in a. 
grass-steppe and 5 days in a desert, (b) From K.mlz-art to Mänb.klü;3
2 days among hills, after which begins the region of forests; then come 
steppes, springs, and hunting grounds until the high Mänb.klü mountain 
is reached, which is wooded and abounds in sable-martens, grey squirrels, 
musk-deer, and game, (c) From Mänb.klü to Kükmän (Kökmän), by a 
road along which grazing grounds, pleasant streams, and abundant game 
are found ; in 4 days the traveller reaches the Kökmän mountain which is 
high and very wooded ; here the road grows narrow, (d) From Kökmän to 
the Khirkhïz encampment (häyita) : 7 days by a road on which one finds 
steppes, verdure (sabzi), water, and trees growing so close to one another 
as to prevent an enemy from passing. The road is like a garden until it 
reaches the said encampment where the army quarters (lashkargäh) of the 
Khirkhïz are situated.

The distances indicated are vague. As mentioned in the note to § 12, 8.,

1 The Chinese transcription (Ch’ien 2 Gardïzï, 85, reports a legend accord-
Han-'shu) of the name Qirghiz Kien- ing to which the founder of the Khirkhïz
k*un is explained by Pelliot as imitating tribe was a Slav(l): “the signs of Slav
the (Mongol ?) singular form : Qirqun origin are still apparent in the Khirkhïz,
corresponding to the plural Qirqiz, see namely their red hair and white skin” . 
Jour. As., April 1920, p. 137. L . Ligeti, 3 In the Camb. M S., fol. 182a, these
Die Herkunft des Volksnamens Kirgiz, in four last names have respectively the
Korosi Csoma-Archivum, i, 1925, pp. 1 -  forms: or and
i Si takes Qirq-iz for an old Turkish Nùkhïk; K.mrâz and K.mïz; Män.nkbü
plural of qirq “forty” . and Mâtïklù.



K.mïz-art may lie on the southern skirts of the Tarbaghatai range. Mänb.klü 
would grosso modo correspond to the Altai mountains. Kökmän, known 
also in the Orkhon inscription, cf. Thomsen, Les inscriptions, p. 149, n. 24, 
is more likely the Tannu-ola (south of Uriahkhai)1 than the Sayan moun
tains (north of Uriankhai). The khäqän’s residence must have lain on the 
upper Yenisei, in the Minusinsk region known for its excellent climate and 
picturesque nature. See Map i.

Gardïzï mentions three roads from the Khirkhïz territory: (a) following 
a north-to-south direction (just described in the opposite direction) ; (ft) a 
western road leading to the Kimäk and Khallukh; (c) a road leading 
eastwards to the great tribe of Fürï (v.i. 1.).

In our source the Khirkhïz territory is represented as extending down 
to the Northern Uninhabited Lands and the Eastern Ocean (§3, 1.). On 
the west a mountain separated them from the Kimäk (§5,12. and § 18). As 
the Kimäk lived on the Irtish the mountain must be the Altai (— Mânb.klü, 
v.s.). In § 6,41. it is said that the “ Ras” river rises from the same mountain 
[or its continuation?]. The Tülas (Töläs, Tölös) mountain where the 
Khirkhïz were also found (§ 5, 8.) may be another name for the Altai, 
borrowed from a different source and wrongly placed north-west of the 
Issik-kul (cf. §§ 16 and 17).2 Some isolated groups of the tribe must have 
wandered even into the Tarim basin : they are mentioned in the neighbour
hood of Käshghar (§ 13, 1.) and more definitely in B.njül (§ 15, 12.) which, 
to believe our author, formed a Khirkhïz enclave in the Khallukh territory.3

i. Gardïzï, 86, gives much more information on the Fürï. The eastern 
road from the Khirkhïz, says he, has two variants of which the one runs in 
the desert and is 3 months long, and the other, more to the north, only
2 months long but more difficult, for the narrow path has to cross forests, 
marshes, and numerous streams. In the marshes4 live wild people who do 
not mix with others and do not understand their languages. They are clad 
in skins and feed on game, their religion forbids them to touch other 
people’s clothes. Their families accompany them in their campaigns. 
They destroy the booty and only keep the enemy’s arms. If the Khirkhïz 
take them prisoners they go on hunger strike. They suspend their dead 
on trees in order that their bodies should decay, &c. The text could be 
literally taken as indicating that the said wild people were found on the
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1 Cf. Samoylovich, in Comptes-Rendus 
de VAcadémie de Γ U.R.S.S., Ι934> No. 8, 

Ρ· 633·
2 The name is evidently that of the well- 

known Turkish federation (Töläs, Tölis,
Tölös, in Chinese THeh-lê, Thomsen, 
Inscriptions, 61, Chavannes, Documents, 
87) to which the Uyghur originally be
longed. At a later date, Eltärish qaghan 
(Bilga qaghan’s father) organized the
Töläs and Tardush tribes (Thomsen, 
Inscriptions y 103, ZDM G, 1924, 147)

which Thomsen, ibid., p. 174, con
siders as “the two great tribes, or rather 
administrative sections of the Eastern 
Turks” .

3 This statement need not necessarily 
be connected with the epoch of the 
Qirghiz Empire, see Barthold, Preface, 
p. 28. The B.njül group could be only a 
colony of the tribe.

4 Gardïzï, 8422, read: db-gir as two 
lines down!



way to the Fürï, but then it would be strange that Gardïzï gives no separaté 
description of the latter “great tribe”. According to our author the Fürï 
were exactly the wild men in question. The Fürï must be located near thè 
Baikal. Rashïd al-dïn, ed. Bérézine, in Tfudi VORAO, vii, 168, mentions 
in the neighbourhood of this lake the tribes: Qürî fajJ, cf. our 
Burghut, Tümät, Bäylük “which are some of the Mongol tribes”.1 Bar
thold, Kirgiziy 23, identifies the Qürî with the Ku-li-kan whom the Tang· 
shu reckons to the Tölös federation of Turkish tribes (to which the Uyghurs 
also belonged, § 9, v.$., pp. 196,266, n. 1) placing them north of the Han-hai 
and south of the Baikal lake.2 In the Orkhon inscriptions the name of Quriqan 
twice follows on that of Qirqiz.3 This identification is somewhat compli
cated by the existence in some Muslim sources of the tribal name o j. The 
chief authority for it seems to be Bîrünî, see Taf him, ed. Wright, p. 145: 
“the Sixth Climate begins from the territory of the Eastern Turks, such 
as Qây, Qün, Khirkhïz, Kimäk (spelt Kumak), and Toghuzghuz, and (in it 
lie) the Turkoman country, Färäb, the country of the Khazar, and the 
northern (part) of their sea”.4 The Syriac map described by A. Mingana 
(v.s.y p. 182) also mentions at the eastern extremity of the Sixth Climate: 
‘ ■Qarqïr (* Qirqiz) ; Qäi and Qün; the country of the Turks and Mongols”. 
'Aufï (who wrote after 620/1231) mentions a Turkish tribe also called 
ojy whom the scarcity of grazing grounds forced to leave the country of 
Khitä. Then they were attacked by another tribe Qäy and went to the land 
of SärL5 Thereby further movements were occasioned: the people of Sârï

1 Not “ diè zum Teil Mongolstämme names see now Schàeder, Iranica, iç34> 
sind” , as Marquart translates in Koma- p. 39. [In the Oghuz-näma the word 
nen, 135. quriqanf or *qorighan seems to have the

2 See T ’ang-shu, transi, by I. Bichurin, meaning of “tent” , see Pelliot in 
i» 439» cf. Chavannes, Documents, 87-8. T ’ourig-Pao, 1930, p. 290. One can 
According to Barthold in the later Yiian- hardly say whether this word is con- 
shi a people Ku-li is placed near the nected with the tribal name so long as 
Angara.river (flowing out of the Baikal), we are not sure of the pronunciation of 
Cf. also Bretschneider, Mediaeval Re- the first vowel u/o. For the abbreviated 
searchesy i, 24, where Yeh-lü Ch’u ts’ai’s form #Quri (<  Quriqan) the testimony 
report is quoted (towards a .d . 1224) of the Yiian-shi is interesting.]
saying that the land Ko-fu-ch’a was 4 The same text, evidently borrowed 
called Ku-li-han under the T ’ang. Bret- from Tafhim, stands in Yäqüt, i, 33. Cf. 
schneider thinks that Ko-fu-ch’a refers Wiedemann, Geographisches von al
to the Dasht-i Qipchaq ( ?) but the ideas Bïrünïy in Sitzungsb. d. Physikalisch- 
of Chingiz-khan’s minister about Ko- medic. Societät zu Erlangen, Band 44 
fu-ch’a (lying north of Yin-du =  Hin- (1912), p. 18. It is, however, noteworthy 
dustan!) have hardly been transmitted that the names Qün and Qäy do not 
accurately. [Marquart, Arktische Län- occur in the description of the 
der y 281, places the Quriqan to the east “ Climates” in Bïrünï’s Canon. 
of the Baikal.] 5 Perhaps the Sari-su basin is meant,

3 Thomsen, Inscriptions, 98: “ Tab- in the region between the Irtish and 
ghach, Tüpüt, Apar, Apurim, Qirqiz, Jaxartes, v.i.y § 18. I.Kh., 29, and
Üch-Quriqany Otuz-Tatar, Qitay, Ta- Qudäma, 206, mention a village of 
tabi” ; ibid.y 102 : “ Qirqiz, Quriqan, Sârigh 4 farsaldis west of the town of
Otuz-Tatar, Qitay, Tatabi”, cf. Thom- the T ürgish-khaqan^ i.e. probably west 
sen, ZDMGy 1924, p. 147. On these of the Chü. As is known the Türgish
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went to the Turkoman land and the Ghuz (i.e. Turkomans!) into that of 
the Pechenegs near the Armenian sea (v.i., notes to § 19). After the Marqa- 
Qün 'Auf! mentions the Khirkhïz who lived between the “aestival east” 
(mashriq-i say fi) and the Kimäk (living north of the Khirkhïz). There is 
no doubt that <jß and refer to the same people, and Barthold in his 
edition of 'Aufî’s text quotes the variants: ÒJ (Br. Mus. Or. 2676) and 
dy. Marquart adopts the reading Qün and boldly makes it the starting- 
point of a series of far-fetched hypotheses having in view to prove the 
identity of the Qün with the later Qoman (in Hungarian Kun), see Komanen, 
7730. Linguistically Qün cannot account for Qoman which still awaits an 
explanation. Consequently the reading Qürï, as found in the older source 
from which both the H.-Ä. and Gardïzï derived their information, and 
having good parallels in Chinese and Old Turkish sources is preferable 
in the present state of our knowledge.1

In Bïrünï, on the Syriac map, and in 'Aufï the name Qün is coupled with 
the name of another people ^  (Yäqüt: îlS) which several times occurs in 
Kâshgharï, whose enumeration (i, 28) of the outer belt of Turkish tribes 
(running west to east) is as follows: Pecheneg, Qifchaq, Oghuz, Yimäk, 
Bashghirt, Basmil, Qäy, Yabäqü, Tatär. On the map the Qäy are shown 
on the left bank of the Yumar (Obi), and south of them are found the Jumul 
(of the inner [north-to-south] belt of tribes). Further (i, 30) Kâshgharï 
says that Jumul, Qäy, Yabäqü, Tatär, and Basmil have languages of their 
own (perhaps dialects ?) but at the same time speak good “Turkish”. In 
Chinese sources and the Orkhon inscriptions the name Qäy has not been 
found and one might suppose that this tribe did not originally belong to 
the earlier federations (Tölös, Türk, Uyghur). In Kâshgharï’s time the 
Qäy seem to have shifted to the west, perhaps subsequently to the displace
ment of the QûrïjQün of whom no trace is found in the Blwän lughat al-turk 
composed a .d . 1077.2

As the easternmost Turkish ( ?) tribe our source regards the Fürï<*Qûrï. 
Meanwhile in the description of the provinces of China are found the 
names: (§ 9, 2d) and (§ 9,2h). It is tempting to identify the first of 
them with \̂S (as located in Bïrünï) and take the latter as a mere repetition
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were divided into “ Black” and “Yellow” 
(in Turkish sarigh>sari) clans. Both 
Sari-su and Särigh may be. connected 
with the latter appellation, the village 
being probably but a colony of the 
“Yellow” clans, of whom greater num
bers occupied the Sari-su valley(?)

1 As regards the other appellation 

of the Qün(Q.rï in 'Aufï, namely 4  a 

(variant: ^ “ a people”) which is not 

found in other sources, one may keep 
in mind two villages on the Lena (south 
and north of Yakutsk) called Markka 
and the lake Marka [Marqa }]-kul (35 X

15 Km.) lying in the southern Altai, 
north of Zaisan. The lake could possibly 
indicate one of the stages in the pere
grinations of the *Marqa tribe.

2 Kâshgharï makes a distinction be
tween the Qäy and the Qayigh (i, 56), 
the latter being one of the 22 clans of 
the Oghuz. This distinction was insisted 
upon by M . F. Köprülü-zade, Ilk muta· 
savvifler, Istanbul, 1919, p. 146. The 
names have been often confused, and 

even Yäqüt's ̂  \S (i, 33) reflects *Qayi(gk) 
rather than Qäy.



of iSjj (§ 14, I·) easily explained in an enumeration made in an opposite 
direction (i.e. east to west). Should this surmise prove acceptable, the rest 
of the enigmatic “ Chinese” provinces (§ 9, 2.) would also have to be ex
plained from Turkish and cognate languages.

2. The town K.m.jkatk, according to Barthold, may correspond 
to Mi-ti-chih-t’o mentioned as the royal camp of the Qirghiz in the T’artg- 
shu, Schott, Über d. ächten Kirgisen, 1865, p. 434. Then our name ought 
to be accordingly restored as [Idrïsï, i, 500, calls the principal 
river of the Khirkhïz country, i.e. evidently Yenisei: jUjl. which may be a 
mis-spelling of the name of the capital.]

3. Judging by the traits of likeness between the K.saym (^ S )  and the 
more westerly tribes, they must have lived to the west of the Khirkhïz 
proper, A possible restitution of this name would be *Kishtim a 
people which was conquered by Chengiz-khan simultaneously with the 
Qirghiz. Aristov, Notes on the Ethnical Composition, of the Turkish Peoples (in 
Russian), in Zhivaya starina, vi, 1896, p. 340, sees in them some Turkicized 
Yenisei tribe (Chinese: Ting-ling); in Russian seventeenth-century docu
ments the Turkicized tributaries of the Qirghiz are indiscriminately called 
Kishtim. [A. Z. Validi reminds me of the Turkish town of mentioned 
in the Mashhad MS. of Ibn al-Faqïh, but its whereabouts are not quite 
clear to me.]

§15. The Khallukh

The T'ang-shu translated by Bichurin, Sobraniye svedeniy, i, 437, and by 
Chavannes, Documents, 85 ; Tomaschek’s review of de Goeje’s De Muur 
van Gog en Magog, in WZKM, 1889, iii, 103-8; Barthold, Semirechyey 
pp. 14-20; Barthold, Cu> Issik-kul, Karluk, Turk, in El.

The original name of the tribe is Qarluq (in Chinese transcription 
Ko-lo-lu) but more frequently the earlier Muslim authors use the forms 

Qarlukh and Khallukh of which the latter (^t) is very easily confused with 
Khalaj (^-<Qalach), cf. § 24, 22. and § 23, 69.

According to the T 9ang-shu the Ko-lo-lu originally belonged to various 
clans of the T ’u-chüeh. They lived to the north-west of Pei-t’ing (§ 12,2.) 
and to the west of the Kin-shan (“ Golden mountain” =  Altai), astride of 
the river Pu-ku-chen (Black Irtish ?). Their territory included the mountain 
Το-ta [perhaps TarbaghataiP], Chavannes, Documents, 85, note 4.1 In the 
south the Qarluq were the neighbours of the Tu-lu group of the Western 
T ’u-chüeh which lived to the east of the Issik-kul in the 111 basin. In a.d. 
742-5 the Qarluq helped the Uyghurs to destroy the federation of the Eastern 
T ’u-chüeh, after which they considered themselves as candidates to the 
succession of the Western T ’u-chüeh (at that time under the leadership of 
the Türgish clan) and gradually moved westwards. At the time of the 
famous battle of Talas (133/751) the Qarluq revolted against the Chinese

1 This fact may explain § 5, 8. (p. 196). Cf. also p. 278, n. 2.
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and joined the Arabs thereby securing the latter’s victory, Chavannes, 
Documents, 143, 297. Towards 766 the Qarluq occupied Süyäb (§ 17, 2.) 
and Talas (§ 25,93.), i.e. the habitat of the western (Nu-shih-pi) group of the 
Western T ’u-chüeh, Chavannes, o.e., 286, 297.1 It is very possible that to 
this initial expansion of the Qarluq refer the two curious passages in Jähiz 
(v.s., p. 267) who ascribes the decline of Toghuzghuz valour to the 
influence of Manichaeism and adds that formerly “the Toghuzghuz ex
celled the Khallukh even if the latter were in double numbers (wa känü 
yataqaddimüna al-Kharlukhiyya wa-in känüfil 'adad ad* äfahum.2

In Muslim literature two curious reports are found on the earlier events 
in the Khallukh history. The one by Gardïzï, 84, suggesting some contacts 
between the Khallukh and Yabäghü is still obscure (v.i., p. 288). The other 
by 'Auf 1 (Barthold, Turkestan, 1,99-100, and Marquart, Komanen,40) is much 
nearer to the Chinese version: “Another tribe of Turks are the Khallukh. 
Their habitat lay atthe Yün.s mountain which (produces) gold. The Khallukh 
were the subjects of the Toghuzghuz but having revolted against them 
invaded the land of Turkistän [perhaps: Türgishäni] and some of them 
came (even) to the lands of Islam. There are nine clans (of them) : three 
Jigilï, three H.ski, one N.dä (B.dvä), one K.valïn and one T.khsln.” The 
name of the mountain must stand for i.e. exactly Altai (Kin-shan) 
on which see note to § 5,8.3

When after a .d . 840 the Uyghurs, ousted from Mongolia by the Khirkhïz, 
occupied the eastern part of the T ’ien-shan, they evidently pressed the 
Khallukh from the east. The struggles in the region between the Ili and 
Issik-kul must have been carried on with alternate success. Our source 
suggests that the Khallukh had occupied or recaptured the important town 
of Barskhän (v.i. 11.), but on the other hand lost Jämghar (v.i. 12.).

The Qarluq might possibly have gathered round themselves a new strong 
federation but for a new move of Turkish tribes led from the south by the 
Qara-khanids (see § 13). Our source (§ 13, 1.) hints at some previous 
struggles between the Khallukh and Yaghmä for the possession of Käsh
ghar. Finally (towards a .d . 943) the Qara-khanid lords of Käshghar (see 
§ 13) penetrated into the Chu valley (which our author still describes 
as being in the possession of the Khallukh and Chigil) and invaded Trans
oxiana. The Khallukh as the rest of the tribes of the region were then 
merged in the kingdom of the new lords.

Another group of Khallukh, under their own yabghü lived south of

1 In spite of these events several had belonged to the T ’uchiieh), calls 
tribes of the latter federation seem to them “ the bravest among the Turks” 
have maintained their independence in and adds that ten of them could fight 
various degrees (see notes to §§ 16, ιη, ιοο Kharlukh. But v.i. i i .
and 19). 3 It is noteworthy that in the 13th

2 V.i., line 16, where 'Aufi’s term century a later Qarluq principality still
Toghuzghuz most probably refers to the existed north of the Ili (probably near 
Western T ’u-chüeh (=  Türgish). Qu- Kopal), i.e. in the neighbourhood of the 
däma, 262, speaking of the people of original Qarluq home, cf. Barthold, 
Upper Barskhän (who undoubtedly Karluk. in E l. [Cf. p. 94, 1. 21.]
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the Oxus in Upper Tukhäristän, Tabari, ii, 1604. Gardïzï’s record of the 
friendly relations between the Khallukh and the “Haytäl of Tukhäristän” 
(see note to § 13) may echo the penetration of the Khallukh into that pro
vince; quite possibly the Khallukh themselves established in Tukhäristän 
are understood under the name of their Hephtalite predecessors (in 
Arabic Hay tal). Our source (§ 23, 69.) confirms the presence of the 
Khallukh in Tukharistän, and even now the name Qarluq survives in one 
of the Uzbek clans of Northern Afghanistan, cf. Barthold, Turks in E l  
and Küshkakï [see note to § 24, iva], p. 200 (Shahr-i Buzurg) and p. 203 
(Rustäq).

The item on the title of the Khallukh ruler (jabghü or yabghü jSl ,̂ often 
mis-spelt j±J) may have been borrowed from I.Kh., 16, who says that the 
kings of the Turks, Tibetans, and Khazars are styled khäqätiy “with the 
exception of the Kharlukh king (who is) called jabghüya”. According to 
Kâshgharï, iii, 24, yafghü was a title two degrees lower than khäqän.1

The title y abghü (Kâshgharï, iii, 24: yafghüCyapghü) must be dis
tinguished from the name of the tribe Yabäghü which is placed by Kâsh
gharï, i, 28 and passim, considerably more to the east between the Qäy and 
Tatär. In Gardïzï’s (p. 82) still obscure report on the origin of the Khallukh 
Yabäghü is the nickname2 of a man who having run away from the “Turks” 
(to whom the original Khallukh belonged) came to the land of the Toghuz
ghuz. The khäqän of the latter placed him as a chief over the Khallukh 
living in his possessions who were accordingly surnamed Khallukh-i 
Yabäghü. Later on a part of Yabäghü’s tribe was induced to migrate to 
Turkistän (*Türgishäni) and was settled by the khäqän of the latter who 
gave them a jabüy ( <jabüya ?).3 Finally the people of Turkistän (*Türgi- 
shän ?) rose against the khäqän* Khutoghlan (0}U )̂ who was killed and 
whose kingdom passed to (the) Chünpän (clan ?) of the Khallukh.4 The first 
Khallukh ruler who sat on the throne was Ilmälm.s.n *jabüya (<>JLU 
4»y>r sic). It is likely that under the “Yabäghü Khallukh” are under
stood the Khallukh who stayed at their original home in the Altai. The 
migration of some of the “Yabäghü” westwards is supported by the fact that 
the Üzgand river “ rising from behind the mountain of the Khallukh” 
(§ 6, 17.) is called *Yabäghü (§ 25, 58.), and Kâshgharï, iii, 27, confirms 
this name: Yabäghü-suvi. This would indicate that the “Yabäghü Khal
lukh” were settled south of the original bulk of the Khallukh federation 
on the western headwater of the Jaxartes near the pass leading to Käshghar

1 According to the Chiu T ’ang-sku the 38, note 5, the kings of the Western T ’u-
T ’u-chüeh used to give the title shê-hu chüeh were called jabghü-qaghan.
and t’e-le (which Chavannes, Documents, 2 Yabäqü according to Kâshgharï, iii,
21, identifies respectively with jabghü 27, means “felted wool” (al-qarada min
and tekin) to the sons, younger brother, al-süf).
and relatives of the khäqän. However, 3 It is possible that the slightly
at another place I.Kh., 40, merges the simplified form jabüy a contained some
two titles into one : jabghüya-khäqän, particular shade of meaning. Cf. Persian
probably referring to the earlier times, pädshäh >  Turkish päshä.
for according to Chavannes, Documents, 4 Cf. infra pp. 300-1.
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(“to Tibet” according to our author’s ideas, § 25, 28.). From § 6, 21. one 
should conclude that the valley of Yabäghü was already hemmed in by the 
Yaghmä whose frontier with the Khallukh reached the more northerly 
Khatläm (i.e. Narin) river. The Yabäghü group may have been specially 
used by the Khallukh as a wedge between themselves and the aggressive 
Yaghmä (§ 13).

As usual in our source the bearings of the Khallukh territory are quoted 
as if the author was facing east instead of north. Grosso modo the Khallukh 
occupied most1 of the Chu basin, both north and south of the Alexandrovsky 
range,2 as well as the region stretching south of the Issik-kul and over
lapping the T ’ien-shan into Chinese Turkestan along the Aq-su valley. 
The enumeration begins with the places mentioned under Transoxiana 
(§ 25> 93·) ^  ^  “ Gate of the’Khalhikh”. 1.-3. (and 4. ?) are situated along 
the road from the Jaxartes to the Chu basin (north of the Alexandrovsky 
range); 7.-9. in the Chu valley (?); 10.-12. south of the Issik-kul [12. per
haps much farther east]; 5.-6. and 13-15. south of the T ’ien-shan, the 
first two lying to the north-east of Käshghar and the rest on the road con
necting the Chu and Issik-kul basins with Kuchä (§9, 10.) and the towns 
of the Toghuzghuz (§ 12, 5. 4. 3. 1.). See Map v.

I.  2. Cf. I.Kh., 28, Qudäma, 205-6, and Maq., 275 (the latter with 
different details). Külän corresponds to the present-day Tarti, and Mirkï 
is still known under its old name. As regards the tribes A. Z. Validi writes 
to me (17. ix. 1932) : “Berish seems to be still in existence ; Bystän is perhaps 
related to Bwsyän in the Stambul MS. of Maq.”

3. After Mirkï we find here Nün-kat, whereas under § 25, 93. Mirkï is 
followed by N.vïkath. I.Kh., 29, gives the following itinerary: Külän, 
4 farsakhs to B.rkï (=  Mirkï) ; thence 4 f. to Asbara (*Ashpara) ; thence 8 f. 
to Nüzkat (var. Nünkatl); thence 4 f. to Kh.r.nj.wän (several variants); 
thence 4 f. to Jul; thence 7 f. to Sär.gh; thence 4 f. to the town of the 
Türgish khäqän; thence 4 f. to Naväkat; thence 3 f. to K.bäl (var. K.näd); 
thence 15 days to *Barskhän. So Nünkat must be distinguished from 
Naväkat, the former lying west of the Chu and the latter apparently east 
of it. According to Gardïzï, 89, from a place called Tümkat (^CjY started 
a road running in a south-easterly direction and leaving Issik-kul to the 
left (i.e. north), while (ibid., 102), from a place called N.vïkat started a road 
leaving thè basin of the lake to the right (i.e. south). Barthold, Report, 
p. 114, simply substitutes the reading for (and, ibid., 32, identifies 
N.vïkat with Kök-muynaq), but in view of the facts just quoted this is 
surely a mistake and one must distinguish between (= I.Kh. Nünkat)

1 Süyäb is quoted under § 17, 2, Kumb.rkat. Tomaschek, W ZKM , 1889,
2 Meant under the “Khallukh moun- although he did not know Gardïzï, already 

tain” from behind which the Parak river restored the name of Nünkat as *Tunkat 
(=  Chirchik) is said to rise (§ 6,22.). On or Tümkat in view of the Chinese name 
the other “Khallukh mountain” (Yasl of the stage lying 50 li (=  28*8 Km.) 
pass), v.i. note to 11. east of A-shih-pu-lai Ashpara), namely

3 More rightly from the more easterly Tun-kien, cf. Chavannes, Documents, 10.
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and o£Tjï (=  I.Kh. oTjy).1 Our author (who did certainly use I.Kh.) says 
that Nünkat “was a town”. But both I.Kh. and Qudäma call Nüzkat/Nün
kat simply “large village” (qaryatun 'azïmàturi), while Naväkat is styled 
by Qudäma, 206: “a large town (madïnatun kabïratun), from which a road 
leads to Barskhän”.2 As in our § 25, 93. Mirk! is followed by Navlkat, we 
may suppose that in the present paragraph Nünkat has been given the 
characteristics of Navïkat. Our author, evidently mistaken by the similarity 
of the two names, simply skipped from Mirkï to Navïkat leaving out the 
places lying to the west of the Chu. If such is the case, the mountain Ürün- 
'Ärj must correspond to the range forming the watershed between the 
Chu and Hi. On the eastern side of the difficult Kastek pass (8,470 feet 
high) by which a road crosses this mountain lies the station Uzun-Aghach 
(çlpï jjjj\ “the long farsakh, or stage”) which provides a very satisfactory 
correction for the impossible çjleù jjjl Gardïzï’s report (p. 102) on a 
mountain in the same region by which the Turks took oath and which they 
considered as the abode of the Almighty undoubtedly refers to the same 
range. Tabari, ii, 1593 (year 119/737) confirms that the khäqän possessed 
near Navïkat a mountain and a meadow which formed a forbidden zone 
reserved for commissariat purposes in case of expeditions.3 See Map vi.

4. jjyiè is obscure. If the interpretation of 5. and 6. is right, it may 
represent the starting-point of a southern route.

5. and 6. As the Khallukh bordered on the Yaghmä in the south-west 
(v.s., p. 278, n. 3), 5. Tüzün-bulaq must be looked for near the Western 
T ’ien-shan. If the Tüz-kül corresponds to the Shür-kul (§ 3,17.) Tüzün-'ârj 
lay in its neighbourhood. All three names: Tüzün-bulaq, Tüzün-ärj, and 
Tüz-kül may contain the same Turkish element tuz “salt”,4 whereas a 
similar element -ärjunder 3. has been restored by us as *aghach. In spite 
of the outward likeness of çjt- j jjj\ arid Ûj j j  it is impossible to 
identify them in view of the geographical details.5 The element aghach 
(yighach) “farsakh, stage” is common in Turkish names. Kâshgharî, 1,77: Ala- 
yighach \ i, 108 Oara-yighach ; iii, 118 : Bay-yighach. [Cf. also note to § 5,7.]

1 Very often old Iranian è is rendered tioned in the T ’ang-shu, Chavannes, 
alternately by ^ and the latter to be Documents, p. 10: “to the north of the 
read with wzafo : ä. [Tümkat=Toqmaq?] Sui-shih town is the Sui-shih river. At

2 The importance of the Navïkat re- 4° U to the north of the river is situated 
suits from the facts that it was the seat the Kie-tan mountain ; there the qaghan 
of a Nestorian bishop, Assemani, Bibl. of the Ten Tribes (i.e. of the Western 
orientalis, ii, 458 (Kasimghar [Käsh- T ’u-chüeh) has the habit of making 
ghar?] and Navakath) and iiite, p. 630 appointments of the chiefs.” Hirth, 
(Chasimgarah and Nuachet), cf. Yiile, Nachworte, 73, seems to give a better 
Cathay, p. 179 (2nd ed. ii, 24) and sense: “Hier ist der Ort, wo der Kakhan 
that Manichaeans were particularly der zehn Stämme zum Führer erhoben 
numerous in it, Fihrist, i, 338 : Nünkath, zu werden pflegt.”
but ii, 125 : Navikath. The Fihrist has 4 I admit that grammatically the
chiefly in view the situation in the early form tuz-un from tuz is not easy to
10th century but it also records the pre- explain. However see Kâshgharî, i, 92,
vious emigration of Mahichaeans to tolu “full” and i, 336, tolun ay “full
Turkish lands. moon” . [Cf. also p. 195,1. 30.]

3 The same mountain is also men- 5 Taking the text as it stands.
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7.-9. seem to have been read off a map in a north-to-south direction 
starting on the right bank of the Chu in the neighbourhood of 3. *Navïkat 
and following the Chu (upstream!) and then the southern bank of the 
Issik-kul. Such a purely mechanical system of enumeration cutting 
itineraries into disconnected sections is frequent in our author (v.i. 13-15.).

7. Gardïzï, 102, describes a route from Navlkat to the “ Chigil and Tür- 
gishï”, i.e. running from the Chu basin north of the Issik-kul.1 Gardïzï 
says that following this road one must travel from Navïkat towards Panjikat,2 
close to which lies the village To the left (north?) of this village three 
other villages are situated: (a) *Süyäb (the text is not quite in order), 
(ft) JliC> and (c) of which the first and the third lie at the foot of the 
mountain whereas the lord of the second lives in the steppe. After the 
third (c) village comes the pass Çaqaba) over the mountain venerated by 
the Turks.

Gardïzï’s text is closely connected with Qudäma, 206. Both are in a very 
sad state but they mutually complete one another. Qudäma (much more 
complete than I.Kh., 29, v.s., p . 289) says that the road Naväkat-Barskhän 
goes (first) to B.njïkat (2 farsakhs), close to which (at a distance of 1 farsakh) 
lies the village called uij·3 At 2 farsakhs from B.njïkat lies Süyäb to which 
[cf. the variant read: ^J] belong two villages JlT and Jl5^cL,4
and from the latter the road continues to Barskhän. It is obvious that 
Süyäb with its two villages corresponds to Gardïzï’s three villages lying 
“to the left” of Panjikat. These preliminaries facilitate the explanation of 
our text, which starts in the north with the village called in Qudäma 

and corresponding to Gardïzï’s (and of the Mujmal
al-tavärikh, Barthold, Turkestany i, 20). One of the remaining three villages 
mentioned together with Kükyäl (?) ought to be Süyäb but our author 
quotes the latter as belonging to the Tukhs (§ 17, 2.). Therefore it is not 
impossible that both and may be two different readings of the 

same difficult name which Gardïzï transcribes (The Mujmal, I.e.,
mentions a village but the title of its prince suggests its identity with 
§17,3.). See Map Vi.

8. and stand for and (z>.$.). In Gardïzï’s text, 102 
(lines 16 and 17), the word J  is found twice ; the second of these j\ is super
fluous and may belong to (ib id line 15) though cJj seems to be 
an old form for it stands in Qudäma’s received text, v.s. 7.

9. As Navïkat had already been mentioned by our author in his west-to-

1 This route is quoted separately from (formerly written on the margin and 
that starting from Tümkat and running later incorporated by the scribes ?). 
south of the lake, Gardïzï, 89. 4 It is very tempting to associate this

2 Entirely different from § 12, 2. — Säghür— with the later Balä-Säghün.
3 Gardïzï enables us tô  check de According to Kâshgharï, i, 337, sâghûn 

Goeje’s edition: j  ^Jb does not refer was the title of the Qarluq nobles. Cf. 
to the road to Bärskhän but to the village Barthold, Baläsäghün in E l, and his 
near B.nj!kat. Read: . Qudä- Vorlesungen, 81.

ma’s passage is full of explanatory notes
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east enumeration, Kirmm-kath quite naturally follows on 8. It undoubtedly 
corresponds to which Qudäma quotes immediately before (i.e. south 
or west of)* Navïkat and to through which Gardïzï traces the road
running from Tümkat to the south of the Issik-kul. It is probable that the 
two roads leading from Taläs to Barskhän separated at this point (see notes 
to § 16). The name of the tribe L.bän, as pointed out by Barthold, looks 
non-Turkish, but Mujmal, I.e., gives the title of the “king of L.bän” 
Q.tkïn-i Liban, probably *Qut-tegin which is good Turkish.1 [A possible 
restoration of the name <jU would be *j\Jl (cf. similar mis-spellings in 
§ 10, 46. and § 17, I . )  albän, in Mongol “tribute, service”. Rashid al-din, 
ed. Bérézine, v, 259, mentions a tribe called Albdt (in Mongol albät is 
a pluräl of albän). Another derivative of the same word is alpägküt or 
alpä’üt “the subjects, estate-owners”, which occurs in the Russian Annals 
as well; it is attested as early as the end of the eighth century in the Saka 
document edited by F. W. Thomas and S. Konow, line 27, where 
imjuva and adapahutti should be respectively read *injü (“the tribe 
belonging to the chief’s house-hold” ?) arid *alpaghut (“the men bound to 
pay a tribute or to take service”). Our *Albän would refer to a similar 
class of men.]

10. Of these two names the first is found in Gardïzï on his southern road. 
Our author drops out the two stages: Jïl [explained as “narrow” =  Jïl-ariq 
at the entrance of the Buam2 defile] and Yär, which Gardïzï mentions 
between Kümb.rkat ( ?) and Tüng. Barthold, Report, 56,114, has identified 
dJby with the present-day Ton (<Tong) vàlley, on the southern bank of the 
Issik-kul. The name undoubtedly refers to one of the four sons of the 
legendary Turk: Tüng (*Tong), Chigil, Barskhän, and ïlâq as enumerated 
in the Mujmal al-tavärikh, Tabäqät-i Nâsirï, tr, Raverty, 872, and Abul- 
Ghâzï, ed. Desmaisons,.9 (quoted in Barthold, Turkestan, i, 19).

11. This Upper (i.e. farther distant) Barskhän3 is to be distinguished 
from the Lower (i.e. nearer) Barskhän which, according to I.Kh., 28, lay 
at 3 farsakhs east of Taräz (Maq., 275 : only at 3 stka, each equal to half a 
farsakh). The situation of the Upper Barskhän had been much discussed, 
though the road leading to it from Farghäna and described in I.Kh., 30 
(Qudäma, 20)4 was rightly explained by Tomaschek.5 I.Kh., 29, and 
Qudäma, 262, describe the northern road leading to Barskhän from the 
Chu valley. Gardïzï and the* H .-Ä. complete these data and describe a 
third route along the southern bank of the Issik-kul, see Barthold, Report,
32, and our notes to*§ 15, 3., 7.-9., and § 16. On the fourth road from 
Barskhän to the South over the T ’ien-shan, v.i. under 15. According to

z See it used as a personal name in Barskhän. The name is confirmed by
Gardïzï, ed. M. Nâzim, p. 41 (?). Kâshgharî, iii, 308: Barsghän (sic).

a The official Russian “Buam” is said 4 Qubä-Ösh-Üzgand, then i day to
to be a mis-spelling for Ulani (?). the *aqaba (Yasi pass leading into the

3 The reading of the name Barskhän Narin valley) ; thence 1 day to Atbash
(and not Nüshjän) was already clear from (At-bashi, in the Narin basin); thence
the Mujmal (v.s. 10.) which after Tüng 6 days to Barskhän.
(*Tong) names another son of Turk: 5 V.s., p. 286, 1. 25.
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Qüdäma, 262, the Upper Barskhän (or rather its district) consisted of 
4 large towns and 5 small ones.1 The fighters of Barskhän, 20,000 strong, 
lived in the town situated on the bank of a lake surrounded by mountains. 
Our source leaves no doubt that the lake in question is the Issik-kul. 
Tomaschek placed Barskhän in the Barskaun valley drained by a river 
which flows south-west into the Narin. However,, both Qudäma and the
H .-A. are positive in placing the town in the basin of the Issik-kul, i.e. 
north of the Barskaun watershed, most probably near the present-day 
Przhevalsk (Qara-qol). As the Barskaun valley begins close to the southern 
bank of the lake it may have received its name from Barskhän simply 
because it led up to this town. This would find a parallel in our § 25, 58., 
where one of the two rivers of Üzgand is called Barskhän and is said to 
come from the Khallukh country. This eastern river of Üzgand can be 
only the one coming down from the Yasi pass (I.Kh., 30, al-aqaba) which 
forms the watershed between Üzgand and the Narin valley. On the other 
Üzgand river (* Yabäghü), v.s., p. 288. This short stream is very remote 
from the presumed position of Barskhän and it could have received its 
name only because the road to Barskhän from Farghäna followed it up to 
the pass (I.Kh., 30). Our author only says that the dihqän of Barskhän was 
a Khallukh. Gardïzï, 90, gives him the title of ̂  (*M.n.gh) which Barthold 

compares with the name of the Turkish [Soghdian!] ambassador Μανιάχ 
found in Menander, see Fragni,. histor.graec., iv, 225, but this seems doubt
ful. One would rather think of the title manaf (*_î ) common among the 
Qirghiz. The Mujmal calls the king of Barskhän tabin. [See Appendix B.]

12. * Jämghar, as the name and description shows, must be the western
most (?) of the “Five Villages” lying north of the “Tafqän” mountain 
(§ I2r 2.). Following the order of enumeration in the present paragraph 
Jämghar lay east of Bärskhän at the extreme limit of the Khallukh territory. 
Tentatively one would place it in the region of Manas. Jämghar, isolated 
from the later possessions of the Khallukh, may have been their outpost at 
the time when they lived south of the Altai (v.ŝ  p. 286).

13.- 1 5. After Jämghar, lying east or south of Barskhän on the Toghuz
ghuz frontier, our author seems to return to Barskhän from the south-east 
by the road starting from the Toghuzghuz country. Following his habit 
he splits that road into political sections and quotes K.msïghlya, S.tkath, 
and Ark under the Toghuzghuz (§ 12, 3.-5.), and Kuchä under China 
(§ 9, 10.). Skipping all these stages he now starts with B.nchül (which 
Gardïzï, see note to § 12, 3., mentions between Kuchä and Barskhän) and 
then mentions Aq.räq.r and Üj (of which Kâshgharï, i, 329, says that the 
Badal-art, Le. Bedêl pass, separated it from Barsghän). That 13. B.nchül 
was more remote from the main territory of the Khallukh is shown by the 
fact that it had first belonged to the Toghuzghuz and that, at the moment 
to which our source refers it was occupied by some Khirkhïz. On the other

1 See Idrïsï, i, 495 : “ville . . . forte, habitent la contrée viennent se réfugier 
ìntourée de bonnes murailles et c’est et se procurer les objets dont ils peuvent 
'à que la majeure partie des Turks qui avoir besoin.”
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hand, the author insists on 14. A.qraq.r and 15. Oj being still in Khallukh 
possession.1 This evidence leads to the conclusion that the author has 
in view the following sequence of stages: Kuchä-B.nchül-A.qräq.r-Üj- 
Badal-art-Barskhän, and consequently B.nchül must have lain south of Üj.

In his earlier Semirechye, p. 9, Barthold identified B.nchül with the town 
of Aq-su, evidently on the ground of some phonetic resemblance of the 
names: B.nchül and Chinese Wen-su. Here is the abstract of the original 
Chinese itineraries (from the Tang-shu, &c.) quoted in Chavannes, Docu
ments, pp. 8-10: 60 li west of Kucha the river Pai-ma-ho was crossed; 180 
li farther the stone desert of Kü-p’i-lo was entered and after another 120 li 
the town of Kü-p’i-lo reached. Thence 60 li to A-si-yen; thence 60 li to 
Po-huan (also called Wei-jung, or Ku-mo district). Thence in the north
western direction the middle course of the Po-huan river was crossed; 
thence 20 li to Siao-shih, thence 20 li to the river Hu-lu of *'Yü-chou ; thence 
60 li to “Ta-shih also called Yü-chou, or also district of Wen-su” ; thence 
30 li north-west to Su-lou-fêng; thence 40 li to the Po-ta-ling, i.e. Bedel 
pass.

So far as the distances ga Chavannes’s first identification of Yü-chou 
(Ta-shih, “Wen-su district”) with Aq-su could not be maintained and under 
the influence of F. Grenard he finally took Po-huan for Aq-su,2 the Hu-lu 
for the Taushqan river, and Yü-chou [so instead of the impossible Yü- 
t’ien =  Khotan !] for Uch, see Les Pays de Voccident d'après le Wei-lioy in 
T’oung Pao, 1905, p. 553. More in detail the question was studied by 
Pelliot in his Notes sur les anciens noms de Kucä, d*Aq-su et d'ZJc-Turfan, 
in Toung-Pao, 1923, p. 126. Pelliot identifies Aq-su with Ku-mo of the 
Han epoch, Pa-lu-kia of Hsüan-Tsang, Po-huan of the T ’ang epoch and 
Idrïsï’s ύ^Λ. On the other hand, he identifies Uch with Hi-chou-kia< 
Hechuka (sixth century), Wen-su (Han period), and Yü-chou (T’ang period), 
and seems to connect the names Wen-su ( <  Ürsük, Ürchük) with Yü-chou 
( <  Üchiik, Hechuka).

These then were the reasons for Barthold’s hypothesis on the identity 
of Üj and B.nchül which, however, goes counter to our text. In his recent 
note in T’oung-Pao, 1931, p. 133, Pelliot takes exception even to the 
eventual connexion of the names B.nchül and Wen-su for the latter in 
older times sounded *'Udn-siuk with final k). This consideration makes, 
however, no insuperable difficulty for in the H.-Ä. and Gardïzï may 
stand for *B.nchük (a very usual confusion in Arabic script).

In any case the Chinese itinerary still presents some difficult points and 
it is enough to say that the distance from Yü-chou to the Po-ta-ling pass 
(70 li =  40*3 Km.) is too short for the distance from Uch to the Bedel pass.3

1 Yäqüt, i, 397, also confirms that Üj 3 From Uch-Turfan to Aghacha-qul
belonged to the Khallukh. where the ascent only begins there are

* Cf. also Pelliot, La Ville de Bakhouan 78 versts (=83 km.), see Kuropatkin,
dans la Géographie d’Idrîçî, in T ’oung- Kashghanya, 1879, p. 306. [On a similar
Pao, 1906, pp. 553-̂ 6, but the origin of uncertainty of distances in the Chinese
the form Bäkhuwäri is still somewhat itinerary from Aq-su to Käshghar see
mysterious, v.i., pp. 295, 297. Sir A. Stein, Innermost Ana, p. 839.]
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Then, so far as the text of the Tang-shii is available in Chavannes’s transla
tion, ox., 9, it seems to suggest that Ta-shih or Yü-chou at that time was the 
centre of the Wen-su district, but the situation might have been different 
both at the earlier periods and at the time to which our author refers.1

Our 15. Üj (lying in the mountains) remains the firm point and certainly 
corresponds to Uch-Turfan. It is followed by 14. J\j\ which, if read 
*aqar-aqar, could mean in Turkish something like “watershed” (usually: 
aqar-baqar) and refer to a divide between the Khallukh and their neigh
bours. More probably the name is distorted. Following on Üzgand, 
Baläsäghün, Qochqar-bashi, Barskhän, At-bash!, Ordü (=  Käshghar), and 
Yärkand, Bîrünî, Canon, quotes at the very end pf the 6th climate:

long. lat.
Üj 99°2o' 45 V

i c o °4 o '  4 3 ° 3 0 /
j l y l  i o i °4 o '  4 4 ° i 5 '

i o 2 °2 o '  4 4 °5 o '

Of these the second (and the southernmost) is said to be the qasaba of 
Khotan and the fourth must refer to Kuchä. In any case * Bär man must be 
placed to the south-east of Üj. Kâshgharî, iii, 272, says: (Yiingüi) is 
the name of a large river flowing past the township (bulaida) of Bärmän 
built by Afräsiyäb’s son2 on its bank.” In view of these two authorities it 
is not impossible that in Idrïsï’s usually inaccurate text 0^-1 stands simply 
for jUjl. Jaubert’s translation, i, 491, runs as follows: “Bakhwan . . .  est 
une ville dépendante du ^Toghuzghuz et gouvernée par un prince apparte
nant à la famille du khäqän de cette contrée. Ce prince a des troupes, des 
places fortes et une administration ; la ville est ceinte de fortes murailles ; 
il y a des bazars où Ton fait toutes sortes d’ouvrages en fer avec une rare 
perfection; on y fabrique aussi diverses espèces de ? [three words 
left out by Jaubert].3 Bakhwan est bâtie sur les bords d’une rivière qui 
coule vers l’orient... .  De Bakhwan kj.rm.q4 on compte 4 journées.. . .  De

1 To quote a parallel: Zeîtsch. d. and Tha'âlibî, Ghurar akhbär rrtuluk al-
Gesellsch. /. Erdkunde, xx, 1885·, p. 75, Furs, ed. Zotenberg, p. 206.
recording the contemporary changes in 3 MS. arabe 2222 of the Bib. Nat. in
Chinese administrative terminology Paris, fol. 120V.reads at this place: *
states that the tao-t’ai of Aq-su had _ #  ̂ '
under his authority four districts : Wen- Cr* lP Ve* 0-* Wi
su chou, i.e. the territory of Aq-su jUJl (y*) Jf ^
(“engeres Stadtgebiet von A.” ), Kucha, n. . , m . ^
Kharashar, and Wu-shih-ch’êng, i.e. (* ; Consequently the
former Uch-Turfan specialities of Bäkhwän were objects m

* The person in question is certainly ’f d wood. The former wer e ex-
Bärmän, brother of Pïrân, son of Visa P°?ed as far as Tibet and China. Idrîsï
(Tabari: Vêsaghân). The two brothers adds that round the l° wn fields
were only commanders in Afrâsiyâb’s and pastures of the Turks and in its
army. Pirân was the prince of Khotan. mountains musk deer were found _ _ 
See Shäh-näma, ed. Mohl, i, 338, ii, 58, § 13> 3· The distances m Idrisi
«i, S64, S73, S84, Tabari, i, 600 and 610, are usuaUy to°  short·
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J.rm.q à Barskhan la supérieure 10 journées.” I presume that our B.njül 
and j\j\, as well as Barman and Bäkhwän must somehow refer to thé 
same locality which can be identified with the neighbourhood of Aq-su.1 
But which Aq-su ? The “New Town” ( Yangi-shar) of Aqrsu lies at some 
6 Km. from the left (northern) bank of the important river after which it is 
called and which must be Kâshgharï’s Yüngü. Another Aq-su lies also 
near the lèft bank of the river upstream from Yängi-shar. Finally 
to the north-east of these two towns, on the Qîzil-üstâng (left tributary of 
the Aq-su now not reaching the latter), there is a Kone-shahr ‘Old Town”, 
see Sir A. Stein’s map in Ruins of Desert Cathay, 1912. On Map 23 which 
accompanies the same author’s later work Serindia, 1921, the Old Town is 
not indicated, but to the west of the Qizil-üstäng is found Päman-iisXang 
of which the name strongly reminds one of our Bärmän [local Turks 
drop r before a consonant, e.g., apa<arpa, see G. Jarring, Studien 
zu einer Osttürkischen Lautlehre, Lund, 1933, p. 114]. Therefore our 13. 
and 14. may correspond to different avatars of Aq-su. Kone-shahr (as well 
as the Pâman-üstang) lie nearer to the mountains and thus better satisfy the 
conditions of our 14., while for 13. we must maintain a situation to the 
south or to the east of 14. The reading of our *B .nchül (B.nchük?) and 
its origin cannot yet be finally settled, though, in view of the considerations 
presented above, the possibility of *B.nchük<Wen-su(k) cannot be dis
carded. Gardïzï does not mention our 14. and it must have been borrowed 
by our author from another source which can be traced also in Bïrünï 
(cf. § 10, 41., § i i , .9., &c.). Kâshgharï relied of course on his. personal 
information.

With regard to this section of the road connecting Barskhän with Aq-su, 
Kuchä, and Chïnânjkath, Gardïzï, 91, infra, one must also consider Gar
dïzï’s passage, 90 supra, on the T ’ien-shan passes: “ To the right (i.e. the 
south?) of Barskhän there are two passes, one called Bayghü (* Yabghü) 
and the other j\j\ Azär (cf. note to § 12, 5.); and the river called T.f.skhän 
flows eastward to the limits of China. And this pass (Yabghü?) is very 
high so that the birds coming from the direction of China cannot fly over 
it.” Kâshgharï, iii, 23, also mentions a village and a pass of Yafghü in the 
neighbourhood of Barsghän. One of the two passes must stand for the 
Bedel pass and as Kâshgharï separately speaks of Bädäl-art and Yafghü- 
(art) one must conclude to the identity of jV>V with Jj, (palaeographically 
the former may be a mere mis-spelling of the latter). The Yabghü pass 
would then be either the Janart ox Muzart pass, and more probably the 
Janart which lies in the Kok-shaal-tau (in Central T ’ien-shan) to the east 
of the Bädäl-art near the source of the Aq-su river, while the Muzart lies 
much farther to the east and only indirectly (through the Ili basin) connects 
the Issik-kul with Chinese Turkestan. The name of the river jW-iJ can 
be best restored as *ùU-ü»' Taghushkhan2> Taushqan (in Turkish “hare”), 
in which case it is the important western affluent of the Aq-su along which 
the road leads up to the Bedel pass. Consequently the name of our 

1 See note 4 on page 295. 2 Or Tawushkkan, see the Index !
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*Yabghü-pass refers to the original yabghü of the Khallukh inside whose 
possessions it lay on the road from Barskhän to the Aq-su region.1

[Additional note. Our J \ j \  most probably stands for jU>l attested in 
two independent authorities (Bîrünî and Kâshgharî) and confirmed by the 
present-day name of Päman-üstäng, The explanation of the name from the 
Shäh-näma is fantastic but it confirms its pronunciation by the Muslims 
and may merit more attention than the Chinese Po-kuan. The question is 
how the form o]/-\ got into Idrïsî’s compilation. Does it attempt to repro
duce the Chinese form, perhaps on the authority of the mysterious Jänäkh
b. Khäqän al-Kîmakî whom Idrîsï quotes among his sources (cf. Jaubert, 
i, p. xii) ? In the latter case, why did the son of a Turkish chief use a 
Chinese ( ?) form distinct from that current among the Muslims of the 
eleventh century? After all may be a mere mis-spelling of jUjl 
(the group -l»j- having been wrongly transcribed as -\ y>— if the original j  
was written too closely under L). [See also Appendix B.]

As regards the exact relation between Wen-su ( =  our *B.ncük) and 
Yü-chou ( =  our Üj) the question is perhaps not so much of their phonetic 
identity as of their belonging to the same historical site.]
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§ 16. The Chigil

Barthold, Semirechye, 90 ; Türk in EI; Vorlesungen, 75.
The real form of the name appears from the Persian popular etymo- 

logy (in chi giU) quoted in Kâshgharî, i, 330. The name often occurs in 
Persian poetry, see Mathnawi, ed. Nicholson, ii, 3149, iii, 4131 ; Hafiz, ed. 
Brockhaus, i, 318, says: ba-mushk-i Chïn-u-Chigil nïst bü-yigui muhtäj.

Our author’s data on the Chigil are scarce and contradictory. In § 16 the 
Tukhs (whose centres lay on the northern bank of the Chu) are placed 
east (?) and south of the Chigil, but in § 17 west (sic) and south of them; 
under § 3,18., the author says that the Issik-kul separated the Chigil from 
the Toghuzghuz.2 The fact that some Khirkhïz are mentioned west of the 
Tukhs and north of the Chigil is evidently to be explained by the wrong 
conception of the Tül.s mountains (§ 5, 8.).

Gardïzï has two passages on the Chigil. P. 89: “The road3 to (Upper) 
Barskhän from Tümkat goes to Kümb.rkat (which lies) on the Chigili road ; 
thence to Jil which is a mountain and the explanation (tafsir) of jil is 
“narrow” [Buam defile through which the Chu flows] ; thence 12 farsakhs 
to Yär which is a village turning out 3,000 men and in it are found the tents 
of the Taksïn’s Chigil4 among whom there are no villages (äbädäm). To

1 I have finally given up my first idea 3 For the beginning of the passage
that T.f^khän reflected the name of the v.s. note to § 15, 3.
Tekes river (left affluent of the Ili flow- 4 MS. J 5cr, restored by Bar

ing to the east of the Issik-kul.) thold as ^  15Ì  which means “the
* Cf. Kâshgharî, i  and §17  Under Ghigi] of ^  ^ j ^ . .  rather than “the

§ 6,5. our author confuses the Issik-kul of the Chigü„ (cf

with the Balkhash. as the Mujmal al-tavàrikh calls the king



the lefifof the road lies the lake of ïsigh-kul &c.” This text ought to be 
immediately followed by the description of the “road to the Chigil and 
Türgish” which through some misunderstanding is given only on p. 102. 
The description starts at Navïkat (v.s., note to § 15, 3.) which was the next 
stage to the east of Kümb.rkat,1 the latter evidently being the point from 
which the two roads separated: the one “to Barskhän” passing south of 
the lake and the other “to the Chigil and Türgish” north of the lake.

On the situation on the right bank of the Chu (west of the Kastek and 
Kurday passes) some light is thrown by the following list of rulers which 
will be examined in more detail under § 17, 2.:

Gardïzï Mujmal
Navïkat ? Khâsakï
B.njïkat Külb.qär Kül.nqän.sh
Z.kät separate dihqän ?
Süyäb Bayghü’s brother Y.län-shäh
Khûtkiyâl B.ghlïla (a Türgish) M.ghlïgha

The situation behind the mountain, i.e. east of the Kastek pass, is de
scribed by Gardïzï as follows: “When you have crossed the pass, to the left 
of it (i.e. the road ?) lies the country of Turkestän (*of the Türgish) consisting 
of the Tukhs and *Az. There lies a village turning out 1,000 men. Close 
by lies a village Bïglïgh where the *jabüyays brother lives. . . . Five 
hundred men mount with him, and if necessary 1,000 men. In the neigh
bourhood lies a village whose dihqän of local origin (o-LW  ?) is called
B.dän-Sänkü (or Dän-Sänkü) ; (the village) turns out 7,000 men. And 
near this pass (Kastek or Kurday?) there is a river (äb) beyond which 
appear the Chigil (and their) tents and felt huts.” [Cf. Appendix B.]

A close study of these two texts shows that both slopes of the watershed 
evidently belonged to the subdivisions of the Türgish (§ 17) and only 
beyond a river2 lay the region of the nomadic Chigil whose other group is 
mentioned south of the Issik-kul round Yär ; the latter region, according to 
our author, would rather belong to the Khallukh zone of influence, but we 
must not forget that the nomad tribes of the same Turkish origin could 
live in great promiscuity mindless of the chassez-croisez movements which 
such state involved.

Kâshgharï, i, 330, 354, mentions the Chigil in three places: the nomad 
Chigil (as well as the Tukhsï) lived near the township of Quyäs (*Ouyash) 
lying beyond Barsghän andwwatered by the two Keykän rivers flowing into 
the Ili, ibid., iii, 132, v i., p. 301, note 4. Quyash (“ Sun” in Turkish) is 
supposed to have lain on the left bank of the Hi ; in Mongol times it was the

of the Chigil). If our explanation is (*Navëkat).
right the tents in question belonged to ? This river flowing to the east of the
some of the taksïn’s subjects and not pass and consequently belonging to the
necessarily to the taksïn himself. Chu basin can be either the Uzun-

1 Qudäma, 206, quotes aghach, or the more easterly Almata on

( =  Gardïzï’s. Kûmb.rkat) immediately which Vemiy stands, 
before (i.e. to the west of) Naväkat
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camping place of Çhaghatay, see Juvaynï, GM S, i, 226-7, Bartholdf Ofcto, 
66. Another group of the tribe lived in the township of Chigil, near Taräz 

(Talas), cf. Maq., 274,1 and a third one in the villages of the same name 

near Käshghar.
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M ap vi

Under the Qara-khanids the Chigil tribe formed the main body of their, 

troops, Barthold, Turkestan, 317. Therefore probably Kâshgharï, i, 330, 
says that the Ghuz used to call “ Chigil” all the Turks between the Oxus 
and Upper China.

I. The town Sïkül (*Isik-kul) stood probably on the northern bank of 
the lake, where the Carta Catalana (a .d . 1375), too, places a town Yssicol, 
and where an Armenian monastery seems to have existed, see Barthold, 
Issik-kul, in E l.  It must be borne in mind that in the north the lake is 
separated from the Hi basin by a double range of mountains, Küngey and

1 Kâshgharï records a legend claiming that originally the name Chigil belonged 
to this town.



Ala-tau, between which flows the Great Kebin, a right tributary of the Chu. 
This valley situated between the town and the chief seats of the tribe 
was also presumably in Chigil occupation. The line of communication of 
the town with the clans living to the south-west of the Issik-kul must have 
followed the western bank of the lake.1
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§ 17. The Tukhs

Barthold, Semirechye, 16-18 ; Otchet, 31 ; Die alttürkischen Inschriften, ι8 ; 
Türk, in EI.

Gardïzï and Kâshgharî spell the name Tukhsi and it is possible that our 
Tukhs has been formed on the analogy of such plurals and singulars as 
Khirkhïziyân< Khirkhïz, Khallukhiyän<Khallukh, ergo Tukhsiyän< 
Tukhsi It is not clear whether the original name is of Turkish origin. In 
an early Soghdian letter (second century a .d .) presumably the same name 
appears in the form of Txs’yc *Tukhsïch in which the ending -ich, or -ch 
must represent the Iranian suffix of origin. The text, Reichelt, Die sogh- 
dischen Handschriften, Heidelberg, 1931., ii, 53 and 59, refers to Txs’yc 
ßntk, Le. to a slave whose personal name was T.khsïch or to a T.khsïch 
slave.

According to our author to the north and east of the Tukhs lived the 
Chigil, to their south the Khallukh, and to their west a group of the 
Khirkhïz (on which see § 5, 8. and § 14). All these bearings must be taken 
with the usual reserve, v.s., pp. 270, 289. Further details show that in 
our author’s opinion the Tukhs lived chiefly on the northern bank of the 
Chu (intermingled with the Khallukh) and on the eastern slope of the 
mountain separating the basins of the rivers Chu and Hi.

The point of interest of the Tukhs is that they evidently were the remnants 
of the great Türgish federation. The Türgish (in Chinese Tu-kH-shih)2 were 
one of the five clans composing the Tu-lu group of the Western T ’u-chüeh. 
One part of the Türgish lived in the Ili valley and the ptheir to the west of the 
Ili, Chavannes, Documents, p. 271. Towards the end of the seventh century 
the Türgish Wu-chih-lê spread his power to the west and is said to have 
possessed two residences, one north of the Ili and the other on the Chu, 
ibid., 43, 77, 282. A much more important man was the Qara-Türgish 
.Su-lu who may be regarded as the restorer of the Western Turkish power. 
In A.D. 716 he proclaimed himself khäqän of the Türgish, ibid., 44, 81-6. 
The Arabs nicknamed this doughty opponent of theirs Abü Muzähim, 
Tabarî, ii, 1593, Barthold, Turkestan, p. 187, Gibh, Arab conquests, pp. 60-85.

1 On the other hand, apart from the of resp. 5,450 and 5,866 feet and can
great Issik-kul lake, there are two small serve only as a summer camping ground,
lakes and a locality of the same name in 2 For the pronunciation TürgiS\ cf.
the hills to the south-east of Almata F .W .K . Müller, Uiguricaii, 1911, p. 95,
(Vemiy), see Prince Masalsky, Turkestan, and O. Hansen, in Jour. Soc. Firmo-
p. 777. These lakes (called by the ougrierme, xliv/8, 1930, p. 20: twrkyf
Qirghiz Jasil “green**) lie at the altitude (in Soghdian).



In 738 Su-lu was assassinated by the lord of the Yejlow Türgish called 
Kül-chur (Tabari, ii, passim: Kür-sül). After a period of troubles1 the 
Qarluq (towards 766) extended their power to the Chu valley and subjected 
both the Black and Yellow Türgish, Chavannes, o.c., 46, 85.

The advent of the Qarluq meant not only the passage to them of the 
political leadership but undoubtedly also the occupation by them of 
the better pasture laiids. However, the tribes of the Türgish federation 
could not be destroyed; some of them migrated westwards (§ 19), but some 
maintained their more remote haunts and probably even enjoyed some 
autonomy.2 I.Kh., 31, still knows the Türgish tribe and, p. 29 (=  Qudäma, 
206), places the town of the [former?] Türgish khäqän3 at 4 farsakhs to 
the west of Naväkat. In the tradition going up to Balkhï (i.e. in 1st. and 
I.H.) the Türgish are no more mentioned (perhaps in view of the fact that 
they were comprised under the Kharlukh and Ghuzz), but the authors 
depending most likely on Jayhânï (i.e. in the H .-A. and Gardïzï) include 
some additional details on the destinies of the Türgish. As suggested by 
Barthold and Marquart, in several passages in Gardïzï (81^, 8416, io 223)  
one must read Türgishän instead of Turkistän. The paragraph on the 
Khallukh (see notes to § 15) contains the story of how the Khallukh came 
to live on the territory of the Türgish khäqän and how the power finally 
passed to them. In the paragraph on the Yaghmä (see notes to § 13) Gar
dïzï tells how the latter were exploited by the khäqän (of the Türgish) as 
an offset against the Khallukh, Haytäl, and Kimäk. Finally, in the descrip
tion of the route to the “ Chigil and Türgish” (see notes to § 16) Gardïzï 
mentions in the Chu valley two ( ?) dihqäns of Türgish origin and says that 
to the east of the [Kastek or Kurdai] pass lies the country of “the Türgish 
(whQ consist) of Tukhsï and A parallel of the second of these names
is found only in the H .-Ä. (v.i. 1) while the first (Tukhsï) is known to the
H .-Ä. (the whole § 17 is devoted to them), to the Mujmal al-tavârïkh (the 
king of * Tukhsï (?) is called Qütegin, cf. supra, p. 292), to 'Aufï (who 
includes them together with Chigil, &c. in the Khallukh federation, v.s., 
§ 15), as well as to Kâshgharï. It is curious that the H .-Ä . and Gardïzï 
who know very little about the Ili (§ 6, 5.) speak of the Türgish and Tukhsï 
only in the neighbourhood of the Chu, whereas Kâshgharï, whose ideas of 
the Chu (iii, 305, 307: Shu) are vague, mentions, i, 85 and 342, the Tukhsï 
tribe (qabtla) on the Ili, where according to him it lived together with the 
Yaghmä tribe and a clan (tä'ifa) of the Chigil.4

1 On the fate of Kür-çül the Arabs K m '30 mountains (according to 
and Chinese give different reports, see Chavannes,.north of Urumchi.).

H .A .R .G ibb,o.c.t91. rCf..Mipr<z, p. 288.] 3 A 111 (var-
2 According to the T yang-shuy Chavan- Tabari, ii, 1613, strangely transcribes 

nes, o.c.y 85-6, apart from the tribes sub- the name with q Perhaps this 
jected by the Qarluq some tribes joined piace-is identical with Sui-shih =  Toq- 
the Uyghurs; a certain T ’ê-p’ang-lê maq(?).

became yabghu of Qarashar (§ 12, 10.) ♦ See also ibid., 1, 28 (in a north-to-
and the rest of the tribes (200,000 men south enumeration: rti.gil, Tukhsï,
strong) retained their independence in Yaghmä); iii, 129: Quyäs (*Quyash?) is
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I .  East of the watershed range Gardïzï mentions “the Türgish (con
sisting) of Tukhsiyän and <jl>j\”. Our author evidently takes the Tukhs for 
the successors of the Türgish and the latters’ name no more occurs in the
H.-Ä. Of the 4îjV and 4j-\J who are mentioned as the clans of the Tukhs 
the first most likely represents the same name as jlj ' ; (as well as its 
companion ^ -1/) reflects an Arabic form while Aztyän gives
the name in Persian garb (cf. Tukhsiyän, Khallukhiyän, &c.). A name 
beginning with an I is unlikely in Türkish; therefore j'i must be further 
improved into al-Aziyya} Already in his earlier Semirechye, 15,
and Die alttürkischen Inschriften, 18, Barthold compared this name with 
the one found in the Orkhon inscriptions where the combination az budun 
occurs in two different meanings: “a small people” (1, E29) and “the people 
of Az”, as is particularly clear in the following passage (1, N2): az budunyaghi 
qaldi; qara-költä sünüsdimiz . . . Kül-tegin , . . az-eltäbärig tutdi; az budun 
anda yoq qaldi, “the Az people proved to be in revolt; we fought at the 
Qara-kül lake . . .  Kül-tegin captured the eltäbär of the Az ; on this occasion 
the Az people was broken (annihilated)”. This interpretation has been 
accepted by Radloff, Melioransky, and finally by Thomsen, ZDMG, 1924, 
p. 154. It makes clearer the other passage which comes earlier in the 
inscription (1, E19) and refers to the revolt of the Türgish qaghan and its 
repression; immediately after it stands an unfinished sentènce in which 
Bilgä qaghan says: “in order that our ancestors’ land should not remain 
lordless [I] organized the Az people (az budumgh itip yaratip)”.2, This 
quotation is particularly interesting as it establishes as it were some link 
between the Türgish and their Az successors.3 \budunigh— definite accus. !]

On the other hand, according to the Chinese sources, Chavannes, Docu
ments, 67, 271, 307, there were two divisions of the Türgish: So-ko Mo-ho 
and A-li-shih. One knows also the fatal struggles between the Yellow arid 
Black clans of the Türgish, ibid., 83-6. As the Yellow clans were descen
dants of So-ko, their Black rivals (to whom the famous Su-lu belonged) 
might be identical with the group called A-li-shih, though of course the 
line of clan scissure could be more complicated! Our might
perhaps have a connexion with A-li-shih in which case Gardïzï’s *Aziyän 
would be due to the wrong treatment of initial al- (as in al-Län<Alän) 
taken for the Arabic article. This supposition is, however, less probable

the country of the Tukhsi and Chigil; zusammen mit den Kirgizen erwähnt
to it belong three castles : Säbligh -Q., werden” with the “Yenisei Ostiaks”
Urung Q ., and Qcara Q . who call themselves Kott or Assiri, but

1 Cf. § 10, 46. for this hypothesis going counter to the
2 Thomsen, ZD M G , 1924, 148, association of the Türgish and Az is not 

seems to hesitate here between “Az conclusive.
people” and “ small people” but the 3 The meaning of the passage 1, E38
former is better äs preparing 1, N2. Cf. mentioning a dignitary called az tutuq
also, ibid,, i, E20, where the organization i*  connexion with another war with the
o{the Az [and?] Qirghiz peoples is men- Türgish cannot be discussed here. See
tioned. Barthold, Vorlesungen, 37, Barthold, Die historische Bedeutung,
compares the Az who “oft [? V. M.] P* 34, Melioransky, o.c., 124.
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in view of the fact that the representation of the Black clans could be better 
associated with the other name easily restored as Qäräjtya<
Qaraja or Qaraji. In the Orkhon inscriptions (1, E38) the Qara-Türgish 
are specially mentioned.

2. In Tabari, ii, 1594, Süyäb is quoted as the starting-point of the 
expedition of the khäqän Abü Muzähim (i.e. the Türgish Su-lu), and 
connected with Naväkat and the sacred mountain situated near the latter. 
According to Gardïzï (see note to § 15, 7.) Süyäb belonged to the group of 
three villages of which one (Khütkiyäl) is distinctly said to have a Türgishï 
lord (va ü Türgishï-st). With regard to the dihqän of Süyäb Gardïzï’s text 
is out of order unless the passage I oil -pL·. ùIìaì j  be 
restored as : va dihqän-i ü barädar-i *y abghü bäshad *va ü Turgishi-st. The 
last four words would then run exactly as in the case of Khütkiyäl, and this 
would be further confirmed by the inclusion of Süyäb in our § 17 dealing 
with the Tukhs (regarded as the remnants of the Türgish). Bayghü as a 
personal name is possible but here the reference is rather to a rank and 
bayghü in Arabic script is a constant mis-spelling for yabghü. It must be 
remembered, however, that this title is usually associated with the Khallukh 
(cf. § 15) and not with the Türgish (cf. also infra 3.). The number of 
warriors in Süyäb (20,000) greatly exceeds that given in Gardïzï (500), 
and possibly our author roughly sums up the forces of all the villages 
enumerated by Gardïzï on the way to the Chigil (25,300).

According to Gardïzï the Süyäb group of settlements lay to the left (i.e. 
north) of Navïkat, evidently on the right bank of the Chu. This Muslim 
Süyäb1 cannot be identical with the Chinese Sui-shih which the T’ang-shu, 
&c. mentions on the road from the present-day Chinese Turkestan to 
Taräz (Talas). It lay to the south of the Chu river (whereas the sacred 
mountain Kie-tan lay beyond the river at a distance of 40 li); Chavannes,
o.e., το, identifies this town gròsso modo with Toqmaq. Cf. also Barthold, 
Otchet, 31 and Christentum* 9 (not very clear). The archeology of the Chu 
valley is still in a rudimentary state and only systematic excavations will 
bring certainty in identifications.

3. According to Gardïzï this village lay to the east of the watershed 
range, perhaps on the river Kop which is the north-westernmost of the Hi 
headwaters and rises on the eastern side of the Kurdai pass. The details 
can be tabulated as follows:

H.-A. Gardïzï Mujmal
name Bïglïligh Bïglïgh Âthlïgh(?)
prince *Yinal-beg-tegin brother of the j.nüba Yinal-tegin
forces 3,000 500 to 3,000 ?

1 Barthold, Semirechye, 18, identifies the direction of the Kurdai (qurday
it with Qara-bulaq, but if by the latter “pelican” ) pass over which the Russian
is meant the stage lying near the Great wheel-road crosses the mountain and
Kebin on the road from Toqmaq to Jil- which lies north of the Kastek pass. [See
ariq this position does not suit Gardïzï’s on the M ap vi the position of the Sughat!
indication (“to the left” of the road). I station.] [As yàb <  äb means “water” ,
should suggest for Süyäb a position in Sü-yäb =  “ the Chu canal” ?]
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Gardïzï omits to give the title of the prince and only indicates his family 
relations to some as he also calls the lord of Süyäb (v.s, 2.) bayghu’s 
brother. Both these forms may reflect the same title yabghü and indicate 
that Süyäb and Bîglîligh were under the control of the same family. In 
our source both places are quoted under Tukhs ( =  Türgish) and we are 
placed before an alternative: either the Tiirgish-Tukhs rulers enjoyed a 
title similar to yabghu/jabgfiu of the Khallukh, or Gardïzï introduces some 
later data suggesting the gradual absorption of the Tukhs by the Khallukh.2

The alternative Soghdian name of Bîglîligh indicates the presence there 
of a Soghdian colony, cf. Barthold, On the Soghdian and Tokharian langu
ages (in Russian) in Iran, 1926, i, 35. Our Bîglîligh looks entirely different 
from the five villages also inhabited by Soghdians and also ruled by a Bek- 
tegin, but mentioned (§ 12, 6.) under Toghuzghuz.

4. According to the order of enumeration this village ought to be the 
easternmost of the Tukhs possessions. Gardïzï speaks of a village lying in 
the neighbourhood of Bïglïgh whose dihqan B.dän Sängü was of “local” 
origin. This would suit our description according to which the village only 
lay “ between” two Tukhs villages. However, the number of its warriors 
(7,000) is in sheer contradiction with our author’s statement. The alterna
tive is to take our Ürkath for a repetition of Üzkath (§ 15, 8.).

304 Commentary §§ 17-18

§§ 18-22. The north-western Turks

After the description of the south-eastern Turks our author begins the 
series of the more northern tribes. He proceeds east to west and, more 
especially, §§ 20-22, refer to the Ural region.. This system explains some 
important points in our text (see § 22).

§ 18. The Kimäk

Marquart, Streifzüge, 79, 340; Marquart, Kqmaneny 89-113,171-2,205, 
and passim; Barthold, Kimäk in EI; V. P. Semenov (editor), Kirgizskiy 
kray y SPb., 1903, with Map (vol.xviii of Rossiya. Polnoye geograf. opisaniye). 
[Marquart, Die Iki Imaky in Ostas. Zeit.y 1920, viii, 293-6.]

The legend quoted by Gardïzï, 82-3, shows that the Kimäk were sup
posed to have separated from the Tatar. The eponyms of the original 
seven clans were: Imi, ïmâk, Tatar, Bayändur, Khifchäq, *Nilqäz,3 and

1 The same form j.nüba (*jabbüya) 
stands in Gardïzï, 829, as the title of the 
first Khallukh chief who succeeded to 
the last (Türgish) khäqän. Just before, 
825, the title given to the Khallukh ruler 

is spelt Oh the different forms of
yabghü see Marquart, Êrân&ahr, 247, 
Wehröt, 143, Provincial capitals, 10: 
the Middle Persian text gives Yabb(ii)-

khakân. Cf. also ArmejùanJebu-khak’an. 
[V.s. note to § 15.]

2 The latter assumption would con
tradict our emendation of the text *va ü 
Turgishï-st.

3 So instead of L.nïqâz; the clan 
Nilqaz is still known among the Shâh- 
sevän of Sâwa; see Minorsky, Säzva 
in E l.



Ajläd (?). Our source seems to suggest that there were eleven divisions 
of the tribe.1 The name Kïmâk (to be pronounced Kimäk), according to 
Marquart, is an abbreviation of Iki-Imak “the two Imäk” (probably with 
reference to the first two clans of the federation). Kâshgharï no longer 
knows the Kimäk, but only the Yamäk (* Yimäk), of whom he says, iii, 22, 
that “with us they are (considered as) Qifchäq, but the Qifchäq Turks 
consider themselves as a different group (hizb)” ; this statement shows that 
the process of regrouping the remnants of the Kimäk federation had already 
been accomplished under the leadership of the new influential tribe, the 
Qipchaq (§ 21).

It is no easy task to locate the Kimäk territory. The confusion and 
fluctuation of our sources may reflect some historical displacement of the 
habitat of the tribe or the seasonal movements of its clans from the winter 
quarters (qishlaq) to the summer pastures (yaylaq), cf. Marquart, Komanen, 
162 and 101. The chief geographical error of the source common to our 
author and Gardïzï was that not knowing the lower course of the Irtish, 
it presumed its junction with the Volga in the region where the left affluents 
of the former and the left affluents of the latter almost dovetail into one 
another. Consequently the Ishim, too, flowing inside the supposed bend 
of the Irtish was thought to flow westwards and confused with some of the 
rivers disemboguing into the north-eastern corner of the Caspian. Finally, 
it is possible that Gardïzï who is our chief authority for the route to the 
Kimäk has amalgamated several variants of the itinerary.

As regards the frontiers our source says that the eastern neighbours of 
the Kimäk are the Khirkhïz (confirmed under § 14), whereas *Aufï (cf. 
note to § 14), locates the Kimäk north of the Khirkhïz. In fact, with the 
Kimäk, our author, too, launches on the description of the northernmost 
belt of Türkish tribes: Kimäk, Ghüz, Pecheneg, Khifchakh, and Majghari, 
and we shall see the important conclusions to be drawn from this arrange
ment with regard to the location of the Majghari (§ 22). That the “Artush” 
and the “Ätil” are placed south of the Kimäk only means that the Kimäk 
lived beyond these rivers. [Moreover JrTat this place may be a simple mis
understanding for crJ/cr \̂.]2 The bearing of the Khifchäkh and the Northern 
lands, both located “to the west of the Kimäk”, must be taken as meaning 
north-west. All seems to indicate that the principal territory of thè Kimäk 
lay in Western Siberia, north of the Irtish, say up to the Obi.3 Gardïzï 
says that the land of the Kimäk is very cold and that in winter their horses 
are taken to the place (Ük-tagh) in the country 3[? (perhaps 
cf. note to § 12, 17.). On the other hand (§ 5, 19.), a mountain, apparently 
the Ural, is said to stretch “between the end of the Rüs frontier and the

1 Or twelve if the khäqän had a clan emptying into a lake. The Y.mäk 
of his own. ( Yimäk, a clan of our Kimäk) are shown

2 See however note to § 6, 43. on the on the left bank of the Art.sh, and the 
Volga rising from the Altai (!). Jjh .1 and Qäy on the nameless river.

3 On Käshghari’s Map the rivers *Y Umär =  Obi, cf. Barthold, Vor- 
(from south to north)Ilä, Art.sh, a name- lesungen, 96.
less river, and Y.mar are represented as
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beginning of the Kimäk frontier”, which evidently means that the two 
peoples adjoined the opposite extremities of the range without being direct 
neighbours of one another. This may indicate that the Kimäk (or at least 
their Khifchäkh branch, § 21) extended, at some time, to the southern part 
of the Ural. The raiding activities of the Kimäk covered a still larger area, 
for under § 12, 10. J.mlikath, in the Toghuzghuz country is mentioned as 
exposed to their attacks.

In § 6, 42. the Artush is described as flowing between the Ghüz and the 
Kimäk, but in § 18 the Ghüz are not mentioned among the immediate 
neighbours of the Kimäk, though the latter are said to visit in winter the 
country of the former. This last detail may explain Maq., 274, where, in 
the enumeration of the dependencies of Isfïjâb (§ 25, 84.), Saurän (=  § 25, 
90. Sabrän) is said to be a frontier post (thagkr) against the Ghuzz and the 
Kimäk, and Sh.ghl.jän a frontier post in the direction of the Kïmâk. 
According to these indications, in the second half of the tenth century the 
region along the right bank of the Jaxartes also bordered on the Kimäk 
territory.

Passing now to the roads leading to the Kimäk we must register, in the 
first place, the indication of the earlier I.Kh., 28, and Qudäma, 209, who 
make Taräz (§ 25, 93.) the starting point of the route to the residence of 
the Kimäk king. The position of the first stage on the road («jC/*, or 
and consequently the initial direction of the route, are still dark, but 
Qudäma, 2O510 and 20216, distinctly says that to the left, i.e. north of the 
road Taräz-Külän lies a sand desert which stretches, up to the territory of 
tfre Kimäk. The fact that the traveller before setting out from *Kuvekat 
had to lay in stores of food (I.Kh.) for a journey lasting 80 days also suggests 
a northward direction through the steppes. In any case the road to the 
Kimäk ran entirely separate from that linking up Taräz with the Semi- 
rechye, see notes to §§ 15-17 and § 25, 93. The itinerary of Mis'ar b. 
Muhalhil, Marquart, Streifzüge, 79, and that of Idrïsï, Marquart, Komanen, 
in -12 , are very confused and still of no practical help. The only detailed 
description of a route to the Kimäk is found in Gàrdïzï, 83. It started from 
an entirely different point (some 850 Km. to the north-west of Taräz as the 
crow flies) and its successive stretches were as follows:

a. from Päräb (spelt J  ojl, cf. § 25,88.) to Dih-i Näu (§ 26,29.) ;
b. a river and the sands called yj\ (or *>S>)j\) are crossed;
c. the river JjL. (or JjL·) is crossed beyond which begins a salt desert 

(cf. § 7, 81.) leading up to the K.ndâv.r-tâghï (§ 5, 12.);
d. the wooded banks of the “same” river (S.qüq) are followed up to the 

source of the river which rises from the large mountain K.ndav.r;
e. from this mountain the road, for 5 days, descends through woods to 

the river (§ 6,41.) of which the waters are black and which flows 
from the east to the Tabaristän (Caspian) sea ;

/. from the Asus to the following river j£j\ (§ 6, 42.) where the Kimäk 
frontier begins. This river is large and its waters are black.

Marquart, Komanen, 205, takes JJL· for the Sari-su, which flows from
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north to south and disappears in the sands to the north-east of the town of 
Perovsk; he identifies *Kundävar with the Ulu-tau and the with the 
Ishim *(*-&) and finally traces the road to the Irtish j£j\ in the direction of 

Pavlodar. This is a very ingenious suggestion. The identification of K.ndäv.r 
(perhaps *Känd-ür for Kändür) with the Ulu-tau (“Great Mountain”, 
cf. § 5, 12.) which is a prominent land-mark (2,070 feet) is very tempting. 
Moreover, the names of the two sources of the Sari-su coming from this 
mountain: Sari-Kängir and Qara-Kängir have some remote likeness to 
*Kändür.1 However, we must bear in mind the fact that the starting-point 
of Gardïzï’s route is Dih-i Nau. =  Yängi-känd =  Qaryat al-hadïtha which 
lay near the present-day Kazalinsk, some 280 Km. downstream from Perovsk ! 
To follow the Sari-su there would have been no need to descend the Sir- 
darya to the neighbourhood of its estuary. If we accept Gardïzï’s initial 
point we must rather trace the route northwards of Kazalinsk, taking the 
first river (è) for the Irghiz, and the *Suquq (c) for the Turghay;2 having 
crossed the latter the road would follow its western (right) bank to its source; 
the K.ndav.r would be the watershed between the Turghay and the western 
elbow of the Ishim, where the two rivers come very near to one another; 
beyond the Ishim the road, probably still following the course of this river, 
would reach the Irtish. This alternative suggestion has a considerable 
disadvantage in the fact that the watershed between the Turghay and 
Ishim is formed by insignificant heights (northern continuation of the 
Ulu-tau) and I do not know how to conciliate Gardïzï’s data unless by 
supposing that in his description *he somehow merged the data belonging 
to two different roads to the Kimäk. In the present state of our knowledge 
we should not easily sacrifice the identification of the K.ndäv.r with the 
Ulu-tau.3

Until now we have proceeded on the supposition that jSj\ stands for the 
Irtish, contrary to the description of the course of the Asus in Gardïzï, and 
of the and jSj\ in our author, where these rivers are represented as

1 V.s., note to § 5, 12. Near Qar- siderablÿ increased.]
qarali (§ 18, 2) stands the peak of Kend 3 Semenov, o.e., 354-5, mentions a
(4,644 feet), but it is difficult to fit in road connecting Atbasar situated on the
Qarqarali into our route. [For K.ndäv.r Upper Ishim (still at circa 450 Km . from
v.i., p. 324, and the Russian and the nearest point of the Irtish) with the
Georgian family name KaHflayp-OB] Ulu-tau (circa 400 Km.), and then

* [As in Abul-Ghâzï’s text {v.i. 3) running in a southern direction to the
3jLy>j\ designates the Irghiz-Turghay village of Suzak lying to the east of
region, Sävuq evidently refers to the the Jaxartes, more or less in the direc-
Turghay river which is not otherwise tion of the ancient Taräz (another 625
mentioned in this detailed enumeration. Km.). Some 5° Km. to the south of the
It is very tempting to compare the Ulu-tau are situated three tombs of the
name Sävuq “ cold” with Gardizi’s J i .  ^th-çentury Khans of the Qazaq (i.e.
which already Marquart interpreted as according to the termmology

a Turkish word for “ cold” . In this case Ι9·17)· ^  Atba!1ar1' Suzf k 
the probability of my explanation of £ ! ?  “ f  very mterestmgparaUel to the
Gardïzï’s itinerary (as running along “  road ’ at “  described by
the Irghiz and Turghay rivers) is con- Λ ε  ^ Γ Γ geographers.
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flowing westwards. In this latter case the two rivers would eventually be 
the Iläk. and the Yayiq (see notes to § 6, 41. and 42.) and the route should 
be imagined as running north-westwards.1

I .  2. “Andar az Khifjäq” formed evidently the north-western march of 
the Kimäk territory, while Qarqarkhän ( ?) was the southern march of it. 
If the words about the Irtish flowing'“between” the Kimäk and the Ghüz 
are not to be interpreted too strictly, one may think of Qarqarali, lying in 
a mountainous region south of the Irtish, and circa 350 km. to the SW. of 
Semipalatinsk. In the translation (v.s. p. 100) I tentatively interpreted the 
term as “ Cis-Khifchaqia”, but if az replaces here an idäfat the term may 
mean “The inner (part).of Khifchaq”. [Cf. H-Ä, fol. 3a13].

3. The location of Y.ghsün-yäsü depends upon the identification of the 
two rivers. The real Irtish and Volga lie too wide apart. Moreover in 
§ 18, 3. jrl, through a graphic mistake, may stand for the river mentioned 
in §6,41.

[Additional note. The complex _̂ Λ to some extent resembles
the names of the two northernmost peoples known to the Muslims respec
tively as ùjym (or sjyj and ^  j  (or ^J), see references in Marquart, 
Arktische Länder. In Bïrünï’s Canon the two peoples are mentioned at the 
very end of the table of co-ordinates, after the 7th climate. jlL (read: 
*j~>\ jJu) has the caption: “the Bulghârï trade with them”, and the other 
people is described as follows : ghiyäd Yüra wa hunt mutawahhishün yutä- 
jirüna mtCäyanatan” “the forests of the Yüra, who are wild and trade by 
bartering the objects placed on sight”.

The Wisü are usually identified with the Finnish Ves' (see note to § 44), 
and the Yüghra with the Ugrian Ostiaks and Voguls (v. i.9 § 22).

In the year a .d . 1216 Khwârazm-shâh Muhammad led an expedition 
against Qadir-khan, leader of the Qanqli.2 Güzgânï, as available in 
Raverty’s translation, p. 267, says that he “penetrated as far as Yighur of 
Turkistän, so far to the north that he came under the North Pole and 
reached a tract where the light of twilight did not disappear at all from the 
sight”, &c. The passage is evidently inspired by the stories about the 
northernmost lands which since Ibn Fadlän’s report (Yäqüt, i, 755-6) were 
current among the Muslims. /

Whether the Khwârazm-shâh really went so far north is another 
question. Of the authors speakmg of the same campaign Nasawï, ed. 
Houdas, p. 9, mentions on this occasion Λ· “river Irghiz”, and ^vay- 
nï, i, 101, speaks of the Qara-qum occupied by the Qanqli ^  }

1 On the source of the possible con- the Kimäk federation which according 
fusion of the routes, v.s., p. 305, line 11. to Gardïzï included a Tatar division (to

2 Br. Mus. Add. 25. 785 (fol. 145a) be distinguished from the later Mon
ili jllT jliJL i j** &  jU- j  us which I read: gols!). Therefore the combination of 
ki bi-sar-i *Qariqliyän-i Tatär biid. The names in Güzgânï is quite plausible. On 
Qanqli were closely associated with the the connexion of Qadir-khan with the 
Qipchaq, cf. Barthold, Vorlesungen, 114 “Yimâk” cf. Raverty, p. 1097.
and 116. The latter formerly belonged to
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^ jlluLi and of two rivers JS and Nasawl’s Irghiz cannot be

one of the more northern Irghiz rivers flowing to the Volga downstream 
from Samara; in Abul-Ghâzî, ed. Desmaisons, p. 10, Shiban’s ulus, of 
which the western limits were the Yayiq and the Sir-daryâ, comprised 
both the Irghiz-Savuq and the Qara-qum which must respectively corres
pond to the names quoted by Nasawl and Juvaynî and refer to the same 
locality.1

One thing is certain, namely that some connexion existed towards the 
end of the twelfth century between the Qifchaq (of whom the Qanqli were 
probably a clan) and some tribe called Yighur or Yughur. In a document 
of 578/1182 emanating from the Khwärazm-shah’s chancery, Barthold, 
Turkestan, 370, (and texts i, 79) the Khwärazm-shäh records the submis
sion of Alp-Qara with all the Qifchaq tribe, adding that he sent to the 
king’s camp his eldest son with a large number of (var.jlTM
Very probably another reference to the name is found in Mas'üdî, Murüj, 
i, 213, whére describing the Black and White Irtish flowing to the Caspian 
(v.s.y § 6,42.), he remarks that on them lay the kingdom of Instead
of Marquart's restoration *Kimäk-yagbhuy (going counter to Gardïzï, 83, 
who calls the chief of the Kimäk shad-tutuq) I should restore this name as 
* Kimäk-Yighur (j>-j) and compare it with Guzgânï’s jyo2 and the 
just quoted.

According to Mas"üdî’s text this was the name of a Kimäk territory, or of 
a Kimäk division. The expression Yüghür-zäda ( =  *banü Yüghür) is in 
favour of the latter supposition. Some confusion on the part of our author 
is of course possible but it is certain that this Kimäk tribe had nothing to do' 
with the northern Yûghra.

The fact that our is described as lying between the Atil (*Asus ?)
and Irtish (Artush) is reminiscent of the natural conditions described in the 
Murüj, i, 213, and at least our § 6, 42. is identical with one of Mas'üdï’s 
rivers. The first element can very easily be improved into (the 
^  may have been mis-read from a longish joint between £ and _,). More 

difficult is . As in Turkish yasi means “broad, wide”, could it have 
stood here for “a plain” ? The fact is that Yasi is attested as the name of a 
town on the Yaxartes since at least the twelfth century, see Barthold, 
Vorlesungen, p. 141.]

4. very probably **f\* Yimäkiya? For the distance of 80 days see 
I.Kh., 28, who counts from Taräz to oiTjT7 farsakhs and thence 80 days 
to the residence (maudi) of the'Kîmâk king, ditto in Qudäma, 209, 262.

5. Dih-i Chüb (§ 6, 42. and 43. Dih-i Chubin) “the Wooden Village” ; 
on its position, v.s., § 6, 43. Mis'ar b. Muhalhil speaks of the tpwn of the 
Ghuzz built of stone, wood, and reeds.

1 The Qara-qum sands lie to the some of his MSS. but seeing that in the 
south-west of the Chalqar lake into Br. Mus. MSS. Add. 26.189 (fol. .1296) · 
which the trghiz disembogues. Add. 25. 785 (fol. 145a) stands

2 Raverty does not give the Arabic oi/. . . . o t-ζ τ  (?) jfij  t  one would 
spelling of Yigkur which he found in think that the original had
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The Ghüz 311

§ 19. The Ghûz

Houtsma, Die Guzenstämme, in WZ KM, ii, 1888, pp. 219-33 ; Barthold, 
Ghuzz and Türk in El; An Historical Sketch of the Turkmen People (in 
Russian), in a volume by several authors Turkmeniya, Ashqabad, 1929 
[quoted: Turkmeniya], 5—69; Vorlesungen, 101; Marquart,Die Chronologie
d.alttiirk. Inschr., 10, 24; Komanen, 25-6, 34, &c.; A. Z. Validi, Meshhed- 
skaya rukopis' Ibn al-Faqih, in Bull. Acad, des Sciences de Russie, 1924,237- 
48 ; Köprülü-zade Mehmet Fuat, Oguz etnolqjisine dayir tarihi notlar, in 
Türkiyat mecmuasi, Istanbul, 1925, i, 1-20.

§§ 19-22 describe a special group of northern “Turkish” tribes ad
joining the Ural region. See Map vii.

The Ghüz (Arabic transcription Ghuzz) as their name suggests were a 
part of the people called Oghuz in original Turkish sources (v.s. notes to 
§ 12; and Kâshgharï, i, 56-8). The infiltration of Turkish (Oghuz) tribes 
in the direction of Transoxiana and Khoräsän began before Islam: the 
steppes in the south-eastern corner of the Caspian Sea were occupied by the 
Turks probably in the sixth century A.D* (prince Sül of Dihistän, cf. Mar
quart, Êrânsahr, 73, Barthold, Turkmeniya, pp. 12-13); on a similar early 
migration of the Khalaj see note to § 24, 22. An important movement of 
the Ghüz (Oghuz) was caused by the Qarluq occupation of the territories 
previously possessed by Western Turks (Türgish), see note to § 17. Accord
ing to the Tang-shu the Qarluq transferred their residence to the Chu 
valley after a .d . 766, and in a remarkable passage explaining the origin of 
the Ghuzz of the Balkh region who captured Sultän Sanjar, Ibn al-Athir, 
xi, 117 (year 548/1153), says: “ Some historians of Khoräsän have given 
much more definite data about them. They say that these Ghuzz came 
over to Transoxiana from the region of the marches (var. ‘from the Toghuz
ghuz country’), from the remotest Turkish (lands), in the days of the caliph 
Mahdl (a .d . 775-85); they accepted Islam and helped al-Muqanna\ the 
doer of miracles of jugglery, until his end came. When the army marched 
against him they abandoned him, as they were went to do in every kingdom 
in which they were. Such used to be also their practice with the Khäqänian 
kings but the Qarluq punished them and expelled them from their seats.” 
Though this passage refers chiefly to the Balkh Ghuzz, the disruption of 
the Western T ’u-chüeh must have occasioned many similar migrations.1 
Later the Ghüz were chiefly known under the name Turkman of which 
the most likely interpretation is that offered by Jean Deny, Grammaire de 
la langue turque, 1921, p. 326, according to which Türk-män is formed with 
the “augmentative” suffix manjmän having in Turkish an intensifying or 
aggrandizing sense (qoja-man “huge”); according to this theory Turkman 
would mean something like “Turk pur sang” or in Italian “Turcone”.2

1 It is also characteristic that the Aristov, Zameiki, in Zhivaya Starina,
Russian chronicles specially apply to 1896, p. 312.
the Ghuz (Ονξ) the name Tork <  Türk 2 This explanation fully agrees with
connected with the T ’u-chüeh. Cf. the story quoted by Barthold from



Our author represents the Ghuz country as stretching, roughly speaking, 
between die Irtish, the Volga, the Caspian Sea, and Transoxiana. In § 6,42. 
he says that the Irtish (Artush) down to the Wooden Village (§ 18, 5.) 
separated the Kimäk from the Ghüz, but he adds (§ 18) that in winter the 
Kimäk visited the Ghüz territory.1 Gardïzï, 107, also places the Kimäk 
country beyond the Irtish but without any reference to the Ghüz. It is 
difficult to see how the Volga could constitute the frontier of the Ghüz 
both in the west and north ( ?) but it is clear from § 50 that the Khazar had 
very little control over the territories beyond the Volga, and Mas'üdî, 
Murüjy ii, 49, positively mentions the Ghuzz raids across the Volga when 
the river freezes over. A similar (but clearer) definition of the Ghuzz 
territory is found in 1st., 9, who places it between the Khazar, the 
Kimäk, the Kharlukh lands, the Bulghär, and the Islamic lands along the 
line Juijän (Gurgän)-Färäb-Ispljäb.

The historical situation in the steppes stretching, between the Irtish and 
Volga is still insufficiently known. On the way from Gurgänj to the 
Pechenegs running west of the Aral Sea Gardïzï, 95, omits to mention the 
Ghuz but he does not mention any other tribe either. On the other hand, 
Ibn Fadlän, who in the spring of a .d . 929 travelled approximately the same 
way from Khwärazm to Bulghär, found the Ghuzz in the region between 
the Üst-yurt (plateau between the Aral Sea and the Caspian) and the river 
Jäm identified by A. Z. Validi, o.e., 246, with the Emba.2 Beyond the Jam 
the traveller found the Bäshghurt patrols.

In § 19 the author says that the Ghüz have many chiefs and possess no 
town, forgetting that under § 26,29. he mentions Dih-i Nau on the Jaxartes 
as the winter residence of the Ghüz king. The source of this latter passage 
may be common with that of I.H., 393. Ibn Fadlän, see A. Z. Validi, o.e., 
245, styles the king of the Ghuzz yabghü and his viceroy hüdärkin (?).

The source of the characteristics of the Ghüz is uncertain. Gardïzï, 81, 
who has no special chapter on the Ghüz, only mentions their eponym jp 
and says that the original rain-stone was in their possession. Our author 
omits this detail, but perhaps his item on the power of the “doctors” (i.e. 
Turkish sorcerers qam) is somehow connected with this story. According 
to Mis'ar b. Muhalhil, in Yäqüt, iii, 448, the rain-magnet (kijära wa kiya 
maghnätis al-matar) belonged to the Kimäk.

§ 20. The Turkish Pechenegs

V. G. Vasilyevsky, Byzantium and the Pechenegs (in Russian) in the 
author’s Trudi 9 SPb., 1908,1,1-175; P. Golubovsky, The Pechenegs, Torksf

Juvaynï, cf. printed edition, ii, 88 (where and the White Irtish, though the latter
llak-Turkmän must be substituted for is described as the territory of the
Ilak-T.rkân); cf. also Gardïzï, ed. *Kimâk-Yïghür (v.s., p. 310).

M . Nâzim, p. 85x9. 2 Abul-Ghâzî, p. 92, has for the
1 In Mas'üdî, Murüj, i, 213, the Emba.

Ghuzz are placed on the Black Irtish
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and Polovtsi before the Mongol Invasion (in Russian) in Kiev. Universit. Izv., 
1883-4 (not found in London or Paris libraries) ; Marquart, Streifzüge9 63 ; 
Marquart, Komaneny 25-6, 98-9, &c. A short survey in English is given 
in C. A. Macartney, The Pechenegs, in The Slavonic Review, viii, 1929, 
pp. 342-53. J. Németh, Die Inschriften des Schatzes von Nagy-Szent- 
Miklós, in Bib. Orient. Hungarica, ii, Budapest, 1932 (inscriptions found on 
vessels dating, as it appears, from the beginning of the tenth century; 
the author attributes them to some princes of the Pechenegs, who shortly 
before that time settled in the present-day Hungary, and it is curious to 
read in Gardïzï that the Pechenegs possessed numerous gold and silver 
vessels). D. A. Rasovsky, The Pechenegs, Torks, and Berendeys in Russia 
and Hungary (in Russian), in Seminarium Kondakovianumy Prague, 1933 
(concerns later times ; very complete Russian and Hungarian bibliography).

§§ 20 and 22, as well as 43-4 and 48-52, find close parallels in the 
respective chapters of I.R., Gardïzï, Bakri, and 'Aufï who all depend on one 
principal source and vary only in details.

Our author speaks of the Pechenegs in two chapters: under § 20 is de
scribed the old Pecheneg country and under § 47 their new habitat. Taking 
his information from two distinct sources he presents the two consecutive 
stages of the Pecheneg peregrinations as existing simultaneously.

The fullest presentation of the facts is found in Constantine Porphyro- 
genitus, De administrando imperio, chap. 37, which Marquart, Komanen, 
25, calls the “basis of the historical ethnology of Southern Russia”. The 
Byzantine author says that the seats of the Πατζανακίται were first between 
the Volga ÇArrjX) and Yayiq (Γβήχ, the “ Ural river”) where they had for 
neighbours the *Majars (Μαζάρους)1 and the Oghuz (Ονζ). Fifty-five years 
before the composition of the book (written a .d . 948)* the Khazars and the 
Oghuz simultaneously attacked the Pechenegs and drove them out of their 
country, which was occupied by the Oghuz. The Pechenegs settled in a 
new country (namely that formerly occupied by the Magyars)3 from which 
the distances were as follows: 5 days both to the Khazars and the Oghuz, 6 
days to Alania (cf. § 48), and 10 days to Mordia (cf. § 52). In chap. 42 
of his work Constantine explains that at a later date (after the expulsion 
of the Magyars from Atelkuzu, § 22) the Pecheneg possessions extended 
from a place opposite Distra4 on the lower Danube to Sarkel (a Khazar 
fortress on the Don). These events of the end of the ninth century are 
known to 1st., 10, who says: *■ A tribe of Turks called Bachanäk (Pecheneg)

1 Cf. Ibn Fadlän on the Bäshghurt =  with the Chingul (?) river flowing into 
Majghär, v.s.t p. 312, line 19. theMolochnaya. The Magyars moved to

2 In 889, according to Reginonis Abba- the country called Atelkuzu (“between 
tis Prundensis Chromcon. Cf. Németh, the rivers” ?) stretching between the 
o.c.y p. 48. Dniepr and Sereth. A  new advance oi

3 More precisely the region which the Pechenegs made the Magyars move 
Constantine calls Aeßehia and which across the Carpathians into their present 
must be located somewhere north of land (shortly before a.d. 900).
the Azov sea, its river Χιδμάς alias 4 Distra =  Durustulum =  Silistria. 
Χιγγουλονς being sometimes identified
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having been ousted from its land settled between the Khazars and Rüm. 
Their place is not their ançient home, but they have come to it and occu
pied it.” In our author the seats of the Pechenegs near the Azov Sea are 
described under § 47, and in that connexion we shall have occasion' to 
examine 'Aufi’s interesting text on the further migrations of the tribes.

Our § 20 undoubtedly has in view; the situation before a.d. 893 (or 889). 
It is true that Const. Porph., o.c.y admits that until his own time (μέχρι 
τον νυν) some of the Pechenegs (rives* Ιξ αυτών) stayed on under the Ghuz, 
but according to our author the Turkish Pechenegs were at war with their 
neighbours which shows that they were still independent. This is still 
clearer from the parallel text of Gardïzï who uses the same source. He 
describes the Pechenegs at the zenith of their power possessing herds, 
horses, precious vases and girdles, battle-trumpets in the form of bulls’ 
heads, and plenty of arms. Gardïzï, 95, describes a road from Gurgänj (in 
Khwärazm) to the Pechenegs which touched the Khwärazmian mountain1 
and left the Aral Sea to the right. After a journey in the desert, where water 
was found only in wells, on the tenth day -a more pleasant country was 
reached with springs and abundant game. The whole journey to the 
Pechenegs took seventeen days. Their country stretched for 30 days and 
their neighbours were: towards the east the Qipchäq, towards the south
west (at 10 days’ distance) the Khazars, and to the west the Slavs (sic). 
This picture is entirely different from what Ibn Fadlän as an eye-witness 
found in 922. He met the Pechenegs to the south of the river ^  (A. Z. 
Validi: *Jayikh =  Yayiq) and he opposes their poverty (undoubtedly a 
result of the events.of a.d. 893) to the wealth of the Ghuzz. A. Z. Validi,
o.e., p. 246, thinks that these Pechenegs belonged to the class of nomad 
“proletarians” (jataq) adding that they» too, shortly after crossed the Volga 
in a westerly direction.2

Our author considerably embroils the description of the Pecheneg 
frontiers. He does not say that their lands reached the Uninhabited 
Northern Zone, but the comparison with the Kimäk country shows that 
the Pechenegs lived in a very cold region. Under § 44 it is said that east 
of the Rüs lay the Pecheneg mountains under which only the Ural moun
tains or their (western) spurs can be understood.3 Under § 6, 43. the Itil 
downstream of Bulghär separates the Turkish Pechenegs from the “ Burtäs” 
by which, owing to some mistake, our author (see § 51) usually means the 
Volga Bulghärs. In our § 20 the Burtäs and Barädhäs are mentioned to 
the south of the Pechenegs. In § 19 the Ätil (Volga) forms the western and 
northern frontier of the Ghüz while according to § 20 the western neigh
bours of the Ghüz were the Turkish Pechenegs. Did, then, our author think 
that the Pecheneg territory somehow stretched from the Urals down to the 
right (western) bank of the Volga? Still more embarrassing is § 6, 45.,

1 i.e. the Chink of the Ust-yurt. Bakri, 3 A t its northern and southern ex-
42, places the mountain at 10 farsakhs tremity respectively the Rus and the
from Gurgänj. Kimäk were supposed to live, cf. § 18.

z But v.$., Const. Porph., o.e., cap. 37.
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according to which the enigmatic Rütä river (flowing westwards!) rises 
from a mountain on the frontier between the Pechenegs, Majgharï, and 
Rüs. Such an involved idea would be comprehensible to some extent only 
if .the.author imagined that the Pechenegs and Majgharï, or a part of them, 
were found to the south-west of the great bend of the Volga (in the region 
of Kazan).1 The Rütä was evidently considered as the frontier between the 
Pechenégs and Rüs (cf. § 42).

It is curious that neither in § 20 nor in § 50 are the Turkish Pechenegs 
and the Khazars explicitly considered as neighbours, though from Const. 
Porph. we know that the Pechenegs were ousted from their former seats 
by the concerted action of the Ghuz and Khazar. Gardïzï’s text (v.i.) is 
also clear in this respect.

§§ 20-1 The Turkish Pechenegs 315

§ 21. The Khifchäkh (Qipchaq)

Marquart’s Komanen is a special study on the origin and destinies of the 
Komans-Qipchaqs ; though containing a prodigious mass of rare materials 
and many valuable suggestions it remains in the author’s own words, p. 206, 
only spade-work (“Pionierarbeit”); cf. important critical remarks by 
Pelliot in Jour. As.y avril 1920, pp. 125-86, and by Barthold, Russ, istor. 
zhurnaly vii, 1921, pp. 131-56. See also Barthold, Kipcak in Ely A. Bruce 
Boswell, The Kipchak Turks, in The Slavonic Review, vi, 1927, pp. 68-85 
(popular article), and D. Rasovsky,Polovtsi, in Seminanum Kondakovianumy 
vii, 1935, pp. 1-18 (to be continued) with a very good European biblio
graphy, [part ii, ibid.y viii,· 1936, pp. 19-40].

The name Khifshäkh< Khifchäkh, Qipchaq is already attested in I.Kh., 
31. The Russians called the Qipchaq Polovtsi (from iiojiobhë “yellowish, 
sallow”) to which name in western languages correspond the terms: Pallidly 

FaloneSy Valaniy Vahven, &c. This group of names has no correspondence 
in Muslim literature.2 Another name under which the Qipchaq were 
known in the Byzantine empire and Western Europe is Κόμανοι, Cornarti, 

Commaniy which is also found in Idrîsï, who (perhaps quoting from a 
European source)3 calls the Qipchaq and their land iJL5 (Jaubert’s
translation, ii, 395, 399, &c.). The identity of all these appellations is clear 
from Rubruquis (Paris, 1839, p. 247): “ Commani qui dicuntur Capthat

1 If the Pechenegs lived north of the 3 One must, however, keep in mind
Burtäs (i.e. Bulghär) and Barädhäs, how the still insufficiently explained names
could they neighbour on the Ghüz along (or which Gardïzï quotes
the Volga, unless under Ätilvre. have to on the road to the Kimäk (see note to
understand the Kama? But this surmise § l8) ^  a - (variants and
would create new difficulties. According ^  . - ' f  . , -n 1 j -  » j
to Mas'üdî, Tanbïh, i6o, the operation i f  <i} gxven by Raslud al-din, ed.
zone of the Pechenegs extended (at some Bérézme, Trudt V.O., 162, as the

time ?) down to the Aw l Seal of the te“ th trlbe of the Uyghurs,
3 But i>i., p. 317, Barthold’s interpre- cf· Marquart, Komanen, 91 and 58. 

tation of Säri.



[*Qipchaq] ; a Teutonicis vero dicuntur Valani [read: Falam\ et provincia 
Valania [read: Falania\ .” The origin of the names Coman- j Qoman remains 
dark (cf. note to § 14,1.). The name όβ (still suspect!) to which Marquart 
attaches such an exceptional importance might explain the Magyar form 
Kun but it does not account for Qoman. Even without taking dj into con
sideration we can imagine the derivation of Magyar Kun from Qoman but 
there is no explanation for the expansion of an earlier *Qün into Qoman, 
simultaneously with its supposed survival ( ?) as Kun in Magyar.

Like the Khirkhïz, Kimäk, and Rüs the Khifchäkh are represented in 
our source as living in the immediate neighbourhood of the Northern 
Uninhabited Lands. To their south1 are placed the Turkish Pechenegs. 
Our source (§ 6, 44.) adds that the Rüs river (Volga above its junction 
with Kama?) skirted the Khifchäkh confines.2 Were then the Qipchaq 
imagined to live down-stream from the Rüs on the left bank of the upper 
course of the Volga? This, however, would be an entirely imaginary 
construction due exclusively to our author, for Gardïzï, who uses much 
the same materials, distinctly says that the Khifchäq lived to the east of 
the Pechenegs. Having substituted north for east our author fitted in the 
peoples into his scheme without much care for the actual situation.

Gardïzï, 82, mentions the Khifchäkh as one of the seven tribes of the 
Kimäk. Our author seems to refer to a later stage of the Khifchäkh 
emancipation: he admits the vassal dependence of their king upon the 
Kimäk but considers the Khifchäkh as a special tribe, maybe separated from 
the Kimäk by the territory called Andar az Khifchäkh. To what an extent 
the form of association of the Qipchaq with the Kimäk was changed to
wards the end of the eleventh century is witnessed'by the quotation from 
Kâshgharï (iii, 22), v.s., p. 305, which shows the Yimäk, i.e. presumably 
one of the two original clans of the Kimäk, as a kind of poor relatives of 
the Qipchaq. In a .d . 1318 al-Warrâq quotes the Yimäk as a clan of the 
Qipchaq, cf. Marquart, Komanen, 157.

Marquart, ibid., 100, must be right in assuming that the Qipchaq first 
profited by the victory of the Ghüz over the Pechenegs. To characterize 
the further succession of nomad tribes in southern Russia suffice it to 
mention3 the following facts: in 1036 Yaroslav of Kiev inflicted the final 
crushing defeat on the Pechenegs. Under. 1054 Russian chronicles for the 
first time mention the appearance both of the Torks (=  Ghüz) and the 
Polovtsi (— Qipchaq). The former were evidently fleeing under the pres
sure of the latter. Henceforth for 170 years up to the Mongol invasion

1 Read: west (?), cf. Gardïzï on the only on the right bank of the Volga. 
Pechenegs, v.s.t p. 314, line 20. [Or should we read eastern, instead of

2 On the other hand the northern northern, boundary, cf. supra note 1. 
boundary of the Turkish Pechenegs was 3 Here we cannot discuss the migra
tile mysterious river Rüthä (§ 6, 45.) tions farther south and west. See now 
which is not mentioned in connexion Rasovsky, o.c. [The first attack of the 
with the Khlfchakh. We may imagine Pechenegs on Kiev is recorded in 
then that, on our author’s Map, the the Russian Chronicle under a .d . 968.] 
Rüthä divided the Rüs and Pechenegs
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(a .D. 1224) the Qipchaq remained masters of the steppes down to the 
Caucasus.

Explaining , the process of formation of the Qipchaq tribe Marquart 
assumes three gradual stages of its mongolization (?). According to Gardïzï 
the original Kimäk separated from the Tatar (following Marquart, ox., 95, 

in the seventh century) ; for a second time the Qün, a clan of the Mongolian 
Marqa mentioned in Aufï (see note to § 20) put into movement the original 
tribes in the beginning of the nth century, ox., 55, 57; for a third time 
the foundation of the Qipchaq (in the Yüan-shih: *Kin chra) state is ex
plained by the arrival towards a.d. 1120 of some princes whose original 
habitat was near Jehol in Northern China, ox., 115, 117, 137. Many of 
these facts still need confirmation and their interpretation by Marquart is 
subject to considerable caution (see the reviews of Marquart’s book by 
Pelliot and Barthold and the latter’s Vorlesungen, p. 114).

It remains to mention here that in f Aufî’s much discussed passage the 
chain of moves among the nomadic tribes is opened by the invasion of the 
Qün (Q.rï) into the Sârî land (zamïn-i Sârï). The inhabitants of Sari (ahl-i 
Sârï)1 press the Ghuz-Türkmäns and the latter move into the southern 
seats of the Pechenegs (§ 47). Barthold in his review of Marquart’s Komanen 
thinks that by Sârï the Qipchaq are meant, and this hypothesis is cer
tainly supported by the fact that the Qipchaq were the people who drove 
before them the Ghuz (Y3H Οΰζοι) and gave their own name (.Dasht-i 
Khifchäkh) to the steppes formerly associated with the name of the Ghuzz. 
Barthold even suggests that säri<san, in Turkish “yellow”, is not an 
unsuitable name for the people known in the west under the names: 
Polovtsi, Pallidi, &c. [One wonders whether the original group of the 
Qipchaq had something to do with the “Yellow” clans of the western T'u- 
chüeh, v.s., § 17.]

Against Barthold’s hypothesis is the fact that in 'Aufï’s text ahl-i Sârï 
can only be interpreted as “people of [the territory called] Sârï”. However, 
the name of the Sari-su could form a connecting link with some “Yellow” 
tribe (v.s., p. 284, n. 5). Moreover, on the road supposed to lead to the 
Sari-su (notes to § 18) lay the sands called by the Turks (v.s., p. 315, 
n. 3). Had this latter name anything to do with the Qomans it would pave 
the way to the demonstration that the “people of Sari” were not different 
from the “Qomans” (= Qipchaq).

§ 22. The Majghari
Chwolson, Izvestiya . . .  Ibn Dasta (read: Ibn Rusta), pp. 101-23 î Mar

quart, Streifziigey pp. 27-74 and passim ; Dietrich, Byzantinische Quellen, 
Index sub verbis: Mazarer, Ungarn; B. Munkacsi, Die Urheimat der 
Ungarn, in Keleti Szemle, vi, 1905, pp. 185-222 ; Barthold, Basdgird, in EI ; 
J. Németh, Magna Hungaria, in Mzik, Beiträge, pp. 92-6; Németh Gyula,

1 The text as it stands does not suggest any leadership of the Qün over the 
people of Sârï.
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A honfoglàló Magyarsâg kialakuldsa, Budapest, 1930 (a short résumé of 
this important work is La Préhistoire hongroise, in Nouvelle Revue de Hongrie, 
Budapest, June 1932, pp. 460-8, the communication of which I owe to the 
kindness of the author); C. A. Macartney* The Magyars in the Ninth Cen
tury, Cambridge, 1930 (a painstaking revision of Byzantine and Oriental 
sources, the latter being used in translations; Gardïzï’s text accepted in 
Marquart's earlier interpretation); J. Moravcsik, Zur Geschichte der 
Onoguren, in Ungar. Jahrbücher,x, Heft 1-2,1930, pp. 53-90. See Map xiî.

The question of the remote Hungarian (Magyar) origins depends chiefly 
on linguistic evidence and more especially on that of loan words in Magyar 
and its cognate idioms. As the nearest of kin to the Magyar are the Voguls 
(on both slopes of the Northern Ural) and the Ostiaks (in the Obi basin), 
it was formerly admitted that the original home of the Magyars must be 
sought in Siberia. So Marquart, Streifzüge, 53, located the “Ursitze” of 
the Magyars in “southern Yugria, in the neighbourhood of the Ishim and 
in the Baraba [steppe east of Omsk]”. More usually, following the indica
tions of the Muslim authors (v.i.), the seats of the early Magyars were placed 
in the neighbourhood of the Volga Bulghars, i.e. near the present-day 
Bashqir territory. Munkäcsi in his Urheimat der Ungarn, p. 212, while 
criticizing these theories took an entirely different view, to wit that the 
region where the Magyar language underwent the influence of the [older] 
Turkish and Caucasian languages1 lay in the northern Caucasus and that 
accordingly this was “das Urgebiet des Bildungsprocesses des Magyaren- 
tums” ; and if some Magyars were found near the Volga this must be 
explained by some emigration from the Caucasian home in the northward 
direction.

Turning now to Muslim sources we must recognize that under Majgharï, 
Basjirt, and other similar names2 Arab and Persian authors speak of two 
distinct groups, viz. the Uralian “Bashqirs” (whether Turks or Finno- 
Ugrians) and the Magyars (Hungarians) in their earlier country north of 
the Black Sea.

According to Prof. Németh’s latest researches, the Bashqirs are originally 
a Hungarian tribe, which probably together with the Volga Bulghärs had 
migrated from the northern Caucasus northwards, cf. Munkacsi, o.c., 221.3 
The name of the Bashghirs4 mixed with that of the Hungarians living near

1 For traces of former contact of and migrations of the Magyars are neces-
the Magyars with the Ossets see now sarily very controversial.] [Cf. Appen-
Hannes Sköld, Die ossetischen Lehn- dix BJ
w&rter im Ungarischen, in Lund Um- 2 See their enumeration in Chwolson,
versitets Ârsskrift, N.F., Avd. I, Bd. 20, o.e., 112, and Marquart, Streifzüge,
No. 4, 1925 (where the Magyar-Osset 68-9.
contacts are placed circa a jd . 600- 3 Moravcsik, o.c., 89, thinks that this
800). In principle it is hazardous to migration took place, simultaneously
associate the Iranian (i.e. Alân >  Osset) with the westward trek of the Onoghun-
elements in Hungarian exclusively with durs (§ 53) about the middle of the 7th
the Caucasus for the Alans once stretched century.
well to the neighbourhood of the Aral 4 Németh explains it as mbäsh-gkur
Sea. [The theories on the earliest home “ Five tribes” [?].
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the Black Sea {Mod'eri) resulted in the form: Mojgher. This, together with 
the common origins of the two peoples, led to a situation under which the 
two were indiscriminately called now Bashghird, and now Mojgher. Those 
Hungarians who had travelled from the Caucasus to the north carried 
along with them some Turks, and later became turkicized by other Turks 
coming from Western Siberia. Kâshgharï considers the Bashqirs as Turks 
speaking a dialect akin to that of the Kimäk, but the Dominican Julian who, 
in search of the lost Hungarian tribes, visited the region of the Volga in 
1235 found a “Magna Hungaria” near the “Magna Bulgaria” (i.e. the 
Volga Bulghärs). Moreover, some of the clan names of the Hungarians 
mentioned by Constantine Porphyrogenitus (a .d . 948) coincide with those 
of the present-day divisions of the Bashqirs (Κονρτονγ€ρμάτον =  Hung. 
Kürt+ Gyarmat— Bashq. Yurmatu\ r ,€vax=Hung. ^wo=Bashq. Yeney). 
See Németh, Magna Hungaria.

The clearest and simplest presentation of the case in Muslim sources is 
found in 1st., 2253, w^° say s: “there are two classes of Basjirt ( o ^ ) .  The 
one is found at the farther end (äkhir) of the Ghuzz behind the Bulghär 
Çalâ zakr B.) and they are said to be about 2,000 men1 and to be pro
tected by impassable thickets (mashäjir)\ they obey the Bulghär.2 The 
other class of them borders on the Pechenegs ; both they and the Pechenegs 
are Turks and they border on Rüm.”3

Much more entangled is the group of sources represented by I.R., 142, 
Gardïzï, 98, and Bakrï, ed. Rosen, 45, who under the name Majghari 
mechanically string together the information referring to two different terri
tories and most probably derived from different sources (Muslim al-Jarmï, 
Härün b. Yahyâ, &c., cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 28) as if the Uralian terri
tory stretched without interruption down to the Black Sea.4 The intro
ductory paragraph (A) of these authors places the Majghari in the north

1 In the curious legend on the forma- known Caqtr, or render Cigil by 
tion of the Khirkhïz, Gardïzï, 85, says *Cighîr].
that their ancestor after having been 3 In anotherpassage 1st., 227, reckons
obliged to leave the court of the Khazar- from the Pechenegs to the Inner Basjirt
khäqän joined Bashjirt who “was one of 10 days, and from the latter to Bulghär
the Khazar nobles and with 2,000 men 25 days. This last distance could only
lived between the Khazars and the refer to the Magyars living north of the
Kimäks” . Black Sea. A  parallel term to Basjirt

2 It is possible that I.Kh.’s (p. 31) al-dakhil is Bulghär al-däkhil (i.e. the
quoted in the series Toghuzghuz- Danubian Bulghär) mentioned in 1st.,

Kharlukh -  Kimäk -  Ghuzz -J-f-r  -  Baja- 226 (0.1. § 45). In Mongol times the
n äk- Türgish stands for rather Magyars occupying their present seats

than for «> J \  supposed by de Goeje in Hul*ary were still.called o > i l ,  cf.

and Marquart to represent Chigil. The GMS, i, 225.
same consideration may apply to 4 In a convenient form the texts are

Mas udi’s (Murüj, i, 288) : i  -J iff) . On Syn0ptlCally PreSen̂  ln Macartney,
» . . j  , . , ox., pp. 30 and 42. There are, however,

other passages«! Mas fidi relative to the some in the transiations and
Magyars see Marquart, Strezfziige and Gardizrs text is given without the final
our notes to § 53- [In prmcple I. Kh. sentences.
31, could hardly mention the little-
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between the *Pecheneg [our “Turkish Pecheneg”] country and the Bulghar 
tribe of AsgiljAshkil (see § 51). In a later part (B) they describe an extensive 
Majgharï territory reaching down to the Black Sea. However, in a more 
detailed description of this southern country the three authors disagree. 
I.R. and Gardïzï (B 1) place the Majgharï between two large rivers disem
boguing into the Rüm Sea, and in connexion with this land Gardïzï par
ticularly names the peoples N.nd.r and Mjrddt. On the other hand, Bakri 
(B 2) says nothing about the rivers and as the neighbours of the Majgharï 
quotes the and 4^1 undoubtedly connected with the Caucasus, cf. 
notes to § 50, 4.1 Contrary to Marquart21 am inclined to think that, even 
supposing that I.R. (B 1 a) has in view theAeßeSia home of the Magyars near 
the Azov see, Gardïzï (B1 b) refers to the Άτ^λκονζού stage of Magyar pere
grinations when, expelled by the Pechenegs (a.d. 889), they spent some 
years in the region of the five great rivers emptying themselves into the 
north-western comer of the Black Sea, cf. Const. Porph., chap. 38, v.s., 
p. 313, note 3.

[Additional note. Only in Gardïzï and in the H.-Ä. we find traces of 
the additional source (B 1 b) to which we can assign oiir details on the 
southern (^western) frontier of the Magyars, as well as on the V.n.nd.r 
(§ 53)> Mirvät (§ 46), and perhaps the “Christianized Slavs” (§ 42,17.). The 
source must originally belong to the very last years of the ninth century. 
It has nothing to do with Muslim b. Abï Muslim al-Jarmï (see notes to 
§ 42) and one particular detail is in favour of its association with the name 
of Härün b. Yahyä (see note to § 42,17.).]

The best introduction to our text is Gardïzï’s passage which is not only 
illustrative for the tradition (Bi) but which also contains details (B 1 b) on the 
neighbours of the Majgharï found nowhere else except in the H.-Ä. Our 
literal translation follows the text as edited by Barthold, p. 98 (after the 
Oxford MS.) with the addition of some insignificant variants found in the 
Cambridge copy (marked C.): “ Between the Bulkär [read as in I.R. and 
Bakri: * Pecheneg, cf. also § 6,45.] country and that of the Asgil who are also 
of the Bulkâr lie the frontiers of the Majgharï.3 They are a class of Turks 
and their salar (has) 20,000 horse. They call this salar k,nda and this is the 
name of their greater king, (whereas) the salar who makes the appointments 
(shughlhä khwänad) is called jula and the Majgharï do whatever he orders 
them. They possess a wide plain all covered with grass. Thèir country is 
100 farsakhs by 100 farsakhs. Their country adjoins the Rüm Sea into 
which flow two large rivers [instead of *jj 3' read: òyfr -jj j*\ and 
they live between these two streams j?  [j*] #\ jL.) and when (C. jj^) 
winter comes those who had gone far from the river (jayhün) come

1 Cf. also Mas'üdî, v.i., notes to § 53. 3 This definition of die territory has
2 Marquart’s attempt to identify these in view the northern Majgharï, i.e. the 

two pairs of names (Streifzüge, pp. 176 Bashqirs (item A). The rest of the 
and 496) has been followed by the later passage seems all to refer to the real 
writers though Marquart himself finally Magyars (item B).
changed his opinion (see notes to § 53).
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near to it and stay there in winter. They catch fish and live on them. 
And [with regard to] the river ( jayhün) which is to their left [we must 
add that] towards the Saqläb (country) there is a tribe of Rum who are 
all Christians. They are called N.nd.r. They are more numerous than 
the Majgharï but weaker than they. And of these two jayhüns the 
one is called Atil (jM) and the other Dübä (l>>) and when the Majgharï 
are on the bank of the river they see the N.nd.rians. Above (zabar;
C. ztr: ‘below’) these N.nd.rians on the bank of the river stands a large 
mountain and a water rises (from it) and flows on its side. Behind this 
mountain a nation of Christians is found whom they call M.rdät. 
Between them and the N.nd.r there is a distance of 10 days. They are a 
numerous nation. Their clothes resemble those of the Arabs and consist 
of a turban, a shirt, and a coat (jubba). They have cultivation and possess 
vines (razän ; in C. the text is slightly disturbed). Their water flows on 
the surface and they have no underground canals (käriz). And it is reported 
that they are more in number than the Rüm. They are a separate nation. 
Most of their commerce is with the Arabs. And that (other) river which is 
on the right of the Majgharï flows to the Saqläb and thence to the Khazar 
lands and that river is the largest of the two (va än rüd az in har du rüd 
buzurgtar-ast). The country of the Majgharï is all trees and marshes 
(abgïr ‘lakes’ ?) and the soil is damp. They always vanquish the Saqläb 
and constantly impose tribute on them and treat them as their slaves. The 
Majgharï are fire-worshippers and raid the Saqläb and Rüs and bring 
captives (barda) from them. They take them to Rüm for sale.1 These 
Majgharï are handsome and pleasant looking. They dress in satin (dtbä). 
Their arms are embellished with silver and gold (instead of j* j  s\

j* read: jj  j  prw*)· They constantly go to sack the Saqläb 
and from the Majgharï to the Saqläb there is a distance of ten days.” 2

The crucial point is the identification of the two rivers which Gardïzï, 
perhaps misunderstanding the Arabic original (cf. I.R., 142) but following 
a regular Persian usage, calls jayhün in the sense of “a large river”. The 
author distinctly starts on his location of the N.nd.r from the river flowing 
“on the left” of the Majgharï, i.e. evidently on their west, because the 
peoples living beyond it lived in the direction of the Saqläb, one of the 
westernmost peoples of Eastern Europe (§ 43). This makes it evident 
that the river \j* is one of the rivers of the north-western comer of the 
Black Sea, and probably Barthold was right in restoring in his text *\ija 
(Dünä, “Danube”) instead of l^ .3 As regards the river flowing “to the

1 I.R., 143, mentions as the 2 LR  > *43, quotes the distance of 
point where the Majgharï slave-traders l °  days between the Pechenegs and

were met by the Byzantine merchants. Slavs lhldr  r“ ° rds
If this place (cf. § 3) 6. and 8. and <> 42 W «  attacks 0η1* 011 the S1*vs' Gard»zi s

^  ' variants may reflect an influence of his
15·) »s Ç j  Kerch (at the entrance of the special “ N.nd.r-M.rdat” source (B 1 b).

Azov sea) there is an indirect indication 3 The Khazar king’s letter (which
that I.R. still referred to the Lebedia also mentions the name V.n.nt.r, cf. § 46)
home of the Magyars. positively applies the name Rwnä/Dzunä
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right” of the Majghari, the mention of the Khazars shows that it must be 
sought in the eastern part of the southern Russian plain. Marquart, 
Streifzüge, 32, quotes the Hungarian chronicler Simon de Keza according 
to whom the Hungarians called the Don Etui.1 This may be a hint for the 
identification of Gardïzï’s Atil which at this place cannot apply to the Volga 
held at that time by the Khazars. More than this, the Khazars at the zenith 
of their power controlled the steppes up to Kiev, and so historically even 
the Dniepr would suit the condition of flowing from the Slavs to the 
Khazar lands. The name atil was certainly employed in a general sense as 
is shown by the term Άτβλκονζου  explained as “(the land) between the 
rivers”, see Marquart, Streifzugey 33. If the element κονζου corresponds to. 
Magyar köz, köze “terra intermedia”, the first element is undoubtedly 
taken in the sense of a river (cf. jayhün).2 As Const. Porph., chap. 38, 
enumerates the five rivers of Atelkuzu we know that the latter comprised 
the space between the Dniepr and the Sereth. Might Gardïzï’s Atil 
perhaps be an echo of the term Atelkuzu ?3

Coming now to the H.-Ä. we see that its author with regard to the 
Majghari territory followed exclusively the tradition A and entirely dis
regarded the tradition B. He places the Majghari near the Ural mountains 
as the last territory in the series of the northern Turkish lands (§§ 18-22, 
east to west: Kimäk, Ghüz, Turkish Pechenegs, Khifchäkh, Majghari). 
This disposition of chapters is still more significant in view of the fact that 
the southern territories of Eastern Europe (§§ 43-9) are described in an 
opposite direction (west to east: Saqläb, Rüs, Inner Bulghârs, Mirvät, 
Khazarian Pechenegs, Alân, Sarir) and that the two series of countries are 
even separated by an intermediary zone of countries (§§ 50-3) enumerated 
in a sort of bustrophedon east to west: Khazar, Burtäs, Barädhäs, and 
V.n.nd.r. Cf. Map xii.

Our author undoubtedly represents the same tradition as I.R., Gardïzï, 
and Bakri, and in his sources certainly the two different Majghari homes 
were found. As in § 22 he proposes to describe the Bashqir country (A), the 
question is what he has done with the residue of information relative to the 
Magyars (B)? In the immediate neighbourhood of the Magyar territory 
Gardïzï mentions the people N.nd.r screened by a mountain from another 
people M.rdät. These peoples are also described in our text: the Majghari
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to the Danube, cf. Kokovtsov, o.e., pp. 
75 and 92, but this document is suspect.

1 Cf. I.Kh., 54, on the Tanais, “the 
river of the Saqäliba” which the Rüs 
merchants follow before reaching the 
Khazar capital.

2 See in Volga-Turkish dialects, 
Yayiq-itili, Vätkä-itili, Aq-idil, &c. Cf. 
Marquart in Ungar. Jahrb., ix/i, 1929, 
p. 96. [The word is said to be of 
Chuvash ( <  Bulghär) origin.]

3 If Dubä is the Danube and Atil the

Dniepr (or even the Don) it is difficult 
to call the eastern river the larger of the 
two. One could perhaps imagine that 
in the original Muslim report based on 
Byzantine sources *Dünä as a more 
familiar name stood for its less known 
affluent Sereth, cf. a similar confusion 
of an affluent with the principal river, in 
§ 6 ,13 . [I.R., 142, only says that “one 
of the two rivers is larger than the 
Jayhün” , which gives a better sense. 
Cf. *Aufî, v.i, p. 324.]



are the northern neighbours of the V.n.nd.r (§ 53) and the Mirvät (§ 46) 
live south of the V.n.nd.r mountain. Consequently the order of enumera
tion of the peoples is maintained, but the starting-point being different, the 
Majgharï, V.n.nd.r, and Mirvät are disposed in a north-to-south direction, 
so that, instead of the Majgharï, the Mirvät come to be the maritime people 
on the northern coast of the Black Sea. This basic error1 will be especially 
considered in the notes to §§ 53 and 46. See sketch on p. 440.

Having ignored the southern Magyars our author transferred to the 
inhabitants of the northern territory all the characteristics found in the 
sources with regard to the “Majghari” and as a matter of fact belonging 
mostly to the southern Magyars.

Population: 20,000, as in I.R. and Gardïzï.
Country: 150x110 farsakhs; Gardïzï and Bakrï: 100X 100 farsakhs; 

I.R.: “extensive country”.
The King’s name: ^  (read: «U). I.R. and Gardïzï, «χΓprincipal king, 

but aU real administrative chief; Bakri, title mU.
The Majghari live on fish. Ditto in Gardïzï, but I.R. and Gardïzï more 

decisively say that they are fishermen [an important feature for the inhabi
tants of the region of great rivers].

Rich but vile (?) [not found elsewhere; does the last trait refer to the 
northern Majghari ?].

Trees and waters, as in I.R. and Gardïzï.
Good-looking, as in Gardïzï.
Victorious wars against ' ‘infidel” neighbours. I.R.: dominate over the 

Slavs (several details on slave trade); Gardïzï: raid the Slavs and Rüs.
Apart from the general epitomizing tendency, of our author one seems to 

discover on his part a desire to smoothe the details not tallying with his 
general conception (cf. the point on enemies and perhaps fishing).2 As 
regards the name of the king, the form is explained by the confusion 
of the final * with ;. The name is certainly 41*- *Jula, cf. Const. Porph., 
chap, 40, pp. 174- 5 : Γνλας and Hungarian Gyula. Our author omits the 
name of the chief of executive power k.nda for which Const. Porph. 
strangely gives καρχας (perhaps: καρχαν-). The title as it stands in Muslim 
sources may be connected with that of the dignitaiy who occupied the 
third place in the Khazar hierarchy: j\SU jjcT (“k.nd.r khäqän” or “the

1 On its disturbing influence, cf. note not say a word on the presence of this 
to § 6, 45. people near the Black sea, goes halfway

2 It is true that the Rüs are mentioned in placing the Magyars somewhere near 
as the western and northern neighbours the· Oka (?) and imagining that this 
of the Majgharï. In § 6, 45. the river territory was connected with the Urals. 
Rütä rises strangely from a mountain One of the western sources of the Oka 
situated between the Majghari, the Rüs, is called Ugra ( =  Hungarian!). Accord- 
and the Pechenegs (cf. notes to §§ 20,47 ing to N. P. Barsov, Ocherk russkoy 
and 52 on the supposed seats of this istoricheskoy geogr., Warsaw 1885, p. 241, 
people on the right bank of the Volga). Ugra lay on the road connecting the 
[This is a hint at some non- Uralian seats Dniepr with the Volga.] See M ap xii. 
of the Magyars but our author, who does
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khäqäii’s k.nd.r” ?), Yäqüt, ii, 436-40 (after Ibn Fadlân). Munkàcsi, in 
Keleti Szemle, x, 1909, pp. 179-80, compares it with kundi/kundu which 
the Altai Turks in quite recent times used to give to their dignitary next 
in rank to their ruler (zaysan)}

[Additional note. In his Streifzüge, 161,164, Marquart, misled by the idea 
that the two pairs of names “N.nd.r and M.rdät” and “ Twläs and *Aughaz” 
were identical (cf. § 50, 4.) came to the conclusion that the river \j* was 
“Kuban”. In Komanen, 99, Marquart was less categorical and wrote with 
reference to our (which he found in Toumansky’s translation, Zap., 
x, 1897): “Auf die Frage, welcher Fluss unter dem lr,j zu verstehen ist, 
gehe ich hier nicht ein. . . . Die Erörterung dieser Frage, welche bekannt
lich für die Bestimmung der älteren Wohnsitze der Magyaren von grosser 
Wichtigkeit ist, ist zwecklos, so lange die Parallelberichte des Muham- 
mad-i 'Aufï und der Hudüd al-Älam nicht veröffentlicht sind.”

We have commented on the identity of the names Dübä/Rütä/Rüthä 
(§ 6, 45.) as resulting from the comparison of the H.-Ä. with the other 
sources and may add that 'Auf! does not contain any important new data 
on the subject. Here is the passage on the Magyars (mis-spelt accord
ing to Brit. Mus., Or. 2676, fol. 67V.). 'Aufï first quotes the well-known 
data on the vastness of the Magyars* country (100 X 100 farsakhs), on their 
20,000 horse and on the rdis called K.nda, adding that the Magyars owii 
tents (khargäh) and wander with their herds. Then he goes on: <>-*_)j  

Uj o — \j ja c\£ A d ?j ^ j j  jjb d —  ̂ j L i j  \

j\j J»"' \>\£j
ç j j t j  JCLlS*” *3? J-iL liilar

jLil jL-> ojW i j  “Their lands adjoins the Rüm

[= Black] sea. The haunts of this people are on the banks of two rivers 
(darya) of which the one is called W.fä and the other Atil both being 
larger than the Jayhün. Between them and the Saqläb goes on a perpetual 
war about religion and they are constantly victorious over the (Slavs), and 
taking prisoners from them carry them to Rüm and sell them. They are 
continuously in possession of great wealth on account (of this) trade.”]

§23. Khoräsän
Tomaschek, Zur historischen Topographie von Persien, I : Die Strassenzüge 

der Tabula Peutingeriana, in Sitz. WAW, cii, Heft 1, 1883, pp. 213-89; 
Marquart, Eränsahr, pp. 47-94 (additions in the author’s Armenische 
Streifen in Huschardzan (Festschrift . . .  der Mechitaristen-Kongregation),

1 In the Shäh-näma, ed. Mohl, iii, 76, same title. Under § 18 the name was
179, 190, &c., K.nd.r is the name of a tentatively restored as *Kändür-taghi,
Saqläb hero fighting in the Türänian in view of the name of the river Kangir.
army on the right hand of the khäqän. But should the analogy be sacrificed,
[The name of the mountain the simplest restoration would be per-
(§ St *2·) may be connected with the haps Kandä’ür, v.s., p. 308, n. 1.]
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Wien, 1911, pp. 301-2; Barthold, Obzor, pp. 4-76; Le Strange, The Lands, 
pp. 352-63, 382-432 and Map; Barthold, Irrigation, pp. 37-71; Herzfeld, 
Khoräsän, Denkmalsgeogr. Studien z . Kultur gesch. des Islam in Iräny in Zter 
Islamy 192i, xi, pp. 107-74, Map. See 1 : 2,000,000 Map of Persia.

The influence of the Balkhï tradition (as represented by 1st.) is apparent 
in this chapter, but numerous details are also common with Maq.1 who 
undoubtedly used jayhânï. Several details find parallels in Ya'qübï’s short 
but graphic description of Khoräsän, BGA, vii, I.R., and Bîrünî’s Canon. 
The interdependence of the authors is difficult to trace in view of the 
absence of preparatory works on the BGA and interpolations in different 
MSS. Very original is the description of Güzgän, whose ruler was our 
author’s patron (see notes to § 1).

In the introductory paragraph the bearings of the frontiers are displaced 
as if the north-east were taken for the north. In this our author follows 
1st., 253. By the former kings of Khoräsän (who unlike the Sämänids 
did not rule over Transoxiana) the Tähirids and Saffärids are meant. 
Among the products of Khoräsän, gold was found in Gharchistän and 
Badakhshän, and silver in Panjhïr, cf. Maq., 326.

1st., 253, counts in Khoräsän 4 great provinces : Nishäpür, Marv, Harät, 
and Balkh, and 16 smaller ones (Maq., 295 and 301 b, goes his own way). 
Our author’s description of the four provinces proceeds from west to east. 
1.-8. Nishäpür; 9-12. Bävard and Tüs; 13.-19. Kühistän; 20.-34. Harät; 
35.-36. Gharchistän; 37-45. Marv; 46.-66. Güzgän (the author’s own 
country); 67.-77. Balkh and Tukhäristän; 78.-80. region of Bämiyän. In 
the east the description of the Balkh province stops short of Badakhshän 
which comes under § 24,24. The still more outlying Vakhän is described 
under Khuttalän (§ 26, 1.-18.) partly following 1st., 253, who joins Vakh- 
khän to Khuttal though he describes Khuttal under Khoräsän, p. 279.

Very notable is the author’s tendency to give the names their true 
Iranian form as is also the case in the Persian translation of 1st.

I. The province of Nishäpür

i. Our author agrees with I.R., 171, who also counts in Nishäpür 13 
rustäqs and 4 “quarters” (arbä'), whereas Maq., 300, has 12 rustäqs and 
4 hhäna (khänät).2

For i.-5., 7. cf. 1st., 256-7. As regards 8. 1st. also gives Khüjän but 
Jarmagän and Sibïnagân have a parallel only in Maq., 300/ (MS. C) who 
under the dependencies of Nasä mentions “Isfinaqän, Jarmaqän, Afräva, 
and Shäristäna”. Under § 6, 50. Ustuvä (the district of Khüjän>Qüchän, 
ancient Άσταυηνή) and Jarmagän are mentioned on the Hirand (Atrak) 
river.3 Consequently Sibïnagân and Râvïnï, coupled with them in our 8.,

1 Especially with the Constantinople sions, such as Sunnï-khâna, 'Arab- 
MS. C  which contains numerous addi- khäna may be a trace of the ancient 
tions. khänät.

2 The presen I-day Khoräsänian divi- 3 V.s., p. 29.
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ought to be looked for in the same direction. However, Ravin! is probably 
identical with Khan Ravän (var. Ravin ?) which Ist., 257 and 284, mentions 
at one marhala from Nêshâpür on the road to Isfarä’m, and which must 
correspond to Maq., 300, Rivand (*Revand) mentioned as one of the four 
khänät of Abarshahr (=  Nishäpur). The famous fire temple of Burzin- 
Mihr according to the Bundahishn, xii, 18, stood on the Rëvand mountain 
which in a larger sense may refer to the Binälüd range separating Nishäpür 
from Tüs, see Hoffmann, Auszüge aus syrischen Akten, i88o, pp. 290-1.
6. Jäjarm is also found in Maq., 300, but not in Ist.

9. 10. 12. Now in ruins. The town Nasä lay near the village of Bâgïr 
(Bäjglr?), west of 'Ashqäbäd. Bävard lay near the present villages of 
Abïvard, at 8 Km. west of the Qahqa station of the Transcaspian railway. 
Mayhana, now Me’ana, lay between the Düshak station and Sarakhs, to 
the west of Chahcha. Maq., 300 I, alone mentions Ribät-Mahna. See 
Barthold, Irrigation, 37,41, Semenov, Po Zakaspiyskim razvalinam (“Along 
the ruined sites of Trans caspia”), Tashkent 1928, and Semenov and others, 
Drevnosti Abiverdskago rayona (“Antiquities of Abïvard”), Tashkent 1931 ; 
Minorsky, Nasä and Bävard in El. According to Isidore of Charax royal 
Parthian graves (Βασιλικοί ταφαι) lay in Νισά. Recent excavations, south
east of Bâgïr, brought to light a building with strong columns of good 
craftsmanship and a temple by a vast central square (Russian newspapers 
of the end of July 1934). Later in the year (November 1934) a large build
ing covered on the outside with sculptures of human beings, animals, &c. 
was discovered. Still later (May 1935) a towerlike construction with a 
staircase (formerly crowned by a statue) was unearthed.

ii.  Tüs, see Minorsky, Tüs in EL 1st., 257: Rädhagän (now Rädkän), 
Täbarän, Buzdighür, and Nüqän. B.nvädha may be a dialectic form of 
Junäwidh (*Gunävidh) which Maq., 300/, mentions among the minbars 
of Tüs (cf. Persian gunjishk/bunjishk). This town is different from 13. 
According to the Tärikh-i Nädiri, Junäbid lies between Tüs and Mashhad. 
Maq. also mentions among the produce stone kettles (biräm) and trouser- 
cords.

Ia. Kühistän.

13-19. Kühistän, i.e. the region lying south of Nishäpür, towards 
Sistän. See Le Strange, o.e., pp. 352-63 and Map viii. Administrative 
limits between Nishäpür and Kühistän were certainly confused. In 1st., 
256, 273-4, the arrangement is different. Of the places mentioned under
13. 1st. speaks of Turshïz and Kundur under Nishäpür, p. 256, and of 
Bunäbidh (Maq., 309 : Junäbid, var. MS. C., B.näbid, now Gunäbäd) and 
Kurî under Kühistän, p. <273. In our text Kuri is repeated under 16. 
Instead of Tabasayn (under 15.) it would have been better to mention only 
one Tabas (the so-called Tabas al-Tamr, or Tabas-i Gïlakï called after 
Gïlakï b. Muhammad, ra’ïs of Tabas, see Näsir-i Khusrau, Safar-näma, 
ed. Schefer, p. 94) and let it be followed by 16. and 18. after which ought 
to come 17. Tabas-i Masïnân (or Tabas al-unnäb). Under 19. are grouped
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the places lying in the north-eastern part of Kühistän towards Harät,1 cf. 
Ist., 256 (Büzajän, Jâymand, Salümak, &c.). 14., 15., and 18. are des
cribed entirely after 1st., 274 (where the last name is spelt Khausb< 
*Kh5sp).

II. Province of Harät.

20. Description of Harê (Harät) chiefly based on 1st., 264-7. The 
expression which our author uses with regard to the mosqxle äbädhäntar 
ba-mardum az hama exactly corresponds to Ist.’s lay sa masjidun dmaru 
bil-näs, &c. Among the products Maq., 324, does not mention manna. 
To Harät belong 28. and 34. (details copied from 1st., 266).

21.-23. Büshanj as in 1st., 268 (who mentions 'ar'ar-trees, but not the 
antidote plant). Nüshagän is hardly a mis-spelling of 19. Büzhagän?

24.-27. Bädghis, closely following 1st., 268-9 (Käbrün [*Kälvün], 
Khujistän, Jabal al-fidda). Kätün (?) must be Kälvün (Maq., 298^: 
variants Käbrün, Kälvün, Kälyün) which is often mentioned in the Täbaqät-i 
Nâsirïy cf. Raverty’s index under Käl-yün. Bädhghls was the residence of 
Nizak Tarkhän, the famous opponent of the Arabs who was said to be 
a Hephtalite (Haytal); therefore Yäqüt, i, 461, calls Bädghis dar mamlakat 
al-Hayätila, see in great detail in Marquart, Wehrot, 39-43.

29. 1st., 267: Asfuzär with the towns Adraskar (also in Maq., 298, now 
Adraskand), Kavärän, Küshk (var. Küsd), and Kaväshän; the area of the 
district is 3 marhalas by 1 marhala the Khärijites only in the Käshkän ward.

30. Sarakhs as in 1st., 272. On the Khushkarüd see interesting details 
in I.R., 173, who says that it reaches a place called al-Ajma, lying towards 
Ablvard (ajama “wood, thicket” ?). Marquart, Wehrot, 5-7, identifies it 
with the river Sind mentioned in the Bundahishn, xx, 30, of which the name 
was misread in Firdausi as (see note to § 3, 27.). )

31.-33. Ganj-rustäq lay towards Marvarüdh, cf. Ist., 269. 31. On Babn, 
cf. Yäqüt, i, 764, who personally visited it and calls it Babna and Babn.
33. Baghshür, according to § 5, 9 B c.y was separated from Marvarüdh by 
a mountain. The detail on the wells may explain the name baghshür which, 
according to Vullers, i, 25, means: “a pool of salt water” (gav-i äb-i shür), 
see another place of this (?) name in China, § 9, 4. According to .Wassäf, 
in Mongol days the Khoräsänian Baghshür was called Mori Shiburghän 
(the first element [in Mongol “horse”] still survives in QaVa-yi Maur, the 
name of the Russian railway station near which Baghshür was situated), 
cf. Barthold, Irrigation, 64.

35., 36. 1st., 271: Gharj al-shär with two towns Bashln (Armenian 
Geography : Abzhin) and Shürmïn. Geographically Gharchistän corres
ponds to the present-day Fïrüz-küh. The shärs were faithful vassals of 
the Sämänids. Later they submitted to Mahmüd and in 389 H. (25 years 
after the composition of the H.-A.) *UtbI, the author of the Tärikh-i 
Yamïnï was sent to receive their oath of allegiance. He speaks favourably

1 Püchagän(cf. Le Strange, o.e., 357), Tärikh-i Nädiri, in connexion with the 
Sangän, &c. are mentioned in the operations of 1141 and 1143 H.
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of the old shâr Abü Nasr b. Muhammad and of his son Shah Muhammad, 
but finally in 403/1012 Gharchistän was annexed by Mahmüd, 'Utbi- 
Manïnî, ii, 133 and 146 (Persian transi., 337-41). Cf. L. Dames, Gharcistân 
in EIy M. Näzim, o.c., 6o-r2. A part of Gharchistän was in vassal depen
dence upon Güzgän (v.i. 47).

III. Province of Marv.

37.-45. Province of Marv. See V. A. Zhukovsky, Razvalini starago 
Merva (“ Ruins of the Old Merv”), SPb., 1894 (a very complete survey of 
sources and archeological description) supplemented by Barthold in his 
article Kistorii Merva, in Zap. xix/i, 1909, pp. 115-38, cf. also Barthold, 
Irrigation, ch. V : Murghäb, pp. 47-71. Zhukovsky, p. 21, quotes théH.-Â.

37.-39. District of Marvarüdh, cf, 1st., pp. 269-70. The spelling i 
(*Marrodh) confirms the Armenian form Mrot and the nisba Marrûdhï, 
Marquart, Erânsahr, 75. On 38. Marvarüd see Barthold, Merverrüd in 
ZVO, xiv, 1901, 028-032 (the author, on the strength of Qudäma, 209, 
locates it at Bälä-Murghäb rather than at Marüchäq in view of-the better 
climate of Bälä-Murghäb), cf. Barthold, Obzor, 25, Le Strange, o.e., 404.

40.-45. On Marv-i Shähijän see in great detail V. A. Zhukovsky, o.e., 
where the H .-Ä. is also quoted, p. 21. Our author follows 1st., 258-63, but 
adds some details (e.g. the products).

40. Barakdiz, according to Sam'ânï, was the original name of the village 
of Qarinayn (so sumamed on account of its being reckoned now to Marv 
and now to Marvarrüdh, Zhukovsky, ox., 41.). Qarinayn was situated on 
the left bank of the river near the present day Imäm-Bäbä railway station. 
Opposite it, on the right bank, stood *Logar mentioned in § 6,26., cf. Maq., 
299, Laukar, and Yäqüt, iv, 370. By Bih-Âfarîdhï is evidently meant 
the followers of Bihäfaridh b. Mähfarvardln, who tried to reform thè 
Zoroastrian faith but at the instigation of the mobads was put to death by 
Abü Muslim (circa a.d. 750), see Houtsma, Bih'äfrid, in WZKM, iii, 30-8 ; 
Barthold, Turkestan, 194, note 7. Qudäma, 209, also speaks of the majûs 
in Qarinayn whom he calls ofj (P^jjT**). 41. Girang, 1st., 263, Jiranj, 
though a pun in Anvarì’s satire presupposes the pronunciation klrang}  43. 
1st., 263, Sinj, but Maq., 299, dlL. 44. Maq., 312, says that outside 
Dandänaqän stood a ribät. 45.1st., 263, mentions Kushmayhan, Bäshän 
{*Päshän), Sausaqän, (Yäqüt, iii, 245 : Shavashkän) and p. 261, Zarq (with 
a water-divide). M.sf.ri is a popular name for Hurmuzfarra, Sam'äni in 
Zhukovsky, ox., 42 : Masfara. Shäbirinji, a village at 3 farsakhs from Marv, 
ibid. 47, and Yäqüt, iii, 225 : Shähbirinj.

Ilia. Güzgänän.

46.--71. Güzgänän (in Arabic Jüzjän). See Ya'qübï, BGAy vii, 287; 1st., 
270-1 ;1 .Q., 321-2 (criticises the conservatism of the inhabitants of Päryäb) ;

1 Habbadhäka! qädi-yi Kïrang (?), Rag-i ü ham-chu shâkh-i âhü sakht,
Än-ΐά därad zi-sang-i khärä nang. Bïkhash az muhkamî chu shâkh-i di-

rakht.
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Maq., 298 (quotes among the towns j j j j  or j j j j ,  otherwise unknown) ; cf. 
Marquart, Eränsahr, So, R. Hartmann, Djüzdjän in E l, and Barthold, 
Preface,  v j . ,  pp. 4-6. In the first place this principality occupied the area
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M ap v iii

between Marv and Balkh watered by two rivers, now called Ab-i Qaysär 

and Ab-i Safïd, which rise on the northern face of Band-i Turkistän and 
disappear in the sands a long distance short of the Oxus towards which 

they flow. Yahüdhän and Päryäb stood on the two different branches of the 
Äb-i Qaysär (so spelt in Isfizârî, Zap:, xiv, 028-032), and Ankhudh on their 

joint course; Anbär and Ushburqän stood on the Ab-i Safid. Moreover,



in the south the sway of the king of Güzgänän extended over some 
places situated on the upper course of the Marvarüd (Murghäb) to the east 
of Gharchistän, and over the locality of Ribät-i karvän (v.i. 63.). On the 
contrary, our author’s assertion that Güzgänän reached the “limits” of 
Bämiyän (§ 23,78.)1 and that the amir of Ghür drew his force from the king 
of Güzgänän (§ 24, 1.) can hardly be taken à la lettre. His statement that 
the frontier of Güzgänän extended to the extreme limits of Ghür and 
marched with the boundary of Bust must refer only to some vague feudal 
suzerainty (based, perhaps, on the reception of presents from Ghür). On 
the produce of Güzgänän our author speaks twice under 46. and 51. Our 
47.-51. 63. (and probably 64. and 65.) enumerate the southern dependen
cies of Güzgänän, while 52.-62., 64., and 65. describe the localities in the 
drainage area of its two principal rivers.

[ Additional note. An interesting question is the relation between Güzgän 
([*Gözgän or Gözagän) and Gozbon mentioned in the Armenian Geography 
(eighth century). The meaning of Gözgän is obviously “walnut-trees” and 
for the moment we know of no ancient tribal name that might have ac
counted for a more remote origin of the name. As to Gozbon (*G5zbun) 
it was my lamented master R. von Stackelberg’s merit, Die iranische 
Schützensage, ZDMG, 1904, pp. 853-8, to have established the reading of 
the name [cf. Marquart, Eränsahr, 9, 93, 138, corrected in Huschardzan, 
p. 31, and Wehrot, pp. 14-15] and to have connected it with the legend of 
the mighty Aryan archer Ärish (Avestan drdxsa) who shot an arrow to fix 
the frontier between Irän and Türän.

The event is briefly alluded to in Yast, 8, 6, where the shaft flies from 
the mountain Aryö-xsuda to the mountain Xvanvant, both still obscure.2 
In Muslim times it was admitted that Ärish stood somewhere in Mäzan
darän (Rüyän, § 32, 15., or Sârï, § 32, 9.) but there was a considerable 
divergence of opinion about the exact spot which the shaft struck, reflecting 
the important political interests at issue and the historical fluctuations of the 
eastern frontier.

According to Tabari, i, 435-6, the arrow reached the river of Balkh. 
Tha'älibi, ed: Zotenberg, p. 133, reports that it was about to fall in Bädh- 
ghïs but an angel carried it on to a place near Khulm (§ 23, 68.) called j  
which name Stackelberg restored as *\>»j f  Gozbun. Bïrünï, Chronology, 
220, places the goal3 at the farthest end of Khoräsän, between (?) 
and jlz-^(?). The latter name was improved by Stackelberg as 
but I should rather restore it as (J could have been mis-read into
a longish v.i., p. 340), and take the impossible for which lies 
upstream from Tälaqän, whereas, between Tälaqän and Farkhâr, a tribu
tary joins the river from the east and along it lies the small district of 
Gulfagän separated by a col from the basin of the Badhakhshän rivers

1 V.i. 47. (additional note). however, is contrary to all the later
2 Herzfeld, Mitt. aus Iran, 11/2, tradition.

1930, pp. 83-4, transfers the exploit to 3 “ The root of a walnut-tree” (asl 
western Persia (Pätäq-Alvand), which, skajarat ai-jauz).
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(Kishm flowing intö the Kokcha). This is really the easternmost point of 
Tukhäristän (comprised in Khoräsän) for Badhakhshän was often considered 
as a district of its own (v.in § 24, 24.). It is possible that some confusion 
was provoked by the existence of two Tälaqän, the one just mentioned in 
Tukhäristän (§ 23, 76.) and the other lying on the western threshold of 
Güzgän (§ 23, 52.).

Finally Gurgân! in his Vis-u Rämin, ed. M. Minovi, 1935, p. 366, and 
Zahir al-din, ed. Dorn; p. 18, place the limit of Arish’s exploit near Marv, 
i.e. more or less in the neighbourhood of Güzgän.

In the light of these data, we shall now consider the two relevant pas
sages of the Armenian Geography. In the first, Gozbon concludes the list 
of the districts of Khoräsän, which may merely reflect the general tendency 
of the legend. Secondly, in the free paraphrasis of Ptolemy’s chapter on 
"Aptia (vi, cap. 17) the author winds up by saying that the Persians call this 
region Khoräsän and reckon to it the provinces of Korns (Kümish), Vrkan 
(Gurgän), Aprsahr (Nishäpür), Mrv (Marv), Mrot (Marvarüdh), Hrev 
(Harät), Kadsan (cf. the present-day Kädis in Bädhghis), “ Gozkan, 
from where the kingly horses come1, * Gozbon down to the river called 
Arang of which it is said that it carries sulphur, is wide and impassable, 
and which seems to be the Phison which the Persians call Vehrot.2 And 
it is impassable in the sense that it has been rendered so for the . . . 
Persians and Indians in virtue of a treaty.3 [Follow Hrev with Vadgës 
(Bädhghis) and Tukharstan.] It seems that in that land of Kozakan (sic) 
the captive Jews were settled who according to the scriptures settled on 
the Gozan river.” It is curious that in this list, entirely based on 
Persian sources, the enumeration runs west to east in a straight line 
(from Kümish to the Oxus), the last provinces (Harät, Bädhghis, and 
Tukhäristän) forming an additional south-eastern zone. So finally there 
is a probability that Gozbon is to be placed between Güzgän and the 
Oxus. As a parallel to the name Gozbun (o.bfY one can quote 
(§23, 64.) and'Tunakäbun which Rabino, Mäzandarän, 153, explains as 
“below Tunakä”).5 Whatever the origin of the name Gözgän (or Gözagän), 
Gozbon (<  Gözbun) might be interpreted as “lying below Göz[gän]”, 
which would be another reason for locating it in the direction of the Oxus, 
perhaps in the neighbourhood of Ribât Afrîghün mentioned by Maq., 347,
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1 Cf. the story of the Qäbüs-näma, 
quoted in § i, v.s., p. 176.

* This point is confused, Marquart, 
Wehrot, 153, but the system of enu
meration appears to me quite clear.

3 Evidently referring to the agree
ment between Manüchihr and Afräsyäb 
who made the decision depend on 
Arish’s shot.

4 The forms found in Armenian
writers are Gozbon, Kazbion, Gasbun. 
The form Gozbon, suggesting in Persian

*Gözbön, may have been influenced by 
the name of thè neighbouring Babn, 
Baun>Bon, the chief place of Ganj 
(§23, 31.) and later even of the whole 
of Bädhghis, Yäqüt, i, 461. [?]

5 Cf. the verse quoted as the first 
Persian rubai, in Shams-i Qays’s Mu jam, 
GM S, p. 39, ghaltän ghaltän hami ravad 
tä bun-i gau “slowly rolling (the walnut 
in the walnut game) goes down to the 
bottom of the hole” .



between Andkhüdh (§ 23, 61.) and Karküh (now Karkî on the Oxus), 
v j i ,  p. 6.

In any case it would have been only too natural to connect the boundary 
of Iran with the region of Güzgän for Marquart, Eränsahr, 64, 70, has 
shown that the eastern frontier of the Sâsânian empire “with few fluctua
tions lay almost always near Tälaqän” (“fast immer bei Tälakän”), see 
our § 23, 52., and in point of fact Güzgän itself was reckoned to 
Tükhäristän, see LKh., 36.]

47. Following the description, R.büshärän (*Revshärän) lay on the upper 
Murghäb, downstream of Mänshän and upstream of Gharchistän. Geo
graphically it belonged to Gharchistän, but politically was placed under 
the suzerainty of Güzgänän. As regards the name, I.Kh., 40, calls its ruler 
malik al-Rïvshârân (cf. Tabari, iii, 1876), but has a variant R.büshärän. 
One of the vazlrs of the Ghürid Muhammad b. Säm was Jaläl al-dïn 
*Rïvshârï, Tabaqät-i Nâsirï, transi., 390.

[Additional note. In the revenue list of 217 a .h . quoted by I.Kh., 36, 
Rivshärän stands between Siminjan (§ 23, 70.) and Bämiyän (§ 23, 78.), 
and under 259 a .h . Tabari mentions the ruler of Rivshärän alongside 
with that of Bämiyän. These hints might favour Marquart’s surmise, 
Eränsahr, 218, that “Rewsärän must have lain in the neighbourhood of 
Bämiyän” .1 However, in support of his theory, Marquart quotes also
I. Faqih (in Yäqüt’s description of the Oxus, ii, 171 and v, 146) according 
to whom the Jayhün (Oxus?) flows from a place called Rivshärän. “It is a 
mountain bordering on Sind, Hind [the Panjäb?], and Käbul and from it 
flows a spring rising from the locality of (var. J*juc ^jcp).” The 
place referred .to seems to lie much farther east than the sources of the 
Balkh river for which Marquart, ibid., 219, 227, takes I. Faqih’s “Jayhün” . 
It is noteworthy that a place Àndamïn (now spelt ^jbl) exists in the 
Lesser Pamir and comprises the lake Chiläb (Turkish Chaqmaqting). 
Küshkakï, p. 163, particularly stresses the fact that the insignificant 
Andamin rivulet is the source of the mighty Oxus! Therefore Marquart’s 
interpretation of I. Faqih seems doubtful. Finally in Bïrüni’s Canon 
Rivshärän comes in the list of the 3rd climate between *Panjwäy (§ 24,16.) 
and Ghaznïn (§ 24, 19.), and separately from Bämiyän, Käbul, Lamghän, 
Kashmir, &c., mentioned in the 4th climate, viz.
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Panjwäy long. 93°5' lat. 32°5o'
*Rîvshârân »> 93°3° ' 9f 33°2o'

Ghaznïn 94°2o' ff 33°35'
Kabul ff 94°2o' ft 33°45'
Bämiyän ft 94°5o' ft 34° ΐ 5'

1 Even the second argument is latter, Harthama “the Shär” and Hasan
specious. Tabari, iii, 1875, records b. Ja*far “the Rävshär (read: Revshar)”
some operations in Khüzistän where, on were taken prisoners. No particular
the side of the governor (called conclusion as to the respective position
acted Nizak with some of his generals of their fiefs can be drawn from their
(Jïjamâ'a min al -quwwäd). Among the association in an expeditionary force.



Consequently Bïrünî’s indication may as well refer to a different 
homonymous place. The indirect evidence of LKh. and Tabari could be 
confronted with our author’s item on the extent of the Güzgänän dominions 
“down to the limits of Bâmiyân” . Were we, however, to maintain his other 
statement that some of the Murghäb waters come from Rivshärän, we 
should perhaps move the latter to the south-easternmost comer of the 
Murghäb basin. Cf. infra 64. The final certainty can be attained only by 
an investigation on the spot.] [See Appendix B.]

48. D.rm.shän {V.rm.shän, Varmëshâni) must have been a considerable 
principality, for, in the north, a part of it lay in the Murghäb basin, while 
in the south it bordered on Zamm-dävar (§ 24, 12.-15.). It had a chief 
(mihtar) of its own, but our text, which is not very explicit, divides Darma- 
shän into two “regions”, the one depending on Güzgänän, and the other 
on Bust. The part of the Güzgänän zone which lay in the Murghab basin 
must be placed south [or west] of the R.büshärän, perhaps on the “ Sar 
Acha” (*Sarächa ?) affluent of the Murghäb, communicating in the south 
with the Shorak valley leading to Ahangaran (v.i.).

So far as geography goes, Darmashän certainly belonged to Ghür (§ 24,1.), 
but as the latter’s king had a different title (Ghür-shäh) we ought to con
clude that Darmashän formed a special march of Ghür under a special 
dynasty.1 The history of Ghür at this period is very obscure. According 
to the Tabaqät-i Nâsirï, transi., 312-16, there were two rival families in 
Ghür, of which the one (that of *Shanasp< * Vshnasp =  Gushnasp, cf. 
Marquart, Das Reich Zäbul/m Festschrift E . Sachau, p. 289), since the time 
of Hârün al-Rashïd ( ?) possessed the princely power (imârat), while the 
other (that of Shith) had the military command (pahlavänt). The later 
Ghürids, o.e., 300-420, descended from Shanasp and the author of the 
Tabaqät was brought up in the house of a Shanaspid princess. This 
circumstance may have obscured the situation of the other family, but in 
view of our author’s statements one wonders whether towards 372/932 the 
Shanaspid lord was not considered only as Darmashi-shah, while the title 
of Ghûr-shâh (§ 24, 1.) belonged to some rival family (that of Shith?). As 
regards the name D.rm.shän9 the reading *Dar-i Mashän “ Gate of M.” 
would not be satisfactory for such a vast tract on purely geographical 
grounds. On the other hand the author of the Tabaqät says that the amïr 
B.njï (presumed contemporary of Hârün al-Rashîd, a .d . 786-809) was theson 
of Nahärän, son of V.rm.sh, son of V.rmshän, and it is likely that these names 
jlajj and with many variants (V.rm.thän, D.rm.nshän, V.rh.shän)
correspond to our As a parallel to the district Rivshärän called
after its king’s title (or ancestor) Rîvshâr, D.rm.shän would be the fief of 
the descendants of V.rm.sh/D.rm.sh. The important fortress of Ghür 
called Ahangaran which was taken by Sultän Mahmüd was situated on the 
Hari-rud (see notes to § 24,1.) and this fact again is in favour of the identi
fication of the Darmashï-shâhs with the Shanasp family.
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49. For the location of T  jnrän and T.mäzän we have to go by the follow
ing indications : Mänshän (51.) which we take for the Mäk valley lay in the 
Tamrän mountains; Tamrän and Tamäzän lay near the limits of Ribât-i 
karvän (63.). The two districts must be sought south of Mänshän on the 
easternmost sources of the Murghäb. Tamrän could be the Chiras valley, 
and Tamäzän that of the more southerly Äb-i Vajän. Tamrän was the more 
important and its mountains comprised probably the whole [?] watershed 
region between the Balkh river and the Murghäb. The Tabaqät, 319 
(text, 39), places in Tamrän the highest of the peaks of Ghür called ( ?). 
The most elevated points of the whole area are situated south of Bämiyän 
in the Koh-i Bäbä range (16,874 feet)> but north of the sources of the Harî- 
rüd (i.e. in the neighbourhood of the presumed district of Tamrän) there 
is a peak of 14,845 feet. Several natives of Tamrän were in the service of 
the Ghürids, Tabaqäty 390. “Abul-'Abbäs Abul-Hasan Khalaf” whom 
Bayhaqï, pp. 128, 795, mentions as an important muqaddim of Ghür may 
have been the chief of Tamrän for his fortress lay at three days’ distance 
from Ribät-i karvän (§ 23, 63.), and he seems to have been a neighbour of 
Shirvän (v.i. 50.).

50. As Särvän (Shärvän ?) comes in the enumeration between Tamrän and 
Män-shän one would suggest for it a place near the Falakhar (*Farkhâr ?) 
mountains. Under the name of Bayhaqï, 127, probably refers to its 
chief. During his Ghür campaign in 411 /1020 Mas'üd was joined by Abul- 
Hasan Khalaf (z?.$.),“and following the latter came Shîrvân, who was another 
chief from the frontier of Ghür and Güzgänän. Mas'üd had gained him to his 
side and he came with many horse and foot and brought numberless gifts and 
presents.” Amïr Muhammad [Mas'üd’s brother and governor of Güzgänän, 
cf. note to § 1] in view of the fact that “this man was living close to Güzgänän 
employed many stratagems in order to induce him to join him and be on 
his staff, but he did not listen to him because all the people preferred 
Mas'üd”. The twofold way of spelling jljjL  and would suggest the 
reading *Sërvân or *Shërvdn (cf. jlî\ and , jli and jS).

51. Mänshän is mentioned in the Armenian Geography, Marquart, 
Eränsahr, 17, 85, and Huschardzany p. 301, as well as in the T'ang-shu list 
of provinces incorporated by China towards a .d . 657 after the subjugation 
of the Western T ’u-chüeh, Chavannes, Documents, 71, note 9 a (on I.H., 
270, v.i., under 55.). Mänshän was adjacent to Dar-i Andara. If this 
latter name (“The Gate of Andara”) belonged in the first place to the 
military camp lying at the mouth of the valley above Jahüdhän, it would 
seem probable that the upper valley itself was called Andara, but the term 
Dar-i Andara in the larger sense could cover that valley, too. Then Män
shän, lying south of the Dar-i Andara (and its valley), must be identical 
with the Mäk valley, watered by the northernmost of the eastern sources 
of the Murghäb (Mäk tagäby or tagäo). The upper part of this valley lies 
immediately to the south-west of the sources of the Astaräb (the western 
of the headwaters of the Äb-i Safïd). In § 3, 26. a small lake of Mänshän is 
mentioned lying close to “B.staräb”. The latter is undoubtedly identical
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with Astaräb, and this detail confirms the identification of Mänshän with 
Mäk. Some day the lake will be found there! The title (nick-name?) 
*Baräz-banda “Herdsman of wild boars (?)” according to I.Kh., 39, 
belonged to the king of Gharchistän, but the attested title of the latter was 
shär, v.s., under 36. Consequently our author’s statement merits more credit.

52. 1st., 270, and Maq., 299, mention Tälaqän under Marvarüdh. This 
Tälaqän, which lay at three marhalas both from Marvarüdh and Päryäb 
(Ya'qübï, BGA, iv, 287, counts 4 marhalas from Talaqän to Färyäb) must 
not be confounded with the other Tälaqän in Tukhäristän (v.i. 81.)· The 
names of both places are sometimes spelt Täyaqän. According to Marquart, 
Erânsahr, 80, the Tälaqän of Marvarüdh was the Sasanian frontier-town 
towards the east. Le Strange, o.c., 423, places Tälaqän at Chachaktu, cf. 
Zafar-näma, i, 806, whereas Barthold locates it at Qal'a-Valï.

53. Jahüdhän corresponds to Maymana (ancient *Nisäk-i miyänak, 
Marquart, o.e., 78). Bîrünî, Canon: al-Maymana wa huwa (sic) Jahüdhän. 
The military camp (“Gate of Andara”) evidently lay upstream of the town 
at the mouth of the Pushta ( ?) valley to which most probably the name 
Andara belonged, v.s.

54. Päryäb, now Daulatäbäd, on the eastern branch of the Äb-i Qaysär. 
Tabari, ii, 1206 (year 90/709) mentions a king of Färyäb called J (?), 
distinct from the ruler of Jüzjän.

55. Naryän, mentioned in Yäqüt, iv, 775, may correspond to I.H., 322, 
jL ,. (var. &c.).

56. Gurzivän, Ya'qübï, 287, Qurzumän, a district from which the 
Päryäb and Andkhoy river (Shîrïn-Tagâb) takes its outflow, cf. Yäqüt, ii, 
59. A ruined town (Shahr-i vïrân) exists on its eastern side. South of it 
lies the central part of the Mäk valley, v.s., under 51. The district covering 
the headwaters of the Päryäb river is still administratively called Darzäb- 
va-Gurzivän.1

57. Kundarm, Ya'qübï, 287, and I.H., 322, f^uTlst., 270, It lay 
in the mountains at one marhala from Jahüdhän (and according to § 5,9 b c . 
to the east of Anbïr).

58. P&Am<Anbër, as in Bîrünî, Canon\ Ya'qübï, 287, and 1st., 270: 
Anbär, now Sar-i pul (altitude 2,040 feet) on the eastern of the two rivers 
of Güzgän (Äb-i Safïd). The Imäm Yahyä b. Zayd b. Hasan b. 'Alï b. 
Hasan b. 'Alï b. Abï Tälib was killed there, see Yäqüt, i, 370, under Anbïr. 
Under Anbär, i, 367, Yäqüt, using a different source, vaguely says : “a town 
in the neighbourhood of Balkh (?) ; in it was the government centre, it lies 
on a mountain and is larger than Marv al-rüdh.” According to Tabari, ii, 
1773, the Imäm Yahyä was captured in “a village of Jüzjän”.

59. K.lär, Maq., 298 : K.län, or KXäw.
60. Ushbürqän, now Shibarghän,2 downstream of Anbïr (altitude 1,303 

feet). As appears from Bîrünî, India, 158-9, some “undiscriminating

1 Very curious are the names in -ivänj (usual designation of Persians in Kabul), 
-ϊνάη in Eastern Iran: Gurzivän, Shâhï- &c. Cf. also § 36, 38. 
van (district above Farâh), Pârsïvân 2 shaburaqän means “steel” .
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Muslim astronomer” placed this town on the o° meridian passing also 
through Ujjayn (India), see note to § 10,18.-24. An echo of this theory is 
found in Ya'qübï, 287u .

61. Antkhudh, now Andkhoy, on the lower course of the Äb-i Qaysär. 
According to 1st., 270, the town of the district of Ankhudh bore the name 
of Ushturj (Bïrünï, Canon: ^U). y

62. Under § 5,9 b Sän is coupled with Chäryak. Both elements survive 
in the name of the Sangckärak (sic) district in which numerous streams 
form the eastern headwater of the Ab-i Safïd. Ya'qübï, 287, has j U

j  which Marquart, o.e., 86, suggests to read as j  with
Arabic s for Iranian c. The Bäbur-näma, GMS, fol. 57a and 184b, gives 

j  j L .

63. Of Ribät-i *karvän (kirväni) Ist., 265, says that the Harät river 
rises “from its neighbourhood” (min qurb R.-Κ.), and further, 272, that it 
belongs to the province Çamal) of Ibn Farîghün (i.e. the king of Güzgän) 
and lies on the frontier of Ghür. Under 49. Tamrän and Tamäzän are 
placed near Ribät-i karvän, and under § 6, 24. the Balkh river is said to 
skirt the confines of Madr and Ribät-i karvän. Following 1st. one would 
place Ribät-i karvän on the uppermost course of the Harî-rüd, but the 
expression min qurb R.-K . is somewhat vague. Our § 6, 24. makes it pos
sible to locate Ribät-i karvän even on one of the westernmost sources of 
the Balkh river, perhaps on the one which joins the principal stream 
(Band-i Amïr) at Dahan-i Käshän. It flows straight south of our 62. and 
immediately east of the region where we have placed *Tamrän and Tamäzän. 
Tentatively Ribät-i karvän could be identified with Küshk-i khäna standing 
in the said valley. In Bayhaqï, 494-5, Ribät-i karvän is mentioned as a 
dependency of Güzgänän and a place of sheep-breeding; ibid., 791, 795, 
Mas'üd, in his pathetic letter written from Ribät-i karvän after the defeat 
at Dandänaqän (a.d. 1040) places it at a distance of 6-7 marhalas from 
Ghazna.

64.-65. Nothing is known of these two, but with S.ng-b.n (perhaps 
*Shing-bun to distinguish it from 43.) we are again near 47. Rivshärän. 
Coming as it is after Ribät-i karvän which is the farthest point of the 
Güzgän frontier towards the south-east it may, as an antithesis, mark the 
south-western extremity of the territory (towards Gharchistän). [See 
however the additional note to 47.]

66. These Arabs evidently occupied the steppe between Andkhoy and 
the left bank of the Oxus, now held by the Salor Turcomans. According 
to I.H., 322, in the steppe of Andkhudh there were 7 villages and the 
“houses of Kurds possessing sheep and camels”. In this case the term 
“Kurds” may refer simply to the nomadic habits of the inhabitants, for
I.H., 221, uses the same term “Kurds” even with regard to the Küfïch of 
Kirmän (§ 28, 7.).1 The Arabs mentioned in Sultän Mahmüd’s troops

1 I.R., 128, says that the Lombards Pavia, according to Marquart’s in- 
lived “ in the Kurdish way” in the genious correction, Streifziige, 240). 
steppes round B.lätfs (in the plains of
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were very probably recruited from among such nomads, cf. Siyäsat-näma, 
ch. xxiv, p. 92.

IV. Province of Balkh.

Marquart, Eränsahr, 87-91, Le Strange, o.e., 420-3, R. Hartmann, 
Balkh in El, P. Schwarz, Bemerkungen zu d. arabischen Nachrichten über 
Balkh, in Oriental Studies in Honour of C. E. Pavryy London, 1933, pp. 
434-43. See Map ix.

67. Only for a short time were the Säsänians masters of Balkh, Marquart,
o.c., 47-70, but the discovery of Sasanian antiquities on the Khulm river 
renders plausible the existence of Sasanian vestiges in Balkh as well. The 
detail about the paintings in the Nau-bihär is very curious. It is not men
tioned in the description of the Buddhist Nau-bihär (.Nü-bahär) in Ya'qübï, 
288, Mas'üdî, Murüj, iv, 48, Yäqüt, i, 713, iv, 817-18 (after 'Omar b. 
Azraq al-Kirmäni). The products of Balkh are enumerated after Ist., 280. 
Ya'qübï, 288, who wrote a century before our author, says that outside the 
walls of Balkh nothing but sands was found. The existence of marshes in 
the suburb agrees with the observations of a recent traveller who mentions 
marshy places in the neighbourhood of Balkh, see Vavilov, Agricultural 
Afghanistan, Leningrad, 1929, p. 504.

68. Khulm which our author seems to reckon still to Balkh is the 
present-day Täsh-Qurghän.

IVa. Tukhäristän.

On Tukhäristän see Marquart’s penetrating chapter in Eränsahr, 199- 
248; Barthold, Turkestan, 66-8, and Tokhäristän in E l; Le Strange*, The 
Lands, 427-8. Burhän al-dïn Küshkakï, Rah-numä-yi Qataghan va Badhakh- 
shân (quoted: Küshkakï), Russian trans, by A. Semenov and others, 
Tashkent, 1926 [this valuable and detailed description of the north-eastern 
corner of Afghänistän was compiled under the orders of the sipahsälär 
Muhammad Nadir Khan who later became King of Afghänistän].

The notion of Tukhäristän varies with different authors, Marquart, ox., 
229. Barthold in E l  quotes Tabari, ii, 1180, where Shümän and Akharün 
belonging to Khuttal and lying north of the Oxus are reckoned to Tukhäri
stän, but usually only the region east of Balkh and south of the Oxus is 
understood by Tukhäristän. Neither Ya'qübï, 292 (where Khuttal is dis
tinguished from the Upper Tukhäristän) nor I.R., 93 (of which thè reading 
must be improved, see note to § 6, 8.) can be interpreted otherwise. Arab 
authors usually distinguish between the Lower (western) and Upper 
(eastern) Tukhäristän. Ya'qübï, 290, places the beginning of the latter at 
Bämiyän (v.i. 78). Yäqüt, ii, 518, is evidently wrong in locating the Lower 
T. to the east of the Upper T. 1st., 275, 279, has two short paragraphs on 
Tukhäristän. Our author very probably follows Jayhânï but may also use 
his personal materials.

The order of enumeration is the following: 68. (lying on the frontier of
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Tukhäristän) and 70. north to south up the Khuïm river; 71. (?)~73. south 
to north down the Darghâm (Kunduz) river; 74-76. west to east; 77.-79. 
in the south, in the neighbourhood of the Hindukush passes; 80. north
east of 79., more or less in the direction of 77. This arrangement clearly 
reflects the erratic reading off a map.

69. Khallukh standing in the text must be right in view of notes to § 15. 
Tabari, ii, 1612, mentions a Khallukhian jabghüya whom he also, ii, 1604, 
calls T ukhärian jabghüya, cf. notes to § 15. However in § 24,22. our author 
is certainly led astray by the similarity of the names Khallukh and Khalaj 
in Arabic script.

70. Simingän [so according to Yäqüt, iii, 142, but 'Abdul-Qâdir Bagh
dadi’s Lexicon Shanamianum, ed. Salemann, p. 131, gives Samangän and 
this corresponds to the common use] and Ru’b (usually mentioned together 
with Simingän) correspond respectively to Haybak and Rüy which lie 
upstream from Khulm, on its river. The very curious description of the 
rock-dwellings evidently refers to the site now known as QaVa-yi Nüshirvän 
and Dukhtar-i Nüshirvän, which has been recently explored and described 
by J. Hackin in Les Antiquités bouddhiques de Bämiyän> by A. and Y. Godard 
and J. Hackin, P. 1928,65-74.

71.-76. situated in the basin of the Darghâm river (Qunduz, cf. § 6,12.) 
now form the district of Qataghan (so called after a Turkish tribe which, 
coming from Samarqand, occupied this region towards a.d. 1700), see 
Küshkakï, p. 9.

71. Sakalkand. In the enumeration of the localities of Tukhäristän, 
Ya'qübï, 288, Ist., 275, this town is mentioned between Baghlän and Val- 
välij but its place in our author is rather in favour of Marquart’s surmise, 
ox.9 229, 237, that Sakalkand lay south of Baghlän.1 Bîrünî, India, 149 
(transi. 299) says that in the revenue books Sakalkand figured as Färf.za.2 
It is possible to identify Sakal-kand with Iskar (Küshkakï : Iskan ?) lying 
in a side-valley, at the entrance to the district of Barfak whose name 

could be an echo of Bîrünî’s ÿjb (sic) < *  dUjl» [this restoration seems 
preferable to Marquart's based on a suspect passage, v.s., § 6,8.].

[Additional note. Some light on the situation of Sakalkand is thrown by 
Tabari’s report, ii, 1218, of Qutayba’s expedition against Nizak3 Tarkhan. 
The latter having taken up his position in Baghlän, near the source called 

was expecting thè attack from the direction of Khulm but the 

Arabs aided by the Ru’b-khän, master of Ru’b and Siminjän, succeeded in 
taking the fort protecting the road. Nizak, obliged to flee, sént his baggage 
to the Käbul-shäh and himself crossed the Farghäna (?) river and went to 
Alkrz òy J oaj &\j çte). From Alkrz there was only one 

road of escape for Nïzak but it proved too difficult for his horses. Here he

1 Cf. also § 5, 9B. (Hindukush). name merely as a parallel. (In his Das
2 I.Kh., 37, quotes a under Reich Zabul, 269, Marquart repudiates his

Kabul (the latter being said to lie on the former hypothesis (Fârwâf =  Qüzäri) in 
frontier of Tukhäristän). I quote the ËrânSahrtzs6)· 3 *NizuktChm.Ni-chou.
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was besieged by Qutayba’s brother and finally had to surrender. Most 
probably Nizak sent his heavy loads along the usual Bämiyän road up the 
Doshi river (on which Baghlän is situated). He himself could not help 
following the same direction by some short cut. He undoubtedly crossed 
from the left to the right bank of the same Doshî river of which the upper 
course is now called Barfak. This name must correspond to Bïrünfs 
mutilated in Tabari’s MSS. into Above its junction with the
Andaräb, this river receives from the right side a small tributary on which 
stands the village of Jskan (Map: Iskar). Over it climbs the road to the 
Chahär-dar valley, and to the Chahär-dar pass leading to Ghorband and 
situated near a Hindukush peak which stands 16,466 feet. Tabari distinctly 
says that the winter season was well on and Nizak must have been blocked 
here by the snow. The name j j 3 \ accepted in the printed text has several 
variants jjJJl and it is quite possible that its J has been mis
read from a ^  written in a straight line, while the group jj  may represent jî. 
With the form *.u O  we decidedly approach the form jll5ÛLO Iskal- 
kandy attested in Maq., 49. The difficult name may have been contracted 
in usual pronunciation, as its present-day avatar Iskan seems to indicate. If 
this theory is right, the place of Sakalkand in our enumeration is right, 
showing that it lay upstream from Baghlän. Marquart’s hypothesis (o.c., 219) 
that Nizak fled in an easterly direction (die Burg Kurz (sic) auf dem Wege 
zwischen Baghlän und Andaräb) is less satisfactory for it does not explain 
the names and does not take into consideration Nizak’s natural desire to 
rejoin his baggage train.

[However, Birünï’s Canon gives :

Baghlän long. 92*35' lat. 35°40 
Sakalkand „ 92^0' „ 35°5o'
Täyaqän „ 93V  „ 36V

and consequently the position of Sakalkand, between Baghlän and Täyaqän 
(Tälaqän), if right, would be considerably to the north of Iskan.]

72. Baghlän, on the middle course of the Doshi river (formed by the 
Surkhäb ( =  Barfak) and Andaräb).

73. Valvälij corresponds to Qunduz (Kuhan-diz “the fortress”), situated 
at the junction of the Doshi river with that of Tälaqän. Bïrünï, Canon : 
“Valvälij, the capital of Tukhäristän, which in the days of old was the 
country of the Haytal (Hephthalites)”.

74. Maq., 303, Iskïmisht, now Ishkamish, on the western affluent of the 
Tälaqän river. Not to be confused with Ishkäshim, § 26, 14. Marquart, 
Wehrot y 86, identifies Ishkïmish with the old Tokharian capital, in Chinese 
Kien shih (<*Kam £ie) or Shêng Kien skih.

75. The small mountainous kingdom of Yün (?) is perhaps identical with 
fjjy which Ya'qübï, 288, mentions between Tärakän and Badhakhshän. 
The Tälaqän river, formed by the streams of Gulfagän and Farkhâr, re
ceives from the left side an important affluent formed by thé rivers of

1 Different from *î\p£ <Farkhär, v.s., p. 330, line 39 [?].
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Khost, Châl, and Ishkämish. The district Chäl [now united with Ishka- 
mish], is well known for its salt-mines (kän-i namak), situated near the 
confluence of the three rivers. This is an important detail for the identifica
tion of Yün. The Chäl valley itself does not seem to have ever risen to 
prominence, but the Khost valley or adjoining Chäl immediately 
to the east and to the south and communicating with it by several roads, is 
well known on account of its inexpugnable character, Küshkakï, o.e., 28. 
Consequently it is probable that by the prince of Yün the ruler of Khost is 
meant. The fact that in our enumeration Khost is not mentioned can be 
explained by its having been included in Yün. A lord of Khost could 
easily have extended his power to Chäl, or, at least, to the salt-mines 
situated almost at the mouth of his own valley. Another interesting detail 
is that the king of Yün was.a feudatory of the amïr of Khuttal. Our author 
is positive in mentioning Tälaqän as the easternmost town of Tukhäristän, 
and apparently all the localities of the Kokcha basin (left out in the descrip
tion of the rivers!) were also reckoned to Khuttal, v.i.y § 26, 12., 18. A  
branch of the Khuttal family ruled even in Balkh, v.i. 77. However, the 
special title of our ruler seems to indicate that he belonged to a local family.

76. Täyaqän (Tälaqän, Tärakän), entirely distinct from 52., is the well- 
known town lying on the river coming from Farkhär, above its junction 
with the left affluent mentioned above. Bîrünî, Canon, also gives Täyaqän. 
On its position v.s., p. 330 ult.

77. Andaräb lies on the south-easternmost headwater of the Doshï river 
(v.s. 77.-79.)· This important valley leads up to the Khävak pass south of 
which Panjhïr is situated. On the north-east Andaräb adjoins Khost. 
1st., 279, names the two rivers of Andaräb : Andaräb and Käsän (the latter 
is a right affluent of Andaräb). Our items on the mint and the king are 
new. The title may be of local origin but in the later part of the ninth century 
and in the beginning of the tenth Andaräb was chiefly held by the Abü- 
Dä’üdids of Balkh (a branch of the Khuttal family, § 26, 1.). See on this 
little-known dynasty R. Vasmer, Beitrage z. Muham. Münzkunde in Wien. 
Numism. Zeitschr., Band 57 (1924), pp. 49-63. Among the coins struck in 
Andaräb, Vasmer finally recognizes as belonging to the Abü-Dä’üdids the 
dirhams of 264-78/877-91, 288/900, 290-4/902-6, and 310-13/922-5. 
According to Codrington’s Manual coins were struck in Andaräb also by 
the 'Abbäsids, Sämänids, and Ghaznavids. On the dynasty of Balkh, cf. 
note to § 24,12.

78. The statement that Bämiyän lay “between” Güzgänän and the 
marches of Khoräsän (§ 24) must be understood cum grano (v.s. 46.). The 
shêr1 of Bämiyän is mentioned both in I.Kh., 39, and 1st., 280. On this 
dynasty see Marquart, o.e., 93. Yäqüt, i, 481, has the same Persian terms 
for the famous statues.

79. 1st., 286: Andaräba to Jäibäya 3 marhalas, thence to Panjhïr one

1 Certainly not “ lion” as Ya'qübï, represents Old Persian xsadriya, Mar- 
289; translates it but, like shâr {v.s. 47.), quart, ÈrânSakr, 79.
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day, thence to Parvän (§ 24, 21.) 2 marhalas. Maq., 296, gives *\>jW but, 
346, (*Gärpäya ?).

80. 1st., 286: Balkh to Madhr 6 marhalas, thence to Kah one manzil, 
thence to Bämiyän 3 marhalas. Madhr is situated in the basin of the Sur- 
khäb which after its junction with the Andaräb coming from the east, forms 
the Doshî (ζ>λ. 76.-79.). Müy corresponds perhaps to Kah which is now 
called Kä-Mard. The combination ^  j  jju figures in the report of 
Sabuktegin’s death, Tabaqät, Raverty’s trans. 75, cf. M. Näzim, Sultan 
Mahmüd, 32. [Müÿ can hardly stand for Rüy (Tabari, ii, 1219: Ru'b) 
lyiî g upstream from Simingän on the Khulm river.]

§ 24. Khorasanian m arches

By the hudüd, in a special sense (see Barthold, Preface, p. 30), our author 
means the frontier regions (marches) of Khoräsän (§ 24) and Transoxiana 
(§ 26).

Maq., 337, speaking of the “Eastern Clime”, says that over its whole 
extent the provinces and khutba belonged to the Sämänid family; but the 
princes of Sijistän, Khwärazm, Gharj al-shär, Jüzjän, Bust, Ghaznïn, and 
Khuttal sent only presents (hadaya) and the Sämänids were gratified with 
this substitution for the kharäj. “The (Sämänid) commander of the army 
resides at Nishäpür ; Sijistän is in the hands of the family of 'Amr b. Layth, 
Gharj in those of the shär, Jüzjän in those of the Farîghün family and 
Ghaznïn and Bust are in the possession of the Turks.”

In spite of the introduction to § 23 where he mentions the muluk-i aträf, 
our author seems to treat the subject of § 24 not so much from the political 
as the simply geographical point of view. Therefore Güzgänän and Ghar
chistän, though enjoying a particular feudal status yet being hemmed in 
by the provinces of Harät, Marv, and Balkh, are described under Khoräsän 
(§ 23). In § 24 only the more southern zone is described (chiefly the basins 
of Sistän and Käbul) with the addition, in the east, of the buffer territory of 
Badhakhshän stretching between Tukhäristän [of which the frontier- 
points were Täyaqän, Andaräb, Bämiyän, and Panjhïr, § 23, 76.-79.] and 
the southern dependencies of Khuttal (§ 26, 12.-20.).

The order of enumeration is the following: 1. (and 14., 15.) Ghür; 2.-8. 
Sïstân; 9-13. Bust and Zamïn-dâvar; 16., 17. Rukhudh (region of Qanda- 
här); i&. Bälis (region of Sibi); 19-23. Ghaznïn; 24. (and 25.-27.?) 
Badhakhshän. ?

I. Ghûr.

i. Although our author had, in Güzgänän, exceptional opportunities for 
collecting information on Ghür, the present paragraph is desultory. It is 
not at all clear in what relation Ghür stood to Darmashän1 which (§ 23,48.)

1 D.rm.shän or V.rm.shän may be a Ghür as a merely geographical term may 
popular expression (“ dominions of the be due to literary sources, 
family of D.rm.sh/Varmish”), whereas
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occupied the space between Güzgänän and Bust. L. Dames, Ghor, Ghori 
in EIf admits that in the beginning there must have been several clan chiefs 
in Ghür but considers as its central region the basin of the left affluent of 
the Farah-rüd which still bears the name of Ghör. This locality is exactly 
within the area of our “Darmashän” and consequently for all practical 
purposes Darmashän looks identical with Ghür. 1st., 272,281,285, defines 
the limits of Ghür as follows: the Harät province down to Farah, then to 
Baladay-Dävar (v.i. 12.), then to Ribät-i karvän (§ 23, 63.), then to Ghar
chistän. then back to Harät. In any case Ghür comprised the upper part 
of the Harî-rüd for (1st., 285) one entered Ghür at 0-2̂ · situated to the east 
of Aufa (now Oba). The name must undoubtedly be o-i*·, as in Nuzhat 
al-qulub, 154,. and correspond to the present-day Khwäja-Chisht. The 
name of the old capital of Ghür is not found in Arabic geographers, 
but Ahangaran was considered as its important place at the time of Sultan 
Mahmud’s campaigns, see Tabaqät-i Nastri, p. 321, and Muhammad 
Näzim, Sultän Mahmud, pp. 70-3, as well as in Mongol times, Nuzhat 
al-qulub, 150. As the latter source assigns to Ahangaran the position of 
long. 990 and lat. 350 (Güzgän lay at long. 98°, lat.35°2o'), it is clear that this 
capital is identical with the present-day Ähangarän, situated at 260 Km. 
east of Harät, at a point where a road coming from the north (from May- 
mana =  Yahüdhän) crosses the Harî-rüd (to the south of the Shorak pass).1 
As the home of the ruling Shanaspid dynasty very often is named M.n.d.sh 
or M.ndysh (probably *Mahdish to judge by the popular etymology in the 
Tabaqät, 308) ; it lay at the foot of the lofty mountain Zär-i Murgh but its 
exact position is not known, ibid., 318.

Bayhaqfs report on Mas'üd’s campaign in Ghür in 411/ i 020 contains 
many valuable details, but the geographical and personal names in the 
printed edition are in a very unsatisfactory state. Mas'üd reached the 
frontier of Ghür in 6 stages by the road up the Harî-rüd described by 1st., 
285, and Maq., 347 (cf. also Maq., 307). He entered Ghür at Bägh-i Vazïr, 
the first ribät of Ghür beyond (*Bun-i Chisht?). Mas'üd was accom
panied by two chiefs of Ghür: Abul Hasan Khalaf (v.s., § 23, 49.) and 
Shïrvân (a.s., § 23, 50.). After the conquest of the fortresses of j J% and jV>j 
(or j\jj) Mas'üd marched to his chief goal ovj*  (*<Α x. Mandësh ?) the 
residence of (*cw Varmash-bat, Varmash-patY) situated at 10
farsakhs" distance (from R.zän?). Varmash-bat was subdued and had to 
surrender the fortresses of Gharchistän, which he had seized. See Bayhaqï, 
pp. 127-35 [Tehrän ed., 111 : Chisht, J.rws, V.rmysh-b.t], cf. Tabaqät, 326.

Ist., 272, particularly insists upon Ghür being a dor al-kufr and finds an

1 In Bîrünï’s Canon two points are Cf. the co-ordinates quoted under
mentioned in Ghür: *K.jürän . §23, 47· In the description of Ghür the
lying in the mountains and “ Ruf, capital author of the Tabaqät-i Näsirt (Raverty,
of Ähangarän, also lying in the moun- P· 319) places in the mountain of V.r.ni
tains». “ the territories of Dävar ( ?) and Välisht

* K.jürän long. 89° o' lat. 330 o' B *4, l8· and the e* 806 of K.jürän” .
Rüf „ 89° ο' „ 33° 3o'



excuse for mentioning it in the fact that it was surrounded by Islamic lands 
(cf. also ibid., 281). Some people outwardly pretended to be Muslims on 
the eastern (sic) border of Ghûr [I.H., 323: on the border towards the 
Muslim territory]. Consequently our author’s assertion that the people of 
Ghür were “mostly” Muslims looks exaggerated, and still more so in the 
light of Sultan Mahmüd’s campaigns against the heathens of Ghür, cf. 
M. Näzim, Ix. The stubborn resistance of the inhabitants to the famous 
conqueror makes it equally doubtful that, some forty years before, the 
Ghür-shäh could, without demur, accept the suzerainty of the local ruler 
of Güzgän. 'Utbï-Manïnï, i, 185, distinctly mentions the Farîghünid amïr 
of Güzgän and aUshär malik Ghür [if only Ghür is here not a mistake for 
Gharchistän]. On the genealogy of the Ghürids see Tabaqät-i Näsirt, 
p. 29, 49 (transi., p. 302, 312); cf. Justi, Iran. Namenbuch, p. 455, and 
Marquart, Das Reich Zäbul in Festschrift E. Sachau, 1915, p. 289.

Thè language of Ghür according to 1st. differed from that of the “Khorä
sän people” , the latter expression suggesting some dialectical differences 
only.

II. Sistän.

2.-18. This description of Sïstân is but a meagre abstract of 1st., 238-52, 
with very slight additions. On Sïstân in Islamic times see Tärikh-i Sistän 
(445 A.H., continued in 725 a.h.), ed. by Malik al-shu'arä Bahär, Tehrän, 
1314/1935 ; Ihyä al-mulük, Brit. Mus., Or. 2779 (written towards 1027 Α·Η·) î
G. P. Tate, Seistan, a Memoir of the History, Topography, Ruins, and 
People of the Country (Parts I-IV), Calcutta, Superintendent of Govern
ment Printing, 1910-12; Le Strange, The Lands, 334-51; V. F. Büchner, 
Sistän in El.

4. 1st., 238: Kiss, Maq., 297: Kishsh.
5. The detail not found elsewhere.
9. Bust (now Qara-yi Bist) was situated at the confluence of the Hilmand 

with the Arghandäb (Maq., 304, calls the latter The Turkish ruler 
whom Maq., 337 (writing in 375/985) mentions in Bust, is certainly 
Mahmüd’s father Sabuktegïn, who had seized Bust soon after 366/977, cf. 
M. Näzim, ox., pp. 29-33. Our author must also have in view Sabuktegïn 
while speaking of “Bust” as being conterminous with Güzgänän, § 23, 46. 
and § 24, 12. The Farïghünids lived at first on excellent terms with the 
Ghaznavids, v.s., notes to § 1. The following route in 1st., 252, is useful for 
the understanding of our text:/‘from Bust [via Fïrüzqand] to Sarvän
2 marhalas along the road of Baiad al-Däwar; then the *Hïdhmand is 
crossed at. a marhala beyond (min) Sarvän and. the traveller enters Till ; 
thence a marhala to Darghash lying on the Hïdhmand on the same bank; 
from Till to Baghnm 1 day in the qibli (western, or south-western?) direc
tion; Bishlang lies in the southern direction of Baghnm”, cf. Le Strange, 
ox., Map viii.

10. 1st., 248, spells Sälaqän (Zälaqän), M!aq., 297: υ15ΰ ΐ^  
Chälakän(jh =  ci). The place lay at one marhala from Bust.
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11. On the road from Bust to Zamïn Dävar (v.s. 9.) 1st., 248, mentions 
as the first stage Fïrüzqand (v.i. 17.) from which, Maq.,349,a road branched 
off towards Ghaznïn. In spite of some outward likeness cannot be
3U<jiC" which lay far too east beyond Panjvây, perhaps on the site of 
Qandahär, cf. Ist., 251, and Gardïzï, ed. M. Näzim, p. 14, where Ya'qüb
b. Laith marches from Sïstân to Bust and then to Panjvây, Tekïnâbâd, and 
Ghaznïn. On the other hand Maq., 304, says that at half a farsakh from 
Bust in the direction of Ghaznïn there was a township called al-*Askar in 
which the governor resided. Perhaps this JL J 1 or jdp (? the reading does 
not seem certain) is responsible for our mysterious jJl which, then, ought 
to figure under 9. and not 10. Another suggestion is found in Ya'qübï’s, 
281, interesting list of kür as of Sijistän: Bust, Juvayn, Rukhkhaj, Khush- 
shak, Khwäsh, Zaranj. Is ?

12. 1st., 244, speaks of Biläd al-Däwar under Sïstân, whereas Maq., 305, 
writes : “There are some people who reckon this küra to Sijistän, and such 
is the opinion of Abü Zayd al-Balkhï, but the minority discriminates 
between its towns and Sijistän.” Maq. himself describes it. under Bust. 
At the time of the Arab conquest Zamïn Dävar had a separate marzubän, 
Marquart, Eränsahr, 37. It is also possible that a special position for this 
region was created by the still obscure expedition of the governor of Balkh 
Dä’üd b. Abi Dä’üd (b.) 'Abbäs (of the Khuttalän family, § 26, i.) against 
the king of Zäbulistän Fïrüz. This expedition must have taken place before 
258/872 when the Saffärid Ya'qüb occupied Balkh where Dä’üd b. Abbäs 
was ruling. See I.Kh., 180., Mas'üdî, Murüj, viii, 42, Marquart, Eränsahr, 
40,302. In his description of the frontier of Ghür I.II., 323 (=  1st., 272) 
curiously enough replaces Ist.’s unexpected Baladay Dazoar, “the two 
districts of D.” (?), by Balad banl Dä’üd b. Abbäs. This substitution 
suggests that for a time some members of the Khuttalän family remained 
in possession of Zamïn Dävar until they were dispossessed probably by 
Sabuktegïn.

Till and Durghush (many variants) lay on the right bank of the Hilmand. 
Marquart, Das Retch Zäbul, p. 271, locates these two towns at Daravät, 
east of Baghnï, cf. Le Strange, o.e., Map viii. Here, too, he places the site 
of the famous sanctuary of the [Indian] god Zün (Zün) in whose honour 
the king of Zäbul was called *Zunbïl (so instead of RutbU Z),1 and of whom 
a second sanctuary was known in Ubulla (§ 33, 9.), ibid., 285. Marquart 
thinks that Zamïn(-i) Dävar means “the land of the Just One”, i.e. of Zün 
(cf. Τζοννδαδβέρ and Zundaber of the Christian authors), cf. Minorsky, 
Zün in El. Bayhaqï, 125, says that peacocks were bred in Zamïn Dävar in 
great numbers (khäna-zäd-and dar Z.-D.) and adds, 123, that Mahmüd 
considered Zamïn Dävar as “blest” (mubärak) “for it was the first governor
ship which Sabuktegïn gave him”. It is not clear whether Zamïn Dävar 
originally belonged to the region traditionally called Zäbulistän, see 
Eränsahr, 37, 39. The term Zäbulistän is very vague, see Nuzhat al-qulüb,
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p. 146 (Zävtd), cf. Barthold, Zur Gesch. d. Saffariden in Festschrift Nöldeke, 
p. 188, note 4. As however Marquart, Das Reich Zäbul, 282, connects the 
name Zäbul (Maq., 299 ûkJ> W·, Chinese Tsau-kü-ta) with the Indian name 
for saffron (jäguda) the special mention of saffron in Darghush found in 
our author is a suggestive detail.

13.-15. belonging to Ghür seem to represent the part of “Darmashän” 
(§ 23,48.) depending on Bust. Here the practical identity of “Darmashän” 
and Ghür is obvious. 1st., 244, says: wa Biläd al-Däwar iqlïmun khisbun 
wa huwa thaghrun lil-Ghür wa Baghntn wa Khalaj wa Bishlank wa Khäsh 
(var. ^  U) wa lay sa \alayhä ( ?) sürun wa lahä qaVatun. Though the text is 
out of order (cf. Marquart *s tentative restoration, Erânsahr, 252) thé men
tion of these places after, or under, Biläd al-Däwar must be attributed to 
the latter’s situation on the frontier of Ghür. Baghnï and Bashling are still 
shown on the maps. Our ^ \ÿ- certainly corresponds to Ist.’s and 
must be distinguished from (lying on the left bank of the river
Khwäsh and placed by 1st., 252, at 1 marhala from.Qamîn). Bayhaqï, 127, 
also describes Oriir' as “a province of Ghür adjoining Bust and Zamïn- 
Dävar in which the unbelievers were filthier (palidtar) and stronger (than 
elsewhere)”. In 405/1015 Mahmüd led an expedition against it.

16. Rukhudh, 1st., 244, and I.H., 303, spell Rukhkhaj, but Maq. has 
Rukhüdh (according to Marquart, o.e., 225, *Rakhwad). It is the ancient 
Arachosia, i.e. the region of Qandahär watered by the Arghandäb and 
situated between 12. and 18, Qandahär is mentioned in I.Kh., 56, and 
Ya'qübï, 281, but not in Ist., I JH., or Maq., who, like our author, name

Panjväy as. the chief place.
17. Kuhak, 1st., 244, belonged to Rhukhkhaj, while Rüdhän, 1st., 248 

[= Balädhuri, 396, R.zäni]9 was situated in the neighbourhood of Fïrüz- 
qand (var. Fïrûzfand; v.s. ii.), to the left of the road leading to Rukhkhaj, 
and its produce was salt.

18. ^  I as in 1st., 244 (var. Balish). Maq. has both this form, 486, and 
Välishtän, 297. Cf. Marquart, Wehrot, p. 124, note 6. This is the well- 
known region of Balüchistän south of Quetta and the Bolan pass, of which 
the rivers, though not reaching the Indus, belong to the latter’s basin. 
Sïvï (Maq., Siva) lay at 2 marhalas soutli of Isfinjäy. Our Kûshk, as usual, 
stands for Arabic Qasr. 1st., 239, gives Isfinjäy.

III. Ghazni and Kabul.

19. Ghazaq Jjp, see Barthold, Preface, 30, is a clerical error for Ghazntn 
(jJjp) for lower down (22.) Ghaznln is explicitly referred to. 1st., 280, calls 
Ghazna the trade-port of India (furdat al-Hind). Our author (v.s. 9.) wrote 
at the momentous epoch when Sabuktegïn was spreading his rule from 
Ghazna (see Màq., 337, quoted supra, p. 342); but only the words about 
Ghazna having joined Islam contain a remote echo of the events, v.s. 9.

20. Entirely after 1st., 280, with the difference that the latter speaks of 
the local shäh [I.H., 328, malik] while our author makes the raja of Qinnauj 
receive his investiture in Kabul! 1st. speaks of Ghazna and Käbul under
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the Bämiyän province ('amai), but Maq;, 296, echoing the successes of the 
Ghaznavids, speaks of a küra of Ghazna which comprised Käbul and 
numerous other places (lying chiefly in the south).

21. Cf. 1st., 280 and Maq., 296. Bïrünï, Canon, mentions “the fortress of 
*Sukävand in the *Lahögar>Logar rustäq” ; the latter is the valley 
of the southern affluent of the Käbul river. In Sukävand stood the temple of 
an Indian goddess (Marquart, Catalogue, 89 : Sukhavati =  Laksmi) which 
was plundered by Amr b. Layth circa 283/897, cf. Eränsahr, 296. Maq., 
349, gives the following route: Ghaznm-Ribät al-Bärid-^LJ-^^-Bämi- 

yän. Consequently Istäkh (Asnäkh, &c.) lay at two marhalas to the north 
of Ghazni towards Bämiyän.

22. As regards Tukhäristän the name Khallukh standing in our text 

is right and confirms § 23, 69. On the contrary, with reference to Ghaznïn, 
Bust (and probably Güzgänän, cf. Mas'üdî, Murüj, iii, 254, and^i. quotation 
from the Jahän-näma) it must be taken for Khalaj. Like jj>- standing

both for jyl· Khazar (§ 50) and 3^ Jurz (§ 42, 15.) the complex is a

source of endless confusion for Muslim geographers. The locus classicus 
on the Khalaj is 1st., 245 : “The Khalaj are a kind of Turks who in the days 
of old came to the country (stretching) between Hind and the districts of 
Sijistän, behind Ghür. They are cattle-breeders (ahi al-na'am) of Turkish 
appearance Çkhilaq), dress, and language.”1 Marquart, Eränsahr, 251-4, 
sees in the “Khalach, or better Kholach” remnants of the Hephthalite 
hordes (cf. Khuwârizmï’s curious passage quoted in the note to § 26, 10.) 
and he further connects the restored form #Kholach with the names Khwlas 
(mentioned in a Syriac source under A.D. 554) and Χολιάται (used by the 
ambassador Zemarchos in 569). This development (based chiefly on Mas'üdî, 
Murüj, 111,254, v, 302) awaits further confirmation. I.Kh., 31, says : “The 
lands of the Turks are as follows : the Toghuzghuz whose country is the 
most extensive among the Turks and borders on China, Tibet, and Khar- 
lukh QJjd\ var. ^pJ\); the Kïmâk, the Ghuzz, the Ji.r, the Bajanäk, the

*Türgish, the Adhkish, the Khifshäkh, the Khirkhïz, where musk is found, 
the Kharlukh and the Khalaj, and these (latter) are on this side of the 
river.” In this statement the Khalaj are distinctly separated from the 
Kharlukh No. 1 (to whom the variant φ *  belongs). In another passage, ibid.,

28, I.Kh. seems to contradict himself : having placed the winter quarters of 
the Kharlukh near Kasrä-bäs (in the neighbourhood of Taräz, § 25, 93.) he 
unexpectedly adds : “and near them are the winter (sic) quarters of the Khalaj

(var. â UII)”. To say nothing of the distance, it is absolutely unimaginable 
that a tribe living on the western side of the Oxus could travel to its winter 
quarters across two such rivers as the Oxus and Jaxartes ! Either the names

1 It is noteworthy that in the oldest Thule” , cf. Kowalski, Die ältesten
Arabic poems the names Turkun wa Erwähnungen der Türken in der arabi-
Käbulu are constantly used together schert Literatur, in Korösi Csoma Archi-
though perhaps only as a sort of “ Ultima vum, ii/i-2, pp. 3 8 -4 1.
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Kharlukh and Khalaj in this passage are only two variants of the same name 

QJ/- and or the second name refers to some small and otherwise 

unknown tribe, distinct from the Khalaj. Only such a tribe (in view of the 
variant), and not the Khalaj, could be a remnant of the hypothetical 
*Kholach. As regards Mas'üdî, Murüj, iii, 254, and v, 302, where the 
Turks, j  jj \̂ are mentioned in the region adjoining Sistän and 

stretching towards *Gharch and Bust, it is possible that the term Ghüz 
refers to the Khalaj. , Kâshgharî, iii, 307, precisely says that the Oghuz 
consisted of 24 clans but the two Khalaj clans separated from the federa
tion, and “therefore these two are not [evidently: now] counted as of the 
Oghuz”. Mas'üdî could have in view only the language and the general 
appearance of the Khalaj and not their intertribal policy and relations. In 
this case Mas'üdï’s Kharlaj stands not for Khalaj (*Kholaeh) but simply 
for the Kharlukh who were not Oghuz but whose early penetration into 
Tukhäristän is a well-known fact. From Tukharistän a group could easily 
push farther to the south [?].

The Khalaj Turks are the putative ancestors of the well-known Afghan 
tribe Ghalzay (Ghilzâ’î, Ghiljâ’ï). This fact has been doubted by L. Dames 
in his article Ghalzai in El, but reaffirmed by Barthold, Khaladj\ and 
T. W. Haig, KhaldBs in the same Encyclopedia. In favour of the latter 
opinion may be quoted an interesting passage from the rare Jihän-näma 
written circa a .d . 1200-20 by Muhammad b. Najïb Bakrän (fol. 17 of the 
copy bound together with theiif.-Æ MS. and fol. 206 of Bibl. Nat., anc. 
fonds pers. 324) :

«λ** J ô j  jj* Jô "" f lu

4aU» j · j  J* j J

“The Khalaj (Kh.lj) are a tribe of Turks who from the Khallukh limits 
emigrated to Zäbulistän. Among the districts of Ghazni there is a steppe 
where they reside. Then on account of the heat of the air their complexion 
has changedand tended towards blackness ; the language, too, has undergone 
alterations and become a different dialect. A tribe of this group went to 
the limits of Bävard and founded some settlements. By mistake (in writing) 
the people call the Khallukh Khalaj

23. Parvän situated at the confluence of the Ghörband and Panjhïr 
rivers ought to come geographically after § 23, 79., but just between them 
must have passed the frontier of Tukhäristän and Käbul. Parvän is still 
shown on the maps to the north-east of Chärikär. There may be possibly 
another Parvän in the upper Logar valley between Ghazni and Bämiyän, 
where Raverty, Tabaqät, pp. 288,1021, and 1042, places the battle between 
the Mongols and Jaläl al-dïn, cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 441, note 6. No such 
name, however, figures in the itinerary quoted in the note to 21.
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IV. Badhakhshän.

24. The itineraries of Arab geographers to the east of Balkh usually stop 
at Tälaqän (§ 23,76.). However, Ya'qübï, 288, in his enumeration of the 
towns of Balkh, and following on thé towns of Tärakän (Tälaqän), ^jy , and 
Badhakhshän mentions “the town of Jirm (v.i. 25.) which is the last of the 
eastern towns following on Balkh, towards the country of Tibet (mimmä 
yalï Balkh ilä nähiyati balad al-Tubbat)”. Here the territory of Badhakh
shän is implicitly reckoned to Balkh. Coming another time from the north 
Ya'qübï, 292, winds up his description of the road T irmidh-Chaghäniyän 
-Khuttal as follows : “and from Khuttal [the road goes] to Upper Tukhäri
stän and the kingdom of *Khumar-bïg, king of Shiqinän,1 and Badhakhshän, 
and from it [i.e. Khuttal] the great river [Oxus stretches up] to Shiqinän, 
and this all is Upper Tukhäristän.”

1st., 279, speaks of Badhakhshän (or Balakhshän) and its products 
(garnets, lapis-lazuli, musk from Tibet and Vakhän) jointly with Khuttal, 
but a little above, 278, assigns to Badhakhshän a more special position: “it 
is a clime (iqlim) with rustäqs; its town is Badhakhshän; it is the kingdom 
of Abul-Fath.” I.H. drops this passage and nothing more is known of this 
prince (who must have been one of the scions of the Khuttal house, 
Marquart, o.c.y 302).

Maq., 296, places Badhakhshän under Balkh but outside the towns of 
Tukhäristän, and adds, 303 : “Badhakhshän which is con-terminous with 
the country of the Turks [Ya'qübï5s Kkumär-beg?] lies above Tukhäristän; 
there is a mine in it of the precious stone resembling the ruby (yäqüt) and 
there are no other mines of it except this one, and this (place is called) 
“Ribät Fädil” (J l̂i j  j >j). There (also) stands a wonderful fortress (built) 
by [Härün al-Rashïd’s wife] Zubayda,2 and there (also) are found mines of 
lapis lazuli, (rock)-crystal, bezoar-stone, wick-stone (asbestos) . , . and a 
stone which being placed in a dark house lights up the smallest objects.”

Our author in this short paragraph follows 1st. only adding that there are 
merchants in Badhakhshän and that silver is found in it. He solves the 
difficulty about the special position of Badhakhshän by including it in his 
category of “Khoräsänian marches”. In § 23, 75., we have an important 
indication as to the little kingdom of Yün ( ?) depending on Khuttal. If 
Yün, belonging still to the system of the Qunduz river, was under Khuttal, 
one cannot help admitting that the Kokcha basin situated east of Yün

1 Such is the editor’s vocalization (* Vakhän), Tubbat (Tibet), and Ayghän 
confirmed by the Chinese Shih-k’i-ni, (?), cf. Marquart, Wehrot, 100. Nizâm 
Chavannes, Documents, 162 ; but starting al-mulk, Siyäsat-näma, 128, confirms 
from the present-day Shughnän one the statement that Zubayda built “ on 
could read the name as *Skuqnän. the frontier of Käshghar (sic) a mighty

2 Mas’üdî, Tanbïh, 64, says that the town which she called Badhakhshän, as 
Jayhün rises beyond the ribät of well as several strong ribäts in the same 
Badhakhshän situated at 20 days* dis- region”. [Ayghän <  possibly *Abghän, 
tance from Balkh at the very end of its as I. Athlr, xi, 108, n o , calls the 
province. This ribät stands over against Afghans.]
various kinds of “ Turks”, viz. Aukhän



could not escape the same suzerainty (see above 1st., 278, on the prince 
Abul-Fath).

25.-27. prima facie are unknown, but as they follow on Badhakhshän 
they must be sought in the neighbourhood. See on them also § 26,12.-17.

25. The “ Gate of the Arabs” built by Ma’mün stood perhaps near Jirm 
which is described by Ya'qübï, 288, as the last of the towns of Balkh in the 
direction of Tibet. Jirm lies in Badhakhshän, south of its present capital 
Faydäbäd, see Küshkakï, o.e., 120-34. The place of the gate would be 
between Jirm and Zaybäk (§ 26,12.), e.g. at Bahärak or in the Zardïv valley, 
so as to intercept the traffic coming from Vakhän and the countries neigh
bouring on the latter (Chiträl, Gilgit, Käshghar). As regards the con
struction of the gate it is not known whether Ma’mün himself ever visited 
Badhakhshän, but in 196/811-12 he appointed Fadl b. Sahl, governor of 
the eastern provinces “from Hamadän to the mountain of Shiqinän and 
Tibet” , Tabari, iii, 841. Very probably Maq.'s Ribät Fädil (v.s.) stands 
for *Ribät al-Fadl. However, if we leave aside Ma’mün’s name it will 
be easier to suppose that the ribät of Badhakhshän was, at an earlier date, 
built by the Barmakid Fadl b. Yahyä b. Khälid as a counterpart to the 
gate built by him in Räsht (see note to § 26, 9.). The advantage of this 
hypothesis would be that we know for certain (Ya'qübï, 304) that Fadl b. 
Yahyä whom Härün al-Rashïd appointed governor of Khoräsän in 178/794 
“conquered a number of küras of Tukhäristän, of Käbulshäh7 and of 
Shiqinän”, Le. exactly in the region interesting us. Tabari, iii, 631, says 
of Fadl’s activities in Khoräsän: wa band Hhä al-masäjid wal-ribätät. 
Ya'qübï, Historiae, ii, 492, mentions Fadl’s victory over the Turks near 
Tälaqän.

26. The special mention of Muslims shows that S.ng.s lay amid an 
infidel region. A pass called does not seem tó exist in the Hindükush 
unless this name be identical with Sanglich quoted under § 26, 16. ? 

It is possible that our author has twice over described the same locality, 
once as an extension of the Badhakhshän territory and another time as a 
branch of the road from Khuttal to Kashmir (§ 26, 12.-20.). In this case 
our Dar-i Täziyän would be identical with Dar-i Tubbat (§ 26, 12.) and 
the pass of (perhaps which is a possible Arabic rendering of 
Sanglich) would be the Dora pass.

27. The simplest solution is to restore as Shaqïna for Shughnan, 
the region lying downstream from Vakhän on both banks of the Upper 
Oxus where the latter having changed its course flows south to north. The 
usual spelling is cf. Ya'qübï, 292, I.Kh., 37 (in the revenue list of 
the Tähirid 'Abdulläh), and I.R., 89, but I.Kh., 178, mentions a ford on the 
Oxus leading to “the Turks1 called Shakïna” and 1st., 290, gives exactly 
Shaqïna. Our author only occasionally mentions Shaknân (§ 5,9 A and 9B, 
§ 6, 6.) coupled with Vakhän but forgets to describe this country. See 
Minorsky, Shughnän in El. As the name of “a large village” Shaqïna at
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1 See note to § 26, τα: road from Khuttal.



this place would refer probably to Ishkäshim, see note to § 26, 14. A less 
satisfactory alternative would be to identify *S.qlta with Iskitul, a 
village lying 14 Km. south of Zaybäk and 22 Km. north of Sanglich, see 
Vavilov, Agricultural Afghanistan, Leningrad, 1929, p. 519; (on the map of 
Morgenstierne, Report on a Linguistic Mission to NW. India, Oslo, 1932, the 
position of Iskitul is not quite exact).

§ 25. Transoxiana

Tomaschek, Sogdiana, in Sitz.WAW, 1877, Band 87, pp. 67-120; 
Barthold, Report, passim; Barthold, Turkestan, pp. 64-179 (and in much 
greater detail in Irrigation)*, Marquart, Erânsahr, pp. 226-37, and Wehrot, 
passim; Le Strange, The Lands, pp. 433-89; Kurakichi Shiratori, A Study 
on Su-t'e, or Sogdiana in Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo 
Bunko, No. 2, Tokyo, 1928, pp. 81-145 (only ancient times). Many of 
the places mentioned in this chapter will be found on Le Strange’s Maps 
IX and X, and on the Map at the end of Barthold’s Turkestan.

The chief source of this chapter is Ist.’s (<  Abu Zayd Balkhï’s) excellent 
account (pp. 286-346) of the Mä-warä’ al-nahr. Farther to the east, espe
cially in Farghäna, I.H.’s additions (in his account of Transoxiana, pp. 335- 
406) offer some useful parallels, and for the regions lying beyond the 
Jaxartes several names could be found only in Maq. In the region of 
Chaghäniyän there are some points of special likeness with I.Kh. and I.R.

Contrary to the enumeration of the countries which in principle goes 
min al-maskriq ilä al-maghrib the description of Transoxiana (similarly to 
that of Khoräsän, § 23) proceeds from west to east : Bukhärä : 1 -4., 6. (plus 
Kàrmîna); Sughd: 5., 7. (minus Karmina), 8.-10., 12., 14.; Kashka-daryä:
15., 16. ( ?), 17.-21. ; upper course of the Oxus : 21 .—35.; Usrüshna : 36.-43. ; 
Farghäna: 45-62.; Iläq and Shäsh: 44., 63.-83.; Ispïjâb: 84.-93.

The bearings of the frontiers are again (as in § 23, &c.) given as if the 
author was facing north-east :

H.-'A. Real bearing 
Tibet (tu'. 58.) E. SE.
Khoräsän S. S. to SW.
Ghüz and Khallukh ( ?) W. W. to NW. ( ?)
Khallukh N. NE. (?)

1st., 286, shows a similar peculiarity of orientation while he quotes as 
the Transoxianian frontiers in the east (in a straight line): Pämir, Räsht, 
and the parts of Hind adjoining Khuttal ; in the west [?] (in a semicircular 
line): the Ghuzz and Kharlukh from Taräz to Färäb, Bïskand, Sughd, and 
then the districts of Bukhärä up to the Khwärazm lake; in the north: the 
Turks and Kharlukh from the extreme limits of Farghäna to Taräz; in the 
south (in a straight line): the Jayhün from Badakhshän to the Khwärazm 
lake.

The term Turkistän, cf. Ya'qübï, 295 : j t J  âj is applied by our author 
to the lands beyond Transoxiana, cf. Minorsky, Türän in EL
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Of the general remarks very few are not in 1st., 286-95,312-13, such.as 
the mention among the products of sulphur and arsenic (v.i. 66.). . 1

I. Province of Bukhärä.

I.-4., 6., arid 7., cf. 1st., pp. 305-19. In our text “king of the East” 
corresponds to “wall of Khoräsän from the family of Sämän” in 1st., 306. 
Among the products, saltpetre is not mentioned in 1st., 314-15. Bürnkath 
stands probably for Bamijkath but its form may have been influenced by 
the old name of Bukhara itself: *Nümijkath, cf. Ist., 313 and 305, corrected 
in Maq., 267Ô. Narshakhï, Histoire de Boukhara, p. 20, gives as the 
ancient names of the town both and A painstaking analysis of
these names is given in Marquart, Wehrot, pp. 161-4, cf. also Barthold, 
Bukhärä in El. The details of 3. and 4. not in 1st. On Paykand see also 
§ 3,33. Cf. Zimin, Razvalini star ago Peykenda, Tashkent, 1913,31 pp. On 
the market in 6.1st., 313. 7. According to 1st., 313, Karmina wàs reckoned 
still to Bukhärä. Dabüsï is the present-day Ziaudin<Dryâ al-din.

II. Province of Sughd.

5., 8.-12., cf. 1st., pp. 316-25.
9. Zarmän (numerous variants), 1st., 334, 343, between Rabinjan and 

Samarqand at 1 farsakh’s distance from Ishtïkhan.
11. This Farinkath, now Prinkant, not mentioned in Ist., I.H., or Maq., 

but found in Yäqüt, iii, 885, is entirely different from 74. It lay north-west 
of Samarqand towards Ishtïkhan, see Barthold, Turkestan, 96. Ganjkath 
must lie in the same region.

12. ub* probably jlSj Vadhar, at 2 farsakhs’ distance from Samarqand, 
1st., 342.

13. Samarqand, cf. 1st., 316-21 (nahr min al-risäs), 288 (paper from 
Transoxiana). Our record on the Manichaeans (Mänavi) is extremely 
curious.

From the Fikrist, 337, we know that under Muqtadir (a .d . 907-32) the 
Manichaeans, in fear for their lives, fled to Khoräsän. Some 500 of them 
gathered in Samarqand and the [Sämänid] ruler of Khoräsän would have 
killed them, but for a warning from the “king of China, but I think [says 
al-Nadïm] from the lord of the Toghuzghuz”, who threatened to take 
reprisals against the Muslims living in his country. This diplomatic pro
tection may account for the security which the Manichaeans in Samarqand 
enjoyed perhaps down to our author’s times.

III. Basin of the Kashka-daryä.

On 15.-21. see 1st., pp. 324-5, 343. On Nakhshab see particularly 
L. Zimin, in the *Iqdal-jumän (Festschrift to V. Barthold), Tashkent, 1927, 
pp. i 96-̂ 214, cf. Minorsky, Nakhshab in El. 1st. does not mention mules 
and red salt in, Kish and spells Nasaf (cf. Nakhchuvän> I .Kh., 122, 
Nasawë) and Nüqad Quraysh. Sübakh is the present-day Guzär (Khuzär).
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See 1st., 298, Maq., 283-4. Cf. Marquart, Eränsakry pp. 234, 299, 
Barthold, Turkestan, pp. 72-4. See Map ix.

22.-24. See Barthold, Tirmidh, in El. Maq., 324, mentions soap and 
asafoetidain Tirmidh. On the various Arabic transcriptions of Charmangän, 
Marquart, ox., 235 ; on the presumable founder of Häshim-gird Häshim 
b. Bânîjür, ibid., 301. Cf. Deinike, Termezy-in Nov. Vost.y No. 22, p. 208.

25.-35. Cf. Barthold, Caghämyän, in El. Maq., pp. 283, 290, says that 
there were 16,000 villages and 10,000 warriors in Chaghäniyän, though 
economically it was inferior to Khuttal (§ 26,1.). On the rulers of Chaghäni
yän of the Äl-i Muhtäj dynasty see Muhammad khän Qazvïnï in his edition 
of the Chahär-maqäla, pp. 163-6. For the position of 27.-33. the following 
“route of Chaghäniyän” quoted in I.Kh., 33-4 (Qudäma, 211) is essential: 
Tirmidh to Sarmanjän (Charmangän) 6 farsakhs; thence to Dârzanjï 6 f.; 
thence to B.rnjï 7 f.; thence to Saghäniyän 5 f.; thence to U 6 f.; thence 
(across a wädi which is 2-3 f. wide?) to H.mvärän 7 f.; thence to #Abän 
Kasavän 8 f. ; thence to Shümän 5 f. ; thence to Väshjirt 4 f.

26., 28.-31. Cf. Ist., 339-40 (without our details). The town of Cha
ghäniyän corresponds to the present-day Denau (Dih-i nau). 26. lay cer
tainly south of the town of Chaghäniyän (in view of Ya'qübï, 289, 
the name must be *Dârzangë) and the other four towns on the various 
roads diverging from the Chaghäniyän town in westerly and northerly 
directions. 28. in view of our detail is Baysun. 29. may be Zïna-âb (north 
of Denau). 30. perhaps better than j \ j 1st., 340, Maq., 268 (many 
variants). 31. J o  must be Regar (half-way on the road from Denau to 
Qaratagh, see note to § 6, 11.); 1st. gives (var. jCj) and Maq., 268,
Rykd.sht <*rëg-dasht. [Rêg-ary cf. lang-ary Cand-ar.]

32. Hamvärän is not in 1st. but has a parallel in I.Kh., v.s. 25. On the 
river K.s.vän “near” (?) which our author places Hamvärän see § 6, 11. 
Hamvärän may be identified with Qaratagh and *Abän-Kasavän with 
Hisär which already lies in the Käfimihän (Kasavän?) basin.

33. Shümän mentioned usually together with Akharün was a considerable 
principality, Marquart, o.e., 226, probably comprising the Käfimihän 
basin, or rather its upper part. The town of Shümän may have lain on the 
site of Du-shanba (now Stalinäbäd), capital of the small Täjikistän republic. 
Gardïzï, ed. M. Näzim, p. 36, counts 12 farsakhs from Chaghäniyän to 
Shümän, probably by a short cut.

34. jUjM mentioned between 33. and 35. corresponds to which 
1st., 340, places between Shümän and Väshjird at a distance of 1 day from 
each of them. This detail is in favour of its location at the present-day 
Käfimihän. Cf. also Ya'qübï, 291 : J. \.

35. (in Arabic andini j ) #Veshgird or Vêshagird is explained 
by Marquart, ox., 227, as *Vêsagirdy ix. the legendary town of Vaêsa, 
Franrasiyan’s henchman, which Yasht, v, 57, places in the Xsa0rô-suka 
defile, high up in Kanba (Sughd). Vêshgird must correspond to Faydäbäd

IV. Basins of the Chaghän-rüdh and Käfirnihän.



on the Iläq, left affluent of the Käfimihän river. Ilâq is mentioned in 1st., 
340, as the next station situatèd at one day’s distance from Veshagird 
towards the east, but from Veshagird on the road may have followed this 
river. On Shaqïq Balkhï see 'Attar, Tadhkirat al-awliyä, ed. R. A. Nichol
son, i, 196-202. Ibn al-Athïr, sub 194/809, says: “in this year was killed 
the hermit (zähid) Shaqïq Balkhï during a Muslim expedition (ghazät) to 
Külän in the Turk country”, cf. § 15,1.

The identification of 27., 32.-35. would roughly follow the distances 
indicated in Arabic sources, at the rate of 4 Km. to one farsakh:
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fars. • Km. (circa)
Saghäniyän

13 (2 days)
Denau

55
Hamvärän

8
Qaratagh

30
Abän Kasavän

5
Hisär

20
Shümän

one day
Du-shanba

28
Afdiyän ( ?) Käfirnihän

one day 22
Vêshagird Faydäbäd

V. Usriishana.

The name has several readings. De Goeje in Ist., I.H., and Maq. gives 
the variant Ushrüsana but in. I.Kh., 29, and Ya'qübi, 293, Usriishana. 
Consequently it is safer to render our as Surushana though the fre
quent occurrence in Iranian of the group ~sn~ would favour the pronuncia
tion *Surüshna. The district, 1st., 225-7, t0 ^e west °f the Jaxartes on 
the northern slopes of the Buttamän mountains (ranges of Turkestan and 
Zarafshän). Our author says nothing on its former kings called afshln, 
I.Kh., 40. The last afshïn was the famous Khaydar ( ?) b. Kävüs executed 
by Mu'tasim in 226/841. 1st. and Maq., 323-6, are silent on the produce 
of Usrüshana. On the market of 39. Marsmanda, cf. Maq., 278. Instead 
of 41. Faghkath, 1st. spells Vaghkath (now Vagat, Barthold, Turkestan, 167). 
Säbät means in Arabic “covered passage, awning”. Kurkath, perhaps 
ancient Cyropolis (Benveniste)? On 42. Buttamän, cf. § 5, ga. 1st., 327, 
mentions in the Buttamän-mountains mines of gold, silver, vitriol, and 
ammoniac. 43. Barghar now Falghar (not to be confused with Pärghar, 
§ 6, 8.). This upper part of the Sughd river was indeed reckoned to 
Usrüshana, Barthold, o.c.y 168. On the lake see § 3, 24.

VI. Province of Farghäna.

45.-62. see 1st., 333-4, Maq., 362, 371-2, cf. Barthold, Farghäna, in El. 
A classical description of Farghäna is found in the Bäbur-näma, ed. GMS, 
f. ib-£. 5*.



44. Khüjand (or Khujanda) belonged to Shäsh but lay on the frontier 
of Farghäna.

45. On the minerals of Farghäna, cf. Ist., 313 and 334 where al-jirâgh- 
sank [sic] is also mentioned. The kings of Farghäna bore the title of 
Hkfishëdy I.Kh., 40 (Maq., 279, gives this title to the kings of Samarqand, 
cf. Ya'qübï, Historiae, ii, 344).

47. On the Jaxartes see note to § 6, 17.
48. Väthkath, 1st., 346, places Vân-kath (?) at 7 farsakhs to the north

east of Akhsïkath on the frontier of Iläq.
49. There is nothing corresponding to this paragraph in 1st., but I.H. 

(who, according to de Goeje, Preface, p. viii, has reproduced the “ complete” 
text of Ist.’s description of Transoxiana) writes, p. 397 : &
yW  “quicksilver is produced in Sökh (sic, cf. BGA , iv, 438) from its 
mountains”. Our author took for a special name (cf. variants in I.H., 

395) and separately mentioned it almost immediately before Sökh.
50. 1st., 347: Bämkakhush. The two villages of the Isfara district in 

southern Farghäna, I.H., 395, cf. Barthold, o.e., 159, 161. The Sökh river 
(51.) is the left affluent of the Jaxartes, watering the Kokand (54.) region, 
and the Isfara river is the following affluent downstream, parallel to the 
Sökh.

52. 1st., 347, Aval, 10 farsakhs from Sökh, south of Margelan, Barthold, 
ox.y 161. Our author follows I.H., 396, in mentioning the villages of Aval.

53. jl£L* must be jlSCL. which according to I.H., 396, was the town of 
the Naqäd district (̂ U, var. jU) mentioned immediately after Aväl.

54. All three in 1st., 335. Khwakand is the present-day Kokand

55-j 56* Qubä (now: Quvä) and Osh, 1st., 333 (I.H., 394): marqab al- 
ahräs 'alä al-Turk.

57. The rivers of Khurshäb and Ürasht are found in I.H., 392. Cf. § 6,
18. and 19. where the Ösh-river (Barthold, ox,y 159) is said to flow between 
Ürasht and Ösh.

58. 1st., 334. Our author’s data on the rivers are new, cf. notes to § 6,
17., § 15, i i . At the time of I.Kh., 30, Üzgand had a chief called Khür- 
tegin (*Chür-tegin). Soon after our author’s times Üzgand became one of 
the residences of the Qara-khänids, see § 13, Barthold, Turkestan, 157, 
Cohn-Wiener, Turan, Berlin, 1930, pp. 17-20 and plates x-xvi (the Qara- 
khänid buildings), I. I. Umniakov, Arkhitek. pamiatniki Sredney Azii, 
Tashkent, 1929, pp. 27-9.

59. 1st., 334: Khayläm (this reading adopted in Barthold, ox.). Its river 
is the present-day Narin (§ 6, 21.).

60. The name appears in Idrïsï at one day’s distance from 
Akhsïkath (towards the east?), Sprenger, Postrouten, 27. One must dis
tinguish between Bäb-Aklmkath “the Gate of A.”, 1st., 335, in which 
Barthold, ox.y 162, sees a suburb of A. lying on the left bank of the Jaxartes, 
and Bäb (in our source and at present Päp), a village lying at 4 farsakhs 
from A. on the right bank of the river, 1st., 336, I.Kh., 30.
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6 16 2 . In spite of the concluding formula following on 60., these places, 
too, must have lain in Farghäna. The only certain place is Sh.lät, 1st., 346, 
S.lät (with variants). According to I.H., 396, S.lät and Bîskant lay beyond 
Miyän-rüdhän, i.e. the district between the two headwaters composing the 
Jaxartes. I.H. adds that the locality was called Haft-dih “ Seven villages” 
and our 61. may enumerate the remaining five villages.

VI. Province of Iläq and Shäsh.

63.-83. Cf. Ist., 328-33. See Map in Barthold, Turkestan.
63. The province Iläq lay on the Ahangarän river (in Russian: Angrett) 

and was hardly distinguishable from Shäsh (Chäch) situated on the 
Chirchik, both rivers being right affluents of the Jaxartes, downstream from 
Farghäna, Barthold, o.e., 169. Some “dihqâns” struck coins in Iläq even in 
388 and 399 Λ.Η.,see Markov,Inventarniy Katalog, SPb., 1896, pp. 218-19, 
and Barthold, o.c., 307.

According to the Mafâtïh al-ulüm, p. 28, the mubayyida “wearers òf 
white raiment” (in Persian safid-jämagän) were the supporters of al- 
Muqanna' (“the Veiled Prophet of Khoräsän”) who, as I. Athlr, vi, 25-6, 
says, placed Abü Muslim above the prophet Muhammad and denied 
the death of the imäm Yahyä b. Zayd (v.s., note to § 23,50.). Cf. Barthold, 
Turkestan, 197, and Marquart, Histor. Glossen, in WZKM, 1898, 177. On 
the other hand in Bîrünî’s Canori, f. 25, the Zoroastrians of Iränshahr living 
to the west of the river of Balkh (i.e. Oxus) are distinguished from those 
who lived beyond that river and were called Mubayyida or Isfandiyäriya, 
cf. Sachau, Zur Geschichte von Khwärizm, Sitz.WAW, 1873, lxxiii, p. 
485 (15). [In MS. Or. 1997, fol. 25α below, the name is spelt

Sachau’s interpretation may refer to Isfandiyär’s exploits in 
Türän, but it is more likely that the reading is *al-isfïdh-yäriya (<  al-isfïdh- 
däriya, cf. * shahr adär >  shahriyär)1 of which al-mubayyida is the exact 
Arabic rendering.]

64. 1st., 331, calls the provincial capital Tunkath (variant oŜ l), cf. 
Barthold, ox., 172. According to Russian papers (14.vii.1934) its im
posing ruins were found at 90 Km. from Tashkent; the town was well 
planned and had wide and straight streets, large squares and huge water- 
tanks; the town walls reached the height of 7 metres.

65. 1st., 332, I.Kh., 28, ma din al-fidda. The spelling saym would 
indicate the pronunciation *sëm instead of the usual stm. The word is 
derived from (άργνριον) ασημον, in Latin (argentum) infectum, i.e. “not- 
finished, not-coined silver”. The Syriac form is sëmâ, cf. H. H. Schaeder, 
Iranica, 1934^.35.

66. 1st., 332, 345 : Dakhkath. The mention of arsenic gives more pre
cision to Maq.’s mention (p. 326) of it (dhul-fär [sic]) in Iläq.

67. Ist., 331: N.müdhlugh, *Arpalikh (Maq., 265); [.Itlukh, “the Dog 
village” abest] ; Banjkash (Maq., Bänkhäsh), cf. also under 75.

1 According to Melgunov, the aspen is called, in the Caspian provinces, both 

(“white tree”) and jLu-U
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68. Ist., 345: Sâmsïrak. 69. £>, perhaps Maq., 265 (in Shâsh). 

Khâs, Ist., 332, Maq., 265 (in Iläq). 70. Ist., 329: Gharjand (in Shäsh). 
71. Ist., 33i:Tukkath;cf. 79.

72. Ist., 329: K.l.shj.k, Ardalänkath, and Ishbïnghü (in Shâsh); ibid., 

331 : Khumrak (in Iläq). j-U  perhaps Ist., 329 (in Shäsh).

73· Ist., 330: K.däk, Ghazak. unknown? Ist., 229: Vardük, 
K.b.rna, Gh.dränk,— all in Shäsh.

74., 75. Ist., 330: Anüdkath, Baghunkath, Farankath, Jabghükath, all 
in Shäsh. In view of several other Turkish names in the region Baghüy- 
kath could contain the Turkish name Baghüy ; cf. Dib-Baquy (one of Oghuz- 
khan’s mythical ancestors). Abul-Ghâzï, ed. Desmaisons, i, 10, explains that 
dip means “the place of a throne” and baquy “the leader of a nation” 
(il-ulughi).

76. 1st., 331: Sh.käkath, Bänjikäsh (in Iläq), cf. 67. 77. This Tunkath 
is decidedly different from 71.

78. 1st., 331 : Bäläyän (in Iläq). On the river see § 6, 22. The name is 
not found either in A. Markov’s Inventarniy Katalog, nor in the list of 
mints in Codrington’s Manual of Musalman Numismatics, 1904. The 
presence of the mint must probably be connected with the silver-mine of 65.

79. Chäch, Arabic Shâsh. On the trees khalang and khadang see BGA,
iv, 222, 229. Khadang is mentioned in Transoxiana, 1st., 2890, but not 
khalang. [Cf. also notes to § 52,] On the Shäsh bows see Maq., 325.

80.-83. 328, 330, gives, in a different order, the following parallels: 
Binkath, Nüjakath, Barküsh, Khätünkath, D.nf.ghänkath, Banäkath, 
Kharashkath, Biskath, Najäkath, K.nk.räk (all with numeroùs variants). 
80. Binkath is the present-day Tashkent. Bïrünï in his Canon writes:

* Binkath, chief place of Shäsh; in Turkish and in Greek (called) 
Stone Tower (burj al-hijära)” . The hint is at the popular Turkish etymo
logy tash “stone” -\-kand “village” brought into relation with Ptolemaic 
λίθινος πύργος, v.s., § 9, 12. However *Täsh-kand most probably con
tains the name of the province Chäch (v.s. 79.) : Chäch-kand or Shäsh-kand 
>Täsh-kand, with a dissimilation similar to cadr-> Middle Persian tas- 
“four” ; Shüshtar> Arab. Tustar ; *sarpüsh> Arab, tarbüsh [see s.v. Turban 
in ΕΓ\. 8i. Nüjakath near the Chirchik railway station, Barthold, ox., 174.
83. c j i r  probably ciuWJ- which 1st., 332, places in Iläq. Shutürkath, 
Maq., 342, at a marhala from Binkath. On the rivers of 81. see § 6, 17. and
22., cf. Barthold, ox.y 163.

VII. Region of Ispïjâb (*Ispêchâb).

The original part of the Ispïjâb region occupied the basin of the Aris, 
a right affluent of the Jaxartes, downstream from Shäsh, but in a larger sense 
it comprised also the adjacent territories on the Jaxartes (though not its 
lower course, cf. § 26,27.) and the Talas valley, Barthold, ox., 176. Ispïjâb 
belonged to the Turks and, though subjugated in a .d . 840 by the Sämänid
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Nüh, still enjoyed great privileges. The town of Ispïjâb is the present-day 
Sayram ; on their identity cf. Kâshgharî, i, 78.

84.-93., cf. Ist., 333-4.
85. For Sânïkath, Ist., 346, gives Usbânïkath, and Maq., 263, Arsubânï- 

kath; it lay at 2 days’ distance to the north-west of Ispïjâb (in Kunjïda, 
cf. 89.)..

86. oSÌj., I.H., 390, Budakhkath, Maq., 263, Adhakhkath (in Isfîjâb); 
different from 66. Dhakhkath in Iläq.

87., 88. Päräb (Fäiäb) occupied a small area on both banks of the 
Jaxartes. Its chief place Kadir is also in 1st., 346, Barthold, o.e., pp. 176-7. 
For Sutkand I.H., 335, 391, gives Biskand; its ruins lie near the Qara-kul 
lake, Barthold, o.e., 177.

89. I.H., pp. 390-1 : Kunjïda; see 85.
90. Sabrän, 1st., 346, details in I.H., 391.
91. Dharnükh may correspond to Maq., 263/, 274: Turär-Zaräkh: “a 

town belonging to a rustäq lying behind Saurän [cf. 90.] in the direction of 
the Turks ; it is small and fortified ; it possesses a citadel ; Zarâkh is a village 
in this rustäq”. It is possible that this is but another spelling for J* 
(v.i. 92·) and corresponds to j\ja\ Otrar where Timur died in 807/1405. It 
must be carefully distinguished from j\}> (v.i. 93.).

92. Sünäkh corresponds to “Sughnaq, town of the Ghuz”, in Käsh- 
gharï, i, 392; cf. Maq., 323k: j j\}> read: “£ΐ£-ρ j  \ Le. Otrar 
and Sîghnakh. In Turkish sîghnakh means “place of refuge” ; cf. the name 
of a town in Georgia and of several places in Qara-bägh (Transcaucasia). 
The ruins of Sighnakh are situated at 20 Km. north, of the Tümän-aryq 
post station, cf. Yakubovsky, Ruins of Sighnak (in Russian) in the 
Soobshcheniya Gosudar. Akademii materialnoy kulturiy Leningrad, 1929, 
pp. 123-59. (ft open to doubt whether or in 1st., BGA, iv, 424, 
and Maq., 263 q, mentioned under Ispïjâb may conceal the name of Sünäkh).

93. These places belonging to the Talas and Chu basins were situated 
in the locality which our author calls the “Khallukh Gate”. They lay along 
the road from Ispïjâb to Barskhän, on which see I.Kh., 28-9, and Qudäma, 
105-6 (v.s., § 15, io.). Maq., 263, 274-5, describes them under Isfîjâb, 
though all of them certainly did not belong to the latter. Taräz (Talas) was 
situated on the Talas river near the site of the actual Auliyä-Ata and is 
entirely different from Otrar on the Jaxartes (v.s. 91.). Shaljï stood in the 
mountains at 4 farsakhs to the south of Taräz, Barthold, Report, 14-17. 
P. P. Ivanov, K  voprosu o drevnost’akh v verkhovyakh Talas a, in the Fest
schrift to S. F. Oldenburg, Leningrad, 1934, p. 241-51, identifies Shaljï 
with the ruins of Aq-tapa (near the village Dmitriyevskoye) on the upper 
course of the Talas. Farünkath (Afrünkath) is not in the Arabic texts 
unless it is the ribät j^j\ *Anfarun ( ?) which 1st., 336-7, places in the Qaläs 
steppe, on the frontier between Shäsh and Ispïjâb: Between Takäbkath 
and Mïrkï, Maq. mentions Külän ; both Külän and Mirkï will be found in 
the description of the Khallukh territory, §15,1 -2. Their mention in the 
present paragraph may refer to the time after Nüh’s campaign of a .d . 840.
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§ 26. Transoxanian marches

These “marches” consist of two entirely distinct groups: the eastern 
[*south-eastern] one, comprising the localities on the upper Oxus (1.-16.) 
and the upper Indus (17.-18.) and the western [̂ northern] one, to which 
belong Khwärazm (19.-26.) and the localities on the lower Jaxartes (27.). 
Briefly the two regions can be called Khuttalän and Khwärazm respectively.

As in §§ 23 and 24, the difference between Transoxiana and its marches 
is more geographical than political, for the amïr of Chaghäniyän (§ 25,27., 
to say nothing of 46. Farghäna, 63. Iläq, and 79. Chäch) is mentioned in 
Transoxiana whereas his neighbour of Khuttalän ruling over the south
eastern wedge of the territory is included in § 26. See Map ix.

I. Khuttalän, 1st., 349: Khuttal, occupied the area east of the Vakhsh 
river down to the Panj (cf. § 6, 6.-9.). The principal authorities for the 
region are : Ya'qübï, BGA , vii, 289, I.Kh., 37,1.R., 92,1st., 297,339, Maq., 
283, 290. The pronunciation Khuttalän is confirmed by the popular song 
quoted in Tabari, ii, 1492, 1494, which is considered as one of the earliest 
specimens of Modern Persian.1 The princes of the Bänijür family bore the 
title of Shër-i Khuttalän, I.Kh., 40, Marquart, Eränsahr, pp. 300-2 (genea- 
logy),2 Barthold, Khuttal in EI. On the celebrated Khuttalän breed of 
horses {v.i. 3.) see I.Kh., 180 (and transi. 141); cf. Marquart, ox., 300-1 
(Chinese sources), Wehrot, 88 (myths connecting horses with springs).

Following on Saghäniyän, Kharün, and Mäsand (§ 25, 27., 33., 28.) 
Ya'qübï, 289, enumerates without any clear system (I.Kh., 37, 1̂ 1,
I.R., 92, jL.), Qubädhiyän, jy (= Nüdiz, 1st., 298, v.s.y § 6, 10.),

Vakhsh ( = Lëvkand), Halävard, Kärbang, Andishärägh, Rustä Bïk, Hul- 
buk, and Munk. More useful are the distances quoted by 1st., 339, under 
“ Khuttal and Saghäniyän and the region between them”. Marquart, o.c.y 
232, has analysed these data, but I believe that two emendations are neces
sary in the text to render it intelligible. 1st. starts from the two fords on 
the Jaryäb (Oxus); the one lying higher up on the river is (A ) Ma'bar 
Badhakhshän (v.s.y note to § 24, 24.), and the other (B) Mcùbar Ärhan. The 
former almost certainly is the ford of Bahärak crossed by the road from 
Rustäq (in the Afghän Badhakhshän) to Kuläb = Hulbak (in the Soviet 
Täjikistän); the latter lay near Hadrat-Imäm-Sähib, Marquart, o.e., 233, 
Barthold, ox.y 70. Ist.’s passage consists of several distinct items.

From the Badhakhshän ford (A) to Munk 6 marhalas, thence to the 
Stone Bridge (on the Vakhshäb) 2 ditto; thence to Lëvkand 2 ditto; 
(thence) downstream to Halävard 1 ditto (both Lëvkand and Halävard 
lying on the Vakhshäb).

From the Arhan ford (B) to Halävard 2 marhalas.3

1 The name Khuttal as well as several 3 This sentence is probably an inter- 
other names of the region (Hulbuk, polation. To complete his east-to-west 
.Munk) sound non-Iranian (Tokhariàn, semicircular description I§t. would have 
Hephthalite?). better said: “ and from Halävard to the

2 More specially on the Abü Dä’üdid Ärhan ford”, 
branch v.s.t § 24, 12.



From “the” ford (al-ma'bar)1 to Hulbuk 2 days; thence to Munk 
2 days.

Kärbanj lies above the Arhan ford, circa 1 farsakh.
Tamliyät to the Stone Bridge 4 farsakhs (along the Munk road).2
From the Badhakhshän [read : *Ärhan]3 ford to Rustäq Bïk 2 marhalas ; 

thence across the Andichärägh river [= Tä’ir-su] to Andichärägh 1 
marhala; thence across the Pärghar river to Pärghar 1 day; (thence) 
across the jL * river [p. 296, , I.H., 401, jU. read *jUr Talvär = Munk 
river] to Hulbuk (distance left out).
2. At present Hulbag to the south of Kuläb, cf. § 6, 8.
3. “Nuchärä” coupled with Rustä Bik certainly corresponds to Andi

chärägh (the name has several variants and the alternating of ^ and J, in 

them confirms the c of Nuchärä), see Ya'qübï, BGA , 279, 1st., 296, 339, 
Maq., 290 r. Misunderstandings in the available manuscripts and editions 
have complicated the identification of Andichärägh,4 but Barthold, o.e., 69, 
is certainly right in placing it near the Ta’ir-su (a small river between the 
Pärghar and Vakhshäb). In our text we must certainly assume that Nuchärä 
lay between * Vakhshäb (not ^ l i Khamäb) and Jayhün”, for 
placing it between the Kharnäb (= Bärtang, § 6, 7.) and Jayhün would 
upset Ist.’s distances and, as regards the other indications of our text, 
would be contrary to the order of enumeration and to the item on Nuchärä 
being the store-place of Khuttalän. Maq., 291, confirms that Andijärägh 
lay close to the Jayhün, and as regards the mountain mentioned in our text, 
the hills stretching east of the Ta’ir-su (3,700 feet high) would fulfil this 
condition as well. Russian sources evaluate at 124 Km. the distance between 
Ayvaj (situated at the estuary of the Käfirnihän river, cf. Maq., 292, j  ^jj\  

ûWjî -b-) and Saray lying upstream from it (opposite the Afghän settle
ment of Hadrat-Imäm-Sähib). Beyond the Qaraul-tübe post (circa 97 Km. 
upstream from Ayvaj) the road “ascends the Jili-kul plateau, famous for its 
pastures, on which the Qirghiz and Uzbeks successfully breed horses”, and 
then near Faydäbäd [different from the one mentioned in the note to § 25,
35.] descends into the thickly inhabited Saräy plain, see Prince Masalsky, 
Turkestanskiy kray9 SPb., 1913, p. 738. Therefore I should more exactly 
identify Nuchärä to Saräy and Rustâ-Bïk to Jili-kul (lying to the east of the 
Vakhsh river). The Jili-kul pastures must still carry on the Rustâ-Bïk

1 Marquart takes it for the just the Oxus in a SW. to NE. direction, 
mentioned (B). I decidedly take it again 4 Marquart, o.e., 234, following his 
for (A) in view of the distances : 6 mar- interpretation of I.R., 92 (v.s.y § 23, 69.), 
halas from (A) to Munk easily =  4 days, placed it on the left bank of the Oxus. 
with Hulbuk lying half-way; moreover Le Strange, The Lands, 435, identified 
Hulbuk and Munk are on the road lead- the Andichärägh river with the Bärtang 
ing up from (A) and not from (B). ( =  Aq-su, Murghäb, Sarëz in the

2 Tamliyät adds another detail to the Pamir) having taken it for the first afflu- 
road first described roughly from (A) to ent of the Oxus, whereas I§i., 296 
Munk and thence to the Stone Bridge. ( =  I.H., 347) and Maq., 22, assign to it

3 I decidedly think that the route only a fourth place,
stretched entirely on the right bank of
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traditions, now one thousand years old ! Some coins struck in Andîchârâgh 
have come down to us. See Markov, Invent. Katalog.

4. Now Pärkhar, east of the river formed by the streams of Baljuvân and 
Kuläb, cf. note to § 6,7.

5. Having mentioned separately the capital of Khuttal (2.) our author 
seems to carry his enumeration from the south-eastern comer of the 
province (3.), in a north-easterly direction (4.) to 5, Munk, thence to turn 
back southwards along the course of the Vakhshäb (Tamliyät, Halävard, and 
Lîvkand). In this case Bärsäragh (not otherwise known) ought to be looked 
for somewhere between Pärghar and Munk on the Munk-Hulbuk river. 
If, however, we examine the outward form of the name the only parallels 
are j\jLl and j f  which Ya'qübï, 289, names somewhere in the Käfimihän 

basin., I.Kh., 39, names Bäs.rä between Saghäniyän and Väshjird. In
I.R., 92, B.sär seems to be due only to dé Goeje’s surmise, cf. Marquart, 
Eränsahr, 234. Bäsärän/Bäs.rä lay outside the Khuttalän proper but it 
could be an acquired fief of a member of the Khuttalän family. Ya'qübï 
names a Hätim b. Dä’üd in j y which comes in the enumeration 
immediately after Qubädhiyän. It may correspond to our Nüdiz (§ 6,
10.) which in this case must be looked for on the lower course of the 
Käfirnihän river.

As regards the other two names of our 5., according to 1st., 297, Munk 
(= Baljuvân) was larger than Hulbuk. Tamliyät (in 1st., but not in Ya'qübï) 
lay probably at Shir-guzar near the loop of the Vakhsh.

6.-8. Halävard = Qurghan-tübe ; Lëvkand = Sang-tüda, both on the 
Vakhsh, the latter upstream from the former. Cf. Barthold, o.e., 69.

9. Our source clearly spells cuilj and so does Gardïzï, ed. M. Näzim, 
p. 35. The usual reading is c-ib (Räsht) and a sukün over j ,  could be taken 
for the three dots over j. More curious is the fact that Ya'qübï, 290e gives 
y -U  *Jäsb<.*Jäsht which is a good parallel for Zhäsht. Yäqüt mentions 
separately, ii, 733: Räsht and ii, 907: Zäsht, though he does not even ex
plain where this latter locality (maudV) was situated. I.Kh., 34, says that 
Räsht is the farthest distant point of Khoräsän in the [north-eastern] direc
tion; Räsht lay between two mountains and the Turks used to penetrate 
through it on their raiding expeditions; therefore the Barmakid al-Fadl b. 
Yahyä b. Khälid constructed Çallaqa) there a gate. The thirteenth-century 
Spanish geographer Ibn-Sa'id pretends that this Jabal bäb al-Fadl was con
nected with the well-known wall in the Qaläs steppe, see Barthold, Ibn- 
Sa'id, p. 239, and Turkestan, 175. According to I.R., 92, the Vakhshäb 
rising in the Kharlukh region flowed through the lands of Fämir (Pämir), 
Räsht, and Kumëdh. Ist., 340, continues his route from Väshjird (v.s., 
§ 25> 35·)t0 (the Faydäbäd river is still called Ilak) 1 day; thence to 
Darband 1 day; thence to Jävkän 1 day; thence to the fortress of Räsht
2 days. Räsht is certainly Garm (in Turkish Qara-tegin, see Barthold, 
Karategin in EI). Zhäsht had an amïr of its own, v.i., under 11.

10., i i . The Kumïjï and the K.njïna-Turks were evidently remnants of 
some earlier population or wave of invasion. Both our text and Bayhaqï,
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611, 696, mention these two groups distinctly. Orly the K.njïna-Turks 
(whose number was small and who occupied only one valley between the 
Khuttalän and Chaghäniyän) are classed as “Turks” in our author as well 
as in Maq., 283, Bayhaqï, 696 (<L*k* i \j ?), and the Mafätih al-ulüm (written 
in 365 or 381 A.H.). The latter, p. 1 10, has a curious passage; “The Hayätila 
(Hephthalites) are a tribe of men who had enjoyed grandeur and possessed 
the country of Tukhäristän; the Turks [called] Khallukh (cf. notes to § 15, 
§ 23, 69., and § 24, 22.) and K.njïna j  ^  are their remnants.” 

The use of the term “Turk” in early Muslim literature is loose and even the 
Tibetans are considered as Turks, see Bîrünî, India, 101,207, cf. Marquart, 
Wehrot, 102-3 î therefore the racial appurtenance of the Hephthalites is 
still obscure. Marquart derived the name of Chaghäniyän from Mongol 
tsaghän “white” and took it for an indication as to the Hephthalite origins, 
Wehrot y 93, note 3, and Komanen, 73. In his Wehrot, 93-4, he boldly 
restores Maqdisi’s (p. 283) (var. as *Kamïjïna in order to com
pare this name with that of the Kamicik Hephthalites whom the Armenian 
historian Moses Kalankatvats’i mentions in the Caucasus (i, ch. 27, 
Patkanian’s trans., p. 70). [Cf. also Marquart in Ungar. Jahrb., 1929, 
p. 98: “die hephthalitischen Kamicij-än in Caghäniyän und Kamicik 
Hep’t’alk’ im nördlichen Daghistan, die wohl nach ihrer Heimat am Käm 
(Jenissei) benannt sein werden” .]

The question of the K.mïjï is still more complicated. Two earlier 
authors, Ya'qübï and I.R., refer to a locality of which the name may be 
restored as *Kumëdh. Ya'qübï, 290, says that Munk (§ 26, 5.) was the 
frontier “towards (ila) the lands of the Turks, towards the locality called 
Râsht, *Kumëd (aLf ), and Bâmir (Pamir)”. This awkward sentence, if 
considered in the light of the parallel passage in I.R., 92 (v.s. 9.), seems to 
refer separately to the [Khallukh-] Turks and the three last mentioned 
localities. I.R. (α.ί. 9.) certainly places the Kumëdh downstream of Räsht. 
On the other hand our author, Maq., 283, Gardïzï, ed. M. Nazim, Index, 
and Bayhaqï, 499, 576, 611, 696, speak of the people K.mïjï (.K.mëjïi). 
Maq., 283, somewhat vaguely says that “neighbouring on Saghäniyän are 
the people called #K.mïjï and the K.njïna Turks (^j j  ^  ^  Jl* çj 

1 whereas our author not only clearly separates these two peoples but 
among the K.mïjï distinguishes two groups, of which the one (that of 
Chaghäniyän) occupied the locality of Sayläkän between Shümän and 
Vëshgird (:> j  read :  ̂ j), v.s., § 25, 35., and the other (that of Khuttalän) 
lived between Tamliyät and Munk (on a distance hardly exceeding one 
marhala, v.s.y 1st., 339). It is added in our § 6,10. that the Käfirnihän river 
rises from the limits of the K.mïjï. [Shaykh Muhammad khan Qazvïnï 
draws my attention to Näsir-i Khusrau’s Wajh-i din, ed. Berlin, p. 53, 
where the of Khoräsän and the Küfichän of Kirmän stand for bar
barity, as they have no divine book. The first name is certainly *Kumïjiyân.]

1 Here the Turkish K.njïna are mentioned distinctly from the tribe (qaum) called 
#K.mïjï.
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The term Kumédh undoubtedly corresponds to the mountainous tract 
(ορεινή) which according to Ptolemy, vi, 12-13, was inhabited by the Saka 
tribe Κωμήδαι. More particularly ή των ΚωμηΒών ορεινή must be dis
tinguished from ή φάραγξ (defile) των Κωμηδών, of which the former com
prised the region of the so-called Buttamän mountains (§ 5, 9.) and the 
latter might correspond to the upper Vakhshäb valley (Räsht) through 
which, as accepted by Marquart, Wehrot, 63, and Sir A. Stein, v.s.y § 9,12., 
ran the silk trade route described in Ptolemy. Our K.mïjï can hardly be 
detached from Kumëdh. The indications of the H.-'Ä. are particularly 
precious as showing that the K.mïjï were scattered along the whole of the 
Comedian ορεινή. Therefore the name Kmiji must be read *Kumeji< 
*KumëS-jî with the Iranian suffix of origin -jï, -zi, &c. The Kumëjï were 
certainly remnants of the former inhabitants of the region and more pro
bably of the ancient Saka than of the later Hephthalites. Muslim sources 
(ü.î.) do not distinctly call the K.mïjï “Turks” which they probably would 
have done had the K.mïjï been regarded as Hephthalites. In any case, pend
ing a proof to the contrary, it is safer not to dissociate the * Kumëjï from the 
territory Kumëdh which in its turn is connected with the Saka (i.e. Iranian) 
Κωμτβαι.1 On the historical role of the Kumïjïs see Barthold, Turkestan, 
Index. Very characteristic is the following passage in Gardïzï, ed. M. 
Näzim, p. 36 : pas Abü \Ali (lord of Chaghäniyän) az amir-i Khuttalän yäri 
khwäst va khud lashkar jam' kard .. . pas madad andar rasid Abü ΆΙϊ-rä az 
Kumijiyän va amïr-i Zhäsht, which confirms our yäri khwästan in the sense 
of “ask for aid”.

Ia. Road from Khuttal to Kashmir.

This is the road the beginning of which is hinted at by Ya'qübï, 396, and 
vaguely described in I.Kh., 178. The latter says that the merchants starting 
from the “town of Khuttal” (madina Khuttalän) travel one farsakh to some 
ribät (ribät fulän). Thence by a narrow path their goods are carried by 
the local people up a mountain situated on the bank of the great river 
(right bank of the Oxus ?). From the top of the mountain the carriers make 
signals to the people of Shikinän and the latter arrive with camels specially 
trained for fording the river. A contract is then made with the merchants 
and the camel-men recross the river. “Thereupon Çaîâ hädhä) every 
merchant takes his route travelling (al-rä'ih) towards China or Mültân.” 
I .Kh. adds that the said ford is situated at 3! days’ distance [?] from the place 
where the Oxus splits into two branches of which the one is supposed to 
flow towards Sind and the other is the Jayhün (Oxus, v.s.y § 6, 15.). The 
terms Shikinän and “ Shikïna Turks” undoubtedly refer to the subjects2

1 Less certain is their relation to the territory of the K.mïjï. The Käfimihän
name of K.mrüdh (*Kum-rüdh ?), as flows between the Vakhsh (coming from
I.R., 93, calls one of the headwaters of Zhâsht (9.) and the Surkhän.
the Chaghäniyän river (Surkhän). In 2 And rather to his Turks (camel-
any case, our author, § 6, 10., places the men!) than to the real Shighnï Tajiks, 
sources of the Käfimihän river in the
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of the Turkish chief whom Ya'qübï, ,292, caUs *Khumâr-bïk (v.s.9 § 24,24.). 
Skikinân in a larger sense is applied here to the whole wedge of Afghan 
territory round which the Oxus sweeps to the north-west of the Pamir. 
Khumâr-bïk’s possessions are mentioned in Ya'qübï separately from 
Badhakhshän, and the reason for the choice of a difficult ford1 was probably 
the desire to deal only with the one chief whose territory could, in no case, 
be avoided, and who controlled many important roads. There is a number 
of roads on the left, (Afghan) bank of the river representing a short cut 
between Khuttal an<I the Shughnân, properly so called.2 Once in Shughnân 
(usually merged in ■ Vakhän) the merchants could follow up the stream3 
or cross into Chiträl and Gilgit by the well-known passes in the Hindükush 
(Dora, Baroghil). See Map ix.

As an appendix to his account of Khuttal our author describes the route 
to Kashmir,4 but he omits its first stretch (hickily preserved in I.Kh.’s 
account) and starts his description from Shughnân. It is possible that 
using two different sources he did not remark the identity of some points 
belonging to the said road (going N. to S.) with those mentioned as the 
extreme extension of the road from Balkh and Badhakhshän to Shughnân 
(W. to E.). Following his habit of reading the names off his map in a 
straight line he may have also merged the data belonging to different 
branches of the road. The following list enumerates all the points men
tioned to the east of Badhakhshän :
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§ 24, 24. Badhakhshän

—  25. Dar-i Taziyän
—  26. Dih-i S.nk.s
—  27. S.qliya

1 This ford undoubtedly lay con
siderably upstream from the Badhakh
shän ford, v.s. i., somewhere in Darväz, 
for example near Larän (whence abroad 
runs to Baljuvän over Langar), or still 
higher upstream, near Qal'a-yi Khum.

2 The roads passing through Rägh 
and the Afghan Darväz. The roads on 
the right bank were and are much more 
difficult.

3 I.Kh., 178, has in view this road 
when speaking of the sources of the
Oxus rising from the mountain “ of

§ 26, 2. Hulmuk

—  12. Dar-i Tubbat
—  13. R.kht.jab
—  14. Sikâshim
—  15. Khamdâdh
—  16. Sanglnj
—  17. Bljm
—  18. Samarqandäq
—  19. Bolor
—  20. Andräs

§ 10, 57. Kashmir

China and the regions beyond China”  
and flowing in a rocky bed. Hsüan- 
Tsang travelled that way. See now the 
description of the road over the Vakhjlr 
pass in Sir A. Stein, Ruins of desert 
Cathay, 1912, pp. 84-8 ; and On Ancient 
Tracks past the Pamirs, in the Himalayan 
Journal, iv, 1932, with a clear sketch* 
map.

4 This may be one of JayhänTs lists 
of “ little-known stations and far-distant 
halting places” referred to in Maq., 4.
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Here § 24, 25. may be identified with § 26, 12.; § 24, 26. with § 26, 16., 
and § 24, 27. with § 26, 14. In § 26 the road to Gilgit (over the Baroghil 
pass) is represented by 12., 14., 15., 18. 2̂0., whereas 13., 16., and 17. must 
refer to the branch going to Chiträl (over the Dora pass). Some useful 
parallels to our names are found in Bïrünï’s Canon, where much the same 
sources are utilized. See Map ix.

12. The“ Gateof Tibet” standing apparently west of 13.1s very possibly 
another aspect of the “ Gate of the Arabs” (see details in § 24, 25.), unless 
there were two gates: one between Jerm1 and Zaybäk (near Bahärak) and 
one between Zaybäk and Ishkäshim (near Zlrkhän, where now stands the 
ribät Siräjiya?).

13. Bïrünï in his Canon (towards the end of the 4th climate) enumerates 
in a NW. to SE. direction:

From the geographical point of view it is veiy likely that JUj stands 
for dJLj Zaybäk which is the only important point between Jerm (vs., note 
to 12.) and Ishkäshim. Zaybäk lies in the valley of the Vardoj river which 
rises from the neighbourhood of the Dora pass in the Hindükush, and after 
having flowed past Sanglich, Zaybäk, Tïrgarân, and Chäkarän joins from 
the eastern side the river of-Munjân (downstream from Jerm). The present 
high road from Jerm and Bahärak to Ishkäshim running in an easterly 
direction seems to leave Zaybäk somewhat to the south, but Zaybäk cer
tainly lies on the road which branches off in the southern direction and, 
farther up the Vardoj valley (in the neighbourhood of Sanglich), splits into 
two: one branch of it running SE. towards Chiträl and the other (by an 
easy pass) leading in a SW. direction into the upper part of the Munjän 
valley. The Afghän scribes spell J L  j ,  see Küshkakï, Rähnumä, p. 138, 

which very closely resembles JUj, whereas Sir G. Grierson, Ishkäshmt, 
Zebakiy and Yäzghulamt, London, 1920, spells throughout (see p. 4) Zebak,
i.e. There is hardly any doubt about our being identical with 
Bïrünï's JUj, but it may be a distortion of the slightly different arabicized 
form jo 3 *Zaybaq “quick silver” which a popular Arabic etymology might 
have easily substituted for the Iranian dLj.

Much more thorny is the interpretation of the caption accompanying 
Bïrünt’s co-ordinates: (?) ùLp-ju (?) j  jaU ijjb- J  JU> As re
gards the script the best restoration is that suggested to me by Shaykh 
Muhammad khân Qazvïnï : *ejljb-j3 for ^^U ând * j\j>-j, for jLp-ju. I must

1 Called by Ya'qübï, 28815, the last a better reading 0 i.e. g6°o'. As 
town to the east of Badhakhshän before Bïrünï’s tables are arranged in the order 
Tibet. of increasing longitude “ 97” cannot

2 Or. 1994 gives as the longitude precede “ 96” .
ù j+ j i.e. 97°o'y but the Berlin MS. has 3 [See Appendix B.]

Badhakhshän 
district of K.rän 
JUy .

Sikäshim .

long. lat.
. 95°io' 3o°o'
. 95°2o' 3 4 V
. *96°o'2 37°3o'
. 96°2o' 37°o'



add that on the Map 13 of Sprenger’s Postrouten the reading jWjuj 
is inexact: the text of the Or. 1997 runs as quoted above and the Berlin 
Or. 8° 275, fol. 1027*., of which Dr. W. Gottschalk has kindly procured me 
a copy, has uL^ju . . . jWj. Leaving aside the first letters the group 

. . . strongly reminds one of (Ba)dhakhshân.1 The tentative transla
tion would consequently be: “ JUj lies within the limits (or on the frontier) 
of the ruby mines and opposite it is Badhakhshän”. The mention of the 
ruby mines in. connexion with Zaybäk can be explained2 but the meaning 
of is decidedly vague. In a caption where every word must have a 
clear sense, what would mean the indication that Badhakhshän (already 
mentioned before it) lies “opposite” it?3 In view of this vagueness I 
suggest the reading “and beyond it is Mundajän” which
involves more alterations in the text but gives a more satisfactory 
reading. The form is attested in I.Kh., 37, and looking from the 
road Munjän would appear as lying “beyond” Zaybäk. In more detail this 
hypothesis will be developed under 16. [See Appendix BJ

14. In the later T ’ang-shu the capital of Hu-mi ( = Vakhän) is also *Sat- 
kia-shen (so instead of Han-kia-shen), Marquart, ox., 224, Chavannes, ox., 
164, but in Bîrünî, Canon, Sikâshim (now Ishkäshim) is distinctly called

“capital of *Sh.knän”. Under § 6, 6. and § 10 (introduction) our 
author seems to include “ Shaknän” in Vakhän. Shaknän (sic in our text) 
has no separate description in the H.- 'Ä. unless we take for it § 24, 27. 
(evidently borrowed from a different source). In the course of time the 
extent of the Shughnân territory considerably changed. Hsüan-tsang 
(seventh century) evaluates its circuit at 2,000 li (20 days). The basic 
territory of Shughnân lies on the Oxus downstream from Ghärän and 
upstream from Darväz, see Minorsky, Shughnân in El.

15. Khamdâdh is undoubtedly Khandüd, a considerable village in Vakhän 
(on the Afghan side), opposite which (on the Russian side) are situated the 
ruins of an ancient fort to which our description may refer (as the descrip
tion runs south-east, “left side” means north), cf. Küshkakï, ox., 165: 
QaVa-yi Sangt; Sir A. Stein, Innermost Asia, 1928, pp. 402-3, and pi. 47: 
ruins of Zamr-i atash-parast near Yamchin, opposite Khandüd, on the

1 It is strange though that, after northwards to Shughnân, see Sir A. 
having correctly spelt and dotted the Stein, Innermost Asia, p. 873» ai*d it is 
name of Badhakhshän two lines above, noteworthy that Küshkakï, 140 and 148, 
the scribe should have mis-spelt it at mentions Ghärän both under Zaybäk 
this place. This is an argument in and Ishkäshim.]
favour of a different name in the original. 3 Ghärän (v.i. 16.) lying on the banks

2 [The explanation may be that, of the upper Oxus outside the basin of 
though Zaybäk is separated from Ish- the Badhakhshän river might perhaps 
käshim by a watershed, the whole Zay- be said to lie “ opposite” Badhakhshän, 
bäk-Ishkäshim tract forms one geo- but the exact wording of the caption is 
graphical area shut off by narrow “ and opposite it lies Why 
gorges from Badakhshän, Vakhän, and should the author in an enumeration 
the present-day Shughnân. The Ghärän going NW. to SE. have defined a point 
district (“the caves”) lies in the defile “ backwards” , with reference to the 
through which the Oxus forces its way already-mentioned Badhakhshän?
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Russian side. Hsüan-Tsang, Si-yü-ki, St. Julien, ii, 425, describes Hun- 
fo-to as the capital of Hu-mi (Vakhän): “ In the centre of the town there 
rises a convent built by the first king of the country. For its construction 
the hill-side has been cut and a gully filled in.” In the great vihära of the 
convent there was a canopy of gilt copper suspended over a stone statue of 
Buddha, cf. Sir A. Stein, Serindia, 1921,1, 60-71 (Vakhän), and Innermost 
Asia, 1928, ii, 863-71. The present-day Khandüd possesses a famous 
ziyärat of “Shaikh Beg”, which seems to confirm the “tenacity of local 
worship”, Innermost Asia, p. 866.

16. çcJSi-, read: * Sanglich or Sanglich (perhaps identical with § 24,26.), 

lies to the south of Zaybäk (v.s. 13.) on the road to Chiträl. A crucial test 
for S.ngl.nj = *Sanglich is the identification of the hot lake near its mine. 
Our maps show the little “Dufferin lake” at the northern foot of the Dora 
pass but unfortunately no description of it seems to be available. Badhakh
shän was ever associated with rubies (old English balas, old French balais<. 
balakhsh, i.e. badhakhsh, with eastern-Iranian I for δ) ; however, geographi
cally speaking, the best-known mines lay in Ghärän outside the Kokcha basin 
which alone constitutes the territory of Badhakhshän proper. On the 
Russian bank the mines (according to Serebriannikov) lay south of the 
junction of the Shäkh-dara1 and Ghund rivers (south of the Russian post of 
Khärögh). The inhabitants of the village of Ghärän (òb̂ > Russian tran
scription Gòrori) remembered.in 1911 that from a grotto near-by rubies were 
extracted even in the nineteenth century but now the mines are abandoned, 
see Barthold’s note ad Semenov in Mir Islama, 1/3, 1920, p. 300. Further 
80 Km. upstream from Khärögh lies the village Küh-i la'l where some 
garnets are still found, cf. Tajikistan, p. 261.2 As regards the Afghan side 
Küshkakï, p. 148, says that the ruby mines “in Ghärän” were closed down 
as economically unprofitable. Ghärän lies entirely apart from Sanglich and 
in order to give credit to our author we ought to admit the existence of 
other ruby mines in the Vardoj valley, now exhausted and forgotten. Apart 
from the above-mentioned passage from Bïrünï’s Canon where Zaybäk is 
placed in the region of the mines,3 our text may be supported by Qazwïnï’s 
Äthär al-büäd, ii, 325, where silver and garnet mines are mentioned in 
jbC* Yumgän. This valley (Näsir-i Khusrau’s home where he was bom 
and buried) lies on the middle course of the Munjän river. On the moun
tain separating Yumgän from Zaybäk lapis lazuli mines are situated, and 
besides them Yumgän now possesses only lead mines, Küshkakï, o.c., 134.

17. The rüstä or is most probably Munjän4 lying on the river of

1 H. Sköld, Mater, z. d. iran. Pamir- 3 [v.s. p. 366, n. 2, for a new expla- 
sprachen, Lund 1936, p. 17, spells nation of this item.]
Sakdara. But Sayyid Haydar Shah’s 4 Unless it refers to some unknown
History of Shugknän translated by A. A. name in the Afghan Käfiristän (Nüri-
Semenov, Tashkent 1917, gives Shäkh- stän) to which also a road leads from
dara. Sanglich. [Küshkakï, p. 235, mentions

2 As a rumour Küshkakï, o.c.y 179, a road connecting Faydäbäd with 
mentions the presence of a ruby mine Nüristän over a difficult pass called 
near QaTa-yi Sangï (v.s. 15.). (alt. 15,300 f.). The road, ibid.,
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the same name upstream from Yumgän (v.s. 16.) and communicating with 
Sanglich by an easy pass. This suits perfectly our text which after * Sang
lich (i.e. evidently continuing the road Zaybäk-Sanglich) adds: va az änjä 
bigudharï nähiyatt äyadh ü-rä rüstä *M.lj.m khwänand, “and when you are 
out of it ( = beyond it) comes the district called *M.lj.m”.1 Remembering 
now Bîrünî’s caption (vs. 13.) which accompanies Zaybäk: 
one may see in it a parallel to our 17. confirming our restoration 
jWjc. “and beyond it is Mundajän” . That Bîrünî speaks of *Zaybäk and our 
source of *Sanglich makes no difference: Bîrünî leaves out Sanglich for 
which he has no co-ordinates but both Zaybäk and Sanglich lie on the same 
road and in the same Vardoj valley. In Birüni’s copy the name *òWx· may 
have been influenced by the better-known Badhahhshän, but the form 
oW-vd' is attested in I.Kh., 37, where it comes after Karrän, Shiqinän, and 
Vakhkhän, and even now the Sanglich! neighbours of Munjän call it 
Mandezän. It was not a rich district for its contribution in taxes (2,000 
dirhams) looks insignificant next to the 20,000 of Vakhän and the 40,090 
of Shiqinän.2 Marquart suggested the identification of Munjän with the 
land of the Sakäh-Haumavrgah (Σακανράκαι), Markwart, Das erste Kapitel 
des Gäthä ustavati, p. 42; cf. now Morgenstierne, The name Munjän, &c. 
in Bulletin SO S , vi/2, 1931, pp. 438-44.

[Additional note. In the easternmost part of Badhakhshän the revenue 
list of 211/827,1.Kh., 37, mentions the following group of districts:

ô ULlJ Ï  (var. __J\) 3,500 dirhams

Karrän (sic) 4,000 „
Shiqinän 40,000 „
Vakhkhän 20,000 „
al-M.nd.jan .2,000 „

Marquait, Erânsahr, 222, restored the first name as * Yanbaqän >  Yamgän 
(better Yumgän), and the second one as Kurän (with a damma for the 
tashdid). As mentioned above, Yumgän occupies the middle course of the 
river of which the upper part waters Munjän, and the lower part is called 
after the borough of Jerm. The Kurän tributary joins this river from the 
left, upstream from Yumgän. If the identifications are right, I.Kh.’s list 
does not follow any strict system, for beginning with Yumgän it runs south
west to Kurän, then skips to the Oxus valley (Shughnân and Vakhän, 
enumerated N. to S.) and finally returns westwards to the upper course of 
the Yumgän valley.

1st., 297, says that the following districts neighbour (yutäkkim) on the 
Vakhsh (v.s., note to § 26, 1.): “al-Khuttal, Wakhkhän, *al-Sh.qïna, and

137, seems to run up through the 1 ^  may be a comprehensible mis-

Munjän villages Magnul, Takäb, and spelling for * .
Vilav. The Mandai pass is very clearly „ rn' ^ ,  , .  /r> .
shown on the map in Sir G. S. Robert- Hs“an7Ts“ 8 s .(B^|
son's The Kafirs of the Hmdu-Kush, %  2? f“ 9: ^ Ung' ‘ 1S St‘ 1

„ ,  difficult to identity and locate, Marquart,
l896 J Ërâniahr, 231.
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Karrän, which [the latter three ?] are lands of infidels” . At another place, 
p.. 279, he makes “the infidel countries Wakhkhän and Karrän” follow 
on Munk and Hulbuk. It is not very clear whether Karrän refers here 
to the little-known Kurän, but in the affirmative case 1st. seems to give 
to this term an extensive meaning covering the whole of the headwaters of 
the Yumgän-Jerm river.

The enumeration in our source may be confronted with Bïrünfs Canon 
in the following way:

As K.rän is located by Bïrünï to the south-west of there is a probabi
lity (a) that it refers to some of the districts left out in his table (e.g., 17.) and 
(b) that it is used in the sense in which 1st. uses it.]

18. S.m.rq.ndäq looks like a derivative of Sam arqandA village of 
Samarqand existed in Western Mongolia at 7 days’ distance from Bish- 
balïq, cf. Juvainï, GMS, xvi, 215, xviii, 250. Barthold, Z)i> hist or. Bedeutung, 
p. 4, note 2, and K  voprosu 0 yazikakh soghd. i tokharin Iran, i, 35, took 
this name2 as an indication of the existence of a Soghdian colony in western 
Mongolia. The name “ Samarqandäq” could be explained in a similar way, 
particularly as the presence in it of a motley population suggests its com
mercial importance. Most probably Samarqandäq lay in the Vakhän 
district now called Sarhadd (“Frontier”) and situated opposite the 
Baroghil pass, over which goes the traffic with Gilgit and the neighbouring 
countries. It is not improbable that Sarhadd is a remote popular etymology 
of the ancient Samarqandäq. [In the Russian translation of Küshkakï, 
p. 150, the name is spelt in Arabic characters Is it a mis-print?]

19. Cf. Bolor in Marco Polo, 3rd ed. by Yule-Cordier, i, 172,178-9. In 
the words of Muhammad Haydar, Târïkh-i Rashïdi, Engl, transi. E. D. 
Ross, 385, B.lür was “bounded on the east by the provinces of Käshghar 
and Yärkand; on the north by Badhakhshän; on the west by Käbul and 
Lamghän; and on the south by the dependencies of Kashmir”. N. Elias 
grosso modo includes in Bolor “Hunza, Nagär, possibly Tash-Kurghan, 
Gilgit, Panyal, Yasin, Chitral, and probably the tract now known äs 
Käfiristän”, as well as some small states south of Gilgit and Yasin, but 
excludes from it Baltistan. This latter view is corroborated by our author 
who treats the “ *Bolorian Tibet” (§ 11, 2.) separately from *Bolor (§ 26,
19.). A very curious light is thrown oil the story of the descent of the kings

1 Cf. Buqaraq= Bukhara in Orkhon the place was really called Qum-singtr, 
Turkish. see Toung-Pao, 1931, p. 460.

2 Pelliot contests the reading and says

13. RJkh.tj.b
14. Sikäshim
15. Kh.mdäd
16. S.ng.lnj
17. M.lj.m.

nähtya K.rän 
JUy
Sikäshim

18. Samarqandäq
19. B.lür Tubbat al-dâkhil



of Bolor from the Sun by the legend recorded in Hsüan-Tsang, Si-yü-ki, 
St. Julien, ii, 109-16; Beal, ii, 298. A Chinese princess betrothed to the 
king of Persia (Po-la-ssü) was on her way to join her fiancé. For fear of some 
troubles which broke out at that time the princess was placed on some 
inaccessible peak and there became enceinte from a knight who, at noon, 
came down from the Sun. The attendants dared not continue their journey 
with the princess who remained on the peak and became the founder of the 
local dynasty of K ’ie-p’an-t’o. This latter name refers, most probably, to 
Sarikol situated on the south-eastern slopes of the Pamirs, on the road from 
Käshghar and Yarkand both to the Pamir and to the region of the northern 
sources of the Indus, which is known under the name of Bolor. [Marquart, 
Das Reich Zäbul, 251, interprets *Hat-pan-t’o as *Gharband “angustiae”.] 
Sir A. Stein identifies the peak of Hsüan-Tsang’s story with the Qiz- 
qurghan “The maiden’s castle” in Taghdumbash-Pamir, Serindia, i, 1921, 
p. 73, and On ancient Central-Asian tracks, 1933, p. 47. See Map iv.

20. lying on the road to Kashmir could be tentatively identified 
with Drâs (east of the Zoji-La pass) situated at c. 100 Km. to the east of 
Srinagar, in the Indus basin, on the road leading up to Gilgit (z?.i. 19.).1 As 
this part of the H.-'A. has several points in common with Bîrünï’s Canon, 
one can postulate the identity of with Bîrünî’s jU, (or uU )̂ which 
is said to be “the Gate of Kashmir, situated in the direction of several of 
its roads” *jj*  ja*> c-Λ. The Tärikh-i Rashïdî, p. 485, mentions 

a fort Andarkül (JjSjJbl), which also may be identical with our Andräs. 
The next stage south of Andräs must be Kashmir which is mentioned as 
the last place in India (§ 10, 57.).

[Additional note. N. Elias identifies Andarkül (or *Indrakot?) with 
Bärämüla (circa 40 Km. to the north-west of Srinagar, on an important 
road to Gilgit, &c.) whereas Bîrünî, who describes the western approaches 
of Kashmir, gives the following co-ordinates :

B.rhän (?) long. 98° o' lat. 330 25'
Srinagar „ 98° 40' „ 330 20'

After all Andräs, Andarkül, and B.rhän may be different places. Sir A. 
Stein in an additional note to his Memoir on map . . . of Kasmir, Calcutta
1899, P· 222, finally admits the identification of Bîrünî’s place “lying halfway 
between the rivere Sind and Jaylam” with Babarhän, as the basin of the 
three rivers uniting near Chamhad is still called. Chamhad lies south-west 
of Abbotabad in the Mian Khaki Nullah drained westwards to the Indus.]

II. Khwärazm.

Barthold, Turkestan, 142-55, Irrigation, 77-102, Nachrichten über d. 
Aral See, Leipzig, 1910 (Russian original in Izv. Turkest. OtdeL Geogr. 
Obshch.y iv, 1902), Khwärizm in El.

21.-22. The description of Khwärazm is extremely brief. The author 
says nothing of the destruction of Käth by the Oxus, cf. 1st., 131,1.H., 351,

1 Mtrzä Iskandar invaded Kashmir over Zoji-La, Tdrïkh-i Rashïdî, 423.
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and Barthold, Turkestan, 145. In our author’s days the old dynasty of the 
Khwärazmshähs descended from the legendary Sïyâvush and from Afrïgh 
(said to have flourished towards a .d . 305) was living its last days. Abü 
'Abdilläh, the 22nd and last of the shahs, was killed in a .d . 995 by Ma’mün 
b. Muhammad, the eponym of the Ma’münid dynasty, see Sachau, Zur 
Geschichte von Khwärizm, Sitz. WA W} 1873, Ixxxiii, 500 (30). Cf. also 
M. Näzim, Sultän Mahmüd, pp. 56-60 and 184-5. In common with the 
detailed list of products in Maq., 325, our list has only rukhbïn and, per
haps, qazhägand (if the latter stands for durit “armour”).

23. Khushmïthan (Ardakhusmïthan), 24. Nüzhäbän (Nüzvär), and 25. 
Gurgänj (Arabic : Jurjäniya) follow each other in 1st., 341. Maq., 287 and 
289, has a variant Nüzäbän and also speaks of the iron gate of this town. 
The description of Gurgänj in our author contains some original traits: 
double town, a separate amïr. The old rivalry (ta'assubï qadtm) between 
the dynasty of the Khwärazmshähs of Käth (on the right bank of the Oxus) 
and the amïrs of Gurgänj (on the left bank of the river) is an interesting 
portend of the events of a .d . 995, see Gardïzï, ed. M. Näzim, p. 57. Cf. 
notes to § I . [On the ruins of Gurgänj see A. Yakubovsky, Razvalird 
Urgencha in Izv. Akad. Mater. Kult.y vi/2, 1930, 68 pp.]

26.-28. The form ^Ujta/'is nearer to Maq., 287: than to 1st.,
299: o\j sj*. For <laj> 1st. and Maq. give (with variants) and for 
Qara-tagïn, B.rä (F.râ)-tagïn. The details of 27., 28. are new.

29. This paragraph exactly corresponds to I.H., 393. Neither 1st. nor 
Maq. mention these three towns on the lower course of the Jaxartes. Cf. 
Barthold, Turkestan, 178, and Irrigation, 149. Jand is identified with the 
ruins of Khisht-qalfa, in the locality of Tumar-utkul, on the left bank of 
the Jaxartes at circa 25-30 Km. west of Perovsk (now Turkestan). The 
“new Settlement’’ (in Arab, al-qaryat al-jadtda) = the ruins of Jankent, 
situated at 5-6 Km. south of the old Khivan fort Jan-qaTa (which latter 
stands at 22 Km. downstream from Kazalinsk), see Barthold, History of the 
CulturalLife of Turkestan (in Russian),Leningrad, 1927,p. 68,and Barthold, 
A Historical Sketch of the Turkmens (in Russian), 1929, p. 15. See Map vii.

§ 27. Sind

In addition to the works enumerated in the notes to § 10 (India), see
H. G. Raverty, The Mihrdn of Sind and its tributaries y in JA SB, lxi, part i, 
1892, pp. 155-297 (2 maps) ; Le Strange, The Lands, 329-33 ; many arduous 
problems connected with the Muslim itineraries across *Mukrän (Makrän) 
and Sind have been studied in detail by Marquart, ËrânSahr, 177-99: 
“Zur historischen Topographie von Kermän und Mukran” ; H. Cousens, 
The Antiquities of Sindy Calcutta, 1929, vol. 46 of Memoirs of the Archaeo
logical Survey of India (with a detailed map of the ancient course of the 
Indus); N. G. Majumdar, Explorations in Sind, 1934, vol. 48 of the same 
series (map) ; Sir A. Stein, Archaeological Reconnaissances in Southern Persia, 
in GJ, Feb. 1934, pp. 119-35 (clear sketch map).
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By "Sind” (as distinguished from Hind, cf. § 10) Muslim geographers 
mean Balüchistän and the lower region of the Indus, up to Aror. It must 
be borne in mind that formerly the Indus (Mihrän) followed a more 
easterly course (the Eastern Nara or Hakra river-bed stretching straight 
south of Rohri) and emptied itself into the Kori creek, and that already the 
Arabs found it flowing much more to the west (past Brahmanäbäd = 
Mansüra) but still to the east of its present course, Cousens, o.c., plate ciii 
(general map).

The present chapter is a brief résumé of 1st., 170-80, but the region is 
better defined, inasmuch as the Indus is taken for its eastern frontier, 
while 1st., with the usual displacement of bearings, names in its stead the 
“Färs sea” ; cf. also Maq., 484. [See p. 246, 1. 16.]

I.-4. are in the Sind proper; 5.-11. Mükrän (Balüchistän); 12. the Türän 
district; 13.-14. the Bud-ha district.

On the products of Sind our author has more details than 1st. Some
what unexpectedly Maq., 481, mentions Kanbäya-shoes (al-ni'âl 
*al-kanbaiya ?) exported from Mansüra (sic).

1. According to 1st., 172, the local name of Mansüra was Brahman- 
äbädh (< Bahman-äbädh). Bîrünî, Canon: “ '>**(?) or the Greater yi. 
M.nha [perhaps *4̂ 17 Thatha, v.i. 4.] is (called) Mansüra because its con
queror said : nasartu” . The ruins of Mansüra lie 47 miles to the north-east 
of Haydarâbâd, Cousens, o.c., 48-73, and plates iv-v. 1st., 173, calls the 
Quraishite king a descendant of Habbär b. al-Aswad. Cf, notes to § 10.

2. Manjäbari (?), 1st., 175, lay opposite Mansüra on the right bank of 
the Indus, and Sadüsän west of Manjâbarï, perhaps between Sahbân (now 
Sahwati) and the Indus, cf. Elliot, i, 401, Marquart, o.c., 188, 190.

3. jjjy stands evidently for 0JwCj, 1st., 174, which lay half-way between 
Daybul and Mansüra, probably on the site of the present-day Haydaräbäd. 
On the various forms of the name (1st. ùjjj hjjt) see Elliot-Dowson, i, 
396-401, and Marquart, Erânsahr, 188. The form Bïrûn is attested in 
Ibn-Sa'id (610-673/1214-74) quoted in Abul-Fidä, 346-7: “al-Bîrün, to 
which belongs Abü Rayhän al-Bïrünî”. This statement has a very relative 
value, for Bîrünî’s nisba refers to the Bêrün (>  Arabic Bayrün) suburb in 
his native Khwärazm and generally speaking the thirteenth-century Spanish 
geographer was hardly in a position to improve the reading of a doubtful 
Indian name. Abul-Fidä speaks of the town as “a port of Sind, situated 
by a salt-water gulf, separating from the sea of Färs” (?). M.svâhï (?) 
stood to the west of the Indus.

4. Daybul (Dêbul). Its ruins are differently identified with the localities 
lying south-west of Tatta (<*Thatha), cf. Le Strange, ox., 331, Cousens, 
plate ciii. The Turkish admiral Sîdï 'Alì (1556) speaks of the port of Tatta 
called jX> *Bandar Lahori, situated on the site of the former x* ^ J 
(sic. Portuguese Dioli-Çindi), see Tomaschek, Nearch, p. 9, and Mohit. 
Bîrünî, Canon, immediately after Daybul mentions separately a place called 
j\j>J *Lohräni “which is the Lesser ^  M.nha [*Thatha? v.s. 1.], situated 
at the place where the Indus disembogues into the sea”.
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All the localities in Balüchistän are quoted after 1st. with a noticeable 
tendency to iranicize the names.

1st. gives the following itineraries (which are from place to place and not 
in one line, see Marquart, l.c.) : Tlz (6.) to Kiz (7. Kiz and Klj) circa 5 mar
halas; thence to Fannâzbür (10. Panjbür)— 2 m., thence to Dizak (7.)—
3 m., thence to Räsk (8.)— 3 m., thence to Fuhlafahra (11. Puhlpara)—  3 m. ; 
thence to Isfaqa (7. Isk.f with metathesis)— 2 light m. ; thence to Bind 
(7.)— i m.; thence to Bih (7.)— 1 m.; thence to Qasrqand (7. Küshk-i 
Qand)— 1 m.; thence to Qanbalï (5. F.nïkî)— 2 m.; thence to Daybul—
4 m, ; thence to Mansüra— 6 m. Most of thèse places still exist in Balü
chistän.

6. Tïz (Ptolemy vi, cap. 8, Τήσα) is situated in the bay of Chahbär, 
a short distance to the west of the Chahbär village; 7. *Këch (Kiz, Klj) is 
the name of a district east of the Nihang river. Küshk-i Qand (Qasrqand, 
north of Chahbär), Bih (Geh), Bint, and Dizak follow in good order, but 
Iskaf (now Ispaka, south of Bampür) ought to precede Dizak (situated 
south-west of Jälk). 8. Räsk lies on the middle course of the Sarbäz river, 
but the original Räsk lay probably more to the north on the site of the town 
of Sarbäz. Its district in 1st. is called Kh.rüj (I.Kh., 55, Kharün, read: 
KharüZy as suggested by Marquart).

9. JjtH (1st., 178, Jju) hardly corresponds to the Mashkai river. As, 
according to 1st., it lay near to Kirmän, it may be more likely identified 
with the important district of Mashkël (also Mashkêdh). 1st. distinguishes 
Mashkay (a district stretching for 3 marhalas and possessing some palms) 
from Mäsakän (belonging to the Khärijites and producing some sugar- 
candy). 10. Panjbür, now the Panjgür district, south of Mashkël. 11. Puhl
para (*pakra), “the bridge watch”, now Pahraj, east of Bampür. 1st. says 
nothing about its belonging to Kh.rüj. Less clear are the names 5. Armâbîl 
and Qanbalï (F.nïkî). According to 1st., 178, Armâbïl lay at half a farsakh 
from the sea.

12. See Minorsky, Türän, in EI. Quzdär, now Khuzdar, 85 miles south 
of Kalät, altitude 4,050 feet. Kîzkânân ( = Qïqân, Balädhuri, 432?) where 
the local ruler resided is probably identical with Kalät. Shora-rüd is the 
name of the lower course of the Kalät-river (off Qùetta).

13., 14. The capital of the district belonging to the people called Bud-ha 
was Qandabll, now Gandäwa, 75 miles (120 Km.) north-west of Khozdar, 
north of the Indus, altitude 314 feet (102 m.). Ayl (Utl, &c.?) was the 
district between Kîzkânân and Qandabil, named after its conqueror.

§§ 27-8 Sind 373

§28. Kirmän

Le Strange, The Lands, 299-321 ; Schwarz, Iran, 211-88. On the tribes 
of Kirmän see Marquart’s survey in Catalogue, pp. 74-81 : Balüch, Köfich, 
Bäriz, Muzäj, Rasükh, Jut (ancient Yutiya, not Indian Zutt). To their 
number must be added the Indian j\cjì\ settled in a district of Kirmän in



the direction of Sistän, see Balädhun, 375-6. [In this and the following 
chapters bearing on Persia references are made chiefly to the 1:2.000.000 
Map of Persia and Adjacent Lands, Survey of India.]

Except for some insignificant details this chapter is entirely based on 
Istakhrî, 157-70. On the mountains of Kirmän see § 5,10.

1. I.Kh., 49, says: “Jïruft is the largest of the towns of Kirmän, but the 
wâlï lives in Sïrjân” , although already Ya'qübï, BGA, vii, 286, considers 
Sïrjân as the greatest of the towns of Kirmän. Our author probably sub
stitutes king for I.Kh.’s wait in view of later information regarding the 
semi-independent rulers of Kirmän, viz. the short-lived dynasty of the 
Ilyäsids (of Soghdian origin) who ruled from 317 to 359/929 to 969. Under 
324/936 Ibn Miskawaih, ed. Margoliouth, i, 350,353, ii, 249, while speaking 
of the seizure of Kirmän by Ibn Ilyäs, already names Jïruft as the capital 
and the fortress Bardasïr as the treasury of Ibn Ilyâs. Sïrjân was only the 
residence of a son of this ruler, ibid., ii, 250 (under 357 h .) ; cf. Le Strange, 
304. For the rest our text follows closely 1st., 167 (wells, houses with äzäj). 
No special mention is found in the older geographers of the Qamâdïn 
suburb of Jïruft (Marco Polo’s Camadi) frequently mentioned in the 
History of the Seljuks of Kirmän, cf. Houtsma, Zur Gesch. d. Selguken v. 
Kermän, in ZDMG, 1885, p. 380 and Houtum-Schindler, JRAS, 1898, 
pp. 43-6.

2. Mentioned together in Ist., 160. Khïr is perhaps Khabr on the Färs 
frontier.

3. 1st., 166. On the river see § 6, 28.
4. 1st., 159-60, 163. Our Bahrügän seems better than Ist.’s NÀrz.njân. 

Manügän (Manüjän) lies south of Jïruft on the river Jagin, cf. under 7. On 
dates 1st., 167.

6. The Balüch whose language belongs to the north-western group of 
Iranian dialects are apparently later immigrants in the Kirmän region, see 
L. Dames, Balöcistän in El. One of the typical traits of Balüchï is the 
initial gv corresponding to Persian initial b (cf. gväd/bäd “wind”). Traces 
of the same phenomenon in the dialects spoken in the central desert of 
Persia and in Khoräsän toponymy (cf. Bäkharzdst., 256: Gwäkharz) may 
indicate the stages of Balüch migrations. Maq., 471, says that the Qufs 
lived in terror of the Balüch whom 'Adud al-daula finally defeated. How
ever, 'Adud al-daula also defeated the Küfich and in the long run the Balüch 
must have profited by the weakening of their neighbours.

7. On the Küfich mountains see also § 5, 10. *Kôfich means in Persian 
simply “mountaineer” ; in Arabic transcription Qufs with s for c. 1st., 164, 
says nothing about their agriculture but Maq., 471, mentions palms and 
fields in the Qufs mountains. On the peculiar language of the Qufs see 
1st., 167. Maq. compares it (as well as Balüchï !) with Sindl. Very possibly 
the Küfich were of Birahô’ï origin. About our author’s times the power of 
the Küfich was crushed by 'Adud al-daula, v.s., p. 28. The details on the 
Kühistän-i Abü Ghänim not in 1st. Under this term our author seems to 
understand the hills round Khänü to the east of the sources of the Mïnâo
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river (Rüdhän, now Rüdbär). However, Ist., 162, places the trauma 
Qühistän Abt Ghänitn in the neighbourhood of the Bäriz range.

9. Ist, 167: Shahrü, var. Shahruvä [Skahröi].
10. All in the cold zone of Kirmän, Ist., 159 : Jîruqân, K.shîstân, Rübïn, 

Surqân, M.rz.qân with many variants.
11. 1st., 161, places Hasanâbâd and Kâhûn between Sïrjân and Dârâb- 

gird.
12. Cf. §5,10. 1st., iÓ2£ (Gothan Persian version) gives jàl j  The 

name Dihaj also in I.H., 220.
13. Ist., 161, after enumerating the localities mentioned under our 15. 

(and ending with Därjln) goes on : “and between Jïruft and Bam the town 
of Hrmz (many variants) is situated known under the name of Qaryat 
a l- ja w z This last name (“the Walnut village”) is found in our text in 
the Persian form Dih-i göz. The name Dârjîn coupled with it has been 
erroneously repeated from the preceding paragraph instead of Hrmz. The 
cinnamon (dârchïnï) coming from Dârjîn seems to be due merely to a 
popular etymology. [According to Läufer, Sitio-Iranica, 1919, p. 541, the 
cinnamon tree is a native of the Ceylon forests.]

14. 1st., 162, says that some people placed Khäsh (ór Khwäsh) under 
Sistän; he himself places it on the frontier of Kirmän and immediately 
after it mentions Rïqân (now Rïgân) near the Bäriz mountains. The 
inhabitants of Khwäsh were tent-dwellers and-evidently belonged 
to the Bäriz tribei who, besides Persian, possessed another language, 1st., 
167-8. Khwäsh probably lay in the neighbourhood of the Bazmän-küh 
( =  Dunbävand in I. Faqih, 106, this latter appellation hinting at some 
migrations from Mäzandarän to Kirmän). Cf. Schwarz, o.c.9 252.

15. 1st., 160: Shämät, B.här, Khannäb, Ghubairä, Küghün, Rä^n, 
Sarvistän, Därjm.

16. In Ist., 166, madtna corresponds to our author’s shahristân and ahi 
al-jamaa to our “Muslims” (the latter substitution is suggestive for our 
author’s sunnite confession). The turbans and handkerchiefs do not figure 
in the lists of products of Bam, cf. Schwarz, o.e., 237.

17.-19. 1st., 162, gives no details on Narmashîr and only Maq., 463, 
speaks highly of its commerce, but our author does not necessarily depend 
on Maq. Sibih is evidently a popular form (1st., 162, S.nïj *S.bij) ; 
the Balüches still give the name Ispï to the present-day Nusratäbäd, Le 
Strange, 325. Nhla seems to stand for *Fahla<Fakraj.

20.-21. 1st., 161, Firzin, Mähän, Khabïs, Bardashïr, Janzrüdh on the 
road from Slrjän. to the desert. Bardasïr (*Bih-Ardashïr) is the present-day 
Kirmän. [Le Strange, 303, considers the form Yazdashir, under which it 
sometimes appears, a clerical error. But the continuator of Miskawaih, 
iii, 190, mentions 'Ays Ardashir “forest (?) of Ardashïr” in the immediate 
neighbourhood of Bardasïr. This can be a popular Arabic etymology of 
a name like * Yazdashir,]

22. For this group 1st., 161, gives Unäs, K.rdakän, and Bïmand. Under 
§ 29,44., too, Anär stands in our text for Ist.’s Unäs (but cf. Täs in § 5 ,11 .)·
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The name Bîmand (Mïmand) is firmly attested in numerous Muslim 
writers; our may be a compound *Küt-Mïmand or *Kuh-Mtmand. 
Maq., 464, particularly speaks of the strong position of Mïmand.

23. The mountains between Sïrjân and Kirmän reach the height of
13,000-17,500 feet.

§29. Färs

Le Strange, The Lands, 248-98, and Schwarz, Iran, 1-211, contain very 
good descriptions of Färs according to Muslim geographers. See also the 
Färs-näma, ed. by Le Strange and R. A. Nicholson and the excellent Färs- 
näma-yi Näsiri, by Hasan Fasâ’ï, Tehran, 1314 a .h .1 (the illustrative map 
was separately printed and is very rare ; I owe a copy of it to the courtesy of 
the author’s grandson, the present Minister of Public Instruction of Iran, 
A. A. khän Hekmat). Prof. C. Haussknecht’s series of maps Routen im 
Orient, 1865-9, published by Kiepert, contains also numerous valuable 
details. For the coastal region see C. G. Constable and A. W. StifFe, The 
Persian Gulf Pilot, London, 1864; the subsequent editions of the Pilot (the 
latest 8th edition, 1932) pay less attention to the problems not directly 
bearing on navigation. Numerous points of the geography of Färs are 
discussed by E. Herzfeld in his thesis Pasargadae, Berlin, 1907 (with a 
carefully prepared map), reprinted in Klio, viii, 1908.

The present chapter is a mere abridgement of 1st., or perhaps, of a 
Persian translation of the Arabic original (see below under 39.). The 
abundant toponymy of Färs in 1st. is not devoid of doubtful points and the 
names in our text appear in an aggravatingly mutilated form.

With some inevitable inconsistency the author follows his habitual 
system of enumerating the places as they come on the map in straight lines. 
He begins with the two capitals, giving the first place to the Islamic Shïrâz, 
then skips to the south and follows the coast westward, then through 
Arrajän returns eastward to Shäpür, then goes on eastward to Däräbjird 
and after a leap towards the south winds up with the enumeration of the 
northern districts. This arrangement disregards the administrative divi
sions as can be seen from the following distribution of the names quoted 
in the text, according to the five great provinces (küra) of Färs : Istakhr (A) :
I., 20.-24., 36.-44.; Ardashïr-Khurra (B): 2., 3.-11., 29., 30., 33.; Arrajän 
(C): 13-17.; Shäpür (D): 12., 18.-19.; Däräbjird (E): 25.-28., 31-32. 
The provinces are quoted below respectively under the abbreviations: 
A., B., C., D., E.

On the products of Färs see Schwarz, 158-67. 1st., 155, denies the exis
tence of gold in Färs, but the Leiden epitome (BGA, iv, 399) and I.H., 215, 
mention gold in Sardan, v.i., under 41. Some curious information on Färs 
is found in the sections on the lakes (§ 3, 13.-16.), on the mountains (§ 5,
i i .), and on the rivers (§ 6,29.-36.).

1 G. de Morgny’s Les tribus du Fars in RMM , 1913, xxii, pp. 85-150, xxiii, 
pp. 1-108 is entirely based on H. Fasâ’ï.
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1. Shîrâz, Ist., 125. The flower is called rayhän “sweet basil” in 1st., 152.
2. 1st., 123, admits that his native town was only middle-sized. Òn the 

apples 1st., 150.
3. Hisn ibn fUmära, 1st., 105« This famous castle (cf. § 36, 18., Mar

quart, Erânsahr, 45) was the easternmost point belonging to Färs on the 
coast, 160 farsakhs distant from the westernmost 15., cf. 1st., 135.

5. 1st., 105, 108. *Khurmuk may stand for or chief place 
of Aghristän, cf. Khurmujy north of the estuary of the Mänd.

6. Gür, renamed Firüzäbäd under the Büyids. 1st., 153, seems to indi
cate that only the qaisüm-water was the exclusive speciality of Jür.

7. These four names look badly mis-spelt. Tentatively one might 
suggest as parallels to j lC ^  *Chtmkân jlCL-* (the Bundahishn placesYama’s 
castle Yamkert near the Chlmkän mountain in Färs), cf. also Färs-näma, 
p. 139; to *Khabr (Khafr) to jil *Nâband jû\î (i.e. the inland 
Näband (Maq., 422 p) and not the one lying on the coast south of Tahiti); 
and to \ĵ  * Samir an (but see 32.). All these places are mentioned in 
1st., 104-6,I.H., 182, Maq., 422, as appertaining to B. in which lies Jür.

8. According to the distance Najïram lay on the coast south of the Mänd 
estuary, near the present-day Dayyir (1st., 135 : twelve farsakhs from Sïrâf), 
Tomaschek, Nearchy p. 58 ; however, the indication of our § 6,29. supported 
by the Färs-näma, p. 141, is in favour of Le Strange, who on his Map vi, 
places Najïram north of the Mänd river.

9. 1st., 106, places var. eaL* in the Dasht-i Dastaqän (?) district 
crossed by the Shädhakän, see § 6,31. Contrary to Le Strange, 259, note 1, 
it is impossible that this *Sufära should have anything to do with the 
“shore” Sif bani Saffär (or Saffäq) which bordered on the territory of the 
Käriyän Kurds (this territory, 1st., 115, lying in Ardashïr-Khurra and 
extending eastwards towards Kirmän). Our (indistinct) cannot be 
(placed by Ist., i n ,  in D.) and stands perhaps for OW ̂  (jU j f )  mentioned 
in 1st., 106, under B. soon after *Sufära.

10. On the Qarmatian Hasan Abü Sa'id, the flour-merchant (daqqäq) 
of Jannäba, and his son Sulaimän. see 1st., 149. Schwarz, 126, places the 
death of the father circa a .d . 900, and that of the son circa a .d , 944. Cf. 
also Nizam al-mulk, Siyäsat-näma, p. 195.

11. Tavaz.or Tawwaj [Bîrünî, Canon, gives also the form Tavd\ lay on 
the river Ratin (now Rüd-i Hilla), probably near the junction of its head
waters coming from Shäpür and Däliki, cf. Ist., 120. Cf. § 6, 30. and 31.

12. On the two fire temples of Käzarün see 1st., 118.
13. Le Strange, 273, places the ruins of Sïnïz at Bandar-i Daylam and

H. Fasâ’ï at some distance to the north of this port. However, south of 
Bandar-i Daylam the maps show a small inlet (khor) called Siili, which is 
most likely Sïnïz. The Pilot, 1864, p. 222, says : “Khor Sini is a small creek 
about midway between the tomb [of Sabz-püshän] and Ra’s at-Tamb, with 
deep water inside it. To the southward of it is an old tomb or mosque 
called Imäm Husain. . . . There is a small village and some trees near it. 
Cap. Brucks states that there are extensive ruins at Khor Sini.”
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The name Bïmand (Mïmand) is firmly attested in numerous Muslim 
writers; our jJu;/"may be a compound *Küt-Mïmandor *Küh-Mimand. 
Maq., 464, particularly speaks of the strong position of Mïmand.

23. The mountains between Sïrjân and Kirmän reach the height of
13,000-17,500 feet.

§ 29. Färs

Le Strange, The Lands, 248-98, and Schwarz, Iran, 1-211, contain very 
good descriptions of Färs according to Muslim geographers. See also the 
Färs-näma, ed. by Le Strange and R. A. Nicholson and the excellent Färs- 
näma-yi Näsiri, by Ilasan Fasàì, Tehran, 1314 a.h.1 (the illustrative map 
was separately printed and is very rare ; I owe a copy of it to the courtesy of 
the author’s grandson, the present Minister of Public Instruction of Iran, 
A. A. khän Hekmat). Prof. C. Haussknecht’s series of maps Routen im 
Orient y 1865-9, published by Kiepert, contains also numerous valuable 
details. For the coastal region see C. G. Constable and A. W. Stiffe, The 
Persian Gulf Pilot, London, 1864; the subsequent editions of the Pilot (the 
latest 8th edition, 1932) pay less attention to the problems not directly 
bearing on navigation. Numerous points of the geography of Färs are 
discussed by E. Herzfeld in his thesis Pasargadae, Berlin, 1907 (with a 
carefully prepared map), reprinted in Klio, viii, 1908.

The present chapter is a mere abridgement of 1st., or perhaps, of a 
Persian translation of the Arabic original (see below under 39.). The 
abundant toponymy of Färs in 1st. is not devoid of doubtful points and the 
names in our text appear in an aggravatingly mutilated form.

With some inevitable inconsistency the author follows his habitual 
system of enumerating the places as they come on the map in straight lines. 
He begins with the two capitals, giving the first place to the Islamic Shïrâz, 
then skips to the south and follows the coast westward, then through 
Arrajän returns eastward to Shäpür, then goes on eastward to Däräbjird 
and after a leap towards the south winds up with the enumeration of the 
northern districts. This arrangement disregards the administrative divi
sions as can be seen from the following distribution of the names quoted 
in the text, according to the five great provinces (küra) of Färs : Istakhr (A) :
I., 20.-24., 36.-44.; Ardashïr-Khurra (B): 2., 3 -11., 29., 30., 33.; Arrajän 
(C): 13.-17.; Shäpür (D): 12., 18.-19.; Däräbjird (E): 25.-28., 31-32. 
The provinces are quoted below respectively under the abbreviations: 
A., B., C., D.,E. '

On the products of Färs see Schwarz, 158-67. 1st., 155, denies the exis
tence of gold in Färs, but the Leiden epitome (BGA, iv, 399) and IJJ., 215, 
mention gold in Sardan, v.i., under 41. Some curious information on Färs 
is found in the sections on the lakes (§ 3, 13.-16.), on the mountains (§ 5,
i i .), and on the rivers (§ 6,29.-36.).

1 G. de Morgny’s Les tribus du Fars in RMM, 1913,̂ x211, pp. 85-150, xxiii, 
pp. 1-108 is entirely based on H. Fasâ’ï.
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1. Shïrâz,Ist., 125. The flower is called rayhän“sweet basil” in 1st., 152.
2. 1st., 123, admits that his native town was only middle-sized. On the 

apples 1st., 150.
3. IJisn ibn 'Umära, 1st., 105. This famous castle (cf. § 36, 18., Mar

quart, Eränsahr, 45) was the easternmost point belonging to Färs on the 
coast, 160 farsakhs distant from the westernmost 15., cf. 1st., 135.

5. 1st., 105, 108. dUp- *Khurmuk may stand for or chief place 
of Aghristän, cf. Khurmuj, north of the estuary of the Mänd.

6. Gür, renamed Firüzäbäd linder the Büyids. Ist., 153, seems to indi
cate that only the qaisüm-vfztzT was the exclusive speciality of Jür.

7. These four names look badly mis-spelt. Tentatively one might 
suggest as parallels to *Chimkän (the Bundahishn places Yama’s 
castle Yamkert near the Chlmkän mountain in Färs), cf. also Färs-näma, 
p. 139; to êj**> *Khabr (Khafr) to j \  *Naband χΛ (i.e. the inland 
Näband (Maq., 422 p) and not the one lying on the coast south of Tahiri); 
and to \jp *Samirän (but see 32.). All these places are mentioned in 
1st., 104-6,1.H., 182, Maq., 422, as appertaining to B, in which lies Jur.

8. According to the distance Najlram lay on the coast south of the Mänd 
estuary, near the present-day Dayyir (1st., 135 : twelve farsakhs from Sïrâf), 
Tomaschek, Nearch, p. 58 ; however, the indication of our § 6,29. supported 
by the Färs-näma, p. 141, is in favour of Le Strange, who on his Map vi, 
places Najïram north of the Mänd river.

9. 1st., 106, places var. in the Dasht-i Dastaqän (?) district 
crossed by the Shädhakän, see § 6,31. Contrary to Le Strange, 259, note 1, 
it is impossible that this *Sufära should have anything to do with the 
“shore” Stf bam Saffär (or Saffäq) which bordered on the territory of the 
Käriyän Kurds (this territory, 1st., 115, lying in Ardashlr-Khurra and 
extending eastwards towards Kirmän). Our (indistinct) cannot be Jf* 
(placed by 1st., i n ,  in D.) and stands perhaps for jU  J ?  (jW j f )  mentioned 
in 1st., 106, under B. soon after *Sufâra.

10. On the Qarmatian Hasan Abü Sa'ïd, the flour-merchant (daqqäq) 
of Jannäba, and his son Sulaimän, see 1st., 149. Schwarz, 126, places the 
death of the father circa a .d . 900, and that of the son circa a .d , 944. Cf. 
also Nizäm al-mulk, Siyäsat-näma, p. 195.

11. Tavaz or Tawwaj [Bïrünï, Canon, gives also the form Tava] lay on 
the river Ratïn (now Rüd-i Hilla), probably near the junction of its head
waters coming from Shäpür and Dâlikï, cf. Ist., 120. Cf. § 6, 30. and 31.

12. On the two fire temples of Käzarün see 1st., 118.
13. Le Strange, 273, places the ruins of Sïnïz at Bandar-i Daylam and

H. Fasàì at some distance to the north of this port. However, south of 
Bandar-i Daylam the maps show a small inlet (khor) called Siili, which is 
most likely Sïnïz. The Pilot, 1864, p. 222, says : “Khor Sini is a small creek 
about midway between the tomb [of Sabz-püshän] and Ra’s at-Tamb, with 
deep water inside it. To the southward of it is an old tomb or mosque 
called Imäm Husain. . . . There is a small village and some trees near it. 
Cap. Brucks states that there are extensive ruins at Khor Sini.”
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14. In view of 1st., 112 and 119, both at this place and under § 6, 32. 
Rtshahr must be read for ̂ . According to 1st. the Täb river after having 
flowed past Arrajân yàsqï rustäq Rtshahr thummayaqiu fil-bahr. I think that 
here “rustäq of Rîshahr” must be taken for what it stands and distinguished 
from the town belonging to it which according to Maq., 426, bore the name 
of oWj*  *Dayragäni This town, which is not explicitly mentioned on the 
Tab, may have lain to the south of it and nearer to the Shïrîn river. This 
may account for oür author's puzzling transfer of Rîshahr to the Shïrîn 
basin (see note to § 6, 32.) with the usual disregard for the smaller admini
strative divisions. Incidentally this explanation facilitates the interpreta
tion of Maq.’s route between Arrajân and Mahrübän (v.i. 15. and 16.). If 
only Mahrübän lay where we have located it the road could not fail to 
cross the Shïrîn river. In Säsänian times Rîshahr1 was the seat of a Nes- 
torian archbishop, Sachau, Vom Christentum in der Per sis, Berlin, 1916, 
p. 9. The name of the town ûWj*  may be a derivative of “ convent” ?

15. In 1st., 113, Maq., 422, Mahrübän, but I.R., 97, gives Mahirübän. 
1st., 135, fixes the western maritime frontier of Fârs at Mahrübän. Maq., 
453» counts from Arrajân to Rîshahr 1 marhala, and thence to. Mahrübän 
i ditto, and further says: “and from Mahrübän to Sïnïz, or to the river 
(ial-nakr), 1 marhala, and from the river to Arrajän 1 ditto.” It is not 
impossible that in the second passage stands for or that, Rîshahr 
lying near the Shïrîn river, the distance to Rîshahr, or to the river, was 
practically the same. [The traveller in both directions could like to cross 
the river not in the evening but in the morning of the second day.] Accord
ing to our author Mâhïrübân was situated “in the sea between (the bends or 
branches of) the Täb river” (§ 6, 35.), but as explained in the notes the 
courses of the Tab and Shïrîn (§ 6,32.) rivers have got confused in the text. 
The estuary of the river Täb (Jarrähi), i.e. the Khor-Müsä, lies too far west 
for the distances indicated in Maq., and most probably was reckoned to 
Khüzistän and not to Fârs. Therefore the only estuary at which Mahrübän 
could lie is that of the Shïrîn. The Shïrîn may have changed its course but 
approximately Mahrübän should be sought in the region of Hindiyän and 
Tuwaysha. Still more curious is the fact that on the older maps (see 
Russian 40 verst map of Persia, German 1: 800,000 map of 1918) a place 
“ Mahruyak” appears on the left bank of the Shïrîn (Hindiyän) river quite 
close to the latter’s estuary. This name unmistakably reminds one of 
Mahrübän, though the Piloty 1864, p. 223, mentions no such name near 
the entrance of the “Tab river” (by which the Shïrîn river is meant).2

16. This curious popular forar for Arragän is confirmed by Yâqüt. In 
the Zafar-näma, i, 600, the river Tab is called Äb-i Arghün (popular 
Mongolian etymology?). The town stood north of the present-day

z This Rtshahr must be clearly dis- Λ The Shïrîn (Hindiyän, Zuhra) river
tinguished from Reshir (on our maps is still called “ Tab** on our maps. Our
Rtshahr), situated south of Bûshir. See author’s confusion of the names Täb and
Marquart, Eräniahr, 147, who tenta- Shïrîn may point to an ancient origin of

tively restores its name as * ambiguous use.
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Behbehän mostly on the southern bank of the Tab (now Kurdistan, 
Jarrâhï) at about one farsakh’s distance from the gorge through which this 
river comes out into the plain. On the well near the Chähuk village, 1st., 
151. Ondüshäb, 1st., 95.

17. As under 7., this residue of information on Arrajân is in a desperate 
state. Cf. Ist/s lists of localities of Arrajän, pp. 112-13. Our iljj» is ÛjJ 
on the upper course of the Shïrîn, 1st., 119. might be (?) a simple 
repetition of the mis-spelt 14. j. Lärandän and Väyagän are mentioned 
under § 6, 32. near the sources of the Shïrîn. jUjV may stand for ôlS*jJ 
Lürdagän, the chief place of Sardan (the Lördagän lake is shown on 
Haussknecht’s Map between the two headwaters of the Kärün !). Väyagän, 
though not impossible as a name (cf. Väyghän in the north-eastern corner 
of the Urmiya lake), is not found in 1st., and stands perhaps for <jl£ jj9 
mentioned under § 6, 29. in a region where several rivers rise.

19. Bishäpür< Bih-Skäpür, see Le Strange, o.e., 262. On the two fire 
temples, 1st., 118. On the images of kings, 1st., 150. On the well of 
Hindïjân near Säbür, from which smoke rises, 1st., 151; Schwarz, 34, 
places it near the oil-wells of Dâlikî.

20. In 1st., no, after Kumärij (sic) follows H.ndïjân but Väyagän is 
perhaps a repetition of *Rüyagän (cf. above under 17,).

21. 1st., 104. The Persian form is Güyum, as given for its homonym 
under 32.

22. Maq., 430, says that the best water of Shïrâz was from Jüyum, just 
mentioned under 21. Under 32. the name may have been repeated in the 
Persian garb of Güyum.

23. B.rsarkän, B.rs.kän, perhaps Käskän, Ist., 102. On the term kauri- 
start see p. 255, note 1. The only Kauristân mentioned in the Färs-näma-yi 
Nastri is the one on the road from Lär to Bandar-i 'Abbâsï, but this does 
not suit our case. Here the name may stand for Kavar, mentioned under 
§ 6, 29. as lying on the river Sakän.

24. On Halläj see 1st., 148. 25. Hazär between Shïrâz and Mâyïn, 1st., 
102. Zarqän, north of the Tasht lake, 1st., 129. Khïr, perhaps «̂ Jl (sic), 
1st., 102.

26., 27. All lying in E. (see under 27.) and found in 1st., 107-8, Schwarz, 
101-5. On the tables (mawäyid) made of rock-salt see 1st., 155. On mümiyä 
see Nuzhat al-qulüb, p. 207.

28. Ramm [Shahriyâr], Shaqq (or Süq) al-Rustäq, Furj, Tärm (now 
Tarom) in 1st., 109, but Maq., 428, gives a nearer form to ours: Rustäq 
al-Rustäq.

30. Kârzïn, having a quhandiz and a rabad, 1st., 106,116.
31. Käriyän, with a fortress and a temple, 1st., 117, 118, both in B., cf. 

Schwarz, 70, 91. On the temple see Hoffmann, Auszüge aus pets. Akten, 
p. 286. [A. Pagliaro, History of the Sacred Fires in Oriental Studies in 
honour of C. E. Pavry, Oxford 1933, p. 383, instead of Käriyän reads in the 
Iranian Bundahishn: deh-i kanärakän, or kanärangakän and is inclined to 
place the Farnbagh fire in the "border province” of Armenia. Doubtful.]
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32- 34· Ist., 106-9, mentions under E.: Mädavän, Jüyum (our text at 
this place gives the Persian form Güyutny see above 21., 22.), and Jahrum, 
but places under B.: Samirän, Iraz (now Iraj, south of Nïrîz), and Kiz. 
Rûfta is obscure.

35. Kurdiyän, 1st., 107. Khlr (not in 1st.?), lies in E. between Nirlz 
and Fasä (now Mubârakâbâd).

36. 1st., 108-9,. under F- Khiyär was the town of Nïrîz. 1st. spells 
Istahbanät with s.

37. Abädha belonged to E., 1st., 107, but B.rdangän (1st., 101 p) and 
*Chähuk (1st., 102, Sahuk) belonged to A.

38. All under A., 1st., 101-3, except Khurra, placed by 1st., 112, 118, 
under D. 1st., 102, also writes for Päpak.

39. All under A. in Ist., 101-3, who gives the forms M.shkän, Iqlld, 
Ärkh.män, S.rm.q. The Persian translation of 1st., edited by Ouseley, 
confirms that Iqlîd and Surmaq “in Persian are called Kilid and Surma”, 
1st., 101 b.

40. 1st., 101, 151. 41. Nâyïn. The name supplied from 1st., 155, who 
places it in the district of Yazd. Cf. twice over under 45.

42. The district Sardan lay in the Küh-gïlü mountains between the 
provinces A. and C. The details given under § 6, 36. show that the district 
belonged to the Tab basin (cf. 1st., 119, on the two headwaters of the Tab 
uniting near Misin), but it is possible that it included also the region of the 
headwaters of the Kârûn. 1st., 103, calls Lürdagän capital of Sardan.1 
On the mine of sufr in Sardan see 1st., 155. Sufr is “copper” and, though 
occasionally it means “gold”, 1st. at this place clearly distinguishes it 
from dhahab.

43. 1st., 102, under A. The form Abraj (not Iraj) is correct, Le Strange, 
ox., 281. Instead of \J fsome of 1st. MSS., 102 k mention 4»y (?).

44. 1st., 102, under A. Our D.rkän corresponds to ûlSV̂ n.
45. Our clear Anär, for 1st., 102, j U  is rather against Le Strange’s theory 

about Anär being an error for Urns, ox., 266. The remaining four names 
are given by 1st., 100, in the Yazd district of Istakhr (he spells Fahraj). 
Katha is the present-day Yazd.

380 Commentary §§ 29-30

§ 30. Khüzistän

Le Strange, The Lands, pp. 232-47, Schwarz, Iran, pp. 289-455.
This chapter, too, (cf. §§ 28-9) is almost entirely based on 1st., 88-96 (see 

under 14.) and shows no trace of acquaintance with I.5 · or Maq. The 
details in 7. and 8. are borrowed from I.Kh.

On the rivers of Khüzistän see § 6, 35.-40.
The description of 1.-4. follows Ist.’s route, p. 95, in the opposite 

direction: Arrajän to Ask (two easy marhalas); thence to Zaydän (1 ditto); 
thence to Dauraq (1 ditto); thence to Khan Mardawaih (1 ditto); thence

z On the Lürdagän lake v.s.t under 17.



to Bäsiyän (i ditto); thence to Hisn Mahdi (2 ditto); thence to Bayän [cf. 
§ 33, i i .] on the Tigris (1 ditto); thence on to Baghdäd.

1. Ist., 90, places it in the centre of several waterways of which the course 
is now difficult to trace, for hydrographical conditions in Khüzistän have 
greatly changed. Schwarz, 330, places it near Sabla, upstream from 
Muhammara.

2. 1st., 95, Dauraq, Khän-Mardawaih, Bäsiyän, all three on the road 
from Arrajän to Basra, cf. § 6, 39.

3. 1st., 95: Zaydän (var.: Dayrä), on the road Arrajän-Äsk-Zaydän- 
Dauraq.

4. 1st., 92 (the fire seen on the Ask mountain is due to some burning 
naphtha), 94 (battle of the Azraqï Khärijites). ,

5. Ist., 93: Abü'Ali, imam of the Mu'tazilites (d. in 303/916), see 
Djubbat in EL

6. 1st. has nothing on the position of Süq al-arba'ä but our author derives 
his record from Ist.’s Map, cf. § 6, 37., where Süq al-arba'ä is placed up- 
stream from Ahwäz ( ?).

7. 1st., 88, is extremely brief on Ahwäz which he calls Hurrrmz-shahr, 
and this particular detail is not in our author who at this place transcribes
I.Kh., 170. Vullers, ii, 451, explains mär-i skikanj as mär-i surkh. Our 
author translates I.Kh., 170: ^\i\.

8. 1st., 89: Azam. Its mention at this place (before 9.) shows that our 
author followed I.Kh., 43 (road: Ahwäz-Azam-'Abdin-Räm Hurmuz).

9. 1st., 93 (Mânï). Thè form of the name Ramh.z is half-way between 
the official form (cf. under 12.) arid the popular pronunciation Rämiz. The 
northern river of R.-H. (Rüd-i A'lä, or Güpäl) is not mentioned under § 6. 
See Minorsky, Ram Hurmuz in EL

10. 1st., 91 (sugar from Masruqän comes to 'Askar'Mukram). The 
specification of sugar not in 1st.

11. Masruqän is a locality, not a town, 1st., 90.
12. Räm Ürdmizd is probably a simple error for Ürmizd, cf.

§ 6, 39·
13. Isç., 89: Süq Sanbïl.
14. Idhaj, now Mälämir, is barely mentioned in 1st., 89, 90, 92. This 

paragraph in reality describes Shüshtar (Tustar), Ist., 9218. I.H., 175, 
explicitly says that at his time the cover for the Ka'ba was no more pre
pared at Tustar. Cf. § 6, 37.

15. V.ndü-shävür is an interesting form [cf. 12.] for Janday-säbür, 1st., 
93 (*Gundë-Shâpür). The town founded by Shäpür I, according to Tabari, 
i, 826, was named Bih az Andëw Shäpür. Nöldeke considers this explana
tion (probably hailing from Ibn Muqaffa') untenable. Marquart inter
preted it first as “better than Antiochia is (the town) of Shäpür”, Eräniahr, 
145, and later as “better (is) the Antiochia of Shäpür”, Catalogue, p. 98· 
In the Middle Persian list of towns edited in the latter book, the name of 
Gunde-Säbür has the form of V.ndzoy (or V.ndwg)-Shahpuhr which Mar
quart emendates into Vand<iy>og-Shahpuhr. But whatever the learned
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etymologies of the original Säsänian name may have been, the fact is that 
V.ndv% exactly corresponds to the first part of the Byzantine Βατδοσαβόρων 
and to óur which all agree in showing that the people simplified
the name into a compound Vindôy-Shâpür. On the well-known name 
Vinddy see Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, 370. Hübschmann, Armenische 
Grammatik, 85, explains the Armenian form Vndoy (borrowed from Middle 
Persian) as a pet-form of some name like the Old Persian Vindafarnah 
("he who obtains glory”). Ibn al-Qiftl, ed. Lippert, 133-4, confirms that 
the name of jym was regarded as a combination of the names of \j&  
(#jjûr ?), a former master of the land, and Shäpür. For the explanation of 
jjb jj·j jL* in § 6,40. see note to it. [However, a simpler restoration 
might be [j] J^.]

16. 1st., 92: long story on Daniel’s coffin; 93 : khazz-textiles and sham- 
mämät- citrons.

17. 1st., 39, Mattüth and Birdhaun were known only as places producing 
textiles, cf. Schwarz, 365-7. 18. 1st., 93: Basunnê (sutwr). Maq., 417: 
al-sutür al-jayyida. 19. Is{., 94 (tikak in Tib). 20. Is{., 93 · süsanjird- 
textiles produced in Qurqüb, on them see special treatise by Karabacek 
(Karabaòek), Die persische Nadelmalerei Susandschird, Leipzig, 1881.

§31. The Jib ä l

Le Strange, pp. 185-231, Schwarz, pp. 445-957 (an amazingly detailed 
analysis of Arabic sources).

This chapter, too, is based on 1st., 195-204, drastically abridged. Of the 
original details some could, as a matter of fact, have been found by the 
author in the MSS. of Ist.’s work which, as usual, contain many additions 
(cf. notes in BGAf i and iv). The description has been arranged according 
to Ist.’s itineraries (or his Map). 1. the capital ; 2.-7. the road from Isfahan 
to Hamadän (the latter town forgotten!); 8.-12. ditto from Hamadän to 
Khüzistän; 13. ditto from Hamadän to Kirmänshäh; 14-15. western 
localities; 16.-18. the road from Qazvln to Tabriz; 19.-21. Rayy and its 
neighbourhood; 22. the road from Rayy to Hamadän; 23. ditto from Rayy 
to Isfahan.

i. 1st., 198, I.H., 241, give the distance of 2 miles (variant: 1 mile), 
which is approximately equal to half a farsakh. The list of textiles is a 
crucial point. 1st., 199, speaks of al-attain wal-washy wa sctir thiyàb al- 
harir wal-qutun but the Gothan epitome (ed. Moeller) adds j
cf. also BGAy iv, 407 (from the Leiden epitome): oGjWiJlj. Our author 
omits and incorporates the addition which is interesting, for no other 
writer seems to speak of siglaton being fabricated in Isfahän, see Schwarz, 
888-90. This heavy figured silk stuff was chiefly produced in Armenia and 
Baghdäd (where it was of blue colour), though Heyd, Histoire du commerce 
du Levant, ii, 700, admits that some of it came to Europe from Persia. See 
now G. S. Colin, Latin "siglatun”, &c., in Romania, 1930, Ivi, 178-90 and



418. The Zarînrüdh is not in 1st., but in I.Kh., 20,176 (whose story on its 
reappearance in Kirmän is not reproduced in our author).

2. 1st., 198. This Khän Lanjän has been wrongly taken for the place of 
refuge of Firdausi, cf. Le Strange, 207. In fact the details found in the MS. 
Br. Mus. Or. 1403, described in Rieu’s Catalogue, ii, 535, refer not to 
Firdausi but to the scribe (who apparently wrote in 779/1377).

4., 5. 1st., 199, cf. Qudäma, 199, under Ighärayn. The mention of the 
ruin of Buij may have been suggested by what 1st. says of the past glory 
of Abü Dulaf’s dynasty in Karaj.

7. No details on Rämin in 1st. but I.H., 258, calls it iJU  ii ju .
8., 9. This Karaj was the minbar of the Rüdrävar rustäq, Ist., 199. The 

indistinctly written in view of the explanation seems to be ^  “cheese”, 
but no other author mentions cheese in Rüdrävar, Schwarz, 504. Perhaps 
the word was misread from ^ λ . io . cf. Minorsky, Nihäwand in EL

11. Lïshtar, Ist., 197 and 201 (hazelnuts). Now Allshtar, in Northern 
Luristän, one of the localities of the ancient Kassite country where the 
“Luristän bronzes” have been discovered. According to the Nuzhat 
al-quluby p. 107, there stood (formerly) in Alïshtar the fire temple of

certainly i.e. either ddharahhsh “a thunder-bolt”, or
ädharkhush “the 9th day of the Adhar month” . [Marquart, Eränsahr, 82, 
and Streifzüge, 347, restores Ädharkhush in I.Kh., 120, &c., as Ädhar- 
jushnasf. He adds in Wehrot, 88 : “der Hengst wünasp ist das Symbol des 
Blitzfeuers, das aus dem Wasser geboren wird.” However, the famous 
temple of Ädhar-gushnasp lay in Ädharbäyjän, and with regard to Allshtar 
we may hardly go beyond the restoration ■]

12. Shäpurkhäst, as results from Maq., 401, is Khurramäbäd (surnamed 
probably after the Khurrami sectarians who, in the tenth century, were 
very numerous in this locality, cf. Ibn Miskawaihi, The Eclipse, i, 278). 
See Minorsky, Luristän in El.

13. 1st., 195-6, writes in Arabic Qarmastn (perhaps a non-Iranian 
local form). Maq al-qal'a lay probably near Kirind, Le Strange, 192.
14. 1st., 200.

15. The words on the sociable character of the inhabitants belong only 
to Dlnävar, 1st., 198. On the other hand both Shahrazür and Suhravard 
are described as having fallen into the hands of the Kurds. This is the 
only ground for coupling the two towns of which the one lies west of the 
Zagros (cf. Minorsky, Shehrizür in El) and the other between Hamadän 
and Zanjän. The spelling (cf. also Sharaf-näma, ed. Veliaminov 
Zernov, i, p. 20 ult.y Jjj ^t) shows that the name was not considered as an 
idäfat construction. It rather confirms the etymology *Shah-razür 
“the Kingly Forest”, for Siyä-razür “the Black Forest”, in view of the 
Byzantine το Σιαρσούρων, τον Σιάζουρον, and the similar Palliavi and Syriac 
forms, see Marquart, Südarmenien, 1929, p. 558, and Herzfeld, Mitt. aus 
Iran, ii, 2, 1930, pp. 73-4.

16.-18. 1st., 200-1. The popular form Auhar instead of Abhor is inter
esting, cf. note to § 49.
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19. Tälaqän, district on the upper Shäh-rüdh ; not to be confounded with 
§ 23, 52., and 76.

20.1st·, 208, under Daylam.
21· 1st., mentions Rayy both under Jibäl, 202, and Daylam. 208-9. The 

famous Muhammad b. Zakariyyä al-RäzI died in 311 A .H ., cf. Ibn Khàllikân, 
Tehran edition, ii, 93-4 No. 156), Browne, Arabian medicine, 1921, 

pp. 43-53, Sarton, Introduction, i, 609-10. Of the three other savants, 
'All b. Hamza al-Kisa’i and Muhammad b. Hasan, contemporaries of 
Harün al-Rashid, died on the same day in the village of Ranbüya in 189/805, 
Ibn Khàllikân, i, 358 (£No. 114) and ii, 26-7 No. 18), whereas Muham

mad b. Ibrâhïm b. Ilabîb äl-Fazäri was a contemporary of the caliph 
Mansür (a .d . 754-775) who commissioned him to translate the Indian 
Siddhänta; he died circa a .d . 796-806, see Sarton, Introduction, i, 530.

Of the produce of Rayy, our author borrows from 1st., 210: cotton and 
cloaks (abrâd) and ibid., 208 0 (in the Gothan epitome) : cotton stuffs. Maq., 
396, mentions precious taylasän-scarves, produced in Sudd near Rayy, and 
Ibn al-Faqih, 253, glazed plates (al-atbäq al-mudahhana). It is curious 
that our author speaks of “china and oil (?)”. Ghadära means
"greenish plastic clay”, "big plate”, and "china”. The word «jpjj in our 
author’s source very probably (*raughan kashïda ?) echoes the term mudah- 
han which in the first place means "covered with oil (glaze ?)”. The men
tion of china in Rayy has certainly in view the famous "Rayy potteries” 
and confirms the fact that they were fabricated long before the Seljuks. 
Cf. also the name of the poet Ghadâ’irï who was a native of Rayy and died 
in A.D. 1034.

22. 1st., 214, places Säva on the road from Rayy to Jibäl. Ava (usually 
coupled with Säva) is mentioned several times in Maq., 386, 401. Rüdha 
and Büsna ( ?), 1st., 198 b, belong to the same locality.

§ 32. Daylamän
For a long time the knowledge of the Caspian provinces was consider

ably behind the general standards of Muslim geography. Balâdhurî’s and 
Tabari’s remarks, valuable as they are, have a fragmentary character.
I.Kh. and Qudäma 4o not describe the Caspian provinces. Ya'qübï, 276-7, 
and even I.R., 149-51, are too brief. I. Faqïh, 101-14, chiefly follows 
Balädhuri and gives little purely geographical information. The oldest 
systematic accounts available until now were 1st., 204-17, I.H., 267-76, 
and Maq., 353—73. Even in comparison with Maq.’s interesting data, our 
author considerably increases our knowledge of the country. His extremely 
exact information on the neighbourhood of Lähijän suggests the idea that 
he might himself have sojourned there, or perhaps been a native of that 
region. Our author’s description is separated by some three centuries from 
the next independent and valuable account of Gïlân found in 'Abdullah 
Qäshäni’s Tärikk-i Uljäytü, Bib. Nat., supplement persan 1419, ff. 38fa- 
45 a (partly and inadequately edited in Schefer, Chrestomathie persane, ii,
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94-8). Cf. also the Nuzhat al-qulüb, 159-63 (Mäzandarän, Qömis, Tabar
istän, Jflän), and the Masälik al-absär, transi, by Qu'atremère in Notices 
et extraits, xii, 292-300 (on Qutlü-shâh’s unfortunate expedition into 
Gîlân in Uljäytü’s reign). Of outstanding importance are the local histories 
of the Caspian provinces published by Dorn (in the series of the Russian 
Academy) as well as by E. G. Browne and H. L. Rabino (see bibliography 
in Minorsky, Mäzandarän, in El). Still very important are Melgunov, 
On the Southern Shore of the Caspian sea, SPb., 1863 (in Russian, German 
trans, by Zenker) and B. Dorn’s Caspia, SPb., 1875 (of which there exist 
a Russian and a German edition and which is a prodigious collection of 
fragmentary notes). Of the later European works on the region see 
especially the very useful map [H. L. Rabino and Capitaine Faure] Perse. 
Province du Guilan, published by the Société Lyonnaise séricole et des 
soies d’Extrême Orient, Lyon, 1914 [quoted: RFG] ; Rabino, Le Guilan, in 
Revue du Monde Musulman, 1915-16, vol. xxxii (particularly valuable for 
giving detailed lists of villages) [quoted: i?G] ; A. F. Stahl, Die orographi- 
schen Verhältnisse des Elbursgebirges in Persien, in Petermann9s Mitteilungen, 
1927, Heft 7/8, pp. 211-15, and Map 13 (the article sums up the previous 
works by this explorer of great merit) ; Rabino, Mäzandarän and Astardbdd 
GMS, N.S., vii [quoted: RM]: R. Vasmer, Die Eroberung Tabaristäns 
durch die Araber, in Islamica, iii/ι, 1927, pp. 86-150, is a very detailed 
analysis of historical and geographical data ; Minorsky, Mäzandarän in E l  
(bibliography). See Map x (after RFG).

The tenth century a .d . is the period of the expansion of the Daylamite 
tribes whose original home lay in the mountainous districts between Gilän, 
Qazvln, and Zanjän. On the episodes of their extraordinary career see 
Minorsky, La Domination des Dailamites (No. 3 of Publications de la Société 
des Études Iraniennes), Paris, 1932, the object of which is to show that in 
a period when the Arab dominion had waned in Persia and the Turks were 
still lingering on the eastern frontier of the Sämänid empire, the Daylamites 
took up the task of reviving the Persian national tradition in the western 
part of Persia and that the Daylamite “interlude” was of great impor
tance as a connecting link in the history of Irän. The Daylamite successes 
are reflected in the terminology of the contemporary geographers who 
under “Daylam” enumerate all the lands round the Caspian Sea, including 
even the Khazar territory in the north, see Maq., 353-73. Our author does 
not go to such extremes but under “Daylamân” describes: Gurgän (1-5 .) , 
Tabaristän (6.-15. ; 21.-23.), Kümish (16.-19.), Daylam “proper” (24.), and 
Gîlân (25.).

1. Gurgän. The seat of the king of Tabaristän proper was Amol, as 
rightly stated under 13. Gurgän was the seat of the more important 
Ziyärid dynasty (a .d . 928-1042). Maq., 357, also mentions both Shahristän 
and Bakräbäd, but the name of the river Hirand (on which cf. Barthold’s 
Preface, p. 29) does not seem to occur anywhere else.

2. Dihistän is the district on the Atrak, see Nuzhat al-qulüb, 212, cf. 
Barthold, Irrigation, 31-7, and Minorsky, Meshhad-i Misriyän in El.

C c
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Dihistän undoubtedly echoes the name of the ancient nomad people Δάαι 
Dahae one of whose branches were the Aparnoi ; from the latter arose the 
family of the future Parthian rulers, see Tomaschek, Daai in Pauly- 
Wissowa, Real-Encychpadie, viii, 1945-6. I.Kh., 118, seems to quote a 
different Dihistän in Tabaristän; another Dihistän is mentioned by 1st., 
268, in Bädhghis (§ 23, 24.). On the peninsula called Dihistänän-sur (?) 
see § 4, 38.

3. Faräv, called Faräva in 1st., 273, I.R., 170, Maq., 320, corresponds 
to the present-day Qizil-Arvat on the Transcaspian railway, Barthold, 
Irrigation, p. 40.

4. In the fifteenth century the dialect of Astaräbäd was used for religious 
propaganda by the Hurüfï sect, cf. Huärt, Textes persans relatifs à la secte 
des Houroûfisy GMS, ix, 1909.

5. Abaskün (or Abaskün, cf. Yäqüt, i, 55 and 91) must correspond to 
Σωκανάα πόλι? which Ptolemy, vi, cap. 9, mentions- in the south-eastern part 
of the Caspian. Abaskün was an important port after which the whole 
Caspian Sea was sometimes called, cf. Juvaynî, GMS, ii, 115: bakr-i 
Äbaskün. It is usually located near the estuary of the Gurgân river (at 
Gümüsh-täpä), cf. Dorn, Caspia, pp. 67-8, 92, Barthold, Irrigation, 33; 
Le Strange, The Lands, 379. Hamdulläh Mustaufïj Nuzhat al-qulub, 239, 
calls Abaskün "an island” adding that in his time it was submerged by the 
sea of which the level had risen when the Oxus [temporarily] changed its 
course and flowed into the Caspian.

6. Cf. Minorsky, Mäzandarän, in El. The situation of 7.-13. appears 
from the following route given in the opposite direction by 1st., 216: 
Amol to Mila 2 farsakhs; thence to B.rji (?) 3 ditto; thence to Säriya 1 
marhala; thence to Mär.st [or Maq., 372: Abär.si] 1 ditto; thence to 
Abädän [or to Limräsk] 1 ditto; thence to Tamïsha 1 ditto; thence to 
Astaräbädh 1 ditto; thence to Ribät Hafs 1 ditto; thence to Jurjän 1 ditto. 
A detailed analysis of this route is found in Marquart, Untersuch. z. Gesch. 
von Eran, ii, Leipzig, 1905, pp. 58-60. According to I.R., 149-50, the

9
eastern frontier of Tabaristän lay at j^i\ J*\»j (*Ribät al-äjurr "the burnt 
brick ribät”) which probably is connected with the brick wall {hä1 it . . . 
min äjurr) which stretched between the mountain and the sea and was 
attributed to Anüshirvän, cf. also I. Faqih, 303. In later times Shäh 
fAbbas built (or rebuilt?) the wall on the river Kirrind (cf. Ptolemy, vi, 
cap. 9, XpLvhoi) which was called jar-i Kulbäd, cf. Dorn, Caspia, 103. Our 
author seems to have imagined that the wall surrounded Tamïsha. The 
latter is identified by Marquart, o.c.9 56, with Bandar-Gaz.

10. Mâmtïr =  Bärfurüsh.
14. Ist., 217, 'Ayn al-Humm, but the name Alhum may be of local 

origin. This place situated at an easy marhala from Ämol on the sea must 
be identical with Ahalom (wV) which the Russian 5 verst map shows in the 
delta of the Ämol river to the south-west of Mahmüdäbäd, cf. Melgunov,
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15. Rüdhân “copper (mines?)” , later Püyän and *Rüyanj(so instead of 
Rubanj in 1st., 204) formed a separate küra, I.R., 149, and was ruled by the 
dynasty of Ustundärs, see Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, p. 433, andMinorsky, 
Rüyän in EI.

16. Kümish (*Kömish) is the region lying outside Tabaristän  ̂proper 
along the southern foot of the mountains, cf. Ptolemy, vi, cap. 5 : ή μέν παρά 
την Ύρκανίαν Κομ,ισηνή. standing in the text must be an error for

U for Ya'qübï, 276, says explicitly under Qümis that the inhabitants 
of its capital Dämaghän, who are of Persian nationality ('ajam), are extremely 
skilful in production of woollen ^w/nisi-textiles (i—*j5)\ LS\).

17. Dämaghän (now Dämghäri) is probably ' Εκατόμπνλος βασΐλειον of 
Parthian times. In the list of its products I translate the word *alam by 
“border” preferably to “banner” , as it grammatically belongs to dastär. 
Curiously enough one of the imäm-zädas of Dämghän, built according to 
Khanikoif, Mémoire sur l’Asie Centrale, p. 74, in the fourth century a .h . is 
called Pir-i 'Alamdär (here “beflagged” would be a more suitable inter
pretation).

20. On A. F. Stahl’s map Umgegend von Tehran, in Peterm. Mitteil.,
1900, Shalamba is shown circa 6 Km. to the south of the town of Damavand.

21.-23. The Qärin mountain lay to the south of Sârï. The castle of 
Pirrim was probably situated on the western branch of the Tijin river. 
Sämär corresponds to 1st., 205: Sahmär which stood at 1 day’s distance 
from Sârï and was the only city (madina) of the Qärin-küh. The last prince 
of the original Qärinid dynasty (which claimed descent from the legendary 
Käva) was Mäzyär, executed in 224/839, cf. Minorsky, Mäzyär in EL 
Then the rival and more important Bävand dynasty (supposed to descend 
from Kayüs, brother of the Säsänian king Kavädh) must have seized 
Pirrim. Several princes of this dynasty bore the name of Shahriyär, after 
which the mountains were called Shahriyär-küh. The story of the miracu
lous spring in the Qärin mountains is not identical with what is found in 
Ibn al-Faqïh, 310 (on the spring at al-Täq), Zakariyä Qazwïnï, ii, 239, 270, 
and Hamdulläh, Nuzhat al-qulub, 277 (on the spring Bädkhäna near 
Dämghän), cf. Vasmer, Die Eroberung Tabaristäns, pp. 101-2. However, 
all these reports point to a former adoration of springs which is clearly con
firmed by the H.- 'Ä. and consequently must be added to the list of wonderful 
customs existing in the Caspian provinces, see Maq., 268-71, analysed by 
Inostrantsev in his Études säsänides (in Russiän), SPb., 1909, pp. 110-35.

24. Of the districts of Daylam proper (cf. 1st., 204, al-Daylam al-mahd) 
Latra and Varfü [for the ending cf. Laspü south of Somäm] are mentioned 
in Ibn Isfandiyär, p. 162, and Langä, home of the 'Alid Abul Husain 
(d. 421/1030), ibid., 54, all three in connexion with Rüyän; consequently 
they must be located on the eastern side of Daylam. A Langä on RM , Map, 
is shown in the eastern part of Tunikäbun, south of 'Abbäsäbäd and 
Aspichîn,cf.Melgunov,o.c., 182. M.rd is unknown. Chälkarüd river is some 
65 Km. west of Chälüs, RM, 131. Krkrüdh must correspond to Karkarü- 
sar lying immediately east of the Chälüs, Melgunov, o.e., 180, RM, 151,
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and Dinär-rüdh to Dïnâ-rüd, à narrow strip of coast mentioned in the 
Tctnkh-i Khânï, ed. Dorn, SPb., 1857, p. 212, between Sakhtasar (eastern 
frontier of Gïlân) and Khushkarüd (in Râniküh). Jüdähanjän and jù jj 0% 
have not beenfound.1 Hausam, according to RG, pp. 336-7, is identical with 
Rüdisar, which lies 13 Km. east of Langarüd. With regard to Hausam we 
have Zahïr al-dïn’s indication (éd. Dorn, 1850, p. 19) that the western 
frontier of Tabaristän is Malät "which village of the town of Hausam is 
now known as the port of Rüdisar”. It must be admitted, however, that 
such a position for Haiisam does not tally with its place in our author’s 
enumeration. As to the mountainous districts, Pazhm must be Bashm 
lying west of Somäm (not Bashm west of the Châlüs), cf. RG, pp. 306,351, 
and RFG. Shïr is the mountain south of Ashkavar. Vastän, considering 
the order of enumeration, must be sought east of Somâm on the southern 
frontier of Gïlân. All these names in the tenth century referred to districts 
rather than to the single inhabited points. Our author distinctly says that 
the towns of Daylam were Kalâr and Châlüs, but as 1st., 206, reckons them 
to Tabaristän, our author evidently means only that Kalâr and Châlüs were 
the market-places which the Daylamites visited. The town of Kalâr must 
have lain near the col of Bashm (west of Châlüs). In the plain of Kalârdàsht 
(on the right affluent of the Sardäbrüd) Miss F. Stark found a mound 
probably of the frontier fortress of Kalâr. See F. Stark, The Site of the City 
of Kalar, in GJ, March 1934, pp. 211-17 (with a map).

25. Gïlân. The contents of this passage have been treated by Barthold 
in Izvestiya Kavkaz. Istor.-Archeol. Institut a, 1927, vi, pp. 63-6, though 
without any explanation of the geographical terms. In the tenth century 
the Gïl (Jïl), inhabitants of Gïlân, were a tribe usually distinguished from 
the Daylamites, see Minorsky, La Domination des Dailamites, p. 23, note 28,2 
and the Gïl often quarrelled with the Daylamites, as our author seems to 
confirm. The frontier between the two tribes passed roughly speaking 
between Langarüd (Gïlân) and Rüdisar (Daylam).

The Safïd-rüd divides Gïlân into two parts, viz., "this side” and "that 
side” , in local dialect respectively called Biya-pïsh and Biya-pas (biya 
"water” is cognate with Avestan vaday "watercourse”), and each of them 
had a different dynastic history, cf. Zahïr al-dïn, Tärikh-i Gtlän wa Day- 
lamistân, ed. Rabino, Rasht, 1330 a .h ., and the epitome of it in H. L. 
Rabino, Rulers of Gïlân, in JRAS^vXy, 1920, 277-96.

On "this side” of the river the districts (not yet towns ! as pointed out by 
Barthold) were Lâfjân =  Lâhïjân [for f> h  cf. Νιφαυάν§α>Nihävand]. 
Miyâlafjân seems to be identical with Mâlfejân, on the road from Lâhïjân 
to Siyâhkal (Barfjân), RG, 329  ̂ Kushkajän lies on the eastern bank of the

1 If the second name is *Nylän- mites is found in Gurgânï’s Vis-u· 
rüdbär it may be compared with the Râmïn, ed. M.Mïnovï, 1935, pp. 494-5. 
source of the Langarud river rising near 3 Another restoration of this indis- 
the village now called Ley I (<*Neyl or tinctly written iiame may be Niyälfjän 
N ili). Cf. p. 410, 1. ι6. (?), cf. notes to § 36, 3Ó.-41·

2 A  curious description of the Dayla-
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Safïd-rüd, ibid., 327. Barfjân is thè centre of the district Siyähkal, south
east of Lâhîjân, ibid. 278, 284. Däkhil, in Râh-shâhï-pâyïn, north of 
Lähijan, ibid. 322. Tijin, on the road going west from Lâhîjân to Kïsum, 
ibid. y 328. Ch.ma (reading uncertain) may be connected with Chomkhala, 
port of Langarüd, north-east of Lâhîjân.

On “that side” of the river, Khângajâl (reading uncertain : Jänkajäl, &c.) 
could not be identifiéd. The district of Nanak lies south-east of Rasht, 
RGy p. 228, 242. Kütum (*Kötum), even if we judge only by its place in 
the enumeration, corresponds to the present-day Kuhdum (pronounced: 
Kodom) lying some 5r Km. north of the Imäm-zäda Häshim. This latter 
stands at the point where the highroad from Qazvïn to Rasht following the 
left bank of the Safîd-rûd emerges from the Elburz mountains into the 
Gîlân plain. 'Abdullâh Qâshânï in his Tärikh-i UljäytUy f. 39z;, says: 
‘O n the western side of the Safid-rüd the first province (wiläyat) is Kütum, 
lying on the bank of the Sabïd-rü (sic) ; i.e. y south of it are the mountains, 
and east of it the Safïd-rüd ; the province stretches ( ?) east to west. Kütum 
is the name of the district, whereas the chief place of Kütum is called 
Bäzär-i Shahristän. . . . The province of Küchaspän [now: Küchasfän] is 
situated north of Kütum on the sea-coast. . . . Räsht is situated to the 
north-west of Kütum.”1 In later sources there is some confusion as to the 
location of Kütum. Hamdulläh in the Nuzhat al-quluby pp. 163, 217-18, 
places it on the shore of the Caspian near the estuary of the Safïd-rüd and 
calls it a port (bandar-gäh-i kashtî). Abul-Fidä, p. 429, locates it at 1 
day’s distance from the sea. This latter indication can only have in view 
the former centre of the Kütum district, i.e. Bäzär-i Shahristän or Güräb-i 
Kuhdum, cf. RGy 215, which must have lain considerably to the north of 
the present-day Kuhdum village (even as the crow flies, the latter is situated 
at 47 Km. from the nearest western estuary of the Safïd-rüd). It must be 
remembered that the Safïd-rüd has several estuaries and it is possible that 
Hamdulläh had in view the port of IJasan-kiyä-dih as giving access to the 
Kütum district. By Sarävän our source evidently means the upper 
(southern) part of the former principality of Kütum (on its extent see 
RGy 215). In Nâsir al-dïn Shäh’s grant of 1280/1863, quoted in RG , 83, 
the Sarävän borough is considered as a part of the Kuhdum borough, cf. 
ibid.y 218, 237, and RFG . Most probably Sarävän (“head of the waters”) 
is precisely the locality now called Kuhdum “ tail, or foot of the mountain” , 
whereas the ancient centre of Kuhdum lay lower down on the left bank of 
the Safïd-rüd. The name of the district of Paylamän-shahr (to which 
belonged the borough of the same name mentioned separately) has now 
completely vanished ; judging by its place in the enumeration it may have, 
lain between Sarävän and Rasht. Our record of Rasht (not yet a town !) is 
the earliest in existence. In the Tärikh-i Uljäytüy f. 40η, Rasht is de
scribed as a seat of a governor and as a place where the tomb of a venerated 
saint (Ustäd Ja'far) and a mosque were found. Cf. also a desultory note

1 The text of this important source is corrupt, and on f. 41a Kütum is wrongly 
placed to the east of the Safïd-rüd.
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in the Nuzhat al-qulub, 163. The further rise of Rasht is connected with 
the dynasty of the amîrs Tïjaspï in the fifteenth century a .d ., cf. RG, 69,416.

The last part of the paragraph enumerates the places on the road going 
northwards to Transcaucasia and is far from being so complete. The 
Tülîm (now Tülim) district lies north-west of Rasht and adjoins the 
Murdäb lagoon, RG, 190. The Düläb district adjoins the north-west 
corner of the Murdäb; its mountainous part is called Tälish-Düläb and 
that lying near the coast Gil-Düläb, ibid., 107-14. Kuhan-rüdh seems to 
refer to Kergäna-rüd, the central part of Persian Tälish, ibid., 89-100. 
Astaräb most probably is Astärä, cf. Tärikh-i 'Alam-ärä, p. 742, Astärä. 
Khân-Balï (?) must be sought in the region of Mughân, see Minorsky, 
Mukän in EI. This part of enumeration has a pretty close parallel in 
Maq.’s route (pp. 372-3): Sälüs (*Chälüs) to Isbïdrüdh i marhala ; thence to 
Qaryat al-Rasad 1 ditto ; thence to Kh.shm 1 ditto ; thence to Baylamân
4 ditto; thence to al-Düläb 4 ditto (?); thence to Kuhan-rüdh 3 ditto; 
thence to Müghakän 2 ditto ; thence to al-Kurr (Kur river) 2 ditto ; thence 
to Hashädhar 2 ditto ; thence to al-Shamäkhiya 2 ditto. These distances are 
not exempt from suspicion and it is right that after Kuhan-rüdh the H.-'Ä. 
should insert Astaräb. As our Khân-B.Iï corresponds to Müghakän, it is 
very likely identical with Bilasuvär, an important centre of Müghän. [The 
name, probably *Ptla-suvär "great cavalier” is a familiar Daylamite name.]

The "boroughs” of Gïlân (Gïlâbâdh, Shäl, Düläb, and Paylamän-shahr) 
cannot yet be located. Maq., 355, mentions the towns in Daylam: B.rvän,
V.lâmr, Sh.kïr.z, Täram (Tärom on the middle course of the Safïd-rüdh), 
Khasm ; and in Gïlân : Düläb, Baylamän-shahr, and Kuhan-rüdh, ibid., 360.

Neither under Daylam (§ 32), nor Ädharbäyjän (§ 35) does our author 
mention by name the Tälish region extending along the coast between 
Gïlân and Muqän. In the earlier Arab writers two names occur frequently 
together ùUJJlj see Marquart, Streifzüge, 280 (with numerous 
quotations). As regards Taylasän it is clear that it is an Arabic popular 
etymology for Persian Tälish-än (whatever the real origin of the interesting 
Tälish people be). In Arabic taylasän means not only a sort of head- 
kerchief worn by the learned people, but in a technical geographical sense 
"a half-moon shaped gulf” which is exactly the case of the south-western 
corner of the Caspian where Tälish is situated.1 The only place remain
ing available for is the mountainous tract lying west of Tälish 
between Ardabïl and Zanjän, called Tärom (in Arabic Ĵa)\) and Khalkhäl, 
see Minorsky, Tärom in EL Bîrünî in his Canon quotes j}\ between 
al-Tarm and Zanjän. I feel sure that both ^J\ and )̂l must be read *al- 
Hïr (Hêr) and refer to Khalkhäl of which the chief place is still called 
Herow<Her (*Her)-äh, see Minorsky, Transcaucasica, in Jour. As., July, 
1930, p. 72.

1 See Khuwârizmî, pp. 80-1 (Caspian mento, p. 16, explains Khuwârizmï’s 
Sea) and the annexed map illustrating taylasän as “una insenatura lunga e 
different forms of sea-coasts. Cf. Re- regolare, ma non molto profonda” , 
naud, Abul-Fidä, i, 19· Nallino, Rif act-
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§ 33· 'Irâ<l

1.Kh., 5—16; Ist., 78-88; I.H., 157-70; Maq., 136-51. Streck, Die alte 
Landschaft Babylonien, Leiden, 1901 ; Le Strange, The Lands, 1-85 ; H. H. 
Schaeder, Hasan al-Basrï. Zur Topographie und Geschichte des 'Iräq, in 
Der Islam, xiv, pp. 4-42. On the rivers cf. § 6, 46.-49.

Starting with the capital 1. Baghdad, the description follows the course 
of the Tigris down to>6. Wâsit ; 7.-13. lie in the region of Basra; 14.-19. on 
the left bank of the Tigris and up the road to Persia; 20.-25. on t îe canals 
joining the Tigris and Euphrates; 26.-28. on the right bank of the Eu
phrates; 29.-32. above Baghdad on the Tigris. Most of the places are 
shown on the sketch-map in Le Strange, ox.

By “the great kings” living in 'Iraq the Büyids are evidently meant.
2. Neither 1st., 87, nor I.H., 168, nor Maq., 122, mention Kurds in 

Jabbul.
7. 'Abdasï. So spelt in 1st., whereas I.H. spells 'Abdâsï. Nîm-rûdhï 

not otherwise known.
8. Maftah mentioned by 1st., 81, and its position is indicated by the 

canal Ma'qil (§ 6, 46.).
10. Basra. 1st., 80 (=  I.H., 159) mentions the same graves and states 

that Basra pays the *ushr instead of taxes based on the cadastre (mash), cf. 
I.Kh., I413. T o a different source belongs the item on the “veiled” 
(burqa't) 'Alid, i.e. the leader of the rising of the black slaves in 255/868!. 
On his supposed genealogy see Tabari, iii, 1742, 1857; cf. Nöldeke, 
Orientalische Skizzen, Berlin, 1892: “ Sklavenkrieg im Orient” .

11. Bayän according to Ist., 95, was the last place belonging to Khüzistän. 
This is a new example of our author’s method of enumeration, v.s., § 29.

12. Salmänän ( ?) not found. Salmän-i Päk lying in the neighbourhood of 
Baghdad would be out of place here. Perhaps the sämänumats mentioned 
under 13. are connected with Salmänän (?). 'Abbadän may belong to 
the same locality. 'Abbadän with its humble industries had to wait 
another thousand years before becoming the present-day bulwark of the 
Anglo-Persian Oil Co.

14. Mädharäyä (above Wäsit) is to be distinguished from Madhär (§ 6,
46.) which would come naturally at this place.

20. Küthay-Rabbä, as in 1st., 86.
21. Bäbil as in 1st., 86, where KarCäniyün stands evidently for Kal- 

däniyün (“ Chaldaeans”).
26. The formula of blessing karrama *Uahu wajhahu, as applied to the 

caliph fAli, is sunnite. Very astonishing is the omission of Karbala (1st., 
85) which would have been unthinkable for a shVt, but see p. 177.

§ 34. Jaz ira
I.Kh., 73-4, 93-9; 1st., 71-8; I.H., 137-57; Maq., 136-51 {iqlim aqür). 

Le Strange, The Lands, 86-114 (most of the places will be found on Map



III). Honigmann’s map in his review of Marquart’s Südarmenien in Byz.- 
Zeitschrxxxi(i93i), pp. 392-400, and his Ostgrenze, passim. A detailed 
description of al-Jazira in the thirteenth century (after 'Izz al-din b. 
Shaddäd) has been published by Claude Cahen in Rev. des Études Islami
ques, 1934» 109-28.

The definition of Jazîra as an "island” is not exact as a large portion of it 
lies on the left (eastern) bank of the Tigris. On the rivers cf. § 6,46. and 49.

The description goës as follows: 1.-8. in a straight line from Mausil 
westwards; 9.-15. on the Euphrates downstream from its bend; 16. on 
the right bank of the Euphrates bend; 17-19. near the Balikh river;
20.-22. down the left bank of the Tigris. Amid and Sinjär are omitted in 
the enumeration though Amid is mentioned under § 6, 46.

4. The details on Nisibin all in 1st., 73. Sang-i äbgina stands for jawahir 
al-zajäj (I.H., 143: jauhar lil-zajdj), by which "silica, silicious earth” is 
evidently meant.

7. Abridged from 1st., 74.
8. Diyär-Rabi'a is precisely the province comprising 1.-7.
9.-15. The province of Diyär-Mudar, cf. 1st., 77.
16.-22. Cf. Ist., 75-7.
14. "Abdullah b. al-Mubärak al-Marwazï, an ascetic and traditionalist, 

lived 118-81/736-97, see TaWïkh Baghdäd, x, 152-62.
16. See Herzfeld, Bâtis, in EI. Jisr Manbij is a different place from 

Manbij reckoned to Syria (§ 38, 1.). The spelling Shumaishât, instead of 
Sumaisät, is very common, and already Yäqüt, ii, 276, 417, warned against 
it. Sumaisät (ancient Samosata) lies on the right bank of the Euphrates 
west of Amid ; Shimshät (ancient Arsamosata) lay north of Amid on the left 
bank of the Eastern Euphrates upstream from Kharpüt, cf. Le Strange,
o.e., 108, 116, and Markwart [Marquart], Südarmenien und die Tigris- 
quellen, Wien, 1930, pp. 242-4. Moreover, Marquart postulates the existence 
of two different Shimshät of which the less known lay south-west of Amid 
on the eastern bank of the Euphrates. This may give a clue to the spelling 
of Shumaishât under § 36, 16., and Sumaisät under § 38, 3.

19. On the church of Ruhä (Edessa) 1st., 79; already I.Kh., 161, says: 
"The Romans pretend that there is no stone monument surpassing in 
beauty the church of Ruhä.”

§§ 35“6. Ädharbädhagän [Armïniya and Arrän]
Hübschmann, Die altarmenischen Ortsnamen, in Indo-germ. Forschungen, 

xvi (1904), pp. 197-479. Sayyid Ahmad Kasravi, Pädshähän-i gumnäm-i 
Iran, fase. I—III, Tehran, 1307-8/1928-30 (very valuable essays on the 
dynasties of Ädharbayjän in the tenth century). A. Z. Validi, Azerbaycamn 
tarihi cografyasi in Azerbaycan Yurt Bilgisi, Istanbul, 1932, January (No. 1), 
pp. 35-48, February (No. 2), pp. 1-15, March (No. 3), pp. 123-32, April 
(No. 4), pp. 145-56; idem, Azerbaycan etnografisine dair, ibid., 1933, 
February (No. 14), pp. 49-56 (the author uses the Arabic original of
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Münejjim-bashi’s work and several rare Ottoman-Turkish sources); 
Schwarz, Iran, viii/1—8, ix/i (new series in progress since 1932).

In the author’s table of contents (v.i., pp. 47-8) the description of 
Armenia and Arrän forms a special chapter. However, in spite of the con
cluding words after 7., several places, such as 9., 10.-12. (Khoy), 16.-18., 
and perhaps 19. usually reckoned to Ädharbayjän (cf. Ist., 181-2), are 
described under Armenia. Both this arrangement and some other items 
in the beginning of our chapter (17. 19.) unexpectedly recall Maq., 374, 
but our author adds several new and interesting details. The part concern
ing Arrän has certain points in common with 1st. and the paragraph on 
Shirvän is undoubtedly based on the same source as Mas'üdï’s passage in 
the Murüj, but here, too, the H.-'Ä. contains a good deal of original in
formation:

I. Ädharbayjän.

Under Ädharbayjän first comes the capital Ardavïl, and then the 
enumeration, without much order, proceeds from the south-easternmost 
corner (2. Asna) to the north-easternmost point on the Araxes (7.). In 
Armenia first comes the capital (8.) followed by the points lying round the 
Urmiya lake 9.-12. (Khoy), then north of the Van lake and in Armenia 
proper (the rest of 12.-15.), then in northern Ädharbayjän south of the 
Araxes (16.-18. and perhaps 19.). In Arrän: 20. evidently continues 
the series 16.-19. ; then comes the capital (21.), then the places between the 
Araxes and the Kurr and along the latter river (22.-28.) ; finally (west to 
east) are enumerated the places lying immediately south of the Caucasian 
mountain down to the Caspian Sea and Daghestan (29.-41.). The enumera
tion is roughly clear but it has all the habitual defects of the author’s 
method (v.s., notes to § 29).

1. The kings of Ädharbayjän for the greater part of the tenth century 
were the Daylamites of the Musäfirid family. See Kasravï, o.e.,Minorsky, 
La Domination des Dailamites,Varis, 1932, und Musäfiri in El. However, the 
province had a number of local rulers as appears from I.H.’s enumeration 
of the Musâfirï feudatories, BGA., ii, 254.

2. See Minorsky, Ushnü in EI. Saräv, now Saräb (I.Kh., 120: 5̂ ). 
Jäbrüqän corresponds to I.Kh.’s 119, 121, Jäbrvän, which, together with 
Niriz, belonged to eAlî b. Murr. Nirïz lay 14 farsakhs south-east of Urmiya, 
and Jäbrvän 4 farsakhs farther south-east. The two places must be located 
south of the lake of Urmiya, probably in Sulduz, see Minorsky, Niriz and 
Sulduz, in EL ·

3. See Minorsky, Tabriz, in El. In the tenth century Tabriz was an 
insignificant borough. 'Alä b. Ahmad al-Azdï towards 251/865 was the 
financial agent for Armenia (and Ädharbayjän) and in 260 rebelled against 
the new wall of that province Omar b. 'Ali b. Murr, see Tabari, iii, 1584, 
1668.

4. See Minorsky, Marägha in EI. The son of Bü Säj is Ÿüsuf b. Àbul- 
Säj Dïvdâd. On the destruction of the walls [after 296/908] see 1st., 181.
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5. Barzand, 6. Müqän, and 7. Vartän lie north of Ardabïl, see Minorsky, 
Mukän in EI. Vartän (called by the Arabs Warthän) lay on the bank of the 
Araxes, now ruins of Altan.

II. Armenia.

8. Dvin, cf. Streck in E l  and Minorsky, Transcaucasica, in Jour. As., 
July 1930, pp. 41-56.

9. I.Kh., 120: Däkharraqän, actually Dihkharghän (local Turks call it: 
Tukharghan). Yäqüt, ii, 636, derives the name from that of Kisrä’s 
treasurer Nakhïrjân (?). It is curious that both Maq. and our author 
should have reckoned this town to Armenia though it lies between Tabriz 
and Marägha both belonging to Ädharbayjän. This arrangement most 
probably reflects some complications of feudal dependency: single boroughs 
could still resist the prevailing Daylamites. An apparently ancient Ar
menian colony exists in Dihkharghän. In 1905 I saw there a number of old 
tumular inscriptions in Armenian.

10. and ii. see Minorsky, Urmiya and Salmäs in EL
12. The form Arjlj (perhaps influenced by the popular etymology 

arctc>arziz) is unusual instead of Arjish, in Armenian Archësh (on the 
north-eastern bank of the Van lake).

13.-16. Maläzgird, Qâlïqala (usually Qäliqalä, cf. Balädhun, 193,< 
Armenian Karin-K'aiak'), and Mayyäfäriqln formed the line of Muslim 
strongholds in Armenia directed against the Byzantines. On the famous 
battle of Maläzgird of a .d . 1071, see the sources in Baron V. Rosen, Zap.,
i, 1886, pp. 19-22,189-202, and 223-32, and lately C. Cahen, La Campagne 
de Mantzikert, in Byzantion, ix/2, Brussels, 1934, pp. 613-42. Mayyä- 
färiqln in the tenth century belonged successively to the Hamdänids, 
Büyids, and Kurdish Marvänids, see Minorsky, s.v., in El.

16. See Minorsky, s.v., in EL
17. Here begins the more original part of the chapter. Mïmadh 

(*Mëmadh)1 is found in Balädhuri, 207, and Maq., 51, but only the mention 
of 18. Ahar as its centre enables us to locate the district in southern Qaraja- 
dagh (this latter name must be a Turkish popular etymology for some 
Iranian name like * Karaj, see Minorsky, TJrm in El).

Ibn Rawwäd was certainly a member of the Rawwädid dynasty which 
ruled intermittently in Tabriz and its neighbourhood from the beginning of 
the third century a .h . till the Seljuk times, see Balädhuri, 331, I.Kh., 119, 
cf. Minorsky Tabriz, Marand, Marägha in EI. More particularly our Ibn 
Rawwäd must be identical with Abul-Hayjä b. Rawwäd of whom I.H., 254, 
in his famous passage on the local rulers of Ädharbayjän and Armenia, says

1 There are several names known re- Sïijân (Kirmän) and Färs and, according

sembling our Ju-·. I.Kh., 23, mentions to Yäqüt, i, 799, was also called X*-*.

a ju-. in Kümis and, 43, a y* * in Färs It is possible that some of them are
m û  104: M ä’in, town of the Mymand connected etymologically. 

näfciya); a Xw, !§{., 161, lay between
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that from his possessions at Ahar and Varzuqän (this latter situated south
west of Ahar, and upstream from it on the same river) he paid in 344/955 
50,000 dinars to the Musäfirid Marzubän b. Muhammad, cf. Kasravî, ox.,
ii, 37. The earlier Rawwädids, mentioned with the nisba “al-AzdV*, 
evidently belonged to the Arab tribe which first occupied these parts of 
Ädharbayjän; the later Rawwädids have the nisba “al-Kurdï”, but there is 
no need to imagine that the later Rawwädids were of a distinct origin from 
their earlier namesakes; more probably the new nisba only refers to the 
gradual iranicizatioiji of the family as a result of marriage ties with local 
elements. Quite particularly such must have been the case regarding the 
branch established in the wild region of Ahar and depending on the 
Musäfirids, I.H., 254.

A most unexpected statement is that the said Ibn Rawwäd belonged to 
the family of Julindi bui (more probably *ibn ?) K.rk.r (vocalization in
distinct). Barthold, Preface, p. 39, has rightly noticed the incongruity of 
this passage in which a quotation from Is£., 140, referring to a pirate chief 
in the Persian Gulf (§ 29,3.),1 is applied to a ruler in Northern Ädharbayjän. 
1st. describes as an Azdite of Yemen and the first idea that occurs is 
that our author wanted to hint at . the Azdite origins of the Rawwädids. 
However, such an admission would be of no help for the explanation of the 
patronymic f f  J» accompanying in our text. It is much more likely* 
therefore, that instead of the learned Arab genealogy we have to admit here 
a mere misreading of some little-known complex found in our author’s 
source. The clue to f f  J» is given by the appellation o \ f f  which the

poet Qaträn uses with regard to the grandson of Abul-Hayjä mentioned 
above.

The question is only how to read ò \ f f 2 Our author obviously uses f f  
as a man’s name and considering the local possibilities I venture to read the 
whole complex f f  J, as * f f  Javânshïr ibn Grigor. In Per
sian cursive such a confusion has nothing extraordinary about it. If we 
start from what looks the least mutilated part of our name f f  we must 
admit its likeness to the Armenian name of Grigor which was particularly 
frequent among the princes of Arrän (Caucasian Albania, in Armenian

#
1 He belonged to a branch of the Mundart d. Mukrt-Kurden, Berlin, 1909, 

Khärijite Julandids of 'Oman among ii, 361 (the name surviving in Kurdish 
whom the name Julandä seems to have folk-lore may be a reminiscence of the 
been hereditary. 'Abd and Jayfar,,sons Azdite tradition in Ädharbayjän). 
of a Julandä, are said to have been con- 2 Kasravi, o.e., ii, 57, spells chirägh-i 
verted to Islam as early as 8/629, gargariyän “ lamp of the sovereigns” (?), 
Balâdhurî, 76 ; Tabari, ii, 1949 (under from gargar “ throne” . The former ex- 
129 a .h .) mentions a Julandä b. Mas'üd planation by Riçlâ-qulÎ khan was “ lamp 
b. Jayfar b. Julandä al-Azdî, see ibid., of the Gargarians” from the little 
iii, 77-9. Cf. G. P. Badger, History of borough of Gargar on the Araxe3 near 
the Imams of *Oman, 1871, pp. xi, 7-8; Julia, though there are several other 
Zambaur, Manuel de généalogie, 1927, Gargars, cf. Ht^bschmann, Die altarm. 
p. 125. In Persian the pronunciation Ortsnamen, pp. 273-4. 
seems to be Julindi, cf. O. Mann, Die
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AlvanfC ). The real founder of the Mihrän dynasty (which claimed Sâsânian 
origins) was Varäz-Grigor (“Wild-Boar” Gregory). His son Javânshîr, who 
lived in the second half of the seventh century and was witness of the Sâsânian 
falLand Arab invasionris the best-known prince of Arrän. In the History 
of the Alvans written (towards 980-1000) by Moses Kalankatvats'i the 
records of his exploits, real and legendary, occupy numerous chapters of 
Book II (Russian translation by Patkanian, SPb., 1861, pp. 137-84). 
Javânshîr ibn Grigor was certainly a local celebrity1 and the descent from 
him was a title of nobility. The last representative of the Mihrän line 
mentioned in Moses K'alankatvats'i is Senek'erim (second half of the tenth 
century), cf. Manandian, Beiträge zur albanischen Geschichte, Leipzig, 1897, 
p. 19, and it would be quite comprehensible if the tottering dynasty, pressed 
by the Kurdish Shaddädids, tried to improve the situation by matrimonial 
ties with the other families of their neighbourhood. Nothing would have 
prevented “ Ibn Rawwäd” from boasting of his Christian ancestors on the 
maternal side for in a similar way Qaträn, see Kasravï, o.e., iii, 54, calls the 
Shaddädid Fadlün sham'-i äl-i Baqratün “lamp of the Bagratuni family” 
because his mother was from that house. On the Transcaucasian border 
the marriages between Muslim and Christian noble families were par
ticularly numerous. Cf. the extraordinary story related in I. Athir, xii, 
270, of an Erzerum prince who became a Christian in order to marry 
the Georgian queen Rusudan. Consequently the strange genealogical 
detail which in our text accompanies Ibn Rawwäd’s name, most likely 
reflects the ties by which the rulers of Ahar were trying to “redorer leur 
blason”.

19. S.ngän, mentioned in our text between Ahar and Kapan, must be 
looked for in the immediate neighbourhood of the Araxes. A parallel name 
is found in Maq., 374: Sinjdn (?). The only place I can think of is the 
present-day Siingün which lies in Qaraja-dagh, some 20 Km. north of 
Varzughân on the upper course of the Irgänä-chay joining the Araxes from 
the south. Süngün is the well-known centre of ancient copper mines.2 The 
term “ Kingdom of Sunbât” may refer to the Bagratunid Smbat I (a .d . 890- 
914). In 344/955 I.H. speaks of the tribute which some “Banü Sunbât” paid 
to the Musäfirid Marzubän, and it is clear that our author, too, mentions 
Sunbât as the best-known person in the dynasty and not as a contemporary 
ruler. It is noteworthy that even at present there are Armenian villages in 
the northern part of the Qaraja-dagh.

1 According to Vardan, tr. by Du- sian administration bore the name of
laurier, Jour. As., i860, vol. xvi, p. 294, Javânshîr. [Russian trans, of Vardan
the Mongols on taking Mayyâfariqïn by N. Emin, Moscow, 1861, p. 186.] 
captured “ a fine young man Sevata of 2 The syllable-ôn in common Persian
Khachën [south of Barda'a], son of the pronunciation sounds-ün. Moreover,
Grand Prince Gregory” , which indicates a short i before u (ö) may be assimilated
the persistence of the local hereditary to the latter, bi-kurt >  bukun. There-
names. The district of Partav (Arabic fore one can imagine a development
Bardha'a) situated on the Terter east of Sittgdn >  Singün >  Svngûn, and finally,
Ganja (Elisabethpol) even under Rus- in Turkish pronunciation, Süngün.
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III. Arrän.

20. Qabäfl is the Armenian Kapan (“defile”), a locality lying north of the 
Araxes (north of Ordübâd), cf. Nasawï,. Sïrat Jaläl ai-din, ed. Houdas, 
p. 164: Qabän; Hübschmann, Ortsnamen, p. 348; Brosset, Collection 
dyhistoriens arméniens, ii, 223-55 : Davit'-beg on the wars (circa a .d . 1721) 
of the Armenians with the Ottomans in the region of K'ap'an (Kapan?).

21. Cf. Barthold, Bardha'a in El. The term tüdh-i sabïl must be under
stood in the sense of “mulberries offered for God’s sake” (ft sabïl aïlah), cf. 
Juvaynï, Jahän-gushä, ii, 96, note 5, and Sykes, The Caliph's Last Heritage,
1915, p. 370: “ Tut-Rabat (west of Dersim) takes its name from five large 
mulberry trees the fruit of which is a charitable gift for travellers, being a 
religious bequest of some long-dead Agha.” 1st., 183, speaks of the silk
worms bred in Bardha'a on the <î «fJÜU V o/.

22. The ruins of Baylaqän called Mïl-i Baylaqän (Millar) are situated 
south-east of Shüsha, see Minorsky, Mukän in El.

23i Bäzhgäh “tollhouse” is probably Javäd, below the confluence of the 
Kur and Araxes [cf. Maq., 373 : the station of al-Kurr], where the travellers 
used to cross the river, cf. Olearius, Book IV, chapter xxi ; J. J. Lerch, Reise 
nach Persien, in Büsching’s Magazin, x, 1776, p. 421, says that near the 
bridge of Javäd 50 Persians were posted in an entrenchment in order to 
levy' the bridge-toll (Brückenzoll) from the travellers and to watch over 
the bridge. Cf. under Mukän in EL

25. Khunän is the district lying 22 farsakhs east of Tiflis, 1st., 193, 
between the Kur and its right tributary Ktsia, Vakhusht, Description 
géographique de la Géorgie, ed. Brosset, p. 169. Marquart, Skizzen zur hist 
Topographie vom Kaukasus, Wien, 1928, p. 26, identifies Khunän with 
Armenian Hunarakart, cf. Hübschmann, Ortsnamen, 355, 445.

20. Vardüqiya must be a popular name for *Bardüj, the frontier 
district of Georgia lying south-east of Tiflis on the river Berduj (now 
Borchala).

27. Qal'a (as in Maq.) is QaVa ibn Knd.män which 1st., 193, locates at 
12 farsakhs to the east of Tiflis. Marquart, o.e., 29, suggests the reading

which would suit the Georgian district Gardaban, Vakhusht, o.e., 
p. 179 [to be distinguished frôm another Gardman, Balädhuri, 202, ùlo -̂ 
which lay farther east on a tributary of the Shamkhor river, cf. Hübsch
mann, o.e., 352]. V.i.f note to 33̂

28. Closely following 1st., 185-7. See Minorsky, Tiflis in E l  and 
Transcaucasica, 1930, pp. 53-62.

29. Shakkl (in Armenian Shak'ë) is the province lying to the west of 
Shirvän immediately south of the range dividing it from Daghestan. The 
extent of Shakkl is considerably exaggerated. Cf. Minorsky, Shekkt in EL

30. On the expedition of the Rüs see Ibn Miskawaihi, The Eclipse, ii, 
62-78, cf. Barthold, Preface, p. 29. Moses Kalankavats'i who wrote about 
our author’s time also recorded this invasion of the Ruzik, Book III,
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cf. 31. Mubârakï is unknown.1 If we accept our author’s indication that it 
formed the beginning of the ShakkI frontier* it must be looked for in the 
north of Bardha'a, perhaps near Yevlakh, for Shakkï never extended to the 
southern bank of the Kur. Such a position of Mubarak! would be in keeping 
with the two names following it which we are trying to locate between 
Bardha'a and Shakkï. A  camp in that region would have been intended to 
intercept the communications between the northern and southern bank of 
the Kur. However, a much safer position for the camp would have been 
lower down on the Kur in the region of Lambarän, which indeed is 
mentioned in connexion with another expedition of the Rüs in a .D. 1173. 
Lambarän lies on the lower course of the Khachën river, flowing south of 
the Bardha'a river (Tetter, Arabic Tharthür),2· in the direction of the Kur 
which it does not reach. Lambarän is almost certainly identical with JjjîV ' 
“Mesopotamia” , which according to 1st., 182, lay at a distance less than a 
farsakh from Bardha'a and its gardens and, for a day’s distance in every 
direction, stretched between Kama (or Kurrä), Lasüb (*Lachüb ?), and 
Yaqtän (or Baqtän) none of which are now known.

31., 32. As the enumeration obviously proceeds in a northerly direction 
the Süq al-Jabal can be tentatively sought near the present-day Aresh, and 
Sunbätmän near the Kakhetian (33.) frontier in the neighbourhood of Nukhi. 
At present a direct post road runs northwards as follows: Barda-Yevlakh 
(near the bridge on the Kur)-Khänäbäd (=  Aresh qal'asi)-Nukhi. Aresh 
(circa \o Km. north of Bardha'a) occupies an important position near a passage 
through the belt of hills (Na'lband-daghi) screening Shekkï from the Kur 
valley. The name Sunbät-män may have the meaning of “the house of 
Sunbât” , but this gives us no clue, for Shakkï lay too far from the Bagra- 
tunid dominions, and according to Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 68, the king of 
Shakkï towards 332 A.H. was an Adamarsa. I.Kh., 122 ( =  Qudäma, 227), 
counts 8 stages (sikak) from Varthän to Bardha'a and thence 4 stages to 

hjAj*. All three places seem to lie in one direct line. Therefore 
“the Armenian Mansüra” is to be located to the north of Bardha'a, but 
nothing can be said yet on its identity with our 31. or 32.

33. Sanar are the Σαναραίοι, Ptolemy, viii, ch. 8, § 13, in Armenian 
Tsanar-k\ a spirited Christian people who lived north of the Alazan to the 
north-west of Shakkï and were probably related to the peoples of northern 
Daghestan. 1st., 193 a (MS. C.), between Shakkï and *j\Jl, (read: 
Sanäriya) mentions which may correspond to the valley called in 
Georgian Elisent and in Turkish Eli-su> cf. Minorsky, Transcaucasica, 
p. 102. The name might then be restored as v.i. 34.

[The identity of the Tsanar (in Georgian Ts'anar with ejaculative ts*) 
does not clearly appear from the sources of which the principal are enu-

1 Unless is a mis-reading of (bob al-akrad) see ïçf., 183.
* . . .  . 2 A a W· ·  A  Λ  λ  mm« ä

£ £ S \ iy  “ Sunday market” (hura1d >  
Armenian kiurakê >  κυριακη) which lay 
in Bardha'a near the "Kurdish Gate**

z As shown by Marquart, Wehrot, 6, 
the river is mentioned in the Bunda- 
hishtty $ 24, under the name *Tort-röt.



merated in Marquart, Streifzüge, 424. According to the Armenian Geo
graphy, ed. A. Soukry, pp. 26-7 (I am using Patkanov’s translation in 
Zhurnal Min. Nar. Pros., ccxxvi, April 1883, p. 30):1 “in the same moun
tain [i.e. the Caucasus] after the Ardozians [an Alan tribe] live the Dajan, 
then the Dual, then the Tsakhoy, then the P'urk'a, then the Tsanark'a, in 
whose land the Alan Gate is situated as well as the other gate called 
K'tsek'en after this (?) people. After them live the Duts, the Khuz, the 
anthropophagous *Kist, the Dzïavat, the *Gudamakar, the Durtsk, the 
Dido, the Lek, the Tapotaran, the Alutakan, the Khenav, the Shilp, 
the Chilb, the P'wi. Then the Caucasus splits into two branches of which 
the one goes straight on and includes Shrvan and Khsrvan [§ 36,37. ?] down 
to Khorsvem ( ?). The other branch having let out the river Arm2 which 
flows northwards into the At'l [Atil], runs in a north-easterly direction. 
In it live the T'avaspar, the Hechmatak, the Izmakh, the P'askh, the 
P'uskh, the P'wk'anak (?), and the Bagan, from where starts the long wall 
of Abzut-Kavat down to the Alîminon marsh and to the sea. North of this 
[chain or sea?] lives the people Mask'ut'an in the Vardanian [?] plain near 
the Caspian sea. Here the chain approached the sea where the Derbend 
wall is found, i.e. the town of the Chor pass, the great rampart built in the 
sea. North3 of it, near the sea, is the kingdom of the Huns (Honats'); 
to the west, near the Caucasus lies the town of the Huns called Varajan, as 
well as (the towns) of Ch'ungars and Msandr [* Semen dr] ; to the east live 
the Savir down to the Atil which separates Asiatic Sarmatia from Scythia. 
These are the Northern Lands (Apakhtar) i.e. T'urk'astan. Their king 
is Khak'an and Khatun their queen, the Khak'an’s wife/

It results from this important passage that the famous Alan Gate 
(Darial pass) in the Central Caucasus lay in the territory of the Tsanar 
(and their neighbours?).4 In 239/853 Bughâ sent by the caliph. Muta- 
wakkil executed the amir of Tiflis and marched against his allies the Sanar 
but was.defeated by the latter, Ya'qübï, ii, 588. In the parallel report of 
the Georgian Chronicle, Brosset’s transi., p. 266-8 (cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 
412), Bughâ was attacked in Ch'artalet' by the Mfiuli (“mountaineers”), 
the latter name usually referring to the^highlanders speaking dialects akin 
to Georgian (Pshav, Khevsur, T'ushi) and occupying both slopes of the 
Caucasian range, to the east of the Darial pass. In Ist.’s additional passage,
v.i., 34, the *Sanäriya are mentioned roughly speaking between Tiflis and 
*Eliseni, i.e. in Kakhetia (arid perhaps more especially in its northern,

1 Only the preceding part of the text river (in Russian Kistinka) joins the 
is available in Marquart’s translation, Terek from the east near Jarakh (up- 
Streifzüge, 170. Marquart was not aware stream from Vladikavkaz).
of the existence of Patkanov’s article 3 From here to the end Marquart,
and the valuable suggestions contained Streifzüge, 58 and 492.
therein. 4 According to the ancient history

2 A t another place called Armna. of Christianization of Georgia, the chief
According to Marquart, the Terek. Cf. appointed by the Säsänians in the defile 
the name of a valley Arm-khi occupied was the head of the garrisons of the
by the Veppi clan of· the Ingush. This region.
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trans-Alazan, part). It is also noteworthy that both the ruler of the Tsanar 
and the ruler of Kakhetia are given the same title of k*orepiskoposj korikoz 
(χωρςπίσκοπος), cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 409.

S. N. Kakabadze, who has lately re-examined the Tsanar question, 
points out that, according to Vardan the Great (thirteenth century), some 
princes of Gardaban (i.e. the region lying south of Tiflis, west of the Kur, 
and north of Shulaveri),1 probably in the eighth century, moved north and 
became rulers of the Tsanar, of the neighbouring mountaineers, and finally of 
Kakhetia. In the ninth to tenth century a .d . the Tsanar are often identified 
with the Kakhs (inhabitants of Kakhetia). Finally the Georgian-speaking 
peoples entirely absorbed the Tsanar, see Bull. Kavkaz. Istor.-Arkheol. 
Inst., Tiflis 1928, Nos. 1--3, pp. 5.6. This gradual evolution of the term 
Tsanar and the confusion of the original tribe with the territory annexed 
by its rulers may explain the contradictions in our texts.

As regards the nucleus of the Tsanar tribe, N. Y. Marr, Izv. Ak. Nauk,
1916, pp. 1397-8, hinted àt its common origin with the present-day Chechen 
(a north-Caucasian people occupying the region between Daghestan and 
Vladikavkaz). Such is also the opinion of A. N. Genko, the undisputed 
authority on that part of the Caucasus, see Zap. KolL Vostok., v, 1930, p. 
711, and a personal letter of 24.iv.1936.]

34. Qabala, Ptolemy, Χαβάλα, in Armenian K'avaiak'. Its ruins are 
situated to the south-west of Shamakhi at the confluence of the two 
branches of the Türiyän river. See now a special article on Qabala by 
my master A. E. Kriihsky, Iz istorii Severn. Azerbeijana, in the Festschrift 
to S. F . Oldenburg (in Russian), Leningrad, 1934, pp. 289-305. Towards 
332/943 Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 68, mentions the King of Qabala j L·.  ̂
“the one-eyed Liön (*Leo?)” and 1st., 1930, seems to refer to the 
same king in a passage which is found only in the Constantinople codex:
wf Ml w

j»- oyn ^ Orij ^  j

*** .

^ i  jLJ\ (%j ^

“the Lakz have a common frontier with Shirvän, and so has Shirvän with 
*al-Lyzan, and so has al-Lyzän with al-Müqâniya as well as with the land 
of al-'Absiya (*'Aiibasa?); and this (al-Lyzän?) is a district with not very 
many villages and in it stands a strong castle backing, in the direction of the 
Lakz, on their mountains ; and they (i.e. the people of Lyzän) guard these 
mountains öii account of the good disposition to them of the master of al- 
'Absiya and his good neighbourly relations with them. Then comes 
Shakki j then (*al-Isiya <Eliseni), then the *Sanäriya, then Tiflïs.” 
It is true that ir J\ would be more easily restored as 1 Elisent (v.s.), but 
the description shows that it lay to the east of Shekkï. Therefore ^

1 More exactly some Khaldian (v.i., p. 420) emigrants backed by the Garda- 
manians, see Vardan (transi, by Emin), p. 126.
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(or perhaps J\) much more likely corresponds to the (hereditary?) 
possessions of 'Anbasa’s family.

35. In de Goeje’s edition of 1st, 187, the names ^  and j  have been

accepted as independent names though they are undoubtedly mixed in the 
MSS. According to I.R., 8914, the Araxes flows past Warthän towards 
thé town of *Barzanj and beyond it [idhä jäzoaza-hä) joins the Kurr.1 On 
the other hand, Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 75, says that the Kurr flows at 3 miles’ 
distance from Bardha'a, then past Bardäj with imäla must be identical

with g>jm *Bardej] which is “one of the districts of Bardha'a” ,'and finally

joins the Araxes near the village al-Sanära2 (**!>*- ?). In the description 
of roads 1st., 192, gives the following distances: “from Bardha'a to g jj

(variant ) 18 farsakhs; thence to the ford on the Kurr3 and (?) to Shammä-

khiya 14 farsakhs, thence to Shirvän 3 days, thence to al-Abkhaz (?) 2 days ; 
thence to the Samür bridge 12 farsakhs; thence to Bäb al-abwäb 20 far
sakhs.” As in the parallel passage Maq., 381, gives 1 marhala from Bardha'a 
to Bardïj and thence 2 marhalas to Shammäkhiya, we are led to conclude that 
the name of the place where the Kurr was forded (cf. also Ι.Η., 251) was 
Bardïj (*Bardêj) and that it lay much nearer to Bardha'a than is indicated 
in 1st., 192 (I.H., 251). There are reasons for locating Bardïj on the right 
bank of the Kur, opposite the present-day Körpi-känd, “the bridge village” . 
The place situated above the estuary of the southern branch of the Terter 
river is certainly suitable for crossing the Kur; its distance from Barda 
(Bardha'a) is circa 34 Km., and from Shamâkhï circa 100 Km., which roughly 
corresponds to one light stage and two heavy ones. Our gi* may be a

mistake for . In any case, Mas'üdî’s ç\ïj> is in favour of a form without 

n. Much less certain is the situation and even existence of for which

we have to depend on I.R.’s vague indication (which may even refer to 
the well-known Barzand, v.s. 5., situated between Varthân and Ardabïl?).
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Ilia. Shirvän.

36.-41. On Shïrvân see Dorn, Versuch einer Geschichte der Sckifwàn- 
schache, in Mém. Ac. des Sciences, SPb, 1840, iv, pp. 523-602; Pakhomov* 
KratMy kurs istorii Azerkayjana, Baku 1923 ; Barthold, Derbend, Shirwän, 
and Shirwänshäh in EI; A. Z. Validi, o.c. On the localities neighbouring 
on Shïrvân see under § 50. See Map xi.

The history and historical geography of the region still raise numerous

1 I do not think A. Z. Validi is right 
in locating Barzanj near Javâd. The 
road to Shamâkhï had to cross the Kur 
much farther upstream from Javâd. 
Içt.’s distances cannot be considered as 
decisive.

2 [*Chindra ?].
3 Wa min Barzanj ild mdbar al-Kurr

ila al-Shammäkhiya 14 farsakhan. Very 
probably instead of ild mabar al-Kurr 
we must read *%ald mdbar al-Kurr and 
place Barzanj “ at the ford” . The MS. 
C  has the variant wa min-hd yuKbar al- 
Kurr (confirmed in Yäqüt, iii, 317*0) 
indicating that the river was crossed 
immediately beyond Barzanj.



questions and for the better understanding of our text we shall have to 
examine the following points:

The old centres of Shïrvân.
The dynasties of Shirvän-shähs.
The Mazyadid dynasty
*Lyzän, “al-Abkhäz” , and Lâhîj.
Kh.rsân-shâh.

t h e  o l d  c e n t r e s . The earlier transmitted form of the name Shirvän 
is Sh.rvän * Shirvän}). It does not seem to be connected with the 
name of its ancient capital 39. Shävarän (1st., 187: Shäbarän) situated on 
the northern slope of the south-easternmost extension of the Caucasian 
range· It stood in the plain on the left bank of the river Shabrän which 
flows to the Caspian to the south of Qubba (between the Belbele and 
Gilgine rivers).1 The Arabic history of Darband, see A. Z. Validi, o.e., 
p. 41, says that the earlier (Mazyadid) rulers of Shirvän were buried in 
Shäbarän, and that Shäbarän was fortified [only] in 373 7983—4 (one year after 
the composition of the H.-'Ä.). To the south of the Caucasian range lay 
the centre of the *Layzän fief held by a collateral branch of the Mazyadids 
and probably corresponding to lie present-day Lâhïj (v. *.). The second 
important place to the south of the range was Shammäkhiya, so named in 
honour of Shammäkh b. Shujä', ruler of Shirvän towards a .d . 796-9, see 
Tabari, iii, 645, Balädhuri, 210, cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 455. This place 
rose to notoriety under the name of Yazïdiya2 when the Shirvän-shäh 
Yazïd II rebuilt it in 307/918-19, cf. A. Z. Validi, o.e., 44 (where Yazïd’s 
genealogy is wrong), but still later only the original name Shammäkhiya 
(>Shamâkhï) survived. 1st., 192, counts from Shammäkhiya to Shirvän 
(=  Shäbarän!) 3 days.

t h e  d y n a s t i e s . Four dynasties of Shirvän-shähs are known.3
I. The original Shirvän-shähs of Säsänian times. In the enumeration 

of the Caucasian "gates” (bäb) I.Kh., 124, does not mention Shirvän 
but among the kings appointed by the Säsänian Ardashïr, ibid., 17, he 
quotes (in Ädharbayjän) a who may be identical with Shirvän-shäh.

II. After the Arab conquest the descendants of Yazïd b. Mazyad al- 
Shaybânï became masters of Shirvän (end of the eighth century to middle 
of the tenth, or even of the eleventh century).

III. The Kasränid dynasty, very probably of Iranian origin, is numis-

1 Its ruins are mentioned by the p. 25. 
travellers on the road from Darband to 2 Though Yäqüt, iv, 147, identifies
Baku. Gmelin, Reise durch Russland, Yazïdiya with Shamâkhï it is possible
SPb., 1774, iii, 36, speaks of ‘die that more exactly Yazïdiya corresponds
traurigen Überbleibsel des ehemaligen to the *lashkar-gäh where according to
Schabrans, welche in Steinhauffen, ver- our text the king resided and which lay
heerten Festungen und einigen un- at i farsakh’s distance from Shamâkhï. 
bewohnten Häusern bestehen” . See 3 See Dom, o.e., Barthold’s supple-
also F. A . Marschall v. Bieberstein, ment to his translation of Lane Poole’s
Beschreibung d. Länder zwischen den Muhammadan dynasties, pp. 294-6»
Flüssen Terek und Kur, Frankfurt, 1800, Zambaur, Manuel, pp. 151-3.
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matically known since the second half of the eleventh century a .d ., but its 
origins must be earlier for it seems to be connected with the great Daylamite 
movement of the tenth century, see E. A. Pakhomov, Kratkiy kurs> p. 28, 
and a personal letter dated Baku, 19.xii. 1932.

IV. In 784/1382 Shaykh Ibrahïm Darbandi founded the last dynasty 
of Shîrvân-shâhs which lasted till the occupation of Shîrvân by Shâh 
Tahmäsp in 957/1550.

t h e  MAZYADIDS. Our knowledge of the chart of this dynasty is chiefly 
based on the work of Ahmad b. Lutfulläh Münejjim-bashi. This author 
(d. in 1113/1702) wrote his JämV al-duwal in Arabic but it is accessible 
only in a Turkish abridged translation printed in Istanbul in 1285/1868 
under the name of Sahä'if al-akhbär. Münejjim-bashi uses very good 
sources and among them an old* Arabic Ta'rlkh Bäb al-Abwäb (tenth or 
eleventh century ?), as shown by A. Z. Validi, o.e., who had the opportunity 
of consulting in Istanbul a MS. of the original JämV al-duwal.

The following is the Mazyadids* chart based on the Sakä’if al-akhbär, 
iii, 172-5 (cf. Dorn, o.e., pp. 341-50, Sachau, Ein Verzeichnis Muhamm. 
Dynastien, Berlin, 1923, No. 18, and Zambaur, Manuel, 181-2).

i. Yazïd b. Mazyad b. Zä’ida
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i I
2. Khälid 3. Muhammad (i)

"I
4. Muhammad (ii) 5. Haytham (independent in 247)

I
6. Muhammad (iii)

I
7. Haytham (ii) Fulän

i I
8. 'Alì (i) (circa 300) 9. Abü Tâhir Yazïd (ii) (305-37)

I
10. Muhammad (iv) (337-45)

I
11. Ahmad (345-70)

I
12. Muhammad (v) (370-81) 13. Yazïd (iii) (381-418)

J____________________ !_________. 1 1  I I
14. Manüchihr 15. Abü Mansür ’Ali 16. Qubäd Fulän 18. Sälär 

(418-25) (425- 35) (435-40) (440-55)

17. Bukhtannaçr 19. Fanburz
I

(440)
20. Faridün



The last three generations of the chart do not inspire much confidence 
and their Iranian names would suggest that some important changes were 
taking place in the rulers’ house. It is even possible that these princes 
ought to be quoted under the Kasrànid dynasty (z;.s.).

On the founder of the dynasty and his sons we possess a long paragraph 
in Ibn Khàllikân (dé Slane’s translation, i, 68, and iv, 218-32), according 
to whom Yazïd died in 185/801 and Khälid in 230/844-5. [Tabari, iii, 
650, says that Yazïd died in Bardha'a in 175/791.]

Several important dates are found in Mas'üdî and I.H. The former in 
his Murüj y ii, 21, says that at the time of the well-knowh Russian invasion 
(soon after 300/912-13) the king of Shirvän was 'All b. Haytham which 
fully agrees with Münejjim-bashi. Mas'üdî adds, ii, 4 and 69, that 'All b. 
Haytham having perished [in a war with the Khazars, &c., as we learn 
from Münejjim-bashi, iii, 174], the power, about the time of the composi
tion of the Murüj, was seized (taghallub) by Muhammad b. Yazïd who 
(previously?) killed his uncles. As Mas'üdî wrote in 332/943, the beginning 
of Muhammad IV’s rule must either be placed a few years earlier than in 
our chart, or Mas'üdî must actually have in view Muhammad’s father 
Yazïd (the builder of Yazïdiya). According to Mas'üdî Muhammad and 
his father were originally masters of to which now were annexed 
Shirvän, Müqäniya, and even Darband (v.i. 40.). Muhammad claimed to 
be a descendant of the Säsänian king Bahräm Gür but we need not interpret 
this ambitious assertion as a break in the Mazyadid line for Mas'üdï’s 
text suggests that his rivals were his uncles, and even the names of Muham
mad b. Yazïd and his descendants follow the onomastic traditions of the 
family. The claim of Säsänian origin is most probably to be explained by 
Muhammad’s birth from a lady belonging to some noble local family, and 
we learn, for example, from the Murüj, ii, 4, that the masters of the 
neighbouring Sarir were also “true” descendants of Bahräm Gür.

Another interesting indication is found in the list of feudatories of the 
Musäfirid Marzubän emanating from the latter’s minister Abul-Qäsim 
(344/955), and transmitted in a trustworthy text (I.H., 250, 254). In it is 
quoted the name of Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Azdi (sic) sähib Skirvänshäh 
(sic). The contemporary of Abul-Qäsim could be only 10. Muhammad b. 
Yazïd and if I.H. really refers to 12. Muhammad, b. Ahmad the latter’s 
name must have been subsequently introduced into the table to bring it 
up to date (I.H. completed his work circa 378 a .h .). The puzzling al-Azdi 
(instead of al-Shaybäni) may"be an auditive slip for al-Yazidi which 
latter would eventually indicate that the ruler was one of the banü Yazid 
b. Mazy ad.

RULERS OF *LYZÄN a n d  t h e ir  f ie f* One detail must particularly attract 
our attention. Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 6, affirms that originally Muhammad b. 
Yazïd and his father1 were rulers of (variants: o]/i\ &c.).

1 Ibid.y 69, more decidedly : kuwa wa man salafahu min abä’ihi, i.e.t his ancestors, 
but perhaps on his mother’s side !
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This geographical name has been studied in detail by Marquart, Eränsahr, 
119, who finally adopted the reading *Erän-shäh and thought that the 
bearers of this title were the princes of the Arrän proper, i.e. the region 
between the Kur and Araxes. Mar quart's principal argument seems to 
be that the passage of the Murüj, ii, 5, suggests for the land of “Läyrän” 
a position between Shirvän and al-Müqäniya. However, the Murüj,
ii, 68-9, distinctly states that the Müqäniya in question1 lay in the im
mediate neighbourhood of Qabala and was different from the Müqäniya 
situated on the shore of the Caspian, see Minorsky, Mukän in El. Of 
great importance for the location of Läyrän is the passage of 1st., 193 a 
(.Lyrän, Lyzän), translated above under 34. If our interpretation of it is 
right, “Lyrän” must have lain above Qabala on the southern slope of the 
Caucasus range, somewhere to the west of ShamäkhL2 Such is also the 
impression given by Yäqüt’s additional passage on Bäb al-abwäb, missing 
in Wüstenfeld’s edition, i, 43823, but quoted in the notes to BGA, i, 187 
[we must assume that the description starts here from some point 
on the coast in a westerly (?) direction]: “and on the coast of the 
(Caspian) sea, this side (düna) of M.sq.t (§ 50, 3.) lies the town of al- 
Shäbarän, small, fortified, and possessing numerous rustäqs. Above it is 
the rustäq of j\juJbr and beyond it (warä' dhälika) the villages of 
(*Jabal, v.s. 31. Süq al-Jabal ?) and Shirvän down to the frontier of 
Bäküh, D.rnyq(?), al-Lakz,3 and the confluence of the two rivers [Kur 
and Araxes?]. Then al-Lyrän lying behind these (khalfa dhälika) and in 
it stands a great and strong castle in which springs coming down in 
cascades (kharrära) are said to exist, and it is a very inaccessible castle.”

The source oï the Η.-Ά. at this place is undoubtedly the same as the 
one underlying Mas'üdï’s passage and there is no doubt that our king with 
the threefold title is either Mas'üdî’s Muhammad b. Yazïd, or one of his 
descendants. Our text completes Mas'üdî very essentially. The name of 
Lyzän-shah’s celebrated stronghold, mis-spelt in the Murüj, ii, 69 : jU, 
appears in our text in the perfectly correct form of JU Niyäl which is the 
name of the mountain (6,566 feet high) which separates our 37. Kurdivän 
(in the south) from Lâhïj (in the north). We may then assume with a great 
degree of probability that the second fortress mentioned in the same 
neighbourhood is no other than Sulüt (situated at 7-8 Km. to the east of 
Niyäl) of which an author writing about a .d . 1500 says: “on account of its 
loftiness the tent-cords of its inhabitants are tied to the pegs of the 
celestial vault” (Tärikh-i Amïnï, Bib. Nat. Paris, fonds persan ιοί, fol. 
134̂ , in fine). These two fortresses undoubtedly marked the original 
centre of the Lyzän-shäh’s fief, and it is tempting to identify the nähiyat of 
Lyzän with the present-day Lâhïj valley which is situated at the sources of 
the Gardimän-chay flowing to the Kur east of the Gök-chay. Immediately

1 Cf. Georgian Movakan, which per- 2 i.e. much farther to the north than
haps comprised the lands between the the position indicated by Marquart.
northern bank of the Kur and Eliseni 3 The mention of the Lakz in this
(to the west of Shakki). connexion is unexpected.
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north of. Lâhïj several passes lead into the territory which must be 
considered as the original Shirvän and into southern Daghestan (the pre
sumable home of the “Lakz”). The ruins of Qabala lie at circa 80 Km. to 
the south-west of Lâhïj. The Niyäl mountain, our firm point, overhangs 
Lâhïj from the south.

* l y z ä n , “ a l -a b k h ä z ” , l ä h i j . Though the name has numèrous 
variants (see their list in Marquait, o.c., 119), the majority of MSS. 
indicate an initial L  ; the dot over 3 is also sufficiently attested and generally 
speaking there are rtiore cases of j  being mis-spelt as j  than vice versa. 
As regards our text, ’the neighbourhood of the perfectly transmitted name 
of Niyäl is a favourable indication for the authenticity of «j'jJ with z. In 
view of the analogies explained below the reading *Layzän is preferable 
to *Llzän ór Lëzân.

Not only geographically is *Layzän to be placed near the present-day 
Lâhïj, but even etymologically the two names must be connected. Both 
seem to be composed with suffixes of origin. In several Iranian names of 
the Caucasian region appears the suffix -z, corresponding to -zi, -c, -a ,- 
-fi, &c. of the other dialects.1 By the side of such names as Gur-z (§ 42,
15.) and Lak-z (§ 50,3.) our name is likely to represent Lay-z. Lâhïj,2 too, is 
apparently formed with a similar suffix, but before comparing the essential 
part of the two names separated by more than a millenary we have to 
consider another name of the same region slightly younger than Layzan. 
1st., 187, enumerates the localities of Arrän in the following order:. . .  “al- 
Shammäkhiya, Shirvän,3 al-Abhhäz, al-Shäbarän,3 Qabala, Shakkï, &c.”, 
and further, 192 (=  Maq., 381) in the description of the route from 
Bardha'a to Bäb al-abwäb (v.s. 35.), places al-Abkhaz between Shirvän 
{i.e. Shäbarän ?) and the bridge on the Samür river, undoubtedly in the 
region of Qubba, see Minorsky, Kubba in El, and A. Z. Validi, o.e., 39. 
The form has been adopted by the editor of the BGA4 but Marquart 
who collected all the relevant quotations in his Streifzüge, 174-5, was the 
first to recognize that the-MSS. are in favour of some form like 
*jLäyijän, Läyjän. [In the additional note, ibid., 508, he less happily con
nected the variant with Balâdhurï’s (p. 197) Bukh.]

The inhabitants of the Lâhïj valley are at present called Tät, this Turkish 
term (cf. Kâshgharî, i, 378, ii, 227) applying in general to sedentary, 
particularly Iranian, populations, see Minorsky, Tät in El. They are 
undoubtedly of Iranian origin and the dialect they speak (Täti) is closely 
akin to the modem Iranian vernaculars of the Caspian region. The fact
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1 To Marquart, ZD M G , xlix, 1895, 
pp. 664-7, belongs the merit of having 
shown the toponymie importance of 
these suffixes of origin. B. V. Miller,
o.c., p. 35, confirms the existence of this 
suffix («is, -iz, -is) in the Tâtï dialects.

2 The name is known only in Russian
transcription of which the original must

be but the form is also

possible.
3 Shirvän and Shäbarän are strangely 

separated.
4 Here it has nothing to do with the 

well-known Abkhâz people of the Black 
Sea coast (cf. § 50, 4.)!



that the Lâhïj sub-dialect slightly differs from the rest of the TäG group1 
suggests that its speakers have been secluded in their valley for a consider
able period, very probably since the times of the *Layzän-shähs. The 
“small” area of *Layzän (v.s.> 1st., 193 a) could hardly account for *Layzân- 
shäh’s prodigious career had he not some supporters elsewhere. The fact 
is that the Qubba district is another considerable centre of the Iranian 
Täts who still (in spite, of the gradual turkicization of the region) occupy 
108 villages and form 17 per cent, of the local population. All these Iranian 
elements of the ancient Arrän territory most probably date back to the 
Säsänian epoch when the deliberate policy of the kings was to settle 
in the sub-Caucasian region a* faithful population of frontier guards.2 
These ethnological and historical considerations make it probable that the 
master of *Layzan in his conquests found succour from the Iranian frontier 
populations, and on the other hand that these populations were as closely 
connected in the ninth and tenth centuries as they are nowadays. Therefore 
the supposition is admissible that their names, viz. jljJ and jW>V, 
are also related. The former is attested in the ninth-century authors 
(Balâdhurî, 196, I.Kh., 124); the latter is found only in the tenth-century 
geographers (Ist., I.H., Maq.). The term Layzän in the tenth century 
(I. Faqïh [in Yäqüt], Mas'üdî, 1st.) seems to survive only as a traditional 
title.3

The difference of the terms *Lay-z and Läy-j (or Läy-ij) is then reduced 
merely to that of the vocalic length (resp. a ja) and even in this regard we 
possess an intermediate variant in Mas'üdî’s jV^ *Läyizän or Läyzän. 
We may also remember such parallel forms as Arabic and Persian
jlftljjT now (the two latter with a long ä after b). The earlier
Arab writers often used \ with imala to render Persian ê (v.s. 35. for 
Bardëj) and to them their short a appeared probably more adequate for 
rendering the special timbre of the Persian ä. The existence in Arabic of

1 B. V. Miller, Tati i yikh rasseleniye, Kramers quotes some forms in the 
Baku, 1929 (Bull, de la Société scient. M SS. suggesting the reading nisästag 
d’Azerbaïdjan, No. VIII, fase, vii), p. i i ,  “the settled ones, settlers’*.]
an excellent survey of the Tat settle- 3 I.H., 250, after the Shirvän-shäh
ments in the Bäkü-Shamäkhi-Qubba mentions a king of jU uV l “possessing

region.  ̂ _ a kingdom which adjoins some of the
2 Mas üdï, Murüj y ii, 2. Balâdhurî, Qabq mountains, and his districts 

i 94*“5» I97, and I. Faqih, 288, 291, call (nawaht) are known under the name of 
them &c., cf. Marquart, Ërân- al-Abkhäzshäh (sic)” . However, in the 
sakr, 120. In his ÂBïna in Festschrift enumeration of Marzubän’s feudatories, 
S'zinnyei, Ungar. Bibliothek, xiii, 1927, ibid., 254, this king does not appear, and 
p. 83, Marquart restores the name as I strongly suspect that this malik al-

*spâsïgân “ Dienstleute” . In Abkhäz is no other than the who

his Kulturancdekten in Ungar. Jahr- on p. 254 appears only in his new avatar
bûcher, ix/1, 1929, pp. 71 and 78, He of Shirvän-shäh ! If so, the very con-
suggests that the “ Tâtï” speaking Jews fusion of and =  *uUOlH is
of Daghestan are descendants of the a new indication in favour of theiden-
former camp-followers of the späsigän. ^ty of the two names.
[In B SO S, viii/2, 1936, p. 616, J. H.
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two transcriptions of the säme name could be paralleled by the double 
appellation of the Georgians who in the older sources are called Jurz 
(with -z) and in the later authors (since the Seljuk times) *Gurj 
(with -j).

We can now return to the present-day Lâh-ïj of which the likeness to 
*Läyij (Läyiz) is very striking. The inhabitants of Lâhïj explain this name 
by the tradition that their ancestors came from Lâhïjân (in Gïlân). This 
latter name appears in> Zahir-al-dïn, p. 130, and other local historians as 

Lähijän but the. oldest attested form of it is ùWiV *Läfijän (vs., 
§ 32, 25.) [cf. Ptolemy,* vi, 2: Ntxf>avavSa>hter Nihävand]. We must then 
admit that the original place in Gïlân retained the old form of the name 
longer whereas in the Caucasian colony the evolution Läfijän>Lähijän> 
Läyijän (or jljJ) proceeded more rapidly.1 The evidence in favour of the 
Lâhïj tradition would be considerably corroborated if it were possible to 
prove that the name of the Niyäl mountain is also to be found in the 
Lâhïjân region. In Melgunov, o.c.f 203-5, Niyaku (*Niyäküh ?) is a village 
belonging to Lâhïjân; another village Liyälassän or Liyärastän is mentioned 
on the road Lâhïjân-Langarûd (Liyäl <*Niyäl ?). The Caucasian Lâhïj 
would not be the only colony of Lâhïjân, for south-west of the Urmiya 
lake a whole district (now inhabited by the Mukri .Kurds) is called Lâhïjân 
and several villages of the same name are known in Ädharbäyjän, Färs, 
&c., see Minorsky, Lähtdjän in El. See Map x.

Incidentally it is interesting to confront the Lâhïj tradition with the 
possible meaning of the name Shïrvân. In the latter -vän may be a suffix 
similar to that of the neighbouring Kurdivän (also v.s., p. 335).̂  The 
remaining element Shïr j Shir is reminiscent of the name of another Caspian 
locality Shirriz ( <Shiir-iz) in Tabaristän, Tabari, i, 2658, which in later 
times was called OW^ (<*Shïr-ij-âti), Zahïr al-dïn, p. 291, cf. Marquart, 
ZDMG, xlix, pp. 650-4.3 Such an interpretation would suggest that the 
two groups of the Mazyadid subjects were originally transplanted from 
two neighbouring localities of the southern Caspian provinces! Cf. the 
names Damävand and Balkan (Balkjiän) of which the former travelled from

1 It is curious that north of the Alazan name of one of the ancestors 
and south of Zakatali there still exists an Qf the Daylamite Buyids. [Shirjdn 
isolated village called La'ij which corre- (Shïrûd-hazâr) is definitely substituted 

sponds to the jW jV stage of the·name. by Zahlr al-din, 291, to Tabari’s, iii, 
Russian maps spell it JlanfliK, differently 1884, al-Shirriz. Both Tabari, iii, 
from Lâhïj (JlarHH; B. V. Miller: 1015, and Yäqüt, iii, 275, reckon 
JlaxHZjJK). However, La’ij may be düe Shirriz to Daylam. The river Shïrüd 
to the Georgian pronunciation in which flows to the Caspian in Tunikâbun, the 
h is dropped. It is further possible to district intermediary between Gïlân and 
imagine that the local form of the name Mäzandarän, see Stahl's map in Peter- 
(*Ldyij) has been at a later time in- mann’s Mitt,, 1927, Heft 7, Tafel 13. 
fluenced by the better-known literary On the other hand some Shirriz is often 
form of Lâhïjân. coupled with Ldriz which presumably

2 V.s., p. 404, the form Shïrîydn- lay much farther east, Marquart, Erdn- 
shah =  Shïrvân-shdh ? sahr, 127, 135, Vasmer, in. Islamica,

3 Cf. also ibid., 660, the personal iii/1, 1927, 119-20.] See Map x.
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the Caspian region to Kirmän [cf. p. 375, 1. 25], and the latter from the 
east coast of the Caspian sea to the Balkans [cf. p. 205, 1. 27].

k h  «RSÄN-s h ä h  . As regards the third title of our king, Barthold has 
already recognized its connexion with elüLp- mentioned in Balädhuri, 
196 infine, as the title of the king of the Lakz. On the common frontier 
of the Lakz with vShirvän see 1st., 1930 (quoted above) and Mas'üdî, 
Murüj, ii, 510. Our author under 37. explains that Kh.rsän (Kkursän P)1 
lies between Darband and Shirvän near the mountain Qabq. If it is true 
that the people of *Layzan had to protect the lord of Qabala against the 
inroads of the Lakz, it is very probable that Lakz in this case refers to the 
southern Daghestanian tribes %(Budukh, Khinalugh, Kriz, Haput, &c.) 
whose remnants occupy the northern slope of the mountains between 
Lâhïj and Qubba.2 The Lakz are also named under § 50, 3.

40. The description of Darband is extremely brief and poor in com
parison with 1st., 184. According to Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 5, Muhammad b. 
Yazïd of Shirvän seized Bäb al-abwäb after the death of his son-in-law 
(or father-in-law sihr) 'Abdulläh b. Hishäm (*Häshim?), descended from 
one of the prophet’s ansär. [The close relations of the Shirvän-shähs 
with, the Darband Häshimids can be inferred also from the joint action 
of *Α1ϊ b. Haytham and the ruler of Darband against the infidels of Sarîr, 
Shindän, and Khazar, see Münejjim-bashi, iii, 174.]

41. The spelling Bäkü shows the antiquity of the present-day form. 
1st., 190, writes Bäküh. The Persian form Bâdkûba is a late popular 
etymology “wind-beaten” . The Daylamites used naphtha for military 
purposes; cf. Ibn Miskawaihi, The eclipse, ii, 153; mazäriq al-naft wal- 
niräny a sort of tenth-century ‘ ‘ Flammenwerfer’ ’ .

§ 37. Arabia
I.Kh., 128-53; Hamdäni [d. 334/945-6], Sifat Jazirat aWArab, ed. 

D. H. Müller, 1884; 1st., 12-28; I.H., 17-35; Maq., 67-113. Sprenger, 
Die alte Geographie Arabiens, Bern, 1875, and Postrouten9 pp. 108-59 
(among other materials Sprenger utilizes the MS. Tcürîkh al-Mustansir by 
Ibn al-Mujäwir who wrote towards 630 a .h .).

See also the seas § 3,3 £ c; the islands § 4,17. ; the mountains § 5,17. ; the 
rivers § 6, 57. ; the deserts § 7, 10.-12.

The origin of the details under 4., 6., 9., 11., 12., 15., 19. could not be 
traced. Other details seem to be due to several different sources. Thus the 
description of Mekka evidently follows I.Kh. The item on San'a’ can be 
explained through Hamdânï whose work may have become known rapidly

1 In Moses Kalankatvats'i, book ii, i.e. respectively Khursan (sic) and
chapters 42-45, the envoys of the “Hun’ ’ Khazar. The name Zirdkin is of
king of Varaë'an are called Zirdkin- Iranian origin (zird “heart”).
Khursan and Chat-Khazr. The second 2 Cf. Balâdhurî, 207, quoted in the
elements of the names undoubtedly note to § 50, 3c. 
refer to the ambassadors’ nationality,
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through the pilgrims returning from Arabia. The mention of monkeys in 
Yemen coincides with 1st. The items on the coins and measures (cf. also 
the curious terms under § io, 39.) are not identical with Maq., 97-9.

In the description of frontiers *Khaulän must be read instead of Jaülän 
(the latter name, Maq., 154, belonging to one of the six districts of Damas
cus). The list of principal divisions is confused and incomplete (cf. Maq., 
68, and Sprenger, Postrauten, p. 108). ctJji *s most probably as the 
latter (26.) is an important province and its place after Yamäma would be 
right. The name may have been confused with Nazwa (var. Nazway, 1st., 
26 )̂ situated at some Ϊ50 Km. to the south-west of Masqat on the southern 
slope of the Oman range. Its only title to distinction is that it was an 
important Khärijite centre. Another Nâzwa is shown on the eastern side 
of the Cape Qatar (but the dual of Nazwa would be Among the
Arab tribes uL*- is a puzzle unless it stands for <jLp.

The enumeration, as usual mechanical and erratic, begins with the two 
sacred towns to which Tä’if is adjoined (1.-3.); 4.-13. lie in southern 
Yemen; 14-15. in the south-western corner of Arabia; 16.-20. in a zone 
beginning in northern Yemen and ending in the Ilijâz opposite Mekka;
21.-23. on a line between southern Yemen and the north-eastern corner of 
Arabia; 24.-26. on the southern coast of the Persian Gulf ; 27.-32. across 
Arabia from the east to the north-west.

I. Meidka. For the measurements of the Mosque and the Ka'ba our 
author agrees with I.Kh., 132, and Maq., 72; cf. also Yäqüt, iv, 279. The 
circuit “round the stone” seems to be a wrong translation of hijr (an 
enclosure adjoining the Ka'ba), which the author must have misread into 
hajar (“stone”). I.Kh. precisely evaluates the circuit of the hijr (daur 
al-hijr) at 50 cubits, whereas Maq. assigns to it only 25 cubits. The 
meaning of the last of the measurements quoted becomes clear in the 
light of I.Kh. and Maq., who at this place give the length of the circum
ambulation of the Ka'ba (dhar* al-tawäf), viz. 107 cubits. The “ 150 cubits” 
standing in our text must be the scribe’s error provoked by the “ 50 cubits” 
mentioned immediately before it. The corrected text ought to run thus: 
*va az gird-i *hijr 50 arash va *daräzä-yi taväf *io j arash.

6. Sa'da. Hamdânï, 67, only says that before Islam it was called Jumä' 
and in the days of old (fï  qadim al-dahr) possessed a castle with plastered 
walls (qasr mashid). I.Kh., 136, speaks of the tanneries in Sa'da.

7. evidently stands for the important district of jtju* which 
Hamdânï, 109, also places “between San'â’ and Sa'da”. Cf. Schleifer, 
Hamdän in El. On the other hand, in view of the mention of the *Banu 
IHimyar, may have been confused with <j\L·**. Maq., 87, says “ al- 
Himyarï is the town (balad) of Qahtän between Zabïd and San'a’ ” . 1st., 
26 (=  I.H.) 33, mentions the Himyar tribe only in Saba’ and Hadramüt.

8. San'ä\ The detail on the crops stands practically as in I.R., 109, and 
more remotely reminds one of Hamdânï, 199. As regards the antiquity of 
the town Hamdânï, 55, says that it is the most ancient of the towns (aqdam 
mudun al-ard) having been built by Noah’s son Shem.
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9..Dhimär, cf. Schleifer, Dhamär in EI. io. probably Shibäm-Haräz 
situated at 2 days’ distance to the south-west of San'a’, see A. Grohmann, 
Shtbätn (1) in EL

11. Zabïd, chief place in the coastal region of Yemen, I.Kh., 107, Maq. 
84, cf. Barthold, Preface, pp. 20-1, 40.

12. Mankath near Yarïm, Hamdän!, 101. 13. Suhaib, I.Kh., 139, 
Hamdânï, 54.

1st., 2Ó12, confirms that monkeys are very numerous in Yemen: they 
gather in masses and obey their chief as the bees obey their queen. Cf. 
W. Schmidt, Das südwestliche Arabien, 1913, p. 49, who says : “Gelegentlich 
trifft man . . . Paviane.”

16. The mis-spelling: 'Ali for 'Akk is common, cf. Qudäma, 192aa. On 
*Akk see Hamdänl, 119, Maq., 88.

17. I.Kh., 148. The town of 'Aththar is Baysh, Hamdânï, 120, Maq., 
70, 86.

18. Mahjara, I.Kh., 135, Hamdânï, 186, Maq., i i i . According to 
Qudäma, 189, between Sharüm-Räh and Mahjara stood a tree forming the 
frontier between Yemen and Hijäz.

19. 1st., 14, takes Sirrayn for the starting-point of the line dividing 
Yemen from Hijäz. Ibn Mujäwir, in Sprenger, Postrouten, p. 132, places 
it on the coast, 17 farsakhs south of Mekka.

21. On this famous centre of the Sabaeans and Himyarites cf. Tkatsch 
in EI. 'Uqäb is mentioned on the road from San'ä’ to Hadramüt, 
Sprenger, Postrouten, 139· [Sprenger quotes Bakrï as his authority, but 
Prof. Grohmann tells me that the route is most probably quoted after Ibn 
Mujäwir.] Wâdï Mïjân, i.e.* Bayhän, “a long valley with fields and palms”, 
which Ibn Mujäwir, ibid., 142, mentions on the road from 'Aden to Shibäm 
at 7 farsakhs from Dathïna, I.Kh., 138. On *Bayhän see Landberg, 
Arabica, Leiden, 1898, v, 4. looks like which I.Kh., 142 

mentions under the mikhläfs of San'ä’.
22. Shihr, capital of Mahra, 1st., 25.
23. Omän spelt with the usual mistake *Ommän.
24. Sharja is here evidently the place on the western side of the cape 

Musandam (Sharja ibn al-Khattab) and not the dependency of Zabïd, 
Maq., 53 and 92.

25. Hajar is the ancient town in the 26. Bahrayn region. Hajar lay 
inland and its port probably was al-'Uqayr. I.Kh., 60,152, Qudäma, 193. 
Cf. Buhl, Hadjar in El, and Tkatsch, Gerrha (Γέρμα πόλις) in Pauly- 
Wissowa, Real-Encyclopädie.

27. Fayd, belonging to the Tayy territory, 1st., 20, lies half-way between 
Qädisiya and Mekka, Maq., 251, cf. § 5,16.

28. Jabala, a castle in Wâdï Sitara, north of Mekka, on the road to 
Medina (between Batn Marr and 'Usfän), I.Kh., 131,1st., 20.

29. Fur', a district of Medina lying at 4 days’ distance to the south of it,
I.Kh*> 129,1st., 18.

30. All situated on the Tabük road, Maq., 250: Tabük-Taimâ-Wâdï
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al-Qurä. 31. Jâr, the ancient port of Medina (our author’s bärkadha 
corresponds to fur da in 1st., 19). 32. Madyan, 1st., 20.

§ 38. Syria
1st., 55-68,I.H., 108-28, Maq., 151-93. Le Strange, Palestine under the 

Moslems, 1890 (map), Gaudefroy Demornbynes, La Syne à Vépoque des 
Mamlouks, Paris/ 1923; R. Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie 
antique et médiévale, Paris 1927 ; E. Honigmann, Die Ostgrenze des Byzant. 
Reiches von 363 bis ioyi, Brussels, 1935 (published as vol. iii-of Vasiliev, 
Byzance et les Arabes), and a series of very valuable articles in EI. Maps: 
Syria and Palestine 1: 1,000,000 (international series) and États du Levant, 
1: 500,000, Beyrut, 1931-

The elements of this chapter are mostly borrowed from 1st. but arranged 
differently. Our author’s enumeration runs along the routes, in which 
he also differs from Maq., 154, who describes administrative divisions.

i .-5. and 16. lié west of the Euphrates loop and 1. ( ?), 16. (as well as 27.) 
have already been mentioned under Jazîra; 6.-11. are situated in the basin 
of the Jayhän; 12.-14. in Cilicia; 15. on the Mediterranean coast; 17. on the 
eastern fringe of Syria; 18. in the extreme south in the 'Aqaba gulf;
19.-22. in the region of Aleppo ; 23., 24. in the region of Hims ; 26., 27. in 
the region of Damascus (27. already mentioned in § 34, 9.); 28., 29. in the 
Khärijite highlands; 30.-31. in the Jordan valley; 33.-39. in Palestine; 
40.-42. in the basin of the Dead Sea.

1. Cf. note to Jazîra (§ 34,16.).
2. The river of Sanja according to Le Strange, The lands, 124, is Bölam- 

su, one of the sources of the Kakhtä river, which empties into the Euphrates 
south-east of Malatya. On the bridge see 1st., 62.

3. The bridge-head mentioned under Jazîra 16. lay east of Manbij.
4. The two places are united arbitrarily. Hisn-Mansür is now called 

Adi-yaman. Qürus, 1st., 65 and 67, lay much more to the south at 2 
marhalas from Manbij and at 1 day’s dis lance from Aleppo.

10. Cf. 1st., 63.
14. The detail about the Byzantine sanctuaries is not found either in 1st. 

or in I.H. Cf. also Le Strange, Palestine, 404.
15. This enumeration of maritime towns seems to follow a map. a m  ( ?) 

which is not found iqt 1st. and I.H., seems to correspond to al- 
Suwaidiya mentioned in Maoq., 54.

17. A similar arrangement of the localities on the eastern border of Syria. 
The details on the inhabitants are based on 1st., 61, 65.

18. Ayla corresponds to the Elath of the Jews and the Aelana of the 
Romans, now al-'Aqaba, see Nallino in Battant, ii, 17. See now a very 
complete study by Ph. Schertl, Ela-'Ahzba in Orientalia Christ, periodica,

ii/*» *936> pp. 33- 77·
20. Just south of Iskenderun. A slight development of what 1st., 65, 

says about the där al-diyäfa.
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2i. So in some MSS. of 1st., BGA,iv, 386, and I.H., 118/w,but in Maq. 
Ma'arra Qinnasrîn. This place is to be distinguished from Ma'arra 
Nu'man lying some 50 Km. south of it, see Honigmann in El.

23. A slight development of 1st., 61. I.H., 117, instead of the nice looks 
(jamäl) of the inhabitants speaks of their vices (khabal). The details about 
the reptiles seems to be a lapsus, as 1st. (and still more vigorously I.H.) 
deny their existence in ]3ims.

24. Kafr-Täb not in 1st. or I.H. but in Maq., 54.
26. Maq., 181, among the produce of Damascus mentions sufriyâty 

which means “copper vases” , B G A , iv, 281, but the variant gives msfryät 
( ?), of which turanj ( i)-i zard may be a tentative rendering.

27. Raqqa, already mentioned under Jazira 9.
28. Ruwät, the town of the Syrian Jibäl, mentioned in 1st., 58, and I.H., 

113, but absent in Maq. Ya'qübï, 326, calls the capital of al-Jabal *Arandal, 
cf. Le Strange, Palestine, 395.

29. Adruh, north of Mu'än (Ma'än), see Le Strange’s map in Palestine, 
and Lammens, Adroh in EL

40.-42. 1st., 56, distinguishes between Zughar, Diyär-qaum-Lüt, and 
Jibäl al-shurät (cf. Le Strange, Palestine, 28). Zughar, as shown by Le 
Strange, lay near the south-eastern bank of the Dead Sea. 1st., 58, 66, 
counts from Rïhâ (Jericho) to Zughar 2 days, and from Zughar to Jibäl 
al-shurät i day. Maq., himself a native of Jerusalem, instead of Zughar 
writes Sughar, thereby following still closer the Hebrew name So'ar 
(Tso'ar) “smallness”, Gen. 19, 22, Zoar. The Jibäl al-shurät are evidently 
the highlands (Edom) east of the Diyär-qaum-Lüt. Balqä’ is the locality 
around 'Ammän in Transjordania, 1st., 65, cf. F. Buhl, Balkä\ in EL

§ 39· Egypt

Ist., 48-55; I.H., 87-108; Maq., 193-215. R. Guest’s maps in his 
edition of al-Kindï’s The Governors and Judges of Egypt, GMS, 1912; 
Maspero and Wiet, Matériaux pour servir à la géographie de VÉgypte, in 
Mém. de VInst. français du Caire, 1914; [Prince] Youssouf Kamal, Monu
menta cartographica Africae et Aegypti, vol. iii: “Époque arabe” , fase. 1,
1930, p. 569: quotations relative to Jayhânï; fase. 2, 1933, pp. 664-6: text 
and translation of the relevant passages from the Hudüd al-Älam \ fase. 3, 
x933 > fasc· 4> I934> PP· 825-68: Idrïsï (a truly monumental collection of 
texts and beautifully reproduced maps).

The original traits of this chapter are the quotations from some unknown 
Book of Marvels, see 5., 6., 8., and perhaps 10. A hint at the political situa
tion in Egypt (?) is found in § 10, 32. (since a .d . 969 the Fätimids were 
masters of Cairo). On the lakes see § 3,19. ; on the mountains § 5, 23.-24. ; 
on the rivers § 6, 62.-64. In our enumeration 1.-6. and 8. represent lower 
Egypt, and 7., 9., 10. Upper Egypt (al-Sa'id).

I. Of the long description in 1st. only the detail about Shâfi'î’s tomb 
(1st., 51) appears in our author.
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2. These two names are interesting as not appearing in 1st., and con
sequently borrowed from some other source. In I.H., 102 and 103 a, the 
two localities are found together, and the variant of the second name 
accounts for our The correct form is jj* (vocalized: Dabqu) or 
Dabqû, see Maq., 54, 193, but the place is better known as Dabïq, from 
which the celebrated textiles came. See Becker, Dabtk, in EI.

3., 4. Cf. 1st., 52-3.
5. The lake of Alexandria is that of Maryüt and not of Tinnïs. The 

detail on the invisibility of the lighthouse does not seem to be found1 else
where (personal communication by G. Wiet).

6. I.Kh., 159, attributes the construction to “Batlimiyüs al-Qalüdhï al- 
malik” (sic) and quotes an inscription written in musnad, of which the" 
text is: *U\ &  j\i j  cf. also I. 

Faqîh, 68. Our Arabic quotation resembles it only in the meaning. The 
size and the item on medical and astronomical inscriptions coincide in 
both sources. 1st., 51, I.H., 100, and Maq., 210, say nothing of Hermes. 
Maq. transcribes I.Kh.’s text of the inscription.

8. 1st., 53, too, speaks of the sahara Fir'aun; 1st, 154, and I.H., 106, 
quite briefly remark that off Büsïr and Fustät the crocodiles do no harm.

9. For Bulaynä 1st., 53 i, gives the variant al-Bulaynä (for Isnä given in 
the text).

10. The details on mines and wild asses not in 1st., I.H. or Maq. Cf.

§ 5» 23·

§40. Maghrib
1st., 36-48; I.H., 41-73 (this remarkable chapter remained unknown 

to our author); Maq., 215-48. Al-Bakrî, Description de VAfrique septen
trionale, tr. by Mac Guckin de Siane, extract from Jour. As., 1858.

This chapter chiefly follows 1st. with a sprinkling of details from some 
unknown source. The qualifications “prosperous” , “having great wealth”, 
&c., seem to be personal additions to the names by our author.

3., i., 5. the present-day Italian possessions (in a systematic enumeration 
from east to west the localities ought to come as follows: 3., 1., 2., 4.); 2.,
4., 6., 7.— Tunis; 8.-13.— Algiers; 14.-18.— Morocco.

There are two Zawilas, see Grohmann in El. The one is the suburb of 
Mahdiya and the other (which is meant here) a town of Fazzän (SSE. of 
Tripoli), see aWBakrï, o.e., pp. "28-9, and E. Banse, Fazzän, in EL 1st., 47, 
Maq., 246, without any detail evaluate the distance from Qayruwân to 
Zawïla as one month, while I.H., 66, counts from Zawlla to Ajdabiya 2 
months, and from Ajdabiya to Fazzän 15 marhalas. Cf. note to § 60, 1.

6. 1st., 38, awwalu tadwat Andalus.
7. Qalsäna is mentioned by I.Kh., 87, among the towns of Qayruwân; 

Maq., 247, places Qalshäna at one marhala from Qayruwân.
9. On scorpions cf. 1st., 38; I.H., 60. But corals only in 1st.
11. is Algiers, see Yver, Alger in El. The name of the Berber tribe is
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usually mis-spelt: 1st.,38, Mazghannä, and 37d> R'by. Maq., 217, 228, 
Zaghannäya, some MSS. RcCnäya, &c.

12. “Like Tanas” , probably in that it lies on the coast.
13., 14. Developed after 1st., 39. Sijilmäsa, the capital of the Tafilelt 

group of oases, which lay on the Wâdï Zïz. Cf. G. S. Colin, Sid£ilmäsaf 
in EL

15. Ist., 38, also says that Basra lies opposite(bi-hidha) Gibraltar and in 
a variant, 39 a> the form Busaira is also given. However, Basra was an 
island town, cf. Yver, Basra in El, and I.H., 55, gives a correct description 
of it.

16. 1st., 39: aqsil al-ma'äbir il&al-Andalus.
17. Cf. 1st., 39, where Tanja is described as a great province (ktira) and 

Fâs said to be still in the possession of the (Fätimid) Idrïsids, but in our 
author’s times the Spanish Omayyads Avere masters at Fäs (from a .d . 973).

18. The details about gold and'panther-skins are not in 1st., I.H., or Maq., 
but Jähiz in his interesting treatise on the different classes of merchandise, 
Tabassur bil-tijära, published by Hasan Husnï fAbd al-Wahhäb al-Tunisï, 
Damascus, 1351/1932, p. 21, mentions among the produce of the Berber 
country and Maghrib: “panthers, qaraz (‘leaves of the salam mimosa’ 
used as a dyeing stuff), saddle-cloths (lubüd), and black falcons” , and, p. 18, 
particularly praises the Barbari panthers of which the skins are striped in 
sharp white and black, and which in spite of being of small size reach the 
price of 50 dïnârs.

§41. Spain
I.Kh., 89-90, 1st., 41-4 (under Maghrib), I.H., 73-82; Maq., 222, 

233-6 (under Maghrib). Dozy et de Goeje, Description de VAfrique et de 
VEspagne par Edrtsi, 1866; Ed. Saavedra, La geografia de Espana del 
Edrisiy Madrid, 1881.

This chapter is entirely based on 1st. and bears no trace of borrowings 
from I.H.’s additions. Additional details on Spain are found under § 5,
25.-26. and § 6., 67. On the northern neighbours of Spain see § 42, 19. 
and 21.

I .-2. the two greatest cities; 3., 4. Tudela, Lerida, Saragossa, Shanta- 
briya in the north-eastern part of Spain; 4.-8. starting with Ëcija in the 
south the author, without much system, enumerates the inland towns, 
moving west, then north, and finally east. 9.-14. southern coast from 
east to west (all on one route in 1st., 41).

I .  Three days’ distance from Cordoba to the sea seems to fall short of 
the reality. I.IJ., 80, gives 7 days from Cordoba to Mariyya, port of 
Pechina (near Almeria).

3. On the abundance of samür in Tudela, 1st., 44. Tudela not men
tioned in I.IL

4. Bïrünï, Canon: “Lärida on the Gh.lj.sk frontier (thaghry' Shanta· 
riya (?), mentioned in the neighbourhood of the eastern watershed of Spain 
(§ 5> 25·)> corresponds to Shantabriya where 1st., 42, places the sources of
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the Tagus. The province of Shantabriya (Centobriga) comprised more or 
less the present provinces of Teruel and Cuenca ; the capital lay probably at 
the junction of the Guadiela with the Tagus, see Saavedra, p. 42. Rayÿa 
(I.H., Rayü) is the present province of Malaga, cf. Seybold, Archidona, in 
El. Saavedra, 23, interprets the name as “regia, or regium” and compares 
it with the Phoenician name of Malaga, Malkhä. Isinja, so too in 1st. 
Ghäfiq was the capital of the Fahs-Ballüt province, 1st., 43, which was 
conterminous with Rayya. According to Saavedra, 50, Ghäfiq corresponds 
to Castillo del Almogavar, situated at 14 Km. from Los Pedroches in the 
north of the Cordoba province.

5., 6. 1st., 47, Bäja to Quriya six days. Bäja lies west of Guadiana in 
southern Portugal; not in I.H.

7. 1st., 43, too, places Merida (and Toledo) “among the greatest cities 
of Spain”.

8. The detail is not in 1st.
9. So, too, in 1st., 41. On Ghalijaskush and Ifranja see under Rüm 

(§ 42,20.).
ii. 1st., 42 (cf. also 45), among the produce of Malaga mentions 

cij-Jl jaAL· According to Lane safari is “rough skin, thick
or coarse, such as the skins of crocodiles, which is put upon the hilts of 
swords; rough piece of skin of the lizard called dabb”.

13. Ocsonaba, or Osonaba, is the southernmost part of Portugal (Faro) 
in which Santa Maria de Algarve is situated. [Its ruins, as H. A. R. Gibb 
tells me, lie at 8 Km. north of Faro.]

14. 1st., 42, also says that Shantarin is the only place in the Mediter
ranean and Atlantic where amber is found. The town Shantarin (Santarem) 
lies a considerable distance up the river Tagus (§ 6, 67.). Consequently 
the expression äkhirin shahrï-st az htidud-i Andalus bar karän-i daryä must 
refer to the province of Sàntarem. 1st., 47, reckons from Beja to Shantarin 
12 days “and to the extreme limit of the Shantarin province (aqsä küra Sh.) 
5 days (more)”.

§ 42. Byzantine Empire

I.Kh., 100-13, Qudäma, 252-60, Ya'qübï, B G A , vii, 323, and Historiae,
ii. 171-8; I.R., 119-30; I. Faqïh, 136-56 (see also under Yâqüt); Mas'üdî, 
Tanbïh, 176-89; Ist.,8,45(Kharshana), 68-71; I.H., 128-37(an interesting 
and independent report based chiefly on Abul-Hasan Muhammad b. 'Abd 
al-Wahhäb al-Tadmürï); Maq., 147-8, 150; Yäqüt, ii, 861-6, who quotes 
a long description of the provinces which he attributes to I. Faqïh, though 
it is not found in B G A , v; Idrîsï, ii, 209-304 sq. Constantine Porphyro- 
genitus, De thematibus, ed. Becker, Bonn, 1840 (cf. idem, De administrando 
imperio : additional remarks on Charsianon, ΛνκανΒοΰ, & C.)1 ; W. R. Ramsay, 
Asia Minor; Tomaschek, Zur hist. Topographie von Kleinasien, in Sitz. 
WAWy 1891, cxxiv, pp. 1-106; Gelzer, Die Genesis d. byzant. Themenver-

1 I have also used the commented Russian translation by G. Laskin, Moscow 
1899.
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fassung in Abh. Gesell, d. Wiss., 1899, xviii, No. 5, pp. 1-134 (a
Map); Brooks, Arabic Lists of the Byzantine Themes, in Jour. 0/ Hellenic 
Studies, xxi, 1901, pp. 67-77 (I-Kh., Qudâma, Mas'üdî, and I. Faqih as 
transmitted in Yâqüt); Le Strange, The Lands, 127-58; Honigmann, 
Ostgrenze, passim.

In addition to the present chapter some interesting details on the 
Byzantine Empire are found in §3,11.12. (the lakes); § 5,18., 20., 21., 25.,
28. (the mountains); § 6, 58.-60., 66. (the rivers). On the northern and 
eastern frontiers of the Empire see under each of the countries mentioned.

As Marquart, Streifzüge, xxxiii, 28, 207, &c., has shown, the principal 
sources from which the earlier Muslim geographers derived their informa
tion on the Byzantine Empire were Muslim b. Abi Muslim al-Jarm! and 
Härün b. Yahyä. On the former we possess a notice in Mas'üdï’s Tanbth, 
190, according to which he lived on the Arabo-Byzantine frontier (thughür) 
and wrote “on the history of the Byzantines and their kings and dignitaries, 
on their land and its roads and routes, the times (favourable) for the raids 
into their territory,1 the campaigns therein, on the neighbouring kingdoms 
of the Burjän, Abar, Burghar, Saqäliba, and Khazar”. Mas'üdî also gives 
the exact date (231/845-6) at which Muslim was redeemed from Byzantine 
captivity. I.Kh. expressis verbis quotes Muslim as his source.

Much less is known of Härün who also was a prisoner of war and taken 
from 'Asqalän (§ 38,15.) to Constantinople whence at a later date he may 
have travelled to Rome. He wrote towards the very end of the ninth century 
(v.i. 17.) and his writings are known to us through the important excerpt in 
I.R., .119-32, and some items in Zakariyä Qazwïnï, ii, 406-7 and 397-9. 
I believe that some traces of his account can also be discovered in the
H.- Ä. and Gardïzï.2

On the whole our author follows I.Kh. (<Muslim). One point is par
ticularly characteristic in this respect. In the introduction of the present 
chapter he says that the northern Byzantine frontier ran along “some parts 
of the Saqläb and *Burjan countries and some parts of the Khazar sea”.
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1 This part of Muslim’s writings has 
survived in Qudâma, 259.

2 See now an English translation of 
Härün’s report by A. A. Vasiliev, with 
extremely apposite additions by G. 
Ostrogorsky, in Seminarium Kondako- 
vtanum, Prague 1932, v, 149-64 and 
251-7; critical review by H. Grégoire, 
Byzantion, Brussels 1932, pp. 666-73. 
The upshot of the conclusions of these 
Byzantine scholars is that Härün, cap
tured probably towards the end of Leo’s 
reign describes Constantinople under the 
brief reign of the Emperor Alexander 
(11 May 912-6 June 913). [The most 
striking of Ostrogorsky’s arguments is 
Härün’s silence about the presence at

the ceremony either of the Empress or of 
the Emperor’s co-regent, which only 
suits Alexander’s reign. However, it 
appears from p. 252 that, between the 
years 893 and 894, 896 and 899, and 
finally 900 and 906, his predecessor Leo 
VI lived as a widower. This leaves a 
gap for my tentative dating of Hârün 
b. Yahyâ’s report circa 900. The ab
sence of a co-regent may be due to some 
temporary circumstances, or to Härün’s 
oversight. The date 912, even admitting 
that it is not too late for I.R., may be 
too late for Jayhânï, if the latter, as is 
quite probable, was I.R.’s direct source 
on this point.]



These indications are directly borrowed from I.Kh., 105, who uses the same 
very uncommon term ^  for the Black Sea. Through his-blind imitation 
our author falls here into contradiction with his own terminology, cf. § 3,
5. and 6. and § 22,14. The influence of Härün’s data is apparent in our 15. 
and 17., to say nothing of the general conception of §§ 22, 46, and 53.

I.Kh/s (<Muslim’s)fs description of Byzantine provinces is very much 
to the credit of the Arab intelligence service. Gelzer calls I.Kh. “eine 
höchst zuverlässige zeitgenössische Quelle ersten Ranges”. The data refer 
to the times of the Amorian dynasty (820-67)1 for which no similar 
systematic descriptions in Greek are available.

I.Kh., 105, quotes 3 themes in Europe and 11 in Asia (τα πζρατικά θέματα) 

and the same number is preserved in Qudäma and our author, though the 
order of enumeration is different in each of the sources as appears from the 
following table [in each column the numbers refer to the place of the theme 
within the respective list].
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H .-'Ä . I.Kh. Qudäma
i. Täblän I I
2. Thrace 2 2
3. Macedonia 3 3
4. Thracesion 7 7
5. Opsikion 6 6
6. Optimaton 5 5
7. Seleucia 13 9
8. Anatolicon 8 8

9. Buccelarion 10 12

10. Paphlagonia 4 4
i i . Cappadocia 14 10

12. Charsianon 9 II
13* Armeniacon II 13
14. Chaldia 12 14

Qudâma’s order of enumeration2 is perhaps geographically the best 
(see Gelzer’s map) but our author’s system is very curious as indicating 
that he had a map before him, for starting three times in the south (4., 7., 11.) 
he each time moves straight towards the north !

The spelling on the whole is nearer to Qudäma than to I.Kh.

H .-'Ä Qudäma I.Kh.
Täblän Taylä Täflä
Tarqasïs Tarqasïs Tarqasïs
Uftimät Ubtimät Ufp-mâtï
Nâtlîq Nätliq Nätulüs
Aflakhüniya Aflaghüniya Aflajüniya
Kharshana Kharshana Kharsiyün
Khäldiya Khäldiya Khaldiya

z See now the French edition of, A. 2 With whiçh that of I· Faqïh (in 
Vasiliev, Byzance et les Arabes, 1.1, La Yâqüt) totally agrees. 
dynastie d Amorium, Brussels, 1935.



The name 1. Täblän (numerous variants in different sources: t̂»\W ttyW 
lyU) has been explained by de Goeje (I.Kh., 105, note t) as Τάφραι 

(Τάφρος). Suidas, Lexicon, ed. 1853, p. 1053: τάφρος· το περί το rétros* 
όρυγμα· καίτάφρη.. .παρ* 'Ηροΰότω. Consequently the popular name would 
refer to the Great Wall (το μακρον τείχος, I. Faqih in Yäqöt, ii, 863, jyu) 
or rather to the moèt (όρυγμα) round it. Geizer, o.e., 86, accepts the inter
pretation “ Θέμα τής τάφρου, or του τείχους” and compares it with the terms 
ή 'Αστική and provincia mburbicaria. Bury, A History of the Eastern Roman 

Empire, 1912, p. 224, thinks that “the solution (of I.Kh.’s term) has not 
been discovered”. He starts, however, from the form *Taläyä, whereas 
the better attested forms are *fgflâ, Täblän.

Our author takes no notice of the changes which had taken place between 
Muslim’s times and his own. Constantine Porphyrogenitus, writing half 
a century before him (a.d. 932), enumerates 12 themes in Europe and 18 in 
Asia; of the latter, 4 are islands and the rest is as follows: a. Άνατολικόν\ 

b. * Αρμενιακόν ; c. των Θρακησίων; d. *Οφίκιον; e. Ότττίματον', f. Βουκελ- 

λαρίων ; g. Παφλαγόνων ; h. ΧαλΒία ; i. Μεσοποταμία ; k. Κολωνείας ;
1. Σεβαστείας ; m. Λυκανδοΰ; η. Σελεύκειας; ο. Κιβυρραιωτών.
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Constantine Porphyrogenitus does not separately mention our 11. and
12. He speaks of Cappadocia under Armeniacon and adds that Χαρσιανόν 

is the middle part of Cappadocia, De them., pp. 18-20. Cf. now E. Honig- 
mann, Charsianon kastron in Byzantion, x, 1935, pp. 129-60. On the other 
hand Constantine mentions i, k, I, m, 0, unknown to our three authors. 
Mas'üdî, Tanbth, going his own way, mentions 5 provinces in Europe 
(inclusive of Salonika and Peloponnesus) but only 9 in Asia, viz. our 8., 5., 4.,
i i ., 9., 6., 13., 10. plus Decapolis (mentioned between 4. and 11.).

As regards the number of troops in the provinces our text is certainly 
out of order. According to Qudäma, 258 ( <Muslim) the number varied 
from 15,000 (in Nätliq) to 4,000 (Kharshana, Cappadocia, Khaldia).

15. The paragraph on the Gurz (“ Georgians”) is one of the most confused 
in the book. Gurz is a parallel Iranian form of Gurj, modern Persian 
(and Turkish) Gurji, Russian Gruz-in. The element -z  (-j) is a suffix of 
origin, see Marquart, Z D M G , 49, p. 664; cf. also § 36, 36.: Layzän and 
§ 50,3. : *Lakz. The older form of Gur-z is attested in Armenian Vir-K , 
pointing to Middle Persian *Vr-kän. The earlier Arabic transcription is ob j *  

(Le. *Gurz-än), Balâdhurî, 202, but already Ya'qübï, Historiae, ii, 519, 
gives OW/r *Gurj-dn and the later authors write *Gurj, see Ibn al- 

Athïr, passim, Yäqüt, ii, 219. See now Markwart (Marquart), Iberer und



Hyrkcmter, in Caucasico,, viii, 1931, p. 78. The variation of the forms 
GurzjGurj must be due to some dialect distinctions, cf. -nz/-nj in the 
name of Ganja: earlier Arabic iy*r, I.Kh., 119, and later Arabic cf. 
Minorsky, Jour. As., July 1930, p. 72.

Some of the information contained in this paragraph undoubtedly refers 
to Western Georgia drained by the rivers flowing to the Black Sea. With 
the exception of the early Balädhuri, p. 202 (conquest of “Armenia”), the 
Arab authors know nothing of Western Georgia, whereas they usually 
include Eastern Georgia (watered by the Kur) in Armenia, as also does our 
author, cf. § 36, 28. (Tiflis). The inclusion of (Western) Georgia in the 
Byzantine Empire, which may be. explained by the fact that the Georgians 
belonged to the Greek Orthodox Church, is responsible for the statement 
(§ 49) on the Byzantine Empire being conterminous with the Sarir. Under 
§ 5,21. our author speaks of a Küh-i Gurz, perhaps identical with § 5,17 B. 

These details refer to the real Georgia.
On the other hand, the designation of the Black Sea as daryä-yi Gurziyän 

is entirely without a parallel, and it is astonishing to see the Pontos bap
tized after a people never known as navigators. Still more amazing is the 
representation of the Gurz as living “on small islands” , whereas there are 
no islands in the eastern part of the Black Sea.1

As already stated in the note to § 3, 6., this part of the information may 
be due to a confusion of diJjj * Warang and #Gurz, not impossible in 
Arabic script. Warang, very rarely met in Muslim sources, is another 
appellation of the Norman Rüs (§ 44) who according to some earlier 
source lived on an island. A series of errors with regard to the whereabouts 
of the real Maeotis (§ 3, 8.) may have caused our author to dissociate the 
rare Warang from Rüs and finally to misread it into another rare name 
Gurz. Bïrünï is the earliest known author mentioning Sbj but he 
must have found it in some literary source.2

The other source of confusion may have been I.Kh., 105 (<Muslim al- 
Jarmî), according to whom the themes of Täflä (Constantinople) and 
Träqiya (Thrace) bordered in the north on j~ . This unusual appella 
tion of the Black Sea crept into the introductory paragraph of our § 42, 
though under § 42, 3. Thrace is said to lie by the Daryä-yi Gurz. In our 
author’s terminology the Khazarian Sea is the Caspian. With regard to 
the general frontiers of the Byzantine Empire (extended up to the Sarir!) 
I.Kh.’s strange term may have passed unobserved, but in the particular 
case of Thrace our author could not help noticing that this province does 
not lie by his Khazarian Sea (i.e. Caspian). Therefore he may have

1 By some mistake Idrîsï, ii, 396, off the coast of Ζιχία (Circassia), near
mentions an island on the way the estuary of the Kuban, but none of
between Taman (on the Azov Sea) and them has any relation to the Georgians.]
Trebizond. [Const. Porph., De adm. 2 On some curious points of contact
imp., ch. 42, mentions an island near between our author and Bîrünî cf.§ io,
Tamatarkha (evidently a part of the SS·· 5 1 9·» § *6,13., See.
Taman peninsula) and several islands
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supposed that I.Kh.’s yj- referred not to the Khazar but to the jj*  Jurz 
(a classical confusion in Arabic script). It only remained, then, for our 
author, who shows a notable predilection for Iranian terminology, to sub
stitute Persian Gurz for Arabic Jurz. Cf. supra, p. 182.

16. and 18. These peoples are no more distinct than the Spartans and 
Lacedaemonians- Both names refer to the Danubian Bulghars who, more
over, seem to be described as “ Inner Bulghars” (§ 45) and “V.n.nd.r” 
(§ 53). I.Kh., 92, 105, 109, and Qudäma, 257, systematically following 
Muslim al-Jarmi, call the Danubian Bulghars Burjän.1 On the other hand, 
Hârün (I.R., 130) applies this term to the Burgundians whereas he calls the 
Danubian Bulghars Bulghar.2 Hârün, too, is most probably responsible 
for the term V.n.nd.r (=  Onoghundur-Bulghars). As it was impossible 
to unravel such complications in a compilation, our author’s source 
(Jayhânï ?) must have solved the difficulty by incorporating all these names 
as if they referred to separate entities. Consequently the Burjän and 
Bulghari were differentiated artificially: the former being imagined to be 
more submissive plain-dwellers, and the latter highlanders3 “perpetually 
at war with the Rümls” (as in I.R., i2622). The Bulghari are called Rümî 
because they were christianized from Byzantium in a .d . 864. The qualifica
tion käfir is rather strange. One may remember that Bakri, 4520, calls the 
Burjän “Magians” (majüsiya) and this term is constantly applied to the 
Normans as well, cf. Lévi-Provençal, Madjüs in E l  and Idrïsï-Tallgren, 
pp. 80 and 140.

17. This short paragraph is of great importance as indicating our 
author’s sources. I.Kh., 105, quoting by name Muslim al-Jarmi, thus 
describes the boundaries of Macedonia: in the east the walls (v.s. 1.) 
stretching between the Black Sea (Bahr al-Khazar) and the Syrian Sea 
(Bahr al-Sha'm, here evidently “Marmora Sea”); in the south, the Medi
terranean; in the west, the lands of the Saqäliba; in the north, the Burjän. 
This quotation leaves no doubt that by the “ Saqäliba lands” the Serbian 
territory is meant. However, much more decisive is I.R., 127, who quotes 
Hârün b. Yahyä’s description of a road from Constantinople, over Salüqiya 
(read: Salonicaf and Venice (B.nd.qis) to Rome. The text is out of order, 
but Marquart, Streifzügey 237-59, ^as suggested a series of very ingenious 
corrections of it. At 3 days’ distance to the west of *Salonica lies Mutr.n 
(Marquart: *Qutron<Κίτρος); “beyond it you travel through wooded 
lowlands (ghiyäd min aUshajar) among the Saqäliba who live in wooden

1 It is true that Muslim, v.s., is also item looks like an interpolation but it is 
said to have written of the Burghar but found both in I JR. and our source 
this term could possibly refer to the (18.). Therefore, if it wan interpolation, 
Volga, or Azov Sea, Bulghars. it must belong to the two authors* com-

2 The name (I.R., i2618) stands first mon source (Jayhânï?).
erroneously for Belgrad (vs., § 6, 66.) 3 Cf. § 5, 28. on their mountain and 
but after this passage on the water con- § 6, 66. on their river.
duct comes (I.R., 12613) the remark on 4 Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 318, also has 
the perpetual war going on between the Salüqiya for Salonica. 
real Bulghars and Byzantines. This last
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houses. They are Christians; they were (gradually) converted (känü. 
yätanassrrüna) in the time of the king (* Basil) and to-day they hold the 
Christian faith. Among them you travel for a month across their woods 
until you reach the town of B.lâtïs (*Spalato, Const. Porph. Ασπάλαθος).” 
In our text al-Saqäliba al-mutanassira; standing in the Arabic garb, without 
any doubt reflects Härün’s account (through Jayhânî’s medium ?). Accord
ing to Marquart, ibid., 207, Härün must have drawn up his report between 
a .d . 880 and 890, but the text seems to indicate that the Emperor Basil Fs 
time (a .d . 8 6 6 -8 6 ) wàs regarded as past; therefore we may bring Harun’s 
date down to the years 890-900. The exact date of the conversion of the 
Serbs cannot be established. In the years 867 and 870 Basil I subjugated 
the Serbs (Narentani, Croati) on the Dalmatian coast, and in 879 for the 
first time the bishop of Moravia (i.e. probably of the Serbian region lying 
along the southern affluent of the Danube, Morava) is mentioned, cf. 
F. Dvornik, Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome au IXe siècle, Paris, 1926, p. 239 
(where it is assumed that Basil I converted the Slavs between a .d . 879 and 
882). To sum up: the mention of “the Christianized Slavs” is a clear 
indication that besides al-Jarmï our author knew also Härün’s report. If 
so, we may assume, contrary to Marquart, o.e., 28, that in other chapters 
too, particularly those on the Magyars, V.n.nd.r, and Mirvät, our author’s 
source was Härün, who was recording the situation towards the very end 
of the ninth century, and not al-Jarmï, who belonged to the earlier part of 
that century. [This admission has a considerable importance for the 
history of Magyar migrations, v.s., § 22.]

19.-23. are a drastic epitome not devoid of misunderstandings.. Rüm 
(Byzantine Empire) is supposed here to comprise all the countries lying by 
the Rüm Sea (Mediterranean). The original authority seems to be 1st., 43 
(and also, 68-71), who says: “and among the different classes of infidels 
who adjoin Andalus the most numerous are the Ifranja whose king is 
called.Qärula (*Carolus), but the Ifranja conterminous with the Muslims 
are less numerous than the other classes of infidels on account of the fact 
that the Ifranja protrude into the sea (dukhüluhum fil-bahr) and on account 
of the buffer (häjiz) which other countries of polytheism constitute between 
the Muslims and the Ifranja. Next in numbers (after the Ifranja) are the 
Jaläliqa, and less numerous still the Baskunas (though they) are more 
warlike (ashaddu shaukatan). The places on the Andalus border neigh
bouring the Baskunas are Saraqusta, Tutayla (Tudela), and Lerida. Then 
follows a Christian people called Ghalijaskas who are less harmful than the 
Baskunas (aqalluhum ghä’ilatan) ; they constitute a buffer between them 
(the Baskunas) and the Ifranja.” I.H., 43, says that the frontier line follow
ing the eastern coast of Andalus joins on the sea the Ifranja country, and 
on the west that of the Ghalijaskas “who are a tribe of al-Ankubarda 
(Lombards?)”, then the Baskunas country, then that of the Jaläliqa, then 
the sea.

Our author entirely omits the important Jaläliqa (Galicians). The Bas
kunas are Vascones (Basques). The Ghalijaskas are the inhabitants of the
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Jacà region, south of the important pass in the Pyrenees (at present Jacd is 
connected by a railway tunnel with Oloron on the French side). The Jacà 
people were already known to the classical authors under the names of 
Jaccetaniy Ίακκητανοί (Ptolemy, ii, ch. 5), Lacetani (Livy, xxi, 60-1). 
Ya'qübï, BGAy vii, 355, says that north of Saragossa lies the town of 
Tudela, situated towards the land of the unbelievers called Baskunas, and 
that to the north of Tudela lies Huesca ( Washqa) situated towards a tribe of 
the Ifranj called (the latter name has a variant corrected in a
different hand into ôUM, read: \ al-Jäqiya; cf. also Ibn al-'Adhäri, ii, 
302: Ya'qübî’s passage leaves no doubt on the identity of the
people. On the different forms of the name Codera says: “la confusión 
pudo quizâ originarse por la semejanza de nombres entre Jacetanos y 
Lacetanos de los autores antiguos” , but more probably it is attributable 
to the usual vagaries of Arabic script. I. Faqlh, 87, is wrong in placing 
j&9iJc. (variant yf~\ J*-) “near the sea”. Cf. de Goeje, Specimen exhibens 
descriptionem al-Magribi sumtam e Libro Regionum al-Jaqubiiy Leiden, i860, 
pp. 112-13, and F. Codera, Limites probables de la conquista àrabe en la 
cordillera pirenaica, in Estudios criticos de Historia Arabe espanola, vii-ix, 
Madrid, 1917, pp. 235-76. I owe the indication of the last work to the 
kindness of Prof. A. Gonzalez Palencia. Bîrünî, Canon, places Lerida over 
against the Gh.Lj.sky see § 41, 4.

About 19. Rümiya (Rome) I.Kh., 10, says that it was [in turn] the seat 
of 29 Roman kings (emperors). 21. Britannia is not in I.Kh., 1st., or I.H., 
but I.R., 130 (after Hârün b. Yahyä) mentions Bartïniya (note the spelling 
of our source, too !) as a large town on the coast of the Western Sea. On 
the confusion about Yünän and Athînâs see the original text of 1st., 70: 
“Athînâs is the seat of learning of the Ionians ( Yünäniyün) and there their 
sciences and learning are preserved” , cf. Barthold, Preface, pp. 21 and 41.
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§§ 43_53* Eastern Europe.
The following list of the principal sources, as well as of the works 

utilizing Muslim sources on Eastern Europe, may be not unwelcome. For 
details see notes to single chapters.

I.Kh., passim, see Index; I. Faqlh, 27o( =  I.Kh., 124, but the merchants 
are called tujjär al-Saqäliba); even the Mashhad MS. of I. Faqlh does not 
seem to contain any new details on the Rüs, Saqläb, &c., to judge by A. Z. 
Validi, in Izv. Ross. Akad. Nauky 1924, pp. 237-48; I. Rusta, 138-48 
(Khazar, Burdas, Bulkär, al-Majghariya, al-Saqlabiya, al-Rüsiya); I. 
Fadlän, Risàia (quoted and utilized by Yäqüt under Itil, Bäshghurdy Bul
ghar y Khazar y Khwärizmy Rüsy and Wisu)\ Mas'üdî, Murüj y ii, 1-77 
(Rüs*.Burghar, W.l.nd.riya, Caucasian peoples); the passage on the Slavs 
edited in Marquais Streifzüge, 97-101; Mas'üdî, Tanbïh (Burmas p. 62; 
W.l.nd.riya pp. 180-3; Burghar, Saqäliba, Rüs, Sarir, passim); 1st.,
220-7 (Khazar, al-Sarîr, Burmas, Bulghär, Rüs, &c.); I.H., 278-87



(Khazar, Burtäs, Basjirt, Bulghâr); [Ibrâhïm b. Wasîf-shâh], U  abrégé des 
merveilles, tr. Carra de Vaux, 1898 (Slavs, pp. 45-6; Buijân, pp. 123-4); 
Maq., 360 (Itil, Rüs, Bulghâr, Suwâr, Khazar— very brief); Gardïzï, 78- 
126 (Bachanäk, Khazar, Burdâs, Bulkär, Majghar, Saqläb [sic], Rüs, Sarîr, 
Alän) ; al-Bakrî, ed. Rosen, SPb., 1878 (Saqâlib, Bajanâkiya, Khazar, Furdâs, 
Bulkâr, Majghariya, Sarîr, Burjän) ; fAufï, Jawàmi' al-hikâyât, part iv, ch.
16, in Barthold, A new Muslim report on the Russians (in Russian), Zap,, ix, 
1895, 262-7; [the rest of 'Aufi’s data on the Khazar, Burdäs, Majghariya, 
Saqläbiyän are an abridgement of I. Rusta; the data on Gurj, Uslän (*al- 
Lân?), Sarîr, and Darband are very brief, see Br. Mus., Or. 2676, ff. 67-9] ; 
Yäqüt, Itil, i, 112-13, Burtäs, i, 567 [this paragraph refers chiefly not to the 
Burtäs but to the Bulghars], Burghar, i, 568 (after Mas'üdî), Bulghar, i, 
722-7, Bäshghurt, i, 468-70, Khazar, ii, 436-40, Khwärizm, ii, 484-5, 
Rus, ii, 834-40, Saqlab, iii, 405; Wisü, i, 34 and iv, 944; Ibn Iyäs, in 
F. Arnold, Chrestomatia Arabica, i, 73-6 : Rüs, Bulghär.

Frähn, Veteres memoriae Chasarorum ex Ibn Foszlano, Ibn Haukale et 
Schems-ed-dino Damasceno and De Baschkiris quae memoriae prodita sunt, 
in Mém. Acad. SPb., t. viii, 1822, pp. 577-620 [separately printed under 
the title Frähn, De Chasaris excerpta ex scriptoribus arabids, pars i, 1822, 
44 pp., ibid., De Baschkirin]; Frähn, Ibn Foszlans und anderer Araber 
Berichte über die Russen älterer Zeit, SPb., 1823; Hämmer, Sur les origines 
russes, SPb., 1827; A. C. Mouradja dOhsson, Des peuples du Caucase et des 
pays au nord de la Mer Noire et de la Mer Caspienne dans le 10e siècle, Paris 
1828; Frähn, Drei Münzen der Wolga-Bulgharen aus d. X. Jahrhundert, in 
Mém. Acad. SPb., sèrie vi, t. i, 1832, pp. 171-204; Frähn, Die ältesten 
arabischen Nachrichten über die Wolga-Bidgharen aus Ibn Foszlans Reise
berichten, in Mém. Acad. SPb., série vi, t. i, 1832, pp. 527-77; Charmoy, 
Relations de Masoudi et d'autres auteurs musulmans sur les anciens Slaves, in 
Mém. Acad. SPb., série vi, t. ii, livraisons 3 et 4, 1834, pp. 297-408; 
Frähn, Ibn-Abi-Jakub el-NadinCs Nachricht von der Schrift der Russen 
im X . Jahrhundert n. Chr., in Mém. Acad. SPb., série vi, t. iii, 1836, 
pp. 507-30; P. S. Savelyev, Muhammadan Numismatics as related to Russian 
History (in Russian), SPb., 1846; Defrémery, Fragments de géographes et 
historiens arabes et persans relatifs aux anciens peuples du Caucase et de la 
Russie méridionale, in Jour. As., 1849, t. 13, pp. 460-77 (al-Bakrî); Chwol- 
son, Izvestiya 0 Khazarakh &c. Ibn Dasta [read: Ilm Rusta], SPb., 1869; 
A. Garkavi (Harkavy), Skazaniya musulmanskikh pisateley 0 Slavanakh i 
Russkikh, SPb., 1870 (Supplement 1871); A. Kunik and Baron V. Rosen, 
Izvestiya al-Bakrî i drugikh avtorov o Rusi i slavanakh, SPb., i, 1878, ii, 
1903; Dom, Caspia, Über die Einfälle der alten Russen in Tabaristän, in 
Mém. Acad. SPb., série vii, t. xxiii, no. ι, 1875 (Russian edition of the 
same work, ibid., t. xxvi, annex i, 1875); G. Jacob, Welche Handelsartikel 
bezogen die Araber des Mittelalters aus den nordisch-baltischen Ländern? 2nd 
ed., Berlin 1891 ; F. Westberg, Ibrahim's-ibn-Ja'kütf s Reisebericht über die 
Slawenländer aus dem Jahre 965, in Mém. Acad. SPb., sèrie viii, t. iii, no. 4, 
1898 (a revised edition in Russian : Kommentany na zapisku Ibrahim ibn
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Yakuba, SPb., 1903, with a very complete list of literature on Ibrahim); 
Westberg, Beiträge zur Klärung orientalischer Quellen über Osteuropa 
(Erste Hälfte des Mittelalters), in Bull. Acad. SPb., 1899, *· χί> No. 4, 
November 1899, pp. 211-45, No. 5, December 1899, pp. 279-314; Bar
thold, Geografiya Ibn Sa'ïda, 1898; Marquart, Streifzüge, 1903, passim; 
A. A. Spitsin, On ihe Degree of Trustworthiness of I. Fadläns Risala (in 
Russian), in Zap. Imp. Russ. Arch. Obsh., new series xi, 161-6; Baron
V. G. Tiesenhausen, In Defense of I. Fadlän (in Russian), Zap., xiii, pp. 
024-032; Baron Rosen, Prolegomena k novomu izdaniyu Ibn-Fadldna, in 
Zap., xv/2, 1904, pp. 39-73; Westberg, K  analizu vostochnikh istochnikov 
0 vostochnoy Evrope, in Zhurnal Min. Narodn. Prosv., new series, 1909, 
xiii, February, pp. 364-412, xiv, March, pp. 1-52; S. M. Seredonin, 
Istoricheskaya geografiya, posthumous edition, SPb., 1916 (Bulgars, pp. 
89-96; Khazars, pp. 97-106; Eastern Slavs, pp. 106-52; Pechenegs, 
Torks, Polovtsi, pp. 153-96; Finnish peoples, pp. 197-220; Variags, pp.
221-40); P. Smirnov, The Volga route and the ancient Rusr (in Ukrainian), 
ed. by the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev, 1928, 228 pp. (a very 
interesting work in which the passages from Muslim geographers including 
the Hudüdal-'Älam have been utilized in translation); A. Seippel, Rerum 
normannicarum fontes arabici, Oslo, i, 1896 (excerpts from 50 Arabic 
authors; texts), ii, 1928 (variants); P. K. Kokovtsov, Yevreisko-khazar- 
skaya pereptska v X  veke, ed. Academy of Sciences of U.S.S.R., 1932 (a 
critical re-edition of the Hebrew documents on the Khazars). Krach- 
kovsky, On the Preparation of a Corpus of Arabic Sources regarding the 
History of Central Asia (in Russian), in Zap. Institut. Vostokov. Akademii 
Nauk USSR., Leningrad, 1932, i, pp. 55-62.

§ 43. The Slavs.

See especially Chwolson, Izvestiya . . . Ibn Dasta [* Rusta], pp. 123-45 5 
Baron Rosen and Kunik, Izvestiya al-Bakrï (Ibrâhxmb. Ya'qüb, circa 
a .d . 965); Westberg, Ibrahim’s-ibn-JaKkub*s Reisebericht, 1898, and Kom- 
mentariy, 1903; also passim in Beiträge, 1899, and K  analizu, 1908; Mar
quart, Streifzüge, 95-160 (Mas'üdî on the Slavs), 188-206, 466-73 (“Jay
hânï” on the Slavs) and passim; Lévi-Provençal, Sakäliba in E l  (the Slavs 
in Spain), Barthold, Slav in EL Our §§ 43 and 44 have been edited and 
translated by Toumansky in Zap., X, 1896, pp. 121-37 (where the names 
quoted are illustrated by parallel readings in the other authors).

Of the sources which were undoubtedly utilized by our author, I. Kh. 
must be responsible for the item on the Slavs living on the upper course of 
“the Rüs river” ; 1st- (<BalkhI), pp. 4, 7,10, besides being too vague, has 
very little to say on the Slavs whom he probably mixes up with the Rüs; 
the third and most complete source, which was also utilized by I.R., 
Gardïzï, and 'Auf!1 has principally influenced our text, as will be seen from

1 Bakri used it, too, but with regard to dent and excellent source— the record of 
the Slavs he chiefly quotes the indepen- the Jewish traveller Ibrahim b. Ya*qüb
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the following comparison [D.— ditto; N.— absent; A.— approximate 
likeness].

428 Commentary § 43

I.R. Gardïzï H-'A.

10 days’ distance from the D. and 10 days from the different
Bajanäk Majghar!
town of near the D. Vantlt D. Vâbnït

frontier
1

wooded plains; no vines D. A. vast wooded plains
or fields j
bee-hives, 10 ibriqs honey D. each hive 50-100 A. much honey; honey-
from each mantt honey ; some wine; wooden casks; 

some people prepare 100people possess 100 khum
of honey casks of wine

herds of swine D. D.
the dead burnt; women D. A. the dead burnt
scratch their faces; com
memorative feasts on the
tumulus
favourite wife hangs her N. A. commits sùicide
self
fire-worshippers cow-worshippers D. as in I.R.
sow millet; thanksgiving D. A. sow millet
for harvest
string instruments and D. A. various string instru
flutes ments
honey-wine and music at A. N.
funeral feasts
horses scarce D. N.

N. shirts and tabari shoes shirts and shoes
javelins and spears D. D. and shields
chief called ^ D. N.

principal chief Swyyt-mlk D. Swyt-mlk, Jräwt D. Smüt-swyt, Khurdäb
lives in Jrwäb
and drinks mare’s milk N. A. drinks milk

N. build fortresses against 
the Majghari

N.

cold climate; people live in winter in fortresses; underground dwellings in
in underground huts ; heat in summer in woods winter
them with vapours
the king receives a gar N. A. the Slavs serve the
ment from each member king
of a household
thieves punished D. N.

N. adultery punished N.
N. marriage customs: dowry N.

The geographical data on the Slavs scattered in our source seem to refer 
to two different groups of this people. On the one hand in § 3, 6., the

(a.d. 965), adding to it some details from sions in Ibrâhïm (e.g. on the women
Mas'üd!. Of this account, as well as of scratching their faces with knives after
Mas'üdi’s detailed chapter on the Slavs a death) point to the use of the literary
(Marquart, Streifzüge, 95-160), there is source utilized by I. Rusta.] 
no trace in our author. [Some expres-



Saqläb are placed to the north of the Black Sea, between the Inner Bulghars 
and the Burjän. The identity of these Slavs is disclosed by the comparison 
with § 42,16.- i 8* where the “ Christianized Slavs” come in the enumeration 
between the Burjän and the Bulghari.1 With this agrees the beginning of 
§ 43 which places the Inner Bulghärs to the east of the Slavs. As explained 
in the note to § 42, ij. the “ Christianized Slavs” correspond to the Mace
donian Slavs, and only through a misunderstanding they have been trans
ferred to the shores of the Black Sea.

The essential characteristic of the other group is that it lives in the im
mediate neighbourhood of the Rüs [the latter not being mentioned among 
the nations living on the Black Sea coast]. In § 6, 44. the Rüs river flowing 
eastwards is said to rise on the Slav territory, then skirt the Rüs towns, and 
finally fall into the Ätil. In § 442 the Rüs are positively the eastern neigh
bours of the Slavs, but in § 43, by some sort of compromise, our author 
wants the Slavs to border in the east both on the Inner Bulghär “and 
some (!) of the Rüs”. In § 3,8. the Maeotis (i.e. the northern Russian lakes 
or the Baltic, vs., p. 181) is placed north of the Saqläbs.

For our author all the Slav lands look apparently as one stretch of terri
tory and in this respect he may have been influenced by I.Kh. who, p. 105, 
mentions the Saqäliba as the western neighbours of Macedonia (cf. our 
§ 42, 17.), couples them, pp. 92 and 119, with the Avars (al-Abar), and 
places them “north of Spain”. On the other hand, p. 124, he says that the 
Khazar town Khamlïj (§ 50, 3 b.) “lies on the river (Volga) which comes 
from the land of the Saqäliba” and further, p. 154, adds that the Rüs 
merchants “who are a kind of Saqäliba” travel from the farthermost region 
of Saqlaba to the Rüm sea (Black Sea?); if eventually they “travel by the 
Tanïs [*Tanais =  Don], river of the Saqäliba, they pass to Khamlïj”3 
çJUw \jj» J  tjjL j\j, and finally starting from Spain

they either visit Africa or “follow the road behind Rome in the Slav lands 
and then to Khamlïj” (^L^ Jl  ̂ ^  J  <J±). I.Kh., 17,

gives the king of the Slavs the title jil» qinnäz. Le., KHH3L· kn§z' (from 
Germanic *kuning), common among Slav nations.

The source utilized by I. Rusta and Gardïzï seems to have in view a more 
definite territory; The items regarding the habits and customs of the Slavs 
are somewhat ambiguous, but the names of the rulers and towns may serve 
as clues. According to Ibn Rusta, 144, the supreme chief of the Slavs bore 
the name of Swyyt-mlk (düu -̂»j); the vice-regent (khali-
fatu-hu) (living in the centre of the Saqläb country ?)4 was called or 

[Similar forms are found in Gardïzï whereas in the Η.-'Ä. only the king is

1 Burjän =  Inner Bulghär =  Bui- Don to the Volga. The two rivers off 
ghari. Tsaritsin flow very near to each other.

2 Ibid. the Slavs among the Rüs. The sources of the left affluent of the
3 Though the Don and Volga are Don Ilovra almost reach the Volga near 

often connected in Muslim geographers, Kamishin. See M ap xii.
here the verb marni may indicate that 4 The text is suspect here, Marquart, 
the merchant had to cross over from the o.c., 470.
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mentioned whom the people call S.müt-swyt, xjl^  &  ̂  o^-.. Westberg,
o.c. (1918), p. 12, very ingeniously supposed that the first part of the 
name is only a disfigured (“they call him”) standing in the Arabic 
text.]1 Chwolson restored SL as d ilu ir  Suzmt-bulk< Svetopluk 
( <  Svçtoplükü), and * ^  ̂  as Zupanets ( ?) and thought that the first referred 

to the well-known king of Moravia proper, Svetopluk I (870-94) whom 
Const. Porph., De admin, imp., cap. 40, &c., calls Σφενδοπλόκος. Marquart, 
Streifzüge, 470, admits that this identification dawns naturally on the 
reader. However, thinking, ibid., 200,203, that I. Rusta’s report is based on 
Muslim al-Jarmï and refers to an earlier epoch, namely to the time before 
the advent of the Norman dynasty in Kiev (and even before the subjugation 
of the Pol'an'e by the Khazars) Marquart himself suggests, ibid., 471, the 
identification of the Slav king with the king of the White Croatians Beλο- 
χρωβάτοι whose capital must have been Cracow-on-the-Vistula.2 The king’s 
capital J j jr  (Gardizi, j^, H.-Ä. rAufî ùb>·) is then restored as
o Khorvät3 and taken as a confirmation of the above theory. Apart 
from the still doubtful attribution of I. Rusta’s report to [or rather ex
clusively to] Muslim al-Jarmï, the weak point of Marquart’s theory is that 
no Svetopluk has yet been discovered in Cracow. A fact which remained 
unknown to Marquart is that according to the H.-'A., § 6, 45., the capital 
of Khurdäb was situated on the Rütä river. It is difficult to say whether this 
detail belongs to the original source, or is merely our author’s guess. The 
description of the Rütä flowing from the Rüs to the Saqläbs, i.e., west
wards (?) is very embroiled (ü.$., § 6, 45. and cf. § 45) and the river could 
perhaps with some imagination be taken for the Vistula on the upper course 
of which Cracow stands. However, this interpretation of a doubtful passage 
would not be supported by any other contemporary evidence and the com
parison of our text with Gardïzï, who apparently is more faithful to the 
source responsible for the details on the Magyars, V.n.nd.r, and Mirvät 
(§§ 22, 46, 53), suggests that the prototype of our Rütä is *Dünä (Danube). 
In this case the town of *Khorvät standing on the *Dünä might refer to the 
capital of the southern Danubian Croatia. As regards the king’s name, it 
seems safer to revert to Chwolson’s hypothesis. The Moravian king 
Svetopluk was certainly a close neighbour, i f  not the suzerain of the 
southern Croats. Const. Porph., cap. 13, says that south of the Magyars

1 *Aufi, Or. 2676, fol. 67b says: va auch Chorwâtïn unzweifelhaft [sic. 
ïshân-râra'ïsï-st ki ü~rä Swyt khwänand. V.M .] mit den Bëlochorwaten an der

2 There is not much certainty about Weichsel gleichzusetzen haben, so 
this kingdom <<dessen Existenz auf scheint es doch, dass er selbst \i.e. Con- 
Grund der späteren polnischen und stantine] sie mit den illyrischen 
iechischen Sagen notwendig voraus- Chorwaten zusammengeworfen hat” 
gesetzt werden musste, für welche aber [«*. V. M.].
bisher nur äusserst dürftige und un- 3 Chwolson, o.e., p. 142, took
bestimmte Zeugnisse aus älterer Zeit for Grädist<Hradiitye, the residence of
beigebracht werden konnten”,ibid., 471. Svetopluk, cf. Safarik, Slavische Alter-
Very characteristic, too, is Marquart’s thümer, ii, 501. [Very doubtful.] 
admission, ibid., 139: “ wenn wir nun
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(Τούρκοι) lay “Great Moravia, that is the land of Sfendoplokos, which was 
totally ruined by these Magyars and occupied by them”, whereas the 
Croats1 lived “next to the Magyars on the mountain side”. In cap. 40 
Constantine positively says that the Croats are the southern neighbours of 
the Magyars. From the comparison of these two passages it appears that at 
least some Croats lived immediately south of Great Moravia which had 
belonged to Svetopluk. [P. 67, 1. 24 on Khurdäb is fantastic.]

Although the recent authority, F. Dvornfk, Les Légendes de Constantin et 
de Méthode vues de Byzance, Prague, 1933, p. 240, admits that Svetopluk’s 
conquests in Pannonia (i.e., the region between the Danube and Sava) had 
an ephemeral character, they may have been sufficient to create the im
pression that he was the supreme lord \ra'is al-ru’asa) of the Khorvât. 
Already Marquart, o.e., 470, pointed out that I.R.’s text on the relations 
between Swyyt-mlk and the sûbanj is out of order. The real ruler of the 
southern Croats was perhaps the sübanj (*shübäng ?) and Chwolson’s restora
tion of it as *zupanets (*zupan ?), if right, would tally with Const. Porph., 
according to whom, cap. 30, Croatian lands were divided into ζοπανίαι.2

Very uncertain is the reading of the other Slav town. I. Rusta says that 
the journey from the Pechenegs to the Slavs lasted 10 days and thereupon 
adds that at the beginning of the Slav land (ft awä’il haddihä) stands the 
town ^\j. In Gardïzï, follows the mention of the road from the 
Majghari to the Slavs (10 days’ journey). In our text is the first town 
on the east of the Slavs and a resemblance of its inhabitants to the Rüs 
suggests that it lay on the Rüs frontier. Already Harkavy thought to con
nect this town with Kiev, the capital of the Slav Pol'arie. Marquart, Streif- 
Züge, 189, first restored the name as Dänast but finally, ibid., 509, 
read it o-»'b Zdnbat, which he compared with Σαμβατάς which in Const. 
Porph., cap. 9, is a surname of Kiev (το κάστρον Κιοάβα το επονομαζόμςνον 
Σαμβατάς).3 Marquart s theory is hardly contradicted by the fact that in the 
chapter on the Rüs (§ 45) Kiev seems to come up again under a name be
longing to a different tradition (1st. <  Balkhï), but in principle it is strange 
that in Arabic script z  should correspond to Greek s.4

In any case the two towns of the Slavs very probably were situated at the

1 It is not clear whether northern No. 4, pp. 66-72, mentions 22 different 
(White) Croats, or southern (Danubian) explanations of Sanwatas (Slavonic, 
Croats are meant here. Scandinavian, Hungarian, Armenian,

2 Niederle, Manuel, i, 141, note 1: Lithuanian, &c.) and inclines towards 
“ les comitats (zupa) ne sont attestés que the Khazar origin of the name as sug- 
chez les Slaves du Sud et les sources ne gested by Y. Brutzkus.
nous autorisent pas à les transporter dans 4 If the previous restoration of the
le Nord/’ In the north “ les termes Supan name by Marquart as Dänast be adopted,
et zupa (préfet, comitat) ne sont attestés the eastern Slav town might be sought on
que plus tard et dans un autre sens, the Dniester, cf. Idrîsï, p. 395,
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celui de ‘fonctionnaire’ et de ‘service Westberg, o.e., 1908 (March), p. sa,
de ce fonctionnaire’ connected *Vântlt with the Vçntiii

1 The ongin of the name is still a (Β λτηηη), the Slav tribe on the Qka,
moot question. A. I. L'ashchenko,£tet)t which is very doubtful.
Σαμβατάς, in Dokladi Akad. S S S R , 1930»



opposite ends of the Slav territory. Nor is it necessary to think that such 
details as the heathen customs of the Slavs,1 or the cold climate of their 
country belonged to* the lands under Svetopluk’s control. In a text re
ferring to a vast territory they may have in view the eastern Slavs, living 
under the Rüs, p. 159, the Bulghars, and the Khazars, cf. Barthold in E L 2
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§ 44. The Rüs.

See bibliographic npte before § 43. The translation and analysis of the 
principal Muslim sources will be found in the works of Frähn, Chwolson, 
Garkavi [commented translations from 26 Muslim authors on the Slavs and 
Rüs ; the text used mostly in older, now superseded editions] ; Barthold, Zap., 
1895 (Muhammad 'Auf 1) ; Toumansky, Zap., 1896 (the text and transla
tion of the present chapter) ; Marquart, Streif züge, 200-4,330-53 (Mas'üdî). 
The literature in which Muslim data on the Rüs7 have been utilized is 
enormous, see V. A. Moshin, Var'ago-russkiy vopros in Slavia, Prague,
1931, x/1-3, pp. 109-36, 343-79, 501-37 (a digest of the more important 
works on the subject), and his The origins of Rus'. The Normans in Eastern 
Europe (in Russian), in Byzantinoslavica, Prague, 1931, iii/ι, pp. 33-58, 
iii/2, pp. 285-307. See also Prof. P. Smirnov, The Volga route (in 
Ukrainian), Kiev, 1926, which particularly deals with the earlier Muslim 
sources. [Seippel, v.s., p. 427, and Minorsky, Rüs in El.]

Since the beginning of the seventeenth century the origin of the name of 
Russia (Pyct, Poccia) has been the subject of hot discussion in Russian and 
western European literatures. Though the geographical names containing the 
element Rtis- or Ros- may have more than one source, it is certain that the 
name Rus* as referring to the founders of the Russian state is of Scandi
navian origin. The authentic Scandinavian form is doubtful (cf. the name 
of the coast Rosïagen) but even now the Finns call the Swedes Ruotsi and 
this Finnish form may have given origin to the Slavonic Rus', as the name 
of Finland itself Suomi has become Sum' in Russian. The name Rus' 
practically had the same meaning as the somewhat later Variag (BapnrB, 
i.e., Varfgäy Β ά ρ α γ γ ο ς , Waring3 referring to the parties of Norman adven-

1 Const. Porph., cap. 31, calls the Russian. As regards the Czech the
Βελοχρωβάτοι (White Croats to whom ninth-century form of the name in
perhaps the name of the Carpathians question was probably Svçntoplk >now
Karpat is due) αβάπτιστοι. Svatopluk (my friend Dr. B. Unbe-

* Chwolson, Izvestiya, p. 143, pointed gaun’s letter, Paris, a3.ii.1936).
out that in Swyyt-mlk the first element 3 In Arabic diîjj is first attested in
as restored *Svet- suggests an eastern Bïrünï, but cf. § 24,15. [The late Prof.
Slav transmission instead of which one A. A. Shakhmatov, Introduction to the
would expect in the West a nasalized history of the Russian language (in
form Svçt<Svent, cf. Σφενδοπλόκος. Russian), Petrograd 1916, p. 62, thought
The exact time at which nasal sounds that the name Variag “reflected that of
disappeared in Slavonic languages is of the Franks or Frangs, as all the western
course difficult to define. According to Europeans in general were called in the
Shakhmatov in the ninth century no Balkans and the Levant, though the
more nasal sounds were in existence in ways of the transformation Frang>



turers bound by an agreement or vow (var). Since the beginning of the ninth 
century the fluvial system of the present-day Russia and Poland was con
stantly used by the Normans for their trade and war expeditions, as it 
appears from the abundant historical, archaeological, and toponymie 
evidence, cf. lately M. Vasmer, Wikingerspuren in Russland, in Sitz.Preuss. 
Ak.y phil.-hist. Klassç, 1931, pp. 649-74.

The traditional version of the Russian chronicles is that the Variags 
coming from beyond the sea used to levy tribute on the Cud', Sloveni, 
Mer'a, and all1 the Kriviòi [of whom the first and third are undoubtedly 
Finnish tribes and the second and fourth Slavs]. In a .d . 862 the 
Variags were expelled beyond the sea, but in their absence internal wars 
broke out. Therefore the above-mentioned peoples invited the Variags 
called Rus' and so the viking R'urik (*Hrœrekr) built the town of Ladoga 
on the Volkhov river and his two brothers occupied the neighbouring 
country. In 882 R'urik’s successor Oleg (*iHelgi) occupied the capital of the 
Dnieper Pol'an'e and this was the beginning of the Russian Kiev state. 
The Scandinavian element of the new body politic was scarce (court, 
warriors, and perhaps merchants) and in a century’s time the mass of Slav 
population succeeded in assimilating the strangers, see Niederle, Manuel de 
Vantiquité slave, Paris, 1923, i, 209. Even Russian chronicles clearly give 
us to understand that the Rus' were not the first Scandinavian vikings in 
Eastern Europe. The Byzantine sources know them at least from the 
earlier part of the ninth century. The most remarkable fact for our purpose 
is that the Byzantine embassy which in May 839 visited the Emperor Louis 
the Pious in Ingelheim was accompanied by some men of the people Rhos 
who were the envoys sent to Constantinople by their king Chacanus and 
who now wanted to return home ; on this occasion it was discovered that 
the people Rhos was of Swedish origin (gentis esse SueoHum), see V. Thomsen, 
The Relations between Ancient Russia and Scandinavia, Oxford, 1877, P· 39> 
cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 202.

The principal Muslim sources refer to the momentous period of the 
establishment of the Northmen among the Slavs and it is essential to 
disentangle the data referring to its successive stages. Our oldest source 
I.Kh., as already mentioned p. 429,1. 25, mixes up the Rüs with the Slavs 
and traces their commercial activities between Spain and China. There 
is no trace in I.Kh. of a Rüs state. He calls the Don (?) “river of the 
Slavs”.

The common source of I. Rusta, Gardïzï, 'Aufï, &c., most
formally distinguishes the Rüs from the Slavs. The latter, primarily the
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Varang are still obscure.” Ibid., 68, he 
says that the Rus were known long 
before the so-called “invitation of the 
Variags” . He further gives expression 
to the view that the Rus were the earlier 
Scandinavians established among the 
Slavonic and Finnish tribes, whereas

the Variags represented a new wave of 
Scandinavian movement.]

1 The Russian word corresponding 
to “all” is here an evident mistake for 
the homonymous *Becb, the name of 
another Finnish tribe.



Western Slavs, are represented as living under their own princes (cf. § 43), 
whereas the Rüs are described as occupying a damp island which has an 
area of 3 days by 3 days and lies amid a lake. These data point to the 
northern lands and seem to refer to the times before the foundation of 
the Kiev state,1 but it is characteristic that in spite of the modest size of the 
territory the king of the Rüs is given the pompous title of Khäqän Rüs and 
that according to Gardïzï the island contained a population of 100,000 men 
(mardum). [Cf. also Yäqüt, ii, 834, where a similar statement is ascribed 
to Maq., though it is! not found in BGA, iii.]

The Balkhï tradition (1st., I.H.) knows very little about the [Western] 
Slavs (Saqäliba) between whom and the [Volga] Bulghär it places the 
Rüs. Here we have evidently to do with the Kiev period of Russian history. 
1st., 225-6, distinguishes three “kinds” (sinf) of “Rüs. The prince of those 
who live nearest to the Bulghär resides in the town of *Küyäba, i.e. 
probably Kiev (Const. Porph., cap. 8, Κιοάβ.α or Κιόβα). The farthest dis
tant Rüs are called S.läwiya,2 which looks very much like a parallel 
form of Saqäliba, perhaps referring specially to the Sloveni3 of Novgorod 
among whom the Normans first settled. The third group are the 
(many variants) whose king lives in (many variants). They are the 
wildest and kill the strangers who would penetrate into their country from 
which they themselves export black martens and rasäs (tin or lead?) by 
a waterway. Since Frähn’s Ibn Foszlan, Annex I, p. 162, the name Arthä 
(Ardä) has been interpreted as Erz'a, which is the name of one of the two 
great divisions of the Mordva (§ 52).4 The Constantinople MS., 1st., 226 η, 
very definitely says that the \>j\ (Arbä, * Arthä) “are [or perhaps: trade?] 
between the Khazar and the Great (a'zam) Bulghâr”, which eventually 
suits5 the Erz'a.6 If the interpretation is right it indicates that there existed, 
some Rüs centre in the Oka region.7 Frähn pointed out that at Oleg’s times 
a lieutenant of his lived in the town of Rostov on the territory of the 
Finnish Mer'a, and it is possible to imagine a similar situation obtaining in 
the region of the Mordva who, according to Nestor’s “Initial” Chronicle,

1 The “ island” most probably refers equivalent of the Herodotian ανΰροφάγοι, 
to Novgorod (in Norse Hôlmgatôr, i.e. v.i., § 52.
“ the island town”), cf. Thomsen, o.e., 5 If the latter is the Bulghär town on
Marquart, Streifzüge, pp. xxxiv, 201, the Volga, but the meaning of the term
Westberg, o.e., 1908, iii, 25. is not clear, v.i., p. 439, n. 2.

2 I.H., 285, adds: “ and their king is 6 Westberg, o.e., 1908, p. 398, attach- 
in S.läy a town of theirs.” The variant ing too much importance to the export

might indicate the reading of * of rasäs, interpreted as “tin” , thought
as *G.lâv- (?), which, however, would that Arthä was Scandinavia! In the
be inexplicable. Persian translation of 1st., 226&, y jj\

3 According to the Hypatios chronicle j  renders Our §§ 4,9. and 25, 
the original settlers in Novgorod were I3. show that arziz means both “ tin”  
Sloveni (CjiOBeHH). and “ lead” ; çaTi which only means “ tin”

4 The story of the Arthä killing the may be an arbitrary addition by the
strangers might favour the theory that translator who hesitated between the
the tribe belonged to the Mordva two meanings of arzïz.
whose name is supposed to be an Iranian 7 V.s., p. 217.
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equally paid tribute to the Rüs.1 The identification Arthä =  Erz9a conflicts 
with Ist.’s indication concerning Küyäba being the nearest to Bulghär, but 
on the other hand Arthä must have lain to the east of Släwiya which was the 
farthest territory of the Rüs (with regard to Bulghär from which the de
scription apparently starts).2 [Küyäba may be the “territory of K.’\]

Our text is essentially a rearrangement of the above-mentioned sources. 
The dependence on the common source used by I. R. and Gardïzï appears 
from the following synoptic table. ['Aufï in the first part of his report 
closely follows the same tradition.]
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I.R. Gardïzï Η .-Ά .

the Rüs live on a wooded, D. 100,000 inhabi entirely different (after 1st.)
damp island tants (!)
Khäqän Rüs D. D.
raid Slavs by sea, sell them D. A. victorious over the neigh
to the Khazar and Bulkär bours
no agriculture : import food D. country rich in necessaries;
from the Slav land Slavs among the Rüs
newly bom presented with D. N.
swords
no villages* N. N.
traders in furs D. furs
neatly dressed; gold brace D. linen clothes woollen bonnets [linen men
lets tioned under § 43]
kind to slaves and guests D. some of the R. practise

chivalry
numerous towns* D. vast country
sulaymänian swords D. A. valuable swords
united against enemies D. N.
trial by kings; duels D. N. tithe to the government
physicians powerful N. A. physicians respected
courageous, enterprising; N. A. warlike
sailors, not horsemen
trousers of 100 cubits N. D. as in I.R.
treacherous N. N. quarrelsome
nobles buried with all be N. A. as in I.R.
longings and wives

*  Trace of contradictory sources.

1 The name of the important town of 
R'azan' may be also connected with 
Erz'a. The town (first mentioned under 
A.D. 1095) was founded in the region 
where the Slav V'atichi ( <  Vçntici) 
lived, but originally (from the 7th to 
the 9th century) the lands along the Oka 
probably belonged to the Mordva terri· 
tory. Cf. V. A. Gorodtsov, The 
ancient population of the R'azan' pro
vince, in Izv. otdel. russ. yazika, 1908,, 
1. 13, pp. 147-9. [However, the Erz'a, 
at least now, live to the east of the 
Moksha, v.t., § 52.]

2 Arthä has a variant mSjI \ which 

suggested to Chwolson the identification 
of mAbärma with Biarmia (Perm) of the 
Scandinavian sagas (Anglo-Saxon Beor- 
mas, Old Norse Bjarmar, cf. Thomsen,
o.e., 31). Eventually this identification 
would hâve the advantage of explaining 
our passage on the Pecheneg mountains 
(Ural ?) which formed the eastern boun
dary of the Rüs and of better suiting the 
list of produce of the territory. Some 
indirect evidence in favour of Biarmia 
might be gathered from the fact that I§t. 
does not mention the two northernmost



The third source (Balkhi >  1st.) having supplied our author with the 
names of the three Rüs territories [shahr, “town or land”] the item on 
the damp “island” (I.R., Gardïzï, 'Aufï) had to be thrown ovèrboard. The 
country was then described as “vast” [cf. I.R.’s inconsequent mention of 
“many towns”] and couched into the habitual frame of boundaries. In the 
description of the * ‘towns’ ’ the details on blades and swords are very probably 
a simple development of I.R.’s and Gardïzï’s item on the sulaymänt swords 
which the Rüs possess Çlahum al-suyüf al-sulaymäniya =  va andar miyän 
shamshïr-i sülaymäni farävän bäshad). On “Solomonian swords” see the 
Qor'än, xxxiv, 10-12, cf. Chwolson, o.e., 195. The detail on S.läba is a 
development of Ist.’s indication as to its remoteness.

The only original statements which we can squeeze out of our text are those 
regarding the frontiers of the Rüs and the course of the Rüs river (§ 6, 44.).

The situation of the Rüs country, as understood by our author, appears 
from the following table :
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Northern Lands 

Saqlâb RÜS Pecheneg Mts.

Rütä river

which must be supplemented by the indications that the Majghari (§ 23) had 
the Rüs to their north and west [=NW . ?], and that the Turkish Pechenegs 
(§ 20) lived to the south of the river Rüthä (sic) and had the Majghari and the 
Rüs to their west [resp. to the west and north-west ?]. As the Pechenegs are 
placed north both of the *Bulghärs (§ 51) and *Burtäs (§ 52), which peoples 
were separated by the Volga, it is necessary to admit that the Pechenegs 
(see note to § 20) lived on both banks of this river. If so, it is difficult 
to find any other correspondence than the Oka for the river separating the 
Turkish Pechenegs from the Rüs (ü.s., p. 217). The Pecheneg mountains 
(Ural ?) would then form the Rüs boundary somewhere in the region to the 
north-east of the Volga.1 The latter river itself, at least down to its junction 

peoples ïsü (Ves') and Yura ( Yugra) of colony of the Rüs (on the Taman, pen-
which the first, according to R. Hennig, 
must be sought near Cherdin (HepnbiHb) 
on the Kama, see Der ndttelalterl. or ab. 
Handelsverkehr in Osteuropa, in Der 

Islam, xxii/3, i 935> PP· 239-65· [But cf. 
Marquart, Arktische Länder, 304, who 
still follows 'Frahn’s theory according 
to which the Isü must be placed near 
Belozero.] In any case the reading 
Arthä is better attested. Quite lately V. 
Moshin took Arthä for the Tmutarakan'

insula, east of the entrance channel of 
the Azov sea) but this hypothesis goes 
counter to Içt.’s indication as to the 
inaccessibility of the Arthä land, and its 
exports.

1 See § 5, 19. where a mountain 
(Urals) is described as stretching be
tween the end of the Rüs and the begin
ning of the Kimäk. Cf. also the eventual 

restoration of as *Abärma<

Biarmia ?



with the Oka, was evidently thought to flow in Rüs territory (§ 6, 44.) but 
the description of the “Rüs river” (upper Volga)1 does not imply that 
Urtäby S.läba, and Küyäfa stood on its banks. The text only indicates that 
the river watered their “confines”. Their enumeration logically goes in the 
inverse order to 1st. who certainly wrote as if he were looking from Bulghär 
westward. [Urtab corresponds to v.s., p. 434.]

In his very interesting work on the “Volga route” Prof. P. Smirnov has 
lately advanced the thësis (see his conclusions, o.e., 223-9) that before the 
foundation of the Kiev state there existed on the middle Volga a Norman 
state under a qaghan. * To support this theory he very ingeniously utilized 
such data as the report on the embassy from the Chacanus of the Rhos in 
a .d . 839, the mention of the Khäqän Rüs in the common source of I.R.,
H.-'A., and Gardïzï, and the item of our source on the Rüs river. Along the 
latter he disposed the three towns so that Küyäfa ( ?) comes to occupy 
the place of the future Nizhni-Novgorod at the junction of the Oka with the 
Volga ; S.läba, that of the later Yaroslavl, and Arthä ( ?) is tentatively sought 
between the two, perhaps in the Oka basin. This hypothesis revolutionizes 
the accepted views on the origins of the Great-Russian nation. Here is not 
the place to enter upon its consideration as a new theory, but as regards the 
arguments derived from our source (which the author knew through 
Toumansky’s excerpts) it is to be feared that no particular and decisive 
weight can be attributed to a text which is mainly a compilation and a re
arrangement of written sources with a dangerous tendency towards artificial 
systematization.2
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§ 45. The Inner Bulghär.

Marquart, Streifzüge, 503-6, 517-19; Westberg, K  analizu vostoc. is toc., 
in Zhurnal Min. Nar. Prosv., February 1908, pp. 387-9.

The term undoubtedly belongs to Balkhï for only the two geographers 
who remodelled his work mention the Bulghär al-däkhil. Ist., 226, writes: 
“the Rüs trade with the Khazars, Rüm, and Great Bulghär (Bulghär 
al-a'zam). They border from the north on the Rüm; their numbers are 
great and their might is reported to be such that they have imposed the

1 I.Kh., 124, is evidently responsible 
for the indication that it flows from the 
Slav territory (see note to § 44).

2 Among other sources Smirnov, ox., 
202-7, utilizes Idrîsï, ii, 401, who adds 
to Ist.’s data some characteristics of the 
three towns (S.lâwa “ sur le sommet 
d’une montagne” ; Arthän “jolie ville sur 
une montagne escarpée” , at 4 days' dis
tance from the two other towns, &c.). 
No trust, however, can be put in these 
details, for which there is no authority 
in the earlier sources. These additions

left alone, the three names of Russian 
towns were undoubtedly found by 
Idrîsï in the traditional sources and 
must be cleaily distinguished from 
Idrïsï’s original data on his contem
porary Rüsiya and Qumäniya., ii, 397- 
400. Therefore Idrïsï’s j\Ç  Kiev may 

easily be another avatar of the older 
Idrîsï combines various sources of dif
ferent epochs and Marquart has shown 
how inaccurate (“ Schwindelwerk”) he is 
in eastern regions, cf. Èrânsahr, 261-2 
(India), Komanen, 102-4 (Central Asia).



kharäj on those of the Rüm and Inner Bulghâr who live near to their 
country. The Inner Bulghär are Christians.” I.H., 286, gives a considerably 
different version: “the Great Bulghär border on the Rüm from the north; 
their numbers are great and their might is reported to be such that in the 
old days (qadiman) they imposed the kharäj on those of the Rüm who lived 
near them. As regards the Inner Bulghâr there are among them Christians 
and Muslims.” To this I.H. adds that in his time (fi waqtinä hädhä) no 
trace (baqiya) was left of the Bulghär, Burtäs, and Khazar for the Rüs 
having attacked them appropriated their lands. Those who escaped from 
the Rüs lived scattered in the neighbouring places “in view of their attach
ment to their lands and in the hope that they would be able to enter a pact 
with the Rüs and place themselves again under the latter's authority”.1

These parallel passages reflect some vagueness and confusion in the 
original source. The term “Inner Bulghär” is evidently opposed to “ Outer 
Bulghär” (Bulghär al-khärija) which name is given by 1st., 10, to “a small 
madina (town, or country) having few dependencies and known only as the 
trading centre of those [northern] countries” ; cf. a more complete descrip
tion of the Volga Bulghâr in 1st., 225.2 The Inner Bulghärs were identified 
by Westberg, I.e., with the Black Bulghars mentioned both in Const· 
Porph., De admin, imp., ch. 12 and 42, and in Russian chronicles (as raiders 
of the Crimean Chersonese).3 However, in the introductory part of his 
work, 1st., 7, describing the breadth of the earth and starting from the 
Ocean and Gog and Magog goes on as follows: “then [the line] skirts the 
farther side (zahr) of the Saqäliba, crosses the land of the Inner Bulghär 
and Saqäliba and goes along the Rüm country and Syria.” Marquart,
o.c.j 517, interprets this passage in the sense that Inner Bulghär and Sa
qäliba both, as a sort of hendiadyoin, refer to the Danubian Bulghars (“so 
weist das darauf hin, dass beide Namen bereits Wechselbegriffe geworden 
waren”). This interpretation4 is hardly correct and the impression of the
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1 I.H., 281, places the devastation of 
Bulghär by the Rüs in 358/968-9 re
ferring undoubtedly to Sviatoslav’s 
eastern raids. As Barthold has suggested 
in his Mesto prikaspiyskikh oblastey v 
istorii musul. mira, Baku 1925, p. 43, 
the date properly refers to IJH/s sojourn 
in Tabaristän where he collected the 
information on Sviatoslav’s raid of 965.

2 The difference between the Inner 
and Great Bulghar is not clear. The  
latter name according to H J .’s im
proved text refers to the Danube Bul
ghär. In older Greek sources the “ Oldy 
or Great Bulghar” refers to the seats of 
the Uturghur, to the east of the Maeotis.,
cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 503. In the ex
planation of Bulghär al-azam Marquart, 
ibid., 518, hesitates between the Volga

and Danube. In Russian chronicles 
(1236) the “ Great town of Bolgar” 
(BejiHKbiH ropon'b BojirapbCKbiii) is 
the town on the Volga. Similarly the 
Hungarian Dominican monk Julian 
who, in search of the Hungarian kins
men, travelled in a .d . 1234-6 beyond 
the Volga calls the country of the Volga 
Bulghars Magna Bulgaria, see G . Fejér, 
Cod. diplom. Hungariae, Budapest 1829, 

iv/i. P· 54·
3 Marquart, Streifzüge, 503, places 

the Black Bulghars between the Dniepr 
and the Khazar lands, and further 
identifies them with the Kuturgur men
tioned in Syriac and Byzantine sources.

4 Marquart refers to the Tanbth, 141, 
where the Burghar are defined as a sort 
of Slavs. [Cf. p. 429, 1. 25.]



text is that the Inner Bulghars lived north of the [Western] Saqäliba, or in 
close contact with them, cf. the indications of the present paragraph.

Our author tries to weld together the data found in 1st. and in his other 
source but the result of this operation cannot be trusted. The details on the 
Saqäliba as the western neighbours of the Inner Bulghars and on the 
Russo-Bulghär wars hail evidently from 1st., 7 and 226. The Mirvät living 
to the east of our Bulghär along the Black Sea (cf. §§ 3, 6. and 46) reflect a 
wrong interpretation of the source which is better preserved in Gardïzï 
(v.s., § 22 on the basic error with regard to the Majgharï territory).

To sum up : our chapter is worth only as much as is due to 1st. who him
self knows very little about Eastern Europe and the Balkans. Westberg’s 
theory is too specious and Marquart seems to be right in identifying the 
Inner Bulghar with the Danubian Bulghars. Our author must have taken 
the different names found in his sources for four distinct peoples :

I.Kh. Burjän (§ 42, 16.)
I. Rusta Bulghari (§ 42, 18.)
1st. Inner Bulghär (§ 45)
source common with Gardïzï V.n.nd.r (§ 53) ( ?)

44° Commentary §§ 45-6

§ 46. The Mirvät.

Marquart, Streifzüge, 118-20 and 539; Bury, The Treatise “De admin. 
imperio” in Byzant. Zeitschr., xv, 1906, pp. 511^77 (especially pp. 561-8); 
Géza Fehér, Ungarns Gebietsgrenzen in der Mitte des 10. Jahrhunderts, in 
Ungar. Jahrbücher, ii/i, 1922, pp. 37-69; Macartney, The Magyars, 
pp. 147-51 ; F. Dvomik, Les Légendes de Constantin et de Méthode, Prague,

J933» ΡΡ· 212-47, 276.
This chapter ought to come logically after § 53. Our author’s geo

graphical indications can be resumed in the following schemes :

5 M irvät 
[§ « ]

c
D 
O

Majghari [§2z]

V.n.nd .r Baradhis
[ § 53] [ § 52]

K h a z a r
[§50]

but all the tentatives to disclose the identity of the Mirvät from this internal 
evidence have lamentably failed.1 The solution came from another side.

1 I have been trying successively to Azov seats (cf. § 47), with the Crimean 
identify the Mirvät with the Magyars Goths, and with MopBia mentioned by 
expelled by the Pechenegs from their Const. Porph., v.s.t notes to § 20.



The only sure parallel of our Mirvät (so vocalized) is Gardïzï’s M.rdät. 
The discovery of our author’s basic mistake with regard to the Majghari 
territory (see notes to § 22) has shown the futility of the attempts of 
reconciling the views resulting from this erroneous conception with 
Gardïzï’s passage which follows the tenor of the original report without 
trying to fit it into an imaginary scheme of “frontiers” (hudüd). 
Assuming that Gardïzï describes the Atelkuzu stage of Magyar migra
tions we have further identified the N.nd.rjV.n.nd.r with the 
Onoghundur-Bulghars living beyond the Dübä/Rütä, i.e. Danube, or 
perhaps Sereth (§ 53), and we shall now proceed one stage farther along 
the same road suggesting that the M.rdätjMirvät must be the “Moravians”. 
Const. Porph., De admin. imper., ch. 38, p. 170, says that after several 
years spent in Atelkuzu the Magyars were attacked by the Pechenegs and 
had to look for a new habitat; so they drove out the inhabitants of Great 
Moravia (ή μεγάλη Μοραβία) and settled in the land “in which they are still 
living”. In ch. 40, p. 173, the mention of Σέρμιον (situated at 2 days’ 
distance from Belgrade at the estuary of a river),1 is accompanied by the 
note that beyond it (άττο των è/eetae) lies “the Great Unbaptized Moravia 
which the Magyars (Τούρκοι) destroyed and over which previously ruled 
Sventopluk (Σφενδοπλόκος)”. Finally, ch. 42, p. 177: “The Magyars live 
beyond the Danube in the Moravian land (els την τής Μοραβίας γήν) and 
also on this [i.e. southern] side of it between the Danube and Sava.”

Gardïzï’s source undoubtedly refers to the Magyars before their occupa
tion of their present country (“Landnahme”). If so, this country lying to the 
north-west of the Carpathians was still in Sventopluk’s possession and 
following Const. Porph.’s use could be called Moravia to which o \jj> 
strikingly resembles.2 The distance of 10 days which according to Gardïzï 
separated the N.nd.r from the M.rdät is also acceptable3 if we consider the 
difficulty of communication across the Carpathians.

The name ïj\j> (var. »j\j* oj\y>) is indeed found in Mas'üdi’s report 
pn the Slavs, Murüj, iii, 61-5,4 where it is associated with *Khurvât-ïn 
(Northern Croats? v.s., § 42) and *Sakh-in (Czechs?). As Mas'üdî wrote 
in a .d . 943-4, Le. after the “Landnahme”, it is natural that he restricts the 
use of the term to Moravia proper and that he mentions the kingdom of the 
Turk (Τούρκοι .= Magyars) in the neighbourhood of the kingdom of *al- 
Firagh (Prague).5

1 Sirmia (Sryem) lies north of the 4 The text was first edited and 
Sava and upstream from Belgrade. explained by Charmoy, in Mém. Acad.

z A  transposition of \ and j  in Arabic SPb., ii, 1834, pp. 297-408, and in the 

script is extremely frequent, and for the Iast Marquart, Streif züge,

substitution in Persian of a ό  for the W ' 1 „  ... - .
- . , , . I 5 In Masudi’s Tanbth, 67, the
final ., we have an example in cut- «Slavonie Nämj-in and Muräwa” are

for *«!*■ in § 22, vs., p. 323. mentioned on the river called *Dunaba-
3 If the N.nd.r =  Danube Bulgarians, ζυα-Μ.ϊάζυα, Mas'üdî adds that many

we have to reckon these 10 days from Burghar settled in this locality after
the old Bulgarian capital Prëslav (at their conversion to Christianity. Mar-
4 hours* distance to the west of Shumen). quart, ox., 116, thought that this
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We can now return to our author who has complicated the situation by 
arraying the triad of nations: Majghari-V.n.nd.r-Mirvät from north 
to south, so that the Mirvät, instead of being found “behind the [Car
pathian] mountains”, came to live on the northern coast of the Black sea, 
to the west and north of the Khazarian Pechenegs (§ 47) ; from the latter 
they were screened by a phantom mountain which (v.s.y the sketch) was 
apparently imagined as a southern continuation of the “V.n.nd.r moun
tains” forming the frontier in the north. This mountain is a reminiscence 
of Gardïzï’s mountain standing on the bank of the river “above” the 
N.nd.r,1 i.e. north of them. In the west and north the Mirvät are made to 
border on the “Inner Bulghärs”, whose name belongs to a different source 
(§ 45). All this is possible only in total oblivion of the Magyar seats on 
the Black sea coast!

As regards the general characteristics of the people in question Gardïzï 
says that the Christian M.rdät dress like the Arabs and trade chiefly with 
them. The vestimentary detail has nothing strange in itself but the second 
item is more puzzling, unless we admit that Arab merchants could penetrate 
into Moravia from the Adriatic coast, or through Macedonia. Both 
Mas'üdï’s report and that of Ibrâhïm b. Ya'qüb, though of a later date, 
render possible the supposition that some relations existed between the 
Arabs and Sventopluk’s dominions. Entirely fantastic are our author’s 
assertions that the Mirvät knew Arabic and were tent-dwellers. These 
may be merely personal deductions from the fact that the Mirvät dressed 
like “Arabs”.2

The confusion in our source is blatant and we are obliged to go in the 
first place by Gardïzï’s less sophisticated parallel text. It could be objected 
that the identification of Mirvät with Moravia conflicts with the description 
of the Saqäliba (§ 43), subjects of the same Sventopluk. We must, however, 
admit that the source on the Saqäliba has been utilized by I. Rusta, the 
H - eÆ, and Gardïzï, whereas the combination of V.n.nd.r and Mirvät is known 

, only to the#.- 'Ä. and Gardïzï who in this case must have used some special 
source [or additional passage!] to which we have to assign a date of circa 
a .d . 900. Therefore the mention of Moravia (=  ή μεγάλη Μοραβία) could 
easily be disconnected from its famous ruler, associated in the other'source 
with the Saqäliba.

passage referred to the Serbian Morava, supremacy of Byzantium, entertained
i.e. to the southern affluent of the good relations with their Turkish neigh- 
Danube, downstream from Belgrade. bours of the steppe, and probably 
This Morava lay in the immediate carried on maritime trade. See West- 
neighbourhood of Bulgaria and from berg, Die Fragmente des Toparcha Go- 
king Krum’s times (d. a .d . 844) was thicus [circa a .d . 963], in Zap. Akad. 
under Bulgarian sway. SPb.f 1901, series VII, tome v, No. 2,

1 Looking from Constantinople as and lately A. A. Vasiliev, The Goths in 
the point of observation. the Crimea (in Russian), Izv. Gosud.

2 All these details made me at first Akad. Istorii Materialnoy Kulturl, i, 
suspect the author of some knowledge 1-80, ii, 179-282 (especially 239-49). 
of the Crimean peoples, of whom the Cf. ?lso note to § 50, 4.
Goths were Christians, recognized the
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§ 47. The Khazarian Pechenegs.

In § 20 the older territory of the Pechenegs is described, up in the north, 
grosso modo between the Urals and the Volga. Our § 47 refers to the new 
seats of the Pechenegs when, following the events of a .d . 889-93, they 
came to occupy the Magyars’ lands near the Azov sea. This chapter 
belongs to the Balkhï>  1st. tradition (cf. notes to § 20 where 1st., 10, is 
quoted) and corresponds to the historical facts. On the contrary, geo
graphically we are in the region where our author artificially strings 
together information derived from different sources.

1st. says only that the Pechenegs settled between the Khazar and Rüm.1 
Our author places some “Khazar mountains” east'of the Khazarian Pech
enegs.2 The latter are imaginary unless they refer to the watershed 
between the Volga and the Don, but at all events we are given to under
stand (cf. § 50) that in the east they separated the Khazarian Pechenegs 
from the Khazars. In the south the Khazarian Pechenegs bordered on the 
Alän (cf. § 48) and in Mas udì’s account of the W.l.nd.ri federation (which 
comprised the Pechenegs) it is said that these Turkish tribes lived on 
peaceful terms with the Khazar king and the Master of the Alän (sähib 
al-Län), v.i., notes to § 53. The detail on the Gurz sea lying to the west 
of the Khazarian Pechenegs is due to some wrong idea about the con
figuration of the north-eastern corner of the Black Sea. To the north (and 
partly to the west, cf. p. 440) the Mirvät are named as the neighbours of the 
Khazarian Pechenegs, but here we are certainly on a purely imaginary 
ground for between the Azov sea and the Danube our author tries to drive 
in, as a wedge, the Mirvät whose name he found in his special source [or 
passage] unknown to I.Kh., I. Rusta, or 1st. The latter author, v.s. p. 314, 
1. 1 , is right when he suggests that the Pechenegs extended westwards down 
to the Rüm, i.e., practically speaking, to the Danubian region, for such was 
the case in the beginning of the tenth century when the Magyars had 
already left Atelkuzu behind. With this agrees Mas'üdï’s embroiled 
account of the W.l.nd.rï hordes operating against the Byzantine empire. 
But the above-mentioned particular source, common to the H.-'Ä. and 
Gardïzï, refers to the situation circa a .d . 900 (cf. § 42, 18.) when for a short 
period the; Magyars screened the Pechenegs from Bulgaria (associated 
with the “Rüm” in point of religion). The situation in the steppes in this 
period is extremely dark and, following Mas'üdï’s account, we may imagine 
that some “swarming” of the tribes was taking place. In any case the 
victorious Pechenegs, after the Magyars had surrendered to them their Le- 
bedia home, most probably remained in touch with the Magyars, for after a 
short while they again attacked them and drove them out of their new habitat 
stretching between the Dniepr and the Sereth. Consequently, at the

1 Cf. also Const. Porphyr, quoted in Bachanak-i Khazari biburradh, to suit § 
the notes to § 20. 47, ought to read: miyän-i Bachanäk-t

2 Cf. § 5, 18. where miyän-i nähiyat-i Khazari [va Khazar] bigudharadh (?).



Atelkuzu period of Magyar migrations, which the special source [circa 
a .d . 900] had in view, our author ought to have mentioned the Magyars 
as the western neighbours of the Khazarian Pechenegs. He, however, not 
knowing what to do with the names V.n.nd.r and Mirvät arranged the 
bearers of them from north to south, so that the Mirvät came to occupy 
the region somewhere about the Crimea (instead of Transylvania!). So, 
briefly speaking, the items on the north-western frontier of the Khazarian 
Pechenegs must be due exclusively to our author’s speculations.

For the further destinies of the Pechenegs 'Auffs text published by 
Barthold, Turkestan, i, 99, and Marquart, Komanen, 40, is of great interest. 
'Aufï (thirteenth century) writes that the arrival of the Q.ri (Qün ? v.s., notes 
to §§ 14, i . and 21) in the Sârï land made the inhabitants of the latter move 
into the land of the Türkmäns [ =  Ghuz] with the result that the Ghuz 
[ =  Türkmän] went to the land of the Pechenegs near the coast of the 
Armenian (=  Caspian?) sea.1 Marquart, Komanen, 54, places these events in 
the beginning of the eleventh century but finally, p. 202, leaves the whole 
question in suspense. Barthold (in his review of Marquart’s book) admits 
that 'Aufï has in view the migration of the tribes in the eleventh century 
when the Qipchaq (see notes to § 21) drove the Ghüz out of their steppes. 
For a short time the supremacy in the southern Russian steppes passed to the 
Ghüz. Russian chronicles under a .d . 968 register the first incursion of the 
Pechenegs into Russian lands. In their turn the Pechenegs must have been 
considerably weakened by a .d . 1036 when Yaroslav of Kiev defeated them.

444 Commentary §§ 47-8

§ 48. The Alän.

Vsevolod Miller, Osetinskiye et'udi, iii, Moscow, 1887, pp. 1-116; 
J. Kulakovsky, Christianity of the Alans (in Russian), in Vizantiyskiy 
Vremennik, v, 1898, pp. 1-18 [according to the author the Alans were 
converted en masse only in the beginning of the tenth century, while 
Nicholas the Mystic was patriarch in Constantinople in 901-7 and 912-25] ; 
J. Kulakovsky, The Alans according to Classical and Byzantine Authors 
(in Russian), Kiev 1899 [a very thorough study]; Marquart, Streifziigey 
pp. 165-71 ; Täubler, Zur Geschichte der Alanen, in Klio, ix, 1909, pp. 14- 
28 (notes on ancient history); Barthold, Allan m E l ; Marquart, Komanen, 
pp. 107-9 (the Alans to the east of the Caspian Sea); Bleichsteiner, Das 
Volk d. Alanen, in Berichte d. Forschungs-Institutes f. Osten und Orient, 
Wien, ii, 1918, pp. 4-16; Marquart, Iberer und Hyrcarder, in Caucasico, 
fase. 8 ,1931, pp. 79-88 (critical remarks on Täubler). [J, Charpentier, Die 
ethnographische Stellung d. Tocharer, in ZDMG, 7 1 ,1917, pp. 347-88, con
tains (pp. 357-66) a detailed study of the Osset connexions; the author 
makes a point of showing the identity of the Wu-sun (Chinese name of a 
people in the neighbourhood of the Issikul), "Ασtot, Adam (who towards

1 The term (sic) is very than the Black sea which we would

strange and suits the Caspian better expect at this place!



A.D. 200 became the lords of the Tocharians, as results from Justin’s 
epitome of Trogus Pompeius) and Alarvi [?]. As regards the Caucasus 
Charpentier, p. 363, considers the Ossets as an independent branch of 
thè great Alan people.]1

§§ 48 and 49 ought̂ to come logically after § 36 (Shirvän).
The Iranian Aläns, later called Äs (cf. § 50, 4. Tülâs) were the ancestors 

of the present-day Ossets (from Georgian Ovs-etH<As). All the bearings 
of the frontiers in this paragraph must be rectified by 900 (e.g., instead of 
east read: north; instead of west read: south). The item on the Alans 
bordering in the west (*south) on the Rüm is explained by the fact that the 
Georgians (Gurz) are described under the Byzantine Empire (§42, 15.).

[Additional note. In the Armenian Geography composed towards the 
eighth century ( ?) the westernmost Alans are called Ashtigor. The name, 
most probably, is an Armenian rendering of *As-Digor. Digor (further 
appearing in the same Geography as DikK or) is the name of the present-day 
western Ossets, cf. Marquart, Streifzüge, 170. Ash as an original form is 
hardly possible there being no s in Osset (at least in the present-day dialects) 
and the appearance of this foreign sound must account for the surd t of 
Tigor (instead of * Digor).2 The restoration *As can be supported by the 
fact that nowadays the Ossets call their western neighbours the Balqar 
Turks Asiag and their territory Asi3 having, evidently transferred to them 
the name of their own tribe which formerly occupied the region near the 
Elburz.4 Some temporary elevation of this particular branch may account 
for the generalization in Muslim literature of the Mongol epoch (thirteenth 
century) of the term Äs, instead of the older Alän. However, the Mongol 
dominion, under which many As were carried away as far as China must have 
dealt a fatal blow to the western Ossets. Probably at that time (?) the region 
near the Elbrus (i.e. the valleys along the westernmost sources of the 
Terek and the easternmost sources of the Kuban), was occupied by the 
Turks now respectively called Balqar and Qara-ckay.

According to I.R., 148, the noblest (ashraf) of the four Alân tribes, the one 
to which the king belonged, was called *D.khs-As.s The *Tuwal-As 
mentioned in our § 50, 4. may be another ramification of the As. As the 
Tuwal-As are coupled together with the Abkhaz their notoriety may be 
due to their holding some important pass (e.g. the Klukhor connecting the 
Qara-chay territory with Abkhazia). At present Twal-tä is the name of the 
Ossets living on the southern slope of the Caucasian range but they may 
have been pushed south-eastwards by some wave of Turkish invasion.]
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1 All this is rather obscure.
2 That the Osset s sounded to a 

foreign ear like /  is shown by such 
names on the Turkish (former Osset) 
territory as A$htotur< Oss. Was-Totur 
“ Saint Theodore” , Miller, Oset. Et'udi, 
iii, 8.

3 Miller, o.c., iii, 6-7.

4 Const. Porph., De cerimoniis, ii, 48, 
speaks separately of the εξουσιοκράτωρ 
Άλανίας and the άρχοντας 7Αζίας (in 
whose land the Κασπεΐαι πνλαι =  Dariai 
are situated). This *Αζ£α may possibly 
refer to the As}

5 Perhaps Rukhs-As, cf. Rox- 

alanii



1. Käsak (as in Mas'üdî, Tanblh, 184: iSL\S3 \) but Murüj, ii, 45 : dLtSV 
corresponds to Byzantine Κασαχία, old Russian KacorH,2 i.e. the present- 
day Cherkes (Circassians) who are of Caucasian race and speak a non- 
Indoeuropean language. According to the Murüj, ii, 45-6, the Kashak 
who did not live united under one king, were weaker than the Alans but 
could resist them in the fortresses situated along the coast. Our author 
must have misunderstood his source for he speaks of the Kâsak under the 
Alän and consequently>draws the latterà northern (read: *western) frontier 
along the Black sea coast. Marquart, Komanen, 181, explains the later name 
Cherkes from Persian *chahar-kas “the four tribes of the Kas” (?), cf. also 
Streifzüge, 10, 145, 161, 175, 479. The Cherkes call themselves by an 
entirely different name Adige.

The Kashak are not mentioned in I.R., 1st., or Gardïzï and here again, 
as in the account of Lyzän (§ 36, 36.) we find in the H.-'A. some common 
traits with Mas'üdî.

2. Khaylän ( ?) is otherwise unknown, unless it is a repetition of Khaydän 
mentioned under the Sarir (§ 49, 2.), but Khaydän was separated from the 
Alän territory by the whole length of the Sarîr.

3. Dar-i Alän, cf. § 5,18 D., is the celebrated Bäb al-Län, i.e. the Darial 
pass in Central Caucasus on the Military Georgian road connecting Vladi
kavkaz with Tiflis. The Ossets now live astridè of the pass [cf. § 36, 33.]. 
Our author shows no direct knowledge of the description of the Alän castle 
(QaVat al-Län) in Mas'üdî, 11, 42. The item about the 1,000 guards of the 
fortress is found in Ibn Rusta, 148.3 The detail about the Christian religion 
of the king agrees with Ibn Rusta, 148, and Gardïzï, where it is expressly 
stated that the king’s subjects are heathens. V.s., p. 444,1. 26.

According to Mas'üdî, ii, 42, the capital of the Aläns was called 
*Maghasun meaning “piety” (diyäna). It is not mentioned in any other 
Muslim source but may be connected rith the city A-su Mie-k'ie-sz' 
(probably “M., city of the Äs”) which is several times mentioned in Chinese 
sources ( Yüan-shi, &c.) in the accounts of Mangü’s expedition in Northern 
Caucasus in a .d . 1239, c ·̂ Bretschneider, Mediaeval researches, i, 316-7.4 
See also Pelliot, Jour. As., April 1920, pp. 168-9, who further identifies 
the town of the Chinese sources with u~C or mentioned in Rashïd 

al-dïn, ed. Blochet, pp. 43, 47, after the expeditions to (Qrimi 

“ Crimea”) and before that to Darband. However, in Juvaynï, GMS, i, 
222, (var. jCsu) mentioned together with Bulghär seems to refer 
to the Moksha (a Mordvan tribe, cf. § 52) and such may be the case of 
p. 225x; p. 2244 JS is perhaps also a mis-spelling of the same name.

1 In the Tanbih, 184, both Käsak and Kashak, Cherkes) and Gut {i.e. Crimean
Kashak are mentioned erroneously as [?] Goths). 3 V.s. p. 68, note 1.
separate peoples. 4 It is more difficult to connect the

z Instead of GarS and K u t  in the Chinese name with the eastern neigh-
Armenian Geography, Marquart, Koma- bours of the Ossets the Chechen called
nen, i 8 i > suggests to read Kars (i,e\ in Russian sources Michkiz, Mizjeg, &c.
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§ 49. The Sarir.

Sarir is no original name of the country, being only an abridgement of 
the title sahib al-sarir “Master of the Throne” which the Arabs gave to the 
local king (on his golden throne sarir, in our text takht, see I.R., 147, 
Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 41, Ist., 223). I.R. and Gardïzï, ιοί, call the king 
respectively j\j \ and ÿj\. This detail suggested to Marquart and Barthold 
(Daghestan in El) the identification of the Sarir with the Avar people in 
Daghestan (on the middle one of the Qoy-su rivers of which the united 
waters, under the name of Sulaq, flow into the Caspian south of the 
Terek).1 Balädhuri, p. 196 in firn, discussing the titles given by Anüshirvän 
to the princes of Daghestän says: “the khäqän of the mountain (khäqän 
al-jabal!) who is the Master of the Throne is called «Luljjiybj (variants: 

oUJjjb_/>j)”. Thomas Artsruni (tenth century) mentions the people 
Aurhaz- ***%p) jointly with the Tsanar-k* (Sanär, § 36, 33.),
cf. Marquart, o.e., 496. In the Zafar-näma (written in a .d . 1424), i, 772, 
777, 779, the Daghestan Avars are called Auhar, and this form is very much 
like the first element of the king’s name in Balädhuri.2 Mas'üdî, ii, 41, 
relates a story of the descendance of the Master of the Throne from 
Bahräm Gür, and abusively confers on him an additional title of Fïlân- 
shäh (v.i., § 50, 3c.). The connexion with the Master of the Throne seems 
to have been much appreciated for not only Mas'üdî speaks of the matri
monial ties between the Alän and the Sarir princely families but we know 
that Ishaq b. Ismâ'ïl, mitt of Tiflis circa a .d . 830-53, was married to a 
daughter of this king, see Tabari, iii, 1416, and Thomas Artsruni, transi. 
Brosset, pp. 143,168. The important historical role of the Avar principality 
is shown by the fact that the Avar language is still a sort of lingua franca in 
Daghestan. This language, belonging to the local eastern Caucasian group 
has, however, nothing to do with the original language of the Avar invaders 
who first organized the principality of the Sarir. See Map xi.

[The Avars were the great conquerors of the fifth century who about 
a .d . 461-5 drove the Sabirs westwards. They are the people which the 
Chinese call Jou-jan or Juan-juan and which, according to P. Pelliot, was of 
Mongol race.3 In a .d . 551 they were vanquished by the Turks (T’u-chüeh)

1 The Avars are now an entirely Auhar ( >Avär) and in its light we may
Daghestanian people, but their name restore Balädhuri’s title, which consists
may reflect that of some former dynasty of a name+ suffix z-j-suffix an. As
issued from the pre-Islamic *Αβαροι, regards the form we may suppose
Αβαρείς, see I.Kh., 92 and 119: al-Abar, that it is a result of several tentatives to

cf. Marquart, Komanen, 74-5. transcribe the difficult name containing
’ In Armenian Aurhazk', k' is the the elements t ,  , usually confused in

suffix of plural and the group rh, with ~ _
usual metathesis, must stand for hr. In ° ne < * ,* *  j  may be super-
*Auhraz I consider 2 as an Iranian" fluous and with •J,*, (or still better
suffix of origin similar to that of Gur-z, we approach the Armenian form. The
Lak-z, Läy-z (§ 36, 36.). Consequently tentative restoration would be * Auhar-
the Armenian form *Auhra-z (easily <  z-än-shäh.
Auhar-z) is identical with later Persian 3 Cf. T.-Pao, xxxii/4, 1936, P- 235.



and according to Theophylactos Simòcatta fled partly to China(Ταυγάστ =  
Tabghach — the Wei dynasty) and partly to the Μονκρί. On the contrary, 
the Avars who first came into touch with the Byzantines towards a .d . 557 
only assumed the name of their famous predecessors whereas in reality 
they belonged to the *Ογώρ (Uyghur) tribes Ovdp, Xovwi, See. Cf. Mar
quart, Die Chronologie d. alttürk. Inschriften, 94, Eränsahr, 52-5, 84, &c., 
Streifzügey passim, and Chavannes, Documents, 229-33· One should think 
then that the Avars who gave a dynasty to northern Daghestan belonged 
to the later “Pseudo-Avars”, though the question needs still a special 
investigation. As regards the Mukri who were joined by a part of the true 
Avars they are usually identified with the Tunguz people Mu-chi ( Wu-chi) 
or Mo-ho which lived north of Corea, cf. Herrmann, Historical Atlas of 
China, Cambridge, U.S.A., 1935, Map 30), but Marquart, Eränsahr, p. 54, 
ult. was inclined to take them for the Merkit (see, however, his later Komanen, 
88). In favour of this opinion one could quote a fact which seems to have 
escaped the notice of the scholars. According to Rashid al-dîn, ed. Béré- 
zine, vii, 90 (transi, v, 70) one of the four divisions of the or cj jC 
was called j>j\ (*Auhar ?), which name is, indeed, reminiscent of the title 
borne by the Sarîr king. This item does not, of course, constitute a proof 
for the “true-Avar’’ origin of the rulers of Sarîr, who, following Theophyl. 
Simocatta’s theory, could have usurped a name which did not strictly 
belong to them, but the resemblance of the names in both cases is a testi
mony for its original form. It must be finally remembered that the evidence 
for the distinction of the true Avars and Pseudo-Avars, depending chiefly 
on one Byzantine source, is rather frail and a complete disappearance after
a .d . 552 of a warrior race would be unexpected.]

On the mountain of the Sarîr see § 5, 18. On the wrong idea of the 
sources of the Kur see § 6, 56. Our author makes the Sarîr border on the 
Rüm, the latter term evidently referring only to the Georgians (§ 42,15.).

No parallels could be found for the story about the giant flies (pasha). 
Mas'üdî, ii, 42, gives the name *MughasUfl to the Alân capital (ü.s.). 
Could not some popular etymology *Magha$ > Persian rnagas “fly” have 
served as a starting-point for a story reflecting some discontent with the 
neighbours? [?]

1. On the king’s castle see also § 5, 18 c. Mas'üdî, ii, 42, calls the seat 
of government (dor al-mulk) of the Sarîr (çjf-; d’Ohsson quotes 

the variant qâ -). This place may correspond to the present centre of the 

Avar territory, Khunzakh (*£ÿ^). · See Map xi.
2. (perhaps repeated under § 48, 2.) corresponds to o]yf- in 

I.R., 147, and Gardïzï, 109, and ÔW in Mas'üdî, ii, 7, 39. Already 
dOhsson in his very good book Des peuples du Caucase, Paris 1828, p. 19, 
wrote: “il me paraît hors de doute qu’il faut lire puisque le pays 
ici désigné est encore habité par les Kaitacs (jJ  dans Abul-Fidä1 et

1 Abul-Fidä, p. 71, says that Jabal from the coast of the Caspian sea near 
al-Qytq (perhaps for *Qabq ?) stretches the town of Bâb al-abwâb in a southern
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Kätib-Chelebi).”1 Marquart in the additions to his Streifzüge, 492, came 
practically to the same conclusion. The Qaytaq (speaking [now] a Daghes
tanian language) live on the rivers Gumri (*Humrii) and Darbakh, along 
the coast immediately north of Darband.2 I.R., 147-8, quoting from some 
earlier source calls the king of Khyzân Adhamarsë and says that he is 
equally respectful to the three religions of his subjects (Muslims, Jews, and 
Christians). He places Khyzart at 12 manzils “to the right”3 of the Master of 
the Throne’s castle which distance is certainly exaggerated, unless it is based 
on a confusion with a different Khyzdn. According to Mas'üdî the Jydän 
was formerly a part of the Khazarian principalities (däkhila fi jumlat mulük 
al-Khazar) ; in his times thè king, a Muslim said to be of the Qahtäii tribe, 
bore the hereditary name of jUJL.4

A  certain difficulty results from some of Balädhuri’s data on j  ̂  : p. 204, 
in the enumeration of Salman’s federates he mentions “ Shakkï, Khyzäny 
Shirvän”, &c., as if they were neighbours; p. 206, he says that Jarräh after 
having attacked the people of (olj ·̂ *Humrïni cf. Balädhuri, 208) settled 
them in the “rustäq (sic) of Khyzän” which suggests a place in the rear [?]. 
Finally I.Kh., 124, in his identification of the places mentioned in the 
Qor’änic legend of Moses, mentions “the village of Khyzän”5 along with 
Bäjarvän (south of the Araxes) and Shirvän. Between Baku and Qubba 
there exists on the Ata-chay a village and a district of Khizi which may be 
taken into consideration in connexion with the above hints. Its distance 
from the capital of the Sarir would roughly suit I.R.’s “ 12 manzils” (v.s.).

Mas'üdî entirely separates Jydän from the Sarir but I.R. and Gardïzï 
speak of Khyzän in the middle of the chapter on the Sarir. This arrange
ment which evidently existed in the common source is responsible for the 
place which our author assigns to Kh.ndän in the present chapter. The 
Saririan “generals” living in the town may be only an echo of the original 
report on the king Ädharnarse.

3. A parallel of is found only in I.R., 148, who places at a 
distance of 10 farsakhs from the town of Khyzän and describes the cult of 
the tree practised by its inhabitants, cf. Marquart, Streifzügey 15. The

direction. Then quoting from aV-Azïzï p. 139. DOhsson, o.e., p. 10, proposed
(cf. note to § 60·, 4.) AbulrFidä adds that the identification of this place to, mJLiy
this mountain is called Jabal al-alsun where according to Balädhuri, p.v 195,
because some 300 languages are said to Anüshirvän met the khäqän of the
be spoken on it. Then he proceeds “ and Khazars. Consequently *  J ' m a y  be
on its northern side are *Qaytaq BashH =  ^  [=Armenian Varac'an],

who are a (special) race (jim) ; and on its , l tCanmeanonly tothe “ south-east” 
southern side the Lazgi who are also a fof> p ^  {he Algn territory begins at 3

(speci ; race . days’ distance “to the left” of the Sarir.

* Marquart, o.c.,' p. 492. identifies 4 The title »“ T b.e Turkish: c f ,the
Jydän with Majälis (on the left bank of Se-h-fa many times mentioned in
the Buam). However, the usual resi- Chinese sources, see Chavannes, ocu-

dence of the Utsmi of the Qaytaq was merits, Index.
at Bashli, or Barshli on the Humri river, 5 Marquart, o.c.t 492, was  ̂inclined
cf. Klaproth, Tableau du Caucase, 1827, to distinguish it from Mas üdï s Jydän.
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only name I can think of is that of thè river Riibas which waters the Tabar
sarän district to the south-west of Darband. Following the coast north to 
south the districts come as follows: Qaytaq, Darband, Tabarsarän, but 
west of Darband the sources of the Darbakh (in Qaytaq) and the Rubas 
(in Tabarsarän) lie very close to one another. Therefore the mention of 
Rubas would not be unexpected after Qaytaq (*Khaytäq). could
easily be restored as Rubkhas >  Rubas.1

The mention of *Masqut lying farther south in the same direction 
(§ S°> 3·) may be explained by our author’s reading off his map the whole 
series of names situated in òne line. I.R., whose text is our sure parallel, 
after the intermezzo on Khyzän and Rnks, finishes the chapter by men
tioning a second castle belonging to the Master of the Throne: “it is called 
dLycj Si\ and has a strong position; in it is the treasury (bayt al-mal). of 
the king and it was given to him by Anüshirvän”. This fortress is un
doubtedly mentioned in Mas'üdî, ii, 39, in the neighbourhood of 
Zirigarän and the Sarîr, i.e. the present-day Qumiq situated on the southern 
branch of the Qoy-su in the proximity of the Avar territory.2

45° Commentary §§ 49-50

§ 50. The Khazar.

Marquart, Streifzüge, Index; Barthold, Khazar in E I ; H. v. Kutschera, 
Die Chasaren, Wien 1910 (unimportant) ; J. N. Simchowitsch, Studien z, d. 
Berichten or ab. Historiker über d. Chazaren, Berliner Dissertation 1920, still 
unpublished; the author’s résumé in Jahrbuch d. Dissert. der PhiloL 
Fakultät . . .  zu Berlin, 1919-20, pp. 248-52, is reviewed by M. Palio in 
Ungar. Jahrbücher, ii, 1922, pp. 157-60 (with a list of Hungarian literature 
on the subject) : Simchowitsch studies the earlier history of the Khazars 
down to Harün al-Rashid’s times; M. Kmoskó, Die Quellen IstahrVs in 
seinem Berichte über die Chasaren, Korösi Csoma-Archivum, 1/2, 1921, 
pp. 141-8;; M. Kmoskó, Araber und Chasaren, ibid., 1/4, 1924, pp. 280-92 
and 1/5, 1925, pp. 356-68. The Jewish sources on the Khazars have been 
recently republished by P. K. Kokovtsov, Yevreysko-khazarskayaperepiska 
v X  veke, Leningrad 1932 (exhaustive bibliography and very detailed 
commentary). Some Byzantine sources are quoted in Dietrich, o.e., 
Index; see also Constantine Porphyr., De admin. imperio, chap. 10, 12, 42 
(scarce details).

The principal Muslim source on the Khazars is Ibn Fadlän (in Yäqüt, ii, 
436-40), many of whose data are found also in 1st., 220-5, though each of 
the two sources has a good many independent details. Since Frähn it has 
been admitted that Ibn Fadlän (who travelled in 309-10/921-2) was the

1 The Tâ’rïkh Bab al-Abwâb quoted by the Lak who are also called Qazi- 
by A. Z. Validi, Azerbaycan, p. 39, Qumuq (to be distinguished from the 
spells the name but the name may Turkish Qumiq living further north- 
have had an older form. east towards the Caspian sea). Cf. Dirr,

2 The territory of Qumiq is occupied «  Peterm. Mitt eil, 54,1908, pp. 204-12.



source of Istakhrî, but lately Kmoskó has advanced a new theory of their 
common dependence on some previous report drawn up towards a .d . 800.

Another source is that utilized by I.R., 119-20, Bakrî, Gardïzï, and Aufï.
Our author’s very condensed report reflects both groups of sources and 

shows a knowledgê  of I.Kh. For the items of the Atil town, the seven 
judges (governors?) communicating with the king, and the maritime 
customs 1st., 220-5, is undoubtedly responsible, but our author cuts 
down even such characteristic features as the existence of a dual political 
system under which the supreme chief only appointed the head of the 
executive power who was the real ruler. The system is mentioned in all 
the sources :

Const. Porphyr, cap. 42, ο χαγάνος ο πεχ

(cf. Marquart, o x 27)
Ibn Rusta Khazar Khäqän Ayshä
Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 12 Khäqän Malik
Istakhrî Malik Khazar1 Khäqän Khazar,1 or Bek
Ibn Hauqal Khäqän Khazar Malik Khazar
Gardïzï Khazar Khäqän Abshâd

In thè Η.-'Ä. the two persons are run into one and the king (pädshäh) 
is called Tarkhan Khäqän, from the children of Ansä (cf. Ayshä, Abshâd). 
The latter name was borrowed from the source common also to I.R. and 
Gardïzï, whereas the addition to the title khäqän of a further title tarkhän 
finds an explanation in the story of the interpreter Salläm’s journey to the 
wall of Gog and Magog, I.Kh., 163, where Tarkhän malik al-Khazar is 
mentioned, though at another place I.Kh., 41, says that tarkhän was the 
title of lesser Turkish kings. [A Khwärazmian mercenary Räs-Tarkhän 
commanded the Khazar forces which invaded Transcaucasia in 147/764. 
Marquart, Ungar. Jahrbücher, 1924, p. 271, explains by this person’s name 
that of the later town Astrakhan. Cf. Tabarï, iii, 328, *Äs~tarkhäni

Our author equally omits the important statement regarding the outward 
appearance of the Khazars : being of two distinct types (one very dark, the 
other fair-skinned and handsome) they did not resemble the Turks. Their 
language was also different from Turkish, but resembled that of the (Volga) 
Bulghärs, 1st., 225. According to this description the Khazar language 
of which no texts have come down to us, belonged to the aberrant branch 
of Turkish languages of which the only living representative is now the 
Chuvash language.

Prima facie our enumeration of the Khazar towns presents great diffi
culties. In fact these towns were only four, of which two were divided by 
the Volga near its estuary, and the other two lay in the Caucasian region 
(Balanjar and Samandar). Our compiler mentions the two Volga towns 
under five different names and thus his total rises to seven, to say nothing 
of the five additional names wrongly quoted under Khazar.
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v  The complication with the Volga towns will be best presented in the 
following table:

1st. Western Ätil Eastern Ätil

I.Kh. U J 1
I.R.·

Bakri

H.-Ä. [Western] Ätil, Lx̂  and [Eastern] Ätil and

The three traditions, namely : A  (Ist.<I. Fadlän), B (I.Kh.), C  (I.R* 
and Gardïzï), are all side by side incorporated in H.- 'Â. The order of 
enumeration fully confirms this conclusion.

I. and 2. are evidently borrowed from 1st., 220-3, who in the Khazar 
land knows only these two towns of which (read JrT Ätil>Etil) was a 
double town for it was divided by the Ätil river (§ 6,43.) into a western and 
an eastern part, the former being the residence of the king and his army, 
and the latter the commercial centre. The two towns lay probably near 
the estuary of the Volga. On their different names see the table above.

Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 7, reckons from Darband to Samandar 8 days and 
thence to Ätil (so instead of Ämul) 7 days. According to 1st., 219, 227, the 
respective distances are 4 and 7 days, the distance between Samandar and. 
the Sarir boundary being only 2 farsakhs. These data indicate for Saman
dar a place somewhere between Kizlar (on the Terek) and Petrovsk (now 
Makhach-qaTa) on the Caspian sea. It is usually (Dorn, Marquart) 
accepted that Samandar1 corresponds to Tarqu/Tarkhu, situated at a few 
Kms. to the south-west of Petrovsk and in favour of this opinion could be 
quoted the short distance between Samandar and the Sarir, and our author’s 
indication that Samandar lay near the sea-coast. 1st., 222, mentions ex
tensive gardens and vineyards between Samandar, Darband, and the Sarir, 
which detail is also not contradicted by the situation of Tarqu. Finally, in 
the letter of the Khazar king (though in the more extensive and still suspect 

version B, cf. Kokovtsov, p. 100) Samandar is placed “at the end of 
T.dlü” which may easily stand for 13*"1ÏÏ Tarkhul

3. In this paragraph the names borrowed from different authorities are 
jumbled together into a long list. We shall treat them in three groups.

3a. The first three names come exactly as I.Kh., i2412, enumerates 
them: wa mudun al-Khazar: *Khamltkh wa Balanjar wal-Baydä. Of these 
Balanjar lay certainly in the Caucasian region. During his campaign of 
11:9/737 Marwän penetrated into Khazaria, as it seems, through the Alän 
gate, Le. the Darial pass in the Central Caucasus, and then (I. Athïr, v, 160) 
marched eastwards to Balanjar, Samandar, and al-Baydä. Consequently 
Balanjar is to be sought between the Darial and Samandar. The only other 
geographical detail referring to it is the existence of a river called nahr 
al-Balanjar, Balädhuri, 204, Ya'qübï, Historiae, 194 (in the account of
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Salman’s campaign). The Khazar king’s letter mentions a river V.r.shan 
situated at 20 farsakhs from the capital, Kokovtsov, pp. 86 and 102.1 
Marquart, o.e., 16-19, compares this name with Balanjar2 and tentatively 
identifies the Balanjar river with the Qoy-su “the Sheep river” (Abul- 
Fidä, 204: nahr al-aghnäm flowing through the Sarir). It is true that 
according to the Khazar letter the river ought to be placed much more to 
the north (Kokovtsov : Kuma river ?) but then it would be difficult to under
stand how Marwän could march to Samandar via Balanjar. So besides the 
Qoy-su (Sulaq), only some of the right affluents of the Terek, or the Khasav- 
yurt river could eventually be taken into consideration with regard to the 
still doubtful situation of Balanjar. As Samandar lay by the sea, al-Baydä, 
whither Marwän3 marched frtfm Samandar, could lie either to the 
south, or, more probably, to the north of Tarqu. As I. Athir, v, 160, 
definitely says that al-Baydä was the Khäqän’s residence it must be identical 
with one of the two Volga towns, and more particularly with that which 
I.R., 139, calls >̂spjL. The first element of the name *Särigh-sh.n is 
evidently Turkish sarigh “yellow”, a colour of which the Arabic al-Baydä 
“white” might be an approximate rendering, perhaps even more suitable 
for the original Khazar meaning.4 Marquart, o.e., 1, arbitrarily restores the 
second element ^  as shar<shakr, but I am strongly inclined to think that 
the name *Sarigh-skin is the original form of the still enigmatic Saqsin, 
as the geographers of Mongol times call a town situated by a mighty 
river and usually quoted along with the Volga Bulghâr, cf. Barthold, 
Saksïn in E l.5 To sum up; Baydä may be only an Arabic name for the 
first of the two Atil towns already mentioned under 1. As according to 
1st. the Khäqän lived in the western town, al-Baydä taken by Marwän, 
must be the latter. There is no record of the Arabs having crossed the 
Volga and in principle it would have been a most difficult feat.

3&. The following two names are borrowed from the source common
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1 It is curious that in the account of 
Maslama’s campaign Ya'qübï, Historiae,
ii, 381, says that he was met by the 

khäqän of the Khazars in j l j j  which 

here is an entirely different place from 
Varthän in Ädharbayjän and evidently 
refers to northern Daghestan. [It is 
very probable, however, that the name 
refers here to Barshliya, v.s., p. 449, 
note i, in Armenian Varac1 an, see 
Moses Kaîankatvats'i, book ii, ch. xxix, 
Russian transi, by Patkanov, SPb., 1861, 
p. 192.]

2 Marquart, ibid., 166, identifies 
Balanjar with Varac an or Varajan by 
which name the Armenians cal] the 
capital of the Caucasian “Huns” , but 
he withdraws this suggestion, ibid., 492.

3 He was coming from the west.

4 The Khazar fortress on the lower 
Don Σαρκςλ =  Russian Bëlaveza “White 
tent” is called in the Khazar king’s 
letter (version B) Sharkïl, cf. Chuvash 
shura “white” and kil “house” , as 
suggested by Poppe in Kokovtsov, o.e., 
105. [In Chuvash « <  old a.]

s The geographical identity of Saqsin 
with the Itil town was recognized by 
Westberg, o.e., 1908 (March), p. 40; 
I think that even phonetically Saqstn< 
Sarigh-shin (or -sin ?). [As a parallel cf. 
the name of Tsaritsin “ Queen’s town”  
(now Stalingrad), important centre 
situated on the Volga above Astrakhan, 
which is said to be a popular Russian 
etymology for the original *Sarichin ( ?) 
supposed to mean “yellow island” (?). 
*Sari-sin would mean “yellow tomb” .]



also to I.R., Bakri, and Gardïzï (see the table above). The unusual form 
of the first name may have been influenced by the two towns Shävghar 
in Transoxiana, cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 174. The second name, as spelt 
by our author, would be *Khutlugh “happy” but to judge by I.R.’s variants 
it looks like a compound with the Turkish word -baUgh “town”. Very 
probably another form of the same name is I.Kh.’s (so instead of

chosen by de Goeje) Khamlikh, possibly with a contraction from 

<  Khammalikh <  Kham-balikh <  Kham-baligh. The first element still offers 
a difficulty. Marquart, Komanen, 71, rightly criticized M. Hartmann’s 
restoration *Khan-balighy but his own reading *Qapigh-baligh is still more 
improbable. That this town stood on the eastern bank of the Volga may 
be indirectly concluded from the fact that I.Kh., 124, quotes it as the 
terminus of the road from Juijän, i.e. along the eastern coast of the 
Caspian.

3c. The last three names are found, in I.Kh., 124, who following on the 
enumeration of the three Khazar towns says : “and outside al-Bäb (Darband) 
are a. the Malik of Suwar, b. the Malik of al-Lakz, c. the Malik of al-Län, 
d. the Malik of Fïlân, e. the Malik of al-M.sq.t,/. the Master of the Sarir, 
and g. the town of Samandar”. In this list a. corresponds to our Szor; 
b. to our Lkny c. to our M.s.t ; g. was already mentioned under 2., and c. and 
f. are treated in separate chapters (§§ 48 and 49). Only d. Fïlân has been 
left out of consideration.1

Neither of the three names *Lakz, Swr, and M.sq.t could be quoted in 
the tenth century under the heading Khazar. Even Darband-i Khazarän 
(§ 36, 40.) is a purely conventional historical term pointing to the fact that 
Darband (which from circa a .d . 800 remained in the hands of the Muslims) 
was a “frontier post” (thaghr) directed against the Khazars and their 
successors. In our author’s times Darband and consequently the lands 
lying to the south of it belonged to the Shirvän-shäh, v.s., notes to § 36, 36. 
and 1st., 219. A remote reason fpr the inclusion of *Lakz, * Suwar, and

1 Perhaps because our author, like between Shirvän and Bâb al-Lân
Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 42, took Filän-shäh (Darial), cf. I.Kh., 123, bäb L.bän-shöh.
for the hereditary title of the Sarir This L.b.n probably corresponds to
kings. This, however, is inexact, for Lip'in-k* of the Armenian authors and
Balädhuri, 196, names separately sahib Lupenii of Pliny, n. h.t vi, 29, and it is
al-Sarir and malik-Filän. Nothing not impossible to connect Lip'in, See.
practically is known of this prince and with Fil- by admitting a metathesis
his people. In Yâqüt’s very valuable *Lïf/Fïl. It is true that Balädhuri, 196,
passage on the peoples of Daghestan, i'i specially mentions Malik Filän but the
438 (cf. BG A, i, 184) immediately after different sdurces may account for the
Tabarsarän (on the Rubas river) is difference Lb.njFïlâri. [In the eastern
mentioned umma ild janbikim turaf part of Shakkï near the sources of the
bi-Fïlàn which suggests that the Fïlân Turiyan-chay several places are found
lived quite close to the Tabarsarän. with such names as Filifli, perhaps <  Fïl-i
After the Fïlân come the Lakz, al-Lîrân, Fïlân (cf. the royal title of Gïl-i Gïlân).
and Sharvän (sic). Balädhuri, 194, This is only a hint to the future in-
speaks of ĴJl ju  f,the wall of the L.b.n” vestigators on the spot.] 

which the Sasanian Qubadh built
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*Masqut in the "Khazar chapter may be the fact that Marwän is said to 
have brought from his famous expedition (of 119/737) a number of 
Khazars whom he settled between the Samür river and Shäbarän in 
the lower parts of the Lakz lands (fi sahl ard al-Lakz), see Balâdhurî, 
207. On the middle course of the Samür there is still a village Khazri< 
*Khazan.

^ 3  stands undoubtedly for ^0 Lakz. As mentioned above (§ 36, 36.) 
the Lakz, or a part of them, seem to be identical with the *Khursan 
(Balädhuri, 196: ^  jb j  dLUj). According to Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii,
6, the Shirvän-shäh Muhammad b. Yazïd annexed the possessions of 
•It (ÇoIxV*) jWjj (read: oL>) jLJ/- and this agrees with the threefold 
title of the Shirvän-shäh in our source (v.s.). Mas'üdî, ii, 5, even adds that 
the Lakz kingdom (mamlaka) was the bulwark (mu'awwal) of the Shirvän 
kingdom. Balâdhurî, 209, mentions a fortress of the Shirvän-shäh named 

The original extent of the Lakz territory is uncertain but they appear 
as the immediate neighbours of the Layzän (©.$.). According to Abul- 
Fidä, trans, ii/2, p. 299, the Samür river flowed across the Lakz territory 
and Balädhuri’s passage, 207, indicates that in the region between the 
Samür and Belbela rivers the Lakz originally occupied even the plains. 
The name Lak-z as shown by Marquart, ZDMG, 49, p. 666, is formed with 
the Iranian suffix of origin -z and the stem of the name is *Lak. This is 
now the appellation of the Daghestanian Qazi-Qumuqs (Arab, 
living on the eastern branch of the Qoy-su. The linguistic evidence shows 
that the Lak once occupied a much larger area (Prince N. S. Trubetskoy’s 
lecture at the School of Oriental Studies, 21.iii. 1934), but the connexion 
of the Lakz with the present-day Lak is still uncertain. By metathesis 
Lakz became Lazg, which form was further used by Persians with the 
addition of the usual suffix of origin Lazg-i (in Russian Lezg-in, with the 
Russian “singulative” suffix -in). This later Perso-Turkish term came to 
denote indiscriminately all the Daghestanian mountaineers, but more 
especially those of the southern part of Daghestan, cf. Barthold, Daghestan 
in El. See Map xi.

On j j -  vocalized Suwar in I.Kh., 124, nothing is known and de Goeje’s 
annotation: “jj~ v u l g o (cf. § 51) remains on his responsibility. As a 
guess one might connect the name Swr (*Sawir ?) with that of the people 
Sabir who were defeated by the Avars in a .d . 461 ; a part of them was 
settled by the Romans south of the Kur. Mas'üdî, Tanbïh} 83, pretends 
that the “Turkish” name of the Khazar was *Vrr- ^J).1 [V.s., p. 401.]

Jai-J\ (cf. also § 49, 3.) vocalized in I.Kh. al-Masqat most probably must 
be read *Masqut.2 Marquart, Kulturanalekten in Ungar. Jahrbücher, ix/i, 
1929, p. 78, quotes as its parallels Armenian Mazk'ut'k\ Maskut\ &c., and 
ingeniously takes the present-day Mushkur for a later avatar of the old

x The Swat and Swwr whom the to be connected with Daghestan. 
Khazar king mentions in the list of his 2 Cf. a mountain south of Ganja 
neighbours, Kokovtsov, 98, do not seem called Maskhut on Russian maps.
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name (the passage £>8>r is characteristic for the Iranian Tati dialects, 
v.s., note to § 36, 36.). The Mushkur district is situated south of the Samür 
river, between the southern branch of the latter, Yalama, and the river 
Belbela, see Butkov, Nov. ist or. Kavkaza, i, 94, cf. Abul-Fidä, transi, ii/2, 
p. 229. In Balädhuri’s time (p. 196) Masqut had already ceased to exist as 
a kingdom.

4. These names [omitted in Gardïzï] occur in the following writers
(cf. Marquart, Streifziige> 173, and v.s., p. 445):

■i

I.R., 139; Tüläs Lügh.r
Bakri 4Jij\
'Aufï Tüläs Kügh.r
Shukrulläh Tüläs K.rgh.ra

The earliest and clearest text on these peoples is found in I.R., 139, 
who says that “on one side” the Khazar lands adjoin “a huge mountain 
at the farthest end of which (ft aqsähu) live the Tüläs and Lügh.r and which 
stretches to the land of Tiflïs”. To Marquart, Streifzüge, 31, 164-76, 
is due the ingenious explanation of the two names. He interprets Tüläs as 
*Tül-Äs in which Äs represents the well-known alternative name of the 
Aläns: old Russian Yas; Georgian Ous-i and, with the suffix denoting the 
country Oms-̂ 'z’>  modern Russian Oset-in. In Muslim literature Äs 
replaces Alän (§ 48) in Mongol times, cf. Juwaynï, GMS, i, 214, 222: 
^T; Ibn Battüta, ii, 448: ^\. Bakri’s could then be easily improved 
into and, as a compound, Tül-Äs would be paralleled by the name of 
the principal clan of the Alän as given by I.R., 148 : D.hs-Äs.1

The second name cf. Bakri’s 4^1, is restored by Marquart as jêjl/ijêjl 
AughaZy i.e. Abkhaz, Arabic jUjI, Greek Αβασγοί, [Contarini, ed. Hakluyt 
Society, p. 144: Avogasia]. This people occupies, on the Black Sea coast, 
the south-westernmost slopes of the Caucasian range, which quite well 
suits I.R.'s mention of the “farthest end of the mountain” and Bakri’s, 
p. 45, clear indication that the people in question lived “below that moun
tain on the sea-coast”. In the tenth century all the western Georgians (of 
the Rion basin) were usually called Abkhaz after the dynasty which ruled 
them. Mas'üdî, ii, 65, seems to distinguish between the jljj ?  (Eastern 
Georgians) and the Abkhäz, whereas our author quotes Eastern Georgian 
lands under Armenia but extends (§3, 6.) the name Gurz (Western 
Georgians) even to the Black Sea. Therefore, following our text jpjI 
would refer only to the real Abkhaz.2

V

1 It is indeed possible that the name 2 Auf! and Shukrulläh consider the
of one of the clans was substituted to Tüläs and Kügh.r (K.rgh.ra) as- “two
that of the Alän in general. Abul-Fidä, kinds of Turks” [cf. also Abul Fidä,
p. 203, who wrote at the epoch when the quoted above in note i]. The term Turk
terminology was changing, says that *s here applied in a loose sense : not only
the are a Turkish (?) people living the Magyars but the Rüs as well were
near the Alän, being of the same origin considered Turks by Muslim writers,
as the latter ( !) and professing the same ^ V c o u l d  even have been mistaken for

religion. [V.i., p. 481, 3.] (v.s., notes to § 14).
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So far, so good, but Marquart in his Streifzüge, 173, 495, overreached 
the goal by further identifying the Tüläs and *Aughaz respectively with the 
N.nd.r and M.rdät mentioned in Gardïzï. This part of his theory is 
undoubtedly wrong and Marquart himself later hinted at the proper 
explanation of thé term N.nd.r (see §§ 46 and 53).1

Summing up thè situation, we should:
(1.) distinguish between the two pairs of peoples (see notes to §§ 42 

and 53);
(2.) locate the Tüläs and Lügh.r in the western Caucasus;
(3.) provisionally maintain the first part of Marquart’s hypothesis: 

Tüläs =  some tribe of Äs, and Lügh.r =  Abkhaz.
Our additional remarks will be as follows:
(4.) I.R., 139, only says that at the farthest end of the mountain near 

which lay the Khazar land, lived the Tüläs and Lügh.r, whereas our 
author makes of the latter “two districts of the Khazar”. It is true 
that in the seventh century the Khazars penetrated down to Tiflis 
through the central Caucasian pass but the western Caucasus was 
hardly ever under Khazar sway. Our author’s mistake may be somehow 
connected with the frequent confusion of Khazar with jj? Jurz 
“ Georgians”. I.R.’s detail on the mountains “stretching to the land 
(biläd) of Tiflis” is perhaps a hint of some mention of the Jurz in the 
original source.

(5.) The first element of Tül-Äs is confronted by Marquart, ibid., 172, 
with the name of the Alan prince Dula, known from Magyar sources.2 
It is much simpler, however, to identify it with the Osset Tual-tä, i.e. the 
Tual, or Southern Ossets, in Georgian Ovali, who on the map annexed 
to Brosset’s edition of Prince Vakhusht’s Geography, St. Petersburg 1842, 
are shown (1) north of the Caucasian range on the upper course of the 
Ardon which is the left tributary of the Terek, and (2) in the upper valley 
of the Great Liakhvi which, south of the range, flows into the Kur. The 
Tuals living in the heart of the Caucasiis would very well suit the require
ment of our case including the remark on the warlike character of the 
people. The name would then be read *Tuwal-Äs.3 See Additional 
Note to § 48.

(6.) As regards Bakri’s report on the and 4jj\, here is a com

1 However, it remains possible that a 3 There exists a Georgian family 
similar confusion of the two pairs of Tulasdze but I am unable to ascertain 
names had already occurred in Muslim their origins. Brosset, Histoire de la 
authors themselves and there may lie Géorgie, ii/2, p. 151, mentions a locality 
the explanation of some puzzling charac- T'ula which does not seem to be con- 
teristics of the Mirvät in our author and nected with the Ossets. In any case, 
Gardïzï (v.s.y § 46). the attested Georgian form of the name

2 Even in Ungar. Jahrb., ix/i, 1929, Tual is Dval-i (from which the family 
p.. 86, Marquart repeats: “ich bin . . . name of Dvalishvili is derived). [The 
nach wie vor der Ansicht, dass jener imaginary name which Nizâmï in 
Name \Dula\ mit dem des Stammes his Iskandar-näma gives to the Abkhäz
Tül-äs zusammenhängt.” king may reproduce DvalQ
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parative table of the relevant passages in I.R.’s and BakrI’s chapters on 
the Khazars:

I.R. Bakri

Description of the road from the Peche- ditto 
negs to the Khazars.

“The Khazar country is a vast land one of ditto 
whose sides adjoins a huge mountain”

“ and this is the mountain at the farthest left out, v.i.
end of which live ttie Tüläs and Lügh.r”

“and this mountain stretches to. the lands “then [you go tasiru\ to the 
of Tiflïs” lands of Tiflïs, the latter

(Tiflis) being the beginning 
of the frontier of Armenia”

Instead of the sentence on the two peoples left out in the chapter on 
the Khazars, Bakrï, in the chapter on the Majghari, says: “a frontier 
of their country adjoins the Rüm country whereas another frontier of theirs, 
on the steppe side, adjoins a mountain inhabited by the people called ^  1 
who possess horses, cattle, and fields ; under that mountain on the sea-coast 
lives the people called Aughüna ; they are Christians and are conterminous 
with the Islamic lands belonging to the country of Tiflis which is the beginning 
of the frontier of Armenia.1 This mountain continues down to Bäb al-abwäb 
and joins the Khazar country.”

Bakri’s information on the one hand contains some independent traits 
and on the other reflects his own arrangement of the principal source. 
The description in I.R. moves from east to west (the Pechenegs [in their 
Ural seats], the Khazars, the mountain stretching to Tiflïs, the peoples at 
its farther end). Bakri proceeds in an opposite direction (the Majghari [in 
some of their seats on the Black Sea coast], the [Caucasian] mountains, 
the *Äs and Aughüna, then Tiflïs, Bäb al-abwäb, and the Khazar). The form 
of Bakri’s names is peculiar. If for is due to the
general use of forms in -iya (Bajänäkiya, Majghariya), ^  1 presents more 
difficulty. Marquart, o.e., 167, restored it as As which is a later 
appellation of the Alän (§ 48), the latter name not appearing in the known 
fragments of Bakri. Although the forms *D.khs-As and Twl-As occur 
already in I. Rusta as the names of special tribes, the pure form As as 
referring to the Alans in general appears only in Mongol times. Moreover 
Bakri’s description of the ^  \ lacks the characteristic features of the Alän. 
Even the combination of ^  \ with the *Aughaziya suggests that Bakri has 
in view the particular clan corresponding to Twläs.2 The disclosure of the 
identity of Bakri’s &  \ (i.e. whether it stands for Alän or Twläs) is important

1 The passage in italics is a repetition entitled to suppose that Bakrï has been 
of what had been said under the Khazar. inspired by some later source. Under

2 As the separation from the name Pecheneg he quotes the evidence of 
Twläs of the basic element As is not at Muslim captives in Constantinople for 
all an obvious matter we are perhaps the events after a.d. 1009.
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for in the former case Bakri possessed some more detailed knowledge of 
the early Magyar seats near the Caucasus than is found in the more com
plete text of the earlier I. Rusta. In the second eventuality the vicinity of 
the Magyars to the ^  \ must be merely a guess on Bakri’s part.

This author’s information on the Magyars [who over a century before 
had settled beyond the Carpathians] is certainly traditional and derived 
from the same source as that utilized by I.R., Gardïzï, and 'Aufï. This 
group of authors definitely says that the Magyar country reaches down to 
the Rüm sea (bahr, daryä) instead of which Bakri mentions “ Rüm country” 
(biläd al-Rüm)y thus considerably modifying the situation. This procedure 
does not give us much confidence as to the eastern frontier of the Magyars 
with regard to which Bakri quotes*a detail not found in I.R., H.-*Ä.9 
Gardïzï, or 'Aufï. We must remember that according to I.R., 143ly the 
Khazars “some time ago” entrenched themselves against the Magyars and 
other peoples (yuqälu anna-1-Khazarfïmâ taqaddamakänat qad khandaqat 
'alä nafsi-hä ittiqä'a Ί-Majghariya iva ghayrihim min al-umam al-mutäkkima 
li-bilädihim). Assuming then that the Magyars were the neighbours of the 
Khazars, Bakri could logically infer that, more precisely, they bordered 
on the peoples who were said to live at the westernmost limit of the 
mountain mentioned on the confines of the Khazars. Such then may be 
an explanation of Bakri’s mysterious passage.

This hypothesis may be objected to on the ground that according to our 
§ 47 the Khazarian Pechenegs neighboured in the south on the Alan and a 
similar view is suggested by Mas'üdî’s embroiled passage on the WXmd.riya 
(v.i. § 53). Both indications are supported by the well-known passage 
in Const. Porph., ed. Bonn, p. 166, according to which the Pechenegs 
lived at 6 days’ distance from the Alans. As the Pechenegs ousted the 
Magyars from their Lebedia seats it could have been inferred-that the 
latter as well had bordered on the Alans. However, the fact is that Muslim 
authors knew nothing of what we ourselves, thanks to Const. Porph., know 
about the events, cf. 1st., 10, and our § 47. Therefore a retrospective con
clusion is highly improbable for a Muslim, author. Only the arrival of the 
Pechenegs seems to have cleared up for Muslims the situation near the 
Azov sea but for Bakri the Pechenegs were still in the north and, living a 
century later than I. Rusta and depending on the same source as I.R., he 
could hardly have, improved on the latter’s data. Therefore I am inclined 
to maintain the view that (a) Bakri’s ^  \ refers not to the Alans as a whole 
but to the little-known tribe of Tzoläs, and (b) that the idea that the Magyars 
and were neighbours is a result of Bakri’s personal surmise. As a 
matter of fact even at the time when the Magyars lived near the Caucasus 
the Twläs mountaineers must have been separated from them by the other 
Alan tribes living in the plains. [Cf. p. 458,1. 18?.]

(7.) During his expedition to the north-eastern Caucasus Timur operated 
against the V/* i*J5, see Zafar-nämay i, 766, 788. Further Külä and

1 Marquart, Streifzügey 28, connects Khazar fortress of Sarkel (on the Don) 
this report with the construction of the after a .d . 833.
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Tä'üs appear as the names of two local chiefs,1 though they may represent 
hereditary titles. The fortress of Tä’üs which was particularly strong, lay 
at the third range of mountains counting from the north, probably near 
the sources of the Terek and the Kuban for, immediately after, Timur 
marched to Balqän (Balqari at the sources of the Terek). Both the name 

which could be easily restored as and the geographical
details make it possible to see in our passage an echo of the tenth-century 
terminology. [Hâjjï-Khalifa, p. 402, repeats the statement of the Z.-näma.]

; § 51. [The Bulkär.]

Frähn, Drei Münzen and Die ältesten arabischen Nachrichten über die 
Wolga-Bulgharen, 1832 (still valuable); Chwolson, Izvestiya . .. Ibn Dasta 
[*Rusta], 80-101; Barthold, Bulghär in EI  (in great detail); R. Vasmer, 
Über die Münzen der Wolga-Bulgaren, in Wiener Numism. Zeitschrift, 57 
(1924), pp. 63-84 (instead of jUjl read on some coins Vasmer restores 
the well-known title of the Bulghär kings jUai»); Marquart, Arktische 
Länder y 365-77.

There are two gross misunderstandings in the present chapter.
Its title “Burtäs” is entirely wrong (cf. also § 20). Burtäs is only another 

form of *Burdäs (see § 52), whereas here the Volga.Bulghärs2 are described, 
i.e. the northern colony of the people from which the Danube Bulghars 
had separated. The language of the Volga Bulghärs of which we possess 
only a few specimens in the late funeral inscriptions was probably related 
to the present-day Chuvash (a special and very aberrant member of the 
Turkish family). The Danube Bulghars had, at an early date, adopted a 
Slav language, but some expression in the original Bulghar language are 
found in the inscriptions, as well as in a Slavonic chronicle discovered by 
A. N. Popov in 1866. They are still the subject of much speculation, see 
J. j. Mikkola, Die Chronologie d. türkischen Donaubulgaren, in Journ. de la 
Soc. Finno-Ougrienne, xxx (1918), fase. 33, pp. 1-24 (with a survey of the 
former tentatives of decipherment). Perhaps the strongest argument for 
the Chuvash language being a remnant of the old Bulghar is the great 
number of loan-words in Hungarian which have a striking resemblance 
to the Chuvash (‘bull” is ökör in Magyar and wäkär in Chuvash) as well 
as the enormous number of Chuvash cultural words in the languages of 
their Finnish neighbours of the Volga basin, see N. Poppe, Chuvashi i 
yikh sosediy Cheboksari, 1927. The present-day Chuvash are of course 
only a poor and small fraction*? of the old Bulghars who for the most 
part have been turkicized. This latter part of the old Bulghars 
probably can be traced in the so-called “Volga Tartars”.

The outstanding authority on the Volga peoples is Ibn Fadlän, who in 
309-10/921-2 took part in the embassy sent by the caliph Muqtadir to the

1 Rashïd al-dïn, ed. Blochet, p. 45, 2 As Barthold has pointed out, the 
mentions an Äs chief executed by Bulghär and Burtäs are also confused in 
Ögedey: ^ j \ ( n o t e  the final 4^ ) . Yäqüt, i, 567.
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Bulghär khäqän in view of the latterà desire to be advised on religious 
matters.

The present chapter is a poor abstract chiefly of 1st. The details on the 
special language and the number of the Bulghärs and their towns remind 
one of this latter author who, p. 225, says that the Bulghär language has a 
resemblance to the VKhazar language (the latter, p. 222, being an idiom 
apart), and that in the towns of Bulghar and Suvär there are some 10,000 
men (näs). Gardïzï, 97, gives an entirely different number (500,000 
ahl-i bayt). The names of the three tribes have the following close parallels :

H.-'Ä. Ibn Rusta Gardïzï
jBJidülä B.rsülä B.rsülä
Ishkil (?) Isgkil (?) IskilQ)1
Blkär B.lkär Bikär

The form of the latter name points to the Persian (?) origin of the basic 
source : jlSJ· *Bulgär. The name B.rsülä (*B.rchülä) is known in two places : 
since the fifth-sixth century a .d . the Byzantine and other Christian authors 
mention Βαρσήλτ, Βαρζυλία, &c., in the north-eastern Caucasus whereas 
Muslim authors (tenth century) speak of the *Barchüla off the middle Volga. 
According to Marquart this tribe of unknown origin was turkicized by the 
Huns, see Die CkronoL d. alttürk. Inschr., 87-93, Streifzüge, pp. 490-1, 
and Arktische Länder, p. 328. The name seems to have found an echo 
even in the Shäh-näma, ed. Mohl, iv, 70, where Afräsiyäb is accompanied 
by his grandsons yA (cf. the name of the river Ili<Ilä) and 
Barzuvïlâ (the Mujmal al-tawdrikh gives: B.rzîlâ). Justi’s Iranian etymo
logy in Iran. Namenbuch, p. 74, is certainly inadequate. Idrîsï, ii, 398, 
mentions on the Dniepr a place *)jĵ  which lay at one day’s journey up
stream from Pereyaslav (jVjj), i.e. in the neighbourhood of Kiev. More to 
the south from this point a station Birzula exists on the Kiev-Odessa railway.

The king M.s in Ibn Fadlän’s original risàia is called j\Ja1» jC b \
*Almush and this name resembles the name Almus which was borne by the 
father of Arpäd, founder of the first Magyar dynasty, Chwolson, Izvestiya, 
91, Marquart, Streifzüge, 497. Our author dropped al which he evidently 
took for the Arabic article. Bltwär must be perhaps restored as 
* Yiltuvar or Yiltüver in view of the Hunnic (=  Turkish) title Alp- 
Ilutver found in Moses Kalankatvats'i, Part ii, chap. 41, Patkanov’s 
transi., p. 198. [Marquart: j\Jal Alp-ilätvär ? .]

The second error in our text is that the description of the two Bulghär 
towns is inserted out of place between § 53 and 54. The ruins of Bulghär 
(cf. § 6, 43.) are situated near the village Bolgarskoye, or Uspenskoye, in 
the Spassk district, 115 Km. south of Kazan and at 7 Eon. from the left 
bank of the Volga. Suvär lay on the river Utka near the present village 
Kuznechikha, cf. Barthold, Bulghär in EL2 See Map xii.

1 Chwolson, Izvestiya, 97, compares 2 Smolin, Po razval. drevn. Bulgara, 
this name with that of the Transylvanian Kazan, 1926.
Szekler (?). [Cf. supra p. 320, line 2.]
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462 Commentary §52
§52. Burädhäs (?).

Chwolson, Izvestiya . . .  Ibn Dasta, pp. 71-80; Bretschneider, Mediaeval 
Researches, i, 311 (on Mongol times); I. N. Smirnov, Les Populations 
finnoisesy 1/2 : les Mordvesy traduit par P. Boyer, Paris 1898; A. V. Markov, 
Russo-Mordvan relations in history (in Russian), Tiflis 1914 (in annex 
Toumansky’s translation of our §52); Barthold, Burtäs in El; Finno- 
Ugorskiy sborniky ed. by the Academy of the U.S.S.R., 1926. See Map xii·

Although according to Persian phonetics ·> in is consistent with an 
intervocalic position; the first I appears superfluous in view of ^1^, in
I.R., 140, and Gardïzï, and in Bakri. All these spellings point to a 
special tradition to which also belongs the form jUCl» (§51) instead of jUL. 
The usual Arabic transcription of the name is which is found in 
Mas'üdî, Murüjy ii, 14, Ist., I.H., as well as in our source (rightly [?] in the 
chapter on the rivers, § 6,43., but wrongly in § 51). The form Burtäs is con
firmed both by Russian chronicles (under a .d . 1380) and official documents 
(seventeenth century), as well as by the still extant names of places in the 
region to the south of the middle course of the Volga. Marquart, Arktische 
Länder y p. 277, explains Burtäs from old Iranian *mrtäsa “man-eater” .1 
On the other hand A. V. Markov confronts the name with the Finnish 
word meaning bridge (puurdas, por das y purtey &c., which also is of Iranian 
origin, cf. Avestan pdrdtu, Kurdish purd) and Bakri’s alternate spelling 
Furdäs would be in favour of the original form *Purdas if only we could 
believe in the independent character of Bakri’s form which may be due to 
a mere mis-spelling, cf. supra, pp. 458-9.

I. Rusta, 140, places the Burdas between the Khazar and Bulkär at 
15 days from the former and at 3 days from the latter and adds that their 
territory was 17 days by 17 days (ibid., 141). 1st., 227, reckons 20 days 
from the Khazar capital to the Burtäs boundary, adding that the Burtäs 
country was 15 days long. In the description of the Volga 1st., 222, says 
that after its bend to the east (read: south-east) it “flows past the Rüs, then 
Bulghâr, then Burtâs”.2 Mas'üdî, Murüjy ii, 14, in a confused passage 
speaks of a Burtäs river which from the upper regions flows into the river 
on which the Khazar capital stands (nahrun fauq al-madtna yasibbu ilä 
nahri-hä min a'äli-häyuqälu la-häBurtäs). This river could be taken either 
for the upper course of the Volga itself, or the Don (supposing that it was 
considered as an affluent of the Volga, cf. § 3, 8.), or the Oka, but in the 
Tanbihy 62, Mas'üdî aggravates,, his statement by saying that “into the 
Khazar river . . . flows the Burtâs river. The Burtâs are a great nation of 
Turks [?] living between the lands of Khuwärizm [?] and the Khazar king-

1 Already Tomaschek, Kritik d. alte- with the old Persian μαρτιχώρας com-
sten Nachrichten über d. skytiscken Nor- mented in Greek as άνδροφάγος.
deny in Sitzungsb. Wien. A k a d 1889, 2 A  rigorous interpretation of this
1 . 107, pp. 7-16, suggested an identifica- text would indicate that Burtâs lay
tion of the Herodotian 9A νδροφάγοι with downstream from Bulghâr (both these
the Mordva whose name he compared names in I§t·, 222, stand without article).
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dom and depending on the Khazar. This [?] river is navigated by large 
vessels (carrying) various merchandise from the Khuwärizm lands and other 
places. From the Burtâs (country) are exported black foxes which are the 
best of furs, &c.” The passage must be full of confusion. No other 
authority mentions the Burtäs in the direction of Khwärazm and such a 
position in the steppes would entirely contradict the possibility of export 
of furs. As regards the river the text seems to refer simply to the Volga. 
No waterway [except the Yayiq?] could be utilized for trade from Khwärazm 
to the Khazar country and, judging by 1st .’s indications, one would think that 
by some mistake Mas'üdî has substituted Khuwärizm for *Bulghär. Of all 
the sources the H.-'Ä. (§ 52) most positively locates the Burädhäs to the 
west of the Atil river (§ 6, 43. which simply follows 1st., 222, is less clear).

The fact that the Pechenegs are mentioned as the northern neighbours 
of the Burädhäs suggests that the Pechenegs occupied some territory on 
the right bank of the Volga between the Burädhäs and Rüs. I.R., 140, 
Bakri, 44, and Gardïzï, 96, say only that struggles were going on between 
the Burtäs and the Pechenegs and, moreover, speak of the Pechenegs as 
neighbours of the Slavs.1 On the western neighbours of the Burtäs cf. 
notes to § 53 and diagram on p. 440.

Generally speaking our chapter on the Burädhäs drastically abridges 
the source used by I. Rusta and Gardïzï and omits many details. The item 
about the two kings seems to be a misunderstanding. I. Rusta says that 
the Burdäs have no chief (ra'is) but “in every community of theirs (mahalla) 
there is an elder (shaykh), or two (shaykhayn) to whom they have recourse 
in the matters which happen to them” (ditto in Gardïzï). The religion is 
described as in I.R. and Gardïzï, and the burning of the dead as in I.R.2

Since Frähn’s time the Burtäs have been usually identified with the 
Finnish Mordva who, as long as we have known them, have lived between the 
Oka and Volga. Their remnants (since 20.xii. 1934 organized into an 
autonomous republic with the centre at Saransk) are still found in the same 
region. Two tribes compose the Mordva people: the Moksha in the basin 
of the Moksha river which flows to the Oka from the east and of which the 
southernmost head-water is still called Burtas, and the Erz'a in the basin 
of the Sura which flows to the Volga to the east of the Oka.3

Rubruquis who travelled in a .d . 1253 writes, ed. Paris 1839, PP* 2SI~2: 
“Ad aquilonem [from the Don region] sunt silve (sic) maxime quas habitant 
duo genera hominum: Moxel, scilicet qili sunt sine lege, puri pagani. 
Civitatem non habent. Habundant apud eos porci, mel et cera, pelles 
preciose et falcones. Post istos sunt alii qui dicuntur Merdas quos Latini 
vocant Merdinis et sunt Saraceni. Post istos est Etilia [Volga].” The des-

1 This latter fact, as bearing on the Saratov-Tambov railway) show traces 
location of the Pechenegs, already of cremation of the dead, see I. N. 
attracted Marquart’s attention in Smirnov, o.c., 249-50.
Komanen, 98. 3 Location rough. The emigration of

2 Several tombs of the L'ada mound the Mordva to the east of the Volga
situated in the Mordva region (on the dates only from the I7th-i8th century.



cription proceeds west to east : Moxel stands for Moksa-ley (many Mordvan 
names are composed with ley “river”). The Merdini (Mordvini) are evi
dently the eastern Erz'a but the difficult point is the name Merdas which 
Rubruquis applies to the latter. Is it a deformation of Mordva, or of But
tasi In the latter case the term Merdas (<iBurtaéì) would be applied to a 
region outside the basin to which the river presently called Burtas belongs. 
It is more probable ihat Merdas is meant to be a form of Mordva, which 
name down to the sixteenth century referred only to the Erz'a. Markov to 
whom we owe this latter remark says in conclusion, o.c.} 19, that the names 
Burtas (tenth century), Mescerà (eleventh century), and Moxel (thirteenth 
century) equally refer to the eastern-Finnish ancestors1 of the present-day 
Moksha occupying the Moksha basin (inclusive of the rivers Tsna and 
Burtas). [The mention of the Mescerà is doubtful.]

The identification Burtas =  Mordva (or better Moksha) still meets with 
some opposition. I. N. Smirnov, o.e., 271, gave expression to the following 
views: “ 1. que les Burtas sont un peuple différent des Mordves; 2. que 
jusqu’au Xe siècle au moins ils ont occupé la rive gauche de la Volga;
3. qu’au XVIe siècle ils occupent la rive droite de ce même fleuve, tout 
près des Mordves.” He thinks then, ibid., 270, that “les Burtas seraient 
des Tchouvaches ou du moins de très proches parents des Tchouvaches” . 
This theory, so far as Arabic sources go, attaches too much importance to 
the passage from the Tanbïh (v.s.)y and on the other hand forgets that ac
cording to 1st., 225, the language of the Bulghär (of which Chuvash 
is at present considered to be a survival) was different from that of the 
Burtäs. However, even lately Prof. M. Vasmer kindly wrote to me (Berlin,
7.XÌ.32) that the Burtäs must be distinguished from the Mordvâ, and that, 
judging by the toponymy of the Volga region, they formerly lived to the 
north of the Mordva. He finally adds that such was also the view of the 
late Prof. A. A. Shakhmatov (“ich hatte den Eindruck, dass auch er bereit 
war, die Burtas von den Mordven zu trennen”). I must confess that I do 
not quite see the point of the argument about the toponymy, for the Burtas 
river flowing into the Tsna is the southernmost source of the Moksha river; 
of the other names quoted in Smirnov, o.c.y 266-70, the Burtas of Kadom 
and the village of Burtasi of Krasnoslobodsk both belong to the Moksha 
basin. Therefore, as regards the tenth-century Burtäs,2 I think that their 
identity with the Moksha is,to be retained. The Arab sources may reflect 
a temporary supremacy of that particular clan, or it may be that the latter 
first came under the notice of Muslim travèllers. It is only natural that 
the numerous and sturdy Mordva people (even now, after long series of 
invasions and struggles, counting over 1 million representatives) could not 
fail to be mentioned by the Arabs. The details on the forests (I.R., 140;

1 And as a corollary the identification ments of the population obscuring the 
of Isç.’s lj\ (a.i., §44, 3.) with Erz'a situation. In the seventeenth century 
would become impossible. some *‘Burtas are called Tatar , i.e.

2 In later times (after the 13th cen- Muslims (?), cf. Smirnov, o.c.t 266. 
tury) there may have been some move-
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wa hum f l  mashäjir),1 the honey, and the Burtâsï furs suit the Mordva quite 
well. The travellers like Rubruquis and Herberstein quite particularly 
insist on these details.2 The freedom enjoyed by the Burtâs women (I.R. 
and Gardïzï) in the choice of their lovers can be traced down to recent 
times in the habits of the Mordva, cf. Smirnov, o.e., 337, who speaks of the 
“liberté des moeurs des garçons et des filles” .

§ 53. V.n.nd.r.
Marquart, Streifzüge, passim; Moravesik, Zur Geschichte der Onoguren, 

v.s.t § 22.
The natural sequence of the three closely connected chapters would be : 

§ 22 (Majghari), § 53 (V.n.nd.r), § 46 (Mirvät). The subject is of consider
able difficulty and the following points must be examined :

The seats of the V.n.nd.r/N.n.d.r.

Harkavi’s and Marquart’s views
The Onoghundur.
The source of the H.-Ä. and Gardïzï.
W.l.nd.r in Mas'üdî.
W.n.nt.r in the Khazar king’s letter.

t h e  sea ts  o f  t h e  v .n .n d .r . Our peoples V.n.nd.r (§ 53) and Mirvät 
(§ 46) have direct parallels only in Gardïzï’s N.nd.r and M.rdät. 
In both the H.-'Ä. and Gardïzï the V.n.nd.rjN.nd.r are the immediate 
neighbours of the Majghari though the latter’s habitat is conceived 
differently: our author places them near the Urals, whereas Gardïzï des
cribes the Southern Magyars as living in the region of great rivers in the 
north-western corner of the Black Sea. Gardïzï’s views on the Magyar 
territory are supported not only by I.R. and Bakrï but by the consensus 
of Byzantine and Western European sources as well. Therefore in dis
cussing the location of the V.n.nd.r/N.nd.r territory contiguous on that 
of the Majghari we have to depend chiefly on Gardïzï and disregard our 
author’s theoretical constructions.3 Such is the conclusion arrived at after 
a long series of attempts to co-ordinate our data with those of Gardïzï 
until it became evident that our author’s starting-point was based on an 
error.

According to Gardïzï the N.nd.r lived between the river separating them 
from the Majghari and the mountain from which another river flowed 
down and behind which lived the M.rdat. The reading of the Oxford MS. 
according to which the mountain stood above the N.nd.r. would suggest

1 The kh.l.nj (kh.l.ng) trees abound- according to I.R. the Burtäs possessed 
ing in the Burtâs forests, I.R., 141, have camels and cows.
been compared by Chwolson with 3 Gardïzï simply describes the facts
Mordvan kileng “ birch” (the Chuvash and our author forces them into a geo-
form for “ birch” kkorin does not graphical scheme. His error arises the
resemble the Arabic word). moment that he tries to dispose his

2 The only puzzling detail is that materials in map form.
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that it stretched in a northern direction. The river from the eastern (or 
northern) bank of which the Majghari could see the N.nd.r on the opposite 
bank is most probably the Danube, or alternatively its northern affluent 
Sereth mentioned in Const. Porph.’s description of Atelkuzu (v.s,y § 22). 
Consequently the N.nd.r lived west of the last mentioned river, or south 
of the Danube, with the Transylvanian Carpathians standing “above” 
them. Gardïzï adds that the N.nd.r lived in the direction (barjanb “on the 
side”) of the SaqläbΓ As stated in § 43 the latter term may refer to the 
western Slavs (or even to the Macedonian Slavs, § 42, 17.).

Our author, in spite of his cartographical error, preserves the original 
disposition of the peoples with regard to one another, but this goes only 
as far as the original triad Majghari-V.n.nd.r-Mirvät is concerned. In 
§ 46, north [east?] of the Mirvät are named “some of the Inner Bulghär and [!] 
the V.n.nd.r mountains”. As the Inner Bulghär belong definitely to the 
Ist.<Balkhï tradition which does not know the V.n.nd.r, this combination 
may be disregarded as the author’s own guess. See diagram on p. 440.

HARKAVÎS AND m a r q u a r t ’s v ie w s . In the Hebrew document quoted 
below Harkavi, as early as 1875, explained the name V.n.nt.r by that 
of the Bulgarian Ovwoyowhovpoi but it was a long time before the parallel 
names in Η.-'Ä. and Gardïzï became known.1 When Marquart first 
studied Gardïzï’s passage, Streifzüge, 172, he was led astray by the fact 
that Bakri also mentions a pair of the Majghari’s neighbours. Having 
very, ingeniously located the latter in the western Caucasus Marquart 
was less happily inspired in identifying them with the two peoples found 
in Gardïzï. He overlooked the fact that Bakri (see notes to § 50,4.) speaks 
of their south-eastern neighbours, while Gardïzï has in view the later Atel
kuzu territory and its south-western neighbours. The identification of 
Gardïzï’s jjJ and with Bakri’s ^  \ and j±\ has often been taken for 
granted, but after the publication of the H.-'Ä., where the two series of 
names are separated, no place for doubt could remain as to its inconsis
tency.2 Twenty-three years after the publication of the Streifzügey Mar
quart dropped en passant a hint for a new identification of the V.n.nd.r 
with a promise to develop the subject. His sudden demise (4.11.1930) 
prevented him from carrying out this intention and his note buried, as if 
intentionally, at an unexpected place does not seem to have attracted the 
notice which it merits. In his Arktische Länder (1924) Marquart, among 
other things, studies the disappearance of the sound y in old Bulgarian 
and Turkish and gives as an example the name of the Turcoman tribe 
Salur <Salghur. As another instance of the same phenomenon he quotes 
(p. 275) “den bulgarischen Hordennamen Οννογουνΰοΰροι (Nikephoros); 

jjcjJI TJlughundur (Ibn al-Kalbï, f  um 820, bei Jäqüt); Oixontor (Anania

1 In his translation of § 52 (in annex Kokovtsov, o.e., 92 . 
to Markov’s work) Toumansky illu- 2 Cf. Barthold’s Preface, p. 43.
strates V.n.nd.r by *jx)j found in Ibn Marquart, Streifzüge, 172, 517 , knew
al-Athir, i, 243 (<Mas'üdï, Murüj, ii, only a stray.quotation from the H.-A
58-64). On other similar hints cf. now through Westberg’s Beiträge, p. *15.
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Sirakac'i, VII. Jahrh.) >  W(u)i(u)ndur Butkar (Ps. Moses Chorenac'i, letztes 
Drittel des IX. Jahrh.), Wunundur {Hudüd al-Alam, Ende des X. Jahrh.), 
bereits mit protbetischem w vor labialem Vokal, wie im Cuwaschischen; 
jjäj Wulundur (al-Mas'üdï, 943-4 n. Chr.) =  magy. Ndndor Fejérvdr =  
Belgrad.”

The exact references of this cryptic passage are : Nicephori Archiepiscopi 
Constantinopolitani Opuscula, ed. de Boor, Lipsiae 1880, p. 24; Yäqüt,
iii, 404: Japhet’s sons: Yünän, al-Saqlab,jjL*J\ (sic),1 Burjän, Jurzän, Färs, 
Rüm; Géographie de Moïse de Corène [attributed sometimes to A. Shira- 
kats'i], ed. by Soukry, Venice 1881, p. 25, transi, p. 34 (Marquart’s transla
tion in Streifzüge, 57); Moses of Khoren, History, book ii, ch. 6. The 
reference to the H.- Ä. evidently hails from Westberg’s Beitrage. Mas'üdî 
mentions jjcJj both in the Murüj, ii, 58-64, and in the Tanbth, 180, 183 
(see in detail Streifzüge, 60-74).

Marquart thinks that Onoghundur belongs to the type of names formed 
with the Turkish suffix -dur (.Bayandur, Mongoldur). The forms attested 
in the sources would then suggest for our V.n.nd.r the reading *Vunundur. 
[Gardïzï’s N.nd.r can hardly be compared directly with the Magyar form 
Ndndor; most probably the initial v taken for the conjunction va was 
dropped by the scribe in the same way as we find in our text Khan instead 
of Vahhân, cf. also Mas'üdï’s jjlJ, with initial w.]

t h e  ONOGHUNDUR. The people called Onoghundur were a Bulgarian 
tribe (cf. § 51) which “from the sixties of the fifth century down to the end 
of the seventh century” lived north of the Caucasus, to the east of the Azov 
sea in the Kuban region. Their great ruler Kobrat (Κοβρατος) organized 
them into a powerful state but after his death (circa a .d . 642) the advance 
of the Khazars split the Bulgar kingdom; a part of the tribes under Bayan 
(said to be Kobrat’s son) remained in their former seats as Khazar subjects, 
whereas another of Kobrat’s sons Asparukh travelled westwards and after 
having crossed the Danube (a .d . 679) conquered the territory of the present 
Bulgaria. Const. Porph., De thematibus, p. 48, says that since that time 
the name of the Bulgar has become known for “previously they were called 
*Ovoyowhovpoi” .2 The centre of Asparukh’s kingdom was in the strong 
locality "Ογλον surrounded on one side by marshes and on the other by very 
high rocks. Jirecek, Geschichte d. Bulgaren, 1876, p. 129, read the name 
"Ογγλον < Slavonic çglü “angle, comer” and identified it with the southern 
part of Bessarabia known under the Turkish name Bujaq which also means 
“corner” . [However the situation of "Ογλον better suits some place in 
Dobruja.]

Considerably later, in the second half of the ninth century, the Onoghun- 
durs who had stayed in the old seats and became mixed with the Magyars3

1 Not in the general index of Wüsten- ii, 333; Moravcsik, o.e., pp. 65, 71-2, 
feld’s edition. 89.

2 Marquart, Chronologie, pp. 89-96, 3 The name Onoghundur (Onoghur,
Streif züge, pp. 126, 505 ; Bury, A  &c.) may be responsible for the western 
History of the later Roman Empire, 1889, designation of the Magyars as Hungar-.
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began their westward trek which finally brought them into the present-day 
Hungary, cf. Moravcsik, o.e., 89.

t h e  s o u r c e  o f  t h e  h - 'Ä. a n d  g a r d ïz ï. If our two Muslim sources 
have preserved the name of the Onoghundur it remains to be seen to 
which of the two migrations the item can be assigned. It does not look 
probable that the original name of the Danubian Bulgars, not recorded in the 
earlier Muslim sources, should have suddenly emerged at a later time.1 Both 
in the Η.-'Ä. and Gardïzï the V.n.nd.r/N.nd.r appear not as an abstract 
symbol but as a tribe in flesh and blood. As shown in the notes to § 42, 17. 
our item on the “Christianized Slavs” is due to some later source of circa
a .d . 900 when the Magyars sat in Atelkuzu and it is most likely that the 
additional details on the Magyars’s neighbours (§§ 46 and 53) found in the 
jH.-'Ä. and Gardïzï belong to the same source (Härün b. Yahyä?). If so, 
the special information of our two sources must refer to the second lot 
of Onoghundur pushed on by the Magyar migration.2 Neither the H.- Ä . 
nor Gardïzï mentions any enmity between the Y.n.nd.r and Magyars. The 
qualification of the Y.n.nd.r in our source as cowards (badh-dil) may be 
due to a wrong interpretation of the word tar sä (which means both “ Chris
tian” and “coward”).3 In Gardïzï4 the N.nd.r are definitely called Christians 
(tarsä) and Rümï, i.e. “Byzantine”, very possibly with a reference to their 
religion. In the list of bishoprics dating from thè middle of the eighth cen
tury a bishop of the Onoghurs (ο Όνογονρων) is mentioned under the metro
politan of Crimean Gothia (άτταρχία Γοτθίας), cf. Moravcsik, o.e., 64. The 
Onoghurs in question were certainly those who still remained to the 
north-east of the Black Sea and therefore could be controlled from 
the Crimea.5 The rest of our author’s characteristics may be only a develop
ment of his initial mistake about tarsä.6

See Munkâcsi and Németh quoted by presence among them of a Muslim 
Moravcsik, o.e., 81, note 3. merchant from Ardabil. Consequently

1 The Khazar king’s letter (v.i.) refers Persian traders penetrated into the 
to the events of a .d . 679, but this detail southern Russian steppes and could be 
may point to the literary origin of the the sourcë of information for their co
passage. religionists.

2 Unless the name V.n.nd.r< Ono- 4 [And also in our §22.] 
ghundur refers to some special Bulghar 5 Were it not for the name * Vunundur 
territory, such as the original "Ογλον one might consider as the Magyars’ 
occupied by Asparukh ? neighbours the Rumanian Vlachs, see

3 Was then the original source on Kunik in Izvestiya al-Bakriy ii, 16, and 
Eastern Europe, or the text in which Niederle, Manuely Map.
it was available, in Persian ? The 6 The Danube Bulgars were baptized 
absence of underground canals (käriz) under King Boris in a.d. 864. If 
in the M.rdät country, mentioned iii indeed our data refer to them 
Gardïzï, could hardly strike any one ( =  Buijân =  Inner Bulghär =  Bul- 
except an Iranian. Cf. also the strange ghari), their weakness in comparison 
transcription of the name (§ 51) with the Magyars could be explained 

Jijy (§ 52). These facts still await an fay Λβ latte  ̂ werf  moving
explanation. Mas'üdî, Murüj, ii, 59, ρ“ ί  ***. ^  “ f f
says that dissensions among the W.l.nd.ri Pecheneg unpact) could be
tribes arose in connexion with the s ta k e n  for strength.
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m a s 'ü d î ’s “ w .L.NDJt” . An entirely independent use of the term1 is 
foiind in Mas'üdî’s well-known report on the incursion into the Byzantine 
Empire of the nomads called W.l.nd.ri in (or after) 320/932.2 In the Murüj 
(written in 332/943), i, 262, ii, 58-64, Mas'üdî calls the invaders “Turkish 
peoples” and enumerates their four tribes, namely, B.jnï,3 Bajghurt (=  evi
dently Magyar), Pecheneg (the most valiant of the four), and Nükarda (still 
obscure). In the Tanbtk, 180,182, Mas'üdî refers to the incursion “of the 
Burghar and the Turkish tribes” and under the latter mentions the same 
four names. The reasons of this association of tribes are not quite apparent 
and it is possible that information belonging to different epochs has been 
telescoped in Mas'üdî’s version. As regards the date, the invasion seems 
to correspond best to that of the Τοΰρκοι (i.e. in Byzantine terminology : 
Magyars) recorded under 934 ! However, Mas'üdî presents the four tribes 
as living in the neighbourhood of the Khazars and Alans,4 which after the 
events of 889 (v.s., § 22) could be true only with regard to the Pechenegs. 
The kings of the four tribes appear as independent chiefs and only by 
the consent of his three colleagues is the king of the Pechenegs invested 
with the supreme command on the day of battle. Mas'üdî says that the 
tribes were called i  jjój\ “after the town of jxîj situated in the extreme 
frontier region of the Rüm towards the east” and adds that the cavalry 
dispatched by the Emperor against the invaders reached this frontier post 
in 8 days. The exact situation of W.l.nd.r has been a matter of much 
speculation. Some scholars looked for it even in the Caucasus and in the 
Crimea, but Marquart, Streifzüge, 499-500, with some probability identi
fied it with the fortress of Δφζλτός which lay in the neighbourhood of 
Burgas and was mentioned in the delimitation treaty of 864 concluded 
between the Emperor and the Bulgarian King Boris.5 Jirecek, o.e., 499, 
already suspected in W.l.nd.r a Bulgarian (non-Slavonic) name correspond
ing to some different official term (Debeltos?). Mas'üdî must have got it 
from some oral source. Already in his innumerable “Zusätze” in Streif zügey 
500, Marquart wondered whether “Walandar” has not preserved the name 
of the “Unughundur-Bulgars” and in his Arktische Länder (1924) he finally 
adopted this point of view. The fortress, of which the name must con
sequently be restored as *Vulundur, could have received this name either

1 The form W.l.nd.r peculiar to etnolojisine dayir, pp. 24-7 (v.s., § 18). 
Mas'üdî results from the dissimilation However, cf. infra the Khazar king’s 
n.n>l.n. Cf. the Armenian, form letter. [Rashid al-dïn, ed. Bérézine, vii, 
Vidndur. 7, among the Oghuz tribes issued from

2 See Marquart, Streifzüge, 60-74, Kök-khan mentions separately and 
499- 500, 527 .

3 Contrary to Marquart, o.e., 67, ^Marquart, o.e., 74: “ verblasste 
mentioned alongside with Pecheneg can. Erinnerungen” .
hardly be identical with the latter. 5 See now V. Zlatarski, Istoriya na
Perhaps it is only a metathesis of Bülgarskata durzava, Sofia, 1927, i, 25:
Cäprd, as one of the Oghuz clans is the frontier left Develt to the Byzantine
called in Kâshgharï, i, 57 ; on their later Empire, 
history see M. F. Köprülü-zade, Oguz
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from some colony of Onoghunchirs with whom the Greeks were in rela
tions since the times of Köbrat, Streifzüge, 529, or because it was directed 
against the Vulundur (in Arabic one might say: 'aid thaghr al-Wulundur)y 
and consequently Mas'üdï’s term *Wulunduriya (referring to all the four, 
or even five different tribes), most probably has to be taken in the sense of 
“the coalition attacking on the *Vulundur front”.1 Whatever the explana
tion of the raid,2 the ^rvival of the name *Vulundur in Mas'üdî is a firmly 
established fact interesting as a parallel to our *Vunundur.

t h e  k h a z a r  k i n g ’s l e t t e r . Among the parallels to the name V.n.nd.r 
it remains for us to consider V.n.nt.r ΠΓ12Ϊ 1 found in the Hebrew letter 
supposed to have been sent by the Khazar king Joseph in answer to that 
of Chasdai ben Shafrut, an agent to the Cordovan caliph 'Abd al-Rahmän 
(a .d . 912-61). The year 961 is the terminus ante quem of Chasdai’s original 
letter and the king’s reply must have followed it within a not too long 
period. As has been recently discovered (1924), the existence of King 
Joseph’s letter was known already to Yahuda ben Barzillai (lived towards 
A.D. 1100) who wondered “whether it was genuine or not” . The question 
is complicated by the existence of two versions of the document:3 the 
one (A) in a shorter form was published in Constantinople in 1577 (this 
text is very close to the Christ Chiirch College MS. 193) ; the other (5 ) in a 
more complete form came to light only towards 1873 among the manu
scripts collected by Firkovich. This fact, in view of this collector’s suspect 
practices, was not in favour of a blind acceptance of the contents of this 
particular version.

The passage containing the name V.n.nt.r is found only in version B . 
The Khazar king says that his ancestors fought against “many nations” 
whom they expelled and whose country they occupied. Then comes the 
additional paragraph: “In the country in which I live lived formerly the 
V.n.nt.r. Our Khazar ancestors warred against them. The V.n.nt.r were 
more numerous, as numerous as the sea sand, but they could not resist the
Khazars. They left their country---- ” After this the two versions agr̂ e in
saying that the enemies were driven beyond the great river Rünä (Â. Χ3Π )  
or Dünä (B. Χ2Π), and “until the present day they are situated on the 
river Rünä/Dünä, near Kushtantiniya/Kustandina \i.e. Constantinople] 
and the Khazars have occupied their country” .4

1 Unless the coalition was formed on ney inByz.-Neugr. Jahrb., 1930, pp. 159- 
some special territory, v.s., "Ογλον =  70.]
Bujaq. * 3 See Prof. P. K. Kokovtsov,

2 In his final “ Zusatz”, o.e., 528, Yevreysko-khazarskaya pereptska v X  
Marquart writes: “was es mit der ae&e, ed. by the Academy of theU.S.S.R., 
Erstürmung der Festung Walandar für 1932, which gives the originals of all the 
eine Bewandtnis hat, lässt sich bei dem documents bearing on the correspon- 
völligen Schweigen der Chronisten . . . dence with the Khazar king with transla- 
auch jetzt noch nicht erkennen, so viel tion and a very valuable commentary, 
ist aber nunmehr klar, dass die Walandar- The third document discovered lately 
horden eigentlich die Bulgaren (B.rgh.r) in Cambridge does not concern us here, 
und ihre damaligen Verbündeten, die 4 Kokovtsov’s transi., pp. 75 and 92. 
Pe£enegen, sind— ” [Cf. C. A. Macart-
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In a later passage the king gives an account of the Khazar boundaries 
and, immediately after a very detailed enumeration of the localities belong
ing to the Crimea [Firkovich’s home !], the frontier is said to turn northwards 
to the country of Batsra (X*1XH most probably X222  *Bacna referring to 
Bajni orBajnäwhom Mas'üd! associates with the Pechenegs, v.s.y p. 469, n. 3). 
The (inhabitants) of this country lived near the river V.zg (A. spells 
Y.zg, very probably *Uzu — Dniepr) and wandered in the steppe down 
to the limits of the H.gry’ïm (A. Hyndy’im), i.e. evidently Hungarians 
*H.ng.r. Consequently the lands of a (Turkish) tribe and those of the 
Magyars stretched to the west of the Khazar and separated the latter from 
the Danube. The writer clearly refers to the expulsion of the V.n.nt.r 
beyond the Danube as a remote past (events of a .d . 679), whereas the 
account of the Khazar frontiers presupposes the arrival of the Pechenegs 
in the second half of the ninth century. The form W.njit.r has a striking 
resemblance to-our V.n.nd.r, and on the other hand considerably differs 
from the forms attested in Greek and Armenian sources. Numerous 
names in version B seem to have been borrowed from Muslim geo
graphers1 and the question arises whether such is not the case of W.n.nt.r 
as well. The interpolator could not possibly know the H.- 'Ä. or Gardïzï 
[which in Europe have come to light at a. very recent date] but could he not 
have seen their common source? The text of the Khazar letter as it stands, 
if confronted with our two Persian authors, would confirm the interpreta
tion of our RütäjDübä as Danube2 and, on the other hand, suggest the 
identity of our V.n.nd.r with the Danubian Bulgars. However, the origin 
of the Hebrew interpolation remains obscure and the clever interpolator 
may have read his own sense into his source. Therefore in our own explana
tion of the Muslim texts we have to go principally by their internal evidence.

§ 54. Southern Countries.

The countries described in the remaining part of the book lie in Africa, 
with the exception of the semi-mythical Zäbaj (§ 56) which is a connecting 
link with the southern islands (§4, 8.). The principal sources of the 
African chapters are Khuwârizmï (indirectly), I.Kh., 1st., and perhaps 
some Book of Marvels of which traces are also found in the chapter on 
Egypt (§ 39). The last folio is the only one in the MS. more seriously 
damaged.

§55. Zangistän.

Guillain, Documents sur Vhistoire, la géographie et le commerce deT Afrique 
Orientate, Paris 1856, i, 155-304 (Muslim period); L. M. Devic, Le Pays 
des Zendjs, P., 1883; G. Ferrand, Relations, Index; Capt. H. Stigland, The 
Land of the Zinj, L., 1913 ; F. Storbeck, Die Berichte der arabischen Geo
graphen. des Mittelalters über Ost-Afrika, in MSOS, Berlin, 1914, xvii, 
pp. 79-169.

1 The moist striking example is the tsov, ó.c. 98-9.
Arabic form *$lazoiytin, Kokov- 2 See, however, supra, p. 217.
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The term Zangistän (later Zangibär>Zanztbär, “the Zang coast”) covers 
the whole of the eastern coast of Africa known to the Muslims. Moreover, 
instead of following its real (N. to S.) direction this coast is represented as 
stretching eastward: “la côte africaine se replie vers l’Orient, comme si la 
direction qu’on observe entre le détroit de Bâb al-Mandeb et le cap 
Guardafili était à peine modifiée, de manière à faire face successivement à 
P Arabie, à l’Inde, aux îles Malaises et à la Chine . . .  l’extrémité du Ouaq- 
ouaq, qui continue la côte de Sofâla, se trouvant ainsi reportée au sud le la 
mer Chinoise”, Devîc, o./., 46. This explains why our author places 
Zangistän opposite Färs, Kirmän, and Sind and mentions the enmity 
existing between the Zanj and the Zäbaj. Cf. Ist., 11, who assumes that 
the land of the Zanj “lies opposite Yemen, Färs, Kirmän, and Hind” . Cf. 
also ibid., 29. Shahriyâr b. Buzurg, Livre des merveilles de Finde, ed. 
Van der Lith, pp. 174-5, says that in 334/945 the people of Wäqwäq 
[here rather Madagascar than Sumatra, v.s., p. 228] attacked the region 
of Sofäla in the Zanj country.

1. uUU MJjän, which stands before Sofäla must correspond to 
MX.ndl, mentioned in Idris!, i, 56, and Ibn Said (a .d . 1250) in Ferrand, 
Relations. Malindî lies on the coast north of Mombasa, see Tomaschek, 
Mohit, maps I—II, on which Mombasa is shown as the seat of the Zanj 
king, cf. also Storbéck, o.e., 129-30. [Mas'üdî, Murüj, iii, 6, calls this king 
^Jij, read cf. in Bantu mfaleme “king” , plur. wafaleme, Ferrand, 
Jour. As,, January 1921, p. 163.] This jUL. (*M.Lndi) must be dis
tinguished from the name similarly spelt under § 56, 2.

2. Sufäla (Sofäla) lies in the southern part of the Portuguese Mozam
bique (south of Beira). The place is mentioned in Mas'üdî, Murüj, i, 223, 
as the southernmost point of the Zanj possessions and it was known as a 
great gold-producing centre. See Ferrand, Sofäla, in El, and Storbeck,
o.c., 141.

3. Jij*- Hwfl (?). At this place one would expect J\ß\j Wäqwäq and such 
a restoration is admissible in Arabic script. Cf. Mas'üdî, i, 233: biläd 
Sufäla wal Wäqwäq (J\j jy\) min aqäsi ard al-Zanj wal-asäfil min bahrihim. 
See Idrîsï’s map (Reinaud, Introduction, i, p. 120) on which Wäqwäq forms 
an immediate continuation of the Zanj land. The only other name some
what resembling Hwfl is l̂ * (Howa), applied to the southern part of 
Madagascar,(/Æ#£rajf al-Qumr) by the Turkish admiral Sïdï 'Alì Chelebi 
in his Mohit (1554) based on Arabic sources, see Mohit, map III, and 
Ferrand, o.e., 502. The name Howa could, however, hardly be known in 
the tenth century.

§56. Zäbaj.
G. Ferrand, U  Empire sumatranais de Çrïvijaya, in Jour. As., 1922, t. xx, 

pp. 1-104, 164-246 (an extremely complete survey of sources), and 
Zäbaj in EL

That our author pronounced Zäbaj (not Zäbij) is clear from his other 
transcription of this name *>)j Zäba (§4,6.) on a false analogy with the Persian
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forms : Khünaj >Khüna, &c. Zäbaj (*Javaga “Javanese”) is a term designat
ing now Java, now the centre and south of Sumatra, now the whole of the 
Sunda archipelago, see Tomaschek, Mohit, map I, Nieuwenhuis, Java, 
in El, Ferrand, V Empire, p. 241. According to our author, Zäbaj adjoined 
eastern Africa (Zangistän) and formed the southern limit of the Indian 
Ocean, while farther\ south of it (as well as of Zangistän) stretched the 
southern uninhabited lands. Cf. also §§ 4, 6., and 10, 4.

The details on camphor-trees and the king are borrowed from I.Kh., 
16, 65, cf. § 4, 6. Of the variants of the king’s name quoted in I.Kh., 13, 
de Goeje adopts which he interprets (transi., p. 16) as Pati-Jaba, 
“prince of Java” (?). Ferrand, Relations, p. 24, and VEmpire, p. 52, 
explains the name as Indonesian pungawa “prime minister, officer, hero, 
courtier” but admits that it may represent the personal name of some 
Çrïvijaya sovereign. Meanwhile, I.Kh., 17, 68, and Ibn Rusta, 137, call 
the king of Zäbaj al-maharäj.

The town 1. M.nj.ri (?) is unknown. One wonders whether it is 
not simply a mis-spelling of maharäj>maharäy The complex
shahr-i Maharäy “the town of the M.” could easily be transformed into 
“M., the town [of Zäbaj]”.

2. ûL*L very probably corresponds to the island of j\*L *M.ljän (?) 
which Sulaymän the Merchant, p. 22, places between Sarandib and Kala 
(Malay peninsula). The mention of a great island where the king stays in 
summer may echo the fact mentioned in Sulaymän, p. 18 (and Abü Zayd, 
ibid.y p. 90), namely that the same king possessed the Kaläh-bär (* Kra) 
and the Zäbaj, cf. Ferrand’s tr., 1922, pp. 43, 95. [Or Waqwäq — 
Madagascar?]

§57. Abyssinia.

I. Guidi, Abyssinia, in El; Marquart, Benin, pp. cclxvi-ccxcv; H. von 
Mzik, Afrika nach d. arabischen Bearbeitung des Ptolomaeus, in Denkschr. 
Wiener A k a d phil.-hist. Klasse, vol. 59, No. 4, 1916; Ibn Fadlalläh 
al-Omarl, Masälik al-absär, i. “L’Afrique moins l’Ëgypte”, transi, by 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, P., 1927 (later times); Cerulli, Documenti arabi 
per la storia delV Etiopia, in Memorie delVAccçd. dei Lincei, Rome, October 
1932 (specially on Muslim possessions, e.g. Zayla').

This and the following chapters (§§ 58-60) must have a common source 
from which some vivid traits on African peoples have been borrowed. 
Two details (§§ 58 and 60) undoubtedly point to I.Klu

By Abyssinia (Habasha) early Muslim geographers understood chiefly 
the maritime zone of the present-day Eritrea and British Somaliland, cf. 
I?t., 35. Our § 7, 13. represents Habasha as stretching far north along 
the coast of the Red Sea. The names quoted in this chapter are terribly 
mutilated and can be restored only by a comparison with other sources.

i . The starting-point for the identification of is that it was the king’s 
residence. According to I.R., 96, the capital of the Abyssinian (Habasha) 
king was called Jarmï This then must be the reading of the name of



which the mis-speltform can without much difficulty be explained in Arabic 
script. Jarmi greatly puzzled the commentators who since Golius’s times, 
cf. Reinaud, Abul-Fidäy transi. ii/A, p. 228, tried to connect it somehow 
with Axum, supposed to be the contemporary capital of Abyssinia, though 
as a matter of fact Axum or (so instead of ĵ&A) appears only in 

later Muslim sources: (Maqrïzî). Marquart, Benin, pp. ccciii-iv, has 
finally disposed of the mistake in the Ma’münian map and Khuwârizmî’s 
Swrat al-ard caused by Ptolemy’s broad use of the term ΑΙΘίοπες in the 
sense of “dark-skinnnéd people” (arid not especially “Ethiopians”). The 
name Jarmi [or rather Jaramï] al-Habash has consequently nothing to do 
with Abyssinia proper, but corresponds to Ptolemy’s Γαράμη μητρόπολις 
(liber iv, cap. 6,12) situated at long. 430, lat. 210 30'. Cf. C. Müller’s Atlas 
to his edition of Ptolemy, Paris, 1901, table 28, where Garama, the capital 
of the Γαράμαντες, is shown to the south-west of *Phazana =  Fazzän 
(near Murzüq, in the present-day Italian Libya, cf. § 60, i.).1 Idrîsï, i,
112, mentions and «,Lr as the towns of Fazzän. The ruins of the ancient 
Garama were discovered by H. Barth, Travels and Discoveries in Central 
Africa, London 1857, i, 155—8 ; ibid., i, 171, on Tasäwa.

2. The first idea is that by some mistake Jj*, represents Assuan 
(v.s.y § 39,10.) which in Khuwârizmî, No. 80, is spelt ò]y and stands 4 lines 
below 'jtjr, but I now prefer to restore the name as JJLe which, as 1st., 54, 
admits, was reckoned to Abyssinia in spite of the fact that its inhabitants 
were Buja. 'Aydhäb is identified with Aidip lying on the sea-coast opposite 
Jidda at N. lat. 22019' 47", cf. C. H. Becker, !Aidhäb in El.2 3. ^ j  (different 
from its homonym § 60, 2.) most probably is Zayla, which in 1st.,. 36,

follows on 'Aydhäb. It is the well-known port of British Somaliland, 
immediately east of the Bay of Tajura. During the late Abyssinian crisis 
(1935) Zayla' was mentioned as an eventual point of access to the sea for 
Abyssinia. [November 1936: tempora mutanturï\

§ 58. Buja.

Marquart, Benin, cccxi-ii ; Becker, Bedja, Völlers, *Abäbde, R. Hartmann, 
Bishärin, all three in El.

These Hamitic tribes living between the Nile and the Red sea formerly 
occupied the territory between Cairo and Abyssinia, cf. Ya'qübï, Historiae, 
i, 218-9, and BGA, vii, 336-7; Mas'üdî, Murüj, iii, 32.

In the mutilated part of the text the question was probably of the 
- celebrated gold mines lying in the desert of Buja (§ 7,12-13.), see Ya'qübï, 

BGAy vii, 334-5, 1st., 28, 34. The Buja had no towns, 'Aydhäb on the

1 Jointly with Jarmi al-Habash (long, identisch” , but Mzik, Afrika, No. 75,
410 40', lat. io° 40") Khuwârizmî men- with more probability restores the
tions another Jarmi madinat aUkabira second name as * ïr £}\ ii ju and
(long. 340, lat. 19° 30')· Marquart explains it as Teipa μητρόπολις (cf.
thought that “ Gross Gaima und Garma Ptolemy’s Esipeoi AWioncs). 
der Haba§ sind . . .  in Wirklichkeit 2 [See Geog. J .y 68, 1926, p. 235-40.]
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coast of the Red Sea being considered as Abyssinia’s, 1st., 54, v.s.y § 57,2.
The trait of the king keeping aloof from his subjects is well known in 

African countries (v.i.y under § 60).

§59. Nubia.

Quatremère, Mémoires géogr. et hist. sur VÉgypte, 1811, ii, 1-126: 
“Mémoire sur la Nubie” ; Marquart, Benin, pp. ccxlviii-cclxvi; G. Roeder, 
Die Geschichte Nubiens, in Klio, xii, 1912, pp. 51-83; von Mzik, Africa 
(v.s., § 57); S. Hillelson, Nüba in E l.

1st., i i , says that Nubia is conterminous with Egypt,1 with the desert 
lying between Egypt and the Südän, with the land of Buja and the desert 
lying between Buja and the Red Sea, and finally, with the Impassable 
Desert (Id tuslak).

According to Ya'qübï, Historiae, i, 217 (cf. also BGA, vii, 335-6), there 
were two kingdoms in Nubia, of which the one was Muqurra with the 
capital Dunqula (“Old Dongola”) and the other 'Aiwa with the capital 
Süba (to the east of the present-day Khartüm). Mas'üdî, Murüj, iii, 32, 
confirms these facts adding that in 332/943 he heard in Fustät that the 
king living in Dunqula and ruling over Mäqurra and 'Aiwa was Kbry b.
S.mry2 a descendant of a long line of kings. On Dongola cf. also I.R,, 
96, and I. Faqïh, 78.

I.Kh., 17, gives the king of Nubia the title of Kâbïl, which detail is 
reproduced in our text. J-jlT and do not seem to refer to the same 
dynasty. From our § 6, 63. it results that Kabil’s capital lay near the 
junction of the Nile with the Blue Nile (al-bahr al-azraq) for near 
Dongola no river joins the Nile from the east. This would indicate that 
Kâbïl ruled (chiefly?) over 'Aiwa though such an interpretation conflicts 
with Yäqüt, iv, 820,3 where Kâbïl is called king of Muqurray and Nüba, 
whereas 'Alwä is mentioned separately. Idrïsï, i, 33, mis-spelt the name of 
the king into Kamil.

The mines situated amidst the sands are mentioned in § 7, 12. See in 
detail, Ya'qübï, BGA, vii, 334-5.

The item on the two Christian monasteries may belong to the source 
from which similar fabulous details on Egypt have been borrowed. The 
name T.ri (TJiti) is certainly mutilated.4 The late Prof. F. LI. Griffith to 
whom I communicated this passage wrote back to me (6.VÜ.1933) : “the 
find is certainly important for Nubian Christianity but if the names are 
correct or nearly so (neither Tart, nor Tahï reminds me of anything) they 
would seem to belong to the unknown region which is fairly extensive

1 I. Faqïh, 78, says that Nubia began. 3 Marquart takes I. Faqih for the 
at 5 days* distance to the south of authority of this passage in Yäqüt, but 
Assuan. Cf. § 39, 10., and I.Kh., 83. if this is true for the first part of it, iv,

2 Ya'qübï, B G A , vii, 339, calls the 820, lines 3-15, the second part, p. 820-1 
king of Muqurrä (sic) Zakariyä b. is introduced with a vague qâlü and 
Q.rqï =  Zacharia son of Kyriakos, cf. has no parallel in I. Faqïh’s printed text. 
Quatremère, o.e., 65. 4 [See now Appendix B]
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in Nubian geography.” Outwardly ( ^ )  resembles UU and \Jt>. Of 
these Tahä was a very important Christian centre which once counted
15,000 Christians and 360 churches until it was destroyed by the last 
Omayyad Marwän, and Tura and Shahrän (lying in the neighbourhood of 
Turä) possessed each a monastery* See Abü Sâlih (circa a.d. 1202), 
The Churches and Monasteries of Egypt, ed. B. T. A. Evetts and A. J. Butler 
in Anecdota Oxoniemia, 1896, foL 47a, 74, and 77. However, Tahä, I.Kh. 81, 
lay in Egypt, north of Munya between Ushmünayn and Qays, cf. Mzik, 
Afrika, 12 (No. 148), and Turä was situated still more north near Hulwän. 
Another, equally doubtful, hypothesis would be the restoration of as 
iSsf \bf̂ \ as originally the lake Tsana in Abyssinia, and later the lake 
Chad was called, cf. Maqrïzî, Kkitat, ed. Wiet, i, 229.1 No monasteries 
could exist near the Chad region, but the existence of some legends 
referring to the western Abyssinia closely associated with Nubia are 
imaginable, cf. Conti Rossini, Notes sur l Abyssinie avant les Sémites, in 
Florilegium M. de Vogué, 1909, p. 143 (bähra kuerä [sic] associated with 
the people Quärä, Khuärä) and Marquart, Benin, lxxxiv, and additional 
note in Index, p. 104. [See additional note in Appendix B.]

§ 60. The Südän.

W. D. Cooley, The Negroland of the Arabs (after Ibn Khaldün, Ibn 
Battüta, &c., whom the author used in Don P. Gayangos’s translations), 
London 1841; Marquart, Benin, Leiden 1913 (a capital work as regards 
the earlier Arabic sources on the Südän); H. v. Mzik, Afrika (cf. § 57); 
Delafosse, Südän in E l  refers only to later times.

This unexpectedly long and vivid paragraph particularly contrasts with 
the aridity of Ist.’s and I.H.’s data on the Südän which is not even men
tioned in Maq.

I.Kh., 89, also mentions the king of the naked negroes (al-südän al- 
zurät) whom he calls Zâghï b. Zâghï, which undoubtedly corresponds to 
the name *Râ'ï b. Râ'ï in our mutilated passage. In view of this impor
tant point of likeness [ü.î., § 59 : Käbil] one is tempted to admit that some 
more complete text of I.Kh. is the source of the whole § 60 (and maybe 
of the other curious details on Africa). In fact I.Kh. (cf. pp. 153-5) is fond 
of relating the exploits of merchants’, v.s.y § 43. Marquart, ox., p. cxlv, 
commenting on I.Kh., 89, calls Zâghï b. Zâghï “eine unbekannte Grösse”, 
but makes several interesting suggestions : the most obvious conclusion is 
that he was the king of the mighty kingdom of Ghäna (western Südän); 
on the other hand the name resembles the title zä of the ninth-century kings 
of Gogo, or Songoy (on the middle course of the Niger), see Delafosse, 
Songhoi in El, among whom such names are found as Zä-Zakoy, Zä-Akoy, 
Zä-Kü, see al-Sa'dï, Tä’rikh al-südän, ed. Houdas, pp. 2-3 ; finally Mar
quart quotes several Berber names ( ^ b  > &c.) resembling that of Zâghï,

1 Maqrïzî quotes Idrîsï as his authority on the lake Kuwarä but the passage 
is not found in Jaubert’s translation.
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but our text leaves no doubt that thé king in question reigned over Negroes. 
The ironical remark on the king’s moderation evidently refers to the num
erous limitations to which the life of an African sovereign is subject. At 
places like Loàngo, where they are strictly enforced, no more candidates 
are found to assume the responsibilities of the throne. See L. Frobenius, 
Atlas Afncanus, München 1921, Fase. C. vi, Heft 2, Blatt 7, and the accom
panying text.

The term Südän in our text evidently applies to the whole territory 
between the Atlantic and the Nile, but the names quoted are of little help 
as they are as mutilated as under § 57. In this region (First Clime) Khu
wârizmï, p. 6, Nos. 41-5, quotes the following places:

§ 6o The Sudan 477

long. lat

'Alwa-Bahriya (see § 59) 6o° 0' I 2 ? 20'
Fazzän . 62° o' IO ° 45'
Zaghäwa 6o° 0' 11° 0'
Gogo 43° 0' 10° 15'
Ghäna . 43° 3°' 10° 45'

Our i ■ o\j>- resembles o\?. Fazzän belonging to Italian Libya is the 
largest agglomeration of oases in Central Sahara. Ya'qübï, jBGA, vii, 345, 
mentions it after Zawïla (§ 40, 5.). Cf. also under Jarmï, § 57, 1. On the 
association of the names Fazzän and Zaghäwa, v.i. 4.

2. Kh.fän and Ryn(zi. §57, 3.) look mutilated. One of them may be 
Gogo on the Niger to the south-east of Timbuktu, cf. Yäqüt, iv, 329.

3. resembles (maqs<maks “toll-house”), an Egyptian 
frontier post towards Nubia, lying at 6 days above Wâdï Haifa, see Maq- 
rïzï, al-Khitat, ch. xxx, ed. Wiet, iii, 253, cf. Marquart, Benin ccxcix. As 
our 4. lies on the confines of Nubia, our 3., too, could be situated in the 
same neighbourhood.

4. In script * V resembles *\p but the latter lay too far west (to the north 
of the upper course of the Niger, cf. Marquart’s map in Benin). In view 
of the location of Läba near Nubia it is probable that it stands for \̂cj, a 
great heathen state of which the centre lay near the lake Chad. It stretched 
from Nubia to the Niger, and comprised the Käwär country, Känem, 
northern Wadäi, and Därfür. At present one of the five tribes of Därfür 
still bears the name of Zaghäwa, see C. H. Becker, Zur Geschichte des 
östlichen Südän, in Der Islam, i, 1910, pp. 162-77, Yäqüt, ii, 932, iv, 230 
(who quotes Hasan b. Ahmad al-Muhallabï’s work al-Azïzï, written circa 
A.D . 975-6). Zaghäwa is often associated with Fazzän (v .s. 1.). Khuwâriz
mï gives wrong bearings according to which Fazzän and Zaghäwa would lie 
far to the east, beyond the Nile, towards Adülis (!), cf. von Mzik, Afrika, 
Map. On Khuwârizmï’s own map, ibid., Zaghäwa is placed to the south 
of biläd aUNuba and this may be the reason for out author’s location of 
Läba near Nubia. I.H., 66, places Zaghäwa at 2 months’ distance from 
Fazzän (v.s. 1.). Idrïsï, transi, i, 112, reckons Fazzän to Zaghäwa.





A P P E N D IX  A

MARGINAL NOTES IN THE

As mentioned in the Preface, p. v, the marginal notes in the unique 
copy of the H.- 'Ä. do not shed any light on the history of its composition.

The uppermost part of fol. ia is obliterated with ink. Some later posses
sor of the book evidently tried to destroy the name of his predecessor. One 
tan faintly distinguish the words Kitäb-khäna . . .  mustatäb Häjjt Mtrzä in 
a modern hand.

Near the title (ü.j., p. 30) are found twelve lines of poetry written by the 
original scribe of the book (hand A). The single verse to the right of the 
title is

S  S  ôU« <~k 0ÎJ ^  y

The first of the two verses (rhyme in -äz) to the left of the title is

Λ
The poem below the title (9 verses of which the rhyme-\-radtf is -äz rasadh) 
begins

j L  ^  cr— - j  û JL-* c i— \>JJJ

I am obliged to my friend 'Abbâs Eghbâl Ashtiyânï for the indication that 
this last poem is quoted on fol. 156 of an anthology (tenth or eleventh century
A.H. ?) in his possession in which the authorship of this moralizing poetry 
of doubtful value is ascribed to a certain Shaykh Zayn al-dïn Jam!, other
wise unknown.

Still lower down there are entries in a different hand (B). The first, on 
the authority of the Qor’änic Taf sir by Muhammad 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbäs 
(622-87 A.H.), gives the magic formula dJ(j> which being written on pieces 
of paper and placed in the window would preserve the mother and the 
new-born child, respectively from the evil of the div called Ä1, and of that 
called Umm al-sibyân. The second (hand B ?) is a rubai composed by 
Hadrat-i Amir Sayyid Ahmad Lâla’ï, one of the khulcfä of the late 
Amïr 'Abdullah Burzishäbäd! (?),.in honour of the latter [the term khulafä 
pointing to Safavid times]. The third (hand B?) extols the beneficent 
properties of a dead hoopoe’s eye for the refreshing of one’s memory, &c.

The indistinct entry of folios 19b and 20a, in hand B records the events 
in Merv in the tenth century A.H., first the coming in 915 A jï. ( ?) of Shah 
Ismä'il who during the seven (?) days of his stay there put to death
70,000 ( ?) people and had a tower built of skulls, 60 zar' high, which events 
were followed by a famine and the dispersion of the survivors; then the 
coming in 952 a .h . (?) of 'Abdullâh ibn (?) 'Ubaydullah-khän Ghâzï 
which entailed new calamities and the annihilation of the population, so 
that no one knew the origin of the “present-day” population among whom 
all sorts of vices prevailed.
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[The dates are indistinct. The first evidently refers to Shah Ismä'il’s 

victory over Shaybak-khän which took place in the winter of 916/1510. 
The second date may be read 952, or 932 (?). The latter is adopted by 
Zhukovsky who utilized our entry in his Ruins of Old Merv, p. 74. More
over, Zhukovsky reads the name of the invader 'Ubaydulläh-khän. Ac
cording to 'Abdullah Nasr-allâhî’s Turkish Zubdat al-tawärikh, 'Ubayd- 
ullah-khän, during his raid of 918/1513, transferred the inhabitants of 
Merv to Bukhara, see Barthold in ZVO, xv, 1903, p. 202, and his Irrigation, 
p. 67. Zhukovsky, l.c:, says that 'Ubaydulläh invaded Khoräsän for a 
fourth time in 1529. Hè afterwards ruled from 940/1533 to 946/1539. The 
fact is that the name 'Abdulläh (without a title) appears in our entry before 
that of 'Ubaydalläh-khän. I cannot ascertain whether 'Ubaydalläh-khän 
had a son called 'Abdulläh. The Shlbäiiid khäiis 'Abdulläh I (ruled 946-7) 
and the famous 'Abdulläh II (ruled 991-1006) were remote relations of 
'Ubaydulläh-khän. 'Abdulläh-khän destroyed the Merv dam and abducted 
the population in 1566 (974 A.H.), but this does not suit our date of 
952 (?). Nondum liquet. Our entry does not seem to be very exact and in 
this case may belong to a considerably later time (seventeenth century?).]

On fol. 22b Abul-Fadl Gulpäyagänf, the discoverer of the manuscript, 
in his fine writing recorded some data on the construction of the walls 
around Bukhärä [evidently borrowed from Narshakhi, cf. Tärikh-i Bukhärä, 
ed. Schefer, p. 32-3].

The nòte inscribed in hand B opposite Dämghän (fol. 30a) mentions the 
well-known story of the spring which, if polluted, brings down rain [cf.
I. Faqïh, p. 310, Nuzhat al-qulüb, p. 277].

Several pencil notes (fol. 13b, 24b) are in Baron V. Rosen’s hand.



APPENDIX B

ADDITIONAL NOTES

During my recent visit to Bonn, in connexion with the eighth Deutscher 
Orientalistentag (3-8.ix. 1936), I had the privilege of consulting in the 
Orientalisches Seminar, directed by Prof. Kahle, a photograph of the 
Mashhad MS. of Ibn al-Faqïh’s geographical work. I also had numerous 
interesting talks with its original discoverer, Prof. A. Z. Validi, who very 
kindly communicated to me several passages from the rare texts in his 
collection.

1. I was particularly interested in I. Faqïh’s version (if. 169 a-170 b) of 
Tamïm b. Bahr’s journey to the Toghuzghuz, more complete than Yäqüt’s 
version quoted above, p. 268. As the publication of this passage has been 
undertaken by the young German scholar Dr. Haag, I naturally respect 
his rights. Here I shall only say that the new version corroborates 
Marquart’s original view that Tamïm visited the Uyghurs on the Orkhon, 
and not at their later seats near the eastern T ’ien-shan (occupied after
A.D. 860). The key to the passage seems to lie in the sentence:

ill* idUu» \u\tm o\T SL

J l U . 1  ̂ 4il» 4w« ^
which hints at the heyday of the Uyghur political life. Therefore my 
explanations (pp. 268-9) must be accordingly altered.

2. According to A. Z. Validi, the MS. Or. 1997 of Bïrünï’s Canon has 
proved to be very faulty in comparison with the Stambul MSS. Thus 
jU jji j**' (v.s., p. 180) must be improved into oWĵ r j*j i.e. 
“Hyrcania”, whereas JUj (v.s.y p. 369) must be read jUj. As regards the 
first rectification I cannot help remarking how unexpected the form 
*Irqäniyä (for *Hurqäniyä) appears in Arabic. As for *Vakhän, it suits 
Bïrünï’s text quite well but the name which we have to explain in our 
§ 26, 13., viz.y “RJA.t.jJb, a village of Vakhän” may still have a different 
origin [or may have been misread by the compiler of the H.-'Ä. himself].

3. With regard to p. 318, note 1, and p. 445, I want to quote an 
amazingly interesting passage on the course of the Oxus found by A. Z. 
Validi in Bïrünï’s Tahdid al-amakin:

vs—ïj» e dir** (J Jto» J' «=& AJ1 JU,
^  taju <j~i ^

{j* J*.

The passage shows how long the “Alan and (!) As” remained in the region 
to the east of the Caspian. Their memory survives in Firdausi’s Bizh-i 
Alänän (ed. Vullers, i, 115) and probably in the wall in the Turkman 
steppe called Qizil-Alan, cf. my article Türän in EL
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Here are some other additional remarks:
4. Ad p. 67, 1. 17. The fact that under § 15 the Khallukh are said 

to neighbour on Tibet is to be connected with § 25, 28. in which “Tibet” 
refers to “western T ’ien-shan” . This use of. the term “Tibet” points to 
the times of the great expansion of the Tibetan rule in the eighth 
century A.D., see p . 256, note 2.

5. Ad p. 98. The meaning of the awkward introduction to § 16 may 
be that the Chigil tribe was originally one of the Khallukh tribes, but the 
territory occupied by ifche Chigil still possessed a numerous local popu
lation, cf. quotation from Gardïzï, p. 298, 1. 23.

6. Ad p. 227,1. 35. Our author’s statement concerning 360 districts of 
China (v.s., p. 84, 1. 6) may have been also inspired by I.Kh., 69, who 
says that there are 300 towns in China, of which 90 are celebrated.

7. Ad p. 293. A detailed account of Barskhän is found in the Mashhad 
MS. of Ibn al-Faqïh, fol. 170a (cf. Yäqüt, iv, 823).

8. Ad p. 297, 1. 15. In the Manichaean Mahrnämag edited by 
F. W. K. Müller, Ein Doppelblatt, SB A, 1913, 1. 77, a certain P.rvän-c 
zabghü is mentioned among the local rulers. The town (or district) 
*Parvän of which this zabghü was the lord may be identical with 
BärmänjPo-huan.

9. Ad p. 332,1. 23. In the Mashhad text of I. Faqïh f. 163 a it is said 
of the Balkh river: (sic) jljbjo 4 Jli>_ & (sic) JyJl ^  y>j. 
*DêO-shârân ‘‘Devil’s toboggan”, cf. supra p. 364, note 3, seems to be 
entirely different from *jRev-shärän, “Dominions of Rëv-shâr” (cf. § 23, 
36. and 78.).

10. Ad p. 365, note 3. A. Z. Validi has found in a Constantinople 
MS. of the Canon : wajalä'uhu bi-Badhakhshän, “and the polishing (of the 
rubies) is done in Badhakhshän”, with reference to the preceding item.

11. Ad p. 475. In the rare Operis Cosmographici Ibn el Var di Caput 
Primum de Regionibus et Oris, ed. A. Hylander, Lundae 1823, p. 164, 
among the towns of Nubia is quoted

(read. 4̂ c·*?) · t I I λλ

4»̂  JU â;JL0 eJb «UclaJt dJUk
This is probably identical with our T.ri (TM) in § 59.1

1 [The source of Ibn al-Ward! (689- une ville nommée jj» ,  populeuse et
749/1290-1348) is undoubtedly Idrïsï dont les environs sont fertiles en riz”
who (tr. Jaubert, i, 27) speaking of the (follows the story of the statue). This
sources of the Nile (cf. our § 6, 62.) T.rfy (I. al-Wardi: T.rmy) must be
mentions the great lake formed by the Another avatar of our Try.] 
six rivers and “près duquel est située



I N D E X

The present index contains all the names found in the text of the H.-A. 
and it must be borne in mind that to almost every name corresponds a 
special note in the Commentary. As regards the latter all the essential 
names additional to those found in the H.- A. will be found in the Index 
but imperious material considerations prevented the incorporation of such 
subsidiary names, or forms of names, to which other references give easy 
clues.

The names and catch-words have been divided into the following 
categories :

A. Geographical names (places and tribes).
B. Personal names and titles.
C. Authorities quoted (only the principal passages).
D. Local products and specialities.
E. Selection of catch-words.

A. GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
The abbreviations are: c.—country; 

—pass; r.—river ; t.—tribe.

Abädän 386 
Abädha 129
Abân Kasavän 114, 209, 353 
Abarliq (?) 117 
Äbaskün 28, 38·, 77, 134, 386 
'Abbädän 76, 139, 392 
Abbotäbäd 370 
'Abdasi 138 
'Abdin 381
Abhar (Auhar) 132, 383 
Äb-i Gargar 214 
Äb-i Maymana 5 
Äb-i Qaysär 329 
Äb-i Safid 199, 329
Abkhäz (= Aughaz, Lügh.r.) 43, 168,

324, 445, 456 
Abkhäz (= Läyzän?) 403-4, 406-10 
Abi ( ?) 123 
Abraj 129 
Ab.rdkath (?) 117 
Abriq (Aphrike) 218, cf. Ibriq.
Absus see Arabissos 
Abü' Ghänim’s Highlands see Kühistän-i 

Äbü Ghänim 
Abwayt 204
Abyssinia (Habasha) 33-4, 51-2,79,81, 

83,147,163-4,179, 223,473 
Abyssinian Sea 145 
A-ch’ai see Ajäyul 
‘Aden 19, 147 
Adhana (Adana) 149 
Ädharakhsh, fife temple 383

is.—island; 1.—lake ; mt.—mountain; p.

Ädharbäyjän (Ädharbädhagän) 19, 29, 
36, 37, 39, 53, 65, 66, 77, 83, 131, *33, 
136, 137, 142, 393 

Adhkish t. 347
Ädh.r (*Adhir), cf. Kauristän 255 
Adhruh 150 
Adïnapür see Dunpür 
Adishtän (Srinagar) 254 
Adrama (Adhrama) 140 
Adraskand 327 
Adülis 477
Afghäns (cf. Ayghän) 30, 91 
Afghänistän 4, 30, 288 
Aflakhüniya see Paphlagonia 
Afrakhün 68, 204 
Afräva 325
Africa 33, 53, 78, 153, 154 
Afridhän 115 
Afrünkat 119
Aghbäb, Bahr al-Aghbäb, Biläd al- 

Aghbäb 87, 180, 242-3 
Aghnstän 377
Ähangarän (Angren) r. 24, 211, 356 
Ähangarän, in Ghûr 333, 343 
Ahar 39, *43, 395 
Ahqäf sands 77, 81, 222 
Ahwäz 12, 74, 75, 13°, 381 
Aja’ mt. 203 
Ajäyul 93, 257-8 
Ajläd, Kimäk t. 305 
al-Ajma, near Sarakhs 327 
Ajugh 200
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Akhä-yul see Ajäyul 
Akhlät (Khilät) 173 
Akhmìm 78, 152 
Akharün 337, 353 
Akhshü r. 208 
Akhsikath 72, 116 
A-kie-t’ien see Aq-tagh 
'Akka 59, 149 
Alagez (Aragats) mt. 203 
Aläl-wa- Ghumlq 450 
Alän, cf. Äs, D.khsäs, Tüläs 11, 42, 43 y 

53,67, 68,83, 156,160,;? 161, 313, 318, 
443» 444» 454» 45 ,̂ 481 

Alän Gate 68, i6i, 401, 446 
Alankaburda see Lombards 
Ala-Tau 195 
Alay Range 198 
Alazan r. 410 
Albän see Laban 
Aleppo 150
Alexandria 78, 151, 416 
Alexandrovsky range 194, 195, 289 
Algeciras (al-Jazîra) 155 
Alhum (cAyn al-Humm) 135, 386 
Alïn (?) 110
A-li-shih, Türgish t. 302
Alishtar 383
Alishür 255
Alkä-bulaq 280
Alkh.jäs (Alkh.njäs ?) 117
Alkrz (?), cf. Sakalkand 338
Almata (Verniy) 298, 300
Al.n.k.bälüs see Lankabälüs
Al.shän 255
Alqabölük t. 280
Altai mt. 196, 202, 283, 286, 287
Altîn-Tagh 194
'Aiwa ('Aiwa al-Babriyya) 221, 475, 477 
Amazons 8, 191 
Ämid (Diyärbakr) 76, 201 
Amlütlü 200
Ämol 64, 77, 133, 134, 386 
Amorion see ‘Amüriya 
Amü-daryä see Oxus 
'Amüriya 220 
'Äna 76, 141
Anär, in Kirmän 125 ; in Färs 129 
Anatolicon (Natliq) 156 
Anbär (Anbër), in Güzgän 5, 39, 64, 

107, 335 ; in Jazîra 76, 141̂
Andalus see Spain
Andamïn ( Andamïn ?) 332 *
Andaräb 39, 64, 109, 341 
Andar az Khifjäq 100, 309, 316 
Andar-haz see Hirand r.
And.ghär t. 373
Andräs (Ändhra ?), in India 87, 241 
Andräs, in Kashmir 121, 364, 370 
Andichärägh (Andishärägh) 208, 359-60 
Andkhudh (Antkhudh-Andkhoy) 6,107, 

177, 336 
Anfarun (?) 358 
Anf.s 84

Angara r. 284 
Angren r. see Ähangarän 
Anhilvära (Nahrvära) 238 
An-Hsi 227
al-Ankubarda see Lombards 
Anmwä (*Khumdän) 224 
Annari (Nari) 89, 246 
Anqara 220 
Antartüs 149 
Antkhudh see Andkhudh 
Apar t., cf. Apurim 284 .
Aphrikë see Abriq 
Apsheron 193 
Apurim t., cf. Apar 284 
'Aqaba, cf. Ayla 180 
Aq-Bura 211 
Aq.räq.r(?) 98, 293, 297 
Aq-su r. (Taushqan) 27, 184, 206, 289,

296
Aq-tagh (A-kie-t'ien) 226 
'Arab Sea see Red Sea 
Arabia 36, 145 
Arabian Gulf 52, 81, 179 
Arabissos 204
Arabs (Täzi) 6, 8, 51-2, 66, 77, 81, 83, 

104, 108, 133, 145-8, 150, 153, 160 
Arachosia 346
Aral sea (Khwarazm sea, Arväniyän sea)

32, 180, 312, 313 
'Arandal 415
Ararat, Great (Härith) 66, 203 
Ararat, Lesser (Huwayrith) 66, 77, 218 
Aras (Araxes) r. 77, 144 
Araskan (cf. Adraskan) 104 
Aravalli mt. 198 
Araxes see Aras
Ardabîl (Ardavil) 66, 142, 394, 468
Ardalänkath 117, 357
Ardashîr-Khurra 376, 377
Ardon r. 457
Aresh 400
Argyrë is. 186
Ärhan ford 208, 359, 360
Arin see Ujjayn
Arjîj (Archësh) 143
Arjinän 129
Ark, Ari (Bügür?) 94, 207, 293 
Arai r. 401 
Armâbîl 123
al-Arm.n (al-Kâm.n) c. in India 237 
Armän.(Zarmän) 113, 237 
Armenia (Armïniya) 19, 29, 36-7, 42, 

53-4, 66-7, 77, 142-4» 156, 161, 180,
393» 395 

Armeniacon 156 
Armenian mountains 76, 77 
Armenian sea (Urmiya 1.) 60, 285 (Cas

pian?) 444 
Arpalikh 256
Arraghän (Araghän, Arrajän) 74, 127, 

376, 378
Arrän 19, 29, 36-7» 67, 77» 142-4» 393, 396
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Arsäng (K.rsäng), cf. Üsäng 25, 262
Arthäniya (Abärma?) 434, 436-8
Artùj (Bartüj) 96, 281
Artush see Irtish
Arväniyän ( ?), cf. Aral sea 180
Arwädh, Arwâd is. 8, 58, 190
Arzan (Arzhan) 55, 185
Äs t. 445, 456, 458, 481
Asäbäd (Asadäbädh) 132
Asad t. 146
Asak (Äsak, Äsk) 130, 380-1
Asbuzär see Aspuzär
Asgil (Ashkil, &c.) 162, 320, 461
Ashbürqän see Ushbürqän
Ashkavar 388
Ashkil see Asgil
Ashmünayn 152
Ashpara 289
Ashtigor t., cf. Äs 445
Asia, 33, 82 ; Central 24, 27
Asiani t., cf. Äs 444
A-si-yen 294
Askar see Sukar 221
al-'Askar in Sistän 345
'Askar-i Mukram 75, 130
Askf 123
Asna (Ushnü) 142 
Aspuzär 63, 64, 104, 199 
‘Asqalän 8ι, 149 
Assam see Qämarün 
Assuan (Suwän, Uswän) 68, 78, 152 
Astaräb (Astärä?), on the Caspian 137, 

391 ; in Güzgän see Bastaräb 
Astaräbädh 29, 134, 386 
Asus r., cf. Ishim 308 
Atak 200 
'Atbara r. 221 
At-Bashi 292
Atelkuzu 313, 320, 322, 441, 444, 468 
Athens 21, 41, 158 
'Aththar 147
Ätil town 75, 80, 161, 452; r. see Itil
Atläligh (Otläligh?) 98
Adantic 201
Aträbulus 60, 149, 153
Atrak 29, 200, 218, 385
Aufa see O ba.
Aughaz see Abkhaz
Auhar in Ädharbaijän see Abhar; in 

Daghestän see Avär 
Auläs (£leusa) 149 
Aurhazk', cf. Avär 447 
Äva 133, 384 
Äväl n 6 , 355
Avär t. 42, 419, 429, 447, 450, 455 
Avars, Pseudo- 448
Äväza-yi Paykand, cf. Paykand 56, 73, 

185, 211 
Awäs see Ephesus 
Axum 474
Ayvaj (Auwaj), on the Oxus 360 
'Aydhäb 474
Ayghän (Abghän, Afghan?) 349

Ayla 52, 81, 149, 222, 414
'Ayn al-Humm see Alhum
'Ayn-Zarba 149
Ayvän-i Kisrä 138
Az (Aziyän) t. cf. Läzina 99; 302
’Aza (Ha-za), cf. Ajäyul 258
Äzädhvär 102
Azaila 154
Azam 381
Azär 296
Azbarä 128
Azd (Ürd ?) 74
Aziv 108
Azov sea (Màeotis) 32, 41, 42, 54, 59, 

180,. 181, 182, 191, 216, 320, 422, 429 
'Azr (Gh.zr?), in India (?) 86, 235

Ba'albakk 67, 150 
Bäb, in Farghäna see Päb 
Bäb-Akhslkath 355 
Bäb ai-Mandeb 472 
Bäb al-Abwäb see Darband 
Babarhän 370 
Bäbi 27, 88 
Bäbil 139 
Babn see Baun 
Bäbol r. 218 
Babr (Hïr?) 391 
Bäbin, cf. Nubfn ( ?) 243 
Badakhshän (Badhakhshän) 63, 71, 112,

119. 32S. 365, 366, 482; ford, 359 
Badai-Art see Bedel 
Bädhghis 104, 386 
Bädkhäna 387 
Bäft 124
Baghaskän(?) 116
Baghdäd 12, 15, 20-3, 37-8, 76, 129, 

138-40 
Baghlän 109, 340 
Baghni111 
Baghräs 67, 150
Baghshür, in China 26, 70, 84,229,230 ;

near Marv 64, 104, 327 
Baghüykath 117 
Bahamshir canal 214 
Bahär (speit. . ·. ghäri) 125 
Bahärak 350, 365 
Bahlavän in Färs 127 
Bahmanäbäd 39, 102 
Bahr al-akhdar (Green Sea) 32, 51 
Balir al-A'zam (Great Sea) 32, 51-2, 

56, 72-4, 76-7, 79, 80-3, 85-6,122-4,
126, 145, 163, 179, 220 

Bahr al-Muhit see Western Ocean 
Ba$r Wärank 181
Bahra (Pahra), in Kirmän 125; in Färs 

129
Bahrä mt., in Syria 67 
Bahrämäbäd 201 
Bahräyij 89, 246
Bafrrayn 81, 127, 148, 164,412, cf. Niz- 

wayn 
Bahrügän 124, 374
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Baikal 1. 284 
Bajanäk see Pecheneg 
Bäjarvän 449 
Bajghurt t. see Bashghird 
Bajirbagän 127 
Bajja 129
Bajriî (Bajnä), cf. Capni 469, 471 
Bakhtagän (Bïchagân) 1. 54/74,183 
Bäkhwän, cf. Barman 281, 295 
Bakräbäd 133, 385
Bâkü (Bâkùh) 77, 145, 193, 407, 411, 

449 ί
Balad 76, 140
Balad al-Dâwar see Zamïn-D.
Balanjar 162, 452 
Bâlas (Bâlus?) 76 
Balâsâghûn 280, 291 
Balawat (B.l.w.t) 72, 91, 253 
Bâlâyân 357 
Baliapatam 243
Bâlis (Bälish, Valishtän), in Balùchistan 

n i ,  346 
Bâlis, in Jazîra 142,149, 393 
Baljuvän (=  Munk) 208, 361 
Balkans, cf. Baikhan 205, 4n  
Balkh 16-17, 39,63-4,70-1/73» 81,105, 

107-8, i n ,  311, 337, 369; Balkh r. 
see Dah-äs 

Balkhän (Balqän), east of the Caspian 
180

Balkhash (Balqash) I..208, 276
Balqä mt. 67, 151, 415
Balqän (Balqar?), in the Caucasus 460
Bäls ( ?), in Käshgharia 93
Baltic Sea 8, 54, 181
Baltistän 258, 369
Balüch, Balüchistän 28, 123-4, 372-3
Bälüs see Baros
Balüt see Balawat
Bam 65, 125
Bamijkath 352
Bämiyän 64, 73, 105, 108, 109, 330
Bämkakhush 355
Bampür 373
Banäkat 72, 73, 118, 211
Bandar-i Daylam 377
Bandar Lahori 372
Band-i Turkistän 199
Banihär see Nîhàr
Bäniya 27, 245
Banjikath see Panjikath
Bänjikäsh 357 ί
Bänjkash (Bänkhäsh?) 356
Bankälüs see Lankabälüs
Bannü 251
Bänü 127
Bära (speit:Nära) is. 179, 189, 190 
Baradän 140 
B.rädhäs see Burtäs
Barakdiz (speit: B.r.k.d.ri) 73,105, 328 
Bärämüla 370 
Barbar town 179 
Barbara 179

Barbari Gulf 52, 81, 164 222 
Barchüla t. 162, 461 
Barchuq, cf. J.rm.q 281 
Barda'a (Bardha'a) 29, 66, 143, 144 
Bardangän 129 
Bardasïr 125
Bardïj (Bardëj) 77, 144, 218, 403 
Bardüj see Vardüqiya 
Barfak (Färfak?) 338, 340 
Barfjän 137, 390 
Bärfurüsh, cf. Mamatïr 386 
Barghar (Falghar), in Sughd 115, 354 
Bärgin-i Faräkh 183 
Bargri 143 
Bäri 249
Bariha (B.rija, B.rikha) near Khotan 70, 

92-3, 206, 262 
Bärijän (Bärizän) mt. 65, 125, 201 
Bärimmä mt. 66, 202 
Bäriz t., in Kirmän 373 
Barkul 1.266 
Bärlugh 94, 272, 273 
Bärmän, cf. Aqräq.r. 295, 296, 482 
Baroda 245 
Baroghil p. 365, 369 
Baros (Bälüs) 57,187, 228, 241 
Barqa 81, 153 
Bar-qa'id 140 
Barqüh (Abarqüh) 129 
Bärsäragh, cf. Bäsärän, K.brs.rägh,

120, 359, 361 
Barsarkän (?) 128 
Barshliya, cf. Bashli 453 
Barskaun valley 293 
Barskhän (Barsghän), Upper 28, 54, 98, 

116, 269, 273, 276, 287, 289, 291-3, 
296, 298,482 ; Lower 269 

Bärtang 208, 360 
Bartüj see Artüj 
Barv (Buij?) 131 
Barzand 142,403 
Barzanj (?) 403
Bäsafüya (Bäsfahüya) 1. 54,183
Bäsand 38, 114
Bäsfahri see Bäsafüya
Bäsärän (Bäs.rä) see Bärsäragh
Bashin (Abshin) 64, 73, 106, 327
Bashli 449
Bashm see Pashm
Bäsht 201
Basilion 1. 184
Basinnay see Baçunnay
Bäsiyän 74, 75, 130, 214, 381
Basjirt al-däkhil (“ Inner B.” ) 319
Bashghird, Bashghurt, Bashqir, cf.

Basjirt 312, 318-20, 322, 469 
Baskunas, see Basques 
Basmad 246
Basmil t. 264, 266, 272, 285 
Basques 158, 424
Basra 58, 76, 81, i37“9, 146; sea of 

Basra 52 ; swamps 56, 76 ; desert 137 
Baçra (Buçayra), in Morocco 154, 417
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Bastaräb (Astaräb?) 31, 55, 185, 334
Baçunnay (Basinnay) 75, 131
Batsrä, cf. Bajnî 471
Baun (Bavan?) 104
Bävard (Abïvard) 64, 80, 103
Bävul (Bäbol) r. 77
Bayän 139, 214, 381
Bayändur t. 304
Bayäs (Payas) 149
Baydä, in Färs 23, 128; in Khazaria 

162, 452-3 
Bayhän (speit: Mijän) 77 
Baylaqän 144, 398 
Bayrüt (Beirut) 149 
Baysün 353
Baytäl (Nepal?) 91, 239, 248 
Bazda 114 
Bäzhgäh 144, 398 
Bazmän-küh, cf. Dundävand 375 
Bäzranj 74, 212 
B.dhmîniya 122
B.dhüshävur see Gundê-Shâpür.
Bedel p. 195, 293 
Bedouin steppe 81 
Behbehän 379 
Beja (Bäja), in Spain 155 
Belbela r. 456
Belgrad, near Constantinople 41, 221, 

.423 
Belozero 1. 437
Belt of the Earth mt. 65, 196, 200 
Benares 247 .
Bengal, cf. Harikel 188, 241 
Bengal Gulf 180 
Berbers 40, 153, 154, 221, 476 
Bethlehem (Bayt aULab,m) 150 
B.gh-Shürä, Baghsüz see Baghshür in 

China 
B.ghüränk (?) 117 
B.hdülä, B.rçülâ see Barchùla 461 
Biarmia (Perm) 436-7 
Bichagän see Bakhtagän 
Bidhän 214 
Bidlis 143
Bïglîligh (Bîglîgh) 99, 298, 303 
Bih 123
Bih-Shäpür see Bishäpür 
Bijagän (Bichagän) see Bakhtagän 
Biläd al-Dawär see Zamïn-D.
Bîlasuvâr 391 
Bilwat fort 253 
Bimand, cf. Kütmïdhan 376 
Binä 94
Binälüd mt. 326
Bind 123
Binkath 118, 357
Birdhaun 382
Birün (Nirün) 122, 372
Bîrüza, cf. Ba’üra 72, 91, 210, 239, 253
Birzula, cf. Barchüla(?) 461
Bishäpür (Bishävür) 376, 379
Bishärm t. 33
Bish-baliq (B.-baligh), cf. Panjïkath

Bishgird see Veshgird 
Bishlang (Bashüng?) i n  
Biskant 356 
Bistäm 36, 135 
Bistän t. 97 
Bistaräb see Bastaräb 
Bîsük 127 
Biya-Pas 388 
Biya-Pish 388 
B.jüna 88 
B.ksän 88
Black Sea, cf. Pontos, Georgian Sea, 

Khazar Sea 14, 32, 42, 53~4 , 67, 78, 
156-8,16 0 -1,180,182, 216, 422,443 

B.läq t. 96 
B.lhäri 72, 88, 246 
Bljm see Munjän 
B.lkär see Bulghär 
B.lkh.mkän(?) 95 
B.llïn (?+pattan) 188, 243 
B.l.w.t see Balawat 72, 253 
B.näbid 103
Bnchül (*Bnchük ?) see Wen-su 
B.ndäq.lus 78 
B.nvädha 103 
Bolan p. 346
Bolör 39, 63, 71, 93, 121, 208, 258, 364, 

367, 369 ; Bolörian Tibet see Tibet 
Bön see Baun
Bontos (Pontos) see Black Sea 
Boro-Dabasun 1.184 
Bosphorus 21, 141 
Brahmanäbäd 372 
Brahmaputra r. 208 
B.rhära 89 
B.rikha see Barïha 
Brihün (Budä’ün?) 90 
Brinjak, cf. B.riha 206, 262 
B.rish t. 97
Britannia (Britäniya) 8, 59, 159, 191, 

B.rjï 386
B.rkhmän in Tibet 93 
Br.niya ( ?) in Tibet 93 
B.rüza see Bîrüza
B.rwän (perhaps *jVj) Lou-lari) 1. 276
B.sm.d (?).in Hind 89 
Buam defile 292
Buccelarion (Buqallär) 78, 156, 220 
Budä’un 247, 248 
Budha t. 123, 372
Budhandün (Podandon, Bozanti) 78,220 
Bü-ghänim see Kühistän-i Abü Ghänim 
Bughräj 280 
Bughshur see Baghshür 
Bügür 274
Buja (Baja) t. 33, 34, 79, 81, 83, 164, 

474, desert 81, 223, r. 79 
Bujaq (cf. Oglon, Onglon) 467 
Bukhärä 3, 16-8, 38, 39, 55-6, 63, 73, 

102, 105, 1 12-14 
Bukhärä river (Zarafshän) 73, 113, 115
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Buia see Ubulla; Buia canal 76 
Bulainâ 512 
Bulaiq 274 
Bulghar, Black 41
Bulghar, Great {a zam) 434, 438, 439 ;

Magna Bulgaria, 319 
Bulghär, Inner (al-däkhil) 41, 42, 53,

67, 83, 158, 160, 319, 423, 429, 438,
440, 442, 466, 468 

Bulghärs, Outer (al-kkârijà) 439 
Bulghär, town 163, 221, 312, 461 
Bulghari (cf. Bulghars on the Danube) 

i 57> 423, 440 ; mt· 69, 79, r. 79 
Bulgaria 41
Bulghärs on the Danube, cf. Burjän, 

Bulghari, V.n.n.d.r. 11, 40, 41, 157,
181, 423, 440, 460, 468 

Bulghärs (Bulkär) on the Volga (Mus
lim Bulghärs) 43-4, 75, 81, 159, 162, 
181,217, 319, 437,439 

Bulkär, cf. Bulghar on the Volga 320,
436, 460 

Bulri 72, 89, 246 
Bümkath(?) 112, 352 
Bunäbidh 326 
Bünjikath 115 
Bünüghnï t. 84, 229 
Buqallär see BucceUarion 
Burghar (Bulghar) 419 
Buij 213
Buijân (Burchân, Danube Bulghars) 40,

41» 53» 79.156-7,423» 429,440,468;
Burgunds ( ?) 41-9 

Burj-i sangïn (Lithinos pyrgos ?) 26, 85,
233

Bürkhïmû 86, 234
Burma (al-Arm.n, Rahmaniya) 237, 242 
Burtäs t. (Mordva) 25, 43, 44, 75, 83, 

ιοί, ι6 ι—2, 217, 314, 315, 437, 439, 
460, 462,464, 465^.462  

Burügird 132
Burzîn-mihr, fire-temple 325 
Buçaira see Basra, in Morocco 
Büsanana (Bü’sana?) 133 
Büshang 22, 64, 104 
Busht 117 
Büçïr 68, 152
Bust 5, 39, 64, 73, 106, iio - i ,  344“ 5 
Bustugän 128
Buttamän (Buttam, Butmän) mt. 22, 

55, 63, 71-3, 115-16, 120, 198, 211,
354,363 «

Buzdighür 103 
Büzhagan (Püchagan) 103 
Bystän ( ?) t. 289
Byzantines (Rümiyän), cf. Greeks 53,

143, 149
Byzantium (see also Rüm) 8, 32, 38, 40, 

41,42,148, 218 
B.zr.k., cf." F.rz.k 127

Cadiz (Ghadira) 58, 190 
Cairo 37

Cambodia (Khmer) 27
Canary is. see Islands of the Blest
Canton see Khan-fii
Cäpni see Chäpni
Cappadocia 156
Caqir see Chaqir
Carmona 155
Carnatic 222
Carpathians 203, 441, 466 
Caspian Provinces 29,37,39 
Caspian (Khazar) Sea 28, 32, 36, 38, 42, 

53, 60, 67, 71-2, 75, 77, 80-1, 100, 
133-4,136-7,156,180,215, cf. Daryä- 
yi Armina 444 

Caucasus see also Qabq mt. 42,145, 201, 
204, 318

Ceylon, cf. Tabamä 7, 157, 189, 194, 
235

Chäch town (Tashkent), cf. Burj-i- 
Sangïn 24, 72, 73, 116,117, 118, 119, 
233, 357; r. 13, 122, 149 

Chachaktu 335 
Chad 1. 476
Chadhghal (Chatqal, Jadghal) 116, 117,

118, 211
Chaghäniyän 17, 38-9, 63, 71, 114-5, 

119-20, 178, 198 
Chaghän-Rüdh 71, 353, 363 
Chaghatay t. 299 
Chahär-dar p. 340 
Chahäryak see Sangchärak 
Chahbär 373 
Chähuk 379, 380 
Chäkarän 365 
Chäl r. 341 
Chaldia 156
Chälkän (Chälakän) 110, 344 
Chälkrüdh (Chälkarüd) 136, 387 
Chalmadana 259 
Chalmakazan 259 
Chalqar 1. 310
Chälüs r. 134, 135, 136, 388, 391
Chambä state 239, 250
Chämghär see Jämghar
Chamhad see Babarhän
Champa (Sanf) in Indo-China 86, 240
Chandormt. 198
Chandror 89, 246
Chrang-an see Khumdän
Chan-pei, cf. Jäba (Sumatra) 250
Chäpni t., cf. Bajni 469
Chaqir t. 319
Chaqmaqting l. 332
Chärikär 348
Charkiyän (Sharkhiyän) 6 
Charkhlik 234 
Charmangän 93, 114 
Charqän (Kharqäna?) 115 
Charsianon (Kharshana) 156, 420-1 
Charuq t. 275
Chashma-yi Sabz see Tüs 1. 185 
Chaymür (Chaul) see Saymür 
Chechen t. 402, 446
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Ch'ê-Lê see Tölös
Cherkes (Circassians), cf. Käsak 32,161, 

422, 446 
Chiao-ho 269 
Ch'ien-fo-tung 233
Chigil t. 28, 35, 54, 83, 97, 98-9, 291, 297, 319, 482 
Chimkän (Simkän) 377 
Chin see China 52, 227 [confused with 

Khotan?]
China (Chïnistân, Chïn) 11, 24-6, 27, 

34» 5 i“3> S6, 61-2, 79, 80, 82, 83-6, 
92-4, 96, 179, 227, 445 

Chïnânjkath (Kao-ch'ang) 94, 195, 229, 
271

Chindwin (Mi-no) r. 243 
Chink mt. 314 
Chirchik r. 211, 289, 356 
Chisht (Khwäja-Chisht), near Herat 343 
Chitrâl 350, 364, 365 
Ch.ma (Chomkhala?) 137, 390 
Chrysê is., cf. Gold island 186 
Chü r. 194, 195, 264, 289, 300, 301, 358 
Chübïn see Dih-i Chubïn 
Chuguchak 274 
Chünpän t. 288 
Chuvash t. 322, 451, 460, 464 
Comans 315, see Khifchakh, Qumäniya 
Constantinople 21, 40, 53, 56, 156, 

470; straits of C. 82-3, 156, 158 
Cordoba 154, 155 
Corea (Shïlâ) 228 
Coria, in Spain 69, 155, 205 
Coros r., in Färs 183 
Corsica (Qumos) 59, 192 
Cracow 430 
Crete (Iqrîtas) 60, 192 
Crimea 32, 444, 471 
Croats, cf. Khurvät, White Croats 430, 

432, 441 
Cyprus (Qubras) 59, 192

Dabïq (Dabqu, Danqarä) 151, 416
Dabusï (Dabüsiya) 38, 113, 352
Daghestan 42, 203, 204, 362
Dahae t., cf. Dihistän 193, 386
Dahana-yi Shïr 74, 214
Dahan-i Käshän, cf. Ribät-i Karvän 336
al-Dahnä desert 222
Dah-Äs r. 73, 211
Dailamän see Daylamân
Däkharraqän (Dihkharghän) 143, 395
Däkhil in Gilän 137, 390
Dakhkath 356
Däliya 364
Damascus 67, 150
Damävand mt. 375, 411
Damghän (Dämaghän) 36, 135, 387
Dandänaqän 105, 336
Danpür see Dunpür
Danqarä see Dabïq
Danube (Dünâ) i l ,  42, 43,44, 321, 430,

441. 443, 466, 467» 470

Därä, in Jazïra 140
Därägird (Däräbjird) 54,65,128,183,376 
Därakän 128
Daraut-qurghan see Stone-tower 
Darawliya (Dorylaion) 220 
Darbakh r. 449, 450 
Darband-i Khazarän (Bäb al-Abwäb) 

42, 60, 145, 203, 361, 407, 411, 454 
Därchin (Därjin) 125, 375 
Därfür 477 
Darghäm r. 71, 338 
Darghush see Durghush 
Darial p. 203, 446, 452 
Dar-i Alän see Alän gate 
Dar-i Andara 106, 107, 334 
Dar-i Täziyän 112, 350, 364, 365 
Dar-i Tubbat 120, 350 
Darkän (al-Adhkän ?) 129 
Darmashän (Dar-i Mashän?) 106, 111, 

333, 342- 3, 346 
Darväz 364, 366 
Daryä-yi1 Arab see Red Sea 
Darya-yi Gurziyän see Black Sea 
Daryä-yi Khazarän see Caspian Sea 
Daryäzha 1. 55, 63, 73, 115, 185, 198,

2LI
Darzäb-va-Gurzivän see Gurzivän 
Därzangi (Därzanji) 114, 353 
Dasht-i Arzan see Arzan 
Dasht-i Dastaqän (Dastagän) 212, 377 
Dasht-i Navur 199 
Dasht-i Qipchaq see Khifchäq 
Daulatäbäd (Päryäb) 4 
Dauraq 75, 130, 213, 214, 380 
Daybul (Dëbul) 123, 372 
Daylam 35, 53, 64, 83,131-7,145, 384-

91, 411 ; cf. Bandar-i Daylam 
Dayrä 130 
Dayragän 378 
Dayr 'Äqül 138 
Dayyir 377 
Dead Sea 54, 81 
Debeltos 469
Denau (Dih-i Nau), in Chaghäniyän 

353
Dhakhkath 117 
Dhamïra 151
Dhanbädh (Dïnâr mt.) 74, 212
Dhamükh 119, 358
Dhimär 147
Dibäjät is. 244
Dïdün see Budhandün
Digor t. 445
Dihaj 375
Dihak 65, 125
Dih-i Chübïn 75, 100, 310, 312 
Dih-i Göz (Qaryat al-jauz, “the Walnut 

Village” ) 125, 375 
Dih-i nau (Yängi-känd) 122, 306, 308, 

312, 353, 371 
Dih-i Qaratigin 122 
Dih-i S.nk.s. (Sangas?) 112, 364 
Dihistän 29, 60, 80, 133, 134, 385
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Dihistänan-Sur 60, 193, 386
Dilmän (cf. Daylam) 64
Dimyät 55, 151
Dinar (Dhanbädh) mt. 212
Dinärrüdh r. 136, 388
Dïnâr-Zârî 64, 200
Dinävar 132
Distra see Silistria
Dïvrüdh 212
Dïvshâran, 482
Diyälä r. 218 _ 0
Diyärbakr see Amid
Diyär-Qaum-Lüt 415 *
Diyär-Rabi'a 141
Diz-, cf. Qal'a-
Diz-i Ahnaf (Diz-i IJinaf) 73, 105 
Diz-i Mahdi (Dar-i Mahdi) 130 
Diz-i Pisar-i 'Umära (Hisn b. 'Umära) 

126, 377 
Diza 22, 64, 105
Dizak, in Sind 123; in Transoxania 115
Dizh-i Alänän 193
Dizh-i Näväzak, cf. Äväza 186
D.khs-Äs (Rukhs-Äs ?), Alän t. 445, 458
Dniepr r. 322, 471
Dniester r. 431
Don (Tanais) r. 41, 181, 216, 322, 429, 

433, 462 
Dora p. 365
Dorylaion see Darawliya 
Dôshïr. 209, 340, 341, 342 
Draguignan 192 
D.rän 113 
D.krän 380
D.stüya (Rastüya) 93 
Dübä see Danube 321, 441 
Dubays canal 76 
Düläb 137, 391 
Dünä see Danube
Dunbävand mt. in Tabaristän 135, in 

Kirmän 375 
Dunpür 63, 72, 92, 209, 252 
Dunqula (‘O ld  Dongola”) 475 
Dür 40, 140
Durghush (Darghush) 73, u i ,  211, 345 
Du-Shanba ( =  Stalinäbäd) 353 
Duvin (Dabü) 142 
Dvali, cf. Twläs 457, cf. Tüläs 
Dynwr see Dunpür

Earth 50, 51 
Ecija (Isinja) 155
Edessa 37 ^
Egypt 36-8, 52-6, 68, 78, 81-3,148-55, 

165,415 ,
Egypt, Upper (Sa id) io, 68, 165 
Egyptian Desert 149, 151 
Elbrus mt. 445 
Eliseni 400, 402 
Emba (Jam) r. 215, 312 
Ephesus see Rustä-yi Awäs, Arabissos

68, 204
Equator 33-4, 50-2, 58-9, 82-3

Equius see Iki-ögüz 
Er(i)-chou (Liang-chou) 230 
Eritrea 473
Erz'a t. 434, 436, 463, 464 
Erzerum see Qaliqala 
Eski-Shehir 220
Euphrates (Furät) r. 37, 70, 76-7, 81, 

84, 14^71, 148-9, 218 
Europe (Ürüfî) 33, 83

Faghkath 115 
Fayd 67,148 
Falghar see Barghar 
Fallähiya 213, 214 
Fam al-Sillt 138 
Fämir see Pamir
Fansür (Sumatra) 87, 228, 236, 240
Färäb see Päräb
Farah 110
Farah-rüd 343
Faramä 151
Färän see Tärän
Faräv 80, 133, 386
Färf.za (Färfak?), cf. Barfak 338
Farghäna 38, 115-8, 293, 338
Färghäna (?), in Tukhäristän 330, 338
Färghar (Pärghar), on the Oxus 208
Fargird 104
Farinkath 113, 117, 352 
Färita 183
Farkhär, in Tälaqän 330, 340 
Farkhär, Great, in Tibet 94, 263 
Farmul (or Parmul), cf. Saul 251 
Farò 418
Färs (Pärs) 6, 19, 25, 34, 36, 40, 52-5,

58, 65-6, 74, 80, 83, 123, 125-31, 163, 
212; desert 126; gulf 52; sea 52 

Farsäna (Qalshäna?) 153 
Farünkath 119, 358 
Farväb 74; r. 74, 213 
Färväf, in Käbul(?) 338 
Färyäb, see Päryäb 
Fäs 154 
Fath 76
Faydäbäd in Badhakhshän 350; in 

Chaghäniyän 353; on the Oxus 360 
Fayyüm 68, 78, 152, 205 
Fazära t. 146
Fazzän, cf. H.rän(?) 416, 474, 477
Fïlân t., in Daghestan, cf. Lupenii 454
Finns 191, 433
Firab (Firabr) 113
Fir im see Pirrim
Fïrüzâbâd 377
Firüz-küh, cf. Gharchistän 327 
Fïrüzqand 345 
F.ma (N.ma?) 89 
F.nïkî (Q.nb.lï?) 123 
‘ ‘Four Garrisons,>, in China 280 
F.râj.klî 70, 84, 207, 228 
F.râkhiya (Qarajiya?) 99, 303 
Franks 53, i55> 158, 191, 418, 424 
Fraxinetum (Frainet) 192



F.rdïr(?) 125
F.rz.k, cf. B.zr.k 212 
Fur' 148 
Fürï see Qürî 
Furj 128
Fustât 37, 68, 78, 81, 151, 152
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Ganâfa (Ganâwa, Jannäba) 74,127, 212 
Gandâwa, cf. Qandabïl 373 
Gandhâra, cf. Vayhind 238 
Ganges r. 198, 209 
Ganj, Ganj rustäq 104 
Ganja (Ganza) 144.
Gardaban, south of Tiflis, cf. Qal'a ibn 

Kandmân 398, 402 
Gardimân-chay r. 407 
Gardïz 91, 251
Gargar, on the Araxes 396; cf. also 

Äb-i Gargar 
Gann, in Khuttal 361 
Garsh t. near the Azov sea 32,446 
Gash 110 
Georgia see Gurz 
Ghadìra ( ‘Adira) see Cadiz 
Ghäfiq, 155, 418
Ghalijaskush, inhabitants of Jaca 155,

158, 418, 425 
Ghalzay (Ghilzai) t. 348, cf. Khalaj 
Ghana, in the Südän 477 
Ghandhär see Qandähar.
Ghärän 366, 367 
Gharbangï canal 17
Gharchistän 5, 73, 105-6, 109, 325, 332 
Gharjand, in Chäch 357 
Ghazä (Gh.zä), in Tibet 71, 94, 207, 

262
Ghaznin (Ghazna) 30, 64, 91, 111-2, 

176, 345> 346, 348 
Ghazaq 115, cf. also Ghazna i n  
Ghazwän 66, 203 
Ghazza 150 
Gh.dränk 357 
Gh.nksir 97
Ghiyän r. (Kiang, Yangtze-kiang) 70,

84, 206, 228 
Gh.nün 1. 217 
Ghörband 340, 348 
Ghubairä 125
Ghund (Ghunt) r. 206, 367 
Ghür (Ghör) 1, 5, 63-4, 73, 104-6, 110- 
. i i ,  I74> 199, 330, 333, 342 
Ghüz t. 35, 38, 43-4, S3, 72, 75, 8o-i,

83, 97, 100-1, 102, 112, 119, 122, 
133-4,162,216, 305-6, 314, 317,444 ; 
Ghüz desert see Khwärazm desert; 
Ghüz Turks, 38, 6o, 121 ; Gate of the 
Ghüz 121 

Gh.zjand 117 
Gh.zk 117 
Gh.z.r see ' Azr
Gibraltar (Jabal Täriq) 59, 154 
Giläbädh 137
Gilän 53, 64-5, 77, 136-7, 142, 388, 391

Gilgit 350, 364, 365, 369
Girang (Kirang?) 73, 105, 328
Godavari r. 241
Gogo, in the Südän 477
Gogra, 246
Gök-chay r. 407
Gold island (Dkahabiya, cf. Chryse, 

Wäqwäq) 56, 228 
Goémga, near Khotan, cf. Kohmäri 232 
Goths, Crimean 440, 442, 468 
Gözbön (Gözbun), cf. Güzgän 330-1 
Great Sea see Bahr al-azam 
Greeks (Yünäniyän), cf. Byzantines, 21,

33, 41, Si, 58 
Green Sea see Bohr al-akhdar 
Guadalajara (Wädi al-kijära) 155 
Guadalquivir 205 
Guadiana 205 
Guchen 272 
Gujarat peninsula 239 
Gujrät, in Panjäb 251 
Gulfagän 340 
Gulnäbäd 201
Gumri (Humri ?) r. in Daghestan 449 
Gümüsh-täpä 386
Gundalik or Gundluk, near Khotan 262 
Gunde-Shäpur (Vindüshävur) 25, 75, 

131,214, 381 
Güpäl see Rüd-i A'lä 
Gür 127
Güräb-i Kuhdum, cf. Kütum 390 
Gurgän 29, 38-9, 53, 64, 77, 102, 133-5,

200, 218, 312, 386 
Gurgänj (Gurgänch) 38, 122, 312, 314,

371, cf. also 180 
Gurgrüdh (?) 136
Gurz (Georgia) 32,157,410,421-2,445, 

456; Gurz mt. 68, 204; Gurz Sea see 
Black Sea 

Gurzivän 64, 107, 335 
Gushai (Kushai), in China 233 
Güyum (Jüyum) 128, 379 
Guzär (Khuzär) 352 
Güzgän, Güzgänän 4-7, 31, 39, 55, 

63-4, 73, 104-11, 173, 177, 328, 331

Habasha see Abyssinia 
Habîr sands 81, 222 
IJadath 149 
ijaditha 76, 141
IJadramüt 19, 77, 81, 145, 147; r. 218 
ÿadrat Imäm Sähib, on the Oxus 359,

360 
Haft-Dih 356 
Hajar 81, 148, 413
Hakra, or Eastern Nara r. in Sind 372
Halävard 120, 359
Halys (Qizil-Irmaq) 220
Hamadän 65
Hamänän ( ?) 72, 88
liamät 150
Hamdän t. 146, 412
liamrin mt. 203

491



Hamvärän 114, 209, 353 
Han-hai mt. 284

492 Index A
Haramayn (Pyramids) 152 
Haranj (H.r.nj ?) is. 57 
Harät see Herat 
Härda see Märida 
Harhaz (Haräzpey) r. 77, 218 
Harî (*Harë) see Herat 
Harikel see Bengal 
Harïrüd (Herat r.) 5, 73 
ÏJârith see Ararat, Great *
Harkand, on east coast of India 87, 241 . 

, Harrän, in Jazira 12, 141 /
Hârünï 149 
Hasan-Kiyä-Dih 390 
Hashädhar 391 
Hâshimï t. 149
Hâshumkirt (Hâshim-gird) 114 
Hauf [al-sharqï] 68 
Hausam 136, 388 
Ilaush 108 
Haybak 338 
IJaydarâbâd 372
Haytal or Haytäl (Hephthalites) 277, 

288, 301, 327, 340, 347, 359, 362 
Hazâr 128, 379 
H.dd.njîra(?) 87, 241 
Hephthalites see Haytal_
Her-äb (Herow), in Ädharbaijän, cf. 

Babr 391
Herät (Harät, Harê) 16, 22, 26, 64, 73,

103-5, 109, 125, 327 
Hijäz 146, 164
Hilmand (Hidhmand) r. 5, 36, 39, 73, 

n o , 344 
Himalaya 196, 198, 236, 240 
ïjims 67, 150
Himyar (Himyarî) 146, 412 
Hind (Panjäb and India south of the 

Indus) 34, 80, 89 
Hindi, Hindü see Indians 
Hindiyän r., cf. Shïrïn 212-3, 378 
Hindûkush 39,199, 340, 367 
Hindüstän 7, 34, 39, 52, 56, 61-3, 65, 

83-4, 86-92, 102, 108-11, 119, 123,
235-54; Gate of H., 110, 112. 

liïra 140
Hirand (Gurgän) r. 29, 77, .133, 218,

325, 385 
Hisär 198
Hisn-Mahdï 74, 214, 381 
Hit 76, 141
Hïtâl (Hibtäl, Haytâl?), in the Himalaya 

62-3, 90-1, 198, 239 
Hivän (?) 72, 91, 210, 253 
The Home of the People of Lot 151 
Horizon (dä'irat al-äfäq) 50, 51 
Hormuz see Hurmuz 
Howa 472
IJ.rän (Fazzän?) 165, 477
H.rl.j 188 
Hrmz (?) 375 
Hsi-An-fu see Khumdän

II.sïnâkra( ?) 88
H.skï t. 287
Huang-ho 195, 206, 207, 221, 228 
Hulbuk (Hulmuk, Hulbag) 71,119,359-

60, 369 
Hu-lu 294 
Hulwän 139, 201 
Hu-mi see Vakhän 
Hunarakart see Khunän 
Hungar- (H.gry’ïm), Hungary 319,467, 

471, cf. Magyar 
Hurmüz, in Kirmän 40,74,124  
Hurmuz-Shahr see Ahwäz 
Husaynän (H.synän ?) 91, 251 
Hutm see Khuthum 
IJuwayrith see Ararat, Lesser 
ijw fl (Wäqwäq?) 163, 472

Ibiza (Yäbis) is. 59, 192 
Ibryq (Abwait, Rif?) 68, 204 
Idha (Idhaj, read: Tustar) 130 
Ifläkhüniya see Paphlagonia 
Ifranja see Frank 
Ifnqiya see Africa 
Ighärayn 383
Ighräj( ?)-Art mt. 62,71, 95-6,195, 206, 

208, 277, 278 
Ighräq, t. or land 275, 277, 305 
ïj 120
Iki-Ogüz 276-7 
llä see Ili 
Iläk r. 309 
Iläq 117, 118, 356
Ili (Ila) r. 71, 195-6, 208, 277-8, 300-1 
Ilion 9 
Ilmen 1.181
Imäk (Imäk), cf. Kimäk 304 
Imäm-Bäbä 328 
Ïmï t. 304
India see Hindüstän
Indian Ocean 7, 14, 32, 34, 52, 186;

gulf, 52; mt. 72 
Indians 39, 62, 88, 90, 92,109, i n ,  121 
Indus (Mihrän) 72, 80, 86, 89, 122-3, 

198-9, 210, 253, 372; cf. Sind-rüdh 
Inhabited world 44, 83 
Iqlïd see Kilïdh 
ïraj 128
'Iraq 15^6, 36-7, 4°, 52, 66, 81, 83, 88, 

129-31, 137-40, 142, 392 
'Iräq gulf 137
Irghiz (Savuq) r. 306, 308-10 
ïrgüzgükath (?) 95, see Iki-ögüz 
Ir .sh, in China 70, 84, 228 
Irtish (Artush) r. 35, 75, 99, 100, 196, 

215, 305, 306, 312,
Irtish, Black r. 215, 310; White r. 215, 

310
Isbijab see Isfïjâb 
Isfara r. 355
Isfaräyin (Siparäyin) 64, 102, 200 
Isfïjâb (Isbïjâb, Ispïjâb, Ispechäb) 38,

118-9, 306, 312, 357
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Isfïnaqân see Sibînakân '
Isfizär see Aspuzâr 
Isgil (Ishgil) see Asgil 
Ishbïnghü 357
Ishim r., cf. Asus 202, 215, 305, 306 
Ishkâmish (Iskîmisht, Sikîmisht) 109, 

340-1
Ishkäshim (Sikâshim) 121, 248, 351, 

364-6 
Ishtïkhan 113, 352 
Iskalkand, Iskan, Iskar seeSakalkand 
Iskandar-kul I. 211 
Iskandariya see Alexandria 
Iskandarüna 149 
Iskitul 351
Islands of the Blest see Khäliya 
Ispahan (Sipähän) 65-6, 74, 126, 129,

131
Issik-kul I. 28, 54, 62, 71, 98, 183, 195, 

208, 293, 298, 300 
Istahbänät 129 
Istäkh i i i , 347 
Istakhr 74, 126, 129, 376 
ïsü t. (Ves') 437
Itil (Ätil) r. 43, 75, 80, 99, 100, 161-3, 
_ 216, 305, 321 
Itlukh (?) 117, 356

Jäba is. (Sumatra?), cf. Salähit 33-4, 
57, 186-7

Jäba, Continental, cf. Champà 34, 63, 
188, 198, 249 (cf. N.jäba)

Jäba, Indian, King of Palembang (?), cf.
Chan-pei 57, 187 

Jabal al-Qamar 55, 69, 78, 205 
Jabal al-Qiläl 59, 191 
Jabal al-saliäb 194
Jabal al-Tä‘in fil-bahr 52, 61, 79, 80,

193
Jabal-Täriq 59 
Jabala 148
Jabalän see Aja* and Salmä 203 
Jabbul 138 
Jabghükath 117, 357 
Jäb.rs.ri ( ?) 89, 246
Jäbrüqän' (Jabr.vän) in Ädharbayjän 

142, 394 
Jaca see Ghalijaskush 
Jadghal see Chadhghal 
Jaen (Jayyän) 155 
Jagin r. in Balüchistan 374 
Jahrum 110, 129
Jahüdhän, in Güzgän 5, 64, 107, 334; in 

Ispahän 131 
Jähuk 129 
Jäjarm 39, 102 
Jalädajän 212 
Jaläläbäd 252
Jaläliqa (Galicians in Spain) 424
Jalawat (Jalüt) 72, 91, 253
Jälhandar 90, 247
Jalülä 139
Jam, in Färs 127

Jäm (Emba) r. 215, 312 
Jamagird, Jamaküt, Yamakoti 183, 377 

see Bära 
Jambaliq 272 
Jambi 188
Jämghar (Chämghar?) 94? 9 ,̂ 273, 287, 293
Jämi‘ayn 77, 140
Jammü (Jambü), Indian state 250 
Jamshïdgird 189 
Janart p. see Muzart p.
Jand 72, 81, 122, 222, 371 
Jandrüz see Chandror 
Janzarüdh 125 

Japan 228 
Jär8i, 148
Jaramï al-IJabash (Garamë, spelt Räsun) 

34, 164, 473-4 
Jaräshän 104 
Jar-i Kulbäd 386
Jariyäna (Järbäya, Gärpäya?) 39, 64, 

109, 341-2 
Jarjaräyä 138
Jarmagän (Jarmaqän, Jarmükän) 29, 

103, 259, 325 
Jarmangän (Charmangän ?), in Tibet

93, 259 
Jarmi see Jaramï 
Jarrähi r. see Täb 
Jaryäb r. see Kharnäb 
Jassän (?) t. 146 
Jaulän, cf. Khaulän 412 
Java see Jäba 
Javäd, on the Kurr 398 
Javära (Khavära?) r. 72, 81, 122, 222 
Jävkän 361
Jaxartes (Khashart, Sir-daryä, Sayhün) 

r. 22,73,116-8,149,202,210-11 ,306, 
308

Jayhün (Oxus) r. 67, 71-2, 80-1, 102,
106, i i 3-4, 119, 149, 200; “a large 
river* ’ 321 

Jazîra, in Mesopotamia 36, 66, 83, 137, 
140-3, 148-50, 392; cf. Thughür al- 
Jazïra; in Spain see Algeciras 

Jazîra banï Käwän (or Barkäwän) 190 
Jazira banï Zaghannä (Algiers) 154 
Jazîra ibn Omar 141, 203 
Jazïra-yi Rüynäs 193 
Jazîrat. al-Bäb 60, 193 
Jazirat al-Fidda (Silver island) cf.

Argyrë 56, 186 
Jazîrat Istiwä al-Layl wal-Nahär 188 
Jaz-Moriyän 1.201
Jedda (Jidda, spelt : Juddà) 19, 81, 148 
Jehol 317
Jerm, in Badhakhshän 349-50, 365 
Jerusalem (Bayt al-Muqaddas) 151 
J.f.r (Chigil, Chaqir, Majghar?) 319, 

347
Jibäl al-Shurät 415 
Jidghil see Chatqal 
Jifär sands 68, 81, 151



Jil(-ariq), on the Chu 292 
J Jili-kul plateau 3 60 
Jinänjkath see Chïnânjkath 
Jira, in Fârs 127, 377; in Africa 474 
Jirm see Jerm
Jiruft 65, 73, 124, 125, 201, 374
Jisr-Manbij 141
Jjnlikath 95, 306
J.m.lkat (J.m.l-kath), 94, 272, 273
J.nkän 1. 54
J.n.kh-kath 93
Jibäl (Media) 36, 65, 74”5, 83, 129, 

I3I-3, 136-7, 150, 382-4 
Jou-Jan t. 447 
J.rm.q (Barchuq?) 281, 295 
Jubaylätis. 58, 190 
Jubbay (Jubbä, Jubbê?) 74, 130 
Jübïn see Chübïn 
Jüdähanjän 136, 388 
Judda see Jedda 
Jüdi mt. 66, 203 
Jumul t. 275, 285 
Junävidh 326
Junday-Säbur see Gundê-Shâpur 
Jurash 146
Jurjän see Gurgân (p. 180 *Gurgänp. ) 
Jurüj 123
Jurz (spelt Lkrz), in India 63, 91, 183, 

199, 239, 249, 250, cf. also Qinnauj; 
Georgians in the Caucasus see Gurz 

Jut ( Yutiya) t., in Kirmän 373 
Jüygän 131 
Jydän see Khyzän 
Jüyum see Güyum

Ka'ba 37, 412
Kabüdhän 1. and is. 54, 60, 143, 192 
Kabul in , 346; Kabul r. 209 
Kädhäkh (Katak?), near the Lob-nor

85,233-4
Kadir, on the Jaxartes 118, 358
Kafarbayyä 149
Kafartüthä 141
Käfiristän 367, 369, cf. Bolor
Käfimihän r. 353, 360, 362, 363
Kafr-Tâb 150
Kaftar 65, 125
Kah 342
Kähün 125
K’ai-Fêng 226
Kakhetia, cf. Tsanar 402
Kakhtâ r. 414
Kala (Kaläh-bär, Kra), in Indo-China 

57, 187, 473 v 
Kalär, Kalär-dasht 135-6, 388 
Kalb t. 146
Kaldäniyün (Chaldaeans) 392 
Kalvün (Kätün) 104, 326-7 
Käm see Yenissei 
Kama r. 41, 216 
Kä-mard 342 
Kämarüpa see Qämarün

Kamicik t. 362, cf. Kumiji 
Kamin 129
al-Käm.n (al-Arm.n), in India 237 
Kamsighiyä 94, 273 
Kan'äniyün see Kaldäniyün 
Karibäya 62, 88, 244, 245, 372 
Kan-chou see Khämchü 
Kändür-taghi see Kundâvar 
Kang-diz 189, 224 
Kängir 308, 324
Kangrï (Gangra in Asia Minor) 220 
Kanïs 149
Känjäk t. near Käshghar 280, 281 
Kan-su 226
Kao-ch'ang see Chïnânjkath 
Kapan see Qabän
Karaj-i Abü-Dulaf 65, 132, 201, 383 
Karaj-i Rüdhrävar 132 
Karakorum mt. 196, 199 
Karas-küh see Kargas-küh 
Karbalä 77, 392 
Kärbang (Kärbanj) 359-60 
Kargas-küh mt. and desert 36, 80, 83, 

102, 126, 131, 222 
Käriyän 128, 379 
Karläi 40, 140 
Karkha r. 75 
Karki (Karküh) 6, 332 
Karrän see Kurän in Badhakhshän 
Karükh 105
Kärün r. see Shüshtar r.
Karvän, in Färs 74 
Kärzin 128, 379 
Käsak (Kashak) see Cherkes 
Käsän 341
Kasavän, cf. Abän Kasavän 
Kasba 114 
Kasbän 124
Käshän (Qäshan) 80, 133 
a1 Käshbyn, in India 242 
Käshghar (Ordü-kand, Khargäh) 25,

34, 96, 225, 234, 255, 260, 280-1, 
349; r. 206 

Kashkül (?), 206
Kashmir (Qashmïr) 63, 92, 121, 198, 

199, 238, 254, 363, 364, 370; Inner 
and Outer Κ. 254 

Kashükath 117 
Käskän (Barsarkän?) 379 
Kasrä-bäs see Qochqar-bashi 
Kastek p. 195, 290, 298, 301 
Käth (speit: Käzh), in Khwärazm 38,

121, 370, 371
Katha (Yazd) 129, 380 
Kätün* (Kalvün) 104, 326-7 
Kavar 74, 219, 379 
Kaväzhän (?) 104 
Käw see Kiev 
Kazalinsk 308 
Kazan 315 
Käzrün 54, 127 
K.bäl, on the Chu r. 289 
K.briya 117

494 Index A
Jigilï (Chigilï), a Khallukh t. 287
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K.b.ma 357
Kchi-Surkhäb see Kulàb r.
Kebin, Gréât, r. 300, 303 
Kend mt, 308
Kerch (Kjj, Karch?) 32, 182, 321
Kergäna-rüd 391
Keykän r., cf. Quyäs 298
Khabîç 125
Khabr 374
Khabrüqän 124
Khabs see Khäs
Khäbür r. 141
Khachën r. 400
Khada-lik, near . Khotan 234
Khafän (?) in the Südän 165, 477
Khäjü see Kua-chou
Khäk (Hisn al-ghabrä) 78, 220
Khalaj t. 108, in ,  286, 311, 338, 346-8
Khälb.k 85, 232
Khälhin (Jälhln) 82
Khäliya (Khälidät, Islands of the 

Blest) 7, 8, 58, 190 
Khalkhäl 391
Khallukh (Kharlukh, Qarluq) 13, 28,

35, 54» 62, 72-3, 80, 83, 92, 94-9, 
II1-2, II6, 200, 222, 264-7, 270, 272, 
286-97, 300-1, 338, 347» 362, 482; 
Khallukh Turks io8, in  

Khallukh Gate 119 
Khallukh mt. 62, 72, 73, 211 
Khämchü 26, 85, 227, 229, 232, 265 
Khamdädh (Khandüd) 121, 364, 366 
Khami see Qomul
Khamlîkh (Khamlïj) 162, 429, 452, 454 
Khänäbäd (Aresh) 400 
Khan-Bali (Blla-suvar ?) 137, 391 
Khandüd see Khamdädh 
Khan-fu (Canton) 224, 227 
Khängajäl 390 
Khâniqïn 139 
Khän Lanjän 131, 383 
Khan Mardüna (Khan Mardawayh) 75, 

130, 214, 380 
Khân Ravân, cf. Râvïnï 326 
Khänü 201, 374 
Khärak is. 58, 190 
Kharama, in Asia Minor 204 
Khargäh see Käshghar 280-1 
Kharghänkath 112
Khärijites, Mountain of the, (Kuk-i 

shuräti) 67 
Kharlukh see Khallukh 
Kharnäb r. (Oxus) 71-2, 119, 208, 360 
Khärögh (Khorogh) 367 
Kharshana see Charsianon 
Kharün 359 
Khäs (Khabs) 117 
Khasäni t. in China 229 
Khasav-yurt 453 
Khashart see Jaxartes 
Khathum see Khuthum 
Khatlämsee Khayläm 
Khatr (Khabr?) 65

Khätünkath 118 
Khaulän 145, 412 
Khävak p. 341 
Khavära see Javära
Khayläm (Khatläm), now Narin r. 22,

73, 116, 194, 211, 278, 289, 355 
Khaylän (?), in Alania 161, 446 
Khaym 97 
Khäymand 103 
Khayräbäd (Färyäb ?) 4 
Khazar 38, 42-3, 53, 67, 75, 82-3, 121, 

142, 160-2, 183, 284, 321, 411, 439, 
450, 457; mt. 42, 131, 160, 203 

Khazar sea see Caspian; but 419 =  Black 
sea

Khazri (Khazarï) 455 
Khifchäkh (Khifjäkh, Qipchäq, cf. 

Comani, Kün, Polovtsi) 35,44,75,83, 
99, 101, 180, 216, 284, 304-5, 310, 
314-5, 347 

Khir (?), in Pärs 128, 379; near Pasä 
129; in Kirmän 124, 374 

Khirkhïz (Qirghiz) 28, 34-5, 44, 52, 62, 
66, 75, 80, 82-4, 94, 96-100, 179, 195, 
202,264-5,270,282,297,316,319,347 

Khirm.ki, cf. J.rm.q (?) 96, 281 
Khitä (Qitäy), China since Liao dynasty 

282, 284 
Khîva, cf. Khwärazm 122 
Khlväl 117 
Khiyär 129 
Khïzï, near Bäkü 449 
Kh.mb.rk 117
Khmer (Qimär) 27, 87, 205, 236-7, 

240-1
Kh.müd (Khamül ? Qamül?) 95, 279 
Kholach see Khalaj 347 
Khoräsän 6-7, 10, 15-17, 19, 22, 30-1,

36, 38-9, 71, 78, 80, 83, 88, 92, 102,
104-6, 108, 110, 112, 131, 133, 135 

Khoräsän (Kargas-küh) desert 36 
Khoräsän Marches 30, 80, 83, 109-12,

119, 122, 342-51 
Khor-Müsä 213, 378 
Khost r. 341
Khotan 24-5, 61/ 70, 85-6, 194, 206, 

255, 259-60, 270, 280 
Khoy 143
Kh.räy.nd-ghün (Khwäy.nd-ghün) r.

71, 206 
Kh.r.nj.wän 289 
Kh.rüj 373 
Kh.säni t. 84 
Kh.shm 391 
Khujädak 112
Khüjän (Qüchän), cf. Ustuvä 103 
Khüjand (Khujanda) 72, 115, ? 16, 355 
Khujistän 104
Khüland [Khükand ?]-ghün r. 62, 71, 
Tr 94- 5, 195,206-7,273- 4,278 
Khulm 63, 72, 108, 337 
Khumdän (Ch’ang-an-fu) 51,56,70,79,

84, 206, 224-5, 229 ; cf. Index E.
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Khumdän r., cf. Huang-ho and Wei-ho

7o, 80, 206 
Khumrak, in Iläq 357 
Khüna (Khünaj) 142 
Khunän (Hunarakert) 144, 398 
Khunâçira 81, 149 
Khunzakh 448 
Khûr (Khuvar?) 103 .
Khurdâb (?), a Rüs town 42, 67, 76, 

159, 217,430
Khurmuk (Khurmuj) 127, 377 
Khurra 129
Khurramäbäd (Shäpürkhäst) 383 
Khursäb (Khurshäb), in Farghäna 72, 

116, 211, 355 
Khursän, t., in Daghestan, cf. Lakz 

144- 5, 411, 455 
Khûr .sh, in China, cf. Kür.ish 70, 84, 

228
Khurvät-in (Croat) 441 
Khusb 103
Khushkäb (?), in Transoxiana 117 
Khushkarüd 388 
Khushmîthan 121 
Khushnäbädh 125 
Khusrau-gird 102 
Khuthum (Hutm) 80, 86, 234 
Khutlugh, cf. Khamlikh 162, 454 
Kh.s.n (Kh.nin) 282 
Khuttal (Khuttalän), 63,71,109,114-5,

119-20, 198, 341, 359 
Khutukbai (Ku-t’a-ba) 272 
Khuväkand (Khwäkand, Kokand) 116, 

355
Khuvänin (Khwänin), in Ghür in ,  346
Khuvar (Khwär) 36, 132 
Khuväsh (Khwäsh), in Sistän 110 
Khüyadhän (Khuwayjän ?) 74 
Khuzär (Guzär) 352 
Khüzistän 25, 36,40, 52,65-6,74-5,83, 

126, 128-31,137, 212, 380 
Kh.vära see Javära
Khwärazm 38, 53, 71, 121-2, 370, 463; 

desert 81; sea see Aral sea, cf. 
Arväniyän 

Khwäsh 125, 375 
Khwlas cf. Khalaj 347 
Khjidän (Jydän, Khydän, Khyzän, 

Qaytaq?) 161, 448-9 
Kh.za, near Khotan, cf. Khadalik 86,234 *
Kiang see Yang-tze 
Kiang-su province 221 
Kie-tan, sacred mt. near Kastek 290,

303
Kiev, cf. Käw, Kuyäba, Sambatas 75,

159, 322, 430-1, 433- 4, 436, 438 
Kif 104
Eaj (Këj, Kijkänän, Kiz), in Balüchistän, 

cf. Qiqän 123, 373 
Kilian 262
Kilidh (Iqlîd) 129, 380

Kimäk t. 35, 44, 66, 68, 75, 81, 83, 94- 
101,180,202,204,214,216,222,283, 
301, 304-5, 312, 316-7,437 

Kimäk-Yighür see Yughur 
Kimärij (Kumärij, Kamärij) 128, 379 
Kin-sha-kiang see Kisau 
Kin-shan see Altai
Kirmän 19, 34, 36, 40, 52, 55, 65, 73-4, 

80, 83, 109, 122, 123-6, 128-9, 163,
373 ; desert 109 

Kirmänshähän (Qarmasin) 132, 383 
Kirminkath (Kümb.rkat, &c.) 98, 289, 

292, 297-8 
Kirrind r., in Tabaristän 386 
Kis 129
Kisau r. 70-1, 206, 229
Kish (Kishsh), in Bukhärä 113, 200
Kishmr. 331
Kishtim, cf. Ting-ling 286 
Kistna r. 241 
K'itan see Qitay 
Kizh, in Färs 129 
K.jä 229, 255 
K.jürän, in Ghür 343 
K.k.räl 118
Klär, in Güzgän 107, 335 
Klbänk, in Tibet 71, 94, 207, 256 
K.l.shj.k 117, 357 
K.l.skän 117
Klukhor p., in the Caucasus 445 
K.mïz (K.mräz), cf. Kümis 282 
K.m.jkath (Mi-ti-chih-t’o) 97, 286 
K.mrüdh 363 
K.msighiyä 94,. 293 
K.njkath (G.njkath) 113 
Ko-fu-ch'a 284 
Koh-i bäbä 199 
Köhmari mt. 232 
Kokand see Khuväkand 
Kokcha r. 209, 341, 349 
Koko-nor 1. 194, 258 
Kok-shaal-tau mt. 296 
Kômëdaisee Kumiji 363 
Konkan (Kumkam) 238, 246 
Kop r. 303 
Kopal 287
Kotyaeion (Qutiya, Kütahye) 220 
K.räl 117
K.rärkhün (K.värkhün) 95 
Krasnovodsk 205 
K.rdagän 125
Krdnäzkhäs (Kurdaränkhäs ?) 122 
Kijäkath ( ?) 118
K.rkh (K.rj, K.rts, Kerch?) xvii, 32,

182, 321 
K.rkrüdh 387 
K.rsäng see Üsäng 
K.ryän ( ?) 93 
Ksän, in China 85, 233 
K.saym, cf. Kishtim 97, 286 
K.sbä 129 
Kshükat 355 
Kua-chou 85, 233
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Kuang-(chou)-fu 224.
Kuchä (An-hsi, Chiu-tzü, Kusan), cf.

Kuchchä(?) 70, 85, 227, 232, 270, 295 
Küchä (Kuchchä) r. [Tarim and Huang- 

ho ?] 71, 80, 94-5, 207 
Kuchän (Kuchchâ, K.jä,,Küshän?) 70,

85, 207, 229, 230 
Kuchchä (Kuchän, K.jä), cf. also 

Kuchä 71, 80, 85, 207, 221, 229-30 
Küchaspän 390
Küfa 2 i,.81, 139-40, 145; swamp 56, 

76, 137
Küfich (Köfich, Quf§) t., in Kirmän 28, 

65, 124, 336, 362, 373-4; mt. 65, 80,
124, 201 

Küghm.r 85, 232 
Küghün 125 
Küh-i Bashäkirt 201 
Küh-gïlü (Küh-jîlü) mt. 66, 74, 201, 

213-4, 380
Küh-i Gurz, cf. Gurz 68,422 
Küh-i La'l 367
Küh-i sim, in Kirmän 65 ; in Khoräsän 

104; cf. Kühsaym 
Küh-i sharäh (shurät?) 67 
Küh-i yakh see Qasak 
Küh-i zahr in Tibet 255 
Kuhak i n ,  346
Kuhan-rüdh (Kargäna-rüd ?) 137, 391 
Kuhdum see Kütum; cf. Güräb-i Kuh

dum
Kühistän, in Khoräsän 64, 103, 125, 

326 ; in Syria (Jibäl) 150 
Kühistän-i Abü Ghänim 65, 124, 374 
Kuhrän 201
Kühsaym (Küh-i sim?) 117 
Kükath 117
Kükmän (Kökmän) mt. 196, 282 
Kükyäl (Kök-yal?) 98 
Kuläb see Hulbuk; Kuläb r. (Kchi- 

Surkhäb) 208 
Külän (Tarti) 97, 289, 354, 358 
Ku-li t., cf. Qüri 284 
Külî, near Kanbäya 62, 196 
Külî, estuary of the Indus 72,196 
Ku-U-kan, cf. Qün 284 
Kumärij see Kimäiij 
Kümb.rkat see Kirmïnkath 
Kumëdh, in Khuttal 361, 363 
Kumijï (Kômêdai?) t., in Khuttal 71,120,

361, 363
Kümïn 124
Kümis (Kûm.s, Kümis) [-art] 95 ·, 274-5 
Kürnish (Kümis), in Daylam 36, 64, 

102, 135, 387
Kümi-talas 274 
al-Kumkam see Koiikan 
Ku-mo 294 
Küm.s-art see Kumis 
Κύη, cf. Comans 316 
Kundarm 64, 107, 335 
Kundävar (Kändür, Kandavur?) -daghi 

mt., in Kimakia 66, 202, 308, 324

Kundur 103 
Künges r. 275 
Küngey-ala-tau 195, 299 
Kunjdih (Kunjida) 119, 358 
K ’un-lun mt. 194 
Künkrä(?)93
Küns.r, cf. N u’nin, Ujjayn 88 
Kü-p’i-lo 294
Kur (Kurr) r. (in Arrän) 77, 144, 218, 

391, 448
Kurän, in Färs 127; in Badhakhshän 

365, 368
Kurdar in Khwärazm 122 
Kurday (Qurday) p. 298, 301, 303 
Kurdivän 144, 145, 407 
Kurdiyän 129
Kurds 138, 336, 377, 392, (in Käriyän) 

410 (Mukri)
Kun 103
Kurkath (Cyropolis?) 115, 354 
Kurr, in Transcaucasia see Kur; in 

Färs 74
Kür. sh, in China, cf. Khür.sh 70, 207, 

228
Kusan, cf. Kuchä 232 
Küsäqü 273
Küshän (Kuchän, Kuei-shun?) 230-2 
Kushäni, in Soghd 113 
Küshk i n  [in the H .-XÄ., Persian 

küshk usually stands for Arabic qasr\ 
Kushkajän (?) 137, 388 
Küshk-i Khäna 336 
Küshk-i Qand 123 
Kushmihan, Kushmëhan 105 
Küskän 70, 206 
Ku-t’a-ba see Khutukbai 
Küthay-rabbä 139 
Kütmidhan (Kütmimand?) 125, 376 
Kütum (Kuhdum) 137, 390 
Kuturgur t. 439
Kauristän in Tibet, cf. Ädhir 255 
Kuvaristän (Kauristän?), in Färs 128, 

379
Kuvëkat, near Taräz 306, 310 
Kuwait 180
Kuwarä 1. in Abyssinia 476 
Küyäba (Kuyäfa), cf. Kiev 
Küzär.k 94, 272 
Küzhd ( ?) 104 
K.välin t. 287
Kyk.t (Kingüt? hardly Qara-shar) 276

Läba, cf. Zaghäwa 165, 477 
Labän (albani) t. 98, 292 
Laccadives 188, 241, 244 
Ladak (Bolorian Tibet) 258 
Lädhiqiya (Laodicaea) 149 
Ladoga 433 ; 1. 181 
Läfjän see Lâhîjân 
Läft is. 57, 188, 190 
Lähij, in Shîrvân, cf. Läyzän 404, 407-

10
Lâhîjân, in Gîlân 137, 384, 388, 410
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Lahögar (Lögar), near Kabul 347-8 
Lahor (Löhävar, Lohävar), on the 

Râvï 89, 246-7 ; cf. Lohara 
Lak t., in Daghestan see Qazi-qumuq 
Lakz (Lazgï) t., cf. Khursän 162, 407, 

408,411, 454 
Lambarän 398
Lamghän (Laghmän, Lamqän) 39, 63,

72, 92,209,251,252; r. 72 
al-Län see Alän ,*
Lan-chou, cf. Kuchän 207, 230 
Langä 136, 387 \
Lank see Ceylon 
Lanka town 188
Lankabälüs (Alankabälüs, Lanjabälüs), 

Nicobar is. 57, 187, 188 
Lankurän (Lankoran) 193 
Larän, on the Oxus 364 
Lärandän 74, 127, 212, 213, 379 
Lärijän (Läriz), in Daylam 77, 410 
Laträ 136, 387
Läyzän (Layrän, Lyzän), cf. Lähij 144, 

402, 404, 406-10 
Läzina (?), cf. Az 99, 302 
L.b.n, cf. Fïlân, Lupenii 
Lebedia 313, 320, 459 
Lena r. 285
Lerida (Lärida) 69, 155 
Lhäsä 25, 93, 208, 256, 258 
Lhrz see Jurz (India)
Liakhvi r. 457
Liang-chou (Eri-chu) 230
Libya 33, 83, 477
Limräsk 134, 386
Lip'in-k' see Lupenii
Lishtar (Alishtar) 132, 383
Lîvkand (Lêvkand) 120, 359, 361
Liyärastän (Liyälassän), in Gilän 410
L.k.n see Laikz
Loango 477
Lob-nor 186, 206, 207, 22si  
Lögar (Laukar), near Marv 73, 328 
Lohära (Lohäwar), in Kashmir 247, 

249 
Lohräni 372
Lombards (al-Ankubarda) 191, 192, 336,424 
Lou-Lan 235, 259, cf. B.rwän 
Lo-yang 226 
Lubnän (Lebanon) 67 
Lügh.r see Abkhaz
Lukchun 274 ο
Lukkäm mt. 67, 76,149, 204 
Lül.gh (Ül.gh?) 98 
Lun-t’ai see Urumchi (earlier, Bügür) 
Lupenii 454
Luqïn (Lung-pien), in China 244 
Luristän 201, 383
Lût (Lot) see The Home of L .’s people 
Lyzän cf. Läyzän

Ma'arra Maçrîn (Ma'arra Qinnasrîn) 
150, 415 ; Ma'arra Nu'mân 415

Mäb.nj J.räbäs (?), cf. Yafinj 95, 276-7 
Macedonia 156, 423 
Madagascar (Jazîrat al-Qumr) 205, 472. 
Madä’in (Ctesiphon) 138 
Mädaräyä 139 
Madhär 76, 218 
Mädhävän 128 
Madina 66, 146, 148 
Madr (Madhr) 64, 73, 109, 211, 336, 342 
Madura 244 
Madyämijkath 112 
Madyan, in Arabia 81, 148 
Maeotis see Azov sea 
Maftah 138 
Maghas, in Alania 448 
Maghrib 36, 38, 52, 81-3 148, 151, 153, 

155-6, 165 
Magna Bulgaria, Magna Hungaria 319 
Magyar (Majgharï), cf. Basjird, Bash- 

ghurt, Hungar 35-6, 43-4, 76, 83,
101, 162, 305, .313, 315, 317-24, 424>
437, 442, 458-9, 465-6, 468 

Mähalüya (Mahärlü) 1., cf. Jankän 183 
Mähän 125 
Mahdiya 153 
Mahjar 147
Mähirübän (Mährübän, Mahrüyak) 40,

74, 127, 213, 378 
Majar, Majgharï see Magyar 
Mäk valley 334 
Malaga (Mäliqa) 69, 155 
Mälämir (Idhaj) 381 
Malät 388 
Malatya 21, 76, 149 
Malay archipelago 34 
Malay (Malayabär, Malabär) 57, 88, 

338,241,243-4 
Maläzgird 143, 395 
Mälin 104 
Mallaghän 212 
Mallorca 191 
Mälwä 245
Mämatir (Mämtir, Bärfurüsh) 77, 134, 

386
Mänak (Mäyd, Mänd), in Burma 87, 243
Manas, in the T ’ien-shan 272, 293 
Manäs r., in India 240 
Manbij, cf. Jisr Manbij 149 
Mânb.klü (Mätiklü) mt. (Altai?) 196, 

282
Mänd (Qara-aghach) r., cf. Sakän 74, 

212, 377
Mandai, in India (?) 87, 236, 240 
Mandai p. 367
Mandam peninsula, cf. Ür.shfïn 243 
Mandësh, in Ghür 343 
Mandü, in Mälwä 245 
Mandurî-pattan 244 

. Manghishlaq peninsula see Siyäh-küh 
Mänisä (?) mts. 61-2, 70, 73, 194-5,

206, 208, 27.1
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Manjâbrï 72, 122 
Mankath 147, 413 
Mânkîr (Manyakheta) 238, 246 
Mänshän (Mânishân) 31, 55, 106, 332,

334
Mansür, in Syria 149 
Mansüra, in Sind, cf. Brahmanâbâd, 

M.nha 22, 72, 88, 122, 239, 246, 372 ; 
in Armenia 400 

Manüb see Mattüth 
Manügän 124, 374 
Ma'qil canal 76, 138, 392 
Maqys (M.qys), in Wäqwäq 84, 228 ; in 

the Südän 165, 477 
Marägha 65, 142 
Maral-Bashi, cf. Barchuq 281 
Märän (Arrajän) r. 213 
Marand 143 
Mar'ash 149, 201 
Märdin 66, 203 
Margelan, in Farghäna 355 
Maritsa r. 221 
Mariyya in Spain 417 
Marj 132
Marqa, cf. Qün,Qüri284-5,317 ; Marka- 

kul 1. 285 ; Markha 285 
Marrüdh (Marrödh) see Marvarüd 
Marsamanda (Marsmanda) 22, 115, 354 
Marüchäq 328
Mär.st (Abär.st), in Tabaristän 386 
Marv 16-17, 73» 80, 104, 105, 106, 328;

r. see Murghäb 
Marvarüd (Bälä-Murghäb), cf. Marü- 

chaq 39, 64, 73, 105, 328 
Mäsabadhän 203 
Mäsand 359 
Mäshän, in Marv 105 
Mashkai r. cf. Mushki 373 
Mäshkanät 129 
Mashkël 373
Masin (Misin), in Färs 213-4, 380 
Masisa 149
Masius see Märdin mts. 203 
Masjid Ibrâhïm, in Syria 150 
Masjid-i Sulaymän (Masgit-i S .), in 

Istakhr 126 
Masqut (Maskut', Mushkür), in Da

ghestan 161-2, 454-5 
Masruqän 75, 130, 214 
Masvähi 122
Mattüth (Manüb, Manüf) 131, 382 
Mauçil (Mossul) 6, 76, 140 
Mä-warä’ al-Nahr see Transoxiana 
Maybudh 129 
Mayhana 103
Mäy-hind, cf. Vay-hind ( ?) 252 
Mäyin 129
Maymana (Jahüdhän) 335 
Mayül (M.yül) 93# 257 
Mayyäfäriqin 143, 397 
Mäzandarän see Tabaristän 200, 218 
Mazinän 39,102 
Maziräkän 128

Mazrüqän, in Kirmän 124 
’Mdo-smat, cf. Tüsmat 259 
M.dü, in Tibet 259 
Medina Sidonia (Sadünä) 155 
Mediterranean see Rüm sea 
Mekka 37-8, 66, 131, 146, 148, 412 
Men, Isle of 8, 58, 59 
Merida (Märida, spelt: Hârda) 21, 79, 

155» 221 
Mescerà t. 464
Mesopotamia see 'Iraq, Jazïra 19, 37, 38 
M.ghkän 112 
M.hâlî (?) 123 
Mihrä 127
Mihrän r. see Indus; Lesser (Second) 

Mihrän (Mihrän aUthäm) see Nar
bada 

Mikhläf 'Akk 147 
Mila, in Tabaristän 134, 386 
Milwat (Bilwat) 253 
Mimadh 143, 395 
Minäo 374
Mi-no t. in Yün-nan 242-3 
Mintaqat al-Ard see Belt of the Earth 

and Spine of the Earth 
Minusinsk 283 
Mirkï 97,119, 289-90, 358 
Mirvät (M.rdät) t. xvi, 41-3, 53, 83,160, 

203, 320-4» 440-2, 444» 457» 465,' 466 
Miyäna 142
Mi-ti-chih-t’o see K.m.jkath 286 
Miyälafjän (Niyälafjän ?) 137, 388 
Miyän-rüdhän, in Farghäna 356 
Mizhän 124
M.ks (M.nk.s), in Alania 446 
M.lh.män (M.ljän?) in Zäbaj 164, 473 
M.ljän (M.l.ndï), in Zanj 163, 472 
M.ljkath see Panjïkath on the Chu 98 
M.nha (Thatha?), cf. Lohrânï and 
; Mançüra 372 

M.nj.rî 164
Mnkwr 1.202 ; Mnkwr-oghlï, Qipchaq t.

202
Moksha (Moxel) t. 446, 463-4 
Mombasa 472
Mongols, cf. Tätär 94, 270, 316; desert 

221
Moravia 431, 441-2
Mordva (Mordia?), cf. Erz'a, Moksha

313, 434» 462-3
Mori-shiburghän (Qal'a-yi Maur), cf.

Baghshür, near Marv 327 
Moron (Maurün) 155, 205 
M.qys see Maqys 
M.rd, in Daylam 136 
M.k.shmïghnâthür, near the T'ien-shan 

273
M.th, cf. Tüsmat 93 
Mt'iuli 401
Mu'än (Ma'ân) 8i, 149 
Mubärakäbäd 380
Mubârakï, near Bardha' 29, 144, 400 
Mudar 1 . 146

499
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Mudhaikhira mt. 203
Müghakän 391 
Mughün (?) 124 
Mugojar mt. 202 
Muhït see Ocean
Mukrän (Makrän) 123-4, 222, 371 
Mukri, cf. Merkit, t. in Far-East 448 ;

Kurdish t. 410 
Mültän (Multän) xv, 27, 72, 89-91,121,

210,239,363
Munjan (B.lj.m, M.lj.am, Mundajän) 

364-8 ;
Munk (Baljuvän) 71, 120, 208, 359-60, 

369 ; r. (Talvär) 360 
Müqän (Müghän) 77, 142, 395 
al-Müqäniya, near Qabala 402,406, 407 
Muqattam mt. 68 
Muqurra (Mâqurra), in Nubia 475 
Muräd-gölü 1. 183 
Murcia 155 
Murdäb lagoon 391
Murghäb r. (Marv r., Marvarüd r.) 5, 

22, 70, 73»105-6, 208,211,333  
Murghäb, Bälä-, cf. Marvarüd 328 
Murzüq, in Libya 474 
Müsa (Müja), in Burma (?) 87, 243 
Musfan, in Marv 105 
Mushki(?), in Balüchistän 123 
Mushkür, cf. Masqut 455 
Muvas (?), in Ceylon (?) 57, 187, 235 
Müy 109, 342 
Muzäj t. in Kirmän 373 
Muz-art p. 195, 206-7, 277, 296; r. 274 
Muz-tagh 199 
Mymäty (Smäty) 1. 54, 183 
M.zxrakän (?) 129

Näband 377 
Näbulus 151 
Nagarahär see Nïnhâr 
Naghar 251 
Nahla (Pahra) 125 
Nahr-'lsä 76 
Nahr al-Karüm 78, 220 
Nahr al-Malik 77, 139 
Nahr-Säbus see Säs 
Nahr-Säbür 212 
Nahr-Sarçar 76, 77
Nahrawän 139; r. (Diyäla, Slrvän) 76, 

218
Nahrvära, cf. Anhilvara 238 
Najïram 74, 127, 377 ή
Najrän 146
Nakhchuvän (Nakhichevan) 143, 352 
Nakhshab (Nasaf) 114, 200, 352 
Näkür 154
Namakiya (Kimakiya, Yimakiya) 100, 

310
Nämkäkhus 116 
Nanak, in Gïlân 137, 390 
Nandar see Vanandar 
Nan-shan 194 
Naqäd, in Farghäna 355

Nara (or Hakra) r. 372 
Nära is. (Ceylon) see Bära 58, 179, 235 
Narbada (Lesser Mihrän?) 72, 196, 198,

210, 236, 245 
Nargen is., off Bäkü 191 
Narï ( ?) see Annarï 
Narin r. see Khayläm, cf. Ozgand 
Narmäshir 125, 375 
Naryän (M.rsän?), in Güzgän 107, 335 
Nasä (*Nisä) 29, 64, 80, 103, 134, 325, 

335 
Nätil 135
Naubandagän (Naubanjän) 128, 212 
Nau-Bihär, in Balkh 108, 337 
Naukat-i Quraysh (Nüqad Quraysh) 

114, 352 
Nauqän. (Mashhad) 103 
Nauzhän 114
Naväkat (Navïkat), cf. Nünkath 24, 97,

119, 289-91, 298, 301, 303 
Navïjkath (?), in China 86, 234 
Nawyta (Färita?) 1. 54, 183 
Näyin 129
Nazvän (T.zvän?), in Tibet 61, 93, 194, 

258 
Nazwa 412 
N.dä (B.dvä) t. 287 
N.drüf (Tadrüf?) 93, 260 
Negroes 33, 476
Nepal(Naypäl, speit; Baytäl, Nitäl, &c.)

63, 198, 248 
Nicaea (Niqiya) 78, 220; 1. 55, 78, 184 
Niebla (Labia) 155 
Nih 1 10
Nihäm r. 114, 209 
Nihang r., in Balüchistän 373 
Nihävand 132
Nile 54-6, 68-9, 78, 151-2, 220, 475, 

482; Blue N. 221 
Nilqäz t. 304 
Nïm-rüdhï 138
Nïnhâr (Nihär, Nagarahär, Nïngnahâr)

72, 91, 209, 251-3
Nïriz, in Ädharbäyjän 394; in Färs

201, 380
Nishäpür 16, 18, 64, 102-3, τ99> 325 
Nisïbïn 66., 140 
Nïtâl see Nëpâl
Niyäl mt. 145,407, 410, cf. 388 
Nizwayn (Bahrayn ?) 146 
N.müdhlugh 356 
N.myäs in India 87, 241 
Northmen, cf. Rüs, Warank 181 
North Pole 50-1, 181 
Novgorod 434
Nubia (Nüba) 33-4, 55“6, 68j 78, 81, 

83, 151-2, 164-5, 475; desert 222 
Nübyn (Bâbyn) 87, 243 
Nuchärä see Andichärägh 119, 360 
Nüdiz (Naudiz?) 71, 209, 359, 361 
Nüjakath 118, 357 
Nükarda t. 469 
Nükath see Tünkath
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Nükhb.k (Nükhïk) 282 
Nukhï, in Shakkî 400 
Nu'mâniya 138 
Nümijkath 352
Nu’nïn (Küns.r?), cf. Ujjayn 72, 245 
Nünkat (Nüzkat) 97 (Navâkat) ; 289-90
• (Navâkat and Tümkat)
N u’nün( ?) 72, 88, 245 
Nu-shih-pi t. 287 
Nusratäbäd 375 
Nüzhâbân 122 
NüzHgân 104
Nüzkat (var. Nünkat) see Tümkat 289 
Nylân-Rüdbâr 388

Oases see Wähät 
Oba (Aufa) 343 
Obi (Yumar) r. 275, 285, 305 
Ocean, Eastern ( Üqiyänüs-i Mashriqi), 

cf. Green See 32, 34, 51-2, 56, 70, 79, 
80, 82-4, 96, 179, 186 

Ocean, Encircling (Muhït) 216 
Ocean, Western (Uqiyânüs-i maghribï) 

7, 8, 32, 41» Si, 53- 4, 58- 9, 79, 83, 
153-4, 156, 158, 165, 179, 181, 190 

Ocsonaba (Ukhshunaba) 155, 418 
Oghör, cf. Uyghur, Avars (Pseudo-) 

448
Oghuz, cf. Toghuzghuz, Ghuz 311 313,469
Oglon (*Onglon) see Bujaq 467, 470
Ohind see Vayhind
Oichardës (Tarim?) 206
Oka r. 217, 434, 438,462
'Oniän 39, 58,148,164, 396; sea 52,145
Omayyad t. 149
Onoghundur see Vanandar 467, 470
On-Uyghur see Uyghur
Opsikion (Ubsiq) 78, 156
Optimaton (Uftimät) 156
Ordu-kand see Käshghar
Orissa, Urshln 27, 87, 241
Ôsh 22, 72, i i 62 355
Osset see Alan, Äs 318, 456
Ostiaks 309, 318; Yenisei Ostiaks 302
Otrar, cf. Turär 358
Oxus (Amü-daryä) 5, 17, 198-9, 208

Päb (Päp) 72-3, 117, 355 
Pai-ma-ho 294 
Palembang 188 
Palestine (Filastïn) 150,151 
Pa-lu-kia 294 
Pamir (Fämir) 196, 361-2 
Panj r. see Amü-daryä, Vakhän r. 198 
Panjäb (Hind?) 89 
Panjbür (Panjgür) 123, 373 
Panjhïr 39, 64, 109, 325, 341 ; r. 348 
Panjïkath (Bish-Baliq), cf. Pei-t’ing

94, 227, 267-9, 271-2, 275 ; in Sughd 
113 ; on the Chu (M.ljkath) 98, 291 

Panjväy (Panjwäy) i n ,  332, 345“ 6 
Pannonia 431

Paphlagonia, cf. Afrakhün 78, 156, 204 
Päräb (Färäb), on the Jaxartes 72,118-9, 

122, 284, 306, 312 
Parak r. 73, 118, 211, 289 
Pärghar (Pärkhar, Bärghar) in Khuttal

71, 119, 208, 360-1 
Pärs see Färs 
Partav see Bardha'a 397 
Parthians see Dahae 386 
Parvän 39,112, 348; P.rvän 482 
Päryäb (Färyäb) in Güzgän 4, 5, 39,107, 

335
Pasä (Fasä) 65, 128, 129 
Pashm (Bashm), different from Pazhm? 

388
Pavlodar 308 _
Paykand, cf. Äväza 56, 73, 113, 352 
Paylamän(?)-shahr 137, 390 
Pazhm 136; cf. P.zhm 
Pechenegs (Bachanäk) 35, 42, 44, 53,

75, 96, 101, 142,159,162, 305, 312-5, 
319,458-9,463,469 ;mt. 159,204,437 

Pechenegs (Khazarian) 42, 67, 83, 160,
442, 443

Pecheneg, Turkish 43, 75, 83, 101, 160, 
162, 312, 314 

Pechina (Bajjäna) 155 
Pegu 243 
Pei Chih-li 228 
Pei-T’ing 227, 266, 272 
Perovsk 308, 371
Persian Gulf (Khalïj-i1Iräq) 52, 180 
Perta, cf. Nawyta 
P’iao see Pyu
Pir-i ‘Alamdär, in Dämghän 387 
Pirrim (Pirïm, Firrîm) 39, 77,, 135,

136, 387
Podandon see Budhandün 
Po-huan 294, 297 
Poland 433
Polovtsi see Khifchaq 315 
Pontos see. Black sea 182 
Po-ta-ling see Bedel p.
Prague (Firagh) 441 
Prinkant see Farinkath 352 
P.r.kd.r see Barakdiz 
Przhevalsk (Qara-qol) 293 
Puhlpara 123
Pu-ku-chen (Black Irtish?) 286
Pul-i Zâghül 177
Pu-lu see Bolor
Pulvär r. see Farväb 213
Pürdas see Burtäs 462
Pyü, t. in Burma 242
P.zhm, west of Somam? 136 see Map X

Qabala 77,144,402, 407 
Qabän (Kapan) 143, 398 
Qabq mt., cf. Caucasus 67, 145, 201, 

203,409,411 
Qädisiya 38, 81, 140 
Qaghan-Stupa, in Bish-baliq 269 
Qahtän t. 412, 449

501
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Qä’in 103
QaTa ibn K.nd.män, cf. öardäbän 398 
Qal'a-yi khum, on the Oxüs 364· 
Qal'a-yi Malik (The Kirig’s cästle) in 

the Sarir 161 
Qal'a-yi Nushirvän 338 
Qal'a-yi Sangï, on the Panj 366 
QaTa-valï (Qal'a-wali)* cf. T alaqän 5,

335
Qalâs steppe 73, 358, 361 
QaTat al-Mudî’a 193 
Qâlïqala (Karin-kalak, Erzerum) 143,395 
Qallarï (Qalri) 89, 246 !
Qamâdïn (Camadi), in Kirmân 374 
Qämarün (Kâmarûpa, Assam) 86-7,

236-7, 240 
Qämühul (Qämh.l) 88, 238, 245 
Qäiiiül see Qomul 
Qandabïl (Gandäwa) 123 
Qändahär (Ghandar) 72, 88, 210, 24s; 

Gändhära see Vayhind 254 ; in 
Afghanistan 345-6 

Qanqli t. 309 
Qara-Aghach r. see Mänd 
Qara-Bägh 203
Qara-Chay, in the Caucasus 445 
Qaraja-Dagh 397
Qara-kul, see Aväza; on the Jaxartes 

358 ; in the Orkhon inscriptions 302 
Qaranghu-tagh valley 256 
Qara-Qol see Przhevalsk 
Qara-Qum 309, 310 
Qarashar (Yen-ch’i) 227, 274-5, 301 
Qara-Tagh, in Chaghäniyän 209, 353 
Qara-Täl r. tg6y 277 
Qara-tegin, m Khuttal 361 
Qara-Türgish see Türgish 
Qaraul-Tübe 360
Qärin mt., cf. Shahriyär-küh 39, 77

135-6,387
Qarluq seê Kharlukh 
Qam! 110
QarqarkhäH (Qärqarali?) 100, 308-9 
Qarqisiyä 76,141 
Qaryat al-Hadltha see Dih-i Nau 
Qaryat al-Ra§ad 391 
Qasak mt, c£ Küh-i yakh 63, 71, 72, 

I99, 210, z$o 
Qäshän (Käshän) 80, 133 
Qa?t- see also Küshk- 
Qaçr ibn Hubayra 21, 139 
Qa§r-i ShMn 139 * 7
Qataghan 338
Qävädiyän (Qubädhiyän) 71, 359, 361
Qay t.4 cf, Qün and Thäy 275,284,285
QâVàliâ (Cäilac) 277
Qayign (Qàyi) t« 285
Qayruwân 153
Qaysariya 5 9 ,149
Qaytaq t«, in Daghestän 448-50
Qazbek mt. 204
Qazi-Qumuq (Lak) t. 450, 455
Qazvin 36, 132

502
Qiman 10 
Qimär see Khmer 
Qinnasrin 150
Qinnauj (Kanauj), cf. Jurz, in India 

63, 89-92, i n ,  198, 236, 238-9, 246,
250, 281, 346 

Qipchaq see Khifchäkh 
Qiqän see Kïj 
Qirghiz see Khirkhïz 
Qïr.nj (F.r.nj), in India 242 
Qishm is. 190 
Qiyän see Ghiyän 
Qizil-Arvat 386 
Qizil-Iimaq see Halys 
Qizil-su r., cf. Munk 208, 274 
Qizil-üstäng 296 
Qiz-Qurghan 370
Qochqar-bashi (Qochingar-Bashi), cf.

Kaçrâ-bâs 276, 347 
Qocho see Chinänj-kath 271 
Qomül (Khami) 26, 229 
Qby-su (Sulaq) r. 204, 447, 453 
Q.ri (Qün?), see Qürî 444 
Qubä (Quvä), in Farghäna 73, 116, 355 
Qübba, in Daghestän 404,408,409, 449 
Qubbat al-ard see Ujjayn 
Qüchän see Khüjän 
Quettà 346, 373 
Qufs see Küfich 374 
Qulzum sea see Ayla and Arabian gulf 

53, 78, 82, 145, 148-9 
Quitt 29, 80, Ï33
Qumäniya (Qoman) see Khifchakh 285, 

315 6̂.438 
Qümis see Kümish 
Qumr see Madagascar 
Qum-Singir 369 
Qün see Qürî 229, 284-5, 316-7 
Qunduz 340 
Qurghan-tübe 361
Qürî (Fürï) cf. Qün 84, 97, 229, 283-4
Qurla 274
Qürus in Syria 149
Qustantïniya.sæ Constantinople 79
Qurqüb 131, 382
Qurzumâri see Gurzivän
Qusdär 123
Quyäs (Quyash), on the Ili 298, 301

Rabat- see Ribat 
Rabï‘a t. 140 
Rabinjan 38, 113, 352 
Radwa mt. 66 
Räfiqa 141 
Rägh 364 
Rafcba 76, 141
Räm-Hurmuz (Räm-Ürmizd, Ramhuz, 

spelt Rämhur) 25, 75, 130, 381 
Ram (Ramm?) 128 
Rämayän (Rämiyän) 90, .247 
Rämi (Ramni) is. see Sumatra 
Rämin 132 i
Ramla 150
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Rami al-Ma'dan 81-2, 164; r. 78 
Räng-Rong (?) 6i, 92, 194, 256-7 
Raqqa 76, 141, 150
Ras (?) r., cf. .Asus, Ishim, Artush 75, 

215, 283, 305, 308 
Ra’s al-'Ayn 141
Rasht, in Gîlân 137, 361, 362, 390
Räsht see Zhäsht
Räsk 123
Rasükh t. 373
Räsun see Jarmî
Ratin r. 212, 377
Rävi r. 246
Ravin in Kirmän 124
Rävini (Rivand) 103, 326
Räyagän 103
Räyin (?) 125
Räykütiya (Rayküyand ?) 93 
Rayy 18, 36, 39, 64-5, 80, 102, 132, 135, 

384; mt. 77 
Rayyu (Regio?) 155 
R'azan, in Russia 436 
R.bind (?) 89
R.bkh.s (R.nj.s) see Rübäs 161, 449 
Red sea (Khalij-i 'arabi) 52, 180, 222 
Regar 353
Rhodes (Rhudas) 8, 158, 190 
Rhyndakos (Rundhäq) 220 
Ribät Afrïghün 6, I75i 33iî  R* al-ajurr 

386; R.-Fädil 349-50; R.-IJafs 386, 
R.-i karvän (speit kirvän) 5 ,73,106-7,
211, 330, 334, 336

Rif, in Egypt, cf. Ibriq 204 
Riha (Jericho) 151 
Riqän 125, 375
Rïshahr, in Khüzistän 74, 127, 212, 213, 

•378 ; in Färs (Reshir) 378 
Rishtäii 116 
Rivand see Rävini 326 
Rivshärän (R.büshärän?) 106, 108, 332, 

336,482 
Riyas (?) 55, 184
R.kht.jab see Zaybäk 120, 364, 481
R.nj.s see R.bkh.s
Rome see Rümiya
R.stüya 2^5, 256
Rübäs r., cf. R.bkh.s 450
Rüd-i A'lä (Güpäl) r. 381; R.-i Hilla

212, 377; R.-i shür 183, 212 
Rüdbär, in Kirmän 124 
Rüdha, in Jibäl 133, 384
Rüdhän (Rödhän), in Afghänistän i n ,  

346; between Kirmän and Yazd 65,
125, 201 ; between Färs and Kirmän 
129; in Daylam (Rüyän) 135, 387 

Rüdhrävar (Rüdrävar) 132, 383 
Rüdisar 388 
Rüf in Ghür 343 
Rüfta 128
Ruhä (Edessa) 37, 141 
Ruhün (Adam’s peak) 134 
Rukhudh (Rukhkhudh, Rukhkhaj, Ara- 

chosia) XV, 64, i n ,  121, 346

Rüm (Byzantine Empire) 8, 40-1, 52-5, 
58, 67-9, 76-9, 82-3, 142-3, 148, 
153- 8, 160-1, 321, 439; Western 69, 
cf. Rümiya 

Rüm sea (Mediterranean) 32,52-4,58-9, 
60, 82-3, 148-9, 151,153-6,158,191,
320,459 

Rümi strait 52
Rümiya (Rome, Roman land) 21, 59, 

60, 158,192 
Rümiyän see Byzantines, cf. Greeks 
Rünä see Dünä (Danube)
Ruotsi, cf. Rüs 432 
Rür (Rohri, Rôr) 72, 89, 246, 372 
Rüs 29, 35, 41-2, 44, 67-8, 75-6, 83, 

101, 144, 158-60, 181-2, 204, 314, 
321, 398, 406, 432; mt. 42, 160; r. 41, 
75, 217-8, 316, 429, 438 

Rustâ Bïk 119, 359-60; R. B.lj.m 
(M.lj.m?) see Munjän 121 ; R.Rustäm 
(?) 128; R.-yi Awäs (Ephesus?) 68 

Rustäq 359
Rütä (Rüthä) r. cf. Dünä 43-4, 76, 101, 

159, 217-8, 315-6, 430, 437 
Ruvät 150 
Rüy (Ru’b) 338
Rüyagän (Ruwayjän) 74, 212, 379 
Rüyän see Rüdhän, in Daylam 
Ryn, in Abyssinia (Zayla*) 34, 164, 474; 

in the Südän 165, 477

Sa'äda 127
Saba’ (Sabä) 148
Sabalän (Savalan) mt. 66,202
Säbät 115, 354
Sab ir t. cf. Swr 455 ....
Sabran (Saurän, spät: Sahrän) 119/ 

306, 308, 358 
Säbür, Bishäpür 212 
Säbus cf. Säs (Shäsh) 76, 138, 218 
Sabzavär 64, 102 
Sa'da 146
Sadüsän, in Sind 72, 122 
Safid-Rüd (Sapidh-rudh) 77, .137, 218; 

390
Säghür (Bälä-Säghün ?) on the Chu 291 
Sahand mt. 201 
Sahärä 223 
Sahbän, in Sind 372 
Sähuk see Chähuk 
Sa'id see Egypt, Upper 
Säjü see Sha-chou 
Sakäh-Haumavrgah 368 
Säkala (Sialkot), cf. Täqi 249 
Sakalkand (Iskalkand) 39, 63, 109, 

338-40 
Sakän (Mänd) r. 74
Sakhchü (Sukhchü), cf. Saukjü 85, 232
Säkh-in, Czechs 441
Sakhtasar 388
Sakifaghn 114
Salähit see Shalähit
Salamäs (Salmäs) 143
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Salamiya 8τ, 149 
Sälaqän see Chälakän 
Saler peak, in India 196
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Sâlhârï 90 
Salma mt. 203 
Salmänän, cf. Sâmâni 139 
Salmân-i Pâk 392 
Salonica 423
Salor (Salghur?) 336, 466 
Salümidh 103 
Samâluh 220
Samandar, in Daghestan 162, 452, 454 
Sâmâr (Sahmâr) 136, 387 
Samara, in Russia 310 
Samarqand 4,23,38-9,55,63,73, * 13-14, 

118, 352
Samarqandäq, cf. Sarhadd 39, 63, 121,

364, 369
Sämarrä (Samara) 11, 40, 76, 140 
Sambatas cf. Kiev 431 
Sambil (Bäzär-i S., Süq-Sanbil) 130, 

381
Samdän (*Hamdän ?) 146 
Samirän, in Färs 128 
Sâmï-s .brak_(Sämsirak) 117, 357 
Sämjan, cf. Äväza 185 
Samundar (Samudra), in India 27, 87, 

241
Samür r. in Daghestän 408, 455-6 
Samür (Sawür?) in India 62, 198; cf.

Saymür 
San see Sangchärak 
Sana 20, 37, 40, 66, 146, 147, 411 
Sanän 128
Sanär (Tsanar) 144, 400 
Sandäbil (Kan-chou?) 232 
Sanf (Champa, Annam) 86, 236, 240 
San-fo-ts'i, cf. Srivijaya, Palembang 

188, 241
Sangaläkh (Sangläkh) 26, 85, 229, 233 
Sangän, in Khoräsän 103 
Sangarios r. 220
Sangchärak (Sän-va-Charyak) 63-4,

107, 199, 336 
Sanglnj (*SanglIch), cf. S.nk.s 112, 

121, 350, 364, 367-8 
Sang-Tüda see Lîvkand 361 
Sânlkàth 118 
Sanja 76, 149
Sanju, near Khotan 207, 260 
Santarem (Shantarin) 79,156, 221,418 
Çaqâliba, Saqlab see Slavs <?
al-Saqâliba al-Mutanaççira see Slavs, 

Chnstianized 
Saqsin, cf. Särigh-sh.n 453 
Sarag, Saragh, Sharagh, in China 225 
Saragossa (spelt: Sarqus) 155 
Sarakhs 64, 104
Sarandib, cf. Ceylon 57, 61, 80, 86^7, 

194, 234-5, 244; m. (connected with 
Indo-China see Map I), cf. Mänisä 
61, 70, 83, 206, 235 

Saräv (Saräb, Sarät) 142, 394

Sarävän 137 
Saräy 360 
Sarbäz r. 373 
Sardäbrüd 388

-Sardan, in Färs 74, 129, 379, 380; r. 74,
213-4

Sardinia (Surdäniya) xvi, 60, 192 
Sarhadd, cf. Samarqandäq 369 
Säri (Säriya) 77, 134, 284, 315, 317, 

386,444 
Sari-Yughur see Uyghur 
Särigh, near the Chu, cf. Yär 284-5, 289 
Särigh-sh.n, in Khazaria, cf. Sävghar 

4S3“4
Sarikol (K’ie-p’an-t’o) 370 
Sar-i Pul (Anbär in Güzgän) 5, 199 
Sarir 42-3,67-8,77,83, 142,156,160-1, 

204, 422, 446^7, 452, 454 
Sari-su 202, 278, 285, 306, 317 
Sari-Yoghur see Yughur, Sari- 
Sarkel 182, 313, 453, 459 
Sarmatia 11, 401 
Sär.msäbkath 255 
Sarsar 76, 139; r. 139 
Sarüj 141 
Sarväb 129
Särvän (Sërvan, Shärvän), in Güzgän 

106, 334 .
Sarvän, in Afghanistan 110, 344 
Sarvistän 125
Säs (Shäsh, Säbus?) r. 76, 138, 218 
Satïf (speit: Sazif) 153 
Saukjü see Su-chou 
Saul, cf. Farmul 91, 251 
Säva 133, 384
Sävghar (Särigh-sh.n ?) 162, 453-4 
Savitra 183
Sävnik (Särnik) 80, 86/234 
Sawur ( ?) see Samür 
Sayan mt. 282 
Saydä (Sidon) 149

> Sayhün see Jaxartes, Chäch r. 73, 149 
Sayläkän (Seläkän) 120, 362 
Saymara 52, 132
Saymur (Chaymür, Chaul), on the west 

coast of India 88 ( ?), 244-6, cf. Samür 
Sayram 358 
S.bkath 118 
Scythia ir, 401
S.dnk, cf. Sidhing-kul 95, 276 
Sea of Darkness 179, 193 
Sea of Aghbäb 87 
Selenga r. 265
Seleucia (Selefke) 69, 156, 205 
Semirechye (Jetti-su) 306 
Senna 218
Serbs, cf. Kh.rwat-in, White Croats 

423-4 
Sereth r. 466
Serika (Sînistân) see China 11 
Seven Sleepers’ Cave 204 
Sevilla 155
S.f.njä’i (Isfinjäy) i i i , 346
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Shäbirinji ( ?) 105 
Shabürqan, &c. see Ushbürqän 
Shabwa 77
Sha-chou. 26, 70, 85, 207, 229, 230-1, 

233, 235
Shädhagän (Shädhakän) r. 74, 212, 377 
Shah-Möbadh’s Fortress 126 
Shahd 1., cf. Sind, Tus 1.185 
Shahra-zhür (Shah-razür, Siyä-razür) 

132,383
Shahr-i Bäbak (Päpak) 129, 380 
Shahristän, in Gurgän 133, 385; in 

Ispahan 131 
Shariyär-Küh see Qärin 387 
Shahruvä 124 
Shäh-Sevän t. 304 
Shähü peninsula 193 
Shäkh ( ?)-dara r. 367 
Shaki (Shakki) 77, 144, 398 
Shäl 137
Shalähit see Sumatra 57, 187 
Shalanba 135 
Sha-lê see Käshghar 
Shamagän 129
Shamäkhi (Shammäkhiya) 144, 403 
Shämät 125 
Shämistiyän 17
Shamkür (Shamkhor) 144, 398 
Shän-chou, cf. Sha-chou, 230 
Shan-shan 258 
Shantarin see Santarem 
Shantariya (read Shantabriÿa, Cento- 

briga) 69, iss, 20s, 417-8  
Shantung 221 
Shäpür 376 see Bishäpür 
Shäpurkäst, cf. Khurramäbäd 132, 383 
Shäristäna, near Nasä 325 
Sharja 148
Sharkhiyän (Charkhiyän) 6
Sha-t’o t. 266, 267, 270
Shä’ür (Shävur) r., of Shüsh 214
Shävarän (Shäbarän) 145, 404, 408
Shävghar 454
Shayzar 150
Shetland is. 191
Sh.ghl.jän 306
Shibäm (speit: Shiyäm) 66, 147, 203 
Shihr 148
Shilä, Shilä see Corea 
Shiljï (Shalji) 61, 119, 194, 358 
Shimshät (Arsamosata) 393 
Shindän, in Daghestän (?) 411 
Shing-bun (?) see S.ng-b.n 
Shing-i 'Abbädi 105 
Shinjü see Zaytun 
Shir, in Gîlân 136 
Shiräz 6, 54-5, 126, 128 
Shlr-Guzär 361
Shïrïn (Sirin) r. see Hindiyän 74, 212-3, 

378
Shirin-Tagäb 335 
Shirjän (Shirriz) 410 
Shïrüd-Hazâr 410

Shirvän (Shïrvan) 144-5, 193, 403-4, 
410, 445, 454 

Sh.käkab (Shikäkath) 118, 357 
Sh.lät (S.lät) 117, 356 
Shorak p. 343 
Sh.rwï r. 217 
Sh.türkath 118
Shughnän (Shakina, Shaqïna, Shaknân, 

Shikinän, Shiqinän, S.qliya?) 63, 71,
86, 112, 349- 50, 363-4, 366, 368 

Shu-lê see Käshghar 
Shümän 115,120, 337 
Shumayshät (Sumaysät, Samosata) 76, 

148, .393 
Shüra, in Sind 123 
Shür-kul, cf. Tüz-kul 184, 290 
Shürmïn 105, 327 
Shüsh (Susa) 40, 75, 131, 214 
Shüsha, in Transcaucasia 398 
Shüshtar (Tustar) town and r. 74, 130,

213-4
Sialkot 249 
Siao-shih 294 
Sibdäst 200
Sibih (Sibïj), in Kirmän 125, 375 
Sibînakân (Isfinaqän) 103, 325 
Si-chou see Yar-khoto 
Sicily (Siqiliya) 20, 59, 192 
Sif bani Saffär 377 
Siffin 141
Sijilmäsa 82, 154, 223 
Sïkand (Shï-kand ?), cf. Yar-khoto 273 
Sikäshim see Ishkäshim 
Sikïmisht see Ishkämish 
Sikül, on the Issik-kul 99, 299 
Silistrig. (Distra) 313 
Silver island see Jazïrat al-fidda 
Simhapura (Seng-ho-pu-lo)see S. läbür 
Simingän 63, 108, 109 
Simnän 36, 64, 135 
Sinai see Tûr-Sïnâ; S. desert see Tïh  
Sind 19, 34, 36, 52, 64, 80, 83, 89, 109, 

122-3, 125, 163, 371; desert 109; 
village near Nasä 185 

Sind-rüdh, cf. Indus 72, 327 
Sindän, port in India 57, 88, 244-5 
Sïnïz 74, 127, 212, 377 
Sinn 76, 141 
Sipähän see Ispahän .
Siparäyin see Isfaräyin 
Siräf 40, 74, 127, 224 
Sir-daryä see Jaxartes 
Sïrgân (Sïrjân) 124-5, 374 
Sïrïn sèe Shïrïn (Hindiyän) r.
Sirmia (Srem) 441 
Sirrayn 147
Sïrvân, near Saymara 132, 218 
Sïsar 218
Sïstân 19, 36, 55, 73, 80, n o , 125;

desert 80, 123 
Siyäh-küh (Manghishlaq) 60,193 
Sïvï, in Balüchistän i i i , 346 
Siyähkal 388, 390

SOS
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S.läba (Släb, S.läwiya), a division of 
Rüs (Sloveni of Novgorod?) 75, 159, 
433-4,438 

S.läbür (Simhapura?) 90, 247 
Slavs (Çaqâliba) 11, 14, 42, 52-4, 59, 67, 

75-6, 79, 82-3, 142, 156, 158-60,181,
282, 321,, 428, 433, 439-40, 442, 463; 
r. 216-7, 429; S.,/Christianized 157, 
320, 424, 429, 468; S., Macedonian
429

S.lüqï see Salüqiyxn 
S.mäy.nd-ghün r. 71 
S.m.knä 99
Samkarsh, cf. K.rkh, Kerch 182 
S.m.nd.r see Samandar (Khazaria) and 

Samundar (India)
S.mywb.m, in Tibet 255 
S.ngän (Sungän, Süngün?) 143, 397 
S.ng-b.n (Shing-bun) 108, 336 
S.nk.s village and p., in the Hindükush, 

cf. Sanglnj 112 
Socotra 58, 190
Sofäla (Sufäla), in Africa 163, 472; cf.

also Sübära 
Soghd 55, 63,73, 95, 113, 118, 225, 234; 

r. (Zarafshän) 55, 73, 198, 211; 
Soghdians 95, 235, 274, 304, 374 

Sökh22,116, 355 
So-ko Mo-ho, Türgish t. 302
So-lou-fêng 294 
Somaliland 473 
Somäm 388 
Songoy see Gogo 476 
Southern countries 163-5, 471 ” 7 
South Pole 50-1
Spain (Andalus) 8, 21, 36, 38, 40-1, 53,

59, 69, 79, 83, 148, 153-6, 158 
Spalato 424
Spine of the Earth (Zahr al-ard) 200 
S.qliya see Sicily; near the Hindükush, 

cf. Shughnân and Iskitul 112, 364 
S.rih (Zäbaj?) 57 
Srinagar 254, 370 
S.rmäkh (Sh.rmäkh) r. 276 
Ssü-chuan 194 
Stalinäbäd (Du-shanba) 353 
S.t.bgh.vä 117
S.tkand (spelt: Satkand, Bïskand?), 

near the Jaxartes, different from 
S.tkath 72, 118 

S.tkath, see Sïkand, near Turfan 94, 293 
Stone bridge, in Khuttal 359-60 « 
“ Stone Towers” (Burj-i sangïn), cf. 

Daraut-qurghan, Tashkent, Tash- 
qurghan 233, 357 

Süba, in Nubia 475 
Sübakh 114
Sübära, in India 88, 190, 244-5 
Su-chou (Suk-chou) 26, 85, 232 
Südän, cf. Negroes 8, 33, 52, 58, 79, 83, 
Λ 153- 4, 164-5, 179 
Sughati, on the Chu 303 
Sughnaq see Sünäkh
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Suhayb ( ?) 147
Suhba 149
Suhravard 132, 383
Sui-shih, on the Chu 227, 301, 303
Sukar, in Egypt 78, 221
Sukävand i i i , 347
Sulduz 394
Sulmï (Solmi) 272
Sulüt 407
Sumaysät, in Jazîra 141 ; in Syria 148 ;

cf. Shumayshät 
Sumatra (confused with Java) 57,187-8, 

228, 241, 472-7; see also Bälüs, Gold- 
islaiid, H.rl.j, Jäba, Jambi, Jazîrat al- 
fidda, Palembang, Rämi, Salähit, 
San-fo-ts’i, S.rih, Srivijaya, Wäqwäq, 
Zäbaj

Sumayram, in Färs 213 
Sünäkh (Sughnaq) 119, 358 
Sunbätmän (?) 144, 400 
Süq al-Arba‘ä 74, 130 
Süq al-Jabal 144, 400, 407 
Suquq( ?), cf. Irghiz r. 306, 308 
Sür (Tyre) 59, 149 
Süra (?) is. 189 
Surä canal(nahr) 77, 140 
Süriqän 124
Surkhäb see Vakhshäb ; headwater of the 

Qunduz r. 211, 342 
Surkhän (Chaghäniyän r.) 363 
Surma (Surmaq) 129, 380 
Surr-man-ra’ä see Sämarrä.
Surüshana (Usrüshana) 55, 63, 73, 115,

II9>2L54 ,Süs see Shüsh
Süs-the-Distant (Süs al-Aqsä) 8, 40,

51-2, 58, 78, 81, 154 
Süsanaqän 105 
Sutlej 198, 210, 253 
Suvär, a Bulghar town 763, 461 
Suwän see Assuan 
Suwäs r. 186
Süyäb, cf. Sughati 99, 287, 289, 291, 

298, 303
Süzak, near the Jaxartes 308
S.wär, in Abyssinia 34, 164, 474, cf.

'Aydhäb 
Swedes 433
Swr (Suwar, Savir?), in Khazaria 162 

454-5
Syria(Shäm) 38, 53-5,67,78, 82-3,141, 

145, 148-50, 156; Syrian desert 58, 
148-9

Szekler, cf. Askil, Ashkil( ?) 461

Täb (Jarrähi) r. 74, 126, 213-4, 378 
Tabaristän, cf. Mäzandarän 31, 53, 55, 

65, 77, 110, 133-6, 200, 218, 385 
Tabariya (Tiberias) 1. 55, 150 
Tabarnä (Taprobane) see Ceylon 57,235 
Tabarqa 153-4
Tabarsarän, in'Daghestän 450 1 
Tabas, T*-Masinän, Tabasayn 103, 326
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Tabghach (Taugast, China under Wei 
dynasty) 284, 448 

Täblän OJaflän, Taylän) 156, 421 
Tabriz 142 
Tabük 148 
Tadmur 81, 149 
Tâfî see Tâqï
Tafqän (Turfän?) mt. 62, 94, 194, 271, 

293
Taghdumbash-Pamir 370 
Tahä, in Egypt 476 
Tähart 154 
Tahï see Tari 
T ä’if 146
Tä'in fil-bahr see Jabal-T.
T ä’ir-su, cf. Ändichärägh 360 
Täjikistän 353 
Tagus (Täju) r. 79, 155* 2°5  
Takka-Desa, cf. Täqi 239, 249-50 
Takrit 66, 76, 140, 201 
Talas see Taräz, cf. Kümi-Talas 
Talaqän, near Qazvin 132; in Güzgän 

5, 107, 200, 332, 335; in Tukhäristän 
(Täraqän, Täyaqän) 63,109,330,340-
I, 349 

Tälish (Taylasän?) 391 
Tälkh.za 98 
Talvär see Munk r.
Tamäkhus 116
Tamatarkha (Taman, Tmutarakan) 181, 

422
Tamäzän 106, 334, 336 
Tambük-i Müristän 212 
Tamïm t. 146 
Tamïsha 134, 386 
Tamis tän 128

•Tamliyät (Namliyät) 120, 360 
Tamrän 106, 334, 336 
Täna (Thäna), near Bombay 238 
Tanas 154
Tangier (Tanja) 53, 78, 154 
Tangut 228
Tânïs (Tanaïs), cf. Don 216 
Tannu-ola mt. 283 
Tanükh 67, 204 
Tapti r. 196, 198 
Täq 110
Tâqï (Täqin), cf. Takka-desa 91, 239,

249, 251
Taräbulus, in Syria 9, 81 
Tärän 58, 190
Taräz (Talas, Ulugh Talas) 61, 100, 

119,194, 202, 269, 274, 292, 303, 396, 
308, 357; r. 286, 358 

Tarbaghatai range, cf. To-ta 274, 278,
283, 286

Tari (Tahï), in Nubia 164, 475, 482 
Tarim (Kuchä, Wajäkh) r. 70, 206-7, 

222, 235
Tarqu (Tarkhu), cf. Samandar 452 
Tarküs (Tarküsh) 118 
Tarmidh (Tirmidh, Termez) 71, 114 
Tamüt 221

Tärs-aqan r. see Ishim 202
Tarsüs 149
Tärum, in Färs 128
Täs (Unäs?) 65
Tasäwa, in N. Africa 474
Ta-shih, cf. Wen-su 294
Tashkent see Chäch
Tash-Qurghan, in Sarikol 233, 369
Tasht (Bakhtagän) 1. 183
Tat t., in Shîrvân 408, 456
Tatabi t. 284
Tatar, a Turkish t. 285 ; Volga T . 460 
Tätär, cf. Mongols 94, 270 
Tatär, a branch of Kimäk 304, 309,317 
Taurus 204; Cilician 205 
T ä’üs fortress, cf. Tüläs 460 
Taushqan (spelt: T.f.skhän, *Taghush- 

khariy or, if spelt jU ullr, *Tazmish- 
khan), cf. Aq-su 278, 296 

Tavarän, near Tüs 103 
Tavävis 113
Tavaj 74, 212, or Tavaz 127, 377 
Taylasän (Tälish) 180, 391 
Taymä 148
Tayy mts., cf. Jabalän 67, 203, 221
T.bägh.r, read Yabäghu
Tekes r. 275
Tekmäbäd 345
Tephrikë see Abrîq
Terek r.* cf. Armn 204, 457
Terter (Tharthür, Bardha'a) r. 400
Thajâkh ( ?) t. and r., near Khotan, cf.

Wajakh 70-1 
Thatha, cf. Mansüra and Lohäri 372 
Thäy (Qäy ?) 84, 229 
Thrace (Thiräqiya) 32, 40-1, 79, 156-7 
Thracesion 156 
Thughür al-Jazïra see Jazira 
Thule is. (Tüll, Tüliya, Shetland is.)

52, 59, 1.81, 191 
Tib, in Khüzistän 131 
Tibet (Tubbat, Tüpüt) 24-5, 34“5, 39,

61, 63, 70, 80, 83-6, 90, 92-4, 96, 
97, 112, 116, 119, 121, 233, 254-63,
284, 349, 482 ; Bolorian T . (Baltistän) 
93,258 ; Gate of T . 39,120,385 ; Inner 
T . 369 ; Outer T . 248 

Tibetans 39, 85, 93, 121, 227, 234, 256, 
267

Tien-ho ch’êng, cf. Lou-lan 235 
T 5ièn-shan, cf. Ighraj-art, Tafqän 194-5,

207, 226 
Tiflis 43, 144, 447, 456, 458 
Tigris 10, 76, 138-41, 218 
Tih bani Isrä’il (Sinai desert) 67 
Tihäma 146, 203; mts. 66, 77^145 
Tïjaspï 391
Tijin, in Gilän 137, 390 
Tïjïn see Tïzhin
T il (Till), on the Hilmand 73, i i i ,  211, 

345
Timbuktu 477

507
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Ting-ling (Kishtim) 286
Tinnls town 55, 151; 1. 54, 56, 78, 81,

151-2
Tirchul, in Burma 242, cf. T-rsùl 
Tîrgarân 365 
Tïz 123
Tîzhin-rüdh (Tïjïn), in Mäzandarän 77, 

218, 387
T.khsïn, a Khallukh t. 287 (cf. 282, n. 3) 
T . nküy ( ?), in China 84 
T . nzâgh-art, read: Topragh-art 95 
Toghuzghuz, cf. T ’u-chüeh, Ghuz 11, 

13» 25-6, 28, 34-5/52, 54» 62, 80, 
82-5, 92-8, 207, 227, 263-77, 287, 
352,481

Toksun, near Turfan 272 
Tölas, (Tölös, Tülis), name of the 

Uyghur ( ?) federation 266, 284-5, cf. 
Tülas, Tülis 

Toledo (Tulaitula) 69, 79, 155 
Tong valley, near the Issik-kul 98, 292 
Tonkin 243 
Topragh-art 276
Toqmaq (perhaps <  Tümkat?), cf. Sui- 

shi, Tun-kien 289, 303 
Tortosa (Turtüsha) 155 
Τ ο -ta (Tarbaghatai?) mt. 286 
Trans-Alay Range 198 
Transoxiana 19, 22, 30, 35-6, 38-9, 

61-3, 71, 80, 83, 97, 100, 102, 1 12-9, 
121, 351-8 

Transoxanian Marches (htidüd) 30, 83,
92, 119-22, 359-71 

Transylvania. 444 
T.rsül (Tüsül, Tirchul) 87 ,242 
Truxillo (Turjäla) 69, 155, 205 
Tsana 1. 476 
Tsanar see Sanär 
Tsaritsin, on the Volga 453 
Tsih-shi mts., near Lan-chou (?) 207 
Tsna r., in Russia 464 
Tual-tä see Tüläs 445, 457 
T ’u-chüeh, first Turkish empire, cf. 

Toghuzghuz 264, 286, 290, 447; 
Western T . 270, 286, 300 

Tudela (Tutayla) 155, 417 
Tukath (Tukkath) 117, 357 
Tukhs (Tukhsï) 35, 62, 83, 97-9, 297- 

300, 302, 304 
Tukhäristän 63-4, 71-2, 105, 108-9, 

i n ,  278, 337» 347, 362; Upper T- 
349; Tukharians 304» 359, 445 ■ 

Tüläs (Tuwal-Äs, Tuai-As, Tual-tä), 
’ cf. Alän, Äs 43, 162, 324, 445» 456 

Tülas (Tülis, Tülis?) mts., cf. Altai, 
Kin-shan, Tölas, Yün.s 62, 196, 283, 
287

Tülim 137, 391
Tu-lu, cf. Western T ’u-chüeh 286, 300 
Tümkat (perhaps >  Toqmaq) 289, 291,

297
Tünal see Tong 
Tunikäbun 387, 410

Tünis 153
Tünkat see Nükath 24, 117, 356
Tunkat-i B.khärnän 118
Tun-kien, cf. Tümkat 289
Turä, in Egypt 476
Türän, in Balüchistän 123, 372
Turär-Zaräkh, on the Jaxartes, cf.

Otrar 358 
Turfän (cf. Tafqän) 26, 195, 229,271 
Turghay r. 308
Türgish 264, 268, 278, 285, 287-8, 291, 

298, 300, 302, 347; Black T . 301-3; 
Yellow T . 301-2, 317 

Turjï (?) 134
Turks i i , 20, 32, 36, 38, 44, 82, 85, 

94 (Toghuzghuz), 96, ιο ί, ι ΐ5 “9>
121, ι6ο, 456 and passim; Tork, i.e. 
Ghuz in Russia 316; Turk-Magyar 
469 ; Balqar T . 445 ; K.njïna T . 120,
361

Turkistän, ‘Turkish lands* 38, 61, 94,
102, 118, 121, 351; Eastern T . 24; 
Gates of T . 38, 102, 112, 115, 122 

Türkmän (Ghuz) 311, 317 
Turshïz 103 
Tür-Sinä (Sinai) 67 
Tüs 29, 55, 64, 77» 103, 133, 185;

1. (Chashma-yi sabz, Shahd) 55, 185 
Tüsmat (?), in Tibet 61, 93, 194, 259 
Tustar see Shüshtar 
Tuwas, see Thule is. 59 
Tuwaysha 378
Tuyugh-ghun, cf. Ajäyul 258 
Tuz-chölü, in Asia Minor 183 
Tuz-kül, cf. Issik-kul, Boro-dabasun, 

Shür-kul 28, 54, 98, 184, 290 
Tüzün-'äij (hardly Uzun-aghachX), near 

the 1. Tüz-kül 98, 184, 195, 290 
Tüzün-bulagh 98, 184, 290 
Twsmt see Tüsmat 
Tythäl 63, 91, 198, 239, 248

Ubulla (Buia) 76, 138 
Üch-quriqan 284 
Ugra r. 323
Üj (Uch-Turfau) 28, 98, 293-5 
Ujjayn, cf. N ü’nïn 189, 245, 336 
'Ukbarä76, 140, 218 
Ük-tagh mt: 305
'Ulayq ('Allq?), mt. in Armenia 76 
Ulu-tau, cf. Kundävar mt. 202, 308 
Uninhabited Lands, of the North 42,

96, 99, 101, 156, 158-9, 316; of the 
South 69, 83, 163, 165 

‘Uqäb (?), in Arabia 148, 413 
Ural mts. 204, 306, 443 ; r. see Yayiq 
Ürasht (Ürast) 72, 116; r. 355 
Urdunn (Jordan) r. 150 
Urgün (?), cf. Farmul 251 
Ürkath (Üzkath ?) 99, 304 
Urmiya 143, 183 ; 1. (Kabüdhän) 379 
Ür.shfïn, cf. Manduri-pattan, Manda m

27» 87, 243
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Ürshin (Omshîn) see Orissa 27, 87, 241 
Urtäb see Arthäniya 75, 159, 438 
Urumchi 265
Ürün-'ärj (Uzun-aghach) mt. 97, 290,

298
Osäng, (Arsäng, K.rsäng) 25,71,94, 208 
Ushbânîkath 358
Ushbürqän (Shabüraqän, Shibarghän, 

Sapurgan, &c.) 5, 39, 117, 335 
Ushnü (cf. Asna) 394 
Ushturj 336 
Uskäf bani Junayd 139 
Ustuvä, cf. Khüjän 29, 77 
Ust-yurt (Chink) 312, 314 
Uswän see Assuan 
Utigur t. 264
Uwäl (Wal) is., cf. Bahrayn 190 
Uyghur, on the Orkhon 13, 233, 264, 

268; in Kan-chou (Sari-yoghur) 26, 
227, 256, 264-5 ; On-Uyghur 265 ; cf. 
Oghor, Toghuzghuz, Yighur, Yughur 

Uzam (?) 130
Uzbeks, in Afghanistan 288 
Üzgand 72, 116, 211, 280, 355; rivers 

of, Yabäghü and Barskhän (Khayläm, 
_ Narin) 72-3, 116, 288 

Üzkath (Z.kath), on the Chu 98, 291,
304

Uzu see Dniepr 
Uzun-aghach see Urun-'ärj

Valencia (Balansiya) 155 
Väbnit (Väntit, Väbit, &c.), a Slav 

town 159, 428, 431 
Vadhär 352
Vaghkath (Vagat) see Faghkath 354 
Vakhän (Vakhkhän) 39, 63, 71, 86,

120—1, 325, 350, 366-8 ; r. (Vakhkhäb) 
208; Vakhï (Valchänians) 39, 121 

Vakhjïr p. 364
Vakhsh (Vakhshäb, Surkhäb) r. 71,

120, 198, 209, 360-1; district 120; 
mts. (Alay?) 71 

Välishtän see Bälis 
Vallabha, south of Chaul 246 
Valvälij 72, 109, 209, 340 
Vanandar (V.n.nd.r, N.nd.r, *Vunun- 

dur), cf. Onoghundur, WJ.nd.r xvi, 
35» 43-4. 83, 10t, 160-2, 203, 320-4,
323, 440-4, 457, 465-71 ; mts. (Car- 
pathians?) 160 

VaraC'an (Barshliya, Bashli?) 449, 453 
Varaghsar 113 
Varang see Warank 
Vardhül 117  
Vardoj r. 365 
Vardük 357
Vardüqiya (Bardüj ?) 144, 398 
Variag (Var'ag), cf. Warank 432-3 
Varmeshän see D.rm.shän 
Värpuvä (Varfü) 136, 387 
Vartän (Warthän, Altan) 77, 142, 395, 

403

Varzuqän, near Ahar 396 
Vasämik see Sävnik 
Vascones see Basques 
Vastän, in Daylam 136, 388 
Väthkath (Vankath) 116, 355 
V'atichi, Russian t. 436 
Väyagän 74, 127-8, 213, 379 
Vayhind (Ohind, Gandhära) 63, 92,

251, 253-4 
Vayshagirt (Bishgird, Vêshagirt) 115,

120, 353 
Vehrot (Oxus) 331 
Venice 423
Vlma, in Tabaristän 135 
Vindhya, mts. 198, 236 
Vindüshävur see Gundë- Shävur 
Vistula r. 430
V.j.khyän ( ?), in Tibet 93, cf. Wajäkh (?) 
Vlachs (Rumanians) 468 
Vogul t. 309, 318
Volga, cf. Itil 41, 43-4, 305, 309, 312-6, 

462
Volga Tartars see Tatar 
V.r.nï mt., in Ghür (?) 343 
V.r.shan, in Khazaria, cf. Varaö'an (?) 

453
Vuläshgird 124 
Vulundur see W.l.ndr 470 
Vuy-tsang, in Tibet, cf. Üsäng 262

Wâdï Bayhän (speit : Mijän) 77, 148 
Wädl al-Qurä 148 
Wâdï Haifa 477
al-Wähät (Oases’) mt. 69, 78, 81, 152;

desert 151 
Wajäkh r., near Khotan 70, 206-7 
Wäqwäq 228; Gold island (Sumatra) 

52, 83-4, 187; in Zangistän 472 
Warank (Varang, Var'ag) 181, 432;

W. sea 182, 422 
Wäsit 37, 76, 129, 138-9; swamp 77 
Wei-ho r. 206
Wen-su (B.nchül, *B.nchük) 27-8, 98, 

240, 283, 293-4, 296 ,
White Croats 430, 432, cf. Serbs
Wisü, northern t. 309
W.l.ndr (W.l.nd.ri, *Wulundur), cf.

Vanandar 443, 459, 468-70 
Women, Isle of, (Kwen, Naissare) 8, 

58-9,19Ï 
Wu-sun t. 444

Xsa^rö-suka see Vayshagirt 353 
Xvanvant mt. 330

Yabäghü, Khallukh t. 285, 287-8 ; r. (cf.
Uzgand r.) 116, 211, 288-9, 293 

Yabghü (Yafghü, Janart) p. 276, 296 
Yäbis (Ibiza) is. 59, 192 
Yäfa 149
Yafinj, cf. Mäb.nj-J.räbäs 95, 276-7 
Yaghmä (Y.ghmiyä) t. 34-5, 62, 73, 

83, 95“ 8, 195, 260, 270, 278, 290, 301
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Yahüdhan see Jahüdhän 
Yahüdhliq 117  
Yakh-su (Akhshü), cf. Kuläb r. 208 
Yakh, Küh-i yakh see Qasak 
Yakutsk 285 
Yalama r. 456 
Yäläpän (?) 118
Yamäk (Yimäk), cf. Kimäk, Namakiya

305, 316 
Yamakoti see Jamagird,„i89 
Yamäma 146
Yamgän, Y.nb.qän see jYumgän 
Yamkert see Jamagird i 
Yangi-Baliq, in the T ’ien-shan 235,272 
Yängi-Känd see Dih-i nau 
Yang-tze kiang 195, 206, 208, 228, 230 
Yär, near the Issik-kul [perhaps =  

Särigh] 292, 297-8 
Yarkhoto (Si-chou) 265 
Yarim, in Arabia 413 
Yärkand 248 ; r. 206 
Yasi p. 292-3, 310 
Yasin-Gilgit r. 210
Yavadvipa (Iabadiu, Jazîrat al-fidda) 186 
Yayik (Ural) r. 215, 309, 313-4 
Yazd (Katha) 129, 380 
Yazdashir, in Kirmän 375 
Yazïdiya, in Shirvän 404 
Yemen 20-1, 40, 66, 81, 146-7 
Yen-ch’i see Qarashar 275'
Yenisey r. 196, 283, 286, 362 
Yevlakh, on the Kurr 400 
Y.ghsün-Yäsü, in Kimakia 100, 309 
Yighur see Yughur 
Yighur of Turkistän 309 
Yumär see Obi 
Y.ra r., near Khotan 255 
Yü-chou, cf. Üj, Wen-su 27, 294 
Yugria, “ Southern” (?) 318 
Yükand 117
Yüghür (Yighür, Kimak-Yighür), a t.

near the Aral sea 180, 215, 310, 312 
Yulduz, in the T ’ien-shan 275-6 
Yumgän 367-8 #
Yün (?) kingdom, in Tukhäristän 109,

340, 349
Yün (Bwr, Mwr?) 1., in Färs 54,127,183
Yünän see Greece 158
Yüngü see Aq-su 296
Yün-nan 236, 240
Yün.s mt. see Tülas 287
Yüra (Yüghra), t. 309-10, 437 *

Zäb, Greater and Lesser 76 
Zäbaj, cf. S.rih, Sumatra, Wäqwäq, 

Zäba 33-4, 52, 57, 83, 163-4, 228, 
471-2  

Zabïd 20-1, 40, 147 
Zäbul (Jäbulistän) 112, 346 
Zaghäwa (speit: Läba) 165, 477 
Zagros 383
Zakatali (according to A. Genko, *Zakar- 

talal “ Zacharia’s plot”) 410

510

Zämin 115
Zamin-dävar 64, i n ,  177, 344-5 
Zamm 200
Zamr-i Ätash-parast 366 
Zandana 112 
Zandarämish 116 
Zangän 132
Zangi, “ East-Africans” 51,163-4; Wäq- 

wäqian Z. 56 
Zangistän (Zangibär, Zanj) 33-4, 52, 

83» 163-4, 179» 228, 47i“2; sea 52 
Zangüya 262
Zarafshän r. see Soghd r.; range see 

Buttamän 211 
Zarah 55, 73, 185 
Zäri-i Murgh mt., in Ghür 343 
Zarin-rüdh (Zäyanda-rüd) 131, 383 
Zarmän (speit: Arrnän) 113, 352 
Zarq, in Marv 105 
Zarqän, in Färs 128, 379 
Zava, near Khotan 93, 259 
Zawïla, in Fazzän 153, 416, 477 
Zaybäk, cf. R.kht.j.b 120, 364-5, 367 
Zaydän 380 
Zayla* (speit: Ryn) 474 
Zaytün, in China 227 
Zhäsht (Jäsht, Räsht) 63, 120, 361, 363 
Zina-äb 353 
Zïnvar 114
Zirigarän, in Daghestän 450 
Zirkhän 365 
Z.kat see Üzkath 291 
Zughar (Zo'ar) 67, 151, 415 
Züzan (Zözan) 103

The following names could not be 
transliterated in Latin characters :

in Transoxiana 117

mt. in Armenia 218

ijJü) 229

east Aral sea 306,

315, 317

in Transoxiana 118 

dJUw, in Toghuzghuz 95 

, in Khallukh 98 

j^L (Nylän?), in Gilan 136 

, in Transoxiana 118 

j-bw (Ghannäj?), in Transoxiana 117,3 57 

X C i .  , in Transoxiana 118 

^, in Transoxiana 117 

in Farghäna 116 

ô ULju (M.skän?), in Transoxiana 116, 

155
in Transoxiana 119 

(pdL·), in the Hindükush 121 

j j t , in Sistän 345
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cf. Yün, in Tukhäristän 340 

\jJjj, in Chaghäniyän 353 

jjj , cf. Nüdiz, in Chaghäniyän 120,359, 
361

JUSoU-, in Gllän 137 

j U ,  in Kirmän 125

in Transoxiana 118 

in Transoxiana 118 

in Tibet 255 

(Aj.kh?), in Transoxiana 117, 357

0 >
in Chaghäniyän (Rëgar?) X14, 209 

in Transoxiana 118

^ j ,  river 73 =  e r A  215

in Arabia 148

£L», in Arabia 148

rivers east of the Aral sea,

310

B. PERSONAL NAMES AND TITLES

'Abd al-Rahmän, Cordovan caliph 470 
'Abdalläh ibn al-Mubärak 141 
'Abbäsids 11, 12-13, 15, 27, 40, 140-1, 

352, 460
'Abd al-Qayyüm b. al-Husayn b. "Ali 

al-FärisI, owner and scribe of the 
i i .-Ä .  vii-viii, 166 

Abraham 37, 88, 139, 146, 150 
abshâd (ayshä, ansä), Khazar title 162, 4SI
Abü 'Ali Ahmad, of Chaghäniyän 17 
Abü 'Ali, a Mu'tazilite imäm 381 
Abü Bakr Muhammad, of Chäghaniyän

17
Abü-Dä’üdids 341, 345, 359 
Abü Dulaf of Karaj 132, 383 
Abul-'Abbäs, caliph 141 
Abul-Fadl ibn-al-'Amïd 29, 133 
Abul-Fadl Gulpäyagäni ix, xv, 3 
Abul-Fath, of Badhakhshän 349-50 
Abul-IJärith, see Muhammad b. Ahmad 
Abul-Muzaffar, see Muhammad b. 

Ahmad
Abü Muhammad [b.] IJasan b. Mihrän 

177
Abü Muslim 356 
Abü Muzähim, khäqän, 300, 303 
Abü-Nasr Ahmad b. Muhammad 6,177  
Abü-Säj, see Yüsuf 
Adam 37, 61, 146, 194 
'Adud al-daula, Büyid 28, 214, 374 
Afräsiyäb, dynasty of 278, 295 
Afrïgh (Afrïghün, Farîghün, Ifrïgh) 6, 

173-4, 342, 371 
afshin, title in Usrüshana 354 
Ahmad b. Farîghün 6, 175 
Ahmad b. Mu'tasim, 'Abbäsid 11 
Aljmad b. Sahl, of Marv 16-17  
'Alä b. Ahmad al-Azdl 172, 394 
'Alawï Burqa'î 139, 392 
Alexander the Great 156, 225 
'Ali b. Abï Tâlïb 17, 140 
'Ali b. Haytham, of Shîrvân 406 
'All b. Müsä al-Ridä, in Mashhad 103

*Alî b. Sukkarï (Sagzï?), in Dihistän 133
Almush (Mus), Bulghär king 162, 461
'Amr b. Layth, Saffarid 6, 176, 342, 347
Anas b. Mälik 139
Ardashir Bäbakän 127
Ärish the Archer 330-1
Arpad 461
Arslan, Uyghur prince 272 
Asparukh 467-8 
cazim of Khotan 25, 85, 234 
'Aziz, Fätimid caliph 27

Bäbur 251
Badi' al-Zamän Hamadhäm 178 
Bagratunids 397 
Bahräm Chübïn 102 
Bahräm Gür 447
Ballah-rä (Baliah-räy), king in India 88, 

89, 91, 236-8, 244, 251 
Bânïjür family, of Khuttal 353, 359 
baräz-handa, ruler of Mänshän 106, 335 
Barzuvîlâ, Turkish prince 461 
Basil I, emperor 424 
Ba’üra (B.rüza), king of Qinnauj 239, 

253
Bäv, Bävand dynasty 135 
Bayan, son of Kubrat 467 
bayghü, cf. yabghü 296, 303-4. 
B.dän-Sänkü (B.dän-Sängü), dihqän 

298,304
beg-tegin, cf. Yinal-beg-tegin 95, 274,

3-04
Bilgä-Qaghan 265, 302
Bltwär (Yiltuvar?), Bulghär king 461
Boghrä-Khän 278
Boris, king 468
Bsmüt-Swyt, see S.müt-swyt
Bughä, Mutawakkil’s general 401
Bulürin-shäh, of Bolor 121
Büyids 28-9, 138, 214, 374, 377, 392

Chalukya dynasty of Vengi 238 
Chandêl dynasty 237 
Charlemagne (Qärula) 191, 424
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Chasdai ben Shafrut 470 
Chaulukya dynasty 250 
chorepiscopos (korikoz) 402

Dahum (Ruhmï, &c.), king in India 62,
72, 80, 87, 236-8.

Daniel, prophet 131, 382.
Dän-sänkü, see B. dän-sänkü 
Daqïqï, poet 178 
Darà (Darius) 129
Darmashî-shâh (Varmeshän), in Güz

gän 106, 333 4 
Dhanga, Chandël king 237 
Dib-baquy 357 
Dihqän-i Iläq 117, 356 
Dihqän-i Zhäsht 120 
Dula, Alan prince 457 
Daqqäq, IJasan Abü Sa'id 127, 377

eltäbir, Turkish title 265 
Erän-shäh ( ?), see Layzän-shäh 407

Fadl b. Sahl 350
Fadl b. Yahiyä, Barmakid 350, 361 
Faghfür-i Chin 84 
Fä’iq, amir 176
Fanä-Khusrau, see Panä-Khusrau 
Farîdün (Afrîdhün, Faridhün) 6, 84, 

106, 174, 227 
Farïghünids 4-7, 173-8, 336, 344 
Fätimids, cf. Maghribi 20, 27, 89, 239, 

246, 415 
Fazäri, astronomer 133, 189, 384 
Fazhïghün, cf. Afrïgh 173 
Filän-shäh 454

G:alen (Jâlînüs) 151 
Ghäba, king in India, cf. Jäba 237 
Ghadâ’irî, poet 384 
Ghaznavids 30, 177, 343-4, 34*> 
Ghür-shâh ι, 5, 110 
Gog and Magog (absent in the text) 

439, 4SI
Gurjara-Pratîhâra dynasty 198, 239, 

246, 249 
Güzgän-khudäh 175

Habbär b. al-Aswad 372
Hajjäj b. Yüsuf 138
IJalläj 23, 128, 379
Hamdänids 20
aì-IJarbì, Abü Nasr 18
Hârün al-Rashïd 103, 149 ^
Hasan Basrï 139
Hâshim b. Bânîjür 353
Hâtim b. Dä’üd, of Khuttalän 361
ÇEekmat, A. A. khân 376
Heimes 37, 152
Hiwâlî, rulers of San ä 20
Hsi Tsung, emperor 267
Hsüan Tsung, emperor 265
Huang-Ch’ao 259, 267

Ibrahïm Darbàndî, ruler of Shïrvân 405

idiqut, king of Bish-baliq 271 
Idnsids 417
ikhshed, kings of Farghäna 355 
ïlmâlm.s.n.-jabüya 288 
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Li-k’o-yung 267
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Long-tegin see P ’ang-t’ê-lê 226 
mir-i rudh 113
Louis the Pious, emperor 433
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203
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406, 455 
Muhammad Ghaznavid 177 
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al-Muqanna' 311, 356 
Muqtadir, caliph 352, 460 
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Nâçir al-dïn Shah 390 
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Naçr II 16-17, 22 
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Nayzak Tarkhän 327, 338, 340 
Nimrüd 139 
Nizâm al-mulk 377 
N.jâba, cf. Jâba 249, 251

Noah 66, 412
Nüh b. Asad, Sämänid 358
Nüh b. Mansür, Sämänid 4, 176, 178.

Oldenburg, S. F. x 
Oleg 433
Omar b. 'Abd al-'Αζϊζ, in Mansüra 88 
Omar ibn al-Khattäb 139 
Omayyads 155, 417
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Panä-Khusrau, Büyid 28, 124 
P’ang-t’ê-lê 226, 264 
Parmüdha, son of Shäba 185 
Pirän 295
Prälambha dynasty 240 
P.rvänc-zabghü 482 
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Qadir-khan Qangli 309 
Qalin b. Sh.khïr, in Kan-su ( ?) 227 
Qara-Khänids (Äl-iAfräsiyäb) 234, 278, 

280, 287, 295, 299, 355 
Qara-Khitay (Liao) dynasty 276 
qirmäZy Russian title 429 
Qubilay 228
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t. 292, 301 
Qutayba b. Muslim 338, 340

Rä'i b. Rä'i (Zâ'î b. Zä'i) 165, 476 
Räs-Tarkhän 451 
Rästraküta dynasty 238 
Rävshär, see Rivshär 332 
Ibn Rawwäd 143, 395 
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räy
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243
R.hmï, see Dahum 237 
R'urik 433
Rüs-khäqän 159, 433, 436, 438 
Rustam 17, 280
Rusudan, queen of Georgia 397 
Rutbïl, see Zunbil

Sabuktagin 30, 176, 342, 344 
Sa'd ibn Abi Waqqäs 140 
Saffärids 6, 176 
säghünt title 291
Sailendra (Srivijaya) dynasty 241 
Salmän al-Färisi 453 
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270, 352, 357 
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Säsänians 105, 108, 126, 138, 139, 332, 

337, 378, 401, 404, 406, 454 Λ 
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241
Satuq Bughra-khan 278, 281
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se-li-fa, Turkish title 449
Shäba, “ Turkish” king 185
shad-tutuq, title 278, 310
Shaddädids 397
Shäfi'i, imäm 151
shahr-salir, king of Andaräb 109
Shährukh, Tlmürid 20,
Shammäkh b. Shujä' 404 
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Shaqïq Balkhï 114, 354 
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Shiriyän-shäh 404, 410 
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Shirvän-shäh 144, 404, 454-5.
Shu'ayb, prophet 148 
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Siyävush 174, 371 
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mlk 159 
“ Son of the Sun” 121, 369 
Srïvijaya, cf. Sailendra 188, 241 
sübanj (zupan ?) 429, 431 
Sül, prince of Dihistän 311 
Sulaimän ibn al-Hasan al-Qarmatï 127 
Su-lu 300-1
Sunbät, see Smbat 143, 397 
Svetopluk (Sventopluk) 430, 442 
Sviatoslav 439
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428—9

tabirt, title 293
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Tahmürath 105 
taksin title 272, 297 
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tekin, title 288 
T ’ê-p’ang-lê 275, 301 
Timür 196
Tubbat-khäqän 71, 92, 93 
Tür, son of Faridün 227 
Türgish-khaqan 284, 289 
Tuzün, Turkish chief 20

Ülugh-bek 3-4 
ustundär, title 135, 387 
utsmiy ruler of the Qaytaq 449 
Uyghur-khan 267

Varäz-Grigor 397

waranda, title in Güzgän 106 
Wang Yen-tê 269, 272 
Wäthiq, caliph 11-12, 13 
Wu-chîh-lê, Türgish chief 300

yabghü (jabghü), Turkish title 95, 97, 98,
275, 287, 288, 297, 303, 304, 312, cf.
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Zâghï b. Zâghï, see Rä'; b. Ra 1
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Zemarchos 347
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D. LOCAL PRODUCTS AND SPECIALITIES

Ambergris— Hindüstän, Rami, Santa- 
rem

Animals: Civet Cats— Sarandib ; Ele
phants— Andräs, See., China, Qimär, 
Ur.shfïn, Urshln ; Game— Ararat, 
Ghüz, Jabal al-Qiläl, Y aghmä ; Harts—  
Ighraj-art; Monkeys— Yemen; Musk- 
deer— Sarandib, Saukjü, Tülas ; Rhi
noceros— Qämarün, Rami, Sarandib, 
Wäq-wäq ; Wild Asses— mt. of the 
Oases, region between Egypt and 
Nubia ; Wild Sheep— mt. of the Oases 

Antidotes— Rämi, Büshang 
Armour, Arms, Coats of Mail— Ghür; 

Arrows— Chäch, Sikäshim; Blades—  
Urtäb; Bows— Chäch; “ Solomoman” 
Swords— Rüs (p. 437)

Asa Foetida— Marv, Sistän

Birds: 'Akka— on the Tarim; Faucons 
and Pelicans— Dihistanän-sur ; Indian 
Cuckoos, K.rkri, Parrots and Pea
cocks— India 

Brooms— Gîlân

Caraway— Barda*
Cardamum— Sarandib 
Carpets— Färs, Rüm (tanfasa) ; Prayer—  

Gilän, Jahrum, Müqän; Woollen—  
Bukhärä, Därzangi; Zilü— Akhlät,

Arjïj, Bargrî, Bidlis, Guzgän, Jah
rum, Khoy, Müqän, Nakhchuvän, 
Färs, Sistän; Rugs— Amol, Färs; 
Paläs-rugs— Chaghäniyän, Güzgän, 
Müqän ; Stuff used as Carpets— Sis
tän, Tabaristän; cf. Gilim 

Cattle— Bulghari, Häshumkirt, Khaza
rian Pechenegs, Khur, Kijkänän, 
Maghrib, Türän; Asses— Egypt; 
Camels— Sarakhs, Shihr, S.läbür; 
Cows— Balüt, Chigil, Ghüz, Güzgän, 
Jalüt, Khazar, Khirkhïz, S.läbür, 
Tibet, Toghuzghuz; Horses— Chadh- 
ghal, Chaghäniyän, Chigil, Ghiüz, 
Güzgän, Kätün, Khallukh, Khirkhiz, 
Khuttalän, K.räl, &c., Tibet, Tukhs, 
Toghuzghuz, Tukhäristän, Yaghmä; 
Mules— Barda', Kish; Sheep— Balüt, 
Chadhghal, Chigil, Ghüz, Güzgän, 
Häshumkirt, Inner Bulghär, Isbijäb, 
Jalüt, Khallukh, Khazar, Khazarian 
Pecheneg, Khirkhïz, Kh.müd, Ki
mäk, N.zvän, Rang-Rong, Saylakän, 
Sän, Saqläb, S.läbür, Tibet, Toghuz
ghuz, Tukhs, Tukhäristän, Yaghmä, 
Zäbulistän ; Vakhshi Sheep— Liv- 
kand; Swine— Saqläb ; Yaks— Saukjü 

Cereals— Andaräb; Dihistän, Gharchi
stän, Müqän, Nasä, Nübin, Sikï
misht, Tukhäristän; Barley— San'ä,
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Sirrayn ; Millet— Saqläb, Kirmän ; 
Rice— Daylamän; Sorghum— Mu- 
ghün, &c., Sirrayn; Wheat— San'ä 

Cheese (?)— Karaj-i Rüdhrävar; Rukh- 
bin— Käth 

China (ghadära)— China, Rayy 
Cinnamon— China, Dârchïn 
Clothing: Aprons— Baçra ; Cloaks— Ispa- 

hän, Rayy; Handkerchiefs— Egypt; 
Kerchiefs— Ämol, Bulli Kerchiefs—  
Ubulla, Gold Shot— Amol; Puttees—  
Dârzangî; Quilted Garments— Käth; 
Robes— Egypt ; Stockings— Rüm, Tüs ; 
Trouser-cords— Akhlät, &c., Duvin, 
Khüzistän, Rüm, Salamäs, Tib, Tüs, 
Wäsit; Turbans-—Bam, Shüsh, Bulli 
Turbans— Ubulla, Stuff for Turbans—  
Khâlkhïn, R.bînd ; Woollen Taylasäns 
— Rayy; Veils— Baylaqän, Viqäya 
Veils— Güzgän 

Cloves— Jäba, Salähit, Sarandib 
Condiments— Marv 
Coral— Hindüstän, Tabarqa 
Cords, Hemp— Samarqand 
Cotton— Dahum’s country, Marv, Ni

shäpür, Qabän, Rayy 
Crimson— Duvin 
Cumin— Bahrügän, Kümïn, &c.
Curtains— Basunnay 
Cushions y Covers for— Käth

Drinks (potions ?)— Baghdad 
Drugs— Farghäna, Khâlkhïn, Khoräsän, 

Kish, Transoxiana, mt. between 
Coria and Truxillo; Cassia Fistularis 
and Tamarind— Jab.rs.ri; Cubeb—  
Jäba, Salähit; Embilica Officinalis9 
Myrobalan, Terminalia Belerica—  
road between Rämiyän and Jalhan- 
dar ; Gentian— Gibraltar ; Tiryak 
(antidote) plant— Büshang

Electuaries— Baghdäd

Fans— Tirmidh
Felts— Güzgän, Isbïjâb, Käth, Tälaqän 

(Güzgän)
Fish— Abaskün, Arzan 1., Bankälüs, 

Bäzhgäh, Caspian sea, Daylamän, 
Mymäty 1., Majghari; Mäha fish—  
Gïlân 

Frankincense— Shihr 
Fruit— Ark, *Ayn-Zarba, Barda', Bu

khara, Burügird, Diza, Farah, Ku- 
mish, Malatya, Marüd, MIzhän, 
Nihävand, Palestine, Qazvïn, Simin
gän, Simnän, Tukhäristän; Dried—  
Bust; Almonds— Lahore; Apples—r 
Içtakhr; Bananas— Bälüs, Bankälüs; 
Chestnuts— Barda' ; Citrons— Ämol, 
Balkh ; Fragrant citrons— Shüsh; Yel
low Citrons— Damascus ; Coco-nuts—  
Bälüs, Bankälüs, Kanbäya mt. La

hore, Sarandib, S.läbür; Dates—  
'Abdasï, Alin, Arabia, Bam, Bayäs, 
Farah, Bahrügän, &c., Nahrawän, 
Nïm-Rüdhï, Qandabil; Dried dates 
— Sistän; Figs— Hulwän; Grapes—  
Hamdän (p. 146), Mirvät (p. 321); 
Hazel-nuts— Llshtar; Jalghüza— La
hore; _Mulberry— Barda' ; Oranges, 
sour— Ämol, Balkh; Pomegranates—  
Khujand ; Raisins— Karükh, Mälin
(Tä’ifi)

.FW— Ararat, Jabal al-Qiläl, Mïzhân 
Furs— Khallukh, Khirkhïz, Kuyäba, 

N.zvän, Tukhs, Yaghmä; Beaver—  
Qabala; Ermine— Tibet; Foxes, 
Black— Tibet, Toghuzghuz; Striped 
and ited— Toghuzghuz ; Grey Squir
rels— Tibet, Tülas ; Lambskins— Kur- 
dar; Sabija (?)— Toghuzghuz; Sable 
Martens— Kimäk, Tibet, Tudela, 
Tülas (cf. pp. 196, 278); Weasel—  
Barädhäs, Tibet

Gilims (Tapestry Woven Carpets)— Där
zangi, Pärs, Wäsit; Blue— Rüdhän; 
Kümish Gilims— Ärnol 

Glass— see Nisibïn and p. 165 
Glaze-ware— Baghdäd, Rayy (?) 
Grape-syrup— Araghän, Baun, Herat

Honey— Ädharbayjän, Armenia, Arrän, 
Saqläb, S.läbür

Insects and Reptiles: Crocodiles— Buçïr; 
Flies (carnivorous)— Sarir ; Mosquitoes 
(pashsha)— Nih, Tamïsha ; Scorpions—  
Käshän, Niçibïn, Himç, Tabarqa; 
Snakes— Ahwäz, Artüj, Hims, Nï§ibïn

Khävkhir, Chineser—China 
Khutü-Horn— China, Khirkhiz, Tibet

Leather— Anbïr, Sind

Mahfüri [Piatesi]— Khursän 
Manna (shïrkhisht)—  Herat (cf. p. 343) 

(tarangabïn)— Kish 
Mats— 'Abbadän, Ämol, Gïlân, Mäm- 

tïr ; Green— Tirmidh 
Metals: Copper— Bärijän mt., Cyprus, 

Farghäna, Georgian mts., Güzgän, 
Kirmän, Sardan, Spain, Tüs ; Gold—  
Abyssinia, Akhslkath, Badhakshän, 
China, Chinese mts;, Farghäna, Gold 
is., Güzgän, Iläq, Jabal. al-Qamar, 
al-Jazä’ir al-khäliya, Khoräsän, Khut
talän, Kirmän, Muqatçam mt., 
N.zvän, Pärs, Qämarün, Ribät-i Kar- 
vän, Rang-Rong, R.büshärän, be
tween Rüm and Armenia, Sands 
of the Mines, Sarir, Satïf, Sijil- 
mäsa, Spain, the Südän, Süs-the- 
Distant, Transoxiana, Wäq - Wäq,
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Zäbaj, Zangistän, Zawîla; [<auriferous 
sands—' Jïruft, Sijilmäsa] ; Iron— Ban
kälüs ( ? ), Dunbävand, Güzgän, Içtakhr 
mt., Sämär, Surüshna; Lead— Bäri- 
jän, Farghäna, Güzgän, Kirmän, 
Sämär, Sarîr, Spain, Transoxiana, 
Tus ; Quicksilver— Farghäna, Sokh 
( ? § 25, 49.) ; >Szfoer-r-Akhsìkath, An
daräb, Georgian mts., Güzgän, Iläq, 
Jabal al-Qamar, Järiyäna, Khoräsän, 
Khuttalän, Kirmän, Küh-i Sim, 
Kühsaym, Muqattam', Näyin, Panjhïr, 
Pars, Sardan mt., Silver is., Transox
iana; Tin— Kala [cf. p. 187] 

Minerals: Ammoniac— Buttamän, Far
ghäna, Transoxiana; Antimony—  
Güzgän, Sämär, Tüs ; Arsenic—  
Transoxiana, Dhakhkath, Kuchä 
[p. 226]; Bezoar Stone— Farghäna; 
Bitumen— Därägird ; Crystal— Bagh- 
däd ; Emery— Qämarün, Sarandib 
mt.; Glass Stone— Nisibin (cp. p. 
393) ; Lode Stone— Bärijän, Farghäna, 
Kirmän; Marble-like Stone— Simin- 
gän; Naphta— Bäkü; Plasma— Cyp
rus; Salt— ' Abbadän, Därägird, Kash
mir, Kuhak, Limräsk, Rüdhän, Tuz- 
kül, Yün; Black and Yellow Salt—  
Därägird ; Red Salt— Därägird, Kish ; 
Saltpetre— Bukhärä ; Mekkan Sand—  
'Arab country; Red Sand— Habïr; 
Schists, Combustible (?)— Farghäna; 
Sulphur— Transoxiana; Vitriol— Güz
gän, Transoxiana 

Musk— Baytäl, B.lhäri, Müsa, Khir
khïz, Tibet, Toghuzghuz, Tukhs, 
Vayhind

Napkins, Dessert— Dämghän 
Nutmeg— Sarandib

Oil— Baghdäd, Rayy ( ? see p. 384)

Paper— Samarqand
Pearls— 'Aden, Hindüstän, Ganäfa 

sea, Khärak, Khumdän, Rämi, Saran
dib

Pepper— Kanbäya mt., Malay, Ur.shfm 
Perfumed Waters— Sârï; Palm-blossom, 

Rose and Santoline— Gür ; Saffron and 
Sandalwood— Sârï ; Violet— Pärs 

Plants: Indigo— Bahrügän ; Madder 
Barda', Jazirat al-Bäb, Müqän; Saff
ron— Burügird, Chaghäniyän, Dar- 
band-i Khazarän, Durghush, Karaj-i 
Rüdhrävar, Nihävand, Qum, Shü
män, Vayshagirt; Süsan-i Nargis 
Flower— Shiräz; Tabarkhün— Farghä
na; Water Lilies— Balkh 

Precious Stones— F.ma, Khoräsän, Vay
hind; Chrysolites— mt. of the Oases; 
Corundum—Hindüstän, Sarandib, Ta- 
bamä ; Diamonds— Hindüstän, Saran
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dib mt., Sarandib rs. ; Emeralds— mt. 
of the Oases; Garnets— Badhakhshän, 
mt. of the Oases ; Jade— Khotan rs. ; 
Lapis Lazuli— Badhakhshän ; Rubies—  
S.nglij; Turquoise— Tüs

Qaraz— Maghrib (p. 417)

Red Abänk ( ?)— Sind

Sacks— Müqän
Saddle-bags— Güzgän ; Saddle-cloths, 

Covers for— Sikäshim; Saddle-girths 
— Güzgän ; Horse-rugs— Baylaqän 

Shagreen— Abaskün 
Shank (“White Conch”)— Dahum’s 

country
Shoes— Basra, Kanbäya, Sind; Yemeni 

— Sa'da
Barda', China, Nishäpür; Mul- 

.faam— Egypt ; Raw— Gurgän, Kho
tan, Marv; Textiles— Astaräbädh, 
Baghdäd, Ispahän ÇAttabï, Siqlätün), 
Nishäpür, Rüm, Säri; Black— Gur
gän; Khazz— Egypt, cf. p. 382; Sun- 
dus— Rüm ; Za furi (?)— Astaräbädh 

Skins— Sa'da, Sind, Tä’if; Leopard—  
Berbers ; Lizard— Malaga ; Panther—  
Süs-thé-Distant 

Slaves— Alän country, Darbarid-i Kha- 
zaran, Farghäna, Ghur, Khazar, 
Khazarian Pecheneg, Rämiyän, Say- 
lakän, Sarir, Südän [cf. Ädharbayjän, 
p. 142]

Snow— Kath, Mizhän 
Soap— Bust, Tirmidh 
Spices— Sarandib
Spikenard— Jäba, Salähit, Sarandib 
Stone Kettles— Nauqän 
String Instruments— Saqläb country 
Sugar— Khüzistän, S.läbür; Red and 

Refined— 'Askar-i Mukram; Candy—  
Bahrügän, &c., Kiz, &c. ; Cane—  
Bahrügän, &c., Balkh, Bälüs, Balüt, 
Jalüt, Mila 

Sweets: Filata— Marv; Nä}if— Bay
laqän

Tents—1Tukhs
Textiles— Ardavil, Astaräbädh, Barzand, 

Baylaqän, Dimyät, Ganäwa, 'Iräq, 
Ispahän, Jälhandar, Jibäl, Khoräsän, 
Khüzistän, Kümish, Nishäpür, Pärs, 
Rüm, Shüsh, SinizL Tavaz ; Brocades 
— China, Gurgän, ïdha (Shüshtar?), 
Rüm; Cotton Stuffs— Baghdäd, Bam, 
Basra, Bust, Buzhägän, &c., Herat, 
Kath, Kuri, Nishäpür, Pärs, Rayy; 
Linen Cloth— Ämol, Basra, Danqara, 
Darband-i Khazarän, Dhamira, Dim
yät, Pärs, Saqläb, Tinnîs ; Maysäni—  
Rüm; Precious Stuffs— Shüsh, Vay
hind; Süzangird— Qurqüb; Velvet—
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Jalhandar, Khâlkhïn; Woollen Stuffs—  
Abaskün, Chaghäniyän, Dimyät, Gan- 
ja, Khursän, Marand, Shamkür, Pärs, 
Tinnïs ; Red Woollen Stuffs— Rüdhän 

Touch-Stone (mihakk)— Shävarän ; Whet- 
Stone (fasän)— Arab country, Radwa 
mt., Tihäma, Tüs 

Trees: Aloes— Dahum’s country, al- 
Jurz, Mandai, Qämarün, Qimär, 
Sanf; 'Ar'ar— Büshang; Bamboo—  
Kala, Kanbäya mt., Sarandib; Box
wood— Amol ; Brazil Wood— Rämi, 
Sarandib; Camphor— Bälüs, Haranj,

’ India, S.rilj, Zäbaj; Cotton-Tree—  
Andräs; Ebony— Silver is., Ashmü- 
nayn; Khadang and Khalanj— Chäch,

Khirkhïz, cf. p. 465; Khinj (“ White 
tree”)— Güzgän; Rotang— Kanbäya 
mt., Malay, Ur.shfïn; Sandal— Jäba, 
al-Jurz, Saläliit; Red Sandal— Salü- 
qiyïn; Teak— Silver is.; Timber—  
Jabal al-Qiläl, Khoy, &c. (?)

Vinegar— Marv

Wax— Ädharbayjän, Armenia, Arrän 
Wine— K.nd.rm, Rayy, Saqläb, Simin

gän, Surüsna, Talaqän 
Wooden Utensils— Ämol, Daylamän;

Wine Vessels— Çaqlâb 
Wool, dyed— Wäsit

E: SELECTION OF CATCHWORDS

äbädhän, “ prosperous” 37, 53 and pas
sim ; abadhânïy “ inhabited lands” 54, 
“ oecumene” 83, “ prosperous place”
85, &c.

akhbär9 * ‘information [heard?]” 55,79,83 
albänt alpäghüt 292 
antiquities, io8, 126,^128, 138-9. 
Arabic, misunderstood in the jÇf.-'Æ

184, 384, 412 
*ar'ar, “juniperus polyearpa” 104; cf.

artüj 281 
ashes, mounds of 129, 139 
astronomical observations 58-9, 166, 

190-1, 245

Bahä’i viii, ix 
band7 βάνΒα 220 
batiha, “ swamp” 55, 179 
bäzargäni (bäzurgani), * ‘ business transac

tions” 115, 153 
bearings, wrong xv, 192, 222, 289, 300,

316, 325, 351, 372-4, 376, 380, 443, 
445

Bih-Âfarîdhï, sect 105, 328 
biyäbän “ desert, plain” 79, 221 
brothels 88 
Brahmans 88
Buddhists 233, 337; (skamani) 84, (but- 

parasi) 85

champäy a flower and a sort of rice 240 
clime (iqlini) xviii, 61, 349; cf. 94, i n  
Christians (tarsä) 95,101,140-2,149-50, 

158, 160-1, 164, 475“ 6; (käfirän) 144,
157

coins and money 90, 147, 153, 237, 247 
commerce : caravan stations (stages) 95,

97, 105, 121, 126, 129; markets 89, 
113, 115, 136, 147, 149, 162; mer
chants 84, 93, 97, 100, 118, 121, 123, 
132, 134, 136-7, 143, 146, 148, 153, 
155, 160-2,164-5 ; residences of mer
chants (abodes, haunts, resorts) 85,

88, 92, 98-9, 102, 107-8, 1 10-12, 
118-19, 121-5, 127-8, 130-5, 137, 
142,153,163; sea-trade 87,122; stores 
(bärkadha) 87, 102, 107-8, 119, 121,
127, 131/148; trade-port (furda) 346

dä'irat al-äfäq “ Horizon” 50 
darvishäny “ poor people, paupers” 92, 

109, 1 14-15, 117, 124, 162, 165 
dihqän “heriditary ruler” 98-9, 109, 

116-17, 120 
doctors and magicians 100, 152, 159

eunuchs 85, 165

farkhär (vihära) 263 
fire-temples 126-9, 383 
fire-worshippers: Khirkhïz 96; Maj

ghari 321 ; Rüs see Majüs ; Slavs 158; 
cf. Zoroastrians

“ gates” (dar) 38, 102, 112, 115, 120-2; 
Alan gate 68; Dar-i Andara 107, 334; 
Dar-i Täziyän, 112; Dar-i Tubbat 
120, 256; cf. bob 254, 404, 454 

gauhar, “ precious things” 52, 86, 89, 92, 
102; jauhar, “ substance” 112, 152, 
154 (suggesting metals?) 

ghadära, “ china” 384

kadd “ frontier, extension” 51 ; sar-hadd 
“ frontier” 57, &c. 

hijr at the Ka'ba 412 
hudüd:“ limits” 30,64-5; “ region [limited 

area]” , vii, 57; “ marches” 109, 119; 
“ neighbourhood” 128; “ territory” 
112, 123, &c.

IJurüfï sect 386

idols 109, i n ,  121 ; idol-temples 86, 88- 
94, 109, 118; idol-worshippers 161-2  

Infidels (käfir): Turks 116, 118; neigh
bours of the Rüs 159; wakhi 369
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injü 292
iranicized forms of names, xvi, 325,

373» 378,380,468
Isfandiyäriya (*Isfïdh-yâriya), Zoroas- 

trian sect 356 ; cf. sapid-jämagän

jayhün “ great river” 321 
jazira, is. or peninsul .̂ 56

Kârïz, “ underground .canals” 110, 124, 
132, 321, 468 

khalij, “ gulf or straits? 51,179  
khänät, divisions in Khoräsän 325-6 
Khärijites 21, 67, 91, 104, 125, 140, 

150-1» 327, 412; Azraqï 130, 381 
khatt al-istizjùâ “ Equator”  50, 188 
Khwärazmian language 174 
khwästa, “ commodities, wealth” , passim 
khumdän, “ potter’s kiln” 229 [a place 

called Khumdän is mentioned on the 
road between Leh and Khotan in 
Mir 'Izzat-alläh’s itineraries] 

khushk “ dry land” (?) 63, 249

letter cJ [ßt w] 70 (ßajäkh, mis-spelt: 
Thajäkh) ; 74 (GanâjSa, but 127, Gana- 
/?a); 75 (Kuyäfa <  KuyâjSa, but 159, 
Kuyäba); 149 (YäjSä, for Yäfä); 294 
(#Taj8ushqan see Index A  sub Taush- 
qan)

linguistic phenomena: adventicious ô-
185, 334 (Bastaräb), 281 (Bartüj), cf. 
§ 29,19. ; d/z (dimistän) 94,99 ; δ// 275 ; 
-δ;>; 363 Î fìh  388; gujbu 326; gvfb 
374 ;jk < c  344 ; l/n 388,410 ; ndjrd 398 ;
fjj < c  182,360 ;s < c  198,240,273,336,
374 ; ì-s >  t-s 447 ; suffixes : -ivän 335, 
410; -z  408, 421, 447, 455 

longitude o° 245 
/âira-language 134

majüs, as applied to the Northmen 158, 
328

Manichaeans 84-5,113,226,233,267-8, 
287, 290, 353, 482 

Map, the author’s xiv, 6o, 69, 121, 146, 
157 ; reading off the Map„xv, 236,239, 
251,338, 361, 376, 392 (§ 33, ii·)» 394, 
4i4(§ 38,15.), 420 ; enumeration along 
the roads 229, 260, 289-94, 363-4, 
380,382 *

maqs, “ toll-house” 477 
mardum-khwär “ man-eaters” 56-7, 85, 

97
markets 113, 115,400 
mash, “ cadastre” 392 
rmr-i rüdh 113
muluk-i aträf, “ margraves” 118, 121, 

342
rnurdäb, “ lagoon” 49, 51

Muslims in outlying lands 88, 90-1, 93 , 
112,119, 120-2,136, 162

nähiyat, “ country0 47 and passim; 
“ direction” 62 ; “ district” 84; “ parts”  
66; “ province” 123; “ region” 123; 
“ side”  53, &c.

Nestorians 290 
nighüshäk, “ auditores” 113 
m'mat, “ amenities” , passim; “ re

sources” 126; “ well-being” 162; bä 
ni*mat, “ pleasant, favoured by na
ture” [“well-endowed”] passim

Persian language of Gurgän 134 
qurday, “ pelican” 303

rustä, “ district” 61, 74, 104, 119; Rüstä 
[«c]-Rustäm 128; Rüstä-Bljm 121

sabïl, “ charitable gift” 398 
§äbïydn, “ Säbians” 12,141 ; “ Buddhists 

<?)” 95
Sälhäri, Muslims in Rämiyän 90 
Sapid-jämagän 117; mubayyida 356 
The Seven Sleepers 204 
çayyâd*‘fishermen” 60, 93 (?) 124, 126;

“hunters” 60, 93, 95 
shamani, “ Buddhist” 84 
shank (iankhd), conchs 242 
siyäsijün (*späsiki) 409 
Soghdian language 99, 185, 229, 231.,

271, 273, 300, 369 _ 
sources of the Η.- 'A. xii-xvii, 25 ff. 
Sultan “ governor, government” 89, &c. 
Sun-worship 99, 121

faylasän, “ gulf” 391 
taxes: bar-äb 105, 108; bridge-toll 398; 

dah-yak 159; gate-toll 120; kharäj 
157 ; maritime customs 162 ; sar-gazit 
92 ; *ushr 139, 392 ; cf. mash 

thaghr, “ military frontier” 133, 143-4, 
148-9, 152, 470 

Tukharian language 304, 359, 369, 445 
türk, “ strength” 264 
Turkän-i âshtï, “ trucial Turks” 118-19

vaulted buildings 124, 374

wind-mills n o

yabaqu, “ felt-wool” 28S 
yädhkird 49, 145 
yasi, “ broad” 
yighach, “ farsang” 290

Zoroastrian (gabrän, gabrakän) 95, 105,
121, 126, 269; Bäiäfaridhi 105 

Zün (Zün), Indian god 345


